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Foreword 7 
| _ ‘This edition of the Minerals Yearbook, covering calendar year 1967, 

marks the 86th year in which the Federal Government has issued, on an 
annual basis, a report on the U.S. mineral industry. In response to the _ 

-—.— desires of our readership, this 1967 edition has returned essentially to | 
. _ . the Yearbook format in use prior to 1966, with some minor modifications. 

_ The general content of this edition follows: 
| Volume I-II, Metals, Minerals, and Fuels, contains all the chapters on | 

the metal, nonmetal, and mineral fuel commodities that previously ap- 
- peared in the separate Volume I, Metals and Minerals, and Volume II, 

. Mineral Fuels. In addition, it includes a chapter reviewing these mineral 
| industries, a statistical summary, and chapters on employment and _ in- 

juries, and technologic trends. As in Yearbooks prior to 1966, text accom- __ 
panies the statistical presentation. Some of the longer chapters have been 

. . redesigned so that the tabular presentation follows the text, rather than | 
-_ _ being interspersed throughout the text as in the past. , | 

So '  WVolume III, Area Reports: Domestic, contains chapters covering each 
of the 50 States, the U.S. island possessions in the Pacific Ocean and the 

a Caribbean Sea, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the Canal 
Zone. Volume III also has a statistical summary chapter, identical with : 

| : that in Volume I-II, and a chapter on employment and injuries. | 
So Volume IV, Area Reports: International, which was not published in 

1966, has been reinstated. This volume contains 85 chapters presenting the | 
- .- Jatest available mineral statistics for more than 130 foreign countries and 

= areas, and discusses the importance of minerals to the economies of these 
- nations. A separate chapter reviews minerals in the world economy. | 

| The continuous effort of the Bureau of Mines to enhance the value of 
the Yearbook for its readership can be aided by comments and suggestions 

. : _ .from its users; such comments are invited. | | 

| an Joun F. O’Lgary, Director — | 

| | Ill
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Minerals in the W _ Minerals in the World Economy 

oo By E. J. Gealy * and C. L. Kimbell * oe | | 

The continued expansion of the world petroleum, the impact of this action may 
economy in 1967 again placed a greater _ be felt for many years. Although U.S. firms 
demand for raw materials upon the world’s have continued to invest, much of the 
mineral producing industries. As in past financing has been raised outside the | 
years, the mineral extractive and proces- United States. — : 
sing industries responded with a larger The internal unrest in China apparently | 
output of both fuels and nonfuel minerals. had a significant depressing effect on that 

There were several factors of a socio- country’s mineral industry. As China is a 
political nature which disturbed the opera- major producer of coal, the drop in the | 
tion of the world mineral industry to a estimated output of this fuel significantly | 
significant degree. The Arab-Israeli war, lowered total world output. Likewise, 
which lasted only a few days before a China’s production of steel appears to 
cease-fire was invoked, resulted in a serious have declined significantly. : | 
dislocation of world petroleum supply — The shortage of copper, accentuated by © 

| patterns. Although the demand-supply the strike in that U.S. industry, resulted | 
balance was restored relatively quickly, in price dislocations; increased production 
the interdiction of Suez. Canal traffic and and releases of stocks at least partly re- 
the temporary closure of several major stored the balance. The U.N. embargo 
international pipelines, since reopened, re- upon trade with Southern Rhodesia, — : 
sulted in a serious oil transport problem. honored by United Nations members in : 

_ The swing to supertankers, which do not the main, caused some dislocation in world - | 
use the canal route, was accelerated and supplies of chromite. The revoluticn of . 
intensified. Biafra in Nigeria seriously debilitated 

Conflict in Viet-Nam resulted in a _ what had been rapidly expanding petro- 
higher than normal demand for munitions Jleum production from that area. The 

| and war materials, including steel, copper, accelerating demand for gold by some na- 
| aluminum, fuels, and other minerals. The tions and by private speculators threatened 

financial effect of the Viet-Nam war upon the stability of world money markets. 
the United States economy was a factor In spite of these dislocations, mineral 
in the limiting controls, first voluntary and | supplies were generally in balance, and | 
then mandatory, placed upon U.S. direct prices for mineral materials were not 
foreign investment flows. Because much of _ significantly advanced, with only a few 
this investment is in minerals, particularly exceptions. — 

PRODUCTION | | 

The value of world crude mineral pro- lion or more. | 
$80.00e in 1967 was estimated at roughly ec Assistant to the Chief, Division of Interna- 

80,000 million, an increase of about tional Activities. a . 

$5,000 million over the 1966 level? The Activities “1cntst Division of International : 
value added by the processing of these 1963 compiled for and published iw Annales des 
materials in mineral industry plants on a Ming. Ne £180, po, Fae Betraralaton bused 

: worldwide basis is difficult to assess but industry production presented in table 1 of this : 
probably was of the order of $200,000 mil- norappetline hee the United Nations indexes 

1
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PRODUCTION INDEX PATTERNS the 1967 index was appreciably higher 
, oo, than that of 1966, quarterly returns do not United Nations production indexes for indicate continued growth but - rather various sectors of the mineral industry for stability at the 136-point Jevel throughout the world and for major groups of coun- the year. ; 

tries are presented in table 1. For the first — Among the mineral fuel industry sectors 
time, this series includes data on the for which indexes are provided, coal 
European Communist countries, reportedly. “mining in 1967 again registered a decline, on a comparable basis to that presented mainly as a result of production cutbacks 
heretofore in the Minerals Yearbook for in non-Communist Europe aimed at eco- 
non-Communist countries only. This series nomic rationalization of the industry in of indexes indicates that in general, during the face of competition from liquid fuels. 
1963-67, world mineral industries have Such reductions have exceeded continuing | enjoyed a greater growth than that of but modest gains registered elsewhere most 
total industry _ (including minerals) notably in North America and Communist although the rate of growth for most Europe. The United Nations index does mineral industry sectors has been decreas- not take into account output in mainland 
ing during this period, and specifically in China, thus the severe reduction in the 1967. Moreover, although the index levels estimated -output of that country in 1967 
for 1967 as a whole were higher than in is not reflected in table 1. = , , 
1966, the quarterly indexes show little if The recovery in the world coal produc- any growth through the year. - tion index in the last quarter of 1967 was The extractive sector of the world’s chiefly due to significant increases in North | mineral industry in general has not shown America and non-Communist Europe. This as. great a growth as have the processing growth presumably represented efforts ‘to 
sectors, based wholly or primarily upon insure an adequate fuel supply to non- mineral raw materials. _ Communist Europe in the face of possible 
Growth in indexes for metal mining and, — further interruptions in the flow of Near 

to a lesser extent in base metals produc- [East and North African oil to that area tion, were somewhat retarded by the U.S. following the Arab Israeli crisis of mid— ; copper strike in the latter part of 1967, 1967. | : 
but the increase in world copper prices _ World petroleum and natural gas pro- somewhat moderated the effect of the duction indexes continued to advance at a ) volume decline from the viewpoint of out- significant rate through 1967, although 
put value. Moreover the 1967 world — the volumetric increase was not as signifi- - steel output increase of about 3.5. percent, cant as the index numbers, based on value, 
although slightly lower than that recorded would indicate. The interruption of move- between 1965 and 1966, was coupled with ment of lower unit value crude oj] from 
rising prices in the case of some producers the Near East and Northern Africa during 
(3.7 percent), and this tended to further and after. the Arab-Israeli war, and the improve the overall metals production substitution of. higher unit value crude 
index level. Lower reported world iron ore from other areas, increased the index with- 
output presumably did not have a signifi- out a corresponding quantitative gain. 
cant influence on the index for metal ore Nonetheless, by yearend, world oil output 
output for two reasons: First, a major part had increased to a new record level. 
of the decline was the result of low esti- The chemical, petroleum and coal pro- 
mated output in mainland China which is duct production. index continued to in- 
not considered in the index, and second, crease in 1967, with all areas showing 
reduced output in the non-Communist sizable gains led by the European Eco- 
world was largely in lower grade ores in nomic Community. This reflected, in part, 
Europe, which was compensated in terms the rising world demand for liquid fuel 
of iron content (and value) by increased productions as well as an increase in 
output of higher grade ores elsewhere. chemical industry activity that is based to 

The growth in the production index of a significant extent on mineral raw 
nonmetallic mineral products to 136 materials. 
(1963=100) was in keeping with virtually 
worldwide growth in construction industry QUANTITATIVE COMMODITY OUTPUT 
activities. However, despite the fact that Table 2 summarizes total world output 

J
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of a number of mineral commodities for 1966, chiefly as a result of a 12 million 
1963-67, while table 3 gives the regional ounce drop in U.S. output. which was evi- 
distribution of 1967 output of these com- dently the result of lower byproduct output 
modities. Tables within the statistical sum- by the struck copper industry. © - 
mary of this chapter provide more de- World sulfur production, both as native 
tailed figures for-output by. major prod- sulfur (Frasch produced and from ores) 
ucers of selected major commodities. and as a byproduct from metal smelting 
. World iron ore production declined 1.6 and petroleum. refining continued. to in- 
percent in 1967, but except for mainland crease in. response to growing chemical | 
China, which accounted for most of the industry requirements. Moreover, output of 
total decline, a greater amount of con- pyrite, another principal source- of sulfur 
tained iron was available to the steel in- also increased. | Po 
dustry as production of Jow-grade ores, Output of. all three major fertilizer 
chiefly in France, West Germany, and the _ materials (nitrogen, phosphate, and _pot- 
United Kingdom, was reduced, while out- ash) increased in 1967 as.efforts continued 
put of higher grade ores in less developed to pace world. population growth with 
countries increased. FG agricultural product output. Natural ni- 

| World steel output (ingots and castings) trate output (entirely from Chile), how- 
advanced by 3.5 percent in 1967, mainly ever, continued to decline as competition 
as the result of the 14.4 million ton (30 from manufactured nitrates increased; 

percent) increase in Japanese steel pro- Chilean nitrates accounted for less than 

duction, to 62.2 million tons; the U.S.S.R.. 2 percent of total world nitrogen com- 

recorded a 5.3 million ton increase while pound supplies in 1967. _ 
the United States recorded a 6.2 million On the basis of incomplete returns, 
ton decline relative to 1966 performance. world output of most other nonmetallic 
. Manganese ore output continued to mineral commodities apparently increased 

decline modestly in spite of increased steel in 1967, but some few commodities seem- 

production as a result of use of higher ingly went counter to the trend, notably 

quality iron ores and increased presmelting barite, graphite, and gypsum. — . 

treatment (with an attendant lower man- Preliminary data indicate that world 

ganese requirement). in steelmaking, wider production of energy commodities in 1967 

adoption of new steelmaking technology, reached a new high in terms of heat 

and reduced acquisition of manganese for content, despite a 3.9 percent decline in 

stocks. India, Brazil, Gabon,;.and.mainland world coal output (all grades, including | 

China registered notable declines, which lignite) relative to that-of 1966. In terms — 

were partly compensated by increases in of standard coal equivalent (SCE), total 

other countries, notably Republic of South commerical fuel* -output in 1967 was of 

Africa, the U.S.S.R., and Australia. the order of 5,800- million metric: tons, 

Aside from copper, world output of about 2.8 percent greater than in 1966. 

which fell as a result of the major U.S. Petroleum for the ‘first time ranked ahead 

strike that continued through yearend; of coal in energy equivalent produced, as 

most major nonferrous base metals showed = shown in the following tabulation: 

increased output in 1967. Mine production 

of lead appeared to be. off slightly from | Percent of total 

the 1966 level; but more complete returns _ Energy source energy production 

may show a slight gain, Otherwise, both _—_ So 19662 19672 

mine and smelter output of aluminum, ©. ——————————~_ 

lead, zinc, nickel, and tin increased. Potrolunn ne nemite)-o-o"77 B86 40:8 
Among precious metals, platinum out- Natural gas....-.-------.---- 18.1 18.9 

put increased in 1967 in response to higher Hydro and nuclear electricity -- 2 

market prices, and additional increases Total..........-------- 100.0 100.0 

were in the offing as new mines were] ©3_———————______ 

readied for production. Gold output fell as lien wees on, United Nations. wore dh ott, 

the overwhelming dominant producer, the New York,1968,p.10. 

Republic of South Africa apparently 2 Eatimates fre posed production data reported 
passed the peak economic production level to and published by the U.S. Bureau of Mines. 

at the $35 per ounce price. Silver produc : '4Excluding wood, charcoal, bagasse, animal 

tion also was apparantly lower than 1n dung and other minor fuels,
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_ The 1967 decline in reported coal out- barrel output, further swelling the world - 
: _ put was attributed chiefly to a precipitous total. The Arab-Israeli crisis of June oe 

Oo drop in estimated production of mainland _ sharply restricted output in Kuwait, Libya, 
China (100 million metric tons) and a and Algeria for a brief period, and as a 
decline of 21 million tons altogether by result, these countries showed only modest | 

| France, West Germany, the Netherlands, increases relative to their 1966 perform- 
and the United Kingdom;.a number of ance. Among major Arab-world producers 5 
producers including the United States and Iraq and the Kuwait-Saudi Arabia Neutral  — 
the U.S.S.R. showed significant output Zone were more severely affected, record- 
increases. | : ing declines compared with their 1966 , 

The growth in petroleum output was output. oo. | a 

princip 2 lly the vols It of increase s 5 Sed The growth in recorded natural gas’ —_ 

150 million barrels eacn wy the Unite output was chiefly attributed to the United 
States, Iran, and the U.S.S.R., and in- «| ony: aye . 

7 7 Rose States (up 1.0 million million cubic feet), 
creases of almost 75 million barrels by h SSR 0 “ni nae hie. 

Saudi Arabia and Venezuela. Canada the US.S.R. up 0.5 million million cubic — 
showed a 32 million barrel increase and — feet), and the Netherlands (up 0.136 
Muscat and Oman, not listed among million million cubic feet), although | 
producers in 1966, recorded a 23 million most world producers showed gains. , 

| | TRADE > OS | | 

, | - GENERAL TRENDS | mineral commodities not included in that 
S d by | . wos f table; this added factor has been derived | 

| P cal. 4 ‘ed by be ho nnit _ ° by comparison of total mineral commodity | 
| fon a mov vod ti y ns Hi ae xo in trade value data included in selected — : 

, or vale "aod ti Mes, 1967 | Wa “t un country chapters with the total recorded | 
| ee veded. the. al 1 of total for these countries in table 4; this com- a 

, 4 y d excee 1 © ‘di fe ¢ oats ° \ 066 parison indicated that the recorded major : 
| hee muinera bar-fro, ny volete in *92%>- mineral commodities traded represented | 

ut owing to tar-lrom-complete reporting 78 percent of total mineral commodities — | 
- on 1967 movements, it was impossible at 1.4 ded : - | | 

_ this writing to assess the amount of in- _ | : | 
crease and the total 1967 value. a COMMODITY GROUP TRADE PATTERNS 

| In 1966, the last year for which reason- | | 7 
ably complete trade returns are available Although the share of total commodity _ 

: on a worldwide basis, mineral commodities trade accounted for by mineral commod- 
traded had an estimated value of over _ ities has varied but little since 1963, the | 

| $53,250 million, about 6.7 percent greater relative share accounted for by major 
than in 1965 and equivalent to about 26.2 commodity groups has shown a small but 

- percent of the value of all commodities steady shift favoring metals, as indicated a 
| traded. Comparable figures for recent years in the following tabulation: | 

were as follows: _ __ | 

| oe Share of total listed ! mineral 
. Estimated I _ Mineral | commodity trade (percent). | 

ncrease commodities Year  ————_—____________________ 
mineral __ relative to ‘share ‘Metal ores, 

Year commodities previous of all — - concentrates Metals Mineral fuels 

cities pkey mga tedaerey | 
— dollars) — (percent) aaa 

oe ees BB 
1963__.... 40,300 18.6 26.2 as . ° . 
1964___... 45,740 13.5 26.6 1eee------ 8 “2.1 46.1 : 
1965__.... 49,890 9.1 26.8 7c ttt . . ° 
1966...... 53,250 — 6.7 26.2 a 

. : 1 As given in table 4 of this chapter. a 
The foregoing estimates represent a sum- | 

_ mation of the recorded value of major The relative decline of mineral fuels’ 
| mineral commodities traded and reported importance and increasing importance of 

from United Nations sources in table 4 metals during 1963-66 is evident; this 
and a factor added for trade in other pattern likely was altered in 1967 follow-. _ ,
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ing the Near East crisis as a result of in- commodities. Trade in major mineral com- 
creased markets of oils with a higher unit modities among EFTA nations increased 
price to the European markets to replace by $92 million in 1966 to $928 million. | 
lower priced Near East oils. Movement of Communist European countries bettered __ 
higher unit price copper resulting primarily their positive trade balance in major — 

_ from the prolonged U.S; copper strike mineral commodities between 1965 and 
may also have influenced the 1967 figure, 1966, increasing their net inflow by $165 

: but reduced shipment levels may have - million to $3,000 million. Trade in major _— 
negated increases owing to the higher unit mineral commodities within the group of —_ 

, price. = | countries declined by $110 million in 1966 
| SO to $2,910 million, while exports to other  —— 

_ REGIONAL TRADE PATTERNS countries increased by $275 million to : 

Data on world trade in major mineral $1,975 ‘million and imports from other 
| commodities (metal ores and concen- countries © increased by $135 million to | 

trates, metals, and mineral fuels) are $705 million. +. | 4 
presented in tables 4. and 5, the former _ Among major non-European developed 

| ‘showing. export and import totals by com- countries, Canada, So uth Africa, : and 
. modity group and continental area, the Australia recorded significantly higher a 

latter showing the distribution of these Values of major mineral commodity exports _ 7 
-- totals by trading partner areas and/or 71” 1966 than in 1965, and on a percentage | 

| countries. } basis, Canada and Australia provided a. 

-- The countries of the European Economic larger share of the world total in 1966 
Community (EEC) increased their aggre- than in 1965. These three nations also all 

gate annual trade deficit in major mineral recorded a smaller share. of total world 
commodities from $2,375 million in 1965 Ports of these commodities in 1966 than =~ 

| to $3,170 million in 1966. This area, i” 1965. Both South Africa and Australia - 
| which accounts for about two-fifths of 22d an_actual lower value of such imports, | 

| world exports and over half of world while Canada recorded a figure on a par : 
imports of these commodities on a value with that of 196 J. ee | | 

| basis, increased exports of these materials Japan’s deficit in maj or mineral com- 
| to non-EEC countries by only $70 million modity trade un I 966 totaled $1,328 mil- 

| in 1966 relative to that of 1965, while in- lion, approximately $493 million greater 
creasing imports from non-EEC countries than in 1965, as a result of a $495 million | . 

| by $865 million. As a result, the Com- crease in value of imports compared to 
: munity’s share of world exports of these only a $2 million increase in exports of 

7 commodities declined marginally because these materials. . . 
of the greater increase rate in the world The less-developed countries of the world | 

| total, while its share of imports increased showed quanhitative increases in value of 
slightly. Of total EEC trade in major both exports and imports of major mineral 
mineral commodities in 1966, trade be- commodities in 1966 relative to their 1965 

| tween the member nations accounted for Performance, not only in overall total, but 

51 percent of exports. and 37 percent of also in total for each of the major areas— 
imports, compared with 1965 figures of 49 Latin America, Africa, Near East, South 
percent for exports and 38 percent for Asia, and the Far East. However, in each 

imports. The value of major mineral com- of these areas and in total their percentage 

- modities traded between EEC countries in- share of world imports of these materials a 

creased from $3,990 million in 1965 to declined, possibly indicating a widening of - 

$4,395 million in 1966. the gap between them and the developed 
For the European Free Trade Association countries. In the case of exports of major 

countries as a group, the aggregate annual mineral commodities, the less developed 

deficit in major mineral commodities in- countries of Latin America and Africa _ 

creased from $2,835 million in 1965 to accounted for lesser shares of the total in 

$3,000 million in 1966, but in contrast to 1966 than in 1965, while those countries 

| the EEC, these countries accounted for a of the Near East and South Asia and the 
greater percentage of world exports and a Far East increased their role on a percent- 

| smaller share of world imports of these age basis, |
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ee, CONSUMPTION wo a 
_ NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES . quantities in China. Part of this loss was 

World Consumption of most nonfuel made. up by an increased demand for 
mineral commodities, both metals and non- coal im Western Europe resulting from the 

7 metals, advanced in 1967 on a total ton- mid—l 967 oil crisis. Within. this latter area 
nage basis, but on a per-capita basis, it is sufficient. stocks of coal ‘were being held 

indicated that advances were more modest ‘© Permit increased consumption without 
and less numerous. Notable departures from '@@!"1ng a commensurate gain in produc- 
the trend were apparent for iron ore (on 40”. Petroleum consumption gains on a 

a gross weight basis) and copper ore and world basis appear ‘to have continued metal. In the case of iron ore, the in- relatively: unaffected’ by the European | 

creased output of higher grade ores and in- ‘UPPly problems. 
| creased use of scrap in some areas made.” Increase in energy _consumption by ma- 

possible increased steel production despite 4° world areas during 1963-66 roughly 
the decline in tons of ore consiimed. In the ©°ncided with the shares of total energy 
case of copper, the strike closure of consumed as shown in the following tabu- 
smelters in the United States led to lower lation: | Co 
consumption of copper ore by industry and. ——————————_——--__——_————_ , 

an attendant shortage of copper metal on So _ . Pereent 
world markets. The decline in copper con- Increase. Total . 
sumption probably stimulated some of the ee | share —_ share | stent ea mes . 7 1963-66 1966 
increased use of other metals as these Ls 

: were substituted. oo. .- .... North America...-.-.-.----. «87 87 
Apart from these downturns in con- Countries not specified (Includes. ee 

_ sumption, some few minor metals pre- wotburopa 
sumably were used in lesser quantities in Far East (includes Japan)... _- 8 - 6: 
1967, and requirements for some nonmet- Other areas...--------------- 9. TO. 
als may have fallen off, but such downturns ~~. _—S Total__-_-_.--.-------.. 100 100. 
were more than compensated by increased =£——————————_____________ 
use of other mineral commodities. = =. A continuation of the trends established | 

_ Data on world consumption of major during this period would result in‘a decline 
nonferrous metals appears in table 6. = in Europe’s share of total energy and a 

OS . | growth in the share of the Far East. North 

_ MINERAL FUEL COMMODITIES . _ America’s share would remain the same 
In 1966 total world energy consumption while that of unspecified countries (includ- 

in terms of standard coal equivalent ing the U.S.S.R.) would grow. slightly. 
reached a new high of 5,509 million metric Other areas, . including Western Asia, 
tons as shown in table 7. As of that year Africa, and other America (South America 
solid fuels (coal and lignite) continued to  léss Colombia and Venezuela), would be 
be the major energy source with a 41.7 able to increase their total share about as 
percent share of the world market. Petro- fast as would the Far East which includes 
leum continued as the second fuel with Japan. Regardless of the differences in the 
37.7 percent, natural gas third with 18.4 rate of increase, it is noteworthy that all 
percent, and the few remaining percent areas during 1963-66 participated in. the 
of the market were shared by hydrogenera- world growth of energy consumption. 
ted and nuclear-generated electricity. Al- Further examination indicates that the 
though data are not available for 1967 rates of increase of the aggregate for North 
world consumption, information covering America and Western Europe, which are 
production leads to the conclusion that the relatively heavily industrialized, were 
consumption of solid fuels and petroleum among the lowest. However, in terms of 
were about equal in that year. The modest _ per-capita increase, Caribbean America (in- 
annual increase rate of coal consumption cluding Columbia and Venezuela), Other 
recorded in recent years was probably America, and Africa were at the lower 
eroded by the sharp reduction in available end of the spectrum,
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- INVESTMENT a 
_ Although comprehensive data on world (17. percent). An overall growth of 10 
investment in mineral industry operations percent in investment expenditures was 
are not available, there are a number of indicated between 1965 and .1966, and 
sources of partial data on investment in indications are that this growth rate con- 
certain geographic and commodity subject tinued in 1967. In. the distribution of 
areas that clearly point to continued over- petroleum investment by phase of oper- 
all growth in investments during 1967. ations, significant changes included the 
Table 8 summarizes steel industry in- 6-percent decline in exploration expenses 

vestment expenditures for countries and and. the 2.5-percent decline in capital 
groups. of countries within .the.Organiza- expenditures for production that were 
tion for. Economic Cooperation. and De- more than compensated by increases of 
velopment (OECD) and indicates a 7.5- over 40 percent in capital expenditures 
percent increase in such expenditures by for refineries and chemical plants. . 
the. listed, countries in 1967 relative to Tables 9 and 10 over non-Communist 

the 1966 level, compared with a 5.8-per- vestment in mining, smelting, and petro- 
cent growth in 1966 relative to that of leum activities: in foreign areas, together 
1965... , ee with earnings and income from these in- , 
These steel industry investments in. gen- vestments, for the most recent years for 

eral have. been for overall modernization which such data are available. The growth 
and economic rationalization of the in- rate. of this foreign investment in mining | 
dustry rather than for sizable expansion and smelting between 1965 and 1966 was 

_ of total capacity. It is indicated that this 9,2 percent, compared with 6.1 percent 

trend will continue in the near future. between 1964 and 1965; corresponding | 
_ Erection of additional oxygen steel process figures for petroleum were 6.3 percent 
equipment and iron ore sintering and between 1965 and 1966 and 6.7 percent 
pellatizing plants. were technologic areas between 1964 and 1965. On a regional 
receiving . relatively high proporticns of basis, for mining and smelting, the most 
total funds invested, not only within the notable 1965-66 growth occurred in Aus- 
countries. of the OECD, but in other tralia, while in petroleum, the greatest 
steel producing areas as well... . increase was in Western Europe. During 

Tables 9 and 10 cover non-Communist part of 1966 and through 1967, the U.S. — 
world. petroleum industry capital expendi- Government had requested a voluntary 
tures and exploration expenses through  |imitation of direct foreign investment by. 
the end of..1966. The former distributes U.S. firms. These controls were made 
the total on the basis of geographic area, mandatory on January 1, 1968. 
and the latter gives distribution. by phases Firm value data on expenditures within 
of the industry’s activities. On a geo- major mineral industry areas of Communist 

graphic ‘basis, almost half of the total countries are not available, but statements 
was invested in the United States in 1966, ; . . . 
but the growth rate of petroleum invest- regarding percentage increases in mineral 

ment in the United States (11 percent) industry investment in the U.S.S.R. in- 

was less than in Other Western Hemis- dicate continuing acceleration of growth 

phere (14 percent) and in Western Europe within this sector of the economy. 

- | TRANSPORTATION 

: TANKERS : and the attendant Suez Canal closure 
: : stimulated investment in supertankers. 

Expansion of the world petroleum Data on the size of the non-Communist 
tanker fleet continued in 1967 at a pace world tanker fleet at yearend 1965 and 
faster than that of the total world mer- 1966 are given in table 12; these indicate 
chant vessel fleet. Both the number of 4 growth in the average tanker size from 
vessels and the aggregate deadweight ton- 98.530 deadweight tons to 30,863 dead- 
nage grew, but complete returns were not weight tons, reflecting the additions 

available to indicate the total amount of of larger tankers. United Nations 

growth. The Near East Crisis of June data, on a fiscal (July 1 to June
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30) year and in terms of gross spite the expanded use of oil. and ore | 
registered tons (grt) rather than dead- carriers that are too large to use either. 

__ weight tons indicate a growth of the world Closure of Suez in June 1967 had a 
tanker fleet from 55,046,000 grt in mid- pronounced effect on oil transport charges 

| 1965 to 60,200,000 grt in mid-1966 (in- during the latter half of the year. Ship- 
| cluding 2,484,000 grt of Soviet-flag ves- ment through Panama continued to in- | 

sels), but do not indicate the number of crease and mineral commodities accounted 
| vessels included in these tonnages. Further for an increasing share of total goods 

: expansion of the carrying capacity is. transiting the Canal. . ae 

| , assured in view of the number of super- | Of the total quantity selected major 
| tankers launched subsequent to the com- commodities * moving through the Panama 

pilation of the foregoing data as well as Canal in fiscal 1967, almost 73.7 percent : 
the number of such tankers now on the on a weight basis was mineral commodi- 

| way or plarined. , ties, compared with the following per- . 
The United Nations figures indicate centages for past fiscal years: 1966—71.8; 

that ~in mid-1966, almost 35.2 percent 1965—71.9; 1964—71.0; and 1963—70.3. 

of total merchant fleet gross, registered Total materials transiting the Canal in — . 
tonnage was in tankers, compared with 1967 aggregated 65,882,000 metric tons, 
34.3 percent in 1965, 33 percent in 1964, of which mineral commodities constituted 

| and 32.3 percent in 1963. — 7 48,546,000 tons. Of this mineral com- | 
| In addition to construction of large oil modity total, 35. percent was petroleum — . 

| tankers, mineral transporters were arrang- as shown in table 14, which summarizes 
| ing for more liquefied natural gas carriers, mineral commodities transiting the Canal © 

| as this technique for energy movement for the fiscal years 1963-67. : 
has proved economically feasible. For the Suez Canal, mineral commodity | 

| a _ movement data are not available sub- 
ee ORE CARRIERS sequent to the first 3 quarters of 1965. — 

: Although statistics comparable to those In those 9 months, however, oil tankers : 
| | : . accounted for about 74 percent of total ) 

on tankers are not readily available on a A 
th ids carrier fleet. it can be ‘tonnage transiting the Suez Canal. In 

€ world's ore eet, 1t can De this period, 7,280 such vessels passed 
stated in general terms that the trend throush the Canal of tal of 

here also is toward increasing construction through the Ganal out of a total 0 
Seg ag , 15,207 ships. Of the oil moved, 115 mil- 

and use of significantly larger vessels,  ,. . | “a: 
ar ss lion tons was northbound and 5.6 million. | 

_ again owing to the reduction in transport | | Se ar 
tons southbound. Other minerals passing | 

charges that can be effected through : 1... 
: : . through the Canal northbound in the 

their use. Reflecting this trend, a number . . . 
. . a 9-month. period included iron ore (2.5 

| of mineral shipping and receiving ports aye . : 
. million metric tons); manganese ore 

throughout the world were undergoing ay . er 
enlareement and/or deepening durin (854,000 tons); ilmenite and _ rutile 

1067" | pening S (348,000 tons); lead (340,000 tons) ; 
| om - 7 zinc (247,000 tons); chromite (214,000 

—— . | tons); tin (168,000 long tons); copper 

oo | OCEAN FREIGHT RATES | (140,000 tons); bauxite (82,000 tons) ; : 

| | Table 13, which presents United Na- and others (246,000 tons). | 

tions indexes of selected ocean freight Returns on total Suez Canal trade for 

rates, shows that except for Netherlands the last quarter of 1965 and preliminary 

‘general cargo rates (which were unre- data for 1966 indicate an increase in : 

ported for the last two quarters of 1967), overall traffic from 20,309 vessels in 1965 : 

the London tanker brokers panel and to an estimated 21,000 in 1966, and | 

United Kingdom ore trade, all rates ad- presumably there was a corresponding in- 

vanced in 1967, led by tanker rates for crease in tonnage of material moved, in- 

a Norway and West Germany. cluding petroleum and other minerals. | 
Following the closure of the Suez Canal, 

PANAMA AND SUEZ CANALS Capetown South Africa showed a marked 
oo, . growth in transit shipping, vessels diverted 

The world’s two major international 2 

- seaway canals continued to play a growing c . * Commodities listed in Panama Canal Selected | 

role in mineral commodity transport, de- planning Staff, March 1, 1968. __ y
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from the Suez route. In the first year was engaged in laying a second, parallel 
_ following the closure, 1,698 diverted ves- line to the “Friendship” pipeline, as well 

sels passed through Capetown, and on a as in expanding their internal trunk pipe- 
| tonnage basis this represented about 35 line system and building a major line to 

percent of the 88.2 million tons moving move. gas from Iran to the Transcaucasus. 
| through the port. This diverted shipping The Soviet Union’s first major inter- : 

added an estimated $980,000 to Capetown national gas pipeline, to move gas from | | port revenues. a | Afghanistan into the U.S.S.R., was put 
So | . into operation during 1967. : 7 

PIPELINES : In non-Communist Europe, despite dif- 
World pipeline construction advanced ficulties in acquiring rights-of-way and 

in 1967 as existing means of transport for the rigid safety demands established, con- 
_ oil- proved increasingly unsatisfactory or struction of lines to transport indigenous 

inadequate. In efforts to permit greater natural gas, as well as to transport im- | 
exports of crude oil into the Communist ported petroleum and natural gas, 
countries of Eastern Europe, as well as proceeded through 1967 and additional | 
non-Communist Europe, the Soviet Union extensive projects were in planning stages. | 

a : PRICES a 
: World steel prices moved upward nadian price, which in January 1967 was 

: slightly in 1967, but in general the in- already more than 8 cents higher than 
, creases were modest relative to some of the U.S. price, continued to advance 

_ the changes in some other metals. The through December, averaging 51 Canadian ~ 
| price differential between steel in the cents per pound in that month. In contrast, | 

_ United States and most of the other the 1967 annual average copper price on 
_ ‘major world producers remained virtually the London market was below that for 

the same and continued to make the U.S. 1966, although on a monthly basis, there a 
‘market a lucrative target particularly for _ was a steady upturn toward the end of oe 
Japanese and European producers. | the year following a slump in midyear. . 

oo Major nonferrous metal prices for 1963— Market prices for silver in 1967 almost = 
a 67 with 1967 data on a monthly basis without exception increased markedly from 

are presented for the United States, April through December, with a slight © 
United Kingdom, and Canadian markets break in their rise between July and Sep- | 
in tables 15,16, and 17. Lead and zinc tember, raising the 1967 annual average 
had lower average prices for 1967 than to a new high. | 

| for 1966 in these markets as well as in Tables 18 and 19 provide data on the | 
_ Australia, although the price trends for level of United Nations export price in- 

_ the metals on a monthly basis through dexes for mineral commodities. In 1967, | 
| 1968 varied from market to market. The these were either on a par with or fell _ 

annual average tin price, recorded only below 1966 levels on an annual basis, 
for the U.S. and London markets, also although there was a general rising trend | 
was lower for 1967 than for 1966. The after the second quarter. On a commodity 
aluminum price, which advanced during basis, mineral fuels showed much less of 
January in the United States and Canada, a slump than did nonfuels. Comparing 
increased on the London market in No- developed areas with less developed areas, | 

_- vember, but this increase merely com- the former showed a greater decline for _ | 
pensated for the devaluation of the pound. total mineral exports than did the latter 3 
The United States Atlantic seaboard however, considering only nonferrous base 
copper price was suspended after August metals, the export price index fell more 
when it stood at 39.090 cents; the Ca- in the less developed countries. 

RESERVES AND RESOURCES oe | 

Although an overall appraisal of the the space alloted; certain trends. and 7 
. 1967 status of world mineral commodity specific developments seem worthy of | 

reserves and resources is impossible within brief mention. These will have an effect
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upon global mineral supply patterns,,in ence of silver as a byproduct has resulted 

regard to geographic distribution of out- in their reconsideration for development... | 

put and consumption and therefore upon This trend may be expected so long as 

mineral commodity movement. They may _ higher silver prices prevail. — 

also influence the quantity and unit quan- Among significant recent additions to : 

tity prices of available materials and the world-fertilizer raw material reserves 

substitution of one commodity for another. should be counted the extens:ve. potash 

Additional discoveriés and economically discoveries of the early 1960’s in Canada, 

successful development of rather inacessible that have fostered the development of a 

but high-grade iron ore deposits, partic- 2.2 million-ten-per-year industry within 
ularly in Africa, coupled with technologic 6 years, and more recent discoveries in the 

advances-in ore processing (concentration, Soviet Union, which, reportedly totaling 

sintering and pelletizing) have added ap- 50 billion tons of minerals, rank that 

preciably to world iron reserves. In the country’s reserves.as the world’s largest. — 

face of this competition, certain lower Not. nearly-so important on a quantitative 

grade iron deposits in non-Communist basis, but of considerable local significance, 

Europe have become uneconomic as min- were phosphate rock discoveries of 1967 in 

ing costs there have risen. Thus, at least Australia. Through 1965 at least, phosphate 

some of the ferrous materials in this area,. rock imports into Australia ranked second | 

heretofore classified as economic reserves, only to oil in terms of value, among all 

in effect have slipped into the category of | mineral commodity imports. Moreover, 

a resource, following the trend of many most of these imports were being obtained 

coal deposits in the same area. from the phosphate islands of the Indian 

-- Under slightly different circumstances, and Pacific Oceans, with reserves which, 

Australian iron deposits, heretofore too almost assuredly, will be exhausted by the 

far from major markets, have come into year 2000. Also, New Zealand, without. any 

their own as a major source for the rapidly _ significant phosphate resources, draws 

expanding Japanese steel industry, and heavily upon these islands, and ‘prior to 

as a result exploration efforts in recent 1967, upon Makatea Island, where reserves 

years have been extensive and quite were exhausted in that. year. Thus, in an 

successful. | | | | area with a significant and growing con- 

Preliminary studies by the Argentine sumption of phosphatic raw. material and 

Government, assisted by the United Na- faced with depletion of reserves in tradi- 

tions, indicate sizable potentially com- tional import source areas, discovery of 

mercial porphyry copper deposits in the sizable phosphate deposits was important. 

High Andes of Argentina but much work On the negative side of the ledger re- 

in the way of detailed drilling and other garding phosphates, some concern has 

investigations remains necessary to assure been shown regarding the rapid and exten- 
their economic potential. Across the Atlan- sive urbanization of rural Florida in the 
tic, mining circles in Salisbury, Southern United States. Increasing value of land 
Rhodesia, expressed considerable interest for purposes other than phosphate mining 
in possibly commercial discoveries of cop- may force increases in production costs or 
per-nickel mineralization in the border abandonment of phosphate areas as too 
area between Southern Rhodesia and _ expensive for economic development. 
Botswana. This find reportedly might rep- On the Arabian Peninsula and in the 
resent a southerly extension of the prolific offshore areas of the Persian Gulf, sizable 
copper-producing mineralization that ex- new petroleum reserves continued to be 
tends through the Katanga area of the discovered, or at last openly reported. 
Republic of the Congo (Kinshasa) into Several areas that had: no commercial 
Zam bia. | production 10 years ago have become 

Of possible significance to the economic sizable producers on the basis of these 
producibility of a number of world cop- discoveries, and further expansion seems 
per, lead, zinc, and other nonferrous base assured. States recently joining the pro- 
metals resources has been the sharp rise in ducers ranks include Abu Dhabi (first 
the world silver price. Particularly in the commercial production in 1961; output in 
case of lead and zinc, where a number of 1967 totaled 139.5 million barrels), and 
deposits have been regarded as marginal Muscat and Oman (first commercial pro- 
or subeconomic in recent years, the pres- duction, 23 million barrels, in 1967). A
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number of offshore areas of traditional been shown to be of possible commercial 

major producers—lIran, Kuwait, and Saudi value. The gas resources of Afghanistan 
Arabia—have begun operations or sizably were tapped in 1967 by the U.S.S.R. by a 
increased output during the past 10 years. major pipeline and work continued on 

Australia’s recent (including 1967) finds another major international gasline from 
of commercially exploitable petroleum Iran to the U.S.S.R. The demonstration 
have been important. Athough discoveries of economically feasible utilization of these 
to date only provide a basis for production gas resources both through pipeline ship- 
at a level much below current needs, any ment and liquifaction and subsequent sea 

such discovery and ultimate development shipment, coupled with growing use of gas 
contributes to a lessening of foreign ex- in these areas as chemical plant fuel and 
change expanditures for an_ essential feedstock suggests that more detailed study 
mineral commodity and has provided a_ of the extent of known deposits and ex- 
stimulus for further searches not only in _ ploration for additional deposits may soon 
Australia but on and offshore from nearby _ be in order. 
islands such as New Guinea. Tar sands and oil shale, long regarded 

Not yet a major factor in world energy as vast resource of petroleum, but hereto- 
reserves, but certainly a huge resource is fore not proven to be economically exploit- 
the natural gas potential of the oil-produc- able, seemed .assured of reclassification as 

ing countries of the Near East and North economic reserves. In Alberta, Canada, the 
Africa. The highly newswor thy beginnings Athabasca tar sands were commercially 
of liquified natural gas shipments from tapped in September of 1967 by a $235 
North Africa and Nigeria to Europe are wage | . 
. ee . million, 45,000 barrel-per-day project, 
insignificant compared to the potential oo | 
that exists for utilization of a vast energy While in Colorado, work commenced on 
source which to date has only been crudely oil shale mining with commercial oil pro- 
approximated in estimates of its size, duction from the shale slated to begin 

owing to the fact that it has just recently in 1970. 

POLICIES AND PROGRAMS AFFECTING MINERAL 

: PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

The policies of EEC and EFTA _ states (including associate members) ad- 
countries toward maximizing trade between vanced 13 percent while those from 

; their respective members and associated member states were up only 10 percent. 
nations and minimizing trade with unas- Among the EFTA_ countries, major 
sociated, nonmember states were evident mineral commodity imports from other 
in changes in the distribution patterns member states, up 11 percent, advanced 
of wade in major mineral com- more rapidly than imports from nonmem- 
modities through 1966, and, although com- bers (up 8 percent). — 
plete 1967 trade data are not available, The Third International Tin Agreement 
partial information indicates that the trend of the International Tin Council officially 
continued in 1967. Considering exports came into force on March 21, 1967. 
from these areas, EEC shipments of major Under this agreement, the member states ° 
mineral commodities to member countries essentially were continuing efforts toward 
rose slightly more than 10 percent between industry stabilization that were begun with 
1965 and 1966, while exports to ncn- the First International Tin Agreement 
member states (including associate mem- (July 1, 1956 to June 30, 1961) and con- 
bers) increased less than 3 percent. Cor- tinued under the Second Agreement (July 
responding figures for EFTA were exports 1, 1961 to June 30, 1966) and provision- 
to member states up 11 percent and ex- ally under the draft of the Third Agree- 
ports to nonmember states up 9 percent. ment (July 1, 1966 to March 21, 1967). 

In the case of imports, however, the §=————___— 

BEC’s expanding requirements for fuels Australi, Augrin, Boleigm, Bolin, Congie 
and other crude minerals were such that  shasa), Denmark, France, India, Indonesia 

member states could not provide sufficient HtSet., "Netherlands; Nigeria, Spain, Thailand, 
materials, and imports from nonmember Turkey, and the United Kingdom.
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Specifically, the stated objectives were to to promote tin consumption.’ Buffer stock 

~~ (1) provide for adjustment between tin arrangements set up under the earlier 

output and consumption; (2) prevent ex- agreements were continued as the principal 

cessive price fluctuations; (3) make ar- method of providing supply and price 

rangements to maintain or increase export stability. At the sixth meeting under the 

earnings of developing countries from ‘tin Third Agreement (November 21-22, 

while also taking into account the interests 1967), the buffer stocks floor price was set 

of consumers (chiefly in developed at £1,283 per long ton and the ceiling 

countries); (4) insure conditions that price at £1,633 per long ton. Floor and 

would permit a rising rate of output to ceiling buffer stock prices were slated for 

assure adequate tin supplies with con- review in mid—January of 1968. 
comitant remunerative return to producers Within the United States, the Govern- 

and fair prices to consumes; (5) prevent ment -took steps to insulate the USS. 
widespead unemployment in the industry; market from the sharp increases in the 
(6) take steps to insure output increases world price of copper. Moves included a 
and equitable distribution of tin in the special purchase of copper from Chile 
event of shortages of supply; (7) -take undertaken as a part of a larger financial 
steps to mitigate difficulties that might arrangement and releases of copper from 

arise in progucing countries as a result Governmental stockpiles. Efforts were also 

of oversupply; (8) review disposals from made within the United States to assure 
government stockpiles of tin and formulate that the available copper moved into the 

| criteria applicable to such disposals that hands of essential consumers, —- | 

| would eliminate problems that might arise ; Tariff negotiations under GATT, gener- 
(9) to arrange for continuing studies of ally known as the Kennedy Round, were 
short- and long-term industry problems; concluded in 1967. The first reductions 
(10) to review the need for developing under the Kennedy Round as of January 
new deposits: and protecting existing de- 1, 1968. While many of the tariff reduc- 
posits against waste or premature abandon- tions are in manufactured items, iron and 

| ment; and (11) encourage wider participa- _— steel mill products and some major non- 
tion in organizations devoted to research ferrous metals are involved as well. . 

STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF WORLD PRODUCTION AND TRADE ) : 
OF MAJOR COMMODITIES : 

The final 27 tables in this chapter changes in world totals in these tables rela- 
(tables 20 through 46) extend the statis- tive to data published in previous editions 
tical series started in the 1963 edition and of the Minerals Yearbook are (1) the re- 
updated in the 1965 edition. They are sult of acquisition of new data and (2) due 
provided both as a supplement to other to fact that totals no longer contair esti- 
statistical data within the chapter and as mates for countries not reported individu- 
a summary of international production and ally, but rather represent only a summation 
trade data for major commodities covered of recorded figures, both reported and : 
in greater detail on a commodity basis in estimated. National gas output is included — 
individual chapters of volume I and II of for the first time owing to this fuel’s rising 

‘ the Minerals Yearbook and on a regional importance as an energy source. 
basis in country chapters of volume IV. Overall world movements of 9 major 

The data presented. here on production mineral commodities are presented in 
(tables 20 through 36) include all revi- tables 37 to 46; 8 of these have been 
sions in reported data and in estimates covered in similar tables in previous edi- 

that were available to the authors through tions of Volume IV. Petroleum product | 

September 30, 1968, and therefore should trade, not heretofore reported in this 
be considered more reliable and up-to-date chapter, is included for the first time 
than foreign production data prepared (table 46). 
previous to this date and published else- Tr ‘l tistical Bull ; 

where in the 1967 Minerals Yearbook in Ae pune Statistical owe
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Table 1.—United Nations indexes of world ! mineral industry production 

(1963==100) 

1967 by quarters 
Industry sector and geographic. area 1964 1965 1966 1967 39 -———-——--—_—_- 

Ist 2d 3d 4th 

' Extractive industries: 
Metals: : . 

Non-Communist world. .__...---.---------------- 105 110 114 113 110 119 113 112 : 
Industrialized countries ?__...._......-------.- 105 109 114 112 110 121 111 105 . 

United States and Canada___.._.._._-.-.. 106 111 117 112 112 127 110 97 
Europe..__._......-.-_-.__-.-.---------. 106 108 106 107 101 109 100 116 
European Economie Community only *..-. 101 100 97 92 92 86 90 98 

Less industrialized countries 4.._.....--------- 105 112 113 116 108 115 116 125 
Latin America §__....__._.__-..----..-.-. 105 110 116 120 117 115 113 133 
Asia, East and Southeast 6__.....--.---.-- 103 112 113 117 112 121 120 116 

Communist Europe 7_.......-...-._-..--..---.--- 109 121 183 146 144 146 148 146 
Coal World ®__._-..-_.--..---------~-------------- 106 113 118 121 118 125 121 120 

oal: : 
os Non-Communist world..._..........-..---------. 101 100 97 938 96 95 87 96 

Industrialized countries ?__._...-..--..------- 102 100 96 92 95 93 85 95 
: United States and Canada__....._.------. 106 111 114 115 114 117 111 116 

Europe. ....__.-.-.-.--.-_..-_-...------ 100 96 90 84 88 85 75 88 
European Economic Community only 3.... 101 97 90 81 87 81 75 88 

. Less industrialized countries 4_._.....-...----- 99 103 106 106 108 108 103 104 
Latin America §___.________--..-_------. 106 97 106 NA NA NA NA NA 
Asia, East and Southeast.6._.....-......-. 97 104 106 106 111 109 104 102 

Communist Europe 7__-.._......._..-.------------ 103 106 108 109 110 108 108 110 
World §___.____-__ =e ee --------~ 102 108 101 100 102 100 95 102 

Crude petroleum and natural gas: | 
Non-Communist world_.._...-.-..--------------- 105 110 118 124 125 119 126 127 

Industrialized countries ?__._.._.-.----------. 108 105 111 116 115 112 119 118 
United States and.Canada___...-.....-.-.-. 102 105 111 116 115 112 119 118 
Europe_....._._-.---------------------- 110 120 127 186 126 135 136 146 
European Economic Community only *.... 109 113 115 118 118 118 115 1221 

Less industrialized countries ‘._._...-.....-.-. 108 117 128 185 137 129 135 139 
. Latin America 5_.........__------------- 105 106 105 111 107 107 116 113 

Asia, East and Southeast 6&.__._.......---. 110 120 180 153 151 145 156 159 
Communist Europe 7_____.........--------------- 111 123 186 150 149 151 150 149 

World 8__.__._...-____..--- ee. -------------- 106 118 122 180 180 126 131 132 
. Total extractive industry: 

Non-Communist world__..._.-.-..--.------------ 105 109 118 116 115 115 116 119 
Industrialized countries ?___.....-.._---------. 107 114 122 125 123 126 121 130 

United States and Canada___.-_....---.-. 104 107 118 116 114 116 119 116 
Europe___.....------------------------- 104 103 101 99 99 101 98 104 
European Economic Community only *.... 106 110 115 116 114 117 109 125 

Less industrialized countries 4._._....-....---.-. 107 115 123 129 129 125 .128 133 
Latin America 5____...._.-_-.-_---------- 105 107 108 113 110 109 115 118 
Asia, East and Southeast 6._.......--.---. 108 116 123 129 129 127 129 132 

Communist Europe 7__-..-.-----+---------------- 108 116 124 132 133 1383 133 132 
World 8_..._____. oe eee ene we eee--e-- 106 «111 117 121 121 121 121 1238 

Processing industries: 
Base metals: 

Non-Communist world. ._......------------------ 114 120 124 125 125 126 119 129 
Industrialized countries ?....._.._-.----------. 114 120 124 124 124 125 118 127 

United States and Canada___.-....---..-. 114 121 126 118 121 119 111 120 
Europe. ._.-..-..----------------.------ M12 118 117 119 119 121 112 124 
European Economic Community only *._.. 111 116 115 117 116 119 113 122 

, Less industrialized countries ¢..__.......-----. 111 117 181 1386 134 185 1384 141 
. Latin America §._._.__.__...------------- 118 116 128 181 NA.NA NA NA 

Asia, East and Southeast 6.__.........-.-- 100 103 109 110 115 107 109 110 
Communist Europe 7.__.._..-.---.--------------- 108 117 126 186 187 136 186 136 

World 8___._.._._.._____.-u eee eee eeneee--- 112 119 125 128 128 129 124 131 
Nonmetallic mineral products: / 

. Non-Communist world.......-------------------- 111 115 121 123° 110 126 128 127 

Industrialized countries 2____._-_----.-------. 110 115 119 121 108 124 126 125 
United States and Canada_._...-.-------. 107 114 120 118 107 119 125 121 
Europe_._..-..-..---------------------- 1138 115 119 121 106 128 126 125 
European Economic Community only *.... 112 112 114 117 98 #123 124 121 

Less industrialized countries ¢____._..._-----... 112 119 180 188 127 141 141 144 
Latin America 5____________-_----------.- 111 115 124 133 120 1383 137 140 
Asia, East and Southeast 6......-..--.---- 107 120 124 185 127 188 134 142 

Communist Europe 7___-.._..-.------------------- 10 120 181 141 142 141 141 141 
World 8..._.______._..___._-.------------------ 110 117 125 180 123 132 184 1383 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—United Nations indexes of world ! mineral industry production—Continued 
(1963100) 

1967 by quarters 
Industry sector and geographic area - 1964 1965 1966 1967 9 ———-——_——____—_- 

Ist 2d 3d 4th 

Processing industries—Continued . 
Chemicals, petroleum and coal products: Lose 

Non-Communist world_..-..----.-.-------------- 109 118 180 188 1385 1388 186 144 
Industrialized countries ?-_.-....------------- 110 119 181 140 186 139 188 146 

United States and Canada__.............. 107 115 127 133 1380 183 183 137 
Europe--.--.--..---------.-------.-----. 1138 123 185 145 148 145 189 153 
European Economic Community only 3__.. 114 125 189 150 147 149 146 160 

Less industrialized countries 4_...............-. 108 115 123 180 126 131 128 134 
Latin America 5___....-.-..-..........-. 107 114 121 126 NA NA NA NA 
Asia, East and Southeast 6................ 109 114 121 128 125 125 125 135 

Communist Europe 7___..._..-.--.--....---.-.--. 118 128 144 161 157 162 161 165 
World _.________...---.-----.---------------- 110 120 133 143 140 143 141 148 

1 Excludes a number of countries of the Near East and Africa as well as mainland China, North Korea, 
and North Viet-Nam. . 

? All countries having a per-capita value added in manufacturing in 1958 equivalent to US$125 or more. 
3’ Belgium, France, West Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands. 
4 Countries having a per-capita value added in manufacturing in 1958 of less than US$125. 
5 Central and South America and the Caribbean Islands. 
6 Afghanistan, Brunei, Burma, Ceylon, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Iran, South Korea, Malaysia (ex- 

cluding Sabah), Mongolia, Pakistan, Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, and South Viet-Nam. 
7 Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Poland, Rumania, U.S.S.R., and Yugoslavia. 
® Aggregate for listed countries. 
Source: United Nations Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. August, 1968, pp x—xxi. . 

Table 2.—World production of major minerals 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 > 

Metals: 
Aluminum _ thousand metric tons~. 5,323 5,912 6,288 6,860 7,451 
Antimony._-_..._........___do____ 57 63 62 61 58 
Arsenic, white ! ?___........do__.. 48 53 49 48 55 
Bauxite...-.....-.--.-----do_._. 30,707 33 ,389 37,530 39, 948 44,608 . 
Beryl_-..--...---.--metric tons-- 6,600 2 4,500 2§,200 23,200 28,600 
Bismuth 1! 3... .-...._-..-do__-_ 2,500 2,910 3,000 3,110 3,380 
Cadmium 4.__...-.......-.do._~_ 12,093 13 ,008 11,917 13,115 12,409 
Chromite. _ thousand metric tons -- 3,822 4,137 4,760 5,020 5,094 
Cobalt §__..._._......metric tons... 15,200 16,600 17,800 20,800 19,100 
Columbium-tantalum 6. .dow..- 4,467 56,318 6,631 10,415 9,458 
opper: 

Mine 7..thousand metric tons_. 4,618 | 4,801 5,024 5,259 4,986 
Smelter........-..-...do__-.. 4,942 5,286 5,520 5,718 5,394 

Gold 8___.._thousand troy ounces- - 43 , 147 44,840 46 , 222 46 , 567 45,614 
Iron and steel: - 

Iron ore_thousand metric tons -- 523 , 442 581 , 308 617 , 304 639 , 426 629 , 297 
Pig iron (including ferroalloys) ® 

thousand metric tons-_ 281,518 317,561 335 , 129 347 , 046 355 , 556 
Steel ingots (including castings) . 

Lead thousand metric tons -- 386 , 979 438 , 006 459 , 300 476 , 059 492,929 

Mine_____._......._..do__-- 2,518 2,531 2,702 2,855 2,914 
Smelter_.....__..-....do_.__ 2,449 2,526 2,614 2,720 2,769 

Magnesium_-___._._._._-.-.do__-. 143 151 162 162 183 
Manganese ore. __-_-.-.--_--do__-_ 14,723 15,847 17 , 632 17,169 17,073 
Mercury .._......thousand 76-pound 
flasks____. 22-22 eee 240 255 268 265 242 

Molybdenum !°_ _____metric tons. _ 41,250 42 ,800 52,400 64,650 64,750 
Nickel 1!___.thousand metric tons. - 341 373 423 398 439 
Platinum-group metals 

thousand troy ounces-- 2,040 2,545 2,970 3,070 3,180 
Selenium °_____..__..metric tons__ 915 980 816 907 963 
Silver 12____thousand troy ounces-- 249 , 982 248 ,551 256 , 362 268 , 564 260,915 
7ellurium 6___._..._._metric tons-. 145 128 145 151 127 

in: 
Mine_._.._.......-long tons.. 1191,100 1 193,600 201,300 210,800 1 216,100 
Smelter._......-----.-do_... 195,100 190,100 195, 400 203 , 700 219,100 

Titanium concentrates: § 
Ilmenite. thousand metric tons__ 1,987 2,349 2,466 2,631 2,710 
Rutile__..._._......--do..-- 201 195 1 223 1 253 1282 

Tungsten concentrate (contained 
tungsten) 18____.____metric tons__ 27,100 28,100 27 , 300 28,600 28,100 

Uranium oxide (U30s) § 14__-do__-- 28,200 24,300 19,200 17,300 16,900 
Vanadium ¢6______.._._.-_.-do_.-- 7,183 7,776 8,921 9,095 9,644 
Zine: 

Mine 15_thousand metric tons-__ 3,666 4,025 4,309 4,488 4,916 
Smelter 15_._...-.....-do.__- 3,441 3,696 3,897 4,096 4,129 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—World production of major minerals—Continued 

Commodity 1968 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos !6&._thousand metric tons._ . 2,506 2,770 2,817 2,976 2,992 
Barite 4_....---.-._.-.-.-.do____ © 3,000 3,234 3, 563 3,742 3,508 
Cement, hydraulic..........do_.--_ 378,185 415,686 435,582 464,445 447,909 
Diamond: 

Gem_ thousand metric carats. _ 6,424 7,647 7,707 8,909 9,093 
. Industrial_....._.-..--do__._ 30,242 30,167 29,323 31,046 33 , 295 

Diatomite !’_thousand metric tons-_ 1,376 | 1,406 1,489 1,558 1,564 
Feldspar 18§___....-.-.....-do__-- 1,715 1,862 1,955 2,012 1,987 
Fluorspar !°....--.--.---.-do..- 2,148 - 2,466 2,773 2,858 8,192 
Graphite. --.--.--------..-do__-- _ 694 635 622 499 378 
Gypsum 79____. 2222-2. -do_ 45,504 46 , 938 48,154 48 ,3836 46 ,626 
Magnesite 2!__.............do__._ 8,982 19,541 10,035 110,071 110,057 
Mica 6____--..-----..-----do__--_ 144 146 r 158 147 140 
Phosphate rock ??____.._....do._-- 48,741 57,050 ® 63,860 75,793 78,703 
Potash (marketable), K2O equivalent 

- thousand metric tons__ 11,300 12,300 13,700 14,600 15,400 
Pumice 6 73__._..._.--.--..-do____ 15,121 14,725 14,515 14,677 13,813 
Pyrites (including cupreous) _do--_--_ 19,800 20,600 21,540 21,920 22,410 
Salt_..--.----------------do____ 96,110 99,160 108 ,126 111,394 118 ,262 
Strontium minerals 6. _metric tons-__ 17,019 23 , 523 14,011 16,898 -14,293 

ur: . . 
' Native, including frasch 24 

thousand metric tons__ 8,264 8,833 9,736 10,887 11,150 
Byproduet elemental__..do-_-_-_- 4,611 5,307 5,794 5,823 6,285 

Talc, soapstone and pyrophyllite 
thousand metric tons. - 3,094 3,518 3,575 3,713 4,013 

Vermiculite 6.._......._...do_..- 298 311 344 346 336 
Mineral fuels: 

Coal: 
Anthracite____.2.......do__._: 182,479 190,461 193 , 443 194,726 186 , 765 
Bituminous___.........do._... 1,755,837 1,816,656 1,866,486 1,900,467 1,805,860 

_ Lignite.......-.-.-.....do____ 711,178 742,013 737,316 732 ,649 728, 896 

Coke. Total._..----.---.--do._.. 2,649,494 2,749,180 2,797,195 2,827,842 2,721,521 
oke: 

Metallurgical. .._-....._do_.__ 281,790 299 , 042 310,151 309,776 304,978 
Other types 25____.__...do____ 39 , 063 37, 506 34,876 33 ,360 31,816 

- Fuel briquets 26.___........do...__ . 121,400 120 , 950 115,100 111,950 110,000 
Gas, natural (marketed) 27 

million cubic feet._ 21,165,883 23,076,738 24,697,707 26,612,164 28,611,206 
Peat #8_____thousand metric tons__ 165,600 177,000 183,100 203,100 203,100 
Petroleum, crude_thousand barrels__ 9,538,948 10,311,060 11,057,489 12,015,880 12,889,705 

P Preliminary. 
1 United States data withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
? Excludes Argentina, Austria, Belgium, mainland China, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Finland, Hungary, 

United Kingdom, and Yugoslavia. 
8 Excludes Brazil, Bulgaria, East Germany and North Korea. 
4 Excludes Bulgaria. 
5 Excludes Bulgaria, East Germany, Poland and Uganda. 
* Excludes production, # any, by Albania, Bulgaria, mainland China, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, 

Hungary, North Korea, Mongolia, Poland, Rumania, U.S.S.R., and North Viet-Nam. 
7 Excludes Czechostovakia, Hungary, Iran, Kenya and Malaya. 

Th, Excludes Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Rumania and a negligible amount in East Germany, Hungary and 
ailan 

§ Excludes a negligible ameunt produced in the Republic of the Congo (Kinshasa). 
10 Excludes a negligible amount produced in Bulgaria, North Korea, Rumania, South-West Africa and 
in. . 

Spa Excludes Albania and East Germany. 
12 Excludes a negligible amount produced in Bulgaria, Mozambique, Panama, Thailand and Turkey. 
13 Excludes India, Italy, Hong Kong, Malaysia, New Zealand, Nigeria, Republic of South Africa, and 

Southern Rhodesia. 
14 Excludes West Germany, India, Italy and Japan. 
15 Excludes Czechoslovakia, Rumania and North Viet-Nam. 
16 Excludes a negligible amount produced in Czechoslovakia, Ethiopia, Malagasy, North Korea and 

Rumania. ; 
17 Excludes Bulgaria, Hungary, Japan, Rumania, and United Arab Republic. 
18 Excludes Brazil, mainland China, Czechoslovakia and Rumania. 
19 Excludes Brazil, Bulgaria and Burma. 
48 Excludes Bolivia, Ecuador, Rumania and Switzerland. 
31 Excludes Bulgaria and Canada. . 
32 Excludes a negligible amount of phosphate rock produced in Cambodia, Jamaica, the Philippines and 

Tanzania and of guano in Argentina, South-West Africa and the Philippines. 
33 Excludes Japan and Mexico. . 
34 Excludes Iran. 
35 Excludes Ceylon, mainland China, Malaysia, Mexico, Rumania and U.S.S.R. 
36 Excludes Indonesia and Pakistan. 
27 Excludes mainland China. 
38 Excludes a negligible amount of fuel peat produced in Canada, Iceland, Italy and Spain. . 
Note: This table incorporates numerous revisions from world production tables and country production 

tables appearing in Volumes J-II and IV, respectively of the Minerals Yearbook. Data in this table revised 
through September 80, 1968.



Table 3.—Approximate percentage distribution of world mineral production by major areas in 1967 ! 
ene een een eee ccc acc re cen ern rn eer reer eer TL A SS PS SSD 

Western Hemisphere Eastern Hemisphere World 

North Europe Near East and Asia 
Commodity and South —_————___—_— ———____—__— 

Central America Total Non- Com- Africa Non- Com- Oceania Total Non- Com- 
America ~Com- munist? Com- munist 5 Com- munist 

munist 2 munist 4 munist 
rc rg 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 
Bauxite__...-..---2- 2 eee 27.8 20.1 47.9 15.4 (15.4 5.2 5.8 0.8 9.5 52.1 83.8 16.2 
Ingot._...------.------- ee eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee) 51.8 9 52.7 20.8 17.3 .6 6.3 1.1 1.2 47.3 81.6 18.4 

Antimony__....-.------------ eee eee eee eee, 8.8 20.5 29.3 5.6 14,4 24.3 4.1 20.7 1.6 70.7 64.9 35.1 
Arsenic, white. .....-..--.---------------- eee eee.) 28.7 .9 29.6 656.4 12.8 NA. 1.2 NA  -_._-- 70.4 87.2 12.8 
Beryl.___....-.---------- ee eee eee w iW 18.7 4 14.0 9.3 57.1 ..--- 5 81.3 86.0 14.0 
Bismuth_____..-.2- 2 eee WwW WwW WwW 6.3 1.2 1 23.4 7 88.5 91.3 8.7 Kc 
Cadmium... 2222-22 eee) 839.8 1.2 40.5 14.3 21.3 4.4 156.3 ..._-. 4.2 59.5 98.7 21.3 2 
Chromite._......-.----------- eee .6 ol AF 2.5 37.6 30.9 27.7 .6 (7) 99.3 61.2 38.8 ts 
Cobalt._...-.-.-.--- ee ee eee W ieee WwW WwW 7.3 68.6 2-22 uuu oee 5 WwW 87.2 12.8 kd 
Columbium-tantalum 8 eee ee eee. «20.4 52.2 72.6 7 NA 25.1 1.4 12. 2 827.4 100.0 NA > 
opper: 
Mine__._._-.-.-.---- ~~ eee) «= 29.9 17.1 47.0 2.8 17.4 23.8 5.4 1.8 1.8 53.0 80.7 19.3 wn 
Smelter__.... 2-2 eel 28.9 14.6 38.5 11.2 16.6 20.9 9.5 1.9 1.4 61.5 81.5 18.5 rd 

Gold.___---.--- eee eee eee eee eee.) «10.8 1.4 12.2 6 12.5 70.4. 2.1 5 1.7 87.8 87.0 13.0 ty 
Iron and steel: | > 

Iron ore___-.-_...---~------~--------- eel) 20.7 9.5 30.2 19.3 28.9 6.0 7.0 6.5 3.0 69.8 65.6 34.4 eo 
Pig iron (including ferroalloys)_................-.. 25.1 1.4 26.5 26.0 26.8 1.2 13.7 4.4 1.4 73.5 68.8 31.2 o . 

L tee! ingots and castings. ------~-----~----------- 25.8 1.8 27.1 26.7 27.4 7 14.3 2.5 1.3 72.9 70.1 29.9 oO 
ead: . ; = 

. Mine_____-..--.--2 2-2 eee eee. =—26..8 - 8.0 84.8 15.3 21.0 6.5 4.1 5.3 13.0 65.2 73.7 26.3 ° 
Smelter._......-.---------- eee eee 24.5 4.4 28.9 22.5 22.2 4.5 6.1 5.8 10.5 71.1 72.5 27.5 3 

Magnesium. -__.___..--..------- +e 552.6 LL 52.6 21.6 21.8 22 83.5 6 ou ee 47.4 77.7 22.3 @ 
Manganese ore._....._.---.---------------- eee Ood2 YD 9.1 4 44.5 25.0 18.3 4.1 3.6 90.9 51.0 49.0. 
Mercury.._._.-...-.--.----.--------~-------------. 19.7 °° 1.8 21.0 47.1 19.1 . 1 4.4 8.3 .L-L-- 79.0 72.6 27.4 
Molybdenum.......---------.---.-.-.-------------- 16.7 8.9 85.6 4 10.8 NA 9 2.8 -.___- 14.4 86.9 18.1 
Nickel_____.--.--..-------------- eee eee eee. 60.2 ‘.2 60.4 7 22.0 1.5 1.4 wlll. 14.0 39.6 71.9 28.1 
Platinum-group metals___....-_..-...-.--------- eee.) 18.2 8 14.0 LL. 59.7 26.1 — i 86.0 40.3 59.7 
Selenium °__.._.._- 2-2-2 eee. «(68.6 6 64.1 18.1 NA. 2.7 19.9 cL. _L- -2 §885.9 100.0 NA 
Silver_____._.------.--------- eee 642.4174 59.8 7.1 16.4 3.8 5.3 5 7.6 40.2 83.1 16.9 
Felliurium 8h eee eee eee 77-6 11.7 «89.8 LLL Lee NA ....-- 6.7 .--.. w----. 810.7 100.0 NA 

in: = 
Mine. _._. 2-2-2 ee eee 4 «618.7 14.1 1.3 12.2 9.7 60.9. 9.8 2.5 85.9 78.5 21.5. 
Smelter._...-..--.---------- eee eee, 1.8 1.5 3.3 21.4 11.9 5.6 47.1 9.1. 1.6 96.7 79.0 21.0 

Titanium: 
Ilmenite °_ 2 eee eee ele 5.5 5 52.0 20.8 NA 1 96.9 LL... 20.2 848.0 100.0 NA 
Rutile §_ 2.22.2 eee, ) |= NA (4%  () ee NA (7) 9 ...--- 99.1 8100.0 100.0 NA 

Tungsten. ___......-.------.--.----- ee eee eee.) «18.9 7.9 21.8 4.6 22.0 1.7 10.5 86.0 3.4 78.2. 42.0 58.0 
Uranium oxide (U30s) §._.._-.----------~---.---------- 69.8 1 69.4 7.7 NA. _ 21.1 NA ..----. 1.8 880.6 100.0 NA 
Vanadium 3__...-.--- 2+ eee ene nee 4607) Lee 46.7 19.1 NA 84.2 1-2-0 Lueeee wee, = 8 8.8 = 100.0 NA



Zine: oo 
Mine..-._.....-.--. ~~. eee eee eee = 89.8 7.5 46.8 12.5 16.6 5.4 6.4 4.1 8.2 53.2 79.38 20.7 
Smelter..........--.-------.------------------- «811 2.1 83 .2 22.8 20.1 2.6 12.7 8.8 4.8 66.8 76.1 23.9 

Nonmetals: ; 
Asbestos..._.-..-....----2---- ee eee eee 47 1 47.6 4.4 25.7 14.5 2.4 5.0 4 52.4 69.8 (80.7 
Barite__....-.--.--.---------------------.-----.---_- 36.0 5.5 41.5 81.2 11.8 5.0 5.0 5.6 4 58.5 83.1 16.9 ’ 
Cement, hydraulic._.......-...-.--.------------.--.. 16.9 3.6 20.5 81.5 25.4 2.7 16.5 2.4 1.0 79.5 72.0 28.0 
Diamond: oO 
Gem._._._..--.--.-- ~~ - 20-8 eee eee eee eee eee 2.6 2.6 ...-.- 15.4 81.9 ~ Lo cLeeee feel 97.4 84.6 15.4 
Industrial_.___...-..--------- ee ee eee ee tee 8 8 .2---- 16.8 82.4 (2) w--eee eee eee 99.2 83.2 16.8 

Diatomite_......-.-..-------------- eee. «640.9 .9 41.8 £3.7 23.0 1.1 a 8 68.2 77.0 23.0 
Feldspar__.......--.--..------------- +e eee 82.0 2.2 - $4.2 45.2 13.5 1.5 °#£4«»56.4 NA 2 65.8 86.5 18.5 
Fluorspar_..-...-.--.--.-------..------- ~~~ eee) = 885.5 5 36.0 29.0 14.4 8.1 6.4 W.1 0 LLL 64.0 74.5 25.5 
Graphite. _..-.-.---.----..-----.---- eee WwW WwW WwW WwW 20.4 4.6 20.5 27.8 ue WwW 51.8 48.2 
Gypsum. ...-2 2-223 eee eee eee eee. 80.8 1.6 382.4 40.1 12.9 1.7 10.1 1.1 1.7 67.6 85.9 14.1 
Magnesite.._._._...-.------------------ +e eee WwW WwW WwW 24.7 51.2 1.2 3.4 18.0 2 «98.7 80.8 69.2 ic 
Mica, including scrap °___._._....--------------.--.-. 77.2 1.4 78.6 3.4 NA 2.5 16.1 NA 4 821.4 100.0 NA D 
Phosphate rock. _-.....--.---.--.---------.-.----.-. 46.0 .6 46.6  (%) — 20.8 23.2 3.8 . 8.0 8.1 53.4 76.2 28.8 
Potash, KO equivalent (marketable)..-.--.----------. 38.9 1 4684.0 81.2 82.8 -____. 2.5 ...-.. ------ 66.0 67.7 82.8 eS 
Pumice §__________..------2--- eee eee eee eee. = 22.8 1.1 23.9 76.0 NA (4) NA .....- ol 876.1 100.0 NA > 
Pyrites, including cupreous........-_...-..----.-----. 5.6 -_. _-. 5.5 81.5 21.2 4.8 26.9 8.9 1.2 94.5 69.8 80.2 t 
Salt_.......--.--.--- 2-2 eee = 87.8 2.6 40.4 23.2 13.9 2.1 8.2 11.6 6 59.6 74.4 25.6 n 
Strontium minerals §___.........-..-.---..-----..-_-. 17.8 2.8 20.6 74.6 NA ..---- 4.8  -----. -.---. 879.4 100.0 NA bs 

ulfur: 
Native__._..-...-.--.---....-.---------.------. 80.4 1.5 81.9 7 13.7 ‘1 2.5 1.10 wlll. 18.1 85.2 14.8 re) 
By-product, elemental.......-.-..-.----.---.--.-. 55.3 1 55.4 31.3 9.5 3 a 2.1 cL ee 44.6 88.4 11.6 

Tale and soapstone.___.....-.-.-----------.--.---.-. 24.0 2.6 26.6 15.7 12.9 1.3 37.6 5.5 4 73.4 81.6 18.4 = 
Vermicultie §.__._-..-..-.--------------- = 68.8 8 69.6 _....- NA. 80.3 elo cle. fleet) = 8 80.4 = 100.0 NA 

Mineral fuels: 2 
Coal, all grades including lignite...............-....... 19.3 4 19.7 19.0 42.4 1.9 #£«6.5 9.2 2.8 80.8 48.4 51.6 g 

oke: oO 
Metallurgical__.-..----------------------------- 20.8 7 21.6 28.2 82.8 1.2 10.7 44.9 1.2 78.5 62.8 87.2 ES 
Other types_._...-.-....----.------------------- 5 9 1.4 36.5 36.2 8 22.5 NA 2.6 98.6 68.8 36.2 

Fuel briquets..._..-..-..-..---------.-.------------ el LLL 1 21.4 66.9 (4 9.9 -.--.- 1.7 99.9 838.1 66.9 Bi 
Gas, natural (marketed)_...-..-...-.-.-..-.---.-----. 69.8 2.1 71.9 3.7 22.7 3 1.4 wc...) (Y% 28.1 77.8 22.7 oO 
Peat____------------------------------------- +--+ 4 (@ 4 3.4 96.0  .-.-- 2 wenn ane ee 99.6 4.0 96.0. Y 
Petroleum, crude.__._...---.----.------------------. 29.2 12.2 41.4 1.2 17.4 8.7 80.6 6 1 58.6 82.0 18.0 g 

n,n, nnn, nner erraeee cree sn reece renee enc renee ererer rere eran rarer enna errr re seen re eeceeeeae cease a Ss SS Sc SS SSS 

NA Production data not available, no estimate for output included in total upon which percentages have been calculated. W Withheld to avoid disclosing individual « 
U.S. company confidential data. 

1 See detailed Footnotes on table 2 of this chapter indicating countries excluded from world totals for each of the commodities listed. Data presented in this table have 
been calculated from production figures that include additions and revisions to all data appearing elsewhere in the 1967 Minerals Yearbook. These production data were 
compiled September 80, 1968. 

2 Includes all European countries not listed in Footnote 8; note that a Beolavis is included here with non-Communist countries. 
3 Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Poland, Rumania and U.S.S.R; note that Yugoslavia is not included. 
4 Includes all countries and other political areas in the Near East, South Asia and the Far East not listed in Footnote 5. 
’ Mainland China, Mongolia, North Korea and North Viet-Nam. 
6 Total of countries listed in Footnotes 3 and 5 plus Cuba. 
7 Less than .05 percent. . 
8 Percentages calculated from total that includes no estimates for Communist countries listed in Footnotes 8 and 5. 
® Percentage based on export date in lieu of production figures. — 
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Table 4.—Value of world trade in major mineral commodities ! by region 2 and major commodity group 

(Million dollars) 

Mineral commodities 

Exports . Imports All commodities 
Area and country 2 eee 

Metal ores Metal | 
concentrates Metals Mineral Total ores and Metals Mineral Total Exports Imports 
and scrap fuels scrap fuels 

A A 

1968 total____. 2 3,640 12,060 15,700 31,400 3,640 12,060 15,700 31,400 153 , 860 153 , 860 
1964 total__.. 2-22 4,360 14,270 17,010 35,640 4,360 14,270 17,010 35 , 640 172,160 172 ,160 e 
1965 total_.._-- eee 4,580 16,390 17,920 38 , 890 4,580 16,390 17,920 38 , 890 186,390 186 ,390 BD 

1966: OO | ) 7 iS 
Northern North America: x 

United States... 2-2 le 420 1,160 980 2,560 1,010 2,910 2,230 6,150 30,000 24,580 iS 
Canada_..__.-.--. 22-2 e eee 870 1,155 460 2,485 145 490 640 1,275 9,550 9,070 wm 

Total 3___.-._----------2-------. =: 1,290 2,815 1,440 5,045 1,155 3,400 2,870 7,425 39,550 33 , 650 Ss 
Latin America.__._.-.--2---- 2 eee 760 921 2,700 4,381 52 785 . 670 1,507 11,660 10,410 > 

———eee—eee—eeee—eaeeeeaeeaeaeaeoeeaaaoanananoooooOu0Oonuanqunu_Qanaua9aooaoaoaoaoaoeoaoaeaeeeeeeeeeeeeaooSomaESESEoEoaoooe—e—e—eeEETeeeE—Eeeeee ee ee eee a 

Europe: ® 
Non-Communist: 

, EEC__..2--2 oe 510 5, 800 2,250 °° 8,560 1,450 5,130 5,150 11,730 52,630 51,020 Rg 
EFTA._.--2 2-2 --2 -eeee 340 2,430 540 3,310 650 2,690 2,970 6,310 27,990 30, 930 ‘ 
Other 3__2 ele 70 300 80 . 450 _ 90 840 760 1,690 5,680 9,690 iat 

Subtotal. ..2- 2 920 8,530 2,870 12,320 2,190 8,660 8,880 19,730 86,300 91,640 a 
Communist_..-...222.-2----- 2 --e 455 2,180 2,300 4,885 500 1,835 1,280 . 3,615 20,910 19,650 

Total 3... 2 1,375 10,660 5,170 17,205 2,690 10,495 10,160 23 ,345 107 ,210 111,290 

Africa: 7 | oO - a | 
Republic of South Africa__...__.__- (4) (4) 54 5 54 6 134 130 270 1,680 2,250 
Other__..----- 2-2 395 61,080 1,980 53,405 3 434 485 922 8,380 8,150 

LA A A Ar te 

Total 8... le 5 395 § 1,030 2,034 53,459 a) 568 615 1,192 10,060 10,400 
Near Hast_._-.._-.-_-..---2 2 eee (4) (4) 5,960 5 5,960 1 — 385 375 711 7,130 5,050 

South Asia and Far East: 7 | | 7 
Japan __-_.--.---- 22 - ele (4) 1,410 82 § 1,442 850 460 1,460 2,770 9,780 8,080 
Other non-Communist-_._..._._-__- 415 421 650 1,486 53 910 970 1,933 9,750 14,220 ee ESS 
Subtotal... --.--2--- 22-22. § 415 1,881 682 52,928 903 1,370 - 2,480 4,703 19,530 22,300 

Communist._-......--.-..-22-2---- (4) 145 29 5174 38 291 57 351 2,220 2,300 

Total_-..-.----.----- 2k § 415 1,976 711 63,102 906 1,661 2,487 5,054 21,750 24,600



Australia and New Zealand._._.....-.------ (4) 280 115 5395 4 188 295 487 4,140 8,780 

Rest of world._.._..-_---------------.- 265 __-.----- 920 1,185 6 117 940 1,068 1,980 2,950 

Not reported 3_____.....-.-.---------- 840 878 _..-.--- 718 17 11 638 666 ..-..---.- 1,850 

Grand total 1966_._.....-.-.-------. © 4,840 . 17,560 19,050 41,450. 4,840... 17,560. 19,050 41,450. 203,480 . 208,480 

- 1 Commodities included are as follows: SITC (Standard International Trade Classification) categories: (1) Division 28—Metal ores concentrates, and scrap; Section 

8—Mineral Fuels, lubricants and related materials; Division 67—Iron and steel; Division 68—Nonferrous metals. . so mo, . 

2 Regional groupings generally conform to United Nations practice; modifications and special aspects of classification scheme are as follows: (1) Latin America include 

Mexico “Eentral America, and South America, but excludes Caribbean Islands; (2) EEC consists of Belgium, France, West Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, and The Nether- 

lands; (3) EFTA consists of Austria, Denmark, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom; (4) Other non-Communist Europe consists of Finland, 

Greece, Iceland, Ireland, and Spain as well as Yugoslavia (a Communist country) and Turkey (a Near-Eastern country); (5) Communist Europe includes Albania, Bulgaria, 

Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Rumania, and the U.S.S.R.; (6) Other Africa corresponds to the United Nations category ‘Developing Africa’; (7) Near East corresponds 

to the United Nations category ‘Western Asia’’; (8) Other non-Communist South Asia and Far East corresponds to the United Nations category “Other developing Asia’”’ 

(9) Communist Far East consists of China (mainland), North Korea, Mongolia, and North Viet-Nam; (10) Rest of world is taken directly from source and reportedly consists 

mainly of Caribbean and Pacific Islands; (11) Not reported is derived by subtracting all listed figures from reported totals. K 

3 Data not reported in source but derived from data therein. . oo - . . : oe D 

- 4 Not listed separately, presumably included under Not reported (see below in body of table). rs 

5 Partial total, exclusions indicated by footnotes 4-and 6 applied to detail. .... oe . - . =] 

6 Nonferrous metals only; iron and steel presumably included under Not reported (see below in body of table). ; Co, . > 

Sources: United Nations. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. March 1968, pp. xviii-xix and xxiv-xxv, and May 1968, pp. XXV—-XXVi and xxviii-xxxiii. DF 
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Table 5.—Direction of trade in major mineral commodities ! in 1966 _ , | SS 

(Million dollars) . 

Destinations ? 

Sources Northern North America . Non-Communist Europe so _ 
TO Latin — ___ Communist Near United Canada Total 3 America EEC EFTA Other 3 Total Europe East. 

Northern North America:. . . ; 
United States__......-..---------- 2 -- XX 619 619 878 573 208 70 846 6 28 
Canada.....--..-------------+-------- 1,565 XX 1,565 49 145 517 , 20 682 3 3 a, 

Total 3___--2 eee 1,565 619 2,184 | 427 718 720 90 1,528 9 81 Latin America... 2.2.2. 2-2-2 ee 1,622 2381 1,853 343 560 609 | 63 1,182 45 2 oI 

Europe: . , . . 7 Non-Communist: . . ey. EEC....--2..0.-.--------- eee. 628 68 696 194 . 4,895 1,588 442 6,425 222 1469 .'_- - w . EFTA.-...-.2------ 22 -ee 320° 72 392 7 © 1,065 928 257 2,250 - 168 67 > Other ?_.. 222.2. eee 84 1 35 5 180 94 21 295 15 5 a 
NI) | 982 . 189 41,121 271 (5,640 2,610. 720 8,970 465 241 Communist.............---.---------- 48 8 51 -s«d88 491 «417 366 1,274 | 2,910 46 & 

Total 3... 22-12 1,025 147 — 1,172 429 6,131 8.027 1,086 10,244 - 3,875 287 g 

Africa: © . Republic of South Africa §..........2.- 1... .-... Vo Lie ieee ee 8 1 1 § woe eee eee ll Other 6... 169 80 199 28 2,020 727 108 2,855 32 5 _ 

Total 37_......----2-.--- 2. eeeee ee 170 80. 200 28 2,028 728 109 2,860. - g2 5 a] Near East §_..._-.. 222 eee. 270. 90 860 105 1,780 950 . 260 2,990 -..__.._.. 880 

South Asia and Far East: : oo a . . 
Japan Bon ee ce ne we een ne nee u ene 606 35 . G41. 94 45 13 18 16 41 34 Other non-Communist-_-.......-...--.-. (183 . 12 195 - (1 148 | 561 BS 214 33 “42 

Subtotal 39.202 le 789 47 836 105 193 64 83 290. 74 46 Communist Far East §_ 2-22.22 eee eee eee eee eee 8 18. . 4 a | 23 BL cele. 
: : . A ee " a : 

. Total 310. te mee eee eee me ewe wee ee ee ewe ee ee ee 

Australia and New Zealand °................ 43  & 47 ‘2 - 80 68 7 9... Lo ieee eee Rest of world 11.2.2... 520 110 630 ‘61 | 88 159 22 269 __._ 1... gg - Not reported 3... .-...-_---.-..----------- 1460 .--e eee 146 5 - 189 91. 19 299 28 . 7 | . 
Grand total ??_ 22. ee 6,150 41,275 47,425 1,607 . 11,780 6,310 1,690 19,780 8,615 711



. a ‘Destinations 2 . . 

| South Asia and Non-  Aust- . 
Africa oo Communist Far East . Com- | ralia Rest Not Grand 

—_—— nr OOOO OO wee munist d New of Te “total 
Republic of Far East wZealand world ported? 
South Africa Other Total’ - Japan Other Total® . 

Northern North America: | | : | | a | 
United States__............ 21 52 73 866 197 568 ..-..2.-- 26 27 _....-.-- 42,560 , 
Canada...........-.---.-- 16 4 20 113 22 185 lL 74 4 | 6 2,485 . 

Total *..........----..-- 87 56 98 479 - 219 698 1 4 °° 821 6 45,045 
Latin America..........-..---- 1 4 5 210 18 228 9 3  %60 6 4,881. 

Europe: o _ | | os 
Non-Communist: | | , . Ss 

EEC......-.--.------- 23 269 292 26 145 171 101 8 29 2538 8,560 . 
EFTA.....-....------ 42 68 110 . 84. 85 119 30 63 . 84 5 8,810 . 
Other ?......--00.---- e+e 10 10 5 17 22 eee eee eee eee eee 8 . 460 : e 

Subtotal__....-..--.- 464 847 4411 65 247 ~=— 312 181 1 68 1264 12,820 C 
Communist........--....-- ------- 70 710 166 90 256 98 ..-Lu----.) oe eee 27 4,885 

Total *___......--------- 64 417 481 231 387 568 224 7 68 . 291 17,205 2 

Africa: . . a fi 
| Republic of South Africa 5... XX 26 26 2 1 BS cece e eee ee eee eee een eee 19 54 

Other °__..-..-....---.-.-- 56 87 — * 148 ~ 108 6 1138 3 1 8 63 8,445 Z 

Total §7_...-...-...-...- 56 113 169 110 6 116 3 1 3 82 3,499 g 
Near East 5_....-...-.-----~--- 92 220 812 990 895 1,885 .......-. 185 60 2383 5,960 —- gg 

South Asia and Far East: | ee , : | — te 
Japan Bon eee ne enone 8 30 38 xX 367 3867 -=—“‘i«i~<‘wai‘a 8B: 39° 6 w.n---en- . 41,442 a 
Other non-Communist. -. ~~. 2 14 16 417 457 874 2.228. 88 48 .....-.-. 1,486 2 

Subtotal 3 9... ----- 10 44 54 417 824 1,241 118 — 1220 ~— 68 ._-.--.-- 42,928 . ° 
Communist Far East ®@§..-... ...-.-- 8 8 55 36 91 NA .-------- 0 ceeeeeeee cane ne ee 4174 5 

Total 220,008 ne eee eee eee ene eee eee ce eee Seen tee eee tee cee e eee en enone een 
' Australia and New Zealand °___.. 2 2 4 94 61 155 2 62 21 | 6 395 
Rest of world ___...2----.-.-- 3 20 23 48 29 TT .ouue eee 8 16 43 1,185 
Not reported *__....-....--....- 6 88 43 136 13 149) __Lee eee nee eee eee eee ee eee eee 4678 | 

Grand total !7__.........-. 270 gee 1,192 2,770 1,933 4,708 4351 | 4487 41,068 4 666 41,450 

NA Not available. XX Not applicable. 1 Commodities included are detailed in footnote 1, table 4, of this chapter. 2 Regional groupings are defined in foot- 
note 2, table 4, of this chapter. 3 Data not reported in source, but derived from data therein. 4 Detail does not add to reported total apparently because of rounding. 
~. 8 Value of mineral fue exports only; value of (1) metal ores and scrap; (2) iron and steel; and (3) nonferrous metals presumably included under Not reported (in body 
of table). 6 Value of (1) mineral fuels; (2) metal ores and scrap; and (8) nonferrous metals; value of iron and steel presumably included under Not reported (in body of table). 

? Total incomplete; see footnotes 4 and § on Republic of South Africa and Other Africa, respectively. 8 Value of (1) mineral fuels; (2) iron and steel; and (3) non- 
ferrous metals; value of metal ores and scrap presumably included under Not reported (in body of table). ° Total incomplete; see footnote 8 on Japan. —_—‘'0 Total in- 
complete; see footnote 8 on Japan and Communist Far East. 41 Value. of (1) iron and steel and (2) nonferrous metals; value of (1) metal ores and scrap and (2) min- 
eral fuels presumably included under Not reported (in body of table). 1? Total as reported in source. Sources: United Nations. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. March = pg | 
1968, pp. xxiv—xxv, and May 1968, pp. xxv—xxvi and xxviii-xxxiii. : pea
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Table 6.—Estimated world ! consumption of major nonferrous metals | 
vo Metal -  . 19638 1964 .. . ,1965 -. 1966 “- 1967 

Aluminum ?_thousand metric tons__ 5,319 5,834 . - 6,496 - &§ 7,044 7,338 Copper 3__.____________..do___- 5,401 85,921 *6,121 6,442 6,072 Lead 4__..--_ 22 dow__. 2,658 2,783 2,794 t 2,946 3,029 Tin 5___..__. thousand long tons__ - 162 r 168 165 ® 166 166 Zine 6°. ____thousand metric tons__ 3, 466 ' 3,864 ~~ - 3,995 . 4,056 | ~ 8,983 
* Revised. | | - poe 
1 In general, major consuming countries only have been included; sum of consumption by excluded minor consumers may be significant; data included for Communist. countries (excluding Yugoslavia) are listed as conjectural in source. . ° | 
? Partial, according to source, but apparently includes secondary metal. 7 me ; 
3 Primary and secondary refined. __ . . a a, . ; 
* Chiefly primary, may include some secondary. — - re 
5 Primary only. As reported by the International Tin Council. Non-Communist countries excluded except for Yugoslavia. - 4 ae 
6 Primary and secondary slab. ‘ 
Source: Yearbook of the American Bureau of Metal Statistics (Forty-Seventh Annual Issue for the year 1967). New York, 1968, 148 pp. a Bo 

a Table 7.—World energy consumption ! by continental areas aoe 
______.__ (Million tons of standard coal equivalent unless otherwise specified) 

- ls Hydro, 
- . a og. ' Natural nuclear, Total Total — 

Area ? and year Solid fuels Liquid fuels. and im- and ‘aggregate per capita . . ae ' ‘ported gas imported (kilograms) 
electricity . 

North America: . ; De — 
1963_...--2222 403 722 592 34 1,751, = - 8 , 403 ~~ 1964._.__.--22 22-222 -- ee. 424 757 .  ~—-680 37 —=ss«1, 848 8,742 
1965 ..--- 2 449 | 795 . 656 40  -1,940 9,052 
1966 ._..--------- 2 ee 471 828 : 307 42 - 2,048 9,435... 

Caribbean America: | - : 
1963 _-_-.-----2 el 5 . 64 21 2 91 - 911 
1964_.-.- 2.2 5. 68 25 2 99 963 
1965.22.22. 5 68 26 2 100 - 942 — 
1966 -__---~ 2 5 “WM RB 2 .°. 106. - 961. 

Other America: oo Ce ‘ , oO SO _ Co . 
. 1963_..2.-2- 2k 5. 55 9 4 73° ~=—-—s« BS 
1964__... 2-222 eee 6 58 10 4. TT - - 673 
1965... 22-22 6 59 10 4 80. - §78 

~ 1966__..---2 22 6 . 6. 11 5 87 - 611 
Western Europe: a _ a a 

1968.22.22 eel 557 © 864 = 22. 34. OTT - 2,904 
1964__..2 2 le 540 . 414 24 34 1,012 - 2,982 
1965... ee 515 465 — 28 39 1,047. 8,055 
1966 _...-2 2 ee 486 : $23 33 43 1, 085. 3,139 

Western Asia: - 
1963... 22-2 5 27 5 (3) - 37 439 
1964___. 2-2 6. +380 - &  .- oo Al 472 
1965-2222 6 33 5 (3) 44 496 

 ° 1966...2.0 2-2 6 86 q (3). 49. 538 
Far East: " | 

1963... 22-2 -- eee 146 116 8 11 281. 293 
— 1964... 22 ee 144 133 9 12 298 - 804 

©: 1965-222 ee 150 _ + 150 9 12 . $21. 321 
«19GB .2 154 172 8 14 3438 - $40 

Oceania: : 
«1968-2 ee 30 | 20 (3) 2 53. 3,192 
1964_.-2.2 eee 32 23 mm ()) 2 58. . 3,442 
1965.2 le 34 26 | (3) 2 62 |. 3,615 

- 1966.....2 22-22 35 28 (3) 7 2 65 3,748 
Africa: oe : . BO 

1968 -¢ 22 46 28 1 1 76 256 
1964_...22- 2 eee. 4 31 / ol 2 82. 271 
1965 _.---- 22 53 32 2 2 88 284 
1966... 2-2 22-2 eee 52 - 36 2 2 92 289 

Countries not elsewhere specified: 
1963..-.-.-222 ee 975 249 140 12 1,376 1,829 
1964_.-...-..----.-.---_-. 1,020 271 167 13 1,471 1,400 — 
1965.22 1,040 290 195 14 '1,540 1,446 

- 1966_...-.-2.. 2-2-2. = 1,080 316 218 15 1,629 1,510 
World total: 

1963._--...-.---.-.-.---.-. 2,172 1,644 797 101 4,714 1,490 
1964_-...- 12-2 Lie te. = 2,226 1,786 870 105 4,987 1,547 _ 
1965__....-222 2-22 ---- ee. = 2, 257 1,918 931 - 116 5,223 1,591 
1966__......_-_--_-.-.-._-. 2,296 2,075 1,013 125 5,509 1,648 | 

1 In most cases, data are aggregates of country figures representing apparent inland consumption—the 
purely arithmetic result of subtracting, from the sum of production and imports, the sum of exports, additions 
to stocks (where these are known), and bunker loadings. Figures are as reported and may not add to totals 
shown because of rounding. oO 

_ + Areas listed are those appearing in source and have not been conformed to standard terms used elsewhere 
in the Minerals Yearbook. . - : 

3. Nil or less than 14 unit. 7 
Source: United Nations. World Energy Supplies. Statistical Papers, Series V, No. 11, New York 1968, 

pp. 10-13.
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Table 8.—Annual investment expenditures in the steel industry for selected countries 

(Million dollars) | 

a | | a 1968 = 1964 «1965 «1966 = 1967 

European Economie Community (BEC)_.----.-.----.-. 1,469 1,817 932 8386 1750 
European Free Trade Association (EFTA) 2._.. 2... 343 260 261 266 272 
Other countries: — ‘ 

Canada.-_..-.------------ eee ee eee eee eee ee 104 191 141 190 ' NA 
Treland__-..- 222 ee ee 3 1 : 1 (3) NA 
Japan 4.._......------------------------------- 501 460 — 454 540 - 843 

| Spain __...---.---- +e eee 82 109 _ 116 . 1438 °+ #4186 
Turkey._._-.--.--2--- eee VW -Leeeee eee 10°: - 10 
United States__._-..---------------------------- 1,040 1,600 1,818 1,953 2,173 

1 European Coal and Steel Community Commission. Investment in the Community Coal Mining and 
Steel Industries. Report on the 1968 Survey. July 1968, p. 8. 

2 Totals given exclude any figures for Denmark and Switzerland in every year; therefore covers reported 
investments, if any, for Austria, Norway, Portugal, Sweden and United Kingdom. 

3 Less than 4 unit. 
4 Japanese fiscal years. 
Source: Except as noted, Organization for Economie Cooperation and Development. The Iron and Steel 

Industry in 1967 and Trends in 1968 and previous editions of the same publication covering 1964 and 1965, 
1965 and 1966, and 1966 and 1967. 

Table 9.—Non-Communist world petroleum industry capital expenditures and exploration 
= . expenses by geographic area | a | 

7 “(Million dollars) —— 

oS . 1963. - 1964 1965 - 1966 

, United States: _ —_ 
Capital expenditures__.._............-.--.----...-.-.-. 95, 475 6,100 6,875 7,125 
Exploration expenses......-....-....-.---------------- 600 650 610 +650 

: _ Total.....------------------- eee ---e-------- 6,075 6,750 6,985 7,775 

Other Western Hemisphere: - 
Capital expenditures.__..._....-..-.------------------ 1, 475 1,425 1,550 1,785 
Exploration expenses_...........-..--------.---.------ 205 * 170 | 195. — 210 

Total__...-..-----.------------------------------- 1,680 «1,595 1,745 1, 995 

Western Europe: 
re 

Capital expenditures._.........-...-.--..----.-------. 1,750 1,725 2,050 2,500 
Exploration expenses -_-_....-..-.--.-------------------- 35 90 150 75 

Total__...-..------ eee eee.) 1, 785 1,815 © 2,200 2,575 

Africa: | . 
Capital expenditures__.___.......-.--.--.-------.----- 500 575 600 — 560 
Exploration expenses. .....-.....-.-...-.-.-~-----.----- 115 115 100 75 

Total_.......-.-----------------+-------+----------- 615 690 700 635 

Middle East: | . 
Capital expenditures____.......-.....-...-..---------- 275 275 625 600 
Exploration expenses. -_-._....-.----------------------- 30 30 35 50 

Total_..........--.-.-.-.---.--- ~~ ++ eee 805 805 660 650 . 

Far East: 
Capital expenditures-__............-.------.----------- 775 900 800 _ 840 
Exploration expenses---..........-.-----.-.------------ 65 15 90 — 60 

Total_.___._-.--- ~~ ee 840 975 890 890 

Unspecified: Capital expenditures (no exploration expenses) ____ | 900 1,275 1,175 1,265 

Total: 
er 

Capital expenditures.__._......-...-.-.-.--------.-.-. 11,150 12,275 13,175 14,675 
Exploration expenses_.......-..-..-.-.---------------. 1,050 1,180 1,180 1,110 

Total____.-..-.-.-.-.-.-.------------------------- 12,200 13 , 405 14,355 15,785 

Source: Energy Division, Chase Manhattan Bank N.A. Capital Investments of the World Petroleum In- 
dustry. November 1967, pp. 24-31.
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Table 10.—Non-Communist world petroleum industry capital expenditure and exploration 
expenses by industry sector 

a (Million dollars) . . 

. 1968 1964 1965 1966 

Capital expenditures: | *. Se 
Production._....-...--.-----_--.-------------..------ 5,170 5,565 5,785  - 5,640 
Pipelines. _____..--.--------------------------------- 625 555 550. 760 
'Marine____.__.--...-.------------------------------- 945 1,355 1,225 1,295 
Refineries..__.......----.-.---------.--------------- 1,785 1,565 1,865 2,670 

_ Chemical plants_...__-..-.--.------------------------ 630 625 925 1,340 | 
Marketing __......---.-..--.---.--------------------- 1,735 2,190 2,430 2,410 
Other_._.__._-----.---- 0 oe een n enone en ee eeeeeenene 310 420 395 560 

Total__.._........-------------------------------- 11,150 12,275 18,175 14,675 
Exploration expenses__._.......--..----2------------------ 1,050 1,130 1,180 -. 1,110. 

Grand total_....----------------ee-e-e-eee-------=- 12,200 18,405 14,855 15,785 

Source: Energy Division, Chase Manhattan Bank N.A. Capital Investments of the World Petroleum 
Industry. November, 1967, pp. 24-31. So oo 

Table 11.—U.S. direct foreign investment in mineral industries: Value, earnings and 
| a 7 oO , _ Income | a . 

. . . (Million dollars) , 

Mining and smelting Petroleum 
Area and country —_— <<. _ $$ —§ 

| Value Earnings! Income! Value Earnings! Income! 

1964: . a ae — 

Canada._.-..--.-...-----.------ 1,667 191 114 3,187 170 118 

‘Latin American Republics: - | 
South America: . 

Venezuela__.._.-.---.--.-. (2 (2) (2) 2,139 460 461 
- Other l.-.---- eee eee (4) (2) (?) 665 36 35 

— Potal_.--------- eee 926 158 151 2,804 496 496 
Other____..-.---._-------.-.- 178 26 21 298 14 7 

- Other Western Hemisphere. .__--. 250 76 73 488 34 33 

Europe: . 
EEC_ 2-1... eee 13 (2) (2) 1,523 —38 24 
Non-EEC: . 

United Kingdom... ....--- 2 (2) wo------- 902 | - 44 28 
Other.__.....----------- 41 (2) (2) 677 2 13 

Total Europe.._...---- 56 3 5 3,102 8 64 

Africa: | Loo 
Republic of South Africa. ----- 68 20 15 (2) (2) (2) 
Other_._...-.------..------- 290 18 17 (2) (2) (2) 

Total__.-..-.-- eee 358 38 32 883 227 223 
Middle East_....__..-...- --.---- 2 Leelee tee eee 1,240 867 893. 
Far East__._.-.----.------.------ 31 3 . 1 814 45 68 

’ SIO 

Oceania: . 
Australia__....-.-.-.-------- 100 10 8 (2) (2) (2) 

. Other_.___ eee eee eee eee eee eee eee (2) (2) (2) 
ea 

Total____. ee 100 10 3 453 —6 —6 
International shipping...._...-... ------- -------- -------- 1,064 6 26 . 

—eEoEOEEoEooooeeEEeEEEEeeEIEoEoIEoEEEEeEEoEoeoEeooeeeee—e——e————————— 

1965 Grand total.._....-...-.------- 3,568 505 400 14,333 1,861 1,922 

Canada__.___.._.._.-.-_-_------ 1,755 198 110 ® 3,356 183 122 

Latin American Republics: 
South America: 

Venezuela__......-.----- (2) (2) (2) 2,033 405 408 
Other._.......-...------- (?) (4) (2) 679 71 52 

Total__._._..-...- ---- ® 956 181 167 2,704 476 460 
Other... .-.--..-----~----- r 158 25 18 330 20 8 

See footnotes at end of table. |
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Table 11.—U.S. direct foreign investment in mineral industries: Value, earnings and 
a Oo | income—Continued — : 

_ (Milifon dollars) 

Mining and smelting Petroleum 
Area and country _—————— 

Value Earnings! Income! Value LEarnings! Income! 

1965—Continued . 
Other Western Hemisphere. __..... 310 85 82 r 512 24 18 

Europe: ; Oe : 
EEC. 2. eee 16 (2) — (% 1,624  (—82 18 
Non-EEC: 

United Kingdom. -_._----- 2 (2) (2) 1,093 —6 —4 
Other._..._.--.-....--.- t 36 (2) (2) r 710 —4 3 

Total Europe....-..--.. "54 8 8 8,427 — 42 17 

Africa: 
Republic of South Africa. __.-. 65 34... 85 126 (2) (2) 
Other_...------------------- t 289 27 20 903 (2) (2) 

” Total___..---------------- 354 61 65 1,029 240 233 
‘Middle East._.-.......-...-.-.-.- TQ Llane en ee eee ¥ 1,436 816 813 

- Far East-..-------------+-+----- | 34 5 2 F904 76 107 

Oceania: 
Australia......-.-..--.------ 161 10 3 (2) (2) (2) 

. Other._..-..----~----------- (3) —2 —2 (2) (2) (2) 

. Total..-.------2.------+-- 162 8 1 t 498 = § -11 
International shipping--.--.------  -------  +--------  -+------ r1,101 87 30 

Grand total.....--.------------ 18,785 671 448 15,298 1,825 1,798 
1966: : : . | 

Canada__...-.------------------ 1,942 191 120 3,606 196 114 

Latin American Republics: 
-  $South America: 

Venezuela__.=..-.------.  (% (2) (2) 1,922 384 385 
Other......------------- (2) (2) (2) 679 74 78 

. Total__._.--.-.-.----- 955 235 218 2,601 458 463 
Other___._.___.._-.-.------- 162 28 16 358 21 8 

Other Western Hemisphere- ---.--~- 364 96 — 93 579 32 26 

Europe: 
EEC. ...--.--.-.-.--------- 17 (2) (2) 1,978 —89 17 

Non-EEC: 
United Kingdom - ---- ©) (3) 1,167 —25 —15 
Other.._...------.-- 34 (2) (2) 832 —15 3 

Total Europe- --_..----- 54 10 11 3,977 —72 4 

Africa: ~ oO 
Republic of South Africa -._.-.- 73 45 33 - 140 (2) (2) 
Other__.___._-_-..--_-...--- 296 «88 25 968 (2) (2) 

Total._.-..- ------------- 869 78 58 1,108 259 243 
Middle East._...-.-_..-.-.--..-- 5 1,560 863 852 
Far Fast__.....-..-.----.-.----- 37 4 1 907 68 54 

Oceania: 
Australia_.........-.-.-_---.- 249 18 6 (2) (2) (2) 
Other....------ 2 eee eee eee ee eee ee woes (2) (?) (2) 

Total__...._...-.--------- 249 18 6 521 2 —8 
International shipping.......-..-. -..---.  -------- -------- 1,047 40 23 

Grand total__..._...-.-.-.----- 4,185 660 524 16,264 1,859 1,778 

1 Earnings is the sum of the U.S. share in the net earnings of subsidiary and branch profits; income is the 
sum of dividends, interest, and branch profits. 

-2 Combined in other industries in source; not listed here. 
2 Less than $500,000. 
Note: Detail may not add to totals due to rounding. 
Sources: U.S. Dept. of Commerce. Survey of Current Business. V. 45, No. 9 (September 1965) .pp. 24-25; 

v. 46, No. 9 (September 1966), pp. 34-35; v. 47, No. 9 (September 1967) pp. 42-43. |
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Table 12.—Non-Communist world tanker fleet | 
: . wo . . > a . : ° : - . -. , - A. 

FI Number of vessels at yearend Deadweight tonnage at yearend 
ag ee 

1965 : 1966 1965 1966 

United States. __._.._-.-.-.-- 22 ei 268 279 66,650 6,753 
Panama.___._._--.-----.---------------. =. 149 135 4,285 4,029 
Norway__-____--.---------------- eee 470 457 13,935 ~. 15,380 
United Kingdom.___-____-..------4.-2.- «487 427 11,866 12,319 
Liberia.........--.-.-.------------------ - 553 595 . 20,229 | 22,622 . 
Others.___._..--- 2-2 --- eee 1,181 1,239 30,279 35,561 

Total.___-----_.._--- 2-2 ee 3,058 | 3,182 — 89,244 - 96,664 

Source: Chase Manhattan Bank N.A. Capital Investments of the World Petroleum Industry 1965. 1965, 
p. 20 and 1966, p. 22. 

. Table 13.—Indexes of ocean freight rates | oe 

: . : (1968100) | oS 

; London Trip charter . - 

bankers West Germany Nether- Norway 
, panel 9 ———————_—__—_—_—___ lands 9 —————____________ 

. Dry cargo Tankers (general) Dry cargo Tankers 

1964__._.-__.--- 2 ee ee ee 93 101 90 114 ~ 100 92 
1965 ___.-.-_--- eee 90 110 90 114 112 — 90 
1966 _._.-__.----------.-------- 89 100 84 100 97 84 
1967: 1 - 

First quarter.__...-........ NA 91 66 283 92 67 
- Second quarter___..____-_-- NA 102 181 2 82 101 198 

Third quarter__________-_-_- NA lil . 246 NA - 116 260 
_ Fourth quarter._-...---.--- . NA ——-:117 152 NA —  4114-~— 146 

- Annual average--.-..---. 78 102 154 NA __ 104 155 

. . Trip charter | Time charter — 

an United Kingdom . United 
— —— _ Norway Kingdom 
General Coal Ore Fertilizer (dry cargo) (dry 

- trade trade trade cargo) 

1964___._. 2-2 108 96 108 112 112 114 
1965 _._.-__------------------- 2 d116 105 120 136 126 128 
1966 _______------------------ = 104 88 94 128 113 126 
“1967: 1 - 

First quarter._.._._..-_..-- 97 80  — 72 146 102 = 118 
Second quarter___..--_----- 104 92 NA 3 244 103 ~ 116 
Third quarter._.___.__-_.-- 115 116 4120 4 242 181 140 

_ Fourth quarter_.._.-.-_.-- 134 111 NA 239 126 182 

. Annual average-_--.----. 111 95 85 186 1138 124 

NA Not available. : 
1 Except as noted, quarterly figures are those for the last month in the quarter. 
2 Actual quarterly average. 7 
3 June not available, July used instead. —— 
4 September not available, October used instead. 

Source: United Nations. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. New York, June 1968, pp. xx—xxi. 

Table 14.—Summary of selected mineral commodity groups transiting the Panama Canal 

(Thousand metric tons) 

_ Fiscal years 
Commodity group a TC eee 

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metal ores________--_ eee. = 7, 982 8,190 8,749 8,445 6,774 
Metals, including scrap_____..--...-.._-.._-..... 8,857 4,827 3,856 - 3,182 5,591 
Iron and steel manufactures 1___............_._._. 2,172 2,614 3,905 5,217 5,335 
Nitrogen products.___.__._.-_-.-----.---.------ 720 751 797 742 619 
Phosphates__.________.__--._-----_---.-------. 1,990 2,408 3,400 3,902 3,650 
Coal and coke_______.___--__.-_-----_-------.-. 5,847 6, 668 6,803 7,264 9,506 
Petroleum_____________.____-___--_---_---.-.-. 18,011 13,725 15,545 15,979 17,071 

Total________________-_ ee eee Lei ii. =34,529 39,183 43,055 44,681 48,546 

1 May include some materials not normally included among mineral commodities. . 

Source: Executive Planning Staff. Panama Canal-Selected Commodity Movements. Mar. 1, 1968.
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Table 15.—Nonferrous metal prices in the United States . 

(Average, cents per pound except where otherwise noted) ! 
_ 

Year and month Aluminum? Copper 3 Lead* Zine 5 Tin 6 Silver 7 

1968... .--- ele -------- = 22.623 80.600 10.937 11.997 116.652 127.912 
1964.2... ----_-------------- 9-23. 741 81.960 13.396 | 13.568 157.595 129.300 — 
1965__-.--_-__.---------------- 24.507 85.017 15.800 14.500 178.202 129.300 
1966 ---- ~~~ -woennennnn ees eon 24.500 86.170  . 14.915. 14.500 164.070 129.300 

January_.__.-------------- 24.738 37.872 15.000. 14.500 153.911 129.300 
February.....------------- 25.000 38.103 15.000 14.500 154.396 129.300 
March____....-.---------- 25.000 38.076 15.000 14.500 153.733 129.300 
April... 2.2.22 ee 25.000 38.170 - 14.800- 14.500 153 .394 129.300 
May_ __-.__._..-----.----- 25.000 38.118 © 13.800 13.563 153.170 129.591 
June____.__._-..-.-------.- 25.000 38.083 13.800 13.551 155.034 130.100 
July.__.....-------------- 25.000 88.295 18.800 . 13.500 154.388 159.290 
August___.....-...-------- 25.000 39.090 13.800 13 .500 152.511 174.978 
September......----------. 25.000 (?) 13.800. 13.500 151.019 167.950 
October_....-.-----------. 25.000 (8) 13.800 13.500 151.990 178.590 
November.....-.-.-.------ 25.000 (8) 13.800. 13.500 155.038 195.320 
December_...--.---------- _ 25.000 (8) 13.800 13.500 152.631 206.600 

| Annual average--.------. 24.978 9 38.226 14.183 - 13.843 153.484 154.968 

1 As recorded by Engineering and Mining Journal. — 
_2 Unalloyed ingot, 99.5 percent, delivered United States.. a 

3 Electrolytic copper, domestic refineries, Atlantic seaboard. : _ 
4 Refined lead, New York. - on . . 
5 Prime Western slab, f.o.b., East St. Louis; = sits ae Be | 
6 Straits tin, New York. © 
7 Cents per troy ounce, 0.999 fine, New York. 
8 Average suspended. . 
9 Based on January to August. _ vos ee a ; 

Table 16.—Nonferrous metal prices in the United Kingdom 

. | . (Average, £ per long ton unless otherwise noted) — 7 
TD 

: Year and month © = Aluminum? Copper? Lead‘ | ZineS §= Tin ¢ Silver? © 

1968__....-.---.---.-------.. 181.000 284.775 68.488 76.704 910.167 © 110.115 | 
1964..........---_--.-.-...-. 190.900 352.879 101.250 118.125 1,240.917 111.920 
1965.___._.--.-.-........... 196.000 469.875 115.000 112.900 1,414.133 111.583 
1966 --------------------2--- 196.000. 554.471 95.150 101.992 1,296.588 111.807 

January.....------------ 196.000 451.858 | 79.900 101.446 1,198.954 111.869 
February...........-..-. 196.000 442.850 80.458 (102.425 1,201.375 111.750 
March____._.--_..-.-.-. 196.000 398 .596 82.846 101.367 1,204.308 111.673 
April. ......-..--...-.---. 196.000 861.000 82.246 98.700 1,216.650 111.543 
May.___.-..-....-..---. 196.000 876.000 :% 82.854. 99.863 -1,219.488 . 118.756 

June__.__-....--.-.----. 196.000 368 .433 82.771 99.558 1,222 .454 145 .284 

July___._-_--.-_-...-..... 196.000 361.904 83.921 97.000 1,220 .525 150.869 

August_._.__.....-.---.-. 196.000 379.067 84.529 97.496 1,194.842 151.307 

September__.__........-. 196.000 . 384,713 . 82.350 . 96.029 1,185.879 145.857 

October__.........-.---. 196.000 413.092 81.963 95.796 1,190.933 154.455 

November.._.....-.----. 206.875 523.888 . 87.838 104.192 1,273.817 181.024 

December_.-_-.-.-..--.. 228.666 560.554 94.167 112.688 1,351.896 209.342 

Annual average.._---... 199.628 417.338 | 838.763 100.429 1,222.458 141.977 

_ . 

1 London Metal Exchange, average settlement prices. 
2 99.5 percent ingots, producers price. 
8’ London Metal exchange, electrolytic wirebar. 
4 London Metal exchange, refined pig lead, 99.97 percent. 7 
& London Metal exchange, virgin zinc, 98 percent. a 
6 London Metal exchange, standard tin. . 
7 Pence per troy ounce, 0.999 fine as reported by Engineering and Mining Journal.
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Table 17.—Nonferrous metal prices in Canada 

(Average, Canadian cents per pound unless otherwise noted) 
. ni . . 

Year and month ~ -Aluminum 1 Copper 2 - Lead 3 Zinc 8 Silver 4 

1968...___.--2.--2-L- eek. NA 31.500 11.042 12.206 188.457 
1964___22 2 ee 25.42, 33.342 13.418 13.566 ~ 189.962 °- 
1965___2 222k 26.00 37.639 15.500 14.500 139.879, . . 
1b 0G =n -n neo nn en ne ne nc nnn 26.00 44.940 14.943 14.500 139.808. 

| January...---.-..----- 26.81 46.349 14.000 14.500 140.071. | 
. February......_-..2.-- 26.50 47.250 14.000 14.500 140.230 

March._.............. | 26.50 47.250 14.000 14.500 140.400 
April.....22 222.2 26.50 47.250 14.000 14.500 140.455 

_ May... eee 26.50 47.250 14.000 13.784 140.480 . 
- June... ee 26.50 | 47.250 14.000 13.659 180.736 

— July. ieee 26.50 47.250 14.000 13.500 188.715 . 
-  August.....0 2 0-2-2 L Le 26.50 47.250 14.000 13.500 188 .239 . 

September............. 26.50 47.250 14.000 | 13.500 180.590 
_ October... 26.50 47.250 14.000 18.500 191.619 
November.__._._.___-- 26.50 . 47.875. 14.000 13.500 _ 209.950 
December.......-.----- 26.50 51.000 14.000 13.500 , 222.874 

Annual average...-.. 26.48 47.589 14.000 13.870 172.030 | 
eo —— es a a a son rr nner _— . . eS _ + . 

1 Ingot, 99.5 percent. . . me . . 
_ 2 Electrolytic ingot, prompt delivery at Toronto. D 

’ Producers’ prices, carload quantities, communicated by Cominco Ltd; pig lead and prime western zinc. 
4 Canadian cents, per troy ounce, Cominco Ltd. price. oo, Lo 
Source: Yearbook of the American Bureau of Metal Statistics. Forty-Seventh Annual Issue for the Year 1967. 

Table 18.—Mineral commodity export price indexes}. ss | 

| (1968100) 

- Year and quarter _ -. Metal ores . -Fuels — All crude 
- minerals 

1964... ee eee eee ee 108 -- 100 ~ 102. 
1965_-_ 2-2-2 eee ee 114 101 | 104 
1966__-_.2-2 ee eee eee 2115 101 104 
1967: — 

January to March...__.........-.--------- eee 108 101 103_—is 
April to June... eee 107 100 +102 

_ July to September____._..._-.-__ ee 108 101 102 , 
October to December. _____.------.---.---------- 111 101 103 

| Annual average.___._..._.._...___..._._..-_-- 109 101 108 

1 United Nations. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. June 1968, Special table C II, p. xvii. - 
.2 Derived from quarterly averages; annual figure reported in source as 105 obviously is in error. 

| Table 19.—Analysis of export price indexes ! 

(1968100) . : 

Developed areas . Less developed areas 
Year and quarter OO - OrrervrvrvO 

Total Nonferrous Total Nonferrous 
minerals base metals minerals _ base metals 

ee ea ee 

1964... ee 105 116 102 124 
1965_...---2- ee 106 129 103 146 
1966....-2-2- ee ee 107 144 103 177 
1967: _ 

January to March._______._.___-- 106 138 102 162 
April to June_____ 2 103 130 102 146 
July to September_______________- 104 131 102 148 
October to December_____._______ 106 143 102 168 

Annual average._......_______- 105 135 102 156 
a 

1 United Nations. Monthly Bulletin of Statistics. June 1968, Special Table C III, p. xviii.
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| | Table 20.—Leading world producers of bauxite ! 

(Thousand metric tons) 

Country ~ 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

Jamaica ?__._._.__.---2 eee ---- = 7, 014 7,937 8,699 9,138 9,392 
- Surinam--_._._-.------------------------------- 3, 488 3,993 4,346 4,585 ¢5,300 

U-S.S.R.e 8. ee eee eee -------- «= 4, 800 4,300 4,700 4,800 5,000 
Australia____...._-2.-------------2 eee 360 796 1,186 1,827 4,236 
Guyana._________-_---2------ 2. ---------t- le. = 2, 880 2,518 2,919 3,358. 3,381 

. France. __.._..-----.-------------------------- = 2, 029 2,433 2,662 2,811 2,813. 
Yugoslavia___.._..----------.----------------- 1,285 1,293 1,574 1,887 2,131: 
Greece____.___-_------------------------------ 1, 277 1,047 1,270 1,344 1,692 
United States_.__.--.-.--.--------------------- 1,549 1,626 1,680 1,824. 1,680 
Hungary_..__._------------------------------- 1,363 1,477 1,478 1,429 1,649 
Guinea, Republic of....-.-_.------------------- 1,664 1,678 1,870 1,609 1,617 

Total._____---.--__---.2---.------------ 26,659 29,098 32 ,384 34,612 38,891. 
All others____.......----------2--- 2-4, 048 4,291 5,146 5,336 - 6,717 

. World total e....-.--22.- eee ---- 30,707 33 ,389 37,530 39,948 44,608 
eng 

e Estimate. > Preliminary. | | 
- 1 Ineludes additions and revisions to data appearing elsewhere in the 1967 Minerals Yearbook (all volumes). 
Compiled Sept. 30, 1968. 

2 Bone dry equivalent of bauxite shipments and bauxite converted into alumina and including cement 
- grade as follows: 1965, 48,243; 1966, 76,095; and 1967, 124,314. 

3 Excludes nepheline concentrates and alunite ores. . 

Table 21.—Leading world producers of aluminum ! 
oo (Thousand metric tons) 

Country i 1968 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 
et 

~ 

United States.__......--..-..---- 2,098 — 2,316 _ 2,499 2,693 2,966 
 ~U~S.S.R.e. oe eee 760 800 840 - 890 965 
Canada____...-----..----.----- 653 764 753 808 874 
Norway _...--.---.----------4--) 225 261 279 324 862 | 
France__.__......-.------------- 298 316 341 . 364 361 

- Japan__. 2 eee 224 266 294 337 356 
Germany, West_...--.----.----- 209 220 . 234 244 253 
Italy......-.--.-.-------------- 91 116 124 128 128 
eNO 

Total._..._.--.---.---.-.. 4,558 5,059 5,364 5,788 6,265. 
All others____....-.-..---------- 765 853 924 1,072 1,186 

a 

. World total e._..-._------ 5 , 323 5,912 6,288 6,860 7,451 
nn ny 

. e Estimate. — » Preliminary. Oe 
1 Includes additions and revisions to data appearing elsewhere in the 1967 Minerals Yearbook (all volumes). 

Compiled Sept. 30, 1968. : . 

Table 22.—Leading world mine producers of copper ! 
(Copper content of ore, recoverable where indicated, thousand metric tons) 

eer rer epee lb ssn EU SS SS ee 

| Country 1963 1964. 1965 1966 1967 P 

United States ?_......-...-.----- 1,101 1,131 1,226 1,296 866 

U.S.S.R.e__-.------------- +--+ 600 650 700 760 800 

Chile._._.......-.-------.----- 604 633 606 664 664 

Zambia_._.-..-..-.------.----- 588 632 696 623 662 

Canada ?___.__..-.--.--.------- 411 442 462 461 547 

Congo (Kinshasa) 3._._..-------- 271 277 289 316 321 

Peru___..-..-.--------------+--- 2180 2176 2180 176 181 

South Africa, Republic of__..--.-- 55 59 60 125 3128 

Japan ..--.-..----------------- 107 106 107 112 118 
- ee 

Total__._..-------------- 3,917 4,106 4,326 4,523 4,287 

All others._.....-.-..---------- 701 695 698 736 699 
ee 

World total e._.._..------ 4,618 4,801 5,024 5,259 4,986 
a 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. 
1 Includes additions and revisions to data appearing elsewhere in the 1967 Minerals Yearbook (all volumes). 

Compiled Sept. 30, 1968. 
2 Recoverable. 
3 Smelter production.
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Table 23.—Leading world producers of iron ore, iron ore concentrates, and iron ore 
: agglomerates ! | 
vO . / _ (Thousand metric tons) 

oe Country 1963 — 1964 1965 1966 1967 Pp 

US.S.R___-- eee ee. 187,475 145 ,584 153 , 432 160,271 168,000 
United States_._-_-_ 2-2 ee 74,780 86,198 88 , 842 91,594 85,530 
France__.__._...-.--------.-.-.. 57,892 60, 938 59,532 55,060 49 ,220 
Canada_____.-..-_-----.-.-_.._° 27,346 34,769 36,250 41,344 42,322 
Sweden____ 2-2-2 ee 23 , 687 26,619 29,485 28,206 28,270 
China, mainland e_____-_________ 35,000 37,000 39,000 40 ,000 28,900 
India (including Goa)_____._____- 19,995 21,363 23,660 26,336 26,157 
Brazil___.-.2 2222 11,219 16,962 - 18,160 23,254 23 , 500 

Australia_.._--0_2-_-_- Le 5,603  §,759 6,803 11,608 18,814 
Liberia___-_..22-22 ee 7,520 12,999 15,959 16,859 18,224 
Venezuela____.-_.-_-_ 11,747 © 15,656 17,510 17, 759 17,005 
United Kingdom________________ 15,151 16,588 15, 662 13,877 12,944 
Chile. ---_.-.------------------ 8,507 9,853 12,145 | 12,246 _ 11,025 

Total___-_...-....._..._. 485,872 490 ,288 516,440 538,414 529,011 
All others. 222222222222 Lie. 87,570 © 91,015 100, 864 101,012 100 ,286 

-i  . World totale....-. 2... 523,442 —  §81,303 - 617,304 639, 426. a 629, 297 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. 
1 Include additions and revisions to data appearing elsewhere in the 1967 Minerals Yearbook (all volumes). 

Compiled Sept. 30, 1968. 

Table 24.—Leading world producers of steel ingots and castings 1 

So . . (Thousand metric tons) . 

Country 1963 7 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

United States_......-........... 99,119 | 115,281 - 119,259 121,654 115, 406 
U.S.S.R___. 2 80,226 85,084 91,021 - 96,907 102 ;200 
Japan. -__-_---.- 222-22 e_-__-_ 831,501 89,799 41,161 47,784 62,154 
Germany, West___._____________ 31,597 37,339 36,821 35,316 36,744 
United Kingdom________________ 22,881 26,651 27,444 _ 24,705 24,279 
France___________________ 17,431 — 19,505 19,340 19,585 - 19,675 
Italy__. 2-2 ee 10,157 9,793 12,681 13,639 15,890 
China, mainland e__________.._-_ 12,000 14,000 15,000 16,000 11,000 
Poland: ___.-____________:______ 8,004 8,573 9,088 9,850 10,451 
Czechoslovakia___.__.__________. 7,598 8,377 8,598 9,128 9,800 
Belgium___._____________ oe. 7,528 8,731 9,169 8,917 9,635 
Canada. __.__-__-- 22-22 ie 7,436 8,281 9,134 9,074 8,795 

Total_.......-._._._..__.. 335,478 381,364 398,716 412,559 426,029 
All others_._.---- 2-2 51,501 56,642 60, 584 63 ,500 66,900 

World totale..__________. 386,979 ' 438,006 459,300 476,059 492 ,929 . 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. , 
P 1 includes additions and revisions to data appearing elsewhere in the 1967 Minerals Yearbook. Compiled 
ept. 30, 1968.
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Table 25.—Leading world mine producers of lead ! | 
(Lead content of ore, recoverable where indicated, thousand metric tons) 

Eee 

Country 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

U.S.S.R eo eee 315 330 350 375 400 
Australia. ..2.222- 2-2 417 381 368 371 378 
Canada... 2 181 187. 275 293 308 
United States 2__.--.- 2 ee 230 259 273 297 288 CO. 
Mexico. _..._-_-_-.---_ ele. 190 175 170 e179 e171 _ 
Peru 2._..22 2 ee 149 151 154 145 158 
Yugoslavia.__-_2 222-2 ele 114 113 106 103 106 
Bulgaria.-..-2--.--2 89 91 e 100 e 100 103 — 
China, mainland e_________.____- 100 100 100 100 90 
Morocco_____2 ee 74 71 7 76 18 
Sweden___--.. 2 71 67 69 69 442 
South-West Africa, Territory of 2__ 75 94 88 85 70 
Korea, North ¢.___._____________ 50 55 a 60 60 65 
Japan. ._.--2--2 2 eee 53 54 55 63 , 64 
Spain___.- 22 62 58 57 62 63 
Germany, West_______________.- . 88 49 50 55 59 
Treland.----_._----------------  --4.--- 1 3 40 58 

Total._..--2 22s 2,223 2,286 2,355 2,473 2,531 
. All others... 2222-2 295 295 . 347 382 383 

eee 
World total e_.__-________. 2,518 2,531 2,702 2,855 2,914 

eee 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. 
1 Includes additions and revisions to data appearing elsewhere in the 1967 Minerals Yearbook (all volumes). 

Compiled Sept. 30, 1968. , 
2 Recoverable. oo 

a Table 26.—Leading world producers of manganese ore ! 

; . oe . (Thousand metric tons) a 

ce , Country — 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

U.S.S.R__ ee. 6,663 7,096 7,576 e 7,000 e 7,200 
South Africa, Republic of._...____ 1,308 1,320 1,567 1,693 _ 1,817 
India, including Goa..__.__.....- | 1,296 1,405 | 1,615 1,678 1,599. 
Brazil___--.---.-2-----2--L_ eee 1,254 | 1,352 1,396 1,239 1,145 
Gabon.________- ele 637 | 960 1,280 1,274 1,125 . 
China, mainland e_______________ 1,000 — 1,000 1,000 1,000 700 
Australia__.222 22 37 62 104 282 e 550 
Ghana_...---22-- eee 407 462 604 587 498 — 

x 
LC 

. 

Total..--.-.-----._.._.... 12,602 13,657 15,142 14, 753 14,634 — 
All others. -.. 222-2 ee 2,121 — 2,190 2,490 2,416 2,439 

World totale_...-_-.-_.-. 14,728 15,847 17,632 17,169 17,073 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. 
1 Includes additions and revisions to data appearing elsewhere in the 1967 Minerals Yearbook (all volumes). 

Compiled Sept. 30, 1968. : a, 

Table 27.—Leading world mine producers of tin ! 

7 (Tin content of ore, long tons) BD , 
eee ee 

Country 1963 1964 1965. 1966 1967 > 
Fae 

Malaysia.____......-._________- 59,947 60,004 63 ,670 68 , 886 72,121 
Bolivia____..-.....-.-_---_-___- 22,209 24,319 23 , 036 25,626 26,890. 
U.S.S.R 2.0 oe 21,000 22,000 23 , 000 24,000 25,000 
Thailand____.._..--_--22 2 ___. 15,585 15,597 19,047 22,565 22,489 
China, mainland 2______________. 28,000 25,000 25,000 22 ,000 20,000 
Indonesia___-_....--.2--. 2-22 -.: 12, 947 16,345 14,698 12 ,527 13,579 
Nigeria__.-..-_--_-_--2- ie 8, 723 8,721 9,547 9,354 9,340 

— Total_-.-.---22-2 eee.) (168,411 171, 986 177,998 184,958 189,419 
All others. 22-22-22 ee 22,689 21,614 23 ,302 25 , 842 26,681 

World totale__........... 191,100 193,600 201,300 210,800 216,100 
A et tne 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. 
1 Includes additions and revisions to data appearing elsewhere in the 1967 Minerals Yearbook (all volumes). 

Compiled Sept. 30, 1968. 
2 Estimated smelter production.
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Table 28.—Leading world mine producers of zinc ! . 

(Zine content of ore, recoverable where indicated, thousand metric tons) 

- Country 1963 1964 _ 1965 1966 1967 » 
rn St 

Canada_____-_..--_-.----------- | 461 662 826 950 1,133 

U.S.S.R.e 29... ------------ = 400 430 470 500 535 

United States 2?__.....----------- 480 522 554 519 | / 498 

Australia_.......---.----------- 357 850 855 375 404 

Peru 2___...--_-..-------------- 195 237 254 258 318 

Mexico__.-..--.---------------+ 240 236 225 219 288 — 

Japan___.-..-..-----+---------- | 198 216 221 254 262 

Poland___.-.......----------+---- 147 151 152 150 ' 196 

Italy......-..-.---------------- 107 111 116 116 124 
Congo (Kinshasa) _....-.-------- 104 106 119 113 122 

Korea, Northe......----.------- 100 100 105 105 115 

Germany, West.____-.------.---- 108 111 109 107 — 106 

Total._....-------------- 2,887 3,232 3,506 3,666 4,101 
All others__......-.---.-------- 779 793 ~ 803 822 - 815 

World totale_.........--- 3,666 4,025 - 4,309 4,488 | 4,916 — 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. 
1 Includes additions and revisions to data appearing elsewhere in the 1967 Minerals Yearbook (all volumes). 

Compiled Sept. 30, 1968. oo 

‘2 Recoverable. 

Table 29.—Leading world producers of hydraulic cement} == 

(Thousand metric tons) | . 

Country 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

U.S.S.R__..-------------------- 61,018 64,934 72,388 79,992 84,800 

United States (including Puerto Rico) - 62 , 832 . 65,728 66,318 68 ,522 65, 807 

Japan. ___..-------------------- 29,948 32,981 32,689 88,265  . 42,993 

Germany, West.._.---.-.------- 29,218 83 , 632 84,133 34,739 31,507 

Ttaly___._--.------_------------- 22,088 22,840 20,695 22,374 26,272 

France__..._..----------------- 18,134 21,537 22,365 23,304 ' 24,600 

United Kingdom. .__......------ 14,060 16, 966 17,191 16,750 17,577 - 

Spain__._.....-.----+---------- 7,748 8,500 10,219. 11,807 13,099: 

India____.-___-_-.-.---.------- | 9,355 9,690 10,578 11,052 © $11,700° 

Poland__._....--.---.---------- 7,674 8,761 9,573 10,041 11,138 

China, mainland e.__._..--.----- 10,000 10,500 11,000 11,000 8,000 © 

Germany, East___.--......------ 5,458 5, 767 6,087 6,456 - 7,188 - 

Canada__.........-.----------- 6,364 7,119 7,645 8,157 7,160. 

Rumania......-.-.-.----.------ 4,369 4,752 5,405 5,886 6,338 . 

Mexico_._...-..--.-.----------- 3,762 4,418 4,322 4,907 e 6,258 
A AE A ETA OS SA CS Se - 

Total__.__........-.--.-. 292,028 818,125 . 330 , 608 353 , 252 364, 437 

All others___.__--.-.----------- 86,107 97,561 104,974 111,193 115,472 : 

World totale__....-....-. 378,185 415,686 435 ,582 464,445 479,909 - 
OR SR 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. _ 

1 Includes additions and revisions to data appearing elsewhere in the 1967 Minerals Yearbook (all volumes). 

Compiled Sept. 30, 1968. 

Table 30.—Leading world phosphate rock production ! 

(Thousand metric tons) 
ena ERE Oy 

Country 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P ne 

United States__..__._._._.-_-.... 20,174 23 ,328 26,704 35,420 36,079 

U.S.S.R.¢ 2... 2 -e-e- 8,570 11,030 13 , 900 15,190 16,350 
Morocco____-..---_--_--_------- 8,548 - 10,098 9,824 9,439 10,545 
Tunisia__._.._-..-...----------- 2,371 2,751 3,040 3,216 2,810 

Nauru Island 3______.___._------- 1,572 1,849 1,496 2,037 22,000 
a 

Total_._.-.-_.-__----_-.-. 41,235 49,056 54,964 65,302 67 , 784 
All others_.._...._..--..------- 7,506 7,994 8,896 10,491 10,919 

World totale...._..._.... 48,741 57,050 63 , 860 75,798 78,703 
nO 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. 
1 Includes output of all major crude mineral sources of phosphate, including apatite, guano, and similar 

materials. Includes additions and revisions to data appearing elsewhere in the 1967 Minerals Yearbook. 

Compiled Sept. 30, 1968. 
2 Includes material described by the Russians as “‘sedimentary rock.” 
3 Exports.
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Table 31.—Leading world producers of marketable potash ! 

. (Thousand metric tons, K2O equivalent) 

Country 1963 1964 | 1965 1966 1967 p 

: United States__........0.....020 2 B98SSC~C~CS*SOBSSC~*~C~<‘“ RSC CS 
U.S.S.R ¢_o ee 2,050 2,200 2,350 2,550 2,760 
Germany, West__...-_-.-_-_-_..- 1,948 2,201 2,385 2,291 e 2,300 
Canada____ eee 569 779 1,353 1, 805 2,207 
Germany, East._.-..--.-_-_- ._- 1,845 1,857 1,926 — 2,006 «2,200 
France.__.-...-.-2.--------- ee 1,722 1,807 1,888 1, 782 1,780 

Total.....22-222-2- Lele. =) 10, 782 (11,472 12,750 13, 446 14,240 
All others____.-..-.--.-.------- 568 - 828 950 1,154 1,160 

World totale__.-..----.-. 11,300 12,300 18,700  —-:14, 600 15,400 
ee eee 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. . 
1 Includes additions and revisions to data appearing elsewhere in the 1967 Minerals Yearbook (all vclumes). 

Compiled Sept. 30, 1968. 

Table 32.—Leading world producers of pyrite 1 
(Gross weight, thousand metric tons) © , 

Country 1968 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 
errr earn a SL TL SSS SSS Sa Sf PSD PUP hss ois SSS SSS SSS 

Japan... 0-2-2 eee eee 3,894 4,146 4,323 4,734 4,527 
U.S.S.R eo ee 3,200 3,200 3,300 3,300 3,500 
Spain... 2.2 eee 2,027 2,393 2,424 2,418 2,291 
China, mainland e¢.__._._._-_-_-- 1,200 1,300 1,500 1,500 1,500 
Italy_.-..--.----.-.------------ 1,402 1,395 1,402 1,304 1,411 
CypruS__ 2-2. eee 923 685 994 987 21,2060 

- United States_....2-.-2-2 le 838 861 _ 889 — 886 875 
Norway____-_-.--.------ ~~. 721 719 709 6717 634 
Germany, West___.-..-..-.--.-- 355 424 439 450 556 
South Africa, Republic of._...___- 419 432 428 481. 553 
Portugal__....2.2- 222 ele. 602 607 613 558 528 
Finland. __..22...2--2 22 + eee 541 547 582 516 e 516 
Korea, North ¢._.._...-.------.- 400 420 _ 450 500 500 
Sweden... eee 403 452 441 434 e 440 
Yugoslavia_.......22.6.22-2-.-- 356 428 407 378 e 425 

| Total_._-..--.---.------. 17,281 18,009 —- 18, 901 19, 123 19, 456 
All others._..-2------ 2 eee ee 2,519 2,591 2,639 2,797 2, 954 

World totale._..-..-..-.. 19,800 | 20,600 21,540 21,920 | 22,410 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. 
1 Includes cupreous pyrites. Includes additions and revisions to data appearing elsewhere in the 1967 

Minerals Yearbook (all volumes). Compiled Sept. 30, 1968: 

Table 33.—Leading world elemental sulfur producers 1 

(Thousand metric tons) 

Country 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 > 

United States__........-.-.-- -- 5,923 6,350 7,449 8,374 8,416 
Canada (sales)_._....--..--.-.-- 1,134 1,622 1,876 1,852 2,107 
Mexico_.__.--.--.------.---.--- 1,544 1,725 1,586 1,706 1,391 
France._..---.-.------------.-- 1,409 1,511 1,521 1,540 1,645 
U.S.S.R eo eee 1,350 1,350 1,480 1,430 1,500 
Poland....-.-..-.---.-.-.---.-- 235 295 431 477 e 475 
Japan__....---.-.-------- eee 234 260 250 283 817 
China, mainland ¢_____....._-_- 250 250 250 250 250 
Germany, East_..._-.-...-.-.--- 120 125 125 128 e 130 
Germany, West_.........-..-.-- 86 18 V7 80 105 

Total_...-.---.-. 222...) = 12,285 13 , 566 14,995 — 16,120 16, 836 
All others... 2... 2-2-2 2-22 eee 590 574 535 590 599 

World totale¢__.._.._..... 12,875 14,140 15,530 16,710 17,435 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. 
1 Includes Frasch-process sulfur, sulfur from sulfur ores, and byproduct sulfur from other ores, natural 

gas, oil refinery operations and oil shale. Includes additions and revisions to data appearing elsewhere in the 
1967 Minerals Yearbook (all volumes). Compiled Sept. 30, 1968.



Table 34.—Leading world producers of coal (all grades) ! , 

(Million metric tons) _ —— oo 

1968 1964 1965 1966 | «1967 P | 

Bitu- Bitu- Bitu- .  Bitu- : Bitu- 
Country minous minous minous .  minous minous . 

Lignite and ‘Total Lignite and Total Lignite and Total Lignite and Total Lignite and Total 
. anthra- _ - anthra- ] anthra-  anthra- — anthra- 

. cite cite cite cite . _ cite . e 

U.S.S.R._.-.----.----- eee 137 395 532 145 409 554 150 428 — 5T8 146 439 585 e151 e 444 ° 595 Z 
United States_.....---..22..-2-- 2 430 432 3 455 458 3 475 478 4 493 497 4 507 511 i 
Germany, East.__.-..-...-.--... 254 2 256 257 2 259 251 2 . 253. 249 2 251 e 250 e2 252. >. 
China, mainland ¢_......2.---.-- NA 270 ~=—. 270 NA 290 290 © NA 300 300 | NA 825 325 NA... 225. 225 , DF 
Germany, West_.__.......------ 107 2144 251 111 2144 255 102 2137 239 98 2127 © (225 97 2113 210. ’ 
United Kingdom_.._.--..-.---.-.  ----.- 199 199  LL--. 197 197 __.... 191 886191) LLL. 177 | 175 175 bd. 
Poland__...--..---------2--- ee 15 113 =~ +128 20..-~=118 138 23 119 142 8 26 122 147 e24 124 ' 148 ty 
Czechoslovakia_......-..-...---- 43 28 101 76 28 104 %3 28 - 101 74. 27 101 65 e 26 91 e 
India__.____-_~_------ eee 1 66 67 2 62 64 2 70 72 3 71 74 3 VW Wa ts 
Australia__...... eee leeeeeee 19 25 44 19 28 47 21 32 —6«dS aD. 34 56 (24 35 “59 O. 

‘  Franece.____.---.------------.-- 2 48 50 2 53 55 3 51 54 8 50 53 3 48 °»&#&«6521 Oo 
South Africa, Republic of......... ----- 42 42 _L_uee 45 45 _____- 48 . 48 __.-.. 48 AB Loin 49 49 A 
Japan__-___..--22-----------ee 1 52 ~—tséBSB 1 51 52 1 ' 60 — 51s (8%) 51 51s (8) 47 47 7 
Bulgaria.__...-.-.-..---.------- 20 1 21 24 1 25 24 1 25 25 1 - 26 e29 +e e $0. He 
Hungary __--.---_-2------- ee 27 4 831 27 4 31 27 4 31 26 4 80 23 4 . 27 | 2 
Yugoslavia. _.....-----2.--_- Le 26 1 27 28 1 29 29 1 30 28 1 29 26 1 29 7 

Total... --__- eee eee 684 1,820 2,504 715 1,888 2,603 709 1,987 2,646 . 708 1,972 - 2,675 699 1,872 2,571 s 
All others_. 222-222-222 eee 27 118 145 27 119 146 28 123 151 30 123 153 80 121 151 

World totale... 2-2. 711 «61,988 2,649 742 2,007 2,749 737 2,060 2,797 738 2,095 2,828 729 =1,9938 2,722 . 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. NA Not available. | , | | _ . oo - | 
1 Includes additions and revisions to data appearing elsewhere in the 1967 Minerals Yearbook (all volumes). Compiled Sept. 30, 1968. . - 
2 Includes pitch coal. So a 

.§ Less than }4 unit. | | oo | 7 oo |
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Table 35.—-Leading world producers of marketed natural gas ! 7 

oe (Billion cubic feet) 

Country 1968 1964 1965 1966 1967 > 

United States.._............---. 14,667 15,462 16,040 | —«:17,207 18,171 
U.S.S.R.__.--- 2 eee 3,231 8,892 4,570 5,110 5,601 
Canada__.__...___---__.--_.---. 1,111 ~ 1,828 1,442 — 1,342 1,465 
Rumania ?__..._._ 2. ee ~ 604 547 610 657 T24 
Italy_..-.--.--.--- lee 257 271 276 312 331 
Venezuela... ee 218 237 250 269 293 
Mexico_-._..--.- eee 206 | 235 250 255 276 

Total_....-..-_-.-------. 20,194 21,972 23, 438 25,152 26,861 
All others... 2-2-2 eee — 992 | 1,105 1,260 1,460 1,750 

World totale.__..._..-.... 21,166 23,077 24,698 26,612 28,611 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. 
1 Includes additions and revisions to data appearing elsewhere in the 1967 Minerals Yearbook (all volumes). 

Compiled Sept. 30, 1968. . . 
2 Including associated (casing lead) gas. 

Table 36.—Leading world producers of crude oil! 

| (Million 42-gallon barrels) | 

Country | 1968 1964 1965 1966 1967 

United States_.......-.-----.--. 2,758 2,787 2,849 3,028 8,216 
U.S.S.R__- 2-2 eee eeu ---- =——«1, 5004 1,644 1,786 1,948 2,116 
Venezuela___.......-----_------ 1,186 1,242 1,268 1,230 1,293 
Tran... eee 538 619 , 688 V1 e 952 
Saudi Arabia__.....-....-.--.--- 595 628 739 873 948 
Kuwait... 2-2-2 eee 705 T75 792 831 — 837 
Libya__._.__----_-- eee 168 316 445 553 637 
Iraq... ~~~ 423 462 482 ~ 605 446 
Canada______.-_-----_-.------- 258 275 296 . 321 . 353 
Algeria____...--...---.------.-- 184 205 202 257 e 282 
Indonesia 2____________- i eee 168 171 179 168 185 
Kuwait-Saudi Arabia Neutral Zone_ 115 131 132 153 153 
Trucial States__....__._....----. 18 67 103 132 139 
Mexico__.-_.--.-_.--_----.----- 115 116 118 121 133 

Total....-.---.---------- 8,730 9,438 10,079 10,891 11,690 
All others.___-_.-_. 2 _-------- 809. 873 978 1,125 1,200 

World totale... ee 9,539 10,311 11,057 12,016 12,890 

e Estimate. Pe Preliminary. 
1 Includes additions and revisions to data appearing elsewhere in the 1967 Minerals Yearbook (all volumes). 

Compiled Sept. 30, 1968. . 
2 Includes output of West Irian in all years, including 1963; this area officially become a part of Indonesia 

on May 1, 1963.
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Table 37.—World trade in bauxite. | 

(Thousand metric tons) | . | 

| Destinations | . . 

Sources Europe OO 
United —————-—_—_____—_—-. Japan Other 

Canada States Communist } Non- countries Total 
Communist / 

1965: ie 
United States_____._. 2 eee 86 XX woenenuee 7 (2) 56 149 
Caribbean America__...--------------cecccccsseeeceesceee weecene 8,868 nnn nnn eee eee eee ee eee nee 8,368 Bo 
South America._._..2-- 20 eee eee eee 1,667 4,248 ween eeee 189 22 81 6,157 & 
Europe: . 

Communist 3... ee eee eee ee 5 808 913 wee wenn wwe wenn 1,726 tH 
Non-Communist..__-.-.-------- ee ee eee eee 87 460 849 wae ne enee . 10 1,356 7 

Africa__.__.--.--- eee eee eee eee 18 10 118 501 wenn nneee 6 713 © rd 
Non-Communist Asia_._....2.-2220-- 2 ee ee ee eee eee nee we ene eee 4 16 1,176 249 1,505 ey 
Oceania.__-_.--------- oe ee ee eee eee eee wo +e -e w--- +e ee 72; | | 891 621 > 

Total... 2-2 ee eee eee 1,831 12,668 1,890. 2,765 1,198 743 20,595 3 

1966: — | | | | 7 © 
United States_____._..-.------ eee ee eee 9 >. ©. an | AT 68 A 
Caribbean America. _....._...- 2-2 eee eee eee eee eee ee 8, 466 ween ee wee ee ee ee ween: (*) 8,466 pu 
South America._._..-.-.2 22 eee ee eee 1,605 4,744 won ne eee 208 22 58 _ 6,687 2 
Europe: | a 

Communist 3.__2 eee eee won eee 1,124 966 wee een ene 10 2,100 
Non-Communist...- 2.2220 eee eee ee ene 40 425 984 wae nen ene 6 1,455 

Africa___...-.--- +. ee eee eee eee eee 10 wee nee nee 545 ween ee nee 6 561° — tt 
Non-Communist Asia____...-0 22. eee eee ee (2) ween eee 206 1,212 866 1,784 ; 
Oceania_____ 2 ee ene ee eee ee ee --------- wae nee 148 214 33 395 

Total___-._--.- een ee eee eee 1,614 13 ,260 1,549 3,064 . 1,448 . 526 21,461 

XX Not applicable. | | | 
1 Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Poland, Rumania, U.S.S.R. and Yugoslavia. 
2 Less than 4 unit. | . . 
3’ Hungary and Yugoslavia. os .



Table 38.—World trade in unrefined and refined copper by major producers | 

’ (Thousand metric tons) 

. Destinations 
Sources NN 

United Belgium- France West Italy - U.S.S.R. United Japan Other and Total 
States Luxembourg Germany Kingdom unreported 

1965: oS 
Canada___.-- 2 eee 64 1 10 3 1 wen eens 96 we eee ne 6 181 = 
United States__..........- 222-22 oe xX 1 35 31 48 ween nee 65 20 114 314. 2 
Chile__.-_.-.- 2 eee eee 184 6 18 %3 24 a 82 we nee ne ' 104 491 te} 
Peru_.._.-.-.--.---------------- eee 34 wennee- waonneee 1 w------ wannnne wenneee mann nne 3 38 bg 
Belgiurn-Luxembourg.-_._..._._...---- (1) XX 93 54 11 wenn eee 4 woe . 101 263 > 
Germany, West____._-..---_--------_-- 2 5 5 xX 2 1 16 wan nnee 73 4104 t 
U.S.S.R 2._..-.-------- ee eneeee ee a a wen nene wan---- XX LLL. wo----- 93 93 fa 
United Kingdom___.._._-_--_-_--_-__-_-. Q) 3 2 — & /  y menue ee xX wee 33 47 2 
Congo (Kinshasa) 3___.....-...-_---_-- NA NA NA NA. NA NA NA NA 278 278 
Zambia... e222 3 1 53 101 62 2 274 91 96 683 ry 
Other countries 4. ____._..-_._-...--.-- 14 1 8. 15 (2) weenuee 10 wane uee 13 66 5 

Total._....--. 2-2 eee ee 301 28 219 - 286 149 3 547 111 914 2,558 < 

1966: : 3 
Canada. ___._.-_-_-_---- ~~ TT wee enee 8 1 () woe eee 83 eon enue 4 173 Ce 
United States___..- 2-2 ee. xX 1 32 29 47 wenn eee 40 22 85 256 o 
Chile.__..--2-- 22 ee 181 13 34 117 40 we ene ne 99 10 54 548 tH 
Peru___....._.-----.---------.-- +e 34 ww----- weweene 6 ween wane ne wannnee ~------ wnanue- waenene 34 Q 
Belgium-Luxembourg. _____.._-.-__---- 1. xX 102 36 12 wee ee 4 1 107 263 © 
Germany, West___.....--..--_-_------ 10 3 20 xX 4 xx _ 29 () 86 152 Z 
U.S.S.R 2.00 eee waneeee wan---e waeeeee wenn eee wen neee w------ wone eee 120 120 Oo 
United Kingdom_____.__._-_-.-_-__--- 5 2 qT 9 2 wneneenee xX ween nee 27 52 - = 
Congo (Kinshasa) 3__....._..-.--...... NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 311 311 < 
Zambia_____..---.2 2-2-2 eee eee 8 54 83 56 8 199 89 107 599 
Other countries 4.._-....-.- 22-2 eee q 12 9 16 il ween nee 17 2 25 89 

Total__._.-2---- 2 ee 315 39 266 291 162 3 471 124 926 2,597 
ca 

NA Not available. XX Not applicable. : . 
1 Less than 14 unit. . 
2 Source: Trade returns of the U.S.S.R. . 
* Source: Trade returns of the Republic of the Congo (Kinshasa). 
‘ Australia, Austria, France, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands and Sweden. . 
Source: Except as otherwise noted, Metallgessellshaft Aktiengessellschaft. Metal Statistics 1957-66. 54th Annual Issue Frankfurt am Main. 1967, pp. 148-197. 
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Table 39.—World trade in iron ore, concentrates, and agglomerates $s 

(Thousand metric tons) 

. Destinations 

United European Economic Community Communist Europe Other Europe 
States ——_ i Other 

Sources Canada Belgium- West Czech- United Japan countries Total 
Luxem- Germany Italy ‘Other oslo- Poland Other! Kingdom Other 
bourg vakia . 

1965: 
Canada__.___-__-_--- XX 24,136 541 893 577 8838 ___-_-_. -Luuee Luu eeee 2,962 ______- 1,801 __...... 31,293 - 
United States_._....... 4,683 xX xX SS 2,470 2 7,198 ~ 
Brazil___...._.-._---- 361 2,323 756 3,377 1,396 937 357 106 321 635 464 841 858 12,782 
Chile.__...-.--------.) ~~. 2,766 50 708) -o nee ene ee ee eee eee 6,891 815 10,730 
Peru.-.-..----------- neneee 684 157-1, 102 266 207 ___-... __-._-. 1-- elles. ee) 81958 Leuee. = «6,874 S 
Venezuela____._._-_-- 20 12,317 64 1,903 773 59 Lee Le eee 1,740 LLL. 129 __.._.. 17,005 7 
France____-_...------ -----. ------. 14,673 Se oy: rc 89 _____-_. _------ 2 20,748 el 
Sweden____..---.--.-.  -.---- 57 . 5,740 10,059 90 1,097 153 198 43 6,224 648 ___._.. -.u..-. 24,884 By 
U.S.S.R__- eee eee ee wee eee eee 447 __1-...) - nee 7,966 ‘7,358 6,590 511 1,248 2 ___- 28 24,1388 > 
Liberia..........-.--. --.--- 3,170 991 5,776 1,841 1,618 -..-- 2.) -lLeelee LLL Lee 1,654 362 261 ___.--. 15,668 CF 
Mauritania_.....----.  -_---- 139 576 1,181 996 1,490 ...-- ee flee Lee 1,554 LLL alee 30 5, 966 
India____-.-_-_.__- ue 24 22 169 615 277 137 747 _ 809 661 ___-_-- 406 7,868 27 11,262 a 
Malaysia___------ ee eee ee eee ee eee eee eee een nee enn nee ee eee eee eee eee eee eee eee 6,648 92 6,740 > 
Other__..-_-.-.------) ------ 73 130 3, 586 1,928 1,569 197 — §96 132 8,855 1,311 5,516 865 18,7538 by 

ED 
Total__....-..-----. 5,088 45,687 238,847 35,724 8,139 7,492 9,420 9,142 7,747 18,724 4,429 86,3888 . 1,719 218,491 S 

1966: : A 
Canada___._..-_--.-- xX 24,672 85 709 1,152 594 __oo eee Lee Lee 2,257 __.._-- 1,717 -.--_-- 31,186 faa 
United States_._.____- 4,451 xX 28 70) uu --: LooLee eee eee ee eee eee 4,300 1 8,351 © 
Brazil__....---.------ 391 8,025 437 2,976 771 816 395 279) __Lo eee 733 452 1,839 796 12,910 3 
Chile____.-.-.--.---. -.---- 2,433 104 5720 ee eee eee eee eee eee eee eee eee 7,873 . 106 11,088 
Peru_______-------- ek eee 704 ______- 430 262. 806 one Lee eee Lee ee ee tee 4,606 __._-. 6,308 
Venezuela._____._.__- 17 18,115 36 1,606 876 5 Sf 1,800 __L_-- ee ee eee Lee 17,0387 , 

France__....---.------ -----. --.---. 18,878 4,758 oon fee eee eee eee ee 68 _..---. ------. --.---. 18,194 
Sweden__._-..--.---.  ------ 79 5,289 9,260 498 787 207 687 57 5,154 487 _______ 89 22,544 
U.S.S.R__- eee ee eee eee eee eee 582 __.-_.- ------- 7,662 7,850 7,594 956 1,263 196 65 26,118 
Liberia__.__.-..--_--.  ------ 3,298 961 6,251 1,674 2,185. oe eee Lee Lee 1,680 548 825 __._.-. 16,822 
Mauritania_..-_..-...  ----_- 120 773 1,214 1,305 1,847 _....L. 15 LLL. 1,596 100 165. 22 eee 7,185 
India____--- 2 ee eee Lee eee 160 649 23 52 753 210 551 ______- 8385 10,925 ______. 18,658 
Malaysia____-_.------. 0 --e eee Lee eee eee eee eee eee eee eee eee ee eee eee 5,697 15 5,772 
Other__._-_---- eee ee Leet 48 110 2,524 1,292 1,395 285 501 109 2,171 1,469 8,359 3386 18,599 

Total__....._..-... 4,859 47,494 21,356 31,551 7,853 8,020 9,302 9,542 8,811 15,860 4,654 46,002 1,418 216,222 

XX Not applicable. , oO , . 
1 Albania, Bulgaria, East Germany, Hungary, Rumania and U.S.S.R. (excludes Yugoslavia).



Table 40.—Major world trade in steel ingots and semimanufacture in 1965, by areas 

| (Thousand metric tons) : | 
— $$ $$ ll 

. . . . a Destinations ! 

| Europe 7 
Exporting North America ————_—_—-— . South Asia and Far East . 

country and area —_____—_—_————_ Latin European European Other Near 9 ————-——_——_—_————- Oce-__ Un- . 

America? Economic Free Non- Com-~ Africa East 4 Non-Communist Com- ania _ allo- Total 
United Canada Com- Trade Com- mu- ——— —————— mi- cated 
States munity Associ- munist nist 3 Japan Other nist 5 

ation . . . 

North America: ta 

Canada_._.-.------ 569.9 XX 144.8 7.9 10.2 50.9 _-_-- 13.2 5.0 2 10.4 1) 21.8 __... 883.9 5 

United States......- XX 539.8 538 .2 81.6 46.7 199.8 8 87.4 | 69.9 7.8 690.8  ...-. 17.8 ...-. 2,275.1 ty 

Total___.-------- 569.9 539.8 678.0 89.5 56.9 250.7 8 100.6 714.9 7.5 701.2 1) 89.1 _---. 3,109.0 eo 

Europe: . ee . — DF 

European Economic : b 
Community: 

Belgium- 4 

Luxembourg... 1,517.0 330.0 442.0 4,887.0 917.0 480.0 40.0 302.0 3801.0 1.0 215.0 12.0 42.0 LL. 9,516.0 jas) 
France__..-.-.- 809.5 144.3 259.8 2,749.7 988.1 352.9 128.0 617.9 288.4 —__. 104.6 86.6 42.9 ___.. 6,567.7 I 
Germany, West. 1,105.9 238.1 840.8 8,904.6 1,742.5 873.5 383.0 276.9 331.8 1.2 255.6 77.7 15.2 -_... 9,546.8 
Italy___-.----.- 232.4 58.3 47.0 588.3 176.3 217.1 286.6 462.6 232.4 __- 82.5 48.8 3.0 _.--. 2,485.3 = 

Netherlands.- _-. 95.5 79.6 37.8 800.4 417.4 327.5 11.7 51.1 23.9 1.1 54.7 3.6 2B ..--. 1,904.6 — 

Subtotal...... 3,760.3 850.8 1,127.4 12,930.0 4,241.8 2,251.0 879.8 1,710.5 1,172.5 3.8 712.4 228.7 108.4 ___- 29,970.4 5 

European Free Trade a . oO ~ a 

Association: . | 6 

Austria____-_--- 3.8 4.4 14.3 573.2 145.1 31.8 290.9 1.9 51.6 1 10.2 ____ 1.2 7.2. 1,185.7 Zz 
Denmark....--- ------- ------- A 40.1 95.2 2.0 1.5 6 6 Loe 1.8  __... -Loo.) LLL 141.7 Oo 

Norway-.------ 23.2 -.----- 2.0 81.4 194.9 22.7 7.4 3.9 1.5 --_- 1.7 2 Lo Lie 339.0 s 
Portugal._...-. 08 w.u----) oe -ee- 8 3 8.2 LLL. 15.2 5 eee eee eee eee eee eee 25.8 re 

Sweden. _..---- 64.5 10.8 35.3 300.4 336.1 108.8 73.3 8.8 8.0 1.1 15.0 3.5 5.1 ole 965.7 
Switzerland 6. _. 6.8 2.3 6 38.5 18.8 2.6 1 1.0 5 12. 5 oo ee 1 oh 71.4 

United Kingdom. 650.9 219.0 287.3 451.5 516.7 441.5 132.7 466.4 147.0 1.9 821.8 32.38 256.9 -.... 3,925.9 

Subtotal....... 749.56 286.5 989.9 1,485.9 1,807.1 612.6 505.9 497.8 209.7 8.1 850.5 86.0 263.4 7.8 6,605.2 
Other non-Commu- nn 

nist Europe: 
Finland_.------ ------- ------- 1.4 1.8 19.1 -_.-... 1.0  -._-.- 1.2 ___- 2.1 ...-. Leen Lee 26.6 
Greece___------ ------- ------- ------- 8.8 .--.-- 14.1 6.5 9.4 1.8 22 Lope ele eee te ee 35.1 
Spain.__.-..---0 -------) ------- 4.9 8.9 1.7 1.0 ~ Lu LLL- 8 ol Bo Leelee eee eee enn 17.2 

Subtotal....-- ------. 0 ------- 6.8 14.5 20.8 15.1 7.5 9.7 2.6 .8 2.40 2-2 Lee ee eee 78.9 

See footnotes at end of table. O



Table 40.—Major world trade in steel ingots and semimanufacture in- 1965, by areas—Continued rh 

(Thousand metric tons) 

. Destinations ! . 

Europe 
Exporting North America _— South Asia and Far East 

country and area ———___—_-——_————-_ Latin. European European Other - Near. —————__—__—_——- Oc e- Un- 
America? Economic Free Non- Com- Africa East 4 Non-Communist Com- — ania _ allo- Total 

United Canada Com- Trade Com- mu- —_--—-—_—_—— _ mu- cated 
States 7 munity Associ- munist nist 3 Japan Other nist 5 . 

. ation. . 

Europe—Continued | 
European Commu- 

nist Countries: 
Czechoslovakia_. _.._.--- 22.4 1.9 179.6 178.9 60.6 1,355.5 69.7 96.38 ___- 79.7 ...-. u-.-- ----. 2,044.6 = 
Germany, East 7_ NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 84.0 84.0 B 
Hungary__...-.  ------- -..-.-- oe 142.7 — 76.0 18.7 355.7 32.0 130.0 __.- 38.2 T.1low.--) ue 800.7 tl 
Poland____.-.-- 77.6 _....-- 15.1 13.9 74.8 34.0 548.6 36.7 87.3 2... 68.2 87.6 -..-.  ----- 938.7 kg 
Rumania__..-_--.  -.--.-. ------- A 66.5 ~ 6.7  ____u-- 620.2 2.7 9.6 18.0 - .8 25.0 cL. Lute 749.9 > 
U.S.S.R__o-- eee eee nee nee 188.9 130.5 27.2 116.3 3,928.0 89.3 194.6 2. 87.0 201.0 -.... 24.2 4,987.9 * 
Yugoslavia. ._-- 1) Lee 3.7 35.7 8.1 .6 83.7 6.9 7.0  .-. 9.4 L.--2 une -Huee 155.2 mn 

Subtotal_.___- 77.6 22.4 210.3 568.9 371.7 230.2 6,891.7 237.3 474.8 18.0 278.8 270.7 -.... 108.2 9,760.1 B 

ates Total...... 4,687.4 1,109.2 1,688.9 14,999.8 5,940.9 3,108.9 8,284.4 2,455.3 1,859.6 24.7 1,848.8 585.4 366.8 115.5 46,4146 
rica: 

South Africa & 
Republic of.....-. .-2----) ~------ Lo Lelie 40 Lele ene 96.3 _..-.. ~_-- i: Lo -.--- 97.2 A 

South Asia and Far East: 7 _ Oo . 7 be 
India ?___._._._---_-- NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 179.0 179.0 @ 
Japan_.___._____..-.. 4,122.0 238.0 770.0 160.0 26.0 170.0 275.0 437.0 245.0 XX 2,242.0 260.0 599.0 202.0 9,746.0 — 

Total_........... 4,122.0 238.0 770.0 160.0 26.0 170.0 275.0 487.0 245.0 -_.. 2,242.0 260.0 599.0 381.0 9,925.0 
Oceania: Australia___-_.. 28.0 10.7 13.2 .6 17.0 i: ae  =~©8.9 4.1 12.1 45.3 1.8 185.5 4.5 332.0 

Grand total....... 9,807.8 1,897.7 8,145.2 15,249.4 6,041.2 8,529.9 8,560.2 8,098.1 2,188.6 44.8 4,883.1 797.31,190.5 501.0 59,877.8 

NA. Not available. XX Not applicable. — 
1 Because of the practice of some countries of not reporting destinations for a portion of exports (see Unallocated column below), figures given for distribution of those 

countries’ exports by continental area are not exactly correct. However, such unallocated quantities are sizable only in the cases of East Germany, U.S.S.R., India and Japan. 
2 All western hemisphere except United States and Canada, 
3 Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Poland, Rumania, U.S.S.R. and Yugoslavia. a 
4 Aden, Bahrain, Cyprus, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Muscat and Oman, Lebanon, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Trucial Oman, Turkey and Yemen. 
’ Mainland China, North Korea and North Viet-Nam; Mongolia included under Other Non-Communist South Asia and Far East because it is inseparable in source. 
6 Source: Statistical Office of the United Nations. 
7 Source: Trade returns of the exporting company. 
Source: Except where otherwise noted: United Nations. Economic Commission for Europe. Statistics of World Trade in Steel 1965. New York, 1966, 52 pp.



Table 41.—Major world trade in steel ingots and semimanufactures in 1966, by areas 

(Thousand metric tons) 

- _ Destinations! . 

Europe: . oe . | 
North America —————_ South Asia and Far East 

Exporting —____—_—_—_—__—_- Euro- Euro- OO Un- 

country and area : Latin pean pean Other Africa Near Non- | . Oce- allo- Total 
United Canada America? Eco- Free Non- Com- East 4 Communist .Com-- ania cated5 © 
States nomic Trade Com- munist? ——_—__————- munist 5 

Com-  Associ- munist Japan Other 
munity ation 

: 
nL 

wz 

North America: . — . D 

Canada_____._.-_---------- 555.6 XX 164.1 9.0 20.3 21.9  _-_.- 15.9 4.0 (8). (10.8 8 60hCo9.8 LLL 811.2 = 

United States__.__.....--... XX 3886.4 473.3 92.0 89.2 16.2 2.6 98.3 58.8 5.1 401.7 -.---. 18:7 -_.-. 1,586.8 i 

Total__..-.__------------e 555.6 886.4 6387.4 101.0 59.5 38.1 2.6 114.2 62.38 5.1 412.5 ‘8 28.0 LLL. 2,898.0 OF 

Europe: : oO re } Te B 
juropean Economic Community: , 

Belgium-Luxembourg._-._ 1,278.0 199.0 3829.0 5,193.0 794.0 402.0 93.0 262.0 297.0 1.0 159.0 87.0 12.0  ..--. 9,051.0 re 

France_.....----------- 723.8 93.7 261.8 2,800.6 984.0 3875.1 185.2 646.0 266.6 ...-. 109.0 68.0 15.7 ..... 6,829.0 A 

Germany, West_....---- 1,098.6 236.9 815.8 4,419.4 1,588.2 706.1 396.4 214.4 825.8 2.6 187.5 157.8 5.8 0.2 9,655.5 

Italy___..-..-.--...-.-- 176.4 2.1 73.6 675.6 142.38 140.1 245.7 142.6 271.9 ---. 42.4 159.3 4.9 49.7 2,126.6 < 

| Netherlands. _..-..--.-- 55.7 2.8 44.2 1,181.7 452.7 264.6 22.3 47.2 20.2 .7 29.5 11.0 4 6.6 2,189.6 o 

Subtotal___._.-_..-.-. 8,827.0 584.5 1,024.4 14,270.3 8,911.2 1,887.9 892.6 1,212.2 1,181.5 4.3 527.4 488.1 88.8 56.5 29,301.7 é 

European Free Trade Association: 7 7 a . i a 7 | oe be 

Austria___..-_--._----.-.--. 4.0 2.7 13.7 590.2 180.7 81.8 308.8 2.1 43.7 2 3.6 1 1.1 4.7 1,187.4 Q 

Denmark____._-_---------.-.  ------- .l wl 42.0 100.0 3.0 1.8 6. 1.2 2-2 Leelee eee eee nee eee 148.8 ©. 

Norway__..-__-------------- 13.4 .7 6.4 92.3 208.8 42.6 6.7 2.7 1.4  _.L 3 1.3 (6) 1 876.7 Z 

Portugal___...---.--------- 4 1 (8) 5.8 3 1.8 -___.. 11.9 4.0  _.- oLooLeel ee LL eee 2 24.6 ° 

Sweden_______..----------- 12.3 12.4 81.2 819.8 406.0 86.8 78.7 8.9 4.1 1.5 14.9 9.9 4.7 -.... 1,050.7 = 

Switzerland 7__..___.----_-- 8.5 2.4 1.2 58.0 .16.7 3.5 4 1.5 -7 ~ (8) i. re Sn 93.6 as 

United Kingdom. ___.------- 123.1 679.5 280.2 857.2 580.4 487.1 108.1 285.1 1738.9 2.2 275.6 87.0 179.8  -.... 3,569.2 

Subtotal__._--..-.2-2- eee 221.7 697.9 8382.8 1,464.8 1,442.9 656.6 5604.5 312.8 229.0 38.9 294.9 98.8 185.9 5.0 6,461.0 

Other Non-Communist Europe: i | re ee 

Finland__.__.._-_-----_----- -------) ---ee- .6 8.4 20.1 _----- ee elo LLee > A | 31.7 

Greece.__..---- ee eee eee ee ee ee eens 9.6 (8) 10.5 2.6 3.0 6 Lele (8) meee eee eee 26.2 

Spain_...-------------«---- -& ~.---.- 5.4 14,5 19.2 1.2 7 4.7 2 enue (S) eee eee eee 2 46.9 

Subtotal___...--.--------- 8) 6.0) BRB BOB NT BB TTB eee BO neeeee wrens UAB 

See footnotes at end of table. 
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Table 41.—Major world trade in steel ingots and semimanufactures in 1966, by areas—Continued | 5 

(Thousand metric tons) 

. - ; . 

Destinations 1 

_ Europe 
North America ——_------—- - South Asia and Far East 

Exporting wa Euro- Euro- _——_ Un- . 
country and area Latin pean pean Other Africa Near Non- Oce- _ allo- Total 

United Canada America? Eco- Free Non- Com- East 4 Communist Com- ania eated 5 
nomic Trade Com- munist? / ———---— munist 5 
Com-_ Associ- munist Japan Other 

. munity ation 

Europe—cContinued . 
European Communist countries: . 

Czechoslovakia___.__._____-- 1 70.9 9.0 271.1 206.8 60.2 1,113.6 51.0 116.9  ____ 38.1 (8) 6 ..... 1,988.8 2 
Germany, Hast____.--__-..---. ------.  ------ 9.0 9.0 11.0 4.0 125.0 7.0 24.0 ____ 8.0 4.0 ___.. 961.0 262.0 S 
Hungary... 2 --- eee LLe .6 110.4 73.0 33.0 302.5 22.7 105.6  ____ 25.6 6.7 wleee LLL 680.1 4 
Poland________.---_-.-_-.-.- 83.3 12.9 56.2 27.2 124.5 46.1 6537.7 30.5 59.6 ____ 76.7 -.---- w---. --.-. °° 1,054.7 id 
Rumania____._-_------- ee eee eee eee 148.0 11.3 ._.... 656.5 2.1 70.8 LLL (8) 238.6 ...-- Tle le 912.3 > 
ULS.S.R____ 2 eee eee eee eee) 162.7 35.3 74.5 173.3 3,487.3 50.5 285.6 _._. 120.8 638.6  __- 6.4 4,410.0 tt 
Yugoslavia__.______________ 1.38 __LLLe 1.8 56.6 11.0 (8) 155.8 1.5 5.1 LLL 9.2 LLL LoL 1 242.4 wm 

I 
rd 

Subtotal__..-..--_-_-. ee 84.7 83.8 239.3 657.6 512.1 3816.6 6,878.4 165.3 617.6 -_... 278.4 97.9 6 67.5 9,499.8 B 

Total._....-...---.-. 8,634.2 1,816.2 1,602.5 16,425.2 5,905.5 2,872.8 7,779.3 1,698.0 2,028.9 8.2 1,102.7 629.8 225.38 129.2 45,857.38 a 
Africa: South Africa, Republic of __ 47.5 (8) 2 3 10.2 nO  ( Lo LLL 1.6 1388.7 198.7 Oo 

South Asia and Far East: 2 
India______-______-_ ~~ eee 10.5 -LoLe flee Lee 1.10 ____LL 11.8 84.1 100.0 4.5 99.5 ______. 2.2 __ Le 263.7 . 
Japan___._.__._-..__-_..-..-. 4,416.9 238.5 638.7 268.1 15.4 110.6 248.2 219.7 220.6 XX 2,202.7 664.0 240.0 (8) 9,478.4 s 

Total___-._-.-.._-.._._.. 4,427.4 288.5 688.7 268.1 16.5 110.6 260.0 258.8 3820.6 4.5 2,302.2 664.0 242.2 (8) 9,742.1 a 
Oceania: Australia.____._________ 43.7 26.1 19.0 23.4 33.1 32.3 LL 3.3 0.4 15.4 107.1 5.7 244.9 5.8 560.2 | 

Grand total....-.-...--.-. 8,708.4 1,962.2 2,897.8 16,818.0 6,024.8 3,053.9 8,041.9 2,069.3 2,412.2 93.2 8,924.6 1,299.8 737.0 273.7 68,256.8 
ne 

XX Not applicable. - 
1 Because of the practice of some countries of not reporting destinations for a portion of exports (see Unallocated column below), figures given for distribution of those 

countries’ « exports by continental area are not exactly correct. However, such unallocated quantities are sizable only in the cases of Italy, East Germany, and the Republic | 
of Sout rica. 

2 All western hemisphere areas except United States and Canada. oo 
§ Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Poland, Rumania, U.S.S.R., and Yugoslavia. 
4 Aden, Bahrain, Cyprus, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Muscat and Oman, Lebanon, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Trucial Oman, Turkey, and Yemen. 
: piainiand China, North Korea and North Viet-Nam; Mongolia included under Other non-Communist South Asia and Far East because it is inseparable in source. 

ess than 50 tons. 
7 Source: Trade returns of the exporting company. : . oO oe . 
8 Included with Communist Europe. oy 
§ All non-Communist Europe, otherwise unspecified. 
Source: Except where otherwise noted: United Nations. Economic Commission for Europe. Statistics of World Trade in Steel 1966. New York, 1967, 61 pp.



Table 42.—World trade of lead ores and concentrates ! 

| (Thousand metric tons of contained metal unless otherwise specified) | . 

_ Exporting regions | 

Destination North Latin Western Eastern . ' - Origin not 
America * America 2 Europe 3 Europe 3 Africa Asia Oceania reported by Total 

| . | continent _ 

1965: . 
United States__......-.-------- 21.7 25.2 wannnn-ne wenenneee 1.1 wenee-e-- 13.6 wane nneee 61.6 — 

Western Europe: . 
Belgium-Luxembourg 4_..... 10.6 4 2.7 wenn eee ee 18.3 wan nene ee we nee eeee 3.1 85.1 
France__._._-_..-...------ 1.5 7 .~ 4.6 woneeeeee — 20.4 0.5 10.5 wee ewe nee 41.2 re 
Germany, West______._.--. 10.3 11.0 23.1 5.4 6.6 2.7 wenn eenee wun neneee 69.1 es 
United Kingdom-.___-.---.-- 4.380  .-.--.---- wee ---ee wee neeeee woeneeee- 1 4.4 3.0 11.8 > 
Other §.____..------------- ------- w-------- 9 ween eeee- 5.3 won eeeeee wenn ee-- o-------- 6.2 cs 

Total ¢._...-.-. 2 --- ee. 26.7 12.1 84.8 5.4 50.6 3.3 14.9 6.1 158.4 oo 
Japan..__-_--.-- 2 eee nee e nee eee 2.0 eee tee eee eee ee 4.1 10.6 0 -.------- 17.4 #£x4& 

Grand total__.._..---.------- 48.4 40.0 34.3 BAA 51.7 7.4- 39.1 6.1 232.4. i 

1966: oO 7 | < 
United States__..........-...-- 49.1 58.9 1.9 woo eu eee 1.3 1 20.6 2 182.0 3 

Western Europe: 7 & 
Belgium-Luxembourg 7_-.- - -- 53.7 4 9.3 wae----ee 72.1 weeee-e-e w-a-e---- 8.6 144.1 oO 
France___.._-...---------- 1.5 7.3 17.5 wane ee nee 35.1 6° 18.9 wo--2---- 80.8 pe 
Germany, West. ....--..... 22.0 16.7 42.4 9.8 11.7 4.0 3 er rer 106.9 QO 

United Kingdom. ____.-_--- 5.1 woe eee wenn ennne wee eee -e wae wueeeee 3 8.1 8.8 22.3 5 
Other §__._- eee eee wee enn eee 6.0 ween ene ee 16.0 wen een eee weeeeneee ol 22.1 y 

cree ea re A er a Crs tf ess eee srr fh ses es ish ssh uhh ruistiesrasnane-tarn=rehemsar AVS oo) 

Total ¢..._...-.-.------- 82.3 24.4 76.2 9.8 134.9 4.8 27.8 17.5 876.2 5 
Japan._._._-_-------.------.------ 17.2 5.1 ween eee ee ween eneee wee nee 7.1 16.3 wenn ene ne 45.7 

Grand total_.....--.---.----- 148.6 88.4 77.1 9.8 186.2 12.0 64.1 17.7 | 5538.9 ~ 

1 Compiled from import data of countries listed in destination column only, therefore incomplete; however imports by countries not listed are regarded as being relatively 
small with respect to total. 

2 Mexico included with Latin America. 
3 Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Poland, Rumania and U.S.S.R.; Yugoslavia is included with Western Europe. 
4 Data are for gross weight of ores and concentrates rather than contained metal, and cover January through October only. 
6 Austria and Italy. 
6 Data are for gross weight of ores and concentrates rather than contained metal, and cover January through April only. 
7 Total of listed figures, including gross weight of ores and concentrates for Belgium-Luxembourg and contained metal weight for all other countries. 

Source: International Lead and Zine Study Group. Lead and Zinc Statistics. v. 6, No. 11, November 1966, p. 24 and v. 7, No. 5, May 1967, p. 24. | 
a 
So
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Table 43.—World trade of zinc ores and concentrates ! rhe 

(Thousand metric tons of contained metal unless otherwise specified) 

Exporting regions | 

Destination North Latin Western Eastern | Origin not 
America 2 America 2 Europe 3 Europe 2 Africa Asia Oceania reported by Total 

continent 

1965: oe 
United States_._.....- 2-2-2 le 93.9 92.6 mecca euee wane neee 9.7 wane eeeee 1.9. 0.3 198.4. 

Western Europe: | — - a a - . 
Belgium-Luxembourg 4___-__- 64.6 ween eneee waeeneeee wou-eeuee 29.3 we eee--ee 9.0 27.5 130.4 
France___..___.----------- 21.4 11.9 31.8 wenn neues 37.8 3.2 4.2 wen eeeee 110.3 
Germany, West______._.--_- 5.3 4.0 10.3 0.8 4.1 3.7 meee eee weer eeeee 28.2 ey 
United Kingdom____.___.-- 5.3 -u--en lee woe neeeee ween enue wenneneee 1.0 42.5 6.2 55.0 5 
Other 5____-2 2 ee 1.2 6 19.1 wenn enee 2.5 4 3.4 2 27.4 | 

Total 6... ee 97.8 16.5 61.2 .8 73.7 8.3 59.1 33.9 351.3 z 
Japan._-...-.-.----------.---- 2.6 77.3 wenn eneee wae een eee wen en eens 13.5 9.0 5 102.9 Et 

Grand total 6___~-- 22 e 194.3 186.4 61.2 8 83.4 21.8 70.0 34.7 — 652.6 ~. 
’ . ——eeaaoaooaoaoqQaoQoQQqQqQqqqQqqqQqqQuQQaQQaaaaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaoaaoeoaoaooaoaoaoaoaoaoaaaeaeeeeeeeeooaaaaeeeaaeaeaoaeaeeeeeee_eee ee eee eee eee eee eeoeeeeeee—eE—e——EeE—E—E—E—E—E—Ee—E—e—eeEelTTeeEeee eee ty 

1966: . . >. 
United States... 247.6 190.4 12.8 wn enennee 18.2 (7) 3.9 wane neeee 472.9 x 

Western Europe: a oo : | | S 
Belgium-Luxembourg °__-_-_-_- 237.1 wee ene ene 83.9 wae nee eee 70.8 wee ee eee 24.2 56.2 472.2 a 
France________--.-------- 44.0 22.5 61.7 wee eeneee 62.9. 7.1 4.2 wee e neues 202.4 - . 
Germany, West______-._.-- 27.6 8.5 30.6 1.2 7.6 5.4 ween eeeee wee ene 80.9 na 
United Kingdom_...__._--- 6.8 1 waa-a---- nn wa nenneee 3.5 84.3 17.5 112.2 & 
Other 5.2L ee 16.3 1.0 66.2 manne nnne 3.9 1.4 8.1 woneeen ee 96.9 =“ 

Total6____._........-_.. 881.8 32.1 242.4 1.2 145.2 17.4 120.8 73.7 964.6 
Japan.__._- 2 eee 16.5 169.8 ween ne ~-------- ween ene ne 25.0 20.5 wee ee eee 231 8 . 

Grand total 6___._..._..-.. 595.9 392.3 ~ 255.2 1.2 168.4 42.4 145.2 98.7 1,669.3 

1 Compiled from import data of countries listed in destination column only, therefore incomplete; however, imports by countries not listed are regarded as being relatively 
small with respect to total. 

2 Mexico included with Latin America. . oo Loe . Dos . 
3 Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Poland, Rumania, and U.S.S.R., Yugoslavia is included with Western Europe. . 
‘ Data are per gross weight of ore and concentrates rather than for contained metal, and cover January through April only. 
6 Austria, Netherlands, and Norway. , — 
¢ Total of listed figures, including gross weight of ores and concentrates for Belgium-Luxembourg and contained metal weight for all other countries. 
7 Less than 50 tons. . 7 os 

Source: International Lead and Zine Study Group. Lead and Zinc Statistics. v. 6, No. 11, November 1966, p. 25, and v. 7, No. 5, May 1967, p. 25.



oo | Table 44.—World movement of solid fuels ! ae 
| : | | Oo _ (Thousand metric tons, standard coal equivalent); = _ oe . 

a ms So . Exporting regions | | 

Destinations North ‘Western —Ssés Africa Far East Oceania Other Total 3 
-” America _- Europe | . countries ? 

i | _ | | } x 
1968: co 2 

North America. _.--..------ ee ee ee eee eee ee 15,540 | 15 weennneuee ee 15,550 ts 

Caribbean America.-.._...-..---------------------- 250 130 wee eee nee eee eee neee wee wenn eee 130 510 tg 

Other Armerica......-.-.--------------------~-- +e 1,840 . 150 wee ence ene eee ee nee ee “mewceeeeee 140 2,130 ho 

Western Europe_...-..--.-.---------- eee 22,600 86,380 540° © ..-------- ween eeeeee 21,800 81,330 | te 

Africa. .....-.--------- ee ene eee 5 80 2,480 __.--..--- weeeee--ee 500 3,010 a 
Near East__.....-.--------------- eee eee eee e+ ---- 20 ---------- wee ween ee eee en enee wene------ 20 oD 
Far East____.--.--..--- eee ee----- (ss T, 7600 55 840 1,250 6,990 2,650 19,050 
Oceania. __.------- oo eee noe we wee eee enn n ene 5 20 15 wee e ee eeee 310 weeee--- ee 8650 
Other countries 7.22. eee eee 210 450 wen eneneee wun ee enue woo------- 35,890 86,560 i 

Total §._.._---------- eee eee 48 ,230 87,430 3,340 1,250 7,830 61,220 © 158,810 4 

1966: | a Sg 
North America. _..........------------------------ 15,830 w--------- weno enone ween eens w--------e wen ne----- 15,830 ft 

Caribbean America... cwccenencnnnnnenenneee-=- 300 100 woenene-ee wo----e eee wo--+---ee 110 530 oO 
Other America......---..-...--------------------- 2,410 . 100 woeee-- ee cence e eee | eee e enon 250 2,760 ts! 

Western Europe. .-...--.--------------------------- 20,710 _ 84,800 310s --~------- even eee eee 21,430. 77,260 Q 
Africa__.-..-.--.-------- eee eee eee 15 110 1,970 wee eee eee eee eee eee 420 2,520 Oo 

Near East_......-----.-----~--- eee eee eee ee ee ee 10 we-------e caneeneeee w--------e weece eee 10 . 7% 

Far East_____.--------------.--- ee ee 8,060 260 250 580 7,990 4,060 21,190 ° 

Oceania... _-.-..-.-.---2---- ee ee ee 15 wannnu--e- 10 15 880 weeeeuueee 420 = 

Other countries ?._.........------------------------ 230 810 2 Loa ee weweecneee weee eee eee 86,0380 86,560 4 
eee 

Total 3__...---.-- +e eee nn eee eee 47,610 85,770 © 2,660 600 8,380 62 , 320 157,340 

' Date based on general trade system (including reexports among exports). Lignite, lignite briquets and coke are reduced to standard coal equivalent. Bunker loadings 

excluded. 
_ 2 Includes Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Poland, Rumania, and U.S.S.R. among others. 

3 Reported totals, details do not add to listed totais because of inclusion in totals of quantities shipped to or received from areas not listed separately, _ 

Source: Statistical Office of the United Nations. World Energy Supplies 1963-66, Series J, No. 11, New York 1968, pp. 40-45. 
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Table 45.—World movement of crude petroleum ! 

: ae (Thousand metric tons) 
. . . . — a gana AE a A I RNS 

| | _ | Exporting regions 
. . . 

Destinations North Caribbean Other Western Africa 3 Near Far Other World 7 
America America? | America? Europe East 3 _ East countries 4 

1965: | 
North America._..-...-.-.----- 14,590 39,440 i... .---. 2) oe ee - 8,580 23 , 230 8,080 ...-._-.-. 83 , 870 
Caribbean America ?___...------ 45 59,270 ...u.---- 2 eee eee 15 4,550) oe 8,510 67,395 
Other America ?__.......-----.- ---..--- 6,590 290) __...----- 880 6,920 9 _.-.L_-- 2,760 16,415 = 
Western Europe....-.....-.---- 50 24,230 125 445 92,250 192,680 160 - 14,780 824,630. 2 
Africa 3__. 222 eee eee ee eee ee eee eee ee ene eee eee ee ee 2,210 - 41,160 22. eee 1,700 15,070 te 
Near Fast 3____---.--_- eee eee eee ee ee ee eee eee eee nnn ne 23,480 ..-------- 0 ween eee 28,480 by 
Far East__.._..-.-.---..------ 40 450 800 eee eee eee ee 83,000 11,430 2,460 97,410 > 
Oceania__._.-.-.-----.--- eee ee ee eee eee eee een eee eee ee eee eee nee ee eee eee ee 13,570 4,890 ....-.-.-- 18,460 D 
Other °.. een ewe ee meee eee ween eee nee e ene nee 285 — ORIN Lanne 18,600 19,660 i 

World 7__..-----.----.---- 14,730 129,970 450 450 - 99,220 358,350 19,510 43,720 666,390 5 . 

1966: 
) a | 

North America_._........------ 16,710 36,010 160) 1.1... 6,830 21,610 2,460 12. eee 88,780 oO 
Caribbean America ?2.__....--.-- 30. 60,660 .....----.  ----.----- 710 3,800 -...-..--- 3,840 69,040 ° 
Other America ?__....-.--------  .------- 6,180 2303. ---.---- . 2,450 7,400  ..1.---.- 2,210 18,480 a 
Western Europe_._._.....-.----- 60 22,750 140 720 113,600 219,310 260. - 18,210 $75,040 ~ 
Africa 3__ eee eee eee eee enn ee eee eee ee ee nee ee 1,760 | 12,990 _.._-_---- 2,090 16,840 D 
Near East 3____._.--- eee eee eee eee eee eee ee eee ee eee ene 490 23,720 3 -..--.---. ---------- 24,210 ‘QB 
Far East__.......------------. 110 480 20 Leet ee eee wens 98 , 960 12,230 8,000 114,800 
Oceania__.--..-..-------------  -------- 800 eee eee ee wee eee 80 15,290 4,840  .....--.. 20,240 oS 
Other 5____-_.-----------------  -------- 0 ---------- 0 o--------- 80 680 61,880 9 -.---.---- 21,260 23 , 920 

World 7_.___.-_-_-.---.--- 16,910 126,110 550 750 126,720 404,910 19,780 - 60,620 746,360 

1 Data based on general trade system (Reexports included with exports). | Co 
2 Colombia and Venezuela are included with Caribbean America rather than with Other America. 
3 Libya, Sudan and United Arab Republic, formerly included under Near East in both the source publication and in proceeding editions of this table in Minerals Year- 

book, V. IV, are included in Africa in this table; thus data are not comparable to that in previous editions of the Minerals Yearbook. 
4 Almost entirely from the U.S.S.R. 
& Chiefly Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary and Poland, although other countries, not identified in source, are also included. 
6 Reported in source not as shipments to other countries, but as shipments to unspecified destinations. . — 
7 Reported totals, details do not add to listed totals because of inclusion in totals of data for other areas not listed separately. 

Source: Statistical Office of the United Nations. World Energy Supplies 1963-66, Series J., No. 11, New York, 1968, pp, 76-83. |
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Table 46.—Refined petroleum fuel trade by continental areas ! 

(Million metric tons) 

1965 1966 
Continental] areas ——— SO 

Exports Imports Bunkers Exports Imports Bunkers 

North America..__....-.---.--------- 5.58 67.87 14.72 5.72 73.62 16.06 
Caribbean America 2?........---------- 105.41 11.75 12.80 105.59 11.60 12.68 
Other America. ._._...--------------- 1.06 4.42 1.46 1.32 4,28 1.36 
Western Europe.__...-2------------- 57. 46 97.33 34.45 67.48 108.52 36.10 
Africa 3.222222 5.34 11.92 6.35 4.75 10.84 6.30 
Near East 3....2.22-2--------------- = 48.05 2.37 15.15 47.79 2.51 15.92 
Far Hast. _..-.-.-..----------------- 18.04 30.93 16.81 16.10 32.34 18.13 
Oceania... --- 222 eee 1.24 2.90 2.43 1.37 3.05 3.02 
Other 4.0.2.0 2-.2-2 eee 29.72 7.18 NA 31.67 6.93 NA 

World 5...2 2 «= 268.86 236.66 104.21 281.79 253 .66 109.60 

NA Not available. . 
1 The apparent discrepancy between export, import and bunker totals is evidently largely the result of 

practices regarding reporting of bunkering materials. Many areas do not record the import of liquid fuels 
destined for international bunkers, and virtually without exception, bunker loadings are not counted among 
the imports of the nation to which the vessel receiving the bunker loading belongs. 

2 Colombia and Venezuela are included in Caribbean America rather than Other America. 
8 Libya, Sudan and United Arab Republic are included in Africa rather than Near East. This departs from 

previous practice in source publication. 
4 Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Poland, Rumania and U.S.S.R. 
5 Reported totals; details do not: add because of rounding. 

Source: Statistical Office of the United Nations. World Energy Supplies 1963-66. Series J., No. 11, New 
York, 1968, pp. 56-75. .
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The Min odust e Mineral Industry of Algeria 

| By Henry E. Stipp* and Eugene R. Slatick ’ 

_ The petroleum sector of Algeria’s min- extended to several oil refining and mar- 
eral industry continued to make progress keting operations owned by United States 
in 1967, while the metals and nonmetals firms. In addition the operations of petro- | 
division remained in a depressed condition. leum producing companies owned by | 
An embargo on exports from Algeria to United States and United Kingdom based 
United States, United Kingdom, and West organizations were placed under Algerian | 
Germany from June through early Septem- Government supervision. ! 
ber added to the generally depressed con- In May, the Algerian mining agency 
dition of the mineral industry. Bureau Algérien de Recherches et d’Ex- 

Government revenue from petroleum in’ ploitations Miniéres (BAREM) was dis- 
1967 was reported at $200 million com-_.solved and replaced by an autonomous ! 
pared with $140 million in 1966.2 This national mining company, Société Na- | 
represented the major part of proceeds  tionale de Recherches et d’Exploitations | 
‘received. from the entire mineral industry Miniéres (SONAREM). All nationalized | 
and probably accounted for the largest mines were placed under the administra- | 
part of income derived from all sources. tive control of SONAREM. ! 
- Government control of the nation’s min- Studies were completed in October for ! 
eral industry increased in 1967. All pri- construction of a school for mining and i 
vately owned mines had been nationalized metallurgy to be built by Soviet engineers ! 
in 1966, and in 1967 nationalization was at Annaba. | 

, . . | 

: PRODUCTION | 
| 

In 1967, Algeria was trying to attain. | Crude oil production, second to that of : 
prior production levels in the privately Libya in Africa, was almost 10 percent 
owned mines that were nationalized in higher than that of 1966. Liquefied natural 
May 1966. By yearend iron ore production gas output in 1967 was believed to be 
was rising rapidly to prenationalization about on a par with that of 1966, while 
levels, but there was little improvement in petroleum refinery output was estimated 
lead and zinc output. Mineral production to have increased about 26 percent. 

from previously nationalized mines and 
privately owned quarries: generally was at | 
“hormal levels. Phosphate rock output was ace yee scientist, Division of International 

estimated to have increased substantially, 2 Foreign mineral specialist (Petroleum), Divi- 

owing to the opening of mining operations siqpof International Activites, °°)" " 
at the Djebel Onk deposit. p. 8. 
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Table 1.—Algeria: Production of mineral commodities | 

Fo (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) : 

Commodity ! : 1963 1964 1965 1966 2 1967 3 
eee ER On OGRE 

Metals; - 
Aluminum: .- oo OT 

. Unwrought._____.__.._--._.-_.-_-...-------- 157 ° 150 e 150 150 150. 
Semimanufactures, including alloys. _____------ 261 ¢ 200 e215 230 230 

Antimony: 
Concentrate._____.___.._.-.--.-----_------- 0 +e ee ------- 200 200 200 
Metal content__._.._...-__..._-.-_----------  ------- ------- 64 64 64 

Copper: a 
Coneentrate____.__..._-_-_------.---------- 3,745 3,900 3,660 3,600 4,000 
Metal content._.._..._._-.-.---.------------ 1,036 1,092 1,025 = 972 -~ 1,080 
Refined, including alloys...__._-.--_--------- 1,370 473 | ¢ 400 2,000 2,000 

Iron and steel: 
Iron ore__._._....-------------thousand tons_- 1,976 2,739 3,132 -1,700 2,000 
Pig iron_-_._.-.---------------------------- 3, 462 3,629 NA. 11,000 12,000 
Ingots and equivalent forms___....----------- 9,480 19,792 NA 16,000 17,000 

L Semimanufactures.-------------------------- 17,194 . 26,149 NA 27,000 27,500 
ead: . Ce 

Concentrate. ____.___----------------------- 11,763 13,602 14,922 «6,000 6,000 
Metal content_.___.....___------------------ 8,020 °9,548 10,445 +*'4,000 4,000 

. Refined, including alloys..._..._._.---------. 1,280 1,393 1;200 1,125 1,125 
Silver 4.____.__.__--.-------thousand troy ounces_. 255 295 295 420 420 

ine: oo 
- Concentrate___.._.__._....-..thousand tons. _. 58 64 —~—s« 68 24 24 

Metal content._________.....___-_-..----do_._- 36. 35 38 12 12 
Other *_________ 2 eee eee 60 81 NA NA NA 

Nonmetals: - . 
_ Barite..._._...._.___.__._____-._____---e-------- 29,412 29,633 42,767 75,000 80,000 

Cement____.___....___----.-------thousand tons. - 884 — T85- 739 659 670 
Clay, bentonitic.._.._____..__------.-----------. © 16,256 15,000 NA 20,000 20,000 

_ Diatomite______.__.___._...-..----------------- 17,648 20,106 (16,413 16,400 16,400 
Fertilizer materials: OO 

Phosphate rock. ._.._...-_-----thousand tons_ - 8348 713. 8&6 - 80 . 850 
Superphosphate_____.._.--------------do___- 52 88 NA 78 78 
Other_______---.--.--_-_-------------d0-_-.- 2,171 2,000 — NA 50;000 50,000 

Fuller’s earth.____.__.___.___..-.--------:------ 81,608 52,923 59,895 60,000 60,000 
Gypsum__..____..---.-----------thousand tons_. 175 175) 175 175 =| ss «175 
Lime___._.._____.__.-----------2--------do.--- 19 28 NA 18 20 

Pigments, mineral. __.....-.---------------do-.-- 6 6 NA NA NA 

Pyrite_..._..._.__----------..------------do__-. 38 61 57 50 60 

Salt_________._______-.---------_-2.-----do__-. .  . 124 116 116 116 117 

Stone, dimension. _._....-thousand square meters... * 800 « 800 * 800 800 800 
Mineral fuels: 

Coal_____.-_-__._-._.-.--_.---.---thousand tons_-_ 38 46 45 « 50 50 

Coke (low temperature)_____.....----------do_--- 60 40 350 = -¢ 25 25 

Natural gas, marketed. ____.._--_million cubic feet _- 14,902 29,994. 65,088 ‘72,272 17,608 

Liquefied natural gas__. thousand 42-gallon barrels... - ----- 1,082 9,272 11,214 11,000 

Natural gas liquids (condensate) ____..-.-.-.do__-- 2,094 2,243 3,965 5,255 5, 600 
Petroleum: - 

Crude.............._.-----.----------d0.... 184,288 204,711 201,754 257,122 282,200 

Refinery products:® a 
Gasoline.__________.__.-.....----do__-.  ------- 2,771 3,553 3,290 4,110 

_ Kerosine and jet fuel._____._.-.---do_...  ------- 1,168 1,530 1,373 1,644 

Distillate fuel oil._____.__......---do.... ------- 83,3842 3,984 3,529 4,521 

Residual fuel oil.._________.--__.---do__-.  ------.. 1,858 2,298 1,945 2,603 

Liquefied petroleum gas_.__._._.-----do.-.. ------- 448 767 743 822 

. Total..___._.______-___..-_----do_--- | ------- 9,587 12,1382 10,880 13,700 

¢ Estimated. tT Revised. NA Not available. 
1 In addition to commodities listed, Algeria produces other construction materials, but data on output are 

not available. 
2 All data estimated except for antimony concentrate and metal content. 
3 All data estimated. 
4 Estimated recoverable silver content of lead and zine concentrates. 
> Undifferentiated metals produced in smelters. 
¢ Output from Algiers refinery; excludes output from Hassi Messaoud topping plant.
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| | _ TRADE ~ | 

Official Algerian import data were not Mineral export values in 1966 apparently 
available for 1966 but exports to Algeria approximated those of 1965. | 
from the European Common Market were Import values in 1966 from the Com- 
presented. Algerian export data for 1966 mon Market only probably exceeded the 
were available only for the first 9 months. $51.5 million from those countries in 1965. 
Mineral commodity exports in 1965 were Total commodity imports from the Com- 
valued at approximately $500 million out mon Market were valued at $636.8 million 
of total commodity exports of $740 million. in 1965. 

7 Table 2.—Algeria: Selected exports of mineral commodities 

- (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965.) 1966 2 Principal destinations, 1966 
eee 

Metals: , 
Aluminum, scrap_____._.-____.__- 159 NA 
Copper: . 

Ore and thousand tons__ r 3,930 1,551 All to West Germany. 
concentrate. 

Metal, all forms.____________- 1,982 NA 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and thousand tons_-_ 32,993 1,600 United Kindgom 622; Italy 568; Bulgaria 
. concentrate. 203. 
Scrap...._._.___-......do___- 18 NA 

Lead: 
Concentrate__............... 312,796 8,342 Spain 2,702; Morocco 1,965; Italy 1,771. 
Serap._...-- 22 eee LLL NA 

Zine: , 
Concentrate____............. 267,678 15,000 France 9,219; Spain 1,920; West Germany 

Scrap... eee LLL NA — 
Nonmetals: 

Abrasives__.._..__....--.__________ 1,775 NA . 
- Barite._...-2 2-2 ee ‘6,104 9,500 Nigeria 7,000; Bahrein 1,480. 
Cement._________._thousand tons_. 132 NA 
Diatomite_____._.._._._..._.-__. 3%10,450 7,164 NA. 
Fuller’s earth._-__..-........_--.. 218,610 11,686 France 10,148; Morocco 1,488. 
Phosphate rock___. thousand tons. - t 62 13 France 7; West Germany 4; Turkey 2. 
Pyrite__-.__..-..----.----------- 285,880 _ 30,425 Italy 25,000; Bulgaria 2,800. - 
Salt_._..-2- 22 - ee 39, 756 NA 

Mineral fuels: 
Lique- thousand 42-gallion barrels. _ 9,272 11,214 United Kingdom 7,255; France 3,959. 

ed natural gas. ‘ 
Petroleum: 

Crude_.______--_.....-.do_... 189,195 ¢244,000 France 147,935; West Germany 35,238. 

Refinery products: — 
Gasoline______.___.do____ 4 856 561 All to France. a 
Kerosine and jet fuel__do__ 4229 547 All to Spain. / 
Distillate fuel oil____do__ __ 42,536 5305 Netherlands 244; France 61. 
Residual fuel oil_ ___do____ 4819 *146 France 139; Netherlands 7. 
Liquefied petro- do____ 4236 5292 All to France. 

leum gas (LPG) and 
other. 

Total__..__._....do_.._ 44,676 5 851 

e Estimate. ¥ Revised. NA Not Available. 
1 Supplement to the World Trade Annual, Africa. V. 3, 1965, pp. 707-712. 
? Bulletin de Statistiques Generales (Algiers), No. 1, 1967, pp. 52—56 (Lists exports for first 9 months of 1966). 
3 Industrie Miniere Expose Sur la Situation Generale de I’ Algerie, 1965. 
‘ To France only; probably includes products previously imported in bond from France. 
5 May include some products previously imported in bond.
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| - Table 3.—Algeria: Selected imports of mineral commodities ! 

re (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) oe : 4 

. ne Commodity . a 1965 | 1966 .... .. Principal sources, 1966 - 

Metais:? its . a 
Alumina___.____..------------------- ~ 158 LLL , ~ 

_Aluminum_-.____.------------------- 1,563 | 710 France 649; Belgium-Luxembourg 61.. 

' Bauxite______.__----.--------------- 7,000 4,000 Ali from France. 
Copper.-_---------------------------- - $84 2,427 France 2,404; Italy 17. 
Iron and steel: ne - oF 

Pig iron and ferroailoys--— —--------- 563 660 France 291; United Kingdom 269. 
Blooms, billets, and slabs__-_- - - - - - -- 1,417 6,530 West Germany 3,845; Belgium-Luxem- 

Semimanufactures____.__...-.---- 156,699 111,452 France 103,056; West Germany 5,069; 
ae Belgium-Luxembourg 2,956. 

Lead: - Be 
Metal___...--_------------------ 837 988 All from France. | . 
Oxide____-----.----------------- 150 89 Do. 

Silver______..__thousand troy ounces.. ©“ 35 (e229 Do. o a 
Tin__...--.---------------long tons_-_ 44. 40 Do. ao 
ditanium oxide__.___...-.------------ 266 188 France 123; Italy 60. . 

ine: a 
Metal_.____.___--___---_---_----- 459 - 556 France 369; Belgium-Luxembourg 187. 
Oxide____-.--------------------- | 235 219 All from France. -_ , 

Nonmetals: - oO 7 
Asbestos... _.---------------------- 1,823 1,036 Allfrom France. = — 

. Cement_._____.__------------------- 10,233 10,366 Allfrom France. a 
Chalk___._.__.__-----------.--------. 93,678 3,946 Do. . - 

- Clays___._.._--.------2--2_--_--_---- © 5,890 ~ 3,800 United*Kingdom 2,983; France 817. 
Clay construction materials__.._.__--.-. | 14,226 4,564 France 4,163; Italy 232; West Germany 

Dolomite._.._..---------------------  -------. 971 All from France. co 
Fertilizers: - . oe 

Nitrogenous_.__......__--------- 76,863 60,515 France 54,081; Italy 5,939. 
Phosphatic__-_-.----------------- 8,590 2,550 Allfrom France. _ 
Potassic________._._._._.__------ ° 38,790 14,588 Italy 6,570; France 3,531; Belgium- 

. Luxembourg 3,487. 
Other_______-____--------------- 1,253 1,018 Italy 700; France 318. 

Lime_______.____-____...---.-------- 3,404 2,474 All from France. . 

Pigments, mineral____...------.------ 503 © 354 Do. : 

Quartz and quartzite_._______--------- 500 ______- 
Salt________.....---___-------------- — 101 57 All-from France. 
Sulfur, crude and refined__._...._--.--- 34,545 33,840 All from France. 
Tale___._________.____-__-----ee----- °° «= 6, 604 1,817 Do. 

Mineral fueis: pe 
Coal_____-..-_-_-__-_-----__--+------ 12,858 10,692 Ali from France. 
Coke and semicoke_ ___..___----------- 9,554 11,210 Do. 

Petroleum refinery products: a —_ oo 
Gago” thousand 42-gallon barrels_- 138 276 France 149; Netherlands Antilles 127. 

ine. oe 
Kerosine and jet fuel. ____-_-do___- 138 ______. 
Distillate fuel oil_._.._____.-do__-- 29 24 All from France. 
Residual fuel oil__...__.___.-do___- 39 31 Do. 
Lubricants______..__------do-___- 222 192 Do. 
Liquefied petroleum gas__-__-do-_--- 26 24 ' Do. | . 
Asphalt and other____------do_--- 306 ~~ 214 Do. 

Total.________.---------do___. 173° ~—«761 | 
a 

1 Selected imports from France, Italy, United Kingdom, West Germany, Belgium-Luxembourg only except 
for gasoline, in which case data for Netherlands Antilles are included. 

2 Includes unwrought metal, semimanufactures, and scrap, unless otherwise specified. 

COMMODITY REVIEW | 

METALS ' Copper.—Production of ‘concentrate at 

. _ . the Ain Barber mine, Algeria’s only copper 
Antimony.—Algeria’s only producing . . 

. Soe . : producer, was restricted by marketing 
mine at Hamman N’ Bails was nationalized difficult; The t nati £ sal 

in May 1966. Production statistics for 1967 umculties, 4 ne termination 0 sales COn- 
were not available, but output probably tracts following nationalization led to a 

3 . 

was close to 1966 levels. Exports for 9 decrease in 1966 exports. In March 1967, 

months of 1966 totaled 250 tons (mined however, 3,500 tons reportedly were ship- 

prior to nationalization). ped to Japan indicating that production
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in 1967 could increase somewhat. At year- Lead and Zinc.—The principal reason 
end, the Government mining company for the sharp drop in 1966 and 1967 lead 
Société Nationale de Recherche at d’Ex- and zinc concentrate production and ex- 
ploitation Miniére (SONAREM) and the ports relative. to that of preceding years 
Japanese firm Kirsho Matoishi signed a was the crucial role. of the flotation plant 
contract for the export of 4,500 tons of | at the El Abed-Oued Zounder mine. This 
concentrate to Japan.* | : , facility for: treating ore is across the na- 

Iron Ore.—Statistical data on 1967 iron tional border in Morocco and access to the 
ore industry activity were not available, plant was prohibited after nationalization 
and data for 1966 were incomplete. An of the mine. In order to increase lead and 
indicated decline in 1966 exports was at- zinc concentrate production to previous 
tributed to nationalization of the Ouenza- levels, the Government decided to con- 

Boukhadra mine complex which normally _ struct a flotation plant on Algerian terri- 
contributed about 85 percent of national tory, which in August 1966, the Soviet 

production. Iron ore production and ex- Government reportedly agreed to build. 
ports from the previously nationalized Production of zinc concentrate from cala- 
mines such as Beni Saf were at normal mine at the Ouarsenis mine, which was not 
levels in 1966. By the beginning of 1967 dependent upon flotation installations, was 
Italy, Belgium, Great Britain, and Spain estimated at 5,000 tons in 1966, about 28 
concluded new contracts for purchase of _ percent jess than that of 1965. This decline 

iron ore. Communist countries also agreed _ was attributed solely to nationalization. 

to purchase increased quantities of ore A lead flotation plant being constructed 

during 1967. Rumania contracted for 500,-. at the Djebel Gustar mine reportediy be- 

000 tons of iron ore in payment for a ship- gan operating in May. A roasting plant 

ment of petroleum equipment to SONA-_ to process slag from previous operations 

TRACH, the Algerian state petroleum also was being constructed and was ex- 

company. U.S.S.R. reportedly was to re- pected to begin operating at yearend 196/. 

ceive 600,000 tons of ore in 1967, which The mines at Djebel Gustar southeast of 

would make her Algeria’s third largest Sétif, where Yugoslavian geologists report- 

customer after Great Britain and Italy. At edly found reserves of 400,000 tons of ore, 

yearend SONAREM sold 250,000 tons of | were being reopened and production was 

ore from the Ouenza mine to Nippon expected to begin in 1968. The Yugoslav 

Kokan K.K. and Sumitomo Metal In- mining specialists also were scheduled to 

dustries. Ltd. of Japan.* supervise reopening of the Kherset Youssef 

| Specialists from Czechozlovakia were in- lead and zinc mine. | 
vestigating the size of the iron ore deposit Mercury.—The mercury mines of Ras 

at Gara Djebilet near Tindouf.® Reserves El Ma and M’Rasma near Skikda closed in 

were considered to be 3 million tons of ore 1945 because of the declining ore grade, 

containing 50 to 55 percent iron. Twenty- were scheduled to be reopened with co- 

one Russian specialists provided technical. operation of a Soviet geological mission. 

aid for open pit mining at the Ouenza: Prospecting by Soviet geologists reportedly 

deposit. Algeria and Spain were studying located a large deposit at Ismail contain- 

development of the iron ore deposits in ing ore with 0.7 percent mercury. 

the Tindouf Basin.” Exploitation of these | a 

deposits depends upon finding an economic : NONMETALS 
transportation route to an ocean port. 

Iron and Steel—U.S.S.R. granted a Barite.-—Increased oil drilling activity in 

credit valued at $128 million to Algeria Nigeria and Bahrein accounted for the 55 

for construction of a steel mill at Annaba.® percent rise in barite exports in 1966, and 

France also was to participate in building 
the mill. Algeria agreed to purchase 40,- 4 World Mining, V. 3, No. 11, October 1967, 

000 tons of steel pipe from the J apanese P- Oingineering and Mining Journal. V. 169, No. 

firms Nippon Kokan K.K. and Sumitomo 1, January 1968, p. 148. 

for a natural gas line between Hassi-R’mel , 966k {Bulletin (London). No. 5159, Dec. 23, 

and Skikda.® Société Nationale de Sider- 7 Metals Week. V. 38, No. 13, Mar. 17, 1967, 

urgie and Hoesch Export of Germany were _ P- 8 Worl d Mining V. 3. No. 2, February 1967 

scheduled to build a plant to manufacture pp. 46. co ee ° 

16- to 42-inch steel pipe at the El] Hadjar Fees ete ey 65, No. 45, Nov. €, 

steel works at Annaba.’° 1967, p. 70.
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this trend probably continued in, 1967 in barrels at the end of 1965. They ranked 
view of the increased oil drilling activity second in Africa after those of Libya and 
along the Atlantic coast of Africa, in accounted for 1.7 percent of the world’s 
Libya, and in Near East countries. | total. | 
Fertilizer Materials.—Production of Daily output of crude oil in 1967 was 

phosphate rock was believed to have in- about 773,000. barrels, compared with 
creased sharply in 1967 as the result of 704,000 barrels in 1966. In mid-1967 
operations at the new Djebel Onk quarry 701 wells were producing (668 flowing, 33 
that started in early 1967. This deposit pumping), and 115 wells were shut in.™ 

near Bir el Ater contains estimated reserve; The major producing companies and 

of 500 million tons of phosphate rock their share of 1967 output were Compagnie 7 
, averaging 33 percent phosphorus pentoxide de Recherches et d‘Exploitation du Pétrole 

(P2Os). According to an ordinance of May au Sahara (CREPS), 24.6 percent; 
19, 1967, SONAREM, the national mining Société Nationale de Recherche et d‘Ex- 
company, acquired (50-percent participa- ploration des _ Petroles en  Algéria 
tion in Société du Djebel Onk. At yearend (SNRepal), 23.9 percent; and Compagnie 
this participation was raised to 66.6 per- Francaise des Petroles (Algérie) (CFPA), 
cent as a result of negotiations between 19.8 percent. 
SONAREM and the French company Preliminary data indicate that the major 
Caisse d Equipment pour le Développe- oilfields in 1967 were the same as those of 
ment in Algérie parent firm of Société du 1966. Those fields, the operating com- 

Djebel Onk. ' panies, and the field’s share of 1966 output 
Production of phosphate in 1966 was were Hassi Messaoud (CFPA and 

entirely from the El Koutf mine near SNRepal), 45 percent; Zarzaitine 
Tebessa, which was essentially worked out (CREPS), 11 percent; Rhourde el Baguel 

by yearend. Most of the phosphate rock (Compagnie Pétroliére Saharienne de Sin- 
produced from this mine was used by do- clair), 10 percent; and Gassi Touil 
mestic fertilizer plants, which produced (Compagnie des Pétroles France-Afrique— 
64,211 tons of superphosphate in the first COPEFA—and Compagnie des Pétroles 

10 months of 1966. Exports of phosphate q’Algéria—CPA), 10 percent. 
| rock were reduced substantially in 1966, During the Arab-Israeli War the 

but in 1967 presumably increased sharply Algerian Government placed United States 
as a result of production from the newly and British companies in Algeria under 
opened Djebel Onk deposit. . state supervision, and this remained in 

Algeria imported large quantities of force through yearend. An embargo on ex- 
nitrogenous and potassic fertilizers from ports to the United States, United King- 

Europe principally France; however, a dom, and West Germany was in effect 
number of plants were being constructed from June through early September. 

at Arzew, which are expected to provide Non-French petroleum companies pro- 
approximately 2,930 tons daily of nitro- ducing in Algeria were informed by the 
genous fertilizers and chemicals by 1969. Government that, for tax purposes, the 

Pyrite.—Production at Algeria’s only base price of crude oil was to be raised 
active mine near Skikda was estimated at by 15¢ to 19¢ per barrel. The new prices 
60,000 tons up somwhat from output in range from $2.32 to $2.40 per barrel, de- 
1966. In May 1967 Yugoslavia mining pending on the export terminal and are 
specialists agreed to supervise construction 28¢ to 30¢ per barrel higher than those 
of a washing plant and the reopening of paid by French companies, whose base 

| the El Ahlia mine.” price ranges from $2.04 to $2.095, as stipu- 

: lated by the 1965 Franco-Algerian oil 
MINERAL FUELS pact. 

. In June, Shell-controlled (65 percent) 
‘Coal.—During : 1967, SONAREM, con- CPA became the first non-French company 

tinued studies regarding the possibility of ©. 
building a coke plant in the Kenedza coal Ale Quarterly 5 Economic Review (London). 

fields. The plant would supply coke to the 3 Suly 1967 D. zconomist nteliigence Minit, No 

steel complex being built at Annaba. 12 Oil and Gas Journal. V. 65, No. 52, Dee. 
, ., 25, 1967, p. 119 

Petroleum.—Algeria’s proved crude oil 13 Pages 123-124 of work source cited in foot- 

reserves in 1967 were estimated at 6.9 bil- note 12. . 
. . ene Intel kly. J 12, 

lion barrels,’ compared with 6.3 billion e752 em ntelligence Weekly, June
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to accept concession areas included in the During the year the Berkaoui field, a 
1965 Franco-Algerian oil pact. The con- 1966 discovery, began production. It is the 
cessions are Hassi Chergui West, which is first field to start operations under terms of 
held solely by CPA, and Gassi Touil East, the 1965 Franco-Algerian oil agreement, 
Acheb, and Alrar West, all three of which which set up a joint company, Association 
are held jointly by CPA and CREPS. The Cooperative (ASCOP), to operate in AI- 
latter company is owned by Shell (35 per-  geria. The field is being developed by 
cent) and several French companies (65 SONATRACH and CFPA. , 
percent). In addition, CPA and CREPS Nuclear devices were being considered 
received jointly two gas concessions, Brides as a. means of fracturing the reservoir rock 
and Toual, that were not included in the in the Hassi Messaoud field in order to 
1965 pact.® | maintain or increase production. Tests of 

Near yearend the state-owned petroleum _ fracturing with water and water mixed 

company, Société Nationale pour la Rech- with gas continued during the year. 
erche, la Production, la Transport, la Transportation—In 1967 Algeria’s 
Transformation, et la Commercialization crude oil pipelines totaled about 3,700 kil- 

des Hydrocarbures (SONATRACH), was ometers and had a throughput capacity of 

granted 10 new exploration permits, cover- more than 1.8 million barrels per day. The 
ing 24,552 square kilometers, in north totals; include 510 kilometers of line that 

central and eastern Sahara. All but one are cross Tunisia. : 
outside the cooperative zone. The capacity of the Hassi Messaoud- 

During 1967 SONATRACH received Arzew line was increased to 440,000 bar- 

two drilling rigs from the U.S.S.R. and Tels per day by means of a $7 million loan | 
two from Rumania. The Soviet rigs were Ae Kuwait s fund for Arab economic 
to be used at El Borma and In Amenas. evelopment. 

| Reportedly, several more rigs from both During 1967 SONATRACH awarded a 
countries would follow. More than 200 contract to Snam Progetti to supervise con- 

Russian technicians assisted SONATRACH _ Struction of a 36-inch line from the Mesdar 
in various oil operations.*® Hed tapout a) Some soummeast of 

SONATRACH formed an. engineering asst Viessaou oO sxikda, ihe lne, 
subsidiary, Entreprises Algeriennes de about 706 kilometers long will have a 
Grands Travaux (ALTRA) with the maximum capacity of 600,000 barrels per 
French firm Union Industrielle de d’Entre- %Y- A 322-kilometer, 16-inch line will be 

rench firm Union ) 
prise. SONATRACH has a 51 percent in- built from the El Borma field to the Mes: 
terest in the venture, the same as it has dar-Skikda line. These lines are expecte 

in the two joint ventures formed in 1966 to be completed in early 1970. | 
oe : | Also planned was a 180-kilometer, 16- 

with U.S. companies (ALGEO, a geophy-. h line f he Hassi M d- 
sical company, with Independex Interna- inch branch line from the Fass: Messaou 
tional of Houston; and ALFOR, a drill- Bougie line at Beni Mansour to the Algiers 

ing company, with Southeastern Drilling of refinery, intended to eliminate coa stal 
Dallas) .”” ° transs/upment of crude oil from Bougie to 

. the refinery. | 
During the year SONATRACH con- Refining and Marketing.—Refining 

cluded crude oil export agreements with operations during 1967 were estimated to 

Brazil, Morocco, and West Germany and have increased over the previous years. 
also carried on a drive to market Algerian The output pattern presumably was the 

petroleum products in Europe capitalizing same as in the past, mainly gasoline and 
on Algeria’s associate membership in the distillate fuel oil. There were no further 
Common Market. developments regarding past proposals to 

Exploration and. Development.—The two build a second refinery at Arzew. 
_ oil discoveries reported in 1967 were by During the year the Government ap- 

SONATRACH and Sinclair. The former’s pointed a committee to negotiate refining 
discovery, El Borma, is in border territory and marketing problems. The move stems 
under dispute with Tunisia. Sinclair’s dis- §£—HW 
covery, not yet proved commercial, Mes- 1967 Petrofeum Intelligence Weekly. June 26, 

dar II, is about 24 kilometers southwest of 16 Petroleum Intelligence Weekly. Oct. 9, 1967, 

the company’s Rhourde el Baguel field. P 17 Petroleum Press Service. V. 34, No. 11, 

ve prooucuve zone, a sand, is at a depth Noe Petsoleurn Fatelligence Weekly, Oct. 23, 
of 11, eet. 1967, pp. 3-4.
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from the disagreement between the Gov- has a gas-condensate column of almost 
ernment and the refinery operators over 3,000 feet.2! 
the Government’s decision in 1966 to es- Data regarding gross product‘on of nat- 
tablish processing fees and product prices. ural gas are not available. Production of 

The refining and marketing operations natural gas liquids (condensate). in 1967 
of United States companies in Algeria was mostly from Hassi R’Mel. 
ended in 1967 when they were national- Transportation—_In 1967 Algeria had 

_ ized and absorbed by SONAT'RACH. The 843 kilometers of natural gas pipeline and 
action involved subsidiaries of Standard 296 kilometers of natural gas liquids line. 
Oil (N.J.)—Esso—and Mobil Oil Cor- Plans were made to build a 595-kilometer 
poration. Esso’s subsidiaries held a 17.6 40-inch gas line from the Hassi R’Mel gas- 
percent share in the Algiers refinery and field to Skikda. SOFREGAS, a French 
about 20 percent of the domestic product firm, is to supervise the construction. Plans 
market; Mobil’s had a 6 percent share in were also announced to build a second 
the refinery and about 8 percent of the gas line from Hassi R’Mel to Arzew. | 
market. Both companies are to be com- Natural Gas Liquefaction—The Arzew 
pensated. | liquefaction plant was closed for about 3 

Earlier in the year SONATRACH months in 1967 because of the embargo on 
bought British Petroleum’s 10.4 percent exports to the United Kingdom, which re- 
refinery interest and its marketing net-  ceives about two-thirds of the plant’s out- 
work (about 13 percent of the domestic  put.?2 
market). During the year SONATRACH . Late in the year the Government an- 
held negotiations regarding the purchase nounced that it would soon invite bids to 
of the marketing networks of Beryl (8 per- construct a liquefaction plant at Skikda, 
cent of the market) and Algeronaphte to be operating in 1971, with a daily ca- 
(6.5 percent). Other marketers in 1967 pacity of about 435 million cubic feet. ‘It 
were Société Shell d’Algérie and Total. will be operated by Société Mixte Algé- 
The marketing subsidiary of SONA- _ rienne de Gaz (SOMALGAZ), a company 

: TRACH is called Compagnie Algeriénne comprised of SONATRACH (50 percent), 

de Distribution de Carburants. Enterprise de Recherches et d’Activités 
According to new regulations, foreign Pétroliéres—ERAP (3314 percent), and 

companies must now request permission to CFPA (16% percent). | 
refine and market in Algeria. The com- In June 1967 Algeria concluded an 
panies are obliged to buy from SONA- agreement with France to incresse exports 
TRACH all the crude oil that is to be of liquefied natural gas (LNG). Under 
processed for them at the Algiers refinery. this 15-year contract exports of LNG are 
In addition, they must keep stocks equal to total the equivalent of 53 billion cubic 
to 3 months’ consumption of each product feet the first year, 88 billion cubic feet the 
they market, and build storage facilities for next 2 years, 106 billion cubic feet the 
the stocks.'® fourth year, and 124 billion cubic feet 

Natural Gas.—Algeria’s natural gas re- thereafter. 

serves in 1967 were estimated at 140,000 19 Petroleum Intelligence Weekly. Sept. 4, 
billion cubic feet,?° the largest in Africa 1967, p. 3. 
and the third largest in the world. About 1967 on and Gas Journal. V. 65, No. 52, Dec. 25, 
one-third of Algeria’s gas reserves are in 21 World Oil. V. 165, No. 3, Aug. 15, 1967 p. 

the Hassi R’Mel gasfield, one of the 43. , 
world’s largest. Rhourde Nouss reporte dly ». "7 Petroleum Intelligence Weekly. July 3, 1967, 
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ANGOLA | 

The mineral industry of Angola contrib- crude petroleum production was about $8.9 
uted substantially to the Province’s econ- million in 1967 compared with $10.5 m'I- 
omy. The value of 1967 mineral commodity lion in 1966. Output of crude petroleum 
output, apparently increased slightly from was expected to increase considerably as 
that of 1966, and was estimated at about a result of the discovery by Gulf Oil Co. 
$64 million (excluding petroleum refinery of a new field offshore from Cabinda. 
products), or equal to about 6 percent of Iron ore production, which was valued 
the gross national product (GNP) of $997 at about $5 million in 1967, increased sig- 
million.? Mineral commodity production in nificantly. The expansion of mining opera- 

1966 was valued at $63.5 million and the tions at Cassinga by the Lobito Mining Co. . 

oN at Bos million (current Pt rcle in and the planned initiation of iron ore 

that year). arge investments in petroleum mining at Cassala, east of’ Luanda, by the 
and iron ore producing facilities were 

. . Angola Manganese Co. was expected to 
planned, which would make the mineral -{ : . 
industry more important to Angola’s econ- ‘!erease output of iron ore considerably. | 

omy. Employment by the mineral industry TRADE ® 
in 1967 was estimated at 32,000 persons. 

Angolan mineral commodity exports 
PRODUCTION were valued at more than $49 million in 

The recovery and sale of diamonds was 1966 compared with almost $45 million 
the second most important source of for- ™, 1965. Diamond, valued at about $39 
eign exchange for Angola after the export million, accounted for 80 percent of the 
ot coffee. Diamond production in 1967 was 1966 total. Iron ore, valued at $4.7 million, 

valued at about $41.2 million compared and petroleum products, valued at about 
with $40.7 million in 1966. The quantity $4.3 million, were the next most significant 

of diamond recovered in 1967 increased mineral commodity exports. 
1.6 percent extending the trend that began =§=———————— 
in 1963. The potential for further growth 1 Physical scientist, Division of International 

in production was considered to be good. “$iye*: Pp ; good. 2 Where necessary, monetary conversions have 
Petroleum refinery operations were sec- peer made at the rate of 28.75 escudo (Esc.)= 

ond to diamond in value totaling almost 3Data on mineral commodity trade value are 
$14 million in 1967 compared with more for those commodities shown in tables 2 and 

than $15 million in 1966. The value of 3.0% fis chapter only, which may not represent 

oO”
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Table 1.—Angola: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: ° mo - oe 
Copper: oe . . . - 

Mine___--..-..-2 640 _L eee eee eee eee Le. Smelter--...-.- 222-2222 a 
Gold__.____-----......._ troy ounces__ 37 7 ne Iron ore__.__..--.-_....thousand tons____ 638... 899 815 791 1,154 Manganese ore.__.-_----__2 2.22 eee cee 18 ,550 33 , 180 Nonmetals: . 
Cement.______...__.._.thousand tons_. 194 214 - 245 264 279 

Diamond: NI I 
Gem_.____-._......thousand carats__ 759 NA 878 964 NA Industrial. __-_.._...._-...._do_L__ 325 NA 277 304 NA 

Total..-_...02. 222-2. do___. 1,084 1,149 1,155 1,268 1,289 -Feldspar___ 2... 222-8, 809 501-2 ee eee LeeLee Gypsum_.___---2- 2 14,208 10,049 10,216 t 4,246 11,987 Salt__....__....._.._.._thousand tons_. 69 81 59 61 78 Mineral fuels: . 
Asphalt rock.__._.....-22__2_. 8. 54,741 r 44,345 t 22,872 29,916 27,043 Coal. _ 22 8,557 - 22 et 10,770 NA Petroleum: 

Crude._--.... 2-2-2 ee 799 ,657 904,757 655, 365 631,319 537 , 152 

Refinery products: a NN 
Gasoline___.____. 59, 775) 53,3387 ________. 60,115 55, 880 Kerosine and jet fuel........... 12,594 35 , 735 A3 ,939 51,108 49,711 Distillate fuel oil-.___ 222 22 253 , 536 258,695 | 291,179 130,905 - 107,131 Residual fuel oil... -__ 8. 117,773 142 , 480 173 , 635 341,888 1362,623 Asphalt. _-_. 2-22 ee 6,071 7,264 10,478 10,869. - 7,578 | . Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG). 4,149 6,118 7,460 8,575 8,679 

Total. _._-2..-22 2. 458,898 503 , 629 526,691 603,460 591 , 602 

/ ¥ Revised. NA Not available. oo 1 Contains an unknown quantity of distillate fuel oil. 

Imports of metals, minerals, and fuels resumed since exhaustion of the Mavoio 
in 1966 were valued at more than $23 deposits in the Malange District of north- 
million compared with similar imports western Angola. Copper deposits in east- 
valued at more than $16 million in 1965.4 central Angola were reportedly discovered 

Mineral commodity imports consisted by the Angolan Mining Company.’: The 
chiefly of iron and steel semimanufactures, deposit at Cacimba-Pedra Grande, Moca- 
petroleum refinery products, and fertilizer medes District was being assayed by the 
materials. Lobito Mining Company. 

Angola’s total commodity exports were Gold.—Although there was no produc- 
valued at $224 million in 1966 compared tion in 1966 and 1967 the potential for 
with $202 million in 1965. Imports of all extracting significant quantities of gold re- 
commodities were valued at $210 million mained favorable. The Lobito Mining 
in 1966 compared with total imports val- Company discovered two zones of gold- 
ued at $197 million in 1965. bearing rock South of Cassinga.® Report- 

edly the ore averaged 32 troy ounces of 
COMMODITY REVIEW gold per ton. 

Metals. — Aluminum.— A 25,000 ton sp jos 8 c . : :. ireccao dos Servicos de Estatistica, Com- annual capacity aluminum ingot plant was ércio Externo (Luanda), V. 1, 1966, pe. 425 
scheduled for construction by a company 5 5 The Standard Bank Reveiw (London). The 

: : 5 tandard Ban td., April 1967, p. 35. recently capitalized at $350,000.° The plant 6 International Financial News Survey. Min- will obtain bauxite from France, Greece, ing Developments, in Angola. V. 19, No. 6, : . eb. , 1967, p. 48. and Australia and electrical power from the 7 World Mining. Angola, V. 3, No. 7, June 
Cambambe Dam. 26, 1967, p. 105. 

Copper.—Mining of copper has not been v. iyietals Week. V. 38, No. 34, Aug. 21, 1967,
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Table 2.-—-Angola: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
. Aluminum, mainly scrap_.--._..-. 11 16 Italy 14; Portugal 2. . 

Copper, mainly scrap. _____..____- 257 304 Belgium-Luxembourg 87; United Kingdom 
. 44; Netherlands 44; Italy 38. 

Iron and steel: _ 
Ore... 222-2 Lee. * 698,401 626,792 West Germany 306,706; Japan 274,288; 

Netherlands 20,574. . 
Serap___. 22 4,149 103. Portugal 43; West Germany 34; Belgium- 

; . Luxembourg 14. 
Semimanufactures_.__..-2...... ™3,740 1,850 Other Africa 1,631; Mozambique 219. 

Lead, scrap.__._.....___-__ -_2__-- 177 213 All to Republic of South Africa. 
Manganese ore____- eee 862 5,765 Spain 5,600; West Germany 165. 
Zinc, all forms_-__.__-_____.----- AG 18 Congo (Kinshasa) 17; Belgium-Luxem- 

ourg 1. : 
Ores, metallie n.e.s..-- 2 8 1 All to West Germany. 

Nonmetals: . 
Cement_-.....-..-_.-__-...-__._- 81,681 87,157 Republic of South Africa 63,014; Spanish 

. possessions 13,510. . 
Clay and clay products: 

Minerals. .--__._._..____.__.- 10) LLL eee 
Brick, tile, ete..___.__-_-____- 39 52 Zambia 32; SA4o Tomé 14; Mozambique 13. 

Diamond_____. __thousand carats__ 1,157 1,264 All to Portugal. 
Fertilizer materials: . 

_ Mineral. ___-._ 222-2 ee 606 1,672 Italy 1,285; Portugal 387. 
' Nitrogenous..._.__..._-_-__- 20) __._____e 

Granite_-___.. ee 253 1,752 Belgium-Luxembourg 654; France 418; 
Netherlands 234. 

Gypsum and anhydrite_.____._____ 5,566 5,703 All to Mozambique. 
_ Marble-._-_-.----.- 2-2-2 ------ — 900 490 Italy 265; Portugal 95; Belgium-Luxem- 

- _bourg 47. 
Pyrite, roasted.......-...-.-_---- 21,876 5,766 NA. ; 
Salt__..-22- eee. 2 24,728 34,516 Congo (Kinshasa) 25,304; Southern Rho- 

desia 4,384; Portugal 2,678. | 
Sand__...--_--- ~~ eee eee 135 -_ ee ee a 
Nonmetallic minerals, n.e.s___.__..- NA 13 Portugal 7, France 1; Belgium-Luxem- 

bourg 1; United States 1. . 
Mineral fuels: . 

Coal, coke, and briquets....___.__- A Lone . 
Petroleum: — 

Crude_.._.-_---------------- 114,182 1. All to Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline__.-.-- 22.22 _-- 927 217 Bunkers 128; Sao Tomé and Principe 61. 
Fuel oil.__.-_._.__..-._. 206,459 189,493 Bunkers 105,278; Portugal 67,275. . 

t Revised. | NA Not available. | | 

Iron Ore.—Shipments to Japan began used for expansion of the mine and facilities 
in the latter part of 1967 with 45,000 tons at Cassinga and for railway and port con- 
from the Cassinga mine loaded at the port struction. Employment at Cassinga was ex- 
of Mocamedes.? A new dock was planned pected to reach 1,200 when full-scale op- 
for construction at MocA4medes, which will erations begin early in 1968.'* 
permit trains to unload iron ore at the rate Companhia do Manganes de Angola 
of 1,500 tons per hour and will accommo- (Angola Manganese Co.). and Kluchner 
date ships of 100,000 tons capacity.” Steel Co. of West Germany were investi- 

A 695-kilometer rail line between the gating low-grade iron ore deposits esti- 
port of Mocdamedes and the Cassinga mine mated at 500 million tons in the Cassala 
was scheduled for completion in 1967. Be- region east of Luanda. Construction of a 
tween 4 to 5 million tons of Cassinga iron pelletizing plant also was being evaluated. 

ore were expected to be loaded at Moga- Manganese.—Mining of manganese was 
: 11 ——_ 

. wer con- 
medes 1968 Agreements cre 9 Metal Bulletin (London), Cassinga’s Japan 
cluded with three Japanese steel mills to  ghipments Start. No. 5237, Oct. 6, 1967, p. 17. 
; Whi . 10 Work cited in footnote 6. n import 4 million tons of iron ore from A 11 Metal Bulletin (London), No. 5147, Nov. 
gola between 1968 and 1973. In early 44, 1966, p. 16. 

ran- 12 Mining Journal (London), V. 267, No. 1967 the Portuguese Government gua 683 eo. tose >. BI 
teed foreign loans contracted by the Lobito 18 International Financial News Survey. V. 

+s i to 19, No. 2, Jan. 20, 1967, p. 13. 
Mining Company for sums equivalent 14 U.S. Consulate, Luanda, Angola. State De-
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Table 3.—Angola: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 2 Principal sources, 1966 
ee RS 

Metals: 2 . 
Aluminum. ......-------------- 871 602 Belgium Luxembourg 195; West Germany 133; 

taly 76. 
Copper__.._...---------------- *3998 2540 Southern Rhodesia 204; France 201. 
Gold_..........---.troey ounces. _ 322 NA 
Iron and steel: 

Oxide and hydroxide.._._._- 131 91 West Germany 45; Spain 36; Portugal 10. 
Serap..._.--..------------- 216 108 Portugal 61; Sao Tomé e Principe 42. 
Pig iron and ferroalloys- - -.- 652 1,862 United Kingdom 894; Portugal 456; West Ger- 

many 341; Republic of South Africa 121. 
Ingots and other primary 9 1,645 All from France. 

orms. 
Semimanufactures._.._..._.. 483,785 54,830 Belgium-Luxembourg 18,366; France 9,528; 

Portugal 7,758. 
Lead: 

Oxide_______..-_.--------. 38 43 Portugal 32; West Germany 5; United King- 
om 3. 

Metal..___._..._---------- 199 190 Portugal 79; Belgium-Luxembourg 67; United 
Kingdom 19. | 

Magnesium__...._.-.---------- ae 
Mercury... .....76-pound flasks_ 105 7 All from Portugal. . 
Nickel_ 2. ...---.------------ 2 ___o wee 

. Platinum__........troy ounces_- 8 32 All from United States. 
Silver_....____-.-.----..do_._. 5,424 5,282 Switzerland 2,366; Portugal 2,076; France 322. 
Titanium oxide.__..._._-...---. 65 143 West (Germany 69; United Kingdom 47; Fin- 

an . 
qin. _.------.-.-..-_--long tons__ 37 50 Portugal 40; West Germany 3; Denmark 2. 

ine: 
Oxide_____.____-_-_.-_---_-_. 45 36 Portugal 26; Belgium-Luxembourg 4; West 

Germany 3. 
Metal__.._....-_-_-----..-- 123 150 Japan 60; Portugal 27; Belgium-Luxembourg 26. 

Metallic ore and concentrate, 8 2 All from Portugal. 
N.@.S. 

Metallic compounds, n.e.s- - ~-- _- 19 11 Norway 10; Netherlands 1. 
Metals, precious, kilograms... 1,217 192 France 88; Portugal 54; United States 23. 

colloids, amalgams and salts. , 
Metals, n.e.s_._..__._-_-------- 4 7 All from United States. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasive materials: 

Mineral, including pumice_-_ -_ 16 8 Portugal 5; United Kingdom 1; France 1. 
Grinding wheels and stones. - 4l 10 Portugal 9; West Germany l. | 

Asbestos... ._...-----L---- ee 1,364 1,352 Southern Rhodesia 853; Republic of South 
Africa 494. 

Barite___......__...___-------- 804 1 All from West Germany. 
Borates, natural... ......------- 2 1 All from Portugal. . 
Carbon black_____...-__--_---- 40 45 United States 42; Portugal 2. 
Cement.._.__._._-.------------ 2,316 33,178 Other Africa 2,283. 
Chalk_.-. 2-22 eee eee 449 428 Belgium-Luxembourg 200; Portugal 143; 

France 35. 
Clay and clay products: 

Mineral______-- 434 827 Portugal 514; Australia 108; United Kingdon 97. 
Brick, tile, ete..._._...---- 2,489 702 Allfrom Portugal. 

Diatomite._____._.-_._-_------ 147 130 United States 45; Portugal 36; Italy 20. 
Dolomite, calcined____._._._---- 10 29 All from Norway. 
Feldspar......-.-.-.---------- 20 15 All from West Germany. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Mineral______.___.._-_--.- AL _______- 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous___..___.._. 10,771 39,081 Other Africa 4,716; West Germany 3,157. 
Phosphatic___.__..._... 3,847 34,830 Other Africa 3,065; Republic of South Africa 200. 
Potassic.____.___-_---- 2,260 2,255 West Germany 1,301; France 533; Portugal! 342. 

Mixed__..__._.-_.. 2,640 2,900 Portugal 2,098; West Germany 607; 
Netherlands 195. 

Ammonia..__......_...-_-- 42 40 Portugal 29; Republic of South Africa 7; West 
Germany 3. 

Other... ___-.---.-.---- NA 32,900 Other Africa 1,163; West Germany 582. 
Granite... 0222-2 eee 56 1 All from United Kingdom. 
Graphite_.._.__.___._.__--_---- 1 2 United Kingdom 1; West Germany l. 
Gypsum and anhydrite_______-_- 134 218 Portugal 184; Belgium-Luxembourg 30; 

Netherlands 3. 
Lime and limestone______-._-_-- 16 31 All from Portugal. 
Magnesite_____..___.____------ 3 LLL. 
Marble____________._---------- 207 594 All from Portugal. 
Mica, unworked kilograms... 18,033 5,995 All from Norway. 

and worked. 
Pigments, minera]l______._--_-_-. 50 41 Portugal 36; Republic of South Africa 5. 
Potash, caustic___._____.--.---- 6 4 Belgium-Luxembourg 3. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Angola: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 
| (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ener 

Commodity 1965 1966 ! Principal sources, 1966 
eee 

Nonmetals—Continued 
Refractory materials, brick, r 1,639 1,815 Other Africa 1,654. tile, ete. 
Salt_.2- 22 ee 191 91 Belgium-Luxembourg 50; Mozambique 23; 

United Kingdom 8. 
Sand_.---__. ee 4 2 All from Iialy. 
Soda, caustie._...-- 1,412 1,532 Netherlands 457; West Germany 322; 

Portugal 281. 
Stone: 

Dimension, worked______.__ 68 NA 
sult Crushed or broken__________ 146 217 Portugal 202; Belgium-Luxembourg 15. ur: 

Elemental____._..-_-_______. 403 84 All from Portugal. 
Dioxide. _______.__-__ qT 9 United Kingdom 6; West Germany 3. Sulfuric acid__________..___ 1,419 1,595 Portugal 1,537; Republic of South Africa 51; 

Netherlands 3. 
Talc and steatite_____________.- 52 83 Italy 26; Norway 26; West Germany 20. Nonmetallic minerals, - 384 1,086 Cabo Verde 717; Portugal 336; crude, n.e.s. West Germany 382. Mineral fuels: 
Coal and briquets_.-._....__._. 20,341 32,151 Mozambique 21,718; Republic of South Africa 

0,418. 
Coal tar and other distilled 382 131 Netherlands 65; United Kingdom 56; - products. _ Portugal 10. 
Coke and semicoke. _____.______ 763 630 Zambia 343; West Germany 120; Republic of 

South Africa 110. 

Petroleum, refinery products: 
Gasoline......--..-----.--.. 8,554 436,795 Netherlands Antilles 2,678; Morocco 2,594. Kerosine__._...-....-.-.-. 5,476 *6,207 Iran 4,773; Italy 700; Spain 400. Distillate fuel oil........... 22,069 28,797 Iran, 16,227; Kuwait 7,075. Lubricants__-..........---- 10,307 318,390 United States 5,368; Netherlands 2,203; 

United Kingdom 1,869. 
Liquefied petroleum gas. ____ 340 3 All from Portugal. 
Wax and jelly___.__________ 110 99 Indonesia 50; West Germany 31; Netherlands 5. Asphalt and bitumen________ r322 35,007 Spain 1,800; Denmark 200. 

Total. ..._.._......--..---. 746,878 60,298 
ee 

T Revised. NA Not available. - 

1 Source: Comércio Externo V.1, 1966. 
2 Scrap, unwrought and semimanufactures, including alloys, unless otherwise specified. Source: Anuario Estadistico V. 2, Provincias Ultramarinas. 

halted in 1962 when the low price of ore economic potential of the production 
on the world market made production un- _ process. 
economical. However, in 1966 production Petroleum.—Discovery of a large oil- 
was resumed on a small scale (18,550 tons) field off the coast of Cabinda was an- 
and increased substantially (21,640 tons) nounced by Cabinda Gulf Oil Co. a sub- 
during the first half of 1967.5 sidiary of Gulf Oil Corp. of the United 

: States." The field which contains multiple 
Nonmetals.—P hosp hate Rock.—Reserves reservoirs at depths ranging from about estimated at 15 million tons were discov- 1,300 feet to 1,600 feet and from 7,200 

ered in Cabinda and in Angola, north of feet to 7,500 feet, is located offshore in 
Ambrizerte.*® shallow water about 24 kilometers north 

Salt.—A factory for refining and packag- of the town of Cabinda. The company 
ing 50 tons of salt daily was constructed plans to produce about 30,000 barrels of 

17 —_——- at Cacuaco near Luanda. 15 Work cited in footnote 14. 
16 World Mining. V. 4, No. 7, June 28, 1968, 

Mineral Fuels.—Asphalt, Natural.—The  p. 87. | 
sa eae . od 17 The Standard Bank Review ( London). The feasibility of producing petroleum products Standard Bank, Ltd. November 1967, p. 39. : * 4 18 ining Journal (London). V. 268, No. from rock asphalt was being studied.'* A 6855, Jan. 6, 1967. 0. 9. 

pilot plant to process up to 100,000 tons 19 Europe and Oil. Large Oil Discovery An- 
nounced by Cabinda Gulf Oil. V. 6, Nos. 10-11, of rock annually was planned to test the October-November 1967, p. 36.
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crude oil per day by late 1968 and 150,000 oil. A 36-inch pipeline 13 kilometers long 
barrels per day by 1970. Gulf was slated to will carry. the crude to tankers of up to 
spend $28 million in 1967 and $76 million 100,000 tons capacity moored to a rotat- 
in 1968 for plant and equipment to achieve ing buoy offshore. Tankers will be loaded. 
the scheduled rates of production. Con- at a rate of 30,000 barrels per hour. 
struction of a tank farm, and ancillary fa- A concession for exploration and devel- 
cilities on a 3,/00-acre site about 16 kilom- opment of oil in the Ambriz region, also 
eters north of the town of Cabinda was to in an area at the mouth of' the Congo 
begin in 1967. Offshore gathering centers River, and in the eastern section of the 
will pump the crude to the tank farm, Cuanza basin, was granted to Sociédade 
which will have storage capacity of 1.4 de Lubrificantes e Combustiveis (AN- 
million barrels of the high-quality crude GOL).?° 

| MOZAMBIQUE 

The mineral industry of Mozambique, Imports of selected metal and mineral 
considered small by comparison with other commodities were valued at almost $33 
sectors of the economy, began to show’ million in 1966 compared with imports 
signs of expansion in 1967. Discovery of a valued at about $27 million in 1965. Min- 
large iron ore deposit in the Mirrote area eral commodity imports consisted princi- 
near Namapa, and the granting of oil and pally of crude petroleum and _ petroleum 
gas rights to several international firms, products, iron and steel semimanufactured 
emphasized the province’s potential for products, fertilizers, and coal. 
minerals development. The decision to pro- Official data on value of total Mozam- 
ceed with construction of the proposed bique commodity trade has not been avail- 

| Caborra-Bassa dam and hydroelectric fa- able for any year since 1963, when exports 
cilities on the Zambeze River indicated a valued at almost $453 million, and imports 
future source of power for development of valued at $494 million were reported.” 
mines and ancillary facilities. Mozambique 
continued to derive substantial revenue Metals.—Aluminum.—A group of Mo- 
from the transit of minerals, mined in zambinque industrialists and bankers ap- 
neighboring countries, through its terri- plied for a license to construct a plant to 

tory to the ports of Lourengo, Marques and produce alumina, aluminum, and caustic 
Beira. soda, using bauxite from Malawi and Mo- 

| zambique and electric power from the pro- 
PRODUCTION | posed Cabora Bassa Dam. Sea water would 

The value of mineral production, exclud- be used for producing caustic soda at an- 

ing petroleum products, in 1967 increased other plant. near Dondo.” 
to an estimated $8.2 million compared with An aluminum fabricating plant owned 
almost $7.2 million in 1966.7" In 1967 the by Fabrica de Aluminios de Mocambique 
petroleum refinery at Matola, using im- began producing some aluminum consumer 
ported crude oil produced products valued _ products.24 By June 1968 a larger variety 
at an estimated $21 million compared with of household articles will be produced. 
1966 output valued at an estimated $14 Copper.—Deposits of copper minerals 
million. (azurite and malachite) reportedly were 

| TRADE | discovered in the region around Nacala 
* 25 north of the port of Mocambique. 

Detailed data on trade for Mozambique 

were not available for 1965 and 1966. In- 20 Mining Journal (London). Oil Search in 
formation from official sources indicated Angola. V. 268, No. 6877, June 9, 1967, p. 469. 

that exports of selected metals and mineral Where neeaary. monetary , conversion 
commodities from Mozambique in 1966  ygsj. 

were valued at more than $18 million com- nt eatin ye taeetice (Fortugal). 

pared with exports of more than $16 mil- 23 U.S. Embassy, Lisbon, Portugal. State De- 

lion an 1965. Shipments ° f mineral com- Pa The Standard “Bank ‘Review 7 yShannes- 
modities consisted primarily of petroleum burg). The Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd. 

refinery products, metallic minerals, ce- SR Overeas Review (London). Barclays Bank 
ment, and coal. , D.C.O. July 1967, p. 28.
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Table 4.—Mozambique: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity ! 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: 
Bauxite..._....--.------------------- 6,593 6,278 5,683 5,818 6,276 
Beryl. _-._._--.---------------------- 556 r 383 r 219 80 169 
Bismuth._.._.....-.------------------ r14 r8 r 6 2 2 
Cesium (pollucite)_...._.-.----------_- NA 4 ee 
Columbium and tantalum concentrate ?__ 153 189 - 140 135 159 
Copper ore: 

Chaleopyrite..._.-.-.--+---------. -L-- 122 340 696 119 
Carbonate____-------.------------ 0 ------- eee eee ee eee eee eee eee 95 

Gold_....__-.__._-----..-.troy ounces __- 29 40 32 ® 22 22 
Tin ore, cassiterite........--kilograms..  .-_....  -_.--..-- 101 | F 584 446 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos. ...__..-.----------------2-- eee eee eee eee 80 486 - 507 
Cement. - ..--...------.thousand tons__ 167 182 220 225 © 248 

ays: 
Kaolinite___._.....-.------------- 5 10 105 350 577 
Montmorillonite (chiefly bentonite) __ 800 825 2,723 3,866 4,681 

Diatomite_____....----_-------------- eee ee eee eee eee eee 30 5 
Feldspar___._.._--------------------- eee eee eee 50 __. _ --- 120 
Garnet____._._....----------kilograms_-  -_..-.- ~~ -.---- 2,724 x 1,586 1,021 
Lithium (mainly lepidolite).......____-- 104 __LL Le 75 NA 250 
Mica (mainly scrap)._.-.----------.--- -i----- ---.----- . 10 NA . 100 
Monazite____._.__._..-.._-_-kilograms__ __----_~  --Lu Lee LL eee 11 300 
Perlite. __........--------------- eee eee ee eee 24 181) ___------ 
Quartz °_________....._.._-kilograms_-- ~ 208 - 452 405,400 _.._---_-- 30 
Salt 4_...._.._.._._.___.-thousand tons_- 40 _____.L.- 30 r 26 38 
Tourmaline___._..-.._----.._--------- 316 2,455 317 t 4,540 4,128 

Minera] fuels: 
Coal, bituminous-_-__..- thousand tons _-_ 283 245 238 ® 295 282 

Petroleum refinery products: _ 
Gasoline__._._.._._-.-..--...----- 94,303 101,627 104,488 117,549 ¢ 137,000 
Kerosine___.....--.-------------- NA NA NA NA __--.~---- 
Distillate fuel oil..__..__.....-_..-. 116,734 133 , 820 148,244 F 392, B06) e 358 000 
Residual fuel oil_....._._..._.___.--. 230,659 246,261 241,687 * 298,633 oo 
Liquefied petroleum gas._.__------- 1,337 2,239 2,567 e 2,600 NA 

Total._..__._-.--.--------.---- 448,033 483 , 947 496,986 611,288 | NA 

e Estimate. t Revised. NA Not available. — | - 
1 In addition to commodities listed, construction materials such as clay, sand, gravel, and quarry dimension 

stone are produced, but quantitative data are not available. Substantial tonnages of lime and limestone also 
‘are produced but data are not available. Small quantities of euxenite, smarskite, monozite and amazonite are. 
produced intermittently. 7 

2 Includes microlite, 73 tons in 1963; 154 tons in 1964; 85 tons in 1965; 79 tons in 1966; 70 tons in 1967. 
3 Quartz crystal only during 1963-64; 405 tons of noncrystal variety in 1965. 
4 Largely marine salt; includes 20 to 30 tons of rock salt annually. 

Gold.—A vein containing very large and for Nacala to facilitate shipments of iron 
pure nuggets was discovered in the Manica ore to Japan.”® | 
area near the Rhodesian border.”® Iron and Steel.—Two blast furnaces, 

Iron Ore.—A large deposit of iron ore one with an initial capacity of 30,000 tons, 

was discovered near Namapa, Mirrote area were scheduled to be constructed in the 

of northern Mozambique.2? Reportedly the Beira area by a group of firms headed by 

ore (up to 68 percent iron) compared in Sociédade Algodeira de Formento Colonial 

iron content with that of the Cassinga de- and Sociédade Hidroelectrica do Revue.” 

posit. Several Portuguese and African firms The plant will use iron ore from the area 

were prepared to finance development of a near Tete and scrap from local sources. 

mine at a cost of about $56 million. It was Nothing further was reported on the 250,- 

estimated that 5,000 tons of ore could be 000-ton-per-year steel works planned. for 

mined during the first year the mine op- construction at Beira by Companhia de 

erated. Mozambique railway personnel were 9 __ 

studying the possibi lity of constructing 13 6 26 Overseas Review (London). Barclays Bank 
kilometers of rail line to connect the mine _D..C.0. August 1967, p. 28. ; Bank 

. 27 Overseas Review (London). Barclays Ban with the port of Nacala. Japanese firms D.C.0. November 1967, p27. 

were reported to be interested in construct- 28 Standard Bank Review (London) ‘96 The 
: Oe 1 Standard Bank Ltd. November 1967, p. . ing the railway. A wharf to berth ships of ao Metal Bulletin. (London), No. 5226, Aug. 

up to 100,000 tons capacity was planned 25, 1967. p. 16.
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Table 5.—Mozambique: Exports of mineral commodities 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966! Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite___.__..- _-__--- 5,661 5,890 All to Southern Rhodesia. 
Beryllium: Beryl......_-_-.-- 221 82 United States 56; Japan 25. 
Bismuth: 

Bismuthite- . ~~ — kilograms __ 5,360 1,000. All to Netherlands. . 
Cesium: Pollucite_......do__.- 7,000 NA 
Chromium: Ore and eoncentrate * 18,547 237,043 United States 14,395; Japan 11,867; 

. United Kingdom 9,594. 
Columbium and tantalum: 

Columbite- kilograms... 65,040 72,500 United States 51,000; United Kingdom 21,000. 
tantalite. ; 

C Microlite..._......do__.. 95,300 70,012 United States 43,000; United Kingdom 26,512. 
opper: [ 

Chalcopyrites___...------ 330 680 All to Belgium. 
Matte__._._..._.___----- NA — 456 NA. 

Iron and steel: : 
Ore and concentrate_ —--_- NA 36,532 Southern Rhodesia 5,624; Belgium-Luxembourg 

. 680; United States 150. 
Pig iron and ferroalloys... 7 30,868 228,326 United States 22,268; Belgium-Luxembourg 958. 
Serap_._..-._.-.-------- NA 35,889 NA. 

Lead, unwrought_........---- NA 2760 All to Norway. 
Manganese: 

Ore and concentrate..___.... 17,687 NA 
Nonferrous metal scrap and 2 25 , 022 227,528 Japan 16,0438; United Kingdom 9,658. 

waste. 
Tin..__.._....__--long toms...  __.___. 254 All to Netherlands, 

Nonmetals: 
Amazonite__._.._ kilograms __ 2,800 22,370 West Germany 9,100; United States 7,200; 

Japan 5,000. 
Asbestos. ......-.----------- 149 206 United Kingdom 165; Republic of South Africa 

Cement._.....-.------------ NA 11,468 NA. 7 
Clays: 

Montmorillonite__._._..___- 2,588 8,469 Netherlands 1,125; United Kingdom 868; 
Portugal 380. 

Diatomite__._.._.....------.  _..---- 30 All to Republic of South Africa. 
Euxenite_____.__.._ kilograms _ - 6,600 NA oF 
Garnet___.___.....-..-do___- NA 3,789 West Germany 3,669; Southern Rhodesia 120. 
Mica, scrap._...........do__.. 10,000 NA 
Perlite._..............do__._ 28,600 181 All to Republic of South Africa. 
Quartz, rose___.._._...do____ 172 NA 
Salt, refined____.____-__--__-_ NA 8,924 NA. 
Tourmaline_.______________-- NA 797 West Germany 372; Southern Rhodesia 267. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, bituminous and coke_.__. 98,666 385,912 Kenya 46,708; Angola 21,716; Malawi 17,431. 
Petroleum refinery products: , 

Gasoline________.___.__.. 63,752 90,561 Republic of South Africa 83,497; 
Southern Rhodesia 7,007. 

Kerosine and diesel oil_... 75,508 103,469 Republic of South Africa 80,895; Bunkers 
20,552; Malawi 1,446. 

Fuel oil, unspecified_...... 183, 864 282,652 Portugal 144,775; French Somaliland 49,959; 
Bunkers 87,578. 

NA Not available. 
1 Source: Boletim Mensal (Lourenco Marques), Provincial Directorate of Statistical Services. V. 8, No. 3, 

March 1967, pp. 44-54. 
2 Source: Statistical Office of the United Nations. Supplement to the World Trade Annual. V. 3, 1965 and 

1966. 
3 Anuério Estatistico (Portugal), Instituto Nacional De Estatistica. V. 2, 1966. 

Uranio de Mocambique and a French in this area contain manganese, copper, 
consortium.” nickel, chrominum, and_ asbestos. 

Tantalum.—A large deposit of pegmatite . 
rock that contained the mineral tantalite N onmetals. — Cement. — Compania “ 
reportedly was discovered near Murrua.** Cimentos de Mogambique planned to but 
Reserves of pegmatite were estimated to be =—W———____ 

mineable for 30 years. ‘ 30 Metal Bulletin (London). No. 5146, Nov. 
Titanium.—Large reserves of titaniferous 8, 1966, p. 11. 

: : s . . . 31 Overseas Review (London). Barclays Bank 
magnetite, which could yield iron, titan- p60. March 1967, p. 24. 

ium and vanadium, were reported to occur 82 The standard Bank Review (Johannes- 
. u 32 | P . burg). The Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd., 
in the Tete area.** Other workable deposits february 1967, p. 25.
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Table 6.~—Mozambique: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
re 

Commodity 1965 ! 1966 ? Principal sources, 1966 
i 

‘Metals: 2 
Aluminum... ee 542 466 NA. 
Copper, matte and wrought____ e 500 627 Southern Rhodesia 214; Republic of South 

Africa 125; Portugal 31. 
Iron and steel: 

Serap__ 222 ee (3) (3) 
Pig iron, ingots, 7,204 11,385 NA. 

primary forms. 
Semimanufactures________ 57 , 348 59,046 Belgium-Luxembourg 18,421; Republic of South 

fitica 10,436; Japan 2,916; United States 

Tin_____.__._.-___long tons__ 446 447 All from Portugal. 
Nonmetals: 

Asbestos____________________ 4399 +439 All from United Kingdom. 
Brick and tile._-_.__....._____- 4605 42,091 Alifrom Portugal. 

Fertilizer materials: 7 
Nitrogenous______-______-_ 16,572 15,354 
Other... 2-2 4,546 9,441 

Total_..-_............_ 21,118 24,795 West Germany 8,590; Portugal 7,532; 
Netherlands 5,839. 

Sand and gravel___._..__.._._ 41,076 41,779 All from Portugal. 
Stone, building_._.___._______ NA 4 G52 Do. 
Sulfur__...-.22.222222--2----. «6418,679 _________ 
Other nonmetals..__._.______ NA 4914 All from Portugal. 

Mineral fuels: | 
Coal, coke and briquet.__._.... 844,322 230,353 Republic of South Africa 211,156; 

Southern Rhodesia 17,278. 
Petroleum: . 

Crude._...._-...-._..... 585,419 653,213. All from Iraq. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline__............. 22,421 28,289 Iraq 21,716; Saudi Arabia 6,312. 
Kerosine______________ 18,901 21,526 Iraq 18,832; Saudi Arabia 2,655. 
Fuel and diesel oil._.... 40,966 50,782 Iraq 28,581; Saudi Arabia 16,616; 

Republic of South Africa 1,781. 
Lubricants___.. 2 ___ 8,990 9,926 United Kingdom 3,157; Republic of South Africa 

2,707; United States 2,060; Portugal 1,828. 
eer 

1 Source: Boletim Mensal (Lourenco Marques), Provincial Directorate of Statistical Services. V. 7 » No. 3, 
March 1966, pp. 41-58. 

2 Source: Boletim Mensal (Lourengo Marques), Provincial Directorate of Statistical Services. V. 8, No. 3, 
March 1967, pp. 44-54. 

3 Included with semimanufactures. 
4 Source: Statistical Office of the United Nations. Supplement to the World Trade Annual. V. 3, 1965 and 

1966. 

a cement factory in the Tete area.** The area.*®° The company Gabinete Mocam- 
factory will process cement clinker pro- bique de Organizacoes Ida. and a South 
duced at other company plants. African group planned to finance mining 

Fluorspar.—A new company, Interminas activities in the area. | 
Fluorite de Mocgambique (Fluorspar Inter- . . 
mines of Mozambique), was formed to ex- Minera! F ucts pa 3.9 mil- 
plore and exploit fluorspar deposits near lon re aery located at Latola oe ill 
Canxixe in Manica and Sofala Districts operable. Asphalt from this refinery wi 
and near Chioco in the Tete District.** e used to complete the highway fr Od 

Société de Mineraux (Luxembourg) and Lourengo Marques big Beira and ‘| Toa 
Continental Ore Corp., a U.S. firm, were ‘© connect Mozambique and Angola. 
among participants in the new company.  —W~ 
The deposits were being studied by mineral 88 The Standard Bank Review (Johannes- 
specialists from Continental Ore’s Mexican burg). | The Standard Bank of South Africa 

o s e "9 a ~ s ° 

affiliates. Interminas planned to build bene- 34 Bureau of Mines. Mineral Trade Notes. V. 
iati e ate. 64, No. 12, December 1967, p. 15. 

ficiation P lants at a later dz . 35 Overseas Review (Londor). Barclays Bank 
Miscellaneous.—South African geologists p.¢.0. December 1967, p. 27. 

1 3] iamond 36 International Financial News Survey, In- 
rep ortedly found dep osits of di > dustrial Development in Mozambique. V. 19, 
manganese, and asbestos in the Catuane wo, 5, Feb. 10, 1967, p. 39.
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Coal—A large deposit of coking coal two consecutive 2-year periods. Exploita- | 

located near Tete reportedly has been tion rights will be granted for 40 years, 

proved.*” | _ with an extension period of 15 years. Work 

Petroleum.—Portugal granted exclusive was expected to start in early 1968 with 

rights for oil and gas in two areas totaling aerial and geophysical operations. 

about 4,600 hectares to a group of inter- Portugal also granted exploration rights 

: national firms comprised of Angola Ameri- on 6 million hectares to a three company 

can Corp., (50 percent), Société Nationale combine operated by Sunray DX Oil Co. 

des Pétroles d’Aquitaine (40 percent), and and included Skelly Oil and Clark Oil 

Entreprise de Recherches et d’Activities and Refining subsidiaries.*” At yearend 

Pétroligres (10 percent).°* The concession Sunray began setting up its base at 

areas are north and east of Beira and Lourenco Marques. It was reportedly 

north and west of Ponta da Barra; about spending about $3.6 million for exploration. 

one-third of the total area is offshore. Ex- Hunt Petroleum Company of. the United 

ploration rights were granted for 3 years, States also was granted an oil and gas 

renewable for one period of 3 years and _ exploration concession.” 

: PORTUGUESE GUINEA | 

There was no significant production of commodities totaled 11,074 tons, valued 

mineral commodities in Portuguese Guinea at $769,233. There were no exports of 

in 1967. However, minor output of con- mineral commodities in the corresponding 

struction materials for local consumption period. During 1965, mineral commodity 

probably was continued. Deposits of baux- imports by Portuguese Guinea totaled 

ite reportedly occur along the border with 25,327 tons, valued at $1,469,443. These 

Guinea, but have not been developed be- consisted entirely of petroleum products 

cause of inadequate transportation. Esso and cement. There were no recorded ex- 

Exploration Guiné Inc. was preparing to ports of. mineral commodities in 1965. 

explore for oil in the interior of the prov- “ST Woxk cited in footnote 32. 

ince in January 1966. | 38 Skillings’ Mining Review. Anglo American 

Complete trade statistics for Portuguese. Corp. Mozambique oH Exploration. V. 56, No. 

Guinea were not available for 1966. Official 39 WS. News "and World Report. V. 64, No. 

preliminary data indicate d that during the * Standard Bonk. Review (London). The 
first 4 months of 1966 imports of mineral  gtandard Bank Ltd. January 1968, p. 33.



The Mineral Industr rentin e Mineral Industry of Argentina 

, oo By Garn A. Rynearson * 

Argentina in 1967 contributed compara- of several large, low-grade, porphyry-type 
tively insignificant quantities of mineral copper deposits that may prove commer- 
commodities to world supplies and con-_ cially exploitable. | 
tinued to depend ‘heavily on imports to A similar program, known as the Plan 
meet domestic requirements. Except for Cordillera Norte, was inaugurated in 1963 
the mineral fuels sector, the industry by the Instituto Nacional de Geologia y 
generally reflected the nation’s slow over- Mineria in the Provinces of Salta, Jujuy, 
all economic growth; the gross national Catamarca, Tucuman, and La Rioja. In 
product (GNP) increased only about 2 August 1967 the Instituto signed an agree- 
percent over that of 1966, partly because ment with the Direccion General de Fab- 

of stringent Government-imposed stabiliza- _ricaciones Militares to implement a long- 
tion’ measures in effect through most of range survey and exploration program in 
the year. In the mineral fuels sector, in- an area covering 266,430 square kilometers. 

~ creased crude oil output brought Argentina Later, the Instituto was authorized to call 

closer to self-sufficiency, and output of coal for bids from domestic and foreign firms 
and natural gas also showed significant in- _to carry out an aerial survey of about 195,- 
creases, although the country still imported 000 square kilometers in the region. 
a major share of coal requirements and. In addition to the new hydrocarbons 
planned sizable natural gas imports. A law, during 1967 the Government enacted 
major step toward attaining self-sufficiency several other measures designed to promote 
in fuel was taken when a new hydrocarbon mineral industry development. In March, 
law was enacted, permitting private com- import duties on most capital goods were 

panies to again obtain petroleum explora- reduced to facilitate importation of much 

tion and exploitation permits and transpor- needed machinery and other equipment. 

tation concessions. Import duties on most mineral raw mate- 
As a part of its efforts to encourage rials were also reduced. In September, 

domestic mineral production, the Govern- Decree-Law No. 17432 provided for a 100- 
ment was involved in several mapping and __ percent credit against income tax for in- 

mineral exploration programs. The ulti- vestments in machinery, transportation 
mate outcome of one such project in- equipment, power generation, and all other 

volving large iron ore deposits is yet tobe installations destined for mineral explora- 
evaluated, but an exploration project On tion, extraction, or processing. Law No. 

a gold-silver-manganese deposit has ap- 17179 dissolved the Comité de Comercial- 
parently demonstrated that the deposits <..:5, de  Minerales (COCOMINE), 

are of little commercial interest. created in 1958 to promote private sector 
The largest, most ambitious program jjineral activity through government 

undertaken has been the Plan Cordillerano, mineral purchases at fixed support prices, 

covering approximately 128,000 square 4. itance in transportation needs, lease of 
kilometers in the Andean region of central government property, and government 
Argentina. This project, a joint United purchase and sale of machinery, equip- 

Nations Special Fund and Fabricaciones “ment, and spare parts used in the mining 

Militares venture which was begun in 1963, industry. | 
is scheduled for completion in June 1968. 

The most notable results of the plan have 1 Physical scientist, Division of International 
been discovery and preliminary exploration Activities. 

67
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PRODUCTION , 

The mineral industry in 1967 showed third the 1965 level. Salt production de- 
modest increases for many of the more im- creased’ by about 8 percent. Output of ce- 

portant commodities utilized domestically ment, limestone, dolomite, and stone and 

or produced for export; performance in gravel for concrete aggregate continued to 

lesser commodities was mixed. Iron ore increase, reflecting the general rise in con- 

output increased appreciably but not _ struction. 
enough to significantly reduce iron ore New record high levels set for coal and 

imports. The iron and steel and lead-zinc petroleum output and a significant rise in 

industries registered gains over 1966 out- natural gas withdrawals were highlights 

put, but failed to attain record levels set of the 1967 mineral industry performance. 

, in 1965, while producers of tin-silver and Slightly higher crude oil runs to refineries 
tungsten concentrates registered marked in- in 1967 were partly offset by decreased 
creases over recent past years. utilization of natural gas and natural gaso- 

Among nonmetallic minerals, borate out- _ line feedstocks, and total output of finished 

put was particularly disappointing, less liquid refinery products was less than 1 

| than half that of 1966, and not quite one- percent more than in 1966. 

Table 1.—Argentina: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
en 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 
teeter A ei Ae pt EFS SSF PSP AS STS . 

; Metals: 
Beryl, about 11 percent BeO____-...---- 377 189 225 255 268 
Bismuth: 

Gross weight of ore_.._.. kilograms_-_ 3, 750 20) _-------.) -L---e eee 5,100 
Metal content of ore-.__-_.--do___- 610 4 __ eee -ne------ 76 

Columbite-tantalite_.............do__.- 600 __-__---_- 267 5,726 3,000 
Copper: 

Gross weight of ore____.-_-_------- 4,001 6,564 11,154 6, 666 8,234 
Metal content of ore._..-.--------- 391 345 518 337 410 

Gold__.________..-...-.. troy ounces__ 313 303 84 160 NA 
Iron and steel: ! 

Iron ore__..______.-thousand tons_- 100 95 116 156 / 224 
Pig iron_._______..-.---.----do_~__- 422 588 663 522 610 
Ferroalloys.__.....---------do-__- 12 15 18 18 NA 
Crude steel 2.___.___...-_..--do___- 895 1,265 1,368 1,267 1,326 

Le Rolled products..__.._.-..--do-...- 772 1,379 1,537 1,274 1,327 
ad: 

Gross weight of concentrate..__._-.-.. 34,235 33,911 42,536 38 , 996 42 ,698 
Metal content of concentrate... _._-~ 26,465 25,924 32 ,236 29 , 483 32,201 
Smelter production 3.__.._.--..---- 24,000 23 ,000 32 , 000 22,000 NA 

Manganese ore: NN 

30 to 40 percent manganese._-....--._ 11,282 19,400 20 , 363 11, 768 20 ,232 
Under 30 percent manganese........ 17, 933 17,868 8,751 16,002. 9,064 

Total___.....--------.-----..-- 29,215 37,268 29,114 27, 770 29 , 296 
Silver, content of ore and con- 
oppcentrate thousand troy ounces. . 1,943 1,943 2 ,286 2,207 2,640 

in: 

Gross weight of concentrate 
long tons__ 1,311 1,929 2,775 2,687 4,203 

Metal content of concentrate_.do.-_. - 225 343 497 458 802 
Tungsten: 

Gross weight of concentrate__.__.--- 144 56 130 131 204 
Standard 60 percent WO; equivalent 

of concentrate.___..__----.--.---- 167 61 144 144 221 
Uranium: , 

Gross weight of ore__._------------ 4,669 21,757 29 , 604 131 12 , 452 
Uranium oxide (U30s) content of ore 

kilograms _ 8,530 33 ,536 r 44,937 249 23 ,000 
Vanadium: 

Gross weight of concentrate_-_... -_- 240 260 __--u- eee --- NA 
ni Metal content of concentrate- .._ ~~ _- 3 ee NA 

inc: 

Gross weight of concentrate_-.---..... 56,189 45,261 59,172 52 , 934 54,393 
Metal content of concentrate. __---- 28,737 22 ,913 29 ,679 26,446 27,199 
Smelter production 3.._._..-.-.----- 19,700 22,200 23 ,600 22 , 283 ¢ 23 ,000 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Argentina: Production of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

Nonmetals: 
Alabaster.......-.-.-----.------------ 430 353 338 270 1,038 
Asbestos........------ -.--- eee 331 492 220 57 182 
Barite._.....-22.2---.---------------- 22,997 14,505 ™19,816 17,987 18,000 
Borates..._.-- -. 22 -- ee n--e-ee--e--- )=— 24,215 16,115 45,700 35 ,345 16,173 
Calcite, nonoptical_......---.---------. 19,970 6, 763 5,550 5,098 NA 
Calcium carbonate, natural._._..-.-.-... 18,481 33 ,685 42,031 55 , 467 NA 
cement 4__...._......_-thousand tons__ 2,535 2,891 3,305 3,487 3 , 552 

ays: 
Bentonite... -..--...-.--do____ 34 37 48 43 30 
Kaolin..___._._.___..-.-.-.do.._- 36 43 73 3 65 
Refractory clay_.......-----do____ 76 94 118 | 113 105 
Other___... -...._-_.--------do___- 241 295 460 533 687 

Diatomite. .._._.___...---- ---.- eee 5,675 7,772 r6,145 10,943 8,146 
Dolomite_._........-...---.-.---.---. 123,580 102 , 402 104,800 139 , 566 169,772 
Feldspar__....._.__--.-.---.-------..-. 12,801 9,273 r 21,640 21,409 19,214 
Fertilizer materials: 

Ammonia, anhydrous 5__......_..-- 5,245 4,981 5,692 5, 967 5,480 “ 
Ammonium sulfate §..-_.......-... 12,709 13 ,291 11,653 13,141 12 ,678 
Guano... 811 180 120 65 236 

Fluorspar__...__.._-.--.--..---------- 9,762 11,524 11,687 16,088 15,000 
Garnet (almandite)-_..-...-.-.-.-.---- 150 90 60 85 95 
Graphite, _-..._._..------------------ 278 222 183 157 214 
Gypsum___._ 2a _------ 196,098 154,542 * 246,312 288 , 202 268 ,000 
Limestone_....._........thousand tons... 6,549 6,598 * 7,619 8,257 8,400 
Lithium minerals_....._...-..-----.---- 1,436 725 622 270 240 
Mica: 

Sheet___-._. 2 -- eee ee eee 89 142 105 132 137 
Waste and scrap____-.-.-.--..----  ------- 532 118 958 859 

Pigments, mineral: Ocher._.__._..._-_-- 70 25 48 65 40 
Quartz, for nonelectronic uses 

thousand tons_. 30 21 36 50 35 
Rhodochrosite, ornamental._...__..._-.- --.---. ---i----- 122 309 206 
Salt. .............._._.thousand tons_-. 275 393 767 894 819 
Sodium compounds: Caustic soda 5_..... 33,389 40 , 630 51,145 50, 842 47,564 
Stone, sand and gravel, n.e.s.: 

Dimension stone: 
Marble and other calcareous 

materials__.........__...... 26,397 15, 803 15,332 23 , 880 19,471 
Granite.-2...-- 2 eee 9,161 7,025 5,547 7,679 (8) 
Other__.._.------------------ «= 48 , 552 42,727 46,712 37,250 NA 

Crushed stone, all types . 
Sand thousand tons__ 3,670 3,184 3,553 3, 742 3, 866 
and: 

Common_____--_.-..__-do_..- 5, 867 5,203 5,726 6,884 6,035 
- Glass____._- 2... --_.__-do__-. r 82 99 138 130 90 

Gravel___.____.-_----.--._..do.___ 1,799 1,320 1,499 1,896 NA 
Strontium mineral: Celestite.........--- 540 30 598 370 NA 
Sulfur, elemental, refined._._._._._.__..... 22,696 22,307 23 , 766 30 , 422 32,796 
Sulfates, hydrous: 

Aluminum (alum)_._..........--.. 10,926 12,716 7,707 3, 834 2,614 
Iron (melanterite)._.__....-.---.-.  .------  ..------- 900 362 185 
Magnesium (epsomite)_.._.__..-.-- 2,447 2,637 3,020 1,136 1,471 
Sodium (mirabilite)............-__- 9, 256 9,242 t 21,927 21,903 27,617 

Tale, soapstone and pyrophyllite: 
Pyrophyllite___..........--.------ 8,918 7,245 9,267 6,640 7,867 
Steatite..___.-_-- 2. eee. 3,080 6,409 1,350 2,767 530 
Tale... eee -_-_---_. 3=—_- 16, 068 11,144 r 20,851 20 , 442 17,000 

Vermiculite.______....---.._.--_-_---- 2,780 3,693 1,685 4,162 2,396 
Zeolites. _ 2... eee 70 80 63 25 43 

Mineral fuels: 
Asphaltites.............--..-..----.--- 5,482 4,401 3,817 3, 842 3,857 
Carbon black. ___...._...-_..---.------ 5,815 11,400 14,500 NA NA 
Coal, bituminous.._._._.thousand tons_. 209 332 374 ® 357 412 
Coke: Oven and beehive_..........do___- 315 451 461 ° 460 NA 
Gas, natural (gross) 7 8 

million cubic feet... 210,000 232,572 220 ,236 210,576 228,419 
Peat__...-...._.-----_---.-.--..------. 10,825 3,877 3,652 5,194 2,198 
Petroleum: 

Crude ? 
thousand 42-gallon barrels.. 97,141 100 ,276 98 ,276 104,760 114,673 

Natural gasoline. ...._......do____ 1,098 896 1,160 979 600 
Refinery products: 7 ® 

Gasoline: 
Aviation. ..__......do_._- 316 384 190 456 550 
Other, including 

naphtha_.-......-do_... 22,083 23,717 27,498 29 ,408 30 , 643 
Jet fuel. _..._..-.-.----do__-- 629 779 943 1,103 1,460 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Argentina: Production of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

‘Commodity 2 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

Mineral fuels—Continued 
Petroleuam—Continued 

Refinery products—Continued 
Kerosine !° 

thousand 42-gallon barrels . _ 7,644 8,502 7,727 7,138 6,714 
Distillate fuel oil. ._..__..do_.._- 19 ,256 17,958 22 , 353 26,587 27 , 284 

oe Residual! fuel oil___..._-.do____ 42 ,022 46 , 868 52 , 906 54,233 53 , 030 
Lubricants, including 

greases_..__._._..-...do____ 860 979 1,058 983 875 
Liquefied gas_.-_.....--do__.. 3,394 3 , 562 3,566 3,589 3,943 
Asphalt____..___....._--do____ “NA 2,910 2,265 1,823 2,071 

° Other liquid products__._do____ 638 748 7183 683 680 
Petroleum coke. thousand tons.... NA 351 356 424 435 
Refinery gas , 

million cubic feet_- NA 9,712 9,768 10,774 11,115 

¢ Estimate. >» Preliminary. r Revised. NA Not available. . . 
1 Metal and alloy data revised where necessary to conform with latest available statistics compiled by 

Instituto Latinoamericano del Fierro y el Acero. . 
2 Data do not include small quantities of foundry-produced crude steel and castings totalling approximately 

15,000 to 25,000 tons per year. ; 
3 Data based on statistics compiled by American Bureau of Metal Statistics. 
4 From data compiled by United Nations which presumably include white and special cement as well as 

common portiand cement. _ 
5 Output reported by Fundacién Investigaciones Econémicas Lationoamericanas. . 
6 Not reported separately. Quantity included in figure shown for crushed stone. 

. 3 Data revised where necessary to conform with basic statistics of Direccién Nacional de Energia y Com- 
ustibles. 

8 Converted from cubic meters at rate of 1 cubic meter equals 35.3145 cubic feet. 
9 Includes some products derived in part from natural gas and natural gasoline. - a 
10 Includes power kerosine heretofore grouped with other nonspecified products in previous volumes of . 

Minerals Yearbook. 

Souree: Instituto Nacional de Geologia y Mineria for most commodities. Principal exceptions are indicated 
in footnotes. 

| | TRADE 

Incomplete data on Argentina’s 1967 Despite the mineral commodity trade 
mineral commodity trade indicate the deficit, Argentina continued to show a 

chronic value imbalance persisted, but that favorable total trade balance. Exports in 
the relative deficit may have been some- 1967 totaled $1,465 million whereas im- 
what less than in 1966, largely because of | ports amounted to only $1,096 mill'on. 
decreased metal and mineral fuels imports Comparative figures for 1966 were $1,593 
and slightly increased metal exports, million for exports and $1,124 million for 
particularly iron and steel semimanufac- imports. 
tures and tin-silver concentrates. The Latin America Free Trade Associa- 

Mineral fuel imports decreased from tion (LAFTA), of which Argentina is a 
$111 million in 1966 to about $96.3 mil- member, has adopted a standard tariff 
lion in 1967, chiefly because of lower nomenclature (NABALALC), based on the 
crude petroleum imports, valued at $50.7 Brussels Nomenclature (BTN). Argentina 

million in 1967 compared with $64.2 mil- adopted its version of the NABALALC 

ron fe tee A nearly tworold noet off in nomenclature on December 1, 1965, and 

iquetied gas umport value almost olset utilized this version in foreign trade 
decreases in the value of imported refinery ar 
products statistics for 1966, the latest complete 

Exports of mineral fuels decreased from Argentine trade compilation available. As 

$15 million in 1966 to $8.1 million in result of this change, data for 1965 and 

1967, with no exports of distillate fuel oi] 1966 are not universally comparable and 
and a considerable reduction in the amount some modifications in mineral trade tables 

of residual fuel oil exports. have been necessary.
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Table 2.—Argentina: Value of trade in 
mineral commodities 

(Thousands) 

1965 1966 

Exports: 
Metals: 

Iron and steel___...__. $6,399 $9,437 
Tin-silver concentrates. 1,188 1,648 
Other_____._---.---- 934 820 

Nonmetals: 
Salt____..--------_--- 1,082 861 
Other__-____...__---- 769 1,157 

Mineral fuels: . 
Distillate fuel oi]_...-_ - 1 2,998 
Residual fuel oil_ __ ~~ 8,754 9,491 
Other___._..-..----- 1,004 2,564 

Total__....._..---- 20,131 28,976 

Imports: 
Metals: 

Aluminum 1____-...-. 21,210 22,395 
Copper_.-__--------- 38,006 30,321 
Jron ore and scrap_._.- 22,100 11,549 
Jron and steel_______-- 176,211 180,659 
Tin and alloys___._--_- 5,648 5, 7197 
Titanium oxides ?._... 2,184 2,746 
Other_____-.____---- 5,342 6,292 

_ Nonmetals: . 
Asbestos____.__..---- 2,816 2,687 
Fertilizer materials_._._. 11,462 6,205 

' Refractories 3___..--- 5,501 5,524 
Sodium carbonate. _.-_. 5,413 6 , 007 
Other_____....._---- 17,146 7,004 oo, 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal and coke____.... 14,450 138,977 
Gas_______.-_--_----- 12,226 11,708 
Crude petroleum__.... 62,386 64,166 
Distillate fuel cil...... 138,634 9,802 
Lubricants.._......-- 8,604 7,108 

: Other_.___.-._------ 5,919 4,228 

Total._..._.--_..------ 420,258 348,175 

1 Ineludes bauxite, alumina, metal, and alloys. 
2 Including mineral concentrates. 
3 Including refractory clay. 

Table 3.—Argentina: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

nee nr A EE 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

perenne ere PE SS 

Metals: 
Aluminum and alloys, all forms- ------- 136 11 Paraguay 10; Venezuela 1. 

Beryl__._-.------------------------- 159 248 All to United States. 

Bismuth ore and kilograms... 14,914 --_------ 
concentrate. 

Copper: 
Concentrates !1____..-.----- ------ 239 267 ~All to Spain. 

Metal and alloys, all forms-------- 56 14 Uruguay 10; Bolivia 1; Brazil 1. 

Iron and steel: 
Ingots and other primary forms- - - - 200 12,133 All to Uruguay. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars and rods: 

Wire rod__._.._.-.------ 11,287 26,845 United States 17,481; Brazil 5,452; 
Uruguay 3,419. 

Other_____._-_---_------ 22,779 7,883 Brazil 3,303; Paraguay 1,948; Uruguay 

Angles, shapes, and sections._.- 1,446 3,961 Uruguay 3,584; Paraguay 351. 
Flat products-._------------- 710 2,561 Uruguay 2,303; Bolivia 151. 
Wire__..._.___---------------- 2,256 2,823 Paraguay 1,830; Venezuela 570; Brazil 

Tubes, pipes, fittings-.__....-- 18,875 20,521 United States 13,331; Colombia 1,688; 
Bolivia 1,381. 

Other_____.----------------- ------ 29 Bolivia 25; Uruguay 3. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Argentina: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

eee 

Metals—Continued 
Lead: 

Ore and concentrate_____________» 153 218 Belgium 119; United States 99. 
Metal and alloys, all forms________ j1 1 All to Bolivia. 

Silver, thousand troy ounces__ 164 219 United Kingdom 206. 
unwrought. 

Tantalite- ~-------_--..._-kilograms__  ______ 4,114 All to United States. 
in: 

Concentrate 1____.__.._long tons... 2,206 3,222 All to United Kingdom. 
Solder. _.-_.__-...-_______do..._  _____. 1 All to Chile. 

Zungsten Ore__ 2 ee 25 50 United Kingdom 30; Netherlands 20. 
ine: 

Concentrate__._._______.________ 2,671 _______e 
Oth Metal and alloys, all forms________ 148 102 Brazil 87; Uruguay 15. 

ther: 

Ores, n.e.S__._... ee 101 2 United States 2. 
Drosses, skimmings, residues, 392 347 Netherlands 286; United Kingdom 61. 

powder. 
Metals and alloys, all forms.______. 14 (3) 

Nonmetals: 
Barite._.-._._-.. 2-22 70 233 Bolivia 204; Paraguay 29. 
Borates, crude_____._.______._______. 204 160 Brazil 100; Uruguay 60. 
Coment. - -— -------~----- 2-2 2---2-2-- 1,313 7,518 Paraguay 4,769; Bolivia 1,770. 

lays: 
Bentonite__.-..._.....-.-_..-.-. 5,218 6,442 Brazil 2,987; Bolivia 1,438; Chile 1,399. 
Kaolin_._._.- 2-2-2 10 5 All to Uruguay. 
Other______..___-_-_- 8 116 8 Brazil 5; Japan 1; Bolivia 1. 

Dolomite_.__......__22 853 1,430 All to Chile. 
Fluorspar___-_.-___.-2-_- ~~ _____ 512 881 Chile 757; Uruguay 124. 
Gypsum, crude and caleined_______..__. 14,146 18,437 Uruguay 18,232. 
Lime._.--.. -- 2-2 ee 133 67 All to Bolivia. 
Mica__-._-. eee 493 332 Italy 202; Spain 50. 
Onyx_~---_ 22. 147 213 Italy 210. © 
Rhodochrosite, kilograms __ - 600 1,550 West Germany 1,200; Australia 350. 

ornamental. 
Salt__-..--- 222-222 ______ ©689, 470 59,883 Uruguay 39,878; Paraguay 19,961. 
Stone, dimension, crude: 

Marble_.-____..22- ee 207 272 Italy 170; Netherlands 38; West 
Germany 25. 

Granite__.____2_- eee 1,789 3,825. Italy 3,333; Japan 492. 
Other_______-- 2. (4) 124 Bolivia 83; Paraguay 41. _ 

Tale, 2. ee. (4). 65 All to Chile. 
Other nonmetals___.._.._.__...._._.__ 414 242 Uruguay 100; Paraguay 98; Chile 40. 

Mineral fuels: 
Carbon black____......._-__._-_-_._.. 51,788 3,213 Uruguay 1,684; Brazil 938: Chile 591. 
Coal_____-_ eee 500 1,400 All to Uruguay. 
Asphalt, natural, including asphaltite 1,822 5,967 Paraguay 5,815. 

(raphaelite). 
Gas, natural and refinery, gaseous or 538 517 Paraguay 501. 

liquefied. 
Petroleum: 

Crude___._..--__--2 2-22 eee Le 3,088 All to Paraguay. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline 
thousand 42-gallon barrels__ (3) 4 Mainly to Paraguay. 

Kerosine____________._do____ 8 2 Mainly to United Kingdom. 
Distillate fuel oil.______do___. (3) 1,317 West Germany 741; Netherlands 229: 

United States 145. 
Residual! fuel oil____._._do___. 5, 703 6,402 United States 5,060; Canada 794. 
Lubricants, including greases___ 254 232 Uruguay 173; Paraguay 28. 
Other_______. oe. 1,070 2,081 Brazil 1,050; Uruguay 638; Paraguay 

215. 
Other products derived from coal, 1,279 308 Paraguay 215; Bolivia 57. 

gas or petroleum. 
See 

1 Including concentrates containing significant amounts of silver. 
2 Mostly bars and rods but may include other semimanufactures. 
3 Less than 14 unit. 
‘ Not reported by commodity. May be included with other nonmetals. 
5 May include small quantities of mineral pigments. 

Source: Direccién Nacional de Estadistica y Censos, Comercio Exterior Argentino, 1965 and 1966.



Table 4.—Argentina: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

A AE a ir 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

errr ene eee ne nn cn ec nee en nn nn enn nnn e a nee ccc cnn cn cnc ce nnn nnn —cn nc nce nn eee ccc ene LLL ELD 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite___.__.-.---_ eee ee ee ee ee ee eee ee ee ee 29,418 43,561 Australia 30,041; Guyana 12,080. 
Alumina and aluminum hydroxide._.__.........--.-.--..-.------ eee 5,178 7,203 Mainly from West. Germany. 
Metal and alloys, all forms__..._.._..- 2-2-2 22 e eee = 36, 438 36,991 Italy 9,805; France 7,712; United States 6,174. 

Antimony ore and concentrate_...........-.---.-.---------.~----+------------ 1,075 434 Peru 228; Bolivia 177. 
Arsenic, white.......---.------------------------------ + eee ee eee eee 334 | 489 West Germany 264; Sweden 143. -j 
Bismuth.....------------------------------------- - +--+ 17 16 Mexico &; Peru 8. ht 
Cobalt: 

a 

Oxides and hydroxides. ...._.........2-.---0- eee eee eee eee eee 6 10 Mainly from Belgium. i 
Metal________-___-_-_--- eee ee eee eee 4T 45 Do. 

Copper and alloys, all forms___._.-...---...--------.------------------------ 28,392 18,499 Chile 6,228; United States 5,321; West Germany 4,563. 2 
Iron and steel: by 

Tron ore_..-.__.-..------.--------------------- e--- thousand tons-_- 1,033 707 Mainly from Brazil. Ms 
Serap.__._-.-..---- ee ne ee eee ed. 158 25 Mainly from United States. e 
Pig iron____....-.------.--- ee ee ee ee eee ed O- 142 243 U.S.S.R. 154; Finland 56. 
Ferroalloys, including spiegeleisen.........-.-.-.---.---.---------------- 4,966 2,582 Republic of South Africa 664; Netherlands 572; Brazil 421. BD 
Ingots and equivalent primary forms..........-..........-thousand tons_- 609 330 United States 155; Venezuela 22. ty 
Semimanufactures: Cc 

Angles, shapes, sections.___......._..-...-_...--.-...-.-.-.--d0._-. 10 12 West Germany 4; Belgium 3; United Kingdom 2. wha 
Bars and POd8- «= n= = ooo enone annne enc nnannnneceeennnn ane dO----) ( 29 Italy 7; United States 3; Japan 3. a 
Flat products: | rd 

neoated___.-... 2 eee. ce ee ee eee ee es dd. B58 208 Brazil 58; United Kingdom 36; West Germany 29. 
Coated: © 

Tinned_.__.___._.._..-..____-__-._-_u ee eee dO 108 United Kingdom 37; Japan 23; United States 18. rj 
Other_..... 2-22-22 eee eee 0} 2 Mainly from United States. > 

Rails and accessories.........-...0..0...0-----0-0----- 2 dO. Lo () () Do. s) 
Wire._-__2 ee eee ee eee ee Le 1 2 Do. : q 
Pipes and tubes_.__.....------------------ eee eee eee -- O08 9 10 Italy 4; United States 3. S 

Other__.....- 2-2 eee ee ee eee eee eee OL 22 | 2 United States 1; West Germany 1. 3 
Lead and alloys, all forms...._.-...------ 23 eee ee eee ee 3 22 Mainly from France. nd 
Manganese: a 

Ore and concentrate___.__..___-_-...-2- +e eee eee eee. = 18, 042 20,246 All from Brazil. > 
Oxides. __._--- 2-2 ee ee ee eee ene ene 2,990 3,732 Mainly from United States. 
Metal__._______.____________ Le eee eee ee eee eee eee (3) 17 United Kingdom 13; Japan 4. 

Mercury...__.._----------.--------------+.------- ~~. --- 76-pound flasks. . 380 710 Mainly from Mexico. 
Nickel and alloys, all forms.___.._____.._--.--------.------------ eee eee eee 517 511 Canada 165; United States 152; Norway 97. 
Precious metal and alloys, unwrought and semimanufactures_____.._troy ounces. _ 1,774 49,126 Mainly from United States. 
Rare earth metals and compounds. ______._.__..-.--------------+---~-- eee ee 8 15 Brazil 5; France 4; United Kingdom 4. 
Selenium... - -- ~~~ ~-~-- +2 --222-eenon en ro ncn cnn reenter centre n ncn es 7 7 Mainly from Canada. 

in: 
Oxide... 220222 2 ee ee eee ee ee ee nee ene eene == lONg tons... 3 1 Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Metal and alloys, all forms...........-...---.-------..--2-----..-d0.... 1,819 1,471 Mainly from Malaysia. 

Titanium: 
Ore and concentrate___ 22.2. ee ee (8) 909 Mainly from Australia. 
Oxides... ee ee ee ee ee een 4,988 8,081 Mainly from United Kingdom. ~] 

See footnotes at end of table. ad



Table 4.—Argentina: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued ry 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 
EE eee 

LR A CAT SC hens slnnassnesees 

Metals— Continued 
Zine and alloys, all forms._..__....._--_-_ eee eee 2,566 3,456 Belgium 1,397; Mexico 1,291. 
Zircon concentrates___..___._.._.--------- ~~ ee eee ee eee eee ee (3) 585 Australia 259; United States 93; Mexico 90. 
Other: . 

Ores and concentrates._...___.._- 22. eee ee ee eee eee eee 1,669 1 All from United States. 
Metals and alloys__-.__-.-----------..------------- eee eee ------ = 21,080 268 United States 101; Norway 86. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives, natural, except diamond___.___.__.._.-.-2-2 2 eee eee 3,481 802 Uruguay 404; United States 186. 
Asbestos.__..-.-.-----------------------eeeeee eeee------ = 15, 880 13,826 Canada 9,432; Republic of South Africa 4,078. 
Barite__-_._-_.---_.-------------------- eee eee eee 384 63 Mainly from United States. 
Bromine.____.__.-----.----- eee eee eee 136 84 Mainly from Israel. 
Cement__._._._. eee eee eee eee eee 77 351 Uruguay 270; Italy 80. = 
Chalk___...---.---0- 0-2 ee eee eee eee eee 37 98 France 45; Switzerland 30. 2 Clays: ' 

Kaolin_..._..---.-. 2022-22222 eee eee ence eee eee ee eeeneceee-e-e-u-- 9,861 «10,663 United States 8,888; United Kingdom 1,588. S 
Refractory.___.....---------------------2------- + - eee -_-----. 32,502 373 United States 108; West Germany 98; France 97. > 
Other_____._ eee eee eee eee eee 27 25 United States 15; Nctherlands 10. tr 

Diamond, industrial: wa 
Stones..._-_.---------------+-----------e-----------------carats_. 99, 610 60,000 United States 35,000; Brazil 25,000. re 
Powder__.-____...-----4----------- eee -- doi. = 10,085 (4) . , te 

Fertilizer materials: Nad 
Nitrogenous: a Natural__..-.--.---2. 2-2 eee ee ee eee e-e------- ~—-10,, 760 9,073 All from Chile. | Ss 

Manufactured... _..--------------------------------e------- = 46, 791 15, 592 West Germany 3,706; Italy 2,839; Belgium 2,693; United oS 
ates I, . 

Phosphatic_____..-----.----- 2-2 eee eee eee 1,065 5,562 Netherlands 3,925; West Germany 1,233. a 
Potassic..._...--------------- +e eee eee eee 483 3,568 West Germany 2,042; United States 1,301. Hr 
Mixed and nonspecified fertilizers.._...._..---.-.---------.-2------.----. = 78,455 35,900 Netherlands 11,304; Italy 9,672; West Germany 6,786. 2 

Graphite. _..__.-_..-.------------------- +e eee eee 339 346 Mainland China 180; West Germany 68. | Infusorial earths, including diatomite_._..._....- 0222-2 eee ee. (%) | 2,777 Mainly from United States. 
Todine______.__.___ eee eee 41 24 Mainly from Chile. 
Kyanite, andalusite, sillimanite._..____.._-_._-___--_--- 2. Le. 27 381 Mainly from India. 
Lithium and its compounds_..___.__..__._.---2-- 2 ee eeeeee 22 74 Mainly from United States. 
Magnesite, crude and calcined__________._-_-_.2__---- ieee 5,072 2,188 Austria 1,290; Brazil 780. 
Mica_.....--2 ee eee eee eee eee 20 9 United Kingdom 5; United States 4. 
Pigments, mineral____________.----_--- i -- ee eee eee 184 1 Mainly from United States. — , 
Refractory brick and similar products_....-_._-.-.-.-----..--.-.-----.-------- 18,170 31, 482 United States 7,632; West Germany 4,765; Philippines 4,572; 

ustria 4,519. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, excluding salt: 

Caustic potash____...2 22 eee eee eee 1,706 979 West Germany 391; France 198; Belgium 140; United States 
0. 

Caustic soda___...---_---- eee eee ee------- = 11, 720 5,325 United States 1,384; Netherlands 830; United Kingdom 773; » 
. West Germany 712. 

Sodium carbonate_._...__.-.------------0 ---------- ee ee --------- 130,756 127,656 Rumania 41,170; United Kingdom 21,542; France 18,841; 
West Germany 16,994.



| 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone, roughly worked_...__...........-.--..----------------- 910 1,201 Brazil 610; Italy 485. 
Gravel, crushed stone, and paving stones.........---......-thousand tons... 348 444 Paraguay 239; Uruguay 205. 
Sand__...-_-.--.---------- ee ee ee ee ee OL 506 698 Mainly from Uruguay. 

Sulfur__.._--_-..--- 22 eee ee eee eee eee eee) 45, 251 35,541 Mainly from United States. 
Tale._____ ee ee ne en ee ee eee 150 230 Italy 130; mainland China 25. 
Other nonmetals_-_--._-.-_--..---.- 2 eee ee eee 127 -16,276 Mainly from Uruguay. 

Mineral fuels: 
Asphalt, natural....._--_...--.--------------------- +e en eee eee eee 161 228 Mainly from United States. . 
Carbon black. ...-.-.------ ee ee eee 5,419 2,301 Do. 
Coal__.-___--_-_-------_-~-..-.----.0--- thousand tons... 657 698 United States 425; Poland 278. . 
Coke__.-...-_-------------.--- ee ee ee ee ee 0 82 52 West Germany 34; Italy 16. . 
Gas, natural and manufactured._...-........------------.------------d0_... 212 208 Venezuela 119; Chile 30; Kuwait 21. 
Petroleum: 

Crude_._.._-.---------- ee en ee ee ene ee dO 3,552 3,705 Nigeria 1,408; Venezuela 660; Iran 574; Iraq 533. = 
Refinery products: bt 

Gasoline..._...---.---------.------------thousand 42-gallon barrels__- 548 © 211 Netherlands Antilles 163. by 
Kerosine_.....---..-----.---------- ee en ee ee dL, 103 1 Mainly from Paraguay. 
Distillate fuel oil....._..---...-.-------------------------.--d0__.. 4,870 3,292 Mainly from U.S.S.R. | = 
Residual fuel oil..._.-.-.-----.------------------------------d0---2 eee ee 103 Venezuela 64; Netherlands Antilles 32. _ D 
Lubricants, including greases..............-......-..._thousand tons__ 107 96 United States 50; Trinidad and Tobago 38. te 
Other____...--.------------ eee LL, 1 1 Mainly from West Germany. be 

Other products derived from coal, gas, or petroleum, n.e.s__.__._.-.-.-.-----.-- 912 47,995 . Colombia 25,475; United States 16,384. . ei 

1 Less than ) unit. | 3 
2 May include small quantities of manufactured items. . Ct 
3 Not reported by commodity. May be included under nonspecified ores and concentrates or metals and alloys. . wh 
4 Quantity and source of imports valued at $380,964 were not reported. KJ 
’ Not reported by commodity. May be included under other nonmetals. a 

Source: Direccién Nacional de Estadistica y Censos, Comercio Exterior Argentino, 1965 and 1966. ° 
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| : COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS west of Mendoza, three areas showed 
Aluminum.—The Instituto Nacional de mtense copper-lead-zinc geochemical anom- 

Geologia y Mineria made an agreement lies, and one also showed evidence of 
with the Comisién Permanente de Planea~- ™0lybdenum mineralization. Preliminary 
miento del Desarrollo de los Metales drilling indicated disseminated-type min- 

Livianos of the Argentine Air Force to  ¢Yalization with copper values as high as 
carry out further exploration for bauxite 9-6 percent. 

| deposits in Argentina. No commercial ores . Exploration of areas at Yalaguaraz, 150 
of aluminum have yet been found, and re- kilometers northeast of Mendoza, and at 
quirements were met by imports except for Infiernillo, 40 kilometers west of San 

relatively smal! quantities of secondary Rafael, had not reached the | stage at 
aluminum, such as those recovered by which definitive evaluations could be made, 

Elaboradora de Metales SACIFA—Elmisa ut the former appeared more promising 
of Buenos Aires, for use in its extrusion than the latter. . , 
plant. The Comisién continued to study At yearend, ; Direccién General de 
the feasibility of establishing facilities in Fabricaciones Militares began preparing a 
Chubut Province to produce aluminum brochure Sulmmaryzing results of the 
from imported bauxite or alumina. Argentine-United Nations investigations in 

an effort to solicit interest of mining 

Copper.—The joint Argentine Govern- organizations in undertaking further ex- 
ment-U.N. Special Fund mineral prospect- ploration and possible exploitation of 
ing project in the Andean regions of promising areas. Reportedly, the Direccién 
Neuquén, Mendoza, and San Juan Prov- intended to invite tenders for exploration 
inces engaged in geophysical studies and concessions in the area prior to the 

diamond drilling at several of the more  gcheduled June 1968 completion of the 
promising of 53 previously discovered ‘Pjan Perforaciones.”” 

areas where indications suggesting mineral- 
ization of possible economic interest were Iron Ore.—Virtually all 1967 iron ore 
found. output probably came from government- 

At Paramillos Norte, about 50 kilo- operated mines in Jujuy Province which 
“meters north-northwest of Mendoza, one normally supply ore to Establecimiento 

drill hole intersected a 47-meter-wide zone Altos Hornos Zapla at Palapal4. This plant 
averaging 1.86 percent copper (occurring produces less than 15 percent of Argentina’s 
as cuprite and delafossite) and 0.07 per- pig iron output. Approximately 822,900 
cent molybdenum. This section was tons of high-grade iron ore was imported 
believed to be an oxidized zone bordering to charge the furnace of the country’s 
a disseminated sulfide ore body which may major pig iron producer, Sociedad Mixta 
be quite extensive judging from subsequent Siderargica Argentina (SOMISA) at San 
drilling and evidence of hydrothermal Nicolas. Brazil supplied 729,700 tons, Chile 
alteration in a 3- to 3.5-square-kilometer 66,600 tons, and Peru 26,600 tons. 
area. in continuing efforts to reduce imports 

At Paramiilos Sud, about 5 kilometers of materials required to sustain the third 
south, induced polarization surveys in- largest iron and steel industry in Latin 
dicated a mineralized area about 2,500 America, Argentine authorities have ex- 
meters by 1,900 meters. Drill holes through pended considerable effort and money to 
up to 100 meters of overburden en- demonstrate the feasibility of exploring 
countered two chalcosite impregnated zones the Sierra Grande deposits in Rio Negro 
bordering a central body of primary cop- Province. In 1967 the Direccién General 
per mineralization. The 10- to 40-meter- de Fabricaciones Militares published a 
thick chalcosite zones have copper values brochure outlining results of a feasibility 
of 0.7 to 1.2 percent. Early drill-hole survey and invited tenders for development 
samples from the primary ore body assayed __ or participation in development of these 
0.4 percent copper and 0.02 to 0.05 per- deposits. Reserves (measured, indicated, 
cent molybdenum. and inferred) are reported to be nearly 

in the Santa Clara district, in the higher 144 million tons of ore averaging about 55 
ranges about 125 kilometers by road south- percent iron and about 1.4 percent phos-
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phorous. There apparently was little im- 000 tons to 1,759,000 tons through im- 
mediate or satisfactory response, and the provements in electric furnaces of Dalmine 
closing date for response was extended from Siderca, S.A.I.y C., the installation of an 
December 15 to at least February 15, 1968. electric furnace at the mill of Cura 
Major problems confronting potential Hermanos, Industrias Metalurgicas, S. A., 
developers include lack of adequate water and the addition of a new electric furnace 
and fuel supplies, surfaced roads, railroads, at the Establecimientos Metaluargicos 
port facilities, etc. in the immediate ‘Santa Rosa,” S. A., plant. Dalmine Si- 
vicinity; the necessity of underground  derca increased seamless pipe capacity by 
mining to recover most of the ore; and about 5,000 tons by putting into operation 
the probability of having to fine-grind and a reduction-drawing rolling mill. CIS in- 
pelletize ore because of its high phosphorous dicated total finished hot-rolled product 
content. The Direccién estimated an in- capacity decreased about 8,000 tons during 
vestment of approximately $50 million the year to 2,425,000 tons, including 797,- 
would be required to develop facilities to 000 tons of flat products, 1,488,000 tons 
produce and bulk-load 1 million tons of of shaped products, and 140,000 tons of 
pellets per year for ocean and river trans- seamless pipe. 
port to consumers in the Buenos Aires area. Government action in 1967 on industry 

| expansion projects allotted most of the 
Iron and Steel—An 11-day shutdown targeted expansion to the Government's 

in October 1966 and a 10-day shutdown in Jarge integrated plant, SOMISA, ard two 
July 1967 to repair the single blast of the larger privately owned steel com- 
furnace of Argentina’s largest steel mill, panies, Propulsora Sidertrgica, S. A., and 

| the Government-controlled General Savio possibly Acindar, Industria Argentina de 
plant at San Nicolas operated by SOMISA, Aceros, S.A. The Government approved 
were major factors contributing to the project proposals of these firms as well as 
inability of the steel industry to match its those of two smaller firms, and reviewed 
1965 record performance. Despite the July plans of three others. 
shutdown, a record monthly crude steel The SOMISA project to increase ingot 
output of 132,000 tons was reportedly ac- capacity from 1.1 million to 2 million tons 
complished in August. at a cost estimated at $195 million, in- 

Instituto Latinoamericano del Fierro y cluding $114. million for imported equip- 
el Acero (ILAFA) statistics indicate that ment, will be in three phases. The first 
1967 hot-rolled product output included phase, to be completed by 1971 at a cost of 
538,000 tons of flat and 693,600 tons of $54.3 million, includes a 1,600-ton-per-day 
nonflat products, as well as 95,300 tons of sintering plant, a powerplant, a pumping 
seamless pipe. The industry cold-rolled facility, and improvements in the billet 
221,887 tons of sheet and 9,047 tons of mill, hot mills, and cold mills. The second 
hoop and strip, made 8,911 tons of tin- phase (1972, $68.3 million) includes Linz- 
plate, and formed 121,156 tons of pipe Donawitz type steel furnaces and contin- 
and tubes other than seamless. uous casting facilities for blooms and slabs. 

Centro de Industriales Siderirgicos The third phase (1973, $72.4 million) in- 
(CIS) estimated that domestic crude stee] cludes additional coking facilities and a 
accounted for about 59 percent of total second blast furnace. 
apparent 1967 consumption (including the The Propulsora mill was under construc- 
crude steel equivalent of imported semi- tion at the port of Ensenada. The first 
manufactures) compared with 61 percent stage of the project is a 350,000-ton-per- 
in 1966 and 50 percent in 1965. CIS also year cold rolling mill, scheduled for com- 
estimated that local rolled products ac- pletion in late 1969. The second stage 
counted for about 75 percent of total ap- includes a l-million-ton hot rolling mill 

parent 1967 consumption, compared with by late 1972, and the third stage comprises 
78 percent in 1966 and 73 percent in blast furnaces and crude steelmaking 
1965. This included an estimate for rolled _ facilities (1,350,000 tons per year) by 1974. 
steel included in imports of machinery, Propulsora will be accorded the tax treat- 
vehicles, and other iron and steel products. ment currently (1967) applicable to 

Pig iron production capacity remained SOMISA, the privilege of importing raw 
unchanged at 788,000 tons, but CIS re- materials duty free under certain condi- 
ported crude steel capacity increased 105,- tions, and the granting of official guaran-
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tees of foreign exchange for machinery, entirely in Argentina and was planned 
equipment, and technical services. specificially for commercial radioactive 

Considerable opposition to certain isotope production and research in food- 
aspects of the Propulsora and Acindar stuff preservation by irradiation. It will 
projects was generated by some smaller also help train scientists and technicians 
steel firms and in some Government circles. for Latin America’s first thermonuclear 
Although Propulsora’ proceeded more or power station to be built at Atucha. Four 
less unhampered, Acindar expansion plans U.S. and two West German firms and one 
apparently were forstalled for an indefinite each from Canada, United Kingdom, and 
period; however, operation of Acindar’s Switzerland submitted proposals to CNEA 
mills at Rosario and Villa Constitucién for the installation of this power station, 
was unaffected. but no decision was reached by yearend. 

Lead and Zinc.—Argentina is self- | 
sufficient in lead and must import only NONMETALS 

nominal amounts of zinc. Nearly all do- Cement.—The Argentine portland ce- 
mestic zinc and the major part of do- ment industry, 15 operating plants with a 
mestic lead supplies are derived from the total capacity of 4.99 million tons, in 1967 
Aguilar mine of Cia. Minera Aguilar, S.A., exceeded a 3.5-million-ton output and sales 
an affiliate of St. Joseph Lead Go., in Jevel for the first time. Public works 
northwestern Jujuy Province. Most of the projects consumed 21.5 percent of cement 
other lead is produced from the Gonzalito deliveries in 1967, slightly higher than 

_ mine of Geotécnica, S.A., Comercio e€ jn 1966. Both official and private estimates 
Industria in Rio Negro Province. indicate that cement consumption will in- 

Aguilar reported it mined and milled crease markedly to satisfy demands of pub- 
roughly the same tonnage of ore asin 1966 Jig. works projects and plans for roads, 

but that output of lead concentrate ex- power stations and housing. A 100,000- 
ceeded the 1966 level of 34,700 tons ton-per-year cement plant was under con- 
largely because of higher lead content of struction at Zapala in Neuquén Province to 

| ore mined. Zinc concentrate output re- supply the requirements of the El Chocén- 
mained close to the 1966 level of 52,000  Cerros Colorados hydroelectric project, and 
tons. Exploration activity continued at an annual capacity of another plant at Mal- 

accelerated rate. In March the Govern-  agyefio near Cérdoba was being increased 
ment approved an expansion proposal and hy 900,000 tons. In addition, the Govern- 
work was begun on the new mine and ment was considering a plan to raise the 
mill facilities. Aguilar will spend over $7 capacity of a large plant at Olavarria in 
million to increase mine and mill capacity § Byenos Aires Province which would cost 

by at least 50 percent and perhaps by as ahout $15 million, including $11 million 
much as 70 percent during 1968. for imported equipment 

Aguilar has a 43.3 percent interest in 

the 11,600-ton-per-year electrothermic zinc Sulfur.—In 1967 Fabricaciones Militares 
smelter of Cia. Metalurgica Austral at reportedly closed down sulfur mining at 
Comodoro Rivadavia and 50 percent in the the Julia deposit in Salta Province, the 

12,000-ton-per-year electrolytic smelter of source of most of the elemental sulfur 
Cia. Sulfacid, S. A., near Rosario. With the recovered in Argentina in recent years. 
expansion at the Aguilar mine and mill, Ajthough potential reserves are estimated 
Sulfacid will proceed with plans for in- to be at least several million tons of 
creasing zinc plant capacity, although no  yolcanic and caliche-type sulfur; geo- 
increase was indicated for the company’s graphic, technologic, and transportation 
40,000-ton-per-year sulfuric acid plant at problems apparently made recovery of do- 
Borghi that utilizes sulfur in Aguilar zinc mestic sulfur uneconomic compared with 

concentrates. imports. Import duties on sulfur were 

Uranium.—Argentina’s fourth atomic reduced from 130 to 40 percent in March 
research reactor began operating in May 1967, and the Temaming sulfur producers 
at the Ezeiza nuclear research center of the “4 find it impossible to continue normal 
Comisién Nacional de Energia Atdémica operations much longer. 
(CNEA), near Buenos Aires. The 5,000- —-H— 
kilowatt reactor was designed and built 2 Bank of London & South America Limited.
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MINERAL FUELS Estado, will function on a basis similar to 
Coal.—The Government entity, Yaci- private companies; however, certain on- 

mientos Carboniferos Fiscales (YCF) con- shore areas are we served exclusively for use 
tinued to increase output at the Rio Tur- of the state entities. The reserved areas in- 
bio bituminous coal mines in’ Santa Cruz clude nearly all areas where the potential 
Province. Gross production for 1967 for oil production is reasonably well known, 

amounted to 686,000 tons yielding 412,200 >t present production contracts with pri- 
tons of washed coal compared with - gross vate firms in meee areas apparently will 
output of 604,396 tons and washed output continue in eltect, and others may be 
of 356,603 tons in 1966. YCF sales of coal Stated in the future, 
soared 50 percent to 354,000 tons during Under the new law, concessions will be 
1967 with the principal consumers con. granted by the executive branch under the 
tinuing to be Government electric power- tender system. Exploration permits onshore 

plants, the national railways, and the will re granted for 9 years, divided into 
SOMISA steel mill; however, SOMISA Periods of 4, 3, and 2 years with a 50- 
utilizes Rio Turbio coal for less than 12 Percent reduction in concession area size 
percent of its coking coal requirements. alter cach period. Offshore permits will be 

A feasibility study was completed in 5 an 4 tional year in each case. A 
1967 and reportedly indicated that the Rio "year extension may be granted with a 
Turbio mines might be able to expand further reduction in area. The law provides 

annual gross output to over | million tons na t a maximum area of 100,000 square 

on a “reasonably economic”’ basis although Ulonneten onshore and 150,000 square 
their remoteness from consuming centers : ometers offshore can be OP ened to con- 
and high transportation costs continue as cessions 5 these areas will be divided into 
major problems. The Government was con- units of 100 square kilometers, and indi- 
sidering plans to reduce transport costs by vidual concessionaires would be limited to 

.. five such units. 
acquiring more modern cargo vessels and If oil is found lojtat; . 
improving port facilities at Rio Gallegos. 7 ho 1s found, exploitation concessions 
YCF reportedly will continue to receive a will ave a a es a9 years with a 10-year 
Government subsidy of approximately $14 _ een an : © memmar area, when 
million annually despite a 30-percent re- nor resulting | from previous «xP loration 
duction in its total work force in 1967. concessions, will be 250 square kilometers. 

A limit of five such concessions may be 

Petroleum.—The most significant devel- granted to one company. Concessionaires | 
opments in the Argentine petroleum in- Will own the extracted hydrocarbons with 

dustry during 1967 were a 9.5-percent in- the nght to transport, commercialize, and 
crease in crude oil production and the industrialize them in accordance with the 

enactment of a new hydrocarbons law terms of the law and regulations to be 
granting concession rights to private established by the executive power. Gas del 

Argentine and fore'gn companies. As a re- Estado will have first preference to pur- 
sult of increased production, crude oil chase gas produced, and no export of hy- 
imports declined 29.3 percent. According to drocarbons will be permitted until domestic 
Yacimientos Petroliferos Fiscales (YPF), needs are met. The government will fix 
the Government oil entity, the output in- Commercial fuel prices, equal in amount for 
crease was mainly the result of improved both state and private companies but not 
recovery techniques rather than new wells. inferior to prices for imported petroleum 

Provisions of the Hydrocarbons Law Of similar quality. 
(No. 17319), promulgated on June 24, Surface taxes during the exploration 
reversed the oil policy of the previous Period will rise from about $1.40 to $4 per 
Government. The new law reaffirmed the square kilometer, with a much higher rate 

absolute and inalienable rights of the state during a 5-year extension. A royalty of 12 
over all hydrocarbon deposits in national Percent will be collected on production of 
territories as well as the right to control ll or gas, but may be reduced to 5 percent 
exploitation and marketing of production, depending on productibility, conditions, 
but it authorizes concessions to private nd location of the well. Income tax is 
firms and recognizes concessions made to established at 55 percent of net profit, after 
foreign companies in the past. The former deducting royalty, provincial and_ local 
Government monopolies, YPF and Gas del taxes, and surface taxes during the explo-
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ration term. As an incentive to encourage concessions in these three areas. An an- 

bidding, companies receiving permits and nouncement of concession awards was ex- 
concessions by yearend 1968 will benefit pected early in 1968. | 
from a reduced tax rate of 47 percent for The last remaining disputes arising from 
the first 10 years if operating offshore or the annulment of petroleum contracts with 
50 percent if operating onshore hydrocar- private companies in 1963 were formally 
bon deposits. settled in April 1967. Pan American Ar- 

The first concessions to be offered under  gentina Oil Co. (Standard of Indiana) 
the new law were submitted for private agreed to a settlement of $59 million, to be 
bidding at the end of August. These in- paid over a period of 9 years, in payment 

cluded an offshore area of 40,000 square for crude oil delivered to but -not paid for 
kilometers east of Bahia Blanca ; an off- by YCF. In addition, Pan American was 

shore area of 39,350 square kilometers east to continue its Argentine operations under 

and south of Bahia Samborombon, about a revised contract. Argentina Cities Serv- 
200 kilometers southeast of Buenos Aires; | 

. ice Development Co. settled for a sum of 
and a contiguous onshore area of 18,700 ao . oe 

square kilometers in the Rio Salado region $14 million, to be paid over a period of 
of the Province of Buenos Aires. In No- ‘4 years, for crude oil previously delivered 
vember, the Government received nine bids, to YCF, and will also continue operations 
representing 14 different companies, for under a new contract. 

Table 5.—Argentina: Production of crude oil and natural gas by Province 
eee 

Crude oil Natural gas } 
Province (thousand barrels) (million cubic feet) 

1965 1966 1967 © 1965 1966 1967 
ae 

Santa Cruz..._..._..._---_.__. 84,586 32,130 34,148 94,376 86 , 405 105 , 073 
Mendoza__._..........._-.-_.. 25,421 29,204 34,251 2,820 8,211 3,563 
Chubut_-__...-2 2-22 ee 19,061 17,981 19,499 13 , 726 13,271 15,440 
Rio Negro... -.-_.--_.._____- 5,878 13 ,187 15,797 Le 6,256 ' 9,798 
Salta_._-.. 22.2 5,404 4,737 4,149 90 , 264 85,724 79,315 
Neuquén-___..____.__--_ 2 ee 4,891. 4,229 4,357 16,465 12,847 12,854 
Tierra del Fuego._..._._....... 8,085 3,291 2,474 2,586 2,862 2,376 

Total 2.....____.__...._. 98,276 104,760 114,673 220 , 236 210,576 228 ,419 
oe 

1 Gross withdrawal. Converted from cubic meters at rate of 1 cubic meter equals 35.3145 cubic feet. 
? Data may not add to totals shown because of rounding. . 

Source: Direccién Nacional de Energia y Combustibles. 

YPF accounted for 75.5 percent of total renegotiated contract. Output in 1967 by 
1967 crude production with an output of | Cities Service, the only other major pro- 
86.6 million barrels, an increase of 10.1 ducer (13.8 percent), decreased 9.2 per- 
million barrels over 1966 output which was cent as a result of normal depletion of the 
attributed largely to higher yields by fields company’s fields in Mendoza. 

in Mendoza Province. YPF production re- The YPF’s 1967 drilling program called 
mained fairly steady during the first 9 for 472 development wells and 141 explor- 
months, averaging about 232,000 barrels atory wells. In its renegotiated contract 
per day, but began to increase during the with YPF, Pan American agreed to drill at 
fourth quarter and attained a daily average _least 150 wells in its contract area over the 
of 259,000 barrels during December. Pan next 4 years provided suitable locations 
American increased production from an became available. Cities Service made a 
average of about 22,600 barrels per day commitment to drill 60 wells in a 3-year 
during the first quarter to about 32,700 period. Only a few contractor wells were 
barrels during the last 6 months. Pan Am- drilled in 1967. Preliminary data indicated 
erican’s increased output, representing 9.1 that drilling during 1967 totaled about 
percent of total 1967 production, came 1.15 million meters with 610 wells being 
mainly from exploitation of wells in Chu- completed—-430 oil producers, 45 gas wells, 
but Province that were acquired in April and 135 dry holes. In all, Argentina had 
from YPF under terms of the company’s 7,010 producing oil wells at yearend. Re-
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serves at yearend were estimated at 2,950 runs of 131,142,658 barrels. Runs of do- 
million barrels of crude oil and 8 trillion mestic crude increased by approximately 
cubic feet of natural gas. 8.8 miilion barrels whereas those of im- 

YPF embarked on a secondary recovery ported crude decreased by 7 million bar- 
program following completion of its first _ rels. oe 
secondary recovery studies in 1966. In Sep- YPF, Esso, and Shell all had refinery 
tember, YPF closed contracts with Home- expansion and modernization projects un- 
stake Production Co. and Ryder-Scott Co., derway in 1967. At YPF’s La Plata refin- 
associated with the Argentire firm of ery, cracking and topping capacity was 
Bridas SAPIC, to recondition 170 wells in being enlarged by Japan Gasoline Co., and 
the Sauce and Cerro Bandera fields in Lummus (of France) was providing new 
Neuquén Province. Expected recovery from primary distillation units. YPF also has 

these wells by waterflooding is about 30 plans to build a 200,000-cubic-meter-per- 

million barrels. YPF also has built pilot year lubricating oil plant at La Plata, the 
plants for water injection in the Barrancas largest such facility in South America. Ex- 
field in Mendoza and the Cafadén Leén pansion of YPF’s Lujan de Cuyo refinery 
field in Santa Craz Provinces which were was to be started in 1968, as was the ex- 
studied by Ryder-Scott. In addition, YPF pansion of propane adsorption units at 
concluded contracts with Bolland and Go. Campo Duran. 
for secondary recovery technical studies in Bechtel Corp. of San Francisco will be 
eight oilfields and with Geopetrol of France the principal contractor for the construc- 
for studies in two fields. tion of a new 666-kilometer products pipe- 

At the beginning of 1967, YPF had 22 line from the Lujan de Cuyo plant to 
: seismic crews, two gravimeter crews, five Cédrdoba. This pipeline is linked with the 

geological crews, and eight topographical building of new facilities at the plant to 
crews in the field, all onshore. During the process the highly paraffinic Mendoza 
year, YPF had a’ program under way to crudes. 
convert from seismographic reflection to It was reported that Gas dei Estado 
the magnetic analog system, and a com- plans to extend the southern gas pipeline 
puter unit to assist in handling data was 600 kilometers farther south and was ne- 
installed in Buenos Aires. During 1968, gotiating with Bolivia for the purchase of 
YPF plans to spend about $40 million on substantial quantities of natural gas to , 
exploration’ and drilling activities of its permit full utilization of the northern gas 
own. In addition to drilling, it plans to pipeline from Campo Duran to Buenos 

undertake a gravity survey, seven geologic Aires. The company also was planning to 

| and nine topographic surveys, 22 seismic  hyild a liquids extraction plant near San 

surveys, and an aeromagnetic survey COV’ J orenzo with a natural gas capacity of 5 
ering about 127,000 square kilometers. million cubic meters daily, and a 504,000- 

Total refinery throughput capacity at . ? 
the beginning of 1967 was about 440,300 barrel liquefied-petroleum gas bulk storage 

barrels per day. YPF owned about 60 per- plant near the La Plata refinery along with 

cent of the total and accounted for the additional tanker loading and unloading 
same percentage of the total 1967 refinery facilities on the access canal to Dock Sud. 

a”
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Th t trali e Mineral Industry of Australia 

By Lester G. Morrell * 

The spectacular growth of Australia’s ~ 
mineral industry continued through 1966 . ____Value, million dollars 
and 1967 with value of mineral output Year ; Total, including 

| rising to $701 million? and $794 million, Mine output domestic primary 
respectively. Generally favorable markets me 
and prices have contributed, but this 4963... === ss—(tséi GG 631.3 
growth is primarily credited to Australia’s 1 aan 551.3 746.5 
emergence as an important supplier of 1966..._......... 700.8 970.2 
iron ore, bauxite, and manganese ore. In 1967-------------- 794.3 © 1,055.0 
both years annual increases were recorded —©=——————--—___________ 
In a majority of the 60-odd commodities ° Estimate. 
produced. According to national indicators, 
the value of minerals produced and _ini- In 1966, the most recent year for which 

tially processed during 1966 represented details are available, the 10 leading 
3.6 percent of the gross national product. mineral products accounted for 90 per- 
However, mineral raw materials provide cent of the total value of Australia’s 
the base for a wide range of manufactur- mineral output. In descending order the 
ing and related secondary industries. list included the following, with value in 

The Australian Bureau of Mineral million U.S. dollars: Black (bituminous 
Resources, has pointed out Australia’s full and subbituminous) coal 169.5, copper in 
self-sufficiency in 27 of the 37 principal ores and concentrates 97.2, construction 
mineral products regarded as essential to materials 93.5, lead in ores and concen- 
the country’s needs.? Major dependence trates 86.2, iron ore 46.3, zinc in ores and 
upon foreign supplies is confined to petrol- concentrates 36.8, beach sands (including 
eum, certain fertilizer materials, chromite, rutile, zircon and ilmentite) 33.6, gold 
nickel, and several nonmetallics. With a 29.6, brown coal 22.5, and tin in concen- 
limited, but steadily increasing domestic trates 16.0. The value added through 
market, value of mineral product exports primary treatment was estimated at $269.3 
have totaled more than half the value of million in 1966, of which iron and steel 
minerals produced since 1965. Also since making accounted for $147.1 million, 
1965, the balance of minerals trade has alumina and aluminum $40.9 million, and 
reversed to “favorable” status. Existing base metals (copper, lead, zinc, and tin) 
long-range contracts with Japanese and smelting and refining $81.3 million. 
other consumer markets justify anticipated Exclusive of operations employing fewer 
further increases in mineral exports to than four persons, 900 mines and quarries 
values in excess of $1 billion annually, with were operated during 1966, including 161 
corresponding benefits to foreign exchange = ——-————_—- 
earnings, by the mid-1970’s. 1 Chief_area specialist, North America-South 

The value of mineral output and value PAYS Division of International, Activities 
of mineral industry products, including converted from Australian dollars (A$) to U.S. 

primary processing and byproducts, for “3 Bureau ‘of Minetel Resouvecs, Geology and 
recent years, is shown jin the following Geophysics. Australian Mineral Industry, 1966 
tabulation: Review. Canberra, A.C.T., Australia, 1967, pp. 

312. 
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metal mines, 162 coal mines, 149 non- missioned in March 196/7, and in May the 

metal operations, and 428 construction company announced plans to raise capacity 

material quarries. The mines and quarrying 50 percent by late 1968. To meet the raw 

industry, exclusive of operations with less material requirement of this plant, annual 

than four employees, employed 47,777 bauxite production capacity at Weipa was 

persons and salaries and wages paid to raised to 3 million tons early in 1967. Con- 

workers totaled A$169.6 million. During struction was started on the Alcan Australia 

the past 5 years, trends have been to fewer Ltd. aluminum smelter at Kurri Kurri, 

mines (951 in 1962), more employees (45,- New South Wales, and concessions to 

995 in 1962) and substantially greater exploit extensive bauxite deposits on the 

payrolls (A$119.4 million in 1962). Gove Peninsula were finalized during the 

Reflecting mine and quarry expansion year. In Western Australia, capacities of 

and modernization, expenditures on addi- the Alcoa of Australia bauxite mines at 

tions and replacements to fixed assets as Jarrahdale and the alumina plant at Kwin- 

summarized by the Commonwealth Statist- ana were vitrually doubled during 1966-67 

ician’ totaled $165.7 million in 1966, in a first phase of expansion to 830,000 

compared with $121.2 million in 1965 tons alumina annually by late 1969. 

and $86.5 million in 1964. In each year Following an energetic development pro- 

metal mining facilities were the principal gram, Western Mining Corporation Ltd. 

recipient (55 to 60 percent) with about commenced nickel concentrate production 

one-third going to coal mining. Expendi- at Kambalda, Western Australia, in June 

tures by private enterprise on petroleum 1967. This venture’s success generated a 

exploration and development in 1966 rush to acquire leases in nearby areas and 

totaled $65.8 million, compared with $62.6 a nationwide search for nickel. 

million in 1965 and $43.9 million in 1964. Manganese ore export controls were 

Commonwealth Government financial as- lifted in January 1966, and Western 

: sistance to the minerals industry distributed Australia producers promptly negotiated 

by industrial sector, has been as follows: contracts with Japan and increased produc- 
tion. Later in 1966, manganese ore ship- 

Value, thousand dollars ments from deposits on Groote Eylandt 
—____________—_—_ were started by Broken Hill Proprietary 

1965 19661967 Co. Ltd. : 

Petroleum exploration !. 11,663 11,374 11,549 _The long; nationwide search for an In- 
Gold mining ?_._...... 2.223 4,238 4/322 digenous phosphate rock supply was re- 

Sulfuric acid pro- 23 1 warded in 1966 with the discovery of hun- 

Phosphate fertilizer tit 96 1,566 = 1,548 dreds of millions of tons near Duchess, 

production 4......... 25,818 28,916 28,609 northwestern Queensland, by Broken 

Total........... 41,600 46,094 46,023 Hill South Ltd. 
Developments in oil and gas moved 

1 Petroleum Search Subsidy Act. ahead rapidly during 1966-67. Highlights 

* Gold Mining Industry Assistance Act. were first oil production from Barrow 
Sulfuric Acid Bounty Act. : : 

+ Phosphate fertilizers Bounty Act. Island, Western Australia, discovery of 

7 gasfields at Marlin, Victoria; Momba, 

Many important developments during South Australia; and Dongara, Western 

1966 and 1967 marked these as out- Australia. Interest in offshore areas was 

standing years in Australia’s mineral in- evidenced by five units operating by mid- 

dustry. In fulfillment of long-term con- 1967 in coastal waters. Drilling on the 

tracts with Japanese steel mills, three com- Gippsland Shelf, off southeast Victoria, has 

panies, Western Mining Corporation, considerably increased oil and gas reserves 

Goldsworthy Mining Pty. Ltd., and Hamer- in that area and contracts have been let 

sley Tron Pty. Ltd., commenced iron ore for gas pipelines to Melbourne. 

shipments from newly developed deposits in __ 
Western Australia early in 1966. The 600,- 4 Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Sta- 

000-ton-per-year alumina plant of Queens- tistics. Statistical Bulletin: Mining and Quar- 

land Alumina Ltd., at Gladstone, was com- Bie on 1. 1966, Canberra, Australis, July
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PRODUCTION 

Preliminary figures for 1967 indicate mineral products. The opening of new 
continued growth in both value and volume iron ore, bauxi te, manganese, and nickel 
of Australia’s mineral production. Esti- mines enabled Western Australia, with 20.3 
mates by the Commonwealth Government percent of the total, to displace Queens- 
showed metallic mineral output valued at land as the second-ranked state. In spite 
$433 million. Nonmetallic and construc- of increased production of coal for export 
tion materials production was valued at and the new bauxite and alumina develop- 
$134 million while fuels output was $227 ments, Queensland’s share fell to 19.2 
million. percent. Victoria in 1967 accounted for 

Geographically, New South Wales kept 8.0 percent, South Australia 5.7 percent, 
its lead as the chief mining state with Tasmania 5.3 percent, and Northern 
38.7 percent of the nation’s total value of Territory 2.8 percent of the national total. 

Table 1.—Australia: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
eee 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite_...__. 2 ee 359,891 * 796,482 71,186,412 1,827,123 4,236,076 
Alumina_....-_- 22 47,094 160 , 659 202 , 446 306 , 970 854,420 
Refined metal______..._.__._____. 41,925 80 , 008 87, 765 91,863 92 ,395 

Antimony (in antimony and lead 
concentrates)..........-.----_- __- r1,023 ?1,134 959 987 e 900 

Beryl______ 22-2 eee. 112 113 40 53 42 Bismuth (in ore)._..__...__kilograms_..  ________. oe. 825 _ oul . Cadmium, refined metal__.____________ 494 502 t 524 526 524 Chromite._.___-________-___=____ Le 163 73 i; 
Cobalt (in zinc concentrate)______..___. 87 74 91 97 e100 
Columbium and tantalum concentrate_. 14. 15 r12 5 23 
Copper: 

Ore and concentrate (content) ____-_ 114,780 105,720 r 91,839 111,014 89,075 
Blister (primary)___.__.__._.____. 89,912 81,882 74,592 91,939 74,506 
Refined (primary)_.________._____ 87,497 ‘81,199 60,918 91,404 67,090 

Gold_____.-___...__...._troy ounces._ 1,023,970 963,884 *877,643 915,797 672 ,171 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore__..._._.._thousand tons__ 5,603 5,759 6,803 11,608 18,814 
Pig iron_______._.___._.___do____ 3,688 ©3,993 ¥4,251 4,743 5,057 

_ Ferroalloys: ! 
Ferrochromium, high carbon___ 1,112 2,480 1,358 1,781 NA . 
Ferromanganese and silico- 

manganese___.__-______.____ 38 , 937 r 47,997 56,901 56,335 NA 
Ferrosilicon..._..__._.______. 8,334 5,095 4,475 4,476 NA 

Steel ingots and castings 
thousand tons__ 4,653 ™ 5,047 r 5,462 5,890 6,201 

L ote! semimanufactures 1__._do____ 2,869 3,606 r 4,615 4,607 NA 
ead: 

Ore and concentrate (content) ____- 416,876 380, 872 367 , 949 370,789 378,195 
Refined (primary) -__________._____ 228 ,210 206,360 196 , 409 196 ,228 194,030 
Bullion, for export____.__.._______ 81,956 79,561 67,981 75,487 97,111 

Manganese ore, all grades____________. 36 ,640 62 , 090 103 ,557 282 , 462 e 550, 000 
Molybdenum, in ore and concentrate. __ 6 _______.. 12 2 LLL Le. 
Monazite concentrate_____.____________ r2,096 2,013 r 2,342 2,007 2,638 
Nickel, in ore and concentrate__.___...  __.-.---_) _-e---__-.) Lee eee € 1,000 
Platinum._.______._..___troy ounces. _ a 13 NA 
Selenium (in refinery slimes) ¢ 

kilograms_- 1,590 1,590 2,380 2,000 NA 
Silver: 

Ore and concentrate (content) 
thousand troy ounces__ 19,642 18,427 ™17,281 18,876 19,765 

Refined._.._.__..____._.._do____ 8,887 9,258 r 8,696 8, 864 9,771 
Tellurium (in refinery slimes)°¢ 

kilograms_. 900 1,600 1-2. LLL LLL. NA 
Tin: 

Ore and concentrate (content) 
long tons__ 2,860 3,642 r 3,849 4,383 5,379 

Smelter_.........____..___do____ 2,626 3,021 r3,179 3,640 3,594 
Titanium concentrates: 

Ilmenite_.....__....--..-._._._..  °204,765 308,501 * 448,113 521,249 547,723 
Rutile.._.-. eee 186 ,201 185,298 *220,818 251,472 279 ,377 

Tungsten ore and concentrate (W 
content) _..._-___._--.--- ee 774 802 948 1,053 956 

Uranium oxide (U30s) ¢..__......--.--- 1,100 ® 335 335 300 300 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Australia: Production of mineral commodities—Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ne 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

a 

Metals—Continued 
Zine: 

Ore and concentrate (content)___-_- 357,111 350,131 * 354,886 375 , 262 404,408 
Smelter...__._---.--.----------- 182 , 662 188,509 202 ,182 197 ,530 197 ,593 

Zirconium concentrate_—-.__-_-----.-- 187,797 187,037 * 230,504 248 ,078 297 ,031 
Nonmetals: 

Asbestos: 
Chrysotile, fibre and fines_.._-___- 748 r1,602 r1,063 569 534 
Crocidolite. .-.......-----.------ 11,385 ™10,785 9,428 11,642 __.______- 

Barite___......_.__------------------ 8,352 12,499 r12,168 13 ,943 14,530 
Cement. .-------------thousand tons__ 3,119 3,626 3, 802 3,674 3,817 

ays: 
Bentonite and bentonite clay _-_---__ 1,555 1,015 r 1,220 852 NA 
Brick clay and shale 

thousand tons_- 4,622 5,164 r5,137 - §,478 NA 
Cement clay and shale_____.do___-_ 234 282 1257 239 NA 
Damourite clay__-.-.------------ 500 576 685 624 NA 
Fire clay____.._...thousand tons__ 208 225 237 291 NA 
Kaolin and ball clay______..do___- 45 46 62 51 NA 
Stoneware and tile clay_._..do___- 423 494 t 443 440 NA 
Other_______._._..-.-.----do____ 96 12 24 26 NA 

Diatomite.____._.___..-.---.-------- 5,927 8,872 r 7,070 7,228 e3,700 
Feldspar__---_-.-_-.-_-.------------ 8,984 9,157 8, 864 7,376 e 5,000 
Fertilizer materials: Phosphate rock-_-_-- 5,004 5,780 4,592 5,807 e 12,000 
Fluorspar__....-------.-------------- 15 rT 50 ' 45 30 _...-.---- 
Fuller’s earth__.._.._.___..---------- 276 162 90 ___.__--- NA 
Gem stones ¢._.__.__value, thousands- - $2 , 922 $3 , 469. $4,404 $4,653 NA 
Gypsum.........._..___-------------- 1698,350 * 799,126 846, 898 813 , 026 787,000 
Lime 2________._---.---------.~------ 106 , 283 102 ,872 161,201 151, 902 NA 
Lithium minerals 3___.__.__.-.----1--. 438 264 315 1,009 678 
Magnesite_____..__-._.__-.------.--- 57, 860 31,752 * 26,785 19,870 e 22,000 
Pyrites, including cupreous pyrites.----- 197,158 223 ,610 207 , 285 249 , 946 © 270,000 
Salt________...___...-thousand tons_- 591 554 665 655 NA 
Tale and soapstone__.____._---.------ 14,167 r17,033 r 19,695 21,710 € 19,000 

Mineral fuels: : . 
Coal: 

Bituminous 1___.._.thousand tons__- 25,255 © 27,841 31,937 33 , 869 35,267 
C coteaite (brown coai)._..___.do___- 18,753 19,340 r 20,090 22,135 23 , 762 

oke: 
High-temperature_____._._..do__-- 2,896 3,092 3,096 3,235 3,651 
Low-temperature §___._._..------ r 809 r 779 r 749 € 650 NA 

Fuel briquets_-____..___.__.-.--do__--_ 1,917 1,885 1,935 1,889 1,873 
Naturai gas.__..._._million cubic feet__ 96 106 144 143 152 
Petroleum: 

Crude__thousand 42-gallon barrels.. _.__----- 1,491 2,622 3,390 7,594 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline______._.___--do_..._ 35,089 40,809 43,901 46,704 52,826 
Kerosine and jet fuels__.do____ 3,673 4,459 4,224 5,778 7,232 
Distillate fuel oil.._._._.do____ 20,369 19,549 20,095 22,041 25,844 
Residual fuel oil____....do.___ 32,151 33 ,493 34,580 37,929 40 , 737 
Lubricants___.__.___..do___- 551 1,400 1,805 1,868 2,291 
Other products_______..do___. 4,767 5, 3866 7,523 8,648 8,591 
Refinery fuel and loss__.do-____ 9,435 9,809 11,441 12,373 13,415 

Total_________._._.-do____ 106 ,035 114,885 123 , 569 135,341 150 , 936 

ne 

e¢ Estimate. P Preliminary. t Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Ferroalloys and steel semimanufactures are reported for fiscal years ending N ovember 30. 
2 Year ended June 30 of year stated. 
s’Petalite, amblygonite, and spodumene. 
4 Taeludes semianthracite and subbituminous. 
5 Includes coke breeze. 

TRADE 

Mineral commodities*® accounted for 17 counted for 2.5 percent, and fuels con- 
‘percent of total Australian merchandise _ stituted 19.3 percent. Leading export items 

exports and 14.6 percent of total imports and their value in millions of U.S. dollars 
recorded during the 1965-66 Australian were as follows: Lead (bullion and refined) 
fiscal year. Mineral commodity exports $74.2, coal $70.7, steel semimanufactures 
were valued at $490.2 million in 1965-66. $64.4, beach sand products (ilmenite, 

Metallic minerals and metals mace up Jy cudes commodities listed in tables 2 and 
78.2 percent of the total; nonmetals ac- 3.
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rutile, zircon) $32.6, copper (blister and respectively. Principal items and values in 
refined) $30.8, zinc $30.2, and gold $27.0. millions of U.S. dollars were crude petro- 

The value of mineral commodity imports leum $222.8, steel semimanufactures $88,1, 
in the same period totaled $475 million, refined petroleum products $56.8, fertilizer 

of which metallics, nonmetals and fuels materials $32.8, sulfur $10.3, asbestos $7.1, 
comprised 25.9, 14.2, and 59.9 percent, and ferroalloys $6.8. 

Table 2.—Australia: Exports of mineral commodities ! | 

, (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1964-65 1965-66 Principal destinations, 1965-66 

Metals: 
Aluminum: : 

Bauxite_._.___.-_._--..---------- 518,144 — ._. 22 
Serap._______.._---------------- 598 1,512 Japan 910; United States 220; West 

Germany 219. 
Unwrought__._...._------------- 22,813 19,079 United States 7,710; United Kingdom 

_ 4,019; Netherlands 2,585. 
Semimanufactures________..-_----- 643 _ 2,879 Canada 1,166; United Kingdom 341; 

. - New Zealand 251. 
Beryllium ore and concentrate. -____..- 87 62 All to United States. 
Cadmiun, refined metal ?____-_..-._--- 380 503 United Kingdom 217; United States 

Copper: | . 
Ore and concentrate, gross weight_. 46,611 42,634 Japan 42,475. 
Blister, cement, etce______-..__--_-- 169 5,638 All to Japan. 
Serap______._.-----------_-----.- 905. 2,646 Japan 1,083; West Germany. 560. 
Ingots, blocks, billets #__.....____- 2,171. 26,844 Netherlands 10,265; United Kingdom 

6,320; United States 4,963. 
Semimanufactures____.-._-------- 3,304 16,535 New Zealand 5,514; West Germany 

—— 3,391; United States 2,635. 
Pipe, tubes, and wire._--.....-.-- 1,369 2,984 New Zealand 1,527; West Germany - 

, 497; Netherlands 341. 
Gold: . - 

Ore and concentrate, troy ounces... '50,588 83,5383 NA. 
content.4  . 

Crude bullion, content. ___._do___-_ 157 1 NA. 
Mint bullion_..._._._._.....do____ 576,575 768,702 All to Hong Kong. 
Sheet, strip, dust_____.__._.do____ 8,274 9,625 New Zealand 8,467. 

Iron and steel: a 
Iron ore and concentrate__..._..-. 98,202 343,279 Japan 333,735. oF 
Iron. pyrites and cinder_...-.-.-.-- 75,098 71,195 Japan 57,135; Taiwan 14,060. 
Serap__.____ eee --_-_-- 374,404 269,314 Japan 240,699: Taiwan 17,309. 
Pig iron_...._-.....------.------ 60,672 50,630 New Zealand 7,201; United States 

5,663; West Germany 5,599. . 
Steel ingots, blooms, slabs, ete--._..  °5,953 82,040 Spain 30,763; Phillippines 16,938; 

Hong Kong 11,655. - 
Steel semimanufactures........... 347,979 482 , 667 New Zealand 222,897; United States 

Lead: - 
Ore and concentrate, gross weight._ 103,569 120,151 United States 46,584; Japan 32,900; 

. Belgium-Luxembourg 23,741. 
Refined, unwrought_....-..-...-. 153,637 162,374 United Kingdom 78,361; United 

States 46,154. 
Bullion, lead and silver-lead__..... 59,156 90 ,551 United, Kingdom 67,735; Netherlands 

Semimanufactures________..._--_-- 5,570 5,563 New Zealand 3,141; Japan 835; 
Philippines 635. 

Manganese ore.______..-..._.-----.-. 55,615 70,139 Japan 63,253. . . 
Monazite concentrate.____._____._-_-- 2,172 2,369 United States 1,300; France 437; 

West Germany 354. 
Platinum-group metals: 

Ore and concentrate *, kilograms__ ‘' 21,2382 7,277 United Kingdom 4,487; undisclosed 
gross weight. 2,770. 

Platinum metals 3__._troy ounces__ 1,262 1,538 Hong Kong 927; United Kingdom 366. 
Silver: 

Ore, con- thousand troy ounces. - 8,305 NA 
centrate, crude bullion, 
content 4. 

Mint bullion_..____._.--.--do__.- 1,367 247 All to United Kingdom. 
Sheet, strip, dust.......-..-do___- 92 178 New Zealand 165. 

Tantalite-columbite concentrate-. - ---_-- 48 7 United States 4; Netherlands 2; 
Ti United Kingdom 1. 

n: 
Ore and concentrate, long tons_- 1,254 2,019 United Kingdom 1,756. 

gross weight. 
Unwrought...__.._-..-----do__-_- 39 15 Undisclosed 8; New Zealand 6. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Australia: Exports of mineral commodities }-—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1964-65 1965-66 Principal destinations, 1965-66 

Metals—Continued 
Titanium concentrates: 

Iimenite, minimum 45 percent 280 ,316 395,545 United Kingdom 206,431; United 
TiO.n States 82,448. 

Rutile, minimum 90 percent 245,548 238,116 United States 132,638; Japan 
TiO. 20,492. 

Tungsten concentrates: 
Scheelite.__.........---.-----.-- 1,753 1,321 West Germany 529; United Kingdom 

230: Japan 188. 
Wolframite-_--.----------------- 367 569 United States 325; United Kingdom 

Zine: 
Ore and concentrate, gross weight... 206,317 247, 756 United Hingdom 177,511; Japan 

: e 0 ° 

{ngots, blocks, slabs, ete_..._...__- 86,016 100,774 United Kingdom 21,704; India 16,487 
: United States 15,305. 

- Semimanufactures._._..._.....--- 2,228 891 Philippines 501; New Zealand 217. 
Other forms_.--.---------------- 185 225 New Zealand 65; Japan 61. 

Zircon concentrate, minimum 30 216,382 224,541 United States 51,487; United 
percent ZrSiO.. Kingdom 39,153; France 33,740. 

Nonmetals: 7 
Abrasives: 

Industrial diamond 3__.._._carats..- 70,573 44,159 United Kingdom 35,892. 
Other natural abrasives. _._._._.__ 82 104 Undisclosed 58; New Zealand 46. 

Asbestos, crude and fibre §.._-._______. 6 , 567 3,983 Malaysia 896; Japan 581; Singapore 

Cement, construction types___._.------ 3,956 2,738 Nauru 1,394; Christmas Island 789. 
. Clay, fire, sillimanite and others_...._ -- 1,990 2,949 United Kingdom 1,145; Japan 1,094. 

Gem stones: . 
Diamond 3______.________carats__ 3,006. 2,334 New Zealand 926; Belgium-Luxem- 

- bourg 679; United Kingdom 501. 
Opal 3._.__....__value, thousands... $5,551 $6,856 Japan $3,223; United States $1,214; 

Hong Kong $1,214. 
Other, cameo, intaglio_.....do__-_. $430 $979 United Kingdom $452; France $170. 

Graphite. __....... ~~ eee 20 22 NA. 
Gypsum.___.__...-_._--.-_-_.---_-.--. 169,228 187,409 New Zealand 107,323; Malaysia 

. 29,204; Taiwan 28,128. 
Magnesite.____._._.__----_ Lee 2,614 2,306 United States 970; New Zealand 426. 
Mica, crude___:_._-.--._-_------------- 33 29 NA. 
Salt__..2 2-2-2 eee eee )=—118, 468 102,936 Japan 83,603; New Zealand 12,941. 
Stone, construction__value, thousands. - $13 $35 Undisclosed $26; New Zealand $9. 
Tale and steatite_.______._._._-._- __-- 5,135 9,992 Netherlands 4,818; Sweden 2,162. 

Mineral fuels: - 
Coal_......__..._..__..thousand tons_- 6,160 7,777 Japan 7.315; New Caledonia 240. 
Coke and semi-coke........._.-.....-. 108,463 112 ,202 New aledonia 99,840; Philippines 

Petroleum refinery products: . 
Gaso- thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 483 454 New Zealand 283; Philippines 137. 

ine, total. 
Kerosine and jet fuel...__..do___- 507 594 New Zealand 341; Fiji 222. 
Distillate fuel oil.._._.__...do___- 1,891 1,366 Singapore 503; New Zealand 292; 

Mozambique 231. 
Residual fuel oil......._._..do___- 5,369 3,839 Singapore 1,316; New Caledonia 

1,073; Japan 910. 
Lubricants.._._........_..do___. 461 443. New Zealand 241; South Africa 143. 
Other products..__.........do___. 98 108 New Zealand 87. 

NA Not available. 
1 Periods shown are fiscal years July 1 to June 30. 
2 Data not available on quantities of cadmium exported in lead and zinc concentrates. 
3 Includes reexports. 
4 Quantities given are for 1964 and 1965 calendar years, respectively. 
5 Mostly crocidolite.
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- able 3.—Australia: Imports of mineral commodities ! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1964-65 1965-66 Principal sources, 1965-66 

Metals: 
Aluminum: " 

Serap, includes alloys. ..._.______- 1,001 996 N ew Zealand 328; Canada 199; Fiji 

Pigs, ingots, blocks, ete. ....____-- 331 396 United Kingdom 195; United States 

Semimanufactures ?_.......______- 1,602 3,465 United Kingdom 1,553; United States 

Pipe, tubes, powder, wire 2... ___- 1,243 381 West Germany 104; United Kingdom 
96; United States 52. 

Antimony: 
Ore and concentrate, gross weight__ 21 elle lee 
Metal_________. eee 255 189 Mainland China 182. 

Bismuth metal___...-___..-.-.-.------ 11 8 United Kingdom 5; Japan 2; Mexico 1. 
Chrome ore and concentrate_.-._..._... 29,388 12,233 Rhodesia, Southern 7,122. 
Cobalt and cobalt base alloys..._.-__.- 51 53 Zambia 33; Belgium-Luxembeurg 9; 

Congo (Kinshasa) 6. 
Copper: 

Ore and concentrate_-__-.___----- 10 932 Canada 924. . 
Scrap___._-_._-..--_- eee 534 143 Papua-New Guinea 84; Solomon 

. ve Islands 46. — 
Ingots, blocks, billets...-.......-.. 18,621 935 United States 925. 
Semimanufactures 2___..__...--.-- 2,449 1,392 United Kingdom 506; undisclosed 886. 

G ane tubes, powder, wire.______. -- 506 920 Japan 408; United Kingdom 309. 
old: . 

Ore and cencentrate, gross weight...  -_____- 6 All from Fiji. 
Crude bullion, gold troy ounces._ 128,778 147,016 Fiji 107,049; Papua-New Guinea 

content 2. 39,659. 
Refined bullion.............do_._- 1,032 50,7382 West Germany 47,355. 

Iron and steel: _ 
Ore and concentrate, includes. 281 , 950 288,315 New Caledonia 288,112. 

pyritic materials. 
Serap._.._..-....----------_---- 535 1 NA. 

_ Ferroalloys: 
Ferrochromium. -.-__...-_.-- 3,358 3,259 Rhodesia, Southern 1,174; Sweden 

624; Japan 559. 
Ferromanganese ?___.__.___-.- 9,728 11,866 Republic of South Africa 9,191; Japan 

Ferromolybdenum..-_._____--- 185 248 Belgium-Luxembourg 97; United 
tates 91. oo 

Ferrosilicon.............----. | 8,727 10,5384 Norway 5,044; Republic of South 
Africa 4,682. | . 

Ferronickel.__...._.._...._-- 1,378 1,097 New Caledonia 1,057. 
Other__.__-__.- 2 - eee 1,927 1,599 Rhodesia, Southern 605; Republic of 

South Africa 294; Japan 222. 
Ingots, blceoms, ete ?_............. 57,339 6,422 Japan 5,318; United Kingdom 735. 
Semimanufac- value, thousands... $104,689 $69,716 Japan $31.984; United Kingdom 

tures 2 rolled or $18.216. 
. drawn. 

Pipes, tubes, castings and do____ NA $18,352 Japan $5,856; United Kingdom . 
forgings. . $5,528; United States $2,565. 

Lead and lead base alloys 2, includes 447 72 United Kingdom 20; United States 
semimanufactured forms and pipe. 14. 

Magnesium and magnesium base alloys_ 463 900 United States 385; Canada 254; 
Norway 206. 

Molybdenum and vanadium ores and 5 22 United States 18. 
concentrates. 

Manganese ore: . 
Battery grade...__._._.__..__ .-. 8 1,296 Ghana 996; mainland China 300. 
Metallurgical grade.........._..... 74,509 33,596 New Hebrides 16,257; Republic of 

South Africa 14,949. 
Mereury- ...._----.-.76-pound flasks _ _ 2,681 1,345 Spain 683; Mexico 160. 

ickel: 
Matte and other crude forms. —--__ 1,432 463 Canada 434. 
Pigs, ingots, granulated.__..._._.- 1,272 987 United Kingdom 429; Canada 437; 

. Norway 121. 
Bars, rods, anodes, powder 2_______ 568 587 Canada 408; United Kingdom 117. 

Platinum-group metals ?___troy ounces- 3,792 17,839 United Kingdom 17,684. 
Silicon metal______._value, thousands. - $217 $159 Japan $131; Sweden $20. 

ilver: 
Crude bullion, silver troy ounces_. 89,417 88,374 Fiji 61,299; United Kingdom 24,9388. 

content. 
Refined bullion_...........do___- 2,807 10,310 All from New Zealand. 

Tin and tin hase alloys______long tons-- 1,788 511 Malaysia 447; mainland China 60. 
Tungsten and tungsten base alloys_-_.___ 31 18 United Kingdom 6; Canada 6; France 

Zine: 
Ore and concentrate____._.___.... NA 5,165 All from Iran. 
Zine and zinc base alloys. ___.___-- 278 142 United Kingdom 108. 
Zirconium ore and concentrate. _-- NA 8 NA. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Australia: Imports of mineral commodities |—Continued 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1964-65 1965—66 Principal sources, 1965-66 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives: 

Industrial diamond_..__.__carats._._ 416,080 445,597 Republic of South Africa 263,478; 
. . i United Kingdom 79,005; United 
a States 59,330. 
Pumice and tripoli_........____.-- 1,573. 1,145 United States 506; New Zealand 488. 
Garnet________-_-----_---------- 130 94 United States 74. | 
Flintstone and pebbles._._..____-_ 1,545 356 NA. . 

Arsenic trioxide. _..._._._--__-.------ 1,757 1,217 Sweden 819; France 312. 
Asbestos: . , 

; Chrysotile.__...._....----.-.-.-. 31,3858 ' 36,960 Canada 36,341; Republic of South 
. so , . - Africa 402. 

_ Amosite___._...----------------- 7,756 9,296 Republic of South Africa 8,302; 
ee Canada 680. 

Other____________--_-__-._---_-- 2,582 2,405 Canada 1,944; United Kingdom 379. 
Barite, ground and unground_ --_-~_-- ~~ 2,243 1,450 Mainland China 850; United States 

Boron minerals, crude and concentrate __ 1,313 1,900 United States 1,899. 
Cement, construction types 2._._...._... 62,480 69,110 Taiwan 21,603; United Kingdom 
Loe an . 20,492; Japan 18,675. 

Clays: a 
‘China, kaolin, pottery............. 20,924 27,397 United Kingdom 20,606; United 

States 6.710. a 
Fire and ball_..._._-_-..222 eee 8,101 7,814 United States 3,439; United Kingdom 

. . . 2.264 Republic of South Africa 
, 9 . . 

Bentonite____._..__...-.._...... 15,191 16,031 United States 15,474. — 
Other 2......-_-_-.-------.-----. 12,985 8,765 United States 8,185. 

Cryolite, natural and synthetic_______-- 3,532 186 All from Denmark. 
Diatomite and other earths.._____._..- 5, 882 - §,109 United States 5,043. 
Fertilizer materials: 
_ . Nitrogenous: . 

Sodium nitrate natural__-.____- 1,176 5,810 Chile 5,784. 
. Manufactured nitrogenous 84,305 68,360 Canada 25,886; United States 14,257; 

fertilizers. Belgium-Luxembourg 7,954. 
Phosphatiec: . 

Phosphate thousand tons. 2,558 2,840 United States 826; Christmas Island 
rock. 798; Nauru 747. 

' Other manufactured NA © 270 Japan 244. 
phosphatic materials. 

_Potassic: 
- Potassic salts, natural_..-..... -.-.--- 18 NA. 
Manufactured _potassic 110,773 109,868 United States 83,477; France 11,645. 

materials. ss . —_ 
Other and mixed fertilizers 2._..... 42,198 16,488 West Germany 10,266; United States 

Flurospar_..._..._..------.----------- 8,565 15,778 United Kingdom 6,342; Republic of 
. . | South Africa 4,769; mainland China 

3,552. 
Gem stones: 

Gem diamond_.._.._._._...carats.. 35,2387 31,747 Republic of South Africa 11,326; 
So Belgium-Luxembourg 9,938; 

. : _ Israel 4,235. 
Pearls and other value, thousands__ NA $1,457 Japan $566; India $234. 

precious and semi- . 
precious. 

Cameos_.-----------------do_.._. $1,465 NA a 
Gypsum, crude and calcined_-_-..._---- NA 864 United Kingdom 419; United States 

Graphite: 
Colloidal. _._...--_..------------ 95 25 United Kingdom 20. 
Flake_____.___..---._-_-_-------- 477 166 NA. 
Crystalline_.._-___________-._---- 176 186 Ceylon 116. . 
Amorphous.____._.-----_--_------ 820 878 Ceylon 333; mainland China 246, 

Iodine, crude__________._.___- _---_-- 4 9 Japan 8s. | 
Iron oxide pigments ?______.__..------ 6,328 8,613 West Germany 3,442; Spain 2,084. 
Kyanite.____________.___.__L-_--..--- 1,805 978 India 644; United States 333. 
Limestone_____..___.--..-.-_--------- NA 198,851 Japan 198,846. 
Lithopone____...._..__-------------- 1,161 942 United Kingdom 357; West Germany 

285; Netherlands 204. 
Magnesite, crude, calcined and fused_._-. 42,342 22,378 Japan 9,652; United States 7,566; 

India 4,991. . 
Mica: 

Block or sheet__--_....-.__------ 44 34 India 30. 
Splittings._..........---.-------- 143 101 India 96. 
Ground and scrap_-__.._.__.-.--- 1,042 725 Republic of South Africa 349; India 

193; United Kingdom 108. 
Phosphorus. ..._.-.-.---.------------ 887 444 United Kingdom 433. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Australia: Imports of mineral commodities |—Continued .— 

| (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) , 

Commodity 1964-65 1965-66 Principal sources, 1965-66 

Nonmetals—Continued . . . . se 
Quartz and quartzite_.......__..-__-_- 44 584 NA. 
Salt..--.--.-- 2-2 ee eee 6,673 7,205 United Kingdom 6,105. 

’ Sillimanite__....-._.-._- 2-2 Lee. 341 1,008 NA. - 
Stone, construction ?_ value, thousands... $562 $493 Italy. $382; Sweden $24. 

_. Sulfur, elemental 2........_......___.. 380,824 410,406 United States 189,243; Canada 
178,787; Mexico 42,258. 

Tale, steatite and chalk__-___________- 2,378 11,547 France 7,005; United Kingdom 
. 2,285; mainland China 1,416. 

Vermiculite..._...2 22-2 eee 2,923 2,585 Republic of South Africa 2,485. 
‘Mineral fuels: , : 

Asphalt, bitumen and pitch: . 
Natural minerals.____.._._...---- 494 — 8,770 Taiwan 2,337; Trinidad and Tobago 

s _ 950; United States 452. 
- Petroleum bitumen-____.-.------- 2,242 193 United Kingdom 149. 

Coal tar and coal tar pitch____..._. 12,257 9,127 United States 8,997. . 
Carbon and carbon black 2__.__._._-_-- 4,056 4,733 United States 2,832; United Kingdom 

. ; 1,860. 
Coal, all types, includes briquets_..._._ 9,429 - 8,656 Republic of South Africa 7,119; 

Co : United States 1,490. 
Coke and semicoke......_....-.------ 52,316 56 , 302 United, States 46,169; West Germany 

, 0, . cos 
Peat__._- eee eee 1,414 2,046 West Germany 1,623; Ireland 254. 
Petroleum: 

Crude._thousand 42-gallon barrels.. 117,986 126,345 Saudi Arabia 16,074; Kuwait 5,786. 
Refinery products: . 

Liquefied 42-gallon barrels. - NA 48 United States 31. 
petroleum gas. 

Gasoline . oo. . oo 
thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 6,635 6,816 Iran 3,787; Aden 1,058. - 

- Kerosine and jet fuel ?..do___- 1,911 — 2,090 Aden, 624; Malaysia 438; Indonesia 

| Distillate fuel oil-._..-.do.... 1,472 ‘1,479 Japan 860; Malaysia 281; Singapore 

Residual fuel oil 2.....-do___- 700 317 Malaysia 143; Singapore 140. 
Lubricants 2.__._._._..do___- 926 506 United States 256; Netherlands 

: . Lot Antilles 124; United Kingdom 68. | 
Petroleum turpentine ._.do__.- 202 50 Iran 23; Malaysia 14; United States 

7. OO 
Other products ?_____..do___- 464 781 Indonesia 342; United States 128. 

NA Not available. | | a 
1 Periods shown are fiscal years, July 1 to June 30. . 
2 Owing to change in commodity classification system, data for 1965-66 do not compare precisely with 

those for previous years. 

| COMMODITY REVIEW | 

METALS west side of Gulf of Carpentaria in North- 

| ‘ . ern Queensland (200 million tons). Two 
use the c omnes ee of these deposits were being exploited in 

Pp ° d ee ne In ve eet Y bo - ‘4S 1967—-Weipa by Commonwealth Alumi- 
wd Te’ "1 966 P "a s se rae 9 a7. th re- num Corporation Ltd., and Darling Ranges 

cuctry’s outstandine recent developments DY Alcoa of Australia Pty. Ltd. 
hav he outs ba vie recen wd canine s The Gove deposits, following extensive 

facilit cen ct ctio © "Since re 9 65 a eee field studies and development program 
bens sie vate th ton. eh tr led and negotiations, were assigned in February 

jum € ou ae t h Ss more od f vurfol d an 1968 to Nabalco Pty. Ltd., a consortium 
a vA uete lia’ 'b nit increas our ° ted of Swiss and Australian companies. Plans 

t ustra 13 5 Billi © tome. are es “de © d call for mining 1 million tons of bauxite 
at around 9.9 billion tons, are cons-Cere® annually and construction of a 500,000- 
to approximate one-third of the world’s . . 

. . ton-per-year alumina plant, townsite, and 
supply. The three major Australian de- hipp; th producti 
posits are at Weipa, on York Peninsula in S!PP!ng port with production to commence 
Queensland, (2.5 billion tons); in the by 1971. _ 
Darling Ranges, Western Australia (over By mid-1967 completion of new facilities 

500 million tons); and at Gove, on the at Weipa raised annual bauxite capacity 

N\
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to 3 million tons and provided for future supplying about 80,000 tons per year to 
expansion to 5 million tons. The port the Alcoa of Australia Pty. Ltd. smelter 
access channel was deepened to accomodate at Port Henry, Victoria, 330,000 tons of 
60,000-ton ships and loading equipment alumina is exported annually to the United 
capable of 3,000 tons per hour was States and Japan. | 
provided. Further plans for Weipa in- A new bauxite discovery in the Kim- 
clude a calcined bauxite abrasives plant berley area was being investigated in 1967 
and a refractory manufacturing plant. by United States Metals Refining Co. and 
Through 1967 the entire output of bauxite American Metals Climax Inc. Feasibility 
was ship-loaded for export or for delivery studies, including an alumina plant and 
to domestic alumina plants. Export con- shipping port, were being discussed with 
tracts call for about 1 million tons an- the Government of Western Australia. 
nually to Japan and 500,000 tons to West The expansion. of the Comalco smelter at 
Germany and France. The: Queensland Bell Bay, Tasmania, was completed during 
Alumina Ltd. plant at Gladstone is com-. 1967 and construction of the Australian 
mitted to take 1.3 million tons per year, Aluminium Co. Ltd. (subsidiary of Alcan 
and 130,000 tons is to be supplied annually of Australia Ltd.) smelter at Kurri Kurri, 
to the Comalco Aluminum (Bell Bay) New South Wales, proceeded throughout 
Ltd. works in Tasmania. : the year. By 1969 Australia’s aluminum — 

The Queensland Alumina Ltd., 600,000- smelters will have a combined ingot 
ton-per-year plant came on stream in 1967. capacity of 150,000 tons per year, distri- 
The company later embarked on an en- buted as follows, in metric tons: Alcan of 
largement program to raise capacity to Australia Ltd. 36,000; Alcoa of Australia 
900,000 tons by late 1968. | Pty. Ltd. 41,000, Comalco. 73,000. 

In Western Australia, Western Alumi- Domestic refined aluminum consumption. 
nium Ltd., a subsidiary of Alcoa of in 1966 totaled about 71,000 tons distri- 
Australia Pty. Ltd., reappraised bauxite buted to the following industry groups: | 
reserves at Jarrahdale in the Darling Architectural and building 32 percent, 

Range at over 500 million tons. Mining manufacturing and power 30 percent, con- 

and transportation facilities are being ex- Sumer durables 17 percent, transporation 

panded and the alumina plant’s capacity is 10 rt one and containers, and agricul- 
being increased from 410,000 to 830,000 ‘U7 ** Percent. 

7 tons per year. Completion of these pro- Copper.—Despite generally favorable 
jects is expected in late 1969. Aside from market conditions and higher output by 

| Table 4.~—Australia: Major copper industry facilities 

Production . 
Facility (metric tons of copper 2) 

1964 1965 1966 

Mines: . 
Mount Isa Mines Ltd_...________-__-----_-_-------------------- 68,334 56,321 65,159 
Mount Morgan Ltd___._.____2.---_-.-_------------~------------- 7,542 4,746 7,932 
Broken Hill field__.__.__._.-.._..--------.--------------------- 3,378 3,222 3,084 
Cobar Mines Pty. Ltd______.___...._.-.._.-._-.-_-------------- 216 1,910 6,048 
Mount Lyell Mining and Railway Co. Ltd__..___...__..----.---_-. 18,787 13 , 968 15, 656 
Electrolytic Zine Co. of Australiasia Ltd__..___.__.__.-...-.--.--. 1,381 1,444 1 ,.622 
Ravensthorpe Copper Mines, N.L______.._.__-.-------.---------- 1,011 644 591 
Tennant Creek field__________________---_-_-_------------------ «= 9, 269 6,743 6,928 
Rum Jungle field________....-__------------------------ 2 ------ 819 2,909 2,906 

Smelters: 
Mount. Isa Mines Ltd______________------_-_-__---------_---------- 58,223 52,962 64,719 
Mount Morgan Ltd__.._______._____-_-_--------.--------------- 17,584 4,693 6,981 
Electrolytic Refining and Smelting Co. of Australia Pty. Ltd_..-...._. 2,271 3,139 6,070 
Mount Lyell Mining and Railway Co. Ltd_--_..._.___.-.---.---... 14,455 13 , 799 14,169 

Refineries: 
Mount Isa Mines Ltd_._____.______-----_--_-_-__--____-___.___---_- 61,507 44,322 69 ,285 
Electrolytic Refining and Smelting Co. of Australia Pty. Ltd_........ 10,455 6,213 22,118 
Mount Lyell Mining and Railway Co. Ltd_.-...___.__..._...---.-. 11,606. 10 ,383 (?) 

1 Metal content of cre for mines: blister copper for smelters; and electrolytic for refineries. 
“ta” October 1965 all refining has been done by Electrolytic Refining and Smelting Co. of Australia Pty.
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most Australian producers, mine produc- dicated reserves of 60 to 70 million tons. 
tion of copper in 1967 was lower than in Apparent domestic refined primary cop- 
any year since 1958. Considerably reduced per consumption was 85,988 tons in 1966, : 
output at Mount Isa Mines Ltd., Australia’s the highest recorded to date. Copper ore 
largest copper producer, was the major and concentrate exports, all to Japan, 
cause of the drop. National blister and totaled about 39,000 tons in fiscal 1967. 
refined copper output were similarly Blister copper, also all to Japan, amounted 
affected. _ 7 ' to 7,858 tons. Exports of refined and semi- 
‘In November 1966, the Minister for manufactured forms totaling 11,721 tons 

Trade and Industry announced that the went primarily to New Zealand, and 
Copper Bounty Act would not-be extended European markets. — 
beyond its expiration date of December 31, | . . . 

1966. No payments have been made under Gold.—Following a brief reversal in 
the Act since 1964 when the price was 1966, the downtrend in gold production 

raised to A$680 per long ton. The price continued through 1967 with output less 

has fluctuated in line with London Metal than 700,000 ounces for the first time 
Exchange pricing to a high at A$1,250 Simce 1945. According to 1966 data, about 
on August 5, 1966. At mid-1967 the 78.5 percent of the nation s gold was from 
Australian price was A$950. gold mines, most of which are in the 

Mount Isa Mines Ltd. treated a record Kalgoorlie district of Western Australia. 

2.84 million metric tons of copper ore in Byproduct output from copper ores ac- 
fiscal year 1967; however, its copper con- counted for 17.5 percent, and 4 percent 

tent averaged 2.1 percent, compared with “4S recovered from lead and zinc ores. . 
about 3.1 percent in each of the previous. Subsidy payments under the Gold Min- 
5 years. Blister copper output was 52,926 ‘28 Assistance Act totaled $4,210,000 nm 
tons, or about 24,000 tons’ below the 1966, compared with $2,223,000 in 1965. . 

1965-66 year peak. Problems - connected The great bulk of these payments was to 
with the new K57 shaft complex and dif- 1 large producers in Western Australia; | 
ficulties with dilution in mining certain however, a majority of Australia s 179 (in 
ore bodies were given as responsible for 1966) large and small gold mines received 

, lower grade ores. Return to normal opera- this form of assistance. The hundred OF 
tions is expected by mid-1969. Reserves as ™Ore mines that coproduce gold with cop- 
of June 30, 1967, included 44.2 million Per or other base metals are not eligible 
tons of copper ore averaging 3.2 percent for subsi dy assistance. . ; 
copper and 33.1 million tons of lead-zinc- Principal gold mines, all in Western , 

| silver ore averaging 7.4 percent lead, 5.6 Australia, and their 1966 production were 

percent zinc and 5.4 ounces silver per ton. ** follows: | 
~ Mount Morgan Ltd. treated 1.36 million §©£<-———_ 

tons of ore that yielded 7,206 tons of blister Compan Gold od 
copper and 103,355 ounces of gold in the pay P (troy 
year ending July 2, 1967. Ore reserves on | ounces) 
that date were estimated at 9.68 million © ©£<——-OOOOOOO 

tons averaging 1.08 percent copper. Sentral Noreman, Gold Corp, NL. 98,08 
In 1966, its first full year of operation, Great Boulder Gold Mines Ltd_....-.. 88,129 

Cobar Mines Pty. Ltd. mined 310,000 tons Caveview and Star Lid. 1481180 
producing concentrates containing 6,048 Moonlight Wiluna Gold Mines Ltd___- 9,697 
tons of copper and 147,334 ounces of silver. North Kalgurli (1912) Ltd-----..----- 70,108 
Reserves in the C.S.A. and Chesney mines ~— 
total about 27.4 million tons averaging 1.3 Virtually all of the gold produced in 
percent copper and 6.3 percent zinc. the country and crude bullion imported 

Mount Lyell Mining and Railway Co. from Papua-New Guinea, Fiji, and New 
Ltd., in Tasmania, milled 2.17 million tons Zealand is refined in Australia. The Royal 
of ore and produced smelter products con- Mint at Perth, Australia’s largest gold 
taining 14,709 tons of copper, 71,000 _ refiner, handles all crude bullion from the 
ounces of silver, and 8,767 ounces of gold mines of Western Australia. During 1966 
in fiscal 1967. Measured ore reserves were its output totaled 694,669 troy ounces. In 
estimated at 16.9 million tons averaging 1965, Engelhard Industries Pty. Ltd., 
1.03 percent copper. Recent drilling in- Melbourne, refined 72,982 ounces from
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bullion, wastes and alloys.° The Broken imports containing 151,462 ounces, and 
Hill Associated Smelters Pty. Ltd., Port exports of 159,697 ounces in ores and con- 

Pirie, refined precious metals fr om lead- centrates, the bulk of overseas transactions 

zinc smelting and. Electrolytic Refining and = was sales in premium markets (such as 
Smelting Co. of Australia Pty. Ltd, Port yo, g Kong) arranged by the Australian 

emia» recovered Gere ch qnetals con- Gold Producers Association Ltd. Such 
industrial ool d consumption was esti- sales in 1966 amounted. to 737,217 ounces, 

mated at 96,045 ounces in 1966, compared t an average net premium of 18 cents 
with 94,611 in 1965 and 77,580 in 1964. per ounce. In 1964 and 1965 quantities 

Aside from a modest level of foreign trade were, respectively, 448,310 and 736,432 
in gold, as indicated by 1966 crude bullion ounces. | 

| Table 5.—Sources of Australian gold oo 

ce - Troy ounces 
Material RE 

a - } | 1964 1965 1966 

Mines: | : . 
Bullion 1________-_--------.----------------+--------------- =: 811,008 753,033 718,790 
Copper ore and concentrate....__ 222 eee eee 116, 468 $0 , 632 160 , 540 

. Lead concentrate____.-.-_---_----------------------------- 12,395 11,358 10,842 
Lead-copper concentrate_.__........--..--___-1 ee ieee 19,271 18, 732 21, 430° 
Zine concentrate__-.-..__-. 2 eee eee eee eee 4,697 . 3,888 .- 4,195 . 

‘Total... 222 eee eee eee eee -e-ee------- 968, 884° 877,643 915, 797 

Refineries: = | | . . 
Newly won gold ?._-__.___-_ 12 eee 892,726 820,491 188 , 574 

- Serap_.. 2 eee eee 19 ,282 24,449 21,195 . 
-. Imported, including scrap. __._.__-._----__-_-----_---__-----__-e 141,458 148 , 484 133 ,208 

Total. __. 22 eee ee eee -_--- =1,053,466 . 998,874 942 ,977 

e Estimate.. r Revised. . . oo 
: 1 Includes alluvial and lode production. . | , . 

2 Gold content recovered from minerals produced in Australia.. me - - 

Iron and Steel.—The trend of growth  servatively estimated at 16 to 18 billion 
in the Australian iron and steel industry tons, Australia is destined to assume a 
continued through 1966 and 1967. In 1967 leading role among world suppliers. The 
the industry was comprised of 10 com- 19-million-ton 1967 production level is 
panies and groups, including the Broken expected to rise to double that figure in 
Hill Proprietary Co. Ltd. family of com- 1972 and reach 40 to 65 million tons an- 
panies that dominates iron and steelmaking nually by 1977. With a rather limited do- 
in Australia. With the exception of the mestic market, the great bulk of anticipated 
small state-owned Wood-Distillation, Char- production will be exported. Long-term 
coal-Iron Works at Wundowie, Western contracts with Japanese steel mills indicate 
Australia, all the rest are relatively new that during the 1970’s, about 40 percent 
ventures based on the export potential of of their blast furnace feed will consist of 
the rich iron ore deposits in Western Australian iron ore. Substantial inroads. 
Australia, Tasmania, and Northern Ter- are also expected into the European and 
ritory. Four companies commenced export possibly U.S. markets. Within the next 10 
shipments from Western Australia during years Australian economists predict that 
1966 and a fifth, from Northern Territory, up to 30 percent of export earnings from 
in 1967. Tasmania is scheduled to com- minerals will be from iron ore, pellets, and 
mence exports from Savage River early concentrates. 

in 1968 and three companies in Western Perhaps the most noteworthy recent 
Australia were developing deposits that are development in the iron ore industry was 
expected to start before 1971. the Commonwealth Government announce- 

Iron Ore.—Backed by known reserves of ment in August 1967 to the effect that 

high-grade iron ore that have been con- 6 Details not available for later years.
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Table 6.—Status of Australian iron ore production and outlook | 

(Million metric tons and million dollars) | 
— 

Sales contracts Produc- Ore reserves 
held on tion ——-—-—__-_—___— 

Organization and mine location Products November 30, 1967 1966 Tons Fe, 
—_ OU percent 
Value! Tons Tons 

ee 

Cliffs Western Australian Mining Co. _ . 
Pty. Ltd.2 

Robe River, Western Australia._...>. Pellets, fines... $1,359 140.2 ____. 3,000 56 
Dampier Mining Co. Ltd. (BHP 

subsidiary). 
Cockatoo and Koolan Islands, and Lump_.__.____- (3) (3) 2.9 119 62-66 

Koolyanobbing, Western Australia. 
Frances Creek Iron Mining Corp, Pty. 

td. 

Frances Creek, Northern Territory... ___.do._______- 32 4.1 Li. 5 60-62 
Goldsworthy Mining Ltd.. 

Mount Goldsworthy, Western Lump, fines__-__ 177 20.5 1.3 65 54-64 
Australia. 

Hamersley Iron Pty. Ltd. . 
Mount Tom Price, Western Australia Lump, pellets, 1,204 1384.4 2.0 500 64 

ST nes. , 

Morgan Mining and Industrial Co. Pty. 
td. | 

Mount Bundey, Northern Territory... Lump_________- 12 1:4 _ LL 1.5 62-65 
Mount Newman Consortium - 

Mount Whaleback, Western Australia. .__..do_.______. | 870 101.6 _____ 345. 64 
Savage River Mines . | 

Savage River, Tasmania__......._._.  Pellets__.______ 553 45.7 _.L__ 460 45-65 
Broken Hill Proprietary Co. Ltd. (BHP) . : 

Iron Prince and Iron Monarch, | Lump, pellets_-__ 121 10.7 4.9 . 186 62-64 
South Australia. 

Western Mining Corp. Ltd. and Partners : 
Koolanooka Hills, Western Australia... Lump-____..___. 40 5.2. 5 7 . 60 

"Contract totals, as of November ween eee 4,368 463.8 © . 
80,1967, | a | —— - | 

1 F.o.b. shipping port. - 
_? Cliffs Western Australian Mining Pty. Ltd. contracts are currently being renegotiated. Proposal figures are 

given. = |. |. po “ . 
. % Dampier Mining Co. Ltd. contracts included with Broken Hill Proprietary Co. Ltd. 

_ Source: Pratt, R., Australian Iron Ore Exports—Present and Future. Australian Mineral Industry Quarterly 
Review. Vol. 20, Nos. 2 and 3, March 1968, Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology and Geophysics, Canberra, 
1968, pp. 39-45. | en 

although approval of contracts would still plant at Dampier was undergoing pre- 
be required, a more liberal policy regarding production tests in December 1967. Ship- 
price controls would be adopted. The move ments from this plant to Japan are also 
will permit competition with South Amer- expected to begin early in 1968. The BHP 
ican and West African producers in world pellet plant at Whyalla is expected to be 
markets. Companies are now authorized to commissioned about mid-1968. Besides 
deal directly for competitive terms. = = supplying feed to company blast furnaces, 

Existing export contracts, exclusive of a contract was signed in October 1967 for 
the Cliffs Western proposals, call for 74 10 million tons of Whyalla pellets to 
million tons of exports in the form of Japanese mills over a 10-year period begin- 
pellets. Pelletizing plants are being con- ing late in 1968. | 
structed at Port Latta, Tasmania; Dampier, Pig Iron and Steel.—Details of recent 

Western Australia; and Whyalla, South developments in Australia’s iron and steel 

Australia. Two are expected to begin industry are largely found in the annual 
shipments to Japan early in 1968. In _ reports and statements of The Broken Hill 
Tasmania, concentrates from the Savage Proprietary Co. Ltd. (BHP) whose 
River mines will be transported 85 kilo- numerous subsidiaries exercise a near- 

meters by pipeline and pelletized and monopoly in pig iron and steel manufac- 
mechanically loaded into ships at Port ture. Expanditures on plant modernization 
Latta. Initial shipments are scheduled for and expansion programs have been averag- 
April or May 1968. The Hamersley Iron ing well over $100 million annually in 
Pty. Ltd. 2-million-ton-per-year pellet recent years. A new 50-ton basic oxygen
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furnace and continuous casting facilities ~~" ~~. + +‘housand 

were installed and a new merchant mill Commodity metric tons - 

was being added in the Newcastle works. | "1966 1967 

At Port Kembla a new coke oven battery FO eng 655 

with byproduct plants and several rolling Steel ingots_.........-.... 5,638 «6,144 
mill facilities has recently been provided Blooms and slaps seco 5’ ooo 33th 

and the No. 5 blast furnace project was Plate and strip-...-.-....-... 1,918 2,217 
well advanced at yearend. A_ universal Merchant. .----------------- 1,408 1,854 

beam mill and additional basic oxygen Narrow cold-rolled strip. TTT 608 
steelmaking facilities have been completed Tinplate_...----------------- 248 261 

and completion of two coke oven batteries The Wood-Distillation, Charcoal-Iron 

is expected in late 1968. At Kwinana, Work Wundowi W. A ¥ 

Western Australia, construction on the first orks at Wundowle, Western sAustra\la, 

stage of the iron and steel plant complex reverted to state ownership late in 1966 

continued through 1967. First ore ship- when Australian National Industries Ltd. 

ments from the mines at Koolyanobbing, withdrew its option to bu Y the plant. Pig 

using the new standard gage rail line, iron production totaled 52,913 metric tons 

were received in Kwinana in April 1967. in the fiscal year ending Jun e 30, 1967 ? 

‘The blast furnace and sinter plants are So an with 46,262 rons 1 the 1965— 
to begin operation in 1968. | a 

According to the company annual re- Lead and Zinc.—The bulk of Australia’s 

port for the year ending March 31, 1967, lead and zinc is produced by companies 

operations of the BHP group companies that recover both metals from complex 

were at near capacity levels throughout sulfide ores. Mine lead output was slightly 

the year. Shipments to oversea markets above 1965 and 1966 levels but below the 

totaled over 1 million tons, compared with 1963 peak, while mine zinc production set 

about 370,000 in the preceding year. Pro- a new record. Smelter output of refined 

duction of iron and steel products by BHP _iead and lead bullion was.also up in 1967 
and its subsidiaries (Australian Iron and but slab zinc production has remained 

Steel Pty. Ltd. and Commonwealth Steel nearly static for 3 years. Reflecting world 

Co. Ltd.) was as follows for fiscal years market conditions, prices to Australian 

ending May 31: producers have dropped from averages of 
A$281.1 and A$286.0 per long ton of 

| | lead and zinc, respectively, in 1965 to cor- 
responding figures of A$217.5 and A$260.7 
in 1967. By principal company producers, 

| | mine output of lead and zinc has been as 
~ follows, in metric tons: 

1964 1965 ——-:1966 
Mine — 

Lead Zine Lead Zine Lead Zinc 

North Broken Hill Ltd_._..._..._-._ 70,634 57,3875 68 , 9389 54,581 65,117 52,151 
Broken Hill South Ltd_.__..--.. 36,053 30 , 502 31,235 29,385 28,165 29 , 569 
The Zine Corp. Ltd__-____..._.. 101,594 76,801 105, 889 84,345 103 , 030 84 ,062 
New Broken Hill Consolidated 
Ltd___..._----- eee ------ = 92, 097 95,038 94,116 106,418 90,428 113 , 423 

rou atte Zine fid--- _.....--. 62,920 38,180 50,470 31,466 66,577 44 ,288 

Australiasia Ltd___ ~e ean eee 15,180 50 ,955 14,646 47,053 15, 828 50 , 651 

In 1966 (1965 figures in parentheses) bullion and copper-lead dross. The Broken 
the Imperial Smelting process plant of the Hill Associated Smelters Pty. Ltd. at Port 
Sulphide Corp. Pty. Ltd. at Cockle Creek, Pirie, New South Wales, produced 196,228 
New South Wales, produced 21,689 (22,- (196,409) tons of refined primary lead. 
587) tons of lead bullion and 52,351 And the Electrolytic Zinc Co. of Austral- 
(56,161) tons of zinc metal. The Mount asia Ltd. at Risdon, Tasmania, produced 
Isa Mines Ltd. smelter in Queensland re- 145,179 (146,021) tons of refined zinc. 
covered 56,170 (47,777) tons of lead in Further investigation of the lead-zinc ore
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body at McArthur River in northern 1967 the quantity is expected to drop 
Queensland by subsidiaries of Mount Isa below 7,000 tons. 
Mines Ltd. revealed ore reserves of around . ae a, 

200 million tons averaging 4 percent lead Nickel.— Australia’s nickel potential was 
and 9 percent zinc. Because of the ex- considered insignificant until 1966 when 

tremely fine-grained intermixture of metal- Western Mining Corporation Ltd. an- 
lic minerals in the ore, metallurgy is con- nounced its decision to exploit the newly 
sidered a problem. The company has spent discovered nickel sulfide deposits at Kam- 
more than $3 million on feasibility studies balda, and South Western Mining Ltd. 
and research and is confronted with pos- TePorted vast indicated reserves of lateritic 
sible expenditures of over $200 million nickel ores in the Blackstone Range, both 
to bring the project into production. in Western Australia. In a dynamic cen- 

A 35,000-ton-per-year increase in refined  Struction and mine development program 
zinc capacity is scheduled to become avail- Western Mining Corporation started mill 
able early in 1968 with completion of the ©Pef4tion in mid-1967 and by yearend re- 
new refluxing plant at the Sulphide Corp. | ported treating 62,000 tons of ore that 
Pty. Ltd. Cockle Creek smelter. yielded 15,000 tons of concentrates con- 

Domestic refined lead consumption in ‘!MIng 13.03 percent nickel and 1.66 
1966 totaled 63,400 tons, of which about Percent copper. Proven ore reserves in 
38 percent was from secondary sources. COMpany holdings have been given as 9.3 
Zinc consumption, all primary, totaled 90,- million tons averaging 3.8 percent nickel. 
100 tons. _ Initial shipments have gone to the Sherritt 
Oo Gordon Mines Ltd. refinery in Ganada, but 
Manganese Ore.—Australian manganese Contracts with Sumitomo Metal Mining Co. 

ore production increased sharply after the Ltd. called for shipments (40,000 tons con- 
Government eased export controls in tained nickel, over 10 years) to Japan to : 
January 1966. Prompt reaction by pro- Commence in ‘September 1967. An agree- 

ducers in Western Australia resulted in ment with the Western Australia Govern- 
contracts involving 150,000 tons for de- ment provides for erection of a 15,000-ton- 

livery during 1967-68 to Japan from the Per-year nickel refinery at Kwinana near 
several mines’ dominated by Bell Brothers Perth, Western Australia by 1971. 
Pty. Ltd. First shipments from The Broken South Western Mining Ltd. (owned 75 
Hill Proprietary Company Ltd. operations Percent by International Nickel Co. af | 
on Groote Eylandt in the Gulf of Carpen- Canada, 27 percent by Nickel Mines of 
teria to the ‘Tasmanian Electro Metallurg- Australia, N.L.) continued investigation af 
ical Co. Pty. Ltd. at Bell Bay, Tasmania, the lateritic nickel deposits at Wingellina, 
were made in July 1966. During the first in the Blackstone Range throughout 1967. 

9 months of 1967 Australia’s manganese Reserves were estimated in February at 60 
| ore output ‘exceeded 400,000 tons of which million tons containing 1.32 percent nickel. 

200,000 tons were exported to Japan and The recent successful developments in 
28,300 tons to other countries. Western Australia have stimulated search 

The Tasmanian Electro Metallurgical activities that have assumed rush propor- 
Co. doubled its annual high-carbon ferro- tons 1n the Kalgoorlie-Kambalda vicinity 
manganese productive capacity during and extended to other areas of Western 
1966 to 75,000 tons. The new capacity Australia and further afield. During the 

provided a surplus of 11,000 tons that was Past 2 years over 100 leases have been 
exported to the United States in October granted by the Western Australia Govern- 
1966. ment to individuals and domestic and for- 

Apparent Australian consumption of eign companies. Several of the leases have 
metallurgical grade manganese ore amount- included drilling, with encouraging results. 
ed to about 140.000 tons in 1966. com- In Northern Queensland, Metals Explor- 

, . ? , ? ation N.L. and Freeport of Australia Inc. 
pared with 95,000 tons in 1965. Before have drill-defined a shallow deposit con- 

the Groote Eylandt source became avail- taining 45 million tons of lateritic ore 
able a large part of the domestic require- §—-—————— 

ment was supplied by imports of 50,000 to Bell eee oe ores Pty. itd. ,(subekdiary y ae 

60,000 tons annually. In 1966 manganese Woodie and Skull Springs in the Pilbara Gold- 

ore imports fell to 12,500 tons, and for Shipping at onsen oe in the Peak eu Goidfield.
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averaging 1.55 percent nickel and 0.11 great bulk of Australian silver is produced, 
percent cobalt at Greenvale (about 160 output was at a record level in 1967. From 

kilometers northwest of Townsville). a relatively stable price of about. A$1.17 
Domestic nickel consumption, virtually per ounce maintained through 1966 and 

all of which has been supplied by imports, into May 1967, by December 1, 1967, 
totaled 2,900 tons in 1966, an increase of Australian silver was priced.at A$1.80 per 
about 12 percent above the 1964—65 level. ounce. Following the example of many 
While the bulk of Australian usage tra- other countries, Australia discontinued use 
ditionally has been by the steel and plating of silver in newly minted coins, and pur- 
industries, a 2-year contract with Sherrit chases by the Treasury were suspended 
Gordon Mines Ltd. provides for return to late in 1966. As a result, refined silver 
the Australian Mint of 700 tons of refined exports in the first 9 months of 1967 

Western Mining Corp. metal for use in totaled 3.4 million ounces compared with 
Australian coins. 234,000 ounces in 1966. | 

Silver.—Reflecting somewhat higher pro- Silver production by source materials in 

duction of base metal ore from which the recent years was as follows: 

- . | Thousand troy ounces 
Source material ere 

_ 1963 1964. 1965 1966 

Mines: _ . | | | 
_ Copper. ore and concentrate___..____------------.---.-- 910 914 825 1,140 
Lead ore and concentrate___._-___--._-_---------------- 16,835 15,485 14,464 15,259 
Lead-copper concentrate_-__..._..-_2- +2 ~~~ 942 1,048 °1,0385'- 1,108 
Zinc concentrate______....-2--------_-_-_--- ee 731 725 697 . 1,122 
Gold bullion, ete_______-___---.-_-.---~----- ee eee 224 255 260° / 246 

Refineries: a 
Smelter products_-__._..-._-------.----.-------------. 8,659 9,019 8,419 277 

_ Mint, doré bulilion____._.._._..----------------------- 228 239 8,714 212 

The great bulk of Australia’s mine pro- Iron and Steel Pty. Ltd. in establishing 
duction in 1966 and 1967 was by the Associated Tin Smelters Pty. Ltd. The new 
following companies: company modernized and expanded the 

. -O. T. Lempriere works at Alexandria near 
, Thousand troy Sydney, New South Wales, and early in 

Company ounces . _ 1967. commissioned fac‘lities, described as 

| 1966. 1967 adequate to smelt all of Australia’s in- 
creasing tin concentrates production. 

Mount Isa Mines Ltd....... 6.122 4.582 The tin industry included 363 tin. mining 
North Broken Hill Ltd_--__-_ 3,658 3,827 operations employing 1,550 workers in 

peokerlsge Md P2 SH 1966. Approximately 29 peroent of 1960 
New Broken Hill Consoli- 2 93 - tin-in-concentrate output was from Queens- 

dated Ltd___-____________ ,338 , 003 
Reed-Roseberry Mine--__-._ 1,764 1,621 land, 28 percent New South Wales, and 

| | 22 percent from Tasmania. Principal com- 
panies and quantities of contained tin pro- 

Tin.—Mine production of tin was ata duced in 1965 and 1966 were as follows: 

record level and exploration and develop- WW SE SSsSsS—SFsFsSSSSSSSeFeFesssSSSSSSSSEeee 
ment activities continued throughout 1967. Long tons 

With achievement of full capacity from OT 
. 1965 1966 

the two new 1,000-ton-per-day mills at | 
Rension Bell and Mount Cleveland, Tas- Aberfoyle Tin N.L................ 486 408 
mania, and added production from new  Ardlethan Tin N.L...._____._..... 590. 621 

: . Austral Malay Tin Ltd_________.__ 93 188 mines in North Queensland and New South Cooglegong Tin Pty. Lid .22277777. «14d e 149 

Wales, the outlook for further increased JA. Johnson & Sons Pty. Ltd_._... 83 e 104 
: . ilbara Tin Pty. Ltd_______._____- 95 e224 

production was bright. o> ge . Ravenshoe Tin Dredging N.L___.__ 187 541 
Consolidation of Australia’s tin smelting  Renison Ltd_________..___.__.... 384 385 
“Weta 3 +d. : Ant Tableland Tin Dredging N.L_______ 635 ¢ 470 facilities in mid 1966 involved the joining Tullabong Tin Syndicate 72.8078 

of O. T. Lempriere and Co. Ltd. and 

Sydney Smelting Co. Ltd. with Australian e Estimate.
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Domestic primary tin consumption was years in 1966, closure of the Australian 
4.285 long tons in 1966, including 2,600 Blue Asbestos Pty. Ltd. mine at Wittenoom, 
tons used in tinplate production, 1,008 Western Australia, in December 1966 re- 
tons in solder and the balance for tinning, duced Australia’s asbestos production to 
alloys, and other uses. The great bulk of insignificance. Three small mines, one in 
exported Australian tin, totaling 1,272 tons New South Wales and two in Western 
in 1966, has been in concentrates, largely Australia, accounted for 534 tons of 
to United Kingdom. | | _ chrysotile fiber; no blue asbestos (croci- 

Titanium.—<Australia’s beach sand min- olite) was produced during 1967. 
ing industry continued to expand through- Closure of the Wittenoom mine has been 
out 1966-67 and established successive ttributed to rising costs and low prices 
production records for each of the principal that resulted in losses at an annual rate 
concentrate products, ilmenite, rutile, and of A$850,000. The property and assets 

zircon, in both years. Developments inclu. Werer eportedly sold by the parent Colonial 
ded additions to existing facilities, several Sugar Refining Co. Ltd. to L. Hancock 
new producers, and successful offshore 2nd E. Wright, holders of interests in 
ventures into high-dune areas on east coast Hamersley Iron Mines. The new owners 
islands. A survey® of Australia’s: beach re considering reopening the asbestos op- 
sands resources published early in 1968 ration on a larger scale in conjunction 
estimated potential reserves at 6.55 million With exploitation of iron ore deposits in 

tons of rutile, 6.76 million tons of zircon, the vicinity. | 

and 16.26 million tons of ilmenite. | Phosphate Rock.—Although output of 
| | During 1966 new sep aration plants were phosphate rock in South Australia was up 

commissioned on the New South Wales substantially in 1967, domestic production 
coast, adding 28,000 metric tons angual remained insignificant in the national sup- 
rutile capacity by Associated Minerals Con- ply. Imports, during 1967, totaling over 

solidated Ltd. at Hexham and 15,000 tons 3.3 million tons, were mostly (74 percent) 

by Mineral Dep osits Pty " Ltd. at Hawkes from Nauru and Ocean Islands in the 
Nest. Titanium and Zirconium Industries pacific and Christmas Island in the Indian 
Pty. Ltd. and Consolidated Rutile Ltd. OG .3n. 
both commenced high-dune operations on Rewarding an intensive, Government- 

North Stadbroke Island, Queensland, mn sponsored search for an Australian source, 

1966. In November 1967 Queensla nd Ti- several important discoveries, all in Queens- 
tantum Min es Pty. Ltd. commissioned 4 land have recently been announced. Early 
new operation, including a plant design ed in 1966, Broken Hill South Ltd. announced 
for 20,000 tons “A ch of rutile and zircon discovery of deposits subsequently proved 
annually, at Inskip Point, 260 kilometers 4, contain hundreds of millions of tons of 
north of Brisbane. | rock phosphate grading 20 to 22 percent 

On the west coast, expansion programs p95 in shallow beds 30 to 60 feet thick 
undertaken by Western Titanium N.L. and oo. Duchess. Later, the company re- 

Westralian Oil Ltd. are expected to sig- ported a second discovery in the Lady 
nificantly increase ilmenite concentrate Ai. area about 240 klometers north of 

production by 1969. The beneficiation plant nuchess, estimated at 80 million tons of 
of Western Titanium N.L., with annual about 20-percent grade in a shallow bed 
capacity for 10,000 tons of high-grade 99 feet thick. U.S. International Minerals 
TiO, was recently commiss ioned. & Chemical Corp. announced discovery of 

Domestic rutile consumption, mainly about 500 million tons averaging 16 per- 
coating welding rods, was est'mated at cen; P2Os, with a bed thickness of about | 
about 2,700 tons in 1966. Ilmenite con- 15 feet at Yelverstoft, approximately 95 
sumption, all by pigment producers, am kilometers northeast of Mount Isa. 
ounted to about 66,000 tons, and zircon Each of these discoveries is in a remote 
Usage, largely in foundry applications, was and extremely arid region. Major feasi- 
estimated at 4,300 tons during the same bility considerations have involved upgrad- 
year. nan : 

NONMETAIS lear Metehon god Pasoee Ea lit 
- Asbestos.—Following 23 years of opera- Pence ed ‘360m A rear from. Major Rutile 

tion and output above the level of recent Review, Sydney, Feb. 15, 1968.
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ing the natural material, which normally 567,000 tons in 1966. Exports, the great 
| requires a generous supply of water, and bulk of which go to Japan, have been 

transporting the product to distribution averaging about 100,000 tons per year. 
centers. , 

Superphosphate manufacturers reported ‘Sulfur.—Sulfur is one of the few min- 
record production of 4,498,800 tons during ¢fal raw materials in short supply in Aus- 
1967. However, sales for the year were 6 (Yalia. There are no known commercial 
percent below those of 1966. deposits of native sulfur and the natural 

gas discovered in several widely scattered 
Salt.—In 1966, Australia’s salt industry localities is all of extremely low sulfur 

consisted of 34 producers employing 275 content. Australian requirements are met 

persons. All but six operations were in by recovery of sulfur from indigenous py- 
South Australia and Victoria. Nearly two- te and base metal sulfide ores and im- 

thirds of the year’s total was produced in Ports of elemental sulfur from Canada, 
South Australia by Imperial Chemical In- United States, Mexico, and other coun- 
dustries of Australia and New Zealand Ltd. tries. Imports of elemental sulfur in 1967 
(1.C.A.N.Z.) at Dry Creek (361,089 tons), amounted to 522,021 tons, an increase of 

and The Broken Hill Pty. Co. Ltd. at 18 percent above the 1966 level. 
Whyalla (52,800 tons). Pyrite is mined and concentrated for | 

Recent developments in Western Aus- sulfur at Nairne, South Australia, and at 

tralia and Queensland indicate a vast in- several gold mines in the vicinity of Kal- 
crease in production and exports of salt goorlie, Western Australia. Base metal 
within the next few years. After initial smelters at Port Pirie, South Australia, 
technical difficulties were solved, Shark Cockle Creek, New South Wales, and 
Bay Salt Pty. Ltd. at Shark Bay, Western Risdon, Tasmania recover sulfur from 
Australia, in July 1967, commenced ship- imter gases. Elemental sulfur is recovered 

. ments to Japan under a 7-year contract from petroleum by Petroleum Refineries 
to supply 1.6 million tons. Shark Bay Salt (Australia) Pty. Ltd. at Altona, Victoria, 
expects to produce 500,000 tons annually 2nd Port Stanvac, South Australia, and by 
within 2 years and eventually to sell 1.5 Shell Refining (Australia) Pty. Ltd. at 
million tons per year. At Port Hedland in Clyde, New South Wales. | 
Western Australia, the Leslie Salt Co. (of Approximately 75 percent of the sulfur 
San Francisco) solar plant is scheduled to consumed in Australia goes into sulfuric 
start shipments at 480,000 tons per year acid. Papermaking, manufacture of insec- 
in 1969. 7 ticides and fungicides, and the rubber in- 

Exmouth Salt Pty. Ltd. plans to con- dustry account for the remainder. 
struct facilities with an annual capacity of To meet the growing industrial demand, 
1.5 million tons, with exports beginning in output of sulfuric acid has increased stead- 

1970, on the east coast of Exmouth Gulf, ily in recent years to a record 2,012,009 
48 kilometers from the tip of North West metric tons in 1967. Of total 1966 acid 
Cape. At Dampier, Comalco Industries Pty. production (1,907,755 tons) about 64 per- 
Ltd. with Japanese partners, are planning cent was made from imported elemental 

solar salt harvest at an initial annual rate sulfur, 15 percent from pyrite, 20 percent 
of 350,000 tons by 1971. Other salt pro- from zinc and lead sulfide ores, and 1 per- 

duction prospects in Western Australia in- cent from other materials. 
cluded Texada Mines Ltd. (of Canada) 
with an interest in coproducing salt and MINERAL FUELS 
potash from Lake McLeod, and Norseman , . 
Gold Mines N.L. which plans to harvest Black Coal.’—The uptrend in produc- 
salt from Lake Lefroy. tion of black coal continued through 1966 

In addition to its large works in South and 1967 with successive records estab- 
Australia, 1.C.A.N.Z. is developing a new lished for both years. Exports, dom:nated 
field at Port Alma, Queensland, primarily by quantities to Japan, also were at record 
to supply its chlorine-caustic soda plant levels, totaling 8.46 m-llion tons in 1966 
near Sydney. Salt production is to begin and 9.38 million tons in 1967. Productio n 
about August 1968. from coal mines in New South Wales in- 

Apparent domestic consumption of salt ~ 9 Includes bit ; anthraci 

was estimated at 556,300 tons in 1965 and subbituminous Varieties. semianthracite, and
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_creased 5 percent to 27.22 million tons in mately 15.8 percent of total 1966 black 
1967; and Queensland production rose coal production was from opencut mines. 
about 2 percent to 4.85 million tons. As reported by the Joint Coal Board, 

In 1966, 145 underground mines with productivity in leading producer States 
14,809 employees and 13 opencut mines’ was as follows: 
employing 1,005 were active. Approxi- 

Tabie 7.—Black coal production per man-shift : 

(In metric tons, on the basis of all employees) 

. . Underground mines Opencut mines 
State ee 

1964 1965 1966 1964 1965 1966 

New South Wales_....___--------------------------- 7.7 «85 iB 20.08 21..4 
Queensland..____._.-_..--.-------------------------- 4.7 5.5 6.0 16.6 17.6 18.3 
South Australia. _....-...--..-.---- ne eeeeeeee  neeeeee eee 24.3 27.5 28.8 
Western Australia___._..-..-..---.--..-------------- 4.5 4.3 4A 12.7 11.4 12.0 

National total__.......------------------------ 6.9 7.8 8.2 19.7 20.2 20.7 

On the basis of existing and projected Brown Coal.—Australia’s entire brown 
export contracts, Australia’s *! annual coal coal output was from opencut mines in 
shipments to Japan are expected to rise southern Victoria. Over 95 percent of the 
by 1975 to 20 million tons, with Queens- total was mined and used in mine-mouth 
land fields supplying about 12 million tons. powerplants of the State Electricity Com- 
A contract recently renegotiated by Thiess- mission (S.E.C.) at Morewell and Yallourn 
Peabody-Mitsui Coal Pty. Ltd. calls for in the Latrobe Valley. The Commission 
4.5 million tons annualiy from the Moura reported production of 21.4 million tons 
coalfield, beginning in 1968. Connecting of brown coal in fiscal year ending June 
railway and port facilities at Gladstone 30, 1966. Also announced was the purchase 
will be ready early in the year. Preparation of a new bucket wheel dredge of 1,600 
of Utah Development Co.’s opencut mine cubic yards per hour capacity that will be 
at Blackwater commenced in 1966. In- put in service by 1970. 
cluding a 1967 revision, existing contracts Brown coal briquet manufacture by the 
from the Utah project call for 21.5 million S.E.C. Yallourn and Morewell - briquet 
tons over 10 years beginning in 1968. works in 1965-66 were, respectively, 509,- 
Clutha Development Co. has confirmed 560 and 1,403,500 tons. Consumption of 
reserves of over 400 million tons in its brown coal for briquet manufacture totaled | 
Sirius Creek leases in the Blackwater field. 5.8 million tons. Distribution of briquets 

Shipments from these deposits are expected was 36 percent to the electric power plants, 
to start in 1969 or 1970 at 2 million tons 55 percent was sold for general industrial 
annually. In November 1967 the Clutha and domestic fuel uses, and 9 percent for 
Company also contracted with Japanese gas generation. 

lly: for 6 to supply 3 million fov1 “from Petroleum and Natural Gas.— Although | 
y, tor 0 years beginning in » ITO Australia continued to rely heavily on 

leases at Burragorand, New South Wales. foreign sources for petroleum, indigenous 
Black coal consumption in recent years .ources by yearend 1967 supplied about 9 

was distributed as follows by industry: percent of national requirements. With 
——  ———__ increases virtually assured from the Moonie 

Industry Thousand metric tons and Alton fields in Queensland, the Bar- 
1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 row Island field off the coast of Western 

——_ OT Australia and expected yields from proved 

Electricity. --...1. 91387 10/570 101979 Ollfields in Bass Strait, off Victoria, the 
Railways..._.__..-... 1,308 1,036 777 proportion is due to approximate 60 per- 

Cements 222222. “"899« "94g. *"gg5 Cent by 1971. Upon completion in 1969 
Metallurgical coke_-___- 416 450 440 of pipelines presently being constructed, 
Ships bunkers-_-_______- 112 89 62 —_——___ 

Other---.----...----- 72,444 2,285 2,093 10 Joint Coal Board. Twentieth Annual Re- 

Total__------.-. 22,025 22,853 23,146 Port Bsc. Explenetny” an gealia. | 26t  ustralia 
a Inc. and Hematite Petroleum Pty. Ltd. (sub- 

t Revised. sidiary of The Broken Hill Proprietary Ltd.).
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the city of Melbourne will be supplied exploratory wells drilled during 1967, dis- 
with natural gas, piped 175 kilometers coveries were recorded in nine, indicating 
from the Marlin and Barracouta fields in a success ratio of 1:9.7. Exploration and 
Bass Strait. Adelaide will be served by a development highlights during 1966 and 
770-kilometer line from the Moomba and 1967 included the Esso-BHP discovery of 
Gidgealpa fields in northeast South Aus- the Marlin gas-oil field 45 kilometers off 
tralia, and a 450-kilometer pipeline will Gippsland, Victoria;’* the Delhi-Santos 
carry gas from Roma to Brisbane in discovery of Moomba_ gasfields near 
Queensland. Thus by 1970, three of Aus-. -Gidgeapla, South Australia ’*; Wapet’s 
tralia’s largest cities will be supplied by confirmation of its Barrow Island oilfield, 
natural gas that has been discovered and in Western Australia, as commercial in 
brought into commercial service within a 1966 (and initiation of shipments from 
4-year period. | - there in May 1967); the Esso-BHP dis- 

Exploration and development activities covery of the Kingfish oilfield, 80 kilome- 
by private companies, the Bureau of Min- ters off Paynesville, Victoria; and Esso- 
eral Resources, and State Geological ag- BHP discovery of the Halibut oilfield, 67 
encies continued at°a high level through- kilometers off Bairnsdale, Victoria. ~ 
out. 1966 and 1967. Significant features of The year’s development doubled the 
these activities have been the growing at- proved and probable oil reserves in Aus- 
tention to offshore areas as reflected in tralia, from an estimated 300 million bar- 
important new discoveries, relatively high  rels at yearend 1966, to 600 million barrels 
success ratio, and the passage of legislation at yearend 1967. Corresponding estimates 
resolving conflicts between individual for gas reserves have been raised from 
States and the Commonwealth Government 4,500 million cubic feet in 1966 to 8,000 

| _ regarding offshore rights. Expenditures on million at yearend 1967. . , 

petroleum exploration during 1966 totaled . Australian consumption of petroleum was 
$82.2 million, of which private enterprise at a rate of 420,000: barrels per day in 
contributed $65.9 million and Common- 1967, about 9.1 percent higher than that 
wealth and State Governments, $16.3 mil- . of the previous year.4 The processing in- 
lion. Payments under the Petroleum Search dustry consisted. of 11 refineries with a 
Subsidy Act 1959-64, amounted to $11.4 total daily capacity of 542,300 barrels and 
million in 1966 and $11.5 million in 1967. 25 petrochemical: plants. About 95 percent 
About 200 concessions, held by over 100 of the petroleum product demand was met 
companies and groups, were in force during by local. refineries. Products consumed in 
the late months of 1967. Offshore con- 1966-67 totaled 143 million barrels, dis- 
cessions, totaling around 2.3 million square tributed 36 percent to gasoline,.25 percent 
kilometers, extended along four-fifths of to heavy fuel oils, including bunkers, 10 
the continental coast. Numerous geophysi- percent to diesel. distillate, and the balance 
cal survey teams and six offshore drilling to other products. = | | 
rigs were employed during 1967. A record ——H~—— —— | 

number of 274 wells were drilled during 12 Delhi Australian Petroleum Ltd. and San- 
the year and footage drilled in 1967 to- tos ote Australian Petroleum Pty. Ltd. 
taled 1,079,756, compared with 755,822 144Mona Palmer Publishing Co. Inc. World 
in 1966 and 1,153,189 in 1965. Of the 87 Petroleum Report. 1968. New York, 1968, pp.



The Mineral Industry of Austri 

By Justin B. Gowen’ | 

A preliminary estimate of Austria’s out- 1965. This value was equivalent to 2.3 
put of marketable ores and minerals de- percent of the country’s gross national 
rived from domestic resources in 1967 product provisionally estimated at $10,020 
had an indicated value of about $232 mil- _million in 1967, at current prices. 
lion, representing a decrease of about 4 The value of crude mineral production 
percent from 1966 and 8 percent from in million dollars by major commodity 
the post World War II high output of | groups was as follows: 

Commodity zroup . 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 ¢ 

Petroleum and natural gag !______-__2.2_ 2-2. _---. =$80.8 $83.4 $87.6 $85.6 $838.0 
Stone and industrial minerals-_._.___.-.---.--.--.-.-- 56.4 69.1 82.0 76.4 72.0 
Coal,_.__.-.-___---_-_-------------.-------..------ 45.6 44,4 - 40.1 87.5 34.0 
Metallic ores___.__..___2 2-2 eae --- 84.8 = 85.2 35.0 35.3 36.0 
Salt and brine_____-_______-_-_ eee eee 7.2 7.0 7.6 7.6 7.0 

Total______._.-_2_- ee eee i - «224.8 239.1 252.3 242.4 232.0 

e Estimate. . . 
1 Includes oil shale. | 

Employment in the mineral based in- 27,000; nonmetals 54,000; metals 377,000; 
dustries at the end of July 1967 numbered chemicals 63,000; energy 28,000. 
about 550,000 persons as follows: mining | 

| - | PRODUCTION — - Oo 

The output of metallic ores showed only all stages of processing (pig iron, ingots, 
small changes in 1967 from levels of 1966, and semimanufactures). Petroleum refinery 
while output of a number of industrial min- output, based to a significant extent (about 
erals, coal and crude oil, declined. Metal 40 percent) on imported crude oil, moved 
output at nonferrous smelters was gen- ahead of the 1966level. — 

erally . slightly higher t han in 1966 but 1 Physical scientist, Division of International 
steel industry production was lower at § Aetivities. 

103 —
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Table 1.—Austria: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

Metais: 
Aluminum: | 

Bauxite. __._...-------.----------------___. .17,830 3,708 ._._--- ----.-- —_----- 
Alumina_____...-...--.__.-_----.---_---_.-_-. 12,000 14,850 17,9938 22,088 24,000 
Metal and alloys: 

Primary, unwrought._.....__.___._._._-_-. 76,464 77,697 78,785 78,927 78,745 
Secondary and remelted, unwrought___.... 34,7386 39,241 31,072 22,224 24,109 
Semimanufactures.___.__._..._.._._....._.. 30,723 31,983 32,281 33,898 36,828 

Antimony: 
Ore: 

Gross weight (wet).__._._..___-.._..._-. 17,550 18,430 17,723 19,453 19,789 
Antimony content_.__..______--.--__-__- 867 893 692 ~~ 660 $NA 

Concentrates: . 
Gross weight.._______.._---------------- 750 798 653 386 NA 
Recoverable content__.__..____-___-_.-_ 497 581 394 227 NA 

Crudum (antimony sulfide)._._.__.-_._-..___-- T 431 All 380 551 665 
Cadmium______.___.._..-__._......--kilograms.. 18,800 19,400 21,000 *21,200 19,000 
Copper: , . 

Ore: _ 
Gross weight (wet)... ._.__.._______...-.. 188,093 114,471 121,201 148,563 144,691 
Copper content_.__._.__.-_.-----2------ 1,933 1,613 1,576 1,902 1,906 

Concentrate: 
Gross weight_____.....__-.._--.---__---- 7,228 5,716 5,589 6, 730 NA 
Copper content__....____.-_--._.--__-_-- 1,885 1,565 1,522 1,853 NA 

Copper sulfate__.____.._.-__-.._--_---__--_- 618 594 980 T2 NA 
Metal: 

_ Electrolytic._._._.......--._-_-_----.--. 18,050 14,642 16,206 17,025 17,444 
Other refined (including secondary) -._-_-_-_--.- 2,832 2,882 1,986 1,036 823 
Semimanufactures, copper and alloys_._.__._. 37,480 42,482 37,717 36,054 32,804 

Germanium concentrates; ! germanium content 
kilograms. _ NA NA NA 7,500 8,850 

Iron and steel: . 
Iron ore: ; 

; Gross weight_..____._._..._thousand tons__ 3,784 . 3,563 3,536 3,475 3,473 
Iron content.._._-......--....-..-do.___ 1,180 1,128 1,110 *1,099 1,098 

Pig iron..__________.--.-_..-.-.--..-.do..._ 2,106 2,204 2,200 2,195 2,140 
Ferroalloys_____..._.--_..-.--..-.----do___- 4 5 4 — 5 5 

Crude steel: 
Linz-Donawitz__._....._.....-....do___- 1,849 1,964 1,969 “1,958 NA 
Open hearth_____._..__.-_-._-_----do_.__ TAT 823 840 837 NA 
Electric______..__-__------.-------do_... 351 407 412 398 NA 

Total___._..... 2-2-2 ee ---do_._. 2,947 3,194 3,221 3,193 3,023 

Semimanufactures, except pipe and wire: | . , 
Wire rod______-_____-_-____--._--._.-do___- 220 236 259 255 268 
Other bars and rods_._...___.-_....do___- 296 403 445 469 391 
Shapes, excluding rails___._....._...do___- 42 48 56 13 - 48 
Heavy plates, including universal plates 

thousand tons. _ 303 312 298 284) 
Medium plates and sheets._____._._do___- 58 — 99 65 Ti 1.272 
Fine plates and sheets_____......._do___. 497 520 429 426 ([ , 
Sheet coils, medium and fine_._..____do___- 409 425 486 543} 
Hot strip_________2.. 2. --_-_-_.-do___. 153 194 177 168 161 
Rails and railway track material__-—-_do-_-_-_- 54 59 69 56 53 

Total_____....-. 2.2 22. --do_-_.. 2,032 2,276 2,284 2,346 2,193 
Semimanufactures for further processing else- 
where________....._._.___.-thousand tons__ 28 29 29 29 33 

Lead: 
Lead and zine ores: 

Gross weight, wet_.___._.___..__..__.._. 187,907 197,358 196,964 190,296 196,015 
Lead content.__._______.-______-_____-. 5,529 5,924 5,891 5,685 NA 

Lead concentrates: 
Gross weight_.__.__._____.--_....-___--_- 6,972 7,178 6,916 6,671 6,593 © 
Lead content, recoverable_____...._._.._. 4,993 5,195 5,038 4,841 4,804 

Metal and alloys: 
Primary, unwrought______________-______- 6,426 8,496 7,694 7,173 7,789 
Secondary, unwrought___________--___-_- 3,356 4,810 5,292 4,689 5,365 

Total_____._ 2 eee 9,782 13,306 12,986 11,862 13,154 
Semimanufactures___________--__-_-_---- 3,634 4,064 3,961 4,043 3,248 

Manganese content of iron ores_______.___.-..__.. 71,600 68,786 67,456 69,500 NA 
Nickel suifate_._._____..2- 2222 ee ee 209 225 173 202 NA 
Silver... 2-222 ee ___troy ounces__ 68,803 73,947 76,519 93,237 NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1:—Ausiria: Production of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise stated) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 > 

Metals—Continued 
Tungsten: 

. Ores: 
Gross weight, wet_.__._.-...--- -- 7,222 5,269 5, 682 6,342 9,061 
WOs3 content__.__...-------- 2 ae 142 sl 150 82 144 

z Concentrates 60 percent WOs3 basis..._.-.______ 223 105 195 137 240 
inc:? 

Zine content of ores._.-..._..__.--___--.-_-_- 9,170 9,763 9,547 10,483 NA 
Concentrates: 

. Gross weight_...-__-_--------------...-. 14,486 14,691 14,000 15,677 16,503 
Zine content, recoverable._______.___.___-_ 7,091 7,261 6,963 1,773 8,121 

. Metal: 
Electrolytic, unwrought.____........-__.. 11,861 12,896 13,113 14,201 14,157 
Fire refined, unwrought______.__________- 574 676 1,156 1,231 1,228 

Total___._-_-.___-------------__._.__. 12,485 18,572 14,269 15,482 15,385 
Semimanufacturers, including alloyed_.__._. | 1,589 1,525 1,778 1,627 1,464 

. Nonmetals: 
Asbestos___._____..--- eee 579) LeeLee eee Lee 
Barite_.-.-..-._--_.------------------ eee.) 2,178 1,261 2,334 *2,800 2,456 

_ Cement_____._._-__..-__._-__-.--.thousand tons__ 3,312 3,769 4,044 4,501 4,548 
Clays and clay products: . 

China clay (kaolin).._....._....-.-.._-do____ 349 368 328 378 384 
. Bentonite_....-_..-------------------do____ 3 3 4 2 1 

Illite._..- eee do. 66 WW 68 143 136 
Other_._______.._- 2 eee do 49 48 51 69 | AT 
Clay products: . 

Refractory brick_______._.._......do___-_ 59 val 75 Tl 63 
Building bricks.___..____..._million pieces__ 1,006 1,095 1,064 1,091 1 ,G44 
Roofing tile............-.__._..----do___- 45 r Al 33° 24 22 

Diatomite______.__.-.._____-__-- uu ie -_----. «= 8, 986 3, 832 4,034 3,754 3,657 
Feldspar__________._--.__-_---_--- -eee eee 2,110 1,629 1,419 1,531 2,480 
Graphite: 

Crude__.__.--.----------------------------- 99,589 102,237 85,755 79,539 32,541 
Marketable: . 

For direct consumption in blast furnaces... 76,487 77,059 57,052 °¢ 49,500 NA 
Foundry grade______.___--___-.--...._._-. 21,525 22,457 24,346 19,898 19,530 
Electrode grade_.____._._...--.-____-_-- 810 520 332 530 - TI2 
Flotation graphite mainly for fine grinding... 256 518 857 923 7638 

Gypsum and anhydrite_____..._...thousand tons__ 585 568 618 TTT T38 
ime: . 

' For construction. .-_...__.__-..--...--do__.- 575 608 584 530 560 
For agriculture__._._._._...--._.._..--do____ 113 122 108 114 133 

Magnesite: 
Crude___________-.---.-_-_.--..-_.---do._.. 1,318 1,657 1,816 1,615 1,535 

. Sintered or dead burned..__-_-..__.__..-do___- 411 522 566 49] 450 
Caustic calcined_...._.____---__._-_-_.-do___- 170 192 198 199 176 
Magnesite and chrome magnesite refractories 

thousand tons-- ‘223 277 282 269 2338 
Pigments, (specular hematite)_........_......_..... 4,120 4,304 5,283 4,780 5,268 
Pumice____-___.-_-_.----.----.-----.--.-_-------. 21,182 22,882 20,426 21,081 22,634 
Quartz and quartzite._._-...__.______._-___.-__-.--. 65,859 68,897 76 , 922 60,660 50,393 
quartz sand.___._._.....____..__- thousand tons. _ 199 197 307 294 20-4 
alt: 

' Rock __ eee eee doe 5 1 1 1 1 
Evaported__..__..._....____-__-_____.-do__-- 166 167 186 185 191 
In brine.______..--_-____--.--___-___--do____  ¢*209 224 217 ' 284 233 

Sand and gravel_...__-_.______-_-_.__.--___--do____ NA NA NA 4,750 4,474 
Sand, industrial n.e.s______....___-__--___.-do.___ AQT 56 67 69 60 
Stone: 

Building. .~.._____-_.-____---..______-do___. NA NA NA AT «49 
Crushed___... 2-22 eee le---do..-. 6,274 7,086 °6,834 °'7,112 7,398 

Sulfur, all forms__...._.._..__-.--_-_-----_-- eee NA 29,500 30,200 29,275 31,550 
Tale and soapstone______..__._.-._..-_...-.-..-. 65,644 71,872 75,902 76,303 77,733 

Minerai fuels: 
Coal: 

Bituminous___..__._....._..__thousand tons__ 104 103 59 20 14 
Lignite and subbituminous.________.._.-do____ 6,053 5,761 5,450 5, 283 4,604 

Total_________--- 2 eee eet --do____ 6,157 5, 864 5,509 5,303 4,618 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Austria: Production of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

Mineral fuels—Continued , oe . 
Coke: ce oo 

From coke ovens______.__._..-thousand tons__ 1,634 1,608 1,548 1,474 1,407 
From gasworks. ___.__.--..-----------do___- 343 313 286 223 213 

Total_....-..----------------------do.... 1,977 1,921 1,884 1,697 ‘1, 620 
Gas: ON | 

Natural: 
Wet____-------------million cubic feet 3__ ' 12,375 14,058 *14,951 18,527 NA 
Dry__~_-------------------------do___. '47,623 48,281 *45,921 °47,636 NA 

Total..........._-------------.do..._ * 59,998 *62,289 *60,872 66,163 60,336 
Oil shale________..__-____-_ e+e eee- 325 45 580 320 598 
Peat e_____..___.__-.._-...-.....thousand tons_- 5 5 5 2 2 
Shale oil__-_..-___.._-_- ee eee 11 2 11 5 12 
Shale oil products. ___.__._-_.. eee eee 90 T1 84 54 NA 
Petroleum: 

Crude__.___..._..--........._thousand tons__ 2,620 2,663 2,855 2,757 2,685 

Refinery products: OO 7 _ oe 
Liguid petroleum gases__...____._-._.do___- 39 67 81 77 85 
Gasoline. _______-__-- 1+ _---do___- 374 514 644 701 . 888 
Kerosine___.__.___--_..__-_-__-..do____ 58 69 - §1 '*93 ~~. 8 
Gas oil_.______ 2 dow e 845 859 ' 851 861 895 
Fuel oil_._____.- 2-22 -do___- 1,392 1,591 1,798 *1,849 2,028 
Lubrieants__._.......___-_.____-_.do____ 111 192 185 * 206 184 
Asphalt and bitumen.__.__..______do___. 126 159 187 r215 244 
Other_____...__-_---.-. _--____..do___- 3 4 «5 A Ll. 

Total_.______....-_-------...--do-.-. 2,948 3,455 3,797. 4,006 4,852 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. r Revised. | NA Not available. . 
1 Byproduct of zinc refining. —_- . 
2 Zinc ores included in “Lead and zinc ores’”’ shown under “‘Lead.”’ 
3’ Converted from cubic meters at 0° C. and 760 millimeters Hg to cubie feet using a conversion factor of 

35.3145 cubic feet per cubic meter. . : 

| TRADE : 

The value of Austria’s mineral commod- A $9.7 million increase in nonferrous 
ity trade, both exports and imports, in- metal exports and a $5.2 million increase 
creased in 1966, the most recent year for in iron and steel exports served not only 
which complete data are available, but to compensate for modest declines in ex- 
the rate of increase was not as great as ports of metal ores, scrap metal, non- 
that for total commodity exports and im- metallic minerals, and mineral fuels but 
ports. Thus mineral commodities accounted also was sufficient to increase the total 
for a slightly lesser share of total com- value of mineral commodity exports by 
modity trade than in 1965 as shown in — $11.5 million over the 1965 level. Iron and 
the following tabulation: steel exports valued at $220.5 million in 

ss 1966 accounted for 63 percent of mineral 
era . . Value (million dollars) com- commodity exports by value, while non- 

———__———————_ modi- ferrous metal shipments at $59.9 million 
c on ineral is Total shoe’ of 2nd nonmetallic mineral manufactures at 

total $32.8 million accounted for 17 and 9 
(percent) —_ bercent, respectively, of mineral commodity 

Exports: exports. 

1965.....-.. 1838.9 1,600.0 21.2 The higher value of total mineral com- 
1966________ 350.4 1,683.6 20.8 : : . 9 ‘ncipall 

Imports: modity imports in 1966 was principally 
1965_______- 407.4 2,100.6 19.4 the result of greater receipts of petroleum 
1966.__..... 449.38 27327.6 19.3 ; s ceip’s Ol P ; 

Trade balance: (an increase of $15.7 million), steel (an 
1965- ------- } — 88 5 — 300-6 xx increase of $11.3 million), and nonfer- 

-oaaaeee 98. oe rous metals (an increase of $7.5 million), 

XX Not applicable. although the value of imports of all major 
1 Data differs from that presented in 1965 Miner- ; 1 increase ex- 

als Yearbook chapter because of the exclusion of the mineral . commodity groups d I 
value of electric power exports in this tabulation. cept solid fuels (a decrease of $6.6 mil-
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lion). Despite the decline, however, this basis and provided 47 percent of the na- 
group (coal, coke and briquets) remained  tion’s imports of those commodities; Com- 
the foremost mineral commodity import munist Europe received 24 percent of 
group, accounting for almost 19 percent mineral exports and provided 26 percent 

of the total, followed by iron and steel of the country’s mineral imports. The 
(18 percent), petroleum (17 percent), United States was only a minor trading 
and nonferrous metals (14 percent). partner in minerals receiving 2.7 percent 

Countries of the European Economic of total mineral exports on a value basis 
Community received 44 percent of Aus- and providing only 3.3 percent of mineral 
tria’s 1966 mineral exports on a value imports. | 

Table 2.—Austria: Exports of mineral commodities 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: — _ 
Aluminum: . . 

‘Aluminum oxide and hydroxide-_ | 14,986 17,557 Poland 5,387; West Germany 2,453; 
, . . . United States 2,293. ' 

Metal and alloys: . oe 
Scrap___-_.---------------- | 4,489 : 5,452 Italy 3,176; West Germany 2,275. 
Ingots and equivalent forms-_ 31,971 § 87,084 West Germany 21,571; Switzerland 4,340. 

a Semimanufactures__-..----.- . 17,831 22,984 West Germany 4,851; United Kingdom 
2,166; United States 2,142. 

Antimony: . . . 
Ore and concentrate______-__-_-- 742 389 Belgium-Luxembourg 298. 
Sulfide. _-_-.-..--------------- ™6 12 West Germany 4; Pakistan 4. : 

- Cadmium metal, kilograms. - 15,000 - 4,600 Czechoslovakia 4,000; West Germany 
‘all forms. 600. 

Chromite______..__..-...---------- 854 494 West Germany 472. . 
Copper and alloys: oo 

Unwrought, including scrap---_-_- r 5,039 5,103 West Germany 4,326. 
Semimanufactures___________--- 8 , 369 8,175 Sweden 1,401; [Israel 1,101; Bulgaria 

Gold and gold alloys__-_troy ounces. - 6, 848 8,070 West Germany 6,462; Italy 1,125. 
Iron and steel: 

Tron ore and roasted pyrites_ - - _- 515 122 Belgium-Luxembourg 80. 
Ashes and thousand tons-. 107 116 All to West Germany. 

residues. 
Scrap___.__.-._.._..-_.-do__-_- 4 6 Switzerland 3; West Germany 2. 
Pig iron and ferroalloys_-~-do-_-.--_ 55 5 West Germany 2; Sweden 1. 
Steel ingots and thousand tons__ 386 | 400 West Germany 355. . 

other primary forms. 
Semimanufactures: 

Tron and steel shapes_do- _-_-_ 163 191 Bulgaria 34; Italy 25; West Germany 25; 
Switzerland 21; Hungary 12. 

Plates and sheets_____do___. 466 472 U.S.S.-%. 99; West Germany 88; Czech- 
. oslovakia 49. . 

Hoop and strip.__.__-do___- 59 61 Switzerland 27; Italy 10; Rumania 5. 
Other_______.____..-do___- 112 114 Switzerland 30; West Germany 16; 

Hungary 11. 
Lead: 

Lead oxides_..._____-_._--_-.-- 547 1,547 Czechoslovakia 1,306. 
Metal and alloys all forms. _-___-~- r2,767 1,997 Italy 1,553. 

Magnesium, all forms_________._.--- r 424 336 West Germany 165; United Kingdom 90. 
Manganese oxide...__-....---------- 481 363 West Germany 140; Denmark 122; 

” Brazil 71. 
Mercury. ___......-76-pound flasks __ 157 293 France 171; West Germany 55. 
Molybdenum, all forms--—.____----- 240 281 West Germany 123; United Kingdom 79; 

United States 24. 
Nickel and alloys, all forms. -_-_-_-__--- 243 203 West Germany 89; East Germany 27; 

Kumania 26. 
Platinum group metals._-troy ounces. - 4,115 6,302 Rumania 4,115; Italy 900; Hungary 482; 

West Germany 450. 
Silver and alloys: 

Bullion__.thousand troy ounces -_- 96 145 Nearly all to West Germany. 
Semimanufactures____.._-do__-- 32 35 xumania, 13; Yugoslavia 6; Czechoslo- 

vakia 6. 
Tantalum, all forms______kilograms.._ = 3,200 4,000 United Kingdom 2,000; West Germany 

Tin: 
Oxide__.__..._._._-_long tons_- 70 137 Czechoslovakia 86; Poland 44. 
Metal all alloys, all forms__do-__-- 41 26 West Germany 20. 

Tungsten: 
Ure and concentrate. .____-__--- 192 101 All to West Germany. 
Metal, all forms__.._-__------.-- 87 119 West Germany 84; France 9; East 

Germany 8. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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_ Table 2.—Austria: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . — . 

Commodity 1965 . 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals—Continued . . . 
Zine: - , OS 

Ore and concentrate_______-_ _- r 54 panne ee 
Metal and alloys, all forms- - -~-_-_- 4,233 3,892 Italy 2,034; Czechoslovakia 1,600. 

Other: : 
Nonferrous ores, n.é.s.--.--- 252-0 166 93. West Germany 90. = ui 
Ashes and slag, n.e.s___....___-_- 12,415 14,289 Italy 6,099; West Germany 4,887; 

Yugoslavia 2,724. o 
Salts and compounds of unspeci- 133 265 NA. 

fied rare earth elements. 
Nonmetals: cs OO ; - : a . 

Asbestos: , 
Crude_______._----- ee ee 9 1,701 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,693. 
Cement and cement products_- _ _- 13,591 11,007 West Germany 10,722. . 

Cement, hydraulic.....__.... 2 34,441 15,086 West Germany 14,485 Switzerland 548. 
Chalke. ~~ ----------~---20----2--~-- 3,732 3,244 West Germany 2,260; Italy 755. 
lays: 

China clay_....22-222- Leelee 30, 664 31,487 Italy 19,541; Switzerland 5,294; West 
Germany 4,365. cS 

Other clays and crude refractories. 2,208 1,148 United Kingdom 701; Italy 298. 
Cryolite and chiolite, natural._______ 4.. 4 Mexico 4. 
Diatomite and other siliceous earths_ _ 138 257 Yugoslavia 144; Bulgaria 70. 
Diamond and other gemstones: | Cu 

Uncut__.______ thousand carats__. 20 165 Sweden 100. 
Other.____._..---...-...do___.. 75 350 United States 245. 

Dolomite__....__.._.--__--___-_ ee 41,929 38 , 748 West Germany 24,232; United Kingdom 
722. 

Feldspar____._._....--_._-_-_--__-- 1,753 2,165 Italy 1,129; Switzerland 6438.  ~— 
Fluorspar___.__._-__.----2--2---___- 39 eee eee 
Graphite, natural__.......__._._..._.-. © 21,187. 16,876 Italy 7,725; West Germany 6,948. | 
Gypsum, crude and sintered _________ 59 ,251 79,728 West i. germany 66,177; “Switzerland 

Lime, hydraulic and slaked_________- 345 2,128 West Germany 2,019. SO 
Limestone, industrial__._....-....-- 903,078 882,745 West Germany 882,686. — . 
Magnesite: —— 

Crude__._-.. 2-2 eee 576 412 West Germany 259; Switzerland 107. 
Sintered_-._...-------------.-.- 275,262 223,969 West Germany 90,625; United states 

58,670; France 16,174. — 
Caustic calcined______.__.._.__- 99,424 91,536 West Germany 72,863. 
Bricks and plates_..______.___-_- 144,775 186,749 West Germany 20,072; France 19,607; 

Sweden 19,208. sc 
Other products, not burnt, includ- 102,038 97,011 West Germany 24,027; Rumania 16,927; 

ing chrome-magnesite products. - France 14,062. 
Mica and mica products_________:_-_- 19 25 Yugoslavia 12; West Germany 10. 
Pigments, mineral_________.__.____-_ 3,226 2,697 West Germany 984; United Kingdon 776. 
Quartz and guartzite__..___________- 279 153 West Germany 82; Netherlands 58. 
Kare earth metals and compounds, . 133 265 NA. a : 

Nes. 
Refractories, n.e.s...._..___.--_.-_-- 3,870 3,845 Czechoslovakia 2,009; West Germany 

Sand (excluding metal bearing)_-__.__ 55,207 43 ,221 West Germany 30,557; Switzerland 

Slate... 22 eee 55 61 NA. 7 
Stone, except industrial limestone and 

slate: 
Building and dimension: 

Crude and partly worked_... 183,802 177,286 West sigemany 118,738; Switzerland 
7,310. Oe 

Worked. ________-___---_-- 15,660 9,720 Switzerland 5,557; West Germany 4,038. 
Crushed stone, gravel and mac- 189,873 125,286 West Germany 103,152; Switzerland 

adam. 20,444. 
Sulfur... ee eee 49 we eeeee 
Tale and soapstone___________-____- 69 ,490 60,558 West Germany 29,172, Italy 8,078. 
Vermiculite and mineral wool____.._- 67,102 80,568 West Germany 79,634. 
Nonmetails n.e.s.: 

Ceramic scrap____________-___-- 415 329 All to West Germany. 
Other_____._-.__2- 2 eee 493 813 West Germany 529; Italy 91; Switzerland 

83. 
Mineral fuels: 

Lignite and briquets___._..________. 9,967 9,428 West Germany 9,420. 
Coke___..--_--- 2 eee 2,816 10,621 Yugoslavia 7,548; Italy 3,042. 
Gas, manufactured_._.____-__.--___- 1138 7 Switzerland 7. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Distillate tuel oil. .-.__...__....__. 1 125,963 24,956 West Germany 24,668. 
Lubricants__...-.....-.-.--.--. ' 73,5380 71,023 Czechoslovakia 26,561; Poland 22,108. 
Other___..__.--__- ee ee 2,692 8,303 Poland 6,030. 

Crude chemicals from the dis- 
tillation of coal, petroleum 
and natural gas_______.___- T 2,889 2,784 West Germany 1,954; Italy 710. 

eee 

t Revised. NA Not available.
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a Table 3.—Austria: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Commodity . _ 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: Oo . 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite____--..----..--------. "22,895 24,580 Surinam 12,662; Hungary 4,999; Yugo- 
Soo slavia 4,530. ° 

Alumina, including hydroxide__._ 172,427 160,034 West Germany 81,793; Guinea 44,984. 
- 7 Hungary 23,386. 

- «= Metal and alloys: oO 
Ingots, equivalent forms and 2,266 4,479 Hungary 1,539; East Germany 893; West 

scrap. Fe, Germany 717. . 
Semimanufactures____-__._-- 7,024 7,806 . Switzerland 2,744; West Germany 2,713; 

taly 1,297. 
Antimony metal, all forms.-__..-.--. - © 95 > 115 Belgium-Luxembourg 112. 
Arsenic oxides and acids___._.-.__.-- r 41 - 47 West eermany ‘17; France 15; Switzer- 

Beryllium metal, all - kilograms. _ 200 300 West Germany 200; United Kingdom 100. 
orms. ° os 

Cadmium, all:forms...._......2-.---- 12 8 Mainly from West Germany. 
Chromium: oO Bo 

. Chromite... 41,223 48,069. Iran 30,800; Turkey 17,207. 
_  Qxides and hydroxide----------. 163 160 West Germany 130. 
Copper: ws . . - 

Ore and concentrate__.__._-___--_ 692 738 All from Italy. 
Metal and alloys: 

Scrap___-_-..-_------------- 5,313 5,448 West Germany 3,353; Switzerland 1,189. 
.. Blister, ingots and equivalent 23 ,536 19,952 West Germany 10,867; South Africa 

forms. 3,456; Zambia 2,362. 
Semimanufactures_-__-._.-- 4,816 5,132 West, Germany 2,741; United Kingdom 

Gold and thousand troy ounces_-_ r 988 1,164 United Kingdom 866: West Germany 144; 
gold alloys. = © " ) ©. Do Switzerland 121. | 

Iron and steel: 
Ores and con- thousand tons... 1,119 1,175 U.S.S.R. 408; Brazil 352; West Germany 

_. + -e@éntrates, oe 7 - 278. 
- Roasted pyrites.__.__.....do_._. — 861° 346. Italy 332. © 

Pig iron and castings !____do_.-.- 239 159 U.S.S.R. 34; Hungary 33; Bulgaria 30; 
ne oo ; . East Germany 27. 
Ferroalloys:. — 

Se Ferromanganese......do_... - r4l _. 12 Norway 7; U.S.S.R. 2. 
Other___..-.._-_-_.-do____ 135 . 35 Norway 7; U.S.S.R. 4; France 4; Yugo- 

vo . : slavia 3; Sweden 3; New Caledonia 3. 
Secrap___.----._-_____-.--do_._. 108 55 East Germany 33; Italy 8; West Germany 

Steel ingots and other do__.- 31 62 Bulgaria 22; Hungary 10; Rumania 8. 
primary forms. a . me 

Semimanufactures___.....do___- 189 261 West Germany 153; France 16; Belgium- . 
oo Luxembourg 16. . 

Ore and concentrate......-.---- 4,350 2,600 All from Italy. 
Lead oxide.________--_=_- 2-7 142 91 United Kingdom 41; West Germany 34. 
Metal and alloys, all forms... _- 13 ,055 14,150 Yugoslavia 9,073, Bulgaria 3,242. 

Magnesium ingots, scrap and semi- t 536 508 Italy 452. - 
.* Manufactures. 
Manganese: oO 

Ore and concentrate. .__..._-..- 964 1,306 West Germany.759; China, mainland 201. 
Oxides... 2-2 eee 237 160 Japan 145. 

Mercury__.___..__.76-pound flasks_~ 679 583 Spain 174; West Germany 157; Italy 116. 
Molybdenum: 

Oxides____....- eee 400 . 537 West Germany 289; United States 153. 
Metal, all forms-_...-..-..---.- 59. 7 West Germany 3; Hungary 3. 

Nickel and nickel alloys: 
Matte, speiss._....._-__.-.----. 369 737 Canada 335; United Kingdom 274; 

United States 62. 
Ingots and scrap__.__..._.----- 1,940 2,364 United Kingdom 1,268; Canada 308; 

U.S.S.R. 300. 
Semimanufactures.__._._...__-. 438 568 West Germany 290; United Kingdom 169. 

Platinum group metals, troy ounces-- 4,437 5,691 West Germany 4,180; United Kingdom 
all forms. 707; Italy 547. 

Silver: 
Bullion...thousand troy ounces. -_ 3,199 3,778 West Germany 1,791; Switzerland 987; 

Mexico 482. 
Semimanfactures__..._...do___- 154 177 West Germany 84; Switzerland 68. 

Tantalum, all forms__.._-_kilograms. . 4.800 5, 700 United | States 3,700; West Germany 

Tin and tin alloys: 
' Unwrought, includ- long tons_. 599 565 Netherlands 344; West Germany 67. 

ing scrap. . 
Semimanutfactures. -------do__-- 31 41 Switzerland 17; West Germany 13. 

Titanium oxide__....__-__.---.----- 4,810 5,235 West Germany 3,362; United Kingdom 
516; Netherlands 489; Finland 429. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Austria: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise stated) 

. Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals—Continued 
Tungsten: 

Ore and concentrate______.___-- 3,352 3,550 Mainland China 2,235; South Korea 630; 
Australia 549. 

Oxide and hydroxide______.___-- 205 223 West Germany 131; France 92. 
Metal, all forms.___.._..------- 34 25 West Germany 10; France 8; United 

‘ Kingdom 6. 
Salts and compounds of uranium, 289 838 West Germany 40; United States 20; 
zi thorium and rare-earth elements. France 18. - — 

ine: 
Ore and concentrate________-_-- 12,620 12,450 All from Italy. co 
Oxide (zine white).____-__-..--- 452 _ 485 West Germany 374; Netherlands.-70. 
Ingots and equivalent forms- - --- 7,403 7,297 Bulgaria 2,560; Poland 1,753; West 

- Germany 1,006. 
Semimanufactures._-.....------ 557 637 Yugoslavia 344; West Germany 214. 

Nonferrous ores and concentrates ‘not 5,166 5,661 Australia 1,704; Canada 1,624; United 
elsewhere specified. States 1,393. vo 

Nonferrous ashes and residues n.e.s- - - 8,269 11,964 West. Germany 5,347; Czechoslovakia 
- 2,199; Hungary 2,186. ca 

Other ashes and slags n.e.s.._._------ 899 730 West Germany 566. a 
Nonmetals: Oo oe 

Abrasives: ce 
- Natural: oo : 

Dust and thousand carats__ _ 10 - 40 West Germany 35; Netherlands 5. 
powder from gem stone. 

co Pumice___._._._-_---------- 653 734 West Germany 526; Italy 205. 
Emery, corundum and other_ 108 123 Greece 63; Netherlands 40; West 

Germany 20: 
Artificial corundum_-__---_------ 3,392 4,186 West Germany 3,165. 

Asbestos: oe 
' Crude___________-.__--.------- 31,102 34,169 Canada 24,109; U.S.S.R. 4,513. 

Cement and cement products_ - -- 8,855 13,106 West Germany 10,333; Switzerland 2,112. 
Other products, excluding friction 289 538 West Germany 313; United States 98. 

material. - 
Barite and witherite__.___.._------- 8,481 5,954 Yugoslavia 2,429; West Germany 2,355. 
Boron salts, natural.__..__..-_------ 5,124 5,789 United States 5,748. oo 
Cement, hydraulic.-...._..---.----- 16,007 27,186 Switzerland 8,272; West Germany 5,115; 

- France 5,021... - 
Chalk.-________-____--..---------- 1,122 971 France 498; West Germany 327. 

' Clays and clay products: oo 
Clays and refractories, crude___._ 149,615 118,474 West Germany 47,498; Czechoslovakia 
oo me , . 36,700; Hungary 16,480. > 

Bricks, tubes and pipes, nonre- 118,376 126,132 Italy 53,990; West Germany 30,420; 
fractory. - Hungary 20,166. 

Cryolite and chiolite, natural. .—._-_-- 416 421 All from Denmark. 
Diatomite and other siliceous earths- - 2,190 2,765 United. States 1,431; West Germany 

Dolomite, crude and sintered -_-_---__-- 3,107 © 3,295 Italy 2,051; Norway 937.  . 
Gem stones, including industrial dia- 

monds: 
Uneut._._.___.thousand carats -_- 4,825 56,335 Brazil 24,850; Canada 12,860; Uruguay 

5,000; West Germany 4,415. 
, Other gem stones, do__.. - 2,410 2,625 West Germany 1,440; India 550. 

crude or cut but not mounted. 
Industrial thousand carats__ — 70 — 35 West Germany 30; Hungary 5. . 

diamonds : 
' Graphite; natural_.._____.---------- 298 234 West Germany 199. - 
Gypsum gone anhydrite, crude and 11,692 19,473 Poland 9,443; East Germany 7,224. 

sintered. - 
Lime, hydraulic and slaked_-..____-- r1,169 690 West Germany 636. 
Limestone, industrial__.____._..._-- 4,560 444 Switzerland 86; West Germany 60. 
Magnesite: 

Crude___________--______---_-- 20 ,224 32,314 Turkey 32,269. 
Sintered and caustic calcined_____ 17,672 23,417 Turkey 15,007; Greece 8,295. 
Magnesite and chrome-magnesite 1,925 1,824 Italy 1,775. 

products, unfired. 
Mica: 

Crude and scrap_..-___..---_--- 259 382 Argentina 104; Norway 96; West 
Germany 72. 

Manufactures.____.-____._-.-_-- 18 27 Switzerland 21. 
Pigments, mineral__.____._-__------ 259 283 France, 177; West Germany 43; Italy 42. 
Phosphates: 

Phosphate rock: 
Crude__.______-_ + eee 184,989 223,583 Morocco 174,871; United States 46,713. 
Ground_____.___.__-----_-- 47,190 41,142 West Germany 39,565. 

Thomas slag____________--__.-. 387,184 325,880 France gg O78: Belgium-Luxembourg 
,093. 

Other___..._-._--------------- 14,408 6,213 Netherlands 5,628. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Austria: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise stated) 

Commodity - 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Nonmetals—Continued sy : a . 
Potash: - . 

Crude salts___.__..._..--._-----. 158,290 123,889 East Germany 123,273. . 
- Potassium chloride_.._._.._-_.-. © 66,187 186,289 France 47,540; West Germany 34,326; 

; U.S.S.R. 32,545; East Germany 21,878. 
Potassium sulfate._....______.-- 26,163 17,766 West Germany 14,212; East Germany 
; . 1,954; Italy 1,500. 
Potassium-magnesium sulfate.... 31,315 82,575 West Germany 32,555. . 
Other potash fertilizers_._______-_ 22 ,328 2,517. U.S.S.R. 2,501. 

Pyrites, unroasted____.____-___-_l_- 27,680 26,465 U.S-SR. 15,501; Greece 5,845; Italy 

Quartz and quartzite__..____.__-.__- 15,233 15,087 West Germany 13,296. 
Refractory building materials. __-___- 15,489 14,261 West Germany 12,148; Czechoslovakia 

2. 
Salt, including brine salt__._________ 63 779 France 728. — 
Sand, excluding metal-bearing__...... 186,167 141,480 West . Germany 89,188; East Germany 

Slate: . _ . 
Crude or rough cut.________.-.- 511 571 West. Germany 204; Italy 154; Norway 

S Slate products___....---_-.---- 188 257 Italy 181: West Germany 51. . 
tone: : , , 

Dimension, except slate......... "24,102 31,175 Italy 18,585. oS 
sult Crushed stone and gravel__-._-_. "97,274 158,771 West Germany 126,568; Italy 17,571. 

ur: 
Elemental____...thousand tons_ . 114 82 United States 39; Poland 18; France 8. 
Sublimed_________--_____---_-- 348 154 All from West Germany. 
Sulfur dioxide_.._......_.-_.__-_- 165 815 All from West Germany. 
Sulfuric acid____.:.---..-____-- 25,142 4,565 West Germany 4,027. 

Tale and soapstone_________.____.-- 1,797 1,493 Italy 1,039; Norway 298. 
Trass_____ 2 eee 1,177 1,854 All from West Germay. - 
Vermiculite and mineral wool____.__- 1 , 383 19,671 Switzerland 13,747; Italy 3,098. 
Other nonmetals, n.e.s.: . 

Ceramic scrap._.....-____--.--- 11,073 7,080 “West 9 qrormany 5,063; Czechoslovakia 

Other____________--__-_-__------ 24,067 21,255 West Germany 18,380; Poland 1,250. 
Mineral fuels: 

- Coal and briquets: 
Bituminous and thousand tons_- 3,628 8,405 Poland 1,415; U.S.S.R. 845; West 

~ anthracite. . Germany 769; Czechoslovakia 271. 
Subbituminous and lignite_do_.__ 695 5388 East Germany 327; West Germany 175; 

oe Czechoslovakia 24. 
Peat_____-._-..-_------__...-do___- 9 15 West Germany 7; Poland 7. 
Coke and coke breeze_______._do__-_- 965 990 West Germany 391; Czechoslovakia 263. 
Natural asphalt, bitumen, etc__do__-_- 1,846 1,333 United States 799; Trinidad and Tobago 

Gas: . 
Natural, including LPG_.__..._- 2,278 2.,,854 Yugoslavia 2,674. 
Manufactured_....._...._..---- 1,466 1,851 West Germany 1,348. 

Petroleum: 0 
- Crude and - thousand tons. - 789 1,276 U.S.S.R. 699; Yugoslavia 363; West 

_ partly refined. . Germany 106. . 
Refinery products: oo . 

Gasoline. .......__._do __-- 467 602 Italy 332; Czechoslovakia 77; West 
. Germany 73. — . 

Kerosine___._._.__.--do___- q 8 Italy 6. 
Distillate fuels___._..do___. 104 112 Italy 99; Switzerland 11. 7 
Residual fuel oils___..do___- 1,196 1,216 West Germany 271; Czechoslovakia 223; 

Italy 184; Hungary 182; Poland 153. 
Lubricants______..._do___- 51 57 N etherlands 20; West Germany 12; 

taly 10. 
Mineral jelly and wax_do- __- 8 8 West Germany 4; East Germany 1. 
Other products do___. 225 485 Hungary 176; Italy 78; Rumania 70; 

of coal, oil shale, bitumen, West Germany 58. 
and asphalt. 

eee 

® Revised. 
1 Includes Spiegeleisen, shot, powder, and sponge.
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I _ COMMODITY REVIEW  ~— | 

- METALS | years at an annual rate of 1,500 million 
— . cubic meters, subject to agreement on 

Copper.—After an increase of 18 per- price, financing, deliveries, and other de- 
| cent in 1966, the output of copper ore tails. The agreement reportedly -includes 

in 1967 showed only a slight further in- the provision of about 500,000 tons of 
crease. Following development of the re- ~ large-diameter pipe by VOEFST the Aus- 
cently opened western. sector of the Mit- trian steel company; ‘the | advance of 
terberg vein under Hochkénig mountain, credits by an Austrian banking consortium; 
copper ore production is.expécted to reach . and the use of gas deliveries to serve in 
150,000 tons annually (about: 2,000 tons — part, to pay for the pipe. Pending com- 
of copper content). Recent exploration of pletion of the pipeline, OeMvV reportedly 

the faulted westward extension of the proposed that deliveries at the initial rate 
Mitterberg vein indicates possible reserves of 500 million cubic meters per year 
of about 4 million tons of ore with 1.4 ~ should begin in 1968 through’ a 64 kilo- 
percent copper (as mined) in addition to meter extension to be laid from the exist- 
the 2 million tons already outlined. Ac- ing gas pipeline from the Ukraine to 

cording to the Oberste Bergbehoerde, Czechoslovakia. | 
Bundesministerium: fuer Handel, Gewerbe — here have been alternative proposals 

und Industrie (Supreme Mining Author- for the supply of gas from the Nether- 
ity), these reserves could support an op- — Jands via West Germany or from Algeria 
eration for producing 180,000 to 200,000 by tanker to Koper in Yugoslavia and 
tons of ore. annually for 30 years at thence by pipeline. oe 

, favorable copper prices. — : : - Unless imports can be arranged in the 

Lead and Zinc.—Exploration work in near future, gas consumption may have 
the Bleiberg-Kreuth and Rubland areas to be curtailed because indigenous  re- 
during recent years has increased estimated serves will not justify the rates of gas 

_ proved and probable ore reserves to 7.5 production maintained in recent years. 
million tons of zinc-lead ore, sufficient to | . 
maintain production for 20 years after Petroleum.—Improved transportation 
installation of a planned heavy-media facilities on the Danube River made it 

| separation plant at the Bleiberg mine. possible to conserve. domestt production 
. , of petroleum in favor of increased im- 

Tungsten.—While ‘the production of ports. - 
tungsten concentrate does not satisfy the Agreement was reached in July 1967 be- 

country’s requirements for that metal, it tween the Allgemeine Oesterreichische Min- 
does provide a very important source of eralverwaltung Aktiengesellschaft (Gen- 
supply to Austria’s ferroalloy industry. The eral Austrian Oil Administration—OeMV) 

scheelite comes from the Hintertux mag- and the foreign oil companies operating 
nesite mine of the Austrian-American jy Austria for the joint construction of 
Magnesite Company at Vorder Landers- major pipeline to supply crude for the 

bach (Tux) in Tyrol where it occurs at Austrian market. It was planned to begin 
the contact between. magnesite and slate. construction in 1968 and complete the 

The ore is concentrated to plus 65 percent jine by mid—1969. The pipeline will be 
WOs in a wet gravity concentrator. owned by Adria-Wien-Pipeline GmbH 

(AWP) in which OeMV has a 51 per- 
MINERAL FUELS cent share; Shell 14.5 percent; Mobil 

Coal.—The decline in coal and lignite ee ee eee ead Total eed 
output, which started in 1964, reflects the ENI 4 percent each. It will be built as a 

closing down of several mining operations spur from the Trans-Alpine pipeline at 

which was caused partially by the exhaus- Wurmlach in Carinthia to Schwechat 

tion of minable reserves and partially by near Vienna where OeMV operates the 
competition from lower cost fuel oil, country’s only large-scale refinery. Initial 
natural gas, and imported coal. capacity of the 400-kilometer, 18-inch 

Natural Gas.—OeMV reached agree- line will be 3.5 million tons per year, but 
ment in principle with the U.S.S.R. on — sufficient capacity exists to allow for 
Soviet gas deliveries over a period of 20 eventual expansion to 10 million tons.
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Other details of the agreement provide sible construction of up to three other 

for the oil companies forming the minor- refineries. OeMV is to be offered a 26- 

ity of AWP shareholders to have sub- percent share of all new refineries to be 

stantial quantities of crude refined for built by the AWP_ partners until 1980, 

themselves at Schwechat and also to pur- and capacity at Schwechat is to be in- 

chase products from the refinery; this creased by 2 million tons per year by 

undertaking will run for 13 years from 1970. , 

the opening of the pipeline and will cover Total refinery capacity amounted to 

31 million tons of oil. The agreement also 97,100 barrels per day in 1967, distrib- 

envisaged the construction of a jointly uted as follows: OeMV-Schwechat 88,000 

owned refinery at Wildon near Graz on barrels; Shell Austria A.G.-Floridsdorf 

the pipeline route with a capacity of 2 4,600 barrels; Mobil Oil Austria A.G.- 

to 3 million tons per year and the pos- Kagran 4,500 barrels.
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The Minera t ~ The Mineral Industry 

of Belg elgium and Luxembourg 

By Roman V. Sondermayer * 

As in previous years, the mineral in- steel, copper, lead, and zinc, mostly to 
dustry of Belgium-Luxembourg was pri- other European countries. Traditionally, 
marily devoted to processing imported raw _ Belgium has had a more diversified mineral 
materials with ferrous and nonferrous industry; Luxembourg has been primarily 

metallurgy and petroleum refining the oriented to iron and steel production, with 

principal activities. Belgium-Luxembourg a lesser output of construction materials. 
. remained an important supplier of iron and a 

- BELGIUM | 

“Most of the metals produced in Belgium One of the world’s largest zinc producers, 

were exported; therefore, the minerals in- Vieille-Montagne Co., (Société des Mines | 

dustry accounted for a large share of the et Fonderies de Zinc de la Vieille Mont- 

country’s foreign exchange earnings in agne) started production in a new zinc 

1967. Coal, construction materials, and electrolytic plant at Balen. Texaco Inc. | 

quarry products were the only minerals was building a new 100,000-barrel-per-day 
mined in the country, and their signifi- refinery in Ghent. 
cance was primarily domestic. Foreign trade activity appears to have 

The production pattern for the Belgian slowed during 1967. The mineral industry 

mineral industry showed no clear trend of Belgium had a positive trade balance of 

in. 1967; output of some commodities $429.8 million in 1966, the last year for 

moved up from 1966 levels while that of which data were available. However, the 

others declined. The decline in Belgium’s positive trade balance in 1965 was $562.6 

coal output continued, and resulted from million, and results in 1966 represent a 

lower demand for high priced Belgian coal decline of $132.8 million, which occurred 

which could not meet the competition of | presumably because of higher imports of 

liquid fuels, natural gas, and foreign coal. petroleum and petroleum products. 

The 3-percent growth in the gross na- | 
tional product (GNP) in 1967 was below PRODUCTION 
the 5-percent annual rate of increase in Other than coal, the Belgian mining in- 

the early 1960’s. Exact figures for the dustry was confined to exploitation of con- 

share of Belgium’s mineral industry in the struction materials. Domestic requirements 
total GNP were not available for 1967; for this type of commodity have been met 

however, there were indications that the at competitive prices because of the gener- 
past downward trend continued and that = ally high level of mining technology. 

the share in the total GNP was about 4 Although most of the nonferrous metals 

- percent. In 1967 the mineral industry were produced in larger quantities than in 

emaployed about 135,000 persons. 1966, zinc production fell slightly. Coal 
Important events occurred in steel, non- output in 1967 declined by about 1 million 

ferrous metallurgy, and petroleum refining tons. Steel output rose by about 800,000 
during 1967. A new steel mill at Zelzate, tons. 
near Ghent, operated by “SIDMAR” ——————— | a 

(Siderurgie Maritime S.A.) was completed. tern eet aminerals specialist, Division of In- 

: 115
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Table 1.—Belgium: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity . 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 Pp! 

Metals: 
Aluminum: _ ; 2 . . 

Secondary .--_-----2-------.----- Le eee.) + 8,547 3,460 (3,192 2,545 NA 
Semimanufactures__-.__....-----__.---=:--. 86,282 123,456 185,588 172,487 143,853 

Cadmium (exports)_-__._..__....-- 2 ee 881 843 385 146 .. NA 
Copper: 

Refined, including secondary__...-._._._--.-.-- 271,444 286,129 309,356 303,427 317,873 
Semimanufactures_._._.....-------_-------- 124,080 158,852 168,470 146,681 132,320 

Iron and steel: . 
Iron ore__._-_--.--.------.--thousand tons__- 96 61 91 124 88 
Pig iron and ferroalloys...-.._._._.--.--do_._. "6,958 *8,122 *8,486 * 8,302 8, 902 
teel: 

Ingots and: castings. _..._.._...___do___: 7,528 8,731 9,169 8,917 9,716 
L Semimanufactures_...._.._._...-.-do_._- 5, 769 6,475 6,947 6,865 7,511 

ead: 
Smelter, including secondary....___._..------- 98,488 88,816 110,757 92,659 107,800 
Semimanufactures.__......_.-._-------------. 26,844 25,980 26,688 25,923 24,879 

Precious metals: . 
Unworked ?__-___....--thousand troy ounces._ 12,965 18,622 14,168 14,499 15,561 

--  Semimanufactures____.........._.._--do____ 609 668 803 867 739 
Tin: 

' Smelter, including secondary_.__.__long tons__ 8,280 6,804 5,227 6,576 6,068 
' Semimanufactures_-__......._..-.-.-._do___-_ 689 787 700 1,100 617 

Selenium (exports)_...--.--.-.-...--.----------- 25 — 40 42 41 NA 
Zine: 7 

Smelter, including secondary__.____-.-.--.-.-- 206,828 222,540 289,800 251,700 227,328 
Semimanufactures_.__...-._-.---.---.--.--.. 48,800 46,800 © 46,200 ¢ 46,600 51,949 

Other nonferrous metals 3____..___._..__-...._-..° 4,418 4,222 4,348 4,608 3,950 
Nonmetals: 

Cement_....--------------.-.-..thousand tons_- 4,709 5, 846 5,905 5, 796 5,820 
Clays__...-------------------------.----do___. 270 203 209 © 181 167 
Dolomite: - . 

Raw __.-.-----------------------.---do___- 649 908 860 804 954 
Caleined___-__----..-.-.--_--_-_.-____do___- 321 337 315 319 (304 

Fertilizer raw materials: 7 
Phosphates___-__-------------.------------ 18,8385 22,055 e 22,000 e¢ 22,000 — NA 
Thomas slag____.._._._.___._thousand tons_- 1,337 1,622 NA - NA NA 

Flint_...--..-------------------..---.--.-.--.. 12,004 14,924 NA 4,85] 5,265 
Lime 4___._-..-_--.-.-...-.._._ thousand tons_- 2,016 2,299 2,292 2,232 2,284 
Plaster__--_----------------------------.------ 77,274 91,286 74,919 77,124 78,295 
Quarry products: 

Limestone_.___._-._...--... thousand tons_- 8,127 9,899 10,205 11,347 14,087 
Other calcareous °____._._...-....do___- 829 1,010 1,069 1,015 952 

Marble: 
In blocks_.._._......_...-eubic meters. - 6,946 7,272 7,098 7,406 5,090 
Slabbed, including worked 6__.__-________- 9,150 11,280 11,540 11,910 8,641 

. Crushed and other_____._...___.....----- 30,050 32,824 382,974 25,171 33,403 
. Petit granit (Belgian bluestone): 

Quarried___.._..._......-cubic meters... 311,391 409,602 326,826 288,552 286,708 
Sawed__._---.--.--._--------.-.do_._. 28,908 104,683 77,483 80,000 75,930 

_ Worked._._-____._------.--....-do_._. 12,366 32,296 18,275 20,974 16,341 
Crushed and others_____._.___._..._do..__: 287,087 381,971 287,086 261,456 282,903 

Porphyry, rough cut and crushed 
thousand tons _- 4,290 5,355 5,109 4,185 5,523 

Quartz and quartzite____..._..._....._.-.---- 350,690 304,572 304,572 260,532 297,769 
Sand and gravel: 

Construction. sand______.__ thousand tons__- 3,082 5,171 4,254 4,375 4,467 
Foundry sand____________._._.....do___. 1,137 1,379. 1,266 1,161 1,089 
Glass sand_______..-..___......_-do___- 1,634 1,382 1,461 1,392 1,530 
Other sand, including dredged. ___-do___- 1,863 2,765 2,771 1,257 1,141 
Gravel (dredged)_____._...._.-_._.--.--- 5,144 7,844 6,527 4,361 5,367 

Sandstone: 
Rough stone, including crushed 

thousand tons_. 1,253 1,547 1,369 1,353 1,445 
Paving and mosaic stone._____..__do___-_ 8 8 17 13 9 
Other________._-___ 2 do___- 19 86 81 17 107 

Slate, roofing and other__....._.____...__..-.. 11,444 11,750 10,931 10,290 NA 
Whetstone________.- ee 52 49 41 45. NA 

Sulfur: 
Recovered__.___._..-_.-------_-_----------. © 5,000 5,000 NA NA NA 
Sulfuric acid, 100 percent______thousand tons__ 1,236 1,348 1,487 1,362 NA 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal: 

Anthracite__._______.___.__ thousand tons__ 5,986 6,062 5,438 4,952 4,993 
Bituminous and semibituminous________-do____ 15,482 15,242 14,348 12,547 11,442 
Briquets____._____._._______-....._-do____ 2,294 1,433 1,074 ¢ 1,050 867 

Coke (all kinds)_____._-.---2 2-2 ~~~ __-_-do____ 7,204 7,229 7,334 6,961 6,857 
Manufactured gas 7__.._.___million cubic meters__ 3, 756 4,001 4,109 NA 1,753 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Beigium: Production of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 1 

Mineral fuels—Continued 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline, all kinds... _..______ thousand tons- - 1,711 1,864 2,206 2,158. 2,024 
Kerosine and jet fuel_.......__-.._..-.do___- 329 429 493 560 302 
Distillate fuel oil....._._._.._._.._...-.._.do____ 3,762 4,162 4,759 4,779 2,605 
Residual fuel oil...._.--.---_..------.do___. 3,952 4,283 5,351 5,685 T,635 
Bitumen____.._..-...--------.--.---do___- 481 512 411 462 513 
Lubricants__...---------------------do_-__- 31 37 44 39 42 
Liquefied petroleum gas §___._-__--.---do_._- 336 373 449 510 507 
Other..__.-.------------------------do___- 785 914 1,087 1,555 2,662 

Total___._..----------------------do_.-. 11,887 12,574 14,800 15,748 16,290 
Refinery fuel and loss__..___....._.-do___- 783 775 798 874 996 

e Estimate. r Revised. P Preliminary. NA Not available. . 

1 Source: U.S. Embassy, Brussels. State Department Airgram A-650, Apr. 30, 1968. Royaume de Belgique, 
Minstere des Affaires Economique, Administration des Mines, Service: Statistiques. Bruxelles, Annee 19$7. 

2 80 to 90 percent silver. 
3 Includes antimony, cadmium cobalt, nickel, and other unspecified metals. 
4 Not including annual production of artificial hydraulic lime (5,000 to 6,000 tons per year in 1962-63 and 

8,582 tons in 1964). 
5 Including chalk, marl, and travertine. 
¢ Converted from production data in thousand square meters of 20-millimeter slabs. 
7 Coke oven and gas plant gas; gross output including gas for captive consumption; includes gas produced 

from hydrocarbons. . 
8 Includes commercialized refinery gas. 

TRADE United States fourth (343.0 million). West 
oo, Germany ranked first as a source of 

The foreign. trade of Belgium is incor- — Belgium-Luxembourg’s mineral imports, 
porated with that of Luxembourg in the supplying materials valued at $313 million 

official returns of Belgium-Luxembourg in 1966, followed by Congo (Kinshasa) 
Economic Union (BLEU). ($299.4 million), France ($269.1 million), 
Minerals continued aeptanet an Hee United Kingdom ($228.8 million), Nether- 

ant position in Belgium-Luxembourg’s total jands (197.7 million), and the United 
trade in both exports and imports, aS States ($100.6 million). 
evidenced by the following tabulation for = The largest commodity group among . 
1965 and 1966, the latest years for which = Belgium-Luxembourg’s _ mineral exports 

detailed data were available: | were products of the iron and steel industry 
(of which Luxembourg contributed a sig- 

eee Mineral . nificant share), with a reported value of 
__{million dollars) Comoe ‘of ~©6=—s«i$.1,100.1 million, followed by products of 

Mineral Total total the copper industry ($408.6 million); 
commodities trade (percent) diamonds, precious stones, and gems 

Exports ($359.0 million), and petroleum refinery 
xports: *17° , 

P1965... 2,476.6 6,381.6 38.8 products ($158.6 million). ; 
I 1966- ---- 2,610.3 6,829.0 38.2 Among Belgium-Luxemburg’s imports 

mP965..-.. 1,914.1 6,873.5 30.0 petroleum and refinery products were the 
r i968. oo 2,180.5 7,174.0 30.3 largest commodity group, accounting for 
re1965-_ +562.5 +8.1 xx $356.2 million, followed by copper ($351.0 

1966..-.. +429.8 —345.0 XX million), and by precious stones ($355.0 
— tion’). 

X Not applicable. 

Source: Statistical Office of the United Nations. 
| a COMMODITY REVIEW 

France was the foremost recipient of 
Belgium-Luxemburg’s mineral exports in Metals.—Aluminum.—During 1967 there 
1966, receiving goods valued at about was no primary aluminum production in 
$480.7 million while West Germany ranked Belgium and the output of secondary 
a close second (0477.3 million), Nether- aluminum metal was insignificant. The 
lands third ($385.2 million), and the output of aluminum semimanufactures,
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| Table 2.—Belgium-Luxembourg:. Exports of selected mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: ! . 
Aluminum: DO, 

Bauxite___.....----------------- 0 ------- 320 All to France. 
Serap._._._._._---.------------- 8,496 8,417 France 3,062; West Germany 3,056; 

. Netherlands 1,391. — 
Ingots_._.____.__--_------------- 2,358 3,176 West Germany 2,063; France 640. 

. Semimanufactures___________----- | 93,390 123,510 United States 43,206; Netherlands 16,171; 
West Germany 14,039. 

Bismuth ?______..-.---.------------- 85 116 France 82; West Germany 15. 
‘CCadmium______.._..--.222---------e. 735 681 West Germany 309; France 131. 
Chromite______..-..-----.-.--------- 11 6 NA. 
Copper: | 
Ore.____.-_.-- eee eee eee ee eee 7,300 All to West Germany. 
Serap._...-----.---------------- 16,802 17,9384 West Germany 8,342; France 3,566; 

Netherlands 2,676; Italy 1,785. 
Metal alloys unwrought_____..__..-.-.. 263,159 262,983 France 102,050; Netherlands 50,702; 

: West Germany 35,522. 
. Metal, alloys, worked_._....._._.-..-. 90,169 81,287 Netherlands 30,653; West Germany 

: oe ; 19,141; United States 6,502. 
Germanium, metal. ______--_kilograms_. 6,300 | 5,100 West Germany 2,800. _ 
Gold, and thousand troy ounces.- 55 1,078 NA. . . 

- alloys including semimanufactures, 
Tron and steel: 

Tron ore. _..--...--thousand tons _. 67 22 France 21. 
Pyrite cinder_-.._..._------do---- 199 210 West Germany 209. — . 
Blast furnace slag and waste.do-_-_- 1,879 __.__-- - 
Serap___--------.----------do__-_- 720 741 France 325; West Germany 264; Nether- 

lands 100.: 
Pig iron, including cast do___- 80 75 France 34; West Germany 27; Italy 8. 

iron, sponge, powder. oo 
Ferroalloys, including do____ 47 69 Italy 15; France 14; West Germany 7. 

spiegeleisen. Se 
Ingots and other primary do_._- 1,201 1,149 France 515; West Germany 245; Italy 98. 

orms. 
Semimanufactures: 

Shapes (bars, rods, | do___- 4,377 4,062 United States 1,075; West.Germany 816; 
angles, shapes, sections). Netherlands 567; France 435. . 

Universals, plate, sheet__do---_-_ 2,679 2,656 West Germany 781; France 666; Nether- 
ands . 

Hoop and strip___.....-do__-- 739 714 West Germany 193; France 157; Nether- 
o ands 84. 

Railway material_-._.__.do-__-_- 116 81 Netherlands 12 United States 12; 
France 8. 

. Wire_..__._____.--..--do.___ . 318 824 United States 107; West Germany 43. 
Tubes, pipes, fittings__..do-_-_- 246 226 Netherlands 63; West Germany 32; 

: France 30. 
Castings.__.........--do.._. 24 30 Sweden 9; West Germany 7; Nether- 

lands 4. 
Lead: 

. Ore and concentrate. __..__-_---_- 263 6,521 Japan 3,197; West Germany 3,050. 
Ashes and residues containing lead _ 2,103 10;753 Netherlands 8,232; West Germany 2,147. 
Scrap.__---.-------------------- 2,239 2,264 France 1,652 West Germany 509. 
Pig.___..-._-.._._-.------------ 71,810 56,951 Netherlands 24,071; West Germany 

. 14,901; France 7,011. 
Semimanufactures___.._...___---- 7,863 8,114 Netherlands 2,670; West Germany 1,948; 

Sweden 729. 
Magnesium ?____.____-.--.----------- 451 391 United States 225; Canada 96. 
Manganese ore_________._-_----------- 7,516 1,221 United Kingdom 1,056. 
Mercury____._..--.-_76-pound flasks -_ 319 401 Netherlands 177; France 91; West 

Germany 85. 
Molybdenum, metal ?_ _.___koilgrams__ 4,900 _____-- 
Nickel: . 

Matte___________.____--_-------- +--+ -- 174 France 148; Italy 25. 
Unwrought ?___________..-------- 470 486 Netherlands 130; West Germany 116; 

United Kingdom 82. 
Semimanufactures 3___________-__- 166 262 Netherlands 112; West Germany 98. 

Platinum and thousand troy ounces_. NA 1,057 United States 220; France 206; Nether- 
platinum-group metals all forms. lands 165. 

Selenium_____._..._._._._-_kilograms_. 42,200 41,400 West Germany 11,800; Poland 7,400; 
Italy 5,200; Hungary 3,000. 

Silver, thousand troy ounces_- 8,131 9,214 Netherlands 3,401; West Germany 3,176; 
unwrought, partly worked. France 1,832. 

Tellurium and arsenic. — ____kilograms__- 4,800 NA 
Tin: 

Ore and concentrate_ _ __long-tons__ 48 52 All to Spain. 
Scrap.._-.----------------do-_-_- 223 174 Netherlands 85; West Germany 33; 

Spain 21. 

See footnotes at end of table. .
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Table 2.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Exports of selected mineral commodities—Continued 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Commodity - 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals—Continued So , 
Tin—Continued . oo cos 

Ingot_.-_.- 2-2 -___.__-do__.- 4,110 3,660 West Germany 1,158; France 1,124; 
. . Netherlands 617. 

_. Semimanufactures_____.___.do___- 179 243 Spain 198. a . 
- Titanium, vanadium, molybdenum, 59 150 United States 110. 

tantalum, and zirconium ores. | - 
Tungsten 

Ore____--._-- 22-2 ee 25 25 West Germany 12; United States 11. 
Metal ?___ 2. 3 3 Netherlands 2. 

Uranium and thorium, — kilograms _ _ 3,100 NA 
ree radioactive materials. . 
ine: . 
Ore..__.-------- ee. ------ 12,247 12,758 France 10,567; Netherlands 2,190. 
Ashes and residues containing zinc_. 19,987 20,660 West soo ey 11,800; Netherlands 

Serap.___- 2-2. eee 7,474 7,676 France 6,977; Italy 496... 
Metal alloys unwrought._......... 129,656 147 ,320 .West Germany 51,598; United States 

oe — 24,368; France 12,696. 
Dust (blue powder)__......2.--... 16,486 15,381 France aren West Germany 3,911; 

taly 2, . 
Semimanufactures_.._...-_-._-..- 17,223 14,586 West Germany 4,183; Netherlands 2,385; 

France 2,218. 
Other nonferrous ores__._._.__.-.._.__ 9 510 All to Netherlands. | 
Other nonferrous waste and scrap_._._.__ 170,151 —_.____ 
Other base metals__............------ 10,805 13,484 United States 7,040; Japan 1,917. 

Nonmetals: 
Barite__.-.2 2-2 ee 212 __. ele 
Building stone: : oo 

Marble. ___..._.__thousand tons. - 915 967 Netherlands 946; West Germany 10. 
Calcareous stones___-_._....do____ 930 794. Netherlands 628; France 153. 
Other, including worked____.do___. 265 147 Netherlands 141. 

Cement.__..-..-- ~~~ __-do____ 1,726 1,424 Netherlands 1,188; West Germany 81. 
Chalk___-..-._-_..------.------------ 77,866 85,679 Netherlands 50,084; France 11,497. 
Clays, crude: = = | 

Kaolin.__..2- 2-2-2 ee 406 936 NA. 
- - Nonrefractory._...--.....-------- 25,208 18,650 France 11,010; Netherlands 6,822. 

Refractory. ...-..--...-...-..---. 12,616 8,171 France 5,598; Netherlands 2,341. 
Clay construction materials: . 

Nonrefractory__.__thousand tons__ 212 178 N etherlands 96; West Germany 86; 
rance 32. 

. Refractory.-.--.--....-.--------- 45,068 38,890 France 24,718; Netherlands 6,927. 
Diamond: ° 

Industrial, thousand carats__ 8,189 9,989 United Kingdom 3,998; United States 
including worked. os - 2,087. 

Gem: . 
Rough.._..._...._..___do___- 1,235 $2,085 India 967; Israel 270. 
Polished..............-do.... 1,561 1,646 United States 667; Hong Kong 219. 

Diatomite___- 22.2 eee 941 852 NA. - 
Dolomite_ ._._.........thousand tons_- 561. 475 Netherlands 289; France 164. 
Fertilizer materials: 

' Nitrogenous: an oo _ os 
Sodium nitrate, natural._..... 9... __- 575 ‘Lebanon 556. . - 
Manufactured thousand tons. - 768 620 West Germany 185; France 113; mainland 

oo | China 104. 
Phosphatie: 

Phosphate rock...-..--..-.-- 31,203 30,898 France 10,507; Netherlands 9,850; United 
a . Kingdom 4,737. . 

Basic slag. _...thousand tons. . 1,873 1,767 France 598; West Germany 539; Nether- 
ands . 

P Manufactured... ..._..do.._- 220 151 France 90; Turkey 20; Netherlands 10. 
otassic: . 

Potassium salts bulk_........- 322 2,375 Not reported by countries; all from EEC 
countries. 

_Manufactured thousand tons_- 928 846 NA. 
Others manufactured. ____..do.._- 860 331 Norway 18. 

Fluorspar.._....-..-.-.-.------------ 13 10 NA. 
Graphite. .._.-...---_--------------- 8 __.+--- 
Gypsum and plasters_._.............-. 16,464 14,814 Netherlands 14,314. - 
Lime..._..._.__.._____thousand tons_- 353 878 Netherlands 297; France 75. 
Limestone___.._.._...........-do___- 914 __.___. 
Lithium minerals. -...__..-....-.----- 26 _.._.-- 
Mica. __.22- eee 14 80 NA. 
Quartz and quartzite_.__............... 68,667 64,776 Netherlands 28,714; West Germany 

7,399; France 7,399. 
Salt... 22-2 ee 3,448 4,259 France 4,114. 

See footnotes at end of table,
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| Table 2.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Exports of selected mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

: . Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Nonmetals—Continued 
Sand, gravel, crushed stone: 

- Sand_._.........-.thousand tons_- 3,224 8,194 France 1,086; Netherlands 584; West 
Germany 411. 

Gravel and crushed stone___.do___. 5,792 4,903 Netherlands 2,242; France 2,220. 
Sulfur___.-..2 2-2 ee 8,084 9,440 Kenya 1,593; United Arab Republic 977. 
Tale... 2 eee eee Lee 1,511 Sweden 515; France 224; Norway 172. 

Mineral fuels: a, 
Asphalt and bitumen (natural)_.______- 249 373 NA. -- 
Coal__........._......-thousand tons-__ 1,846 1,217 Netherlands 579; France 299; West 

Germany 213. 
Briquets_____.-..-.......__..-do___- 131 1038 France 87; Netherlands 7. 
Coke (from coal)_.....-.......-do_.__ 511 420 France 192; Sweden 84; West Germany 

. 67. 
Petroleum: 

Crude_._._.._._...thousand tons... __.___- 160 All to West Germany. 
Refinery products (including bunkers): 
-. Gasoline_-_._._thousand tons_- 862 853 Netherlands 237; West Germany 234; 

| United Kingdom 217, 
Kerosine, including do___. 442 486 Netherlands 212; West Germany 144. _. 

white spirit. — 
' Distillate fuel oils. .__..do___- 1,528 1,365 West Germany 352; Netherlands 346; 

Switzerland 267. 
Residual fuel oils_._....do___. 2,148 2,415 Bunkers 1,554; Netherlands 380; United 

Kingdom 98. __. 
. Lubricants... 2.2. -do___- 165 165 Netherlands 55; Switzerland 22; West 

Germany 16. 
Petrolatum and wax________-_- 473 442 Italy 97; Cameroons 93; Turkey 61. 
Petroleum coke._............ 25,633 27,266 United Kingdom 13,256; Norway 6,582; 

. Sweden 4,768. 
Liquefied _ thousand tons. - 50 58 France 19; United Kingdom 14; Spain 13, 

petroleum gas . ; 
and other gas- 
eous hydrocarbons. . : 

Bitumen and other 4____do_-_-_- 207 224 Netherlands 117; West Germany 55. 
Carbon black__.__..-.._.-.-.-_-- 4,414 4,052 Austria 2,367; Czechoslovakia 497. 

' NA Not available. 
1 Generally, includes alloys. 
3 Including scrap. 
3 Does not include anodes, which are unreported. . 
4 Including bituminous mixtures. — 

Table 3.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Imports of selected mineral commodities 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: ! . 
Aluminum and aluminum alloys: 

Bauxite..._._.._.___-.__-. _.___- 7,244 9,699 British Guiana 5,865; West Germany 
»115. 

Alumina._.-. 22-22 eee 11,117 13,289 West Germany 6,566; France 5,254. 
Secrap__...-_-.--.-- 2 eee 3,772 1,793 France 895; Netherlands 676; 

Hungary 483. 
Unwrought._.._.-_-_--.--_-___-- 117,020 152,550 France 100,296; U.S.S.R. 8,580; 

West Germany 8,452. 
Semimanufactures______....____-_- 18,668 25,260 West Germany 10,653; France 

Antimony: 
Ore... eee NA 7,930 Bolivia 4,750; mainland China 

Metal, all kinds. _____.__-_---____- 113 104 Mainland China 90. 
Beryllium, all forms____-_-_-_ kilograms. - 100 200 United States 100. 
Bismuth ?___._- 2-2 eee. 38 99 Canada 58; Netherlands 27. 
Cadmium. -.-._-_ 222 eee 332 521 Congo (Kinshasa) 353; Netherlands 

5. 
Chromium: 

Ore and concentrate____________-_ 987 1,710 Philippines 514; Mozambique 482. 
Oxide and hydroxide... .___._.__-- 353 390 West Germany 210; France 93; 

U.S.S.R. 41. 
Metal.._....- 2. eee NA 11 Not reported by country; all from 

European Economic Community. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—-Belgium-Luxembourg: Imports of selected mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals—Continued — 
Cobalt: . 
C Oxides and. hydroxides_-_kilograms_ - 500 1,600 All from United Kingdom. 
opper: 

- Ore and concentrate.__.....-.---- 2,227 12,146 Peru 71885 Cuba 3,315; Mozam- 
ique . 

.. Serap, including alloys.........-.- 67,674 56,852 Netherlands 16,036; West Germany 
14,881; France 11,159. 

Ingot, including alloys._...._.-.-- 317,383 348,952 Congo (Kinshasa) 220,627; Republic 
of South Africa 26,964. 

. Semimanufactures, including alloys_ 9,024 8,304 West Germany 3,374; Netherlands 
. 2,360; France 1,372. 

_ Germanium 2.222222 eee ee 26 31 Not reported by country; all 
from European Economic 
Community. 

Gold and gold alloys: _ 
Unwrought._._.__._.troy ounces... 1,321,395 1,250,562 United Kingdom 743,135; Switzer- 

| | land 327,478. | 
Semimanufactures.._.__....do___- 16,075 66,195 Congo (Kinshasa) 14,897; France 

13,768; United States 9,413. 
_Tron and steel: 

Iron ore and thousand tons_. 13,745 11,407 Sweden 5,206; France 3,041; | 
concentrate. _ Liberia 900. 

Pyrite cinder_..._.____-...do____ 154 145 France 8 Italy 50; West Ger- 
oo many 6. 

' Blast furnace slag and waste.do-._. 235 210 West Germany 83; France 67; 
ae oo, Netherlands 60. 

Serap....--.--- 2... .-..--.do___. 145 193. Netherlands 83; France 49; West 
Germany 24. 

Pig iron, including cast iron do___- r 231 . 210 West Germany 68; East:Germany 
sponge, powder, etc. 50; Netherlands 27. 

Ferroalloys, including do__.- 119 116 France 47; Norway 38; West 
. . spiegeleisen. . Germany 12. 

Ingots and other primary do._.. 433 632 Netherlands 254; France 176. 

. Semimanufactures: | 
: _ Shapes (bars, rods, do__.. 353 379 France 187; West Germany 118. 

angles, shapes, sections). 
mo Universals, plate, sheet__do--.-- 261 406 West Germany 264; France 82. 

Hoop and strip_-._...--do-_-.- 28 34 France 14; West Germany 14; 
: oo Netherlands 3. 
Railway material._.....do.__. 4 8 West Germany 4; France 3. 
Wire_..___....-...---.do___- 11 11 West Germany 5; France 3. 

a Tubes, pipes, fittings....do. - -- 58 77 West Germany 33; Netherlands 21; 
; France 13. _ 

Lead: Castings. ...._..-...-.do._.. 3 4 Netherlands 2; France 1. 

Ore____._.._u.-_.---------.---- 197 ,449 184,537 - Republic of South Africa 85,861; 
Canada 55,422. 

Oxides_.._.__-.....---------.---- 1,489 2,258 Netherlands 1,406. 
Ashes and residues containing 35,522 41,847 Canada 7,908; Australia 6,319; 

; lead. West Germany 6,225. 
Serap._._._....--..------- +--+. --- 20 , 965 13 , 502 West Germany 5,969; Netherainds 

Unwrought, including alloys. --..-_--_ 14,635 13,765 N ctherlands 8,440; West Germany 

Semimanufactures_............--- - Ql4 1,348 West Germany 994; Netherlands 

Magnesium: 
Serap.....-...--..-.------------ 387 830 West Germany 210; Netherlands 61; 

. . Austria 8. 
Ingot...._-....-....------------ 718 1,091 Ttaly 492; Norway 204; U.S.S.R. 

Semimanufactures._._........-.-- 48 54 Austria 7. 
Manganese: 

Ore__._...-..--.---------------- 310,369 258 , 890 Republic of South Africa 95,130; 
. .9.S.R.39,689; Angola 38,401; 

India 23,831. 
Oxide. ___..__..--_-_.--.---.-.-.- 1,859 1,552 Netherlands 1,322. 

- Mereury_____._..._..76-pound flasks.. = 3,568 1,363 Spain 522; Italy 377. 
Molybdenum, metal including 20 10 Netherlands 5; United States 2. 

semimanufactures 2. 
Nickel: 

Matte, speiss..._..-...--.------- 28 1,218 United Kingdom 952; Norway 156. 
Serap.__....-.-.---------------- 531 559 France 258; West Germany 168. 
Ingot, including alloys--------~--- 1,187 170 United Kingdom 77; West 

Germany 56. 
Semimanufactures._-__._.-----.---- 689 705 United Kingdom 218; West 

Germany 166; France 188. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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.Table 3.—Belgium-Luxembourg: Imports of selected mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

| ~ Commodity 1965 —s_-:1966 _ Principal sources, 1966 © 
—_————_—— 

Metals—Continued . . _ 
Platinum and related troy ounces__ 57,871 25,926 United Kingdom 9,432; France 

metals. . 7,015. 
Phosphorus_.___._.-..--22-2-- 2 343 322 West Germany 277; France 15. 
Selenium-_-_-_...___....__-_kilograms__ 300 300 NA. ; 
Silver, metal, thousand troy ounces__ 1,787 14,348 United Kingdom 10,866; Nether- 
unwrought and - lands 1,672. 
partly wrought. = 

Tantalum 2__._._.____..____kilograms__ 200 WwW ° 
Jellurium and arsenic....22______=___-_ 33 30 NA. 

in: . . 
Ore._._..__._2. 2... __long tons__ - 5,616 6,906 Congo (Kinshasa) 5,564; Rwanda 

1, . 
Serap._.__-__ 2-2. ___do____ 1 23 Netherlands 18. 
Ingots, including alloys_-__-_-_do____ 2,380 3,255 Congo (Kinshasa) 1,707; Nether- 

a . mo, lands 1,080. - 

Semimanufactures....__._.-do____ ~~ - 152 191 Netherlands 93; West Germany 
co . - . 76; France 11. 

_ Oxide... .2.- 22-2222. .--do___. 25 14 West Germany 8. 
Titanium oxides... _____________..____ 8,407 10,300 West Germany 5,713; Japan 1,468. 
Titanium, vanadium, molybdenum, 3,904 5,521. United States 1,992; Canada 591. 

tantalum, zirconium ores. _ DG 
Tungsten: oO oo: 

Ore._...-..--------------------- 43 87 South Korea 22; Congo (Kinshasa) 

Metal, including | 247 13 N etherlands 8; United Kingdom 3. 
- semimanufactures 2. — 
Uranium and thorium: ; 

Ore__.__....__......._kilograms. 22,000 NA | Coe 
ai Metal, including alloys__....do__-.- 100 NA . ae 

ine: a Oe oo Ho 
Ore____.- eee 509,775 538,637 Canada 274,765; Congo (Kinshasa) 

a 78,660; Finland 56,590. 
Ashes and residues containing zinc__ 50,535 58,947 West Germany 22,649; Nether- 

lands 4,340; France 4,120. 
Oxide and peroxide___.____-_-____ 1,803 1,825 Netherlands 913; United States 

Serap....2 2-2. 1,421 704 West Germany 385; Netherlands 

Dust (blue powder)__..._-_.__.__-- 235 341 West Germany 305; United 
L Kingdom 23. 

Slab... eee 12,281 11,630 Australia 4,667. 
Semimanufactures_____.__.______- 164 212 West Germany 111; Netherlands 92. 

Zirconium 2_____._____..__kilograms__ 900 500 All from West Germany. 
Other metals__________.______=______. ™9,105 18,291 Congo (Kinshasa) 12,546. 
Other ores______.__________________._ 10,781 12,891 Morocco 4,964; Bolivia 4,610. 
Other nonferrous waste and ashes-__-_-___ 111, 798 66,145 West Germany 33,409; Canada 

»214, 
Nonmetals: 

Abrasives, natural_________.._________ 210,829 172,368 West Germany 171,410. 
Asbestos_______.__.__._____________. 61 , 026 52,514 Canada 31,811; U.S.S.R. 6,589. 
-Barite, including witherite_____________ 25,641 14,912 West Germany 7,749; France 3,125. 
Borates, crude_______________________ 1,508 11,819 United States 5,824; Netherlands 

Bromine_____...-.______._kilograms_- 13,600 20,300 NA. | 
Building stone, marble and other 103 , 428 82,008 France 35,731; Italy 19,136. 

calcareous stones. 
Cement.____________-_.____________- 24,028 43 , 867 France 17,463; West Germany 

Chalk_..........___--._...---------. 40,818 54,849 France 32,826; Netherlands 21,133. 
Clays, crude: oO 

Kaolin. ._-____-_____.2___________- 64,560 93,493 United Kingdom 73,513. 
Refractory____.___.___.-________-_ 143 , 729 123 ,421 West Germany 67,617; France 

921. 
Others. __.__-___________________. 153 , 528 145,595 West Germany 103,968. 

Clay construction materials: . 
Refractory___.____________._____. 78,748 72,084 West Germany 42,605; France 

9,692. 
Nonrefractory__.._..____..______- 117,270 152 ,216 Netherlands 75,778; West Germany 

- 8, . 
Cryolite, natural. ___________._______- 143 138 Denmark 126. 
Diamond: 

Industrial, thousand carats -__ 8,827 10,297 United Kingdom 6,237; United 
G including worked. States 636. 

em: 
Rough stones___.__._._do___- 5, 764 7,184 United Kingdom 5,782. 
Worked_______________do___- 485 566 Israel 136; India 112; Republic of 

South Africa 85, . 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Belgium-Luxemburg: Imports of selected mineral commodities—Continued 

| (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity - 1965 - 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Nonmetals—Continued . - 
Diatomite_____._...----------------- 8,529 ___------ 
Dolomite___.......---.-------------- 19,017 23 , 487 West Germany 12,646; France 

Earth pigments______._.__-______---- 616 635 West Germany 178; France 172. 
Feldspar, including leucite, nepheline, 30, 400 33,692 Canada 12,600; France 9,200. 

etc. . ro 
Fertilizer materials: 

Nitrogenous: 
Sodium nitrate, natural... _--- 16,128 27,668 All from Chile. 
Manufactured......--.------ 151,347 201,105 West Germany 128,542; France 

Phosphatie:. a 
Phosphate thousand tons__ 1,286 1,200 Morocco 980; U.S.S.R. 118. 

rock. 
Manufactured._....---------- 886 2,277 West Germany 1,390; United 

. States 507. 
Potassic: oS 

Potassium salts.......------- 86 , 624 59,995 France 41,617 ; West Germany 

. Manufactured_thousand tons-- 1,345 1,210 France 914; West Germany 160. 
- Unspecified manufactured - - __-_---- 64,964 83 , 709 France £0,583; West Germany 

Fluorspar___..--.-------------------- 7,178 6,591 France 2,949. : . 
Graphite_._......------------------- 901 627 Austria 234; France 125; Norway 

Gypsum and plaster. _..._.----------- 440 ,384 449,106 France 418,887 ; mainland China 

| Lime__.....------------------------- - 94,987 88,641 France 85,426; West Germany _ 

Limestone, for flux and cement 68,794 — 79,371 All from France. 
production. 

Lithium minerals. -------.------------ 231 NA 
Magnesite. ..._.--------------------- 6,409 3,731 Czechoslovakia 925; Netherlands 

Meerschaum, including amber and jet_-- — 42 4 Turkey 3. . oO 
- Mica... -- +--+ ---- 1,371 1,202 United Kingdom 373; Norway 254; . 

Malagasy Republic 190. 
Precious and semiprecious stones, all 

inds: oo oO , oo 
Dust and value, thousands. - $1,894 $3,016 Ireland $1,808; United States 

powder. $553. 
Pyrites, unroasted__._....------------ 268,078 264,013 Portugal 150,797; U.S.S.R. 38,011. 
Quartz and quartzite...__.....---.---- 14,423 14,056 West Germany 7,216; Norway 

2,681; Netherlands 2,658, 
. Salt. ___._.-_._-.-_ thousand tons-- 793 847 West. Germany 418; Netherlands 

Sand, gravel, crushed stone: ° 
Sand_____.__--------_--.--do_.-_- 6,345 7,077 Netherlands 6,379; France 399. 
Gravel and crushed stone_.._do- - - - 3,554 4,748 West Germany 2,332; Netherlands 

. 1,951; France 423. ° 
Slate, including worked--._-.--------- 17,105 18,321 France 6,645; Portugal 2,369; West 

Germany 2,034. 
Sulfur... ___..-_.-----------.------- 274,393 219,030 United States 142,731; France 

_ Tale and steatite._..._...--.--------- 16,248 36,183 France 16,044; United States 
. 6,967; Austria 5,473. 

Other mineral substances. .__....------ 162, 442 170,168 Netherlands 74,633; West Germany 
45,904; France 35,059. 

Mineral fuels: 
Asphalt and bitumen (natural)--------- 3,453 7,427 N etherlands 5,084; Trinidad and To- 

ago 1,099. 
Coal__.._.....-.------thousand tons-_- 6,909 6,219 West Germany 3,092; United 

States 1,617. 
Briquets__...-.---------------do---- 334 346 Netherlands 300; West Germany 45. 
Coke (from coal)...-.----------do---_- 4,064 3,628 West Germany 3,028; Netherlands 

Lignite, including briquets-_--_-_--do---- 199 174 West Germany 167. 
Peat, including briquets_------.-do-_--- 44 58 Netherlands 39; West Germany 18. 
Pitch and pitch coke 3. _.__---.------- 17,550 2,689 West Germany 2,427. 
Gases, all kinds__...__.thousand tons_- 246 249 Netherlands 131; West Germany 60; 

France 43. 
Petroleum: 

Crude.._.....-..--------.--do__-- 15 , 467 16,587 Tran 4,389; Kuwait 3,896; Libya 

Refinery products: a 
Gasoline. __.....--.---do._-- 330 342 Italy 111; West Germany 103. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Belgium-Luxemburg: Imports of selected mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

- Commodity 1965 1966 ~——~Principal sources, 1966. | 

Mineral fuels—Continued 
Petroleum—Continued __ 

Refinery products—Continued 
Kerosine, in- thousand tons__ 17 33 Netherlands 31. 

cluding 
white spirit. 

Distillate fuel oils. __...do___- 1,531 1,894 Italy 514; Netherlands 510; 
Trinidad and Tobago 112. 

Residual fuel oils._____.do___-_ | 2,185 2,551 Netherlands 893; Italy 738; France 

Lubricants__.........-do.__- 215 292 United States 116; Netherlands 52; 
: France 43. 

. Petrolatum and wax__._do___- 9 10 West Germany 3, France 2; 
United States 1. 

Petroleum coke____...-do___- 86 98 United States 95. 
Bitumen and other 4.___do___- 98 43 France 33. | 
Carbon black. _......-.------ 16,978 17,787 Netherlands 5,764; West Germany 

5,077; France 4,275; United 
States 2,107. 

r Revised. NA Not available. Ww Withheld to avoid disclosing individual company confidential data. 
1 Generally, includes alloys. 
2 Including serap. . 
3 From coal and other mineral tars. . . 
4 Including bituminous mixtures and natural bitumen. 

| based on imported ingots, was slightly less cathodes and casting of wire bars operated 
than 144,000 tons, down considerably at full capacity throughout the year with 
from the previous year’s level. excellent technical and economic results. | 

| - During 1967 the Kaiser Aluminum & Iron and Steel——With no significant 
Chemical Corp. was negotiating with the domestic iron ore production, the Belgian 
Belgian ‘Government for construction of a iron and steel industry operated on im- 
110,000-ton-per-year aluminum smelter ported ores, mostly from France and 
near Liége. If negotiations are successful, Sweden. Production costs were brought 

| about 1,500 workers would be employed down partly by lower prices paid for 
and the facility could start production in Swedish ores and still more by moderniza- 
1969. Final decision depends on the costs tion and better utilization of plants. a 
of electricity that will be delivered for In the spring of 1967 a new integrated 

alumina reduction. iron and steel plant went into production 

Copper.—Favorable market conditions at Zelzate, near Ghent. The new facility, 
oqouent Felgums copper output to 318,- built at a cost of $97 million, is owned and 

tons in 2¥0/. operated by “SIDMAR”. The first blast 
The electrolytic copper refinery, oper- f bl in during May: the 

ated by Société Géneral Métallurgie de “UTMAaCe Was Diown in Curing i 
Hoboken, was able to work at a high rate second furnace is expected to start produc- 
because of diversification of sources of raw tion in 1968. During 1967 the new plant 
copper and scrap. At the same plant, a produced 356,335 tons of pig iron and 
new complex for continuous smelting of 388,069 tons of ingot steel.
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Table 4.—Belgium: Salient iron and smelting. Most of these byproduct metals 

steel statistics were exported. | 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) Nonmetals.—During 1967, Belgain pro- 

1965 =—-:1966=— 1967 duction of nonmetallics output included 
———"sIG IRON-—~—~<C~St~——C MEE, clays, lime and quarry products. 
—$—$—$$  ——_—_—_————— This sector of the mining industry em- 

Numer ilable. furnaces: 52 52 51 Ployed 10,086 persons in 1967. 
In operation. - - - -_- 43 40 40 Barite—The Dutch concern, Falcon 

P. ro and ferro- Engineering Co., obtained a concession for 
alloys...---.---- 8,366 8,230 8,902 the old barite workings near Vierves, 

Consumption of raw whose ore grade is 98 percent barium 
Iron ore, all forms.. 15,788 15,311 16,326 sulfate. No date for beginning of produc- 

Banganese ore----- 339 -—«177,~=—=«g4._~—=«ttion_ was announced. | : 
Coke.-...-.------- 5,890 5,691 6,185 Cement.—During 1967, production of 

STEEL ~~ cement remained at 1965 and 1966 level, 
and noo new plants went on stream. The 

Number of steelmaking cement plant at Obourg was converted to 
Thomas converters: use fuel oil instead of coal. Completion of 

av See tion. 2. 3 a *} sa. large clinker furnace will bring the total 
Open hearth furnaces: plant capacity to 2.5 million tons in 1968. 

av a ion 1 ue " Clays.—Cyprus Corporation completed a 
Electric furnaces: processing plant at Ghent for paper coat- 

 Available------ 72 sing clay in early spring of 1967. In operation _ _ - 16 14 14 § YyY in early spring 
Crude steel capacity. 10,470 11,115 _ 12,390 Diamond, Precious Stones, and Gems.— 

Production of erudestee: + fade in all kinds of diamonds and other 
Thomas._...-..--- 6,894 6,245 6,447 precious stones and gems continued to be 
Open hearth... ..-- 385 249 215 ‘ . 
Electric............~—t«428 375 347 | an important exchange earner for Belgium, 
Oxygen......-.---- 1,449 2,019 2,688 with 1967 imports valued at $355 million 
Other----------.-- 28 2919 and exports valued at about $359 million. 

Total_...-------- 9,169 8,917 9,716 Fertilizers —In May 1967 a new ferti- 
Consumption of raw : lizer plant, owned by BASF Antwerpen 

Pig iron-.--------- 8.383 $87 forgo «CONV. was completed at Antwerp with a 
Tron ore..__._...... 58 60 53 capacity of 600,000 tons of phosphatic 

Total employment in iron fertilizers. Total investment amounted to 
and steel industry, . sare 
persons..........-.-- 60,596 57,814 56,860 an equivalent of about $15 million. 
—_—-- oan Glass—A new fiberglass factory at 

. Lead and Zin c.—The general slowdown = Battice in the province of Liége, owned 
in the Belgian lead and zinc industry was by Owens-Corning Fiberglass Corp., started 
accentuated by activities of certain production in May 1967. The factory cov- 
countries which had a surplus of metals, ring 16,000 square meters is one of the 
and by abnormal competition which dis- jyost’ modern plants operated by Owens- 

turbed the market during 1967. . Corning, with production process computer 
The Société des Mines et Fonderies de oitrolled. 

Zinc de la Vieille-Montagne, one of the 
largest zinc producers in Belgium, actively Mineral Fuels.—The increasing share 
continued its expansion and modernization of liquid fuels and natural gas and the de- 
program. Electrolytic plants at Balen and clining share of domestic coal in total 
Viviez were completed, and production of | energy consumption were continuing char- 
powered zinc was concentrated at Falon. acteristics of the mineral fuels industry in 
In 1967, 88 percent of total zinc produced 1967. 
by the company was high-purity zinc. Coal.—As a result of the coal industry’s 

Other Nonferrous Metals——Because of rationalization programs, the heavily sub- 
adverse conditions affecting supply of tin sidized coal output has been reduced by 
raw materials, output of tin dropped by almost 50 percent from the 30-million-ton 
8 percent during 1967. Belgium had signi- level of 1952. Output is scheduled to be 
ficant output of cadmium, bismuth, ger- cut back to 14.8 million tons in 1968 and 
manium, selenium, and other metals as_ to 11 million tons in 1970. 
byproducts of copper, lead, and zinc Nine mines were closed during 1967;
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six in the Charleroi, two in the Liége, to its new 100,000 barrel-per-day réfinery 
and one in the Center basin. Closing of that will be operational in 1968. 
mines, and the resulting decline in output, _Petrofina, British Petroleum, and Esso 
appears to have brought production and are planning to build a crude oil pipeline 
consumption in balance, resulting in a from Rotterdam, the Netherlands to Ant- 
significant improvement in mine stock po- werp because ports in Belguim are in- 
sition at year end 1967. Stocks of coal adequate for the new, large oil tankers. 
mines dropped to 2.65 million tons from Under provisions of the Geneva Con- 
3.05 million tons reported at the end of vention only a small portion of the Con- 
1966. Belgium’s coal consumption amoun- _ tinental Shelf was given to Belgium for 

| ted to 21:5 million tons in 1967. Coking offshore oil and gas operations. During 
plants and electric powerplants were the 1967 the Government submitted to Parlia- 
principal consumers, using over 50 percent ment a bill on the subject of the Belgian 
of total consumption. © _ — Continental Shelf. However by yearend 

In 1967 coal exports increased, but im- 1967, Parliament had taken no action on 
ports declined. About 92 percent of the the bill. Onshore drilling began in the 
exports went to other members of the Hainaut and Deux-Flandres regions and 
European Economic Community. Belgium between the cities of Spa and Liége. At 
imports coal from the United States for yearend no results were reported. 
processing into coke which, in turn, is A new trunk pipeline from Popel (Dutch 
shipped to steel plants in Luxembourg. Frontier) brought Dutch natural gas to : 
Coal imports for this purpose are not sub- Belgium. According to Distrigaz, the semi- 
ject to the Belgian imports quota. governmental organization charged with 

Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Petroleum importing and distributing natural gas, the 
and natural gas accounted for 42 percent price per calorie of natural gas is half that 
of Belgium’s energy consumption in 1967. of manufactured gas. Because natural gas 
Their increase in consumption was well is being imported, conversions were under- 
above the rate of increase for the total way to enable use of natural gas in existing 
energy sector. Increased numbers of motor facilities. However, it will be some time 
vehicles, the conversion from steam to before the consumers will feel the benefits 
diesel locomotives, and the introduction of because of the need to amortize the large 
fuel oil for heating in new residential areas financing costs of conversions to natural 
were contributing factors. This trend is gas estimated at $100 million by 1971. At 
expected to continue in the future, with yearend 1967 about 113,000 conversions 

consumption of liquid fuels expected to had been carried out. a 
reach over 35 million tons by 1975. Electricity and Nuclear Energy.—In 

As in past years crude oil requirements 1967 Belgium consumption of electricity 
were met entirely by imports. Refining and totaled 22,500 million kilowatt-hours, and 
marketing remained the principal activities maintained a growth rate close to 5.5 per- 

of the petroleum industry. Although oil cent. Foreign trade in electricity was 
companies have shown some interest, no again in close. balance between exports 

petrochemical industry has developed as and imports. Thermal power stations ac- 
yet. : a | : counted for 98.6 percent of electricity 

The consumption growth has stimulated production; of this total coal-fired plants 
refinery building activity. During 1967, accounted for 62.2 percent, and oil-and 
five petroleum refineries, ‘with a total ca- gas-fired plants for the remaining 36.4 

pacity of 346,000 barrels per day, were in percent. 

operation, four near Antwerp and one near The first Franco-Belgium nuclear power 
Ghent. The largest, operated by Société station at Chooz, rated at 266 megawatt 
industrielle Belge des Petroles S.A? had of electricity output, was progressing to- 

a capacity of 200,000 barrels per day and wards a normal industrial operation. Pre- 
with an additional 100,000 barrels per day liminary studies for construction of two 
capacity under construction. additional nuclear power plants of 700 

Albatros SA was building a new refinery megawatts each, at Doel and Tihange, 
near Antwerp, with a capacity of 60,000 were underway. The Tihange plant will 
barrels per day. At the same time, Texaco 
Inc. was in the process of completing a . | . 
new lube-oil plant at Ghent in addition and ond, Jointly by British Petroleum (BP)
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be a Franco-Belgain power station built (M.M.N.) for fabrication of fuel elements 

and operated under same conditions as for nuclear power stations. The work of 
Chooz. . M.M.N. was on a modest scale during 

1967, but the owners expect expansion of 
A workshop has been built at Dessel by activities to match the developments of 

Métallurgie et Mecanique Nucleaire nuclear powerplants in Europe. 

_ LUXEMBOURG | ae 
During 1967, only the iron and steel indicates a slowdown of the economy, 

industry of Luxembourg, with an output which is also shown by the index of 
of 6 million tons of iron ore and 4 million industrial production, which declined by. 
tons of steel, was significant. Because of 3 percent in 1967 in terms of annual av- | 
its predominant position, the iron and steel erages. No recent data exist to show the 
industry determined the overall trends in proportion of GNP accounted for by the 
Luxembourg’s mineral industry. Production mineral extractive and processing indus- 
of other minerals, mostly nonmetallic, was tries. However, there is some reason to 
significant only in the domestic economy. believe this proportion may be slowly de- 

Preliminary figures for 1967 indicated  clining because of declining iron ore pro- 
an increase of 3 percent in the gross duction, and continuing efforts made to 
national product (at constant 1966 market diversify the economy through establish- 
prices), roughly the same increase as in ment of other manufacturing industries and 
1966. Compared with figures from the early services. Foreign trade in minerals was 
1960’s, the present growth of the GNP _ reported together with Belgium. 

Table 5.—Luxembourg: Production of mineral commodities : 

| (Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) | | 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: 
Tron ore__..__-..---.---------------------- 6,990 6, 680 6,315 6,528 6,304 
Pig iron }____....._-...-.------------------~ 3,587 4,191 4,145 3, 962 3,963 
Crude steel___.___-___...-..-..----.-------- 4,082 4,559 4,585 4,390 4,481 
Semimanufactures________-.._-----.-------- 3,218 3,589 3,602 3,449 3,531 

Nonmetals: 
Cement_.._..-.-----------------------+---- 203 205 222 212 183 
Dolomite_._..-.---------------+------------- NA 254 225 168 171 
Gypsum. _____--.-_-_--------------+-------- 7 7 5 6 il 
Lime, hydraulic...._....-...--------------- 2 2 1 ) 
Limestone. _____--------------------------- NA 36 27 51 30 
Molding sand____.____._..----------------- 30 40 40 22 28 
Quartzite_._._.......thousand cubic meters _ . NA 24 27 36 27 
Sand and gravel__-._-.__----.--------d0o__-- 543 542 647 467 380 
Stone: 

Cut stone: 
Crude. ___.__thousand cubic meters_- 2 1 1 1 NA 
Flagstone___ thousand square meters - - 2 3 4 NA NA 

Building stone: 
Rough cut. __thousand cubic meters - - 49 49 48 30 NA 
Facing ___._thousand square meters - . q 5 9 NA NA 

Crushed rock__..-thousand cubic meters - - 367 468 441 162 NA 
Paving blocks...__.....thousand pieces - - 42 70 50 44 NA 

Fertilizers and raw materials: 
Basie slag________..__------------------ 767 818 837 TTT NA 
Manufactured phosphate fertilizers (P20s 

content) ?______.._-._---_.-.-------- 127 125 e127 e127 NA 
Mineral fuels: 

Coke, gas plant____..__.------------------- 36 28 13 e10 NA 
Manufactured gas___.thousand cubic meters._. 24,168 24,031 26,272 NA NA 

ee 

e Estimate. NA Not available. 
1 Official figures, includes some remelted pig iron. 
2 For fiscal years ending June 30 of year stated.
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COMMODITY REVIEW steel output. The new corporation with 
| | production capacities of 5 million tons, is 

Metals.—Iron and Steel.—Steel produc- considered of optimal size for a steelmak- 
tion in 1967 was 2 percent higher than in ing firm. 
1966. However, steel prices continued to In 1967 a number of new investments 

decline and profits of the steel industry, were completed which had been started 
employing 47 percent of all wage earners 3 oy 4 years earlier, notably the two 125- 
in Luxembourg, probably remained stable. ton capacity oxygen converters, in Esch- 
ARBED (Acieries Reunies de Burbach- Belval, at a cost of $26 million. No major 

Eich-Dudelange, Société Anonime, Luxem- investment projects are expected in Lux- 
bourg) was the largest iron and steel pro- embourg in the immediate future because 
ducer in the country during 1966. During of the concern as to the future competi- 
1967 efforts were concentrated on making tiveness of inland mills. Considering this 
the steel industry more competitive in the fact ARBED invested up to 48.14 percent 
world market. The first step of the re- of the total in the modern “SIDMAR” 
structuring was the takeover by ARBED  gtee] mill on the Belgian coast. 
or Hadir, formerly Luxembourg’s second a | | 
largest producer. Merger was finally con- Other Minerals.—Domestic production 

| cluded in July 1967, giving the new com- of minerals, mostly nonmetallics was small 
pany a 90 percent share of Luxembourg’s and of no significance.



The Mineral Industry of Bolivi ustry of Bolivia 

| By Robert A. Whitman * | 

Bolivian nonfuel mineral production of the private partner to appeal to inter- 
decreased in 1967 while production of national courts of justice, are not encour- . 
mineral fuels (crude oil and natural gas) aging to private capital. 
increased two and one-half times over the At the beginning of 1967, Bolivia had 
1966 level. Output of metallic minerals sizable obligations in the form of loans 
was higher than that of 1966 but was from Operation Triangular, the  three- 
overbalanced by decreases in nonmetal member consortium composed of the U.S. 
output. The sharp increase in crude oil Agency for International Development 
production was made possible because the (AID), the Inter-American Development 
construction of a new pipeline provided Bank (IDB), and the Federal Republic of 
an export outlet for oil from wells which Germany, formed in 1961 to assist COMI- 
had been shut in at the Caranda-Colpa BOL to financial stability. These obliga- 

field. . tions amounted to $47,306,975? with total 
The mineral industry, excluding petro-. interest charges of $10,998,150. COMI- 

leum, contributed about 9 percent to the BOL had paid $8,180,169 on the principal 
gross domestic product. Mineral exports, and $5,634,279 in interest by January 
including petroleum, accounted for almost 1967. 
90 percent of total commodity exports. The Mining Bank (BAMIN), by. not 
Tin represented over two-thirds of the instituting sorely needed commercial and : 
value of nonfuel mineral exports and pro- internal administrative reforms, incurred 
vided over half of all export earnings. losses of nearly $2.4 million from January 

The tin industry was plagued by serious through September 1967. AID had dis- 
strikes at two of the largest mines in Juné  bursed $450,000 for loans to the Small 
1967 and by a decrease in both the de- Mines group and $300,000 for the retire- 
mand for and price of tin in the world ment of about 150 BAMIN employees, 
market. COMIBOL, the semiautonomous but withheld further disbursements pend- 
government agency operating the expro- ing additional changes and_ reforms. 
priated tin mines, can hardly make an BAMIN reportedly has raised the service 
appreciable profit until allowed to ration- fee to the Small Mines group for handling 
alize employment and divorce management concentrates and has contracted with a 
from politics. To stabilize employment, it broker in England to develop a commer- 
is important that COMIBOL be permitted cial “hedging” operation. 
to implement the planned reorganization The Bolivian Constitution of 1967, 
for which legislation was passed. Mining promulgated February 3, 1967, did 
of vein-type deposits and high-cost trans- not change the official attitude toward 
port make tin production in Bolivia an the mineral industry as set forth in 
expensive operation, although there ap- the 1961 Constitution. Articles 136 
pears to be opportunities for improvement. through 140 extend the domain of the 

A law passed by the Senate and Cham-_ State to include “the soil and subsoil”; 
ber of Deputies of Bolivia in December further declare that no groups of national- 
1966 gave specific approval to COMIBOL ized mines are to be sold or transferred 
to enter into joint ventures with private 
capital. However, requirements that a . ge wae . 
COMIBOL representative be president of Act em scientist, Division of International 

the resulting company and have executive from are mecesse values have beet eee 
powers, and the cancellation of any right ygg.. 

129
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as property to private enterprise by means Supreme Decree No. 07447, effective 
of any title; specify all deposits of hydro- January 7, 1966, established new and 
carbons, in whatever form or state, to be ‘simpler export taxes based upon the offi- 
the “direct public property, inalienable, cial price quotations. For example, new 
of the State’; and reaffirm the principle export duties on tin ranged from no tax _ 
that vests in the State the promotion and at a price of $1.10 per pound to $0.532 
development of nuclear energy. | - at a price of $2.50 per pound of tin. 

PRODUCTION 

Production of virtually all metals in- 1966. Extraction of crude oil and natural 
creased moderately in 1967 with the ex- gas increased sharply but the output of 
ception of gold and silver. Nonmetallic petroleum products from domestic refining 
output fared less well although sulfur increased only moderately. — | 
remained at the high level established in 

| Table 1.—Bolivia: Approximate production of mineral commodities 

. _ (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

‘Metals: 1 | Co | 
Antimony, content of— 

Ore and concentrate. ________..__-___-_.---- 7,549 9,620 9,622 *10,640 11,268 
Metal ?_____.__._-._____ e+ ee eee eee ee eee 38 6 27 8 

Beryl 2____________--___._------~------ eee eee 3 | 
Bismuth, content of ore and concentrate 

a kilograms.. 254,410 271,870 * 271,605 * 449,317 502,224 
Cadmium, content of.ore and concentrate 2?__do___.  _____..  ~------ 5,740 2,400 — NA 
Columbite-tantalite ore 2?.______._._-.....-do___.  -- 2. ------- Lee 4,000 NA 
Copper, content of ore and concentrate_._.__.._._... "3,001 °'4,734 °'4,786 *°'5,827 6,087 
Gold__.________--_2___---__.____._troy ounces_. 153,019 128,576 94,314 86,982 55,069 
Lead, content of — 

Ore and concentrate___.___-__-------------- 19,041 16,4938 *16,313 19,490 19,736 
Refined metal and solder_____.-_____--___-_- 254 — 461 9386 «1,130 237 

Mercury___________2._.._._----76-pound flasks __ 2105 3 32 52 4 2100 
Silver, content of ore and concentrate 

thousand troy ounces_-_ 4,443 4,517 13,987 *4,919 4,515 
_ Tin, content of— 

Concentrate______.______.._.___-long tons... 22,209 24,319 23,0386 25,626 26,890 
. Refined metal, solder, dross #¢_...._._.__-do___- 2,462 3,610 3,415 1,062 800 
Tungsten concentrate, 60 percent WO; equivalent -_ - 2,194 2,006 1,820 2 ,633 3,337 
Zine, content of concentrate_______.__-_-_______- 4,229 9,592 13,607 *16,008 16,754 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos. __.______.__-___-_--- + ----e- r211 3139 3178 26 24 
Cement_____..___...._...._.____-thousand tons_.- 62 64 | 60 60 62 
Fluorite 2__-________._______---__-_-_e eee eee ee 9 LLL le Leelee nee 
Gypsum ?______________ 2 eee eee. 200 700 475 *1,960 1,100 
Salt 2.-_- 2 eee 350 3,563 13,825 11,2238 4,445 
Sulfur___________._-_____- eee ee -_-___--- =. 2.9, 950 «210,806 29,455 57,461 50 ,308 

Mineral fuels: . 
Natural gas__________..._..__-million cubic feet_. 53,853 54,145 18,103 12,033 30,465 
Natural gasoline___.____._._...__.____.---—barrels__ 25,160 64,321 54,605 68,861 65,661 
Petroleum: 

Crude____________thousand 42-gallon barrels_. 3,404 3,290 3,357 6,085 14,527 

Refinery products: - —_ 
Motor gasoline____._____...._._--do___-_ 1,009 1,116 1,182 1,352 1,507 
Kerosine________________.-.-----do___- 404 467 512 571 653 
Distillate fuel oil. __.._.__-__..___-do____ A24 506 596 r615 751 
Residual fuel oil__.._._..._..._._-do____ 594 790 819 r 863 792 
Other_________-___.__---_---.---do___. 205 13 t 65 r16 33 

Total__._-______________.___-_--do___- 2,636 2,892 13,174 *'3,417 3,736 

p Preliminary. t Revised. NA Not available. 
1 COMIBOL production plus exports by small and medium mines and smelters unless otherwise noted. 
2 Exports by smal! and medium mines. 
3 Purchases by Banco Minero. 
4 Contains unspecified amount of tin reported also in tin-in-concentrates production. 
3’ Commercial production, processed for domestic fuel and for export.
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| oo. TRADE |. sO 

In 1967, Bolivia had a favorable ‘trade the country’s dependence upon tin as an 
balance for the second consecutive year. export for earning foreign exchange. 

This was due partly to a decrease in The relation of mineral trade to total 
imports and partly to a fivefold increase trade for 1965 and 1966 was as follows: 
in exports of crude petroleum. The value | 
of nonfuel minerals exported was nearly © —— _________ __ 
$900,000 less than that of 1966. A loss of _ Value Mineral 
$2.5 million in tin export and $1.5 mil- (million dollars) commod- 

lion in lead export values resulted from "Mineral ‘Total nt total. 
their lower price on the world market. commodities trade (percent) 

Metallic minerals continued to dominate  ———— 

the export trade in 1967. Bolivia exported Exports: a 6 <P ch ceude leur oe ¢ 1965_....... 125 132 94.7 
196 6 hut as muc ro e re <a as x 1 1966 ___ 132 150 88.0 . 

ut exports of natural gas droppe mports: 49 P rarura’ Gas croppe 1965..-----. 18 134 13.4 
percent to 303 million cubic feet in 1966___..... 17 138 - 12:3 

1967. The increased export. of petrole Trade balance: | feasec XP petroveum 1965.....--. +107 —2 xx 
and the expansion of COMIBOL and the 1966____._._... +115 4-12 Xx 

private mining companies into metals and = =—__SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSFSFSFSS 
minerals other than tin will help reduce XX Not applicable. 

. ~ Table 2:—Bolivia: Exports of mineral commodities 
. . "(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) _ | | . 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: : [ . 
Antimony, content of ore, concen- 8,766 10,667 Mainly to United States. 

trate, impure bars. . 
Bismuth, content of concentrate---_- 297 873 Peru 271; United States 88. 
Cadmium, content. of concentrate___- 6 .2 All to United States. 
Columbite-tantalite ore____--.----- ------- 4 Do. a, 
Copper, content of concentrate____- - 4,731 5,702 United States 2,834; Japan 2,078. 

Gold__.._._.-_-.__._-troy ounces_. * 84,910 16,236 United Kingdom 15,690; United States 289. 

Lead, content of— 
Concentrate_______.___._.---- 15,873 19,431 - United States 15,956; Netherlands 2,306. 

Refined bars, solder, slag_ _ ~~~ -- 1,664 1,831 United States 1,379; United Kingdom 200. 

Total..._......------------ 17,587 21,262 | 
Mercury..__._----76-pound flasks_- r59  __ Lee 
Silver, . thousand troy ounces_. ‘4,114 5,124 United States 4,076; Netherlands 447. 

content of concentrate. 

Tin, content of— | 
Concentrate________long tons.. 20,422 24,760 United Kingdom 18,438; United States 4,531. 

Refined bars, solder, do___- 3,406 1,062 United States 1,001; United Kingdom 41. 

ross. . 

Total................d0.... 28,828 25,822 United Kingdom 18,479; United States 5,532. 
Tungsten, content of concentrate, 60 1,853 2,633 United States 2,557; West Germany 76. 

' percent WOs; equivalent. 
Zine, content of concentrate.__...._ 13,688 16,702 United States 14,184; Japan 1,540. 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos. ...___....------.------- qT 2 All to United States. 
Gypsum_.______-....-.----------- 475 1,960 All to Brazil. 

Salt__....._..._.._.__-_--_-__-------- 17,020 18,151 Mainly to Brazil. 

Sulfur__.._...__...---------------- 9,455 58,457 Chile 45,721; United States 11,940. 

Mineral fuels: . 
Natural gas...___million cubic feet__ 630 519 All to Argentina. 
Petroleum: 

C {housand 42-gallon barrels_ 1266 2,027 United States 1,546; Argentina 481. 

rude. 
Refinery products: 

Distillate fuel oil_._.do-_-_- °177 146 NA. 
Gasoline.___....-.-.do_...  ------- 38 All to United States. 

a 

r Revised. NA Not available. 

woogree: Ministerio de Hacienda, Direccién General de Estadistica y Censos. Boletin Estadistico, 1966. 

oO. e
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Table 3.—Bolivia: Selected imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

c di . So 1965 1966 
ommo ity . , I : 

Quantity Value Quantity Value. 

Metals: . . 

Qluminum, all forms_.--..-------~--~---------- G54 $504 to a8 9727 470 
opper, all forms.__._.--_-.._---------------- 4 l, . , 

{ron and steel, all forms.______-...---.---.-_-- 64,258 14, 828 082 44,820 12,088 10 
, all forms____..____..__----.------------ ' ay 

‘Tin, alloys._......_........_._-...--long tons__ - 2 7,681 6 238 , 542 
Zinc, all forms__..__.-..-------------~-------- 25 10,292 87 38 ,044 
Metallurgical ‘minerals, slags, ashes___________-. “95 14,920 22 2,749 

N Other nonferrous metals.________-__---_L_-__-_e r2 r§,120 — 11 16,794 
onmetals: . 

Fertilizer, all types_._.._..._...._-.-.---.---. "3,694 399 , 032 3, 861 388 , 643 
Other 1______..__-- 2 eee --e_---- =©10,916 531 , 237 15,322 722 ,269 

Mineral fuels: . = 
Coal and coke___.___...._--__..-_-----2------ . 173 58 , 343 797 55,182 | 
Petroleum refinery products: . 

Aviation gasoline...._..._..._...-.-.__.... 10,787 761,151 14,6383 923 ,115 
Motor gasoline_________....-.- 2.2. +e 44 5,027 31 4,217 
Kerosine._._.--. eee eee 90 13,887 — 83 10,331 © 
Diesel oil_....---------..---.---2---2---- BI '56,662 22 2330 
Fuel oil... eee 214 14,010 188 14,043 
Other____...---_-- eee ee------ = «6 , 144 796 , 366 10,941 1,197,320 

Total__._...-.------------------------ 18,514 F1,705 ,446 26 ,695 2,206 , 538 

: Revised. | | | 
1 Salt, sulfur, gypsum, lime, cement, earths, and stone not separately identified. 

COMMODITY REVIEW | 

/ METALS | ever, by the beginning of 1967, ENAF 
1 0 The. Cerro..de  Murg had expended most of its capital and could 
ron Ure.——ihne Cerro de utun, no longer afford to pay cash for concen- 

rocated on bio. man . border, contains trates. By December 1, 1967, it had leased 
: r » W the smelter to COMIBOL for experimen- 

an aceon! oneal billion tons of Moat tal volatilization trials. The volatilization 
ore. nue the utun deposit ranks In bei d. make ibl . . ae process ing tested may make possible 
ite with high’ ta eae ed It FR cophoma, the recovery ot tin from low-grade mate- 

a phos > rial; COMIBOL plans to use the smelter 
1,600 kilometers from the nearest port or for 2 years to carry out industrial-scale 
industrial center, and probably will not trials under the direction of the Instituto 
attract any development capital for sev- de Investigaciones Minero-Metaltrgico 
eral years. (Institute of Mining and Metallurgy 

. . . Research ). 
Selenium.—A_ selenium mineral, penro- , . 

seite, was found in four claims in paring, me ee Lee . EN“ 
Chayante Province, about 85 kilometers Aad Facte Kléck f oc nt bo us fa 
northwest of Sucre. The selenium min- magen i ( ee wer) 0 OF yf muenon 9 F 
eralization is vein type and reportedly "°W S™© ter 0 t O tons ine tin annua 
occurs with siderite, hematite, calcite, and output capacity ar ruro. 
sulfides of lead and copper. There has A meeting of a Commission of the 
not been enough work to date to deter- Bolivian Government to advise on the 

mine grade or reserves. Kléckner contract in May 1967 found 
that the original smelter design was based 

Tin.—The Bolivian Government, b . 
Decree Law 7965 of July 15, 1 96 6 oct on the grade of tin concentrates produced 

> 3 . 

up Empresa Nacional de Fundiciones “ 1963 > and that lower grade concentrates, 
(ENAF) to smelt tin, and operate the along with increasing iron and arsenic im- 

BAMIN Metabol smelter. It was intended purities, made process changes necessary. It 
that ENAF smelt concentrates purchased was decided, with Kléckner’s concurrence, 
from the small and medium miner; how- that the furnaces be changed from rotary
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to reverberatory and the plant was rede- right to work the present Catavi tailings 
signed to enable it to treat medium-grade dumps, the Huanuni “sand tails” dumps, 
tin concentrates. Many other problems, as well as those of the Unificada and 
such as supply of specification-grade lime- several other mines. IMPC has auhorized 
stone, charcoal, and pyrites, have not been COMIBOL to use its patented tin-con- 
resolved. centrating method free after the IMPC 

An evaluation of the metallurgical op- mill at Catavi has been in operation for 
erations at the various COMIBOL prop- 1 year. 
erties was made by a consultant for the Empresa Minera  Unificada, S.A. 
IDB during January and February 1967. (EMUSA), the medium mining company 
The report concluded that there were which is the largest producer of anitmony, 
some mills which needed replacing com- purchased about one-third of the huge 
pletely and most of the others were in low-grade Rodeo glacial moraine tin de- 
poor mechanical condition. It contrasted posit for about $160,000. EMUSA needs 
the use of modern techniques of heavy about $300,000 to determine volume, 
media separation with the use of wheel- grade, and eventual profitability of the 
barrows to handle the resulting concen- deposit. 
trates. The metallurgical staff reportedly At the end of July, Estafios Aluviales, 
had adequate academic preparation. In §.A. (ESTALSA), a consortium of W.R. 
general, the conclusions were optimistic for Grace & Co., United States Steel Corp., 
COMIBOL, if it could be allowed to de- Lockheed Aircraft Corp., and the Chase 
velop without hindrance. Manhattan Bank, began dredging opera- 

The reduction of excess COMIBOL tions with a company-built dredge at 
‘employees; ‘begun in 1965, was reversed in Avicaya, about 50 kilometers south of 

1966. As of January 1, 1967 COMIBOL Oruro. The  10,000-cubic-yard-per-day 
had 23,476 on the rolls. In April, dredge is operating on a placer deposit of 

| COMIBOL closed the San José mine be- about 200,000 hectares averaging about 0.7 
cause of heavy losses from theft, low pro- pounds of tin per cubic yard. ESTALSA | 
ductivity, and labor anarchy. About 30 later reportedly bought an additional 60,- 
percent of the employees were released 000 hectares. _ | | 
-with the remaining 1,370 persons retained At its Kelluani tin mine, about 30 kilom- 
on the payroll. In August the mine was eters north of La Paz, Trans-American 
reopened partly to placate the unions for Resources, Inc. (TAR), a subsidiary of 
the closing of the Metabol smelter by Shattuck Denn Mining Corp., has a 70- 
ENAF. Although by the end of 1967 ton-per-day plant which produces concen- 
COMIBOL had reduced employment to trates containing the equivalent of about 
about 22,500, the bonus pay increase 5 tons per month of fine tin. The company 
granted at the beginning of the year re- claims an enormous reserve potential of 
sulted in an increase in total labor cost. low-grade (approximately 0.6 percent) tin 
Adding to the overall labor problem, the ore for which they seek a partner with 
company suffered strikes at Huanuni and about $2 million to build a 2,000-metric- 
Catavi in midyear that necessitated inter- ton-per-day concentrating plant. | 
vention of the armed forces. | . 

The president of COMIBOL, Col. Juan Zinc.—In January, the Bolivian Senate 
Lechin, announced in December that and Chamber of Deputies passed a law 
COMIBOL would stop buying mineral legalizing the contract between the Boliv- | 
concentrates because this pratice competed ian Government and the Mina Matilde 
with BAMIN, which normally buys and Corp. for the operation of the Matilde 
sells these minerals. mine, about 105 kilometers (airline) north- 

The International Metals Processing west of La Paz and about 10 kilometers 

Corp. (IMPC), Dallas, Tex., was granted inland from the shores of Lake Titicaca. 
a contract to construct a concentrating Development work is said to have blocked 
plant capable of handling 1,000 tons per out 3 million tons of ore averaging 18.8 
day of dump material averaging 0.4 to percent zinc, 1.8 percent lead, and 1.5 
0.5 pertent tin. In addition to the 7 mil- ounces of silver per ton. The Matilde 
lion tons in the Kenko tailings pile at Corp. is a partnership formed by United 
Catavi which IMPC has a contract to States Steel Corp.andPhillip Brothers Corp. 
process, COMIBOL has given them the Wright Engineers, a Canadian firm, was
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oO - Table 4.—Bolivia: Exports of tin by groups a | 

a (Long tons of contained tin) o SO 

| Group © | 1965 = 1966 1967 

Tin contained in concentrates: os o , 
Corporaci6én Minera de Bolivia_.________._____.-.---- 13 ,673 _ 17,263. . 18,026: 
Medium-size mines______________. 2 eee 3,862 ~ 4,562 5,258 
Medium mines-Banco Minero____.-______------------ eee eee See eee eee ; 50 - 
Banco Minero_______.---..------------------------- 2,887 2,935 3,234 | 

' Others. .______._--___-__-------------------------- = ------- ~--------- 20 
Smelter products (refined metal and solder): ENAF and ws ne 

_ Fundicién de Estafio de Oruro----------~------------- 3,406 1,062 1,018. 

— Gotal eee eee ene eee eee eee eee 28,828 25 , 822 27,606 

awarded the contract for construction of | YPFB declined 14 percent and that for 
the concentrating plant, housing, and other BOC 44 percent. While some natural. gas 
plant buildings. is exported to Argentina, disposal of, the 

Yugoslavia is to send a metallurgical remaining output was unreported. Con- 
mission to Bolivia to study the feasibility siderable quantities apparently were used 
of a zinc refinery. in. the fields for fuel and for injection 

7 | | oo into reservoirs to maintain pressure. 
: __. "NONMETALS Co The two companies: active in drilling, 

Sulfur.—Exports from Bolivia remained ee an ae OC, increased the total 
above 50,000 metric tons in 1967. Nearly ootage crilled by around percent over 
all of this was produced by the Sociedad 1966 to 277,190 feet. This was divided be 
Minera de Lipez (SOLMIN), a Bolivian tween 19 explor atory holes, 6 bringing in 

: a ? . crude oil, 2 with gas, and 11 dry holes 
company owned by a group of sulfur mine d 22 developr lls. 18 with oil 3 
owners in southwestern Bolivia. SOLMIN vith eve a ee he i s, 40 with 01 ? 
leased the San Pablo de Napa deposit from Boliig “GC if On Co © ed i | 
the Caja de Pensiénes y Jubilaciénes Mili- t nore i 7 vily to th U, seed 
tares (CPJM) in November 1965, and also State " vm 1545649 ben t the 1966 
control the Concepcién and Desierto de- 9 169 899 b ? kk > 1967. This 3 ° 

. posits nearby. The San Pablo deposit re- eT? arre’s in - 2 nus Increase 
_ . a. “yy: - resulted from the fact that 1967 was the portedly contains about 7 million metric first full f f th i 

tons of about 70 percent sulfur ore, and is rst Tul year Of use oF te newly con 
as Oe - 13 structed 10-inch to 12-inch pipeline :ex- 

one of the largest known deposits in a belt . . 
} ‘ To ed tending 685 kilometers from the pumping 

of volcanic sulfur occurrences located . . 
alone the Chilean border. SOLMIN re- station at Santa Cruz to Sica Sica on the 

Se - " Altiplano. This line is connected to the 
portedly is operating five autoclaves. The a eas : . . 

. . . : 8-year-old pipeline to Arica, Chile, built 
high costs of mining, refining, and trans- ? , 

. . : for YPFB but never used for lack of suff- 
portation are increased by the lack of : . . . 

. : . cient production. Opening of the line 
water, which must be trucked from Chile, . 

. . feasibl allowed BOGOC to quadruple production 
making production from this area feasible . 
only when the price of sulfur is high from its Caranda and Colpa fields north 

y we P nga. of Santa Cruz. In order to further increase 
| | MINERAL FUELS exports from Arica appreciably, BOGOC 

will need additional pumping capacity for 
Natural Gas and Petroleum.—Produc- the pipeline and additional storage capacity 

tion of both natural gas and crude petro- to supplement 300,000-barrel storage pres- 
leum for 1967 was two and one-half times ently at Arica. Permission for building at 
the production for 1966. The increase was Arica probably will not be granted until 
all from the Caranda and Colpa fields of | diplomatic relations between Bolivia and 
Bolivian Gulf Oil Co. (BOGOC). Pro- Chile are restored. The company inaugu- 
duction of natural gas by Yacimientos rated a $1 million gas injection plant with 
Petroliferos: Fiscales Bolivianos (YPFB) a capacity of 34 million cubic feet per day 
and Bolivian Oil Co. (BOC) declined 2 at Caranda. 
percent and 42 percent, respectively, At the beginning of 1967, BOGOC had 
whereas output of crude petroleum by 135 regular employees and about 440 con-
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tract employees. The company had The .Director of the Gas and Petro- 
reserves of 200 million barrels of crude chemical Division of YPFB has reported 
oil and 2 to 3 trillion cubic feet the conclusion of engineering studies for 
of gas. These represented about 94 per- the construction of a new refinery and 
cent of the measured oil reserves and 80 catalytic reformer plant in Santa Cruz to 
percent of the estimated gas reserves for produce high-octane gasoline, benzene, tol- 7 

Bolivia, although BOGOC has only 1,747,-._uene, and other derivatives basic to future 
803 hectares (3.54 percent) of the poten- production of certain petrochemicals. The 
tial oil land allotted for exploration. engineering feasibility studies were carried 

In May, BOGOC announced that it out by Universal Oil Products and Hydro- 
would begin drilling new exploration wells carbon Research, Inc., of the United 
in Cochabamba Department about 105. States. The plant reportedly will be fi- 
kilometers east-northeast of the city of nanced and built by a Japanese concern. 
Cochabamba and 19 kilometers from Villa Although Bolivia has a very small domestic 
Tunari. 7 market and would be subject to high trans- 

Most of the drilling done by YPFB prob- portation costs in exporting these prod- 
ably was for development of the promising ucts, the possible profits from such a ven- 
new Monteagudo field northwest of Camiri. ture, for which financing is not yet firmly 
However, Monteagudo No. 7 well blew out committed, are causing much excitement. 
on December 1 at 4,888 feet and had not = YPFB and BOGOC negotiated an agree- 
been brought under control by the end of ment to enter into joint development of a 
the year. It reportedly was losing 100 mil- region on the Altiplano from 35 to 40 
lion cubic feet of gas per day and undeter- kilometers wide extending from near 

mined quantities of crude oil. Unless Lake Titicaca southeast to Oruro. Bolivian 

brought under control soon, this loss of | Gulf is to spend approximately $30 million 

gas could greatly slow up development of on the development program, in which 

the field or, under extreme conditions, YPFB will have no active part. If oil is 

make further development impractical. discovered, YPFB will pay its share of the 

Production by YPFB which holds 11,245,- development costs out of its share of the | 

208 hectares of potential oil lands, has oil produced. 
been decreasing for the last 3 years, and YPFB and BOGOC have signed another 

this was the first promising field discovered letter of intent to form a joint company 

since the company was nationalized. YPFB to build a 26-inch gas pipeline to tie into 

produced less than half of the crude oil Argentina’s 1,700-kilometer gas line from 

it exported and processed during 1967, ob- . Campo Duran to Buenos Aires. This latter 

taining the rest from BOGOC. Its re- line is already carrying 80 percent of its 

fineries operated at about 72 percent of capacity, and at yearend the Argentine 

rated capacity. The company employs Yacimientos Petroliferos Fiscales (YPF) 

about 4,000 workers in an operation which had not agreed to a contract. 

includes 5 refineries and about 10 drilling The third operating company, Bolivian 

rigs. Oil Co., exported 303 million cubic feet of 

In April, YPFB announced a new oiland _ gas to Argentina from the Madrejones field 

gas discovery at the Sierra de Candado near Yacuiba which they own jointly with 

field, 28 kilometers from Bermejo on the YPFB. This was 41 percent less than that 

Argentine border. The discovery well was of 1966. Their export of 7,764 barrels of 

down 3,800 feet, and its production was110 crude oil to Argentina was 43 percent less 

barrels per day of 24° API oil with pos- than that of 1966. Output from the Madre- 

sible gas production of 70,000 cubic feet jones field has been declining for several 

per day. The crude oil from this field will years. 

probably be sent to Argentina through Supreme Decree No. 8093, September 
the Bermejo-Oran (Argentina) pipeline. 12, 1967, established the Bolivian Gas and 

In May, YPFB purchased a 10-million- | Petrochemical Co. (GPB) as a new entity 

cubic-foot-per-day gas liquefying plant. to be responsible for all phases of the ex- 

The plant, to be erected in Camiri some- ploitation of natural gas. However, two 

time in 1968, will produce about 29,000 amending decrees substitute YPFB as the 

gallons of natural gas liquids per day. Government organization to carry out the 

Seventy percent of its output will be lique- handling of natural gas, and establish a 

fied petroleum gas. “National Petroleum and Petrochemical
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Council”, headed by President Barrientos, Table 6.—Bolivia: Consumption ! of pe- 
‘which is to supervise, plan, and regulate troleum refinery products 
the exploitation of hydrocarbons both by | (Thousand 42-gallon barrels) | 

--YPFB and private companies. These de- a 
crees should put the Government firmly in Product 1966 1967 
control of planning for a future petrochem- __ | _ oe 

ical industry. Aviation gasoline.__......--_. 125 2 112 
a Motor gasoline_.............. 1,254 1,358 

ce: - Kerosine__.....-------------- 551 590 
Table 5.—Bolivia: Crude petroleum pro- Gas oil wenn en ene eee nee ie ! NA 

: 1eSse@l Ol Le Le duction by company and field Puel ofl 2000027 as 4 

___ (Thousand 42-gallon barrels) Naphtha--l2ccvv7777777. “NA 
nnn Other products__--...._-...-. NA -. 8 

_ Company and field 1966-1967 Total..............---. 3,300 3,077 

Yacimientos Petroliferos | . , | te a a NA Not available. oe oo 
Pigeales Bolivianos: ran da- 1 Figures refer to actual civilian and military con- 

~ Buena Vista. __ 2 858 2 469 sumption through sales to consumer, and including 
~ Sanandita-Camatindi.-.... - 49 47 YERB option. SO 
Bermejo-Toro_......._... . 266 221 . Pp ° . a Bo, 

: Total___-...------.---. 3,173 2,787 oo 
Bolivian Oil Co.: Madrejones.... 27 15 a 
Bolivian Gulf Oil Co.: . | 

Caranda-Colpa__........... 2,885 11,775 

Grand total_........... 6,085 14,527 |



The Miner dust e Mineral Industry of Brazil 

By Gordon W. Koelling * and F. William Wessel * | 

In 1967, Brazil’s mineral industry ex- By Decree-Law 227, of February 28, 
perienced a second consecutive year of 1967, amended in part by Decree-Laws 318 
high-level activity. Generally production of and 330, a new Brazilian Mining Code 
mineral commodities was strong; exports, was instituted. Basically, all mineral de- 
which had declined in 1966 principally be- posits are considered to be the property of 
cause of a slump in world demand for iron the nation. General geological reconnais- 
and steel, regained their lost ground in _ sance is not limited, but thereafter a permit 
1967. Two companies owning iron ore to prospect must be obtained from the 
properties merged to form a more active Government. Prospecting, in Brazilian 
company. A third aluminum company, terms, is understood as the detailed exam- 
organized in 1965, was approaching the ination of a limited area for specific 
production stage. The largest iron ore minerals. The owner of the surface no 
producer concluded additional contracts longer has priority in obtaining the night 

| for the sale of its ore to Japan. A large- to mine under his land. If at any time the 
copper ore body was outlined in Bahia, and holder of the right to prospect, develop, 
new iron deposits were discovered in the and produce fails to proceed with reason- 
Amazon Basin. Attempts to revive tungsten able diligence through the various stages 
mining in the Northeast began to show of developing a prospect into a mine, his 

progress. ‘Two zinc smelters encountered tenure is revoked, and the rights revert to 
technical difficu ities but progressed toward the Government. The requirements for 
initial production. Rising crude oil output - . | d 
supplied 38 percent of Brazil’s require- legal mining activity were not made retro- 

ments in 1967 (32 percent in 1966). Pro- ¢tive. Liquid fuels, natural gas, and 
duction of columbium and tin ores and ™ineral materials related to the production | 

cement continued strong; salt and chromite of nuclear energy are specifically exempted 

production was weak. from the provisions of the Code. 

_ PRODUCTION , 

Production of most mineral commodities There is minor production in Minas Gerais 
in 1967 was maintained at about the same and Goids, but shipment data are not 
high level attained in 1966. A few com- available. Official production data reported 
modities, particularly the fuels, registered are not used because they represent crude 

sharp gains, continuing a general upward ore and grade is not specified. It can be 
trend. Production of ferrocolumbium in- determined, however, that Brazil’s chromite 

creased 15 percent, scheelite concentrates production declined at least 40 percent in 

an estimated 47 percent, tungsten metal 1967. ; 
23 percent, bituminous coal (run-of-mine) Production of salt declined 21 percent in 
18 t. natural | 11 percent. and 1967. Almost all salt in Brazil is produced 

percent; Fal &as pe > by sola ti bout two-thirds of it : y solar evaporation, 2 
crude petroleum 26 percent. Production of in Rio Grande do Norte. Production costs 

graphite more than doubled. are high and increasing because of in- 
The production of beryl declined efficient producing and handling methods 

steadily from 1960 to 1966, but increased and a long haul to market. 

by 65 percent in 196 /. 1 Geographer, Division of International Ac- 
Tabulated chromite figures represent _ tivities. o. 

shipping-grade material from Bahia only. 4 ote ical scientist, Division of International 

137
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Table 1.—Brazil: Production of mineral commodities ! 

_. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) ; 

ne 

Commodity 2 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

ae nn Tay 

Metals: 
Aluminum: a 

Bauxite__.__.____.--____.____._.-. 169,636 131,650 155,968 * 239,931 ¢ 261,000 
Alumina________--__-__-----_-_-_-- 42,698 50,921 55,355 68 ,254 e 74,000 
Metal, unwrought_........_._------ 17,610 26 ,640 © 30,407 t 26,886 e 36,000 
Semimanufactures___.._...___-..-. 20,471 2,734 25,451 e 41,400 ¢ 48,000 

Arsenic, white._....-.--.-------------- | 293 188 256 © 317 222 
Beryl__.____------------------------- 31,969 31,421 31,113 4796 31,310 
Chromite °___.__.__-._-__..-.-_------- 17,058 9,440 16,960 14,964. 6,865 
Columbium and tantalum: - 

Pyrochlore concentrate__---.-.-----  ------- 323 1,196 4,775 4,626 
Columbite-tantalite concentrates: ne . . 

Columbite ®..____-__--_------- “F119 311 3 40 sr 59 83 
Tantalite §_._-.________._.-_---- r 105 3 82 3165 3¥ 160 225 

Ferrocolumbium.___._...--.------- ------- 18 276 459 528 
Copper: | 

Ore: . ; 
Gross tonnage.___._.-..-._---.- 84,760 110,631 126,227 119,529 ©*120,000 
Copper content ¢.________----- 1,500 2,000 r 2,200 r 2,150 2,200 

Refined metal ¢____.._.__._.------ 2,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 
Gold bullion 7___. thousand troy ounces_-_ 182 F148 r 155 r 168 172 
Iron and steel:. - 

Iron ore____.__-_... thousand tons- - 11,219 16 , 962 18,160 r 23,254 23 , 500 
Pig iron.__.-....-.---.-----do_--. '2,516  *2,664  —§*2,399 2,937 3,100 
Cast iron_.__.__-...___-~-.--do__-- 342 334 NA NA NA 
Ferroalloys °._._....--_-.----do__-- 47 42 51 -. NA NA 
Ingot steel__..._--..--------do___- 2,824 3,016 2,983 3,767 3,720 
Cast steel._.___..----------do__-_- _ 41 40 44 ©8650 50 
Rolled steel.__..___..-__-...do___- 2,321 2,422 2,161 2 , 886 2,853 

Lead: - 
Ore: : 

Gross tonnage__.___._.-__--_.-. 240,282 236,144 266,919 * 267,404 277,938 
Lead content ¢.______._.-.-.-. 17,400 14,700 r 22,500 r 22,637 23 ,422 

Metal, primary, smelter__.._._.__.-_ * 15,993 13,079 9,665 £17,177 17,234 
Manganese ore 9________thousand tons-__ 1,254 1,352 1,396 ~ 1,289 1,145 

ickel: . . 
Ore, garnierite._.___-..-._-.-----. 52,997 54,494 59,311 «59,711 © 69,100 
Nickel content of ferronickel._ _-_--- 1,030 e 1,000 1,114 r 1,384 1,071 

Rare-earth metals and compounds: : 
Monazite_______________-___-- -_-- 2,221 665 597 746 1,079 

‘ Rare-earth salts_.._____._-.------- 3 865 3 899 34,329 1,977 1,653 
Metals and alloys 3___.___kilograms.. ¢ 1,500 e2,500 . e 3,000 14,756 14,034 

silver bullion___._thousand troy ounces-- 281 r 314 r 228 ¥ 222 e 225 
in: 

Cassiterite concentrates: 
-Gross tonnage______-long tons_- 1,922 1,215 2,788 r 2,460 e 2,500 
Tin content ¢___.-___...do____ 1,150 | 790 1,810 r 1,855 1,600 

Metal, smelter_________----.do__-_- 2,051 _ 1,731 1,753 © 1,545 1,415 
Titanium ores: 

Ilmenite 1®__.___..___.__-_.__------ 5, 882 8,271 9,794 13 , 535 14,967 
Rutile______-_____._--_----_------ 389 286 360 t 34 q 

Tungsten concentrate, scheelite: 
Gross tonnage__.__-_--_----------- 463 319 318 3 340 e 500 
60 percent WO; equivalent_____-_-- 555 383 382 e 400 e 600 

zi Metal_____---_--------kilograms_- - NA NA 2,726 - 8,811 4,671 
ine: 

Ore and concentrate_______._-_----_  ------- 9 -----+---- r 5,250 3 324 NA 
Metal______________-_-_-_-_- Lee eee eee eee eee -- e775 71,344 NA 

Zirconium: 
Zireon__________-~._--_-_--------- 962 1,756 1,156 101,954 2,162 
Baddeleyite-caldasite____.______--- 325 516 493 e 495 e 500 

Nonmetals: 
Agate, rough ?_____________-___------- 219 338 446 596 471 
Asbestos minerals 5______.____-____-_-- 1,306 1,300 1,092 1,651 1,264 
Barite_.___________-___-____-___---.--. 34,111 33 , 537 64,360 5 40,228 5 54,497 

Cement: 
Portland, common__thousand tons-_- 5,154 5,530 5,545 r 6,012 6,369 
Portland, white______...__..do___. 30 34 32 34 36 

Total___________________-do___- 5,184 5, 564 5,577 6,046 6,405 
Corundum and emery, natural 3_______-- 1 4 2 NA 2 
Diamond: 

Gem ¢______________.__.._carats_._ 175,000 175,000 175,000 150,000 160 ,000 
Industrial e¢.________..___.__.do_.__ 175,000 175,000 175,000 150 ,000 160 ,000 

Dolomite. _._____...-_----_----.---.-. 477,805 330 , 387 223,209 * 200,530 NA 
Gem stones 3 !!_____.-. eee 418 703 762 710 610 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Brazil: Production of mineral commodities ! —Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 2 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

Nonmetals—Continued . 
Graphite___.._..-.-_--..-----.------- *%1,500 e 1,150 1,172 ?1,277 2,896 
Gypsum_______.__--_.--_---.--------- 105,620 84,405 72,538 r 80,223 NA 
Lime____.-_._.._..._--thousand tons_-_ 1,208 1,438 1,220 r 1,269 NA 
Lithium ores: Spodumene 3____..-_____- 25 _.------e 6,815 e 100 e 50 
Magnesite______.__-.-.-.-------.------ 90,298 93 , 740 124,642 *127,071 NA 
Marble, dimension stone.__.__.....-... 58,011 50,952 46 ,500 r 41 ,228 NA 

- Mica, muscovite__.......-_--_-.------- 1 , 492 31,741 32,263 r 1,018 e1,041 
Nitrogenous fertilizers, manufactured: 

Ammonia !2_________.-_--__....-_.. 20,310 14,452 27,283 17,954 © 26,011 
Ammonium nitrate_....-_._..__--- 3,667 5,085 6,588 7,838 8,860 
Ammonium sulfate. .._..___-_.---- 9,570 9,742 11,295 10,502 9,891 
Calcium nitrate.__.......__._.-.-. 56,272 26,466 57,687 16,785 36,818 
Nitric acid #2_._._._..._...____--_. 56,249 35, 566 77,513 AT ,931 78,244 

Phosphate fertilizers, natural: 
Ores and concentrates, as reported: 

Apatite___.____._.--.--.__.--. 215,288 195,077 191,836 * 295,215 NA 
Phosphate rock__.__.._.._--.. 63,506 51,142 86,908 r 83,150 e 80,000 

Total__.-__.__-.._.-.-.__--.. 278,794 246,219 278,744 * 378,365 NA 
Marketable concentrates 8____.__.._. 146,754 149 ,355 137,140 NA NA. 

Quartz crystal 3________.._-_-______--- 1 ,246 - 1,685 2,119 r3,254 3,407 
Salt__.._.._...._._..__-_thousand tons-_. 1,193 754 1,200 1,313 1,040 
Sulfur, elemental___.___.__..__.-_.---- 5,750 NA 5,022 5,918 6,210 
Tale, soapstone, pyrophyllite..._....._..__ 34,915 48,115 57,648 e 58,000 7 NA . 
Vermiculite.___._._..-__-..-.---..0----- NA NA NA 400 218 

Mineral fuels: . 
Carbon black___-___-__..-..._.-...-... 24,850 23 , 904 22,580 29, 446 30,700 
Coal, bituminous (run-of-mine) 
Cok thousand tons_- 2,571 3,246 3,383 r 3,666 r 4,339 

oke: . 
High-temperature_.._....---do___- 858 912 r 909 r1,240 1,310 
Gas-house_____...____.--_---do__._ © 285 e 280 219 224 205 

Manufactured gas__-_-_million cubic feet__ NA NA r 12,633 12,828 13,118 
Natural gas (gross withdrawal)_.._-do_.__._ ‘20,051 518,777 r 24,125 r 27,844 30 , 888 
Natural gas liquids 

thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 564 832 945 t 788 756 
Petroleum: 

Crude oil_._.__._..-..-....-do_.___ 35,714 33 ,310 34,342 42 , 446 53 ,515 

Refinery products: 
Motor gasoline._........do.... 382,799 36,5386 36,555 42,461 43 ,019 
Jet fuel_______._____..-do_...  -.----- 6 ___-____-- 145 1,266 7 
Kerosine________._-.-..-do_._-_ 4,053 r 4,540 4,123 4,635 4,762 
Distillate fuel oil.__.....do.... 22,324 23,910 22 ,984 28 ,996 ‘e 31,000 
Residual fuel oil._.._....do_... 41,094 39,290 35,314 38 , 886 e 40,000 
Lubricants._....._.....-do___- 52 3 35 __- eee Wee nee 
Asphalt_____._......_..-do__-_- 1,596 1,288 1,817 2,467 
Solvents___.__-..--....-do_..- 748 795 735 902 
Liquefied petroleum 11 , 232 

gases______.___-...---do_._. 4,113 5,417 6,593 r 7,230 
Other__.__....._-_...--do_._- 725 507 484 r 849) 

Total_________._.....do_... 107,504 112 ,292 108 , 640 126,571 ° 131,279 
i a 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. t Revised. NA Not available. . 
1 Includes export data on some commodities for which production data are not available and on commodi- 

ties for which export data are more representative than incomplete data on production. ; . 
2In addition to commodities tabulated, Brazil produces antimony, bentonite, various clays, diatomite, 

feldspar, limestone, ocher, pyrite, glass sand, thorium compounds, and uranium oxide, and various construc- 
tion materials, but reliable data on quantities are not available. 

3 Exports. 
_ 4U.8S. imports. . 

5 Production of State of Bahia only. 
6 Production of columbite and tantalite are not separately reported; total production for 1963 and 1967 

allocated on the basis of export ratio for the year. . 
7 Officially reported production for Minas Gerais and Parana for 1963-64. Data for 1965 include unofficially 

reported output for Minas Gerais, Bahia, and Goids only. Perhaps as much as 60 percent of total gold re- 
covered in Brazil is not reported statistically. 

8 Does not include ferrocolumbium. 
9 Various grades, including mine-run production of largest producer. This company washes out about 20 

percent of its mine product before shipping. 
10 Production of CNEN only. 
11 Includes rough and cut (but unset) stones except diamonds and rough agate. 
12 Includes quantities used in the production of other nitrogen derivatives. 
13 Production of marketable apatite and phosphate rock is not reported separately.
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FRADE | 

Brazil’s overall trade balance in 1967 minum and copper increased 102 and 148 
showed imports exceeding exports by $13.4 percent, respectively; imports of iron and 
million, or 0.8 percent based on total im- steel and of zinc increased by 4414 and 11 
ports. In 1966 there was a favorable trade percent respectively. Preliminary 1967 data 
balance of $245 million. The excess of show sharp declines in imports of alumi- 
mineral commodity imports over exports in| num, copper, iron and steel, and coal. 
1966 was $351.2 million, an increase of Several changes in tariff levels became 
621% percent over the (revised) 1965 figure effective during 1967. Anthracite coal, 
of $216.1 million. lignite, and coke were exempted from im- 

Exports of mineral commodities declined port duties. The tariff on raw lead was 
141% percent in 1966, and accounted for cut to 10 percent ad valorem, provided 
9’ percent of all exports. The principal the importer proved purchases of domestic 
component of the decline was the decrease lead at a 4:1 ratio. The tariff on raw 
of 55 percent in iron and steel exports; zinc was increased from 15 to 25 percent 
preliminary 1967 figures show a sharp re- late in the year; however, shortly there- 
covery. after it was reduced to 10 percent, provid- 

| Imports of mineral commodities in 1966, ed that a quota of 2,580 tons per year of 
up 26% percent from 1965, accounted for domestic zinc had been sold. (Domestic 
34 percent of total imports. Metals ac- zinc production is nominal. ) 
counted for the largest part of the increase, _ Exports of iron and steel scrap were 
being 6614 percent greater than in 1965; prohibited unless the scrap first had been 
nonmetal imports were up 7 percent, and unsuccessfully offered to domestic con- 
fuel imports 11 percent. Imports of alu-  sumers at a comparable price. | 

| Table 2.—Brazil: Value of trade in mineral commodities 

(Thousands) 

eee 
Exports 1965 1966 Imports 1965 1966 

. 

rer 

Metals: Metals: 
Beryl, industrial. __________ $322 $203 Aluminum.__.._.__.._._. $11,148 $22,470 Columbium and tantalum !_ 1,861 5,455 Copper_._-__......_..... 27,552 68,358 Tron ore__._-__-..._._-.... 102,979 100,200 Tron and steel___._._._____ 47,969 69,262 
Iron and steel_.___________ 44,877 20,281 Zine... 13,870 15,384 
Manganese ore_______.._.. 29,219 26,794 Other___._ = 15,780 18,223 Other__.__. = 3,582 2,962 -_ 

OO Total__._-...._.-_-_.. 116,314 193,697 
Total___. 2. 182 , 840 155,895 = SE 

[SSS SE = ~©=Nonmetals: 
Nonmetals: Asbestos. _._.___________. 3,500 4,364 Barite._..__________.___._. 177 390 Caustic soda_.._____.___. 10,261 12,186 Diamond, industrial_______ 290 270 Nitrogenous fertilizers_____ 15,672 16,263 

Gem stones, including agate_ 2,152 1,602 Phosphatic fertilizers. _____ 6,927 6, 849 Mica.__.______-________.. 1,195 1,743 Potassic fertilizers. _______ 8,568 7,051 Quartz crystal_____._______ 2,583 2,427 Salt_ 22 3,583 2,796 Other_.____..__.-________. 1,867 1,422 Sulfur__.._ 22-2 7,075 7,927 
—_—_ Other____________ 8 6,272 8, 856 Total____-__- ee 8,264 7,854 . > Mineral fuels______.__________ 8 3 Total___-_- 61,858 66,292 

Grand total.____-._-__.__ 191,112 163,752 Mineral fuels: 
Coal and coke._____..._._ 22,584 31,802 
Crude petroleum__.____.. 156,441 164,573 
Refined petroleum products. 46,220 54,992 
Other. __________________ 3,750 3,596 

Total__.__._..._...... 228,995 254,963 

Grand total_.-.__..._.. 407,167 514,952 
eee, 

i Excludes ferrocolumbium which is included under iron and steel with other ferroalloys. Exports of ferro- columbium were valued at $622,001 in 1965 and $1,290,000 in 1966.
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Table 3.—Brazil: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a gr 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

ae 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite._.._.. 22 ee 2,200 2,270 Argentina 1,130; Uruguay 1,100. 
Oxide____ 22 ee 403 15 All to Argentina. 
Metal: 

Unwrought_.__._- 2-2 _e 697 842 Do. 
Semimanufactures_-__________ 3 4 Chile 2; Paraguay 2. 

Beryl_____-.-_-_- eee 1,113 706 All to United States. 
Chromite___.__.._----- eee LLL 50 All to Peru. 
Columbium and tantalum: 

Pyrochlore concentrate !_________ 1,259 3,870 United States 2,140; United Kingdom 800. 
Columbite________.__kilograms__ 40,061 59,244 All to United States. 
Tantalite._....._.........do___. 165,822 159,572 Do. 

Iron and steel: 
Iron ore_.___.._.__thousand tons_. 12,731 12,910 United States 3,025; West Germany 

2,976; Japan 1,839. 
Slag, scrap, and other residues_ - __ 27,122 24,166 Angola 9,800; Netherlands 7,736; Argen- 

tina 6,580. 
Pig iron___.._._..--_.--._-.-_--. 101,296 2,006 All to Uruguay. 
Ferroalloys: 

Ferrochrome_._________--__-_ 47 38 All to Argentina. 
Ferrocolumbium.___..____-_- 211 408 All to United States. 
Ferromanganese.__..____.__- 7,260 776 Mainly to Venezuela. 
Ferronickel___.__.._____--__ 1,810 756 France 422; Mexico 174; Argentina 157. 
Ferrosilicon___..___.___--._- 1,051 106 All to Argentina. 

Ingot steel._____._.____________- 10,597 256 Mainly to France. 
Semimanufactures______..._.--.. 360,082 148,280 Argentina 62,503; United States 44,681 

Uruguay 24,255. 
Lead ore and concentrate.___________- 12,925 5,000 ATI te France. 
Manganese ores_____..--.-._.----.--- 1,067,763 956,558 United States 618,254: Japan 81,511. 
Mercury____._._.....76-pound flasks__ ___-___- 450 All to Netherlands. 
Rare-earth metals: - 

Ferrocerium._____.._. kilograms. - 3,000 4,120 All to Argentina. 
Cerium chloride__.________._--_- 4,312 1,598 Mainly to United States. 
Unspecified compounds. .________- 17 54 France 36; United States 14. 

Tungsten: 
Scheelite concentrate___.______._- 426 340 West Germany 130; Belgium-Luxem- 

ourg 50. 
Metal, all forms. - .-__kilograms. _ 545 566 Mainly to West Germany. 

Zine ore_____ eee 522 324 All to Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Zircon_____.__-____.__.-_ _kilograms_ 34,000 25,000 Allto Argentina. — 
Other ?_____- eee 214 7,737 Mainly to Netherlands. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives ?_-________________ ee 786 581 Mainly to Argentina. 
Agate, rough.___._..._.._._kilograms_. 446,074 596,470 Japan 233,682; West Germany 178,186; 

United States 102,966. . 
Barite..._.._.-- 22 eee 22,087 48,768 Trinidad and Tobago 36,576; Venezuela 

12,192. 
Cement, portland.__.__.._.._____-__- 2,739 3,689 Mainly to Bolivia. 
Clays and clay products: 

China clay____.__.__-_--_-_-_-_- 1,405 700 Mainly to Uruguay. 
Nonrefractory clay products--__~__ 128 355 Peru 150; Paraguay 142. 

Diamonds: 
Industrial_______________carats__ 22,670 22,130 United States 8,280; Argentina 5,900; 

Netherlands 5,295. 
Gem, uncut__________.._._do____ 5,520 9,175 Netherlands 4,490; United States 3,545. 
Gem, cut but unset______._do___- 2,395 4,210 United States 3,290; Netherlands 915. 

Fluorspar___.._-_......-___-_-_----. 10 25 Mainly to Uruguay. 
Gem stones: 4 

Rough or uncut__..___kilograms_. 304,295 824,021 Japan 158,134; Belgium-Luxembourg 
147,563; United Kingdom 144,240; 
France 105,387. 

Cut, unset_.____..___.__..do____ 189 435 France 246; Belgium-Luxembourg 84. 
Other 5___.__...__...._.....-... 457,809 245,849 United States 110,076; Belgium-Luxem- 

bourg 28,835; West Germany 28,700. 
Graphite______________._________-:. 5 9 All to Argentina. 
Lithium compounds: Spodumene- .- - . _- 6,815 100 All to United Kingdom. 
Magnesite_____..___.__-__-___-----_ 12,361 4,653 Hungary 3,000; Argentina 873; France 

Mica, muscovite: 
Sheet, block, scrap, or ground_-_._- 2,263 1,893 Mainly to United States. 
Manufactures_____._____...__--- 6 4 United States 2; Chile 1; Mexico 1. 

Quartz crystal: 
Electronic and optical__..________ 278 162 Mainly to United States. 
Lasca (fusing grade).._.________- 1,841 3,092 West Germany 1,013; United States 600; 

France 406. 
Refractory brick and similar products__ 2,052 1,647 Mainly to Argentina. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Brazil: Exports of mineral commodities-——Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ES 

Commodity 1965 1966 ' Principal destinations, 1966 

ee 

Nonmetals—Continued 
Stone, dimension: 

Natural or roughly worked: 
Granite_._..._.-------.-.-- 8,010 (8,433 Ttaly (2.8765 Japan 1,972; West Germany 

> 0. 

Marble____--.--.----------- 66 813 All to Argentina. 
Worked stone, not further specified_ 183 - 188 All to United States. 

Tale, industrial. ._._....._.2.--.------ 546 501 Mainly to Colombia. © 
Other ?_______-_-_ eee 15 85 Mainly to Uruguay. 

Mineral fuels: . 
Carbon black__-___..-----------------  -------- 18 Argentina 13; Chile 5. | 
Petroleum refinery 42-gallon barrels_-_ 100 _.__--- 

products, lubricants. 
Pitch coke____....-------------.---- 3 _--.--- . 

eee ren 

1 Brazil includes pyrochlore under trade classification 2.37.79—Minérios metdlicos, n.e. (metalliferous 
ores, not specified). Starting in 1963 most, if not all, material exported under this category was pyrochlore 
concentrate. The quantity shown for 1963 was pyrochlore, but those shown for 1964 and 1965 have not been 
completely verified and might include small amounts of other commodities. 

2 Includes material not identified by commodity in source, and commodities not listed separately in table. 
8 Includes emery, artificial corundum, and diamond and other gem stone dust. Excludes grindstones and 

industrial diamond. : . 
4 Excludes diamonds and rough agate. 
5 Probably represents rejected material suitable for tumbling and mineral suites. — 
Source: Servico de Estatistica Economica e Financeira, Coméricio Exterior. 

Table 4.—Brazil: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 

Commodity. 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: 
_ Aluminum: 

Oxide_____..----- eee 1,035 585 Mainly from France. 
Metal: a 

Unwrought.._____.=--.-__- 21,844 39,540 United States 23,265; Canada 8,324. 
Semimanufactures- ___._._-_- 393 1,364 United States 709; West Germany 175. 

Antimony: 
Ore_____.-_-.----.------------ 272 295 Mainly from Peru. . 
Oxide_________________-s---__- 35 112 Mainly from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Metal, unwrought and wrought- - 73 237 Czechoslovakia 90; Hong Kong 60; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 52. 
Arsenic: . 

White___.-._.--__-2--_- eee 114 260 France 193; Sweden 62. 
Metal____-__--__.__- a ee 21 7 Mainly from Sweden. . 

Bismuth metal, all forms__kilograms. - 12,218 9,781 Mexico 7,368; United States 994. 
Cadmium, all forms. _.______.do____ 33,472 56,576 Mainly from Mexico. 
Chromium: 

Chromite_.__........-_-.-__--. --------- 2,037 All from United States. 
Oxides___._-_---____-_------ eee 95 225 Poland 87; West Germany 76. 
Metal, all forms__._.___.__.__-- 4 6 United States 4; Japan 2. 

Cobalt: 
Oxides. _..-_.-_.---_-_-.--__-- 31 47 United Kingdom 27; Belgium-Luxem- 

bourg 19. 
C Metal, all forms-_____.________- 84 93 Mainly from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
opper: 

Sulfate__-...----.--- 2 _-- 2,757 3,165 Mexico 983; United Kingdom 887; 
United States 547. 

Metal: 
Serap__..-.--.---_-_-----.  --------- 235 United States 128; Canada 44. 
Refined, unalloyed___-______ 22,777 43,196 United States 30,382; Chile 5,955. 
Alloys, unwrought_.________ 13 7 West Germany 4; United States 3. 
Semimanufactures, including 448 494 United States 282; West Germany 191. 

alloys. 

Gold: 
Bullion.__.._-._-__troy ounces--_ 129 82. All from Switzerland. 
Semimanufactures___._._._.do__..  ____----- 482 All from United States. 

Iron and steel: 
Scrap___.--------------------- 72 72 Do. 
Sponge, powder, granules__---_-_-- 473 914 Mainly from United States. 

Ferroalloys__.__-__-__.-------- 577 2,751 United States 455; Chile 307; Japan 
302; Sweden 284. 

Semimanufactures____._--.-_--- 210,997 267,431 Japan 92,258; West Germany 57,841; 
United States 33,663. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Brazil: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

_—_— eee 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 
$$ eee 

Nonmetals—Continued 
Lead: | ; 

Oxides.__... 2-2 36 276 Mainly from Mexico. 
Metal, all forms____._._______.- 2,171 5,554 Do. 

Magnesium metal, all forms__.______ 1,330 2,817 United States 1,558; Norway 1,245. Manganese: , 
Oxides____...---2_-_- 879 686 Mainly from Japan. 
Metal, all forms._____________._ 21 39 Do. 

Mercury ...________.76-pound flasks__ '1,731 1,616 Mainly from Mexico. 
Molybdenum metal, all kilograms__ 7,934 11,820 United States 6,023; Netherlands forms. 5,288. 
Nickel: 

Sulfate weno ee nee eee eee 264 301 Mainly from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
etal: 

Serap____-- 2-2-2 1 27 Mainly from United States. 
Refined... 2.22222 __ 277 475 United States 236; Canada 198. 

- Semimanufactures__..______ 285 404 United States 179; West Germany 104; 
France 84. 

Platinum-group metals: 
Platinum, troy ounces__ 1,073 2,733 Mainly from United States. 

unwrought. 
Platinum, semi- do. ___ 75 7,845 Mainly from West Germany. 

. manufactures. 
Platinum, manufactures !_.do____ — 96 96 Mainly from United States. 
Other, unwrought._______do____ q 772 Mainly from United States. 
Other, semimanufactures__do-____ 18 193 All from United States. : 

Radioactive and associated materials: 
Radium_.__.__.____milligrams__ 25 Leelee 
Other radioactive . value__ $35,296 $222,521 Mainly from United States. 

chemical elements and_ their . 
isotopes and compounds. 

Stable isotopes and their value._ _________ $441 All from West Germany. . 
compounds. 

Other compounds of kilograms... 10,842 11,690 United States 6,295; Republic of South 
thorium and uranium and of Africa 2,083. 

. _. rare earth metals. 
Selenium. _..__.____.____kilograms__ 1,687 7,764 Canada 5,218; United States 1,893. 

Silicon metal__.__.--- 2 272 665 France 270; Sweden 215; Norway 155. 
ilver: 

Bullion___._.._..__troy ounces. _ 734,001 970,308 Peru 395,807; Mexico 383,912; United 
States 82,563. 

Semimanufactures_____.._do____ 31,379 354 -Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Sodium metal___________kilograms__ 5,803 7,335 Mainly from West Germany. 
Tantalum, semimanufactures._do____ 11 76 All from United States. 
‘ellurium- ~o---- ~~ -dO___- (2) 51 Mainly from United States. 

in: 
Cassiterite long tons__ 1,184 233 All from Netherlands. 

concentrates. 
 Oxides.__...._._-________do___. 33 55 United Kingdom 33; West Germany 22. 
Metal, all forms..__._____do___- 2 4 Mainly from Japan. 

Titanium: — . : 
Oxides, manufactured___._______ 6,559 9,920 United Kingdom 3,725; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 2,573. 
Rutile.__.. 2-2. eee 446 All from Australia. 

. Tungsten: 
Wolframite concentrates__.....__  _________ 10 =All from Peru. 

i Metal, all forms. -_ ._ .kilograms__ 2,539 5,915 United States 2,889; Netherlands 1,805. 
ine: . 

Oxides.___..._._.._-._________- 305 305 Poland 187; Yugoslavia 54. 
Lithopone._-___._.___._-_-__ 6,078 5,535 Netherlands 2,188; Belgium-Luxem- 

bourg 677. 
Metal: . . 

Refined..__.-.___..-_._-__- 31,574 41,4385 Peru 12,372; Mexico 7,613; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 5,249; Poland 4,833. 

Semimanufactures______.___ 443 210 Belgium-Luxembourg 130; Mexico 75. 
Zirconium ores_________-____.__.-__.  ___.___._ 1,016 All from Australia. 
Metallic oxides, not specified_________ 177 309 United States 105; West Germany 79. 
Other 3______. ee 19 8 Mainly from United States. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives: : 

Natural 4... 59 494 Mainly from Italy. 
Corundum, artificial..__________ 271 1387 West Germany 95; United Kingdom 21. 
Silicon carbide_-__________.____ 175 250 United States 122; Norway 89. 
Carbides, not specified______.___ 17 13. Mainly from Sweden. 

Asbestos: 
Fiber... ..--. 22-22 2-___- 15,151 18,948 Canada 15,742; Republic of South 

Africa 1,780. 
Construction materials__________ 108 171 United Kingdom 52; West Germany 

52; United States 21. 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Brazil: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 _ Principal sources, 1966 

. Nonmetals—Continued 
Barium compounds: 5 

Barite_______-. 2 ee 30 46 All from United States. 
.Sulfate___.---_-- 2 ee 539 346 Mainly from West Germany. 
Oxide_____........._kilograms.- _ 7,301 18,381 All from United States. 

Boron: : 

Borax, crude__._._.-.-._--.._-- 50 1,180 Mainly from United States. 
Sodium borates, purified... ____ 7,209 7,910 Argentina 4,711; United States 3,076. 
Borie acid_.__-~-_-..-- eee 879 925 Mainly from United States. 

Bromine. __._.._.._._..__kilograma. .. 185 13,701 West giermany 10,173; Netherlands 

Caustic potash. _____...__-_._--_.__-- 586 1,410 United States 987; France 216. 
Caustic soda__....._._. 22 .- 96 ,309 149,396 United States 55,827; United Kingdom 

27,915; Italy 27,521. 
Cement: 

Portland, common. ___.__--.___- 42 , 683 92,288 Uruguay 60,639; Columbia 27,221. 
Refractory____._ ..__.----_--_--- 306 580 Mainly from United States. 
Nonspecified cements_-—__._____- 539 633 Mainly from West Germany. 

Chalk, natural_____-.___. 222 Le 1,409 2,404 France 1,041; Denmark 745; East 
Germany 445. 

Clays: . 
Bentonite__-._.._.__-. 22. eee 4,548 8,618 United States 5,598; Argentina 2,745. 
China clay____.. 2-22 2-2 ee ‘94 480 United States 365; United Kingdom 

Refractory clay__._.._...-.__-_- 3 82 United States 57; West Germany 23. 
Nonspecified clays.___..__...__- 448 439 Mainly from United States. 

Cryolite: 
Natural____..--2-_ eee 1,003 1,098 Mainly from Denmark. 
Synthetic__._.. 2-22. 703 731 Canada 531; West Germany 200. 

Diatomite and infusorial earth_ -___-__ 1,694 2,025 Mainly from United States. 
Dolomite__._..-...--2-- 2-2 eee eee 56 Italy 50; United States 5. 
Fertilizer materials: 

- Nitrogenous: 
Chilean nitrates___________. 52,757 46,789 All from Chile. 
Other. __-_- 22 ee 223 ,000 261,842 West Germany 98,681; United States 

87,257; Belgium-Luxembourg 28,288. 
Phosphatic: . 

Phosphate rock, natural____. 154,718 112,199 Mainly from United States. 
Superphosphate____________ 5,776 6,462 Netherlands 5,000; United States 1,462. 
Triple superphosphate — _ —__ 49,731 52,338 Mainly from United States. 
Thomas slag_________._ = 5,635 6,153 West Germany 4,172; Belgium-Luxem- 

bourg 1,981. 
Other__.__.__2 ee 2,726 3,457 Japan | 1,517; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Potassic: 
Potassium chloride. - —_ . _ ___ 155 , 356 144,091 United States 61,196; West Germany 

24,584; France 22,774. 
Other compounds. ____-.___- 7,969 8,600 Belgium-Luxembourg 4,570; West Ger- 

many 3,530. 
Mixed and nonspecified fertilizers. -________ 199 Japan 100; West Germany 99. 

Graphite, natural._________-____.__- 180 126 United States 81; West Germany 45. 
Gypsum. ___________ 855 2,046 Mainly from Bolivia. 
Todine__.___.__..._.._____kilograms__ 16,375 22,391 Chile 10,000; Argentina 4,750. 
Magnesium oxide. __________________ 80 125 France 50; United States 27; West 

Germany 23. 
Mica: 

Sheet, block, scrap, kilograms__ 318 1,794 All from United States. 
or ground. 

Manufactures_______.__._do____ 21,892 22,490 Mainly from United States. 
Mineral pigments: 

Iron oxides, natural or synthetic__ 760 1,029 West Germany 598; Spain 398. 
Earth colors______....kilograms__ 10,807 12,534 Mainly from France. 

Phosphorus, elemental_________._.__ 148 180 West Germany 98; United Kingdom 50. 
Refractory bricks and similar products. 3,629 5,890 Mainly from United States. 
Salt... ee ee 249 , 509 197 ,268 Bahamas 117,441; United States 

,431. 
Silex or flintstone, crude_______.____- ® 84 210 Denmark 109; Belgium-Luxembourg 

00. 
Soda ash_________.___2_- eee 4,606 2 All from United States. 
Sodium sulfate___________._________ 10,476 14,284 Mexico 7,676; East Germany 5,722. 
Stone, dimension: Marble, worked or 92 29 Mainly from Italy. 

unworked. 
Sulfur: 

Crude______-______-______-____- 192 ,337 166,968 Mainly from United States. 
Refined____.__-__-_..________._ 371 544 United States 307; Belgium-Luxem- 

bourg 198. 
Other ?___._-- 2 e 7 3 United States 2; West Germany 1. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Brazil: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity | 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Mineral fuels: . . 7 
Carbon black__...___-_--______-___- 2,815 4,782 United States 2,751; Argentina 823; 

West Germany 595. 
Coal: 

Anthracite__.._.-_.2 22 ee 1,633 2,261 Mainly from United States. 
Bituminous__.._...-..._.-.._.. 1,046,176 1,742,164 Do. 

Coal coke___..._--_.---- eee 124, 808 57,840 Mainly from West Germany. 
Mineral waxes__.__._____-___.____- 281 932 Mainly from United States. 
Petroleum: 

Crude..thousand 42-gaijlon barrels. _ 75,5385 83,869 Venezuela 23,842; U.S.S.R. 16,725; 
Saudi Arabia 14,918; Iraq 14,455. i 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline._._...._._..do___- rj,449 1,159 Mainly from Netherlands Antilles. 
Kerosine.___.__..-...do____ Fr 12 11 Ajl from United States. 
Jet fuel__.__...._.._do___-_ 12,166 2,104 Venezuela 1,145; Netherlands Antilles 

Residual fuel oil__....do___- r 128 113 All from Venezuela. 
Lubricants___.__....do___- ™1,421 2,086 United States 1,388; Netherlands 

Antilles 285. 
Liquefied petroleum gas do-. _- r1,952 2,861 Mainly from Venezuela. 
Paraffin and Vaseline_do-___-. r 96 154 United States 70; Japan 43. 
Petroleum coke__...._____- 11,150 14,204 Mainly from United States. 
Asphalt and asphalt mixtures. 377 269 Mainly from Norway. 
Other refinery products_ ——__ 1 3 United States 2; West Germany 1. 

Mineral tar and crude chemicals from 51,061 38,9380 Venezuela 12,406; Netherlands Antilles 
coal, petroleum, and natural gas. . 11,927; United States 9,719. 

¥ Revised. oe . 
1 Excludes jewelry and other ornamental items. 
2 Less than % unit. 

; {ancludes some material not identified by commodity in source, and commodities not listed separately 
in table. , 

4 Includes emery, pumice, and diamond and other gem stone dust. Excludes millstones and grindstones. 
5 Excludes lithopone, which is listed under zine. 

Source: Servico de Estatistica Econémica e Financeira, Comércio Exterior. 

| ~ COMMODITY REVIEW 

| METALS During 1967, the Companhia Mineira de . 
. . — Aluminio (ALCOMINAS) essentially com- 

anim. , Companhia prasilelra de pleted arrangements to erect a 25,000-ton 
UmIN1O Gorecat 65 Paulo t, 1 umi- aluminum plant; work crews began pre- 

shou whe ' O66 le 7 iy 000 ; Pe, at paring the plant site, near Pocos de Caldas, : 
h ut the eve ai a" tons. f the Minas Gerais, late in the year. The enter- 
f ae was reas y u 5 cause o1 t ‘ prise will require $54 million, of which the 
alure “The nc to < 0 ole. cent 0 owners—the State of Minas Gerais, Alu- 
rare “dditicral” 38 000 oe uc- minum Company of America, and the 
tion of an additiona 8,000-ton plant in) pyanna Mining Company—will raise 40 
the State of Sao Paulo, to be completed percent. _ } 

ong i 70, contracting with pontecatint- A reduction of the Brazilian tariff on 
: Ah nor Ww, or G «(ALUMINA raw aluminum to 10 percent ad valorem 

ted it ern eras NAS) became effective on June 17 to consumers 
operated its aluminum smelter at Sara- ais purchasing domestic aluminum in a 
menha at about 85 percent of its 23,000- 9:3 ratio | 
ton capacity during the year. The com- | 
pany’s expansion program proceeded Columbium.—Brazilian pyrochlore pro- 
steadily; in addition to the hundred 55- duction in 1967 continued at about the 
kiloampere pots operating at the end of 1966 rate, despite suspension of operations 
1966, 22 were added in 1967 and eight at Arax4 during part of November and 
more were planned for 1968. Four of the December. During a period of decreased 
smaHer 25-kiloampere pots were to be demand, the mill was shut down and a 
added in 1968 to the 52 already in new continuous-leaching plant was in- 
operation. stalled. Concentrates are leached with
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caustic soda to remove phosphorus and CVRD’s exports was relatively lower 

sulfur. priced fine ore. 
This was the first full year of operation During the year, CVRD (1) built an 

at Araxd under the new corporate name _ ore dressing research laboratory, (2) began 

of Cia, Brasileira de Metalurgia e Miner- building a 2-million-ton-per-year pelletiz- 

acao (CBMM). The company’s expansion ing plant, (3) began grading a rail spur 

projects have brought mill capacity to 500 between Fabrica and Costa Lacerda, Minas 

tons of concentrate monthly. The ferro- Gerais, (4) acquired 70 million tons of 

columbium plant was producing 40 tons additional iron ore reserve in two deposits, 

of alloy per month, and was slated to be Timbopeba and Picarrao, (5) contracted 

expanded to a 50-ton rate. ‘with Japanese interests to sell 35 million 
tons of ore (mostly fines) over a 12-year 

Copper.—Brazil’s 1967 copper produc- period, (6) contracted with Japanese firms 
tion was less than 10 percent of require- for construction of two 104,000-ton ore- 

ments in a year when the price of imports oil carriers, and (7) dredged the port at 

was higher than normal. The only active Tubarao to accommodate such carriers. 
mine was the Mina de Camaqua in Rio — S.A. Mineracao da Trindade (SAM- 

Grande do Sul, owned and operated by ITRI) began a program to expand its 

Cia. Brasileira do Cobre. This company, annual output to 8 million tons, and » 

with technical assistance from the Mitsu- Ferteco was actively developing its Fabrica 

bishi Metal Mining Co., has been exploring Patriotica property. Both of these pro- 

its Mina Caraiba, with a view to resuming ducers shipped part of their export ton- 
production. nage from Tubarao and the remainder via 

- Geologists of the Departmento Nacional Rio de Janeiro. A group of small producers 
de Producgio Mineral (DNPM) and the in the Rio Doce Valley have formed an 
Superintendencia de Desinvolvimento do association to contract with CVRD_ to 

Nordeste (SUDENE) continued to explore haul their ores to Tubarao for export. The 

a large area of copper mineralization plans. of Mineracgoes Brasilerias Reunidas, 

around Vale do Carura, Bahia. Final data S.A. (MBR) to build a 20-million-ton- 

are not available, but studies to date in- annual-capacity loading port on Sepetiba 
dicate many millions of tons of ore con- Bay, was in an advanced stage. 

taining 1 to 2 percent copper. United States Steel, through its sub- 
Also in Bahia, a copper deposit was _ sidiary Cia. Meridional de Mineragao, has 

reportedly found by West German engi- announced discovery of extensive areas of 
neers at Riacho Secon. surface iron mineralization near the 

Itacaiunas River, in the Serra dos Carajas 
Iron Ore.—Brazilian production and ex- region of Para. The ore appears to be of 

ports set new records in 1967; preliminary shipping grade. Since the discovery was 

figures are 23.5 million and 14.5 million made in the course of general geologic 

tons, respectively. Cia. Vale do Rio Doce reconnaissance, application for a “pes- 

(CVRD) continued as the major factor quiza’’ (authorization to prospect) has been 
in both production and exports. CVRD’s filed. Discoveries were also reported from 
production amounted to 12.4 million tons; various points in Bahia, Para, and Rio 

next in quantity was Cia. Siderurgica’ Grande do Norte. Recently released esti- 

| Nacional (CSN), which produced 1.5 mates of reserves include 15,000 million 

million tons of immediately usable ore, tons of jaspilite in Mato Grosso, and 

and stockpiled an additional 600,000 tons several hundred million tons of Clinton- 

of fines. CSN continued to work the Casa type ore in the Rio Jatapu area of north- 

da Pedra mine, and shipped its entire pro- eastern Amazonas. 

duction of usable ore to its Volta Redonda 
furnaces. Iron and Steel.—Production of steel in 

Exports from the ports of Tubarao- Brazil in 1967 was 1 percent less than in 
Victoria and Rio de Janeiro were 11.66 1966, the record year; pig iron production 
million tons and 2.82 million tons, re- however was 6 percent greater. In early 

spectively. About three-fourths of CVRD’s 1967, inventories were high, and domestic 

10,816,000 ton export went to western demand was slightly less than normal. 

Europe; West Germany was the leading However, exports showed a marked in- 

purchaser. In 1967, a larger proportion of crease and supported the market. Argen-
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tina, Uruguay, the United States, and to be erected near Salvador, Bahia, by 

Japan were major customers, principally Eletro Siderirgica (Sibra). 

for sheets and semimanufactured shapes. Cia. Siderirgica Belgo-Mineira was re- 

Imports, principally of alloy steels and organizing and expanding during the year. 

and special shapes, were substantial, con- Tube mill facilities were being concen- 

tinuing at about the 1966 rate. Since trated at the Sabara works, and rolled 

Brazil does not produce these items, they product facilities at Monlevade. Expansion 

were principally supplied during 1967 by to 700,000 ingot tons annually was in 

the. United States, West Germany, Sweden, process. 
and Japan. Late in 1967, work began on a special 

The Cia. Siderargica Nacional (CSN) _ steel. plant, Agos Finos Piratini, S.A., at | 

maintained its position as Brazil’s leading Charqueadas, Rio Grande do Sul. The 

producer, accounting for 30 percent of plant will produce 65,000 tons of sponge 

total pig iron production, 32 percent iron annually, and have a 280-ton-per-day 

of ingot steel, and 30 percent of rolled electric furnace steel capacity. 

steel. Over 60 percent of Brazil’s iron con- Uranium.—During the year, operation 
tinued to be coke-reduced. Production of ‘Iot-plant scale at a plant in So 

iron and steel by States in 1967 is shown P. P , b P . : pant . 
. . . aulo began; recovery of both zirconium 
in the following table: (65-75 percent) and uranium (0.1-—0.2 

—— ————_ percent) from caldasite ores of Pocos de 
State | __ Thousand tons = Caldas, Minas Gerais, 1s intended. 

- , Pig Steel In May 1967, a nuclear cooperation 
iron ingots agreement between Brazil and France was 

signed. In an important feature, the 

Mode Janeiro. cwwcwwli22 Itoi 118g ~—-«French were to supply financial and tect 
Sio Paulo.._._._......._..... ' 4%6 836 nical aid to Brazil in her search for uran- 

BI Ae onambuco, Rie | ium deposits. Repayment may be in terms 
Grande do Sul, Santa Ca- | , of currency or uranium ore; if enough ore 

tarina..-_._--------------_----- ___ 165 __ is found to permit Brazil to export, France 

Total 1_._.__..__._---. 8,100 8,720 will enjoy a preferred position. . 

— Provision for assistance to Brazil in 

1 Data provided by CSN. Difference between uranium prospecting also form a part of © 

sum and total for pig iron due to rounding. cooperative agreements with Israel and | 

A prominent U.S. consulting firm, acting Portugal ; these agreements became effective 

for the National Economic Development M ctely. and Septemb oF 1967, re- | 

- Bank- (BNDE), completed a comprehensive . oe . . 

survey of the Brazilian steel industry. Their The Commissao Nacional de Energia 
report included the following recommenda- Nuclear (CNEN) . continued exploring for 
tions: (1) Expansion of CSN to a yearly uranium and thorium in Bahia, Maranhao, 

steel capacity of 2.5 million tons by 1972; Minas Gerais, Parana, Pernambuco, and 
(2) ‘expansion of - Usinas Siderirgicas de Piaui. Several hundred radioactive an- 

Minas Gerais, S.A. (Usiminas) and (Cia. omalies have been recorded by aerial Te 
Siderirgica Paulista (Cosipa) to 1-million- connaissance | mi the Serra do Ibiapaba 

ton capacity. each as rapidly as possible; area in Piaul. | 
(3) erection, at Recife, Pernambuco, of a 
steel plant as planned by Usinas de _ NONMETALS 
Nordeste (Usinor); and (4) erection, at Cement.—The upward trend in cement 

Corumba, Mato Grosso, of a steel plant as production continued during 1967. Pro- 

planned by Cia. Siderdrgica do Mato duction was from 27 plants which operated 

Grosso. at about 90 percent of total installed ca- 
MBR interests have a steel mill at Santa pacity. Two plants in the State of Goias 

Cruz, Guanabara, along with a port and were shut down late in 1966 and remained 

iron-ore loading facilities, in the advanced inactive during 1967; however, a new 

planning stage. In the same locality, on plant began producing in Sergipe. At 

Sepetiba Bay, Cia. Siderirgica da Guana- yearend, plants were under construction at 

bara plans similar facilities. Also projected Sobral, Ceara; Montes Claros, Minas 

is a ferroalloy plant of 33,000-ton capacity, Gerais; and Lajes, Rio Grande do Norte.
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Diamond.—The converted gold dredge, during 1967. This plant, scheduled ‘for 
adapted to diamond dredging by Miner- completion by mid-1968, is to have a ca- 
acgao Tejucana, S.A., operated during the pacity of 17,000 tons annually. 
year north of Diamantina, Minas Gerais, _ e SO 
on the Jequitinhonha River. From 1,000 _ Goal.—Run-of-mine coal output con- 
to 3,000 carats of diamond and a little tinued to increase; 1967 production ex- 
gold were recovered monthly; between 80 ceeded that of 1966 by 18 percent. How- 
and 90 percent of the diamond was of gem  €VEF, Owing to a decline in the ratio of 
grade. washed. coal to total output, usable produc- 

| | | tion rose only 7 percent. Output of run-of- 
Fertilizer Materials——Natural phosphate mine and washed coal by States during 

output in 1967 consisted primarily of ap- 1966 and 1967 follows, in thousand metric 
atite from -the States of Sao Paulo and tons: ce 
Minas Gerais, although some phosphate _ _ _. | 
rock was produced in the State of Pern- — | | 1966  . 1967. 
ambuco. The National Econom‘c Devel Sttte Rum Ra 
opment Bank (BNDE) announced a $1.55 “Ok Washed “of Washed 
million loan to Serrano S.A. de Minerac&o mine -. mine — . 
for construction of a 200,000-tons-per-year —©§_ << 

_ apatite concentration plant at Jacupiranga faran@.---------, 246 | 188 S16 (226 
in the State of Sao Paulo. Rio Grande do Sul. (844 779 926 800 

The question of who should develop the To tal 8.666 2141 4339 2.295 
potash deposits discovered near Carmépolis a? 

iii hahaa resdlve: the wentcversy. gn Souree: Comissio do Plano do Carvaio Nacional. 
Government issued a decree during August Intensive field studies at reported coal 

1967 creating a natural reserve covering occurrences in northern Brazil were : 
the area of the deposits and ordered the initiated during 1967. Work performed in 
DNPM to determine, within a 2-year per- the State of Amazonas failed to indicate 
iod, the value and extent of the potash any deposits of commercial significance, 

deposits in this reserve. and the studies involving Goids, Para, and 
' During 1967, construction was initiated Maranhao had not been completed by 

on a petrochemical fertilizer complex at yearend. Official data on coal reserves at 
Cubatao which, when completed in about the end of 1967 follow: | 

| 1969, will be the country’s largest. This , | 
is a joint venture by Phillips Petroleum State Million 
Co., International Finance Co., Ultragaz, | oo metric tons 
and the Brazilian firm, Companhia Ultra- §©=£— @—@——————______________ 
fértil, S.A. i | Paranaé._.--_.-.---_-..--_--- ee 41 

Santa Catarina____._..-.---___-+-- 1,205 

Lithium.—Production of lithium salts Rie Grande do Sul----------------. 2,282 
in Brazil was resumed in mid-1967 at a Total__.._-._-2-2.---------. 3, 528 
plant in Sao Paulo; an output of 120 to ————————— 
150 tons annually, with eventual expansion Source: Comiss&o do Plano do Carvao Nacional. 

to 250 tons per year, was planned. From | ay 
1956 to 1962 lithium salts were produced ‘Petroleum and . Natural Gas.—Brazil’s 
and monazite and zirconium minerals weze crude oil production rose 26 percent to 
processed at this facility by Industrias 146,600 barrels per day in 1967, and 

Quimicas Reunidas, $.A. (Orquima). The tural gas output increased 11 percent 
plant was bought in 1965 by CNEN and to 84.6 million cubic feet daily. These in- 

turned over to the federally owned Ad- teases occurred primarily in conjunction 

ministragio da Producio da Monazita with the development of the relatively new 
(APM) to operate. Miranga and Carmédpolis fields. Petrdleo 

Brasilerio, S. A. (PETROBRAS), the 
"MINERAL FUELS | Government petroleum corporation, ac- 

counted for all crude oil and natural gas 
Carbon Black.—Brazil’s second carbon production. Most output was from fields 

black plant, that of Companhia de Car- in the State of Bahia and the nearby 
bonos Coloidais, was under construction States of Alagoas and Sergipe. _
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Proved reserves of crude oil increased same as at yearend 1966. PETROBRAS 
100 million barrels to a reported total of increased its exploratory drilling activity 

~ 800 million barrels at yearend 1967. Nat- during 1967, but geologic and geophysical 
ural gas reserves as of that date totaled surveying and development drilling de- 
865 billion cubic feet, approximately the clined as shown in the following tabulation: 

1966 1967 

Geologic and geophysical exploration: 
Geologie surveying. _._._.._.-__-__--___._-.-.._._____party months_. 174 132 
Seismic surveying_.._...-..--..--.---------------------------do____ 95 99 
Gravimetric surveying. _..-_._-_.__-_----2------_---.---_--___-..do___- 94 56 
Electroresistivity sounding___....______..-..----.---_-_----__--do____ 45 34 

_ Structural drilling.___.________-_-_-__- eee eee dol 18 12 

Total__-.-..--.-.-.---------------------------------------do__-- 426 333 

Drilling: . 
Wells drilled: 

Exploratory: 
Oil... 2 ee -- -- --- - ---- -number__ 32 25 
Gas_____..--..------------+-------------------- + ----d0__ 2 4 

. Dry_...--------------~-----------------------------d0__.- 64 81 

Subtotal. _.._..-.---.-------- eee - dL. 98 110 
- Development: 

Oil_...-_-._--_--.-- 2-0. 197 91 
- Gas__.___ -_------------------- ee - - 0, 1 a-----+-- 

Injection. ____.__.-_---_-- eee dL 16 13 
Dry....---.--------------------------- +--+ - dO. 19 6 

Subtotal_...._...-_---.-----------.---------------do___- 233 110 
- Total__...-...-..---.-----------------------------d0___- 331 220 

Footage drilled_........._.._..-.-_-.------------------thousand feet__- 1,293 1,145 

Source: Petréleo Brasileiro, S.A. PETROBRAS Relatério de Atividades, 1967. __ 

The first mobile offshore platform con- of a marine terminal and a 95-kilometer 
: structed in Brazil, PETROBRAS I, was _ crude oil pipeline at Tramandai, connect- 

launched in 1967. This platform was _ ing it to the Canoas refinery, was 93 per- 
equipped for open sea operations in water cent complete at yearend 1967. The com- 
depths to 30 meters. PETROBRAS also pany also reported that 84 percent of the 
contracted for the services of Zapata Off- work on the marine terminal at Sao 
shore Co.’s mobile offshore platform, Vine- Sebastido had been completed and that the 
garroon, for drilling in water depths up crude oil pipeline, which will connect this 
to 50 meters. Both platforms were expected terminal with Cubatao, was 35 percent 
to begin drilling on Brazil’s continental complete. 
shelf during 1968. During 1967, PETROBRAS initiated 

In .1967, refining capacity remained at preliminary construction work at the site 
368,200 barrels daily. However, two new of its planned prototype shale oil plant at 
45,000-barrel-per-day refineries were under So Mateus do Sul. Plans called for the 
construction: The Belo Horizonte (Gabriel construction of a 1,000-barrel-per-day re- 
Passos) plant, which was 70 percent com- tort which would use the Petrosix process 
plete at yearend, and the Canoas (Alberto developed by PETROBRAS and the USS. 
Pasqualini) plant, which was 52 percent firm of Cameron and Jones, Inc. This 
completed. Both were being built for process, a modification of the gas-combus- 
PETROBRAS, which already operated 84 tion process developed originally by the 
percent of the country’s refining.capacity. U.S. Bureau of Mines, features an arrange- 
Brazil’s refined products output excluded ment for heating the oil shale by circulat- 
lubricants for the second consecutive year ing a stream of indirectly heated product | 
as the lubricants processing unit at the gas through the retort. 
PETROBRAS refinery at Mataripe re- Several petrochemical facilities, in addi- 
mained shut down due to operational prob- tion to those described previously under 
lems. “Fertilizer Materials,’ were completed or 
PETROBRAS reported that construction under construction in 1967. A 15,000-ton-
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per-year dodecylbenzene plant, the first in placed a 33,000-ton-per-year butadiene 
Latin America, was inaugurated at S40 unit on stream at its Duque de Caxias 
Caetano do Sul in the State of S40 Paulo plant. New units for the extraction of 
by Empresa Carioca de Produtos Quimicas, aromatics and the pyrolysis of ethylene 
S.A., a subsidiary of Atlantic Richfield Co. were being installed by PETROBRAS at its 
Conjunto Petroquimica Presidente Vargas Cubatio refinery. 
(COPEV), a subsidiary of PETROBRAS, | | | |



The Mineral Industr e Mineral Industry of Bulgaria 

By Roman V. Sondermayer * 

Copper, lead and zinc, coal, and con-  centrates and metallic lead, zinc, copper, 
struction materials remained the principal and bismuth, continued to be an impor- 
mineral products of Bulgaria in 1967. In tant source of foreign exchange. Imports, 
addition the country produced barite, clays, mostly of mineral fuels, iron ore, apatite, 

chromite, iron ore, manganese ore, pyrite, and semimanufactured metal products, 
salt, sulfur, and iron and steel. During the were vital for the domestic industry. Al- 
same year most of the new mineral indus- though the U.S.S.R. and other Communist 
try investment and important developments countries were the predominant trading 
were concentrated in the iron and steel, partners of Bulgaria in both export and 
petroleum, and petrochemical sectors. At import, some trade was registered with 
the Kremikovtsi iron and steel plant, the France, Japan, West Germany, and Aus- 
focal point of the country’s ferrous indus- _ tria. | 
try a new semicontinuous sheet rolling Soviet assistance in developing mineral 
stand was completed. Also reported was resources continued during 1967, and the 
the discovery of a new oilfield and the be- U.S.S.R. remained the principal supplier 
ginning of construction of a new petroleum of equipment and technology. To a lesser 
refinery near Pleven. extent East Germany, Czechoslovakia, and 

The position of the Bulgarian mineral France also assisted Bulgaria. In spite of 
industry in the world complex was insig- foreign assistance the development of the 

nificant, but for the domestic economy it mineral industry was slow because of the 
was an important factor. In 1967 the min- centralized economy, shortages of mate- 
eral industry contributed approximately rials, lack of worker’s incentives, and politi- . 
12 percent to the social product? of Bul- cal interference in management. Although 
garia and the industry and its related many Communist countries introduced | 
facilities employed about 300,000 persons. some kind of economic reforms, Bulgaria 

Mineral commodity trade was significant remained loyal to the conservative Com- 
to the economy of the country. Mineral munist economic principles of the highly 

industry exports, predominantly ores, con- centralized economy. 

PRODUCTION | 
Output of most metals and minerals in- cent of total available rig time. Bulgarians 

creased in 1967. The share of total output used conventional methods for production 
obtained from low-grade ores was higher of crude oil. Reservoir pressure mainte- 
than in the past. Mass production methods nance projects were not reported. 
began to be introduced in both surface and =9-———————— . _o. 

oe 1 Foreign mineral specialist, Division of In- 
underground mining. ternatonal Activites. 

In the petroleum industry the Bulgarians * Asin, other Communist countries of East urope, Bulgaria does not report on its gross 

used conventional rotary drilling and tur- national product (value of all final goods and 
bodrill. Shutlown time, transportation, and fo, the & roduced) | but rath h publishes = figure > ? or e social p uct, wnicnh generally exciudes 

production testing time of an average Bul- items such as banking fees, rent, education, 
. cate . defense, public administration, and health serv- 

garian drilling rig averages about 70 per- ices. 

151
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Table 1.—Bulgaria: Production of selected mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity ! 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 ep 

Metals: 
Copper: 

Ore, gross weight___ thousand tons__ 2,109 2,202 4,458 e 4,500 4,500 
Content of ore__________...do____ r21 20 30 e 31 31 
Concentrate (20 percent)_._._____- 91,887 91, 500 120,784 ¢ 125,000 125,000 
Blister.____.__.._._.__--_--- Le. 20 , 522 21,102 25,248 e 26,000 27 ,000 
Electrolytic.___.....___-._-___--_- 19,797 20, 600 23,885 ¢ 25,000 26 ,000 
Rolled products. ____._.-__-_.-_-_- 12,115 13 , 722 € 14,000 NA NA 

Iron and steel: 
Tron ore, gross weight 

thousand tons_- 655 716 1,801 2,608 2,700 
Iron content of ore____.._..do___- 254 257 585 e 760 780 
Pig iron and ferroalloys_.___do_._- 265 457 695 * 869 992 
Steel ingots..___._..._..._.do___-_ 461 475 588 e 700 1,239 

L qoled products. -____.-.---do____ 353 363 431 ¢ 440 609 
ead: 

Lead-zinc ore, gross weight. _do__ __ 4,189 4,361 4,452 e 4,500 4,700 
Lead content of ore_______________ 88 , 900 91,300 100,000 ¢ 100,000 103 , 000 
Lead concentrate (70 percent)____-_- 127,053 130 , 400 130,098 ¢ 130,000 133 ,000 
Refined_._. -. ee 51,332 87,499 93,421 e 90,900 92 ,000 

Manganese ore. --------------------- 38 , 494 52,000 42,000 e 42,000 43,000 
ine: 

Zine content of ore ?.___________.. *' 78,600 r 78,300 r 79,600 r 80,000 80,000 
Zine concentrate (52 percent)._.__-_ *111,850 127,053 130,098 © 130,000 130 , 000 
Refined____..._-.___.--- eel ee 56 , 064 58,573 65, 764 e 60,000 65,000 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos ¢___.______-_-- lee 1,200 r1,300 1,300 1,300 1,300 

Cement: 
Portland________._thousand tons__ 2,120 2,586 2,634 NA NA 
Pozzolan____._...__..-....do___- 85 AT 47 NA NA 

Total__......____..____._-do__.- 2,205 2,633 2,681 2,856 3,358 
Fertilizers: 

Nitrogenous, nitrogen content..__... 100,947 205 ,394 245,834 ¢ 250,000 NA 
Phosphatic, phosphorus pentoxide 

content. _..._...__- 2 Lee 70,571 90 ,290 93 ,672 e 94,000 NA 
Gypsum: 

Crude_______._.._thousand tons_-_ 100 129 174 ¢ 180 NA 
Calcined__._.._-........_.do___- 12 16 13 e 13 NA 

Kaolin___.____.___.__.2 2 -._--do____ 17 83 95 ¢ 100 NA 
Lime, crude__________-..___..-do___-_ 753 834 851 NA NA | 
Pyrite concentrate (42 percent)________ 129 , 933 146 , 849 152,916 © 160,000 170 ,000 
Refractories, all types______..___.___-- 86,300 100 ,100 123,500 ¢ 125,000 130,000 
Salt_._..._.__...__._._thousand tons_-_ 105 82 125 e125 125 
Sulfur___-___.___- 2 eee 6,392 6 , 828 10,121 e 11,000 12 ,000 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal: 

Anthracite. ____.__thousand tons_- 217 221 190 e170 NA 
Bituminous._______.___.__-do____ 441 r 378 362 e 320 NA 
Lignite and brown___.____.__do___-_ 20,275 23 ,751 24,490 24,624 28 , 800 

Coke____-___..___.-__-_____..do___. 128 471 733 e 750 NA 
Fuel briquets ¢...._..._.._...._do___. 1,250 1,500 1,500 NA NA 
Petroleum: 

Crude__.______.._thousand tons_ - 173 160 229 ¢ 400 499 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline....-.....__..-do___- 68 307 371 NA 595 
Kerosine_____________-_- _.-- 8,369 41 ,853 r 73,000 NA 92 ,000 
Diesel fuel____ thousand tons_- 117 494 NA NA 9,401 
Fuel oil. ____.__._.._..do____ 265 1,000 1,097 NA 1,448 
Lubricants_____..__..-do___- 34 45 46 NA NA 

¢ Estimate. P Preliminary. NA Not available. 
1 In addition to reported commodities Bulgaria is known to produce bismuth, cadmium, gold, silver, barite, 

clays, salt, and chromite. 
2 For gross weight of ore, see lead entry. 
Sources: Statisticheski Godishnik na Narodna Republika Bulgaria—1965 (Statistical Yearbook of the Peoples 

Repubiie of Bulgaria for 1965). Sofia, 1965, 559 pp. Rabotnichesko Delo (Sofia), Jan. 29, 1967.
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TRADE 

With small exceptions, data on foreign tables 2 and 3. Most of the figures are in- 
trade in minerals were not made public complete and do not represent total Bul- 
during 1966. Partial information from the  garian mineral trade. 
Soviet Union was compiled to produce 

Table 2.—Bulgaria: Exports of selected mineral commodities ! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 
eS 

Metals: 
Aluminum and alloys: 
Scrap.____ 2 eee 190 114 All to United Kingdom. 
Unwrought and semimanufactures_ 164 954 West Germany 694; Belgium-Luxem- 

bourg 260. 
Cadmium-_...-22 eee 8 2 All to Poland. 
Copper and alloys, unwrought and 1,608 4,870 West Germany 1,074; Japan 796; Italy 

semimanufactures. 782. . 
Iron and steel: . 

Iron ore______-___-_______-_-.__.- 210,609 NA 
Iron oxide and hydroxide_________ NA 200 All to Yugoslavia. 
Secrap___. ee 113 827 Austria 623; Japan 204. 
Fig iron. ........_thousand tons__ 2301 327 Japan 235; Austria 30; Yugoslavia 28. 
Steel: 

Ingots and equivalent forms_ _ 210 63 Austria 22; Turkey 14; Yugoslavia 14. 
Lead Semimanufactures..__._.____ 42 26 Yugoslavia 19; Italy 3; Turkey 2. 
ead: 

Oxides_____..__---- 2 eee NA 149 All to West Germany. 
Scrap_._.___-- ee 339 997 All to Austria. 
Unwrought_________ 2 ee 253,466 30,801 United Kingdom 7,682; Italy 5,489, 

Netherlands 5,103; U.S.S.R. 4,800. 
Silver and thousand troy ounces__ 2,148 (3) 

platinum group metals. 
Titanium oxides__.___._______-______ NA 154 All to Turkey. 
Zinc and alloys, unwrought.._________ 261,499 35,162 United Kingdom 18,339; Italy 7,854 

West Germany 2,942. 
Nonferrous metals, n.e.s.: 

Metal-bearing wastes of nonferrous 888 1,223 West Germany 761; Belgium-Luxem- 
smelters. bourg 376; Italy 81. 

Scrap_____-___ ee 16 82 Italy 63. 
Ores and concentrates____________ 12,289 11,656 All to U.S.S.R. 
Unwrought and semimanufactures_ 159 269 West Germany 181; Netherlands 61. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives: Grindstones and wheels__-___ 16 87 All to Yugoslavia. 
Asbestos_.._.-_____-___-____ ee 984 1,885 All to Poland. 
Barite.__.--._-__- 2 ee 28,600 34,100 All to U.S.S.R. 
Cement__.___......._thousand tons__ 2715 102 Spain 74; Yugoslavia 28. 
Clay_.___ ~~~ eee 1,343 NA 
Clay products.________.___._________- NA 1,272 Spain 916; Yugoslavia 356. 
Feldspar and fluorspar______________- 915 2,887 Poland 1,516; Yugoslavia 1,871. 
Fertilizer materials: . 

Crude: Phosphatiec......________- 3,950 2,260 All to Italy. 
Manufactured: Nitrogenous_-______ 57,970 18,968 Yugoslavia 16,932; Greece 2,036. 

Sodium compounds: Caustic soda_-_____ 1,281 1,377 All to Turkey. 
Stone, dimension: Marble_____________ 777 1,078 All to West Germany. 
Sulfur: Sulfuric acid________________- NA 16,074 All to Greece. 
Tale and steatite___________________- 14,175 14,200 All to U.S.S.R. 
Crude nonmetals, n.e.s_...._.......--. 24 84,941 561 All to Yugoslavia. 

Mineral fuels: 
Petroleum: 

Crude__.____________-____-___-- 3,933 NA 
Refinery products: 

Distillate fuel oils___________ 26,316 42,792 Yugoslavia 29,908; Greece 12,884. 
Residual fuel oilgs____________ 11,595 61,407 Greece 35,988; Italy 25,419. 
Lubricants___-._-_-_-_.. 2 2 -- 4,830 3,295 All to Yugoslavia. 
Nonlubricating oils. ___._____ NA 422 Do. 
Unspecified. __.___________-_- 4,021 2,485 All to Poland. 

NA Not available (In this table, indicates no report). 
1 Official Bulgarian export data were not available for 1966 in time for inclusion in this table and such data 

for 1965 is incomplete, not listing all commodities exported. Figures in this table therefore have been compiled 
from a variety of sources, most notably the 1965 and 1966 editions of Supplement to the World Trade Annual, 
Volume I (Eastern Europe), prepared by the United Naticns from trade returns of a number of major trading 
countries, and published by Walker and Company, New York. Other sources include the official trade returns 
of Bulgaria for 1965 and of the U.S.S.R. and Poland for 1965 and 1966. Expcrt data from cfficial Bulgarian 
sources is so noted; all other figures are recorded imports of listed countries, which have been used as a measure 
of Bulgarian exports. 

? Official Bulgarian figures. 
+ Quantity not reported; value given as U.S. $1,907,000, all of which was to West Germany. 
4 May include (among others) asbestos, barite, clays, feldspar, “uorspar, marble, talc and steatite which 

are listed separately above, and which were obtained from non-Bulgarian sources.
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Table 3.—Imports of selected mineral commodities ! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

a 

Metals: 
Aluminum and alloys, unwrought and 8,041 13,905 U.S.S.R. 10,000; West Germany 2,051; 
semimanufactures. Austria 934. 

Antimony -__...._.------------------ 661 506 All from U.S.S.R. 
Chromium: Chromite. _____.---------- 3,117 14,815 All from Turkey. 

Cobalt: Oxides and hydroxides_ _--- - -.- - 20 11 Allfrom West Germany. 

Copper and alloys: Unwrought and semi- 1,310 2,992 U.S.S.R. 1,192; Austria 1,023; Spain 354. 

manufactures. 
Tron and steel: 

Iron ore_______.._-thousand tons_- 842 908 All from U.S.S.R. 
Tron oxide___..-----.------------ 279 857 Allfrom West Germany. 

Pig iron_____.-----thousand tons_-. 159 137 Mainly from U.S.8.R. 

Ferroalloys- ---------------@0---- 10 18 U.S.S.R. 11; West Germany 2. 
teel: . 

Ingots, blooms, billets do-_--- 19 8 Poland 7. 
and slabs. 

Semimanufactures______do___. 588 728 U.S.S.R. 437; Italy 82; West Germany 48. 

Magnesium, unwrought--.___.-------- 150 150 All from Italy. SO 

Mereury.___..--.----76-pound nasks_- NA 261 Do. 

Nickel and alloys; unwrought and semi- 179 193 Italy 157; West Geimany 36. 

manufactures. 
Platinum____.____-_-value, thousands_ - NA $129 All from West Germany. 

Silver____._____-__-----.------do__-- NA $6 Do. 

Tin: 
Oxide_______._.-.----- long tons, - q 20 Do. 

Metal and alloys, un- do___. 231 125 Belgium-Luxembourg 100; Netherlands 
wrought and semimanufactures. 25. 

Titanium oxide_-.___._.-.------------ 838 596 Italy 333; West Germany 263. 
Tungsten and alloys, all forms- --~----- 8 NA 
Zine: Ore and concentrate_—__._------- NA 5,412 Turkey 5,000; Yugoslavia 412. 

Metals, n.e.s.: 
Ores and concentrates.___.__.----- 2NA 867 Ail from Australia. 

Metalloids, n.e.s__-.___.----------- 130 165 All from France. 

Metals and alloys, n.e.s..--__------ 1,321 1,724 U.S.S.k. 1,692; Belgiun.-Luaembourg 32. | 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives: Grindstones and wheels- --- -- 63 44 Ali from West Germany. 

Asbestos___-_____-____-.------------ 12,700 16,400 All from U.S.S.R. 

Boron compounds: 
Crude borates_______.___..--.---- NA 2,000 All from Turkey. 
Borie acid and oxide_____._-_----- NA 300 Do. 

Cement_______.__..._-thousand tons_ - 101 73 U.S.S.R. 58; Poland 20. 

Clay products, refractory_._....------- 30,292 37,052 U.S.S.R. 32,500; France 1,978; West 
Germany 1,608. 

Diamond, industrial__value, thousands.. -_----- $48 All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 

Fertilizer materials: , 

Nitrogenous, manufactured.-_.-.-- ------- 52,685 All from France. 

Phosphatie: 
Crude, apatite.____._._._...... 207,800 288,600 All from U.S.S.R. 

Manufactured__..__.......... 168,961 161,961 Yugoslavia 85,770; U.S.5.R. 37,800; 
Spain 28,143. 

Graphite__________.._-.------------- 1,100 1,400 All from U.S.S.R. 

Sodium compounds: Caustic soda---- --- 400 6,000 All from Yugoslavia. 

Mineral fuels: 
Carbon black___________-.----------- 4,111 3,622 U.S.S.R. 1,641; France 741; Yugoslavia 

630; Italy 610. 

Coal, bituminous and _ thousand tons- - 2,504 3,047 All from U.S.S.R. 

anthracite. 
Coke___________-_--------------d0_-_-- 274 210 U.S.S.R. 158; Poland 52. 

Petroleum: ° 
Crude____________..-.-----do__-- 2,146 2,623 All from U.S.S.R. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline___.__..__._-.-do__-- 141 155 Do. 
Kerosine______..___._.do__-- 11 10 Do. 
Diesel oil_______._._._._---do___- 288 213 Do. 
Residual fuel oil_____._-do-__-- 794 933 Do. 
Lubricants_.___._._-_-do__-- 47 53 U.S.S.R. 51. 
Pariffin_..__.____..--.-do___- 2 3 All from U.S.S.R. 
Bitumen______.._._-._do__-.- 20 26 All from U.S.S.R. 
Unspecified___..._._----do-__-- 2 7 All from Greece. 

NSS 

NA Not available. 
1 Owing to the incompleteness of official Bulgarian data on imports; this table has been compiled wholly 

from data on exports of other countries to Bulgaria. Sources used include’ official trade returns of the U.S.S.K 

and Poland and the 1965 and 1966 editions of Supplement to the World Trade Annual, prepared by the 

Statistical office of the United Nations and published by Walter and Company, New York. 

2 Nonferrous ores and concentrate with a total value of $19 million were exported to Bulgaria by several 

non-Communist countries; these were undescribed except that they did not include chromite.
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Imports of minerals and related products Exports of minerals contributed one-tenth 
accounted for roughly one-fifth of total of total Bulgarian export value in 1964. 
imports in 1966. Fuels and metal semi- Nonferrous metals were the principal ex- 
manufactures were principal import items. port items. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Steel quality also was inferior to require- 
ments and rejects amounted to 8 percent. 

Copper.—Facilities were being ex- The Kremikowtsi plant was built according 
panded at the Medet opencast coppermine to Soviet design and specialists from the 
and beneficiation plant, the largest pro- U.S.S.R supervised construction and pro- 
ducer of copper ore and concentrates in duction in 1967. 

the country. Reportedly, capacity of the The “Lenin” Metallurgical Plant in 
mine and the benefication plant will reach Pernik began production of steel balls 
8 million tons of copper ore per year in used in milling facilities at minerals bene- 

1970. In the G. Damyanov Copper Extrac- _ficiation and cement plants. Capacity of 
tion Plant a new unit for sulfuric acid pro- the new facility was reported to be 
duction went on stream in the summer of 20,000 tons of steel balls per year. 
1967. Bulgarians claim an output of 75,- . 
000 tons of sulfuric acid per year from the Manganese.—A manganese deposit near 
new facility. Exploration of the Eteropole  Obrochistse (Oboriste) village in Tolbu- 
Copper Deposit continued during 1967 and -khin Okrug was being developed during 
results confirmed the findings of prelimi- 1967. The driving of the first shaft encoun- 
nary work made in 1965 indicating that tered difficulties at the depth of . 307 
the ore deposit was large but of low meters. Water and sand prevented driving 

grade. of the shaft for 29 days in the spring. 

Gold.—Because of a higher demand NONMETALS 

and inadequa te gold suPP ly from complex Borax.—At the Devnya Chemical Com- 
ores, Bulgarian authorities started to re- 

. . . . plex near the town of Devnya a new borax 
consider Bulgarian gold-bearing river sands . . 

. ms plant was under construction during 1967. 
as a possible source of additional gold. Re- Wh 1 . : oe en completed in 1968 the plant will re 
portedly 200 streams have gold-bearing . . | portedly have an annual capacity of 10,000 
sands. However, in the past, low gold con- f b Plant ti Il be 
tent made production unprofitable. | ons OF ree ee 

ased on imported colemanite. 

Tron and Steel.—During 1967 the Cement.—After trial production since 
Kremikovtsi Metallurgical complex near symmer 1967 a new cement plant named 
Sofiya was the principal theater of activi- “General Valdimir Zaimov” was commis- 
ties in the Bulagrian ferrous industry. A sioned near Pleven close to the old plant. 
1,700-millimeter semicontinuous sheet roll- Reportedly capacity of this highly auto- 

ing stand was completed in the fall, and mated plant is 500,000 tons of cement per 
another steel converter was added to the year. 

two existing ones in the steel plant. The . 
new converter brought total Bulgarian steel Clays.—A shamot and kaolin plant was 
output to 1.3 million tons per year. under construction near Vyatovo village 

In addition to lagging behind schedules during 1967. The Bulgarian press reported 
set for completion of the complex, the the capacity of the plant to be a bout 1 mil- 
Kremikovtsi combine has had serious diff- 10m tons of raw clay per year yielding 140,- 
culties in maintaining product quality at 000 tons of kaolin and 10,000 tons of 

the level of Bulgarian standards. According shamot. 
to a report in the Bulgarian press, the Fertilizer Materials Preparatory work 
quality of Kremikovtsi products was ne- has begun for the construction. of Bul- 
glected. During 1967 approximately 71  garia’s first combine for production of com- 
percent of iron ore concentrates delivered plex nitrogen-phosphoric fertilizers. The 
to the smelter were substandard. Conse- plant with a planned annual capacity of 
quently pig iron output was below standard 700,000 tons of complex fertilizers is situ- 
for quality and fuel consumption was high. ated near the area where the new Varna-
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Zapad (Varna-West) harbor will be built. | Dubnik operation. The payzone is at a 
The completion date was not announced. depth of 3,500 meters and the crude oil in 

Gypsum.—The Vidin gypsum mine at the new field is similar to that from Dolni 
Koshava was connected with Vidin by a | Dubnik. At yearend, two drilled wells were 
new 19-kilometer railroad line. The new reportedly successful and rigs were being 
line will speed up deliveries of raw gypsum __ readied for drilling at three other locations. 
to the facilities at Vidin. Preparations for exploratory offshore drill- 

ing in the Black Sea near Shabla village 
| _ in the general area of Tyulenovo continued 
MINERAL FUELS during 1967. Under the supervision of ex- 

Coal remained Bulgaria’s principal _perts from the U.S.S.R., construction of an 
source of energy during 1967. Imports of artificial island was underway. The plat- 
high-rank coal, crude oil, and refined form will be located 1,300 meters offshore 
petroleum products were necessary because and plans call for drilling several direc- 
the country’s solid fuel output consisted tional wells. At yearend the offshore tres- 
mostly of low-rank coals; domestic crude tle was completed and work on the drill- 

_ oil output was insignificant, and petroleum _ing platform started. 
refining capacity in Bulgaria was inade- At the site of the Burgas Petroleum Re- 
quate to satisfy demand. finery which operates on crude oil im- 

ported from the U.S.S.R, a new facility for 
Coal.—Development of a new bitumi- the production of benzol was under con- 

nous coal mine started near Burgas. Re- struction during the year. Reportedly 
. portedly, reserves are about 19 million tons annual capacity will be 20,000 tons of 

and the new mine will have an annual  benzol and 20,000 tons of toluol. 
i capacity of 450,000 tons when completed Construction of a new petroleum re- 

: in 1972. finery, located between the villages of 
At the Maritsa Basin, the largest lignite | Yasen-Trnene and Desevitsa near Pleven, 

basin in Bulgaria, a new mine, Mercheli- started in summer of 1967. The refinery 
3, was being developed during 1967. The will process crude oil from Gorni and the 
mine will supply lignite to the large ther- Dolni Dubnik oilfields. The refinery and 
mal power plants in the area. The target a planned associated petrochemical plant 
completion date and the capacity of the were designed in the U.S.S.R, which was 
new mine were not reported. the principal supplier of equipment. Ini- 

tial production at the refinery was sched- 
. Petroleum.—A_ new oilfield was dis- uled for 1969 and the first stage of the 

, covered near the village of Gorni Dubnik, petrochemical plant will start production 
close to Pleven, and next to the Dolni in 1971 unless construction falls behind.



The Miner t e Mineral Industry of Burma 

By Taber de Polo’ and John M. West? 

Burma’s mineral industry in 1967 outlays by the Government: Expenditures 
showed but little growth despite poten- planned for the People’s Oil Industry were 
tially significant resources of some com-_ estimated at $16.85 million in 1966—67 
modities and government plans for devel- compared with $9.56 million in 1965-66 ; 
opment of the industry. Recent statistics for People’s Bawdwin Industry Mines $2.48 
on production, trade, and reserves of min- _ million in 1966-67 compared with $270,000 
eral commodities have been sketchy. How- in 1965-66; and for Mineral Development 
ever, there was an increase in output of Corporation (MDC) $2.3 million com- 
crude oil, one of the more important min- pared with $1.18 million in 1965-66. 
eral activities although it fell short of the A large proportion of Burma’s business 
planned target, and imports of crude oil sector is nationalized and only a little pri- 
as well as some products were necessary to vate foreign capital has been flowing into 
meet domestic demand. The Bawdwin the country for industrial development. 
lead-silver-zinc enterprise was undergoing Nevertheless, the Government has shown — 
mine and plant modifications during 1966— a -desire for foreign assistance, preferably 
67 with a view towards increasing produc- multilateral aid under the Colombo Plan 
tion and improving operations; meanwhile, and/or from international | organizations 
output was at reduced levels. As a result such as the United Nations, rather than 
of neglect of mining properties, tin and bilateral aid. Total loans arranged for 
tungsten production continued to decline. fiscal 1967-68 were reported at $11.6 mil- 

Overall mineral output in 1967 contrib- lion, compared with $6.66 million in 1966— 
uted about 1.5 percent to Burma’s Gross 67; while grants were $1.85 million for 
National Product (GNP), compared with 1967-68 compared with $1.88 million in 
about 33 percent for agriculture. During 1966-67. In 1967-68, the principal loans 

fiscal 1966-67, the country’s GNP was were expected to come from mainland 
estimated at $1,700 million.2 Tax returns China, East Germany, West Germany, and 
from minerals have been small; for min- United States, and grants, from inter- 
erals, the annual sum has been consistently national organizations and the United 
less than $1 million in recent years. States. 

Approximately 52,000 workers out of a The Ministry of Mines formed a Geol- 
labor force of 10 million and a population ogy, Petroleum, and Mining Advisory 
of 25.8 million were reportedly engaged in Council to last 2 years beginning January 
mining during 1967. Burma has little 2, 1967. Made up of the leading minerals 
power to support mineral industry activi- men in Burma and headed by the Secre- 
ties; installed capacity at yearend 1966 re- tary of the Ministry of Mines, its primary 
portedly was only 191,000 kilowatts. functions are to advise the Minister of 

Under the new 4-year national economic Mines on technical matters, submit long- 
plan for 1966-67 to 1969-70, special at- and short-term plans for prospecting and 
tention was to be given to mineral devel- extraction of oil, minerals and other. re- 

opments, such efforts to be financed en- sources, in accordance with available man- 

tirely from domestic sources. The outlook power, capital, and equipment. 
appeared uncertain, however, for any sig-  ——___ 
nificant achievement in view of recent per- 1 Physical scientist, Division of International 

formance. ees fiscal year is October 1 to September 

The fiscal 1966-67 budget for national 2 rere erry ae have been, converted mineral development showed increased K4.73—US$$1.00. 
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PRODUCTION 

Income from minerals in 1967, estimated vate ones were handicapped by shortages 

_ at $45 million, shows little change from of equipment and supplies. The ratio of 

pr «allie, p sod d Yh *y Output of some non-public to private mine output was roughly 

metallics and refined petroleum were at — ¢19 million to $6.3 million in 1965-66 and 
higher levels, whereas production of most $27.5 million to $4.2 million in 1966-67 

nonferrous metals declined. Petroleum and J mamron h Oe or _ 

natural gas accounted for almost half the Thus, deemp asis of the private sector 1s 

1967 mineral output value. further evident. The Government con- 

Most of the important mining firms were tinued to maintain strict control of metal 

Government-controlled, and the few pri- prices through marketing. 

Table 1.—Burma: Production of mineral commodities | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
+ 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

nnn 

Metals: 
Antimonial lead (18 to 20 percent Sb)-_--------- 578 530 560 e 500 400 

Copper matte (40 percent Cu) ---------------- 430 348 320 2386 © 340 

Gold, refined__-_----------------troy ounces-- e 200 e 200 e 200 e 200 200 

Tron and steel: 
Tron ore____._-------------------------- 4,250 5,000 5,000 10 ,000 NA 

Steel ingot °__-__----------------------- 15,000 15,000 18,000 +*21,000 NA 

L Rolled steel ¢------------- 2-2-2 ec eon noe- 12 ,000 12 ,000 15,000 120,000 NA 

ead: 

Concentrate (50 to 60 percent Pb)--------- 32 ,936 31,002 * 32,253 NA 16,381 

Refined metal (99.99 percent Pb)---------- 17,738 18,058 7e16,000 *e14,000 13 ,000 

Manganese ore_..___----------~--------------- . 200 -NA 600 ___---- NA 

Nickel speiss (20 to 23 percent Ni) ------------ 462 378 245 354 269 

Silver, refined_____---.-thousand troy ounces_ - 2,075 1,867 1,638 1,096 . 917 

Tin concentrate (68 to 72 percent Sn) _long tons_ - 795 8380 664 355 346 

Tin-tungsten concentrate (35 percent Sn and 30 
percent WO3)___-__--_------------long tons-- 1,284 957 606 r 367 171 

Tungsten concentrate (55 to 65 percent WOs)--- 89 86 27 r 45 95 

Zinc concentrate (54 to 56 percent Zn)_-------- 15,224 14,666 ‘14,255 +* 10,890 8,413 

Nonmetals:! 
Barite_________-______-__-__-_----------------- 1,930 NA 1,760 17e8,000 NA 

Cement____....._--_-_---------thousand tons_- 124 131 r 135 r 141 140 

Gypsum _____._----------------------------- 8,350 9,150 450 e 2,000 2,000 

Limestone_____._.._.__._-_-__--_i-------------- 97,300 107,000 116,500 5° 400,000 400,000 

Marl________________-___------------------- 64,400 62 ,100 99,800 100,000 100,000 

Salt___________-__u_------------------------ 160,700 127 ,000 132,000 «118,000 169 ,000 

Mineral fuels: - 
Coal, bituminous ¢.___.__--_---thousand tons- - r5 10 r15 NA NA 

Gas, natural_.___..__.-----million cubic feet_- 597 NA NA NA NA 

Petroleum: 

Crude_________thousand 42-gallon barrels _- 4,761 4,164 4,065 r 4,255 4,500 

Refinery products: — i —— 

Gasoline__.____-_-__----------do-_-_-- 1,238 1,216 1,300 1,467 1,452 

Kerosine___________-_----_------do--_- 854 923 1,050 1,478 1,398 

Other 2_______________-_-.._-_--do-_-- 1,280 1,356 1,450 3,021 3,402 

Total._._____----_---------do--_-- 3,372 3,495 3,800 5 , 966 6,252 

a 
a 

e Estimate. rT Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Burma also produces a variety of semiprecious and precious stones, and minor quantities of tale, soap- 

stone, fluorite, graphite, and clays. 
2 For 1963-65, diesel oil not included. 

TRADE 

Since 1963-64, the decline in overall percent, according to preliminary figures. 

exports has gone unchecked. Exports in Data for 1964-65 showed that $5.2 mil- 

1965-66 were valued at $194 million, 16 lion of refined lead (about 14,900 metric 

percent below the previous year, and those tons \, $2.2 million of tin concentrate 

for 1966-67 declined 29 percent to roughly (about 800 tons), $1.7 million of zinc con- 

$135 million. The mineral share for 1965— __centrate (about 14,000 tons), $1.5 million 

66 was about 5.4 percent of all exports, of refined silver (about 700 ounces), and 

and that for 1966-67 was down to 4.3 $1.3 million of mixed tin and tungsten
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concentrate (about 780 tons) were ex- change and to try, at least, to keep trade 

ported. Almost all the zinc concentrate from becoming too unbalanced. The value 
went to Japan, an important part of the of overall imports, at an alltime high of 
lead went to India, and the bulk of the $299 million in 1964-65, fell sharply to 
‘remaining commodities went to Japan, $170 million in 1965-66. A further drop to 
India, and various countries in East and $141 million (provisional) was reported 
West Europe. Breakdown data are not in 1966-67. Imports of mineral products 
available after 1965. However, combined during 1966-67, also generally less except 
exports covering 1966 and designated as for fuels according to preliminary figures, 
“metals and ores” were reportedly valued included $11.1 million in base metals 
at just under $10 million (K46.8 million) | and manufactures thereof (compared with 

and totaled roughly 3,400 metric tons. Ac- $13.5 million in 1965-66), $2.1 million in 
cording to similar 10-month figures for coal and coke (compared with $1.28 

1967, mineral exports had further declined million in 1965-66), and $1.25 million in 

rather sharply. A modernization program chemical fertilizers (compared with $1.5 

of the People’s Bawdwin Industry during  ijlion in 1965-66). Data on fuel imports 
parts of 1966 and 1967 disrupted produc- . . . . . vs were not officially published in trade re- 
tion and resulted in smaller quantities of ' but oth ‘dicated sizabl 

most nonferrous metals to be available [UTM °U omer sources 1M icated siza © 
for export. imports of crude oil, lesser but significant 

The level of imports into Burma, includ- imports of lubricants, and coal imports 

ing minerals, has declined in line with gov- averaging 300,000 tons annually in recent 

ernment policies to conserve foreign ex- years. | | 

| | Table 2.—Burma: Exports of mineral commodities . 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 

Commodity . 1964 1965 Principal destinations, 1965 

a 

Metals: | 
Copper: 

Matte_________-__._________------ 457 NA (?) 
Lead: 

Ore and concentrate____.___-.---- 366 NA (3) 
Refined..____._...._____.._..._-- ¢16,000 ¢14,000 India‘ 3,357; France 1,016; United 

Kingdom 356. 

Silver_____..._.thousand troy ounces_ - 1,619 901 United Kingdom 747; West Germany 
Tin and tungsten: 125. 

Tin ore and concentrate_long tons_-_ 909 974 Spain 525; Netherlands 332. 
Tin-tungsten concentrate._._do__-_. 59 231 All to Netherlands. 

z Tungsten ore and concentrate_____- 415 376 West Germany 177; United Kingdom 
ine: 127. 

Ore and concentrate______...-.--__ 18,292 14,387 All to Japan. 
Nonmetal: 

Gems, precious and semi- _kilograms_-_ 1,135 307 Japan 224. 
precious. 

Mineral fuels: 
Petroleum: 

Crude_-_thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ NA 42 All to Italy. 
Partly refined___________--value_- NA $552,000 All to Australia. 
Refinery products: 

Lubricants____-._----------- 75 NA (3) 
Waxes___________-____---- ee 2,823 3,436 Italy 2,717. 

cp ———— 

e Estimate. NA Not available. 
1 Incomplete; compiled largely from import data of countries of destination. 
2 All to West Germany in 1964. 
3 All to Japan in 1964. 
« During April 1965 to March 1966.
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Table 3.—Burma: Imports of mineral commodities | 

(Metric tons) 

eee 

Commodity | 1964 1965 Principal sources, 1965 
eee 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Unwrought_______-______________ 491 718 All from Japan. 
C - Semimanufactures__._____________ 1,953 292 All from Japan. 
opper: 

Unwrought________________-_____ 429 ______. 
I Semimanufactures- wa eee eee 351 890 West Germany 364; Japan 228. 
ron and steel: 

acimary forms — «2 =o =e on en nnn 6,883 7,426 Japan 5,213; Italy 2,213. 
emimanufactures: 

Uncoated plates and sheets_ __- 5 , 027 12,482 Japan 8,311; United Kingdom 3,118. 
Galvanized sheets__._._...___. 45,726 36,212 Japan 35,208. 
Tinplate____.________________ 13,124 13,097 All from Japan. 

i Other________-_______________ 13 , 750 21,852 Japan 16,004. 
Inc: 

Unwrought______________________ 300 712 All from Japan. 
Semimanufactures___.._________-- 254 392 Belgium-Luxembourg 306. . 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos___-.-__.-..--- 2-2 LLL - ee 806 600 All from Canada. 
Cement____.__..--__________________. 2,165 1,280 All from West Germany. 
Fertilizers, manufactured_____________- 9,425 25,500 All from Italy. 
Sulfur_.__- 2 se © 675 1,484 West Germany 775: Italy 609. 

eee 

e Kstimate. 
1 Compiled mainly from export data of source countries. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Burma’s sole significant producer of nonfer- 
Tron and Steel.—Production of rolled TOUS metals, has been declining slightly in 

products in fiscal 1965-66, at the Ywama  ‘ecent years. Output in 1967 from this 

steel mill in Insein, the country’s only steel W° ld-famous, long-time producer of lead, | 
producer, was reported at 20,600 metric 721n¢ silver, and byproduct copper matte, 

; tons. Products included approximately nickel speiss, and antimonial lead, was only 

7,900 tons of bars and rods, 5,800 tons of about one-fifth the pre-World War i 

_ sheets, and 4,000 tons of wire nails. The levels. Lead concentrates were shipped 

target for fiscal 1966-67 was some 29,000 ir om the B awewin mine to near by Namtu 
tons of rolled products, but actual output “OF Smelting and zinc concentrates were 
probably was much below plan. Reported exported, mostly to Japan. The bulk of the 

yearly capacity was 20,000 tons of steel efned lead ven tone ane pnirope. 

ingots and 40,000 tons of rolled products. eserves as Of | ctober were Te- 
Imports of iron and steel products in ported at 2.26 million tons of ore averaging 

1966 declined to approximately one-third 15.1 percent lead, 9.2 percent zinc, 0 ‘85 
the 1965 level. Japan accounted for the Percent copper, and 11.2 ounces of silver 

bulk of the imports, supplying 22,613 tons Per ton. Since then Teserve figures have 
in 1966 and 77.830 tons in 1965 been revised various times, to take into ; . 

An Iron and Steel Board was set up late account low-gr ade ores. qT he latest report, 
in 1966 under the Minister of Mines for 1 907, indicated 6 maton tons of ore 
the express purpose of establishing iron 7"4 Oe 11.2 percent lead, 4 5.6 percent 
and steel centers at suitable sites and to “2© 0.3 percent copper, and 7.8 OUNCES promote optimum use of Burmese re- silver. The tonnage may be of the right 

sources, including iron ore reserves delin- oreer, ut actual grade may be lower than 
eated in surveys by Krupp Industries of ‘™1cated. . West Germany in 1963. At that time As the result of recommendations from 

° 3 . . . 

known deposits were said to contain 66 % United Nations Special Fund survey con- 
million tons of iron ore; other deposits ducted by British, Canadian, United States, 
have been reported since then. and Thai specialists, reserves were rede- 

fined (as noted above), operations were 
Lead, Zinc, Copper, and Silver.—Output slightly improved, and suggestions were 

from the People’s Bawdwin Industry Mines, made for enlarging facilities. A program
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for the expansion of the mill (from 160,- In mid-1966 the Government buying price 

000 tons of high-grade ore to 350,000 tons was $1,400 per long ton of concentrate 

of lower grade ore: annually) and the compared with the average market value 

smelter was reportedly underway. It is not of. $2,330 per ton; in addition, there were 

known, however, whether or not the often long delays in payments. Operating 

smelter expansion plan was completed by costs increased and replacement of equip- 

the scheduled date of October 1, 1967. ment was difficult. Smuggling reportedly 

Renewed interest was shown in copper became rampant. The numerous routes 

deposits near Monywa in central Burma, across the border to the north and east 

about 110 kilometers west of Mandalay. made it difficult for the Government to 

Initial exploration begun in 1957 indicated control illict traffic. Actual production of 

large reserves (reportedly more than 100 tin in 1966 and 1967 probably was con- 

million tons) of ore grading 0.5 to 1 per- siderably higher than officially reported. 

cent copper. More recent studies are said | 
to have confirmed 5 million tons averaging NONMETAILS 
between 1 and 1.5 percent copper. The 
Burmese Government asked the Japanese Fertilizer Materials—Burma’s fertilizer 

Government and Japanese firms for assist- requirements for fiscal 1966-67 was about 

ance in developing the deposit and possibly | 100,000 tons (about three times the 1964— 

for assistance in constructing a copper 69 level), and the need in 1969-70 may be 

refinery on the basis of a joint venture. 8 high as 470,000 tons. Thus, sizable ex- 

Japanese Overseas Mineral Resources De- pansion of purchases and imports by the 

velopment Co. Ltd. was reportedly plan- Government was anticipated. Major in- 
ning to make a study of the deposits. creases would come in ammonium sulfate, 

Other copper occurrences have been re- ammonium phosphate, urea, and super- 

ported at Kalow and Bawsaing, in southern phosphate varieties. Hitachi Shipbuilding 

Shan State, but little data are available. and Engineering Co. of Japan was awarded 

_ a contract in 1966 to build a natural gas 
Nickel.—Nickel speiss production at the based 40,000-ton-per-year ammonia and 

Namtu smelter in 1967 was much below 60,000-ton-per-year urea plant at Pakokku; 

the 348 tons reported for 1966. . construction reportedly was underway in 

Elsewhere, according to an unconfirmed 1967. Another chemical fertilizer plant at 

report, a large nickel deposit of garnierite Chauk was also being built with foreign 

ore was said to have been discovered in assistance. : 

the Mwehauk Mountain, Chin Hills. The : 
ore zone is reportedly up to 300 meters Gem Stones.—Burmese jade continued 
wide and possibly 4.8 kilometers long. Re- © be of some significance in world circles. 

serves might be on the order of several tens Output in 1966 reportedly totaled 210,980 

of million tons of ore containing 0.5 to 3 troy pounds (valued at K680,000 or 

percent nickel. Another nickel discovery $144,000) ; production in 1967 was at least 
with a large vein was reported for the as much. Individual mines were licensed 

Mawleik district, Snake Hill region, north in areas where the Government was not 
cf Kalemyo. Both reports may be rumors, able to operate. In theory, all privately- — 
but Burma’s nickel potential bears watch- mined jade must be sold to the Govern- 
ing. ment’s Minerals Development Corporation ; 

but many: mines are in insurgent territory 

Tin and Tungsten.—Burma’s output of | near the border, and some jade is pre- 

tin and tungsten was hampered by lack of | sumably smuggled out of the country. The 

mining equipment and explosives, causing Government of Burma conducted its an- 

decreased output from the principal Gov- nual gem emporium in October, and 

ernment sponsored mines—Mawchi in stressed the fact that the marketing of 

southern Shan State, the Yawa lode tin jade, formerly held only in Hong Kong 
mine, and the Kyaukmedaung mine. Only and Chinese gem centers, can also be done 

a few private, small tin and wolfram mines in Burma. In fact, much jade was cut and 
were in operation during 1967, and their polished at a Rangoon plant built in early 
leases will not be renewed. Miners had 1966. 
little incentive to develop mines owing to Besides jade, Burma produced 36,600 
the Government policy of setting prices carats of rubies, 61,200 carats of sapphires, 
considerably below world market levels. and 27,000 carats of spinel in 1966, sub-
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stantial increases over production of 1965. POI continued to operate Burma’s two 
The combined value of these three gem _ oil refineries. The larger one, at Syriam, 
stones increased from $24,000 (K115,000) near Rangoon, is capable of refining 20,000 

in 1965 to $131,000 (K621;000) in 1966. barrels per day on a 3-shift basis. In 
ae | | August 1966 it was reportedly refining 

Other.—Burma 1s said to have several crude oil at the rate of 11,900 barrels per 
million tons of barite reserves and may be day and principal products were gasoline 
producing about 700 tons monthly; two  (9°360 barrels per day), diesel oil (2,550 
veins in Pyittawye Camp, Kyaukse District  harrels), kerosine (1,900 barrels), and fuel 
may contain more than 100,000 tons. oil (1,750 barrels). In March 1967 its 

During 1967, it was announced that daily crude processing rate reportedly was beryl occurs in southern Shan States, ben- 13 400 barrels. As of August 1967, the 
tonite in Myahnit of Shweb District, SYP- refinery at Chauk was said to process 
sum in Myingyan District, graphite near 6 550 barrels of crude oil daily to produce 
Mogok, and fluorspar near Bawhnington gasoline (1,190 barrels), kerosine (1,180), 
in southern Shan States. Several hundred = Giese] oj] (1,750), fuel oil (1,070), and 
tons each of clays, talc, soapstone, manga- —Jesser quantities of other products. No 
nese ore, and fluorspar are said to be pro- aviation gasoline or lubricating oil was 
duced annually. produced in 1967. | . 

Although the Government does not pub- 
MINERAL FUELS lish information on crude oil imports, a 

Coal.—The Kalewa coalfield in north- report in June a ed pat ae Gov- 
western Burma produced 15,170 tons of | €rmment imported almost 1.5 million bar- 
low-rank coal during fiscal 1966. Geological els of crude oil from U.S.S.R. and In- 
studies in 1966 revealed several new oc- onesia in fiscal 1965. An August 1967 Te- 
currences, with initial reserve estimates rere stated me 3000 B cae or pies fon 
totaling around 2.5 million tons. During the supply o ? arrels Of Crude ol 
1967 government engineers were further 2nd 600 tons of lubricating oils and assessing prospects at Kalaw and Inbyin greases. This presumably covers Burma’s 
areas of southern Shan State, and in ‘mport requirements for fiscal 1968. _ Kyobin area of Katha district. After the nationalization of the Burma 

Oil Company in 1963, the Government 
Petroleum.—Although Burma’s oil pro- developed an oil exploration program ‘for 

duction made a slight gain in 1967 to 4.5 1963-70, but this plan was abandoned 
million barrels, the country still relied on because it was based on inadequate man- 
imports for an estimated one-fourth of power and equipment and a new explora- 
requirements. A program was underway to tion plan was developed for 1966-80. The 
achieve self-sufficiency by 1970, when re- first objective of this plan is to make 
quirements might reach 7.7 million barrels. Burma self-sufficient in crude ojl by 1970 

All production has come from fields in through further developing existing fields. 
. the central Burma basin (Chauk, Yenan- The second is to increase production to 

gyaung, rome and Myanaung); with meet increased domestic requirements and 
nown combined reserves of 160 million provide a surplus for export (presumably 

barrels of oil as of October 1966, according primarily from existing fields). Vhe third 
to the chief geologist of the People’s Oil goal is to intensify exploration for new 
Industry (POI). Individual field reserves fields. In fiscal 1966, 16 wells were drilled 
were given see miion parrels for for the total of 77,633 feet. Of the 72 wells 

rome anc J million barrels for planned for fiscal 1967, 55 had been com- 
Myanaung. A new oil well near Myanaung pleted as of August 1967. Accounts of the 
was reported as producing 800 barrels per new plan stated that no foreign assistance 
aay, the ughest figure for any wen in will be used, although meanwhile Ruman- 
urma. Natural gas reserves o urma ian and Japanese advisers had been em- 

were placed at over 4,000 million cubic ployed. 
feet.



The Miner tr n e Mineral Industry of Canada 

By Lester G. Morrell * 

The dynamic growth of Canada’s Canada’s per capita output of minerals 
mineral industry continued through 1967 is one of the highest in the world. The 
with value of output reaching a new high total value of domestic crude mineral pro- 
estimated at $4,069 million,? 10.7 percent duction is surpassed only by United States 
above that of 1966. According to Dominion and the Soviet Union. Ores, concentrates, 
Bureau of Statistics national economic and semiprocessed mineral products, worth 
indicators, the value of minerals produced about $3 billion, were exported to more 
in 1967 represented 7.1 percent of the than 80 countries and constituted a sig- 
$57,200 million gross national product nificant share of the raw materials con- 
(GNP) and contributed 9.3 percent of the sumed by the industrial complexes of the 
net national income. The rapid rise of | United States, the United Kingdom, the 
minerals in the industrial pattern is re- European Economic Community, and 
flected in production volume indexes re- Japan. 
lated to the 1949 base. In 1967, the na- The Canadian mineral industry is 
tional product volume index for industry founded on a diverse infrastructure of 
was 231.6; the mining product index for more than 60 primary products. In 1967 
the same period was 419.1. Comparable about half of this number contributed in- 
figures for manufacturing and agriculture dividual output valued in excess of $10 
were 250.0 and 154.1, respectively. Salaries million. The 10 leaders, which made up 
and wages paid to mining industry workers over 80 percent of the total, were petro- 
in 1967 amounted to $752 million, approxi- leum, $820 million; copper, $540 million; 
mately 2.5 percent of the total labor in- nickel, $432 million; iron ore, $421 mil- 
come. | lion; zinc, $291 million; natural gas and 

Metallic minerals, which normally ac- byproducts, $284 million; asbestos, $151 : 
count for about half the total value of million; sand and gravel, $146 million; ce- 
Canada’s mineral products, recorded an ment, $135 million; and gold, $103 million. , 
increase of $235 million, 12.8 percent The Provinces of Ontario, Alberta, and 
higher than in 1966. The 1967 gains in Quebec, with 27.1 percent, 22.7 percent, 
nonmetallic minerals (including construc- and 16.7 percent, respectively, accounted 
tion materials) amounted to 5.5 percent. for about two-thirds of the value of. 
Fuels, including oil and gas, were up 11.0 minerals produced in 1967. Saskatchewan 

percent. Category percentages and total produced 8.4 percent, British Columbia 8.2 
value of minerals produced in selected percent, Newfoundland (including Labra- 

recent years were as follows: dor) 5.9 percent, and Manitoba 4.2 per- 
| cent. The three Maritime Provinces and 

two Territories together contributed 6.8 
percent. Full production from the Texas 

Share of total value Total Gulf Sulphur Company’s new copper-zinc 
(percent) value mine at Kidd Creek and increased output 

Year —_——- —— (million . . 
Metals Non- Mineral U.S. from the nickel-copper mines of Sudbury 

metals fuels dollars) were primarily credited with Ontario’s 
ss production value increase of $217 million 

1964222222222 50:2 20:3 29.5 *giisq -«"_—1967. Alberta recorded a $139 million _ 
1965_____.... 51.0 20.3 28.7 3.465 annual increase as a result of higher yields 
1966_..._.... 50.0 21.1 28.9 3,675 OO 
1967 P__.__... 50.9 20.1 29.0 4,069 1 Chief area specialist, North America-South 

Pacific, Division of International Activities. 
2 Values have been converted from Canadian 

P Preliminary. dollars (Can$) to U.S. dollars at the rate of 
Can$1 equals US$0.925. 
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| ot petroleum, construction materials, na- Report of the Royal Commission on Taxa- 
tural gas, and sulfur. Smaller annual in- tion in February. In addition to numerous 
creases were recorded in British Columbia, company, individual, and Provincial Gov- 
Saskatchewan, Newfoundland, and Mani- ernment activities, The Geological Survey 
toba. In 1967, the closing of two gold mines of Canada sent 99 parties to areas distrib- 
and lower output of copper and zinc re- uted across the Dominion during 1967. 
sulted in a $25 million drop in value of Principal fields of investigation included 
Quebec’s mineral production. copper in north-central Newfoundland and 

General wholesale price indexes for on the Gaspé Peninsula of Quebec, several 
minerals and metals categories in 1967 and uranium and copper areas of Ontario, and 
1966 (the latter in parentheses) compared nickel-copper deposits in Manitoba and 
with 1935-39 prices were as follows: Non- Saskatchewan. Exploration was at a high 
ferrous metals, 240.2 (212.7); iron prod- level on molybdenum and copper prospects 
ucts, 274.4 (268.0); nonmetallic minerals, in British Columbia and in the lead-zinc- 
199.2 (193.7); chemical products, 212.6 silver areas (Vangorda, Pelly Lake, Keno, 
(209.5). The average hourly earnings of and MacMillian Pass) in the Yukon. In 
a mining industry employee was $2.75 in the Northwest Territories, field teams were 
December 1967, compared with $2.54 for active in several localities, principally 
the same month in 1966. Profits, before around Great Slave and Great Bear Lakes. 

taxes, reported by mining, quarrying, and Although the great bulk of this activity 
petroleum producing companies totaled has been on base metal prospects, there has 
$524 million in 1967 ($527 million in been a recent revival of interest in uranium. 
1966). Capital expenditures for new con- After nearly 20 years of dormancy, the 
struction and equipment by Canada’s Cominco mercury mine at Pinchi Lake, 
minerals and mineral processing industries British Columbia is being prepared to 
in 1967 are expected to total about $1,047 resume production in 1969. 

million, exceeding the record $1,033 mil- More than 30 new mines were brought 
lion set in 1966. As in previous years, the into production during 1966 and 1967. 
principal recipient was the petroleum and The Kidd Creek zinc-copper-lead mine of 
natural gas industry which absorbed nearly Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. near Timmins, 
$470 million in 1967. In addition, manu- Ontario, opened late in 1966 and the Great 
facturing based on mineral products, ex- Canadian Oil Sands project near Fort 
penditures on pipelines, and marketing McMurray, Alberta, was started in the 
petroleum and natural gas accounted for a summer of 1967. The new lead-zinc smelter 
further $740 million each year. Thus the of East Coast Smelting and Chemical Co., 

minerals industry has been taking about employing Canada’s first Imperial Smelting 
12 percent of the $14 billion total annual Process furnace commenced treating Bruns- 
capital investment in Canada. wick Mining & Smelting Corp. Ltd. con- 

Dividends paid to shareholders in centrates early in 1967 at Belledune, New 
Canadian mines, exclusive of petroleum Brunswick. 

companies, totaled $315 million in 1967 Expansion continued with new capacity 
to establish a new record. Nonferrous base facilities scheduled to come on stream at 
metal producers (24 companies) accounted more than 40 Canadian mines between 
for $137 million. The four nickel com- {1967 and 1971.3 

panies paid $101 million, three iron ore To reach the planned potash output level 
producers paid $25 million, and 16 gold of 7.2 million tons per year by 1971 10 
mines paid $13 million. Among the largest companies in southern Saskatchewan con- 
dividend payers were International Nickel, templated investments totaling $605 million. 
$82 million; Cominco, $26 million; Pine [International Nickel Co. of Canada Ltd. 
Point Mines, $21 million; Noranda, $20 and Falconbridge Nickel Mines Ltd. have 
million; Iron Ore Company of Canada, embarked on programs of new mines and 
$18 million; Falconbridge Nickel M‘nes plant expansion that will cost more than 
Ltd., $16 million; and Lake Dufault Mines $175 million. A dozen copper producers in 
Ltd., $15 million. British Columbia, Manitoba, Ontario, and 

Exploration and mine development by Quebec plan increased annual metal out- 
government and industry continued at a 
high level in 1966, but subsided moderately * Mine expansion costs on new high. yj tticle 
during 1967 following publication of the No, 2 February 1968 pe a3
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put of about 165,000 tons requiring a total the 3-year tax exemption presently offered 
Investment of approximately $185 million. to new mines and imposing taxation on 
Eleven companies classified as lead-zinc previously exempt prospector’s gains. 
producers plan to increase national output Deeper tax cuts into the earnings of both 
of lead and zinc by 165,000 and 500,000 resident and nonresident shareholders were 
tons respectively, of new metal annually by also anticipated. 
1969. A Federal Act to establish the Cape 

Several recent legislative events have Breton Development GePoration, 9¢ aan | been of significance to the minerals in- Company, was passed in June 1967. The dustry. Under provisions of the Govern. Company will acquire and manage the coal 
ment Organization Act, 1966, the Depart- industry in the Sydney-Glace Bay area of 
ment of Mines and Technical Surveys was Nova Scotia and promote and finance renamed the Department of Energy, Mines Seneral industrial development on Cape 
and Resources. Its functions were expanded Breton island. follow! b 
to include responsibility for national In November, following a test case | h policies and programs with respect to tween Ottawa and the Province of Britis 
minerals, energy, water, and other re- Columbia, the question of Federal versus sources. The Report of the Royal Com- Provincial ownership of offshore mineral 
mission on Taxation (Carter Commission), ights was r esolved by a Supreme Court of 
submitted to the Federal Government on Canada ruling in favor of the Federal 
February 24, 1967, called for fundamental Gover eee 4 . f oD; : 
changes in national taxation concepts. Few An updated r anada 4 an ee te legislative proposals in recent years have ver Laws of Canada * was issued early 
generated prompter reaction and sharper 1 . | 
criticism by the mining industry. Generally , 4 Hodgson, E.C. Digest of Mineral Laws of : ‘ anada. ept. o nergy, Mines an esources, obj ectionable features w ere the suggested Mineral Resources Division, Mineral Report 18, removal of the depletion allowance, and  19¢7. 

PRODUCTION 

Of the 60 mineral products listed in of the metallics, about half of the non- | 
1967 by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, metallics, and all of the fuels. With the 
25 are classified as metallics, 31 as non- °*CePton of zinc, prices Sene rally were - -? higher in 1967. Each of the categories re- metallics, and four as fuel minerals. Annual corded annual increases and set new highs 
gains in output were recorded in two-thirds in value. . 

Table 1—Canada: Production of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 Pp 

Metals: 
Aluminum...-22 220222 e 652 , 616 764,426 * 758,422 807 ,318 828 ,570 Antimony }___.2 T27 722 591 638 564 Arsenic, white.................... 85 147 183 318 272 Bismuth 27_____.2222 22 163 181 194 238 246 Cadmium 3_______.2_ 2. 1,123 1,258 796 1,468 2,164 Calcium. ______..._.._..._kilograms._ 44,757 62 , 758 72,318 113 ,026 282 , 242 Cobalt 4___-. 222 ee, 1,372 1,444 1,655 1,593 1,499 Golumbium concentrate (shipments) __ __ 1,334 1,883 2,060 2,301 1,925 opper: 

Mine, recoverable____..._.______._ 410,552 441,706 * 462,476 461,109 546,711 Smelter, refined. .____.___________ 344,796 370 , 077 393 , 837 393 , 647 453,611 Gold_____.._.._thousand troy ounces_. 4,003 3,835 r 3,606 3,319 2,953 Iron and steel: 
Iron ore..._..__...thousand tons__ 27,346 34, 768 36 , 250 41,344 42 ,322 Pig iron and ferroalloys____.do___. 5,496 r6,093 ? 6,587 6,714 6,449 Steel ingots and castings____do____ r 7,436 8,283 9,134 9,074 8,795 Lead ut steel______._......._do____ 8,177 9,123 10,005 9,900 8,408 
Mine, ore and concentrate, content. 180,518 187 , 205 274,832 293 , 180 308 ,172 Refined, primary.________________ 140,614 137 , 322 169,175 167,711 172 ,618 Magnesium..____..____--___________- 8,080 8, 485 9,170 6,099 7,879 Mercury.____..._....76-pound flasks... _....____ 73 20) --ee eee 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Canada: Production of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

Mctals—Continued 
Molybdenum_.__-__.._.......-.___--- 878 556 4,335 9,262 9,764 
Nickel §______....-..-_-_.._-.------- 196,885 207 ,287 242 , 496 202 , 855 224,033 
Platinum and platinum-group metals 

troy ounces_. 357 ,651 376 ,238 463 ,127 396 ,059 403 ,270 
Selenium___.___...__.._.._kilograms_- 212 ,630 211,258 232 ,273 261,002 341 ,201 
Silver__........thousand troy ounces... 29 , 840 29,903 31,917 33 , 418 36 , 426 
Tellurium___..___........_kilograms..- 34,855 35,281 31,658 32, 767 37,239 
Thorium (ThO:)..-...........-.do___- 35,171 44,403 21,019 39 ,641 53 ,246 
Tin, mine__._____....__.._long tons__ 414 157 168 317 237 
Titanium slag (70-72 percent TiQ2)...-_- 344,115 494,164 495 ,248 476 , 067 546 , 539 
Tungsten, concentrate (W content).....  -_-.-..-. NA 1,334 1,506 NA . 
Uranium (U30s3)_.-._..._.-_-__-_----- 7,576 6,609 4,031 3,412 3,405 
x ttrium (Y2O3)........_...-kilograms.. ....-.-..0 -.-.----.0 --------- 9,400 72,610 

ine: 
Mine, ore and concentrate, content. 451 ,032 662 ,186 826 ,377 949,790 1,133,054 
Refined, primary__.__......-.-.--- 257,658 306 ,380 325,313 347,100 359 , 369 

Nonmetals: . 
Asbestos_.___.........thousand tons__ 1,157 1,289 1,259 1,342 1,309 
Barite_._.....- 222 157,398 1538 , 449 184,180 200 ,829 181 ,052 
Cement ®___.._..._...-thousand tons. 6,364 +*7,119 r 7,645 8,157 7,160 
Clays and products ” . 

value, thousands. _ $35 , 293 $37,768 * $389,625 $39 , 734 $40 ,283 
Diatomite__._._......----. 2-2 ee 724 1,037 74 64 NA 
Feldspar (shipments). ......-...------ 7,809. 8,300 9, 892 9,910 9,575 
Fluorspar ¢....__._._..---.-.-_---_-- 77,000 87,000 102 ,000 72,000 80,000 
Gypsum and anhydrite... thousand tons. r 5,402 5,770 5,720 5,421 4,466 
Lime__.-.-.-.-..----.--------do.__- 1,316 1,398 1,470 1,403 - 1,264 
Lithium concentrate (Li2zO) §....._..__- 292 479 460 115 257 
Magnesite and brucite 

value, thousands_ . $3 , 182 $3 , 302 $3,710 $3 , 652 $3 ,183 
. Mica (shipments)___..._....-.---...-- 536 544 248 247) __-_-_---- 

Nepheline syenite__._-._......-.-.-_-- 230 , 424 263 , 356 308 , 425 332 , 659 368, 585 
Potash (K2O equivalent).__..__.._-_-- 568 ,675 778,679 1,352,878 1,805,386 2,207,169 
Pyrite and pyrrhotite___.______._____- 432 ,215. 319,191 320 , 060 296 , 606 340 , 546 
Salt._..............._thousand tons... - 13,377 3,613 4,159 4,075 4,855 
Sand and gravel._____._.__.__..do___- 159 , 404 161, 900 186 ,208 197 ,075 201 ,306 
Sodium sulfate..___.______.. 1... 233 , 067 302 , 331 313, 403 367 , 693 385,581 
tone: 

. Crushed....._....thousand tons- __ 51,984 _ 57,082 r 63,961 e 69 ,000 NA 
Building and ornamental °9_._do____ 177 245 r 186 e193 NA 

Sulfur 10.0022 do.__. 1,668 - 2,182 2,450 2,368 2,710 
Tale, soapstone, and pyrophyllite 

(shipments)-_......__._..-..-.------ 49,215 52,736 47 , 933 63 , 634 53 , 887 
Mineral fuels: 

Coal: 
Bituminous._..._.__thousand tons-_ 7,894 8 , 460 8,641 8,449 8,516 
Lignite............._..._.--do___- 1, 700 1,809 1,872 1,885 1,822 

Coke, high-temperature. ___.____do____ 3, 883 3,940 3,963 4,015 4,019 
Fuel briquets._____.._._.__.___..do___- 66 54 63 e 53 NA 
Natural gas____..._million cubic feet_. 1,111,478 ' 1,327,664 -1,442,448 1,341,833 1,465,372 
Peat moss...____._____thousand tons_- 221 232 261 258 251 
Petroleum: 

Crude._thousand 42-gallon barrels... * 257,662 274,626 *296,419 320 , 467 352 , 526 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline, total.___._._.do___- 119,608 124,988 128 ,652 136,369 141, 962 
Kerosine and jet fuels...do____ 26 ,288 25,414 25,379 26,198 27,560 
Distillate fuel oil..._...do____ 93 , 900 94,139 99 ,653 107 , 770 106 ,230 
Residual fuel oil___.__..do____ 45,312 47,635 47,730 51,821 54,598 
Lubricants___._.......do____ 1,888 © 1,816 1,832 1,735 2,028 
Other products______.._do____ 23 , 606 27,123 28 , 342 31,820 32 ,600 
Refinery fuel and loss___do_._. 20 , 962 21,266 23 , 468 25,626 25,390 

Total_...___..___..--do____ 331,514 342,381 355 , 056 381,339 390,375 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. tT Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Antimony content of antimonial lead alloys, flue dust, and dore slag. 
2 Refined metal and bullion plus recoverable bismuth content of concentrates exported. 
3 Refined metal from domestic ores plus cadmium content of some exported ores and concentrates. 
4 All forms; excludes the cobalt in nickel sinter shipped to the United Kingdom by International Nickel Co., 

but includes cobalt in Falconbridge nickel-copper matte to Norway. 
5 Refined nickel and nickel in produced oxide and recoverable nickel in exported matte. 
6 Cement shipped or used by producers. 
7 Value including bentonite and products from common, stoneware, fire clay, and other types of clay. 
8 Spodumene concentrates. 
9 Building, ornamental, paving, and similar uses of granite, limestone, marble, slate, and sandstone. 
10 Includes sulfur from natural gas and from pyrite, pyrrhotite, and smelting of sulfide ores. 

NOTE.—Table excludes the following items that were produced but not recorded in official statistics: abra- 
sives, lightweight aggregates, carbon black, indium, mineral pigments, roofing granules, vanadium oxide, 

elium.
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| TRADE : 

In 1967, mineral commodity exports Economic Community. Within the past few 
valued at $3.05 billion accounted for nearly years Japan has assumed an increasingly 
30 percent of Canada’s total exports valued prominent role in the export pattern, 
at $10.28 billion. Crude materials made up particularly for products of the western 
slightly more than half the value of mineral _ provinces. 
commodity exports. By categories, nonfer- Total merchandise imports in 1967 were 
rous metals accounted for $1,530 million, valued at $10.25 billion. Of the total, 
ferrous metals, $570 million; nonmetallics, $7.42 billion was from the United States. 
$370 million; fuels, $515 million. Although Mineral commodity imports in 1967 totaled 
the 1967 values of both mineral and total $1.40 billion, less than half the value of 
exports represent new highs, the relative similar exports. Leading import items were 
importance of minerals has fallen since rolled steel products ($188 million) and 
the 1960 peak year when minerals exports coal ($129 million), both of which were 
comprised 34.5 percent of the total. This virtually all from the United States. Most 
mainly reflected growth in the export of of the crude petroleum ($329 million) 
manufactured goods. Although the market came from Venezuela. By categories, 
for Canadian mineral products is world- metallic materials valued at $648 million, 
wide, more than 80 percent has tradition- and mineral fuels, valued at $666 mi_lion, 
ally gone to the United States, the United accounted for over 94 percent of Canada’s 
Kingdom, and countries of the European mineral commodity imports. 

Table 2.—Canada: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 -~ 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 . 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

. Alumina, Al content_.._..___.-_-- 7,048 11,848 United States 11,539; Spain 200. 
Serap___.___-_----- e+e 35 , 304 41,522 United States 26,235; Italy 11,735. 
Pigs, ingots, wire bars, ete_.___..-- 641 , 850 649,890 United States 346,677; United 

Kingdom 131,630; Japan 29,099. 
Bars, rods, sheets, castings.-_---_ ---- 23 , 969 30,959 United States 10,924; India 5,517; 

United Kingdom 3,381. 
Foil_........-.-_-----_-.-------- 395 266 United States 100; New Zealand 

. _ 60; United Kingdom 50. 
Fabricated materials, n.e.s__.__-_-- 10 , 543 11,1938 Mexico 2,869; United States 1,719; 

Pakistan 1,648. 
Cadmium.§__-_._._._-..--.-.-------- 619 9138 United Kingdom 541; United 

States 347. 
Calcium metal_.__.__._._..kilograms_ . 67,268 110,132 United States 75,069; Belgium- 

| Luxembourg 20,049. 
Cobalt: 

Metal___.______.-_-------------- 133 285 United States 272. 
Oxides and salts, gross weight_-~.-_- 641 593 United Kingdom 574. 

Columbium concentrate !___kilograms_ - 843 , 824 691,400 All to United States. 
opper: 

Ore and matte, metal content____-_- 78 , 926 86,081 Japan 51,216; Norway 15,070; 
United States 8,832. 

Scrap, slag, sludge___..___._.------ 18,650 27,023 United States 20,874 West Germany 

Refinery shapes--.......-...----- | 181,285 172,992 United Kingdom 83,353; United 
_States 77,093. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, shapes, etc.__-___- 31,971 26,924 Norway 9,021; United States 6,364. 
Pipe and tubing. -___.-_------ 7,594 15,126 United States 10,455; New Zealand 

Wire and cable_..____-------- 2,416 2,791 United States 2,564; New Zealand 

Iron and steel: " 
Iron ore.._...__-.--thousand tons. - 31,293 31,186 United States 24,671; United 

Kingdom 2,257. 
Pig iron_._....__-.-.-..---do___. 525 460 United States 401; United 

Kingdom 31. 
Ferroalloys: 

Ferrochrome-___.__.-.-------- 186 32 All to United Kingdorn. 
Ferromanganese_______ .._-_-- 3, 463 5,191 All to United States. 
Ferrosilicon_._.____..-------- 42,118 34,494 United Kingdom 21,261; United 

States 12,482. 

See footnotes at end of table,
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Table 2.—Canada: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 eee 
Metais—Continued , | 

Iron and Steel—Continued 
Ferroalloys—Continued 

Other (type not specified). ____ 1,681 5,409 West Germany 2,915; United 
States 2,217. 

Steel: 
Ingots and thousand tons_. 276 200 United States 173; Spain 19. 

other primary 
forms. 

Hot and cold rolled do____ 537 602 United States 377; Mexico 67. 
products. 

Pipes and tubes, iron do____ 65 88 United States 58; Nigeria 14. 
and steel. 

Lead: 
Ore and concentrate, metal content. 97 ,037 102,452 United States 50,888; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 29,940; Japan 
11,907. 

Pigs, blocks, shot..____________.._. 117,087 96,586 United Kingdom 39,050; United 
States 32,935; Netherlands 9,262. 

Alloys, scrap, metal, n.e.s_....____.. 9,565 5,990 United States 4,680; Yugoslavia 

Magnesium ¢_..-..__ =. 6,520 5,494 United States 1,805; United King- . Nickel dom 1,514; West Germany 1,421. 
ickel: 

Ore, matte, and speiss, metal 74,687 75,828 United Kingdom 40,246; Norway 
content. 33,717. 

Serap__..--- 2 ee 949 1,073 United States 833; United Kingdom 

Oxide, metal content__._._._______ 37,155 30,509 United States 17,174; United 
Kingdom 4,471. 

Ingots and other refined forms. ____ 122 ,650 120,895 United States 92,261; United 
Kingdom 18,368. 

Fabricated products, n.e.s________. 2,885 3,517 United States 3,126. . 
Platinum-group metals: 

Concentrate, residues troy ounces__ 492,501 431,723 United Kingdom 423,882; Norway 
and matte, content. 7,841. 

Scrap. _._......-__.._____.do.___ 26,815 32,406 United Kingdom 18,743; United 
States 13,663. 

Metals__._____._.________.do.__. 53,450 7,604 United Kingdom 6,428; United 
States 1,131. 

Selenium metals and salts, kilograms.. 204, 663 266,757 United Kingdom 123,513; United selenium content. States 120,837. 
Silver: 

Ore and thousand troy ounces__ 12 ,246 11,850 United States 8,147; Belgium- concentrate, . Luxembourg 2,098. 
metal content. 

Refined metal___._..___.___do.__. 11,268 12,221 United States 12,094. 
Tin, ore and concentrate____long tons__ 216 337 Mexico 186; United Kingdom 120; 

United States 31. 
Titanium slag, 70 percent TiOz!________ 54,217 115,651 All to United States. 
Dranium (U30g) Lee rT 650 653 Do. 

ine: 
. Ore and concentrate, metal content. 442 ,207 536,488 United States 282,993; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 147,182. 
Blocks, pigs, slabs_______.________ 239 , 680 232,378 United States 105,215; United 

Kingdom 96,388. 
Alloys, scrap, dross, ete__.________ 8,295 9,039 United States 6,673; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 1,848. 
Fabricated materials, n.e.s_________ 1,533 1,752 United States 1,156; United 

Kingdom 438. 
Nonmetals: 

Abrasives: 
Fused alumina, crude and grains_ -__ 160, 833 178,570 United States 169,354; United 

Kingdom 9,216. 
Silicon carbide, crude and grains_ _. 82 , 466 89,701 United States 89,664. 

Asbestos: 
Crude._____._____._______.__._.. 112 156 Japan 64, United States 59. 
Milled fiber, all thousand tons__ 1,197 1,312 United States 593; United Kingdom 

grades, 119. 
Barite, crude_._.____________________. 167 , 857 180,578 United States 172,159; Trinidad 

and Tobago 8,418. 
Bentonite, earths and clays!____.______ 4,519 NA 
Cement, portland._..___._____. ______. 303 , 808 369,583 United States 369,325. 
Clay and clay value, thousands __ $8 , 092 $9,245 United States $7,075; Puerto Rico products. $302. 
Feldspar__-____.______._-.__________. 3,398 3,106 All to United States. 
Fluorspar_______.___._________value__ $8, 857 $5,550 All to United Kingdom. 
Gypsum, crude___-___._thousand tons__ 4,306 4,239 All to United States. 
Lime.._. 2.22 eee. 217,122 164,077 United States 160,500. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Canada: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Nonmetals—Continued 
Limestone, crude, crushed, and refuse... 1,146,442 1,225,188 United States 1,219,092. 
Nepheline syenite__.-._..._-.-____ _-_ 224,255 239,154 United States 219,724; United 

Kingdom 5,727. 
Potash materials 1________.--_-....... 1,864,050 1,854,677 All to United States. . 
Salt e.- eee 906 , 500 670,400 Mainly to United States. 
Sand and gravel..___.____..-_____-__- 624,086 635,257 United States 635,090. 
Silica, quartzite._..___.....--._--_ Le 101,181 141,555 All to United States. 
Sodium sulfate.._______..-.-.---_-__- 105 , 547 92,004 Do. 
Stone, rough building and crude, n.e.s.._- 201,966 201,200 United States 194,320; St. Pierre 

and Miquelon 4,684. 
Sulfur, crude and refined_._._......... 1,358,908 1,269,232 United States 712,763; Australia 

78,125. 
Taic and soapstone !________.____._-_-- 2,850 3,259 All to United States. 

Mineral fuels: 
Briquets, coal and coke__.-._______-__- 6,731 22,370 All to United States. 
Coal, bituminous____.._...--.-...-.-. 1,112,197 1,114,761 Japan Bet 159; United States 

Coke, all types (except briquets) --.___- 80,405 79,487 All to United States. 
Natural gas..._.._.__million eubie feet__ 403 , 909 426 ,224 Do. 
Petroleum: . 

- Crude._thousand 42-gallon barrels_- 108,010 123 , 691 Do. — 
Refined products: 

Gasoline, total___......do___- 255 432 United States 426. 
Distillate fuel oil. __._._.do___- 266 346 United States 202; St. Pierre and 

Miquelon 144. 
Residual fuel oil.....__-do___- 1,776 2,048 All to United States. 
Lubricants_._....._._.do___- 34 42 United States 34; St. Pierre and 

Miquelon 3. 
Liquefied gases_...._.._do___- 7,855 10,323 United States 10,051. 

Other petroleum value, thousands__ $2,977 $2,874 Mainly to United States. . 
and coal prod- 
ucts, n.e.s. 

e Estimate. t Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Data are from United States import statistics. 

Table 3.—Canada: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite-.._._._-.-.---...-.-_--_.. 1,857,094 2,290,347 Guyana 1,322,001; Surinam 
659 ,009; Malaysia 293,512. 

Alumina_..-.-.2 222 - ee eee 725,784 732,858 Jamaica 417,098; United States 
166,696; Guyana 118, 491. 

Scrap aluminum and alioys-_--_-__- 30,135 21,234 United States 21,180. 
Pigs, ingots, shot, slabs, ete_._____- 6,300 15,353 United States 8,497; Norway 

4,891; United Kingdom 1,652. 
Semimanufactured products- ---——__ 42,909 55,681 United States 50,801; United 

Kingdom 2,120. 
Pipe, tubes, wire, cable__.________- 797 882 United States 808; United Kingdom 

Manufactured value, thousands. . $3 , 362 $8,726 United States $7,764 United 
materials. Kingdom $410. 

Antimony oxide and salts, metal 279 337 United Kingdom 258; United 
content. States 41. 

Chromium ore and concentrate, 32,122 18,942 United States 7,664; Philippines 
metal content. 5,846; Southern Rhodesia 2,779. 

Copper: 
Ore, concentrate, and scrap, copper 2,141 2,301 United States 2,205. 

content. 
Blocks, pigs, ingots...._....-.-.-- 5,213 9,518 United States 9,514. 
Bars, rods, sheet, tubes, etc__.__. -- 3,885 1,976 United States 1,019; United 

Kingdom 760. 
Wire_..._...-------------------- 255 150 United States 138. 
Oxide and sulfate.__._.._.____...- 163 384 United States 309; United Kingdom 

Alloys, primary and semimanu- 8,809 4,571 United States 2,374; United 
factured forms. Kingdom 1,853. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Canada: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals—Continued 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore__.._...__.__thousand tons__ 4,839 4,392 United States 4,000; Brazil 333. 
Scrap iron and steel__..__________- 926 ,048 651,099 United States 650,037. . 
Pig iron_._______2-_-_-____ eee ee 30 , 367 29,443 U.S.S.R. 16,952; Finland 12,149. 
Ferroalloys: 

Ferrochrome________.-_____-_- 13 ,913 11,372 Republic of South Africa 4,566; 
France 3,787; United States 2,281. 

Ferromanganese..__________-_- 31,354 44,559 Republic of South Africa 48,380; 
United States 939. 

Silicomanganese______._____-_ 714 1,752 Republic of South Africa 1,626; 
United States 126. 

Ferromolybdenum__________-- 181 NA 
Ferrosilicon.________________- 5,679 5,381 United States, 4,414; Republic of 

South Africa 666. 
Ferrotungsten____.__________- 161 87 United Kingdom 70; Austria 14. 
Ferrovanadium__._.__________ 295 434 United States 344; United Kingdom 

. 44.- 
Other.____. 2 2,425 2,061 United-States 2,020. 

Steel ingots and equivalent primary 26,857 34,359 United States 19,897; West 
forms. Germany 12,474. 

Iron and steel products: 
Castings and forgings. ________ 48,177 95,931 United States 92,687. 
Rolled, steel, including 1,490,880 1,110,516 United States 309,029; West 

structurals and rails. Germany 201,818; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 180,578; Japan 
139,780. 

Pipe, tubes, wire, cable________ 220 , 287 251,012 United States 83,611; Japan 
75,637; United Kingdom 
46 ,026. 

Lead: 
Primary and fabricated forms- _____ 298 774 United States 431; Netherlands 

200; United Kingdom 142. 
Oxide._____-________ le 1,075 1,364 United States 592; Mexico 430; 

- United Kingdom 342. 
Manganese: 

Ore and concentrate, manganese 81,176 167,015 Ghana 85,402; Brazil 33,338. 
content. 

Metallic manganese__.____________ 2,907 2,414 United States 1,373; Republic of 
South Africa 692. 

Magnesium metal___________________-_ 1,489 2,781 United States 1,726; U.S.S.R. 

Mercury -____.____._.76-pound flasks__ 14,091 5,324 Mexico 1,338; United States 1,808; 
Spain 911; Peru 616. 

Molybdenum: Molybdic oxide, gross 345 302 All from United States. 
weight. 

Nickel, unwrought and semimanu- 13 , 653 28,709 United States 18,639; Norway 
factured, including alloys. 9,788. 

Platinum and group troy ounces__ 233 , 603 197,853 United Kingdom 192,861. 
metals. 

Silver____...._.thousand troy ounces__ 13,413 14,478 United States 14,452. 
Sodium metal__________________-_____- 4,277 6,855 United States 6,853. 
Tin: Blocks, pigs, bars__.___long tons__ 4,993 4,322 Malaysia 3,101; United States 783. 
itanium: 

Dioxide, pure and extended_-_-____._ 10,069 10,343 United States 9,611; United King- 
om 600. 

Metallic titanium________________- 729 1,288 United States 1,249. 
Tungsten, in ore and concentrate__.___- 162 238 Mainland China 117; United 

States 67; Bolivia 37. 
Zine: 

Pigs, slabs, blocks, anodes______ ___ 15 114 United Kingdom 101; United 
States 13. 

Bars, plates, sheets, disks, shells____ 1,242 999 United States 985; West Germany 
4. 

Fabricated materials______________ 1,007 862 United States 829. 
Dust and granules________________ 1,217 1,181 United States 880; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 300. 
Nonmetals: 

Barite, ground______________________- 3,344 3,778 United States 3,668. 
Bentonite, clay and drilling mud_-_-_-___-_ 165 ,256 174,371 All from United States. 
Cement, all types__.__._-_____________ 34,128 45,918 United States 17,426; United 

Kingdom 12,401; Belgium-Luxem- 
bourg 6,410. 

Clays, ground or unground____________ 315,163 301,463 United States 236,666; United 
Kingdom 64,773. 

Cryolite, natural__.____________- 2 _- 2,196 3,312 Denmark 3,012; United States 300. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Canada: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Nonmetals—Continued 
Diamond: 

Unset.___._.....thousand carats_. 70 68 Belgium-Luxembourg 38; Israel 16. 
Industrial_..._-._....-__.-.do___. 1,097 1,167 United States 710; Belgium- 

. Luxembourg 251. 
Dust....-..._..---.--._-.do__.. 189 232 United States 222. 

Diatomaceous earth. ..._._._______-_-- 22,760 26,508 All from United States. 
Fluorspar..--..-._.-_..-.-.-_-----_-- 63 , 365 68 ,332 Mexico 54,691; United States 

0,345. 
Fuller’s earth. .____-..-.2 +e -- 6,223 6,915 All from United States. 
Gypsum, crude_.._._-___._-.-_-_-.-_-- 68,431 77,939 Mexico 77,110. 
Lime..___.__.__.__--- e+e - 22 , 982 26,534 United States 26,449. 
Magnesium compounds: 

Dolomite, calcined___._.__-_-..--- 26,995 15,628 All from United States. 
Magnesia, dead burned_.:-___--._-- 32,677 31,586 United States 19,618; Yugoslavia 

6,564; Austria 3,749. 
Mica, unmanufactured____._..._-_--_-- 2,725 2,889 United States 2,833. 
Phosphate rock. ___._.. thousand tons_-_ 1,538 1,979 United States 1,885. 
Phosphate fertilizers. .._...._.-_-_-_-_-- 129 ,905 105,347 All from United States. 
Potash products, fertilizers...._.._._-- 73,897 60,475 United States 29,808; France 

; 14,069; West Germany 13,411. 
Salt and brine__.___.__ 2. 2-2 ee 400 ,612 462,252 Mexico 200,348; United States 

158,424; Bahamas 69,313. 
Sand and gravel___...__. thousand tons__ 518 514 Mainly from United States. 
Silica sand_..__......._.....--do__-. 757 919 United States 910. 
Sodium sulfate and Glauber’s salt___ ~~~ 26 , 624 28,360 United States 20,748; United 

Kingdom 7,098. 
Stone, crushed, thousand tons- ~ 1,355 1,308 United States 1,304. 

including stone 
refuse. 

Stone, cut (granite, marble, slate, and 24,5386 26,516 United States 20,668; Republic of 
other). . South Africa 2,266. 

Sulfur, elemental.__._..__..__-_------- 147,146 131,963 United States 131,918. 
Tale and soapstone. ___...__-.-.------ 25,272 22,065 United States 21,687. 
Vermiculite, crude_____._-_...-_._.----- 25,886 26,153 United States 23,758; Republic of 

South Africa 2,395. 
Mineral fuels: 

Asphalt and value, thousands. . $3868 $487 United States $402. 
bituminous 

. materials, crude. 
. Coal: 

Anthracite. .......thousand tons__ 581 539 All from United States. 
Bituminous and do____ 14,473 14,372 Do. 

subbituminous. 
Briquets, coal and coke__...._---- 7,198 5,972 Do. 

Coke, all types thousand tons- _ 892 983 Do. 
(except briquets). . 

Natural gas.._...__-million cubic feet__ 15,673 43,551 Do. 
Petroleum: 

Crude__thousand 42-gallon barrels- - 144,184 146,077 Venezuela 71,840; Iran 21,567; 
Saudi Arabia 15,965. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline, total___..._...do__-- 3,108 2,791 Netherlands Antilles 1,152; Panama 

682; Venezuela 555. 
Kerosine and jet fuel_..do_._. 4,587 4,419 Netherlands Antilles 2,087; 

Venezuela 1,062; United King- 
dom 792. 

Distillate fuel oil.......do____ 15,915 14,844 Venezuela 10,310; Netherlands 
Antilles 2,860. 

Residual fuel oil_......_.do__-- 31,028 30,471 Netherlands Antilles 11,966; 
Venezuela 10,097; United States 
4,717. 

Lubricants_...._...__.do___-. 1,658 1,871 Mainly from United States. 
Liquefied petroleum do._.. 100 84 Do. 

gases. 
Other refinery do__._ 2,289 478 Do. 

products. . 
Other petroleum and value, thousands. - $5,929 $9,333 United States $7,533 United 

coal products. Kingdom $1,645. 
ns 

e Estimate. NA Not available.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Copper.—With the addition of six new 
sources, bringing the total to more than 

Aluminum.—Despite voluntary curtail- 76 mines, Canada’s 1967 copper produc- 
ments by Aluminum Company of Canada tion reached a record high, nearly 20 
Ltd. and a strike at the Canadian British percent above that of 1966. The industry 
Aluminium Company Ltd. plant, primary was stimulated by the prolonged USS. 
aluminum production set a record in 1967. copper strike and the price increase to 
Shipments to domestic consumers were (Canadian producers, from 42.5. cents 
estimated at 168,000 tons, down slightly (U.S.) at the beginning of 1967, to 47.5 
from the 1966 figure. Exports totaled 690,- cents through November and December. 
000 tons in 1967, compared with 650,000 Exploration resulted in the discovery of 
tons in 1966. several new ore bodies, and development 

Completion early in 1967 of the major  a¢ many known deposits substantially in- 
portion of modernization and expansion creased reserves. Sixteen new mines will 
projects at Aluminum Company of join the list of Canadian copper producers 
Canada’s five smelters resulted in record by 1971.5 Longer range projections call 
company output of 796,000 tons. This fo5- an increase in annual output of 270,- 
represents 92 percent of the new total 900 tons of new metal by 1973. 
capacity. To avoid excessive stock in- Mines in Ontario accounted for 46 per- 
ventories, operating rates were reduced in cent of the copper produced in 1967. The 
June and August to 87.5 percent of great bulk of Ontario’s increase reflects 
capacity. In addition the parent company the first full year’s output of the Ecstall 
Alcan Aluminium Ltd. (Alcan) has greatly Mining Ltd.6 Kidd Creek open pit zinc- 
intensified activities abroad. Smelters of copper mine near Timmins. The first 2,700- 
Alcan subsidiaries and affiliates in Norway, ton-per-day section of the mill, at Hoyle, 
Sweden, Brazil, India, and Japan produced went into service in November 1966. The 
473,000 tons of new metal in 1967 and milling rate was increased to 8,200 tons 
mines in Jamaica and Guyana supplied per day early in 1967. At this rate, annual 
1,100,000 tons of alumina and 900,000 recovery of copper in concentrates ap- 
tons of bauxite, much of which came to proximates 45,000 tons per year, all of 
Canada. In Australia, Alcan holds a 20- which is shipped to the Noranda smelter. 
percent interest in the new plant of In British Columbia, mine copper output 
Queensland Alumina Ltd. and will bring increased from 48,000 tons in 1966 to 
the Alcan Australia Ltd. (wholly owned) nearly 75,000 tons in 1967, as three new 
smelter into operation at 30,000 tons per ines commenced production: Granisle 
year in 1969. Copper Ltd., Minoca Mines Ltd., and 

The Canadian British Aluminium Com- Western Mines Ltd. As with all British 
pany Ltd. smelter at Baie Comeau, Quebec, Columbia copper producers except the 
reported production of 79,550 tons in the Anaconda Company mine at Britannia 
company’s financial year ending July 31, Beach, the output of the new mines was 
1967, compared with 92,600 tons in 1966. exported to Japan in the form of con- 
A strike shutdown on May 16 resulted in centrates. Three more operations are 
frozen potlines and lack of production scheduled to start production by 1969: 
through the final months of the fiscal Brenda Mines Ltd. at Peachland, Falcon- 
period. Expansion of facilities underway bridge Nickel Mines Ltd. Wesfrob mine in 
will raise annual plant capacity from the Queen Charlotte Islands, and Granduc 
98,000 to 105,000 tons by early 1968. Mines Ltd. on the Unuk River. 
When the third potline is completed in The blister and matte products of the 
1970 or 1971, production should be about six copper and copper-nickel smelters in 
160,000 tons. Canada, with the exception of Falcon- 

Canadian consumption of primary and bridge products exported for processing in secondary metal was 220,500 tons in 1966, ss 
compared with 193,315 and 156,438 in * Department of Energy, Mines and Re- . . sources, Mineral Resources Division. The Can- 1965 and 1964, respectively. Consumption adian Mineral Industry in 1967-Preliminary. 
in 1967 approximately equaled that of we Wholly owned subsifiary ot Mexas Gulf Suk 1966. phur Co, Inc., of the United States.
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Norway, continued to be refined at the Addison Mines Ltd. (188,459 ounces), 
Canadian Copper Refiners Ltd. plant Dome Mines Ltd. (178,988 ounces), and 
near Montreal, Quebec, and the Interna- Campbell Red Lake Mines Lid. (170,359 
tional Nickel Company of Canada Ltd. ounces). 
plant at Copper Cliff, Ontario. Their out- The average price per ounce to Can- 
put totaled 453,611 tons in 1967, compared adian producers during 1967 was Can$37.- 
with 393,647 tons in 1966. Refined copper 75, compared with $37.71 in 1966. The | 
exports in 1967 totaled 250,309 tons, in- current Gold Mining Assistance Act ex- 
cluding 133,447 to the United States and  pired on December 31, 1967, but it was 
85,281 to the United Kingdom. Shipments promptly extended, without material 
to domestic consumers were 203,570 tons change, through 1970. Payment to 38 
in 1967 and 238,188 in 1966. Canadian mines amounted to Can$13,142,842 in 
manufactures in 1965 (1964 in paren- 1966, bringing the total cost since this 
theses) consumed the following tonnages assistance began in 1948 to Can$231 mil- 
of copper products: Copper rolled prod- lion. Only three of the 33 mines operating 
ucts including pipe, tube, etc., 57,146 at the close of 1967, will not receive cost 
(57,222) ; brass rolled products including assistance: Campbell Red Lake Mines Ltd., 

pine, ee ete. soe Vibe By, anc Giant Yellowknife Mines Ltd., and Rycon 
rod mill products, , (99,313); an Mines Ltd. 

miscellaneous other products, 1,740 
(1,945). | Iron Ore, Pig Iron, and Steel.—Iron 

_ ; : . ore production continued to expand in 
Gold.—Canada’s gold production fell 1966’ and 1967 but the steel industry out- 

below 3 million ounces in 1967, the lowest t di t hat 1 

since 1946. For the past 8 years, casual _ » Fesponcns 2 a somewhat ower 
ties among gold mines resulting from ex- | omestic demand, fell below the 1965 peak 

haustion of ore reserve and/or loss of in both years. Following the established 

marginal reserves due to rising costs have pattern, foreign markets took abou t three- 
averaged about six per year. From the fourths of the mine output of iron ore. 
eak period around 1941 when 146 vro- Shipments to United States amounted to 

thace as 3 million ounces. the number °; 23-9 million tons in 1967 (24.7 million in 

producers had fallen to 33 at yearend 1966). The | United Kingdom again took 
1967. Among the seven mines that sus- about 3 million tons and Italy, Japan, the 

pen de d operation in 1966 and the five in Netherlands, and other countries received ; 

1967 were six long-time producers: Tech- saver quant. nd -ncluded 

Hughes Gold Mines Ltd., McKenzie Red e Canadian iron ore industry incluce | 
Lake Gold Mines Ltd., Porcupine Pay- 20 companies producing direct shipping 

master Ltd Pickle-Crow Gold Mines Ltd ores, concentrates, and pellets and four 

all in Ontario; Sullivan Consolidated Mines recovering relatively small quantities of 
. ? . iron byproducts from base metal and ti- 

Ltd., in Quebec; and Cariboo Gold Quartz . Nearly 75 £ th 

Mining Co. Ltd., in British Columbia, ‘2m ores. Nearly fo Pere eaces | the 
Canada’s largest producer of placer gold, nation's iron ore 1s mined by three “arse 

. companies in the Quebec-Labrador (New- 
Yukon Consolidated Gold Corp. Ltd., also . 
ceased operation late in 1966 foundland) area of eastern Canada. Eight 

. vp : " __ other companies, including two byproduct 
Thirty-eight lode gold producers—10 . . . 

in Quebec, 20 in Ontario, and 8 in the producers in Ontario, contributed 20 per- 

western provinces and _ territories—ac- cent of the total in 1967. British C olum- 
counted for nearly 82 percent of the year’s bia’s 5 percent of the total production was 

output. About 18 percent was recovered from me several small oduce, on Van- 

as a byproduct of base metal ores, and couver Island, the new producer on Queen 
ve Charlotte Island, and the Consolidated 

0.3 percent was from placer operations. Mining and Smelting Co. sinter byproduct 

The largest individual producer was Giant 1 nt sa etung Mo. sinter byP 

Yellowknife Mines Ltd., in the Northwest P en vend 1967. iron oduction 
Territories (226,696 ounces). Despite its _yeare 20%; FON OTe ae 

imminent closure, set for March 1968, due capacity was estimated at about 48 million 

to exhausted reserves, the second largest ‘MS: of which about half representated 

producer was Hollinger Consolidated Gold pellet production capacity. Ten pellet 

Mines Ltd., at Timmins, Ontario (191,866 plants were in operation in Canada at 
ounces). Others in Ontario were Kerr yearend, including the newly completed
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plant of Dominion Foundries & Steel Ltd. Mines Ltd. copper and iron ore operation 
at the Sherman Mine, Timagami, Ontario. on the Queen Charlotte Islands in British 

After over 70 years of continuous op- Columbia was opened. This company’s 
eration, DOSCO Industries Ltd. closed entire output of iron sinter and pellet con- 
its Belle Island mine in Newfoundland in  centrates, from plants rated at nearly 1 
mid-1966 because of operational losses and million tons annually, has been contracted 
the inability to compete. An expansion to Japan for 10 years. 
program initiated in 1966 by Iron Ore Capacity of the 16 blast furnaces and 
Company of Canada raised the annual 11 electric furnaces that operated during 

capacity of its Carol pellet plant at Lab- 1967 was rated at 8.42 million tons. Steel- 

rador City, Newfoundland, from 7 mil- making facilities, as of December 31, 1967, 

lion to 10 million tons. 4 Under i bo66. were rated 11.69 million tons; 11.24 mil- 

venture agreement signed in mid. > lion tons for ingots and 0.45 million tons 
Steep Rock Iron .Mines Ltd. and Algoma ; 

. . for castings. The Department of Energy, 
Steel Corp. Ltd. began increasing ore out- M; aR i \ ° 
put and started construction of a pellet ines and Resources lists 18 companies 
plant at Steep Rock Lake, Ontario. The Producing pig iron and ingot steel, 11 
plant, which has an annual capacity of | producers of ferroalloys, and more than 30 

1.35 million tons, commenced operation additional companies making various types 
in 1967. During the year, the Wesfrob of castings. | 

Table 4.—-Canada: Salient iron and steel statistics | 

(Thousand metric tons) 

| 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Blast furnace feed: 
Tron ore: 

From Canadian mines__--.-..----------- 697 770 499 568 399 
Imported..__......--_.-..--------_---.- 1,618 1,192 1,317 976 672 

Sinter, pellets, etc.: 
From Canadian mines_.._.._._.__------. 1,881 2,133 2,791 3,857 4,717 
Imported_.......---------------------- 2,778 8,841 8,455 2,712 .2,097 | 
Made in iron and steel plants__._.__.._._-. 1,585 1,648 1,555 1,614 1,344 

Biast furnace output: 
Pig iron_____._.__-_-__----..---------------- 5, 366 5, 933 °6,409 6,543 6,296 
Ferroalloys.—-_....._._.-.-.---------------- 130 151 165 170 152 

Steel furnace feed: 
Pig iron_.__.___..-_---_-.------------------ 4,613 5,131 5,575 5, 734 5, 529 
Serap___________-___-------------- .------- 3,688 4,200 4,751 4,548 4,507 

Steel furnace output: _—_ 7 7 
Ingots___.___.._..--_.-.-.---------------- 17,3816 8,136 8,950 - 8,903 8,665 
Castings._...._.________-.-.---------------- 114 147 148 171 130 

Total.______._._____-------------------- 7,480 8,283 9,098 9,074 8,795 

Rolled steel products: oe 
Carbon steel: 

Hot rolled___._..-_-------------------- 5, 725 6,264 6,872 6, 735 5,690 
Cold rolled and coated__...._._--------.- 2,265 2,595 2,798 2,807 2,355 

Alloy steel_..._....------------------------ 187 264 335 358 363 

Total______._.____-_---_---------------- 8,177 9,123 10,005 9,900 8,408 

A record high investment of $200 mil- at 80,000 tons’ annual capacity. Construc- 

lion by iron and steel companies in 1967 _ tion of large new blast furnaces was started 
was largely in raw material supply facilities in 1966 by The Steei Company of Canada 
and improvements in existing works. New- Ltd. in Hamilton and at the Sault Ste. 
foundland Steel Company started its new Marie works of Algoma Steel Corp. Ltd. 

60,000-ton-per-year steel plant at Octagon Projects completed in 1967 included an 

Pond, Newfoundland, in August 1966. additional electric furnace at Quebec Iron 

At Kimberly, British Columbia, also in & Titanium Corp., Sorel, Quebec, which 
1966, Cominco Ltd. began steel production, raised that plant’s pig iron capacity 20 
using a pig iron byproduct from lead-zinc percent to about 500,000 tons per year; 
sulfide ores. The Cominco plant consists and new electric furnaces of 40- and 20- 
of an 18-ton basic oxygen furnace rated ton rating, respectively, by the Burlington
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Steel Company in Hamilton and the Can- Pine Point Mines Ltd., on Great Slave 

adian Steel Foundries in Montreal. Lake, acquired the adjoining Pyramid Min- 

In October 1966, Hawker Siddeley of ing Company Ltd. claims and embarked 

Canada Ltd. announced plans to close the on a mill expansion project that will raise 

DOSCO Steel Ltd. works at Sydney, Nova daily ore input capacity from 4,500 to 

Scotia, early in 1968. The desision, which 7,300 tons. 

will affect some 3,000 employees, is attrib- Canada’s zinc reduction capacity has 

uted to inability to compete with foreign been raised 20 percent in the past 2 years 

suppliers and excessive operational losses. to 474,000 tons per year on December 31, 

The Government of Nova Scotia later 1967. In addition to substantial increases 

agreed to purchase the plants at yearend at the plants of Electrolytic Zinc Limited 

1967 and to continue operation on a _ at Valleyfield, Quebec, and Cominco Ltd. 

subsidy basis until a solution to the prob- at Trail, British Columbia, the East Coast 

lems can be developed. Siderurgie de Que- Smelting and Chemical Co. Limited 

bec (Sidbec) sponsored by the Provincial brought Canada’s first Imperial Smelting 

Government was negotiating for purchase Process furnace into operation early in 

of the DOSCO steel mills in the Province 1967, at Belledune, New Brunswick. The 

of Quebec. new facility is designed for annual recovery 
of 47,000 tons of zinc, 44,000 tons of lead, 

Lead and Zinc.—Continuing the recent 2.6 million ounces of silver, 23 tons of 
trend, production of both lead and zinc cadmium, and 220,000 tons of sulfuric 

set new records in 1967. Mine production acid.’ 
increased 5° and 19 percent respectively Until the East Coast Smelting and 

above the 1966 figures. Canada retained Chemical Co. entered the picture, Can- 
first place among world producers of zinc ada’s entire output of refined lead was . 

and third, after the U.S.S.R. and Australia, produced by Cominco Ltd. Production 

in mine production of lead. Official lists reported by that company was 170,158 
for 1967 name 22 Canadian lead producers tons in 1967, compared with 167,712 tons 
and 38 zinc producers, but many of these in 1966. : 
mines produce both metals, frequently with More than three-fourths of the mine 

coproduct copper and precious metals. All output of lead and zinc was exported 
provinces and territories except Prince either in ore and concentrate or as primary 
Edward Island contributed substantial metal. Lead exports in 1967 at 234,519 
quantities of lead and zinc. By percentage tons (114,481 tons in ores and concentrates 
of total Canadian mine production, re- and 120,038 tons refined metal) were 

gional output of zinc and lead (the latter about 18 percent higher than in 1966. 
in parentheses) in 1967 was as follows: Zinc exports totaling 937,445 tons (66/7,- 
Maritime Provinces, 17.3 percent (21.8 420 tons in ores and concentrates, 270,025 
percent); Quebec and Ontario, 47.5 per- tons refined) were 22 percent higher than 
cent (2.2 percent); Western Provinces 16.5 in 1966. The principal markets for both 
percent (33.1 percent); Yukon and North- metals included The United States and 

west Territories, 18.7 percent (42.9 per- The United Kingdom. Japan took large 
cent). quantities of both metals, mostly in con- | 

The sudden rise in mine zinc production centrate form. 
in 1967 was due largely to the full year of 
operation at Texas Gulf Sulphur Co.’s Molybdenum.—Despite a fire in October 

Ecstall Mining Ltd. open pit mine near that destroyed the Molybdenum Corpora- 

Timmins, Ontario. The expanded mill tion of Canada Ltd. mill in Quebec, Can- 

capacity of 8,200 metric tons per day was adian molybdenum production was at a 

brought into service in March 1967. Bruns- record high in 1967. With the start of 

wick Mining & Smelting Corp. Ltd. also operation in November by British Columbia 

contributed a full year’s output from its Molybdenum Ltd. near Alice Arm, British 

No. 6 mine that started in 1966. Under an Columbia, nine companies, four in Quebec 

agreement concluded in June 1967, Nor- 
anda Mines Ltd. assumed management of 1 Brunswick Mini 4 Smelting Co i 

operations and will acquire a majority in- Ltd. ‘annual report "for 1967 * gives production 
terest in Brunswick Mining & Smelting data for the year as follows (in tons): Zine, 

Corp. Ltd. In the Northwest Territories, 30:47: Jead, 5,278; silver-lead bullion, 62; sul
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and five in British Columbia, contributed 1971 Inco expects to increase the com- 
to production. Two of these, Gaspé Copper pany’s annual production capacity by 45,- 
Mines Ltd. in Quebec and Bethlehem 000 to 65,000 tons of nickel with the 
Copper Corp. Ltd. in British Columbia, planned new mill, smelter, and refinery 
recovered molybdenum as a byproduct; the facilities. In addition to its Canadian 
others are all primarily molybdenum pro- program, Inco is actively investigating 
ducers. Approximately 82 percent of the nickel resources in Gautemala, New Cal- 
year’s output was mined in British Co-  edonia, the British Solomon Islands, In- 
lumbia. By 1969, when byproduct recovery donesia, and Australia. 

: from the 20,000-ton-per-day open pit cop- Falconbridge Nickel Mines Ltd. expen- 
per operation of Brenda Mines Limited is ditures on mines and plants in 1967 totaled 
scheduled to commence and expansion Can$42 million, compared with Can$26 
projects take effect at several cther prop- million in 1966. The bulk of these funds 
erties, the British Columbia share and have gone into preparation of the Strath- 
total Canadian output are expected to rise cona mine and a 6,000-ton-per-day mill 
materially. Output in 1968 has been fore- that was about ready to start operation 
cast at about 14,000 metric tons.? — at yearend 1967. By mid-1968, ore from 

Although a small quantity of molybd- the new Longvack South mine will also 
enum concentrate was converted to ferro- be treated in the Strathcona mill. 
molybdenum by Masterloy Products Ltd. At yearend, production of nickel metal 
near Ottawa, virtually all of the Canadian and ore reserves, as reported in annual 
output has been exported. In 1967, 10,792 statements of the three principal Canadian 
tons of molybdenum was exported in ores producers in 1966 and 1967 were as 
and concentrates; principal destinations follows: 
were the United Kingdom (2,970 tons),§§©§_£—————-——__________ 
Japan (2,639 tons), and the Netherlands 1966 1967 
(1,584 tons). —— 

. . . . Production (metric tons): 
Nickel.—Canada’s nickel production in Inco --------- 226,889 210,220 

1967 was 10 percent above that of 1966, Ghovttt een 13’ 301 save 
but approximately 18,500 tons below the Ore reserves (million 

; peak output in 1965. Owing to the higher metric tons) 294.7 324.5 

price, 101.5 cents (Canadian) per pound Falconbridge. —------- 50.5 50.5 
in 1967 compared with 84 cents in 1965, orratt Gordon. ~~ --- 1. 
the total value of nickel produced in 1967 . . . . ay . . Domestic consumption of nickel in alloy was considerably higher than in any pre- a . . steel manufacture, plating, coinage, and vious year. | , os . other products amounted to about 9,000 The past year’s nickel production was 1: . : . tons annually in 1966 and 1967. Exports from 22 mines owned by eight companies. . . . 

. of nickel in ore and semiprocessed metal- 
The three fully integrated producers, In- lure; . . . urgical products, mostly to the United ternational Nickel Company of Canada . 

. . . Kingdom and Norway, were at about the Ltd. (Inco), Falconbridge Nickel Mines . 
, . 76,000-ton level in both years. Refined Ltd., and Sherritt Gordon Mines Ltd., op- . , : . . nickel exports, the great bulk of which 

erated 11, five, and one mines, respectively, . . . . . traditionally go to the United States, in Ontario and Manitoba. Independent . . . . . totaled 116,718 tons in 1967, compared shippers included two in Quebec, two in with 120.395 in 1966 
Ontario, and one in British Columbia. ? " 
Exploration and development projects are Silver.—Reflecting additional byproduct 
underway at more than a dozen other recovery from the new nonferrous base 
properties, of which 10 are expected to metal mines, particularly that of Texas 
begin production before 1971. Gulf Sulphur Co. Ltd., Kidd Creek mine 

The major expansion being effected by near Timmins, Ontario, Canadian pro- 
Inco has involved | capital expenditures of duction of silver set a new record in 1967, 
Can$219 million in 1966 and 1967 and about 13 percent higher than in 1966. 
will approach Can$200 million in 1968. Moreover, the 7.8 million ounces reported 

The mine development program aims at —| cougar, Vv. B, and G. P. Wigle. The eight new mines, five in Ontario and three Canadian Molybdenum Industry 1966. Dept. of 
in the Thompson area of Manitoba. By sources’ Division, Min. taf Ball MESS" 187
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for 1967 in concentrate from Kidd Creek containing 16 million pounds UsOs in 
probably ranks it as the world’s largest Hyman Township, 40 miles east of Elliot 
silver mine. The output credited to On- Lake. The company was considering pro- 
tario was up 43 percent. While silver re- duction by 1971. Intense interest has also 
coveries in most of the nine other pro- been shown in the Wanapitei area, north 
ducing provinces and territories remained of Sudbury. In Saskatchewan, Eldorado 
at about the same level, curtailment of Mining and Refining Ltd. was developing 
operations at United Keno Hill Mines anew mine at Uranium City, and uranium 
Limited in the Yukon Territory resulted exploration activities have been reported in 
in a drop of 2.4 million ounces. In 1966, the areas of Lac LaRonge, Foster Lake, 
35 companies accounted for the nation’s and Frobisher Lake in the northern half 
silver production. Nonferrous base metal of the Province. Several areas in Quebec 
operations accounted for 83 percent of have come under investigation, such as the 
the year’s total. Silver-cobalt and silver Johan Beetz and St. Simeon areas on the 
ores supplied 16 percent; about 1 percent north shore of the St. Lawrence River 
of this total was from placer and lode and the Lake Mistassini area northeast 
gold ores. of Chibougamau. 

Approximately two-thirds of the mine In addition to the many Canadian com- 
production of silver is refined in Canada panies that have joined in the recent 
by Canadian Copper Refiners Ltd., Gom- uranium search, the extent of foreign par- 
inco Ltd., The International Nickel Com- _ ticipation is noteworthy. Besides American 
pany of Canada Ltd., several other com- Metal Climax, Inc., Newmont Mining 
mercial plants, and the Royal Canadian Corp., Phelps Dodge Corp., Homestake 
Mint. Canadian consumption of refined Mining Co., and other U.S. companies, 
silver in 1966, totaling 21.3 million ounces, Compagnie de Mokta of France, four West 
was largely (15.5 million ounces) for German firms, and Mitsui Mining & 
coinage. In 1967, the mint suspended Smelting Co. Ltd. of Japan have also ac- 
coinage of silver dollars and half-dollars. quired interests in developing Canada’s 
Beginning in 1968, 10-cent, 25-cent, and uranium potential. 
50-cent coins will be made of nickel. Under a Government policy announced 

Exports of silver in nonferrous base in 1965, Canadian producers may negotiate 
metal ores and concentrates and of refined their own sales contracts consistent with 
metal amounted to 10.4 million ounces and _— peaceful uses concepts. Two such contracts 
13.7 million ounces, respectively, in 1967. were negotiated in 1966: Rio Algom 
Over 77 percent of the total went to the Mine Ltd., for delivery of 7,260 tons of 
United States. However, recorded imports Us3QOs to the United Kingdom over an 8- 
of 5.4 million ounces of refined silver from year period beginning in 1973;° and Rio 
the United States in 1967 indicate that a Algom and Eldorado Mining and Re- 

part of the metal recovered from ores and fining Ltd. jointly to supply 5,900 tons to 

concentrates has been returned to Canada. Ontario Hydro-Electric Power Commis- 

Uranuim.—lIn contrast to the 1959 peak “10D Over 10 years beginning in 1970. In 
. . 1967, contracts were negotiated for 

when 19 Canadian plants shipped 14,400 . 
. . Eldorado to deliver up to 910 tons to a 

tons of uranium oxide (UsOs), the 1967 West G tility. beeinni obabl 
output of 3,400 tons was by three com- . est German utiity, deginming Pr nf 

- oss . in 1968 or 1969. Denison Mines Ltd., Rito 
panies in the vicinity of Elliot Lake, Al d Eldorado. in th rate 
Ontario, and one in Beaverlodge, Saskat- gom, an orado, im tiree sepa 

. contracts, agreed to deliver 14,500 tons to 
chewan. Under the impetus of long-range : eqeas 

eeqegss . . a group of Japanese electrical utilities over 
market possibilities, interest in exploration es 

. : 10 years beginning in 1969. 
and development revived early in 1966 and . 

: . Although the Canadian Government has 
has continued through 1967. Staking of wo. . . . 
we Le 6 ” . maintained a stockpile of uranium oxide, 

claims in all of the “open” areas adjacent ed in Canad ntil 
to the established mines at Elliot Lake and "0OT® Was Consurn m vanada UU 

January 7, 1967, when the 200-megawatt 
Beaverlodge has been followed by renewed . . 

° . Douglas Point Nuclear Power Station, near 
attention to prospects found during the . . . . 

, Kincardine, Ontario, started generation of 
late 1950’s but left dormant. In 1966 and lectricity. A d Canadi uclear 

1967, drilling by Agnew Lake Mines Ltd. “StTC?Y- second Manadian 1 
(a subsidiary of Kerr Addison Mines, oT: 
Ltd.) indicated a 10-million-ton ore body an oniione) Tad30" tone monty exPanded to
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plant was being erected by Quebec Hydro world production through the 1970-80 
Commission at Gentilly, on the south shore decade. 
of the St. Lawrence River. In April, the International Minerals & Chemical Corp. 
Canadian Atomic Energy Control Board (Canada) Ltd. started its second plant 
authorized the addition of two 540-mega- at Gerald, near Esterhazy, in April 1967, 
watt units at the Ontario Hydro site at which brings the number of Canadian 

_ Pickering, Ontario. | producers to four. Expansion of established 
. facilities continued at the Potash Company 

NONMETALS | of America mine and treatment plant at 
oo Saskatoon and at the Kalium Chemicals 

Asbestos.—Reflecting a leveling in con- [ig solution mining operation at Belle 
sumer markets in both Canada and the  pjaine. Five additional producers, all en- 
United States, asbestos production in 1967 gaged in mine preparation and plant con- 

was slightly below the 1966 peak. Approxi- struction programs during 1967, were 

mately 89 percent of the 1967 output was scheduled to come on stream before 1970. 
from 11 mines in southeastern Quebec, A recent news item announced the startup 
about 7 percent was from the two mines of gf one of these, Allen Potash Mines, in 
Cassiar Asbestos Corp. Ltd. in British  jjig_ April 1968. 
Columbia and the Yukon Territory, and 4 With an outlook of world oversupply 

percent was from the Advocate Mines Ltd. for the next few years and heavy involve- 
mine at Baie Verte, Newfoundland. = ment by the United States and other 

_ Programs to increase production or im- foreign control of the Canadian producer 
prove fiber quality were continued through- companies, the industry was confronted 

out 1967 by several large producers in with major marketing problems in 1967. 
Quebec. Canadian Johns-Manville Co. Ltd. prices to Canadian producers fell by about 
and Lake Asbestos of Quebec Ltd. were 95 percent during the year, resulting in 

enlarging open pit operations. Bell Asbestos considerable controversy between producers 
Mines Ltd., one of the few underground and railroads regarding freight rates. In 
asbestos mines in Canada, was sinking a ihe US. Congress, legislation proposing 
new shaft to open a second working level. import quotas has been introduced by rep- 
A new mill will be built at the shaft. resentatives from New Mexico where 

The Yukon Territory became an asbestos potash mines face closure owing to 

producer in 1967 with the opening of the Canadian competition. Canadian objections 
Cassiar Asbestos Corp. Ltd. mine and mill, pave been raised due to the prohibition of 

| designed for 55,000 tons per year, at  [J\§ controlled companies in Canada, to 
Clinton Creek, 40 miles northwest of trade with Communist countries such as 
Dawson. Ontario, also a newcomer tO mainland China. At yearend, the Saskat- 
Canadian asbestos, recorded a small out-  pewan Government was considering meas- 
put in both 1966 and 1967 from the pilot ures to prorate output among the several 

mill of Hedman Mines Ltd. at Matheson, producers. 

near Timmins. In the same general area, Domestic consumption of potash for 
the Reeves mine of Canadian Johns- fertilizer manufacture has been estimated 
Manville Go. Ltd. was scheduled to bring 4; g percent of the 1967 production level. 
its new plant into production at 23,000 Although quantities and destinations of 
tons of fiber per year in 1968. exports are not reported, the United States 

Virtually all of the asbestos produced in imports of potash materials from Canada 

Canada is exported in milled and “shorts” totaled 2.1 million tons in 1967. This 
forms to 70-odd countries. Of the 1.2 indicates that the great bulk of Canadian 
million tons exported in 1967, over 550,- shipments were to the United States. 
000 tons went to the United States. 

Sulfur.—Recovery of sulfur from natural 
Potash.—Canadian potash production, gas and petroleum and from sulfide ores, 

all from mines in southern Saskatchewan, pyrite, and pyrrhotite, totaled 2.7 million 
rose 22 percent in 1967 to more than 2.2 metric tons in 1967. This establishes a 
million tons, in terms of K2O equivalent. quantity record 14 percent higher than in 
This ranks Canada in third place, after 1966. The value of the year’s output, which 
the United States and the U.S.S.R., for reflected a strong market and higher price, 
the year. Canada is expected to surpass increased over 60 percent. Although each 
both countries in 1968, and to dominate of the source categories showed substantial
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gains, the great bulk of the year’s increase _ facilities and consolidation of coal mining 

was in the form of elemental sulfur ex- operations. A concurrent program of the 

tracted from sour natural gas. In 1966, 21. Corporation aims at encouraging the devel- 

sulfur recovery plants, with a total annual opment of other economic endeavors that 

capacity of 2.61 million long tons, were in will eventually replace the mines. The 

operation. Nine new plants with a com- outlook for a continuing rise in coal pro- 

bined capacity of 1.14 million tons were duction in British Columbia. and Alberta 

scheduled to commence production before is based on the growing demand for power 

yearend 1967. All but two of the 30 plants generation and Japanese interest in the 

are in Alberta. The Great Canadian Oil coking coal resources of those provinces. 

Sands Ltd. project, officially opened in Canada’s national coal balance is sum- 

September 1967, includes a sulfur re- marized for recent years as follows: 

covery plant designed to produce 300 tons 
per day. Late in the year, Pan American ——_———_——_——_—_-- rm 

Petroleum Corp. opened a new plant near Million metric tons 
Crossfield, Alberta, to recover 1,480 long 1964 1965 1966 
tons of sulfur per day from sour gas. This =§=———— 

is one of the largest sulfur recovery plants Production-.._..------- 10.8 10.5 10.3 

in North America. Tm Por nthracite...--.--- 6 6 6 
During the latter part of 1967, native Bituminous........ 12.8 14.2 14.2 

sulfur occurrences were discovered 265 rotal available.......... 28.7 £5.38 25.1 — 

miles north-northwest of Edmonton on the Consumption._..-.-_--- 23.5 24.5 23.7 

corner of Wood Buffalo National Park, and Exports. -------------- 1.2 1.1 1.1 

in the Hay River and Winifred Lake ~~ — |. 

regions. The economic potential of these Bere gpominion Coal Board and Dominion 

occurrences has not been fully determined. 

Canadian exports of sulfur in 1967 Principal statistics for the Canadi 1 

totaled 1,609,048 tons nearly half of this rincipal statistics tor the Uanadian Coa 
“ mining industry in 1966, as compiled by 

went to the United States. Smaller quan- Domini B £ Statistics 1° 
or . : . ominion Bureau o tatistics (cor- 

tities were shipped to India, Australia, and . : 
18 other countries. responding data for 1965 in parentheses), 

were as follows: Number of mines, 72 
. (86); average number of employees, 8,564 

. MINERAL FUELS | (9,076); value of production, f.o.b. mines, 

Coal.—Although total coal production $75.4 million ($70.2 million); average 

in 1967 was slightly higher than in 1966, production in metric tons, per man-day_ . 

yearly output has remained close to 10.3 —total, 4.70 (4.71), from strip mines, 

million metric tons for the past 4 years. 18.28 (17.19), and from underground 

Since 1963, rising mine costs and competi- mines, 2.82 (2.82). 
tion from imported petroleum have resulted Subvention payments for the 1966-67 

in a quantitative decline of 12.6 percent fiscal year, April 1 to March 31 (1965-66 

in production from Nova Scotia and New’ in parentheses), were reported by the 

Brunswick. This has been complemented Dominion Coal Board" as follows: ‘Ton- 

by a 15.0-percent rise in output during the nage to which applied, 5.8 million metric 

same period from mines in the three tons (4.1 million); total cost, $34.9 mil- 

western provinces. The continuation of lion ($20.7 million); cost per ton, $5.99 

these trends was given impetus in 1966 ($5.03). Domestic consumption of coal in 

with the decision of Dominion Steel and 1967 including 1.2 million tons for export 

Coal Corp. Ltd. (DOSCO) to transfer its has been estimated at 23,572,000 metric 

Cape Breton Island mines to a Crown tons, of which about 13.7 million was 

Corporation that would phase out the supplied by imports from the United 

local coal mining industry over a 15-year States. 

period. The Cape Breton Development —_—__ . 

Corporation, established by the Dominion ining "Iniustry for Colenier Year 1966. Cat. 
and Provincial Governments, has under- No. 26-206 (annual), November 1967. A 

taken substantial investment in modern Report "1966-67 Ottawa, Canada, 1967.
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Table 5.—Canada: Coal consumption by use 
See 

Consumer 1963 1964 1965 1966. 1967 
eee 

Totai consumption_________thousand metric tons__ 22 ,252 23 , 478 24,500 23 , 653 23,572 

Household_-__..._...-.-.._.._.__._.-_pereent__ 15.6 13.0 10.7 9.0 8.5 
Power and industrial__.________________._do___. 53.7 56.5 60.4 60.4 60.5 | 
Coke and gas____________________________do____ 23.3 22.7 21.8 22.5 22.3 
Transportation_.____......-.......__..___do__.. 2.4 2.3 2.1 2.4 2.4 
Colliery and waste..__.__._._._____._____do___. 7 .6 5 1.0 1.0 
Export__....._._-_- ee do. 4.3 4.9 4.5 4.7 5.3 | 

eee 

Petroleum and Natural Gas.—All sectors totaled 9,548 million barrels, and market- 
of the Canadian petroleum and natural gas_ able reserves of natural gas amounted to 
industries achieved record production in 45,682 billion cubic feet as of December 
1967. Crude oil and condensate output— 31, 1967. 
about 962,300 barrels per day—and nat- Industry activity has been centered 
ural gas liqu'ds—averaging 146,200 bar- recently in the Zamba Lake and Rainbow 
rels—represented a total increase of 9.4 Lake areas of northwestern Alberta where \ 
percent above the 1966 level. Sales of nat- over 100 new oil and gas pools have been 
ural gas averaged 3.14 billion cubic feet designated. In late 1967 a consortium of 20 
per day in 1967, an increase of 11.6 per- companies and the Federal Government, 
cent above the 1966 daily average. Greater organized a company, Panarctic Oi's Ltd., 
exports of crude petroleum and natural to conduct exploration and test drilling in 

_ gas, all to the United States, were in- the northern Arctic Islands. The Great 
fluential factors. Canada shipped addi- Canadian Oil Sands Ltd. project near Fort 
tional petroleum to the United States McMurray in northeastern Alberta was 
during the international petroleum supply officially opened in September. The ven- 
emergency caused by the Middle East crisis ture, which has cost about $217 million, is 
in mid-1967. Increased exports of Canadian designed to produce 45,000 barrels of high- 

gas to the United States were authorized grade synthetic crude oil daily from 100,- 
late in 1966. 000 tons of bituminous sand. 

| Exploration and development drilling ex- Receipts of crude oil, condensate, and 
penditures in Western Canada totaled pentanes at Canada’s 41 refineries totaled 
$535.9 million in 1967, compared with 387.7 million barrels in 1967. Of this total, 
$504.1 million in 1966. Throughout 224.6 million barrels was from domestic 
Canada, survey crews, predominantly sources, 103.3 million barrels from 
seismic, logged a total of 1,156 crew- Venezuela, and the balance largely from 
months, 264 more than in 1966. More than Saudi Arabia, Nigeria, and other countries. 
half of these field activities were in Exports, all to the United States, totaled 
Alberta. A total of 12,851,897 feet was 151.4 million barrels in 1967, compared 
drilled in 3,021 completed wells, of which with 126.9 million barrels in 1966. 
6.6 million feet in 1,543 wells was classi- Domestic sales of Canadian gas in 1967 
fied as exploratory and stratigraphic drili- amounted to 631.9 billion cubic feet (594.1 
ing. Approximately 98 percent of the total billion in 1966), and net exports sales, all 
footage was in Western Canada. Offshore to the United States, totaled 444.6 billion 
drilling, two wells on the west coast and cubic feet in 1967, compared with 389.3 
one on the east coast, totaled about 35,000 billion cubic feet in 1966. 
feet. According to estimates by the 

Canadian Petroleum Association,” proved 12 Canadian Petroleum Association. 1967 Stat- 
reserves of crude oil and natural gas liquids _istieal Yearbook, Calgary, Alberta, 1968.
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By Lester R. Brown, Jr.’ 

In 1967, the Government and copper’ mental to Chile’s economic growth, made 
producers of Chile completed the first year headway during the year but the need for 
of a joint effort to substantially increase extra effort in the four remaining years 

- copper output, copper exports, and foreign also became evident if the 1971 copper 
exchange earnings. production goal of approximately 1.1 mil- 

Chile, recognizing the need for increased _Hion tons is to be attained. 

foreign exchange earnings to cover the One of the added benefits to the Govern- 
financing of additional imports for an in- went anticipated from increased copper 
creasing population, has turned to the . . 7 

. output will be greater tax income from 
- copper industry tc help fulfill these needs. d vrod fits. The additional 

in the shortest possible time. The enact- increased Pr ducer pro ts. ca itiona 
ment of the “Chileanization” laws in 1966 ‘4X income will aid the Government in its 

was the outgrowth of the administration’s anti-inflation program as well as its fiscal 
efforts to carry out these plans. This cop- stability effort. A table of selected Chilean 

per expansion effort, considered funda- economic indicators follows: 

Indicator 1965 1966 1967 

Gross National Product (GNP), at current prices } 
millions of Escudos- - 17, 547 24,336 e 29, 600 

Population 2__..__....-...-.------------------millions_- 8.6 8.8 9.0 
GNP, per capita._..-_------------------------Esecudos.-- 2,040 . 2,765 3,289 
Consumer price index, in percent above previous year !___~-- 26 17 21.9 
Exchange rates, Escudos per U.S.$: ! 

Bankers spot (buying). __....--_.------------------- 3.127 3.955 5.031 
Bankers futures (buying).......__------------------- | 3.3810 4.001 5.031 
Brokers (buying)_.______-..------------------------ 3.739 4.644 5.697 

e Estimate. 
L U.S. Embassy, Santiago, Chile, State Department Airgram A-—654, Economic Trends Report, June 7, 1968. 

11 pp. 
2 U.S. Agency for International Development. Economic Data Book for Latin America: Chile. July 1968. 

12 pp. 

Chile continued to be a significant world Chile continued to be the world’s only 
supplier of certain mineral commodities in producer of natural nitrates as well as the 
1967, the principal one being copper in largest producer of iodine, a byproduct of 
various forms. It ranked third in world the nitrate industry. The country also 
comparisons in production of mine cop- produced significant amounts of iron ore 
per, following the United States and the for domestic and world markets as well as 
U.S.S.R. and remaining slightly ahead of minor amounts of gold and silver, byprod- 
Zambia. It continued to be one of the ucts of the copper industry. 
world’s leading copper-exporting countries. In 1965 the Government administration 
As a coproduct of the copper industry, under President Frei proposed legislation 
molybdenum output continued to rank to greatly expand copper production and 
Chile in third place in a free world com- thereby increase foreign exchange earn- 
parison, behind the United States and i Foreign mineral specialist, Division of 

Canada. International Activities. 
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ings, and to acquire partial ownership of Corp.; the establishment of a 10 percent 
the major copper producers. (Political op- annual rate of depreciation (with certain 
ponents had proposed outright nationaliza- carry-forward provisions) applicable in the 
tion.) To accomplish these ends, the calculation of Andina’s taxable income; the 

: Chileanization program set more attractive establishment of Andina’s obligation to 
and stable tax scales for the companies in reinvest a maximum of 4 percent of net 
return for new investments to increase pro- profits in Chile; and a provision for a 
duction. Partial Government ownership of | maximum 25-year franchise period.? 
newly-to-be-established mixed companies Decrees were signed on December 23, 
was to be constituted in a reorganized Cop- 1966, allowing for the expansion of two 
per Department, to be known as the Cop-_ existing Anaconda Company subsidiaries, 
per Corporation, (Corporacién del Cobre) the Chile Exploration Co. (Chuquicamata) 
(CODELCO), with broad and far-reach- and the Andes Copper Mining Co. (El 
ing administrative powers. Salvador). The investment decree for Com- 

Progress was slow, and the complete  pafiia Minera Exética S.A., the mixed 
Chileanization legislation was not finally company whose ownership participation 
approved until April 25, 1966, when the was established as 75 percent Anaconda 
last two measures, State guarantees for Company and 25 percent CODELCO, was 
loans to the proposed mixed companies signed on February 10, 1967.. 
and the granting of certain tax and import The decree for Sociedad Minera El 
privileges in return for obligatory rein- Teniente S.A. was signed on March 1, 
vestment of profits, were finally passed as 1967, and was considered to be the most 
riders to wage readjustment legislation. far-reaching of any of the decrees signed. 
Much of the rest of 1966 was spent in For the payment of $80 million, it allowed 
drafting individual agreements with the for the transfer of the El Teniente prop- 
private companies. erty of the Braden Copper Co., a Ken- 

The first investment decree signed under necott Copper Corp. wholly owned sub- 
Chileanization was on December 9, 1966,  sidiary, to a new corporation whose owner- 
for Compania Minera Andina S.A. The _ ship equity was divided 51 and 49 percent, 
decree established Andina as a mixed _ respectively, between CODELCO and 
company whose equity ownership was to Braden Copper Co. The transfer was com- | 
be held jointly by the Cerro Corp. of New pleted in April 1967 but Braden continues 
York (75 percent) and the Chilean Gov- to operate the El Teniente mine under a 
ernment through CODELCO (25 per- management contract. 

cent). The decree included among other Total investment by the end of 1971 
items an authorized investment of $89 under the “Chileanization’” program has 
million in the Rio Blanco copper mine proj- _ been projected at $467 million. Approxi- 
ect; the establishment of a 15 percent tax mately 20 percent of this amount had been 
rate applicable to profits of Compafiia invested by the end of 1967. On this basis, 
Minera Andina S.A. and a 30 percent it will require an annual $93 million in- 
withholding tax applicable to dividends or vestment for the next 4 years to reach the 
profits distributed by Andina to Cerro _ target.? 

PRODUCTION 

In 1967 Chilean copper output was 1966 although the tonnage remained rela- 
about the same as in 1966; apparently con- tively small. Some of the increase pre- 
siderably more refined copper was pro- sumably may be in response to increased 
duced, even allowing for uncertainties of _ demand from the petroleum industry. 
the preliminary 1967 data. Chile’s iron ore Chilean nitrate production in 1967 was 
output was 10 percent less in 1967 than 18 percent less than in 1966; output of 
that reported for 1966. Output of molyb- sodium nitrate, the larger component of 
denum in concentrates during 1967 was ap-__ the total, declined 19 percent, while potas- 
proximately the same as in 1966, reflecting §=—— 
the fact that it is obtained as a byproduct per wine, BrP. Report Foe Rio BIEN Ps 
of copper. pp. 

Among the nonmetals, barite production 3U.S. Embassy, Santiago, Chile. State Depart- 

in 1967 increased 130 percent over that of pent 7 e368 ioe Economie Trends Report,
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sium nitrate output declined by 8 percent. Chilean coal production continued to 
Chilean sulfur production continued to decline as operations became more ex- 

increase. The sulfur content of the refined tended and underground haulage distances 

product and that contained in caliche increase Grade petroleum production de 
reportedly increased 35 percent over that CTCSe¢ tor the third consecutive year Dut 

. guarded optimism was expressed as it was 
of 1966 while the sulfur content of sul- 
fury id eained 6 The acid 1 noted that the year-to-year decrease was 
ure acie gained 0 percent. ihe acid pro- the smallest of any year since the decline 
duction originates in the copper industry. began. 

| Table 1.—Chile: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 
I 

Commodity 1 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 p 

Metals: 
Copper content of— 

Ore, concentrate, and precipitates, not 
- further processed._..-.--..-.---...-.. 46,679 46,088 +*31,1389 Pp 39,075 NA 

Matte and slags.___..-.--._..-_-_-___: 96 1810 Lee eee Lee 
Blister. ..-....------.---2--.-.----.-.. 298,424 308,998 «285,891 » 267,706 NA 
Refined metal.._.--..---...-_----_..... 258,942 278,076 t 288,878 P 356,889 397,493 

Total_._.-..---- eee ee 604,141 633,343 605,908 »P 663,670 663 , 869 

Gold content of— 
Gold ore and concentrate____troy ounces__ 21,793 9,299 *'1,346 rNA . NA 
Copper ore, concentrate, metal_.._.do_._. 53,420 54,497 *54,3385 74,484 52,867 
Lead ore_____.----------.-..----do___. 26 15 =—¥ 255 NA NA 
Silver ore.......--.-__.--_____..__do___- 5 NA 

_ Placer gold_._-----___.__....___.do_--- 113 27 45 rNA . NA 
Refined meta! (other than in above) -do____ 1,937 1,155 r2,916 NA NA . 

Total... 2-2-2 e_-do____ =. 77, 294 64,993 °58,897 74,514 55,963 

Iron and steel: . a 
Iron ore_...__.........__thousand tons_- 8,507 9,853 12,145 12,246 11,025 

Average iron content_______percent__ 64.43 64.40 63.91 63.80 63.49 
Smelter and mill products: So 

Pig iron_..._..._..._thousand tons__ 418 437 309 433 498 
Ferroalloys....___.._.....-._do___- 17 10 13 r12 NA 
Steel ingots_..____._._._.____._do_-__- 521 584 477 | r577 638 
Semifinished products.________do___-_ 442 474 r 374 449 515 
Rolled products______________do____ 366 379 r 391 t 486 468 

OO Pipe and structural shapes.....do--._- 10 r10 9 r10 5 

- Lead content of— | 
Ore and concentrate, not further processed_ 868 1,116 r 783 t 827 404 
Smelter products. ______.-.__.-_-.-_____- 220) ------- Lee eee eee eee Lee 

Total. _.____ eee 1,088 1,116 r 783 - 28827 404 
Manganese ore_____--.._._----.------_----. 46,479 19,861 *16,587 17,921 14,854 

Average manganese content_____percent__ 44.26 46.25 46.77 46.93 46.95 
Mercury_.________..-..._._76-pound flasks__ 613 267 F 435 5 96 184 
Molybdenum concentrate, content, molybdenum 

(Mo)___.--- eee 2,903 3,807 13,693 r4,731 4,877 

Silver content of ore and concentrate of— | 
Silver____.____._.thousand troy ounces__ A olin Fool tNA NA 
Copper (including blister) ______.._do_-___ 2,710 3,041 r2,918 2,993 2,232 
Lead and zine___...__._.__.______-do___- 39 52 r 49 rNA NA 
Gold__.. 2 _-dow_ ee 15 4 rsh rNA NA 

Total__..__---____________-_____.__- 2,768 3,097 *2,972 3,610 3,065 
Zine, content of ore and concentrate_-__.do__-_- 505 - 1,005 r1,383 2,087 1,123 

Nonmetals: 
Barite___.- 2 ee 1,019 1,091 r2,841 2,038 4,674 
Borates: Ulexite, 38 percent boron oxide (B20O3). *2,982 8,314 4,602 3,742 NA 
Cement, portland. ___._._____ thousand tons_. 1,166 1,267 ¥1,195 1,364 1,203 

’ 8: 

"Kaolin......._...................... 36,899 45,963 +*30,675 40,501 29 ,424 
Other____-_.-_._.--22- 2-2. -2------.----. 25,675 129,968 *42,619 37 , TAT 90,753 

Diatomite___.__.__..._______.._.____..._-- NA NA 129 479 20 
Feldspar___-.__.______.___._____ tee 424 827 r 525 1,117 897 
Fluorspar______..___..____._-_._._.--_-___- rNA tNA TNA 215 455 
Gypsum: 

 Crude._- ene eee eee eee 116,328 119,160 *101,107 119,620 182,750 
Caleined...___.___________-__ ee 47,893 44,063 * 65,232 45,552 48,454 

Iodine_________________..._____ eee ee 2,156 2,161 2,280 2,931 2,216
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Table 1.—Chile: Production of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Commodity ! 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 
rr 

Nonmetals—Continued ; 
Lapis lazuli___....-.------------kilograms_-_ 3,100 16,500 120,265 —____-__- 8,200 

Limestone_..._.....---------thousand tons__ 1,846 1,923 1,784 2,216 1,916 

Nitrates: 
Sodium__.__._-..-.-------------do_-__- 993 1,070 1,050 945 762 

Potassium___.....-----.---------do---_- 143 104 109 117 107 

Total.______..-------_--------do_.-. | 1,136 1,174 1,159 1,062 869 

Phosphates: a 
Apatite. ......------------------------ 18,909 13,188 10,074 -._--.-. ~~ ----- 
Guano: 

Red... -_------------------------ 18,248 11,464 17,958 13,354 18,046 
White_....------------------------ 3,947 3, 587 3,848 2,399 3,261 

Total phosphates_.._.__.----.----- 36,104 28,189 *31,880 15,753 16,307 
Pozzolan.____...-.-_--------thousand tons-- 129 141 F141 145 134 
Quartz____-------------------------------- 80,380 119,111 *'127,195 128,314 148,551 
Salt, common. __.._.----------------------- 48,242 93,959 +*99,691 202,619 417,678 

Sodium sulfate.__.__._..-..--.------------- 32,421 30,685 * 41,488 34,165 18,218 

Sulfur: 
Refined and in caliche__._-._-.----------- 48, 487 43,878  *34,965 41,442 55,969 
Content of sulfuric acid. __.._._---.----- 13,873 15,675 10,635 11,458 12,187 

Total. ___.._-__-.--.----------------- 57,310 59,553 * 45,600 52,900 68,156 
Tale__._..__-_----------------------------- 2,582 2,760 r 4,374 2,269 3,174 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, bituminous and lignite: 

Mine run_____.__-......-thousand tons_- 1,719 1,789 1,727 r1,652 1,496 

C eta ketable.---------------------d0---- 1,604 1,677. 1,629 r1,542 1,397 

OKe: 

Oven and beehive_._._-.-.-------do-_--- 249 246 213 e 200 NA 

Gashouse__.._____--..-----.-----do-_-_- 99 83 e 81 e 80 NA 

Natural gas (gross)2__.___-_million cubic feet._ ‘182,062 *221,822 *219,468 + 234,954 248 , 597 

Natural gas liquids — 

thousand 42-gallon barrels.. ‘3,018 3,583 r3,343 3,372 3,273 
Petroleum: 

Crude._________.---.---_-----.---do_._- 13,206 13, 687 12,704 12,428 12,369 

Refinery products: - 

Aviation gasoline.._.....-.-.-do__-- 869 r 416 — 320 284 283 

Motor gasoline._........-----do__-.- "5,744 r6,121 r6,417 r 7,250 8,209 

Kerogine_......-------------do.... 1,842 r1,915 r1,879 r 2,043 2,330 

Distillate fuel oil._....._._-._-do_.__ *2,685 r3,096 r3,059 3,658 4,003 

Residual fuel oil........_._._--do___. 13,858 4,072 3,766 5,716 6,870 

Liguid petroleum gas__...__--do_--- — 428 r 466 5389 r 791 1, 654 

Solvents_...._._._____._-.---do._-- r77 r99 r 106 r119 129 

Other 3._.-_.-._..-.-----_-.-do___- r37 r 56 ® $4 r 270 305 

Total._..______._......_--do__.. 15,040 116,241 16,170 *20,131 23 , 783 
IE 

ce Estimate. P Preliminary. t Revised. NA Not available. 
1 In addition to commodities listed, Chile also produces unreported amounts of dolomite, iron oxide pigment 

marble, mica, and silica sand. 
2 Calculated at 35.3145 cubic feet per cubic meter. 
3 Includes mainly naphtha, white gasoline, and asphalt. 

TRADE | 

The value of Chile’s mineral commodity accounting for some 82 percent of all 

exports increased sharply in 1966 over mineral commodity exports and 73 percent 

1965 figures and although 1967 data are of all Chilean exports, ona dollar basis. 

not yet available, there are indications that Among copper exports in 1966, electro- 

mineral commodity exports again increased, lytic copper registered the largest gain and 

though perhaps not at the same high rate. copper wire registered a small increase in 

Mineral commodity export values for 1965 terms of value. These gains reflected both 

and 1966 were approximately $622 million increased tonnages exported and increased 

and $785 million, respectively. unit values. An average price of Chilean 

The 1966 gain was primarily registered copper on world markets for 1965, 1966 

in copper exports which were $641 million, and 1967 has been given in U.S. cents per
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pound, 37.5, 47.6, 48.5, respectively.* A tabulation comparing mineral com- 
On a dollar basis, iron ore exports were modity trade and total trade follows: 

about the same for the 2 years but the 
tonnage exported in 1966 was about 3 Value Mineral 
percent higher than in 1965. (million dollars)  com- 
Molybdenum in concentrates made a Mineral Total modi- 

minor gain in 1966 but shipments of re- commod- trade share of 
fined forms were not recorded. ities (peeeent) 

Iodine exports increased 50 percent in __ 

1 966 over 1965 figures on both a value and Exports: 
weight basis. 1965.......-.... 622 688 90.4 

On a dollar basis exported nitrates were Imp J966- Trt tcttase 785 881 89.1 

about identical for the 2 years in question 1965. __--_--.--- 82 604 13.6 
« 5 

but there was a small tonnage increase of wet 1966 - balance: 102 OT 18.5 
the potassium nitrate form. 1965___-----.--- +540 +84 xx 

Chilean mineral commodity imports con- 1966------------ +683 +124 XX 
stituted only about 13 percent of all as 
Chilean imports for 1965 and 1966. Crude XX Not applicable. 
petroleum and petroleum refinery products Source: Comercio Exterior, Chile, 1965 and 1966, 
together accounted for between 5 and 6 Departmento de Estadisticas del Servicio de Aduanas 

. . antlago, e. 
percent by value of all Chilean imports, | 
followed by smaller value totals for iron = —-——————— 
and steel, fertilizers, and tin. 4Work cited in footnote 3. 

| Table 2.—Chile: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Copper: 

Ore and concentrate. ._....--___-- 5,819 10,939 West Germany 6,921; United States 

Cement.___...-.---------------- 12,239 9,851 Japan 8,684; Spain 667. | 
Precipitates............-...- __-- 8,120 8,463 West Germany 5,919; Japan 2,544. 
Sulfate._....-.- 22 eee 10 114 Mainly to Brazil. 
Oxide__..--- 2-2 eee 391 242 Spain 146; Japan 96. 
Slag, dross, and skimmings. ~~... -_- 801 757 All to Sweden. . 
Metal: 

Ingot and other primary forms: 
Blister. .....-..-........ 274,182 239,212 United States 160,095; United Kingdom 

40,446. 
Fire refined.._............_ 68,281 101,957 United Kingdom 25,883; Italy 18,760. 
Electrolytic.__........... 150,788 221,343 Netherlands 63,095; United Kingdom 

46,453. 
Alloys, unwrought.....-..  ...-.-- 29 Spain 18; Netherlands 9. 

Semimanufactures: . 
Unalloyed: . 

Plates and sheets_.... 28,041 2,552 Italy 2,106; Spain 249. 
Wire_........-...... 36,488 25,689 United States 6,899; Venezuela 3,372; 

Spain 3,213. 
Other_......-------- 649 991 United States 809; Peru 66. 

Alloyed__.__..-.-.-.--.- 67 116 United States 71; Uruguay 14. 
Gold ores and concentrates, including 16,145 14,423 Japan 8,742; United States 2,950; 

auriferous polymetal ores and concen- Poland 2,731 
trates. 

Iron and steel: 
Tron ore._..__..._-thousand tons.. 10,729 11,095 Japan 7,902; United States 2,383. 
Ferroalloys____._._.--..--------- 4,904 5,891 Colombia 2,500; United States 1,621. 
Semimanufactures__.__..___.___-- 4,957 9,993 Argentina 6,199; Uruguay 2,970. . 

Lead, lead-copper, ore, concentrate and WOT _--..-- 
and slag. 

Manganese ore and concentrate__...... 12,844 2,440 All to West Germany. 
Mercury... _______....76-pound flasks __ 98 __.__.- 
Molybdenum: 

Concentrate. _.._._._-.----.----- 6,501 6,512 United Kingdom 1,789; West Germany 
1, e 

Refined metal______........___--- 1,006  _____-- 
Silver-copper, and silver-copper-lead con- 30,217 37,247 West Germany 26,690; Poland 6,113; 

centrates. Japan 4,444. 
Zine: Slag... __.......-.-------.----- 153 ___-_-- 

See footnotes at end of table.
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- .-Table 2.—Chile: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Nonmetals: —_ 
Borate, calelum_.___.- 22 ee 180 90 All to Uruguay. 
Cement.._..-_-.-----.-.------------ 1,695 2,554 All to Peru. . 
Todine_..2-- 2 eee 2,262 3,384 United States 2,011; United Kingdom 

500. 
Kaolin... 2-2 eee 5 LLL ee 
Lapis lazuli_.._._-..-._..kilograms_ -— _ 10,510 6,382 West Germany 2,096; France 1,705. 
Marble__.__..__._ 2 ee 31 __LL_ee 
Nitrates: 

Potassium enriched___._..-_._-__- 97,607 (107,040 United States 70,858; Brazil 12,710. 
Sodium__......----....-__.-...- 797,697 743,601 United States 272,924; Netherlands 

- 144,414; Spain 102,350. 
Quartz. .__-- eee Dd __e Lee 
Salt, common__.___.-..-----..------. 20,000 96,1838 All to Japan. 
Sodium sulfate__._..___--_--_____-__- 1,275 152 Brazil 101; Uruguay 51. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal___-___- eee eee 850 1,032 Bolivia 918; United Kingdom 114. 
Coal briquets__.___.-._--2 200 ______e 
Coal tar products (oils and greases).....  __-___-_ 8 Mainly to Peru. 
Natural gas liquids: Propane_._...._.... 31,403 30,104 All to Argentina. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Lubricating oil__. 2.2222 41 - 50 Mainly to Peru. 
Gasoline_._...22 2 44 __._Le 

Source: Comercio Exterior, Chile, 1965 and 1966, Departamento de Estadisticas del Servicio de Aduanas, 
Santiago, Chile. | 

Table 3.—Chile: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metrie tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite, calcined_______._..__-___ 1,562 1,543 Mainly from Guyana. . 
In powder form__.___._kilograms__ 1,233 12,096 Mainly from China. 
Ingots_____-__-_- eee 3,148 2,969 United States 1,988; Canada 953. 
Filings. __..-.-_._._---_-_-_-_ 2 57 78 Mainly from United States. 
Semimanufactures__._.___.___-_--_ 216 239 United States 110; Netherlands 51. 

Antimony, all forms_____.__..._-_-_--_ 65 65 United Kingdom 45; Formosa 16. 
Bismuth, all forms__.__._____._.-_____ 1 2 Mainly from Peru. 
Cadmium, all forms._.._____.____--__- 3 2 Mainly from Mexico. 
Chromium, all forms____________-___-_ 90 193 West Germany 80; France 34. 
Copper and its alloys, semimanufactures_ 14 551 West Germany 384; United States 140. 
Gold, semiwrought and troy ounces__ 5 55 All from United States. 

wrought. 
Jron and steel: — 

Pig iron_._._._-_-.- 2 558 20,659 West Germany 10,636; United States 
0,022. 

Ferroalloys__________.._.-_-_-__- 396 309 Mainly from United States. 
Fillings, cuttings. ______..... __-_- 122 45 United States 22; United Kingdom 20. 
Bars. _._-_..-.. --_--.-- eee 6,494 7,865 United States 3,415; West Germany 

Structural shapes and sections_____- 6,054 6,750 West aermany 3,837; United States 

Plates and sheets.____._-_-_._-_.- 31,238 76,352 United States 37,514; Japan 34,652. 
Straps and hoops.__._._._...-___-- 276 560 West Germany 229; United States 75. 
Pipes and tubes__________._-__.-. 20,165 26,546 United States 10,492; Mexico 7,030. 
Wire_______-_ eee T18 1,626 West Germany 1,107; United States 200. 
Rails and accessories______._____-_- 5,474 8, 666 United States 3,086; West Germany 

1,676. 
Special alloy iron and steel_______- 2,405 2,261 West Germany 1,246; Republic of South 

Africa 534. 
Lead: e 

Ingots: 
Unalloyed_.____.._.-.-_-____- 1,717 1,534 Peru 974; United States 480. 
Alloyed. _...._-__...-------- 66 184 Mainly from Peru. 

Semimanufactures________..__.__- 86 1,167 Mainly from West Germany. 
Filings, cuttings_____.._..__-_-__- 1 40 Do. 

Manganese and chromium, mixed ore___ 13 __.-__- 
Mercury.____.____-__76-pound flasks__ 3 4 Mainly from Mexico. 
Molybdenum, all forms_._.___.----_-- 2 Q) Mainly from United States. 

ickel: 
Ingots. .._-.-.------------------ 20 39 Canada 14; United Kingdom 7; West 

Germany 7. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.~-Chile: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 
_ (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Metals—Continued 
Nickel—Continued _ 

Electrolytic, in pieces.___.-_.--_-- 55 27 Ganada 13; United States 11. 
Semimanufactures.-._....-._.----- 13 42 West Germany 27; United States 8. 

_ Filings, cuttings. ....._.--...--_-- 11 _ 45 United Kingdom 10; Canada 5. 
Platinum, all forms_....-.troy ounces__ 90 433 Switzerland 271; West Germany 124. 
gan: Ingots. ._.--...-.--.--long tons__ | 791 949 Malaysia 620; United Kingdom 291. 

ine: 
Ingots._....-_----.-.----------- 6,495 4,345 United States 2,228; Peru 1,206. 
Semimanufactures__.........-._.- 265 | 352 United States 148; West Germany 52. 

Other ores and concentrates, n.e.s_____- 106 128 Mainly from Australia. 
Other metals, n.e.s_....------- 36 102 Mainly from West Germany. 

Nonmetals: —_ 
Abrasives: 

Emery and carborundum.________- 101 112 United States 50; West Germany 36. 
Other..-..---.--2.-------------- 100 257 United States 128; West Germany 114. 

Asbestos... 22 6,180 8,329 Mainly from Canada. 
Cement... 0-2 eee 8,143 6,047 West Germany 3,018; United Kingdom 

916; United States 775. 
Chalk. eee eee 2 52 Mainly from France. 
Clays: . 

Bentonite. _....----------------- 1,847 2,636 Argentina 1,347; United States 1,273. 
Kaolin... -2022.2 eee 260 336 Mainly from United States. 
Refractory._......--...-.--.----- 553 1,281 Do. 
Other n.e.s__..--.--------------- 1,925 3,085 Do. 

Diatomite___... 2. eee 320 459 United States 289; Mexico 170. 
Dolomite..........---.--.--.-------- 17,479 25,818 Mainly from United States. 
Fertilizers: 

Potassic_....-..--..------------- 11,184 14,457 France 6,606; Italy 3,781. 
Phosphate_.....------.---------- 94,938 71,690 United States 30,817; Belgium 17,989. 
Superphosphate._-_..-..-...-.----. 94,938 109,219 Mainly from United States. — 

Fluorspar._.o..--2.--2.-------e------ 753 1,053 Argentina 574; Republic of South Africa 

Fuller’s earth. .....-.-_...------2---- 5 232 Mainly from Argentina. . 
Graphite__.-_-_- 22 ee 85 103. West Germany 62; United Kingdom 18. 
Gypsum... eee eee 1 Mainly from West Germany. 
Lime__o. eee ee 30 26 Do. 
Lithium minerals.__....--..-....-..-- 15 83 South-West Africa 42; Argentina 41. 
Magnesite: . 

Raw__.....-...----------------- 42 22 United Kingdom 17; United States 4. 
Caleined__- eee 7,408 4,850 United States 3,604; Austria 867. 

Mica... 0... eee 15 40 Mainly from Argentina. 
Mineral wool___.._..--- 22 ee 68 14. Mainly from United States. 
Perlite. __-_..-.------- eee eee ee 83 175 Argentina 113; Mexico 62. 
Potassium hydroxide._..._._..-----_-- 182 215 West Germany 78; France 40; Belgium 35. 
Quartz... 2-2 2 eee 1,012 825 Mainly from Mexico. 
Salt__.0- eee 10 __._.-. 
Sand__.._-. 2 eee 61 145 West Germany 58; United States 34. 
Sodium carbonate..._-_-..__-.--_--- --- 9,997 18,527 Mainly from West Germany. 
Sodium hydroxide_..__.__._.-_...-._-. 8,982 16,099 West Germany 4,210; United Kingdom 

Stone, dimension: 
Marble_____.----. ~~~. +e 2 wenn ene 
Other__._..--2 ee 85 76 All from Belgium. 

Sulfur....00.22.-- 2-2 eee 100 =10, 508 United States 8,478; West Germany 

Tale... eee 262 174 Argentina 91; Italy 60. 
Other nonmetals, n.e.s_..---2.------- 9-12, 925 5,621 Mainly from United States. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal: 

Anthracite... 22 - ee 494 547 Mainly from West Germany. . 
Bituminous____..._......-_.-.--- 316,366 80,402 All from United States. 

Coke, metallurgical__...._._..-.------ 550 269 Do. 
Petroleum: 

Crude__.._.--.-.__.--.@_-_-_-__. 1,078,061 2,413,044 Mainly from Venezuela. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline: 
Aviation....._--.-.----- 349 9,837 Netherlands Antilles 7,369; Surinam 

Motor. .__.------..----- 9,915 2,346 Mainly from Netherlands Antilles. 
Kerosine__......-.--..----... 67,484 73,770 Netherlands Antilles 53,048; Netherlands 

11,002. 
Distillate fuel oi. _...__.._--_.. 116,099 119,885 Netherlands Antilles 53,334; Peru 40,661. 
Residual fuel oi]....-_..._..-. 146,468 29,474 All from Venezuela. 
Lubricants, including greases... 48,104 12,715 Mainly from United States. 
Asphalt. _.....--..---------- 364 . 509 Trinidad and Tobago 340; United 

Kingdom 120. 
Paraffin. ......-...-..--.--.. 11,367 9 , 755 United States 4,395; East Germany 

Other._-__._..--..---------- 272 459 Mainly from United States. 
1 Less than ¥% unit. . . 
Source: Comercio Exterior, Chile, 1965 y 1966, Departmento de Estadfsticas del Servicio de Aduanas, 

Santiago, Chile.
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: COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS expansion program has been initiated to 
; ; increase copper production approximately 

Copper.—The pattern of Chilean pri- 60 percent over the 160,000-metric-ton 
mary copper production in 1967 changed capacity of 1967. Plans include a new 
from previous years even though total 1966 haulage and access tunnel, a new con- 

and 1967 new copper output was nearly centrator at Colon, enlargement of the 
identical. Although total new copper pro- Caletones smelter, and replacement of the 
duction for the “Gran Mineria” sector of ' Rancagua-Sewell narrow-gage railway with 

| the industry varied little from that of 4 modern highway.® 

1966, a greater proportion of the output Compafiia Minera Andina S.A. (An- 
was in the electrolytic form as a result of dina) was a newcomer to the Chilean 

increased output by Andes Copper’s E* inining scene, as full-scale construction of 
Salvador operation and the Las Ventanas the Rio Blanco copper project started in 
plant of Empresa Nacional de Mineria early 1967. Andina will operate the Rio 
(ENAMI). Higher electrolytic copper out- Blanco copper mine, 60 kilometers north- 
put by these firms more than compensated east of Santiago, at an elevation of about 
for lower electrolytic copper production 12.500 feet in an area of severe physical 
by Chile Exploration Co.’s Chuquicamata handicaps and heavy snow. Snow control 
operation and for lower fire refined copper methods to insure maximum travel on the 
output by Braden Copper Co.’s El Teni- mine access road include erection of 
ente property. The latter achieved a rec- avalanche-diverting barricades, control of 
ord total copper output in 1967, and it  snowslides by artillery, and strategic de- 
was understood that some Braden blister ployment of snow-removal equipment. 

copper was being processed at the Las Mining will employ the block caving 
Ventanas refinery during both 1966 and method and will commence at a rate of 
1967. 11,500 metric tons per day. The ore body 

The pattern change toward higher reportedly contains about 109 million 
electrolytic copper output was the result metric tons of disseminated chalcopyrite 
of the first full year of operation of the ore averaging 1.58 percent copper. After 
Las Ventanas refinery, which increased the ore is collected through various 
output to 80,744 metric tons based on  yaises, it will be transported horizontally 

7 blister obtained from Braden and ENAMI. to an underground mill after which the 
Stripping operations were started in concentrate will be piped to a filtering 

September 1967 to develop the Exética and drying plant. From there the con- 

ore body, adjacent to the Chuquicamata centrate will either be smelted at Las 
deposit. As one of the results of “Chilean- Ventanas or exported. | 

ization,” this ore body is to be operated Preparation of the mine and related 
by Compafiia Minera Exotica, S.A. Ore facilities is scheduled to be completed and 
delivery was programed to start in mid- concentrate production to begin in early 
1970 after removal of some 90 million 49747 | 
tons of overburden. The ore, principally 
chrysocolla, will be treated at the Chuqui- Iron Ore.—Compafiia de Acero del 
camata oxide plant on a toll basis, thus Pacifico S.A. (CAP), Chile’s principal iron 
filling a gap that has developed as Chu- and steel producer, continued to operate its 
quicamata’s oxide ore is phased out. It Algarrobo open pit iron mine about 40 

has been planned that Exdética will pro- kilometers southeast of the port of 

duce 100,000 metric tons of copper Guacolda in Atacama Province in north- 

annually.® ern Chile. The mine produced 3,218,260 
The El Teniente mine set a new copper metric tons of iron ore, slightly less than 

production record in 1967 at a reported the 3,337,261 tons produced in the pre- 

184,863 metric tons, a 27-percent increase “Tah. Anaco . 
over that of the previous year. The record Mark 1968 aconea Company. Annual Report, 
was even more notable in that it occurred 6 Kennecott Copper Corp. Annual Report, 

. March 1968, 32 pp. 
as ownership passed from the Braden Cop- 7 Work cited in footnote 2. 
per Co. to the newly formed Sociedad 8 Compania de Acero del Pacifico, S.A., An- 

Minera EI Teniente S.A. A $230 million BUS! Report, July 1, 1966, to June 20, 1987, 29
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vious period. The reduction was credited mineral is magnetite. Calculated . reserves 

to a work stoppage, the need of increased total 112 million tons of ore from which 
selective mining to secure product quality, it is estimated 80 million tons of con- 
and storage problems in the port of centrate with a grade superior to 64 per- 
Guacolda. Of the total production reported cent iron can be produced. This will re- 
in the period, 2,797,727 tons was exported. quire the removal of 229 million tons of 

Studies of ore reserves and processing waste material. Bethlehem-Chile Iron 
improvement were continued, to assure Mines Co. shipments for 1967 were re- 
that the product remain competitive on ported ® as follows: 
world markets. CAP reported that studies 
and the preliminary engineering of an ore. =©=_———————————__———_—_—_—— 
concentrating plant had been contracted, Metric tons 
and it was hoped plant operation might:(:©_ OOOO 
begin in 1970. The facility will treat | Romeral Division: | - | 

. . . 8 Furnace ore shipped to: 
crushing-plant rejects containing about 495 United States......_...-.. 501,842 
percent iron that totaled some 6.5 million Japan. ____.-~-.---------- 1,471,559 
tons at yearend and that have been ac- L Val aocccrccoctcetrcrco 668,990 ocal sales__.____--..--------- 65 

cumulating at the rate of 1.5 million tons T ———— 

annually. otal. ------------------- ~~~ 2, 642,456 
Bethlehem-Chile Iron Mines Co., a Tofo Division: 

cee urnace ore shipped to: 
wholly owned subsidiary of Bethlehem Japan____.....__._-_-_--. 209,000 

Steel Corp. of the United States, was the CAP. ____~-.------------- 15,000 
oy . . Loeal sales. _...-_--.---------- 79 

only Chilean iron ore producer included —_——______— 
in the “Gran Mineria’ category; as such, Total_...--..--------------- 224,079 
it remained exempt from the requirement 9°17 OOOO 
of returning all foreign earnings to Chile. Total Chilean iron ore exports have 
The company is contractually obligated more than doubled since 1960. 
to supply all iron ore required by CAP’s 
Huachipato steel plant. Iron and Steel.—In light of the sustained . 

Early in 1967, Bethlehem-Chile an- growth in Chilean consumption of iron 
nounced plans to invest $20 million to and steel products, as well as a potential 
increase iron ore output from its Romeral export market, CAP, the country’s largest 
mine, in Coquimbo Province, 25 kilo- steelmaker, has been carrying forward a 
meters north of La Serena. Also included continual expansion program. CAP’s 

were plans to step up the waste removal Huachipato plant, near the port of : 

necessary for the mine’s exploitation. An- Talcahuano in Concepcién Province, is 
nual concentrate production was to be near the country’s largest coal mines and 
increased from 3 million to 4,083,000 tons reserves at Lota and Coronel, as well as 

and annual waste removal from 8 million an abundant source of water for industrial 

to 22.5 million tons. uses, the Bio-Bio River. Production from 
These principal items are to be included the Huachipato plant for the past 3 fiscal 

in the capital outlay: Electric power years was as follows: 
shovels, front-end loaders, various diesel 
haulage trucks and tractor rippers, all for a 
pit operations; a new concentrating plant ———— 

to replace the one presently in operation; Product 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 
new railroad haulage equipment, both ore ~~ —. 

cars and diesel-electric locomotives; in-  StSclingots...-.... 541,095 488/151 589,743 
creased generating capacity for the power- _— Semifinished = 

plant, port improvements to permit ships Finished product, 462,751 376,104 502,904 
of 80,000 to 100,000 tons to be loaded; (rolled).......--- 368,249 384,118 402,407 
and increased port storage capacity from Pipe-------------- 12,018 = 9,217 5, 398 
600,000 tons to 2 million tons. “Source: Cla. de Acero del Pacifico §.A. Twenty- 

The Romeral ore body is lenticular in second Annual Report for Fiscal ‘Year 1966/1967. 
shape and of variable mineralization and Santiago, Chile, September 1967, 29 pp. 
grade, ranging from 30 to 65 percent iron = —_________ 
with an erratic distribution of phosphorus * Skilling’s Mining Reveiw. V. 57 No. 8 Feb. 

as its principal impurity. The principal 24, 1968, p. 8.
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: Huachipato’s second blast furnace was a loss. The projected restructuring was to 
completed in 1966, giving the plant a_ include elimination of sodium nitrate pro- 
wider margin of safety against production duction, an increase of annual potassium 
stoppages and helping to insure the annual nitrate production to 200,000 tons, and 
plant capacity of 650,000 to 700,000 ingot annual outputs of 189,000 tons of sodium 
tons. Plans call for this capacity to be sulfate and 1,000 tons of iodine, and would 
increased to 1 million ingot tons of steel require 1,800 fewer men. 
annually by 1971. By that same date, an Chilean nitrate exports for 1967 were 
additional 39 coke ovens are scheduled to as follows: : 
be installed, bringing the plant total to JO 

109. Destination Metric tons 
Two new 90-ton oxygen converters are 9 —————____ 

under construction at the plant and are United States.......____......___._. 266,474 

scheduled for completion within the next Spain__---------------------------- 69,826 
4 Th h ‘Hl have it Netherlands_____.-.._--------------- 47,220 

years. Ahe new snop wi ave a Capacity Brazil___.__________________-.----_-. | 89,575 

of 800,000 tons of ingot steel annually and Japan.---...--.-----.-------------- 35,100 
“ . . France____-__---------------------- 24,984 

will replace the present Siemens-Martin Mexico...____........__.....-...... 192701 
system.° Ttaly ---~----7 7-20 2e0ronoo teens noo 12,000 

An electrolytic tinning line, scheduled . eBSeooe seme enema 120,886 
| under an earlier (1962-65) expansion Total___.____----------------- 683,766 

plan, was reportedly slated to start pro-©©_ OOOO 
duction in September 1968 at the | MINERAL FUELS 
Huachipato plant. Costing US$10 million, 
the line’s annual capacity is initially to be Natural Gas.—The Empresa Nacional de 
65,000 tons, later to be increased to 140,- P etroleo (ENAP), the State petroleum 
000. tons.!2 | . enterprise and the sole natural gas pro- 

oo | . ducer in Chile, reported a 1967 production 

Vanadium.—CAP s annual report for of 248,597 million cubic feet,’* 5.8 percent 
fiscal 1966-67 indicated that an accord over that of 1966. Over 75 percent of pro- 
had been reached with the Continental duction. was reinjected with Posesién (a 
Ore Corp. of New York (COC) regarding mainland field) and Cullen (a Tierra del 
the installation of a plant for the recovery Fuego Island field) fields receiving the 
of vanadium pentoxide (V2Os) from the major portions. 
steel slag in the Huachipato. area. A cor- ENAP completed a _  150-kilometer 
poration _(Vanadio S.A.) was to be natural gas transmission line at yearend 
formed, in which CAP and COC would 1966, linking Kimiri-Aike field and the . 
be partners. : | city of Punta Arenas. The principal con- 

| sumer was the electric power plant of 
| | NONMETALS Empresa de Electricidad S.A. (END- 

Fertilizer Materials.—Nitrogenous 18. non) Gas sales amounted eo out 318 
Nitrate production continued to decline in | er fOr me Year. 
1967, with total output falling 18 percent, Petroleum.—Crude petroleum produc- 
sodium nitrate output declining 19 per- tion in 1967 decreased slightly from the 
cent, and potassium nitrate output drop- 1966 total, but it was the smallest year- 
ping 8 percent. to-year percentage change since the first 

Anglo-Lautaro Nitrate Co. remained the decrease was recorded in 1965, and 

country’s major nitrate producer, followed 10U.S. Embassy, Santiago, Chile, State 
by Empresa Salitrera Victoria, which since Department Airgram A-142, Sept. 15, 1967, 7 pv. 
1960 has been operated by the Govern- 11 Tin International. Tin Publications, Ltd., 

.7 London, May 1968, p. 122. 
ment through Corporacion de Fomento de 12Cia. de Acero del Pacifico S.A. Twenty- 

ccién . second Annual Report for Fiscal Year 1966-67. 
la proce OP te, 0} L d Santiago, Chile, September 1967, 29 pp. 

n late , Angio-Lautaro made 13U.S. Embassy, Santiago, Chile. State De- 
known to the Government plans to make partment Airgrams: A-544, Mar. 3, 1967; A- 

. . . . 256, Nov. 24, 1967; A-265, Dec. 1, 1967; and 
production changes in its Maria Elena 4-378, Jan. 29, 1968. 

ion. Ac i to the com - 14Cubic meters are converted to cubic feet 
operation . cording to © ompany, be at the rate of 35.3145 cubic feet per cubic 
cause of increased production costs and meter. 
tightening conditions in the world market, 15 Empresa Nacional del Petréleo, Corporacién 

. 1 facili : de Fomento de la Produccién, Santiago. Annual 
the Maria Elena facility was operating at Report. 1967, 16 pp.
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ENAP expressed guarded hopes as the Concén refinery. During 1967, the two 
daily production averages for the last refineries processed 24,520,195 barrels of 
quarter surpassed those for the last quar- crude, 11,999,700 supplied by Chile, and 
ters of 1965 and 1966. Slightly more than 12,520,495 imported. The net production 
half of the total came from fields on for sale from the two refineries was of the 
Tierra del Fuego as it had for the previous following order for 1967: 
2 years. 

No new petroleum discoveries were ~  ” » » 
made during the year. Almost twice as Nhobeoad Uke 
many wells were drilled in 1967 as in Commodity 42-gallon barrels) 
1966 but the average termination depth ~ Coneén Concepcion 
was 2,110 meters in 1967 compared with = ——W— ______"_e 
2,675 meters in 1966. A comparative table fotor gasoline.....___._... 8, 604 4,487 

of well terminations for the last 2 years Aviation gasoline. ---_~-.--- 283 ______-- 

follows: Distillate fuel ollwav2z22. 1,498 21862 
Residual fuel oil... -..---- 5,021 1,849 
Liquid petroleum gas_._.-._- 396 1,259 

. Other, including solvents_ - _- 433 ______-. 
Number of completions —_— 

Type of well Petro Gas Dry Total Total_...........---- 12,111 11,368 

leum TTT 

1966: 1 _About midyear, construction of a 350- 
Exploration._....__ _- 2 0 WwW kilometer pipeline from Concepcién to San 
Extension__- ----.-- 5 2 6 i Fernando was finished, connecting with an 
evelopment.------ 9 = SC Csolder pipeline between Concén-Maipt and 
Total.......----- 6 6 22 34 San Fernando thus allowing both refineries 

: 1967: ——:tst«ia?. feed the Santiago area and, in time, aid 

Exploration-------- -.  ---- 7 7 in a better feed for the Central-South 
Extension._.__.._._-- 3 3 13 19 . . 
Development....... 24 4 11 39 Chile zone. The pumping of products from 

———_-—__——_—_—————  CConcepcién north was initiated at the end 
Total.----------- 27 7 3L 65 og Tuly, and in November the San Fer- 

1 Empresa Nactional del Petréleo, Corporaci6n de nando terminal received its, first delivery 
Fomento de la Producci6n, Santiago. Annual Report. of liquid petroleum gas. 
1966, 16 pp. Petroquimica Chilena S. A., a State 

petrochemical entity, was established in 

ENAP continued to operate gas treat- 1967 (to replace Petroquimica Chilena 
ment plants at the Manantiales and Ltda.) with capital supplied equally by 

Cullen fields on Tierra del Fuego and an the Corporacién de Fomento de la Pro- 

adsorption plant at the Posesiédn field, duccién (CORFO) and ENAP. Its object 

north of the Strait of Magellan during was the alinement and development of the 

1967. The major part of the country’s national petrochemical industry. Part of its 

liquid fuel needs, however, was met by plans include the construction of various 

output of two petroleum refineries, one in petrochemical plants, generally to be 

Concén in Valparaiso Province and the located in the San Vicente area. Construc- 

other in Concepcién Province. It was tion progressed in 1967 in the Concepcion 

estimated that the combined productions area on a basic chlorine products plant 

of the two refineries and the gas plants whose output will include part of the feed 

of Manantiales and Cullen supplied re- stocks for other petrochemical plants of the 

quirements to the following degree: Motor area as well as caustic soda and hydro- 

and aviation gasoline, kerosine, and liquid  chloric acid. 
petroleum gas 100 percent; distillate fuel Based on Petroquimica Chilena S.A.’s 

oil 95 percent; and residual fuel oil 75 large gas holdings in the Magallanes area, 

percent. market studies were underway to deter- 

The Concepcién refinery started opera- mine the feasibility of installing a large 

tions at the end of 1966, and officially in- capacity plant to manufacture nitrogen 

augurated on March 13, 1967, has assumed derivatives such as ammonia, urea, and 

some of the load previously carried by the other fertilizers.
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The Mineral Indust e Mineral Industry 
e e 

of Mainland China 

By K. P. Wang’ 

Mainland China continued to be an im- by political disorder plus difficulties in ob- 

portant mineral producer by world stand- taining fertilizers. Foreign trade suffered 

ards, however, mineral output value (mine accordingly. Capital construction, which 

. output plus added value derived from had picked up sharply in 1966, came to a 

smelting and processing) may have de-_ standstill in 1967. Technical personnel and 

clined 30 percent from the $4 to $4.5 bil- | industrial workers found it hard to recover 

lion estimated for 1966. The year 1967 was from the harassment of the Red Guard. 

the second of the Cultural Revolution, Loss of 2 years of schooling created a fur- 

with politics adversely affecting economics ther gap in future supply of technicians. 

and industrial production. The year began The net effect of the Cultural Revolution 

with a militant call to destroy anti-Maoists in 1966-67 is that the Chinese mineral 

and ended in a partially successful cam- industries will not achieve substantial 

paign to end violence and disorder. It was growth again until the 1970’s. 

officially admitted that mumerous and Every important sector of the mineral 
wide-spread armed clashes and open con- industry except salt, had a bad year. After 
flicts took place between industrial workers 4 record high production year in 1966, 

and technocrats (technologists and techni- Taching in Manchuria—the country’s lead- 

cians), peasants, soldiers, and Red Guard ing oil center—encountered serious labor 

students. In addition, the railroad system problems in 1967, such as 10,000 Red 
was disrupted, and there was much un- Guards leaving work and going to Peking, 
authorized borrowing of trucks for dem- and brief, but nevertheless outright, fights 

onstrations and other activities. between Maoists and anti-Maoists. The 

A significant development in 1967 new Shengli oilfield in Shantung. under- 

directly influencing mineral output was the | went further development in 1967 with no 

role played by the Chinese People’s Libera- great mishap. Armed clashes took place at 

tion Army (PLA) in maintaining order. the Karamai oilfield in Sinkiang during 

At yearend, Peking claimed undisputed May. Several blast furnaces at the famous 

control of only three major municipali- Anshan steelworks were damaged during _ 

ties and six provinces, whereas PLA held an August 1967 scuffle, after a peaceful first 

the power elsewhere. The PLA was given _ half year. Most other steel centers also went 

unprecedented access to management of — through civil strife. The coal industry suf- 

the economy, and it helped restore nor- fered a similar fate, with problems com- | 

mality to many industrial and mining pounded by the transport bottleneck which 

centers. The brief open defiance to _ in turn created coal shortages at consump- 

Peking of the military authority in tion points. Despite great need for fertil- 

Wuhan, a well-known steel center, in  izers, expansion of facilities had to slow 

July caused widespread repercussions and down. Reduced construction cut deeply in- 

showed that even the Army was not quite to demand for cement. Nonetheless, China 
unified. exploded its first hydrogen bomb on June 

The sharp decline in industrial activities 7,1967, following five successful nuclear 
was accentuated by the breakdown of sup- tests in the last 5 years. 
ply and products delivery systems. Good — Chief area alist. Far East—South Asi 

agricultural performance also was marred _pjvision Pe partaarrnna Activities. Sues 

193
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PRODUCTION 

The Peking official organ—Jen-Min Jih- = Only certain lesser mineral industries | 
Pao’s (Peoples Daily)—voiced a sober note escaped serious cutbacks in 1967. Salt out- 
in its 1968 New Year’s editorial and put held its own because producing fields 
avoided any favorable claims in industrial along the Yellow Sea coasts escaped politi- 
output. Instead, it stressed the prime cal turmoil. Output of most of the nonfer- 
economic task ahead of restoring order and rous metals produced chiefly for export, 
providing leadership for the sluggish, de- such as tungsten, tin, antimony, mercury, 
flated economy. There was no mention of and bismuth, was down, slightly not so 
the Third 5-Year Plan, supposed to have much because of the Cultural Revolution 
started in 1966. This suggested that the but rather because of difficulty in selling 
near disastrous performance of the econ- in world markets. Some lesser nonmetallics 
omy in 1967 made it necessary to set aside _ not so affected by transportation were pro- 
this ambitious plan for at least several duced at about 1966 levels to meet domes- 
years. tic and international demand. Internally, 

Table 1.—Mainland China: Production of metals and minerals ¢ | 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

. Commodity . 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
A 

Metals: 
_ . Aluminum: 

Bauxite }__.____--_ 12.2 ._____-_. 400,000 400 , 000 400,000 400,000 350 , 000 
Alumina_—__~_-______....______... 200,000 200 , 000 200,000 200 , 000 175 ,000 

.... Metal, refined... _-_-_-_____________ 100,000 100 , 000 100,000 100,000 . 80,000 
Antimony, mine.____.-____.__._..._... 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 12,000 
Bismuth, mine________________________ 300 300 300 300 250 
Copper: . 

Mine_-___._---_--_-_-2--- ---__--- = 90, 000 90,000 90,000 90,000 80,000 
Metal, refined__._____-._.._.___..-. 100,000 100 , 000 100,000 100 ,000 90,000 

Gold____...-__._..__..._-troy ounces._ 60,000 60,000 60,000 60 , 000 50,000 
Iron and steel: 

Tron ore 2______..__thousand tons__ 35,000 37,000 39,000 40,000 28 ,000 
Pig iron____________....._..do_._.. 17,000 18,000 19,000 20,000 | 14,000 
Steel ingot__.._2.___-___.___do___. 12,000 14,000 15,000 16,000 11,000 

L rolled steel_____________.___do____ 10,000 11,000 12,000 13,000 9,000 
ead: 

. Mine______.____-_ 100,000 100 , 000 100,000 100 , 000 90,000 
_ Metal, refined__..________________. 90,000 100 , 000 100 , 000 100 , 000 90 ,000 Magnesium.____________.____________. 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 Manganese ore___.__._._thousand tons__ 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 700 

Mercury... _._______.__76-pound flasks__ 26,000 26,000 26,000 26,000 20 , 000 
Molybdenum, mine____________________ 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 
Silver________..___._._____troy ounces__ 800 , 000 800,000 800 , 000 800 , 000 600, 000 
Tin, refined__._...__._._____long tons__ 28,000 25,000 25,000 22,000 20,000 
Tungsten concentrate, about 68 percent 

ee * 20,000 r 18,000 r 15,000 r 15,000 15,000 
anc: . 

. 
Mine____________ 100 , 000 100,000 100 , 000 100,000 90,000 
Metal, refined__.__________________ 90,000 90,000 90,000 90,000 80,000 

Nonmetals: . 
Asbestos__.______________.._____--___ 100,000 120,000 130,000 *140,000 150,000 
Barite___..-_____ eet __-___-_ = 80, 000 100 , 000 100,000 +*110,000 100 , 000 
Cement________________thousand tons__ 10,000 10,500 11,060 11,000 8,000 
Fluorspar__________.___._.___..-__-._-. 200,000 200 , 000 220,000 +* 250,000 250,000 
Graphite_______________ 2 i 40,000 40,000 40 ,000 40,000 30,000 
Gypsum_______.___- 2 500 , 000 600 , 000 600 , 000 600 , 000 500 , 000 
Magnesite______________thousand tons__ 900 1,000 1,000 1,000 800 Phosphate rock________________.do___. 700 800 900 1,000 1,000 
Pyrite_.---..___-_ 2 ______.do____ 1,200 1,300 1,500 1,500 1,500 
Salt_.--. 22-2 ei do____ 10,500 10,000 13,000 13 , 000 13,000 
Sulfur_..-- 22 ____ =.250,000 250 , 000 250 , 000 250,000 250,000 
Tale______. eee 150,000 150,000 150 ,000 150 , 000 150,000 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal_____..__._._______thousand tons__ 270,000 290 ,000 300, 000 325,000 225,000 
Coke___-.______________________do____ 15,000 15,000 16,000 17,000 13 ,000 
Petroleum: 

Crude_._-__________________do____ 7,500 8,500 10,000 13 ,000 11,000 
Refinery products___________do____ 7,000 8,000 9,000 12,500 10,000 eee 

e Estimate. t Revised. ; 
1 Mostly diasporic bauxite. Data shown include only the bauxite for aluminum manufacture; in addition 

100,000 to 200,000 tons was produced each year for making refractories. 
2 Converted to equivalent 50 percent Fe ore.
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- asbestos and fertilizer raw materials found iron and steel plants, coal mines, oilfields - 

adequate markets. Externally, fluorspar, and refineries, chemical and cement plants, 
steatite, talc, and barite were readily sold and power stations. 

in 1967. Steel and coal each accounted for one- 
In contrast, 1966 had been a: banner year third of the total 1967 mineral production 

overall, with output of iron and steel, coal, 
petroleum, electric power, chemicals and value; and petroleum, nonferrous metals, 

fertilizers, and building materials (includ- and cement together made up one-fourth. 
ing cement). exceeding targets. The Chi- At yearend 1967, serious efforts were being 

nese also claimed that they can make most made to bring mineral output levels back 

of the basic capital equipment needed for to normalcy. oF 

TRADE 

Overall trade volume of mainland China, million from Western Europe and 2.4 mil- 
never much of a trading country, declined lion from Japan—valued at nearly $200 
slightly from 1966 levels, to possibly $4 bil- million c.if. In addition, 750,000 tons of 
lion. A surplus of several hundred million phosphate rock came from Morocco. Petro- 
dollars had changed to a deficit because leum imports, formerly mainly from the 
of inability to export. Trade with Eastern Soviet Union, had dwindled to low levels. 
Europe, including the Soviet Union, con- Steel imports remained important. Japan 

tinued to drop in 1967; and trade with the exported about 610,000 tons of various 
| free world (about $3 billion) did not . steel products to mainland china in 1967, 

take up all the slack. Minerals and metals, valued at perhaps $100 million. During the 
however, remained significant in total Canton Trade Fairs, approximately 850,- 
trade. Much of mainland China’s mineral 000 tons of steel products was contracted 
related trade with the outside world in- for delivery in 1968, roughly 450,000 tons - 
volved export of traditional commodities— from Japan and 400,000 tons from West 
selected nonferrous metals, coal, cement, Germany; within the Japanese quota about 

salt, and other nonmetallics, and import half represented seamless steel pipe. In 
of large quantities of fertilizers, modest 1966-67, the Chinese steel industry started 
tonnages of steel products, and some new co buy scrap iron from Japan. About 
plant, industrial and mining equipment. 20,000 tons of copper were purchased from 

For lack of published trade figures on Chile in 1967, valued at more than $15 . 
mainland China, mineral import data on million. Estimated imports in 1966 were 
Japan, the U.S.S.R., and Poland are pre- 10,000 tons from Chile and up to 40,000 
sented in table 2 to show trends. In 1966, tons from Western Europe. Mainland 

these three countries together imported China continued purchases of gold and 
from mainland China about 4,100 metric platinum in the London market in 1967, 

tons of tungsten concentrate, 1,800 tons after buying. 1.6 million ounces of gold in 
of tin, 1,600 tons of antimony ore, 3,000 1966—half the 1965 level. | 

flasks of mercury, a million tons of salt, Importation of mineral-related plants 
166,000 tons of fluorspar, 47,300 tons of and equipment was significant. During re- 
talc and steatite, 44,700 tons of barite, cent years, an Imperial Smelting Process 

and nearly 900,000 tons each of coal nonferrous plant was gontracted from the 
‘(mostly coking coal, the rest anthracite) United Kingdom, oxygen converter units 
and ferrous materials. In _the same year, were ordered from Austria, copper and 

Western Europe also imported from iron mining equipment came from 
mainland China about 3,200 tons of tin, Sweden. fertilizer plants were rchased 
8,000 tons of tungsten concentrate, and f ; . pe. pu 
40,000 tons of fluorspar, among other rom the United Kingdom, Italy, and 
minerals, and Hong Kong _ imported Japan, a West German Lurgi gas plant 
910,000 tons of cement. was being built, and negotiations were 

Fertilizer imports constituted an impor- underway to obtain a large rolling mill 
tant part of mineral trade. During 1967, from a European consortium headed by 
roughly 5 million tons was imported—2.6 West Germany.
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Table 2.—Mainland China: Exports of selected metals and minerals to Japan, 
U.S.S.R., and Poland 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Japan | 
Commodity —_——___—______——- U.S.8.R. Poland 

1966 1967 1966 1966 

nn 

Metals: - 
Antimony ore and concentrate____.._--.------------- 1,610 2,625 NA NA 
Iron ore_-_..-------------------------+------------ 323, 288 245,580 ___.-_.. -------- 
Tron, pig._._..--.--------------------------------- 519,392 218,300 NA ____---- 
Manganese ore-_______--------------------------<--- 15, 682 12,652 __...--- 10,445 
Mereury - --------------------------T6-pound flasks. - "855 100 2,000 985 

N_________-_____---.---.--------------long tons_- 
No Tungsten concentrate__.______.._---_-.------------- 4465 569 3,000 650 

nm S$: 

Barite____.___.__-___--.___---_------------------- 37,680 26,695 ___.---. 6,999 
Fluorspar_._...___..------------------------------- _97,330 129 ,291 49,700 18 ,509 
Salt__..--._..------------------------------------- 905, 779 982,770 99 , 700 NA 

Mi Tale and ateatite..- --~-------~--2-2------eeeeren nae 25,800 40,010 29 ,900 1,499 
mer Ss. 

Anthracite__..__----------------------------------- 228 ,916 190,594 _____--. -.------ 
Coking coal_.-..___._..--..----_------------------- 650,846 891,003 _______. -1_-_---- 

NA Not available. | 
Source: Official trade returns of Japan, the U.S.S.R., and Poland. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS | use and to make special efforts to explore 

. _ for copper. Sever i 
Aluminum.—The Fushun plant in Man- - P ae osi we ral or sizable had hyry 

churia, rated at perhaps 80,000 to 100,000 f PPer P &P y 
2 ound in North China. Various overtures 

tons of metal yearly, has been the key to h 
. . | . ave been made to purchase Japanese 

Chinese aluminum production. In recent (oie. smelters. in order to exploit 
years, the Chinese were seeking European . ae ° lready deli d P T 
and Japanese help in expanding aluminum sizable reserves already delineated. 10 

| facilities date, however, no contract has _ been 

. signed. Eventually, the Chinese should be 

; Antimony.—Antimony production has able to produce considerably more than 

been in the doldrums, and Chinese output the 90,000 to 100,000-ton levels attained 
| declined further in 1967. Hsikwangshan. 1" recent years. 

in Hunan Province was the main produc- Iron and Steel.—The Chinese Com- 

Hon eonid but Kwangs! gained in re munists did not claim any records in iron 

el q ee ine tenons rod be i ‘ and steel during 1967. In fact, they re- 
s leading antimony producer, bu : mmi 

value of this output has remained small ported that Revolutionary Gommmittees, - made up of PLA, labor and technocrat 

Bismuth.—Mainland China has long ‘*°P eet ae and Red Guard, had geen 
been an important bismuth producer. The organiz b “h MOL A. or et es wit 
bulk of the bismuth, found in association ieee JOY ng . P tect vomnane 
with tungsten and honferrous metals, was Osses in production and serious Camase 
exported. to facilities. Nevertheless, work disruptions 

at mines and plants plus serious transport 

Chromium.—Chromite was still inshort bottlenecks took their toll, and mainland 
supply. Albania exported 83,500 tons to China’s steel production declined at least 

mainland China in 1964, which is indica- 30 percent in 1967. In contrast, 1966 had 

tive of more recent levels of consumption. been a banner year, with all major steel 
centers fulfilling targets before the Cul- 

Copper.—Mainland China continued to tural Revolution struck. 
experience an acute shortage of copper, To complement internal achievements 
despite reduced demand resulting from and to fill the technical void created by 
lower levels of industrial activity in 1967. the Sino-Soviet rift, the Chinese Com- 
This shortage had prompted the country munists had in 1965-66 embarked upon a 

to turn more to aluminum for electrical program of purchasing foreign steel plants
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along with the know-how. The biggest deal of more than 1.5 million tons of steel, had 
to be negotiated was with a European con- a reasonably good year, because of proxim- 

_ sortium headed by the West German firm ity to the capital. Shihchingshan with three 
DEMAG AG to build a $150 million, 3- blast furnaces (413, 512, and 963 cubic 

million-ton annual capacity steel rolling meters), three coke units, and top-blown 
mill. Negotiations were called off at year- oxygen converters, has been the key in this 
end 1967. The Austrians who were build- complex. Injection of anthracite dust along 
ing LD (Linz-Donawitz) oxygen converters with other fuels into blast furnaces, a 
at the Taiyuan steelworks had to leave’ practice thought hazardous by Westerners 
without completing construction, because and Japanese, has been successfully done 
of the political upheaval. A deal to buy at Shihchingshan. 
a West German steel tubing plant from The Paotou steelworks is oriented 
Mannesman A.G. was reportedly signed but around a 1,513-cubic-meter blast furnace, 
construction had not yet started by late possibly two 600-ton open hearth furnaces, 

1967. The Japanese firm Hitachi Ship- and related byproduct coke unit and roll- 
building Co. was negotiating to sell a large ing mills. Operational difficulties were 
sintering and pelletizing plant to the finally smoothed out in 1966 when out- 
Chinese Communists. puts for most items were said to be 50 to 

Anshan, a large integrated steel center 100 percent greater than in 1965. How- 
by world standards with 10 blast furnaces ever, there was also a great deal of strife 
ranging in size from 585 to 1,513 cubic at Paotou in 1967. 
meters (or about 2,600 tons per day for the The Taiyuan steelworks was still under 
largest) 7 and 25 open hearths, had been construction when the Cultural Revolution 
capable of producing roughly 6 million began. Five blast furnaces (963 and 291 

tons of steel ingot annually. It managed cubic meters plus three smaller ones) and 

to escape the worst hazards of the Cultural various steel furances, including open 

Revolution until mid-August 1967, when hearths, electric furnaces, and converters 

an armed struggle and damage to several had already been installed, whereas some 
blast furnaces was reported. Although frolling mills probably were not quite 
order was quickly restored, normal opera- finished. This steelworks was “seized” 
tions had been seriously disrupted. No in early 1967, but taken back fairly quickly. 
doubt steel ingot production had dropped Chungking, with three blast furnaces 
to 4 to 5 million tons in 1967. In contrast, (the largest being 620 cubic meters) and 
Anshan had had a record high year in all the necessary related equipment to 
1966. It successfully introduced the prac- make steel products, was another center 

_ tice of injecting slurry coal (sometimes also capable of producing close to 1 million 
tar and coal gas) and heavy oil under high _tons of steel annually. A somewhat out- 
temperature and pressure at its No. 9 moded plant, Chungking did well in 1966 
blast furnace to bring coke consumption and was even cited for outstanding per- 
down to below 400 kilograms per ton of | formance. It had its share of troubles in 
pig. Low-alloy steel was stressed, and the 1967. 

No. 24 open hearth produced more than Shanghai’s steel plants must have been 
1,000 heats of this at one stretch. as much disturbed as the rest of the city. 

The Wuhan steelworks, with 1,386- and _At least eight little plants were in existence. 
1,436-cubic-meter blast furnaces, five open A number of converters and other steel 
hearth furnaces (four 500-ton and one 250- furnaces had been installed, and Shanghai 
ton), three byproduct coke plants, and built its first “homemade” oxygen con- 

various rolling mills, had been rated at  verters in late 1966. There were only two 
about 1.5 million tons of steel ingot yearly blast furnaces, however, with a combined 
for its “first stage” capacity. Production annual capacity of perhaps 500,000 tons 
had finally hit stride in 1966, but trouble of pig iron. The Maanshan steelworks in 
started at the turn of the year and the nearby Anhwei may be complementing 

Revolutionary Committee had to take Shanghai by sending pig iron and steel 
over. There was another 2-month impasse ingots there. Maanshan with 13 little blast 
beginning in July 1967 when the Wuhan furnaces ranging from 34 to 225 cubic 
military personnel openly defied Peking. meters in size, recently built a few modern 

P The Shihchingshan-Tangshan-Tientsin- 2 American Metal Market Mar. 4, 1968, pp. 
eiping complex, with an annual capacity 1, 93.
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open hearth furnaces and a heavy rolling Tin.—The Soviet Union received 17,400 

mill. Maanshan was also cited for good per- _long tons of tin in 1960 and only 500 tons 

formance in 1966. Shanghai and Maanshan in 1966. Accountable free world imports 

together probably can produce 2 to 3 mil- of tin from mainland China have been 

lion tons of steel annually, but output in 5,000 to 7,000 tons annually in recent 

1967 undoubtedly was much lower. years and domestic consumption, roughly 

Lead and Zinc.—A contract was signed the same. This suggests production de- 
with the British firm Imperial Smelting lines from the Kuchiu (in Yunnan) and 

Process, Ltd., in 1966 to use the ISP proc- Fuhochung (in Kwangsi) centers plus 

ess in building a lead-zinc plant at Shao- stockpiling. 

kuan, northern Kwangtung. A 30 percent Titanium.—In 1966, the Chinese were 

zinc-16 percent lead concentrate from pre- . en . 
. exploring. the possibility of purchasing a 

sumably nearby areas will be smelted to ce . 
produce 35,000 to 40,000 tons of zinc and jitantum plant from the Japanese. They 
18,000 to 20,000 tons of lead annually, Pave also been interested in titania pig- 
respectively roughly 40 and 20 percent of ment for some time. - - 

national outputs for recent years. The Chi- Tungsten.—Chinese tungs ten has fared 

nese have made exchange visits of techni- , Jittle better under higher price condi- 

clans with the Japanese Sumitomo repre- tions. In 1960, the Soviet Union imported 

sentatives who have a similar plant. In late 18,900 tons of tungsten concentrates from 

1967, a bid from Sumitomo to build the mainland China and, after the Sino-Soviet 

plant was still under consideration. The rift, only 3,000 tons in 1966. Contrasting 

: uncertainty of the matter meant that com- this, the free world imported about 2,000 

pletion of the Shaokuan plant was a few tons in 1964, 8,000 tons in 1966, and at 

lee ved. mane an peanien rimarily for least an equal amount in 1967. Domestic 

galvanize § » are Ca Ss ss, consumption may be about 5,000 tons of | 

and lead for batteries and lead pipes. tungsten concentrates ossibl one-third 
Manganese.—Chinese manganese ore of 1967 production. Kiangsi Province was 

output ranked about fifth in the world, © still the main source of Chinese tungsten. 
even though production dropped sharply | oe 
in 1967 because of reduced steel smelting Uranium.—China’s first fusion-type ex- 
activities. Hsiangtan in Hunan, Mukwei  plosion in mid-1967, again at Lap Nor in 
and Leiping in Kwangsi, Chin Hsien and  Sinkiang Province, followed three successful 
Fangcheng in Kwangtung, Tsunyi in  fission-type nuclear blasts in 1966, two of 

. Kweichow, and Wafangtzu in Manchuria which may have been warhead devices. 

: were the main producers. A small surplus Mainland China is believed to have two 

was exported. | | plutonium reactor plants. However, in the 
Mercury.—Mercury ‘output probably latest test, uranium-235 was used to set off 

declined sharply in 1967, although the fusion rather than the more conventional 

country was still prominent among world Plutonium. The processed uranium-239 
producers. Southwest China, particularly ¢ame from a gaseous diffusion plant near 
Tungjen in Kweichow, produced the bulk. Lanchow in Kansu. Power for the Lanchow 

A great change has taken place in sales, Plant was furnished by a large hydroelec- 
with the Soviet Union importing 34,800 ‘tric facility nearby. By going all out in this 

flasks of mercury in 1962 and only 2,000 very costly nuclear-hydro project based 
flasks in 1966. upon yranium: 29>. mainland nina prob- 

. ably shortened its nuclear schedule con- 

Molybdenum.—The Chinese had not siderably and assured much lower future 
yet fully developed several large molybde- 4.4, 

nam, epi However, hundreds of tons “Thee new ura mines were reported 
, i. . to have started production in recent years, 

for some time from existing mines. with a combined initial daily output of 
Nickel.—Failure to get some of the 2,500 tons of ore: Maishan and Chushan 

nickel contracted from Société Le Nickel in Chuannan of Kiangsi, and Hsiachuang 
of France under a 4-year contract in Weiyuan of Kwangtung. The Czechs 
prompted mainland China to make in- gave technical and financial assistance to 

quiries in West Germany and the Nether- the Chinese in building necessary beneficia- 
lands. tion and processing facilities at Chuchou
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in Hunan. Instead of paying cash, the and consumption. An important indication 
Chinese gave the Czechs some of the of developments within China was that 
processed uranium. imports by Hong Kong—the main pur- 

. . | chaser of surplus Chinese cement—declined 
Other Metals.—Various kinds of rare- from 910,000 tons in 1966 to 475,000 

earth metals and alloys for use in the tong during the first 11 months of 1967. 
optical, metallurgical, and nuclear energy More than half of the approximately 50 
industries were produced at Chinchow in Jarge and medium-sized cement plants 
Manchuria and elsewhere. The China Na- (100,000-ton to 1-million-ton annual 
tional Metals and Minerals Import and Ex- capacity) were mentioned in the Chinese 
port Corporation was offering gallium and press during 1963-66 and it was claimed 

selenium of 99.99 percent purity for export. ipa: more than a dozen modern plants 

(200,000 to 700,000 tons) and some 100 
| NONMETALS small plants (usually considerably below 

Asbestos.—Production of asbestos—  100,000-ton size) had been built during 
mainly good grade, long fiber, chrysotile this period. Some of the larger newly built 
type—continued to increase in mainland plants are Tatung in Shansi, Kunming in 
China and may reach the 200,000-ton level Yunnan, Yao Hsien in Shensi, Yungteng 
in a few years. In 1967, the country pro- in Kansu, Chungking in Szechuan, Kwang- 
vided perhaps 4 percent of the world’s chow in Kwangtung, Liuchow in Kwangsi, 
asbestos and ranked fourth or fifth as a Kweiyang in Kweichow, Mutanchiang in 
world producer. Bulk of the output came Kirin, and Nanping in Fukien. 
from Shihmien (literally means asbestos) In contrast, few claims were made in 
in Szechuan Province, where a dozen new 1967 and none for the country as a whole. 
projects were completed not long ago and A plant in Kwangsi, presumably Liuchow, 
a new large and high-grade orebody-. was virtually completed expansion from 300,- 

. reportedly discovered. Chinese and Cana- 000 to 600,000 tons. The Chihsin plant in 
dian asbestos experts have exchanged visits  Hopeh produced at record levels after in- 
in recent years, and the Chinese were in- _ stalling a better dust collecting system. The 
terested in buying Canadian beneficiation | Urumchi cement plant in Sinkiang did well 
equipment for Shihmien. Most of the in early 1967. The Tsinan cement plant 

asbestos is domestically consumed, but in Shantung produced more in 1967 than 
some has been exported. | | in 1966—a rare claim. A sizable cement 

plant was mentioned for Llasa in Tibet. 
Barite——Barite production was down A 300,000-ton kiln—a Chinese record— 

slightly but still 2 to 3 percent of the world was constructed by the Lanchow Petro- 

total. This industry has good potential, and chemical Machinery Plant in 1967. 

output can be expanded considerably above 7 ; 
the 100,000-ton annual level to meet Diamond.—It was reported mn mid- 

domestic oil drilling needs and export de- 1967 that a metallurgical plant in Tsingtao 
mand. Japan imported 8,902 tons of had successfully produced synthetic dia- 

barite in 1965, 37,680 tons in 1966, and monds, presumably on an experimental 
26,695 tons in 1967; and Poland im- _ basis. 

ported (92000 to 8,000 tons annually in Fertilizer and Chemical Materials —The 
mars chemical fertilizer industry was badly dis- 

Boron Minerals.—A surplus of borax ‘rupted in 1967. Among other things, con- 

continued, although no information was struction of many new plants was seriously 
available on the extensive boron bearing delayed. In 1966-67, considerable emphasis 
lake deposits in the Iksaydam area of had been placed on producing nonsulfur 
Tsaidam, Tsinghai Province. fertilizers, such as synthetic ammonia, urea, 

, ammonium carbonate, potassium fertilizers, 
Cement.—Cement production dropped and ground phosphate rock. For example, 

substantially below the 10-million-ton level a 45,000-ton synthetic ammonia plant was 
in 1967, after a fairly successful year in completed in Tsinan, Shantung Province. 
1966 when target fulfillment was claimed. Ammonium carbonate plants were built 
The whole cement economy was badly dis- in Hunan, Hopei, and Nignhsia Provinces, 
rupted by the Cultural Revolution, from among others. A large mixed potassium 
raw materials to production, distribution, fertilizer plant was constructed in Canton.
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The Chuchow plant in Hunan reportedly gave the following figures, in metric tons: 
placed a 200,000-ton “calcium phosphate” Japan 97,330 (129,291 in 1967), U.S.S.R. 
(presumably ground phosphate rock) unit 49,700, West Germany 22,618, Poland 18,- 
in production. 509, Netherlands 9,968, Sweden 5,549, and 

Imports of fertilizer in 1967 were nearly Belgium 2,217. The Kamisho Co. of Tokyo 
of the same magnitude as production. contracted all fluorspar imports from main- 
Mainland China contracted for roughly 5.9 land China for Japan. Within China, fluor- 
million tons of nitrogenous fertilizer from spar was consumed in the manufacture of 
Western Europe and Japan for delivery in — steel, aluminum, and ceramics, and in 
1967. Nitrex A.G., a Swiss firm heading a uranium processing. 
European consortium of nitrogenous ferti- Magnesite.—Southern Manchurian mag- 

lizer producers and exporters, contracted . . . 
: way: nesite found in a belt extending from 

to deliver 3.5 million tons at about $38 per Tashihchi . 
. . ashihchiao northeast to Lienshankuan 

ton cif. The Japanese Ammonium Sul- . . 
. . continued to be of great world significance. 

phate Export Association signed for de- O . 
. aqs utput in 1967 probably was down from 
livery of 2.4 million tons at about $40 ways . 

. we : the million-ton level in recent years, be- 
c.i.f. Additional imports came from the . 

. . . cause of the reduced requirements of the 
United Kingdom and Italy. The closing of - 

steel industry. Anshan Steelworks has 
the Suez Canal and the harbor confusion ; . . 
. . . . pioneered the use of magnesia-alumina 
in coastal China resulted ina reduction of . . | : 

: . refractory bricks for iron and steel smelt- 
actual imports from Europe to approxi-_. . . 

way we . ing in China. Large amounts of mag- 
mately 2.6 million tons. In addition, China . ; . 
. nesite and calcined magnesia have been 
imported about 750,000 tons of phosphate traditionally available for export 
rock from Morocco in 1967. A fertilizer y av por. 
plant bought from Humphreys and Glas- _ Salt-—Mainland China _ retained its 
gow, Ltd., of the United Kingdom for position as ithe works second argest Pr 
Luchow near Chungking was reportedly ucer of salt, after the United States. The 
completed. Fertilizer plants had also been national target was achieved 20 days ahead 
purchased from Italy (Montecatini) and of schedule, and output in 1967 probably 
Japan, among others. was of the same magnitude as the last. few 

The supply position of. fertilizer raw years. Operating conditions were good for 
materials did not show much change. the four main producing provinces— 
Pyrite production of perhaps 1.5 million Kiangsu, Shantung, Hopeh, and Liaon- 
tons came mainly from MHsiangshan in ing—that furnished nearly three-fourths of 
Anhwei and Yingte in Kwangtung. This the country’s total output. Although most 
and byproduct sulfur from nonferrous ores salt was consumed for food purposes, indus- : 
were used in sulfuric acid manufacture. trial demand was rising. Also salt tradi- 
Additional pyrite was produced in Sze- tionally has been exported, mainly to 
chuan and Shansi Provinces, but the out- Japan; in 1967, mainland China’s total salt 
put is not included in this estimate in that exports was considerably in excess of 1 mil- 

this pyrite was converted to about 250,000 lion tons and constituree rough’ oneenth 
tons of elemental sulfur, a part of which of production. The Chinese salt industry 
was ultimately exported. Phosphate rock produced many byproducts, such as potas- 

production was approximately 1 million sium chloride, bromine, boric acid, iodine, 
tons in 1967, coming mainly from Chingh- and barium chloride. 
siang in Hupeh, Kaiyang in Kweichow Steatite and Talc.—Chinese steatite and 
and, to a lesser extent, Liuyang in Hunan talc from Taling in Liaoning Province are 
and Nantung in Kiangsu. Mainland China world famous. Somewhere between one- 
not only imported phosphate rock, but also ‘third and one-half of the 1967 output was 
some apatite from Laokay, North Viet- exported, with Japan the main purchaser 
Nam. taking 22,742 tons of steatite and 17,268 

Fluorspar.—Chinese fluorspar produc- tons of talc. 
tion was perhaps 7 to 8 percent of the 
world total. Output from Chekiang and MINERAL FUELS 
North China remained steady, but Kwangsi Coal.—The year was marked by many 
Province has become a significant new open clashes and rival rallies pitting the 
source. The bulk of the fluorspar is ex- miners and technocrats against the Red 
ported. During 1966, importing countries Guard. By mid-1967, PLA units either
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had been or still were stationed at most modern shaft coal mine in ‘Tatung, 
major Chinese coal mining centers. Aside Tsinghai; a new colliery at Sinwen, Shan- 
from internal production difficulties, the tung; and a new open pit mine in Fushun, 
coal industry also faced a crippling trans- Manchuria. These were completed with 

portation bottleneck in its effort to deliver previously committed funds, and there was 

coal to consumers and obtain equipment no mention of new investments planned 

and supplies for operations. Inability to in 1967. 

move cal cured shortages many 2808S Peuseum,—The year 1967 was one o 
prompnns s 8 confusion for petroleum, although decline 
campaign to conserve coal. . . 

. in output was not as great as in other 
National coal output was down about os . . - 

vide . | major industries. This compares with 1966 
100 million tons as compared with that of . . . 

which was a record high year in output 
1966 or roughly 30 percent, but the and one that the Chinese Communists 
country still ranked third among world : . . pene 

. claimed self-sufficiency in supply. Political 
producers. Performance during the first . 

‘ upheavals did not spare petroleum, and 
half of 1967 was particularly bad, but : 

4. . . supreme efforts were made to restore 
considerable improvement took place in . | 

. order and normal operations. It was 
the second half. Production may return to . , ae 

. claimed that the country’s oil production 
normal shortly if law and order can be . } 

. . . in the first 9 months of 1967 topped the 
maintained. Mainland China has always — : . . 

. . corresponding period in 1966, but this 
| been noted for extensive and well dis- . 

. . . statement clearly can be discounted when 
tributed reserves of easily minable, good : dividual field ‘ewed 
quality coal. in Nl ha elds are reviewer . hin in M 

; ; aching, northwest of Harbin in Man- 
The seven leading coal mines—Fushun, churia, remained very much in the news, 

| Fuhsin, Kailan, Huainan, Hokang, Chihsi, and overall progress no doubt received a 
and Tatung—that | normally produce a severe jolt by events in 1967. In January 
combined 100 million tons annually suf- 1967, the Premier publicly denounced the 
fered the least dislocation cause ot their 10,000 Red Guard workers who had gone 

proeme, i a Pach. » kK “lar Hash SO, to rallies in Peking. After some work stop- 
most, including fushun, i\atlan, Tiuainan, page, the PLA was sent in to take control. 
and Chihsi, went through a brief cycle of ‘Trouble erupted again in August when 

Cashes and P LA occupation. “ 30° ne that thousands of anti-Maoists engaged Maoists 
‘Fushun output had decine percent in open conflict. Again, the PLA moved 
in 1967 clearly points out a considerable jy swiftly. With a large refinery complex 
drop in production for the leading mines. and successful drilling and water injec- 
The several dozen medium-sized coal mines tion practices, Taching had expanded +ts | 

of 1 to 9 million tons yearly capacity also output to perhaps 5 million tons in 1966. 
suffered serious work disruption. As an The Institute of Petroleum Industry was 
extreme example, phe pew model Pinging transferred to Taching to assist in. tech- 
snan Goa ine in Honan went throug nology. 

6 months of ie war perween the wsual There was little additional news about 
two factions before the stepped in. the promising Shengli (Victory) field in 
ne Upa0fs0 entaracite ie earey went Shangtung. possibly located near the znouth 

rough a strike in early . Vv - oO e Yellow River. is new field may 
less, a few large and many medium mines yjyal Taching in potential, and might 

such as Fuhsin, Kailan, Chihsi, Shuang- already be capable of producing 3 million 
yashan, Penhsi (Penchi), Tzupo, Tsao- tons of crude oil annually. Proximity of 
chuang:. and obinghsing, reported good Shantung to Peking and oe, reports of 
production periormance uring conflict among the factions lead to the con- 
despite political disturbances. The small clusion that exploration, development, and 
mines in faraway areas were the hardest production activities moved forward at 

hit from prolonged work stoppage and Shengli without notable disruption in 1967. 
transportation tie-ups. In late May 1967, armed clashes were 

Capital construction nearly came to a_ reported in Sinkiang between the local 
standstill in 1967, with few reports of such military forces and Mao supporters. As a 
activities. Some new coal mines or shafts result, operations at Karamai oil complex 
opened during the year included: an open (oilfields and refinery at Karamai and 
pit mine near Chengchow, Honan; a another refinery at Tushantzu) were
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suspended and regular oil deliveries to refining and gas operations, respectively. 
Lanchow were interrupted. PLA units loyal Shanghai not only has a large refinery with 

to Peking quickly quelled the armed thermal cracking and platforming (Chinese 
clashes and restored oil production in design) units, but has also become an 
Sinkiang. The uneasy truce was maintained important center for producing oil refining 
for the rest of 1967 so that Sinkiang’s oil and drilling equipment. The famous 
production may have kept pace with 1966. Fushun coal mine in Manchuria stopped 
The Karamai complex reportedly registered production of coproduct shale oil at least 
a 2.6-fold output increase over a 3-year temporarily, possibly because of the com- 
period up until 1966 when many new proj- __ petition of surplus natural crude oil from 
ects were substantially completed. Annual Taching and Shengli which the Fushun 
production of perhaps 2 million tons was shale oil refinery might be processing. The 
achieved through drilling new oil wells, Mowming shale oil project in Kwangtung 
rejuvenating abandoned wells, and im- probably was abandoned before it even 
proving the spacing of wells. got started. = 

In August 1967, a Japanese newspaper Mainland China has started to look in- 
reported that Lanchow was paralyzed by to offshore exploration and drilling for oil. 
armed struggle and oil refining was sus- Since South China is short of oil, offshore 
pended for a month. The nearby Yumen work might have commenced along the 
oilfields, which probably produced more coast of Kwangtung and Hainan. In 1967, 
than 2 million tons of crude in 1966, also equipment of this type was purchased from 
had “bloody clashes.” Yumen has a refinery West Europe and Rumania. Rumania in 
but has traditionally shipped surplus crude particular has been assisting China, both 
to Lanchow. in furnishing exploration, production, and 

The general confusion in Shanghai and refining equipment and in providing tech- 
Szechuan must have affected their oil nical aid, offshore and onshore.



Th in t ‘he Mineral Industry of Colombia 

By Gordon W. Koelling * 

The total volume of Colombia’s crude petroleum investment. The special petro- 
mineral production declined almost 2 per- leum exchange rate of Col$7.67 (pesos) 
cent in 1967 compared with a 4-percent per US$1, which had been in effect for 
drop during the preceding year. This de- several years, was considerably lower than 
clining trend resulted, in part, from a de- the official rate of exchange. This practice, 
crease in crude oil output as the country’s which was essentially equivalent to the 
older oilfields became depleted. Other fac- levying of a surtax on foreign investments, 
tors partly responsible for the poor per- was partially responsible for the slow but 
formance of the mining sector were the steady withdrawal of most international 
lack of price incentives, insufficient tech- firms from the Colombian petroleum ex- 
nical knowledge applied to production ploration scene. 
processes, the lack of credit, and inade- Under the new exchange rules, the 
quate legal and administrative mechanisms official rate (Col$16.25 per US$1) was 
for the granting of mining claims. Crude established as the exchange rate for in- 
mineral production probably accounted for vestments and expenditures in petroleum 
only about 3 percent of the country’s 1967 exploration, production, refining, transport- 
gross domestic product (GDP) which was ation, and distribution. This rate was also 
estimated at $5,820 million (at current made applicable to income tax payments. 
prices), 4.8 percent greater than that of In order to avoid sudden increases in do- 
1966. mestic fuel prices, the new regulations re- 

Colombia continued to be the world’s quired that 25 percent of all crude oil pro- 
principal source of emeralds, ranked about duced in Colombia be sold to local refiners 
10th among gold producers, and was one for peso payment with the fixed dollar price 
of the few world producers of platinum, of crude converted at the rate of Col$9 
but output of these commodities was less per US$1. 
important to the country’s economy than The first new mining law enacted by 
the production of such items as crude oil, the Colombian Congress in more than 25 
coal, iron ore, limestone, cement, and salt. years was signed by the President near 

The National Minerals Inventory, in- yearend 1967. This law specifies that 
itiated under a loan agreement with the minerals should be partially or totally proc- 
U.S. Agency for International Develop- essed in the country, whenever possible, 
ment (AID) in September 1965, progres- and special preference should be given to 
sed toward completion during 1967. Com- supplying domestic needs. The Ministerio 
pleted maps and reports resulting from the de Minas y Petrdleos, with prior agreement 
program were scheduled for publication by of the affected parties, may stipulate roy- 
September 1968. The Ministerio de Minas alties and shares not specifically established 
y Petréleos submitted an application to by law, increase payments established by 
AID requesting the financing of a followup _law, and restrict the limits of exploration 
project for surveying the mineral potential and exploitation. 
of an area extending along the Cordillera The law gives the Government the right 
Central of the Andes from southern Caldas to declare any part of the country a na- 
to the Ecuadorian border. tional reserve for the purpose of “‘freezing”’ 

In November 1967, the Colombian any mineral reserves which are in the proc- 
Government established new rates for most 

exchange transactions of the petroleum 1 Geographer, Division of International 
industry in order to revitalize foreign Activities. 

203
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ess of being awarded, or in order to set other official entities which may assume 
them aside pending special investigation. total responsibility or may form mixed 

A decree issued prior to the passage of enterprises of private and public particip- 
the new mining law, but which now serves ants. Concessions may also be awarded to 
as a regulatory decree for this law, estab- private entities, through a process of public 
lished two systems for awarding mining bidding, under 30-year-lease contracts ex- 
claims. Under one system, the Ministerio tendable for an additional 10 years. 
de Mines y Petréleos may cede claims to | 

PRODUCTION 

Total crude mineral output continued to In contrast to declining crude mineral 
decline during 1967 as shown in the fol- production, output of pig iron increased 
lowing tabulation: | 22 percent, that of steel ingots and cast- 
Te ings was up 16 percent, and output of re- 

oe Index of physical volume o a nt 4 production , finery products rose 13 percent in 1967. 
(1958 = 100) 

1965 1966 | 1967 | a 
Crude oil__..-.----. 156.1 153.3 = 147.9 : 
Metals._...-...-.-. 90.1 © 82.4 80.0 
Nonmetals_.._.----. 152.5 145.5 164.0 . . . 

. Total_....---. 146.5. 140.9 | 1388.5 a 

Source: U.S. Embassy, Bogota. State Depart- 
. ment Airgram A-732, May 2, 1958. .
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Table 1.—Colombia: Production of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

en 

Commodity ! 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

a 

Metals: 
Antimony concentrate...__-.---_------------ 80 _____---) ---eLe-e - eee e NA 

Chromite___________..-_------------------- 110 400 260 _______- ' NA 

Gold________-.-____.-thousand troy ounces. - 325 365 319 - § 281 258 

Tron and steel: 
Iron ore_________..___---thousand tons_- 695 710 706 662 NA 

Pig iron___.__...-._-------------do_--- 202 205 204 169 207 

Steel ingots and castings. __-_._---do___- 222 230 242 217 252 

Lead concentrate_____..__-----_------------ 500 806 730 948 NA 

Merecury_.___.._.----_--_---76-pound flasks __ 3 3 46 84 e100 

Platinum, crude__.__._thousand troy ounces_- 23 21 11 NA NA 

Silver 2__-_________--___-_/_---__----do__-- 106 131 r116 r 109 110 
Zine: 

Ore and concentrate___.____.-..-------- 600 710 400 804 NA 

Slab______________-e eee eee eee eee eee eee eee ee eee eee eee oe ee eee NA 

Nonmetals: 
Barite__...._________-_____---_------------ 10,500 10,200 8,800 e 9,000 NA 

Cement: — 
Portland__.._._...__._..-thousand tons.. 1,810 1,940 12,848 2,202 NA 

White.._-_...______--_____.___--.do__-- 25 32 35 26 NA 

Total_____.__.--_-------------do_... 1,835 1,972 2,883 2,228 2,116 
Clays: 

Kaolin. ____...______----_--_----do___- 75 81 83 26 NA 

For cement____.___--.-----------do___- 360 © 360 420 753 NA 

For construction______.__..-...--do___- NA NA __ 1,300 NA NA 

Other industrial use_______.__..--do___- 110 112 117 631 NA 

Diatomite______..___________-_-_------------- 2,200 - 231 200 ____---- NA 

Dolomite__.___._________---___------------- 5,100 3,217 11,704 6,480 . NA 

Emerald: 
Gem_______.____._.---thousand carats- - 51 e 55 42 e35 NA 

Moralla___._.____-_____-__---_----do_.-- 2,004 e214 403 294 NA 

Feldspar______._._..___.._---thousand tons- - 13 ‘12 11 19 NA 

Gypsum____.______---_--------------do_._- 102 108 112 115 NA 

Lime________.____.--___-------1----do__-_- 97 100 108 r 50 NA 

Limestone________.-.----------------do_._- 3,400 4,273 3,890 3,231 NA 

Magnesite________.---.-------------------- 250 220 190 e 190 NA 

Marble_______._____________--cubiec meters_- 800 650 1,700 1,000 NA 

Quartz, quartzite, industrial sand ; 
thousand tons__ 130 135 150 9 NA 

Salt: 
Terrestrial_....______._______-_---do___- 265 289 280 r 301 310 

Marine__.____._..--..-----------do-__-- 34 51 r51 r 81 159 

Total_____________--__-__----------- 299 340 r 331 r 382 469 

Sulfur...._______--_--_-------------------- 18,000 12,134 18,405 20,980 NA 

Tale__________-_______-.----------------- 650 730 400 1,195 NA 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal: 

Anthracite__._.__.___--._--_----------- NA 32,000 NA NA NA 

Bituminous_..._._..__._.__thousand tons__ 3,200 3,000 3,100 e 3,000 3,100 

Coke_____________--------------do---- 400 420 4470 323 NA 

Natural gas___._.._..._----million cubic feet. 82,979 84,687 **93,823 *98,096 99 ,920 

Natural gas liquids 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_-_ 1,392 1,658 r1,636 r2,079 2,914 

Petroleum: 
Crude___.._._.------------------do..-.- 60,343 62,596 * 72,670 71,430 68 ,877 

Refinery products: 
Aviation gasoline 

thousand 42-gallon barrels- -_ 566 540 786 784 746 

Motor gasoline__._._.._..-.--do.-.. 10,858 11,312 12,377 13 ,132 13,277 

Jet fuel_________--.__.-__--.-do.--_- 153 195 244 396 526 

Kerosine.________---__--.---do._-- 1,809 1,793 1,940 2,102 2,540 

Distillate fuel oil..._..._.._...do..._. 4,075 4,123 4,437 4,849 5,629 

Residual fuel oil...._.__._...._-do..-- 9,193 8, 742 10 ,884 12 ,157 14,904 

Lubricants including greases. __do--- - 140 372 448 480 415 

Liquefied petroleum gas-__.----do-_--- 356 485 837 606 862 

Other.____.__.---__---------do.... 2,318 4,375 2,889 2,875 3,318 

Total_______._-___-.-_-----do._.. 29,468 31,937 34,842 37 , 381 42,217 
ey 

P Preliminary. t Revised. e Estimate. NA Not available. 
1Jn addition to reported commodities, Colombia is known to produce ammonia, carbon black, and 

phosphate, but data are not available on the output of these items. 
2 Reported by Banco de la Republica as precious metal refinery output. 
3 Exports. 
4 Includes 35,000 tons of coke breeze.
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TRADE 

Complete, detailed official trade figures and the United Kingdom; important 
have ‘not been published by the Colombian sources of imports included Japan, Canada, 
Government for years subsequent to 1964. and West Germany. The following tabula-: 
However, some data for 1965 and 1966 tion shows the role of mineral com- 
were provided by U.S. Embassy, Bogota, modities in the overall foreign trade of 
and the Statistical Office of the United Colombia: 
Nations. , _ _ 

The value of Colombia’s mineral com- Mineral 
ity ing 1 s more than Value _ com- mod ty exports during . 966 wa t (thousand dollars) modities’ 13 percent less than in 1965. Petroleum, —_——_____________. ghare of 

principally in the form of crude oil, ac- Mineral Total total . commodities trade (per- . counted for 90 percent of the 1966 total. cent) 
The value of 1966 mineral commodity a 
imports, about 47 percent of which was Exports: 

, OS 1965_-___ 108 , 736 539,144 19.2 acounted for by iron and steel, was alm st 1966 90° 128 307,691 17.8 
77 percent above the 1965 figure. Approxi- Imports: : 

. > 6 1965_____ 63,081 453,506 13.9 | mately 44 percent of the country’s 196 1966.2. «111622 674146 16.6 
exports went to the United States, which Trade balance: 

Hin? 1965__._.._.. +40,655 +85,638 xX was the source of 33 percent of Colombia S 1966..... —21'493 166° 555 xx 
mineral commodity imports. Other impor- 
tant export markets for Colombia’s mineral XX Not applicable. 
commodities were Trinidad and Tobago Source: Statistical Office of the United Nations. 

Table 2.—Colombia: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

SSE 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 
nF 

Metals: 
Aluminum and alloys: 

Ingots, castings, and plates________ 5 6 NA. 
Waste and scrap_________________ 4 2 NA. 
Semimanufactures___________.___. 72 185 Ecuador 93; Guatemala 22. 

' Copper, waste and scrap_____________. 16 10 NA. 
Iron and steel: 

Semimanufactures_______________. 1,122 1,427 Mostly to Venezuela. 
L Sctap------------------2-2------ ween eee 100 All to Netherlands Antilles. 
ead: 

Ore_________ 2. 756 1,175 All to United States. . Ingots and other primary forms____ 229) ____ Le 
Ores and minerals, not further specified _ 12 15 NA. 

Nonmetals: a 
Cement___._______________________.- 189 ,136 181,325 United States 86,423; Brazil 31,066; 

Peru 19,711. 
Clay and clay products: 

Kaolin and other clays_.___________ 453 29 NA. 
Common brick___________________ 99 20 NA. 
Refractory products______________ 1 122 NA. 

Diamond, industrial__.________earats._ _______ 40 NA. 
Fertilizer materials, manufactured: 
Ammonia_________________________. 37,155 43,448 United States 36,381; Costa Rica 7,067. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, all types_______________________ 1,280 814 Mainly to Venezuela. 
Coal tar and mineral pitch____________. 21,896 25,705 All to Argentina. 
Petroleum: 

Crude__thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 40 ,682 35,575 United States 14,564; Trinidad 10,376; 
United Kingdom 7,872. 

Refinery products: 
Motor gasoline.________do____ 82 175 All to Mexico. 
Distillate fuel oil.._.___do____ 64 289 United States 162; Panama 127. 
Residual fuel oil._._____do____ 4,942 9,677 United States 3,589; Peru 1,464. 
Asphalit___...___..____do____ 132 154 All to Argentina. 

EEE 

NA Not available.
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Table 3.—Colombia: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 - 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite__.__.__..---.-_--------- 9,199 9,009 NA. 
Alumina._._.-_2 ee 274 226 United States 141; West Germany 64. 
Metal and alloys: . 

Ingots, castings, and scrap_-_-___ 3,925 8,723 United States 3,962; Canada 3,842. 
, Semimanufactures_____...___- 765 1,422 United States 488; Japan 380; Switzer- 
. an 7%. 

Antimony and alloys, unwrought--___-_- 25 25 NA. 
Copper: . 

Copper sulfate__________________. ____L_e 47 NA. 
Ingots and other primary forms: 

Unalloyed___._-----___-_ -_-- 2,503 4,756 NA. 
Alloyed_______..-.--____.__- 2,825 1,358 NA. 

Semimanufactures.__.......-.-_-- 1,369 869 NA. 
Iron and steel: 

Tron ore______-_- ee eee eee ee eee eee 339 France 316. 
Pig iron and scrap_.____.._______- 6,441 11,511 Mainly from United States. 
Ferroalloys...____..-..__.-__-_-- 2,746 3,528 Chile 2,000; Canada 452; Argentina 

Ingots, blooms, and billets_....._.. 25,811 35,708 France 15,532; Venezuela 10,199; Bel- 
gium-Luxembourg 9,758. 

L pomimanufactures- wou------------~ 107,529 124,517 NA. 
ead: 

Ingots and plates_____.._________- 471 2,585 Mexico 963; United States 923; Peru 

Semimanufactures____._..-_____-- 36 18 NA. 
Litharge._.._________-_------_ Le 641 1,121 Mainly from Mexico. . 

Magnesium and alloys, unwrought-_-__-__ 25 34 Canada 22; United States 9. 
Mercury - --.--.--....%6-pound flasks. _ 10 6 United States 2; West Germany 2. 

ickel: 
Ingots and anodes______________-_- 55 69 Mainly from United States. 
Castings and forgings___..__..__-- 8 27 NA. 
Semimanufactures____________-__-_ 208 317 NA. 

Silver_______.__.________troy ounces__ 4 3 NA. . 
Tin and alloys._.__..___.____long tons__ 109 277 West Germany 74; United Kingdom 

59; Malaysia 46; United States 44. 
Zine... eee eee 2,585 7,826 Mexico 3,913; United States 1,523; 

Japan 1,334. . 
Other ores and minerals_____.___--__-- 235 121 NA. 

- Other metals and alloys.___..._.____-- 76 36 NA. 
Nonmetals: 

Abrasives, not elsewhere specified: . . 
Crude__.. 22 eee 255 321 NA. 
Grinding stones and wheels. -_-_-_- -__- 232 136 West Germany 40; Brazil 39; Mexico15. 

Asbestos, crude______________-_----_- 9,063 16,534 Canada 10,545; Republic of South 
Africa 3,651. 

Barite and witherite___.____________-- 54 11 NA. ; 
Borax, refined_.......__..___.-_---_-- 178 180 NA. 
Cement._..___-__._-_--__ eee 703 435 West Germany 148; United States 100; 

France 93. 
Clay: and clay products: 

Bentonite. __.._._______._.__.__-_.- 1,864 3,117 Mainly from United States. 
Kaolin__________.-____-_-----_-- 2,035 4,729 Do. 
Other, crude, calcined, washed, or 

ground: 
Refractory_-.............---- 17 15 NA. 
Nonrefractory_...........---. 12 164 NA. 

Refractory brick, all types__.__---- 4,916 1,075 NA. 
Cryolite______.____.-_.-____--._--_-- 5 3 NA. 
Dolomite_________-__----__.---_------ 2,089 3,559 Mainly from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Feldspar and fluorspar._._......____-- 282 19 NA. 
Fertilizers: 

Nitrogenous.______..__...-.---_-- 7,634 22,154 United States 9,521; Netherlands 
5,069; Mexico 5,000. 

Phosphatie_____..._._-_..-..-__. 28,808 28,148 NA. 
Potassic.______....._..-...-.-.-. 42,084 54,374 United, States 34,733; West Germany 

Mixed. _______-_--- 2-2 - eee 2,204 61,318 United States 46,498; Netherlands 

Graphite. _____- 22 _--- ee 57 113 United States 57. 
Gypsum_____-_--- eee ---- = «10, 581 4,587 Jamaica 3,801; United States 721. 
Infusorial earth. ..._...--..-_-_-_------ 1,167 945 Mexico 445; United States 421. 
Lime_____...._.-__----.-.----------- 45 27 NA. 
Magnesite_____.... 2.2 ee 55 81 Mainly from West Germany. 
Mica: 

Crude_.._____. eee 85 134 Mainly from United States. 
Worked-___._._-_-.---.------.--- 17 22 Do. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Colombia: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 
nnn 

Nonmetals—Continued . 
Pigments, mineral_.._.....----------- 313 452 Spain 179; West Germany 168; United 

States 53. 
Quartz, ground...__...--------------- 324 113 NA. 
Sait_....... 22 ~~. -------- 4 84 NA. 
Sand._..__._-__-_.-----.-------------- 94 4 NA. 
Slate......_.__..__--_-__---_-------- 203 158 Mainly from Spain. 
Sodium carbonate__..__.__-.---.----- 8,709 25,463 NA. 
Sodium hydroxide__........-.-.------ 20,368 43,077 United States 17,988; Netherlands 

8.2905 France 6,829; West Germany 
: : 5, . . . 

Sulfur... _-_-__._-_-- eee 3,196 67 All from United States. 
Tale and steatite________...______---- 1,005 968 United States 400; Brazil 334; Italy 

Mineral fuels: 
Carbon black_______._.---____------- 5,842 5,717 Mainly from United States. 
Coal, anthracite.....___..------------ 14 .__-_---- , 
Other fossil hydrocarbons, solid: 

Gilsonite______...__.-----.------ «69 260 East Germany 150; West Germany 80. 
Ozokerite and montan wax_-_------ 160 383. NA. 

Mineral tars and products____._.__.--- 9 LLL Luee 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Avia- thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 103: 87 Mainly from Netherlands Antilles. 
tion gasoline . 

- Kerosine and jet fuel___....do___- 4 9 Mainly from United States. | 
Distillate fuel oil_._....----do__-- 28 19 NA. 
Lubricants, including greases.do. - _ - 64 37 Mainly from United States. 
Vaseline and paraffin......__.do_--- 166 263 NA. 
Other___..._-.-------------do___- 19 16 NA. 
re 

NA Not available. | 

. | COMMODITY REVIEW 7 

METALS ounces of gold was recovered. 
Pato Consolidated Gold Dredging, Ltd., 

_ Gold.—Gold output during 1967 de- operated a fleet of five dredges which dug 
clined for the third consecutive year. Labor 26,606,000 cubic yards during the year. 

: pr oblems and rising costs were the prin- Approximately 80,000 troy ounces of gold 
cipal reason for the 29 percent decline was recovered from this material. 
since 1964. Almost 77 percent of the 1967 In March 1967, the Government issued 

| gold output was produced by a consortium a decree stating that only the Banco de la 
of five compamies. Four of these were Republica could purchase, sell, possess, and 
wholly owned subsidiaries of the Interna- export gold. A resolution implementing this 

tional Mining Corp. (United States) which decree established a purchase price of $35 
also owned a controlling interest in the per troy ounce, with 50 percent of the 

fifth, Pato Consolidated Gold Dredging, sales value payable in U.S. dollars for ex- 
Ltd. penditures abroad and the remittance of 

Production of gold during 1967 by profits and 50 percent payable in pesos at 
wholly owned subsidiaries of International the rate of Col$16.25 per US$1. In addi- 

totaled 109,000 troy ounces, of which 71,- tion, a 15 percent incentive bonus in the 
000 ounces were from the country's only form of freely negotiable tax credit certif- 
underground gold-mining operation at  icates was made payable to the producer at 
fronting. During July mus mine was af- the time of purchase. 

wo cdlerero earthquake. wae acauses Iron and Steel.—All of Colombia’s pig 
ground fracturing and double iron output was produced by Acerias Paz 

the normal flow of water into the workings. del Ri . . 
. . . el Rio, S.A., from iron ore supplied from 

Additional pumping equipment to handle. _ . : . its own mining operations. The same com- 
| the increased volume of water was installed ve . pany also accounted for 82 percent of total 

by yearend. The placer-mining operations ij d . T 
f International’s wholly owned subsidi steel ingot and castings output. Three or ant tony sidl- small producers, Empresa Siderirgica de 

aries involved the use of four dredges. Medellin, S.A., Empresa Sidertrgica del 
These dredged a total of 16,475,000 cubic Pacifico, and Empresa Siderirgica del 

yards of materials from which 38,000 troy Muja, accounted for the remainder.
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Acerias del Rio’s first-stage plant-ex- total platinum production was smuggled 
pansion program, aimed at increasing pro- out of the country. | 
duction and eliminating operational im- a | . 
balance and inefficiency, neared completion Silver.—Most of Colombia’s silver out- 
at yearend 1967. Plans for.a second-stage Put was from _ the underground gold and expansion program, designed to raise an- silver mine at Frontino which was operated 
nual finished steel production capacity by a subsidiary of the International Mining 
from 220,000 tons to 500,000 tons, were Corp. This company reported 1967 silver 
stalled as a result of difficulties in obtaining Production of 149,000 troy ounces, 15 per- financing. | . cent more than it reported for 1966. How- 

Two of the smaller steel companies were 6Y&>: official 1967 figures published by 
also in the process of expanding facilities Banco de la Republica for precious metal during 1967. Empresa Siderirgica de refinery output of silver show a total of 
Medellin was installing a 60,000-ton-per- only 110,000 troy ounces, 1 percent over year tinplate plant, and Empresa Sider- the quantity reported by the Baneo for 
urgica del Pacifico was in the process of 1966. | | 
increasing its total steel output capacity | 
by 20 percent. Both of these expansion | | NONMETALS 
programs were scheduled for completion Cement.—By year end 1967, Colombia 
during 1968. Se | had 14 cement plants with a combined 

-Mercury.—The country’s largest mer- CP@City of 3 million tons per year. In- 
cury production facilities commenced /uded in this total was the plant at Tolu- 
operations at Aranzazu in the Department V!€J@, scheduled for completion by the end 
of Caldas around the beginning of 1967. of the year. This plant, financed by the It was estimated that the plant at Aran- Corporacion Financiera Colombiana Desar- 
zazu would be able to produce about 300 rollo Industrial, was to have an_ initial | 
flasks of mercury metal per month. The #Pacity of 240,000 tons annually. | 
operating company is Compafifa Minera Fertilizer © Materials—Amoniaca__ del 
Nueva which is owned by Consorcio Caribe (AMOCAR), owned by Interna- 
Minero Colombiano of Bogota and the tional Petroleum (Colombia), Ltd. 
Southern Union Production Co. of Dallas, (INTERCOL), a subsidiary of Standard 
Tex. . Oil Co. (New Jersey), accounted for 

Nickel.—Geologists of the Colombian almost wall of the country’s ammonia pro- Government, The Hanna Mining Co. duction at its Mamonal petrochemicals 

(United States), and Standard Oil Co.. of plant. Most of this plant's output of am- 
_ California, confirmed the existence of ex-  ™Om4 and nitric acid produced from am- 

tensive lateritic nickel deposits near Cerro ™0MJa was supplied to the Abones Colom- 
Matoso in the Montelibano district. Nego- bianos fertilizer plant, also located at 
tlations were under way which could lead Mamonal. AMOCAR’s remaining ammonia 
to the establishment of open-pit mining output was exported. La ene 
facilities and a nickel smelting plant with The Barrancabermeja fertilizer plant of 
an annual capacity of 11,300 tons of ferro- Fertilizantes Colombianos (FERTICOL), nickel by the two U.S. companies. which had been closed since late 1965, was 

The Ministerio de Mines y Petrdéleos an- P4? tially reactivated as the result ot an nounced that the Montelibano deposits con- 28reement with Petroquimica del Atlantico. 

tain an estimated 80 million tons of ore /erms of this agreement called for the lat- averaging 2 percent nickel: ter company to rent the FERTICOL 
| facihties for from 3 to 5 years and to in- 

Platinum.—Compafiia Minera Chocé, vest approximately US$4 million in plant 
a wholly owned subsidiary of International renovation and equipment installation. Ac- 
Mining Corp., produced almost 11,000 troy cordingly, a preassembled ammonia unit, 
ounces of platinum along with the gold manufactured by Girdler Co. of Louisville, 
output from its placer operations during Ky., was shipped to Barrancabermeja dur- 
1967. Owing to the extensive contraband ing the first half of 1967 and put into 
trade in unrefined platinum, data on _ operation at the rate of 40 tons per day in 
Colombia’s total output were not available. July. Petroquimica del Atlantico hoped to 
It was estimated that up to 50 percent of have the FERTICOL plant’s urea facilities
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in operation by the end of 1967 and also same company was the principal producer 

planned to recondition the nitric acid and and consumer of metallurgic coke. | 

ammonium nitrate units as soon as possible. 
The La Cascajera phosphate mine at Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Crude 

Turmequé in the Department of Boyaca oil output in 1967 was almost 4 percent 

was opened by the Instituto de Fomento less than during 1966 and more than 9 

Industrial (IFI) during the first half of Percent below the production record set 

1967. Initial production from this mine was in 1965. Deliveries of crude oil to. refineries 

at the rate of 70 tons per day. Recoverable increased 11 percent during 1967, but 

reserves at. Turmequé were estimated at 4 crude: exports fell 16 percent. The decline 

million tons of apatite with an average in crude oil production resulted from the 

P.O; content of 14 percent. steady depletion of Colombia’s older oil- 

A phosphate mine being developed by fields coupled with the failure to develop 

IFI at Azufrada in the Department of adequate new production. Crude oil out- 

Santander was scheduled to begin opera- put is expected to continue its moderate 

tions during the first half of 1968 with the decline until the Orito field in the southern 

level of production expected to reach 80 Part of the country is brought into pro- 

tons daily by yearend. This deposit’s re- duction, an event expected to occur in late 

serves were estimated at 1 million tons with 1968 or ear ly 1969. a 

an average P2Os content of 24 percent. In contrast to declining crude oil pro- 
| duction, output of natural gas continued 

| Salt—The discovery, by the National to rise, increasing about 2 percent during 

Mineral Inventory, that the salt deposits 1967. In a number of cases, most of the 

at Zipaquira were not part of a vast salt natural gas produced was from oilfields 

dome intruded vertically from a great where gas/oil ratios have been rising 

depth as had been believed, but are of steadily in conjunction with reservior de- 

limited extent, spurred the search for addi- pletion. Production of natural gas liquids 

tional salt reserves in the Cundinamarca § al}so continued to rise. 

area. Increased salt output from the sea- Early in the year, the Ministerio de 

water evaporation operations at Galera- Minas y Petrdleos called for bids on 200,- 

zamba and Manaure provided the principal (00 hectares of reverted oil lands in the 
raw material for operation of the country’s Departments of Bolivar, Cérdoba, and 

| second alkali plant, which went into pro- Sucre. No bids were submitted in response 

duction at Mamonal in May 1967. This to the Ministry’s announcement, partly be- 

plant, operated by the Banco de la Reptb- cause Decree 755 of March 1966, which 
lica as a part of its salt industry monopoly, authorized new contracts covering reverted 

had the capacity to produce 600 tons of lands, calls for higher royalties than those 

sodium carbonate and 230 tons of sodium charged for new areas and the payment of 

hydroxide daily. a fixed fee for each contract. 
Only 38 wells were drilled during 1967 

MINERAL FUELS as compared with 52 in 1966. Total foot- 
Carbon Black.—The capacity of the 78° drilled declined from 369,069 during 

Mamonal carbon black plant of Cabot 1966 to 241,119 in 1967. However, pre- 
Colombiana, a subsidiary of the Cabot dictions were that the improvements which 

Corp. of Boston, was increased to 6,500 occurred in the petroleum investment cli- 

tons annually in early 1967. This plant ™ate in late 1967 might lead to a doubling 
continued to account for all of the of drilling activity in 1968. . 
country’s output of carbon black. Only one of the exploratory wells drilled 

during 1967 was completed as a crude oil 

Coal and Coke.—Proved coal reserves producer; the other 13 were dry holes. In- 

totaled 12.5 billion tons at yearend. Pro- cluded among the dry holes were the first 

duction continued to be concentrated in two wells put down off Colombia's Pacific 

the Departments of Cundinamarca and coast. Of the 24 development wells drilled 

Boyaca, which together accounted for ap- during 1967, 12 were completed as crude 

proximately two-thirds of the country’s oil producers, one was a gas producer, and 

total output. The only major washery func- 11 were dry holes. Drilling was concen- 

tioning in Colombia during the year was trated in the Orito oilfield, and some devel- 

that operated by Acerias Paz del Rio. This opment activity probably also occurred in
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Table 4.—Colombia: Salient statistics of the petroleum and natural gas industry 
a 

, 1965 1966 1967 

CT CS SPSS eS Ssh SSS SS ih SS 

Crude oil: 
Production. .______.--_-_-_-----------thousand 42-gallon barrels... 72,670 71,430 68 , 877 
Delivered to refineries__..._._..._.___--__.__._--______.__-.do_._. 380,715 35 , 232 39 ,043 
Exported._____.____..----.---_-_---_-- Lee -_------do____ 40,682 35,575 29,876 

Natural gas: 
Production.______..___-.-------------------- million cubic feet_. 93,823 98 ,096 99 ,920 
Consumption... ___..._-_--------_-------------.--_-------do__.. 28,906 33 , 472 NA 
Injected 1____________ 22 eee -_____-do__.. 28,444 36 , 684 42,097 
Flared ?______.__.__.--_--------------------------_-------do____ 36,478 27,940 NA 

Natural gas liquids: 
Production__._._...-----.------------thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 1,636 2,079 2,914 
Consumption 3________ eee ee ee do. 618 837 1,614 
Delivered to refineries._.-..__________-._-._______._______.do____ 589 815 897 
Exported, mixed with crude oiJ___-.____.___...______________do____ 263 214 224 

Refinery products: 
Refinery output 4__..-....__---+-----------------------d0____ 34,842 37,381 42,217 
Consumption 5_________..- eee eee _____--do____ 24,988 27,291 28 , 530 
Exported____. 2-2 eee eee eee ddo___e 5,220 6,295 8,524 

NA Not available. 
1 Includes small quantities used for gas-lift operations. 
2 Includes shrinkage at natural gas plants. 
3 Excludes propane and butane output of refineries. 
4 Includes quantities used for refinery fuel. 
5 Excludes most oil company use. 

Source: Centro de Informacién de la Industria Petrolera. 

Table 5.—Colombia: Crude oil production by companies 

(Thousand 42-gallion barrels) . 

Company Principal ownership or affiliation 1965 1966 1967 

Antex Oil and Gas Co., Inc_______ U.S. citizens__._.____..________--- 20 7 1 
Compafifa Petrolera de Nueva United Fruit Co... 22 ee 37 18 15 

Granada. 
Colombia-Cities Service Petro- Cities Service Co__..._.......----.. 6,610 6,014 5,425 

leum Corp. (COLCITCO). . 
Colombian Petroleum Co. Socony Mobil Oil Co. and Texaco 10,425 9,510 8,389 

(COLPET) Ine. . 
Empresa Colombiana de Petréleos Colombian Government________..__ 10,354 9,933 10,667 
(ECOPETROL). 

International Petroleum (Colom- Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey) .--__- 273 388 365 
bia), Ltd. (INTERCOL). 

Sinclair and BP Colombian, Inc.__ Sinclair Oil Corp. and British 11,630 10,981 10,061 
Petroleum Co., Ltd. 

Shell-Condor, S.A_._.._......_.... Royal Dutch/Shell Group_____.._.. 10,840 10,364 9,541 
Richmond Petroleum Co. of Standard Oil Co. of California._..... 11,275 12,704 12,539 

olombia. 
Texas Petroleum Co. (TEXPET).. Texaco Inc_.___..-___--._._.----. 11,206 11,511 11,874 

Total_______-_-__--- ee Lee eee ---- 72,670 71,430 68 ,877 

Source: Centro de Informacién de la Industria Petrolera. 

the nearby Caiman, Puerto Colon, and pumping system for secondary recovery at 
Temblon fields. All four of these Putumayo this field was to be expanded from its ex- 
area fields, held jointly by Texas Petroleum isting injection capacity of 75,000 barrels 
Co. (TEXPET), which served as operator, of water per day to 175,000 barrels daily 
and Colombian Gulf Oil Co., were shut in by mid-1968 and 300,000 barrels per day 
at yearend awaiting the completion of pipe- at yearend 1969. Another water injection 
line facilities. project undergoing expansion in 1967 was 

A program to increase the capacity of that in the Tibu field. There, Colombian 
water injection facilities at the La Cira- Petroleum Co. (COLPET) was in the 
Infantes field of Empresa Colombiana de process of increasing the capacity of its | 
Petréleos (ECOPETROL) was initiated 100,000-barrel-per-day waterflood system 
during 1967. The water treatment and by 10,000 barrels daily.
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Total distillation capacity of the 100,000 barrels per day but this could be 
country’s refineries was increased to 124,- increased to 150,000 barrels per day by 
800 barrels per day upon completion of the _ the installation of additional pumping fa- 
expansion program at ECOPETROL’s Bar-_ cilities and the construction of several 
rancabermeja plant during the latter part loop lines. Although the line will initially 
of 1967. The enlargement of this refinery serve only the Orito field, plans were to 
raised its rated daily capacity from 45,000 eventually connect it with other Putu- 
to 71,600 barrels. In addition to the expan- mayo area discoveries. 
sion of distillation facilities at Barrancaber- Preliminary work on the sea loading 
meja, a 30,000-barrel-per-day vacuum unit, facilities at the Pacific terminus of the 
a 17,300-barrel-per-day catalyitc cracker, Orito-Tumaco pipeline probably began 
a vapor recovery unit, and a 30-ton-per- late in 1967. The construction firm re- 
day sulfur unit were added. A 40,000-ton- tained to complete these facilities for 
per-year paraffin unit under construction TEXPET and Colombian Gulf was Brown 
at yearend was scheduled for completion and Root, Inc., of Dallas, Tex. Since the 
during 1968. Also under construction adj- harbor at Tumaco is shallow, a floating 
acent to the Barrancabermeja refinery was berth will be anchored in 90 feet of water 
a low-density polyethylene plant with a at a point 7.2 kilometers offshore. This 
planned capacity of 15,000 tons per year. berth will be connected to the tank farm 
This joint venture between ECOPETROL at Tumaco by a 36-inch pipeline buried 
and The Dow Chemical Co. was scheduled under the ocean bed. 
for completion during late 1968 or early A refined products pipeline from Puerto 
1969. Salgar to Cantago, being constructed for 

The most important pipeline project in ECOPETROL, was scheduled for com- 
progress during 1967 was a crude oil line pletion by April 1968. This line will link 
from the Orito field to the Pacific coast ECOPETROL’s Galdn-Puerto Salgar prod- 
port of Tumaco. This line was being built ucts pipeline with the Buenaventura- 
at an estimated cost of $50 million for Cartago line of Oleoducto del Pacifica, 
TEXPET and Colombian Gulf by the Han- $.A. Upon completion of the Puerto 
nibal Construction Co. of Tulsa, an affiliate Salgar-Cartago link, ECOPETROL will be 
of Williams Brothers. TEXPET will be the able to distribute refined products via pipe- 
operator of the line after its completion line from its Barrancabermeja refinery all 
during late 1968 or early 1969. The line the way to Beunaventura. This will cause 
will have a total length of 309 kilometers some change in the distribution system 
and will cross the Andes Mountains at an for western Colombia where INTERCOL 
elevation of 11,500 feet. A combination has been supplying products by means of 
of 18-, 14-, and 10-inch pipe will be used tanker shipments from its Mamonal re- 
in order to compensate for pressure gradi- finery to Buenaventura. 
ents as closely as possible. Four pump sta- A new ocean terminal was inaugurated 
tions will be used to push the oil up the at Mamonal by ECOPETROL in 1967. 
eastern slope of the mountains, and five This terminal has a combined crude ojl 
pressure-relief stations will be used on the nd refined products tanker loading ca- 
steep western downslope. The combined pacity of 72,000 barrels daily. Four tanks 
horsepower of the four pump stations will at the terminal can store a total of 528,000 
give the pipeline an initial capacity of barrels of crude oil and products.



The Min t t e Mineral Industry of the 

D rati t emocratic Republic of the 

Con ongo (Kinshasa) 

By Walter C. Woodmansee * 

On January 1, 1967, the Congolese Gov- by SGM. SGM was to receive 4.5 percent 
ernment assumed control of all assets of of GECOMIN gross revenues as fee for 
Union Miniére du Haut-Katanga in the its managerial services. The complete text 

Congo; these were valued at $800 million. of the terms of the GECOMIN-SGM 
A new Congolese company, Société Gén- agreement were published in Agence Con- 

érale Congolaise des Minerais (GECO-_ golaise de Presse on February 21. 
MIN), was organized as controller of the GECOMIN planned to offer 40 percent 
former Union Miniére properties. The of its ownership to various international 
company is administered by a nine-man interests, but at yearend no agreement had 
council and has Belgian personnel in key been reached. Roan Selection Trust Ltd., 
positions of Director General and Deputy the Pefiarroya group, and the Banque 
Director General. A three-man commission Lambert, Brussels, were approached re- 
was to be organized, comprised of one garding an international consortium to 
representative of GECOMIN, one of Bel- participate in GECOMIN. Late in the 
gian interests, and a third chosen by year, Maurice Tempelsman, the U.S. min- 
agreement of the two parties, to arbitrate ing industrialist with extensive interests in 
compensation to Union Miniére for the Africa, reportedly was offered the 40-per- . 
nationalization of its Properties in the cent participation.” 
Congo. 7 Although metal and mineral shipments 

Negotiations were started between Bel- from GECOMIN properties in Katanga 
gian private, Belgian Government, and were interrupted during the GECOMIN- 
Congolese Government representatives in Belgian negotiations of January and Feb- 
order to reach an agreement on managing’ ruary, shipments were near or above nor- 
the properties and resuming mineral ship- mal for the remainder of the year, and new 

ments. On February 15, a technical co- production highs for metallic copper and 
operative agreement was concluded whereby inc concentrate were reached. GE- 
Société Générale des Minerais (SGM) COMIN placed large orders for new equip- 

would act as manager for G ECOMIN, a ment, mainly from the United States, in 
matters involving the mining, processing, . : - 

and marketing operations. Final approval preparation for increased production. 
of programs was to be by the Board of Activities in other mineral sectors of the 

Directors of GECOMIN. This agreement Country remained fairly normal. The min- 
was for 3-years’ duration, with 2-years’ eral industry continued as a major source 
notice given before termination. After of revenue and foreign exchange. In 1967 

loading of the copper and other mineral Government revenue from GECOMIN op- 
products at African ports, SGM also would 

pay GECOMIN 70 percent of the fio.b. 1 Physical scientist, Division of International 
value of these products, the remainder Activities. No. 2.3 1968 

would be paid at the time of the final sale ___p. stetals Week. V. 39, No. 2, Jan. 8, " 
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erations was 323.9 million,? 95.5 percent A new mining code, prepared by the 
of which was from copper. The Gross Ministry of Mines, was adopted in April. 
National Product (at current prices) in It called for increased Congolese partici- 

1966 was estimated at $1,800 million, pation in and Congolese control of mining 
based on Banque Nationale calculations. ventures. Foreign investors had three pos- 
The mineral industry contributed about 40 _ sibilities in establishing companies in the 
percent of the national budget and em- Congo: 1) With Congolese private inter- 
ployed about 50,000 Africans.* At the ests, 2) with the Congolese Government, 
beginning of the year, the GECOMIN staff and 3) with foreign financing entirely (but 

| included 1,661 expatriates and 249 Afri- with company headquarters in_ the 
cans; at yearend, the expatriate staff had Congo).° 
dropped to 1,096 and the African staff Progress was made on the Inga Dam 
had increased to 368. Recruitment efforts hydroelectric project on the Congo River, 
were active throughout the year. At year- 120 kilometers upriver from the Atlantic 
end, GECOMIN employed 21,752 African Ocean. In October a $20 million loan was 
laborers. negotiated with Italian interests to provide 

The Congolese Government continued equipment for first-phase construction, 
efforts to restrict the influence of foreign- which was expected to be completed in 
owned and foreign-operated companies. In 1972 or 1973. 

1966 the Government voided all mineral The National Institute of Mines was 
property rights issued before independence moved to Lubumbashi from Bukavu, which 
on June 30, 1960, required all concession was evacuated following the mercenary 
holders to reapply for concessions, placed uprising during the summer. According 
a 10-percent levy on all mineral produc- to the Institute’s director, the school had 
tion, and required all foreign companies an enrollment of about 100 students. The 
with operations in the country to establish majority of the first graduating class of six 
headquarters in Kinshasa. After the GE- mining engineers and six geologists was 
COMIN-Belgian controversy in early 1967, expected to assume duties with GE- 
however, Government moves against for- COMIN. The Institute’s staff of approxi- 

eign business and personnel were slack- mately 20 professors was furnished by 
ened. Foreign management groups were’ French and Belgian technicial assistance, 
given authority to reorganize certain firms the United Nations, and the Congolese 
for greater efficiency. Government. 

, PRODUCTION 

Although the Congolese Government — A new petroleum refinery was dedicated 
took major steps toward assuming control- late ‘in the year, and production is expected 
ling interests in all sectors of the mineral in 1968. 
industry, disruptions in mining were few, | 
and there was little change in mineral 20n June 24, 1967, a monetary reform pro- 

production trends. Output of copper and = gram was instituted, under the auspices of the 
zinc concentrate attained record highs, International Monetary Fund, to stabilize the 

. . economy and curb strong inflation. The Con- 
although increases were modest. Diamond  golese Franc (CF) was devaluated from the 
and manganese ore output also showed rate of US$1=150CF to US$1=—500CF, as of 

. 4 . that date. A new monetary unit, the zaire, is 
slight increases. Output of several com- = equal to US$2 or 1,000 CF. 
modities, including cadminum, cobalt, 4Industries et Travaux d’Outremer. No. 167, 

. . October 1967, p. 915. 
germanium, gold, and tin, was reduced. 5 World Mining. V. 3, No. 8, July 1967, p. 40.
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Table 1.—Congo (Kinshasa): Production of mineral commodities 

7 (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: | 
Beryl. _.----- 2-2 213 123 19 Ll eel 2 
Cadmium ?____-- eee ee 393 469 399 421 263 
Cobalt.--._--._.-.-- eee 7,376 7,676 8,388 11,297 19,718 
Columbium-tantalum concentrate- -—. ~~ e 74 © 46 93 ® 96 146 
Copper, blister and refined._..-.------ 271,337 276,640 288, 605 315, 664 318,976 
Germanium, content of concentrate 

kilograms- - 7,283 8,271 14,638 14,970 347 
Gold__.--..-.-.-_-----.troy ounces- - 214,574 188 , 693 90,408 * 159,821 152,973 
Lead.....-.-.--.------------------- 1,185 1,045 1,551 1,060 e 1,000 
Manganese ore___.._.--------------- 270, 033 309,700 377,575 249 , 303 271,686 
Monazite.._...-- eee eee eee ee eee eee eee 20 NA NA 
Platinum and palladium _ troy ounces_ - 7 Lo Leelee eee eee tee eee 

Silver ---------~--------2-----d0---- 1,097,176 1,480,252 1,538,413 ' 1,851,402 1,839,763 
in: 

Cassiterite, metal content 
long tons_.- 6,883 5,108 6,324 5,036 4,664 

Smelter__......--..---.--do___- 1,441 1,485 1,815 2,002 1,815 
Tungsten concentrate, 60 percent 
Zin? * P88IS--------------- 2-0-0 --- 202 234 215 189 112 
ine: 

Concentrate, metal content. -_-__--- 103 , 545 105,540 119,154 *118,437 2?121,547 
Refined, electrolytic. ......------ 52,724 55,553 57,019 e 61,500 61,492 

Nonmetals: 
Cement..___...._-..-thousand tons. 246 225 248 285 e 260 
Diamond: 

Gem______....-thousand carats-- 296 295 14 12 1 
Industrial. ._......_._.-_-do_.-. 14,468 14,457 12,490 r12,418 13,154 

Lime_._..._--.--------------------- 66, 703 67 , 722 65 , 228 63,005 NA. 
Salt_....---_-.--.------------------- 343 525 125 80 NA 
Sulfuric acid_____..._-thousand tons-_- NA NA NA 124 . ¢ 120 

Mineral fuels: 3 Coal, bituminous... .do-_-- F103 r 106 r116—s 110 133 
a 

e Estimate. ® Revised. NA Not available. . 
1 Includes 6,465 tons in cathodes and 3,253 tons in granules. 
2 From 214,710 tons of concentrate at 56.61 percent zine produced at Kipushi. 7 

bl The petroleum refinery near Moanda was inaugurated in November 1967, but output data were not avail- 
able. . 

TRADE | 

| The mineral industry continued as the Complete data on destinations were not | 
dominant source of foreign exchange in available, but copper went mainly to Bel- 

the country in 1966, the latest year for gium, Italy, France, and the Republic of 

which data were available. Because of a South Africa. Metallic tin, cassiterite, and 
substantial increase in prices, copper earn- zine concentrate were shipped mainly to 
ings were $95.5 million higher than 1n  fBelgium. The United Kingdom received 
1965, and repr esented about 57 percent lj] diamond legally exported from the 
of total export earnings for the year. © ongo. Routes to port were the Voie 

Major mineral export values were as fol- Nationale and rail to Lobito, Beira, and 
lows: Dar-es-Salaam. 
a Major mineral commodi im orts in Value (million dollars) aj ty imp 

_— 1966 were petroleum refinery products, 
1965 1966 $19 million ($15.9 million in 1965), and 

Copper....-...-------------. 171.4 266.9 iron and steel semimanufactures, $14.4 
Cobalt__..-.-------.-------- 18.2 29.7 wi Wa : 
Tin and cassiterite____________ 18.3 296.4 million ($10.6 million mn 1965). . 

Diamond....---------------- 28.3 25.6 The important role of the mineral in- 
Zine and concentrate...------- 21.5 21.1 dustry in the Congolese foreign trade bal- 

Total....-------------- 252.7 369.7 | ance is indicated in the following tabula-
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tion showing the relationship between min- According to U.S. Department of Com- 

eral and total trade: : | merce statistics, the United States imported 
<< Viineral metals and minerals from the Congo dur- 

Value (million dollars) com- ing 1965 and 1966, as follows: 
————__—__—_—__-—_——. modities’ 
Mineral Total share of 

com- trade total on 
modities 1 (percent) Value 

Exports: Commodit _ (thousand dollars) 

1965........ 261.2 326.0 80.1 | v 1965 1966 
1966___..... 379.6 467.3 81.2 

impo | 2 319.9 8 Te wanen--ee 47. 19. 14. 
1966________ 54.2 336.5 16.1 Cobalt__....--..---------- 9,787 14,873 

Trade balance: Diamond, industrial__.____ ~~ 913 4,491 
1965__._.____ +214.0 +6.1 xx Manganese ore_....._....-. 9,648 6,763 
1966____.___ +825.4  +4130.8 XxX Zine, unwrought__..-.-...-. 3,305 3,357 

—————— ee Other ores and concentrates_. 807 2,147 
XX Not applicable. — TTT 
1 Includes only those commodities listed in table 2 Total_.....-.-------- 24,410 31,631 

of this chapter. ee 

Table 2.—Congo (Kinshasa): Foreign trade in selected mineral commodities ! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . . 

1965 1966 

Exports: 
Metals: 

Cadmium. _.__..-.-.---- ee ee eee 390 351 
Cobalt... 0220 8,380 11, 062 
Columbium-tantalum concentrate. _.-.-...-.--...-------------------- - 62 56 

Copper: 
Blister___....---- 02 eee eee eee =: 68, 828 79,475 
Unwrought, refined, mainly wire bars___._._.._..._-...-_.-...--..-. 142,319 156,364 
Unwrought, refined, cathode_____..._.....__.._-._--------------- 72,581 74,785 

Total... 22-2 eee eee «= 278, 228 310, 624 
Gold__.._..----.--- 22 eee -----troy ounces_. 40,285 58,418 
Manganese ore. eee eee =: 11, 188 234,137 

in: 
. Cassiterite...........-.--_--__-__-__-.___-_-_-.._-------long tons_- 5,062 7,109 

Smelter.._..----- 2-2 eee dow 71,259 1,873 
Tungsten concentrate. _......_---_-__-_--- eee eee eee 208 284 
Zinc: 
Concentrate__._..._-_ 2 eee ----------- 89,650 94,897 
Refined, electrolytic. .._.....-._--__--__..---.--.---------------- 51,9381 50,970 

Nonmetals: 
Cement.......-.--- 2. --_- ee ---------- ©80, 580 22,725 
Diamond.___._._--_.-.2_-_.--.-_...-..._-..-..-..-.--thousand carats... 12, 583 12,480 

Imports: : 
Metals: | 

Aluminum, all forms.__....2 2.2222 eee ee eee ee eee eee 1,772 
Copper, semimanufactures_____.__._______.____-_.__----------------- 224 170 
Iron and steel, semimanufactures________________-__.---.-.---------_- 42,806 66,238 
Ores, scrap, waste, 0.e.8__...- eee eee eee 253 286 
Nonferrous metals, n.e.s__._..__-.._-.------- eee eee 843 355 

Nonmetals: 
Cement_______________-_--__- eee eee eee 7,963 526 
Construction materials, undifferentiated.___...._._....-_.------------.- 30,830 42,886 
Fertilizer materials, natural and manufactured_________....------------ 5,551 6,030 
Salt...--- eee eee eee 22,723 50,408 
Minerals, nonmetallic, n.es__._...__...___--------------------------- 12,690 13,381 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal and briquets___.________-__________--_ eee eee ------- 336,684 231, 609 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline, motor._.........._......_._.thousand 42-gallon barrels-- 1,159 1,126 
Gasoline, aviation......-___-__________.___--------_-__---do___- 564 585 
Kerosine_..._-.--_------__-_--_-_-- eee do ee 450 581 
Fuel oils, undifferentiated. _._.._____..._____--__--______--do__--_ 1,135 1,376 
Lubrieating oils..._.._-_-.___-_-_--____ eee eee doe 96 143 

Total. __..__--__-___-_-_ eee dO 3,404 3,811 
Mineral tar and crude chemicals from coal, oil, and gas distillation. __.._____- 2,844 4,018 

1 Data by countrv are not available.
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Table 3.—Congo (Kinshasa): Copper exports in 1967, by port 
- (Metric tons) eee, 

Shipping port 
OL 

TS SSA si enPu-emrweseuna/snrearcie 

Form of copper Maat Beira, Dar-es-Salaam, Lobito, Total 
(via Voie Nati onale) Mozambique Tanzania Angola 

ee 
Electrolytic ingots_.__________ 113, 853 6,812 17,765 23,468 161,898 Cathodes_.____..----_-__-e__ 32,930 1,606 meee eee 47,351 81,887 Blister and other__..___-_.____ 27, 848 26, 848 25,866 — ------- 80,562 

Total____- 2 174,631 35,266 43,631 70,819 324,347 

COMMODITY REVIEW | 
| METALS An exploration and mining agreement 

Columbium-Tantalum.—Final agreement was reportedly signed on December 18, 
between Union Carbide Corp. and the 1967, between the Nippon Mining Co., 
Congolese Government on participation Ltd. Japan, and the Congolese Govern- 
in exploitation of the Lueshe deposit, Kivu ment. The area to be explored comprised 
province, was pending at yearend. Société 36,000 square kilometers between Musoshi, 
Miniére de Lueshe (SOMALU) was con- Southern Katanga Province, and the Zam- 
stituted in 1960 by Union Carbide and the bian border. Near Muroshi, a vein 6 to 8 
Government. Exploration continued in meters thick reportedly contains 3.5 per- 
1967. Reserves were 34.5 million tons cent copper. The agreement involved a 
proved ore, containing 15.4 kilograms of 3-year exploration period, a joint operating 
pyrochlore per ton, and 119.5 million tons company, and a 5-year investment plan of 

| probable, containing 9.7 kilograms of py- $40 million. An annual production rate of 
rochlore per ton. Also, 500,000 cubic me- 42,000 tons of concentrate, containing 36 
ters of associated alluvium contains 1.55 to 37 percent copper, was planned. for 
kilograms of pyrochlore per ton. 1970. The Japanese will ship the concen- 

At Bingo, also in Kivu province, the ore trate to Japan via the port of Beira, Mo- 
is reportedly richer and less complex. Ore zambique. A large staff of Japanese engi- 
reserves are 2.3 million tons proved at 3.6 neers, geologists, and other technical per- 
percent Cb,O, to depths of 25 meters, and sonnel was in the Congo. oe 
4.8 million tons probable at 2.3 percent M f oo 
Cb,O,. Preconcentration to a grade of 40 anganese Output rom the Société | 
to 45 percent Cb,O, was considered feas- Miniere de Kisenge (SMK) mine at Ki- ible® aa | senge in southwest Katanga Province, was 

. greater in 1967 than in 1966, although 
Cop per Despite the CECOMIN-SGM the mine was closed down in November 

saree car y in hj he and CoP a our after an invasion of mercenary troops. ee SP ageGneh ate GROVE (&s Alter cosation af mining. stack oe } ? was shipped at a reduced scale er- tons. Average copper content of ores from sonnel eho were flown in daily. fom 
GECOMIN properties was 4.8 percent. Lubumbashi. The average grade of ore 

34 5 tome GECOMIN wlan nd an a pat was 31 percent manganese. Prior to te 
- Oe . . invasion, SMK employed approximate rate of 320,000 tons of copper during 1968 50 European hoch micione PP : y 

and unde rtook long-range studies for ex- In order to maintain SMK operations, en eae Pe sniee du ihe Conflese Goverment agreed to Haut-Katanea in 1966? and GECOMIN reduction of export taxes, a long-term, 
. “1967 us follows low-interest loan to SMK, and a waiver in was as follows: 

. 6 United Nations, Economic Commission for 
F f duced Metric tons Africa. The Rare Minerals of the Democratic 
orm of copper produce 1966 ~—S=«ACSTCS” Republic of the Congo. ECA Seminar on New 

Metals and gilinerals, | Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, Te ee pp ebruary 1968, pp. 7-10. 
Ingots, electrolytic. - ---- 18 350 150, 822 A 7 Union, Miniére du Haut-Katanga, Rapport 

: “rrp ttt ’ ’ nnuel. » Dp. 18. Blister and other_________ 79,585 76,706 cUS.. Embassy, Kinshasa, Mineral Industry 

Report for Katanga. State Department Airgram Total_------------- 315,664 318,976 =a "88. May 16, 1968, 12 pp.
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. of import duties on replacement equip- the Congo and engineering study provided 
ment. in Belgium. 

. Société Internationale Forestiére du 
Tin.—The Congolese Government can- ongo (FORMINIERE) was taken over 

celed 50 concessions in January, when by the Government in 1966. The company | 
owners failed to apply for renewal in sought compensation. 

accordance with new mining laws. For Illegal mining and smuggling continued 

ehose del to oh renews! the Government on a large scale, estimate at nearly half 
intended to optain shares in operating the official reported production rate. Congo 
 Onerati ae “e Céolosi ' (Brazzaville) reported exports of 5.3 mil- 

pera dee 7 ompagnie  Tnclustr; ’ lion carats in 1965 © of diamond that prob- 

Mine dee tng et Indus ay gated larely in Congo. (Rin : .  Shasa). 
1967, despite a slight reduction in techni- ) 
cal personnel after the political unrest in MINERAL FUELS | 
the area during the summer. Cassiterite , | 
production was 2,543 long tons, compared Coal.—Société des Charbonnages de la 
with 2,818 long tons in 1966. Smelter tin Luena, an affiliate of GECOMIN, in- 
production continued at a rate of about creased output of its Kaluku mine. Sales 
9,000 long tons per year. in 1966 were 37,947 tons to Union Miniére 

In March GEOMINES operations in the du Haut-Katanga, 34,823 tons to Cimen- 
Congo came under the control of a new kat, the cement producer, and 33,805 
company, Société Géologique et Miniére tons to the Bas Congo au Katanga Rail- 
du Congo (GEMICO), with 50 percent road Company.” The company acquired 
Congolese participation. GEOMINES per- two new Bucyrus drag lines. The coal 1s 
sonnel were to retain responsibility for of inferior quality, and future operations - 
technical operations and marketing. How- are indefinite. 
ever, at yearend an accord had not been _o- _ _— 
signed, and GEOMINES remained the sole a etroleum. bec an 0 par re! per ay 
major company directed entirely from R. se, ° SOCIR onse vs anes he 
Brussels. The company employed 50 Euro- 2 hot “ C ); Rive oan ik hie es 
pean technicians and 3,500 Congolese mouth of the Gongo Kiver, was dedicate 
during th ? in November. The company is owned by 
ring Me year. the Congolese Government (51 percent) 

NONMETALS and Ente Nazionale Idrocarburi (ENT) 

. a (49 percent). In December Esso received 

Diamond.—In June the Ministry of the first crude oil tender for 200,000 tons 

rane mee and ee ey, announces (about 1.5 million barrels) of Abu Dhabi 
wanga (MIBA) would sell diamonds di- crude, for delivery from January to April, 

13 

rectly to the de Beers Consolidated Mines, 1968. _. 

Ltd. organization rather than through Arrangements for pricing and marketing 
SGM, as formerly. Britmond Co. (British of refinery products were under negotiation 

Diamond Distributors Ltd.) of Hamilton, between the Government, ENI, and four 
Bermuda, a de Beers affiliate, was given a_ distributors in the Congo—Petrofina S.A. 

monopoly on diamond purchasing in the (Belgium), Shell Oil Company (Nether- 

congo and opened a purchasing office In Jands), Mobil Oil Corp. (United States), 
inshasa. . and Texaco Inc. (United States). 
MIBA established headquarters at ( s) 

Mbuji-Mayi and was grantee a charter ° Tin International. V. 60, January 1967, 
under Congolese laws. In 1966 the com- P.-ll. |. 

pany moved about 5 million cubic meters 1967 ee Journal. V. 269, No. 6885, Aug. 4, 

of overburden and gravel.’® A new sorting 11 International Financial News Survey. V. 
19, No. 37, Sept. 22, 1967, p. 301. 

plant employed about 220 Puropeans and J 1 Industries et Travaux W’Outremer. No. 164, 
cc : °, 99 . u ,D- . 

3,600 Africans. Congolization °. opera 13 Petroleum Intelligence Weekly. Feb. 2, 
tions continued, with training schools in  196§, p. 7.



The Mi t e Mineral Industry of Cyprus 

By John A. Stock * | 

The mineral resources of Cyprus are an and produces 60 to 70 percent of the out- 
important factor in the country’s economy put. The Hellenic Mining Co., Ltd., is the 
inasmuch as mineral exports represent main source of chromite as well as copper 
about 44 percent of the value of total products and iron pyrites. ‘The Cyprus Sul- 
domestic exports and they continue to be phur and Copper Co., Ltd., produces cop- 
a principal source of foreign exchange. per concentrate and iron pyrites. 
Mining contributed about 6 percent to the About 5,000 persons or about 2 percent 
estimated 1967 gross national product of the total labor force were employed in 
(GNP) of $402 million.” mining or quarrying operations during 

Of the major mineral products of Cy- 1966. This was a decline from previous 
prus, the greatest income was provided by years and resulted from greater mechani- 
the metallics which included copper ores zation in the mines and the elimination 
and beneficiation products, iron pyrites, of marginal operations over the past few | 

and chromite. The important nonmetallics years when world mineral prices were 
are asbestos, cement, and gypsum. Of these, depressed. 
cement and asbestos showed significant in- Parliament ratified a measure to create | 
creases in 1967. The bulk of the important an oil refinery in 1965 after 2% years of 
minerals are sold to the European mark- investigation, however, difficulties still per- 
ets, although most of the crude gypsum is sist and construction had not begun as of 
exported to Far Eastern markets. Some the end of 1967. The refinery is planned 
asbestos, cement, and calcined gypsum are to be a joint venture of the Cyprus Gov- 
sold domestically. ernment and a private group, composed of 

Three companies produce virtually all Mobil, Shell, and British Petroleum oil 
the copper and pyrites in Cyprus. The companies, on a 50-50 basis of participa- 
largest, Cyprus Mines Corp., is U.S. owned _ tion. 

PRODUCTION 

The estimated value of Cyprus’ min- consumption for sheeting and other as- 
eral production for 1967 remained, as in  bestos cement goods indicated a greater 
recent years, at approximately $30 million. production of asbestos in 1967. Cement 
Output of copper contained in mineral production in 1967 was at an alltime high 
materials was about 20 percent less than at about twice the 1966 tonnage. 
in 1966, as the result of declining grade in In 1966 the value of copper products 

ore. The expectation that the decline in was 58 percent of the total mineral pro- 
volume would be offset by increased world duction, pyrite 23 percent, asbestos 9 per- 
prices did not materialize. However in- cent, cement 7 percent, gypsum 1 percent, 
creased European demands for iron pyrites and all others 2 percent. 
as a source of sulfur and the consequent 

increase in price was believed to have 1Mining engineer, Division of International 
balanced the losses in copper mineral pro- Activities. 
duction. Recent investments in plant, in- from Gyoras poumis vanes tees. converted 

creased exports, and somewhat greater the rate of C£.357143=US$1.00. 
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Table 1.—Cyprus: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) _ . 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 © 

Metals: 
Chromite._.__._....--_-_-..----------- 4,909 3,000 4,990 10 , 464 10,500 
Copper !_- 2-222 222i lll llll22 26,000 = 18,000 20,450 717,757 + ~— 14, 200 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos___-_-_--__--.--.------------- 18,109 12 ,478 15,986 22,180 24,000 

. Cement____--.---__------------------- 96,000 70,000 98,357 r 98,560 192,000 
Gypsum: 

Crude__-_____.._-._---.----------- 100 ,000 45,000 60 ,975 45,061 45,000 
Caleined__.__._-._.---_--.-------- 52,000 30,000 20,3825 20 ,540 20,500 

Lime______---------------------------- 59,341 e 40,000 73,550 NA NA 
Mineral pigments: 

Terre verte______-_---__-.--------- 10 10 10 NA 12 
Umber. ..__....--. +--+. ------ 6,000 e 6,000 14,532 5,590 5,600 
Yellow ocher____..._._..---.------- 500 e 400 204 102 100 

Pyrites (sulfur content) _._thousand tons-- 449 329 483 t 386 480 
Salt._...2 22-22 22-2 eee 7,000 “NA 5,355 4,013 4,000 

e Estimate. ¥ Revised. NA Not available. | 
1 Estimated content of concentrates, cement copper, and cupreous pyrite; excludes. content in iron pyrites 

ore which may or may not be recovered. . — 

TRADE 

Mineral exports have increased over for chromite from Cyprus, none was ex- 
previous years and represent a large por- ported to these countries in 1966. _ 
tion of total trade as follows: _ The value of all classes of mineral im- 

| ports increased with mineral fuels at $10.1 
million, metals at $7.6 million, and non- 

Value Mineral 1 $3 7 millio; 
. (million dollars) commod- ‘™etais at $3.7 mi ion. —— oo 

Minoal Total ities’ ' In accordance with an agreement with 
- commod- trade total. the U.S.S.R. signed in February 1965 for 

| ities (percent) the exchange of goods worth more than 

—_—.-———_———— $9.8 million over a 3-year period, Cyprus _ 
Exports. -------------- 84.2 77 44 imported about 23,000 metric tons of ce- 
mports. dobalance |e Oe OX soment, 979,000 barrels of fuel oil, and a. 

_ | ; small tonnage of pig iron from that coun- 

XX Not applicable. try in 1966. However, despite the under-. 
standing that, under the agreement, the 

Copper is by far the most valuable U.S.S.R. would also become the main 
single mineral export item. In view of the supplier of the iron and steel needs of 
estimated date of depletion of Cyprus’ Cyprus, less than 25 percent of the total 
copper resources, the heavy dependence on __— pig iron and about 1 percent of the steel 
mineral exports for foreign exchange is imports originated in the U.S.S.R. during 
especially significant. 1966. Cyprus’ main source of pig iron was 

About 75 percent, or $26 million, of its historical supplier, the United King- 
total mineral exports came from the sale dom, while most of its steel was imported 
of metallics whereas nonmetallics yielded from western Europe. The bulk of the 
only $8 million. Pyrites accounted for remaining imports of mineral commodities 
about $6 million of the nonmetal total. originated from various member countries 
Although barter arrangements with Czech- of the European Economic Community 
oslovakia and Bulgaria were made in 1965 and the United Kingdom. |
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Table 2.—Cyprus: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1965 

Metals: 
Chromite__________..______------ 2 2,541 All to Canada. 

_ Copper: 
Concentrate_..______...._..-. 70,767 58,682 West Germany 41,511; Spain 17,171. 
Cement. _._..-_---_--.-_-_-- 4,994 14,778 West Germany 6,423; Spain 5,713. 
Cupreous pyrite_._._.._._.___-. 176,298 164,248 Netherlands 84,640; West Germany 79,608. 

Nonmetals: 
_ Asbestos, crude__.__._.___.._.... 17,540 19,191 United Kingdom 5,498; Denmark 4,833; 

_ Thailand 3,046. 
Gypsum: 
Crude... 22 eee_-_-- = 41,701 56,543 Taiwan 31,129; Ceylon 15,911. 

\ Caleined_..-.-._-_---------- 1,441 1,215 Lebanon 1,026; Sudan 40. 
Mineral pigments: 

Ocher_______._..------------ 410 319 United States 186; United Kingdom 72. 
‘Terre verte._._.------------- 11 12 NA. 
Umber: 

Crude__.____--_--------- 729 747 United States 499; United Kingdom 191. 
Burnt________..-.------- 5,408 4,684 United States 2,971; United Kingsom 1,142. 

Pyrite._..........._._.__..------ 712,416 746,819 Italy 266,274; United Kingdom 135,092; 
Belgium 118,392; Netherlands 117,898. 

Others______..___.-----_-------- 3,976 4,182 Israel 3,379; Libya 729. 

Source: Statistics of imports and exports 1966; Department of Statistics and Research, Ministry of Finance, 
Nicosia, July 1967. _ - 

Table 3.—Cyprus: Imperts of mineral commodities 

~ (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum and alloys. -...___-__-- 288 406 Greece 115; United Kingdom 93. 
Copper, including brass-_-—-__------- 26 89 Switzerland 71; United Kingdom 13. 
Gold__________._-.._troy ounces... 18,086 15,706 United Kingdom 15,644. 
Iton and steel: 

Pig iron__.._.-.--.---------- 60 259 United Kingdom 198; U.S.S.R. 61. 
Ferroalloys__...__------------ 15 5 All from West Germany. 

. Semimanufactures._.___...... 48,447 50,369 France 14,201; Belgium 7,307; West Germany 
3,413; Luxembourg 2,638. 

Lead and alloys._______.___--...- 64 281 United Kingdom 241; Lebanon 27. 
Tin and alloys__-_____--long tons-. t 569 607 United Kingdom 578; Greece 28. 
Zine and alloys.___._._.-_.-.-.---- 61 64 Belgium 47; United Kingdom 15. 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos____.._..__.-._.-------- 4,146 2,165 Yugoslavia 1,462; Bulgaria 157. 
Cement. ___________.____-_-.---- 57,044 87,675 Israel 29,367; Greece 26,457; U.S.S.R. 23,063. 
Clays.._..-.------.----.-------- © 287 162 United Kingdom 110; Italy 51. 
Fertilizer materials, manufactured: 

Nitrogenous.____.____......-.. 31,246 16,112 Italy 8,526; Portugal 3,226. 
Phosphatie__..._..........._. 37,829 26,160 Yugoslavia 19,510; Lebanon 1,951. 
Potassic_.___.....---...----. 20,155 376 All from France. 

Pumice___________-__--_---_------ 453 551 All from Greece. 
Salt__....-__2 22-222 eee 249 320 United Kingdom 290. 
Stone, building: 

Unworked__._......-.value__ $10,966 $24,248 Italy 14,246; Belgium 4,466; Greece 2,968. 
Worked_______._..._.-do.__. $5,859 $9,456 Italy 9,293. 

Sulfur__._ 22 eee 1,863 2,023 Greece 1,280; France 492; Portugal 207. 
Mineral fuels: 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural...._.. 10,770 12,460 Spain’ or 52; United Arab Republic (Egypt) 
5,412. 

Coal____._...-_-.-.---_---------- 204 522 All from West Germany. 
Coke___._._.__.___-..- ~~. ---- 453 350 Do. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Motor gasoline 
thousand 42-gallon barrels. . 556 607 Italy 235; Netherlands Antilles 111. 

Aviation gasoline___._..do____ 56 20 Iran 7; Netherlands Antilles 7. 
Kerosine._..___..._.--do__.- 196 239 Italy 98; France 37. 
Jet fuel____ ._._..__...do___. 57 28 Aden 24; Italy 4. 
White spirits and do___- 3 8 Netherlands Antilles 2; United Kingdom 1. 

solvente. , 
Gas oil_.______..__....-do.__. 642 642 Italy 275; Netherlands Antilles 95. 
Fuel oil including deisel_do.-.- 1,114 1,298 U.S.S.R. 979; Italy 167; France $4. 
Lubricating oil and do___. © 33 32 United Kingdom 23; Netherlands 4. 

grease. 
Other, including pitch do ___- rd 3 United Kingdom 2. 

and wax. 

t Revised. 
Source: Statistics of imports and exports for 1966; Department of Statistics and Research, Minitry of 

Financei Nicosia, July 1967.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

| METALS perfected by , the Battelle Memorial In- 

Chromite.—Exports of chromite in 1966 Stitute of the United States and Lurgi 
showed improvement over the very smal] G-m.b.H. of West Germany. | 
tonnage in 1965, but was still only about The Hellenic Mining Co. Ltd. now 
27 percent of the amount exported in Owned by the Greek Cypriot Community 
1964..All of the 1966 tonnage was ex- has been operated at a loss, but recent 
ported to Canada in spite of the specific high prices for copper and pyrites should 
mention of ‘chromite as one of the com- have resulted in profits. Production orig- 

modities to be included in the barter mated in 1966 from the Kalavassos, 
agreement with Czechoslovakia and Bul- Kokkinopezoula, Memi, and Mathiatis 
garia. ; mines. Exploratory. drilling totaling 67 

Because of competition with other holes was carried on at various prospects 
relatively nearby countries such as Turkey, during 1966. Results were not reported. 

Cyprus is not in a good position to export The Cyprus Sulphur and Copper Co. 
quantities of chromite unless world price Ltd. produced and milled ore averaging 
and demand are relatively high. Prices 1.12 percent copper and 15.2 percent sul- 
during most of 1967 were stable, but fur from Limni and Evloimeni mines. 

during the last quarter of the year indica- 
tions were that because of sanctions against NONMETALS 
Rhodesian chromite, world prices would. Asbestos.—The Cyprus Asbestos Mines, 
increase. Exports of Cypriot chromite Ltd., quarried 2.5 million tons of rock in 

therefore may well increase in 1968, but 1966 and milled half this output to pro- 
, will remain sensitive to prices and avail- duce almost equal tonnages of long- and 

ability on the world market. short-fiber asbestos. A small production 
| Copper.—Mining of copper ore con- increase in 1967 over 1966 is estimated. 
timed in 1967 by CMC, Hellenic Mining Most of this production is exported and a 
Co. Ltd. and the Cyprus Sulphur and small amount is used in the manufacture 

Copper Co. Ltd. of flat and corrugated asbestos sheeting 

All three companies beneficiate portions and molded goods. 
of their ore to produce copper concentrate Cement.—The 1967 output of cement 
and iron pyrites. CMC also recovers ce- WaS approximately 100 percent greater 

| ment copper by a leaching and precipitat- than in any previous year. Inasmuch as 
ing process. Although European copper the island’s sole producer has been the 

prices in 1966 were high, relative to prior Cyprus Cement Co. Ltd., equipped with a 
years, the average price softened some- single kiln rated at 90,000 metric tons an- 
what during 1967. | nually, it is highly probable that another 

Ore was produced from the Mavrovouni Plant is now contributing to the total 
and Skouriotissa mines of CMC and strip- cement production. Capital expenditures 

ping of overburden was begun on the by the Cyprus Cement Co. Ltd during 
 Apliki and Lefka “A” mines during the 1965-66 totaled about $183,000 and ap- 
year. There was no activity at the Mathiati peared insufficient to double present plant 
mine. capacity, but. instead suggested plant ex- 

In January 1966, geological exploration pansion or modernization. Secondly, the 
and diamond drilling by the Cyprus Mines Cyprus Ministry of Commerce and In- 
Corp. had proven reserves of 5.3 million dustry announced the establishment of 
tons of 1.5 percent copper ore and possible various new plants including a cement 
reserves of 8 million tons, sufficient to as- Plant in 1966. Presumably this is part of 
sure mining at the current rate through 2m effort to restructure the economy 
1982. threatened by a loss of income resulting 

As a byproduct of copper operations, from the withdrawal of foreign military 

CMC has been Europe’s largest supplier personnel and the decline of copper pro- 
of high-grade nonarsenical flotation pyrites duction. 
and with the prospect of increased demand Gypsum.—Production of gypsum by the 
for sulfur in Europe may proceed with a United Gypsum, Ltd., in 1967 is believed 
new technique of pyrite pellet production to have been maintained at the 1966 level.



The Miner t e Mineral Industry 

of Cz ovaki echoslovakia 

By Bernadette Michalski * 

Czechoslovakia continued to produce sources supported significant metallurgical 
sizable quantities of coking coal and non- and _ fabricating industries. Although most 
metallic minerals such as gypsum, kaolin, of the nation’s iron ore requirements are 
limestone, and magnesite in 1967. The met by imports, Czechoslovakia ranked 
country’s fuel and refractory mineral re- 10th among world steel producers in 1967. 

‘PRODUCTION 

Although 1967 production data for most marginal coal and iron mines, resulting in 

nonmetallic minerals was not reported, the lower levels of production for these com- 

overall growth rate of this industry in 1967 modities than in 1966. In the industrial 
was reported at 10 percent, surpassing the sectors these reforms resulted in a 6 per- 

overall industrial growth rate of 7.1 per- cent increase in industrial labor produc- 
cent. Economic reforms directed toward tivity and a slowdown of the industrial 
profit motivation, closed a number of employment growth rate of 1.1 percent. 

TRADE | 

While Czechoslovakia has maintained a Published material on the foreign trade 
favorable overall trade balance, the na- of Czechoslovakia are evidently incom- 
tion’s imports of iron ore, nonferrous plete. Soviet statistics indicdte the export 
metals, crude petroleum, and bituminous of certain commodities to Czechoslovakia 
coal have made Czechoslovakia a net im- that are not recorded in Czechoslovakian 
porter of mineral commodities as indi- import publications. Moreover, Soviet sta- 

cated in the following tabulation: tistics report import of ores and metals 
ee SsSsS—S—sFFeFeFFTSC—™—Cs from Czechoslovakia valued at $106 (96 

Value Mineral million rubles) which do not appear in 
(million koruna)! commod- Czechoslovakian export data. Presumably 

Mineral Total share of these imports included antimony, uranium, 
commod- _ trade total tin, and mercury. The importance of the 

Hes (percent) U.S.S.R. as a trading partner, is readily 
apparent from the trade tables. 

Exports: 

aaa 3’ o87 19°34 at I 1 Commodity research specialist, Division of 
1966___..... 3,739 19° 764 19 nternational Activities. 

Imports: 
1964_______- 4,833 17,489 28 
1965.____.__ 5,297 19 ,242 28 
1966_______- 4,723 19,699 24 

Trade balance: 
1964. .____-_- —965 -+1,056 XX 
1965___.._-_- —1,360 +115 XX 
1966__..___- — 984 +65 xX 

XX Not applicable. 
1 Official exchange rate, 1 koruna—=US$0.14. 
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Table 1.—Czechoslovakia: Production of selected mineral commodities 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity } 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: 
Aluminum ingot including secondary ¢-__-._-__- 60 60 62 62 65 
Antimony ¢_____.__._.___..----metric tons_-_ 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 
Copper ¢___.__-__.-_--.-------------d0__-- NA NA 5,000 5,000 5,000 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore (24 to 29 percent Fe)______------ 3,411 2,846 t 2,446 2,237 e 2,000 
, Pig iron and biast furnace ferroalloys- - - - - 5,254 5,716 r §,868 r 6,269 e 6,400 

Electric furnace ferroalloys._.__--------- 52 55 57 91 e 100 
Steel ingots_....______--.._.----------- 7,598 8,377 8,598 9,128 e 9,800 
Rolled products except pipe._.----_------ 5,100 5,663 6,094 6,518 ¢ 6,700 
Pipe___.._______-.-__----------------- 731 r 802 r 906 976 e 1,000 

Lead: 
Mine (content of ore)e____._metric tons_ - 13 ,500 13 , 500 14,000 14,000 14,000 
Smelter ¢____...______..__.____-.-do__-_- 14,000 14,000 14,500 14,500 14,500 

Manganese ore, 13-17 percent manganese_ - - _- 85 84 80 90 80 
Mercury ¢__.____.__...____.76-pound flasks. - 725 t 775 ™ 825 r 875 e 900 
Silver ¢...._._._._...._thousand troy ounces__-_ 2,490 2,400 2,400 2,400 2,400 
Tin, mine (content of ore)¢_._.____long tons_- 200 200 220 148 150 

Nonmetais: . 
Cement_____._-...-----.------------------ 5,178 5,493 5,713 r 6,130 e 6,200 
Fertilizers: 

Nitrogenous (N content)___.__---------- 154 158 220 251 « 270 
Phosphatic (P2Os content)_.__..---_------ 203 241 258 261 e 280 

Gypsum: 
Raw____.._--------------------------- 302 351 r 331 * 356 NA 

- Caleined____._...--------------------- 22 23 1 22 23 NA 
Kaolin.__.......__._.-------1------------- 321 313 332 e 335 NA 
Lime____..--.--__-._-_--------------------- 2,254 2,347 2,488 2,464 e 2,500 
Limestone. __.___-...-__------------------- 13,994 14,635. 14,866 ¢15,000 ¢15,000 
Magnesite, crude_______..--_--------------- ™1,481 ™1,686 ™1,841 1,901 2,107 
Pyrite, gross weight_____-_-__-------------- 347 361 © 375 F862 NA 
Refractories: . 

, Dinas bricks.._..._______-------------- 58 64 63 62 NA 
Magnesite and chrome magnesite bricks- - - 157 174 173 167 - NA 
Shamot bricks-_____.__.-_.__--_------- 430 t 434 r 440 — 485 NA 

Salt. --.- 2-2 eee ee 187 184 191 197 NA 
Mineral fuels: 

Coal: . 
Bituminous_____________..._-_----------- “28,296 28,314 27,7381 26,728 ¢ 25,800 
Brown_..._.......--.----------------- 69 ,326 71,472\ 78,216 *74,108 ° 65,000 
Lignite____.....1____.-.---_----------- 3,977 4,133 / 

Coal briquets- - ~~~ ~~ =~ ~~ =~ ---- 2-2-2 2- noo 178 T84 T7791 r.795 ¢ 780 
oke: . 

From brown coal_____________-__-------- 2,114 1,929 1,693 r1,773 NA 
From bituminous coal____..._._-_.__--_-- 9,299 9,421 9,496 r9,465 NA 
Gashouse_______._.__.__-.-------------- 451 306 321 t 207 NA 

Gas, natural___.______._..-million cubic feet__ ‘189,568 ‘197,443 *204,859 208,744 NA 
Petroleum: 

Crude___._._____--_-._ eee 180 195 r 192 r 190 NA 
Refinery preducts: 

Kerosine_______..________---.----- 90 110 r 137 134 NA 
Diesel fuel_____.__._.______-.-------- 1,653 1,779 2,072 2,242 NA 
Lubricants_..._...-.--------------- 103 93 r 415 123 NA 

Asphalt from all sources. ___.......---------- 344 398 407 529 NA 

e Estimate. r Revised. NA Not avaiiable. 
1 In addition to the commodities listed, Czechoslovakia is believed to produce arsenic, silver, perlite, ura- 

nium, barite, feldspar, fluorspar, graphite, and silica.
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Table 2.—Czechoslovakia: Officially reported exports of selected mineral commodities 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations in 1966 

Metals: 
Steel: 

Rolled pro- thousand metric tons... 1,708 1,615 Hungary 165; Poland 128; West Germany 122. 
ducts, except pipe. 

Pipe... do 267 275 U.S.S.R. 129; Poland 48. 
Nonmetals: 

Kaolin___..._-_._--._---_..__-do_.__ 170 166 Poland 49; West Germany 35; Hast Germany 

Magnesite______..__.._.____.._do___- 193 207 West Germany 58; Hungary 47; Poland 41. 
Mineral fuels: 

Coal: 
Bituminous.__-_.._.___.._.-do_.__. 2,878 2,077 East Germany 854; Hungary 572; Austria 268. 

oe Brown.__._.._...---_-...-do__._. 1,185 1,148 West Germany 1,059. 
Coke__._._...___.-.:.___..--..do__.. 1,835 2,397 Bast Germany 818; Rumania 387; Hungary 

q. 
| 

Table 3.—Czechoslovakia: Officially reported imports of selected mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources in 1966 

Metals: 
Tron and steel: 

Tron ore._..._._.__thousand tons_-_ 9, 553 9,386 U.S.S.R. 7,662; India 766; Brazil 355, 
Pig iron_.__._..____..-__.-do___- 118 108 U.S.S.R. 100. 

Manganese ore_-_______.__.___.do___- 334 287 U.S.S.R. 150; India 59. - 
Nonmetals: 

Asbestos_._._..._-...-__..._____.... 27,561 32,996 U.S.S.R. 15,750; Austria 1,925. 
Fertilizers: 

Nitrogenous (N content)___.___._.. 50,000 41,000 Austria 15,000; East Germany 10,000. 
Phosphatic (P2Os content)______... 291,000 270,000 U.S.S.R. 175,000; Lebanon 17,000. 
Potassic (K content)_.._._.__.__... 359,000 403,000 East Germany 368,000. 

_ Pyrite (S content)___...___._.__._._.... 120,000 49,000 U.S.S.R. 19,000; Yugoslavia 7,000. 
Sulfur (elemental)_...__.___.__....... 226,000 238,000 Poland 121,000; U.S.S.R. 37,000. 

Mineral fuels: . 
- Coal bituminous__-_ thousand tons--_ 4,538 4,030 U.S.S.R. 2,051; Poland 1,9°75.. 

Source: Statisticka Rocenka C.S.S.R. 1967 (Statistical Yearbook of che C.S.S.R. for 1967), Prague 196T. 

| 
| 
|
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Table 4.—Czechoslovakia: Imports of selected mineral commodities from the Soviet Union 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 
Metal______-___-__--_- ee eee eee eee ----- 20,600 19,300 

C arclled products !}______ ee eee eee eee ee 6.618 8 382 
admium_____________-_-_ eee ee eee eee 05 

Chromite - - ~~~ -- = 2-2 ne nnn enn nn nnn ener ta 33,000 49,000 
opper: 
Unwrought_.__._.--_-___ ee eee eee --- «= 26, 900-27, 400 
Rolled products_.__.___________-- eee. 400 601 

Iron and steel: 
Tron ore... ~~ -- --~---~2------ 2-227 27227 eon 777 777-777 thousand tons-- 7,966 7, 662 

giron________________ eee eee dL 
Forroalloys. - - ~~~ -------- 2-22-2222 2 neon onan n ence en eo roe ee n= dO-- = 21 45 
teel: 

Rolled products, except pipe________.______.____--________.-.--.--_--.. 540,100 341,300 
Pipe___._______ eee eee eee eee eee 2,100 1,800 

Wead -- agp rrr nc cannes 14,600 19,700 
anganese: 

Ore._____--__--- eee eee eee eee -------- 141,000 149,000 
Peroxide._.___._.-__-.-- 2 eee eee eee eee eee eee 1,500 1,000 

Nickel.____ 2 eee eee eee eee eee eee ee 1,400 2,400 
Zine_______-.--._-_-_-__-------- 2-22 eee ee een sees e--------- 12,500 18)900 

Nonmetals: 
Apatite: 

Ore___._ eee eee eee eee eee eee eee eee 68,200 68,200 
Concentrate____.__.-_-.-___- eee eee eee --------- 444,300 414,900 

Asbestos. . ------------- 2-2-2 -- 2222 oe en nne arene roan 7777 thousand tons. 10,200 16,000 
ement.__..2 2. ee OL Le 

Graphite. --~---~-------+--2-2--2-n renee entre trcc ccs a 18 
yrite___._-- eee eee ee eee 

Sulfur: 

CIQ_ ee ee ee ee ee eee eee ’ ’ 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal: 

Anthracite____..___-_.._-_._-- eee __-__._--thousand tons__ 321 316 
Bituminous. ~ - ~~ ~---------------+--- 222-22 2e tect rcer rer d= 2,435 1,748 

oke__.__- 2 eee eee eee dO. 7 
Petroleum: 

Crude_________-___- eee eee eee dO 5,964 6,396 © 

Refinery products: Oe Oo 

. erosine______~___ ~____ eee Lee dO 

Diesel fuel - - ----------------2-2-220222c2 ener eter 80---- 16 18 
araffin._____.____________________-__--_____-___----_----do___- r 

Others..__.---_._ eee eee eee do. 8 q 

Total________-_________ eee r 402 504 

¥ Revised. 
1 Include alloyed. 

i9ey ee Vneshnyaya Torgovlya S.S.S.R. za 1966 god (Foreign Trade of the U.S.S.R. for 1966) Moscow, 
pp. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS try was directed toward attaining a 12 mil- 

Iron Ore.—Preliminary steps of the new lion ton ingot steel capacity by 1970. This 

economic management program resulted goal is to be rea lized by construction | of 
in reduced iron ore production during new facilities within the East Slovakian 

1967. The closing of several unprofitable Iron and Steel Works near Kosice, and b y 
mines may have reduced ore output by as better utilization of existing facilities 
much as 10 percent under that of the through improvements and modernization. 

previous year. Domestic ore production Overall blast furnace capacity 1s to be ma 

satisfied less than one-fifth of the steel in- creased by replacing sma Her furnaces with 
dustry’s growing demand and the produc- furnaces having capacity of 1,083 and 

tion decline was balanced by import in- 1,719 cubic meters. Two blast furnaces of 

creases. 1,719-cubic-meter capacity each began op- 
Iron and Steel.— Expansion and modern- eration at the East Slovakian Iron and 

ization activity in the iron and steel indus- Steel Works during 1967.
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Czechoslovakia’s production of oxygen and alloy steels. The range and size of steel 
converter steel was initiated at the East products are to be increased with an em- 

and was to be further expanded during In mid-1967, Czechoslovakia’s’ first con- 
1967; by 1970 oxygen converters are also 8 heat galvanizine J; d 
slated to be in operation at the Kladno muous leat ga ae inn me nae hs 

Steel Works. The modernization program 2 the East Slovakian Works with an 
at Kladno also includes the installation of hourly capacity to galvanize up to 20 
electric furnaces, which should result in metric tons of plate in widths up to 1,550 
the increased production of higher quality millimeters. 

Table 5.—Salient statistics on iron and steel production 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

| 1960 1965 1966 
ers encnmmancn De er ie Ph sh ph Ps 

Pig iron: 
Number of blast furnaces. __.__-..-____----.-.---------------------------- 21 23 22 

Production of pig iron and ferroalloys: 
Pig iron for steelmaking_____.______-_...____.____---_.----.------------ 4,115 5,129 5,559 
Pig iron for foundry__._._._.._..-____-_____----__-__--_-_--------------- 515 646 661 
Blast furnace ferroalloys._......__........._-.-.-.-_------------------ 66 93 49 

Total______-_--_ eee eee ---------- 4,696 5,868 6,269 
Materials consumed per ton of pig iron: 

Iron ore______________-___-__-_------_-__----.--------.-.--kilograms__ 831 502 504 
Sinter__..._- 2 eee eee eee - - do 855 1,289 1,329 
Manganese ore___________.________----__----------------------do.___ 49 58 (4) 
Serap._.-_-- 2 eee ee - dO 79 69 52 
Coke___....--.-.--------------_------------+-----------------d0_ ~~~ 910 739 684 
Limestone__..._.._.__.---------------------------------------d0___- 444 285 220 

Ingot steel: 
Number of open hearth._________.._-_.______---_.----------- +--+ --- NA 2738 NA 

Production of crude steel: a 
Open hearth______________-_-______--_-_--_--.---------------------- 5,702 7,201 7,402 
Bessemer _______.____..-.--------.---------- +e ee 247 237 242 
Electric furnace_____________..-_-_-----_-_.------------------------- 819 1,161 1,209 
Oxygen convertor______.-.____-_---------.--.-----------------------  ----- +--+ 275 

Total____.____.-_____-_-______--- ee eee ------------ 6,768 8,599 9,128 
Materials consumed per ton of crude steel: 

Pig iron_.______-_._-_. ~~ eee + ------------kilograms_ - 613 595 626 
Serap___....._-.-_------ eee ee -d 0 - 447 474 492 

NA Not available. 
1 Included with iron ore. 
2 Six 400-ton capacity; six 200 to 400-ton capacity; fifteen 100 to 200-ton capacity and remainder under 

100-ton capacity. 

NONMETALS for additional fluorspar deposits was con- 
1 . I ducti ducted. Undisclosed production of fluor- 

iy ede 1C “Bean ai pro San r 196: 7 spar was derived from the Hradiste, Har- 
edly made signincant gains during 67, rachov, and Vrchoslav areas. 
although detailed commodity statistics were 
not issued in time for inclusion in this re- MINERAL FUELS 
port. Development, expansion, and mod- 
ernization activities continued in virtually Although domestic gas production and 
all segments of the industry. Fertilizer pro- | crude petroleum imports continued to grow 

duction continued to increase, and a fur- steadily, over 80 percent of the nation’s 

ther major rise is expected in 1968 when energy supply was derived from bituminous . 

the 250,000 ton-per-year capacity Lovosice coal, brown coal, and lignite. Czechoslovak 
fertilizer plant is slated to go into opera- consumption of solid fuels was reported at 

tion. Facilities for magnesite and perlite 96 million tons in 1966 and it is expected 

production were undergoing moderniza- to increase to 120 million tons by 1980. 

tion, and development work continued on The percentage distribution of commercial 

the 5-million-ton-annual-capacity limestone solid fuels consumption by industrial sec- 

quarry at Vcelary. Geological exploration tor is given in the following tabulation:
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| 7 1.—Profit-oriented industrial ref 
Fuel and consuming sector 1960 1965 1966 Coa TOs b ° : orms 

have resulted in the closing of approxi- 
oo, a mately 45 submarginal or marginal pits be- 

Bituminous coal: . : : 
Coke production....... 39.9 43.8 44.8 tween 1965 and yearend 1967, displacing 

Electric energy pro- an estimated 12,000 workers. While pro- duction....._...____ 20.6 18.1 18.7 Sit 25 P. 
~ Industrial heat and duction has declined during this transition 

steam production-... 18.5 17.4 17.2 period, increased mechanization in remain- ~ 
Gas production______-_- 2.7. 1.4. 9 : oe : 
Transportation... 86 7.6 7.3. Ing collieries and pits, and development of 

Marketed beeen eee eee 3 “5 3. $ | 8. g new deposits near Bilina and Frenstat 

OP mma ’ ’ - should restore output to the 1964 peak 
Total_....___..._._.._. 100.0 100.0 100.0 level by 1970. 

Brown coal and lignite:  _—_- CO 
Electric energy produc- 

tion. 29.4 32.1 33.5 
Industrial heat and 

_ gteam production_... 19.3 22.7 28.2 
Briquet production-__._-_ 1.2 1.8 1.9 
Chemical industry _ __ 7.0 4.6 4.9 
Transportation._._.... 10.8 5.9 5.4 
Marketed____________- 17.4 18.9 18.3 
Other.____.--_._.___-- 14.9 14.0 12.8 

Total__._._.._...._.. 100.0 100.0 100.0



The Minera t e Mineral Industry of Finland 

By F. L. Klinger * 

There were a variety of significant de- expected to rise another 8 percent in 
velopments in Finland’s mineral industry 1968. Increased interest rates on loans for 

| in 1967. Completion of basic production — residential construction and withdrawal of 
units at the Raahe steelworks in October tax relief in early 1967 tended to depress 
was expected to substantially reduce Fin- construction material output. Devaluation 
nish imports of steel in 1968. Petroleum of the markka on October 12 decreased the 
refinery capacity was again being in-  currency’s exchange value by 31 percent, © 
creased, with a goal of 8.5 million tons and a week later the Government levied a 
by 1969. Copper production rose, and two tax of up to 14 percent on exports. The 
more mines were scheduled for production maximum rate applies to those commodi- 
by 1971. Increased utilization of domestic ties requiring the least foreign materials 
pyrite resources resulted from completion to produce. The tax may be reduced by 
of a cobalt plant at Kokkola. There were the Government in certain cases, but nor- 

. also important developments in chromite, mally it will be reduced at 3-month inter- 
vanadium, rare-earth oxides, zinc, phos- vals until it is abolished at yearend 1969. 
phate and fertilizers, and feldspar produc- The combination of the export tax with 
tion. devaluation of the British pound on 

Several economic developments during November 18 made it theoretically un- 
the year affected the mineral industry. profitable to export certain commodities to 
Wages increased about 6 percent and were the United Kingdom. 

| PRODUCTION | 

The relative volumes of production by Available data indicated substantial in- 
maior sectors of the mineral industry in creases in output of copper, vanadium, | 
the last 3 years are shown by the follow- sulfur, feldspar, and petroleum products 
ing indices: in 1967, while production of other im- 

—CS portant commocdities remained relatively 
(1959=100) unchanged from 1966 levels. 

Industry sector —_—— —— 
1965 1966 1967 1 Physical scientist, Division of International 

Activities. 

Mines and quarries!__.___.._. 146 1381 139 
Primary metal plants!__........ 221 222 221 
Nonmetallic mineral product 

plants!_._...._____L-.-..._._. 2Q1 214 213 
Petroleum refineriesg*.......... 342 376 405 . 

e Estimate. 
1 Source: Central Bureau of Statistics (Helsinki). 

Bulletin of Statistics (Tilastokatsauksia), No. 2, 1968. 

229
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Table 1.—Finland: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 © 1967 _ 

Metals: 
Chromite ore._.-________.---__--_---- --__- — _-- --- 70,000 30,000 
Cobalt,! mine. ____....___--__-------------- 1,974 1,684 1,493 e 1,400 e 1,250 
Copper: 

Concentrate_._.-___._..__-__....--.-..---.- 155,079 147,842 129,358 120,073 NA 
Metal content of concentrate_____.__._...- 33,900 32,300 29 , 800 26 ,390 NA 
Cathodes.________..------------------- 37,797 33,177 30 ,522 31,912 34,198 
Sulfate (metal content)_-...._.---------- 228 e 220 e176 e180 NA 

Gold_...-._________--------.-troy ounces.. 20,416 22,055 18 ,037 15,465 € 14,000 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore: 
Magnetite concentrate (56 to 68 per- 

cent iron)____.____thousand tons_. 362 tT 480 658 t 656 643 
Pyrite concentrate: 

Kokkola product (65 to 68 per- 
cent iron)____.._..____-do___- 152 204 227 324 NA 

Other roasted (50 to 60 percent 
irone) 2____..___.._..._-do___. 167 125 108 NA NA 

Pig iron and ferroalloys....__.._.-do____ © 336 r 592 r 934 r 984 1,038 
Steel, crude__.______.__-_-.---...do___. ¥ 326 371 363 399 394 

L rotted products__________...._.--do___. 286 328 351 366 340 
ead: 

Concentrate_.._....-----------.-.----- 1,645 3,009 9,596 7,991 e 7,000 
Metal content___.____.-_.------.------- 1,145 1,890 6,307 4,633 e 4,200 

Nickel: 
Concentrate______....------------.--.. 54,489 58,773 55,318 52,163 NA 
Metal content of concentrate___._______- 2,930 3,170 2,950 2,952 NA 
Electrolytic_____._.__.----------------- 2,694 2,943 2,776 2,993 e 2,900 
Sulfate, metal content__..._.__________--- 156 147 163 185 e160 

Rare earth oxides_________.._-------------. NA NA NA 43 NA 
Selenium________________.._._.._-kilograms__ 6,993 6,577 5,705 5,431 e 6,100 
Silver________________thousand troy ounces__ 580 608 582 520 NA 
Titanium: 

Ilmenite concentrate (44 percent titania)_. 93,858 116,063 107,000 117,560 ¢125,000 
Dioxidee_____________--...-----------. 16,000  *19,000 *22,000 22,000 22,000 

Vanadium pentoxide. ______._.------_------- 1,248 1,756 1,721 1,733 e 2,100 
ine: 

Concentrate______.______.-...-_-__..-. 119,988 114,510 126,688 100,800 ¢105,000 
Metal content of concentrate.__._.__._.__.. 66,353 62,991 69,010 54,375 e 56,500 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos. _..___.__.__-__----_-------------- 9,254 10,533 12,072 12,020 e 12,000 
Cement__.._._...____._.____thousand tons__ = 1,428 1,572 ™1,770 1,557 1,514 
Diatomite____.______________.---_----------- 2,300 2,170 950 1,200 e1,000 
Feldspar___________.___________--__-__---. 12,880 114,900 11,872 *26,317 e 35,000 
Fertilizer, phosphatic, (20 percent P2Os)_.____. ' 446,400 ‘514,300 *437,400 540,500 395,000 
Lime, unslaked____._....._._.._thousand tons.. = 208 240 245 227 NA 
Limestone and dolomite____________...do___-_ 3,200 3,500 3,800 3,553 e 3,500 
Marble__.____________--------------------- 600 800 200 NA NA 
Pyrite__-...._......__.-_...thousand tons__ 541 547 582 516 NA 
Quartz_.___.____--.-__-.-.----__---------- 30,000 28,500 35,312 43 ,670 e 45 ,000 
Soapstone- _-.--..._.-..__..--square meters. _ 800 964 e 900 e1,000 NA 
Sulfur: 

Content of pyrite..-.____._________..__... 227,800 262,254 282,100 264,800 NA 
Elemental, recovered from pyrite.._._.__._. 38,214 68,139 73,771 73,641 e 75,000 
Sulfuric acid (100 percent)_..___.__.-..--. 338,200 355,564 383,208 480,200 549 , 200 

Tale__________._____ eee ee 6, 756 6,000 7,000 5,000 NA 
Wollastonite___._._______________---------- 2,000 3,000 2,393 3,813 3,500 

Mineral fuels: 
Coke___________.-___.--_.--thousand tons__ 165 145 142 153 NA 
Gas (manufactured)___thousand cubic meters__ 77,325 68,411 70,103 76,342 72,492 
Peat (water content 35 percent) 3 

thousand tons__ 83 76 69 69 e 70 
Fuel briquets________________._-__---.do___. 18 17 28 25 e25 

Petroleum refinery products: 3 
Gasoline_________.____-____-----do___- 526 553 700 762 NA 
Keorosine nog Go ry 13 13 13 NA 

istillate fuel oil._..__._.____._._.___.do____ 421 
Residual fuel oil-_____-----_------do____ 992 1,048 1,640 \ 2,658 = ° 3,700 
Liquefied petroleum gases______.__-do____ 31 34 42 52 NA 
Bitumen and other_________....--do____ 167 292 231 221 NA 

Total refinery products________.do___-_ 2,129 2,361 2,626 3,706 e 4,700 
Total crude oil processed______..do____ 2,256 2,554 2,772 3,714 e 4,900 

e Estimate. r Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Source: United Nations, Statistical Yearbook, 1966, p. 187, (1963-1965 figures). 
2 Exports. 
3 Source: Neste Oy. Statistical office.
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TRADE 

Trade in most mineral commodities in a value basis, accounting for 23 percent of 
1967 did not appear to have changed sig- the total, followed by West Germany with 
nificantly from the levels of 1966; an ap- 16.5 percent, the Soviet Union with 8 per- 
parent 70-percent increase in crude oil im- cent, and the United Kingdom with 7.4 
ports resulting from refinery expansion was percent. As in 1965, the Soviet Union sup- 
partly compensated for by reduced refinery plied most of Finland’s fuel and accounted 
product imports. Exports of vanadium, for nearly 40 percent of the value of all 
several nonmetals, and petroleum products mineral commodity imports. Imports from 
increased while significant reductions ap- the United Kingdom, West Germany, and 
peared to occur in cobalt-bearing pyrite Sweden were nearly equal in value and 
residues, copper, titanium dioxide, and together they contributed 30 percent of the 
cement. Imports of solid fuels and some total. 
nonmetallic commodities increased but im- Values of the major items in Finland’s 
ports of iron ore, copper, lead, and sulfur mineral commodity trade in 1965 and 1966 
during the first 11 months were running are tabulated as follows: 
25 to 30 percent less than in the corre- | 

sponding period of 1966. Value (million dollars) 
The relative importance of mineral com- oe 

modities in Finland’s total commodity 1965 1966 
trade is shown in the following tabulation: 

Exports: 
Iron and steel}!_________ 43.4 40.7 

Value (million Mineral Copper________._____-- 17.3 35.6 
dollars) commod- Zine ore___________-_-_- 12.0 9.0 

——_—__—_________————-_ ities’ Titanium ?_____________ 8.9 9.0 
Mineral share Nickel__-_____.___-----_- 4.7 5.3 
commod- Total of total Vanadium (compounds) -_ 3.3 4.2 

ities trade (percent) Other. .._-_______.-_-_- 9.4 12.2 

TT Total_.._._____._____ 99.0 - 116.0 

Export: ————————— 

1965_._2..- r 99 1,427 — 6.8 Imports: 
1966_______- 116 1,506 7.7 Iron and steeli_________ 134.2 126.8 

Import: Aluminum--____.------- 14.9 17.6 
1965_______- r 400 1,646 124.3 Copper_..___.-._-__--- 16.3 20.7 
1966________ 413 1,726 23.9 Lead and zine_________-_ 6.4 7.1 

Trade balance: Fertilizer materials______ 32.6 20.9 
1965_..__... * —801 —219 xX Crude petroleum________ 36.5 44.6 
1966___.___- —297 — 220 xX Solid fuels____.....__-- 43.9 37.0 

Petroleum products_-__. 77.6 98.6 
TRevised Other e876 39.7 

XX Not applicable. Total................ 400.0 413.0 

Sweden continued to be the principal. ©£—2— 
. . . . 1 Includes iron ore and scrap. 

destination of Finnish exports in 1966 on 2 Tlmenite and titanium dioxide. 

Table 2.—Finland: Exports of mineral commodities | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminun, ali forms!________._______- 1,555 2,205 Sweden 851; West Germany 360; Den- 

mark 282. 
Copper: } 

Scrap. ..-..----------------.---- _-- 65 Sweden 63. 
Unwrought_-__...___.._.____----- 5,051 13,444 West Germany 6,931; France 2,214; 

Netherlands 1,527. 
Semimanufactures____________-__- 8,921 11,263 Sweden 5,376; Norway 2,078. 

Iron and steel: 
Tron ore________-__-.--------.--. 168,878 142,163 Poland 88,378; Czechoslovakia 29,025. 
Roasted pyrite and pyrrhotite__..._ 107,567 70,008 All to West Germany. 
Serap____.___-_-_--_-__-.----_-- 3,085 3,608 West Germany 1,947; Japan 1,041. 
Pig iron, including cast iron_._.....'797,179 783,798 Sweden 264,199; United Kingdom 

118,847; U.S.S.R. 101,524. 
Ingots and other primary forms- -_- 7,095 12,514 West Germany 6,865; Pakistan 2,030; 

Sweden 1,377. 
Semimanufactures_____._.......-. 23,197 21,382 Sweden 7,198; Denmark 5,876; Norway 

? 5 . 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Finland: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metic tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

a 

Metals—Continued 
Lead: _ 

' Ore and concentrate__________---- 9,527 10,449 West Germany 5,853; Belgium-Luxem- 
bourg 4,596. 

Nickel: 
Unwrought___.__.---.----------- 2,548 2,626 Netherlands 654; Sweden 520; West 

Germany 322; France 317. . 
Semimanufactures.__-__---------- 104 190 Switzerland 140; China (mainland) 42. 

Silver and platinum-group metals: 
Ore and concentrate____.._.------ 7 2 Sweden 6. 
Metal________.___--_troy ounces__- 3,311 5,498 United Kingdom 4,308; West Germany 

2157. 
Tin,! unwrought, including scrap 

long tons-_- 50 9 Norway 40. 
Titanium: 

Ilmenite coneentrate________...... 84,016 50,665 Italy 39,568; Czechoslovakia 11,101. 
Dioxide__________._____----.---. 19,848 21,448 United States 10,300; Sweden 2,728. 

Vanadium compounds-_--_.----------- 2,088 2,130 NA. 
Zine ore and concentrate.____._.____-__-. 147,628 112,542 Belgium-Luxembourg 58,126; West Ger- 

many 30,976. , 
Other: 

Ashes and residues containing non- 
ferrous metals__._.____--------- 849 8,834 West Germany 7,823. 

Aikali and rare earth metals__-___-- 3 9 Common Market 2; United Kingdom 1; 
apan 1. 

Base metals, n.e.s_--.------------ _-- 31 Sweden 30. 
Metalloids, n.e.s..._..-.----------- 9 6 All to United Kingdom. 
Chemical elements, n.e.s_--------- 30 2 NA. 
Inorganic bases, oxides, n.e.s_--_--- 3,564 5,167 Sweden 3,272. 

Nonmetals: . 
Asbestos: 

Crude fiber____.______----------- 8,562 8,528 United States 2,725; West Germany 
2,154; Sweden 1,712. 

Asbestos board_..._...----------- 586 oe 
Cement______.-__--_--_-_--_---------- 101,827 27,738 Sweden 27,705. 
Clay and refractory buiiding materials 

(brick tile, etec.)__.. value, thousands. $346 $268 Sweden $256. 
Diamond, industrial...._.......carats..- 5,000 -.- 
Diatomaceous earth___.____.--------- 243 137 Sweden 131. . 
Fertilizer, phosphatic.___...____---_-- _.- 100,276. Ali to U.S.S.R. 
Feldspar_______.-------------------- 9,007 20,896 United. Kingdom 6,971; East Germany 

Lime___._...-_____-----------------.- 4,055 502 NA. 
Mica, including waste and splittings -_ _ __ 95 25 All to Sweden. 
Precious, semiprecious stones, n.e.s. 

value, thousands__ —_— $18 Switzerland $14. 
Pyrite_..__...--------------..-------- 62 ,642 51,230 All to West Germany. 
Quartz_______----------------------- _— 1,214 Sweden 1,199. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Building stone, unworked and 
worked___._.____..------------ 9,971 7,830 West Germany 2,008; United States 

1,297; France 1,219. 
Other calcareous stone_______.___- 4,525 4,357 Sweden 3,830. 
Sand, gravel, and crushed stone_-__- 10,889 430 Mainly to Sweden. 

. Sulfur_..____..--.-_--_-_-_---------- 2,506 1,230 All to Sweden. 
Other minera! materials: 

Slag, ash, etc., not metal bearing_ __ 8,715 10,050 West Germany 7,542; Norway 2,468. 
Other______._____-_---_--------- 457 se 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, excluding briquets_______..-----. 15,213 10,467 All to Sweden. 
Coke____.....---_---_-_-------------- 13 , 757 8,918 Sweden 8,275. 
Peat and briquets_______..--_--------- 277 347 West Germany 165. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline____._____.------------- 166 19,647 West Germany 15,700. 
Kerosine____._______-___-_------- 1 —— 
Distillate fuel oil. __.__._.-------- 60 9 NA. 
Residual fuel oil__._______-------- 81 — 
Liquefied petroleum gas____-.----- 915 1,614 Sweden 1,048; Denmark 571. 
Lubricants, including grease-_-_--__- 149 75 Sweden 32. 
Bitumen and other___-___-------- t 356 177 Sweden 168. 

r Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Including alloys,
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- Table 3.—Finland: Imports of mineral commodities | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity — 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite..___-._--- 2 ee eee 128 a 
Oxide and hydroxide_._..__..._._.. 18,778 (13,740 Hungary 5,843; West Germany 3,629. 
Unwrought, including scrap !______- 8,243 11,977 U.S.S.R. 7,744; Norway 1,596. 
Semimanufactures.____._....-----. 12,384 13,922 Sweden 5,336; United Kingdom 2,086 

. Beigium-Luxembourg 1,052. 
‘Arsenic oxides___.._.....-.-__-_------ 558 447 All from Sweden. 
Beryllium__~.___._--- ee 1 1 NA. 
Chromium: 

Chromite___.____...___-__.__------ 65 76 All from Republic of South Africa. 
Oxide and hydroxide______..__---- 677 5838 West Germany 372. 

Cobalt: Oxide and hydroxide___...__~- 4 4 All from United Kingdom. 
opper:? 

Unwrought__________--...-------. 11,404 11,446 United Kingdom 3,254; Zambia 2,179; 
. Chile 1,473. 

Semimanufactures______.___.____- 3,809 4,457 United Kingdom 2,064; Chile 870; West 
Germany 659. 

Serap_______._---.-----_-------- 865 302 West Germany 201; Switzerland 101. 
. Iron and steel: 

Iron ore..___..------------------ 970,117 837,314 Sweden 529,512; Norway 283,371. 
Oxide and hydroxide______._-_-_-- 1,094 1,142 West Germany 865; United Kingdom 

Serap._____-_---_--------------- 188,903 122,551 U.S.S.R. 110,768. 
Pig iron, including cast iron..______ 1,261 2,773 Norway 2,738. . 
Powder sponge, shot, ete..______-- 1,633 2,232 Sweden 1,237; United Kingdom 941. 
Ferroalloys.-._.._____.----------- 10,981 9,475 U.S S-R. 4,646; Norway 3,424; Sweden 

Ingots and other primaryforms__... 60,512 62,814 U.S.S.R. 25,183; Norway 15,052; Swe- 
den 12,123. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, sections._.._...... 144,658 141,052 Sweden 25,714; West Germany 25,495; 

oo . . Poland 24,858. 
Plates and sheet_..__._._____.. *340,298 380,918 U.S.S.R. 111,329; United Kingdom 

80,893; West Germany 37,506. 
Hoop and strip_--._._.__.._....-. 28,461 30,975 West Germany 10,400; United Kingdom 

7,540; Belgium-Luxembourg 4,798. 
Rails and accessories_.._-_~--- 883 1,161 West. Germany 639; United Kingdom 

Wire___________.-_-_-_-_---. 16,072 16,577 United Kingdom 3,512; Sweden 3,331; 
West Germany 3,200. 

- Tubes and pipes.-_._......_.... 87,028 80,704 West Germany 31,898; Framce 13,083; 
Sweden 9,502. 

. Lead Castings and forgings_-.--_:-- 553 299 Sweden 150; Austria 87. 
ad: 

Ore and concentrate. ___..___-.-.- 451 —_— oo 
Unwrought__.____.._--.--------. 10,224 14,392 U.S.S.R. 6,702; Republic of South Africa 

2,429; United Kingdom 1,963. 
Semimanufactures!___.__.----..-- 549 1,238 West Germany 806; Belgium-Luxem- 

bourg 213. 
Oxide____.-- 22-2 eee 590 641 Sweden 481; United Kingdom 125. 

Magnesium, unwrought.__...-.-.----- 28 17 NA. 
Manganese: 

Ore__________--------_---------. 93,903 59,006 U.S.S.R. 30,780; Sweden 12,823; Bel- 
gium-Luxembourg 10,300. 

Oxide_________-_.-_ ~~~ eee 351 574 Netherlands 150; Repvublie of South 
Africa 149. 

Mercury-___________---76-pound flasks __ 1,537 1,015 United States 435; Netherlands 145; 
pain . 

Molybdenum-_.___.._._..-..--------- 3 4 West Germany 2; Austria 2. 
Nickel: 

Ore and concentrate.__.__.______- 63 --- 
Unwrought }________------------- 267 253 United Kingdom 179; U.S.S.R. 59. 
Nickel-alloy scrap. ___....-------- 468 395 West Germany 297. 
Semimanufactures.___._..-.-_-.-- 162 186 Switzerland 79; United Kingdom 47; 

West Germany 42. 
Silver_________ thousand troy ounces_. 456 1,838 U.S.S.R. 648; West Germany 617; 

United Kingdom 481. 
Flatinum-group metals..___.__...-do___- 6 6 Sweden 2; U.S.S.R. 2; West Germany 1. 

in:} 
Unwrought_____...._.-long tons_- 442 361 China (mainland) 194; United Kingdom 

Oxides_____..--... ~~ eee 22 19 All from United Kingdom. 
Semimanufactures_-._..-_long tons-_- 27 44 United Kingdom 18; West Germany 18. 

Titanium dioxide_________.___._---_-- 1,412 768 Japan 330; Norway 191; West Germany 
126. 

Tungsten, unwrought and semimanufac- 
tures..._.__.___.-._-_--_---------- 6 5 United Kingdom 3. 

Uranium and thorium- -.--_-_kilograms_-- 1,518 --- 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Finland: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966. 

Metals—Continued 
Zine: ! 

Oxides___________-__-__-___----_e 424 318 East Germany 103; United Kingdom 64. 
Dust (blue powder)______________- 169 153 United Kingdom 48; West Germany 47; 

Norway 35. - 
Unwrought, including scrap__.___.. ' 7,894 7,097 Belgium-Luxembourg 3,187; U.S.S.R: 

1,600; United Kingdom 1,025. 
Semimanufactures.______.__..___- 306 408 West Germany 157; Belgium-Luxem- 

bourg 100. 
Other metals, metallic ores and chemi- 

cals, not elsewhere specified: 
Ores and concentrates of base metals 333 355 Australia 152.. 
Metalliferous nonferrous waste____- _-- 1,080 All from Canada. 

. Base metals____________________- 69 150 United Kingdom 55; Sweden 41; 
U.S.S.R. 30. 

Metalloids___.___________-______- “201 192 Sweden 140; West Germany 48. 
Pyrophoric alloys___.._..._--_---__- 2 2 Austria 1. 
Chemical elements_______________- 3 333 NA. 
Oxides of strontium, barium and 

Magnesium. __________________- 5,215 4,874 Netherlands 2,768; China (mainland) 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives, natural, other than diamond_- - 1,064 1,191 United States 747. 
Asbestos: 

Crude._______--_-_-_____- eee 7,478 6,393 U.S.S.R. 2,672; Canada 1,561; Repub- 
lic of South Africa 1,138. 

Asbestos and other fiber-cement 
articles_._____________________- 1,204 101 NA. 

Barite, including witherite.__.._______- 601 516 West Germany 478. 
Boron compounds: 

Borates, natural, crude.__________- 2,370 2,428 All from United States. 
, Boric oxide, acid__.._..______---- 117 190 France 146. 

Cement______________-_---__-_-_-_.-. 18,759 8,334 United Kingdom 3,629; Denmark 8,292. 
2 aaa 8,519 11,398 France 4,784; Denmark 3,944. 

ays: 
Kaolin and other___.___._____._._._. 208,289 239,272 United Kingdom 202,752. 
Construction materials (brick, tile, 

ete.): 
- Refractory_.........._--....-. 28,650 20,857 West Germany 4,728; Sweden 4,582; 

Austria 4,191. 
Nonrefractory 

. value, thousands __ $814 $916 Sweden $862; West Germany $145; 
Denmark $129. 

Corundum (synthetic). ~.____.______-_- 88 110 NA. 
Cryolite and chiolite, natural__.______- 64 47 All from Denmark. 
Diamond and other precious, semipre- 

cious stones: 
Diamond: 

Industrial____thousand carats__ 40 45 Belgium Luxembourg 25; United King- 
om 15. 

Nonindustrial, unset___-do-_-_- 20 65 Belgium-Luxembourg 20; Switzerland 

Other, including synthetic 
kilograms. _ 2,383 2,579 West Germany 862. 

Dolomite______._______-_-___ iL ee 7,566 6,307 Belgium-Luxembourg 4,812; Hungary 
608; Norway 520. 

Earth pigments. _________________---- 459 115 West Europe 81. 
Feldspar and fluorspar______._._.___.__._ "7,289 5,957 Netherlands 1,282; United Kingdom 

1,202; Norway 1,039. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Raw phosphate________._---- 366,753 387,149 U.S.S.R. 270,279; Morocco 116,870. 

Manufactured: 
Fertilizer: 

Nitrogenous__.._-...-.-. 157,126 121,981 West Germany 62,583; Norway 57,009. 
Phosphatic: 

Basic slag___..__..__.. 15,451 11,349 All from Sweden. 
Other__..__._._..... 145,896 1,598 All from Netherlands. 

Potassiec.......-.-------- 223,282 188,269 East Germany 61,073; U.S.S.R. 59,856; 
West Germany 45,199. — 

Other_________-__-______- 57,532 3,293 Netherlands 3,190. 
Other (anhydrous ammonia) ___ 2,618 13,409 United States 11,264. 

Graphite__________._.__.-_--__.-__-- 430 393 West Germany 150; Poland 150. 
Gypsum and anhydrite, including plas- 

ters___...______------------------. 182,930 109,190 Poland 65,880; U.S.S.R. 20,185; East 
Germany 18,957. 

Lime________ 2 eee 35 30 NA. 
Limestone, for cement, flux, ete__._._.___. 206,448 184,671 Sweden 180,723. 
Magnesite_________.-_---:--__------- 2,030 2,038 Austria 1,434; Netherlands 457. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Finland: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Nonmetals—Continued | 
Mica: . 

Crude________________ ee ieee 478 743 Republic of South Africa 337; United 
Kingdom 297. 

Manufactures_____.___-.--------- 31 ' 21 United Kingdom 16. - 
Quartz and quartzite___._______________ 4,418 4,767 Netherlands 1,414. 
Salt....--..-----.------------------- 325,875 376,010 Netherlands 181,697; East Germany 

52,381; U.S.S.R. 47,490. 
Other: . 

Sodium and potassium compounds: | 
Caustic soda__________-.______ 227 2,293 Belgium-Luxembourg 820; United King- 

. dom 500; Netherlands 500. 
Caustic potash______.________ 524 354 West Germary 141. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Building stone, including worked 

stone... ee 977 . 2,042 Italy, 711; Switzerland 482; Denmark 

Sand_.._...__-.------------. 85,082 98,104 Belgium-Luxembourg 69,188; Sweden 
5,620. 

Suit Gravel and crushed stone. -_-____ 1,728 1,367 Switzerland 533; Denmark 390. 
ulfur: 

Elemental, all forms___.____._. "72,388 78,952 United States 43,081; France 25,169. 
Sulfuric acid, including oleum__ 45,353 19,856 Sweden 18,659. 

Tale and steatite.________________ 4,462 4,994 China (mainland) 2,025; Norway 1,571; 
. United States 847. 

Other, not elsewhere specified: 
Slag, scale, ash, etc_ w--------- 54,741 48 ,838 Sweden 40,340; Belgium-Luxembourg 

| Mineral substances....._.._-_ 5,991 4,618 United ‘Kingdom 2,753; Czechoslovakia 
,006. 

Other inorganic acids_________ 979 975 West Germany 586. 
Mineral fuels: . 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural, crude____ 198 310 United Kingdom 182. 
Carbon black. ______________-_--__-____ 2,686 3,451 Netherlands 1,795; United Kingdom 

026. 
Coal excluding briquets 

thousand tons__ 2,517 2,048 Poland 1,461; U.S.S.R. 578. 
Coal tar and other derivatives___do___-_ 56 63 United Kingdom 50. 
Coke_____________._-_-______.do___-_ 8382 727 U.S.S.R. 577; Poland 66; West Ger- 

many 46. 
Lignite and briquets_______.____.____. 2,781 4,775 All from East Germany. 
Petroleum: | 

Crude and partly refined — | 
thousand tons-__ 2,308 2,901 U.S.S.R. 2,155; Iran 746. : 

Refinery products: : 
Gasoline__.__._.__._._._..-.. 19,9380 19,480 Netherlands 7,360; United States 5,500. | 
Kerosine, including white spirit. *25,870 31,720 U.S.S.R. 10,150; United States 7,100; 

United Kingdom 4,050. 
Distillate fuel oil 

thousand tons__ 1,690 2,314 U.S.S.R. 2,165. 
Residual fuel oil________do___-_ 1,193 1,617 U.S.S.R. 1,348; Rumania 173. 
Liquefied petroleum gases. __ __ 1,304 2,136 Netherlands 1,833. 
Lubricants, including grease__. 66,915 80,075 United Kingdom 38,173; Sweden 20,019; 

U.S.S.R. 9,884. | 
. Petroleum jelly and wax_.._____ 10,940 10,803 West Germany 6,640; Rumania 1,147. 

Bitumen and other__.__.-_.-.__ 162,000 140,673 Venezuela 115,570. 

® Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Including alloys. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS 30,000 tons annually. Imports of chromium 
ferroalloys in 1967 were 1,362 tons. 

Chromite.—The chromite mine devel- 

oped in the Elijarvi area east of Kemi by Cobalt.—The 1,200-ton-per-year plant 

Outokumpu Oy. was operated at reduced for recovery of cobalt from pyrite at the 
capacity in 1967, while construction of the Kokkola works of Outokumpu Oy. was 
company’s ferrochromium plant was con- completed in 1967. Although no produc- 
tinued at Tornio. Ferrochromium produc- tion data for cobalt metal was available, a 
tion was expected to begin in the summer 90-percent reduction in exports of roasted 
of 1968, with a final output capacity of pyrite in 1967 appeared to indicate that
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this material, previously shipped to West increase in mid-1967 upon completion of 
Germany and containing about 0.6 percent underground development work. The mine 
cobalt, is now being processed in Finland. has been an open pit operation since pro- 

. duction began in 1964. Output in 1966 
Copper.—The 1967 increase in electro- was 937,000 tons of concentrate from 

lytic copper output was partly due to a 476,000 tons of crude ore. — | 
full year’s production of ore from the So 
Virtasalmi - (Karsikumpu) open pit mine Iron and Steel.—The new steel works of 
which began production in December 1966. Rautaruukki Oy. at Raahe was officially 

' This property, about 25 kilometers south- inaugurated in October. Completion of this 
west of Varkaus, reportedly contains 1 plant increased national crude steel pro- 
million tons of ore with an average copper ductive capacity by an estimated 200 per- 
content of 1.25 percent. The mine was ex- cent, bringing Finland theoretically close 
pected to yield about 7,000 tons of con- to self-sufficiency. The principal new in- 
centrate annually and should compensate _ stallations were two 60-ton oxygen con- 
for the loss of production from the  verters, three continuous casting machines 
Yléjarvi mine which was closed in mid- for slabs, and a plate mill with an annual 
1966. The Outokumpu Company, which productive capacity of 400,000 tons. The 
accounted for all copper production plant’s blast furnace has been in produc- 

through yearend, was also developing the tion since 1964. The works’ annual produc- 
Vuonos orebody, about 5 kilometers east of _ tion for sale is expected to include 250,000 
the Outokumpu mine, for initial produc- tons of pig iron and 300,000 tons of steel 
tion in 1971. The Vuonos ore reportedly plate, divided about equally between do- 
contains about 3 percent copper. At its mestic consumption and export. Apparent 
Harjavalta smelter, the company began annua! consumption of steel was estimated 

recovery of copper from slag in September at 1 million tons. , , 
| 1966. | Output of iron and steel -was only 

: Development of the Luikonlahti copper . moderately increased during the last 3 
deposit in Kuopio province was continued months of 1967. Earlier in the year, the 
by Malmikaivos Oy., which plans to mine Vuoksenniska Company reportedly reduced 
about 400,000 tons of ore annually begin- its 1967 production schedule for pig iron 
ning in late 1968. by 10 percent at Turku, and for steel by. 

A sulfide deposit near Pielavesi in cen- 20 percent at Imatra. The latter develop- 
tral Finland was estimated by the Geo- ment appeared to be responsible for the 

logical Research Institute to contain 1.5 to decline in production of rolled products in 
2 million tons of pyrite-pyrrhotite ore with 1967. | 

. an average copper content of 1 percent. 

Lead and Zinc.—Production of lead 
Iron Ore.—Total iron ore output ap- concentrates appeared to decline in 1967 

parently increased in 1967 although two of | and exports at the end of November were 
the country’s four conventional mines were running about 20 percent less than in 1966. 
scheduled to close in the fall. Domestic Approximately 70 percent of the mine lead 
consumption also increased while at the produced in 1966 came from the Korsnis 

end of November imports were 30 percent mine and the remainder from Vihanti. 
less and exports had also declined. In- The Vihanti and Pyhdsalmi mines, oper- 
creased concentrate production was likely ated by the Qutokumpu Company, ac- 

at Kokkola, Raajarvi, and possibly at counted for most of the zinc production. 
Otanmaki. In 1967 the Outokumpu Company was 

The mines reportedly scheduled to close reportedly planning to build a zinc smelter 
were the Jussar6 mine of Oy. VWuoksen- at its Kokkola works. 
niska Ab. in southwest Finland, and the 
Karvasvaara mine operated by Otanmaki Manganese.—Large, low-grade deposits 
Oy. in the far north. Output at Jussaré of manganese were reportedly discovered 
in 1966 was 125,000 tons of concentrate near Kittili in northern Finland in 1967. 

from 312,000 tons of crude ore, and at The deposits were reported to extend for 
Karvasvaara 75,000 tons of concentrate 25 kilometers and to contain 9 percent 
from 156,000 tons of crude ore. manganese and 25 percent iron, but sub- 

Output of the Raajarvi mine, 8 kilom- sequent reports indicated the manganese 
eters west of Karvasvaara, was expected to content to be less than 5 percent.
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Nickel.—A nickel recovery unit was re- 1966. Increased building construction, par- 
portedly being installed at the Kokkola ticularly in residential housing, was appar- 
works by the Outokumpu Company, al- ent in 1966 but slackened after the turn of 

- though no details were available. | the year due to withdrawal of tax reliefs 
| oo . and a rise in interest rates in 1967. High- 
-Rare-Earth Metals.—Typpi Oy., a State- way construction was close to the 1966 

owned nitrogen and fertilizer company and —jevel since the $104 million budgeted by 

the only commercial producer of rare- the Government was augmented by a $20 
earth oxides in Finland, was expanding the —iliion loan from the World Bank. 
capacity of its Oulu plant to produce 400 Imports of stone, sand and gravel, and 

to 500 tons of oxides annually. Construc- refractory construction materials increased 
tion began in November 1966. The Outo- 19 to 50 percent compared with those of 
kumpu Company, which recovers a lan- 1966, while trade in cement and lime was 
thanide concentrate as a byproduct of lead relatively static. While output of cement 
ore from its Korsnas mine, was to supply declined slightly, Paraisten Kalkkivuori 
raw materials. This mine yielded 2,610 tons Qy.. the principal producer, was expanding 
of concentrate containing 2.6 percent rare- capacity of its Lappeenranta plant by 

earth oxides in 1966. : 200,000 tons. Status of the company’s proj- 
Previously, the Oulu plant had an ect in Kolari was uncertain. 

annual productive capacity of 100 tons | | . | 
of rare-earth oxides and production was Feldspar, Quartz, and Mica.—Output of 
apparently based on apatite imported from feldspar probably increased substantially in 
the Soviet Union. The company processed 1967, with concurrent _increases im by- 
31,000 tons of apatite in 1966. product quartz and possibly mic2. Exports 

A fuel cell using praesodymium as solid of feldspar continued to rise and imports 
electrolyte was developed at the Institute of quartz dropped sharply during the first 
of Technology. in Helsinki. The cell was 11 months of the year. These develop- | 
claimed to generate electric energy more ™ents were attributed to completion of a | 
efficiently. than has previously been possi- $2.5 million feldspar flotation plant at 
ble, achieving an efficiency ratio of 50 to 70 Kimito (Kemis) by Lohjan Kalkkitehdas 
percent. | Oy. The plant was designed to produce 

. 70,000 tons annually of high-purity feld- 
- Titanium.—Titanium dioxide was pro- spar. The product, which was marketed as 
duced by Vuorikemia Oy., a subsidiary of Finnish Flotation Feldspar (FFF}, was 
the State manufacturer of sulfuric acid, available in glass, enamel, and ceramic 
from ilmenite mined at Otanmaki. About grades. 
84 percent of the company’s titania output The deposit being mined is a pegmatite 
in 1966 was exported. Based on 11-month dike containing about 70 percent feldspar, 
figures, exports of both titania and raw 20 percent quartz, and 5 to 10 percent 
ilmenite declined in 1967. Titania ship- mica.-The dike is estimated to contain 
ments to the United States declined by 20 1.2 million tons of feldspar, and several 
percent. others of similar composition reportedly 

New grades of titania were marketed by occur in the immediate vicinity. 

v yortkemia taal 1308, ane ns pe ently Fertilizer Materials——Two state-owned 
which reportedly totaled onl "10 hee § > chemical and fertilizer companies, Typpi 
he fi Hi h £ 1967 nly ons in Oy. and Rikkihappo Oy., and possibly a 
the first If months of 1967. third company, will be shareholders in a 

Vanadium.—The 20-percent increase in ™°W State firm being formed to exploit the 
output of vanadium pentoxide in 1967 was Patite deposits at Siilinjarvi in eastern 
the result of expanded facilities for treat- Finland. The deposits were leased from 
ment of magnetite concentrates at the L0Ohjan Kalkkitehdas Oy. in 1965. . 
Otanmaki mine. The expansion was begun Additional plants for sulfuric and nitric 
by the Otanmaki Company in 1965. acids manufacture were completed at 

Uusikaupunki (Nystad) by Rikkihappo 
NONMETALS Oy. in 1966, and the productive capacity 

| for manufactured fertilizer was raised to 
Cement and Other Construction Mate- 300,000 tons annually by 1967. The com- 

rials.— Activity in the construction industry pany’s fertilizer sales in 1966 were valued 
in 1967 appeared to be less than that of at $62 million. Nitrogenous materials were
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largely supplied by Typpi Oy., which plans was awarded a contract for core com- 
to construct facilities to produce 250,000 ponents for the nuclear reactor being built 
tons of ammonia and 100,000 tons of at Oskarshamn, Sweden. 

| urea annually from feedstocks to be sup- ‘Coal and Coke.—Coal and coke imports 

plied by the State petroleum refinery. increased about 5 percent in 1967. Con- 

Graphite——Lohjan CKalkkitehdas Oy. sumption of both fuels appeared to increase 
was reported to have had favorable results slightly as compared with the 1966 coal 
from explorations for graphite at Uta- consumption of 1.92 million tons and coke 
jarvi, and in 1967 the company was consumption of 860,000 tons. The displace- 

granted additional concessions for graphite ole | of solid ines by a WG Beastie 
i rijarvi. : able in paper and woodworking industries, 

Prospecting at Merijarv . railroads, and domestic heating. An agree- 
__ Pyrite and Sulfur.—Mining and process- ent was signed late in 1967 with the 
ing of pyrite P robably . increased sub- Soviet Union for delivery of 500,000 to 
stantially in 1967. Production of pyrite ore 799.000 tons of coal and 620,000 tons of 
at the Vihanti mine was scheduled to coke in 1968. 

begin in midyear at the rate of 240,000 A significant share of Finland’s industrial 
| tons annually. As compared with that of 6 consumption still consists of waste of 

1966, sulfuric acid output increased about the forest products industries. Solids from 
15 percent and pyrite exports declined by jack and sulfite liquor alone provided 
30 Provent | sulfur exports were sharply nearly 2 million tons of coal equivalent in 
memental sultu s 1963 and 1964 (the last years for which 

increased and imports declined by about data are available) and. accounted for 

30 percent. . more than 26 percent of industrial energy 
Sulfur consumption by the ‘paper and consumption in those years. Wood waste 

chemical industries in 1964 was estimated accounted for an additional 11 percent. 
at approximately 400,000 tons. The energy equivalent of these wastes in 

Talc and Soapstone.—Investigations of | 1964 was equal to the consumption of 
talc from Sotkamo as a substitute for kaolin _ liquid fuels. | 
in the domestic paper industry were pre- Petroleum.—The large increase in crude 
sumably continued. Gonsumption of im- i] imports in 1967 was due to the first 
ported kaolin by this industry was es-  fyl] year’s operation of the Neste Oy. re- 
timated at more than 100,000 tons an- finery at Porvoo, which came on stream in 
nually. Imports may be reduced by September 1966. The combined annual 
one-third if the substitution is feasible. throughput capacity of the Naantali and 

The Nunnanlahti soapstone mine was Porvoo refineries was 5 million tons in 
erroneously reported closed in 1965. The 1967 and was expected to be increased to 
mine was sold in 1965 by Oy. Renlund 5 million tons by 1969. Most of the 
“i to puomen tow Oy., and was additional capacity will be installed in 
still producing in . Porvoo. 

The increased refinery production led to 
MINERAL FUELS decreased imports and increased exports 

Atomic Energy.—No decisions appar- Of petroleum products in 1967 and prob- 
ently were made concerning the type of ably supplied domestic demand for gaso- 
reactor or source of fuel for Finland’s line, jet fuel, and liquefied petroleum gas. 
first nuclear power project, although new Petroleum product consumption increased 
bids were solicited for a reactor having by 19 percent in 1966 to 6.65 million 
output capacity of about 500 megawatts tons, of which 54 percent was supplied 
instead of 350 megawatts as previously by local production. 
proposed. The new tenders were reportedly Neste Oy. concluded two contracts for 
extended only to the Swedish firm crude oil supply in 1966, one for 15.2 
Allmanna Svenska Elektriska Aktirebolaget Million tons of Soviet crude oil, to be sup- 
(ASEA) and the United Kingdom Atomic plied from 1966 to 1970 by V/O Sojuz- 
Energy Authority (UKAEA) but it was nefte-export and the other for 5.1 million 
possible that the Soviet Union would also tons of Persian Gulf crude oil, to be 
be invited to bid. supplied during 1967-71 by British Petro- 

The Finnish Atomic Industry Group, eum Trading, Ltd. 

formed in 1966 by eight large companies, ¥U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1968 O—304-385/32



The Mineral Industry of France e Mineral Industry of F 

By L. Nahai * 

| The 1967 performance of major sectors of. consumption). Slab zinc output was 
of the French mineral and energy-pro- close to consumption (92 percent) and 
ducing industry varied; solid fuels and output of lead was equal to 88 percent 
metal ore mining recorded declines with of consumption. 
respect to 1966 index figures, but con- As of December 31, 1966, personnel 
struction materials, petroleum, and refined employed in the extractive industry, other 
products showed increases. The production than quarrying, totaled 220,312, a decline 
index of miscellaneous minerals and metals of 12,905 from the December 31, 1965, 
remained almost unchanged. total. This was principally the result of re- 

The nation suffered a mild recession duced employment in coal and iron mines, 
in early 1967, but at midyear the Gov- although employment in all categories of 

ernment took measures to stimulate the ‘mining except fluorspar and slate also de- 
economy. There was a slack in private clined. Employment on December 31, 1966, 
consumption, which increased only 3.8 per- was as follows: Coal and lignite 176,097; 
cent compared with the 4.6 percent target. iron ore 17,459; other metal mines 5,154; 
For the year as a whole, the volume potash 10,857; crude oil, natural gas, as- 

of French gross domestic output increased _ phaltic limestone, and bituminous schist op- 
by 4.4 percent compared with a 5-percent erations 5,097; slate 3,593 ; and other 2,055. 
growth target. About 99,000 were engaged in quarrying.* 

The value of crude mineral output in Cement and lime plants employed about 
1966, the last year for which complete 16,000. Petroleum exploration, production, 
data are available, was about $1,779 mil- and refining accounted for 27,000.5 Among | 
lion.2 This was equivalent to about 2 metallurgical plants, the iron and. steel 
percent of the 1966 gross domestic product industry (exclusive of foundries) employed 
(production intérieure brut). Distribution an average of 120,560 production workers, 
of mineral output value by commodity and 40,700 salaried employees: ® ferroalloy 
groups was as follows: Energy products plants employed 3,970 and nonferrous 
(including uranium), $872 million; quarry metals plants 9,000. The total of personnel 
products, $534 million; metallic minerals, listed, 536,542, was about 2.7 percent of 
$197 million; and nonmetallic minerals total French labor force. 
other than quarry products, $176 million.® 
Solid fuels ranked first in value ($677 ~~ 
million), followed by sand and _ gravel 1 ts Chief area specialist, Europe, Division of 

($198 million), and iron ore ($173 mil- "2 Where necessary, values have been con- 
lion). For the first time, the value of verted from francs (Fr.) to U.S. dollars at 
iron ore fell below that of sand and “8 ge ot Pr nies 5020205. dustrie. Bureau 
gravel. de Documentation Minére. . Statistiques de 

Domestic smelter pr oduction met French i Industrie Minérale 1966. Paris, France, 1968, 

requirements for principal nonferrous met- | 4 This figure also includes workers engaged 
als in various degrees with a surplus only ode ing asbestos cement, and concrete 
in aluminum. Production of refined copper f 5 There | is some duplication . between this 

was equal to 13 percent of refined copper fgUP*,ANd, the, 3,097 employed in the produc 
consumption (but direct use of scrap in- limestone, and bituminous schist. .. 
creases this figure to 25 to 28 percent  gociated with iron and steel industry 

239
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PRODUCTION 

| The index of overall industrial produc- respectively. Output of lead and zinc in 
tion (1959 = 100). stood at 155 compared _ concentrates increased 7 percent, but baux- | 
with 152 in 1966. Indexes for petroleum ite output declined slightly. Among non- 
and refined products and construction ma- metallic minerals, potash and tale showed 
terials mining increased significantly, but | increases, whereas in the energy industries, 
other sectors showed only small upward domestic crude oil production declined 
changes, except for the reduction in metal 3 percent, while refined products output 
ore mining. The index of building and increased 11.6 percent. Solid fuel output 
public works increased from 157 to 162, showed a small decline. Production of 
but the number of permits for construction _ electricity increased by 5.7 percent, from 
of dwellings declined from 509,700 in 105,600 million kilowatt-hours in 1966 to 
1966 to about 457,500 in 1967.7 | 111,600 million kilowatt-hours in 1967. 

Steel production was almost the same Thermal power accounted for 60 percent 
as in 1966, while refined lead output of the total. — | | | 
increased 1.5 percent. Output of primary a | | a 
aluminum, slab zinc, and refined copper oo | | 
declined by 0.6, 5. 3, and 9. 1 ‘percent, 7 Based on data for the first three quarters. 

| Table 1.—France: Indexes of industrial production =» 

: (1959 = 100) © : | , | | 

. Co Percent 
19661 19671 change 

. 1967-66 

All industrial production including construction._______________.__.._... ----- 152 155 +1.9 
All industrial production excluding construction________-_2- 22 150 153 © +2.0 Solid fuels... 2-222 88 85 —3.5 Petroleum and refined products___..........._.______....___............... 220 244 +10.9 Electricity____..._----.-- 2-2-2 164 176 +7.3 Metal ore mining____-_____________.-.____._____________.:_._.._.......... 97 88 —9.3 Mining and preparation of miscellaneous minerals___._____..._..... ~-------..-. 122 123 +0.8 Construction material mining_.___.____.___..._________..._.._____........- 169 + 178 +5.3 Metal production____.___.-.--_----2 eed 1310 Le Ceramics and building material fabrication. .__._.--_-_-.--. 2-22 _--2___---___ 160 170 +6.2 . Chemical industry_.______._____-.2222 2 _____ 2 204 221 +8.3 Building and public works.__.__.____..-._--_-_ 2 157. =: 162 +3.1 

eee 
1 Monthly average. 

Source: Ministere de |’Industrie. Bulletin Mensuel de Statistique Industrielle. Paris, France, January and April 1968. 
—



Table 2.—France: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite: , , 
For alumina__.__._-.-_-..--.---___-_-_-__-----_-----------------------.-thousand tons_ 1,911 2,329 2,519 2,673 2,771 
For other uses_____._.-__.-_-_-_-----__- eee ee eee eee eee dL 118 104 1438 138 42 

Total___ 2.2222 eee eee ee eee eee ee ee eee - de 2,029 2,433 2,662 r2,811 2,813 ; 
’ Alumina: ! 
Hydrated__..._-____.--- oe ee ee ee eee eee eee enue ----- 726,900 = 805,683 = 878,825 ++ 962,799 1,024,000 e 
Caleined____._____-_-_-_-_-__-- eee eee eee eee ---- «= 49, 548 741,139 772,928 844,897 914,000 by 

Metal, primary____._.____._..-.-------_---_--_ eee eee +--+ - «= 298, 365 315,990 340 , 528 363,511 861,200 
Metal, secondary_______....-_-_-_-_-----_-_-------- ee eee eee eee 49,500 50,340 50,250 59,609 58, 000 & 
Rolled and extruded, including foil....2...-.._-._.._-_-_-_.--------------------------------- § 164,964 1 177,582 177,368 + 213,165 227,000 D 
Castings__._._...__-.---_--- eee eee eee eee eee eee eee eee -- = 81, 800 r 88,440 r 88,970 r 91,970 e 92,000 tS 

Antimony: my 
Content of ore_________- eee eee eee ee eee eee ee 100 108 121 r 279 293 > 
Smelter...-_._--._-_--_- ee ee ee i ee 703 639 r 790 t 834 ¢ 600 mm 

Arsenic ?.___ 222-88 nn 7, 982 8,595 9,187 9,034 ¢ 9,000 ~ 
Beryllium____.-__--------------- ee ene ne ee eee ---- kilograms 6,201 14,281 NA NA NA Zz 
Bismuth, smelter___.__.-_----_---_------------- 2 ee en eee eee dO. = 48, 400 56, 065 48,260 + 69,006 61,000 a 
Cadmium. ._____-__--_---___--------- ee eee eee en ee en en ee eee eee ene ee 297 492 r 428 r 448 499 wD 
Chromium.____.___..-----------.-----.------------------------- ~~ - eee ee eee eee 531 460 629 NA NA ry 
Cobalt, smelter._..-__.-.---.----------------------- ee ee ee ee eee ee eee 752 749 889 840 919 es) 
Copper: . re 

Mine (metal content) ______.__---.---_--~ ee eee eee ee ee ee ee ee ne eee eee 274 267 283 t 434 NA O 
Secondary blister__...._..-------.----------------- eee eee ee --- eee | 7,100 r 7,500 11,000 Fr 11,000 NA wy 

Refined: fe 
EFlectrolytic.__.....--.----.-_--------------- eee ee eee eee eee 27,200 30,700 r 31,900 r 31,400 37,061 > 
Secondary from scrap_..-_.....---------------------------------- ~~ e+ ee ee 6, 500 7,200 r 9,200 r 11,300 NA Zz 

Total____._-------- ee eee eee eee eee ee----- 88, 700 37,900 + 41,100 42,700 38, 800 i) 
Gold-silver ore._____.__--------------- ee ne eee eee eee ~=—«150, 084 149,107 148 ,226 184,166 136 , 280 
Gold in ore.___._..-_---------------------------------------~---------+----------~--troy ounces_. 53, 627 54,303 57 , 389 60,154 87,000 | 
Gold (smelter)_.____._--_---------------------- eee ee eee ee OL. = 54, 560 53 , 434 r 56,199 r 68,674 NA 
Tron and steel: 

Tron ore_______-___--___------ eee eee eee eee eee e+ ------ thousand tons... 57, 892 60,938 59, 532 55,050 49 ,220 
Pig iron and blast furnace ferroalloys.__...__--.---------------------------~--------~--d0__-- 14,306 15, 863 r 15,770 15,590 15,710 
Of which spiegeleisen and high carbon ferromanganese. .-.__.---------------------------do__~_- 368 412 432 355 320 
Other ferroalloys 3__.....__--...--.--.---------------+--------- ee eee ee ee ee eee 201 218 247 r 256 NA 
Steel ingots and metal for casting....-_-.------------------------------------thousand tons_. * 17,557 r 19,780 r 19,604 19,585 19,655 
Rolled steel__.._._____------_..- 2 - eee ee eee eee ee eee ee eee -- dO... «= 18, 198 14,619 14,793 r 14,873 14, 847 

See footnotes at end of table. 
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Table 2.—France: Production of mineral commodities—Continued nm 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) to 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

Metals—Continued 
Lead: oO 

Ore__._ ee ee eee eee ee eee ee ee ee ee eee 10 , 626 15,595 24,971 r 36,428 37,748 
Contained metal in lead and zine concentrates____.____._.___________-_._-.-_._._---_-__.-_-- 8,396 12,190 18,051 t 26, 754 ¢ 25,000 

Smelter, primary. .___.._...-_.------ ee eee eee eee eee eee eee 77,627 89,790 98 , 356 108,638 115,900 
Secondary._....----.-------_----- eee eee eee eee eee ee eee een ee eee 10,202 14,475 12 ,392 15, 829) 28 100 
Antimonial lead 4__......._-.__.______-_--_ eee eee eee eee 17,770 17,415 16, 823 17, 421/ ’ 

Total refined lead. ___-.-.-_- 2 eee eee eee eee ee ---- »=105, 599 121,680 127,571 = 141,888 144,000 
Magnesium__________-___. 2 eee eee eee eee ee eee eee eee 1,743 989 2,841 r3,419 4,165 
Manganese: zi 

Ore_..____._. 2-2 eee eee eee eee ee eee eee ee eee 1,306 1,277 1,400 1,817 NA jen 
Metal__.._...___.___- eee eee ee ee eee eee eee 925 1,784 2,704 NA NA 2 

Nickel, metal content of pure nickel, ferronickel, and nickel oxide______..__.__.-_..---------------- 9,612 7,661 . 6,418 12,782 12,6538 ep 
Silicon_._.. 2-22-22 --- eee ee ee ee eee eee eee) = 15,4450 2, 245 21,493 20,828 e 21,000 he 
Silver, content of metallurgical plant final products. _.__.__.._.._...__..__---_thousand troy ounces-_- 3, 843 8,688 r 3,475 14,129 4,716 m 
Tantalum__________.._-.-_- eee eee eee ---------kilograms- - 308 170 NA NA NA Dn 
Thorium. __--.--- 2 ee eee ee ee ee eee ee 227 180 NA NA NA 
Tin concentrate: rs 

Gross weight_._.._-.-_-.-_-- 22 eee eee -- long tons. _ 370 655 602 567 ¢ 600 > 
Metal content_______._.__-___----- ee eee eee eee dL Le 272 486 447 t 421 « 450 by 

Titanium______....-_- 22 eee eee ne eee ee eee eee ee ee eee eee 19 13 NA NA NA td 
Tungsten concentrate, gross weight____....___._.___-___-_---- eee eee eee ee eee eee ee ee ee ee eee 22 NA © 
Uranium: © 

Ore: OR 
Gross weight.__.....__.__--_---__- eee eee eee ee eee eee eee eee eee eee) =—6 798, 829 773,800 ¥* 827,818 750, 764 704,700 a 
Metal content__...___....__----._--- +. eee eee eee ee 1,083 1,009 r1,118 1,094 1,227 © 

Concentrate (chemical): a 
Gross weight______.__-.-.---..--------~__-- +e eee eee eee 4,700 4,441 r 5,209 5,899 5, 830 
Metal content__._-.____________-___-_--_-__- eee eee eee eee eee ee ee ee eee 1,529 1,470 r 1,580 1,647 1,640 

Metal______.___.-__- eee eee ee eee eee ne eee ee eee ee eee ee ee eee 1,205 1,843 NA NA NA 

Zinc, 25,781 25, 205) | | , ' 
Mixed concentrate (lead and zine)__.____._._....___.--.--.-------- eee ee 9,514 7,411f 38, 638 * 43,157 44,700 
Zinc content of zine and lead concentrates_.__...........-.-----.------------.--------------- 18,198 16,841 20, 902 r 23,294 e 25,000 
Smelter including secondary. ..-.......-----------.----------- +--+ --------- «©2169, 100 190 , 236 192,086 + 195,991 185 , 700 
Zine dust____...--._.-_--.------ eee ee eee eee 4,254 4,120 4,330 r 4,700 5,100 
Remelted zine___.____-._-__-_-_ eee eee ee ee ee eee eee ee 33 , 821 t 37,000 84,596 33,213 NA 

Zirconium___.___....-------------+- eee eee ee eee eee eee ee eee ee ----- kilograms... 73,300 112,000 NA NA NA 
Nonmetals: 

Alabaster_...-.. 2 ee ee en eee eee 1,300 820 1,140 1,360 NA 
Asbestos______.-.------ eee eee ee ee ee ee ne ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee 23 ,672 22,035 r10,141 ¢ 300 NA 
Barite__._._...-.--------------- eee ee ee eee nee ee ee eee ee ----- = 74,460 83 , 821 104,084 199,121 95,000 
Beach pebble__._..-.------------------------------------------- ene eee ---- =: 193,320 174,943 170,326 169,000 NA 
Building stone: 

Granite and similar rocks_._...-.......---..--.----.--------------------.---.-thousand tons__ 896 1,084 © 1,127 984 NA



Limestone... ___-- ~~ --- ooo ee ee eee eee eee - 0. 2,886 3,850 3,019 2,612 NA 
Marble... ee ee ee ne en we ee eee www meen enn ee ---dOn ae 199 245 501 515 NA 
Other stones... -- 2 ee ee ee en ee ee ene ee ewe ene dO. oe 124 127 123 192 NA 
Crushed limestone and granite___....-_.--.----.----_-- eee -d0..- 2,812 4,080 3,890 3,684 NA 

Cement, all types.-_.----------------------------- 22 eee ee nee eee = 18, 184 21,537 22,365 r 23,304 24,600 
Chalk and similar calcareous rocks._.....-....-....-----.----.--.---.---.-.--...-thousand tons_. 3,853 3,676 3,608 3, 862 NA 
Clays: 
a 19,959 17,328 15,527 14,365 NA 
Brick and tile clay. --.-..----..-.-.-----.~--.------.--.-.------------------ thousand tons... 8,555 9,993 10,530 9,960 NA 
Ceramic and pottery clay._......-..--.-------..--------- ee eee ------- «= 8391, 306 355,162 338 , 203 471,895 NA 
Clay and mar! for cement industry.._.-..-.....---.--.-~--e-0----------------thousand tons_. 6,678 8,370 10,045 10,356 NA . 
Kaolin and kaolinitic clay.__....---.-.--..---- ee eee ee) «= 271, T92 287 , 475 295 , 392 435 ,444 NA 
Refractory clay___..-.-.--.-.------------------.--------------------------- thousand tons-_- 912 1,057 1,034 712 NA 

Diatomaceous earth. _______---------.-- ee eee eee eee eee eee) «182, 725 183,088 +:150,685 * 141,258 NA 
Dolomite: 

For agriculture..__.._..-------..----- +--+ ee ee ee ee eee eee --- =106,177 92,495 130,540 117, 485 NA 
Crude for calcining. .__-.._-.--.---------- + ee ee eee eee eee ee «=—476,, 386 611, 552 668 , 930 747,706 NA ry 
Other___.-____------ nn ee ee eee ee ee eee eee ne eee eee 867,518 416,150 500 , 867 520,366 NA ry 

Feldspar and pegmatites_._.._-..------------------------------- + eee ee eee --- = 178 , 504 196,361 *221,141 + 222,162 NA | 
Fluorspar....-~---------+----2- 000 2-7ec errno nn rene rns rrr ed ene 145 , 428 195,153 195,565 + 215,485 NA tot 
Fly ash____.-.--------------------------- ee -thousand tons_.  ------- 4,583 4,022 3,779 NA 
Gypsum: Z 

For agriculture.___...--..------ +--+ en ee nn ne en ee en ee ee eee 11,073 8,134 7,510 8,839 NA kd 
Plaster and cement.__-...--..--.-----.-----------------~.~---.--.~..----.----_thousand tons-- 4,107 4,790 4,872 5,119 NA > 
Anhydrite_._.__.-.---.--.------------------- =~ - +e ee eee 95,6387 118 ,974 182 , 986 144,394 NA te 

DAVB----- = 2-22 ono noon nnn on ene once n nnn nance cnc nna n cana nc nna nac nanan senses cance 10,029 18 ,388 9,786 10,794 NA y 
me: 
Hydraulic_....---..-----.------------------ ee ee eee ---- thousand tons._ 739 791 831 r 855 NA bo 
High-grade (fat lime)._-......--....-.-----------.--------- ~~ eee de 2,648 2,917 2,825 r2,910 2,730 q 

Limestone: = 
For agriculture.....--------------------------- ee ee en ee ee nen - dO 724 749 702 642 NA Ke 
For iron and steel industry._.---..--.-.-------------.-------------- eee - de 4,317 5,071 5,105 4,885 NA 
For lime and cement...__.-.---.--.-.-------------- eee ee eee eee 0 «19,227 21,339 22,367 23,122 NA g 
For sugar mills_....-...----------- eee ee ee ee ee eee - 0 639 735 672 483 NA - 

Total. ____--- en ee eee eee eee eee ene dO... = 2.4, 907 27 , 894 28, 846 29 , 082 NA od 
Marl. _8- = nnn nn eee eee eee eeceeeeeeeun-e- 215,775 217,272 = 224,654 —s-«176 664 NA 5 
Mica....------------------ = --- ee nn nn nnn nnn ne ee ee eee ee ee eee eee 173 298 195 223 NA a 
Millistones and grindstones....--..-...----.-------- enn ne nn en enn ne ee 1,267 1,113 1,202 1,548 NA ts 
Mine fill___._.-_.___-.-------.---- eee ------- thousand tons.. 10,212 12,719 12,665 12,379 NA 
Ochre and mineral pigments. __...-----.2- 2 oe ee eee ee ee ee ee ee eee 4,747 5,265 4,513 3,145 NA 
Phosphatic chalk. ____---- ee ee ee ee eee ee ee ee ee en ee ee ee eee 50, 423 43,109 34,590 36 , 420 24,400 
otash: 

Gross weight of mine run ore_.......-.-.-.--.----------.~--------------------thousand tons.. 11,058 11,406 11,832 11,587 11,694 
K:20 equivalent____...----.--- 0 ee ee en nn eee eee ee OL 1, 722 1,807 1,879 1,910 1,937 

Pumice_._.-__------ ee ee ee ee ee eee ee ee ee eee 770 916 708 r 806 NA 
Pozzolana and lapilli-.-._.-....-.--.-----.-------------- ee ee eee )=— 45, 661 585,631 709, 543 671,650 NA 
Pyrite.....--_--_.-.---- ee ee ee en eee eee )~=— 282,310 191,341 134,361 t 88,076 85,000 
Quartz.____------- ee ee ee ee ee ee eee eee eee eee = 262, 429 302,165 315, 683 438 , 082 NA 

Road building foundation and ballast materials (other than sand and gravel): 
Ballast._....-.-.----- + eee eee eee eee thouand tons-_. 45,965 52,279 57,793 68 , 475 NA 
Foundation material._.._._..-..-....----------- 2 ee ee ee ee OL e 3,224 . 5,329 4,675 7,155 NA NO 

> 
See footnotes at end of table. O°



Table 2.—France: Production of mineral commodities—Continued N 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) = 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 
ann nnn enn nnn nn ec errr LT ae SS ae TTT SG A SS SW SPATS AYE. RS. SESSIONS 

Nonmetals—Continued 
a 

Road building foundation and ballast materials (other than sand and gravel):—Continued ; 

Paving block and curbing._____.__-_-.---_.----------_- eee de 152 230 189 189 NA 
Ground rock for road fillers.__..........--------- +e eee eee doe 306 87 151 557 NA 

Total._.-..--------------------- + eee ee eee ee dO 49, 647 57,925 62,758 71,326 NA 
Salt_-_.-_--------------- ee eee ee ee ee ee eee ON 3,694 4,032 4,449 4,462 NA 

Sand and gravel (alluvial only): 
By dredging. ...___-.-.-----.-------------------- +e -eeee ee ee --0-- 58, 527 61,918 66,999 73,483 NA 
By other winning methods_____.-..-..----------------------1 ee ee ---- do... «= 855, 196 48 , 490 54,353 59,059 NA 

Total_.._...----------------------eeeeeee ee --d0_-_-_-_ == 88, 728 110, 408 121,352 1*182,542 ¢ 188,000 = 

Sand, industrial: 3 . 
Glass___-...-.-------------------- eee eee eee eee eee OL. 1,211 1,438 1,613 r1,411 NA od 
Foundry. __..---------------------- ewe eee eee OL 1,741 1,692 1,697 r1,635 NA > 
Miscellaneous.______.-_----.--.-.----- eee eee eee ee 0 282 451 452 584 NA DF 

Total. _----------------------- eee eee eee eee eee dO 3,234 3,581 3, 762 3,630 e 3,400 Ke 
Slate: - se ei 
Roof_...-.----------------------------- ee eee eee eee eee e-e--- 119,046 121,819 = «121,211 =: 122,588 = 121, 000 5 
Other_____..---.-.------------ +e eee ene eee eee = 47, 156 45,700 56,763 51,461 45 & 

Sulfur__....------------------------ eee -------- thousand tons_. 1,409 1,511 1,521 r 1,540 1,645 oO 
Tale.__-.--------------------- eee eee eee eee eee 158,121 205, 400 240,288 * 224,076 225,000 O 

Mineral fuels: i 
Bituminous and asphaltic material_______...-..-.---2.---------- eae eeeeeee----- = :109,, 225 107 , 608 117,000 131,249 135,000 ° 
Bituminous and anthracite coal__......-.------------.--------_--------.---------thousand tons... 47,762 53 , 042 51,348 50,338 47,625 os 
Lignite._.-..-.-__----------- eee eee eee 0. 2,471 2,244 2,690 2,564 2,981 g 
Peat...--..--------------- eee eee eee dO 35 50 47 r 58 NA 
Coke oven coke (including low temperature, oven coke and breeze)..__...--......------.---.-do__-_ 18, 735 14,303 13 , 650. 13,200 12,630 
Gas coke__.___-_-------.- +22 eee eee eee dO 138 61 20 14 9 
Coal briquets._._..-.-.-.- 2 eee eee eee dO 8,014 6,688 . 5, 806 r 5,050 4,839 
Natural gas 5 (gross production)_..._.........-.________._..____._______......-_million cubic feet 265 , 494 280 , 362 279 , 338 279,055 302,010 

(marketed product) .____._.-.----------------------- 2 ----------d0---- 171,664 179,751 178,268 ©182,258 196,313 
Petroleum: 

Crude_____-_.__---2 eee. thousand tons__ 2,522 2,845 2,988 r 2,925 2,832 
Refinery products 6... 2-2-2 eee ----d0_--. 44,094 50,376 57,596 63,139 70, 443 

Carbon black_________..._-2 2 eee 76,200 85,960 99, 800. 120,250 120.000 tO one oon ee eS 
¢ Estimate. P Preliminary. t Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Hydrated and calcined alumina are successive stages of alumina production and are not to be added. 
2 Arsenic content of final products. . . | 3 Ferromolybdenum, ferrotungsten, and ferrovanadium data are for contained metal. 
4 Lead content. 

| | § Natural gas reported in cubic meters has been converted to cubic feet at 60° F (15.56° C) and 14.7 pounds per square inch (760 millimeters of mercury) by multiplying 
cubic meters by 35.3145. : | 

6 Gross refinery output. 
.
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TRADE 

Mineral commodity trade as a part Association (EFTA)® remained France's 

of total French commodity trade is shown most important trading partners. In 1967, 

in the following tabulation: 41.3 percent of all exports of France 

a C—~—*éteree too other ELEC) countries and 15.8 

Value (million Mineral percent to EFTA countries. The cor- 

dollars) commod- responding import figures were 43.5 and 
—_—_—_—__-_—_-___—_ ities 
Mineral Total share of 11.5 percent. 

commod- trade _ total In 1966, for the minerals and metals 
. ities (percent) 2 * 

tabulated in table 3, on a value basis, 

| re J France’s exports to other EEC nations 
xports: . 

1965.___..--. 1,989 10,048 19.8 were 50 percent of the total; those to 
1966_____--_-- 2,064 10,886 19.0 ‘ “1: Sot 
1) ee 3'089 11/383 i7'9 the EFTA countries were 18 percent. For 

Imports: the same commodities, imports from the 
1965__.------ 3,091 10,336 29.9 1 t of ! 
iee--~----> 3°48 11840 29.2 EEC countries were 41 percent of the 

1967_........ 3/478 12.406 93.9 total; those from the EFTA countries were 

Trade balance: . Eni 
ee 4102 _ 288 xx 11 percent. French exports to the United 

1966......... —12392 _ 954 XX States were valued at $138 million and 

1967...------ —1,489 —1,028 XX imports $120 million. In 1966, the United 

$$ ——__ States was an important market for French 

Iron and steel (including scrap), petroleum iron and steel ($88 million), aluminum 

and petroleum products, and nonferrous and semimanufacturers ($19 million), and 

minerals and metals (including semimanu- copper semimanufactures ($9 million ). 

factures) were the most important export France’s principal imports from the United 

items in the mineral field accounting for States in 1966 were nonferrous metals 

about 9.1, 2.6, and 2.9 percent, respec- (particularly silver, copper, and aluminum) 

tively, of all French exports. _ valued at $82 million, coal ($32 million), 

Mineral fuels remained dominant among petroleum products ($11 million), and 

mineral imports accounting for 51 percent nonferrous ores and scrap ($7 million). 

of the value of the tabulated mineral 

and metal imports and 14.4 percent of 8The EEC includes Belgium, France, Italy, 

all imports. . Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and West Ger- , 

. : many. 
The other countries of the European °9The EFTA includes Austria, Denmark, 

1 ; 8 t Finland (associated member), Norway, Portu- 

Economic Community (EEG) and the gal, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United 

countries of the European Free Trade kingdom.



Table 3.—France: Exports of mineral commodities bo 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) oo 

Total export 1966 destinations 
Commodity lt 

1965 1966 EEC 1 Principal destinations 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Oxide and hydroxide ?.___.____.- 2-2 2-2 -___--__ 181, 7380 158 ,088 9,401 Switzerland 64,815; United States 39,519; Spain 26,299. 
Bauxite. -.._._.-_-_--- +e eee eee eee _-_-_-- ©2201, 784 280 ,173 127,418 West Germany 121,606; Greece 82,829; United Kingdom 61,018. 
Metallurgical residues____.___.--..-.-.-..----2----- ee 2,981 4,619 4,519 Italy 3,221. 
Metal, including alloys: 

Secrap_____. 2-2-2 eee eee eee 12,377 15,244 14,950 Italy 10,746; West Germany 3,684. 
Ingots.__.....022-2 2 eee eee. )=—1 82, 699 171 ,043 130, 735 Belgium- Luxembourg 100,070; West Germany 17,035; United 

tates 16, . 

Semimanufactures._..._........---_------------_.-... 42,596 58,144 26 , 922 United States 12,717; West Germany 9,080; Belgium-Luxembourg 2 

Antimony: Metal, including scrap___.._.-._-_-__-.220 eee 74 61 20 NA. 2 
Arsenic (anhydride)__.._....-_-_-..___.--__--_- ----_---_---. = 10,878 10 , 889 1,274 United States 4,388; Japan 1,850. . tH 
Beryllium _....--..-------------------------------------- 6 5 _.-...--. United States 4. bd 
Bismuth___-___.-_-_--_----------------------.-----2----+-- 59 710 .--.._-.. All to United Kingdom. > 
Cadmium_____.____.----------- eee eee eee 104 46 28 Netherlands 15. te 
Chromium: wa 

Oxide and hydroxide______._-_------.--------~---_---- ‘750 1,054 249 Sweden 225; Netherlands 1387; Denmark 135. re 
Ore_______-.---------------------- +--+ eee 403 211 204 West Germany 204. | 
Metal_...._.___.-------- eee 340 332 63 United States 182. > 

Cobalt__.____..-- 2-2 eee ee eee eee 649 605 81 United States 453. eS 
Columbium___._._-__---_--._-_..-..--.-_value, thousands_ - $1 $1.2 $.6 NA. 5 
Copper: Oo 

Metallurgical residues________._-__--_----_---_---_---- 7,505 3,990 3,990 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,182; West Germany 1,808. pm 
Matte___.__.__.-- 2 eee eee 1,663 692 692 Netherlands 443; West Germany 107. . 
Metal and alloys: tS 

Blister and other unrefined__..-___..__.-___...._... 18,6384 15,900 15,713 Belgium-Luxembourg 11,675; West Germany 4,038. g 
Serap__.___.------.-- eee --e------. = 41, 199 39 , 532 36,505 West Germany 15,334; Belgium-Luxembourg 10,432; Italy 10,278. 
Refined_._____..-_------------------------------ 10,588 15,607 12,327 West Germany 5,613; Netherlands 3,791. 
Semimanufactures____.__.-._.--.---.----_---_---. 34,3852 31,379 18,752 United States 7,478; West Germany 6,429; Netherlands 5,092. 

Gallium 3____.__._______-_._-......_... value, thousands. - $170 $170 $4 Switzerland $160. 
Geermamdum .- 2. 2222 ee een ene 7 4 4 All to Belgium-Luxembourg. 

old: 4 
Metal, including alloys_.______._......_-.._troy ounces_. 16,847 47,454 33,211 Netherlands 15,111; Belgium-Luxembourg 14,918. 
Ashes and sweepings._.-______________-_-.__._____-do___-_ 3,890 1,382 ____.._.. Martinque 868. 

I Other metal (temporary imports and exports)..__..do_._.._ 51,409 103 , 429 48,290 Switzerland 48,290; Netherlands 36,619. 
ron and steel: 

Tron ore______-_-__--_.--..---.---..-... thousand tons_._ 20,747 18,195 18,181 Belgium-Luxembourg 13,373; West Germany 4,758. 
Pyrite cinder._._-.___-___-_---------_---_-~-_--do___- 243 303 303 West Germany 263; Belgium-Luxembourg 40. 
Slag, dust, scale, etc___.___--_-.-_---.---.---.--do__-_. 1,193 1,146 1,104 West Germany 1,041. 
Scrap_.__..__-__---2---_---_------- edo 1,832 1,823 1,821 Italy 1,712. 
Pig iron, 5 including spiegeleisen.._._........_...-do__-- 130 83 76 West Germany 45; Belgium-Luxembourg 18; Italy 11. 
Ferroalloys__.._.---_-.-------------.----------do____ 256 254 154 United States 65; West Germany 61; Italy 48; Belgium-Luxem- 

ourg 43. 
Ingots and other primary forms__.__...---.---.--do-_-. 787 910 538 Ttaly 231; Belgium-Luxembourg 174; Spain 140; West Germany



Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, sections °___._...-.--------------d0_.-- 2,372 2,369 969 West Germany 605; United States 422; Belgium-Luxembourg 185. 

Universals, plate, sheet._...--.-----..------do_-_- (2,426 2,157 991 West Germany 706; United States 174; Italy 172. 

Hoop and strip__.--..----------------------d0o_.-- 223 226 133. West Germany 71; Italy 46; Switzerland 28... 

Rails and accessories...__...-.--------------d0.... 140 90 39 Italy 30; Cameroon 12; Netherlands 6; Switzerland 6. 

Wire._._.___---_------ ~~~ ee eee ee OL 111 99 - 15 West Germany 9; Algeria 7. 

Tubes, pipes, fittings...-....----------------do.--- 601 572 . 118 Netherlands 64; United States 62; Algeria 28. 

a Castings and forgings, rough.-_-----.--------do-.-- 4 - 4 1 -West Germany 1. 

Lead: 
Ore___________-_ ene eee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ener 3,178 1,637 1,482 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,482. 

Metallurgical residues__...-_-------------------------- 5,799 5,351 5,817 Belgium-Luxembourg 4,993. 

Oxides. _________--------+------.------ 5,628 7,171 2,857 Netherlands 1,966; Czechoslovakia 1,803. — 

Metal including alloys: 
Serap___..-------------------------------------- 12,182 (2,276 2,189 Italy 1,852. 

Pig, including alloys. _-_-.------------------------ 14,926 9,225 4,523 Switzerland 3,258; Netherlands 2,303; West Germany 1,911. 

Semimanufactures, including alloys_~..-.------------ 1,160 1,012 168 Norway 138; Syria 102. . 

Magnesium, all forms-_-__---------------------------------- 21 80 7 Greece 40; Sweden 22. rd 

Manganese: | | es 

Ore... eee eee eee nnn eee eee eee eee eeeeeee = 1, 591 768 424 Spain 230; Italy 199. i 

, Oxide_________-__.--------------------------- +--+ ee 221 213 135 West Germany 135. i 

Metal, all forms__--_---------------------------------- 1,590 3,443 1,535 United States 1,440. be 

Mercury_._.._..___-_--------------------76-pound flasks- . 208 2038 116 West Germany 87. | : 4 

Molybdenum: 
eg 

Ore_______--__----- oe ee ee ee ee eee eee 15 27 9 Sweden 18. S 

Oxide_______---..----------------------------------- 60 71 26 United States 26. Et 

Metal, all forms...--...------------------------------ 11 9 6 West Germany 4. 

Nickel: 2 
Matte, speiss, etc__..._.__---------------------------- 56 (22 16 Italy 11. Y 

Metallurgical residues..._....--.---------------------- - 854 154 865 Italy 276; United States 256. a 

Oxide and hydroxide.._.....-------.------------------ 380 395 823 Belgium-Luxembourg 234. w 

Metal including alloys: 
td 

Scrap___._..------------------------------------ 1,378 1,591 1,148 West Germany 508; United Kingdom 413. re 

Ingots. ___-_.._-.-------------------------------- 4,808 7,149 1,900 Mainland China 4,837; West Germany 718. 

Semimanufactures, including anodes- ---_------------ 1,773 1,961 976 Netherlands 367; West Germany 338; Spain 307. g 

Platinum and platinum-group: 4 
. 

Metal, including alloys....__...-----------troy ounces... 73,947 93,591 45,865 Netherlands 31,347; Spain 22,859. rj 

Ashes and sweepings.-_.._-----.----------------d0_-_-.- 96 96 ____..... NA. 

Selenium___.______.__--__-------------------------------- a | 1 1 NA. ? 

Silver: 4 . a 

Metal, including alloys.___......~.thousand troy ounces. . 6,186 6,131 2,735 Netherlands 1,167; Sweden 917; Italy 903. by 

‘Ashes and sweepings_____..__-..--_-._-_-_-------d0___- 122 290 131 Finland 16. 

Sodium metal_________.__-------------------------------- 1,905 2,624 2,528 Italy 2,528. 

Tantalum (powder).__.____--.----------------------------- 2 2 ‘1 United States 1; Netherlands 1. 

in: 
Ore___.______-.-.--------------------------long tons. . 642 560 ..-...._. Spain 555. 

Oxide.___.______-------------.--------- dO. 54 49 48 All to West Germany. 

Metal including alloys: 
Serap..____-_-__------- 2 een een nee dO... = 26 46 46 West Germany 31. 

Ingots___.______-------.------------------d0..-- 231 227 11 Switzerland 53; Algeria 37; United Kingdom 84. 

Semimanufactures___..---------------------do__-- 83 40 9 Belgium-Luxembourg 8. 

Titanium: 
Dioxide____..___-_---- epee eee ee ee ee eee ene ne eeeee = 10,725 5, 867 1,003 United States 2,438. 

Metal, all forms._..._..---..------------------------- 48 36 29 Netherlands 24. DO 

See footnotes at end of table. ‘ _ oO s



Table 3.—France: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued bo 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) — . 00 

Total export 1966 destinations 
Commodity I ne 

1965 1966 EEC! Principal destinations 

Metals—Continued 
Tungsten: 

Ore.__..-.-- ene ee ee ee ee eee 5 3 3 NA. 
Trioxide._.___.._--.-2---- eee eee eee 122 112 20 Austria 92. 
Metal, all forms_......_.---.-- eee eee 206 267 75 United Kingdom 132; West Germany 46. 

Uranium and other radioactive materials: ms . 
Ore______-_. eee eee eee ee eee eee eee eee 2,888 2,496 2,496 All to West Germany. 
Metal, including thorium__......_.._......_ kilograms. 1,300 NA __...---- 

zi Other radioactive material...........__.._..metric tons_. 333. 473 173 Italy 61; United Kingdom 55; Netherlands 38; United States 38. 
ine: Do . Des | 

Ore_.______.-_ 2. eee eee ee eee ee eee eee eee 505 237 237 All to Belgium-Luxembourg. ' 5 
Matte, ashes, residues_______.___.2 ---2- eee 14,280 __..L eel LLL Lee a - Zz 
Dust (blue powder)...._.___...---------------.------. 1,292 1,397 85 Norway 1,300. | | B 
Oxide..._..- 2.2 eee 4,720 7,578 2,677 Mainland China 1,530; Belgium-Luxembourg 1,516. 5 
Metal including alloys: re 

Scrap. ....2. 2-22 wee eee eee ee 764 1,511 1,511 Italy 1,423. . mn 
Slab and ingot______. 2.22222 ee eee ee 18 ,022 20 ,428 7,519 Italy 5,975; United States 3,035. Me 
Semimanufactures____._..-..--.------ eee eee 3,041 2,489. 1,642 West Germany 1,641. BS 

Zirconium: be 
Ore... .. 222 eee ee ee eee eee eee nee 177 283 229 West Germany 204. bg 
Oxide_..________----. eee eee eee 58 82 40 . Spain 32; Italy 30. w 
Metal, including nuclear grade.____._..._.---------_--- 38 155 16. United States 68. © 

Other metals 7___-________..--__. eae eee ee 65 179 31 Spain 89; West Germany 24. 2 
Other metallic ores, ashes, residues_____..._..-..---.--.---. 28,605 31,330 18,710 Belgium-Luxembourg 15,165; Sweden 11,791. .* 
Other slag and ash.____.___._..__--_.---- 2- ee eee. )=—:114, 558 145,906 189,795 West Germany 68,026. bt 

Nonmetals: . $ 
Abrasives, natural, n.e.s._.2.2-.2 222 eee eee 381, 398. 380 West. Germany 225. | “a 
Asbestos, crude______.___._______-_..-._----------------- 5,013 1,928 413 Algeria 1,036; Tunisia 285. 
Asbestos-cement products._..._...2.2--- 2-2 eee ee. «= 84,277 51,577 82,026 West Germany 29,751; United Kingdom 5,389. 
Barite, including witherite_.._.._._._..._...2.-----_-_-._-_.-. 14,046 12,900 5,914 Belgium-Luxembourg 3,023; Nigeria 2,939; Italy 2,293. 
Borates, natural....__.....----.-.------------------------ 1,212 2,119 1,618 Netherlands 980; West Germany 618. 
Bromine._....._.....-_------ eee ee ee eee eee eee eee 1,101 1,096 21 Switzerland 658; United Kingdom 417. 
Cement_._.___...-._.-....-___-....--.....thousand tons. - 717 854 329 West Germany 245; Spain 135; Cameroon 59. 
Chalk_..---.-.------------- eee eee ---- ~«=269, 808 293 , 091 258 , 384 West Germany 118,759; Belgium-Luxembourg 75,464; Netherlands 

8,917. 
Clays and clay products: a 

Crude: 
Kaolin_.._...-.._.-.-.-------------------------- 56,109 55,946 . 49,743 . West Germany 40,055. 
Bentonite____._-_. 22 eee eee eee eee 2,429 - 3,777. 276 Nigeria 1,584. . 
Refractory._.........-_-.-.-----.---..----.---.-. 848,201 332 , 532 301,903. Italy 162,386; Belgium-Luxemboug 49,058. 
Other____.__.-.-.-- 22. eee eee eee. = 26, 714 52,892 44,558 West Germany 15,894; Italy 15,831... 

Clay and refractory construction materials (bricks, tile, 194,642 174,001 103,381 West Germany 56,955; Belgium-Luxembourg 35,570. 
etc. ae 

Corundum: 4 -_ ae 
Natural, including emery..._....---.-.---------.------ 50 72 21 NA. . 
Artificial. 22.2 eee -------------- =: 10, 172 13,858 8,379 Italy 3,342; West Germany 2,958; Belgium-Luxembourg 1,785.



Cryolite and chiolite, natural....-.....-- 202-20 ee eee we 556 il 10 NA. 
iamond: 

Industrial, excluding powder..........value, thousands... $1,383 $1,366 $913 West Germany $637; Spain $184; Netherlands $182. 
Gem, unset_.___...-.--------------------------do.... $3,843 $4, 859 $1,435 United States $2,135; Switzerland $919. 
Dust and powder...-...--...--.-.--.----.-.---.do...2 $112 $174 $150 Belgium-Luxembourg $112. 

Diatomite__.-..------.--.----.------------..-----------. 16,564 19, 787 17,654 West Germany 15,049. ; 
Dolomite, including calcined..-._.-.--.-.--------------..-- | 24,674 29,010 16,812 West Germany 8,429; Belgium-Luxembourg 7,974; Switzerland 

Earth pigments, including iron oxide..__.........-...-.-..-- 8,376 3,763 1,151 United Kingdom 367; Algeria 323. 
Earths, other (pozzolan, santorin, etc.)...........-....--... 2,139 1, 735 677 NA. 
Feldspar._.--_-_------.------.--.----~------0----------- =. 25, 338 23 , 467 18,434 Belgium-Luxembourg 9,131; West Germany 8,991. 
Fertilizer materials: . 

Crude: 
. Nitrogenous (natural sodium nitrate)_...__...-..... 487 __---e eee fee 

Phosphate rock. ..-_...--..---.---------~-------. 14,606 2,060 840 Switzerland 853. 
Potassic salts_-....--.-.----2---- 2-92, 151 70 ,624 67,124 Belgium-Luxembourg 36,784; Netherlands 30,320. 
Organic. -.__...-.....--..----.-----~.------------ 32,602 36,454 12,106 Switzerland 15,716; Spain 5,281; Belgium-Luxembourg 3,614. -y 

Manufactured: . eo} 
Ammonia, anhydrous. __..._......._.thousand tons... 23 35 3 United Kingdom 16. . By 

' ' Nitrogenous.......---.----..--...------.--d0.... 645 720 86 Mainland China 191; Cuba 74; Belgium-Luxembourg 68. to 
Phosphatic: - ; 

Basic slag_...__.-.-....--...--...--~-.d0_..- 337 343 34 Austria 167; Switzerland 124. 2 
Other.____..._--.-.--....-.--.-.-.----..d0__.. 47 45 11 = Spain 9; Switzerland 6; Turkey 6; Italy 6. | . i 

. Potaasic_..._......-..--..-----------.-..--do0___. 1,187 1,110 A413 Belgium-Luxembourg 258; United Kingdom 159; United States 104. 2“ 
Flint (pebbles) _...._..-..---------------- eee eee = 880, T92 78, 753 33,919 United Kingdom 21,788; West Germany 12,999; Belgium-Luxem- ee 

bourg 12,860; United States 12,843. 7 
Fluorspar.......-----..------------ ae eee. «= 86, 832 88 ,397 72,365 West Germany 53,530; Italy 12,265. - 7 
Graphite. -_....-...-----.-.-------------------- +--+ eee 1,900 1,788 ' 780 United Kingdom 416; West Germany 390. o 
Gypsum and anhydrite, including plaster........-....--..... 786,572 807 , 405 505,314 Belgium-Luxembourg 411,845; Sweden 150,967; Nigeria 53,741. a 
Lime..-_..-----.---------------- een eee eee eee. 194,110 240,391 196,326 West Germany 113,123; Belgium-Luxembourg 83,119. a 
Limestone, for flux, cement, etc............--.---.-....-... 179,593 155,290 110,931 Belgium-Luxembourg 100,004; Switzerland 43,848. rd 
Magnesite, including calcined. -._.._-_..._..----.-.-_ ~~... 534 229 _.....-.. NA. 4d 
Mica.......----.---~----------------------- 22-2 +--+ eee 577 731 525 West Germany 443. ; 
Precious and semiprecious stones §.__.__...value, thousands... $8,660 $9, 769 $1,312 Switzerland $4,649; United States $2,034. Oo 
Pumice........---------- nee ee eee eee een n ee 33 142 47 NA. | | "J 
Pyrite...-.....----- ee ee ee eee eee ee 80) .Lee ee eee eee eee eee ae 
Quartz and quartizite____.._._-____- eee eee 1,874 599 _...-..-- a 
Salt...-.--------- 2 eee eee eee, «= 94, 071 117,675 102,100 Belgium-Luxembourg 77,037; West Germany 15,621. > 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: Zz 

Caustic soda_____._ 222-2 eee eee.) «6114, 804 159,178 16,687 Guinea 54,563; Belgium-Luxembourg 9,752. by 
Caustic potash__-_.._..-._-.----.-.------------------ 10,562 9, 592 - $3,198 Netherlands 2,772; United Kingdom 1,115. 

Slate, rough and finished. .._._..._-_--_-_-_-2- eee e--e-_. = 17,089 18 250 17,208 Netherlands 8,179; Belgium-Luxembourg 7,196. 
Stone, sand and gravel: * . a 

Building stone: oo Le . 
Unfinished._.......-.----.-----------2----------- 120,494 106 , 465 96,778 Belgium-Luxembourg 72,367; West Germany 17,712. 
Finished-..._.._.-...-.-..---..-----------------. | 6,014 5 , 897 4,371 West Germany 2,862; Belgium—Luxembourg 1,156. 

Gravel and other crushed stone__._.._..-thousand tons_. 5,839 7,428 ©. 6,472 West Germany 5,455. 
Sand........ 2-2-2 een ene eee nn ewe nn dO. 1,451 1,778 1,351 West Germany 760; Switzerland 400; Belgium-Luxembourg 357. 

Sulfur, elemental...._.......-..---.2--.2-----------00.... 926 - 893 '_- 214 United Kingdom 317; Netherlands 107; West Germany 90. 
Tale and eteatite........-.--..22c0ceneee:---eeenecee------ 51,182 44,114 16,172 West Germany 9,105; United Kingdom 8,661; Switzerland 5,861. 

_ Other mineral substances... ..._.......222--222---eeecnnenae 146,418 119,674 20,008 Switzerland 99,423. 
Mineral fuels: . 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural.........--.------seseeeeeaus. 19,230 28,982 ...-.-.-- United Kingdom 20,596. 
Asphalt, worked........----- eee - eee eee ee eee ene ne 5, 660 5,920 2,685 West Germany 1,720; Italy 649. Ne 

See footnotes at end of table. a oO ©



: Table 3.—France: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued i 

| (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) re . e 
OE  ———_—_E_—_—=_—_=~=—_—_—_— OO NN a et 

. Total export — - CO - 1966 destinations oo, | 
Commodity rc A 

1965 1966 EEC} CO _ Principal destinations oe. 

Nonmetals—Continued — - — — — a 7 . 

Carbon black... .-..----------0----------ceeeneee-a------ 41,421 46,481 -14,920 Spain 14,669. __ 
Coal___------ + --- eee ween eee ee nen ee eee 6842, 581 697 , 637 618,192 West Germany 356,448; Netherlands 140,842; Belgium-Luxem- 

: Ls -bourg yar . . on oo, . 

Coal briquets.-_._--.--.-----.--.----------0-----.----.-. 40,868. 20.,, 556. 12,655 Italy 12,594; Switzerland 6,194... 
Coke.._.--..--+------- eee ee nee ene eee nnee- 57, 152 109, 929 61,172 Belgium. Luxembourg 80,055; West. Germany 13,473; Algeria . 

Gas: oo , . " — oe , 
Natural, including liquid petroleum gas (propane, butane, $92,147 427 ,260 63,246 Spain 184,819; Portugal 94,082; United Kingdom 63,010. 

. _ and other liquid petroleum gases). oo, = 
Manufactured._......222-- 222. eee eee eee 196 2,777 2,777 All to Belgium-Luxembourg. 2 

Lignite, including briquets_-..-..-...-.-.-..--..----.-...-. 61,174 77,3384 ...-..--. Spain 76,862... . . a es 
Peat, including briquets._._.-......----...--.-20--- eee. 488 — 442 422, NA. . a 

Petroleum refinery products: | | , _ oy a Pe 
Gasoline. __.--....-.-....---.......-.--thousand tons... 1,889 2,105 _ 708 United Kingdom 607; Switzerland 566; West Germany 518. “a 
Kerosine____..-..---.---ee-- ee ene new we -d0_ -490 395 . 67 Switzerland 180; United Kingdom 51; Netherlands 89, . __ Ke 
Distillate fuel ofl. ......-...-.--..-.-.-.-.-.---.do.._- 3,472 4,340 2,539 West Germany 1,789; Switzerland 1,155; Netherlands 634. fy 
Residual fuel ois..---2 2 22. ee. dow... 3,187 4,945. 2,265 West Germany 1,282; United Kingdom 1,254; Belgium-Luxem-~ > 

bourg 624; Switzerland 358. . ae 
Lubricants...--.-...-.----.--..2--------------d0.... . 244 275 . 100 Belgium Luxembourg 43; United Kingdom 33; Netherlands 29; oO 

; 4Algeria e ; a . ro) 
Other._..- 22-2 en ene -0_2 e 349 448. 210 West Germany 162; Switzerland 126; Belgium-Luxembourg 38. A 

Total refined products.........---------------do.... 9,581: 12,508 5,889 West Germany 3,791; Switzerland 2,393; United Kingdom 2,179; 2 
. _Netherlands 1,145. a . g 

Chemical derivatives of coal, petroleum, or gas.............--.... 76,886 92,679 55,296 Belgium-Luxembourg 18,172; West Germany 18,056; Netherlands 
15,235; United States 12,815. 

NA Not available. - . . me 
1 Belgium, West Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands. 
2 Excludes artificial corundum. . 
8 Including indium and thallium. 
4 Calculated from quantities reported in kilograms. . a re — . 
§ Including cast iron and shot, grit, powder, and sponge of iron or steel. . —_ 
6 Including wire rod. . . an co 
7 Alkali, alkaline earth, and rare earth metals except sodium. . ee 7 
8 Including synthetic and reconstituted stone but not including diamond. . Do, a a as 
* Not including slate, flint, or industrial limestone. . . - , - , ,



Table 4.—France: Imports of mineral commodities a | | | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

LSE ts USSPUMSEEESNSEESease 

Total imports © 1966 sources 
Commodity — lee SO 

1965 1966 EEC! Principal destinations 
ee ee 

CTCL ep Scheu 

Metals: 7 
Aluminum: . ; 

Bauxite... _.-_-2 eee eee. )=—:116, 508 153 , 557 322 Greece 87,854; British Guiana 44,237; Surinam 17,531. 
Oxide and hydroxide ?_._--__ 22. 22.-.---2------------ 19, 700 20, 530 866 Guinea 10,300; United States 9,296. 
Metallurgical residues........-...-.--..---2--u--------- =) 11,615 — 9,872 9,182 West Germany 8,042. 
Metal including alloys: a 

Scrap_-__---.2 2 eee eee ee 2,165 7,121 4,736 Belgium-Luxembourg 3,521; United Kingdom 1,017. r Ingots.-__--------..------- 2 e-ee-ee-- 71, 694 87,268 9,287 Cameroon 25,439; United States 19,986; Greece 11,675. a Semimanufactures__--__--....-.------------------ 19,425 30 , 426 25,885 West Germany 13,281; Belgium-Luxembourg 9,652. Antimony: . | . & 
Ore and concentrate... .._____.-_...--_._--. eee 1,678 1,522 1 Morocco 1,061; Republic of South Africa 376. D Metal, all forms__.__...-.-.-.2-_- eee 1,737 2,443 . 272 Mainlard China 2,128. . td Arsenic, including anhydride_____..._.._....._.__..._.._.__. 144 39 8 Sweden 30. ) Beryllium: 

> Ore.__-_----. ---- ee eee eee NA 408 ....._... All from Australia. iH Metal, all forms. _-..______-......... value, thousands. . $180 $385 -........ United States $371. Bismuth...) soe e econ ee 700 "749 175 Peru 169; Japan 141; United Kingdom 113. 2 Cadmium. - wie eee ee ee eee ee eee ce eee ee eee 408 549 169 Japan 145; Belgium-Luxembourg 99; Congo (Kinshasa) 72. a obalt: 
Ore... --- 9-20 eee eee eee eee eee eee 11,672 12,124...) Moroceo 12,071. —_ : a Oxide and hydroxide..._-----2 2 eee wee 131 136 1382 Belgium-Luxembourg 126. bd Metal, all forms. ..---...--22---2 0. eee eee 313 437 332 Belgium-Luxembourg 297. | . a Chromium: ‘ . . ° 
Ore.___-__-. 22-2 eee eee eee 224,287 237 , 364 207 U.S.S.R. 103,505; Turkey 61,880; Iran 39,7338. sy Oxide and hydroxide____-_---..-.----.---..---.------- | 1,870 1,870 1,379 West Germany 1,379; United Kingdom 435. taf Metal. .._.22- 2 eee ee 14 4 8 NA. yy Columbium: . . 
Ore (including tantalum ore)_..._.._.....-.._..__..___.. 138 429 _...-....- Canada 423. . _ , E Metal, all forms_.____.-._.......... value, thousands. - $128 NA NA Q Copper: . ES Metallurgical residues......_-......-_...-.______.____... 112 494 865 Italy 205; Switzerland 110. : Matte.._.-___ eee 297 1,555 506 Peru 529; Zambia 467. 
Metal including alloys: oo, , . a, . 

. Scrap. -.-.- 22 eee ene. eee eee 11,855 18,719 13,066 West Germany 8,364; Belgium-Luxembourg 3,603. 
Blister and other unrefined.._._....._..........._. 6,290 6,886 2384 Congo (Kinshasa) 6,401. . Refined-.-.------------ eee eee eee. 262,019 803 , 420 128,663 Belgium-Luxembourg 107,163; Zambia 52,883; United States 

. ms 33,1838; Congo (Kinshasa) 25,673; Chile 25,429. ° Semimanufactures__-.._.....--2-..-2.------------ 15,767 21,054 15,704 West Germany 5,902; Belgium-Luxembourg 5,790; Italy 2,417. Germanium, gallium, ete. ¢_... 0202 ee - § 3 2 Belgium-Luxembourg 1; Netherlands 1. old: 
Ashes and aweepings............-..------.troy ounces., 845,331 87,643 73,497 West Germany 56,007. Metal, including alloys.......e.0e..------.------d0.... 37,005 44,497 85,141 West Germany 24,118. 
Metal, other (temporary imports and reexports)...do..-. 110,566 210,619  ## ($48,146 Switzerland 92,287; United Kingdom 76,197. no 

See footnotes at end of table. . _- Oo . oy



Table 4.—France: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued ‘k 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) - bo 

i Total imports oO 1966 sources 
Commodity a a 

. 1965 1966 EEC } _ Principal destinations 

Metals—Continued ~ ee | 

Iron and steel: . 
Iron ore__..-..__-_-.__---------------thousand tons. - 3,909 4,245 73 Mauritania 1,422; Liberia 946; Brazil 716; Sweden 396. 
Roasted iron pyrites_._...2.-2-2.2----ee -dOoL 77 59 50 West Germany 32; Italy 17. 
Slag, dust, scale, etc....._.._--.....--..-.....--do_._. 708 764 757 West Germany 468; Belgium-Luxembourg 280. 
Scrap_____..-..-.--- enue eee edo. 494 511 460 Belgium-Luxembourg 315; West Germany 118. 
Pig iron, spiegelesen, ete 5.____..-_....-._--.----do___. 124 159 97 West Germany 42; Finland 38 Belgium-Luxembourg 36. 
Ferroalloys_.....---..------.-------------------d0_... 46 49 17 Caledonia 29; Belgium-Luxemhbourg 11. 
Ingots and other primary forms___...-._...-----.do__.. 943 1,061 1,057 Belgium--Luxembourg 510; West Germany 501. 
Semimanufactures: . bas 

Bars, rods, sections §6._.____.__....-._-.-_..-.do___. 1,174 1,304 1,269 West Germany 754; Belgium-Luxembourg 423. ja} 
Universals, plates, sheets._...............-..do_._. 1,287 1,476 1,385 Belgium-Luxembourg 670; West Germany 514. a 
Hoop and strip_.-......__-_.-..---...-_..-.do.__. 247 275 275 Belgium-Luxemboury 160; West Germany 106. to 
Rails and accessories._....._...-._...-.....--do____ 38 35 12 United Kingdom 22; Belgium-Luxembourg 9. 2 
Wire__.__ 2 eee dO 51 65 60 West Germany 42; Belgium-Luxembourg 16. bt 
Tubes, pipes, fittings.........-_....-_..-..-..do0___. 137 187 155 West Germany 90; Belgium-Luxembourg 31; Italy 27. m™ 
Rough castings and forgings..........-..- 0... 2 - 1,709 2,587 2,106 West Germany 1,405; Belgium-Luxembourg 629; Morocco 49; Hd 

Australia 33. . -, tl 
Lead: > 

Ore... 22 ee ee eee eee eee. 180,387 121,017 146 Jreland 12,391. bd 
Metallurgical residues_........-2--2 +22. eee 3,347 153 23 Morocco 690. to 
Oxides... 22 ee eee eee eee 2,327 1,506 1,229 Belgium-Luxembourg 741; West Germany 473. © 
Metals including alloys: © 

Scrap_._____2 2 eee eee eee eee 2,950 4,150 2,461 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,687; Algeria 1,244; West Germany 774. A 
Pig... eee eee eee eee. = 28,170 35,399 11,441 Morocco 15,341; Belgium-Luxembourg 7,211; West Germany 3,927. pet 
Semimanufactures___.._... 2... 22-2 eee eee 484 696 628 Belgium-Luxembourg 386; West Germany 176. 4 

Magnesium including alloys: . . “1 
Scrap... 2. 2-2 ee eee ee eee eee ee 6 95 89 Italy 89. a 
Ingots..._..2- 22-2 ee ee eee eee eee eee ee 1,196 951 420 Italy 420; United Kingdom 226. 
Semimanufactures..____.._._._-.----.2--------- eee 207 219 34 United Kingdom 92; Canada 39; United States 33. 

Manganese: 
Ore_. 0 eee eee eee «=—8 54, 728 842 ,082 673 South Africa 312,517; Morocco 201,694; Gabon 183,316. 
Oxide__... 2 oe eee eee eee 1,339 2,159 1,185 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,012; Japan 994. 
Metal, all forms... _-..____..--..------- eee 725 556 .._..._... Republic of South Africa 501. 

Mercury...._______-__.-.-.------..-.-_..76-pound flasks... 12, 938 8,410 2,755 Italy 2,610; Spain 2,378; Mexico 1,798. 
Molydbenum: 

Ore_.__ ee eee ee eee eee eee ee 4,171 5,665 177 United States 2,374; Canada 1,659; Peru 972. 
Oxide... - 22 eee eee 4 NA __--_---- 
Metal, all forms_._.._-.__-_.-------- eee ee 88 86 60 West Germany 49; Austria 24. 

Nickel: . 
Metallurgical residues_......._..-.-_--.-----_---_----- 11 26 26 NA. 
Matte__....-_-- ee eee eee eee 16, 823 13,172 -_....... New Calendonia 6,997; Cuba 4,848. . 
Oxide and hydroxide.__._..._-_-.2-2 eee ee 80 33 5 Canada 28. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap.._....-.---------------------------------- 484 588 - 184 United States 174; West Germany 134; Switzerland 75.



Ingots. .--__.__--_-.-- eee ee eee 8,259 8,559 251 Canada 4,120; United Kingdom 3,526. . 
Semimanufactures__......_..._-.-22------ eee 2,120 2,651 751 United Kingdom 972; West Germany 676; United States 534. 

Platinum and platinum-group: 4 
Metal__.._.-.------------.---..--.-....-troy ounces... 176,989 161, 461 38,581 Czechoslovakia 48,162; United Kingdom 30,640; West Germany 

Ashes and sweepings_--__.-_..-..--.....---.-..-do_... 22,877 17,522 14,725 Netherlands 12,539. 
Selenium..._....---.----------. eee ee ee 28 42 11 Sweden 16; United States 13. 
Silver: 4 . | 

Metal, all forms._-__.-...-.......thousand troy ounces... 24,515 29,756 3,306 United States 12,747; United Kingdom 5,184; Lebanon 8,793. 
Ashes and sweepings..__._.__.._..-.-.-.-__-_._.do___- 972 503 490 Netherlands 449. 

Jantalum, all forms_..-..-.-22 2-2 eee 9 12 7 United States 4; West Germany 4. 
in: OS 

Oxide.-__...-..-------.--.--.......-....- long tons_. 8 47 47 West Germany 35. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap_-_--._----.-.---e-------- doe 40 88 _._...... Switzerland 34, 
Ingots_-__.-----------.-------------------do__.. 10,042 - 10,544 3,450 Malaysia 3,569; Netherlands 2,056. \ 
Semimanufactures.__........_-.---__-__-__-_do__.. 115 42 10 United Kingdom 26. ae | 

Titanium: jee 
Ore.__-_---------------------- een eee ---------- = 94, 919 110,516  -.__._... Australia 70,360; Malaysia 23,265; Spain 16,488. te 
Dioxide--_-..------------.------------- eee) 14,721 17,307 13,169 West Germany 8,311; United Kingdom 3,289. 4 
Metal, all forms..____._._____. 2. - eee ee 297 337 117 Japan 120; West Germany 109. bo 

Tungsten: & 
Ore... eee eee eee eee eee eee eee 2, 188 2,468 10 South Korea 1,014; mainland China 988. a 
Trioxide._........----2----- 2 eee eee 67 57 57 West Germany 52. > 
Metal, all forms__________._-.----- eee 67 74 54 West Germany 39; Netherlands 14. re 

Uranium and thorium: 

Uranium ore_.___..-.---.-.-- eee eee 2,239 1,741  ......._.. Gabon 1,340; Malagasy Republic 401. 2 
Thorium ore___._.-...--.-----..-_------ eee 1,404 1,398  ......._. Malagasy Republic 992; Australia 406. oy 
Metal, including alloys__..................- kilograms. - 500 NA NA G 
Other radioactive materials__.._..._........__...do___. 157,000 267,000 89,000 United States 117,000; Brazil 36,000. w 

Yanadium pentoxide_.__..-.. 22. eee 611 784 . 416 West Germany 416; Finland 250. bd 
ine: 
Ore._..._..--------------- 2 eee. = 8382, 225 348 ,258 238,174 Canada 75,799; Morocco 73,657; Peru 39,069;Sweden 34,798. “ 
Matte, ashes, residues__._____._-___...._____._._.____.. 6,957 6,957 5,600 West Germany 2,885; Belgium-Luxembourg 2,088 Netherlands 627. g 
Dust (blue powder)...._._._.-__--.-__.._____.___.__-e 4,038 4,224 3,995 Belgium-Luxembourg 3,972. 
Oxide__.____.--.--- 2-2 eee eee eee 1,754 1,252 _ 947 West Germany 552; Italy 263. Ke 
Metal including alloys: az 

Scrap_.__.-------------- ~~ eee ----- =: 17, 209 18 , 728 17,945 Netherlands 10,287; Belgium-Luxembourg 6,207. D 
Slab and ingot (including alloys)..._............-.. 14,546 24,594 15,665 Belgium-Luxembourg 13,606; Norway 2,565. Q 

zi _ Semimanufactures (including alloys)_..._.....___..- 2,928 3,814 3,315 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,326. ty 
irconium: 
Ore.__..-_------- eee eeeeeeeeeeee-------- «=. 29, 820 27, 882 40 Australia 27,581. 
Oxide... ---2 2 eee eee 293 578 27 United States 463. 
Metal_..____-_--2 eee ee 102 138 ._.__.... NA. - 

Other metals 7___....___......._..._.._.. value, thousands. . $226 NA NA — 
Other metallic ores_.-_.._____.._-.-.--_--. eee 2,897 — NA NA 

N Other metalliferous ash, slag, and residues...............-... 73,417 94,172 94,170 Belgium-Luxembourg 61,872; West Germany 31,818. . 
onmetals: 

Abrasives, natural, n.e.s_._._._..._..__.-_..____._..___.__-_. 2,169 2,725 2,349 Italy 2,805. 
Asbestos-_ ~~ ----- = ee ee nee eee nen 106,665 124,442 9,069 Canada 71,139; U.S.S.R. 32,662. 
Asbestos-cement products. _....--.-.-.--.--.---.---...-.-. 81,602 — 57,972 51,168 Belgium-Luxembourg 21,999; Italy 20,075. 
Barite, including witherite......---.-0-- cece eee eee eee == 74,442 82,938 62,510 West Germany 62,874; Morocco 12,210. 
Borates (natural)............------------------------.---. 67,801 78,181 124 Turkey 41,876; United States 31,818. 
Boric oxide and acid. __._---_- 2 eee ee eeeee eee eee ee A421 827 605 Italy 579; United States 221. be 

See footnotes at end of table. . oO



Table 4.—France: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued Pe nS 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . . - 
eer EE 

’ otal imports c . 1966 sources - 
Commodity a a a ae 

1965 1966 EEC ! _— Principal destinations 

Nonmetals—Continued . 
Bromine_._.._._..__-----------------------+-----------+-+- NA 6 _______-. NA. 
Cement..__....__--------------------------------------- 94,090 87,842 24,511 Switzerland 62,713; Italy 14,499. 
Chalk_.__.___...___-------------------- eee ---- 12, 775 8,813 8,747 Belgium-Luxembourg 8,685. 
Clay and clay products: 

Crude: . 
Kaolin, including calcined_____.-_..._-----.---------- 209,601 239,852 10 ,667 United tingdom 205,804; United States 15,880; West Germany 

0,529. . 
Bentonite. ____._..._.___---.-------------_------- )=—-114,127 112,769 20,816 Greece 48,391; Italy 20,512; Morocco 18,157. 
Refractory clays__...___-_-_-_-.------------------ 169,693 171,206 152,405 West Germany 133, 659. | te 

. Other clays and aluminum silicates-_____..._..-.---. 26,074 32 ,227 15,087 United Kingdom 8,679; West Germany 7,480; Belgium-Luxembourg 5 

C Clay and refractory construction materials (bricks, etc)._.._ 367,117 377,153 821,032 West Germany 168,240; Italy 78,960; Belgium-Luxembourg 71,496. B 
Yorundum: . 

Natural, including emery___.._____-...---------------- 4,935 1,118 490 Greece 577; Netherlands 443. r > 
Artifical__..._.__.__..-- 1. ee ee eee eee eee 1,569 2,396 1,503 West Germany 1,456; United.States 577. uw! 

Cryolite and chiolite, natural.._....._...------------------ 1.380 1,984 _ _.__... All from Denmark. re 
Diamond: tx 

Industrial, except dust__......___.....value, thousands. - $4,004 $5,075 $2,004 Ireland $1,981; Belgium-Luxembourg $1,077. > 
Gem, unset__________-.---.-.------------------do_... $15,598 $20 ,654 $10,849 Belgium-Luxembourg $9,162; Israel $3,838. bg 
Dust and powder_.______._...-.-_---_---_-_-.--do___- $3 014 $3 , 608 $1,181 United States $1,235; United Kingdom $1,068. to 

Diatomite_____.______.__._-_-_--- +e eee 7,987 9,132 2,588 United States 3,305; Algeria 2,588; West Germany 1,208; Italy S 
~ 1,140. oo 

Dolomite, including calcined____.__.._-...-.-.-------_---_-. 178,233 183 ,323 174,961 Belgium-Luxembourg 157,855; West Germany 17,105. ie 
Earth pigments, including iron oxide...__._..._.----_._-.---- 13,410 15,491 13,194 West Germany 13,002. . - 
Earths, other (pozzolanic, santorin, etc).___._._-_-.._-_-_-__- 103 332 80 United States 100. . © 
Feldspar.__..____._-_-.-__- a eee eee eee 15.940 15.523 7,326 West Germany 6,567; Norway 3,833; Portugal 1,989. “I 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: . oo 
Nitrogenous (natural sodium nitrate).._____.._____- 40, 760 29,782 _._...... All from Chile. 
Phosphate rock_______...._....._..thousand tons. . 2,870 2,939 10 Morocco 1,724; Tunisia 612; Togo 321. 
Potassic salts, crude_______________--_-----------. -----..-- NA 

Manufactured: 
Ammonia, anhydrous_.______....--.-------------.- 42,428 52,471 52,487 Belgium-Luxembourg 48,157. 
Nitrogenous_._______.___--_--_-----.---.-------. 128,156 151,516 181,895 Belgium-Luxembourg 112,830; Switzerland 17,465. 
Potassie_______._.___..-_-_--_-_--- eee eee 72,788 62,017 42,849 Belgium-Luxembourg 27,385; Spain 19,158. 
Phosphatie: 

Basic slag. ..____.___-_-.-___._.__-_-_._..-... 786,856 682,725 682,725 Belgium-Luxembourg 557,786; West Germany 124,939. 
. Other____.______-.---------------------.---. 856,219 300 , 844 251,101 Belgium-Luxembourg 125,810; Netherlands 124,749. 

Flint (pebbles)__.__..____-____--__ ee ee ee ----_-- = 28,127 101,080 7,726 United Kingdom 30,176. 
Fluorspar_....._.....-_---------------------------------- 329 3,109 2,142 Italy 1,239; United Kingdom 967; West Germany 903. 
Graphite___________.._--_- eee eee ee 5,007 4,879 1,610 Malagasy Repubtic 2,698; Italy 1,013. | 
Gypsum and plaster___________.__--__------__-------------. 22,107 23,095 22,494 West Germany 18,452. 
Iodine, crude__________-__.__-.-_-_-__ eee eee eee 400 ____. -_. __ eee. 
Lime____.._________.-____ ee eee eee eee.) 77 888 99.756 98,506 Belgium-Luxembourg 76,184; West Germany 22,302. .



Limestone for flux, cement, ete.......---------------------- 188,748 159, 631 159,631 Belgium-Luxembourg 153,591. 

Lithium and strontium minerals.__.....--..-.-------------- NA | 4,742 4,656 Netherlands 4,656. ; 

Magnesite, including calcined.__..--------.---------------- 42, 962 42,154. 3,821 Austria 17,285; United Kingdom 3,785; Greece 3,754. 

Mica__.____________---------.------ ++ ee e+ ee 4,808 7,548 ......... India 5,362; Norway 1,263. 

Precious and semiprecious stones....-.....-value, thousands.._ $6,869 $8 ,120 $434 India $4,459. . oo 

Pumice__._.____-------------- eee ee eee eee eee e-- «= 86, 679 87,599 83,508 Italy 27,880. 

Pyrite._.._..-___-_-------------------------+------------ 850,977 838,984 — 136 Cyprus 141,488; Spain 133,482; U.S.S.R. 35,976. 

Quartz and quartzite__.._______--------------------------- _17,447 21,667 20,286 Italy 10,842; Belgium-Luxembourg 7,707. 

Salt_..._._._____---- eee eee eee eee eee eee eee) «117, 738 58,060 21,336 Algeria 36,200; Netherlands 11,284. 

Caustic soda__________----------------- eee ene = 26, 908 31,597 31,442 Italy 21,846; Belgium-Luxembourg 6,781. 

Caustic potash and peroxides of potassium or sodium- ------- 177 109 41 Sweden 55; West Germany 21. . 

Slate, rough and finished. .___.---.------------------------ 18,553 21,585- 10,506 Italy 8,571; United Kingdom 4,655; Spain 4,536. 

Stone, sand and gravel: ° . 
Dimension stone: : 

Unfinished_..__....-------------.---------------- 121,562 155, 885 71,558 Italy 66,079; Republic of South Africa 38,963. 

Finished____..__.---------------~----------------- 74,087 75,022 62,090 Italy 59,503; Portugal 11,647. 

Gravel and other crushed stone._.......-thousand tons- - 2,016 2,531 . 2,418 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,306. 

Sand__.________ eee eee ee eee eee eee eee Ow. =: 838 1,408 1,394 Netherlands 728; Belgium-Luxembourg 618. fe 

Sulfur, elemental, all grades.--....-.----------------------- 264,236 226,461 . 337 Mexico 185,966; United States 86,724. . fy 

Tale and steatite...........-.....-..-_.-.-.-.-_-----.---. 6,892 ° 7,670 8,925 Italy 3,548; Austria 1,255; Norway 1,154; United States 1,087. 

Other mineral substances._....-.-------------------------- 313,538 525,349 88,368 Switzerland 461,368. | = 

Minera! fuels: . D 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural__._-_.--.-.------------------ 2,169 3,100 1,091 United States 1,488; Trinidad 319. : - bs 

Asphalt, worked_...__-.-----.-.---------------+---------- 863 2,258 1,188 West Germany 760; Canada 430. kg 

Coal___..__.____-_------------------------thousand tons.. 11,929 ° 11,092 6,450 West Germany 5,542; United States 1,776; U.S.S.R. 1,491. . > 

Coal briquets__._.._._...---.------=.---------------d0__.- 415 333 383 Netherlands 199; Belgium-Luxembourg 81; West Germany 53. tt 

Carbon black__..______------------------------------+----. 39,063 89 , 654 19,435 United States 17,356; Netherlands 13,009; West Germany, 5,084. 

Coke. -- ~~ ------2-=--2-22-2e-no noone =o ne -thousand tons_. 4,462 8,734 _ $8,784 West Germany 2,757; Netherlands 762. : z 

as: 
Natural, including liquid petroleum gases___-.----------- 65,853 402 ,332 83,446 Algeria 303,810; West Germany 32,126. c 

Manufactured.___.._..._-----------------«----------- 123,004 118,815 116,853 West Germany 79,353; Belgium-Luxembourg 37,499. ry 

Hydrogen and rare gases_--------------------------------- 67 517 472 West Germany 249; Italy 161. oo 

Lignite and briquets.........._.------------thousand tons-. 384 368 368 West Germany 359. Ke 

Peat, including briquets_...-._.----------------------d0__-- 19... 27 23 West Germany 16; Netherlands 7. oO 

Petroleum: 
ey 

Crude__-....._---_--.-------------------------d0....- 58,556 62,752 _..-.-... Algeria 18,492; Iraq 10,401; Kuwait 8,357; Libya 7,280; Iran 4,169. bas 

Refined products: ; | . 5 
' Gasoline_~_.-_.----..---------------------d0---- 502 589 236 Italy 177; Rumania 111; U.S.S.R. 92; Netherlands Antilles 59. 1, 

Kerosine, including white spirit........._....do__-- 19 31 15 United Kingdom 14; Belgium-Luxembourg 11. . Q 

Distillate fuel oil__..__.-.-..---------------do___- 1,720 2,440 1,177 Italy 988; Rumania 627; U.S.S.R. 480. ey 

Residual fuel oil......-.---.----------------do__-- 1,100 1,117 464 U.S.S.R. 380; Italy 369; Rumania 215. 

- Lubricants. -..-----------+-----------------d0-.-- 33 51 87 Italy 18; Netherlands 13; United States 12. . _ 

Other_........-_----.---------------------d0..-- 581 505 210 West Germany 172; United States 147; U.S.S.R. 52; United King- 

. dom 47. 
Mineral tar and crude chemicals derived from coal, petroloum, 209,384 282,719 109,514 United States 97,253; United Kingdom 34,967; Belgium-Luxem- 

or gas. . oo .  bourg 33,696; West Germany 32,212. 

NA Not available. " . - 

1 Belgium, West Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands. oo . 
2 Excludes artificial corundum. . : . . 

3 Includes gallium, germanian, indium, thallium, rhenium. a . , 

‘ Calculated from quantities reported in kilograms. . _ 

5 Includes cast iron and sponge, powder, etc., of iron and steel. 7 . 

6 Including wire rod. 
7 Alkali, alkaline earth, and rare-earth metals including cerium and hafnium. nD 

8 Including synthetic and reconstituted stone but not including diamond. OU . 

® Excludes slate, flint, and industrial limestone. . On
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| Table 5.—France: Summary of mineral commodity trade in 1967 

| (Thousand metric tons and thousand dollars) | 

Imports - Exports 
Commodity —_— 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Metals: | =. 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore, including pyrite cinder_..__..._.._. 4,889 $4,811 17,764 $56,431 
Scrap. ...-------------- 2 ee eee 465 1,691 2,191 80,185 
Pig iron, ferroalloys, sponge iron, powder, = 

shot and grit....-_-_._._...---- eee. 246 3,758 332 53,186 
Primary steel forms and iron and steel semi- 

manufactures._..._..-.----.----..-.-_-- 5,114 680,147 6,563 898,618 
Other: . 

Ores... eee 1,796 122,771 165 4,511 
Scrap and other metal-bearing waste__._____. 70 19,678 146 60,511 
Metal oxides for paint and other uses___._.__ 43 20 275 29 
Metals including semimanufactures: oe 

Precious, except gold__.__.-.-------.--- i] 45,787 (4) 12,884 
Mercury, metaloids, alkali, alkaline earth Oo 

and rare...._-_...-..-...----.------- 1 .6, 780 14 5,301 
Other base._.......------------------- ' §17 496 , 448 313. 241,930 

Total ?__...---.222.--2------------- 18,142 1,881,891 27,764 «1,418,586 

Nonmetals: - 7 - _—_ _ 
Abrasives, natural, including industrial diamond_.. 50 9,921 — 18 2,708 
Cement, lime, worked dimension stone and other ~ ; 

- building materials._._....- 2-2-2 ee 412 — 26,597 1,232 27,702 
. Fertilizer materials: - . . 

Crude..________---.2 eee eee 3,140 48 , 867 105. 1,641 
Manufactured, including Thomas slag_______- 1,848 63 , 768 3,037 104,035 
Stone, sand and gravel, except worked dimen- . 

sion stone. ..-__--.--.- eee 5,468 24,900 11,808 21,791 
Other. __._-- eee 2,823 133 ,499 2,974 119, 734 | 

Total. ______-- 22a eee eel.) 18,741 307 , 552 19,174 =. 277,611 

Mineral fuels and related commodities: _ . -_ 
Carbon black_.__..________--___-------------- 49 10,618 i 8,977 
Coal, lignite, coke, peat and briquets thereof_-_____ 15,482 294,664 925 16,296 
Gas, natural and manufactured________._______- 746 21,0838 494 16,633 
Petroleum: . 

Crude__._._.--------------------------.-- 72,348 1,306,489 (2) -Q) 
Products_....-.----2--- eeu ee ------ 4, 921 143 ,276 12,035 .. 299,901 

_ Crude chemicals distilled from coal, petroleum, 
and/or natural gas__.______._.--____-.--_----- 310 12,834 102 6,072 

Total 2 eee eee 93 , 856 1,788,964 13 ,600 347,879 

Grand total._..........---2.---------------. 120,789 8,478,407 60,588 2,039,076 _ 

1 Less than “% unit. . 
2 Details do not add to totals because of rounding. 

Source: Statistical office of the United Nations. . 

| | COMMODITY REVIEW | 

| METALS for the merger of Pechiney and Trefi- 
; métaux were completed in October. The 

Bauxite and Aluminum.— Aluminum The Compagnie Générale du Duralumin 
production and consumption in France et du Cuivre (Cégédur) became a holding 

increased about 11 and 20 percent, respec- company as of July 1 and its industrial 
tively, in 1966, but r emained almost static operations were transferred to Groupe Pe- 
in 1967. Nonetheless, aluminum consump-  chiney. The latter opened its central re- 
tion for conductors increased 25 percent search institute at Voreppe/Isére near Gre- 
in 1967. The aluminum semifabrication noble and the new cold rolling mill of 
industry was reorganized around Pechiney, its subsidiary, Rhenalu, in Neu-Breisach 
the largest aluminum producer, and led started operation. This plant has an initial 
to the formation of Gr oupe Pechiney capacity of 2,000 tons monthly which 
with an annual capacity of 500,000 tons Wo Enclading Pech 

. . eae xcluding echiney’s chemical and non- of aluminum semimanufactures. Conditions EEC interests.
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will be increased ultimately to 4,000 tons in construction and housing, and about 
monthly by 1975. In the next 2 years, 6 percent in automotive and agricultural 
a foundry with eight furnaces will be | machinery manufacture.'! Direct use of 
added. Eventually the plant will include scrap in 1966 amounted to 115,900 tons 
a second cold-rolling finishing line for of copper content. 
producing strips. The alumina capacity Copper imports in 1967, valued at $313 
of the Pechiney’s Gardanne plant was million, comprised 1,209 tons of matte, 
increased to 1,500 tons per day. 11,493 tons of scrap, 11,609 tons of blister, 

Aluminum trade in 1967 was as follows: 236,936 tons of refined copper, and 23,640 
- = tons of semimanufactures. Copper imports, 

Form ___(Metrictons) = — excluding semimanufactures, were 20 per- 
Imports Exports cent lower than in 1966, mainly as a 

| result of smaller refined copper imports. 
Ingots: French copper: exports, aside from 223 

Alloyed e222 22. “etoas«“gela7g «tons of matte and 43,460 tons of scrap, 
——_. —--—__ totaled 56,043 tons distributed as follows: 

Semimanufactures 2-0... 28,952 65156 39.500, Plas ol 19,099, semifinished 
EE Production of semifinished copper and 

The Republic of Cameroon was the C°PP& alloys (wire, rods and sections, 
largest source of aluminum ingots( 43,- plates, sheets and strips, and tubes) totaled 

083 tons) followed by Greece( 22,517). 384,000 tons. : | | 
Exports were principally to Belgium (41,- Iron Ore.—As a result of a strike in 

183 tons), mainland China (23,854), and early 1967, production of iron ore declined 
a number of other European countries. 10 § percent almost entirely in the Lorraine | 
Import sources for semimanufactures were nines. However, demands were fully met 

principally Belgium, West Germany, and through withdrawals from stocks. The aver- 
Canada and export destinations were West age grade of ore, 31.5 percent, was moder- 

Germany, the United States and many ately higher than in 1366 (31.0 percent). 
other European and non-European coun- {yn the Lorraine area, production per man- 

tries. | shift (surface and underground) increased 

Copper.—Primary refined copper con- © 2! tons from 18.9 tons in 1966. 
sumption was 278,500 tons, 4.4 percent On the basis of a 24-million-ton steel 
less than in 1966 and the lowest figure PY! oduction target for 1970, the eastern 
since 1964. Substitution of aluminum ani 70M ore mines could produce 60 million 
plastics in the major use areas contributed ‘Ons of ore with reasonable marketing 
to the 1967 decline. About 45 percent Prospects. To maintain the region's com- 
of the consumption was in heavy electric §=———————— 
equipment production, about 20 percent 11 Metals Week. Feb. 20, 1967, p. 13. 

Table 6.—-France: Marketable iron ore production by basin, and total iron ore 
shipments, and stocks | 
(Thousand metric tons) 

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Production: 
Lorraine....__._.-------.---..--------.-.-. 54,377 57,455 56,125 51,684 46 , 000 
West (Normandy and Anjou)___..._.-...-... 3,412 3,400 3,326 3,308 3,200 

Other basing ww is} «8 58 40 
Total__..___.-._---.-.-_----___-____.-... 57,892 60,938 159,532 55,050 149,220 

Iron content__._.-.-.-.-------.-.-----....-. 17,399 18,440 18,098 17,114 15,651 

Shipments: ne 

Domestic____...._.-.-_-.-----------.---.-. 36,374 38,689 38,145 36,335 34,499 
Other EEC countries.____.._._._...._...... 21,341 21,882 20,672 18,375 17,223 
Other destinations__._____........-.-...---- 267 227 88 63 83 

Total.__._..-.--_-__---_-------- --_-----_ 57,982 60,798 58,905 54,773 51, 805 
Stocks. ___._.-...-.---- 2-2 eee eee eeee-- 7, 711 7,700 8,238 8,300 6,100 

NA Not available. 
1 Detail does not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.
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petitive position, mines.in this area have imported ore, the increase in proportion 
plans to invest $105 million in mining _ of sintered iron ore used, and the increase 

and $28 millicn to $53 million in bene- in oxygen steel output (in tonnage as 
ficiation facilities. | well as in share of total steel output). 

Iron and Steel.—Production.—_In 1967, There was no significant change in the 
French pig iron and crude steel production, geographical pattern of pig iron output 
15,710,000 tons and 19,655,000 tons, re- (11,075,390 tons in the East and 3,728,179 
spectively, rose only fractionally over the in the North), but steel output in the 
1966 level. Crude steel capacity rose from North increased by 216,971 tons to 5,464,- 
23.4 to 23.9 million tons. Special steels 564 tons, while output in the East declined 
constituted about 9.5 percent of total crude by 166,055 tons to 12,085,612 tons. Of 

steel production. and oxygen steel (3,295,- 83 blast furnaces in operation, 62 were 
000 tons) was 16.8 percent of all steel in the East, 16 in the North, three in 

output. France’s share of world steel out- the Southwest, and two in the West steel 
put declined to 4 percent from 4.2 percent a Th of trance. ta q ‘1 rolled 

in 1965, but France maintained her rank € share of Hat products in role 
oe, 2 a | steel output, 49.9 percent, remained almost 

as the sixth largest world steel producer. identical as in 1966 

: A number of production trends reported Although production of individual flat 
previously continued during 1967. These products varied, the total of flat products 
included the increase: in the share of and the hot-rolled and cold-rolled com- 

hematite-pig iron obtained from high-grade ponents thereof remained practically the 

| Table 7.—France: Salient iron and steel industry statistics 

| (Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) a . 

| / 1963° 1964 - ‘1965 — 1966 — 1967 
/ : . ‘ . 

| | : SINTER | 
See 

Production.___.....-._-_-..------_-----_.----. 14,478 17,442 18,531 19,486 21,065 
Raw material consumption: a 

_ Iron ore.__--_----2- 2-2 ee eee ee) =6«:17,185 20,780 22,454 23,484 25,433. 
Furnace dusts____-_____.-- 2 eee 1,446 1,476 1,241 1,273 1,007 

~ Manganese.___-___ 2 eee. 39 48 64 54 , 30 
Pyrite cinder_.____ 2 le 58 58 34 38 26 
Other iron-bearing materials___._._.__...__._- r 408 r 549 r 591 580 677 
Limestone___._.__._-.- 22 eee. A415 404 552 587 702 

ee 

PIG IRON . 
a 

Number of blast furnaces: . 
Available_____-_____ 2 ee 143 ‘138 133 127 124 
In operation at yearend_____________. 2 ._- 97 98 94 84 83 

Maximum production capacity___._.............. 17,800 18,100 18,770 19, 100 19,650 

Production: EE 

Thomas !________-__-_---- eee. )=612, 069 13,042 12,559 12,245 12,085 
Hematite and semihematite (steelmaking) -_ ___. 782 1,300 1,680 1,983 2,359 
Phosphorus (foundry).____._._.--_-____.___-_ 447 452 416 282 207 
Hematite and semihematite (foundry)_________ 444 450 r 509 552 625 
Special pig iron (foundry)___.__.._-_._.. _.. 196 205 174 174 115 
Spiegeleisen and high-carbon ferromanganese___ 368 412 432 355 320 

Total ?__-.--2 22. )«=—14, 806 15,863 15,770 15,590 15,710 
Raw material consumption for pig iron production: 

Iron ore directly in blast furnaces______.._... 21,860 21,246 19,398 16, 968 14,092 
Iron ore Sinter_._______-_-_--_----__.__.... 14,3385 17,328 18,337 19,340 21,064 
Manganese ore: 

In blast furnaces.______...._.-.-_ -____- 569 630 677 605 562 
In sintering plants__.___._______-...___- 38 48 70 55 30 

Metallurgical rejects___._____._-..-- 2222 ee. 1,120 1,175 ‘1,068 1,182 931 
Scrap. _.---_-_-_-_-_-- eee 833 690 478 433 426 
Limestone_____-___--------------------_-_- 430 312 293 270 231 
Phosphatic limestone ._..-_-------.------_. 2 1 1 2 1 
Coke in blast furnaces______-_.-.--_-...__.. 12,116 12,785 *12,325 11,584 10,931 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 7.—France: Salient iron and steel industry statistics—Continued _—. 

an a (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) _ 

1963 1964 1965 ' 1966 1967 

STEEL 

Number of furnaces in operation: 
: Thomas converters -_--.-.------------------- 99 95 94 92 89 

Open hearth ________---------:------------ 60 62 54 . 53 52 
-- Hlectrie.....- 2+ +--+ 108 109 109 112 112 

Oxygen-_.-------------------------------.- 8. 8 —Q .. 10 — @g 
Maximum production capacity (all furnaces)___..__ 20,900 21,900 22,500 23,400 | 23,900 

Production of crude steel: . Lo, . 
Thomas________-_.-_._-.------------- ~~~. 9, 888. 10,604 10,397 10,301 10,112 
Open hearth... ..-.------- ++ -e ee 4,774 5,182 - 4,775 4,483 © 4,284 — 
Blectrie.___..---------------- +--+ ee 1,526 1,675 | 1,774 1,863 1,905 
Bessemer___._.___./___-..--------_--- eee 81 93 88 67 67 

~  Kaldo, LD, and similar.___...2..-.-.----2.-. 1j;841 2,224 2,568 2,871 3,287 
Creuset..._.-----.------+.--=-------------.- 2 2: 2 -1 LLuli--- 

'. Total. 1-2-2. eee ------) = 17,557 19,780 19,604 19,585 19,655 . 
Ingots__._._------------------------ 17,211 19,413 19,237 19,247 19,307 
Liquid steel for casting..___.._---_---- 346 867 367 338 346 

Material consumption for steel: 
Pig iron, spiegeleisen, and ferroalloy._.--.-... 13,080 14,703 14,683 14,611 14,796 
Scrap__.---------------------------------. 6,204 7,012 6, 884 6,909 6, 826 

- Liquid Thomas steel.___..__.__..-_------__- 265 — 193 173 147 129 
Lime__..__-..--2- ~~ eee 1,746 1,933 © 1,892 1,890 1,831 
Limestone. __-_-_.------------------------.- 64 60 . 51. 47 110 

.. Jron ore___._-_---.------------------------ 151 188 210. 213 207 
Fluorspar__...--..----..--.---.------------ 33 _ 87 32°: 33 33 

Consumption per ton of crude steel: oo 
Pig iron....--_..-_-.._--_._--_..-kilograms_-_ 739 - 737 © 740 ~ _ 739 740 

, Serap..--_.----.---.---------.--..--do.__- 359 359 364 -” 366 364 
Rolled steel production: 7 bo . 

- Rails and aceessories_..____.-.-_------------ 337 353 364 259 283 
_ Heavy structural___-.__2------------------- 848 1,030. 1,122 1,121 1,143 

Wire rods_.__._.-----.-------------------- 1,870 2,010 2,085 2,153 2,106 
-  Bars__.__.--__------- ee -------- = 3, 067 3,327 3,480 3,297 3,333 
_ Pipe skelp_-_._---.-----.-----+------------ 529 602 -609 601 558 

Other.__.._-------------------------------- 30 37 31 22 18 

Flat products: . 
Wide plates__..-.__---.---------------.- 81 79 94 94 96 
Hot rolled sheets: . 
_.. Thickness. 4.76 millimeters or more-__ 986 1,199 1,160 1,206 1,354 

. Thickness, 3 to 4.76 millimeters _-__ - 516 501 500 512 ~—«~6b14 CC, 
- Thickness, less than 3 millimeters. _ __ 641 742 t 726 731 ~ 600 

Cold rolled sheets: Thickness, less than 3 
millimeters. _..-_-..----------------- 3,282 3,647 3,579 - 3,794 . -8,825 

Hot-rolled strips for tubes_._._...._....-. 1,061 1,092 1,043 1,084 1,017 

Subtotal flat products ?__.........--. 6,517. 7,260 7,101 7,419 7,406 

Total rolled steel production ?_.__.._. 13,198) 14,619 14,793 14,873 14,847 
Galvanized and other plated sheets. ___.._____-__- 408 506 . 447 493 522 
Condenser sheets___._._-..--------------------- 178 207 188 187 178 
Tinplate._...__._....-----.-------------------- 591 625 543 659 691 
Total consumption of iron and steel industry: 

Tron ore. _.__-.-------_---.---_---.---.-.-. 389,141 42,214 42 , 062 40 ,664 39, 732 
Serap 3____..._-.-.-------------.---------- 7,037 7,701 7,362 7,342 7,253 : 

' Coke____._.--.---_-------_---------------. 18,522 14,327 138,778 12 ,835 12,145 
Coal other than coking coal__.._.__.--..------. 1,605 1,412 1,608 1,750 1,935 
Coking coal_._._.._-.-------4.------------- 5,674 5,712 5,627 5,530 5,502 
Fuel oil. ____._-------------.-------------- 1,068 1,233 1,234 1,273 1,392 

Thomas slag production_____-__.-----------.---. 2,351 2,573 2,546 2,560 - 2,517 
Average total employment (workers and staff)_.... 180,591 180,806 127,593 120,560 114,102 
a 

r Revised. 
1 Includes special pig iron in metric tons as follows: 1963, 6,137; 1964, 42,994; 1965, 3,749; 1966, 2,729. 
2 Detail does not add to total because of rounding. 
3 Excludes scrap used by rolling mills in tons as follows: 1963, 77,866; 1964, 85,858; 1965, 98,284; 1966, 93,813 

1967, 108,080. 

same. There were small increases in pro- Consumption.—In terms of crude steel, 
duction of rails, heavy structurals, and bars apparent consumption (without regard to 
but other categories of nonflat products stock changes) increased 4.9 percent to 
declined. 18,376,000 from 17,531,000 tons in 1966,
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but real consumption reportedly increased de la France (Usinor), Société des Ac‘éries 
by only 3 percent. Consumption was in- de-Lorraine (Sacilor), and Société Lor- 
fluenced by the relatively small increase ~raine de Laminage Continue (Sollac) pro- 
in general economic activity, the decrease vides $607 million out of the total $911 
in private consumption, and the high ac- million which under the plan will be 
tivity in industries producing capital goods. made available by the Government to 
Motor vehicle production was about the the industry at low interest rates. The 
same as in 1966. Steel shipments to the sum loaned to these companies will. be 
domestic market were almost exactly the used for the purchase of equipment. 
same as in 1966; increased consumption Since 1961, there have been five mergers 
was met by imports. Domestic shipments between French steel companies. In 1966, 
in 1966 totaled 10,556,000 tons distributed Lorraine-Escaut and Usinor and their re- 
as follows, in thousand tons: For con- spective holding companies, Aciéries de 
version 2,694; to steel merchants 2,833; Longwy and Denain Nord-Est, merged. 
to manufacturing industries 2,864; to rail- The two holding companies formed a new 
roads, extractive industries, and building company Denain-Nord-Est Longwy. The 
industry 1,166; others 173; and alloy steels merged Usinor/Lorraine-Escaut, called 
826.1% — | Usinor, has 7 million tons of annual pro- 

Trade.—France exported 5,918,000 tons duction capacity. — 
of steel ingots, primary forms, and semi- In December 1967, DeWendel et Cie, 
manufactures and 644,900 tons of pipes Sidélor, and Société Mosellane de Sidérur- 
and tubes; corresponding import figures gie merged all mining and steel activities 
were 4,870,000 tons and 244,850 tons. into Wendel-Sidélor which will have a 
The net export of 1,048,000 tons for capacity to produce 20 million tons of 
steel (excluding pipes and tubes) was iron ore and 7.8 million tons of steel 
less than in 1966 because of reduced annually. The new firm will also take 
shipments to West Germany. Imports ac- over both firms’ interests in Sollac and 
counted for 28 percent of domestic con- the new steel plant at Gandrange being 
sumption against 22 percent in 1966. erected by Sacilor, a joint subsidiary of 
Trade in pig iron and similar products De Wendel and Sidélor. This merger re- 
comprised 332,000 tons of exports and quires approval by the European Economic 
246,000 tons of imports. | Community. De Wendel-Sidélor will em- 

Other EEC countries were the largest phasize expansion of the Gandrange com- 
markets and sources of steel. Imports of | plex and close marginal installations.  . 
steel from these countries (4,655,782 tons) Early in 1967, a continuous merchant 
exceeded exports to them by 1,425,000 bar plant was put in service at Gandrange. 
tons. | Oxygen steelmarking facilities, a blooming 

Facilities and Investments.—At the end. mill stand, and a continuous billet stand 
of 1966, 44 companies produced steel in will also be added. This plant will have 
58 plants. There were an additional 52 a 1.6 million tons crude steel capacity. 
plants having no steelmaking capacity. Of In December 1967, The J. J. Carnaud 
the 58 steel-producing plants, two had et Forges de Basse-Indre put a second 
annual capacity of 2 to 3 million tons, electrolytic tinplating plant into operation 
two of 1.5 to 2 million tons, five of | with an annual capacity of 138,000 tons 
1-to 1.5 million tons, eight of 0.5 to which can be increased to 214,000 tons 
1 million ton, and the remaining 41, per year by adding further plating tanks. 
of less than 0.5 million tons each of The company’s other plant at Laon has 
annual capacity. The industry’s investment 2 130,000-ton annual capacity. The new 
in 1966 totaled about $136 million; the plant is France’s fifth electrolytic tinplating 
corresponding 1967 expenditure was about line, the others being operated by Sollac.% 
$186 million. France’s tinplate consumption is estima- 

The French steel industry started its ted to have exceeded 450,000 tons and 
Plan Professionel de la Sidérurgie (Pro- €xports totaled 354,515 tons valued at 
fessional Plan for the Steel Industry) which $156 million. 
envisages restructuring of the industry and }9.=——————— 
rationalization in production. An agree- 12 Organization for Economic Cooperation 

ment signed by the Government with Un- in "bos oem “Trends in veer pace! Prose, 

ton Sidérurgique du Nord et de PEst  yiaPle 26. ional, May 1968, p. 110.
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- Lead and Zinc.—Refined lead and slab ducer, took over Société Francaise des 
zinc consumption in .1967 totaled about Métaux et Alliages Blanc (MAB), one 

| 164,000 tons and 202,000 tons, respectively. of France’s leading consumers of heavy 
Lead consumption was 5.3 percent less metal scrap ‘4 and merged with Minerais 
than in 1966, but zinc consumption was et Métaux, a marketing organization. MAB 
4,000 tons more than in 1966. | produces annually 60,000 tons of lead, 

Trade in lead in 1967 was as follows: zinc, aluminum, and copper from scrap 
| in six plants. | 

Metric tons Nickel.—There was a slight reduction 
Form “Tmoorts Exo in nickel output from the Havre refinery. 

; poms we er A new company, Société Auxiliaire Miniére 

Ore and concentrate — 128,456 3,895 du Pacifique, was formed in the latter Serap._......---._....... 4.515 9/615 part of 1967 to explore and exploit New 
Pig lead_----.-.-------.-- 39,605 18,021 Caledonian nickel deposits. Sixty percent Semimanufactures________- 748 © 895 3 : : " oon Co , of the new company’s capital is held 

- | | a | | by French institutions and banks and 40 

Value of listed imports and exports totaled ? ercent by International Nicke I Company 
$28.3 million and $7.4 million, respectively. of Canada, “ French organizations par- 
Imports of all categories exceeded 1966 det ating in the Ae Pany are Sureau 
levels; pig lead exports were nearl © Recherches Geologiques ct Minieres, > PB P Y . Banque National de Paris, Ugine-Kuhlman twice as much as in 1966, presumably Conn acnie de Mokt ? 7 Cc ae? 
because of higher domestic smelter output. Finan, oe re de Su - " , de PUnion Pore, 

Zinc production declined 5 percent from ienne among others : | 
the 1966 level, but was scheduled to reach s . | 
230,000 to 240,000 tons by 1970 when Tin.—Tin consumption in 1967 was 

ion j ted to reach 385,000 . 
to 410,000 tons. With about 80,000 ton: Cons peamene ae 5G one condexy) 
Vieille Montagne remained the leading  “t#ibuted approximately as follows in per / , , ; cent: Tinplating 56.7 white metal alloys zin oducer, followed by Compagnie As- . 
turienne des Mines at Auby (about 70,000 ri copper alloys 7-6, chemical Products 
tons): and Pefarroya at Noyelles-Godault x Oe Ga cctures oe r oe misceliane- 

(35,000 tons). The Noyelles-Godault plant 959 tons Jess than in 1966 because of re- will attain an annual production capacity duced use for producing bronzes, some 

of | leant in 1968. Perera alco produces white alloys, and antifriction metals. 
90 tons of cadmium and 4,800,000 ounces France imp orted 10,149 long tons of tin, . 7 5 ee ee 68 tons of tin alloys, 31 tons of tin scrap, 
of silver. . . 4 and 38 tons of tin semimanufactures. Ex- 

French trade in zinc in 1967 was as ports comprised 50 tons of tin, 104 tons of 
follows: | tin alloys, 18 tons of scrap, and 54 tons 

| 7 of semimanufactures. 
a Work continued on tin occurrences dis- 

~ Form ____Metrietons covered in 1965 near Morbihan in Brittany. 
Imports Exports Vein deposits of the Cornish type were 

—_ indicated. 
Ore. __.._-.-.-_..._...... 882,140 219 , 

Zine dusts 22.8 ats Tungsten.—Work carried out by Bureau 
Slab___.-.2.-2-2 2222.22. «= 84,047 12,129 de Recherches Géologiques et Miniére 
Semimanufactures...-.-... 4,947 2,051 (BRGM), in association with Omnimines 

and Compagnie Métallurgique et Miniére, 
on the tungsten occurrence a alu 

While ore and scrap imports declined (Ariége) hae” shown a vninable ‘denonit 
from 1966 levels, slab and semimanufacture 
imports increased. The value of the listed 9—-—————— 
imports and _ exports totaled $49 million > 14 Société Miniare et Métallurgique de 

and $5.2 million, respectively. Ee ttade a Seah eet er Be Pefiarroya, Europe’s largest lead pro- 1967. Paris, France, Apr. 10, 1968, 4p.
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which will be equipped for exploitation. which data are available, totaled $176 

BRGM discovered the deposit in 1965. million. Potash, sulfur, and salt were the 
, oe most important commodities and accounted 

Uranium.—Frances’s reasonably assured for 53, 28, and 15 percent, respectively, 

and estimated additional uranium resources’ of the total. Building raw material and 

are estimated at about 59,000 tons for quarry product output was valued at an 

the price range below $10 per pound. additional $534 million of which $479 
France signed an agreement with Nigeria million was accounted for by material 

for the exploration of the Arlit deposit used in the building industry and the 

which is estimated to contain 20,000 remainder by other industry and agricul- 
tons of uranium. France guaranteed to ture. | : 

take the entire output of the deposit for The value of nonmetal imports and 
30 years and was expected to pay a_ exports, including cement and lime, in 

delivered price of $8 per pound for the 1967 totaled $308 million and $278 mil- 

oxide. Compagnie Francaise des Minerais lion, respectively. Among imports, phos- 
d’Uranium (in which Pefiarroya has an phates ($48 million), asbestos ($19 mil- 
important share) has 20 percent of the lion), clay including refractory ($14 mil- 
capital of Société des Mines de l’Air which lion), building stones ($12 million), and 
will exploit the deposit. An annual output sand and gravel ($7 million) were the 
of 1,000 tons of uranium is expected most important items. Sulfur, potash in 
by 1973. | chemically treated forms, and cement ex- 

The Dong Trieu mining company dis- ports were valued at $42 million, $40 
covered a uranium deposit at Saint-Suplice million, and $17 million, respectively. Next 

(Haute Vienne) which is considered prom- in importance were sand and gravel and 

ising. | crushed rock ($9 million) and clays ($8.5 

| NONMETALS million). | i 

~ The value of nonmetals production (ex- Cement and Lime.—Production of ce- 
cluding building raw materials and quarry ment by types in recent years has been 
products) in 1966, the latest year for as follows: | | 

| . Thousand metric tons . 
Lo Type | | nS 

a 1962 1963 1964- 1965 1966 

Poftland_____..__..._---._-:------------------ 11,757 = 12;647 = 16,227 16,844 =: 18, 081 

Sia ast furnace.__.______-.-----z---------:-- 4208 4,485 2,339 2,400 2,341 - 
Other___.___-__-_-_-_-----.--+-------------- 626 1,448 1,144 1,239 1,211 

Special_-___________.-.---_-------------------- 1,475 749 983 1,050 1,001 

. Total__---_-2---_- eee ---_------------ 16,061 17,329 20,687 121,534 22,584 
Natural__.___________.-.---------------------- 397 275 255 213 : 81 
Mortar___._________-.-.--.--------------------- 424 530 595 619 638 

Grand total_._.._......-.-...-.---/------ 16,882 18,184 21,587 .122,365. 123,304 

1 Details do not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

At yearend 1967, France had an annual Apparent consumption totaled 23,920,- 
cement production capacity of 31.2 mil- 000 (22,598,000 tons in 1966) and per 
lion tons, 2.7 million tons more than capita consumption 480 kilograms. 

at yearend 1966. This increase was ac- Feldspar.—Société des Feldspaths du 
chieved by the addition of six new kilns wyidi (Perpigan) and Compagnie des Felds- 

of which three were in three new plants paths S.A. (Bayonne) merged into Société 
with 880,000 tons total annual capacity Francaise des Feldspaths S.A. The latter 

and three with 710,000 tons annual capac- now has three feldspar plants and will 
ity in existing plants. Plant improvements attempt to find export markets.*® 
accounted for an additional 1,100,000 tons 16Mines et Métallurgie. (Paris, France), 

of annual capacity. No. 3, January 1968, p. 6.
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Fertilizer Materials.—Principal develop- ity will be built by Société Normande 
ments have been changes in the structure de lTAzote (SNA) near the petroleum 
of the industry. The State-owned Mines _ refinery of Compagnie Francaise de Raf- 
Dominales de Potasse d’Alsace and the  ffinage at Le Havre. The latter company, 
nitrogen production agency Office National ONIA, and Pierrefitte Company participate 
Industriel de l’Azote (ONIA) were merged in See The plant is planned to start 
in 1967 into Enterprise Miniére et Chim- in 1968. 
ique. The new company has three subsidi- Permission for the erection of another 
aries that will be concerned with potash  1,000-ton-per-day ammonia plant to be 
mining, chemical fertilizer production, and oa deca the rede france. relinery Qo 
sales. The new company will have an randpuits was granted in October. e€ 
annual turnover of about $220 million plant is scheduled to come into operation 

: and will employ 16,000 in the two mining in 1969. | 
and fertilizer subsidiaries. ONIA produced On the production side, there was little 
297,000 tons of ammonia in 1966. — change ” potas’ eae ‘ reduction data 

On December 29. 1966. Société des on other fertilizer materials follows: 

Produits Azotes’ mmenzed with Société d’ 
Electro-Chimie d’Electro-Metallurgie et des_©_©_ 
Aciéries Electriques d’Ugine (Ugine). On Commodity ar, motets) 
the same date, the latter company itself | 
was merged with Establissements Kuhlman Nitrogenous: 

| forming Ugine-Kuhlman. Ugine-Kuhlman Ammonia_--__(nitrogen content)__ 1,453,100 
had a net turnover of $565 million in Phosphate -----(nitrogen content)-- 1,305,900 
1966 ($635 million with tax). Chemicals Superphosphate_._..__....._.... 1,424,400 

accounted for 55.2 percent of the net = Hien nSapherus 2772022222. « BL 600 
turnover; special steels, nonferrous metals, Phosphatic slag (crude)___________ 2,583,600 

ferroalloys, and other products accounted Compound.-..-------..------------- 564,000 
for the remainder. The new firm will ~ 
produce 25 percent of France’s sulfuric Fluorspar.—Discovery of a fluorspar de- 

acid, 17 percent of its ammonia, and osit in "the northern sim of the Morvan 
20 percent of its aluminum. | P ‘f by Pechi logists has b 

Wintershall A.G., the largest potash pro- mass ted y The den. oh osisis nas ted 
ducer in West Germany, and Mines Domi- 3 iene © Cepostt Bas an estimate 

ay a, million ton reserves averaging 35 percent 
nale de Potasse d’Alsace signed an agree- Ici fluorid “ 

. . eye calcium fluoride. 
ment creating a new joint subsidiary, Pro- | 
duits et Engrais Chimiques de Rhin (PEC- MINERAL FUELS __ | 
Rhin). This firm will build a nitrogenous Total ‘on in 1967 i 
and compound fertilizer plant, due for otal energy consumption in I hat 
completion in 1969, at Ottmarsheim near creased 3.6 percent compared with that 
Mulhouse in the Haut-Rhin area of France. of 1966, with the increase supplied princi- 

The plant will have facilities to produce Pally by petroleum products. 
600 tons of ammonia and 900 tons of Coal.—Production.—Production of coal 
nitric acid per day as well as 300,000 (anthracite and bituminous) declined 5.4 
tons of compound fertilizers and 100,000 percent below the 1966 level. All fields 
tons of ammonium nitrate per year. The showed a decline, but the 1,848,000-ton 
total cost of the project is estimated at decline in production by Nord/Pas- 
$60 million. de-Calais alone accounted for 68 percent of 

L’Ammoniac Sarro-Lorraine, a joint sub- _the total falloff. The Lorraine field in- 
sidiary of Charbonnages de France (Houil- creased its share of national output to 
léres du Bassin de Lorraine) of France, 31.6 percent (30.7 in 1966). Nord/Pas- 
and Saarbergwerke of West Germany, will de-Calais remained the largest producing 
build a 1,000-ton-per-day ammonia plant area with 49.2 percent of total output. 
at Carling in the Moselle area of France. The Fifth Plan (1966-70) revised the 
Naphtha for ammonia production will be coal (excluding lignite) production target 
supplied by the Saar refinery in which of 48 million tons to 46.5 million tons 
Charbonnage de France and Saarbergwerke in 1969—70. 
participate. Coal production by extraction method 

Another ammonia plant of similar capac-_ in 1967 (corresponding 1966 figures in
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parentheses) was as follows, in percent: output was added to stocks, while - coal 
pickhammer only 17.0: (20.7), mechanical imports increased only 72,000 tons and 
cutter with use of explosives and pickham- lignite output advanced by only 367,000 
mer 21.7 (21.5), explosives. alone 25.3 tons. Shipments of domestic and imported : 
(24.5), pickhammer and explosives 9.2 coal for making coke totaled 16.3 million 
(9.8), blasting by compressed air tons and those to electricity producers 
1.4 (2.3), plough and plough scraper were 18.3 million tons. Household and 
23.7. (20.6), and -other 1.7 (0.6). small industries received 7.5. million tons 
Thus, there has been an increased extrac- of coal and, presumably the bulk of the 
tion by ploughs and slight increase in  briquets produced from 4.6 million tons 
mechanical cutter-loaders and decline in of domestic and imported coal. : 
extraction by pickhammers. The number Coal imports (including anthracite). have 
of coal ploughs in service increased from shown little variation in the last 3 years, 
231 in 1966 to 242, but the number averaging about 11,700,000 tons per year. 
of pickhammers declined from 15,770 to In 1967, principal suppliers were West 
14,550 and of longwall coal cutters from Germany (5,794,000 tons) United States 
85 to 52. Other coal cutting equipment (2,154,600), U.S.S.R. (1,467,000 -mainly 
in service (rotary drills, cutter-leaders, etc.) | anthracite), Poland (651 ,000)., and United 
did not change much. Very few ploughs Kingdom (566,000). Average c.if.. value 
are used in the Lorraine field. This mining per ton was $15.18 for bituminous and 
method has its greatest development in $25.82 for anthracite. / es 
the Nord/Pas-de-Calais field. 7 - : - 

Mechanized mines produced 65.7 percent Coke and Coal Chemicals.—Coke Ovens 
of net coal mined underground in October of Charbonnage de France accounted for 1967 (65.7 percent in 1966), while semi- 54 Percent of total coke output. Coke mechanized mines contributed 17.1 percent shipments, domestic and imported, totaled | (20.1 percent in 1966). At the face, nearly 14,846,000 tons, of which 3,235,000 tons 
80 percent of the coal output was con- 5 map orted coke. Ship ments to the iron veyed by scraper conveyors and 9 percent and stee] industry accounted for 81 percent by gravity. There was an average of 640 and to other industries, 12 percent; the 
coal faces in operation in 1967 with an remainder was shipp ed to domestic and 
average length of 142 meters. Average small industrial consumers. . daily production per face was 276 tons. Charbonnage de France continued to Consumption of electricity per ton of coal expand its chemical activities, establishi 183 produced, excluding that for ventilation, as of J anuary 1, 1968, the Société Chimi- further increased to 6.80 kilowatt-hours [4° des Charbonnages to take over its (6.50 in 1966), oe entire chemical production and sales activi- 

- Of 67 coal mines in operation in 1966, hes. The new company will own and three mines had an average daily produc- °P erate the 30 chemical plants that had tion of 8,000 tons and over, 11 produced 2 1966 turno ver of about $260 million. 4,000 to 8,000 tons per day, 39 produced Three subsidiaries, CdF Chimie, le Comp ; 1,000 to 4,000 tons, and the remainder ‘'0!" francais de l’Azote, and Engrais de less than 1,000 tons per day. France, will market the products. CdF 
In 1967, 88.0 percent of run of mine Chimie’s 1967 turnover totaled about $50 

production was washed. The products con- million ; sales included coal tars and chemi- sisted of 43.7 percent delivered marketable ch ag onaromatic organics, methane, and coal, 35.3 percent rejects, 6.5 percent mid- " . 
dling, and 2.5 percent slime. Of the total At the end of the Fifth Develop ment coal washed, 54.4 percent. was treated Plan, the Société Chimique will turn out | in heavy media, 35.5 percent in piston 2,600 tons of ammonia daily and increase 
jigs, 9.2 percent in flotation cells, 0.6 its output of p olyethelene, styrene, and 
percent on pneumatic tables, and 0.3 per- acrylic products. The company has a cent by miscellaneous facilities. There were 600-ton-per-day ounmonia Pp lant at Mazin- some 50 washing plants in operation. eae one 000 1967 obtained permission Consumption and Trade—Apparent con- 8 © 2 1U0U-ton-per-day arnmonia plant ; oo : at Grandpuits, scheduled for operation in sumption of coal and lignite declined; 1969. 
domestic output decreased by 2.7 million 
tons and 1.2 million tons of the coal 17 Colliery Guardian. Mar. 24, 1967, p. 320.
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.. Yable 8.—France: Energy consumption by sources 

oe Type offuel- 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Quantity: . 
Solid fuel . 

- million tons of standard coal equivalent... * 75.2 75.2 68.9 63.7 63.9 
Petroleum products._.___.__-.-2-_-___----.-do____ 57.0 66.4 13.4 79.5 90.8 
Gas__-----_---.---- eee - 0. 7.8 8.3 8.4 8.8 . 9.5 
Hydroelectric power. .__._-_---- 2-2-2 do__ ee 17.8 15.0 19.2 22.4 20.0 

Total... -__ eee --do.__. 157.8 164.9 169.9 174.4 184.2 

Share of total: 
Solid fuel._..-.-...-_-..--.--.--.-.----percent.. * 47.6 45.6 40.5 36.5 34.7 

' Petroleum produces.....2.-.-.-.._-_...-..do____ 36.2 r 40.3 43.2 45.6 49.3. 
Gas....-.2.2_- eee ee dL 4.9 5.0 5.0 | 5.0 5.1 
Hydroelectric power____-___-__--.---.------do__-. 11.3 r9.l1 11.3 12.9 10.9 

Total. --__------ +--+ -------------do__-. 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

r Revised. 

Source: Comité Professional du Pétrole. Eléments Statistiques, Activité ’Industrie Pétroliére 1967. Paris 
France, V. 1, 1967, p. A. 12. 

Table 9.—France: Salient statistics of the coal and lignite industry | 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. oe, 1963 1964 1965 _ 1966 1967 

a COAL oe - 

Production: 
> Anthracite._.....--------------------- 3,053 3,873 3,621 3,541 2,880 

Semianthractie___....._.....----..---. 7,869 8,912 8,798 9,140 9,152 
Bituminous: —— Oo 

Low volatile !..2.2022- 2222 -- 5,249 5,247 4,378 | 4,034 3,715 
Medium-volatile ?__-__-.-...._...-... 12,392 18,317 12,941 13,140 12,415 
High-volatile $___....--.-.-------. 16,686 19,117. 18,465 17,527 16,561 
High-volatile 4...--.-.-2 2-2-2 2,504 3,064 3,115 2,955 | 2,901 

Total 6... eee. 47, T62 53,042 51,348 50,338 © 47,625 
Apparent consumption (including lignite) 

thousand tons of standard coal equivalent... 77,100 © 74,400 69,100 . 64,200 e 63,700 
Stocks at yearend______._.__---.---------- 6,123 . 5,703 7,402 10,476 11,7238 
Number of operating mines_____._._._..-_-- NA G7 r 70 67 e 63 
Average number of days worked_.___.___-_-- 256 278 274 275 260 - 
Average daily output__._.___..metric tons_. 186,500 190,400 *187,000 183 , 400 183,300 
Number of men working daily at yearend: — _— = 

Underground.__._....._......persons... 115,090 110,900 107,694 102,959 ' 94,292 
Surface. _..-..-..--.--..-..--...do_..._ 46,795 44,951 43 ,352 41,504 39,679 
In associate plants__._.__......-_do.__- 9,894 9,307 8,937 8,921 8,625 

Production per man-shift: . 
Nord/Pas-de-Calais: oO 

Underground..._......-_kilograms-- 1,663 1,709 1,661 1,707 1,805 
Underground and surface_....do._.. . 1,149 - 1,191: . 1,167 - 1,205 1,252 

Lorraine: . ae 
Underground.......---.....do_-_- 2,903 3,113 3,239 3,453 3,703 
Underground and surface__.._.do___- 1,902 -2,078 2,146 2,277 2,443 

' Al of France: 
Underground___._-_..-_-..-do___- 1,958 ' 2,046 2,038 2,104 2,241 
Underground and surface..___do-_-- 1,332 1,411: r1,397 1,446 1,523 

Power production by pithead steam plants: 
Quantity_..____._million kilowatt-hours... 10,931 14, 762 12,146 10,233 11,812 
Share of thermal power produced . oO 

in France___.........---___pereent-.- 24.4 25.0 22.1 18.8 17.7 
Share of total power produced in 

France____..._..-.---.-.---.--do.__- 12.4 15.7 12.0 9.6 10.6 
re api pl Ps tS SS SSS SSS AS SS 

LIGNITE ee 
Production. __.___..-..-..---------------- 2,471 2,244 2,690 2,564 2,931 
Stock at yearend. _______-...------.------- 485 456 r 452. 520 379 
Average number of days worked___-.-------- 256 259 274 274 260 
Average daily output._._......-metriec tons-_- 9,700 8,600: 9,800 9,300 10, 400 
Number of men working at yearend: - 

Underground._.___..-_-.------percent-- 1,853 1,780 1,662 1,582 1,515 
Surface______..-......_---...--.do__-- 1,066 1,030 1,046 1,051 1,053 
Associated plants........-..-----do__-- 146 111 115 125 130 

Production: 
Underground man-shift only - kilograms - - 3,890 4,103 4,243 ' 4,477 4,870 
Total man-shifts.__......_..-...do__-- 3,579 3,334 r3,938 NA NA 

Stee ee A 
e Estimate. r Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Largely 14 to 18 percent volatile matter; a small tonnage has a higher volatile content. 
216 to 28 percent volatile matter. 
$25 to 41 percent volatile matter. 
440 to 42 percent volatile matter for the bulk of production in this category. 
5 Detail does not add to total (official data) because of differences in source.
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Table 10.—France:. Coal availability and Table 11.—France: Production, avail-. | _ distribution ability, and distribution of coke 
(Thousand metric tons) (Thousand metric tons) . . 

1966 1967 . 1966. 1967 | 

_ 
Net production..._........... 50,338 47 , 624 Coal charged to coke ovens: Middlings, foreign coal, ete____ 173 151 Domestie__._.-.-......... 12,792 12,083 Stock variations !________.__.. +3,068 +1,205 Imported_-__.._.--._.-._. 4,685 4,650 Total availability_______ 47,443 46,570 ——_—_---—_———- ———— SSS Total_..-.--..----22--22 17,477 16, 733 _ Consumption by mines and ee mine powerplant____________ 6,888 7,419 Production: . . Delivery to miners____________ 884 801 Oven coke: 
Delivery for transformation: At mines: }_...-_.--_-._.. 8, 451 8,040 Mine coke ovens__________ 9,876 9,370 ~ At iron and steel Steel plant coke ovens_____ 2,203 2,222 plants___-._........ 4,183 4,166 Gas coke ovens___________ 257 84 At gas companies and - Briquetting plants.___.... 3,784 —° 8 , (33 independents____.__. 566 424 

Total._.--.-.---_.._... 28,892 . 23 , 629 Total_....--..-..._. 18,200 12,630 Exports.__.____-__-2_ ee _ 670 711 ~ Gas coke_.__ 2 14 9 Total available from domestic —————_— production._____...__..____. . 22,881 222 ,237 Availability and distribution: Imports__-____.----- 22... = 11,485 «11,557 Coke produced }______-__._ 18,200 12,630 Delivery from imports: Receipt of coke and fines___ 60 ___LLe Coal mine coke ovens. ____ 801 851 Consumption at coking Steel plant coke ovens_____ 3,351 3,322 plants and by labor______ - 800 —TT2 Gas coke ovens___________ 474 405 Available for distribution... 12,460 11 , 859 Briquetting plants________ 1,050 831. - Stock variation 2__.._______ +108 ' +38 Delivery to mines_________ 39 7 Imports_____-_-.._..._.._ 3,701 3,220 Stock variations !_________ +369 +147 Importers’ stock Available from imports________ 5,401 5,994 variation ?__-___.__.-_.-. —73 —18 Available for domestic distri- —— bution._..-____-_._-_.-._..._. 28,282 28,231. Total available from _- Railroads____.._.__._.__- 1,205 790 domestic production Gasworks____.__________- 20 11 and imports._..-.-.... 16,126 15,059 Electricity. ._..._._.._____ 9,406 10,860 Delivery to coking plants__.____ 59 8 Iron and steel____________ 1,761 1,848 Exports.________. 1. 217 210 Other industries__________ 8,052 7,199 © = Domestic and small Distribution: - - industries___.___________ 7,838 7,523. Railroads__._____________: 67  ~=~=——*BT 
_ Electricity. -__._.-_..____- 10 15 

Iron and steel_____________ 12,844 12,061 1 Plus (+) denotes addition to stocks. Other industries___-__._.._ 1,889 1,801 2 Iucludes 7 tons of foreign coal. Domestic use and small 
industries_______________ 1,040 " 912 

Total......-...2----..-.' 15,850 14,846 
Petroleum.—Domestic petroleum pro- ©§£_——————————__________ . : 1 Includes semicoke and carbonized briquets. duction inl 967 was 3.8 percent of total 2 Plus (+) denotes addition to stocks, minus (—) national refinery throughput (4.4 percent denotes withdrawals from stocks, — 

in 1966 and 4.9 percent in 1965), which Source: Bureau de Documentation ?finiere. increased 12.1 percent to 75.2 million Hombustibles Minéraux Solides. Statistique Annuelle 
tons. In spite of the Middle East crisis, eiinitive. Paris, France, pt. 2, 19 33-67. 
internal civilian consumption of petroleum | 
products increased by 13.9 percent to 56.7 
million tons compared with increases of Paris region and the southeast. In this 
7.3 percent in 1966 and 11.6 percent latter area, deep drilling showed gas re- 
in 1965. The net cost of imports of serves in the Meillon-Saint Faust field 
petroleum and petroleum products to the amounting to perhaps 60 billion cubic French economy totaled $1,150 million. meters. Off shore, four deep holes were Refinery capacity was increased by 4.6 drilled in the Gulf of Gascony, but com- million tons to a total of 84 million mercial ojl was not discovered. Oil was tons by yearend 1967. Refinery output discovered in an exploration well, Chailly totaled 69 million tons. 101, in the Paris Basin. 

Exploration.—During the year 79.3 man- Outside France, French companies ex- months of seismic work and 120,000 meters plored for oil in Africa, North America, of drilling was carried out in France the North Sea (in the continental shelves compared with 75.8 man-months of seismic of United Kingdom and Norway), and 
work and 130,000 meters of drilling in the Persian Gulf; in offshore areas in 
1966. Exploration was centered in the the Adriatic and off the coasts of Gabon,
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Cameroon, and Senegal; and in the Red that was to be used to compensate com- 
Sea. These exploration activities gave posi- panies for extra expenditures borne by 
tive results in Canada and Nigeria. them as a result of the increased tanker 
Production—\In France, there was a _ freight charges. - . 

, slight decline in crude production; but Trade.—Crude oil imports increased by 
the output of the Franc zone, excluding 15 percent to 72,348,000 tons despite the 
France—Algeria, Congo (Brazzaville), and Middle East crisis. Sources for imports 
Gabon—increased to 41.89 million tons were as follows, in percent: Franc zone 
(34.77 million tons in 1966): Algeria 38.39 30.6, Middle East 48.1, Libya 12.1, Ven- 
million, Gabon 3.45 million, and Congo  ezuela 3.9, U.S.S.R. 2.3, and Nigeria 3.0. 
(Brazzaville) the remainder. French com- Product imports totaled 4.9 million tons, 
panies accounted for 28 million tons of | a 4.2-percent increase. Algeria ranked first 

crude production in the Middle East and as a supplier of crude, followed by Iraq 
produced 700,000 tons in Canada. and Kuwait. 

Consumption—While internal civilian Exports, including bunkers, declined 0.5 
consumption for all products increased by percent to 14,294,500 tons (12,593,700 
13.9 percent, rate of increase varied for tons without bunker.) '® Of the exports, 
the different products as shown by the excluding bunkers, heavy fuel oil ranked 
following tabulation: - first (4,972,300 tons), followed by gas 

| oil (2,866,200 tons) and gasoline (1,- 

Change = 620,800 tons). | 
a | Quantity with Refining.°—Of the 75 million tons of 

| Product (thousand to. Pee crude treated in French refineries, French 
| (percent) crude accounted for 3.8 percent, but total 

ee _ Franc-zone crude for almost a third. Of 
Motor gasoline..----_-.------ 9, 881 8.9 the 70.4 million tons of product output, 

Jet tue 22S Poe 1g ~—«40.8 million tons was fuel oil; gasolines 
Aviation gasoline. __________-- 72 1.1 were next in importance. - 
Residual felon 222222222 483BOk Increase in refining capacity resulted 

| _ : from the addition of a 6.5-million-ton- 
French companies accounted for 51 per- per-year distillation unit at Gonfreville, 

cent of the internal market and non- making this refinery, with annual capacity 
French companies for 49 percent. The od a . en “Tare fhe ae erone. the 

oe eek ond nomFrench oye Donges and Herrlisheim refineries were 

as follows: . also expanded. . : 
: In 1968, annual capacity of the Feyzin 

nnn n= refinery will be enlarged from 2.3 to 6 
Product Share (percent) million tons, that at La Méde from (6.4 

: French Non- to 10 million tons, and a new 3.6 million- 

| French ton refinery will be built at Gargenville 
in. the Paris area. Three other refineries, 

Gasoline. -_-------------------- aa'3 rae each with 3 to 3.5 million tons of annual 
Heating oil---7---"777"77TT111 Bala 486 «= Capacity, will be put in service during Medium fuel. ---------------2-- 46.3 58.7 1969-70; these will be located at Valen- 

YMC Tarra ABB Le ciennes, Vernon, and Thionville. 

Source: Petroleum Intelligence Weekly, Apr Storage capacity at refineries reached 
15, 1968, p. 6. , * 22 million cubic meters and at distributors 

5.5 million cubic meters. Underground 
A decree of July 8, 1967 permitted crude storage was under consideration. 

price increases of about 1.5 cents per To meet input requirements of the petro- 
gallon for gasoline and half as much chemical industry, two steam cracking units 
for gas oil and domestic fuel oil to account came into operation, one at Feyzin and 
for increased transportation costs resulting one at Port-Jerome; a third unit will 
from the June crisis in the Middle East. come in production at Berre in 1968. 
Price of domestic fuel oil was increased 

again by 0.75 cent per liter in November. 18 This figure is slightly different from that Revenues obtained from these price in- Biven in table 3 pyecause of puitterent sources. 
creases were deposited in a special account France) No. 996, Jan. 3, 1968 pp elo
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The units which started production will consumption. The two products pipelines, 
increase the output of ethylene, propylene, Le Havre-Paris and Grandpuits-Paris, 

benzene, and butadiene. The plant at moved 6,250,000 tons of products to the 
Feyzin will reach its capacity of 280,000 Paris region. The construction of a product 
tons of ethylene per year in 1970 and _ pipeline from the refineries in the Mar- 

will become France’s biggest producer of seille area and from Feyzin to Lyon, 

ethylene, followed by Esso (200,000 tons) Grenoble, and Geneva was approved during 
and Napthachimie (150,000 tons). Ethyl- 4967 | , 

ene from t he Feyzin plant . willbe fed The French tanker fleet at yearend, 
by a 278-kilometer pipeline into chemical ‘sted of 90 ships. totali 3.999.000 
factories that shared the cost of the Feyzin consisted 0 Ships totanng 9.74" 
cracker. deadweight tons (3,687,000 tons in 1966). 

Transportation.—The South European Another 17 tankers, varying in size from 

Pipeline transported 28 million tons of 75,000 to 215,000 tons, were under con- 
crude, of which one-third was for French _ struction. | 

Table 12.—France: Salient statistics of petroleum and natural gas industry 

- , (Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

| 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
a 

Exploration Drilling: = . 
Length of hole drilled__...._thousand meters - 237 | 189 182 130 120 

Production: 
Crude petroleum._____..---------.--------- 2,522 2,845 2,988 172,925 2,832 
Natural gas__....__._._-million cubic meters.. 7,518 7,939 7,910 7,902 8,552 

Marketed__.__._.___-_-.--..----do__-. 4,861 5,090 5, 048 5,161 5,563 
Products obtained from refining natural gas: 

Liquefied products__...-..------------------ 438 490. 569 503 480 
Sulfur..._...._-.---..--------------------- 1,409 1,511 1,521 1,520 1,636 

Refining: 
Number of refineries____....__._....--umnits-~- 15 16 18 19 19 
Capacity of refinery (atmospheric distillation).._ 51,830 61,930 70,280 79,180 - 83 , 805 
Refinery throughput.__._.__._--..-.-------- 46,702 53 , 284 61,359 67 , 060 75,202 

Refinery production: - oO i 
Aviation gasoline_____._.._.------------ 69 66 72 74 71 
Motor gaoline______....-_-..----------- 7,948 8,643 9,560 10,247 11,420 
Special gasolines__....____-------------- 246 263 317 179 210 
Kerosine and white spirits__.__..-------- 404 260 194 226 233 
Light distillates for gasworks_._._-_------ 177 562 809 1,137 1,583 
Jet fuels_....._.__.._.---_--_-----------. 1,542 1,662 1,850 1,884 2,388 
Distillate.__...._._._...--.-__--------. 4,756 5,091 5,997 6,605 6,278 
Fuel oil: “ 

Domestic____.____-._----.--------- 8,609 10,691 13 , 493 15,785 18,396 
Residual.________.._-_-.-__------- 14,643 16,623 19,069 20,171 22,398 

Bitumen_______._______-.-------------- 1,777 2,172 2,219 2,389 2,688 
Lubricants___.____._...._.-_------------ 813 871 821 866 930 
Paraffins and waxes_____..-_------------ 42 49 48 57 57 
Petrochemical feedstock___.._._---------- 503 582 691 677 861 
Liquefied petroieum gas____.__---------- 1,852 1,487 1,644 1,782 1,896 
Refinery gases______.__._-------------- 1,105 1,279 733 922 944 
Other_________.____-_----.------------ 113 15 79 140 90 

Total. _.______._____-_-----_._--.--- 44,094 50,376 57,596 163,139 70, 443 

Foreign trade: CT a 7 
Im ports: 

Crude: 
Franc zone: 

Algeria_._.._..._...__----------- 15,215 17,113 17 ,386 18,492 21,599 
Other____________------------- 184 884 1,114 725 611 

Subtotal_..__....-------.---. 15,999 17,997 18,500 119,218 22,210 

Middle East: - _ 
Tran________------------------ 2,038 3,441 5,923 4,169 3,215 
Iraq__._---------------------- 9,260 8,079 9,814 10,401 13,576 
Kuwait._...------------------ 8,083 9,799 8,814 8,357 8,895 
Qatar____..__------------------ 1,194 1,311 1,292 1,676 2,049 
Saudi Arabia.__..-------------- 1,793 1,945 2,546 3,071 4,279 
Abu Dhabi and others________-_- 466 1,453 1,802 2,777 2,802 

Subtotal_....__._------------ 22,834 26,028 130,190 130,452 134,815 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 12.—France: Salient statistics of petroleum and natural gas industry-—Continued 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
eee 

Foreign trade—Continued 
Imports—Continued 

Crude:—Continued 
U.S.S.R._ eee 114 92 836 1,653 1,629 
Venezuela______-_.___.___ 8. 2,649 2,595 2,668 2,402 2,800 
Libya_..._-___--- 2 ee 1,661 2,290 5, 863 7,280 8,729 
Other_____.-2-- eee Lee 273 499 1,747 2,165 

Total_.-_--_.--.---------------. 48,257 49,275 58,556 «62,752 «72.348 
Products imports._____________________. 4,276 4,594 3,905 4,733 4,809 Exports of products including bunkering and 

custom refining..__..__________._________. 7,955 ™8,955 *11,440 14,367 14,295 Consumption: 
Internal market_______.....-_.-____..-.-__-_. 35,921 41,642 146,470 «49,980 56,947 
French bunkering__________________._______ 1,339 1,376 1,218 1,294 1,388 
Other consumption including refinery and dis- 

Stoek tribution losses (approximate)._____.____.__ 5,000 5,000 5,500 6,000 6, 800° 
tock: 

In refinery._______________._______ 11,774 14,219 16,614 20,645 21,595 In distribution channels____________________. 4,540 5,161 5, 763 5,294 5,959 Transportation: 
Tankers: 

Units... 2 tee 93 93 92 90 90 
Deadweight tons.____...__..-_-_--_--..... 2,945 3,088 3,401 3,687 3,929 

Tank cars: 
Units__ 222 16,150 18,719 19,461 19,601 19, 460 
Capacity_......_.thousand cubic meters __ 620 782 835 862 885 

Tank trucks: 
Units... ee 8,248 10,220 11,677 12,850 14,030 . 
Capacity.___.___thousand cubic meters. _ 100 126 141 159 177 

Employment: . 
Exploration and production.__._.___persons__ 11,043 10,503 10,847 10,862 NA 
Refinery.__.__.__-_________.______..do____ 15,895 16,266 16,125 16,208 NA 
Distribution (estimated)_._._.........do_.__ 84,600 89,590 89,990 90,050 NA 
Other_..___..__.-__ ee ___.do____ 1,355 1,436 1,485 1,539 NA 
re 

r Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Detail does not add to total shown because of independent rounding. 

Sources: Comité Professionel du Pétrole. Eléments Statistiques, Activité de l’Industrie Pétroliére. For the 
years 1963-66. V. 1, Paris, France; and Statistical Office of the United Nations. 

Natural Gas.—The Lacq field remained million (of which powerplants 866.8 mil- 
the main source of natural gas consumed lion), town gas, 1,795.8 million; and gaso- 
in France, accounting for 95 percent of line production, 35.0 million. 

' the total marketed. By yearend 1967 the Imports of Dutch natural gas started 
field had produced 60 billion cubic meters in October 1967 and totaled 151 million 
of gas from initial reserves of 200 billion cubic meters. Imports from this source 
cubic meters. Daily capacity for treatment will increase to 5,000 million cubic meters 
of gas from Lacq and other gasfields per year. Algerian natural gas has been 
of Société National des Petroles d’Acqui- imported in liquefied form at the rate 
taine will be increased from 24 million of 500 million cubic meters annually, but 
cubic meters to 26 miliion cubic meters starting in 1970 additional imports will 
in 1968 and 34 million cubic meters by become available from Algeria, increasing 
1970. These other fields—Meillon, Sanit- to 3.5 billion cubic meters in 1973. In 
Faust, Pont d’As and Rousse—discovered 1967, 746,452 cubic meters (346,310 tons) 
in the last 3 years, are estimated to of liquefied natural gas was imported. 
have a combined 85 billion cubic meters 
of measured reserves. 

Natural gas sales *° totaled 5,555 million 20 As distinct from gas delivered for con- . : : : > sumption which would include addition to - cubic meters including industry, 3,724.3 stocks.
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The Mineral tr t e Mineral Industry of the 

G i a abon Republic | 

| By John R. Lewis ' 

_Gabon’s economy was raised significantly 4,000 persons were engaged in mining ac- 
in 1966-67 by sharply increased produc- _ tivities with total wages at $11 million. By 
tion of crude oil, inauguration of petro- 1965, per capita income had increased to 
leum refining, and continuance of manga- $320 from $220 in 1960. 
nese ore production at a high level. The: The 5-year plan of the Gabonese Gov- 
country has large known deposits of man- ernment (1966-70) included a nationwide 
ganese, iron, and uranium. Known petro- coordinated transportation system using 
leum resources are already large and new roads, rivers, and inland and ocean marine 
discoveries during 1966-67 indicated an facilities. Initial construction on the deep- 
excellent potential, particularly offshore. water port at Owendo and on the Owendo- 
Future development of some of Gabon’s Belinga Iron Ore railroad was awaiting 
mineral resourcés, primarily iron ore, re- solution to financing problems. Transpor- 
quires the installation of adequate inland tation of iron ore, okume lumber, and pos- 
bulk transportation, facilities and expansion sibly manganese will be more economically 

| of port facilities to handle the export. feasible when these projects, scheduled for 
In 1966 it was estimated? that over about 1975, are completed. 

PRODUCTION | | 

Overall Gabonese mineral production of gold declined 15 percent in 1967, owing 
continued a steady growth during 1966-67, to gradual exhaustion of developed de- 
but production of manganese declined posits. The total value of mineral com- 
slightly. The 1966 production of crude modities produced in 1966 was about $61 
petroleum rose about 14 percent above million, while by 1967 it had risen to $80 
that of 1965, and then jumped a dramatic _ million. 
240 percent in 1967. The value of mineral | 

_ production in 1967 was about $80 million, pee . ; 
up from $53 million in 1965.3 Gabon’s first Actihtnee™ engineer, Division of International 
refinery went on stream in 1967, produc- 2 Bulletin de l'Afrique Noire, Paris, Oct. 11, 
ing refined products for domestic use and 199 here necessary, values have been conver- 
export. Uranium production was down 9 _ ted from the African Financial Community 
percent in 1967 from 1966 and the output CRA R295 —- USe1 io. WS. dollars at the rate of 
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Table 1.—Gabon: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

- Commodity ! 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: : . 
Gold_.....-...._-..-.-_.....troy ounces.. 35,719 © 42,760 37,134 r 34,453 29 , 250 
Manganese: 

Ore, 50-53 percent Mn____..._..-.-.-_. 686,587 959,576 1,280,396 1,273,520 1,124,606 
Battery and chemical grade pellets, 82-84 

percent Mn._____-_-_--.-_- eee Lee 5,789 5,739 26 , 552 
Uranium, concentrate, 20—40 percent U3Os__- 1,317 1,287 1,591 1,599 1,452 

Mineral fuels: 
Natural gas, marketed__-_million cubic feet __ 321 353 397 429 646 
Petroleum: 

Crude_.._._thousand 42-galion barrels __ 6,446 7,668 9,161 10,484 25,203 
Refinery products: 2 

Motor fuel._____42-gallon barreis_. ____._-_  ______. ____ue. LLL ee 393,041 
Jet fuel____.__._--_-_-__---_-.do__eee eee ee eee eee Le 3 66,442 
Diesel fuel__._.......___...do__._-. 22. eee Lee eee eee eee Lee 399,128 
Residual fuel oil_.__._......do___-.  -- eee eee eee LLL ____ «= 3. 228,576 

t Revised. . | 
1In addition to commodities shown, certain nonmetallic construction materials, such as cement, sand, 

gravel, and quarried limestone are produced, but quantitative data are not available. 
2 In addition to the refinery products shown, insignificant quantities of kerosine and liquefied petroleum 

gas were also produced. . 
3 Production data are for final 3 months only. The Port Gentil refinery was put on production in October 1967. 

TRADE — 
| In the 1964—66 period, 53 percent of Value Mineral 

Gabon’s exports in terms of value were -. (million dollars) com: . 
mineral products—31 percent manganese, “Mineral Total share of 
14 percent petroleum, and 8 percent uran- com. trade total 

ium. Imports were mainly manufactures, == OCittes, (Percent) 
semimanufactures, and consumer goods. Exports: 

’ 1965_______-_ 154.3 104.9 52.0 
The larger part of Gabon’s trade was 1966... 56.7 104.9 549 

with France, although the United States Im 1967- ------- NA 112.4 NA 

was the major recipient of manganese ore. P 1965.__._... 8.4 62.4 13.4 
n 1 ided 1966________ 11.1 66.3 16.7 Other West Europear countries prov dec 196? Ni 668 aN 

small shares of Gabon’s imports. The domi- Trade balance: 
1 i ’ 1965_____._. +45.9 +42.5 xX nant role of minerals in Gabon’s trade, 196622222746 1338/6 x 

particularly on the export side, is shown 1967.__..... NA 445.6 Xx 

in the following tabulation: NA Not available. | XX Not applicable. 
e Estimated, based on data for first 9 months as 

reported in ‘“‘Etudes et Enquetes, Statistiques,” 
Supplement au Bulletin Mensuel de Statistique, 
Service National De La Statisque, Republique 
Gabonaise, February 1968, page 4. 

1 Adjusted, based on revised import data, U.S. 
Agency for International Development Data Book,
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| Table 2.—Gabon: Exports of mineral commodities . 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 } Principal destinations, 1966 

Metais: | | 
Gold____....-......_troy ounces__ 35,205 NA 
Iron and steel: 

. Serap___.- eee 1,823 510 Italy 504. 
Semimanufactures____.______-_ 138 571 Not specified 538; France 6. 

Manganese ore__.--.---.--------- 1,149,462 1,181,027 United States 749,975; France 176,251; 
. . West Germany 174,657. 

Uranium concentrate______._--__- 1,521 21,444 All to France. 
Nonferrous metals, scrap_____._--_- 36 71 France 47; Ivory Coast 7. 

Nonmetals: . 
Clay construction material__._-._... __.-_____ NA 
Minerals, crude, undifferentiated... _..______ NA 

Minera! fuels: oO 
Crude._thousand 42-gallon barrels__ r 9,282 210,203 France 4,548; Ivory Coast 1,361; West 

Germany 998. 
Refinery products......._..do_.__ TNA NA 

r Revised. | NA Not available. 
1 Source of 1966 data except where otherwise indicated: Foreign Trade, Office of European Communities 

1967, No. 6, pp. 39-50. 
2 Source: Commodity Trade Statistics, 1966; Statistical Papers Series D, V. 16, Nos. 1-34, pp. 7736-7749. 

Table 3.—Gabon: Imports of mineral commodities 

| . (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

Commodity 1965 1966 1 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: . ) 
Aluminum...........---.---22-.---- 107 51 France 34; Belgium-Luxembourg 16. 
Copper____..--_---.--- ------2 eee 41 35. All from France. 

_ Iron and steel: . : : 
Pig iron and ferroalloys...._..-_- 13 7 All from France. | 
Semimanufactures__............ 15,822 223,686 France 19,525. 

Lead_.._-..----------------------- 8 11 All from France. 
Tin____._._.__..._._._-. long tons__ 2 1 All from France.. 
Zine.__.- eee eee 7 9 All from France. 
Metallic oxides and other compounds- 317 NA 

_  Nonmetals: 
Cement and lime_______............ 338,431 40,715 France 24,814; Belgium-Luxembourg 13,733 
Clay construction materials.._______- 213 422 France 203; Italy 89; West Germany 76. 
Fertilizer, manufactured_._._._.___.. 47 215 France 206. 
Sand, gravel and crushed stone.--_-__-_ 74 220 France 196; Italy 18. 
Sulfur and pyrite....._.._..--.--.... 1,997 1,479 All from France. 
Nonmetallic minerals, crude, n.e.s__.. 6,570 25,088 Senegal 1,988; France 841; Netherlands 863. 
Nonmetallic mineral manufactures. .--- 47 41 France 27; West Germany 6. 

Mineral fuels: . 
Coal, coke and briquets___.___..__-- 36 213 All from France. 
Gas, natural and manufactured - - - - __ 623 686 Ivory Coast 337; France 319. 
Petroleum refinery products 

thousand 42-gallon barrels__ ® 524 663 Curacao 264; Italy 152; Iran 111. 
Mineral tar and other crude chemicals 

from coal, oil and gas distillation - _- 9 12 France 6; Netherlands 6. 

r Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Source of 1966 data except where otherwise indicated: Foreign Trade, Office of European Communities 

1967, No. 6, pp. 39-50. 
2 Source: Commodity Trade Statistics, 1966; Statistical Papers Series D, V. 16, No. 1-34, pp. 7736-7749. 

| COMMODITY REVIEW : 

Gabon is a significant producer of man-  columbium, tantalite, and diamonds. 
ganese ore, uranium ore, and crude petro- 
leum. Plans are underway to exploit do- METALS 

mestic iron deposits. High-grade limestone Gold.—The mining of gold from de- 
has been found and studies indicate the posits along Gabon’s rivers is under the 
possible commercial presence of chromite, control of the Government’s Société Ga- 
copper, and zinc. Indications are that the bonaise de Recherches et d’Exploitation 
country also has deposits of tungsten, lead, (SOGAREM), and is mainly carried out |
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by Gabonese villagers. SOGAREM exports Franceville (COMUF) which is owned 
most of the output to France, retaining - primarily by private French interests and 
only small amounts of gold for the local the French Atomic Energy authority. All 
jewelery trade. Production peaked, in production is exported to France. The 
1964; at slightly more than 42,000 troy major deposit occurs as a uranium vana- 
ounces, and by 1966 had fallen to 34,453 date called Francevillite at the village of 
troy ounces. In 1967 production was 29,250 Mounana. In 1967, discoveries of add- 
troy ounces, down 31.6 percent from the  itional reserves within 48 kilometers of 

1964 high. Value in 1967. was $855,000, Mounana did much to add to Gabon’s 
about 1.1 percent of the value of all min- uranium potential. Exploitation of the 
erals produced in that year. Mounana deposit shifted from an open-pit 

Iron Ore—Progress in developing Ga- operation to underground development. 

bon’s Belinga-Mekambo iron ore deposits - NONMETALS 7 | 
was slow in 1966-67. Estimates indicated =—_ Oe 

a proven reserve of 860 million tons of 64 — Cement.—On July 4, 1967, representa- 

, percent iron ore located 565 kilometers in- tives of the French “Ciments de Marseille” 

land. Keys to the iron ore development ‘signed an agreement with the Government 
are the projected heavy-duty railroad of Gabon and others for a cement clinker 

which will tap the interior and the con- crushing plant to be installed | in the 

struction of port facilities. The Govern- Ownedo Port area. Construction was 
ment of Gabon is determined that the con- . Scheduled to begin in 1968. This plant will 

struction shall be completed by 1975. crush clinker imported from France or 
Société des Mines de Fer de Mekambo Senegal and produce about 35,000 tons of 

(SOMIFER), a consortium of U.S. and cement annually, | | 

Europ can fi 78 will de velop the iron de- Fertilizer Materials. — Gabon - imports 

posits. Mining facilities, transport and small tonnages of fertilizers mostly from 

loading _ facilites are expected to cost France. There was preliminary discussion 

‘ SOMIFER approximately $275 million. of a fertilizer plant possibly near the Port 

The Tchibanga deposit near the Nyanga Gentil refinery which would use gas to 
River in southwest Gabon and the Negala make nitrogenous fertilizers. : 
Massive in north Gabon near Mitzic were : 

under study. MINERAL FUELS 
Manganese.—Manganese ore production Petroleum.—Gabon’s crude reserves were 

in 1967 was valued at $29.6 million, ac-  estimated* at the end of 1967 to be 350 
counting for 37 percent of Gabon’s total million barrels, a 75-percent increase from 
mineral output. - 200 million at yearend 1966. 

Compagnie Miniere de  TOgooue Exploration.—Early petroleum rights in 
(COMILOG), a combine of 51 percent Gabon were held almost entirely by Société 
French interests and 49 percent United des Petroles de J Afrique Equatoriale 
States Steel Corp., produced Gabon’s entire Francaise (SPAFE). Although about 85 

manganese output from the Moanda ore percent of SPAFE’s holdings of over 135,- 
body in the southeastern part of the 000 square kilometers were onshore, the 
country. Ore is washed and crushed at focus in 1966-67 was offshore, which indica- 
Moanda and carried via a 47-mile aerial ted greater promise. SPAFE explored alone 

bucket cableway and a railroad to a sea- in some of its offshore concession areas, and 

port in Congo (Brazzaville). Increased jn others was affiliated with subsidiaries of 
competition in the world markets and the Royal Dutch-Shell group and/or of the 
mechanical limitations have tended t2 Socony Mobil Oil Company. Gulf Oil of 
limit expansion. COMILOG has located a Gabon (with Shell-Gabon) was planning to 

very high-grade manganese deposit at undertake seismic exploration studies. 
Okondja, about 100 kilometers northeast of American Overseas Petroleum Company, 

Moanda. Evaluation was proceeding during (Texaco Inc. and Standard Oil Company 

1967. of California) also sought an offshore con- 

Uranium.—Uranium mining and con- C®SS!0M- 

centration in Gabon is handled by the “(07 ona Gas Journal. Dec. 26, 1966 and Dec. 
Compagnie des Mines d’Uranium de 27, 1967. :
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Production.—A number of small fields, tankers of up to 65,000 tons can moor. 
developed by SPAFE in the area around’ Late in 1967 a new reservoir, Ivinga, was 
Port Gentil since 1958, contributed about discovered about 6% kilometers south of 
20,000 barrels daily to Gabon’s total crude Gamba. Ultimate daily production from 
oil output by 1967. In 1965 Gabon’s crude this reservoir is estimated at about 20,000 
oil production averaged about 24,500 bar- barrels. | 
rels daily from 73 wells. In 1967 this had Refining.—The new Port Gentil 12,500- 
increased to 56,700 barrels daily from 104 __ barrel-per-day refinery was ‘in operation by 
producing wells, with 45 additional wells Octoker 1967. It was built through joint 
shut in for lack of transportation. The pro- efforts of private interests working with 
ductive capacity is expected to be around the member nations of the Central African 
200,000 barrels daily by 1978. Customs and Economic Union (UDEAC). 

First production from the Anguille field, These governments—Cameroon, Central 
8 miles offshore, was obtained in 1966 and Africa, Congo (Brazzaville), Chad, and 
SPAFE, the owner-operator, had drilled Gabon—each contributed 5 percent to the 
six wells by late 1967. Development has construction. Established marketing com- 
shown that Anguille ultimately will pro- panies in the five countries and French 
duce more than 20,500 barrels daily. Mean- interests provided the remaining 75 per- 
while, at Torpille, another offshore area cent of the capital. The refinery is operated 
southwest of Anguille and Port Gentil and by the specificially created Société Equa- 
further at sea, SPAFE was drilling its first toriale de Raffinage. All major products 
well at yearend 1967. | are made and they will be sold in the 

Gabon’s largest oil field is located at UDEAC countries. 
Gamba, 265 kilometers southeast of Port 

Gentil. Owned jointly by SPAFE and Natural Gas.—In the face of rising crude 
Shell-Gabon and operated by Shell, daily oil production, most gas is flared. Around 
production is about 40,000 barrels of very 900,000 cubic feet per day goes to an 
high paraffinic crude, which is heated and electric generating station in Port Gentil 
sent to a floating tanker terminal where for boiler fuel. |
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The Mi 1 Indust 

By Bernadette Michalski* and L. Nahai? 

East Germany’s most significant mining estimated that in 1967 the domestic min- 
operations in 1967 continued to be lignite ing industry supplied 15 percent of the 
and potash, with production of the former ational consumption requirements for coal | 

probably at the maximum feasible level. and zinc, about 25 percent of requirements 

Based mainly on imported ores, significant — or copper, iron ore (iron content), and 
| | pyrite (sulfur content), and about 12 per- 

amounts of ferrous and nonferrous metals | . 
I duced. These include ; d cent of the lead requirement. The number 

were also produced. fnese include iron and — of operations, employment in the industry, 
steel, aluminum, antimony, copper, lead, and value of production by sectors in 1966 
zinc, and small quantities of nickel. It is are shown in the following tabulation. 

| Number Value of 
Mineral industrial sector . of Employment production 

; operations (millions) 

Metallurgy (other than iron and steel)_.___.___._- Wooten 15 44,733 $346 
Tron and steel_______ 2-1. - eee 16 69 , 346 729 
Nonferrous metal mines__.._._....--.--.----------------------- 3. 1,911 3 
Potash and salt_____.--_--._---.----.------- +e eee 16 28 , 026 . 116 
Bituminous coal and coke plants______.....--..-. + -L-_--- 6 19,186 35. 
Lignite and lignite briquet plants__________..__.-_..-____-___-__- 33 112 ,339 . 860 
Petroleum (refining and petrochemical)__.___..__....--:--------- 29 40,058 660. 

In 1967 the “produced national in- 6.5-percent increase compared with the 
come” ? increased 5 percent over the 1966 planned 5-percent increase. The country 
level, which was estimated at about $2 is credited with producing 1 percent of 
billion at the unofficial exchange rate of | the world’s mineral output by value. 
4.2 MDN*=US$1. Industrial output as —s In 1966 the average Gross Fixed Assets 
a whole increased 6.3 percent. Percentage (in 1962 prices) of several mineral sectors 
increases for some individual sectors were of the economy was as follows, in billions 
as follow: Energy 7.4, mining 3.9, metal- of U.S. dollars converted at 4.2 MDN= 
lurgy 5.8, chemical industry 7.0, and con- US$1: Mining’ (including nonferrous 
struction materials 4.0. However, there metals other than copper) 4.8, energy 4.6, 
must have been an upward bias in these metallurgy (including foundries and for- 
increases resulting from the third stage of. ging shops) 2.3, and construction materials 
industrial price reform, which went into ——————— 
ff n Tanuaryv 1. 1967. The purpose of 1Commodity research specialist, Division of 

© ‘ect " January 1, bri > purp 1i International Activities. 
this reform was to bring prices in lo. 2 Chief area specialist, Europe, Division of 

i . mi velop- International Activities. 
with real costs. A new "fees c de - 3 Defined as the net social product excluding 
ment plan was put into effect to éstablish services, or as the value of material products 
production goals for 1970. only. It comprises the total value of goods 

oe : and productive’ services, including turnover 
The mining and metallurgical sector of taxes, produced by the economy during the 

i 1 year. 
the East German economy including 4 Mark der deutschen Notenbank. The official 
energy and building materials, showed a rate is 2.2 MDN=US$1. 
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1.3. The chemical industry, which includes increasing the production of quality and 

the aluminum industry and oil refining, alloy steels and expanding facilities for 

had a value of $5.2 billion. The average. producing intermediate products, such as 

annual rate of increase of the Gross Fixed. pipes and tubes. In the chemical industry, 

Assets for various mineral industry sectors the capacity for oil refining, petrochem- — 

follows in percent: icals, and aluminum production has been 

———— increased.° - 
. Sector 1956-61 1962-66 EE 

Mining-_.._..------------------ 10.2 8.6 5 Melzer, Manfred, “Das Anlagevermoegen 
Construction materials-_--.------ 8.0 7.4 der Mitteldeutschen Industrie 1955 bis 1966.” 
Energy. _._--..-..-------------- 5.5 7.8 (The Gross Fixed Assets of Middle German In- 
Metallurgy (including copper)--.-- 3.6 7.9 dustry). Deutsches Institut fuer Wirtschafts- 

TT forschung, Vierteljahrshefte zur Wirtschafts- 
Since 1963-64. industrial investment in forschung, (The German Institute for Economic 

. ; . Research Quarterly Volume for Economic Re- 
iron and steel has been directed toward search), v. 1, 1968, pp. 105-132. 

Table 1.—-East Germany: Production of selected mineral commodities 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

- Commodity 1 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: | 
Aluminum: . 

Alumina... ..---.------- +--+ 61 62 .- e62 .€ §2 - NA 
Aluminum metal ¢.___-...-..------ 45 45 50 50 NA 

Cadmium e___.__.__..._.-...-kilograms_- 5,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 NA 
Copper ore._..-.--------------------- 1,626 1,563 1,483 1,297 NA 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore_....----.---------------- 1,661 1,634 1,630 1,721 1,750 
Pig iron.._.-..-..-.-------------- 2,150 2,260 2,338 2,448 2,520 
Steel ingots..__._..._..-----.-------- 4,093 4,310 4,366 4,541 4,700 
Rolled products. _...-.....-.------ 2,813 2,900 2,986 3,050 NA 

Non metals: oo 
Cement..-.-.-------.---------------- 5,458 5, 767 6,087 6,456 7,188 
Fertilizers: 

Nitrogenous (N content)_....-.---- 340 334 - 348 344 NA 
Phosphatic (P20; content)_-._-.---- 196 198 232 254 305 

Gypsum, calcined. _.......-------.----- 214 223 217 218 NA 
Lime 2_.._..-__-.-___.-.------------- 3,457 3,673 - 3,441 8, 662 NA 
Potash, crude (K2O éontent)._____------ 1,845 1,857 1,926 r 2,006 NA 
Salt....-..--- 2 ee -- 2,078 2,078 1,890 1,911 NA 
Sulfur (content of pyrite)........-------. 44 42 44 354 NA 
Sulfur, elemental, recovered__....-..---- 120 125 .125 128 e 130 

Mineral fuels: . 
Coal: 

Bituminous and anthracite____-..-- 2,483 2,340 | 2,212 tr 1,987 1,800 
Brown. .-_---_------------------- 254,219 256,926 **250,886 * 249,036 NA 
Brown-coal briquets._......-------. 60,256 61, 504 60,380 59 , 426 NA 

Coke from— 
Bituminous coal 3.._._..-....-.---- 3,262 3,398 3,209 738,191 e 3,250 

- Brown coal 4.._-...---.----------- 7,568 7,608 7,342 7,323 -€ 7,350 © 
Manufactured gas__._million cubic feet_. 125,475 112,830 +'120,241 122 , 223 134, 633 
Petroleum: . 

Refinery products: . 
Gasoline......-...--..---.~---- 1,316 1,461 1,604 1,776 NA 
Diesel fuel.._.__-..-..-_-.---- 1,749 2,024 - 2,258 NA NA 
‘Fuel oil... -_----.-------- 1,558 1,936 2,248 NA. NA 
mS 

e Estimate. r Revised. NA Not available. : . 
1 In addition to reported commodities, East Germany was a known producer of the following (figures repre- 

sent approximate order of magnitude): Smelter copper 20,000; mine lead 12,000; smelter lead 25,000; nickel 
100; silver 4.8 million troy ounces; mine tin 1,000; smelter tin 1,200; mine zine 12,000; smelter zinc 11,500; 
fluorspar 80,000; and peat 500,000. 

2 All types including industrial. 
8 Includes gas coke. 
4 Includes high-temperature coke. 

Sources: Staatlichen Zentralverwaltung fiir Statistik (Central Statistical Bureau), Statistisches Jahrbuch 
der Deutschen Demokratischen Republik 1967 (Statistical Yearbook of the Germany Democratic Republic for 
1967). Berlin, 1967, 615 pp. Staatlichen Zentralverwaltung fiir Statistik (Central Statistical Bureau), Statistische 
Praxis (Statistical Practice) No. 2, Jahrgang (volume) 23, Berlin, 1968, 128 pp.
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| | PRODUCTION | | 

Although statistics on 1967 mineral out- pattern of increase. Only coal reported 
put were available for only a few com-. a decrease of about 9 percent. 
modities, there appeared to be a general 

TRADE | | 

Potash and lignite remained the most  briquets and similar products. East Ger- 
important crude mineral exports of East many made a trade agreement with India 
Germany. Potash is regularly exported to that provided for increased delivery of 
many countries. West Germany remained fertilizers. 
the principal market for lignite and in The bulk of East Germany’s mineral 
1967 imported 2,341,900 tons of lignite trade is conducted with the U-S.S.R., 

Table 2.—-East Germany: Exports of selected mineral commodities 1 
( Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: | 
Aluminum 2____._2.--.---------------- 8,050 11,089 United Kingdom 5,583; Austria 3,014; 

Italy 1,709. 
Copper: 

Concentrates 5.22.2 eee 4,005 2,245 All to Poland. . 
Metal 2.__.__....--.-----_---_-_-- 2,223 NA 

Iron and steel: 
Serap 22.2222. 88,008 131,631 Switzerland 40,773; Sweden 35,390; 

Austria 32,532. 
Pig iron and ferroallys 2............ 385,063 NA 

- Steel, primary forms 2..___2._____-- 2,056 NA’ 
Semimanufactures 2_............--- 81,970 NA _ Poland 18,924.38 

Lead and alloys, unwrought 2. _____..__- 110 NA 
Nickel: Matte and speiss 2...-...---._-- 510 NA . 

in: : 
Concentrates__........._...------- 7,389 11,027 All to Poland. 
Metal__-_-- ee 20  -.-..-- 

Tungsten concentrates 3___....-...-__.-- 102 30 All to Poland. 
. Zinc and alloys, unwrought 2..._...._-_-- 426 NA 

Nonmetals: 
Cement............_.---.----_------. *3879,800 229,900 Spain 130,000;2 West Berlin 95,627. 
Clay, kaolin. .=_..-..._-___--- 2 --_-e 69,983 72,670 Undisclosed. 
Feldspar, fluorspar ?4_..._...-...------ 11,757 5,202 Austria 2,501; Yugoslavia 1,951; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 650; U.S.S.R. 

Fertilizers: ° 
Potash. ......--2. 2-2 10,257 9,393 Undisclosed. 

. Potassic salts, raw, thousand tons. _ 1,291 1,374 Czechoslovakia 370; Poland 370; 
(K2O content). United Kingdom 120. ° 

Nitrogenous, N content_.....do___- 13 48 United Arab Republic 17; India 11. 
Gypsum, burned..___-.._-..-...-----.- 60,730 33,094 Undisclosed. 
Salt 2_.............._..thousand tons__ 130 140 Sweden 61; Finland 52; Norway 13. 
Sulfur__.. 2-2 eee 6,009 8,032 Mostly to Austria. 

Minera] fuels: . 
Lignite briquets_........thousand tons_-. 5,962 5,255 West Germany 1,940; Czechoslovakia 

Coke, all kinds.._.........-.-..-do---. 124 74 Undisclosed. 
Petroleum: 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline_._....thousand tons-_._ 473 116 Do. 
Diesel fuel..............do_-_~- 676 513 West Germany 222. 
Heating oil.............do___. 269 204 Austria 47. 

Mineral waxes. __..._.......do___-_ 18 19 West Germany 12. 
Carbon black 4... 1,000 1,000 All to the U.S.S.R. 

F Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Because East Germany publishes only limited data on foreign trade in minerals, this table has been com- 

piled from several sources. Except as noted, information is from Statistisches Jahrbuch der Deutschen Demo- 
kratischen Republik 1967 (Statistical Yearbook of the German Democratic Republic 1967), Berlin, 615 pp. 

2 Statistical Office of the Urited Nations. 1966 Supplement to the World Trade Annual. Vol. 1, East Europe. 
Walker and Co. New York, 1968, 384 pp. 

8’ Glowny Urzad Statystyezny (Central Statistical Office) Rocznik Statystyezny Handlu Zagranicznego 1966 
(Foreign Trade Statistical Annual for 1966) Warsaw, 1967, 468 pp. 

4 Ministerstvo Vneshney Torgovli S.S.S.R. (Ministry of Foreign Trade of U.S.S.R.) Vneshnyaya Torgovlya 
S.S.S.R. za 1966 God (Foreign Trade of the U.S.S.R. for 1966) Moscow, 1967, 334 pp.
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Czechoslovakia, and Poland. Imports of West Germany. Trade with West Germany 
iron ore from Soviet Union continued at a declined in 1966, with a decreased demand 
rate of more than 2.5 million tons an- for lignite briquets and a cut in diesel fuel 
nually; however, the East Germans re- exports to West Germany. The decline in 

ported a sharp drop in the iron content of imports from West Germany was re- 
Soviet ores imported in 1966. _ portedly due to clearing difficulties affect- 

East Germany’s most significant trading ing steel deliveries. 
partner outside the Communist sphere was , 

Table 3.—East Germany: Imports of selected mineral commodities ! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified). 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals:. 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite. .......-..-..__....--.._.. 250,106 290,100 Hungary 185,025; Yugoslavia 102,101. 
Alumina..i...-------.-----..-.--.. 46,183 . 29,058 Hungary 18,958. 
Ingots 2.__--...-----..--......-... 87,300 90,000 All from the U.S.S.R. 
Semimanufactures_...._._...._--..... 18,400 13,300 Mainly from the U.S.S.R. 

Cadmium, metal 23___._. 2-2 301 806 U.S.S.R. 203; Poland 103. 
Chromite, Cr2O3 content...._..._..----.. 30,082 29,590 U.S.S.R. 24,000.2 
opper: 

Metal 24.._-...._-..._.-_.._._.... 48,202 48,700 U-.S.S.R. 42,900. 
Alloys 2. --..------..---- ee 2,000 1,900 Ali from the U.S.S.R. 

Iron and steel: 
Iron ore, Fe content_.thousand tons-.-_ 1,452 1,456 U.S.S.R. 829; India 30. 
Serap 2..._-.-.-...-..--..---do-__- 153 154 Allfrom the U.S.S.R. | 
Pig iron and ferroalloys. .--...do_--- 174 649 Do. 
Semimanufactures_..._.....__do__.- 2,273 2,518 U.S.S.R. 2,135. 

Lead ?3____-_ ee eee .------ 48,100 48,300 Mainly from the U.S.S.R. 
Magnesium 2_._.....-.--..-_.----------- 2,555 1,493 Ali from the U.S.S.R. | 
Manganese ore, Mn ‘thousand tons... 85 74 U.S.S.R. 59; Rumania 15. 

content. 
Nickel 2. -..._.--.--------.-_--_------- 1,600 2,100 All from the U.S.S.R. 
Zine 238______._._..-.....-.-----------.- 33,220 42,574 U.S.S.R. 36,800; Poland 5,774. 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos....-...--------------..------ 28,660 26,839 Mainly from the U.S.S.R. 
Bentonite 5.2 eee eee 4,796 All from Yugoslavia. 
Cement 3_______-__.._._-_.--._--------- 47,426 38,970 All from Poland. 
Clay refractory 36._..__._.__---..-----. 16,182 15,523 Czechoslovakia 14,000; Poland 1,523. 
Fertilizers: 

Raw: 
Apatite ore 2__-_--._--_.- eee ee 8,500 All from the U.S.S.R. . 

. Apatite concentrates 2_.......... 783,700 786,500 Do. 
Manufactured: 

Nitorgenous fertilizers, N content. 134,584 112,855 Mainly from the U.S.S.R. 
_ Phosphatic fertilizers, P2Os 88,125 73,368 Do. 

content. 
Graphite_____--_-__....-----.--.-----.- 5,534 4,449 U.S.S.R. 3,100.2 
Pyrite 2.2 eee 240 241 All from the U.S.S.R. 
Sulfur 3__2 2 eee «= 86, 036 6,970 All from Poland. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal: 

Anthracite 2_.___._...thousand tons. - 159 109 All from the U.S.S.R. 
Bituminous._._._._..._..-.--do.-..- 9,464 9,168 U.S.S.R. 5,982; Poland 1,986. 
Brown coal__.___--.._.__----do-_-_- 5,218 5,066 Poland 5,032. 

Coke_._.-.----_--.-.--.._------do---- 3,205 3,232 U.S.S.R. 1,457; Poland 899; 
Czechoslovakia 808. 

Gas, manufactured_-_-_ million cubic feet. 1,295 2,246 Undisclosed. 
Petroleum: : 

Crude __._._..._....thousand tons_-_ 5,182 6,469 U.S.S.R. 6,190; United Arab 
Republic 104. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline 2__.__...........do...- 130 138 All from the U.S.S.R. 
Diesel fuel 2._....._.....do-_.- 336 44 Do. 
Lubricants 2 4.___.....__.do---- 15 21 Austria 15; U.S.S.R. 4. 
Petroleum coke 2___._._.._do._._ . 11 12 All from the U.S.S.R. 

Carbon black 2____.___.__--___----- 6,400 7,500 Do. 

1 Because East Germany publishes only limited data on foreign trade in minerals, this table has been compiled 
from several sources. Information except as noted is from Statistisches Jahrbuch der Deutscher Demokratischen 
Republik 1967 (Statistical Yearbook of the German Democratic Republic 1967). Berlin, 615 pp. 

2 Ministerstvo Vneshney Torgovli S.S.S.R. (Ministry of Foreign Trade of U.S.S.R. Vneshnyaya Torgovlya 
S.S.8.R. za 1966 God. (Foreign Trade of the U.S.S.R. for 1966), Moscow, 1967, 334 pp. 

3 Glowny Urzad Statystyczny (Central Statistical Office) Rocanik Statystyezny Handlu Zagranicznego 1966 
(Foreign Trade Statistical Annual for 1966) Warsaw, 1967, 468 pp. 

4 Statistical Office of the United Nations. 1966 Supplement to the World Trade Annual. Vol. 1, East Europe: 

Walker and Company, New York, 1968, 384 pp. 
5 Savezri Zavod za Statistiku (Federal Institute for Statistics) Statistika Spolyne Trgovine S.F.R. Yugo- 

slavije za 1966 godinu (Statistics of Foreign Trade of S.F.R. Yugoslavia for 1966), Belgrade, 1967, 526 pp. 

6 Statni Statisticky Urad (Central Statistical Office) Statisticka Rocenka CSSR, 1967 (Statistical Annual for 

Czechoslovakia 1967) Prague 1967, 614 pp.
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- COMMODITY REVIEW , | 

METALS producing at nearly full capacity. Apparent 
Copper.—Copper ore was presumably consumption, in terms of crude steel 

being produced from the Sangerhausen equivalent, was about 7.4 million tons (430 

deposit. It may be presumed that the kilograms per capita). The balance was 
. deposit near Eisleben has been substantially ported, principally from the USSR. 

exhausted. | Steel furnaces have operated on a high . 
scrap percentage in accordance with the 

Iron and Steel.—The steel industry proposal for the introduction of additional, 
| continued to depend heavily on imported larger arc furnaces. Although the industry 
| ore that is of a higher grade than that js dependent upon imported coking coal 

produced domestically at Elbinger. ade in from Czechoslovakia, small quantities of 

“hur «19, Pies de ea. i duct; hearth furnaces, and brown coal dust is 
le crude steel production capa- injected into blast furnaces. Domestic city in East Germany was estimated at 5 b l is al ked £ . 

million tons, compared with a little over Town coal 1s also CO. or use om 
_. 4 million tons in 1963. The capacity is domestic low ~shaft furnaces. . 

expected to increase to 5.5 million tons by East Germany’s principal iron and steel 
1970. With an output of 4.7 million tons plants and their capacities are reported © 
of crude steel in 1967, steel plants were as follows: 

Plant Facilities and capacities 
VEB Stahl und Walzwerk Brandenburg._..... Eleven open hearths of 120- to 260-ton capacity. 
VEB Stahl und Walzwerk ‘‘Wilhelm Florin”... Open-hearth and electric steel furnaces with total ingot 

steel capacity of 1.2 million tons. . 
VEB Lisenhuettenkombinat Ost_............. Six 700-cubic-meter blast furnaces with a pig iron annual 

capacity of 1.5 million tons. Oxygen converter to be 
- Operational by 1972. . 

VEB Maxhuette._.._......-.-............. Four blast furnaces, Bessemer converters, open hearth, and 
electric furnaces. 

VEB Niederschachtofenwerk_............-... At least 10 low shaft furnaces with a total annual capacity 
. of 350,000 tons. Produces low-carbon high-manganese iron. 

VEB Edelstahlwerk ‘‘8 Mai 1945”_..__.._..... Two 18-ton are furnaces. 
Two 10-ton are furnaces. 
Two 5-ton are furnaces. 
Two 20-ton open-hearth furnaces. 
Special steels are produced in roughing, intermediate and 

finishing mills. 
VEB Stahl und Walzwerk Gréditz......_..... Twelve 15- to 100-ton open-hearth furnaces. 

Six electric furnaces, annual ingot capacity of 200,000 tons. 
VEB Stahl und Walzwerk Riesa__............ _ Open-hearth and electric furnaces. 

Table 4.—East Germany: Principal nonferrous metallurgical plants (yearend 1967) 

Commodity, company, and location Annual 
capacity Type of plant 

(Metric tons) 
EIT Ce SCTE AC SS TL AS Ts i ep ED“ 

Aluminum: 
Lauta Werke: Hoyerswerde____..___.___..._.___ - 20,000 Smelter. 
VEB Electrochemische Kombinat: Bitterfeld_._..../ 35,000 Do. 
VEB Leicht Metalwerk: Rackwitz_____....______. NA _ Rolling mill 

Antimony: 
C Antimonbergwerk: Oberbohmsdorf__.____..._.___. NA Smelter. 
opper: 

VEB Mansfeld Kombinat ‘‘Wilhelmpeck”’: 
Lutherstadt___.-._-.--...--.-----....-..... 25,000 Do. 
Hettstedt___.......-----_.----.---..-..---- 30,000 Smelter and copper and brass rolling mill. 

VEB Kupfer und Blechwalzuweske ‘‘Michael NA _ Foundry and refinery. 
Niederkerchner’’: Ilsemburg/Harz. 

Ni iB Huttenwerke Kayser: Wiederschénweide.._... 25,000 Refinery. 
ickel: 

Sankt Egidien: Sankt Egidien_____.______..______ NA Do. 
Lead and zine: 

VEB Bergbau ‘‘Albert Funk”: Freiberg. __.______ NA Lead and zine smelter and precious 
i metals recovery unit. 

in: 
VEB Bergbau ‘‘Albert Funk” Zinnhuette: Freiberg. NA _ Refinery. 

eee 
NA Not available.
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Lead and Zinc.—Lead and zinc ores potash, of which East Germany is an 
have been obtained from mines in the important world producer, fluorspar is 
Freiberg and Brand areas. A zinc smelter produced in excess of local consumption 
of 15,000-ton annual capacity was sched- although data on production are not 

uled to start operation in 1961 at Freiberg. available. . | a | 

Tin.—A facility for tin recovery from oe | oo : 
tin-bearing residue at the VEB Albert MINERAL FUELS Co 
Funk Mining and Metallurgical Combine Data on production, trade, and con- 
at Freiberg was under trial operation in  symption, tabulated below, show that lig- 

jate 1967. nite has remained East Germany’s domin- 
| _ NONMETALS | ant energy source, although petroleum 

Among nonmetallics, besides salt and imports have increased: | : 

Thousand metric tons of standard 
oe coal equivalent 

oo | | | 1963 1964 1965 

Production: . | Se 
Brown :coal__ ee +--+ 72,612 73,390 | - 491,762 - 
Other {bituminous coal, petroleum). _.____------------ 2,712 2,583 2,603 

Total____...------------------------------------ 15,324 75,9738  . 74,365 

Imports: | . 

Hard eoal______.-----.-------------------+--------- 10, 590 11,997 11,091 
Petroleum______-.--.------------------------------ 4,514 > 6,088 7,340 
Other______.__----------+------------+-+-----+------ 1,867 1,877 - 1,735 . 

Potal_________------------ eee e-e----e---e-- 2 16, 971 19 ,962 20,166 

Exports: : | | ne 
Brown eoal briquets_____..----.-------------------- 4,690 4,566 ; 4,004 
Diesel and heavy fuels____.__._._.-_---------------- 1,442 1,598 2,028 
Other... 2-2 e eens 28 332 304 
Total... eee nnn ne ee eeeeeeeee---- 6,407 6,496 6,336 

Apparent consumption ___.___-.--------.---------------- 85, 888 89 , 439 88,195 
et A SEA 

Souree: Deutsches Institut fiir Wirtschaftsforschung (German Institute for Economic Research), Institut 
fur Konjunkturforschung (Institute for Market Research). Wochen Bericht. Oct. 21, 1966, 8 pp. 

The results of petroleum exploration oil transport costs and reduce the burden 
was negative but Erdoel und Erdgascom- on railroad transportation. 
binat discovered natural gas at Salzwedel. The 70-megawatt Rheinsberg nuclear 
The  300-kilometer Schwedt-Leuna gas powerplant was in operation during 1967 
pipeline and the Schwedt-Berlin gas pipe- and apparently fulfilled its output plan. 

line were declared to be in full operation A new plant, Atomkraftwerk Nord, re- 

in December. This oil pipeline is the first portedly with a 500-megawatt capacity, 
part of a planned pipeline system to lower will be established at Griefswald.



The Mineral Industr t ineral Industry of the 

Federal Republi r Republic of Germany 

By L, Nahai* 

The value of crude mineral production 1960. Action was taken to increase use of 
in the Federal Republic of Germany in coal in powerplants by about 2.5 million 
1967 totaled about $2,874 million. The tons per year. The voluntary self-restraint 
gross national product, GNP, estimated at agreement with oil companies for light and 
$120 billion in 1967 rose only.0.3 percent heavy fuel oils was also continued. A 
in current prices, but fell half of 1 percent growth rate of 4 percent for light oils and 
in constant prices. The index of industrial 3 percent for heavy oils was established for 
production fell from 160 in 1966 to 157 in 1968; these rates were in effect in 1967. 
1967 (1958=100). The relatively static The “Law to Promote Rationalization in 
position of the GNP influenced many seg- Hard Coal Mining” was amended whereby 
ments of the mineral industry. the Government is authorized to grant 

In 1966, West Germany’s mineral in- loans, furnish guarantees, and pay premium - 
dustry (mining and ferrous and nonferrous for mine closures until August 31, 1971, 
metals industries), excluding petroleum re- provided applications are filed prior to 
fining and processing, contributed $9,937 August 1968. The Law on Miners Premium 
million to the GNP, 8.3 percent of the was modified and supplemented, authoriz- 
total. This sum was distributed as follows: ing a bonus of 62.5 cents per shift for all 

| Mining $2,307 million; ferrous and non- miners instead of a gradual bonus for dif- 
ferrous metal industries $4,790 million; and ferent types of miners. 
industries based on stone, earth, fine On June 5, the Government sent a 
ceramics, and glass $2,840 million. This draft “Law for the Adaptation and Re- 
contribution includes the output of some habilitation of the German Hard Coal In- 
industrial sectors that are properly classi- dustry and the German Hard Coal Areas” 
fied as manufacturing. Data on petroleum to the Parliament. This bill has provisions 
refining and processing are not available to reduce coal production to a marketable 
separately but are included in the chem- amount, to consolidate companies, and to 
ical industry, which as a whole contributed aid in establishing new industries in the 
$6,290 million to the GNP. Ruhr and Saar areas. A Commissioner for 

Total turnover of the mineral industry in Hard Coal and Hard Coal Areas, advised 
1967 for the various operations shown in by an 18-member Advisory Board, would 
table 1 was about 10.9 percent of the $95,- have responsibility to carry out the three 
165 million recorded turnover for all in- objectives of the bill. However, by the end 
dustry. Average monthly industrial employ- of the year the bill had not been acted 
ment totaled 7.84 million in 1967 of which upon. | 
the mineral industries* accounted for 12 Several schemes were proposed to assist 
percent. | : 

Government mineral related actions con- 1 Chief area specialist, Europe, Division of 

continued to be oriented mainly toward in We a cossary, values have been converted 
the problems of the coal industry. To assist from West German marks (DM) to U.S. dollars 

this industry, in May 1967 the taxes on at Mtining. van and’ steel (but excluding 
heavy and light oils, respectively, $6.25 foundries, and cold rolling and drawing mills), 

and $2.25 per ton, were extended to April jodustries based on stones, and, eure, mons 
30, 1971. These taxes were levied first in petroleum refineries. 

283
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: Table i.—Federal Republic of Germany: Employment and turnover in the mineral 
industry 

| oo Average a 5 a Ce 
1967 © Turnover (million dollars) 

. employ-———_____________—_-———_ 
ment 1966 1967 
(thou- ———______—____—_____—-——_——_ 
sand : . OO mo 

persons) Domestic Foreign Domestic Foreign 

i EEEEaEEE 

Mines: 
Tron. ...._.._.-_-_.---------------------- +--+ 6 39 2 38 2 
Nonferrous metals___.___.._.-_------------------ 6 25 1 24 3 
Potash and salt____....___-_..---.-----------.-- 18 143 58 146 49 
Other nonmetallic minerals. ...____.._..---------- 2 8 4 8 4 
Coal__._. eae ee eee ---------- «= 308 1,340 435 1,227 417 
Lignite.....__._.__-.-_--_--_---_.--_-------------- 31 278 15 239 14 
Peat_.........-.2........ 2st 26 3 27 4 
Oil and gas...............-.-.--------2--+------ 8 147 1 165 2 

Total..........-------+-------:----+--+------ 1378 2,006 517 1,874 495 

Quarries: | . a - 
Stone. ._..._ 2 2222-22 eee seen - +--+ eee 30 312 4 298 4 

Sand and gravel... 022 eens eee le eee ice 15 207 8 192 10 

Slate, clays, other.__._.-.._---..----------------- 7 50 8 _ 44 8 
Cement..___.....-.-2.--..---------2----1------ 921 508 14. — 459 15 
Refractories... .. 2-222 a eee ee eeeaeeee--eee. 15 119 37 109. 33 
Lime, gypsum, ehalk._... 2 2222 seeeeel eu e_-- 16 202 1} / 186 11 

Limestone, sandstone..____._.._.-.-_-._--.------ 6 102 ____ Le 96 ___-..- 
Pumice._.......-2-2------2--.s2---2-2-----2---- °° 7 112 - 4 101 8 

—  Potal....-..-2--2-2----s-2- 2222-22 --2----2-= 116 1,612 88 1,495 89 

Processing plants: | | 7 | | 
Iron and steel.....-_-_..-._____.-.__-_.-L__.-s-. 827 3,842 1,212 3,495 1,517 
Nonferrous plants._.._.._._.....-...-..2-.---.-. 84. | 1,880 423 1,228 396 
Petroleum refineries........_.___--_-.-...---=---. 933 3,252 © 124 3,492 132 
Coal chemicals. .........._..---.------1------+-- 4 58 16 61 19 

Total... 22. eee eee e------------ 448 = 8,482,775 8,276 2,064 

Grand total.............-.-------------------- 942 12,100 2,875 11,645 2,648 

1 Data does not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

the industry. Generally, these proposed the import licenses issued but not utilized. | 
reorganization and consolidation of mining Subsidized prices for German coal 
companies in the Ruhr area under the shipped to steel companies, a longterm 

management of a holding company owned objective of the steel industry, came to 
by private interests. The holding company fruition. On February 21, 1967, the High 
would adjust coal production over a period Authority of the European Coal and Steel 
of time to the level of market demand, ac- Community authorized Member States 
celerate closure of inefficient mines, en- to grant aid to the coal industry so that 
courage the reallocation of investment res- prices for coking coals and coke delivered 
ources to alternative uses in the Ruhr area, to the Community’s iron and steel industry 
and operate the remaining mines at maxi- could be reduced. The aid which in the 

mum efficiency. By yearend no decision first instance will run until the end of 
nae een qade ke any of the plans. 1968, authorized governments to subsidize 

n » the 6-million-ton-tariff-free their domestic coal industry by a uniform 
quota for coal imports from non-EEC 

ar rate of $1.70 per ton. A common com- 
countries was extended for the three year ‘on fund. with 22 milli aE 
period 1968-70. The Federal Government pensation lund, with a $ muinon ceiling; 
may, however, revise the quota for a given WAS set up by the High Author ity for 
year by as much as 20 percent either up- coking coal traded among the six countries. 

ward or downward. Another provision bans The German Government will subsidize 
the carryover from 1 year to the next of coal shipped to German steel producers.
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7 BRODUCTION | 
West. Germany’s rank as a world pro- energy industries, 4.2 percent, was highest 

ducer of minerals and metals in 1967 re- for all industry sectors. Performance of the 
mained very much the same as in 1965: various sectors of the mineral industry 
First in the production of pumice; second (montly averages) was as shown below: 
in barite, feldspar and fuel briquets; third | 
in lime, potash, and coke; and fourth in Index of production 
cement, pig iron, and crude steel. Industry sector (1958 = 100) 

The index of industrial production in  -:1966 1967 
1967 fell 2.2 percent. For mining, the Coal mining............. 89.0 BLT 
decline was more severe—5 percent from Metal ore mining: 
98 in 1966 to 93 in 1967. The building Iron ore---..---.-------- 54-5 50-4 
industries had the highest rate of decline Potash and salt_..._..._-_---- 142.0 136.6 

: : Crude oil and gas_________._.. 211.0 225.8 
among industry groups , ( 146.4 mm 1967 Stone and earthn.____________._ 157.9 148.2 

compared to 166.3 in 1966). By contrast, Iron and steel__..._._._._..-_ 187.1 143.8 

the increase in the production index for Nonferrous metals..---------- 150.0 152.1 

Table 2.—Federal Republic of Germany: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity ; 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 > 

Metals: 
_. Aluminum: | 

Bauxite___._._.-_-._._-__--_----- 4,331 4,156 3,893 * 3,667 NA 
: Aluminum hydroxide, aluminum 

oxide content_._. thousand tons. - 547 612 657 — t 7GL 741 
Metal: 

. Unalloyed: . 
Primary__.__..__..do__.- 209 220 234 . 244 253 

_ Remelted, including 
scrap_.__..._...do__.. 16 r19 20 |. 20 21 

Alloyed, including some . 
remelted scrap_____..do__-_. . 141 169 183 177 165 

Semimanufactures._._..do___. 255 316 319 ® 366 381 
Crude castings.__......do___- 130 159 179 16S 145 

_Arsenic (exports of arsenic acid) -.-~---- 56 38 71 3TT 104 
Bismuth___..-.. 22. eee 126 175 e125 e775 NA 
Cadmium-_-__.__-__.----------------- 223 320 328 356 39S 
Cobalt__.___...----__--_-__---------- 1,508 1,445 1,356 1,109 883 
Copper and copper alloys: 

Copper in ores 1_______--.-------- 2,282 1,596 1,074 r1 (257 1,175 
S Blister copper_.-_...thousand tons_. 67 68 14 70 NA 

. Refined, unalloyed: 
Electrolytic..._.......--do~--- 235 232 247 255 267 
Refined from scrap..__.do___. 68 104 110 120 116 

. Copper alloys.___.__..----------- 35 39 42 33 31 
Semimanufactures__thousand tons-_- 593 760 769 6384 685 
Crude castings, including alloys. - —- 78,186 91,160 93 ,210 74,905 70 , 536 

Gold (smelter)__ thousand troy ounces- - 127 109 80 . 102 74 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore.______.._.. thousand tons... 12,898 11,613 10,847 9 , 467 § 533 
Spiegeleisen and blast furnace 

ferromangnese---thousand tons_.- 290 287 280 296 254 
Pig iron_.___.__.---.------do-_--- 22,619 26,895 26,710 25,117 27,112 
Electric furnace ferroalloys.._do-- -- 105 131 NA 148 NA 
Steel ingots and castings_~--do---. 31,597 37,339 36,821 35,316 36,744 

Of which castings.......do-__-- 575 637 650 t57T 526 
Finished steel____.._.-_-..-do_-.-- 20,991 24,953 24,837 24,244 24,922 

Lead and lead alloys: 
Lead in ore____._-_-.------do-._-- 53 49 50 r 56 59 

Smelter: 
Primary_.....---------d0__-- r 140 108 104 110 136 
Secondary__...-----.--d0__-- 90 116 123 138 153. 

Alloys, unwrought......-..-do--_-. 17 21 21 22 19 
Semimanufactures and castings- ---- 48 57 55 ® 56 56 

Magnesium and magnesium alloys: 
Unwrought-.___._----.----------- 3,187 3,141 2,187 1,516 2,236 
Semimanufactures-.-_-_......------- 373 538 522 488 451 
Castings......___----.----------- 31,614 38 , 499 37,994 86,472 28 , 762 

Mercury.____..__-.--76-pound flasks -- 1,595 1,740 2,176 2,030 NA 
Molybdenum--.......---------------- 115 208 262 e 230 162 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Federal Republic of Germany: Production of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity _ 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

Metals—Continued 
Nickel, including powder_______..____- 1,935 761 305 318 NA 
Flatinum..-------------troy ounces. _ 1,736 2,186 1,479 1,190 9,932 
ilver: 

In ores. _... thousand troy ounces__ 2,067 2,063 2,022 *2,018 NA 
Smelter__..-....._-.......do____ 12,003 11,580 10, 409 13,877 16,480 

Tin and tin alloys: - 
Refined unwrought 2____long tons__ 2,212 2,274 2,505 2,473 2,549 
Alloys, unwrought and ; , 

solder...__._._._____._-_.-do___- 18,242 19,453 20,975 22,041 21,716 
Tungsten, minimum 90 per cent 

tungsten.___~-__ eee r 476 649 825 689 NA 
Zine and zinc alloys: a 

Zine in zine ore.__________=___-_- r 92 96 95 3} 106 
Zinc in pyrite_______.-___-._----__ 16 15 14 - § 
Metal: 

Primary......_thousand tons.._ 105 — 107 108 123 103 
Secendary____._......_do___-_ 68 69 81 r 92 84 
Alloys... -..--_.....do___- 39 59 63 ‘63 61 

- Semimanufactures......do___-_ 70 85 83 74 74 
Castings._.__._-.___.-_-_-__- 35 45 49 48 40 

Nonmetals: 
Barite (marketable) ____thousand tons__ r 457 t 467 tr 469 r 451 428 

' Basalt lava and lava sand_._____do___-_ 4,968 r 5,212 5,820 5,975 NA 
Bromine and bromine compounds. - ~~. - 2,139 2,236 2,945 32,101 ¢32,300 
Calcite........._..__....thousand tons__ 37 42 46 34 NA 
Cement: 

Portland. -__.......-....--do____ 21,519 24,789 25,435 25, 782 23 , 662 
Iron portland and blast 

furnace slag -...________--do____ 6,831 7,881 7,865 8,089 7,004 
Other cement and mortar_._.do-___-_ 868 962 833 867 841 

Chalk... ee dow 72 94 100 109 108 
Clays: 

Refractory (exclusive of . 
Klebsand)_._____._......_do__.._ 4,330 4,370 4,678 4,322 NA 

Kaolin (marketable)_____._.do___. 388 409 400 r 407 e 360 
Bleaching.....-.........._.do__.. 365 399 414 415 NA 
Other (Schieferton)___....___-.._- 71 89 87 64 NA 

Corundum, artificial. .__thousand tons_. 58 64 15 74 71 
Diatomaceous and similar earths_do____ r 94 r 106 F105 r 88 96 
Feldspar...__.._.______._._..._.do____ 278 305 318 r 290 298 

- Fluorspar_..-__._..........._..do___. 105 90 83 85 98 
Graphite. _______-_._._-_.-_----do___- 13 13 14 13 NA 
Gypsum. ....--2 dole. ™1,1388 r1,278 r1,299 r1,316 1,116 

. Todine and iodine compounds- -_______._ - 118 119 NA NA NA 
ime: 

Burnt, hydraulic and burnt 
dolomite_.___.=_thousand tons_-_ 9,775 10,814 10,627 10,401 10,142 

Other, ground____.______.._do__..- 2,371 2,918 3,153 3,231 3,083 
Limestone, crude____________._-do____ 49,298 54,585 52, 754 r 55,031 52,380 

Of which for sale__________.do____ 7,775 9,321 8,161 9,105 7,738 
Mica_..-_ eee eee. 5 8 12 13 NA 
Mineral pigments. ____ .thousand tons_- 11 ™17 r20 r21 NA 

Phosphates: 
Superphosphates, phosphorus 

pentoxide content - 
thousand tons. - 53 68 81 94 73 

Ground Thomas slag.__.____do___-_ 431 436 433 394 381 
Other... __-_.---_______.--do___- 74 105 125 112 107 

Total.___-______.________do___-_ 558 609 639 600 561 
Potash: 

Crude salts._._....._._.__.do___- 18,537 20,588 22,209 21,483 19,850 
KO content_._...______--__-- 2,283 2,553 2,740 2,645 2,460 

P Marketable (K20 content) -..do___-- 1,948 2,201 2,385 2,291 2,131 
umice: 

Crude and washed__.______.do___- 11,161 10,321 9,333 9,660 7,898 
Marketable._._.__.__..._..do____ 6,390 5,821 5,096 5,390 4,131 

Pyrite, marketable: 
Gross weight__..__........._do___- 354 424 439 450 556 
Sulfur content__.___--.----do-__-_- 160 187 197 206 235 

Quartzite-----------~----------do.--- r271 276 281 r 267 285 
alt: 

Rock (marketable)__.._..._do.___ 5,234 5,404 5,105 r 5,122 5,868 
Other (marketable)___._._..do____ tr 891 r 950 r1,597 ™ 1,782 NA 

Sand and gravel__...._...------do____ 132 ,358 156 ,370 161,304 *'166,374 161,335 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Federal Republic of Germany: Production of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

Nonmetals—Continued 
Sand, industrial: 

Moulding sand._____thousand tons__ 781 879 930 1,067 761 
Quartz sand (ground)_____..do___- 906 904 851 809 733 
Quartz sand (unground) and 

glass sand_.______.___._--do.__- 3,858 4,870 5,127 5,154 4,806 
Other (Klebsand)__.._..._.do____ 193 177 159 155 129 

Slate: 4 
Roofing and for office and 

industry_._......._.....do____ 50 43 38 34 30 
St Splittings and ground._____-do____ 59 82 86 85 16 

one: 
Crushed 5__.___.__...._.--do___- 79,411 85 , 847 tr $7,608 93 ,158 90 ,847 
Building.__thcusand cubic meters_- 217 249 t 249 r 249 238 
Other stones (grindstones, : 

whetstones and printing 
stones)_. thousand cubic meters. . 40 44 43 43 40 

Sulfur, elemental_...__.thousand tons__ 86 18 17 r 80 105 
Talc, including tale schist __.....do_-__- 24 30 31 31 42 
Trass and tuff_...............-.do_._- 5 4 4 4 NA 

Mineral fuels: 
Carbon black 5.__________..-_---.---- 100 122 125 140 135 
Bituminous coal and anthracite_.do-_-_.- 142,116 142 ,201 135,077 *125,970 112 ,043 
Coal briquets____.__.._..-.-..-do_.-_- 6,353 5,409 4,544 4,005 3,578 
Lignite__._____._______._.._._-do_._- 106 , 669 110,945 *101,906 r 98,088 96 , 766 
Lignite briquets.._._...__...-.--do__-- 15,834 15,356 12,682 11,829 11,063 
Fech coal... 2 -do___. 1,841 1,869 1,735 1,160 890 

oke: 
At mines______.._..___----do___- 35,213 37,394 37,903 34,990 30 , 652 
At steelworks_________.._._do___-_ 6,682 5,956 5,391 r4,901 4,593 
At gasworks_.____...__..-.do____ - 4,890 4,912 4,153 3,576 2,869 
From lignite_..._..._......do__._ 600 596 578 © 543 394 

Peat (for fuel use only)._._.._..do_.-- 759 701 439 rA75 _ 820 

Gas: 6 
Natural (associated and un- 

associated), refinery, and gas 
from oil, tar and naphtha 

million cubic meters__ 11,234 r15,279 19,360 22 ,344 NA 
Blast furnace gas___._.__.__do__.- 13,435 14,840 14,005 12 ,230 NA 
Generator and water gas____do____ 4,878 -4,309 2,987 r2,770 NA 
Coke oven gas....__._..._-do_.-_- 22 ,356 22 ,607 r 22,045 r 20,086 NA 
Other_________._-.._-.-.--do__-_. 643 696 729 868 NA 

Total_._._._.___..._-...do___- 52,546 57,731 59,126 58 ,298 NA 
Natural gas: 

Nonassociated (1,000 cubic meters 
not converted)_.___..._---.---- 914,994 1,456,815 2,220,727 2,814,853 3,713,763 

Associated__._._.._-...----do_._- 379 ,954 510 , 307 556,913 576, 781 624,280 
Petroleum: 

Crude___.___...._thousand tons-. 7,383 7,673 7,884 7,868 7,927 

Refinery products: 
Liquefied petroleum gas_do- . _- 1,102 1,380 1,476 1,605 1,743 
Motor gasoline..___..__do___- 8,176 9,000 9,785 10 ,324 10,743 
Naphtha._._._.__._..-.do__.- 916 1,304 1,606 2,164 2,660 
Other gasolines___-.__..do__-. 215 247 238 239 212 
Jet fuel and kerosine_...do-___.- 639 677 686 819 1,002 
Diesel oil_......._...-_do___. 7,246 6,788 6,910 8,122 8,321 
Fuel oil. -.__..__..._--do___- 23 ,046 31,694 37,509 r 42,802 44,711 
Lubricants...__._.._..do__-- 554 600 608 608 668 
Greases_____._..._..-.do___- 17 22 24 22 18 
Bitumen___-._._.._---do__-_- 2,304 2,821 3,235 3,503 3,814 
Petroleum coke. __.....do_.-_- 430 444 422 451 454 
Refinery gas_______....do._-_- 1,470 1,880 2,542 3,143 3,684 
Other__.._._....__._.-.do___- 322 414 517 ® 637 TA1 

Total_________--._.__-__-- 46 , 437 57,271 65, 558 14,439 78,771 
a 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. ® Revised. NA Not available. . 
1 Includes copper content of pyrites. 
2 Includes secondary. 
3 For 1966 and 1967 bromine figures include iodine and fluorine. 
4 Exclusive of slate recovered from mine dumps. 
5 Excludes West Berlin 1963; includes West Berlin 1964-67. 
6 All volumes converted to 4,300 kilocalories per cubic meter.
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TRADE oe , | 

Imports and exports of mineral com- Among major groups of mineral com- 
modities in 1967 constituted 26.4 and 15.8 modity exports, iron and steel products 
percent, respectively, of all imports and ranked first in value; nonferrous metals 
exports of West Germany by value as and solid fueis ranked second and _ third. 
shown in the following tabulation: Among mineral commodity import groups, 

—_—_  ————_ petroleum and its products ranked first. 
Value (million Mineral Details on total tonnage and value of 1967 dollars) commod- :. : . ——————__ ities’ mineral trade by major groups appear in 

Mineral Total share of table 3 
commod- trade total ° 

ities (percent) . 

Exports: ! 
1965______... 3,142 +1*17,892 17.6 
1966_________ 3,485 20,134 17.1 
1967 1_______e 3,439 21,761 15.8 _ 

Imports: 
1965__.-__.... 14,401 17,472 25.2 
1966__.______ 4,572 *18,022 25.4 - 
1967_.-_.___. 4,636 17,545 26.4 — a " 

Trade balance: . ot . 1965__._....._ —1.259 420 XX 
1966__....... —1,187 2,112 XX 
1967___....-. —1,197 4,216 XX . 

~XX Not applicable. 
1 Excludes coal and petroleum chemicals; 1965-66 

figures exclude gold. . 

Table 3.~Federal Republic of Germany: Mineral and metal trade by major commodity 
groups in 1967 os 

. Imports Exports 

- Quantity Value Quantity Value 
(thousand (million (thousand (million — 
metric dollars) metric dollars) 

_ torfg) tons) _ | 
, 

Metals: | . | no 
Ores and concentrates: . 

Iron ore, including pyrite cinder_._._._._____._...___. 33 , 7938 328 384 3 
Other }_____ 22 ee 3,370 165 103 10 

Scrap: 
Iron and sieel_...____ 22 3,511 “. 58 3,365 17 
Other___-_- 22 253 119 192 48 

Primary forms and semimanufactures: 
Pig iron and ferroalloys______________________...____ 414 61 1,388 83 
Steel____. 22-5, B54 669 11,939 1,634 
Nonferrous base metals 2?__._____________.____.___._. 1,097 927 610 543 
Precious metals ?_______._________.________________. 2 335 8 76 

Metallic oxides including alumina_______________._________ 89 21 331 71 
Nonmetals: 

Cement and clinker_..._______._____.__________._.. 396 6 1,236 18 
Fertilizer materials, crude and manufactured______._______. 2,773 ~ 46 1,729 98 
Other crude nonmetals 4____.__.___________._..._._...__. 17,499 168 21,504 15 

Mineral fuels: 
Solid___.-_-- 2 e_---_-_. = 9, 240 115 26,619 488 
Liquid and gaseous, including asphalt..______._.._________ 91,805 1,618 8,284 215 

Total__-_-_-_2 2 169 , 596 4,636 77,692 3,489 
Tas —I— I 

1 Excludes materials that are primarily precious metal ores and waste. 
2 Includes metalloids such as arsenic, tellurium, selenium, phosphorus, and silicon as well as mercury, alkali 

metals, and rare earth metals. 
3 Includes ores, concentrates, waste and scrap of precious metals, which account for most of the tonnage but 

for a relatively small part of the value. 
4 Includes refractory brick and lime and nonmetal bearing metallurgical wastes except Thomas slag.



| Table 4.—Federal Republic of Germany: Exports of mineral commodities — 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

1966 destinations J 
Commodity 1965 1966 —_—_—_--rrrr a ere rca 

EEC ! Principal destinations a 
ee 

Metals: oo, 2 
Aluminum: t& 

Bauxite. __..-- 22 eee 1,344 4,437 2,829 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,604; Austria 1,037. A Alumina__...___.--...------.-----.--------------- 78,691 92,129 2,980 Rumania 8,092; United Kingdom 1,099. > 
Aluminum hydroxide. ...---.-....-.--..---------.- 38,178 38 , 383 16,632 Netherlands 9,391; Belgium-Luxembourg 6,254; Austria 4,500. 
Metal and alloys: . . o 

Scrap_....-----------2-.--2 22 ne 856 6,858 6,798 Italy 5,801. oS 
Unwrought_ -_--.-------22 eee =: 10, 166 21,488 18,870 Belgium-Luxembourg 8,541; Netherlands 4,321; France 3,634. Ct 
Semimanufactures_-._-_.....-....------.----.-.. 59,642 80,290 38,372 France 13,175; Belgium-Luxembourg 10,661; United States 10,632 n 

’ Netherlands 9,199. J 
Antimony: 7 

Oxides. ___------------------ nee eee eee NA 267 88 United States 187; Netherlands 36. 
Metal, all forms._.--...--.....--.---.--------- eee 174 208 121 France 101; Poland 40. © 

Arsenic oxides._...------------------------------------ 71 377 _..---.. Argentina 125. . 4 
Bismuth metal, all forms._......--.--2-_ 2 72 100 79 Netherlands 48; France 20. _ . =) 
Cadmium: . bf 

Metal, all forms......----2--2. eee 111 139 63 France 35; Spain 18; Belgium-Luxembourg 18. | by 
Chromium: bj 

Chromite.._-.-..----.------..2-..------ ene 1,746 11,197 589. Belgium-Luxembourg 330; Austria 236; Sweden 195. t= 
Oxides and hydroxides. .._.--.- 20-22 6,320 6,229 NA NA. o 

Cob Metal, all forms_____._-.---------._.-------.------- 40 80 20 United States 50; Netherlands 11. e 
obalt: ' 

Oxides and hydroxides. ...-_---.-.-.--.--.--------- 46 57 32 Italy 28; Bulgaria 11. Pp 
C Metal, all forms.._..2.-2--02 0p e eee 636 448 97 United States 344. rg 
opper: 

Ore, concentrate and matte.....222.2.20.2.---------2e 5,075 3,245 1,001 Poland 2,245; Belgium-Luxembourg 1,001. 5 
Oxides and hydroxides. _._-..-..----.._------------. NA 1,064 444 Netherlands 211; Denmark 125; France 120. a 
Metal and alloys: to 

Scrap---_--.----------~-----~.---------------- 31,926 44,060 37,985 Belgium-Luxembourg 13,560; Italy 12,540; France 7,440. nm 
Unwrought: | Oo 

Blister_...._..-..----.20-_-_ eee 872 - 2,179 1,740 Netherlands 818; France 690. 
Refined, unalloyed__...........--..-....-.. 102,875 150, 002 34,084 United Kingdom 29,062; France 18,556; mainland China 12,372. g 
Master alloys. -_.-..----_--- eee eee 182 253 200 Belgium-Luxembourg 160; Switzerland 44. 
Other alloys___--......--_-_-..-..-..------- 1,524 2,287 1,236 Italy 593; Austria 476; Belgium-Luxembourg 329. Q 

Semimanufactures........-...---.---.--------. 70,868 91,869 24,975 United States 33,302; Netherlands 13,647; France 5,626. = 
Gold and alloys: 2 

Bullion_...--..-.-.-.-.....-.thousand troy ounces. . 317 300 203 Netherlands 124; Italy 78. 
Wrought...._.-.---------------.+-----------d0.... 158 236 24 Austria 157; Denmark 30, ; 

Iron and steel: . ' 
Ore and concentrate: 

Roasted pyrites__..............-thousand tons... 38 62 46 France 32; Belgium-Luxembourg 14; United Kingdom 7. 
Other_.._-.-2 2 0 279 300 13 Austria 284. 

. Fw) 
0O 

See footnotes at end of table. . <o



Table 4.—Federal Republic of Germany: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued BS 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) oe 

1966 destinations 
Commodity 1965 1966 ER 

EEC 1 . Principal destinations 

Metals—Continued a / | 
Iron and Steel—Continued . . 

Scrap_.._..._------------.---.-...-thousand tons_- 2,010 2,016 1,984 Italy 1,807; France 120. . , 
Pig iron, including cast iron____...-.-..---...do...- 504 587 359 Italy 205; United States 68; Netherlands 50. 
Sponge iron, powder, and shot...............-do__.. 10 10 4 Netherlands 2; Switzerland 1; Austria l. 
Spiegeleisen__.._........-.-.----.-.---...---d0._.. 9 12 9 Belgium-Luxembourg 8. 
Ferroalloys: 

Ferromanganese._._....--...-.-..--.--.-d0_... 56 92 14 Hungary 11; France 6; Italy 6. 
Other____..-._._ eee dole 17 28 8 United States 7; Austria 3; Netherlands 4. 

Primary forms: = 
Ingots___._---.-------------- ee dO 111 124 107 France 84; Spain 17; Netherlands 11. 2 
Blooms, billets and slabs___._............do__-- 996 847 433 France 326; Spain 218; Italy 73. Bi 
Coils for rerolling____..._..._..__-_.--_.-do___- 516 717 413 Italy 216; United States 211; France 85. a 

Semimanufactures: > 
Wire rod___._.---..--------.-----.-----do__ 546 503 196 United States 108; France 93; Netherlands 46. CF 
Other bars and rods___._.-.......-..--.-do__.. 1,182 1,222 683 France 392; Netherlands 202; United States 142. 
Sections._._....-..---------------------do._.. 1,241 1,291 580 France 258; Netherlands 194; United States 138. < 
Plates and sheets: ; me 

Heavy. ____--------- ee dow 1,586 1,544 739 France 321; Netherlands 160; Italy 155; United States 143. rd 
Medium__...-.--.---------.-----.-do__.. 149 150 63 Denmark 19; Netherlands 19; France 18; Belgium-Luxembourg 16. id 
Thin uncoated..-_--.---.-..........do___. 1,037 950 384 United States 143; France 128; Belgium-Luxembourg 111; Italy 97. Oo 
Tinned_____--.--_--.__---._----------do__.. 141 150 45 France 18; Spain 15; Portugal 14. oO 
Other coated._.._--_-.----.----.---do__.. 106 166 32 United States 72; Switzerland 15. wn 

Hoop and strip_....-----_----.-----..--do__._ 448 452 241 France 105; Netherlands 105; Swtizerland 31. _ 
Railway track and accessories._..........-do._ - 162 151 53 Netherlands 29; Italy 17; Switzerland 14. © 
Wire......_------.------ eee OL 191 215 72 France 42; United States 25; Netherlands 22. 3 
Tubes, pipes, fittings...._...-..-......._do__.. 1,140 1,171 384 Netherlands 225; France 89; United States 85. 

Le Castings and forgings, rough___-._..-.-..-_do___. 21 24 10 Switzerland 5; Netherlands 4; Belgium-Luxembourg 3. 
ad: : 

Ore and concentrate___...._.-.----2----~.---- ae 7,029 3,932 3,932 All to Belgium-Luxembourg. | = 
Oxides_.__-__-_-o 2 eee eee eee eee 6,786 6,133 2,431 Netherlands 1,626; Pakistan 592; Denmark 484. . 
Metal and alloys: : 
Serap____-- 2 ---eeeeeeeeeeeeeewee = 14, 874 26,031 25,920 Italy 18,463; Belgium-Luxembourg 4,124. 
Unwrought___.....---- 2-12, 828 41,553 12,175 United States 21,086; France 4,779; Netherlands 3,786. 
Semimanufactures._..._...2---- eee 5,519 8,817 4,032 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,954. 

Magnesium: . 
Oxides and hydroxides_..__.__-....- eee eee 2,278 121 72 United Kingdom 40; France 11. 
Metal and alloys: 

Scrap______-- oe ee ee eee eee 1,132 966 433 United Kingdom 372; Belgium-Luxembourg 236. 
Unwrought and semimanufacture._...-.-...---.- 133 159 96 Italy 51; Sweden 38. 

Manganese: - . 
Ore and concentrate. ........--.--.-.--.-.--------- 9,146 5,900 2,880 Netherlands 1,602; Italy 973; Denmark 718; Austria 621. 
Oxides and peroxides._...--.-...-----..------------ 137 121 72 France 11. 
Metal, all forms........--- 2-2-2 eee ee 2,631 . 1,484 320 United Kingdom 1,018. . 

Mercury: Metal_........-..---.-----.-.76-pound flasks. 1,769 1,653 348 United States 696; Netherlands 290.



Molybdenum metal, all forms.......22.22020------- eae 84 94 68 France 67. 
ickel: 

Matte and speiss_.....----._-- eee eee NA . 820 _...-... All to Canada. 
Metal and alloys: . 

Scrap__.-..---------. 2-2 eee ee eee 1,021 1,818 725 Sweden 504; United Kingdom 434; Netherlands 327. 
Unwrought_..-.-------.--- ee eee 192 478 291 Belgium-Luxembourg 91; France 87; Italy 63. — 
Semimanufactures__...--..-2. 2.20222 eee 5,128 6,060 2,369 Netherlands 1,220; Japan 668; France 503. fe 

Platinum-group metals, all forms. _.thousand troy ounces-. 332 365 28 United States 90; mainland China 55; Hong Kong 37. by 
Silicon. _._. .- ee eee eee 33 20 2 France i, a 
Silver: | : | S 

Ashes, residues, scrap_._...-.--.----_--------------- 5 11 11 Belgium-Luxembourg 11. 
Metal and alloys: . 

Unwrought._._-..--....--thousand troy ounees.. 15,750 14,416 8,083 Italy 7,800; Czechoslovakia 1,916; Austria 1,393. be 
Semimanufactures___....--.---..--__._-_-do___. 8,734 9 , 237 8,295 Switzerland 1,606; Italy 1,585; Sweden 1,404. > 

Tantalum metal, all forms____._.-..---.-..-_.----.------ 5 10 4 France 4, . mo 
in: 4 

Ore and concentrate._.......-.--.-----.-long tons... 67 58 58 All to Netherlands. Zz 
Oxides___-_-_--_--2-- ee eee dO 311 314 106 Spain 54; Netherlands 37; France 35. S 
Metal and alloys: ; . mn 

Scrap____--.-------~-.------- dL 78 31 31 Netherlands 29. ry 
Unwrought___-_--- 2 eee dL 1,582 1,632 1,082 France 733. 0] 
Semimanufactures._.._-_.......---------do__.- 168 170 69 Italy 40; Netherlands 22. mG 

Titanium oxides____.._-.----.--.----.----------------- 32,749 29 , 327 10,642 Norway 4,155; Italy 3,842; France 3,262. ° 
Tungsten: rx 

Ore and concentrate. .._-...---.-.-.-------- eee 161 141  ._...._. All to United Kingdom. = 
Metal, all forms._.__.-.-.----- oe 264 322 41 United States 130; Sweden 89. 

yanadium metal, all forms. _............... kilograms. - 500 100 ...._-.. All to United States. & 
ine: 

Ore and concentrate.......0-.-.-.-.-----.-----.-.. 46,286 50,800 24,800 United Kingdom 16,300; Netherlands 9,200; Belgium-Luxembourg ig 
’ . oO 

Oxides and peroxides.........-...----.--0------ ene 7,509 9,196 1,614 Sweden 1,112; Turkey 931. S 
Metal and alloys: . 
Scrap______-------- eee n eee ee eee 4, 236 7,643 7,617 Italy 4,169; Netherlands 1,694; France 1,657. > 
Zine dust (blue powder)___._...-_.---.2- Lee 1,846 3,010 1,443 Netherlands 1,236; Hungary 430; Rumania 400. nm 
Unwrought___-..------. ee eee) =) 18, 429 27,981 10,488 United States 6,350; Switzerland 5,927; Italy 5,083. p=] 
Semimanufactures____--.-_-----.----. eee 5, 086 6,122 1,357 Sweden 672; Denmark 608. te 

Zirconium metal, all forms......--..----------e eee q 5 2 Sweden 2, . a 
ther: ; os 

Metallic ores and concentrates, n.eas....-.-.-------.- 1,688 .......-- ~------.- & 
Metalliferous nonferrous waste, n.e.s.....-----.-.--- 71,776 104,384 77,785 Netherlands 39,057; Belgium-Luxembourg 29,399; Sweden 17,785. 
Oxides and hydroxides of barium and strontium__....- 824 1,126 789 Netherlands 443; Italy 309. 
Alkali, alkaline earth, rare-earth metals_.....--.._--- 3,292 4,577 NA NA. © 
Arsenic and tellurium.........._--...-_.------------ 5 7 3 Netherlands 2. ta 
Boron ard nitrogen_____..-.---- 2-2 eee 1,963 2,703 1,521 Switzerland 1,118, 2 
Columbium and tantalum____....2--.-.---_---- +e 155 205 158 France 120; Italy 20. ty 
Selenium and phosphorus_..._.....-..-------------- 6,919 8,785 NA NA, oO 
Uranium and thorium__..___.._.._.___._kilograms__ 700 600 600 All to France, 4 
Ferrocerium and other pyrophoric alloys. ......-.--.. 171 197 NA NA. 
Other....-..--------_----._-.-......---kilograms.. 2,600 8,400 1,600 Belgium-Luxembourg 900; Hungary 500. . 

See footnotes at end of table. | 
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Table 4.—Federal Republic of Germany: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued bo 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) NS 

cn EEC Et EL SL I CE LC CL 

1966 destinations 

Commodity - 1965 1966 
EEC 1 - Principal destinations 

Nonmetals: . 

Abrasives: 
Natural: 

Industrial diamond_._._.-...--thousand carats. -. 45 75 ‘55 France 25; Belgium-Luxembourg 15; United Kingdom 15, 

Dust and powder of gem stones, including do-.-- 80 85 50 Italy 50. 

synthetic stones. 
Diatomite and other siliceous earths. ._---------- 5,963 5,063 1,705 Austria 982; United Kingdom 773; Netherlands 737; Italy 575. 

Pumice and other natural thousand tons_- 593 563 560 Netherlands 381; Belgium-Luxembourg 171. 
abrasives. 

A M anufactured (grinding stones). ..-------------- 7,585 7,920 3,084 Italy 942; France 836; Netherlands 228. = 

\rtificial: 
Corundum._.._--.---------.-~----------------- 21,368 24,835 5,735 Austria 3,214; Switzerland 2,940; Sweden 2,896. 4 

Silicon carbide. ....-.------------------------- 7,038 7,311 NA NA. by 

Boron materials: 
> 

Crude, excluding brine products__.....--.----------- 112 191 63 Switzerland 124. . m 

Boric oxide and acid____...-..---.----------------- 717 51 ...-.--. Yugoslavia 25. ma 

Cement, portland, hydraulic, and other thousand tons-. 1,397 1,163 929 Netherlands 913. 3 

types. 
Chalk, crude_.___._._--.------------------------------+- 1, 066 4,679 4,101 Netherlands 4,051. > 

Clays and clay products: 
a 

Crude: . O 

Kaolin._._.......--.-----------thousand tons_-. 55 66 43 Italy 22; France 10; Switzerland 10. Oo 

Fire clay__._.-..------.----------------d0~-.- 359 349 253 Netherlands 89; United Kingdom 64; France 59. es] 

Andalusite, dinas and other_........-------do---- 602 650 609 Netherlands 321; Belgium-Luxembourg 135; Italy 54. . 

Products: Construction materials: oy 

Refractory.....---.---------------------d0__.. B45 351 169 France 65; Belgium-Luxembourg 46; Italy 37. 8 

Nonrefractory_....-.-------------------d0--~- 304 314 217 France 104; Netherlands 65; Austria 31. 

Diamonds and other gem stones: : 

Diamond, except powder and dust, thousand carats. - 40 45 NA NA. 

crude or rough cut. ‘ 
Other worked___._...--.--------------------d0-..- 115 130 85 Belgium-Luxembourg 70. 

Other precious or semiprecious: 
Crude or rough cut__.......---------kilograms.. 47, 894 32,524 27,006 France 14,820; Netherlands 11,440. 

Other______._--------------------------do-... 23,701 25,401 4,565 United States 11,711; France 2,022. . 

Dolomite, crude and calcined._..----------------------- 90,596 99,916 92,014 Netherlands 51,125; France 22,728; Belgium-Luxembourg 18,118. 

Feldspar___...-------------------------------------+- 11, 762 11,885 9,641 Netherlands 3,166; France 2,969; Belgium-Luxembourg 2,637. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude, ratural: 

. 

Phosphatic._.....-.-------------------------- 34,624 42,611 ........ Austria 41,742. 

Potassic_.__._.-_----------------------------- 86,999 . §4,200 48,227 Netherlands 29,754; Belgium-Luxembourg 17,660. 

Organic, including guano. _...------------------ ------- 858 754 Netherlands 709. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous.._...-..-----------thousand tons- - 1,359 1,398 183 Belgium-Luxembourg 165; Spain 152; Brazil 102.



Phosphatic: 
asic slag....-...--..--.-.--.-.--.-do._. 286 224 179 France 155; Austria 31; Netherlands 24. 

Other_____----------_----_----_------do_..- 26 35 13 Italy 6; Netherlands 5; Cuba 5. 
Potassie_ .__.__--..-----.----- ~~~ do ___e 1,916 1,688 341 Poland 270; United States 198; Netherlands 163. 
Mixed... --.2--------eee do_ ee 453 613 110 Denmark 109; France 76; Spain 59. 

Ammonia, anhydrous_._._.-_-_---__..-_._-.--do._.-_ 16 42 6 Norway 20; Switzerland 6; Poland 6. 
Fluorspar_......-._.---------------------------------- «10, 598 11,222 2,895 Austria 5,284; Netherlands 1,527. ta 
Graphite, natural, crude or ground.___...--....---.---.- 7,758 7,178 2,392 Italy 1,734; United States 1,628. = 
Gypsum and limestone: . 

Gypsum and plasters_.__...........--thousand tons_-_ 250 360 288 Netherlands 239; Belgium-Luxembourg 31; Switzerland 28, . x 
Limestone, excluding dimension stone._____....do._.- 42 57 56 Netherlands 52. D 

Lime, hydraulic or slaked____..._--_..._..-_._--.-do___. 378 852 348 Netherlands 325. by 
Magnesite, crude and calcined__....-..- 2 ee 5,631 6,623 6,251 France 4,487; Netherlands 949. ra 

ica: 
Crude, powder and splittings._._.......-.._.-..----_-- 483 612 ........ Switzerland 273; Sweden 66. Mm 

P Worked, including agglomerated splittings........._-- ‘121 91 84 Italy 15; Denmark 13; France 9. B 
igments: 

Earth colors, natural...._....-.-.-----.------------ 8,389 4,384 2,147 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,171; Switzerland 505. g 
Iron oxides and hydroxides_..__._.....thousand tons-_- 98 ' 82 28 France 12; United Kingdom 10; United States 9. ua 

Salt__._--_-_--.- 2 eee edu 961 945 464 Belgium-Luxembourg 428; Sweden 209; Denmark 130. my 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: ew 

Caustic soda__..._._---_..--_---------_...---do__.. 120 184 81 Netherlands 63; Brazil 20. < 
Caustic potash and peroxides of sodium potassium ._... 12,369 11,485 1,350 U.S.S.R. 3,300; United States 1,401; Switzerland 1,218. oO 

Stone, sand and gravel, n.e.s.: bx 
Dimension stone: 4 

Unworked and partly worked: 
Marble and other calcareous. _thousand tons-. 7 3 2 Netherlands 1; Switzerland 1. a 
Slate... ..-.22- + eo dO 157 140 132 Netherlands 129. bj 
Granite, porphyry, other._.._.__....-do._.. 398 365 853 Netherlands 325. by 

Worked all types including paving bloeks_._do.._- 32 33 30 Netherlands 20; Belgium-Luxembourg 9. oS 
Gravel and crushed rock, including macadam.-__do.-_-- 7,484 9,327 8,410 Netherlands 6,164; Belgium-Luxembourg 2,216. ty 
Qu artz and quartizite, crude and partly do... 54 41 20 Austria 18; Italy 8; Belgium-Luxembourg 9. 2 

worked. 
Sand, excluding metal-bearing_.._........-...do.... 2,316 4,624 4,295 Netherlands 3,888; Belgium-Luxembourg 287. mo 

Sulfur and pyrite: w 
Pyrite__-.. eee eee eee ee 82 267 79 France 74;.United Kingdom 43. ms 
Elemental, excluding colloidal and precipitated___..... | 25,883 66,377 8,863 Austria 7,820; Hungary 6,885; India 6,753. a 
Other elemental_____._-.----_- ~~ eee eee 1,219 1,156 164 United Kingdom 165; Sweden 126. bd 
Sulfur dioxide_......_-- 2 eee 2,198 2,809 549 £weden 1,165; Austria 789. rs 
Sulfurie acid_._.__----2 2 eee eee eee = - 00, 898 97,586 40,0438 United Kingdom 43,575; Netherlands 34,772. 5 

Talc, soapstone, steatite....__..__._._--. eu eee 1,220 1,146 191 Switzerland 351; Sweden 210. 
Vermiculite, and mineral woo]l__-..-.._-_-.-_._-_-.--..-. 14,202 96 25 NA. oO 
Other nonmetallic materials: rj 

Bromine, fluorine, iodine in pure form__.._-.-.---.-.- 427 725 93 Japan 277; Chile 136; Israel 117. a 
Meerschaum, amber, jet___._-_-_--_--.-.----.-----..- To oecce eee eee eee eo 
Slag and other nonmetalliferous waste from metallurgical . w 

operations: = 
Derived from iron and steel thousand tons.- 1,171 592 586 Netherlands 269; France 240. 

manufacture. 
Other__._..------ eee dn 362 164 154 Netherlands 109; France 40. 

See footnotes at end of table. 
i] 
Lo) 
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Table 4.—Federal Republic of Germany: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
AD 

1966 destinations 
Commodity 1965 1966 rn ell 

EEC i Principal destinations 
nO OL EEIIEIEOOE TTT ne 

Mineral fuels: . . 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural__.....--.---..------------ 1,653 . 861 822 Austria 358. 
Coal, coke, briquets: ; 

Anthracite and bituminous coal.._.....thousand tons... 13,300 15,797 15,014 France 6,015; Netherlands 3,429. 5 

Bituminous coal briquets..__..__...___.--..--do__.. 277 218 196 Italy 69; France 53; Netherlands 41. 2 

Lignite and lignite briquets._.__-.._....--------do_--- 1,342 1,234 941 France 359; Netherlands 246; Austria 176. i 

Peat and peat briquets______--___-_----------do_--- . 167 200 134 Netherlands 100; Switzerland 36. ee] 

Coke and semicoke from coal, peat, and lignite..do.- ~~ 9,759 8,309 6,175 Belgium-Luxembourg 3,042; France 2,702. > 

Carbon black. ___.__..___----------e eee eee eee eeeee--= = 29, 829 30, 662 14,484 France 5,169; Belgium-Luxembourg 4,619; Austria 3,685; Netherlands C 
. 095. 

Gas fuel, natural and manufactured____...thousand tons-_ 300 309 236 France 104; Netherlands 73; Denmark 63. Ki 

Hydrogen and rare gases.._-_..------------------------ 112 A491 361 France 295; Belgium-Luxembourg 50. B 

Petroleum: by 

Crude and partly refined oil__._...-..thousand tons-- 22 140 ......-. Austria 128. td 

Refinery products: Oo 

Gasoline. ___.------.----.--------------do_.-- 1,197 1,437 241 United Kingdom 248; Switzerland 310; Denmark 202. ° 

Kerosine_____.._.___------------e------d0_ee 383 517 6 Denmark 18; Switzerland 12; Bxnkers 461. A 

Distillate fuel oil..--....__._.-____...-.-do__-- 1,003 1,086 136 Switzerland 482; Denmark 169; Bunkers 261. ‘ 

Residual fuel oil__....._.....-.__._.-----do__.. 8, 652 3,638 1,451 Netherlands 1,214; Switzerland 326; Bunkers 1,354. rn) 

Lubrieants____._.-.--.-.-_----________-do._-- 124 170 69 United Kingdom 35; Netherlands 27; Belgium-Luxembourg 25. 3 

Mineral jelly and wax___._.._-__-..-..._-do__-_.- 62 67 19 Italy 9; Netherlands 6; Denmark 6; Finland 6. . 

Nonlubricating oils, n.e.s.--.....__.-.-...-do__-- 17 : 82 38 United Kingdom 27; Belgium-Luxembourg 22. . 

Pitch and pitch coke_________._.__.__---..-do-__-- 212 248 172 France 147; Spain 21; Netherlands 20. 
Petroleum coke__.___.._.---------------do__.. 164 153 94 Netherlands 46; France 35; Switzerland 20. 
Bitumen and other residues___.._..._.-..-do__-. 231 237 47 Switzerland 95; Netherlands 41; Denmark 39. 
Bituminous mixtures, n.e.s__..-.._----..--do__-~ 24 , 25 9 Denmark 10; Netherlands 6. 

Tar, mineral, and other crude do___. 162,655 156, 132 84,180 Netherlands 39,406; United States 37,821; France 32,215. 

chemicals from coal, petroleum, and 
natural gas distillation, n.e.s. 7 

ee pe A RA LS 

tr Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Belgium, France, Italy, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands. .



Table 5.—Federal Republic of Germany: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metrig tons unless otherwise specified) 
EY 

1966 sources 

Commodity 1965 1966 —_ fe 
EEC ! Principal sources te 

er A EE A 5 
Metals: 2, 

Aluminum: . ty 

Bauxite___.__.__-.--------.-.thousand tons_- 1,636 1,882 131 Yugoslavia 679; Greece 349; Australia 328. av 

Alumina..-..------------------------------- 57,728 51,557 374 Guinea 45,499. e : 
Aluminum hydroxide..._..--..-.----.------- 818 1,325 986 United States 1,222. 
Metal, including alloys: o 

Scrap_.._------------------------------- 58,662 (50,848 16,011 United States 15,000; Netherlands 9,105; United Kingdom 5,138. oO 

Ingots and equivalent forms.._......-...- 169,519 176, 793 31,522 Norway 64,756; France 17,398. q 

A Semimanufactures__.....-_...-.---------- 32,668 838,625 29,953 Belgium-Luxembourg 12,842; France 8,798; Netherlands 6,102. w 

ntimony: . 
Ore and concentrate_.._.-...--_.------------ 2,793 3,197  ._.....-.- Thailand 1,702; Turkey 1,322. a 

Oxides_______.___.--.---.----~-~------------ NA 591 199 U.S.S.R. 185; Belgium-Luxembourg 163; United Kingdom 156. 

Metal, all forms.__...._.--__-_--..---.------- 2,751 2,777 _........ Mainland China 1,735; Czechoslovakia 646. Oo 
Arsenic anhydrides. ____------------------------- 1,808  _.-._....  .-.---.-- = 
Bismuth metal, all forms__._....-.--.------------ 233 262 78 Netherlands 65; United Kingdom 51; mainland China 49. J 

cadmium: Metal, all forms__.__.-.--------------- 1,196 1,149 593. Belgium-Luxembourg 339; Netherlands 190; Bulgaria 168. a 

romium: 
Chromite_.._.___-_---_--------------------- 305,560 308 ,328 187 U.S.S.R. 100,999; Republic of South Africa 98,929; Turkey 83,347. hey 

Oxides and hydroxide.._.-....--.------------ 265 127 51 Netherlands 40; mainland China 32. ty 

Cob Metal, all forms______-__.._..__-_-_kilograms.. 70,800 41,700 17,000 France 17,000; Japan 12,200. 

obalt: 
Oxides and hydroxides......----------------- 263 320 303 Belgium-Luxembourg 303. eo 

C Metal, all forms__._.__..--.------~------------ 788 734 574 Belgium-Luxembourg 446; France 121. Ee 

opper: 
Ore and concentrate__._.-..-.--.---.-----.--- 144,871 136, 764 10,031 Nicaragua 44,258; Cyprus 39,096; Chile 25,978. a 

Matte_____.________--_--------------------- 1,453 1,635 516 Czechoslavakia 1,005. ro 

Scrap_____...--_-__------------------------ 109,104 78,306 41,470 Netherlands 16,372; France 16,049; Belgium-Luxembourg 8,862. a 

Blister. ........_-_-_._--------.-------------- 142,076 146,340 3,098 Zambia 44,463; Republic of South Africa 30,777; Chile 27,778. oo 

Refined copper, unwrought__..._..-----.----- 299,236 265,252 37,622 Chile 88,676; Zambia 50,566; Belgium-Luxembourg 33,349. m 

Copper alloys, unwrought...-_--------------- 42,540 35,477 9,379 United Kingdom 14,227; Netherlands 3,509. Q 

Master alloys_.___.__-.---_---.-------------- 1,251 949 136 United Kingdom 568. ° 

G manufactures, including alloys....._-..---- 72,673 56, 794 35,714 Belgium-Luxembourg 18,554; Netherlands 7,692; France 5,929. Px 

old and alloys: 
Unwrought____._._.---thousand troy ounces-- 8,930 3,850 188 -U.S.S.R. 1,212; Republic of South Africa 1,199; Switzerland 898. 3 

Semimanufactures_________..__-..-----do-_.-- 17 10 1 Switzerland 3; Austria 3; United States 3. i 

Iron and steel: Es 

Ore and concentrate: > 
Iron ore__-..-------------thousand tons... 35,471 81,268 4,887 Sweden 9,576; Liberia 6,251; France 4,883. | Z 

Roasted pyrites....__.----.-------do---- 1,888 1,743 795 Spain 646; Italy 221; Belgium-Luxembourg 212. 
Speigeleisen________..-_--------.--..-d0___- 10 10 10 France 9. 
Pig iron, including cast iron.._.-.------do-.-- 188 174 75 U.S.S.R. 37; France 33; Belgium-Luxembourg 25. 

Powder and shot____..__---.---.------do-.-- 18 17 6 Sweden 9; France 3. 
nO 
co 

See footnotes at end of table. | | or



Table 5.—Federal Republic of Germany: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued nS 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) oO 

; 1966 sources 
Commodity 1965 1966 OO OS eee 

EEC! ' Principal sources 
__ 

Metals——Continued 
Iron and stecl—Continued 

Ferroalloys: 
Ferromanganese___._.___._thousand tons. _ 88 89 55 France 45; Norway 21. 
Other__...-.- 2-22 edo __. 193 176 23 Norway 77; France 17. 

Scrap___._.-------------- 2 --do__. 1,088 670 580 Belgium-Luxembourg 262; Netherlands 257. 
Steel, primary forms: 

Ingots____.-._-..--2-- 2 ee dol __ 4 20 5 Poland 15; Italy 4. 
Blooms, billets and slabs___._._.__.do____ 368 430 393 Belgium-Luxembourg 226; France 88; Netherlands 79. 
Coil for rerolling.._..._..____._.--do____ 503 588 101 Austria 360; U.S.S.R. 116. = 

Semimanufactures: 2 
Wire rod__.___._-__..-- dole 547 643 678 France 305; Belgium-Luxembourg 2238. by 
Other bars and rods______._._.._._do____ 7133 860 746 Belgium-Luxembourg 3380; Italy 212; France 131. kd 
Sections: > 

Large.__..__......_..-.......do___. 339 364 339 Belgium-Luxembourg 198; France 115. re Small__._._.._._._..__-.____.-do_..- 206 213 182 Belgium-Luxembourg 102; France 54. 2 
Plates and sheets: < Heavy plates____._...__.____-do___- 548 471 336 Belgium-Luxembourg 234; France 71; Sweden 44. by 

Medium plates.._.___._.._.....do.__- 219 180 158 Belgium-Luxembourg 110; France 39. > 
2 nin, uncoated. __- penne ee - dO Le 1,326 1,232 1,111 France 507; Belgium-Luxembourg 366; Netherlands 145. as 
oated: 

Tinned__._.._...-___-....do___. 99 110 110 France 56; Belgium-Luxembourg 44. S 
Other___._...._.---_-...-do___- T7 82 77 Belgium-Luxembourg 46; France 31. ni 

Hoop and strip______.___..._..--_-do___- 333 347 320 Belgium-Luxembourg 194; France.74; Netherlands 44. . . 
Railway track material_._._.._..._.do___- 21 13 11 Belgium-Luxembourg 9; Sweden 2; France 2.: Hrs 
Wire (excluding wire rod)_.___._..-do__.- 73 73 61 Belgium-Luxembourg 41; Netherlands 10. & 
Tubes, pipes and fittings. _._..__..._.do___- 188 181 121 Netherlands 57; Belgium-Luxembourg 34; Italy 24. 

Lead Castings and forgings, rough__.___.-do__.. 10 10 8 Belgium-Luxembourg 5. . 
ad: 

Ore and concentrate. __...._.._--_.-_.-----.- 189,497 188,589 _._...... Canada 38,985; Sweden 36,520; Peru 25,762. 
Oxides. ____2 22 eee eee 3,727 2,817 726 Mexico 810; France 592. 
Metal and alloys: 

Scrap_______.-__.------ eee ee 5, 558 1,596 759 Belgium-Luxembourg 536; Czechoslovakia 466. 
Unwrought_.__..._-.2---- 2 -e------- »=116, 677 88 , 028 25,685 United Kingdom 21,528; Australia 14,995. 
Semimanufactures___________.____._-..-_- 2,057 2,124 2,000 NA. 

Magnesium: 
Oxide and hydroxide__....____-___.-_--.----- 2,115 2,077 614 Japan 1,319; Belgium-Luxembourg 345. 
Serap__.- eee 552 207 40 Switzerland 82; Sweden 37. 
Unwrought__._..-2 222 eee --- =. 40, 494 35,654 2,499 Norway 21,214; United States 10,026. 
Semimanufactures________..___..__.--.---.--- 256 162 7 Austria 183. 

Manganese: 
Ores and concentrates____._.._thousand tons__ 732 867 2 Republic of South Africa 369; Gabon 171. Oxides_______- 2-2-2 eee eeeeeee-- 2,877) 2,077 614 Japan 1,318; Belgium-Luxembourg 345. 
Metal, all forms..._._..____._..__.._.-____-- 2,418 1,860 762 France 762;. Republic.of South Africa 499. .



Mercury: Metal_......._._....-_.76-pound flasks.. 22,974 19, 464 2,176 Spain 11,458; Italy 2,176; Yugoslavia 1,798. 
Molybdenum metal, all forms_..__..-..--..-__---- 316 387 59 U.S.S.R. 150; Austria 73. 

ickel: 
Ore and concentrate.__....._..--_-_-__.-__.--L- 530 5 NA NA. 
Matte and speiss._.._-....--_-_.-- 22 ee 4,133 6,166  _.._.._... Canada 4,994. 
Metal and alloys: 

Scrap______------------ eee eee 1,895 2,744 1,326 Netherlands 831; United States 549. 
Unwrought..._------------------------. 23,933 23,815 925 Canada 8,733; United Kingdom 7,911; Norway 5,085. 
Semimanufactures___..._......_-_._----_- 1,853 1,764 574 United Kingdom 521; France 306. 

Platinum-group metals: i 
Ashes, residues, scrap....----_....-kilograms.. 49,300. 86,809 42,679 Netherlands 26,033; Denmark 22,377; France 16,646. D 
Metals, all forms_____..........--troy ounces_. 450,110 540, 872 59,800 U.S.S.R. 291,736; United Kingdom 102,593; United States 56,875. is 

Radioactive and associated materials: , by 
Radioactive elements andisotopes kilograms__. 10,424 1,317 347 United States 663; Sweden 250. > 
and other compounds. m 

Other isotopes___.___..--_--.-- ~~~ - do. 392 1,137 14 United States 1,103. or! 
Compounds of thorium, uranium, and rare-earth 7186 429 42 Austria 194; United States 110. Z 

metals. 
Silicon. - — «== 2-2 ne en een eee n enero en en nen 19,051 18 , 982 8,220 France 4,996; Norway 4,124; Italy 3,200. q 

ilver: 4 
Silver-platinum ores and concentrates.________- 653 2.2 eee Leelee oO 
Ashes, residues, scrap...........---kilograms.. 237,786 182,048 36,684 Sweden 69,952; Netherlands 36,059; Norway 31,777. r 
Unwrought including thousand troy ounces__ O 

. alloys 55,463 45,169 8,117 Mexico 18,398; Peru 9,217; Yugoslavia 8,153. | 
Semimanufactures including alloys.__....do___- 3,327 953 110 Switzerland 621. 4 

Tantalum metal, all forms._..._._.._..__kilograms.. 11,000 17, 688 1,608 United States 10,194. it 
in: re 

Ore and concentrate_.._.._.__._...___long tons_- 7,816 7,373 .-.....-. Bolivia 7,345. bag 
Oxides_.__-----------------...-----.-do_._- 206 138 187 Belgium-Luxembourg 89; France 48. by 
Metal and alloys: go 

Scrap_..__.-------.-------._____.do_- 388 197 116 Netherlands 79; Switzerland 40. by 
Unwrought...--------.---.._.....do__.. 18,492 12,894 7,905 Netherlands 6,576; Malaysia 2,182. a 
Semimanufactures____._._._....._-__-do___- 34 18 4 United States 11. e 

Titanium, vanadium, molybdenum, tantalum, and 447,426 409, 707 812 Norway 225,093; Canada 127,124. 
zirconium ores and concentrates. vw 

Titanium dioxide._..-.---....----.--_.-.-------- 1,812 3,121 2,755 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,306; Italy 712. Ip 
Tungsten: a 

Ore and concentrate....-....-----.__-------- 6,120 5,312 16 Mainland China 2,767; U.S.S.R. 580; Bolivia 457. wo 
Metal, all forms__._.----- eee 449 529 79 Sweden 164; United States 118. ws 

Uranium and thorium: Bs 
Ores and concentrates._........--.------- ee 1,676 2,496 2,496 All from France. 
Metal and alloys___..._..........-kilograms_. 12,100 17,600 15,700 Belgium-Luxembourg 15,700; United Kingdom 1,900. ° 

Zinc and alloys: "J 
Ores and concentrates........-..-.-...-.-..-- 120,747 164, 682 6,687 Canada 56,087; Sweden 36,202; Peru 15,637. 7) 

’ Oxides_._-.-------.---- 2 eee ee 3,605 3,169 2,254 France 962; Netherlands 845. ty 
Metal and alloys: . oo 

Scrap__..------------------------ eee 549 624 326 Sweden 194; Netherlands 160. = 
Zine dust (blue powder)...._.._..-------- 5,468 4,474 3,664 Belgium-Luxembourg 3,653; Poland 550. > 
Unwrought.._-.-...-...--..--.----..... 184,305 126,800 67,520 Belgium-Luxembourg 50,200; Netherlands 15,327. 2 
Semimanufactures_._..._....---.--...--. 15,847 14,468 6,408 Yugoslavia 7,324; Belgium-Luxembourg 4,367. 

Zirconium metal, al) forms............-kilograms.. 23,600 34,400 14,600 France 14,600; United States 14,800. 

See footnotes at end of table. 8



| Table 5.—Federal Republic of Germany: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued by 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) oo 
ener ren NL

 
TES 

.1966 sources 
Commodity 1965 1966 ee ———E———— 

; . EEC: . Principal sources 

ee 

Metals—Continued 
Other: 

Nonferrous ores and concentrates___-.._._-_.--- 4,132 3,472 15 Thailand 1,702; Turkey 1,322. 
Metalliferous nonferrous waste, n.e.s_.__... 92,057 88 , 490 30,679 Norway 13,658; Netherlands 11,588; France 7,089. 
Oxides and hydroxides of barium and stron- 2,164 76 12 United States 75. 

tium. 
Other inorganic bases, n.e.s____.___._.--_. 3,127 2,520 537 United States 1,096; United Kingdom 333. 

Metals: 
Alkali, alkaline earth, and rare-earth metals. 82 79 20 United States 45; France 20. . 
Arsenic and tellurium__.__.._..-.-.-.---- 53 51 11 Sweden 31; Belgium-Luxembourg 10. = 
Boron and nitrogen__..__.__.------------ r 31 21 21 Netherlands 20. 2 
Columbium and tantalum metals, all forms-_ 770 1,048 5 United States 498; Japan 411. Be 
Phosphorus and selenium.___..__-.---...--- 2,333. 2,485 20 United States 2,319. ee 
Pyrophoric alloys._.._.__._...-...-------- 62 39 “11. Austria 23; France 11. > 
Other_.____... _.-..--_-- eee eee eee 6 8 4 Netherlands 4; Finland 38. OF 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives: re 

Natural: Be 
Industrial diamond._.___ thousand carats_- 565 575 285 Belgium-Luxembourg 210; Republic of South Africa 180. e 
Dust and powder of gem do___- 1,250 1,320 765 Netherlands 420; Belgium-Luxembourg 340; United Kingdom 200. te 

stones, including diamond. O 
Diatomite and other siliceous earths..._..._. 87,254 16,424 14,598 Denmark 54,649; France 14,509. © 
Pumice, emery, other natural abrasives..... 113,592 80,221 71,923 Italy 71,325. RK 

A Manutactured (grinding stone).._..._-_---- 2,799 2,738 1,127 Austria 642; France 441; Sweden 336. - 
rtificial: co 

Artificial corundum_____.__._-_---.------- 4,619 . 6,743 8,010 France 2,775; Austria 2,383; United States 1,021. 3 
Silicon carbide__.___..._..-.-.-_---.--.--.- 6,504 8,122 1,271 Norway 6,288. 

Asbestos: . 
Crude or partially worked.__.....-.._-.--..-- 178,473 169,414 13,655 Canada 82,745; U.S.S.R. 42,515. 
Asbestos cement products._..-..._...-.-..--. 110,793 106,194 51,120 Belgium-Luxembourg 38,914; Sweden 21,333; Austria 10,512. 
Asbestos manufactures, excluding friction ma- 8,356 7,726 2,688 United | Kingdom 2,959; France 1,455; United States 1,330; Netherlands 

terials. 036. 

Barite and witherite.___._.-_..-_--2-------.----- 54,044 29,8385 __....._.. NA. . 
Boron salts, natural.__...._..._-_._-..-.....-.--... 55,052 65,859 643 United States 59,937. 
Boric oxide and acid__....._._.-----------------. 11,521 11,181 7,599 France 5,357; United States 3,512. 
Cement, hydraulic.__._..._......-thousand tons_. 460 493 357 France 242; Belgium-Luxembourg 85; Switzerland 70. 
Chalk__._.______2 2 eee. 2 -_- doe 126 117 96 France 87; Denmark 20. 
Clays and clay products: 

Crude: 
China clay (Kaolin)................do__-. 381 427 39 United Kingdom 306; France 39. 
Fire clay_._......._--....-.-...--do.... 228 160 41 Czechoslovakia 59; Republie of South Africa 34; France 32. 
Andalusite, dinas, other_..._......-do.__- 252 224 149 Netherlands 77; France 48.



Products: Construction materials: 
Building brick_...._-.-_-.---...--d0_.-- 507 500 896 Netherlands 354; Denmark 83. 

Other (roof tile, ceramic piping, ete.) .do.._. 235 258 182 Netherlands 76; [taly 66; Japan 35. . 

efractory: 
Heat-insulating brick of diatomite and 12,101 9,049 207 Denmark 8,505. 

similar earths. 
Brick, n.e.s-._.--.---.---.---------- 64,141 51,745 NA NA. a 

Mortars.._.....-.-.-----.-------.~-- 16,904 18, 740 4,048 Ireland 8,920; Austria 3,119; France 2,631. = 

Cryolite and chiolite....-..-.----------~---------- 3,576 2,778  ......... Denmark 2,771. ’ 

Diamond and other gem stones: 
2 

Diamond, except powder and dust: 
2 

ther: 
Crude or rough cut_..thousand carats... 375 415 NA NA. = 

Other worked___..._-.-.-..---d0._.- 215 225 145 Belgium-Luxembourg 105; Israel 60. > 

Other precious or semiprecious: 
a 

Crude or rough cut......._.-..kilograms_._ 824,172 667 ,026 10 Brazil 564,469; Norway 98,600. 4 

Other.__...__..---.-----.------.--.d0_... 2,932 2,125 151 Mainland China 750; Switzerland 274. 4 

Dolomite..__._...---------.-----.-thousand tons-- 120 148 106 Belgium-Luxembourg 98; Austria 26. 

Feldspar.___.---_-.-.---------------------+---- 51,206 52,977 24,784 Norway 16,600; Italy 14,891; France 9,736. q 

Fertilizer materials: 
w 

Crude, natural: . ko) 

Phosphatic...........-.-.thousand tons_- 2,521 2,506 .......-.. United States 1,062; U.S.S.R. 470; Morocco 418, be 

Nitrogenous (natural sodium nitrate) - --._- 8,120 6,018  ......... All from Chile. ° 

M Organic including guano.........--.------ 18,985 17,720 19,901 Netherlands 6,965; France 5,874; Peru 3,965. Py 

anufactured: 

Nitrogenous- ee ee eee eee ee ene e---~-- 158,079 236 , 743 218,601 Belgium-Luxembourg 193,948; Poland 21,825. i 

osphatie: 
Basie slag___._.-.-.-.-.-..-.------. 529,082 586,057 552,369 Belgium-Luxembourg 548,617. 

Other___._--.-----------.-.-------- 24,069 18,383 15,619 Netherlands 12,388. rx 

Potassic_...-.---.-----2---------e------ 49,145 87,618 88,885 France 83,643. . &§ 
Other__..___.-----2------------ee-e---- =: 16, 078 19,023 17,402 France 15,879. By 

Fluorspar_.__.__-.-..---------------------------- 110,846 120 , 842 57,593 France 52,931; Spain 338,604. be 

Graphite, natural crude or ground___---.---------- 17,729 14,513 110 Austria 7,311; Norway 1,951. > 

Gypsum and anhydrite......--.------------------ | 77,709 100,805 34,469 Austria 65,757; France 33,941. rm 

Limestone and other calcareous thousand tons. . 1,005 1,452 45 Austria 1,127; Sweden 240. ty 

stone, excluding dimension stone. 
i 

Lime, hydraulic or slaked.........---------------- 98,383 125 , 082 122,242 France 121,881. rg 

Magnesite: 
q 

Crude_._.____..-_---------- ee eee ne eee nee 3,066 1,142 559 Netherlands 559; Austria 410. oO 

Caustic caleined___._.._--.---.---.---------- 123,386 121,578 8,388 Austria 76,527. e 

Other sintered or fired. __...____--.-------.-- 223,938 192 , 418 11,480 Austria 88,074; Czechoslovakia 56,332. QQ. 

Magnesite, dolomite, chrome-magnesite refrac- 46,286 37 , 389 1,922 Austria 20,452; Norway 5,664. O 

tories. 
bey 

Mica: 
o 

Crude and scrap.-....-.--------------------- 6 , 856 5,477 494 India 2,238; United Kingdom 905. by 

Manufactures______-_.-------.---.~----+-~.-- 204 150 80 Belgium-Luxembourg 43; France 37; United States 35, bg 

Pigments, mineral. ______-__.-_------------------- 2,098 1,892 8332 Austria 985; Sierra Leone 446. EB 

alt: 
Table_____.._._-_---_---------------------- 6,407 5, 759 5,046 France 4,995. Zz 

Other___.____-____.---------.- eee ee eee eee 87 , 444 94,483 92,443 Netherlands 81,157. a} 

Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: . 

Caustic soda_______--_.--_------------------- 76,097 59 , 682 56,468 Netherlands 51,159. 

Caustic potash and peroxides of sodium and po- 4,022 9,339 9,081 Belgium-Luxembourg 8,989. 

tassium. to 
© 

See footnotes at end of table. 
©



Table 5.—Federal Republic of Germany: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued & 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) = 

1966 sources 
Commodity 1965 1966 Te aa A RU sR eR 

EEC ! Principal sources 

Nonmetals—Continued 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Quartz and quartzite, crude, ground, and/or 51,091 44,981 17,626 Belgium-Luxembourg 15,439; Sweden 8,876. 
roughly squared. 

Dimension stone: 
Crude or partly worked: 

Marble and other thousand tons. _ 192 140 81 Italy 59; Portugal 17; Greece 17. 
calcareous. 

Slate._..--- 2-2 ee _do_ q qT 4 Norway 2; Italy 2. 
w Granite, sandstone, and other, n.e.s__.. 558 604 14 Sweden 240; Denmark 125; Austria 103. = 

orked: 
Building and mon- thousand tons__ 116 158 133 Italy 126. 4 

umental. -*) 
Paving blocks and flagstones____do____ 142 101. 1 Portugal 78; Poland 13. >. Slate-.....-___-._.-.-.-...-.--do___- 15 13 11 Italy 9. o Gravel and crushed stone, including do___- 7,831 8 , 822 5,679 France 4,892; Denmark 2,049. ° i 

macadam. 
Sand, excluding metal-bearing.__.__.____do.__. 1,513 1,890 1,764 France 1,163. B Sulfur, all forms: a ty 
Pyrite._..-.2 22222 -_-_--_do__.- 1,548 1,440 .._....._. Spain 581; Norway 435. td Elemental, excluding colloidal and do____ 486 372 93 United States 274; France 93. oO. precipitated. . oO Elemental, colloidal, precipitated______..______ 150 344 142 United States 200; Italy 128: : R 
Sulfur dioxide______.._._..-___-__ tee 573 227 .....-... All from Poland. a 
Sulfuric acid___._..--._-.2 222 e-e e  _-. «6219, 582 107 ,996 100,331 France 46,248; Belgium-Luxembourg 29,779. © Mineral fuels: 

3 Asphalt and bitumen, natural_.................... 16,701 21,248 37 Trinidad 10,630; United States 10,437. 
Carbon black. -_.__.-_-----------.---.-------.-. 42,000 40 ,252 22,592 United States 15,895 Netherlands 9,790. 
Coal, lignite, peat: . 0 

Anthracite and bituminous_____thousand tons_. 7,166 6 , 782 772 United States 5,020; Poland 373; United Kingdom 458. 
Bituminous briquets______...__......_.do____ 305 — 291 291 Netherlands 290. 
Lignite and lignite briquets_____.__._._.do____ 979 1,083 10 Czechoslovakia 1,064. 
Peat and peat briquets__._________._.__do____ 12 22 17° Netherlands 16. 

goke, except petroleum coke__._____._._.._.do____ 627 507 361 Netherlands 284; Czechoslovakia 89. 
as: 
Natural______ 22 -- eee --- = 66, 488 83,276 . %9,478 Netherlands 58,227; France 21,071. 
Manufactured_.________________________ 245 1,021 1,021 All from Netherlands. 

Hydrogen and rare gases________..__________.___.- 59 172 130 France 116. | 
Petroleum: 

Crude, including shale oil__....thousand tons.__ 59,068 67,686 _....._.. Libya 26,330; Saudi Arabia 9,073; Iran 7,275. 
Refinery products: . 

Gasoline__.-__.__.-.....-_..._-_..do___- 1,551 2,534 1,876 Netherlands 824; France 546; Italy 311. 
Kerosine_______._______.__.__....do___. 272 826 314 Belgium-Luxembourg 158; Netherlands 131. 
Distillate fuels. _.....2..._......__do___. 9,312 10,300 6,530 Netherlands 2,500; Italy 1,945; France 1,730. 
Residual fuel oils...._.._.__.._.._..do____ 3,383 3,089 2,061 France 1,203; Netherlands 498; Italy 333; Bunkers 373.



Lubricants_......--...------------d0__~_ 199 | 198 103 Netherlands 49; United States 47; United Kingdom 31. . 
Mineral jelly and wax__.....--.-.--do__.. 51. 54. 9 United States 38; Netherlands 7. . 

Nonlubricating oils, n.e.s_...--...--do..__ 95 79 6 Venezuela 46; United States 14. . 
Pitch and pitch coke__--...-.-...--do-._.. 35 | 380 4 Czechoslovakia 22. . 
Petroleum coke__.______._..-....-do.__- ' 283 375 1 United States 359. 
Petroleum and shale oil residues._...do___-_ - 497. 544 492 Netherlands 281; France 157. 
Bitumen and asphalt mixtures._._...do_-_-_- 15 18: 18 Netherlands 11. a 

Tar, mineral, and other crude chemicals from coal, 245,119 248 , 840 80,894 United Kingdom 47,061; Czechoslovakia 49,648; Netherlands 45,893, Ey 
petroleum, and natural gas. - te mo i a . - 

t Revised. NA Not available. 7 an oe i 
1 Belgium, France, Italy, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands. 7 . a 
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COMMODITY REVIEW | 

METALS for a billion kilowatt-hours of electricity for 
. . a 66,000-ton-per-year aluminum plant 

Aluminum.—At the beginning of 1967, which will be erected in the Ruhr. Ge- 
the country’s production capacity for brueder Giulini GmbH, an important al- primary aluminum and alumina were 300,- umina producer (100,000-tons-per-year), 

Poo an 625,000 tons, respetvly. Alum; i ul a 22 000-on-penyear alin 
3.6 percent, less than the 4.2 percent plant at Ludwigshafen. 
in 1966. Consumption fell, due chiefly to Iron Ore.—Domestic ore accounted for 
reduced demand for foundry products. percent of the contained iron consumed 
Production of semimanufacturers rose 4 in the production of pig iron. The bulk 
percent from 365,580 to 380,890 tons as oF the roasted iron pyrite consumed was 
the industry succeeded in. Increasing €X- aio of foreign origin. | 
ports. Production of semifinished aluminum During the year two additional iron 
by type of products in 1967 was as follows ines closed and production of iron 

~ In tons: Sheets, strip, discs, and slugs 225,- ore and employment at iron mines con- 
372; rods and sections 89,924; Pipe 14,- tinued to decline. Salzgitter and Ilseder 336; wire 2,548; electrical conductors mines, which are linked to iron and steel 
41,508; drop and other forgings 7,602. plants, accounted for 43 and 21 percent 

The supply Position for primary and of total mine run output. The Dogger ore secondary aluminum in 1967 was as follows deposits in Bavaria and Wuerttemberg 
in tons: States contributed an additional 11 percent. 

Information on the status of a deposit re- 
Production of primary ported to be under development in 1965 
pe miaum condar yo 253,000 at Salzgitter and Sulzbach-Rosenburg was 
aluminum.............. 186,000 not avaiable. 

imports pr aluminum 2... 185,000 Iron and Steel.— Raw material consump- 
Exports of aluminum tton. The large increase in pig iron produc- 

(ingot)................. —22,000 tion was reflected in the 5.6 percent rise 
in raw material consumption in 1967. Of 

Total available...... 602,000 all iron ore smelted, 66 percent was sin- 
Conversion ‘ol e emelt, scrap d tered. Consumption of iron bearing ma- by secondary smelters a terial per ton of pig iton decined by 3 con ion.... —18,000 llograms but pig iron and scrap per ton 

Consummation ay enon .... 584,000 of crude steel remained practically un- 
changed. 

End users of aluminum (both primary The iron and steel industry as a whole 
and secondary) and their respective shares used 20.8 million tons of solid fuels, 2.9 
of consumption in percent were as follows: miullion tons of liquid fuel, and 1,187,000 
Transportation 24.1; machinery 9.9; elec- cubic meters of oxygen. 
trotechnology 13.8 (6.4 percent for con- — Production.—At the beginning of 1967, 
ductors); construction 9.9; packaging 8.4; West Germany had an effective capacity 
iron and steel 3.9; metal wares 3.3; exports to produce 35.8 million tons of pig iron 
13.8; household 2.9; miscellaneous 10. The and 48.4 million tons of crude steel; the 
price of aluminum remained steady at latter was distributed by furnace type as 
$552 per ton. follows in percent: Open hearth, 39; basic 

The Goettingen aluminum rolling mill bessemer, 27; oxygen, 26; electric, 8; acid 
of Alcan was expanded to 30,000 tons per _ bessemer negligible (50,000 tons per year). 
year. The Norf plant of Vereinigte-Alu- Pig iron and steel output was at about 73 
minium-Werke AG (VDM) and Alcan percent of capacity. 
(200,000-ton annual capacity) came into After 2 years of decline, production of 
operation. Metallgesellschaft, WDM, and _ pig iron, crude steel, and rolled steel in- 
Alusuisse combined in establishing Leicht- creased by 7.7, 4.0, and 2.8 percent, re- 
metal GmbH which contracted with Rhe- spectively, in 1967. Pig iron output estab- 
inisch-Westfaelisches Elektrizitaetswerk AG lished a new peak with that for open
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Table 6.—Federal Republic of Germany: Raw materials consumed in the production of 
pig iron (Including feed to sintering plants) 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

a 

Commodity | 1965 1966 1967? 
eee I TE RR 

Iron ore: . 
Domestic_..._._.-.--.-..------------------ +--+ +--+ +--+ + ee 7,464 6,529 6,365 

_ Imported_-.-_..-.--------------------------------~-------------- 33, 537 31,119 33 , 634 

Total_..____.-__-_---___-_-_----.---------.------------------ 41,001 37, 648 39 ,999 
Manganese ore_._.------------------------------------------------- 669 680 659 
Pyrite cinder_--_.._.-_._------------------------------------------- 3,542 3, 692 4,240 
Slags and plant scales____..___-------------------------------------- 5, 033 4,961 5,221 
Blast furnace dust.___.________-___-_-___-.--._--------------------- 2,191 1,719 1,465 
Serap____._---------------------------- =~ -- eee ee ee ee 685 641 542 

Total metallic raw materials: —_— 
Gross weight____._-.--.------------------------------------ 53,121 49,340 §2,125 

Iron content: 
Iron ore: 

Domestic__.__-..-._---_--------------------------- 2,882 2,052 2,027 
Imported____.--..-.------------------------------- 18,118 17,092 18,805 

Manganese ore._._--.---------------------------------- 75 69 86 
Pyrite cinder___...--.----..--.------------------------- 1,752 1,806 2,070 
Slags and plant scales________----.---------------------- 2,281 2,211 2,333 
Blast furnace dust_._.-_..--.--------------------------- 842 651 542 
Serap._...__-.---------------------------------------- 571 544 457 

Total iron content.____.______-_-._-------------------.- 25,971 24,426 26,320 
Limestone________________---_-_-_-------- eee eee eee eee eee eee e----- 8, 052 2,720 _ 2,982 

Per ton of product___._...____--------------------------+--------- 113 107 109 
Phosphate___...__...--------------------------------------+-------- 419 303 192 

Total gross weight of metallic raw materials, limestone, and phosphate. 56,592 52,363 55,300 
Coke_______________-_ eee ene eee ne ee eee eee ee eee eee eee | «18,127 15,796 16,516 

ne 

P Preliminary. 

Table 7.—Federal Republic of Germany: Scrap supply and consumption 

(Thousand metric tons) | 

eee cept Se 

| 1965 +1966 1967 

a 

Source: 
‘Tron and steel plants_______-._-..-.----------------------------- 9,585 9,152 9,075 

Foundries........__-_--------------- eee ee ene eee 2, 589 2,328 2,135 

Purchases: 
Domestic______.....______---- ene eee ee ee eee ee eee nee ee---- = 6, 882 6,272 6,254 

Imported_____..----..-----_----------------------------------- 1,066 638 1,078 

Other, including variation in stock estimates.__.._.....------------- 2, 707 2,655 2,654 

Total, new supply.___--------.------------------------------- 22,279 21,045 21,196 

Consumption: 
Tron and steel plants.__._.....-----.---------------------------- 15,337 14,825 15,290 

Tron and steel foundries______.-__-_-------------------------1--- 5,049 4,515 4,054 

Consigned for export..__....._--.----------------------------------- 1,933 2,011 2,092 

Stocks at yearend__________.__------------------------------------- 2,294 1,989 1,750 

aan 

hearth furnaces increasing 23.6 percent sheets decreased. 

and that from Thomas furnaces declining Shipments.—Steel shipments consisted of 

1.6 percent. 6,992,400 tons of semifinished steel for 

Production of oxygen steel increased further inland processing (forging, ham- 

about 34 percent. Aside from 13.6 per- mering, etc.), 4,224,500 tons of hot rolled 

cent decline in basic bessemer steel pro- wide strip, and 22,352,000 tons of rolled 

duction, there was little change in the steel, including tubes. The total of 

output of other steel categories. Production 33,568,900 tons was 354,000 tons more 

of thin sheets, hot rolled wide strip, wire than in the previous year. For finished 

bars, railroad materials, and seamless tubes _ steel, flat products were 9.58 million tons 

increased while bar and rod, hot rolled (excluding 598,000 tons of galvanized and 

strip including skelp, thick, and medium 606,600 tons of tinplate), and bars and
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Table 8.—Federal Republic of Germany: Salient statistics of the iron and steel industry 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
—— eee 

1965 1966 1967 

PIG IRON Doe 
—_—_— eee 
Producing plants___-.__-.--.--.---_..-_.-._-____________.number._ 35 33 . 30 
Blast furnaces available_-._.___._________.__________._____..do____ 145 141 139 
Blast furnaces in operation at yearend_._____________________do___. 104 86 91 
Maximum production capacity._-_..--.---.-.-_-.__-_-._--_-__---. 38,160 34,800 85,900 ~ 

Production: oo : 
Thomas---_-...._-~------------------------ ee eeeee----- 14,917 13,709 13,485 — 
Open hearth____-___..---- 22-2 eee 9,768 . 9,698 11,987 
Foundry.__.._-_-------------------- 2 eee 453 304 249 
Spiegeleisen and blast furnace ferromanganese______.____________ 280 296 254 
Other__-__-__----- 2-2-8 1,572 1,406 1,391 

Potal______--_--------------- +e ee------ = 26, 990 © 25,413 27,366 
Blast furnace charge: ‘ 

Iron ore: 
Domestic. _.--.._--__..-- 2-2 ee 1,464 ° °#1,344 1,422 

Iron content___.....--_22 eee 552 7 502 528 
_  Imported__.-.--.------------ ee ------ 18,020 10,801 . 12 ,262 

Iron content__._._______--_ ee. 7,044 5,961 6,963 
Sinter and briquets____.______-_-_-_--_-_-- 22-2 2-2 ee -_------ =: 29, 908 29,103 30, 602 

Iron content_____.-__-__--_-__ ee. 16,249 16,021 16,930 
Manganese ore______.-..__-___----__-_--_ eee 603° 595 580 

Iron content.__..-.-_..2 2. 72 63 ~ 80 
Other iron-bearing materials: 

Slag, scale, cinder, dust______.._____.____________ 3,534 3,234 3,217 
Serap_-.-.-_----:----2- 2-2 eee B85 641 541 

Limestone____._._.__ 22-2 ee 1,678 1,396 1,344 
Phosphate rock_____.-.-------------- +e 401 286 _ 190 
Coke: 

Total______-_. 22 eee ee-e---- 18,127 15,796 . 16,516 
Kilograms per ton of pig iron produced_________.__________. 668 617 599 

STEEL 
SE 

Converters: oo . 
Basic bessemer: | 

Total____.__-__- eee. _number_. 58 58 54 
In operation at end of year___-..-_-..--_----------_do___- 50 - 4G 44 

Oxygen: 
Total________. 2-2 eee do_ ‘18 22 26 
In operation at end of year______._____._._____.___.do__._ 14 18 - 21 

Furnaces: 
Open hearth: a 

Total__-_-_ 222 eee do. 182 173 150 
S In operation at end of year.__________.___________...do___. 119 92 96 

Electric : 
Total_____-_ 2-2 eee do. 185 190 189 
In operation at end of year________.____.________..._do.__. 164 165 166 

Maximum production capacity (ali furnaces)______________._________ 44,6385 47,580 48,400 

Production of crude steel: 
Basic Bessemer________._.______________________ 8. 10,811 9,795 8, 467 
Oxygen__.__.-2 2 eee 7,035 8,653 - 41,562 
Open hearth.__.___-____------_--_ 2 eee _--__-. «15, 805 13, 762 13,599 
Elecirie__..._2 2 2 eee 3,137 3,090 3,108 
Other___-___._2_- eee. 33 15 8 

Total... 22-836, 821 35,315 36,744 
Ingots.__.__-__--.--- eee eee------ =: 36,171 34,738 36,218 
Liquid steel for castings.____.__._.______________.____._. 650 577 526 

Furnace feed for ingot steel: a 
Pig iron: 
Total_________-_-_---- eee eee * 24,684 23,605 24,717 

5 Kilograms per ton crude steel_________________.__________. (681) (680) (682) 
crap: 

Total_______-- eee eee ----- =) 14, 639 14,170 14,739 
Kilograms per ton crude steel_______________________.____. (405) (408) (407) 

Preblown Thomas and other presmelted steels.__________________ 121 95 62 
Ferroalloys and alloying metals_____.________. ____.________.- 268 274 284 
Other iron bearing materials________..____________.__. 824 776 847 
Iron and managanese ores____.____________________.._.______. 977 797 846 

Total iron bearing materials_____________________________. 41,463 39,717 41,495 | 
Limestone_-___--..--.---.-.------_- eee 2,840 2,634 2,761
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. Table 8.—Federal Republic of Germany: Salient statisties of the iron and 
. steel industry—Continued 

oe ae (Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. . ee . 1965 1966 1967 

_ CASTINGS 

Iron and steel foundries in operation. .._._....-_.._......_number_- 1,019 964 909 
, Production of iron and steel castings........-...----2-2--..-------- 4,464 3,915 3,579 

Consumption of raw materials: _——_ 
Pig iron___-_- ee eee eee 1,867 1,594 1,455 
Scrap. 2-222 ee ee ce eee eee ele 5,049 4,515 4,054 

-  Ferroalloys aiid other metals. _...._... 202-20. ueu le een eee ee 82 75 68 

Total. __ 8-2 eeeeeee. 6,998 6,184 5,577 | 
oe EMPLOYMENT 

Yn coking plants of smelters____.. 2222-2. 22 eau ---ueeuu-.---persons_- 1,976 2,427 2,237 
Blast furnace, steel mills, hammer and forge shops.............do_.-. 398,991 378 , 220 361,512 
Foundries. -.._--.--_-..------- 222 eee eee eae ee----d0___. 176,158 157,301 144,821 

Table 9.—Federal Republic of Germany: Production and consumption of sinter 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

- 1965 1966 1967 

Production: = = : | . | 
Gross weight. ...--.--..--- 222-2222 eee eee eee eee eee nee-- 29,912 29,081 30 ,669 
Iron content. __-------- ~~ ee ee eee eee ee e----- «16,273 16,039 16,998 

Consumption of raw materials: 
Tron ore_..-.-------------- 2 nee en ee eee eee ee 26,584 25,588 26 ,394 
Cinder______- 2-2-2 eee eee 3,461 3,603 4,184 
Slags and seale________.- eee eee 1,603 1,816 2,060 
Blast furnace dust._._-._........--.--2---------1eee----eeen---- = 2,168 1,717 1,465 
Limestone....__...-_.----------- ee eee ene 1,373 1,324 1,638 

Iron content of materials consumed: . . 
Tron ore__.._------------ eee eee --------- 12,908 12 ,686 13 ,347 
Cinder__...-------- 2-2 eee eeee- = 1, 780 1,781 2,058 
Slags and scale.___...- 2-2-2 eee eee 832 954 1,086 
Blast furnace dust. .-.------------------------+------- 22 ---- 833 651 542 

 Potal. 0. eee eee eee eeeeeeeeese-----. 16,308 16,072 17,033 
—_——_— 

Fable 10.—Federal Republic of Germany: Froduction of finished steel 

| (Thousand tons) 
. 

. 1965 1966 1967 

enna 

Wire rods____-__-----------.- +8 eee ---e---- = 2, 868 2,674 2,844 
Bars and rods_-__------.--------.-----.-------------_--_--_--------- 5,658 5,256 5,039 
Angles, shapes, sections (excluding rails)_.__......-...._._._.__-_--.--. 2,288 2,171 2,057 
Universal plates___._....--__.._-_2 eee 407 378 370 
Other heavy plates and sheets (more than 4.75 millimeters thick)_.....__.. 3,688 3,594 3,445 
Medium plates and sheets (3 to 4.75 millimeters)______.________________ 531 518 459 
Thin plates and sheets (less than 3 millimeters)_...._.._...._..._.-_-... 4,334 4,374 4,670 
Hot rolled strip including skelp__._.__.._..---..--.-2- 2-2-2 2--------- = -2, 249 2,349 2,253 
Hot rolled wide strip___..__-__--_.2- 2-2 eee 775 999 1,652 
Rails and railway track material.._-__...__.__._______.______ Lee 443 432 514 
Seamless steel tubes_.__._..-.--.----.-. 2-2 e----_---- = 1, 596 1,500 1,619 

Total finished steel_._..-_._-_--_-..-------- 22-2 e--_--_-.-_--- 24,837 124,244 24,922 
Selected semimanufactures: 

Tin plate____..-__-._---.- eee 558 599 650 
Galvanized and ternplate____-......-.------ = eee 447 623 700 
Steel pipe welded__._-__-..-.-_2- ee ee 837 923 1,022 

Extrusions and forgings__..___.....--.-_.-_-_____-______ ue, 551 490 499 
Steel castings_______._-__-.- ~~ eee 348 298 272 

_ 

1 Data do not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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rods 4.95 million tons; wire rods were the in 1966 and producer zinc price, $274, was 
next most important group with 2.67 mil- 4 percent lower than in 1966. 
lion tons. | Metallgesellschaft’s subsidiary, Lurgi 

| | - Gesellschaft fuer Chemie and Huetten- 
Copper.—Production of electrolytic cop- wesen, was building an electrolytic zinc 

per increased, but that of fire-refined cop- plant with an annual production capacity 
per from scrap declined during the year. of 100,000 tons at Datteln in Westphalia. 
Semimanufacture output remained almost Production is expected at the end of 1968. 
unchanged but castings declined. Copper A modern zinc rolling mill, with a. 
consumption was estimated at 516,000 tons. 60,000-ton annual capacity, will come inte 

Copper prices varied greatly during the operation in 1969. _ 
year from the $960 to $1,390 per ton of Stollberger Zinc  Aktiengesellschaft 
wire bar. Prices were 11 percent higher closed its zinc smelter at Muensterbusch in 
at yearend than on April 1, partly because 1967. This smelter was the horizontal 
of the U.S. copper strike. retort type and had 30,000 tons annual 

In 1966 the Norddeutsche Affinerie cel- capacity. Preussag will also close its lead 
ebrated its hundredth anniversary. The smelter (30,000 tons annual capacity) at 
plant has an annual capacity of 200,000 Clausthal and its silver refinery at Lauth- 
tons of electrolytic copper and also pro-  enthal and transfer the operations to the 
duces antimony, bismuth, lead, nickel, tin, Goslar smelter of the Unterharzer Berg- 

precious metals, metal powders, selenium, und Huettenwerke GmbH which is now 
tellurium, and oxides and salts of all these 100 percent owned by Preussag. 
metals. Byproducts include sulfuric acid, The contribution of the Meggen zinc- 
agricultural chemicals and pesticides, and iferous pyrite mine to total zinc output 
ballast and construction materials from increased further. Performance of | this 
slags. | mine was as follows, in tons: 

| In September 1966 work started on , 
| adding an electrolytic copper refinery to 1966 1967 

the plant of the Berliner Kupfer-Raffinerie Mine run ore..... 694,178 746,163 
GmbH. This company produces about Marketable ore... 595,496 647,831 
1,200 to 1,500 tons of secondary copper Ore feed to flota- 
per month. tion plant..... 511,780 567,849 

| Zinc-bearing 

| Lead—Zinc.*—-In 1967, West Germany concen 
produced 2.2 percent of the world’s lead Gced PTO- 93 649 100. 238 
and 2.6 percent of zinc in ore, but its Lead-bearing , —F 
shares of world refined lead output was concen- 
8.6 percent and slab zinc 4.2 percent. One trates pro- 

open pit and five underground mines were duced..... 4,380 6,261 
in operation. About 3,400 workers were : 
employed in the lead-zinc mines including Precious Metals.—West Germany’s con- 
zinciferous pyrite mines. - sumption of gold, silver, and platinum was 

Production of lead-zinc ores, including 4,694,000, 59,120,000, and 299,000 ounces, 
zinciferous pyrite, increased 3 percent to respectively. Domestic smelter output of 
2,814,000 tons. Zinc ore output attained silver was equivalent to about one-third 
a peak for the post-World War II period. of consumption. For the other metals, 
Lead and zinc ores accounted for 47 and however, domestic output in terms of con- 
45 percent of the material smelted in lead sumption was insignificant. Trade in these 
and zinc furnaces, respectively. Domestic metals was approximately as follows, in 
ores supplied about 44 percent of primary thousand troy ounces: 
lead and 80 percent of primary zinc. 

Preliminary information indicates that Imports Exports 
1967 consumption of lead, 256,800 tons, Gold.......... 5,080 ~ 392 
was practically the same as in 1966, but Silver......... 47,583 13,825 
the 1967 zinc consumption of 302,700 Platinum...... 311 9.6 
tons was about 2.5 percent below that of 
the preceding year. Average price of lead, 9 9—7_ 

$225 per ton, was 14 percent lower than yesberieht und Statisuky 1960; ope L2O
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-Tin.—Pertinent data on tin were as many in the fiscal year 1966-67 (June 30 
follows, in long tons: to July 1) were as follows: > 

Production: | a | | —_————— eh 
Primary..............- 1,622 ; Shipments 
Secondary............. 845 Production “Domestic Foreien 

Consumption (estimate)..... 11,000 en 
| Imports (primary and Ninoeneoustt(‘s=‘=sSstststststSS 

itrogeneous 
pee y ye ritertttty wet pi engeer 1,501,301 888,619 664,193 

Ce ee ee ee 3 ospnatic 

. (P2Os)..------ 947,882 800,985 225,388 
Uranium.—Uranium reserves in West  Potassic (K2O).- 2,119,696 1,076,770 970,501 

Germany may total 50 to 500 tons in the =< 
Ellweiller deposits and an additional 500 For the above period, production of 
to 1,000 tons in Menzenschwand in the . : . ner primary nittrogen was 1,825,885 mostly 
Black Forest. Uranium requirements up to 7° . : we as fertilizers, of which ammonium nitrate 
1980, when 25,000 magawatts of nuclear | | : . 

| ; : . accounted for 49 percent; ammonium sul- 
power may be in operation, are estimated fate for 16 percent; calcium nitrate 7 per- 
at about 32,000 tons. To meet these needs, ora “ap : cent; mixed fertilizers 26 percent; and 
a company named  Uran-Gesellschaft . _ . , . other nitrates 2 percent. Nitrogen also was 
GmbH was formed by four firms. Uran- Gesellschaft will | . ctine used to produce 405,141 tons of other 
vesellschaft will engage in prospecting, chemical products. 

exploration, and exploitation of uranium | 

and ‘horn epost. as well de bene- Potash.—There was reportedly 14 pot- 
ciation and trade o t orlum and uranium ash mines and 13 potash works in oper- 

ores. | | ation in 1967, controlled by three oper- 

| a ating groups: Wintershall A.G., Salzdet- | 
NONMETALS | furth A.G., and Kali-Chemie A.G. 

The value of nonmetals producted in Potash sales declined 4 percent in 1966 
1967, exclusive of building raw materials, and continued down at least in the first 
totaled $171 million. Building raw mater- half of 1967. Nonetheless, in view of the 
ials (including pumice which is used prin- expected increase in world demand, the 
cipally as a building material) were val- West German potash industry has plans 
ued at $678 million. Cement and clinker to increase its production to 3 million 
output was valued at an additional $470 tons of K2O by the mid—1970’s. | 
million; however, some of the cement was Potassic fertilizer shipped to the domes- 
produced from slag and not from quarry tic market in the 1966-67 fertilizer year 
products. The monthly average index of | was 1,076,770 tons, down slightly from the 
production in the building industry in previous year. Straight potash (single 
1967 was 146.5 compared with 166.3 in nutrient) fertilizer accounted for 54 per- 
1966 and 161.2 in 1965 (1958=100). cent of total shipments. Potash consump- 

Trade patterns for nonmetals have been tion per hectare is estimated at 80 kilo- 
the same with the country meeting its re- grams. 
quirements for many industrial minerals 

(asbestos, magnesite, mica, and phos- Sulfur.—Domestic production of con- 

phates) by imports, and exporting barite, tained sulfur is estimated at 400,000 tons, 

cement, refractory clays, and a few other of which 235,000 tons was from pyrite, 
commodities. 80,000 tons from coal oil and natural gas, 

| Cemet , . and the remainder from other sources, 
Cement. ement production declined mainly smelter gases. In 1966, Germany 

because of reduced construction. In 1967, had t i + of th val f 
the country had an annual installed pro- ee enn po € equivalent 0 

. . wae 1,069,500 tons of sulfur and a production 
duction capacity of 37 million tons of f 370.000 ¢ f sulf valent: 

t. Apparent consumption in this ° ? ons of sullur equivalent; ap 
cement. PP . parent consumption was about 1,440,000 
year was 30,289,000 tons or 506 kilograms fe 

. . : tons of sulfur. Consumption in 1967 may 
per person. Cement prices declined slightly 
in 1967. 5 Statistisches Bundesamt (Wiesbaden). In- 

Fertili Prod . d shi ¢ dustre und Handwerk (Industry ane Hand- 

ertilizers.— Froduction and shipment o work), ungemittelversorgung ertuizer 

the three types of fertilizers in West Ger- ween pReihe 9, Wirtschaftsjahr 1966-67, pp.
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have been below the figure because the to high-volatile coking coal (Flammkohle 
sulfuric acid output of 3,084,000 tons and Fettkohle); 5.0 percent bituminous : 
(SOs) was about 2 percent less than in and semianthracite (Esskohle and Mager- 
1966. kohle); and 8.6 percent semianthracite to 
American Cyanamid Co. and Société anthracite. 

Nationale des Pétroles d’Aquitaine carried Wages paid by the industry (excluding 
out exploration for sulfur in northwest miners premium, separation allowance, and 
Germany at Suelfeld where three boreholes allowances for miners to travel home) 
were deepened. totaled $634 million ($741 million in 1966 

and $814 million in 1965). There were 
MINERAL FUELS practically no wage increases during the 

Energy consumption in West Germany ©": In 1966, the production cost per 
. as : ee, net ton of coal was about $15.60 of which in 1967 probably did not increase signifi- 

vay manpower accounted for 54.6 percent, cantly above the 272 million tons of oar . 
. materiais including energy 34.9 percent, standard coal equivalent in 1966. The : 

Se overhead and other costs 4.8 percent, and decline in the share of coal was 1.3 per- mr . 
. . depreciation 5.7 percent. The overall pro- cent compared with 4.7 percent in 1966 : a | . . - duction cost in 1967 may have been 

as shown in the following tabulation: . . | siightly lower. Average coal price at the 
TT P + of total mine in 1967 was about $16.75. 

ercent Of to ad : 
primary energy Productivity of German mines was the 

Energy source consumption highest for West Europe, 5,542 kilograms 
: 4966 ~=«1967.+~Ss«éPe’:s«Maan-shift for the miner at the coal 

face in the Ruhr. Since 1960, the pro- 
| Coal: ductivity at the Ruhr coal mines, which 

Anthractie and 37.7 36.4 account for about 80 percent of total out- 
Lignite and pitch coal... 10-4 += dicad.~—=s«éPut, has increased at an average of 7.2 
Petroleum. -----..-~----- 46.2 46.8 percent per year. In addition to greater 
Hedroclecteic power_...... 2.3 13°5 mechanization, production is increasingly 
inet eadgity inponig 777 ue ; at fewer coal faces with better conditions 

SP RCCTTOUSY UMPONNS- ~~~ and thicker seams. In 1966, there were 
Total_......----------- 100.0 100.0 91 coal mining operations in all of West 
a Germany compared with 173 in 1957, and 

1 Includes nuclear. in June 1967, 79 percent of the coal ex- 
The increase in consumption was met tracted was from fully mechanized mines. 

by petroleum, natural gas, hydro-power, The research expenditure of the industry, 

and nuclear power. It is estimated that  ©x¢lusive of individual company expendi- 
50 percent of energy requirements were tures, totaled $12.5 million. The industry 
met by imports. " was concentrating efforts on developing 

mining machines for difficult mining con- 
Coal.—Coal output declined by 11 per- ditions. 

cent but stocks of coal at mines also de- During 1967 approximately 121 million — 
clined to 14,097,000 tons at yearend 1967 tons of coal was available, consisting of 
from 15,199,000 tons at yearend 1966. production, withdrawals from stocks, and 
Production days dropped from 255 to 239 imports. This was 14 million tons less 
days (235 days in the Ruhr). There was than in 1966, almost equal to the decline 
little change in relative shares of different in production. After exports, about 102.4 
coal ranks produced: 86.4 percent medium- million tons was available for domestic
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Table 11.—Federal Republic of Germany: Coal and lignite industry 

(Production, productivity, and employment by district) 

i 

1965 1966 1967 

een re rere erence errr nN me 

BITUMINOUS AND ANTHRACITE 
i 

Production: 1 
Ruhr_.....-..---_-----.-------------=----------------million tons... 110.9 102.9 90.4 
Saar___._.__--.------ ee eee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee dO. 14.2 13.7 12.4 
Aachen__......-----------.----- eee ee - de 7.8 7.4 7.0 
Lower Saxony_.....-.-.-..-.------.------ eee - dL. 2.2 2.0 — 2.2 

Total__.___--- 22-2 eee eee eee ee ee eee ee ee ee eee eee): 185.1 126.0 112.0 
Output per man-shift: : 

Ruhr: 
Underground__.__...._-.-.-------------.-----------kilograms_. 2,766 3,006 3,366 

P Total mining.__.._..--....--.-e.-----------------------do_.-. 2,166 2,347 2,623 
aar: 

Underground___....-_-..--.----------------------------d0._.. 2,740 2,960 3,198 
Total mining_____.._..._-------------------------------d0__-. 2,215 2,379 2,586 

Aachen: 
Underground_.._.-...----------------------------------@0_... 2,189 2,213 2,487 
Total mining_._...........---.---..------.-------------do_.__ 1,728 1,799 2,000 

Lower Saxony: 
Underground____.._-...---...-----.--------------------d0_... 2,189 2,335 2,868 
Total mining___...._--_...-_-------.--------------------d0_... 1,676 1,829 2,254 

Federal Republic average: 
Underground._._._....---_-----------------------------d0__.. 2,705 2,926 3,264 . 
Total mining__._._......---~---------------------------do_... 2,180 2,299 2,561 

Employment: 
Ruhr: 

Underground. ___.....--.._.-.-.-------------thousand pergons.. 181.6 160.5 133.3 
Mine surface____.___._._.------.-------------------------d@0_... 51.6 46.4 38.7 
Cleaning_.__.....__-..--.-_----------------------------d0_-.. . 22.4 21.6 19.1 

P Total including other workers and salaried employees.__._...do__._ 316.1 287.0 243.5 
aar: 

Underground__...__...--_..-.--------------------------d0._-. 28.1 21.2 19.7 
Mine surface____._._-..--_.-.---------------------------d0__.- 5.7 5.5 4.9 
Cleaning__________-____-_.--_.--------------------------d0__~- 2.0 2.0 2.0 

Aach Total including other workers and salaried employees___..-.--.-- 39.6 36.9 33.8 
achen: 

Underground____._.--.-------..------------------------do_.._ 16.0 15.1 13.4 
Mine surface____._..._...__------------------~-----------do_._- 3.8 3.6 3.3 
Cleaning..___...._--_--_---.---------------------------d0...- 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Total including other workers and salaried employees.....-do_..-. 25.2 24.1 22.0 
Lower Saxony: 

Underground....._......-------------------------------d0.~-- 4.5 3.8 3.5 
Mine surface__._.__.._--_--_----_----------------------d0__~- 1.2 1.0 9 
Cleaning.__.._..-_._--..---_---------------------------d0_~.- .3 3 3 

Total including other workers and salaried employees--_-_-_..do-.-- 6.9 5.9. 5.4 
Federal Republic total: 

Underground____...----..-.----------------------------d0_... 224.5 200.6 169.9 

Mine surface___________.-_-------------------------------do_..-. 62.4 56.6 47.6 

Cleaning___.._..---------------------------------------d0..-. 25.7 24.8 22.4 

Total including other workers and salaried employees_.....do.._-_ 387.7 353.9 304.8 
a 

LIGNITE AND SUBBITUMINOUS 
ne 

Production: . 
Rhineland___.____..__.__._....-.-..---.-.------------million tons__ 86.5 83.6 83.0 

Helmstedt, Hesse, and Bavaria_.__-.....-.--------------------do.... 15.4 14.5 13.8 

Total._.._.--- ee ne ee ee ee eee ene eee eee ee nee een eee neneee- 101.9 98.1 96.8 

Employment: 
Ridneland: 

Open pit__..........--.-.-........-.--------thousand persons.. 10.1 9.8 8.3 

Ali other._.__.__...._-..__-.-u-ae-ee ee eee ee ene -e------do..-- =: 12.8 12.0 11.7 

Total._...._._____..-- ee een nn eee ee ee eee - 0-2-2 21.8 20.0 

Helmstedt, Hesse, and Bavaria_...........--------------------do..-. 11.0 10.4 9.1 

Total..._______-------- ee ene we nee en en ee eee dO. = 8384 32.2 29.1 
eevee teen ee 

PITCH COAL 
ec errr ne SS 

Production.______....--------------------+----------------Million tons_. 1.7 1.2 9 

Employment_......_...-._--.-------------------------thousand persons - 5.6 8.8 2.6 
Os 

1 Excludes small mines and leases.
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consumption which was distributed approx- follows, in thousand tons: 
imately as follows. . 

Briquets__..........._..... 22,638 
Coke ovens._..------------ 40.9 Soft coke and other____._.. 1,934 
Briquetting plants._.---.... 3.5 Mines own consumption__.. 6,787 
Mine consumption..-------. 7.6 For electricity supplied to Electricity, other than used others__...-._._.______.. 1,659 

by mines... ...----------- 5.6 Available for sale: 
| op o public utilities 

Subtotal..-------..-. 57.6 (approximate)... 58 , 700 
Sale to other end users: 1! To industry.-.-do..-. 5,800 

Power plants_.__.__...._ 16.3 | 
Industry, other than In 1967, 11,063,000 tons of lignite 

steel__-.....-._-.--. 10.6 briquets were made and, used as 
Household_____._._.--- 6.7 follows, in thousand tons: Household and 
Gas_..--------------- 3.8 small consumers 8,581; exports 1,028: in- Transportation......... 2.7 on? CXPOWNS feos in Military......_.______- 1.8 dustry 1,135; mine consumption 248; and 
Iron and steel, other miscellaneous. 71. a 

than coke. _._______- 1.1 
—_——_____ Petroleum.—Production of domestic pet- 

Subtotal_........._.. 48.0 roleum increased 0.7 percent to 7.9 mil- 
Other adjustment _________- 1.3 lion tons or an average rate of 154,200 
Discrepancy. -.------------ 5 barrels per day. Most of the increase was 

499 4. ~«<from the Alpine Foreland. Consumption 
___—‘ Total. -------------- 102.4 increased 4.5 percent to a total of 98.1 

1 Includes cool briquets. | million tons. Nominal refinery throughput 
: capacity increased by 20 million tons to 

| Of the 1967 output, about 74 million 109 million tons; 1967 throughput was 
tons were shipped for conversion to sec- 79.5 million tons. In spite of the closure 
ondary forms. Sales to powerplants in- of the Suez Canal following the Near East 
creased by about one-half million tons crisis, West Germany’s requirements were 
but declined to all other sectors. Colliery fully met and stocks of crude and products 
powerplants produced 24.9 billion kilowatt- increased 20 percent to 12.7 million tons. 
hours, slightly more than 1966. This ac- However, the crisis caused increases in 
counted for 13.4 percent of all generation c.i.f. crude prices. Prices of gasoline and 

| and 17.1 billion kilowatt-hours were sold light and heavy heating oil at the gas 
to other consumers. station increased temporarily. 

Excise taxes on petroleum products in 
Coke.—Coke production was almost 4.6 1967 are estimated at about $2.41 billion 

million tons less than in the previous year compared with $2 billion in 1966. In ad- 
apparently because of smaller exports and dition, taxes on motor vehicles in 1967 
lower coke consumption per unit of pig tt olonation Po vecerve: on January 1 

iron, Of the 35,245,000 tons produced, 1968 were estimated at 91.4 million ton coal mines accounted for 30,652,000 tons (98.276 million tons on January 1, 1967), 
and iron and steel plants for 4,593,000 of which 69.3 million tons were in the 
tons. proven category. Natural gas reserves on 

January 1, 1968, totaled 274 billion cubic 
Lignite (Braunkohle).—There was a meters, of which 202 billion were in the 

further decline (1.4 percent) in lignite proven category. 
production in 1967, a trend which started There were no significant discoveries in 
in 1964. The decline was principally from the West German offshore area of the 
mines in Helmstedt and Hessen; production North Sea either in 1966 or 1967. By 
in Bavaria increased while in the Rhine- mid—1967, 10 wells had been drilled which 
land, with almost 86 percent of output, were either dry holes or showed noncom- 
production was fairly steady. mercial gas. However, there were seven 

The 96,766,000-ton output was used as_ discovery wells inland.
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Table 12.—Federal Republic of Germany: Petroleum and natural gas production by areas 

| | Area | 1965 1966 1967 

Petroleum, tons: | a Oo 
North German basin: 

- North of Elbe (Schleswig-Holstein)__....._.-._-___-- 853 ,217 858 ,184 887,305 
—— Between Elbe and Weser (Hannover)_-_-..----------- 2,412,178 2,400,197 2,388,404 

Between Weser and Ems______.__.___-_--.-_-------. 1,955,611 1,952 ,334 1,941,773 
_ West of Ems (Emsland)-__.._._.._.______..-.-.-.-_--. 2,088,949 2,084,166 2,064,475 

Upper Rhine Valley__.__..._.-----..--.----------- | 288,992 197,211 201,854 
. Alpine Foreland (Bavaria) -.-..-.------------------- 339 ,946 376,125 443,382 — 

Total. _...---------- 2 eee eee eee eee ee------ 7,888,893 7,868,217 7,927,198 
Natural gas, thousand cubic meters: 

Between Elbe and Weser (Hannover) -___.____.._-.-.----- 49,548 |. 61,529 59,765 © 
Between Weser and Ems__._____.__-----_--_------------ 1,172,056 1,654,843 2,499 , 368 
West of Ems (Emsland)__-__-__.._._-.-_._-_-_-.---------- 664,057 735,715 696 , 944 
Upper Rhine Valley_._..__.-..-.----_-..--2----------- 62,252  #&4«68,963 | 58 , 803 
Alpine Foreland (Bavaria)__.._-..---------------------- 272 ,814 _ 298,803 398 , 883 

Total._..._--- 2 eee eee eee 2, 220, 727 2,814,853: 3,718,763 

At the beginning of 1967, 43 drilling ing producing wells, and 9,025 meters of 
rigs were in operation. During the year, auxiliary drilling.. Reduction in explor- 
230,772 meters of drilling was carried out ation drilling from 137,193 meters reflected 
(22 percent less than in .1966 when the sharp decline in Federal support for 
295,572 meters was drilled) consisting of | exploration. Ninety-one wells were com- 
90,416 meters of exploration, 82,626 met- pleted—32 exploration, 38 extensions, and 
ers of development, 48,705 meters deepen- 21 production wells. Of the exploration 

Table 13.—Federal Republic of Germany: Shipments of petroleum products | 

(Thousand metric tons) | 

Commodity _ | 1965 1966 1967 

Domestic sale: __. . | “ | 
Gasoline, all kinds______-.-------------------------------------- 12,1038 14,374 15,3438 
Kerosine including turbofuel______-...-.-_-------------------=--- 658 - ' 841 1,066. . 

- Diesel oil....-._-_-..--------------------------- 2 -------------- = 7, 815 7,874 7,710 
Fuel oils____.__-__.____--___---------_----- eee ----------- «6041, 485 46 , 494 47,923 
Liquefied petroleum gas___-_...----------------------+---------- 1,407 1,540 1,674 
Lube oil and greases__._._..--..-------------------------------- 836 845 795 
Petroleum coke___._.._._--_----------_---------------- +e -- 349 455 390 
Bitumen________.-------2 Lee -- 2+ ------ = 3, 528 3,872 3,936 

. Refinery gases__..--.--.--------------------------------------- 1,059 1,590 2,048 
Other products__.._...------.---------------------------------- 461 584 661 

Total 1___. eee eee --- = 69,147 78,470 81,540 

Consumed by refineries: _ De . 
Fuel oil_._.__.....-._-----.-.-_-.------------------------------ _ 2,892 2,992 3,212 
Refinery gas__...._-_--.---------------------.~------------------ 1,555 1,594 — 1,790 
Petroleum coke__...-_...------------------------- +--+ -- 214 208 221 

Total....--------------- nee eee eee eee een eee---- 4, 661 4,795 5,228 

Bunker deliveries: | | 
Gas and diesel oil.___....---.-._.------------------------------ 661 787 745 
Fuel oil. ...__...-----.-----.---------------------------------- 2,840 3,089 . 2,578 
Lubricants--.._--.--------------------------------------------- 37 35 «84 

Total___..._...----.-.--.----------------------------------- 18,587 3,911 ‘3,357 — 

Exports.___...._.------------------------------------------------- 5,145 5,531 6,352 
Other shipments_-___.._-..------------------------------------------ 1,040 1,062 1,068 
Changes in refinery stock ?____..._.--------------------------------- —201 = 742 1,050 
Balancing factor ? 8__._.__.-._-.-.---.------------------------------ — 186 — 806 —2 

Total products available___........--.------------------------- 83,148 93 , 704 98 , 587 

1 Details do not add because of rounding. 
2 Plus denotes add; minus denotes substract. 
3 Apparently changes in nonrefinery stocks.
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wells, three discovered oil (all in the 8,035,100 tons (including 81,700 tons of 
Alpine Foreland) and four discovered gas crude oil) value at $175 million. Heavy 
(two in the Weser-Ems area and two in fuel oil was the most important export 
the Alpine foothills). Of the 59 production item followed by gasoline. 
and extension wells, 39 struck oil or gas. As a result of the closure of the Suez 

Of the oil wells, Darching 1, located Canal c.i.f. price of crude increased; some 
30 kilometers southeast of Munich, was companies reported increases of $7.00 to 
considered important. The other two, $7.50 per ton. The mean price computed 
Wald 1 and Hosskirch were commercially for all crude rose from $14.68 per ton in 
less attractive. Darching 1 of DEA/Mo- _ the first half of 1967 to $17.60 per ton in 

bil/Gewerkschaft Elwerath discovered oil the second half of 1967. To pay for the 
at a depth of 4,393 meters® in Eocene’ extra freight cost, prices were increased 
sandstone. Among the gas wells, Hesterberg in a number of steps by a total of about 
Zi, between Weser and Ems and Recht- 5 cents per gallon for gasoline, 4.25 cents 
mehring 1 in the Alpine Foreland were per gallon for light heating oil, and $2.50 
the significant gas discoveries. per ton for heavy oil. These price in- 

Consumption and Trade—The total creases were investigated by the Federal 
consumption (shipments) of 98.6 million Cartel Office. By November, gasoline 
tons comprised the following in million prices were reduced by approximately half 
tons: Domestic sales 81.54; refineries own of the original increase. 
consumption 5.22; bunkers 3.36; and ex- Refining.—Refinery output was equi- 
ports 6.35; the remainder was accounted alent to 97 percent of inland consumption 
for changes in refinery and nonrefinery -and 80 percent of total consumption. Re- 
stocks. Gasoline had the highest rate of finery expansion included the completion 
increase (6.7 percent) in domestic sales, of three refineries at Vohburg by BP, at 

followed by middle distillates (4.1 percent) Burghausen by Marathon, and at Karen- 
and heavy oil (0.2 percent). Actual in- thal jointly by Saarbergwerke and French 
land consumption of the three categories interests. The expansion of Shell’s Godorf 
were 12.2, 35.65, and 19.98 million tons, refinery add 4.3 million tons and the ex- 
respectively, and the remainder was light pansion of Esso’s Karlsruhe refinery 4.5 

fuel oils. million tons to the total. There were also 
In 1967, Germany imported 72 million increases in the capacities of the Raunheim, 

tons of crude oil valued at $1,164 million. Neustadt, and Emden refineries. The out- 
Crude imports were 6.4 percent higher in put of the refineries was at 86 percent of 
tonnage than in 1966. Although import the nominal capacity. The Marathon re- 
requirements were met, boycott action by finery produces primarily ethylene and 
a number of producing countries caused acetylene and lesser quantities of fuel oil 
a shift in sources from Libya toward the and coke. Products of the Klarenthal re- 

Persian Gulf area. finery are in percent: gas 3; naptha 26; 
Imports other than crude totaled 19,- middle distillates 38; and heavy fuel oil 

083,535 tons and consisted of 1,590,608 33. : 
tons of partly refined crude; 16,747,367 Projected refinery capacity is 147 mil- 
tons of gasoline, middle and heavy dis- lion tons by 1975. Mobil Oil A.G.° was 
tillates, and lubricants; and 745,650 tons building a refinery at Woerth on the Rhine, 
of paraffins, solvents, waxes, vaselines, with 3.5 million tons throughput capacity, 
bitumens, asphalts, salvents, and similar scheduled to go into operation in 1970. 

non-fuel products. The crude oil will be obtained from the 
Natural gas imports from the Nether- Transalpine Pipeline and the Rhine-Dan- 

lands rose from 50 million cubic meters ube pipeline. The refinery will comprise 

in 1966 to 785 million cubic meters valued a vacuum top distillation unit (3.5-million- 

at $10.6 million. However, of the imports, ton capacity), a reformer (600,000 tons 

441 million cubic meters were accounted per year), a catalytic cracker (600,000 

for by the West German share in the gas tons per year), a catalytic desulfurization 

recovered on the Netherlands side of the unit, and a sulfur recovery unit of 25 tons 

Slochteren field. per day capacity. 

West German exports of petroleum pro- | 

ducts increased 13.4 percent in volume to 6 Erdoel u. Koehle. V 21, January 1968, p. 47.
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Table 14.—Federal Republic of Germany: Nominal capacity of petroleum refineries on 

- - January 1, 1968 | . | oe : 

Through- | 7 - Through- | 
| | | put i , put. 

capacity capacity 
a (thou- : | . (thou- 

sand tons | sand tons 
| per year) oo per year) 
Company and location: | Company and location: 

BP Benzin-und : . Gewerkschaft Erdoel 
Petroleum, AG.: Raffinerie: 
Hamburg......... . 4,300 | Deurag-Neurag, | 
Dinslaken........ 5, 000 Misburg........ 2,550 

| Vohburg.......... 4,400 Emsland, Lingen. . 3,750 
Caltex Deutschland, . Gewerkschaft-Julius 

GmbH: Schindler: | . | 
Raunheim........ 4,000 Hamburg......... 340 

‘Deutsche Erdoel, | Kleinholz and _ 
_ AG (DEA): Company: 

,  Heide............. 3,000 _ Essen............ 750 
DEA-Scholven | | Marathon Chemische 
GmbH: oo Werke AG.: 

_  ° Karlsruhe........ 6,200 Berghausen....... 2,000 
Deutsche Shell AG.: Mineraloel und ey | 

Hamburg- a Asphaltwerke AG.:  ” 
Harburg........° 4,300 _ QOstermoor........ 550 | 

~ ..- Monheim......... 340 . - Mineraloel Werke: —= — 
- Godorf........... - 8,300 Peine..........-. | 18 

Ingoldstadt....... 3,000 | Mobil Oil AG.: 
Elfmineraloel: Bremen.......... | 1,800 

Speyer........... | 2,200 Purfina Mineraloel- 
Erdoelwerk Frisia raffinerien: 

AG.: | Duisburg......... 2,000 : 

Emden........... 2,250 Muelheim........ 500 

Erdoel Raffinerie Ruhrchemie AG.: | 
Ingolstadt AG. | Oberhausen- | 
(ENI): Holten......... 550 | 

Ingolstadt........ 2,400 Saarland Raffinerie: 
_ Erdoel Raffinerie Klarenthal........ 1,250 - 

Mannheim GmbH: Scholven-Chemie AG.: | 
Mannheim........ 2,500 Gelsenkirchen- | 

Erdoel Raffinerie Buer........... 4,400 
_ Neustadt GmbH: Union Rheinische 

Neustadt/Danube. 3,500 Braunkohle-Kraft- 
Esso AG.: stoff AG.: 

Hamburg......... 3, 600 Wesseling......... 4,000 

Cologne.......... 5,500 Wintershall AG.: 
| '  Karlsruhe........ 8, 500 Salzbergen........ 335 

: Ingolstadt........ 3,950 —_——_—_ 

Gelsenberg-Benzin Total.............. 109,033 

Gelsenkirchen- 
Horst.......... 7,000 

Source: Erodel und Kohle, V. 21, January 1968, p. 48. 

Distribution of ownership of the refiner- tons of foreign crude oil—56.9 million tons 

ies by principal companies at the end of through large crude oil pipelines and 15.9 

1967 was as follows, in percent: Esso 19.8; million tons discharged directly at the 

Shell 14.6; BP 12.6; Deutsche Erdoel AG processing plants located at ports or trans- 

8.4; and. Gelsenberg 6.4 ported to inland refineries by inland water- 

Transportation.—During the year, West way tankers or rail tank cars. The first 

German refineries received 72.8 million crude piped through the Trans Alpine
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pipeline-from Trieste, arrived in Ingolstadt concessions in the Persian Gulf (Iran, 
_ in October. Breakdown of total crude oil Dubai, Muscat, and Oman), Algeria, Li- 

receipts by ocean terminals was as follows, bya, Spain, Ethiopa, Morocco, Peru, Neth- 
in percent: Wilhelmshaven 25.9; Marseilles erlands, and the United Kingdom. Oil 
23.8; Rotterdam 20.7; Hamburg and Bruns- production by West German companies 
buettelkoog 17.1; Genoa 7.12; Emden 2.5; abroad totaled about 3.5 million tons (2.2 
-Trieste 1.96; and Bremen 1.35. million tons in 1966), of which 3.3 mil- 

West Germany’s tanker fleet at yearend lion tons was from Libya. 

totaled 2 million deadweight tons, ade- In October 1966, eight West German 
quate for supplying perhaps 30 percent of petroleum companies ® formed a subsidiary, 
the country’s petroleum requirements. Deutsche Mineraloel-Explorationgesellsch- 

The first construction phase of the aft GmbH (Deminex), in which they pooled 
Brunsbuettelkoog deep water terminal, sit- their resources for exploration outside West 
uated at the western entrance of the Kiel Germany. Collectively these companies 
canal was completed during the year. The own refining facilities with an annual 
facilities can accommodate 65,000 ton throughput of 27 million tons and have 25 
tankers. The fairway, used by tankers percent of the market but do not have 

going to the Wilhelmshaven .terminal of adequate crude resources. Two of the 
the Northwest pipeline, was deepened to large members of Deminex, Scholven- 
handle 120,000-ton «tankers. — Chemie and Gelsenberg, were considering 

_ Pipelines under construction during the a merger. Deminex called for increased 
year were as follows: | Government support, in way of tax ad- 
1.A 36-inch 170-kilometer crude pipeline justments (depletion allowance), more gen- 

| from Rotterdam to Duesseldorf, serving  erous aid for exploration, and controls on 
refineries in Cologne, Gelsenkirchen, and supply of crude and products in lieu of a 
Raunheim; | voluntary scheme of restraint. 

2.A 16-inch 230-kilometer crude-product Contental Oil Co. announced plans for 
pipeline to the Klarenthal refinery near the expansion of activities of its German 
Saarbruecken from Rohwiller on the subsidiary, Conoco Deutschland Inc., Ham- 
South European Pipeline from Mar- burg. The company’s gas stations, num- 
 seilles; | | bering 380, were slated to be increased. 

3.A 16-inch 260-kilometer 4-million-ton- Continental has a 10-percent holding in 
annual-capacity line from Ingolstadt to the DEA-Scholven refinery at Karlsruhe | 
Eggolsheim, north northwest of Ingol- and a 50-percent holding in Condea Pet- 
stadt. | So rochemie Gesellschraft, a petrochemical 

‘The Burghausen refinery is supplied by a producer. 
12-inch, 62-kilometer pipeline with a Natural Gas.—Natural gas reserves of 

(3.25 million ton annual capacity. The West Germany on January 1, 1968 were 

pipeline starts at Steinhoering on the Trans estimated at 274,000 million cubic meters 
Alpine Pipeline. The Klarenthal refinery compared with a current annual demand 
is supplied by a 105-kilometer pipeline Gf 3,400 million cubic meters. Reserves 

fro m Oberhoffen on the South European at end of 1966 totaled 241,000 million 

Pipeline. oe cubic meters, almost 75 times the produc- 
D istribution.— According to Erdoel In- tion of that year. About 95 percent of the 

formationdienst, at the beginning of the reserves are in Lower.Saxony; most of the 

year there were 46,262 gas stations in the remainder are in Bavaria. Annual demand 

country including West Berlin (42,865 in is expected to increase. to 25,000 million 
1966). Classified by major brands, the cubic meters by 1975 of which 10,000 

total included 7,550 Aral; 6,360 Shell: million cubic meters may be satisfied by 
6,350 Esso; 4,880 BP; and 4,800 DEA. indigenous sources. During tthe year the 
The increase in the number of gas stations Bierwang gasfield, the largest in Bavaria, 

(3 percent) was less than the 6-percent ‘was put into production. | 
increase in sale of motor gasoline so that © —-——_ j 

. 7Qil and Gas International. November 1967, average sale per outlet increased. _ p. 48. | 

Industry, developments. —West German Gelsenkirchen, Benrveris, AG. Sobol 
participation in foregin petroleum explor- Union Rheinische Braunkohlen-Kraftstoff AG, 
ation has increased. German companies, AG. end Deu porgbau, GmbH, Saarbergwerke 
alone or in association with others, held GmbH
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West German gasfields produced 3,714 port natural gas to these areas: Nord- 
million cubic meters of natural gas in rheinische Erdgastransport, GmbH, Mittel- 
1966 (3,272 million cubic meters excluding rheinische Erdgastransport GmbH, and 
natural gas from the Ems border estuary), Sueddeutsche Erdgastransport. GmbH. 
an increase of 32 percent over the pre- Supply of Dutch natural gas, contracted 
ceding year. An additional 624.3 million for in 1965 by Ruhrgas Aktiengesellschaft, 
cubic meters of associated gas brought the started to flow in the completed section 
total to 4,338 million cubic meters. The of the above line during the year. De- 
Weser-Ems region contributed 67 percent leveries of gas through the extended pipe- 
of the natural gas output (60 percent in line to various regional gas distributing 
1966). Contributing to this increase were groups (notably Ruhrgas and Thyssengas) 
the recently developed Hengstlage and are to reach 10,000 million cubic meters 
Doetlingen fields of the south Oldenburg’ per year by 1975. Negotiations were car- 
area. ried out envisaging deliveries of Dutch 

During the year, there were negotiations natural gas to gas distributing groups op- 
on arrangements to bring Dutch natura] erating further south. These negotiations 
gas to southern Germany. These ar- looked toward establishing a single pur- 
rangements looked toward establishing a chasing company with participation of 
single purchasing company with partici- Shell, Esso, and the following: Gasversor- 
pation of Gasversorgung Sueddeutschland. gung Sueddeutschland, a regional distribu- 

Gas imports increased to 785.5 million tion company with a grid in Baden-Wuert- 
cubic meters. An extension of the trunk  temberg; Bayerische Ferngas A.G., a dis- 
gas pipeline from Arnhem was under con-_ tributing company in Bavaria; Saargas 
struction; the extension will go to Cologne, GmbH and Gasunion, Frankfurt. This 
Koblenz, Frankfurt, and Mannhein. Three large grouping would assure an adequate 
companies were formed in 1967 to trans- market for the gas.





The Miner tr e Mineral Industry of Ghana 

By Henry E. Stipp* 

Ghana in 1967 continued to maintain  patriates and 20,902 Africans in the 
its world position as a significant producer fiscal year beginning April 1, 1966, in- 
of gold, diamonds, manganese ore, and cluding about 18,000 in the gold mining 
bauxite. In addition it became a poten- industry. In addition an estimated 6,000 
tially significant aluminum producer when African contract diggers worked Gov- 
the 103,000-ton-per-year Volta Aluminum ernment-allotted diamond mining leases. 

Co., Ltd. (VALCO) smelter at Tema The Government halted issuance of native 
started producing at midyear. The value digger licenses in late 1965 but instituted | 
of mineral production (excluding petro- a new digger licensing system in March 
leum refinery products) was estimated at 1967. At yearend a new Board of Di- 

more than $66 million * compared with rectors of the Ghanaian Diamond Market- 
about $65 million in 1966. The value of ing Board was inaugurated following ex- 
1967 production was equivalent to about piration of the previous Board’s term. 
3.7 percent of the gross national product O : f the Board bei 
of $1,800 million (current prices). perations of the Doar wer e (being 

Gold, manganese ore, and diamond ex- studied by a Government commission but 

ports continued to provide a significant by the close of 1967 changes recom- 

amount of foreign exchange. Employment mended by the commission were not 
by the minerals industry totaled 402 ex- adopted. 

| PRODUCTION | 
Ghana’s mineral commodity production Manganese production dropped signifi- 

consisted chiefly of gold, diamond, re- cantly, and reserves of high-grade ore re- 

fined petroleum products, aluminum, _ portedly were limited. 
manganese, and bauxite. Output of gold Bauxite mining continued satisfactorily 

increased substantially although it re- at the Kanayerebo deposit, and _pre- 

mained below the 1963 peak. Ashanti liminary work was carried out on the ad- 

Goldfields Corp., Ltd., experienced an- jacent Ichiniso deposit to prepare it for 

other good year, but the State Gold Min- production by late 1968. Limited produc- 

ing Corp.’s output again declined as tion of aluminum began at midyear and 

reserves were becoming depleted. by November had reached annual capacity 

Diamond production decreased mod- of 103,000 tons. Output of iron and steel 

erately despite the use of more efficient products increased as a result of greater 

washing facilities by the largest producer efficiency in plant operation. Petroleum 

Consolidated African Selection Trust, refinery output was down considerably 

Ltd. A shortage of spare parts and re- from that of 1965, probably as a result 

placement equipment caused by import of a change in the source of imported 

licensing, hampered diamond mining crude. 7 

operations. Individual digger output con- 
tinued to drop as a result of Government 1 Physical scientist, Division of Interna- 
restrictions introduced to combat diamond _ tional Activities. 

. : . . . Where necessary, values have been con- 
smuggins. New oanican digger iceneng verted from Ghanaian national seeartency, 22 

reguiations introduce in early .. Gollars & e folowing rates: For 

failed to stimulate digger output. ond preceding years 1 Ghane cede 

317
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| Table 1.—Ghana: Production of mineral commodities 

/ (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

Commodity 1 1968 «1964 1965 1966 1967 | 

Metals: 
Aluminum_-_______._----------- eee eee Lee eee Lee -- ee --------- 39 , 702 
Bauxite____________.___--_____._--_.. 314,359 — 250,386 319 , 267 322 ,947 350,961 
Gold___._.__...--___--.--troy ounces__ 921,255 864 ,917 755,191 684 ,395 762 ,609 
Tron and steel: Steel semimanufactures__. __.._._  __.___-__ e 8,000 e 8 ,000 e 12,000 
Manganese ore_______..-__--.---------- 407,436 462 ,067 604 ,023 587 , 332 498 ,389 
Silver (exports) _-__-._.___troy ounces__ 4,827 _______-__ ___LLeee Lee eee ee eee ee 

Nonmetals: _ 
Diamond: . 

Gem________.___-thousand carats__ r4 378 r25 282 254 
, Industrial _-_.__.-----------do_--- r 2,678 r 2,290 r2,248 2,537 | 2,283 

— Potal. 2-22.22 --------do.... 2,682 2,668 12,278 2,819 2,537 

Mineral fuels: 
_ Petroleum refinery products: 

, Gasoline_______.--.-------------- 35,803 — 154,465 141 , 766 NA 143 ,376 
Kerosine and jet fuel___.______..... 24,121 . 50 ,333 - 49,032 NA 89,277 
Distillate fuel oil.....-...__------- 65,833 268 , 032 262 ,306 NA 186 , 333 
Residual fuel oi]....___.__._______- 62 ,023 2638 , 444 245,542 NA 54,585 

- °. Other... eee ----- = 28, 685 1,437 1,805 NA AT,T17 

Total_____.---.---.-----do__.. 215,965 787,711° 700,451 NA 521,288 

e Estimate. r Revised. . NA Not available. | 
1 In addition to commodities listed, cement production started in 1965, but output data are not available. 

Stone is also quarried; output average about 1.5 million cubie yards annually. 

| . Ghana’s minerals and metals trade con- Principal mineral commodity exports in 
tinued to have a favorable balance in 1966 were gold bullion valued at about 
1965 and 1966; however, trade in all $23.9 million, manganese ore valued at 
commodities displayed the usual unfavor- _more than $17 million, and diamond 
able balance, as shown below: ~~ valued at more than $15 million. The 

SSeS _—S—: United Kingdom was the leading recipient 
| | | Value Mineral accounting for about $33 million, followed 

(million dollars) CClies’ by Belgium-Luxembourg (more than $6 
| Mineral Total share of million), and the United States (almost 

commod- trade tota “11° . 
ities} (percent) $3 million ) ° . . . 

——.. $$ Ghanaian mineral commodity imports 
Exports: os 6 319 20 consisted chiefly of iron and steel prod- 

tt sn 60 269 29 ucts valued at $10.3 million, cement ($9.7 
Imports: _ oe 13 million), crude petroleum ($9.1 million), 

1 corr 60 aes 14 petroleum refinery products ($6.6 mil- 
Trade balance: | | xx lion), and aluminum and aluminum prod- 

IOBB ect. 1 Ex ucts ($6 million). The U.S.S.R. was the 
2 principal supplier on a value basis, pro- 
Xx Not applicable. th dities sted | viding mineral commodity imports valued 

» : n °awde . 
tables 2 and 3 Of this chapter. COO Ces OE at more than $16.4 million; other major 

E Source: Central Bureau of Statistics (Accra). suppliers were the United Kingdom ( $10.6 
xternal Trade Statistics of Ghana. V. 15, No. 12, ili nited States 8.6 mil- 

December 1965, 279 pp. and v. 16, No. 12, December million), the United States ($8.6 _ 
1966, 265 pp. lion), and West Germany ($2.5 million).
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Table 2.—Ghana: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

rs 

Metals: . 
Aluminum: oo 

Bauxite.._.._.__....__thousand tons... * 282 311 All to United Kingdom. 
Semimanufactures___.......---------- 13 8 All to Liberia. 

Gold bullion___.____thousand troy ounces__ 783 690 All to United Kingdom. 
Manganese ore________-...._ thousand tons__ 574 598 United States 247; Norway 207; Canada 

Serap, nonferrous._._._....__...----------. 1,041 944 Belgium-Luxembourg 372; United King- 
dom 193; West Germany 147. 

Nonmetals: 
Cement..._._-____.----- ~~ eee 146 4 All to United Kingdom. 
Diamond_________.____._thousand carats__ 3,084 1,999 Belgium-Luxembourg 832; United King- 

don 799; Netherlands 217. 
Mineral fuels: 

Petroleum: . 
- Crude and thousand 42-gallon barrels_. _..-_- 57 All to Italy. - 

partially refined. , 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline._.................do____ 50 __-_- 
Kerosine___........_.--.--do____ 27 ___..- 
Distillate fuel oil. ______....do____ 293 5 Nigeria 4; United Kingdom 1. 
Residual fuel oil....._......do__._ 1,260 1,415 Alli to Italy. a 
Other, mainly lubricants. —__do____ 86 Lee co 

r Revised. . 

Table 3.—Ghana: Imports of mineral commodities | 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) , . 
er cer rere Pees SS SS Se Is eS 

Commodity - 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 
NY 

Metals: , . : 
Aluminum and alloys: oo 

Ingots.__.___..--------.------- 288 210 All from United Kingdom. 
Semimanufactures_____...-..--- 6,004 7,180 United Kingdom 3,537; United States 

Copper and alloys, semimanufactures. ‘1,014 477 United Kingdom 393; United States 46. 
old: 
Bullion_._.__..._...troy oumces_.  __-..-- NA 

Partly worked.._..._.---do_-_-._. 1,904 NA He 

Iron and steel: | 
Pig iron and ferroalloys-----~. -- 357 1,299 United Kingdom 260; Norway 97. 
Ingots and similar forms- - - - - - _- 3,148 ~ $82 All from United Kingdom. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars and rods._______.--... 183,011 311,752 France 169,717; East Germany 130,978. 
. Angles, shapes and sections. 2,644 2,930 United Kingdom 2,124; West Germany 409. 

Plate, sheet, hoop and strip-- 15,057 9,329 United Kingdom 3,407; United States 
, 2,028; Japan 1,211. 

Rails and accessories_._- —_ —__ 1,241 819 United Kingdom 637; Italy 152. 
Wire___________-_ Le 2,234 916 China, mainland 337; West Germany 262. 
Tubes, pipes and fittings.._.. 19,564 14,259 United Kingdom 7,441; West Germany 

3,428; Italy 1,789. 
Castings and forgings. -__-_-_-_-_ 1,834 1,181 Italy 790; United Kingdom 311. 

Total___._.__..-...---_. 179,090 342,817 
Lead: . oO 

Ore and concentrates_-......--- 21 __-_--- 
Ingots and semimanufactures, in- 472 1,355 United Kingdom 1,234; Belgium-Luxem- 

cluding alloys. . bourg 100. 
Silver, unworked and _ troy ounces. _ 176. NA 

semiworked. , 
Tin and alloys, ingots and semimanu- 70 187 United Kingdom 123; West Germany 57. 

actures. 
Zinc and alloys, ingots and semimanu- 1,046 323 Australia 203; Japan 101. 

factures. 
Metals, not elsewhere specified: 

Ore and concentrates (primarily 116 128 All from Nigeria. 
manganese). . 

Oxides, mainly for paint and 685 22,710 United States 18,613; United Kingdom 
other metallic compounds. 3,295. 

Scrap, nonferrous__-__..-------- 20 NA 
Ingots and semimanufactures.. - _ - 7 7 All from United Kingdom. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Ghana: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . . 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 
_ . 

ve . 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives, natural_________________. r 108 NA 
Cement_____..._.___thousand tons... 525 586 USSR. 285; Poland 97; United Kingdom 

71. 
Clay...-22 2-2-2 eee. 2,977 1,090 France 1333 United Kingdom 285; Switzer- 

lan . 
Clay, construction materials, brick, 18,517 8,310 United States 5,441; United Kingdom 2,071. tile, ete. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude, all types____.___________ 706 286 Nigeria 268. 
Manufactured, all types.._______ 6,096 5,355 United Kingdom 3,245; West Germany 

3753. : 
Ammonium_.____________._____ 45 180 West Germany 15. 

Gypsum._.. 4,650 2,581 All from France. 
Lime.__-.- 2 5,837 3,135 United Kingdom 2,356; West Germany 681. Limestone___._.---_..-....._..__.. 54,908 NA ce Salt___20 0. 8,553 717 United Kingdom 269; West Germany 323. Sodium and potassium compounds: _ Potash, caustic__._._._.________ 15 NA 

Soda, caustic._..__--_._.. | 2,190 3,459 United Kingdom 3,240; Italy 100. 
Stone, sand and gravel: . 

Dimension stone, worked________ 675 1,685 Italy 1,533. 
Grinding stone and wheels_______ 64 445 China, mainland 342. 
Undifferentiated___-._........... 12,448 6,531 West Germany 3,697; United States 1,855. 

Sulfur in all forms: . 
Crude____-_--_-- 2 ee 17 9 All from West Germany. 
Sulfuric acid and other inorganic 877 120 Yugoslavia 100; United Kingdom 12. 

acids. 
Nonmetals, not elsewhere specified: , 

Chemicals, inorganic.__.________ 527 157 United Kingdom 108; Nigeria 17. 
Gases, hydrogen and other__.____ 65 120 United States 105; Nigeria 10. 
Minerals, crude________.______. 1,198 3,231 United States 2,771; Norway 366. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, coke, and briguets._....__._... 27,758. 58 ,3877 Poland 30,091; United Kingdom 10,283; 

Nigeria 9,737. 
Petroleum:! Crude 

thousand 42-gallon barrels... 4,233 4,319 All from U.S.S.R. 

Refinery products: 7 
Gasoline____________do____ r17 70 Italy 51; Netherlands Antilles 15. . Jet fuel and kerosine__do_.__ 139 66 All from Ivory Coast. 

" Distillate fuel oil_____do____ 23 NA 
Residual fuel oil__..__do____ 51 NA 
Lubricating oil____.__do____ 148 77 United Kingdom 37; Nigeria 17; United 

States 14... 
Other liquid products_do.__. 6 1 Aljl from United States. 

Total____._______.do___. r 384 214 
Grease____________________ 1,002 81 West Germany 25; United Kingdom 24; 

France 23. 
Other solid products________ 4,639 2,769 West Germany 1,039; Netherlands 293: 

. United Kingdom 211. 
Asphalt and bitumen______. 12,227 9,431 Yugoslavia 4,549; Netherlands Antilles 

4,195. 
Tar, pitch, and other crude chemicals 221 625 United States 568; United Kingdom 50. 

from coal, oil, and gas. 

eee 

r Revised. NA Not available. 
; Does not include small quantities of manufactured gas (liquefied petroleum gas), given only in terms of value. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS potline (100 cells) of its 1 03,000-ton-per- 
year aluminum smelter at Tema. The first 

Aluminum.—The Volta Aluminum export shipment from Tema, more than 
Company, Ltd. (VALCO), a private 15,000 tons of ingots destined for the 
Ghanaian firm financed by Kaiser Alu- United Kingdom, was recorded in 
minum & Chemical Corp. (90 percent) August*, and by N ovember, output had 
and Reynolds Metal Co. (10 percent), ——__. . . 3 Overseas Review (London). Ghana. Novem- began operation at midyear of the first ber 1967, p. 61.
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reached capacity level* In 1967 the 1961. The five gold mines under Govern- 
smelter used as raw material, alumina ment control have operated at a deficit 
imported from the Western Hemisphere. of about $4.2 million annually; however 
Financial incentives have been offered to the Government continues operating the 
VALCO to use Ghanaian bauxite in its mines despite the deficit in order to pro- 
smelter within a 10-year period, but to vide employment for large numbers of 
do so would require construction of an workers. 
alumina plant in Ghana at a cost of about | A National Liberation Council De- 

$90 million. VALCO was scheduled to cree was issued warning persons in pos- 

purchase 300,000 kilowatts of electric session or control of State Gold Mining “ 
power from the Volta River Authority Corp. property to inform the Corporation 

plant at Akosombo, at a cost of about of their holdings. Failure to comply with 
$2 million annually. ; the decree would subject the person, upon 

The Ghana Pioneer Aluminum Com- conviction, to a fine or imprisonment.® 
pany, Ltd., planned to establish a rolling Under previous directors, corporation 
mill at Tema by yearend 1967° that re- property was transferred from one site to 
portedly will use ingots produced by another, sold, or lent, without records 
VALCO. Ghana Pioneer has received or- being kept, and it has been estimated that 

ders valued at $14 million for cooking between 25 and 30 percent of the corpora- 
utensils and cutlery from Togo, Dahomey, tion’s property could not be accounted 

Liberia, Ivory Coast, Upper Volta, and for. In 1961 the value of plant equip- 
Nigeria. © ment and minerals of the State Gold Min- 

Bauxite——The Ghanaian Geology Sur- ing Corp. was reported at $15.4 million. 
vey has estimated that bauxite deposits in Iron and Steel.—Output at the Tema 

the Eastern, Western, and Ashanti regions Steelworks Corp. (formerly Kwame Nkru- 

may total 400 million tons.® In 1967, wah Steelworks Corp.) increased to 40 
British Aluminum Co., Ltd. (BAL), was percent of its 30,480-ton annual capacity. 
exploiting a deposit at Kanayerebo near 7; product reportedly was comparable 

Awaso, and in 1966 produced and ex- with the low-grade European steel im- 
ported 322,932 tons to their alumina plant ported by Ghana. In operation of the 

in Burntisland, Scotland. The country’s lant, important economies such as dis- 
largest | deposit, at Aya-Yenahin near continuing the use of paper bags as slag 
Kumasi, reportedly was not being worked containers, and the use of an ingot ex- 

because of inadequate transportation. itruder to eliminate wear on molds, have 
Ghanaian bauxite ore 1s of low grade (38 been introduced. A team wage incentive 

to 52 percent aluminum oxide) compared plan was instituted in the melt shop and 
with ore from Guinea's Boke deposit rolling. mill to reward efficiency. A small 
which contains 54 percent aluminum foundry under construction will enable 

oxide. molds to be made in Ghana from imported 

Gold.—Ashanti Goldfields Corp. Ltd., Pig iron and scrap molds, thus saving 
proved 1,220 feet of gold bearing rock, foreign exchange expended for finished 

with an average width of 8.2 feet.? The molds imported from Europe. The steel- 
ore reportedly contained 5.45 troy ounces Works also made plans to pay a higher 
of gold per ton. The Government-oper- Price for locally purchased segregated 
ated Bibiani gold mine, 80 kilometers scrap. At yearend 1967 the plant em- 
west of Kumasi, was scheduled to be ployed a general manager, five expatnate 

closed. In calendar 1966 the mine recov- technicians, six Ghanaian supervisors, 

ered 19,568 troy ounces of gold from and 420 laborers. 
130,208 tons of ore, averaging about 0.2 
troy ounce per ton. Reserves at yearend = —————— 
1965 were estimated at 387,135 metric ment A Tee Dp eahans, uate Depart; 
tons. The mine employed 84 staff per- 5 Overseas Review (London). June 1967, 
sonnel and about 2,400 workers. pp. 59, 69. . 

In 1967 the Board of Directors of the ine Standard Ban x onnes Woe emer mr A. 

State Gold Mining Corp. was reconsti-  )/ US; Ember, Acre, Ghata, Beate Depart 
tuted.2 This corporation and its predeces- 8U.S. Embassy, Accra, Ghana. State De- 

sor Government agencies have been re- veyunant Aran 430’ Des, ABEL 8 
sponsible for mine administration since partment Airgram A-100, Sept. 10, 1967, p. 5.
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Manganese.—A battery manufacturing — be required to sell their winnings to the 

plant was scheduled for construction at Diamond Marketing Corporation. At mid- 

Tema by Union Carbide Ghana, Ltd., a year the tax. on export of diamonds from 

subsidiary of Union Carbide Corp. of the Ghana was abolished in order to encour- | 

United States and the National Invest- age the sale of stones in the official mar- 

ment Bank of Accra.!° The plant will use ket. In November The Diamond Market- 

battery grade manganese ore produced at ing Corp. published a paper describing 

Nsuta by African Manganese Co., Ltd. the system under which diamonds are 

another subsidiary of Union Carbide Corp. bought and sold in Ghana.% During 1966 

- Annual output capacity of the plant was the average number of persons employed — 

estimated at 30 million dry cell batteries. in diamond mining was 3,848. | 

| The limited quantity of high-grade ore . | . | 

reserves remaining has led African Manga- __ Limestone.—According _to the agree- 

nese Co., Ltd., to initiate studies of low- ™ent between the Ghanaian Government 
grade ore beneficiation methods in the and ‘A and S Norway Cement Export, 

hope of developing a means to econom- Ltd., the company agreed to study the 

ically exploit. reportedly large reserves of possipity ON waif Hmestone from the 
such material. a | | ore i at auli for pro ucing: cement | 

_ NONMETALS . . MINERAL FUELS - 

Cement.—A Norwegian concern, A | - 

and S Norway Cement Export, Ltd., and Petroleum.—The Government __pro- 
the Ghana Government agreed to form posed to divide imports of crude oil be- 
Ghana Cement Works, Ltd., to operate tween the U.S.S.R: and the six companies 

the cement clinker grinding plants estab- that market refined products in Ghana. 

lished by the State Cement Works Cor- men on eo 6 crude Tema 
poration’! n to supply the refinery a ma 

The Government will hold 75 percent {70m April through December. The 
of the equity share capital, reportedly U.S.S.R: had been shipping crude to the 

$2.8 million, and A and S Norway will Ghana Supply Commission under a 2- 
| manage the company and hold the re Ye? barter agreement. The six market- 

maining 25 percent interest. The cement (‘78 Companies proposed to supply crude 
factory at Tema that began producing 2 directly to the refinery and purchase sur- 

years ago supplied about 30 percent of plus heavy fuel oll from the" refinery 
domestic consumption. according to each company’s share of the 

a a Oo Ghanaian market for refined products. In 

Diamond.—During the Ghanaian fiscal August the oil product distributors 

year beginning April 1, 1966, diamond yeached agreement with the Government 

output totaled 2,599,638 carats compared to supply Ghana’s crude oil requirements 

with 2,999,006 carats in the previous fis- for 6 months, starting September 1, 1967. 

cal year.’* African diggers produced 38,- In October 1966 a team of 44 Ru- 

965 carats and mining companies pro- manian and 15 Ghanaian technicians 

duced 2,560,673 carats during the year started drilling for oil at Atiavi in the 
ending March 31, 1967. Consolidated Volta region.” Drilling also was started 

African Selection Trust, Ltd. (CAST), at Angola by a team of Rumanian tech- 
recovered 2,449,000 carats in the fiscal 

year ending June 30, 1967. CAST com- 10 American Metal Market. Union Carbide 

pleted an extension to the milling section Unit gt? Build New Plant. V. 74 No. 122, 

of I its conan ae in J LE 208 1 ae Overseas ’ Review (London). August 1967, 

a larger volume of gravel. L:xpanded wash- p. 0. . 

ing facilities at CAST mines have ex- porte Qnanal Reporte ist, “April 1966. 40 
ceeded the input capacity of the con- 31st March 1967. Aug. 8, 1967, p.4. . 

centrator. The company started a pre- 1967 ndard Bank Review (London). April 

liminary investigation of ground suitable 34The Diamond Marketing Corp. (Ghana). 
for dredging operations. piamond Marketing in Ghana. November 1967, 

A new system for licensing diamond dig- i Work cited in footnote 11. 

gers was announced early in 1967 by the 1967. ea Intelligence Weekly. Jan. 9, 

Government Diamond Mining Corpora- 17 Quarterly Economic Review (London). 

tion. All diggers granted licenses will Jacaare 1987 st 4. Intelligence Unit, No. 1},
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- nicians. By July 1967 the well at Atiavi in size from 5,000 to 10,000 square miles. 
was drilling at 5,000 feet in hard base- Some leading international oil companies 
ment type rock and the Angola well was were reported to be interested in an off- 
at a depth of 2,000 feet in continental shore area that the Ghanaian Govern- 
sedimentary rock. No significant discoveries ment planned to open for bids.” No 
of oil have been reported. seismic surveys of the area have been | 

| The Minerals Regulation of 1963 pro- made, but it was estimated that 80 per- 
| hibited the holding of interests in the cent had limited prospects, because of 

development of oil and gas deposits by poor structural development. The Ghana- 
any person who is not a citizen of ian Government has not indicated the 
Ghana."* Officials of the Ministry of terms it will require, but has published 
Lands and Mineral Resources stated that a brochure giving available geological 
the regulation would not be changed, but information. 
applications for exploration concessions 
would be accepted from non-Ghanaian 18U.S. Embassy, Accra, Ghana. State De- 

companies. Concession areas for applica- erent Alreram 4-101, Day. 1803.4 of 
tion cover the continental shelf and vary 1967, p. 5.
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The Mineral t Greec e Mineral Industry of Greece 

By Justin B. Gowen’ 

Preliminary figures for 1967 indicate to cover the period 1968-72. Emphasis of 
a gross national product of somewhat more’ the new plan is on goals, among which 
than $7 billion representing an increase are an annual average increase of 8 per- 
of about 8 percent over 1966 at current cent in the gross domestic product, a 73- 
prices. The output of mines and minerals percent increase in fixed investment over 
based industries also showed a substantial that of the 1961-66 period, and an in- 

increase, highlighted by the production of crease of 7 percent per year in produc- 
aluminum from Pechiney’s new Aluminum _ . . .s 

: tivity. The total investment in mining 
de Grece plant which was reported to have durj h _ ‘od j acted 
attained capacity output in 1967. Increases uring t © new v-year period 1s projecte 
were also shown in the output of zinc con- 2 $133 million, or 90 percent more than 
centrates, and construction raw materials. during 1962-66. The annual increase in 

On December 28, 1967 the Greek output of the mining industry is projected 

Goverment announced a Five Year Plan at 10.9 percent. | 

PRODUCTION 

In general, Greek production of min- for 1967; however, nothing further is 
erals and metals was higher in 1967 than available regarding the operation of the 
in the previous year. By far the most sig- plant of Larco Co., S.A., which went on 
nificant increase was registered in the stream in 1966. Production of manganese 
output of aluminum metal as the new ore apparently continued to decline in 

facilities operated for the first full year at 1967. . 
near rated capacity. A. sharp increase in ~~ 7... oe. | . 
the production of ferronickel was reported Actin a? scientist, Division of International 

325
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Table 1.—Greece: Production of metals and minerals 
(Metrie tons unless otherwise specified) 

1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

Metals: — a ~ “ . 

Aluminum: — : oo Se 

Alumina______________-_----__----------  ------ _ ol ee oe ee 73,000 NA 

Bauxite______.____._..__-thousand tons_._ 1,277 r1,047 r1,270 1,200 1,500 

Metal, primary___...-_-----------------  ------ __uu-- _ooeee 36 , 000 72,000 

Semimanufactures._._._..--.---__------- 4,039 4,382 6,034 NA NA 

Chromite: 
Crude 1_______________---------------- 51,179 *40,099 142,395 40,000 50, 000 

Coneentrate_..___._..--.-------------- 18,445 10,861 8,251 NA NA 

Copper and alloys: 
Copper, semimanufactures.___._--..------- 1,293 1,022 3,812 NA NA 

Brass_...__.__-do__..______------------ 2,850 2,499 2,765 NA NA 

Iron and steel: 
' Tron ore_______---..--_--thousand tons. - * 35 (F) ro. 15 17 

Pig iron and castings_--___-------do__-- 17 ~—-:164 r 463 _ NA NA 

Steel, crude____._____----_------------- 209 210° - 210 210 - 160 

Rolled products...____----------------- r170 r248 . r271 315 380 

Lead-zine ores________.__.___thousand tons- - NA NA 250 240 250 

ead: 
Ore, direct smelting oxidized_...._.------ 2,160 2,434 6, 752 NA NA 

. Coneentrate....__._..._._____._..----- '18,614 112,504 *14,826 *15,000 15,000 

- Metal content of concentrate.__._.._.-. *8,850 r8,130 “59,640 9,750 9,750 

Base bullion, primary unrefined__...-.--- "4,000 5,000 5,200. 5,500 5,500 

Refined, primary and secondary___-_----- 3,289 4,128 8,687 4,800 4,750 

Semimanufactures____...___....-------- 2,764 2,545 3,350 NA NA 

Manganese ore: . 
Crude 2__.___-____-u-_------------------ 92,972 70,318 713 ,644 75,000 60 ,000 

. Concentrate_____._._____._------------ 19,803 1*18,480 *10,804 NA 15,000 

Nickel: . - 

Ore.____._____---- eee eee ee eee = ------ ~ouuee 39,117 NA NA 

Ferronickel, 24 percent nickel____-------- ------ ~oueee ~eeeee 1,200 - 9,149 

Silver -------- __..---thousand troy ounces_ _ 123 r 154 r139 F138 238 

ine: 
Coneentrate_____._____---__--_--------. 28,967 19 ,903 - 20,340 15,000 20,000 

. Zine content (estimate)_.._....------- 12,460 10,350 10,580 7,800 10,400 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos..___________-------_-_------------ 67 r 63 (*) (F) _----- 

Asbestos cement products.__..._._---------- 1,355 2,001 NA NA NA 

Barite: . 
» Crude 3_1.__/.________.__thousand tons _- r 145 . 119 r131 130 | 150 

Concentrate__.__._______--..-_.--do___- 82 | 60 58 NA “NA 

Bentonite. ____________.____-_-------do___- r35 r 99 50 90 120 

- Cement___.._____._-___-2--------.--do__-._ 2,294 2,672 3,212 38,588 3,450 

_ Emery...._.._---------------------------- 7,590 7,600 r 7,600 7,600 7,600 

Fertilizers: . . . : 

. °- . Nitrogenous._......../--thousand tons... __-_-- 123 NA pao 700 

Phosphatie___..____._.----------do-__-- r158 r 168 rNA / = §49 . 

Composite and mixed.______-------do___- 167 © 203. — NA ' NA NA 

 Gypsum__.._.-..--------------------do__-- r 85 r441— 100 120. 150 

~ Kaolin......_.-._.-_-------_-_------do_--- r 31 r 50 55 70 70: 

Magnestie: Se 7 

Crude____________-_-.------------do__-- r 267 r 360 r315 375 425 

Caustic calcined___.___._.__---.--do---_- 48 55 49 40 NA 

Dead burnt___________.______----do__-- 42 47 64 70 NA 

Marble______________thousand cubic meters_- r 45 r 47 45 45 45 

Perlite......_____.___..-thousand metric tons- - r 29 r 40 30 100 120 

Pumice____________._.-.--_-.-thousand tons- - 101 229 200 300 350 

Pyrites._....___....---._-------------do---- 113 r115 r104 135 180 

Salt___________________._-_-..-_-----do---_- 83 r101 r 87 91 95 

Santorin earth (pozzolan)____._._.-----do__-- 238 1314 400 350 500 

Tale__.____________-uu- eee ee--------- = 2, T44 r3,764 3,500 3,500 5,000 

Mineral fuels: 
Lignite__._..._____.._...-_--thousand tons.. 13,526 3,859 r 5,080 r 4,840 5,000 

Lignite briquets.______._.._----------do__-- 141 160 r175 r 135 100 

Manufactured gas_____._million cubic meters- - 14 12 12 11 NA 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Liquefied petroleum gases_thousand tons. - 30 33 42 46 54 

Aviation spirit.._..._.._..-------do_--- r 24 r 31 r 32 ¥ 167 266 

Gasoline_________.__-__._--__---do__-_- 237 r 252 r 240 r 320 401 

Kerosine_____________._--.___.--do_--. r 142 7145 133 7154 104 

Distillate fuels: a 3 

as oil__._..___-------------do__-_- r14 ‘17 rl : 

Diesel oil...............--...do--.. "604 + 585 : 598} 761 1,096 
Residual fuel oil__..__.__....____-do___-_ r 703 r 710 r 687 11,365 1,704 

Lubricants_____.__.___-----------do---- 12 r12 r14 (F 4) (4) 

Asphalt and bitumen-------------do___- ™ 65 r 64 r8i 55 54 

Other_________-__--_--_-----------do-__-- rT] ri (F) r Al 10 
So 

Total._._.___--__-------------do____ 11,832 r 1,850 r1,842 r2,909 3,689 

Refinery gas_______------------------do__-- 17 15 16 NA NA 
ete 

P Preliminary. r Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Includes some salable chromite in addition to concentrate derived from this crude. 

2 May contain some salable manganese ore in addition to concentrate derived from this crude. 

3 May contain some salable barite in addition to concentrate derived from this crude. 

4 Included with “Other.”
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TRADE 

Exports of mineral commodities from |The EEC was the most important supplier, 
Greece in 1966 were valued at $52.2 both of mineral commodities (42 percent) 
million, representing an increase of nearly and of total imports (41 percent). The 
63 percent over 1965. A large part of this Federal Republic was likewise the most 
increase (about 70 percent) was accounted important individual supplier, accounting 
for by the export of aluminum metal and for 13 percent of the minerals and 17 per- 
semimanufactures from the new produc- cent of the total. The United States sup- 
tion facilities. Mineral commodity exports plied 1.5 percent of the minerals and 
accounted for about 13 percent of Greece’s about 11 percent of the total imports. 
gross exports, which increased frorn $327.8 | Mineral trade compared with total com- 
million in 1965 to $406.0 million in 1966. modity trade in 1965 and 1966 was as 
The European Economic Community follows: 
(EEC) was the most important area of 
destination, accounting for 50 percent of Value (million dollars) Mineral 
the mineral exports and 35 percent of the —_——_—_——_———— commod- 

gross exports. The Federal Republic of Mineral voter share of 
| Germany was Greece’s most important ities total 

individual customer, receiving about 17 (percent) 
| percent of Greece’s mineral exports and 20 

percent of the total exports. The United Exports. 39.9 327.8 9.8 

States received 13 percent of the country’s 1966__........ 52.2 406.0 12.9 

mineral exports and 10.5 percent of the Imports, 223.9 1,138.7 19.7 

gross exports. | 1966______.... 220.7 1,222.9 18.0 

The value of mineral imports declined Trade balance: 191.7. —805.9 xx 
from $223:9 million in 1965 to $220.7 1966_______._. —168.5 -—816.9 XxX 

million in 1966 while gross imports rose) 9° ———————————__________- 

by about 8 percent to $1,222.9 million. XX Not applicable.
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Table 2.—Greece: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
oo 

Aluminum and alloys: 
| 

Bauxite__.______._-thousand tons._ 1,150 1,169 U.S.S.R. 425; West Germany 375; France 
- 87. : 7 

Unwrought_._-------------------  ------ 27,580 France 138,307; United States 7,583; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 5,787. 

Semimanufactures.____-_--------- 433 1,369 Italy 714; Bulgaria 139; Cyprus 105. 

Chromite__.__.__-------------------- 29,517 20,671 West Germany 11,481; France 7,360; 
Poland 1,830. 

Copper and alloys: 
Copper matte___._--------------- 64 220 All to Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Serap.___----------------------- 49 49 West Germany 37; United Kingdom 12. 

Semimanufactures_______.-------- 1,337 1,166 South Viet-Nam 347; Netherlands 180; 
France 150; United States 129. 

Iron and steel: 
Tron ore_____.------------------- 4,480 wee eee 

Roasted pyrites.___._.-_.----.---- 25,036 32,533 West. Germany 25,030; Netherlands 
1753. 

Ingots and primary forms._--__.-- 17,793 20,154 Spain 10,496; Netherlands 9,652. 
Semimanufactures: . 

Bars, rods, and sections___..-. 15,928 5,454 Tunisia 2,995, Yugoslavia 2,459. 
Plates and sheets_____-------- 146 177 Yugoslavia 119. 
Tubes, pipes, and fittings_...-. 1,394 447 Cyprus 436. 

Lead: Ore and concentrate._._____._---- 10,438 10,250 W est Bermany 5,550; Italy 2,400; France 
300. | 

Magnesium___-_--------------------- 32 ~eeele 
Manganese ore and concentrate__..._.._ 21,602 24,042 United States 18,280; West Germany 

' 3,520; France 1,776. 
Nickel and alloys, all forms___-_-_------- 62 ~oeeee . . 

ine: 
Ore and concentrate_____.___.__-_ 23,982 20,738 West Germany 9,070; France 4,570; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 3,748; . Spain 
9000. 

_ Serap_____-----------------------  -------- 98 All to Belgium-Luxembourg. 

Other nonferrous waste and scrap-_----- 1,515 1,724 Belgium-Luxembourg. 1,050; Spain 447; 
West Germany 140. | 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives: 

Emery, corundum, and other natural 206,748 192,743 United States 168,223; Canada 14,500; 
abrasives. West Germany 3,852. 

Grinding stones_____.-_---------- 159 127 West Europe 106. . 

Barite and witherite.__._...______-.-. 50,615 48,316 Libya 14,835; United States 10,160; 
Arab States not specified 11,455. 

Cement___..__.._..___--__-_..____---- 154,354 205,107 Libya 150,476, Cyprus 26,047; Spain 
13,671; Aden 11,524. 

Clay and refractory materials: 
Clay...._-..._..---.------------ 125,974 99,599 France 48,071; Libya 18,418; Rumania 

152. 
Brick and tile and refractory con- 1,601 1,648 Libya 608; Cyprus 262; Syria 208; Spain 

struction materials. 203. 
Fertilizer, phosphatic (manufactured) - - - 1,030 10,397 Bulgaria 10,248. 

— Magnesite.___________-..-.__-.--.---- 185,663 145,294 West Germany 35,983; Netherlands 
24,520; United Kingdom 23,258; 
United States 21,065; Italy 13,377. 

Pyrites, unroasted____.___------------ 7,860 6,030 Ali to Austria. 
Stone and gravel: 

Dimension stone, rough cut__...._-. 22,558 25,831 West Germany 16,041; Italy 5,218; Spain 
1,015. 

Building stone, unworked_-__-__---- 208 118 NA. 
Gravel and crushed stone_._...---. '1,827 ~ one ee 

Sulfur__._____________-_____-.--.---- 14,607 20,686 Hungary 8,627; United Arab Republic 
6,500; Yugoslavia 3,527. 

Sulfuric acid__________...___--------- 130 201 Mid-East. 
Other organic acids________..--------- 597 260 Do. 
Inorganic bases__..___-._--.---------  ------ 6,185 Lebanon 3,827; Australia 1,216; Spain 

1,142. 
Other nonmetallics: 

Slag, scale, and dross______-__----  -_---- 2,726 West Germany 2,220; Israel 500. 
Mineral substances, n.e.s_.___.._._... 47,748 70,886 West Germany 27,315; United Kingdom 

14,780; France 11,913; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 11,865. 

Mineral fuels: 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline_________-___-____---__---.  ------ 9,019 Cyprus 8,395; Libya 615. 
Kerosine_________________-_-----.  ------ 88,772 United Arab Republic 45,978; Lebanon 

25,639; Libya 6,294; Cyprus 3,987. 
Distillate fuels___.....____-____-- 627 20,500 Libya 8,683; Cyrpus 7,868; Liberia 956. 
Residual fuel oif-..._______-__-_.._ 2,288 26,845 Liberia 13,343; United States 6,500; 

Cyprus 2,315. 
Lubricants__.-_._________--------. 1,163 966 Lebanon 484; Israel 195; United Arab 

Republic 148; Bulgaria 124. 
Nonchemical coal and petroleum —_-___.- 7,083 All to Bulgaria. 

wastes. i 
© Revised. NA Not available.
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. Table 3.—Greece: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966. 
SL A a TD TS eA Se SS Se PPPs Ss cess tes eh SON 

Metals: . 
Aluminum and alloys: / 

' Bauxite.__.-_- 22 eee LLL 39,949 All from France. 
Unwrought_____.____.__...-_--_-. 8,582 6,509 Canada 2,516; Austria 1,418; France 

, 559; Hungary 498. 
Semimanufactures_.___............ 2,476 1,519 France 604; West Germany 500. 
Oxide and hydroxide._____........ 1,349 11;247 France 10,689. 

Arsenic, acid._._...-------___ 2 -- 2-8 67 From Common Market countries. ! 
Chromium oxide and hydroxide_______- 155 184 West Germany 160. , 
Copper and alloys: | 

. ' Blister.s_-2-2 222 eee. = 2,158 601 Congo (Kinshasa) 299; Rhodesia-Zambia 
202; Tanganyika 100. 

Refined________._.---.-_-.__--_.. 4,318 4,912 Rhodesia-Nyassaland 3,107; Congo, (Kin- 
shasa) 1,519. 

Semimanufactures_____-__.._____- 731 652 West Germany 245; Italy 86; United 
States 70. 

Iron and steel: ‘ 
Iron ore___-_-----.-------------- 463,484 405,216 Tunisia 250,938; Liberia 145,174; Guiana 

»104. 
Scrap_____.___---.__-----------_ 1,174 645 United Kingdom 330; Netherlands 211. 
Spiegeleisen______________-._____- 150 215 Republic of South Africa 202. 

. Pig iron and castings._...._..__...__ 26,668 27,394 U.S.S.R. 9,951; West Germany 8,699; 
se Bulgaria 8,533. 

Powder, shot and grit.__.________- 478 840 United Kingdom 488. 
. Ferromanganese_________________- 280 642 Republic of South Africa 326; Norway 

215. 
Other ferroalloys.............._.-. 1,168 1,308 Republic of South Africa 765. 
Primary forms__._.thousand tons-_- 72 81 West Germany 35; Belgium-Luxembourg 

22; France 17. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods and sections__do___-_ 149 167 Belgium-Luxembourg 47; West Germany 
‘a France 34; Italy 14; Czechoslovakia 
12. 

Plates and sheets__.._._do__-- 128 149 West Germany 33; United Kingdom 31; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 24; Italy 19; 
France 15; Austria 13. 

Hoop and strip___..____do___- —«BB . 75 Belgium-Luxembourg 35; West Germany 
17; Italy 12. 

Railway track material__do--__- 7 3 France 2. 
Tubes, pipes and fittings_do- -__ - 21 17 West Germany 8; Japan 2; Italy 1. 
Castings and forgings__-do-_-_-_-_ 1. 1 NA. . : 

Iron oxides and hydroxide_________ 700 950 West Germany 857. 
Lead and alloys: . 

Ore and concentrate___________... 6,982 7,064 Morocco 6,044; Algeria 1,020. 
Unwrought_____-_. ee 983 2,688 Canada 1,021; United Kingdom 588; © 

Mexico 455. 
Semimanufactures______________-- 350 106 Netherlands 56; United Kingdom 20. 
Lead oxide__________.-.-______-- 482 967 France 759; West Germany 187. 

Mercury._______..__.76-pound flasks. - 58 1,073 United States 696; Italy 232; Mexico 116. 
Molybdenum, all forms-__-_-kilograms__ 454 1,000 Mainly from Netherlands. 
Nickel, semimanufactures____________- 65 61 United Kingdom 26; West Germany 22. 
Silver, unwrought and troy ounces____ 185,285 NA 

semi-manufactures. 
Platinum group metals______....do_... 2,185 NA 
Tin, unwrought and long tons 244 260 Netherlands 100; Malaysia 88; Belgium- 
semi-manufactures. Luxembourg 31; United Kingdom 23. 

Titanium oxide______........_--__---_ 1,778 2,116 West Germany 814; United Kingdom 
655; Belgium-Luxembourg 228. 

Tungsten, all forms__thousand dollars_-_ $76 $98 West Germany $66; Sweden $15. 
Zine and alloys: 

Unwrought_....-.---.----.___-.. 5,582 7,942 Belgium-Luxembourg 3,426; Rhodesia- 
Zambia 1,561; West Germany 863; 
Japan 500. 

Semimanufactures_____.___.____-- 219 224 Poland 148; West Germany 64. 
Oxide...._..-.----2 ee e 368 346 France 112; Netherlands 104; West 

Germany 64. 
Other: 

Nonferrous ores and concentrates, 327 292 Australia 166. 
B.e.8. 

Nonferrous metal scrap___-.._....  ___--- 127 NA. 
Pyrophoric alloys_-..------------- 13 2 West Europe. 
Alkaliand rare earth metals-______. 5 4 Allfrom France. 
Metalloids n.e.s___..-__- ee 16 73 Nearly all from Common Market coun- 

tries. 1 
Base metals n.e.s__...--..---.-.-- 217 59 Japan 23; China, mainland 17. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Greece: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Nonmetals: , 
Abrasives: 

. Diatomite____._-.--.------------ 460 1,430 Yugoslavia 1,202; Italy 129. 

Other________-.---------#------- 19 32 Mainly from West Europe. 

Grinding stones______------------ 287 256 Italy 76; Austria 63; West Germany 34. 

Asbestos, crude_____..--------------- 4,468 3,911 Canada 2,102; Republic of South Africa 
: 1,316; U.S.S.R. 440. 

Asbestos cement products_._..-------- 93,415 3,086 Yugoslavia 1,380; Czechoslovakia 1,004; 
taly 256. 

Cement_________-_------------------- 1,492 1,359 Denmark 891; France 391. 

Clay, refractory, crude_____----------- 11,085 17,933 United Kingdom 11,044; West Germany 
2,525; Belgium-Luxembourg 1,700; 
Czechoslovakia 1,340. 

Clay and refractory construction ma- 30,025 28,721 West Germany 7,663; Italy 7,324; Israel 

terials. 2,874; Austria 2,577. . 

Dolomite_____._-_.------------------ 253 144 West Europe. 
Earth pigments_--.__-_-------------- 171 141 NA. 
Feldspar and fluorspar-_-...-.--------- 446 365 Mainly from Common Market countries. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Natural: 

Natural sodium nitrate.___..... 4,161 7,978 Chile 7,780. 
Phosphate thousand tons. -_ 158 _ 227 Morocco 110; Tunisia 71; Senegal 41. 

rock. ‘ 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous-_-__.._-_---do___- 195 156 Italy 75; France 26; Norway 25. 

Phosphatic. _____------do.._- 60 21 Tunisia 12; Belgium-Luxembourg 9. 
Potassic_.______._...---do._-_- 37 28 France 11; Italy 11. 
Mixed_____._.-.------do___- 84 - 52 Belgium-Luxembourg 31; Italy 10; 

United States 7. 

Ammonia, anhydrous- --.---do__-- 6 10 Spain 4; West Germany 2; Portugal 1. 

Gem stones, synthetic- ___.-kilograms_ 15 NA 
Graphite______----------------------. 369 294 West Germany 141. 

Gypsum and plasters_--..------------ 375 412 West Germany 203. 
Magnesite____.___------------------- 504 840 Austria 289. 
Miea, crudée______.-_----------------- 22 30 NA. 
Mica products_...._----------------- 8 9 Belgium-Luxembourg 6. 

Pyrites, unroasted_..._.--------------  ------ 2,304 Cyprus 2,300. 

Quartz, quartzite.___._--_-----_------ 417 289 West Europe. 
Sodium and potassium compounds: 

Caustic soda____.__..-..--------- 18,328 39,359 Italy 26,720; Netherlands 5,220; Yugo- 
; slavia 2,936; France 2,840. 

Caustic potash__.--_------------- 69 159 West Germany 87. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Building stone___._--------------- 796 695 NA. 
Sand________________-------.---. 26,523 46,676 Belgium-Luxembourg 42,467. 

Gravel and crushed stone__-------- 317 230 West Europe 221. 

Sulfur and sulfuric acid: 
Sulfur, crude______...__---------- 37,348 48,514 France 37,818; Canada 10,589. 
Sulfur, precipitated or sublimed__._ 10,718 10,486 Canada 10,371. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum___...___------- 61,487 39,393 Italy 23,278; Bulgaria 16,074. 

Tale__.________..-.--___------------ 69 182 Italy 124. 
Other: 

Crude nonmetals, n.e.s___.-------- 175 258 France 135. 
Oxides of strontium, barium and 35 88 Mainly from West Europe. 

magnesium. 
Other inorganic bases, n.e.s_------- 15 35 Norway 12; Other West Europe 17. 

Hydrogen and rare gases_-_____--- 148 145 Italy 92; Norway 26; Sweden 15. 

Halogens, excluding chlorine------- 30 5 NA. 
Mineral construction materials, 393 461 Austria 200; Netherlands 150; Belgium- 

n.e.s. Luxembourg 40. 

Mineral fuels: 
Carbon black____________------------ 885 1,081 Italy 698; United States 316. 

Coal and briquets___.__thousand tons-- 200 1386 Poland 54; U.S.S.R. 53; Turkey 14. 

Coke______________--___------do-_--.. 230 262 Czechoslovakia 114; West Germany 96; 
Italy 22; Norway 22. 

Gas, natural__________.____---_--.--- 3,592 4,699 All from Italy. 

Petroleum: 
Crude_____-__._._-thousand tons._ 2,590 3,118 Saudi Arabia 1,897; Iran 728; U.S.S.R. 

448; Italy 40. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline._..__._..__----do_-_- 116 166 United Arab Republic 61; U.S.S.R. 60; 

Rumania 34, 

Kerosine_________-_.--do___-_ 7 7 Italy 4; Netherlands Antilles 2. 

Distillate fuels__._._...-do_-_-- 637 478 U.S.S.R. 129; Rumania 90; United Arab 
Republic 89; Italy 84. 

Residual fuel oils._.....do__._. 1,373 818 U.S.S-R, 2785 United Arab Republic 172; 
taly . 

Lubriecants__....--._.-do_.__ 39 38 France 11; Netherlands 9; United King- 
dom 6; United States 2. 

Petroleum coke-_-_------------ 6 11 United States 6; France 5. 

Other______-_----------do___. 10 6 West Germany 2; France 1; Netherlands 
. 

1 Belgium, Federal Republic of Germany, France, Italy, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

Aluminum.—The production facilities of Iron and Steel.—The decline in crude 
Aluminum de Grece are situated at Aspra steel output in 1967 was generally attrib- 
Spitia on Antikyra Bay of the Gulf of uted to lack of capacity for processing steel 
Corinth near Distomon about 100 kilo- _ billets, which are produced at Halyvourgiki 
meters northeast of Athens. The works, a where additional hot rolling facilities were 
controlling interest of which is owned under construction at the end of 1967. 
by Péchiney, Compagnie de Produits Greece’s basic iron and steel industry at 
Chimiques et Electrometdllurgiques, of the end of 1967 consisted of the integrated 
France, comprises an alumina plant works of Halyvourgiki Inc. at Eleusis, near 
(capacity 200,000 tons annually); an Athens, and a cold sheet rolling mill 
electrolytic reduction plant (capacity forming the first unit of a planned inte- 
72,000 tons of aluminum annually); and grated steel works of the Hellenic Steel 
an electrode plant (capacity 30,000 tons Co. at Thessaloniki. Halyvourgiki’s works 
of prebaked electrodes annually). In Au- comprised two blast furnaces each with an 
gust 1967, plans were announced by integrated 35-ton Linz-Donawitz oxygen 
Péchiney to expand the alumina facilities steel converter; a continuous casting 
for an additional 250,000 tons annually, machine for billets; concrete bar, section, 
and to include a thermal powerplant to and wire rod mills; and a wire drawing 
avoid any additional load on the Public section. Under construction was a hot rol- 

Power Corp. facilities which supply the ling mill for the production of sheet coils, 

present plant. heavy plate for shipbuilding, and sections 

Bauxite is supplied by mines of the for construction. The annual capacity of 

nearby Mount Parnassas region. Com- the Halyvourgiki works was reported in 

panies owning 19 mines in this district metric tons as follows; Pig iron, 500,000 ; 

recently merged to form the Distomon crude steel, 400,000 to 500,000 ingot tons; 
Hellenic Bauxite Co. - rolled products, 500,000 tons. 

Alumi . £ Although it was reported in 1967. 
uminum semimanufactures are pro- wpe . 

. . | that Halyvourgiki would supply coils for 

duced by Viohalco Aluminum S.A. formed Hellenic Steel’s cold mill, it was later 
in 1965 to supplement the parent com- reported, early in 1968, that Hellenic had 

. pany’s (“Viohalco” Industrie du Ciuvre et arranged for financing the construction of 

de Aluminum S.A.) copper and brass a hot mill at Thessaloniki scheduled to go 

rolling mills in Athens. into production during 1969.
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The Mi t e Mineral Industry of Guyana 

By F. W. Wessel’ | 

Bauxite continued to be Guyana’s most The portion of Guyana’s 7-year (1966— 
significant mineral product and a major 72) development program devoted to 
export item. Crude bauxite production minerals development during 1967 in- 
continued to increase, having gained 42 cluded active ground party examination 
percent since 1963, while dried bauxite of anomalies noted during the airborne 
exports have nearly doubled in the same _ surveys. The United Nations Special Fund 
period. The industry invested $39 mil- sent personnel and allotted funds—$1.7 
lion” in new equipment and facilities dur- million over a 3-year period beginning in 
ing 1966 and 1967. The beneficial effect 1967, to which the Guyana Government 
of an aluminum smelter on the foreign has added $1.8 million. 
trade balance of neighboring Surinam has The strongest anomalies recorded, when 
not gone unnoticed in Guyana, where further investigated, frequently turned out 
establishment of facilities for aluminum to be graphitic schists or sediments. How- 
production remained a major point of gov- ever, gold, copper, zinc, molybdenum, 
ernment policy. nickel, and iron. mineralization has been 

Production of manganese ore continued noted, and intensive prospecting was con- 
at a high level during 1967; but there were ducted at selected localities. 
indications of gradually declining grade of Guyana’s east and west borders both 
this material, which is already low-grade are contested. The dispute with Venezuela 
enough to make competition for world has been referred to the Mixed Boundary 
markets difficult. Commission. Pending a decision by that 

Prospecting for petroleum continued body, the Guyana Government rejected a 
during the year, in spite of apparently Venezuelan offer for joint development of 
negative results to date. New petroleum the disputed area. Similarly, a portion of 
regulations were issued in April, replacing the headwaters of the Courantyne River 
the code of 1940, as amended. The new is claimed by both Guyana and Surinam. 
code will regulate prospecting for oil in Mineral exploration in these areas by 
Guyana’s interior as well as the coastal responsible companies is thus somewhat 

activity, covered by earlier rules. inhibited. 

PRODUCTION 

Bauxite and alumina dominated creased the cost of a gold-trading license 
Guyana’s mineral production again in from $20 to the range of $50 to $150, 
1967. In spite of adverse weather and depending on location, it seems probable 
labor trouble, production of crude bauxite that gold production in 1967 was about 
slightly exceeded the record set in 1966. the same as in 1966, but that some gold 
Production of dried bauxite for export was being traded illegally, thus escaping 
was up 21 percent, but calcined bauxite statistical coverage. Similarly, the cost of 
declined 6% percent and alumina 914 per- a diamond buyer’s license was increased 
cent in output. from $75 to $350. Official figures show 

Production of manganese ore was about little change in diamond production over 
the same as in 1966 while official figures ——————— 
for gold production showed a decline of 1 Physical scientist, Division of International 

: Activities. 
22 percent. However, because Guyana in- 2 All values are given in U.S. dollars. 

| 333
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the past year; yet production in 1967 from _ permission to prospect for radioactive min- 
a major find of industrial diamond is un- erals was under consideration at yearend. 
officially reported.® 

There was no activity during the year 3 Norwood, V.G.C. Guyana—an expanding 
in Guyana with reference to nickel, co- source of industrial demands. Min. Mag. 

. Y . . . (London), v. 118, No. 3, March 1968, pp. 169, 
lumbite, or iron ores. An application for = 47}, 

Table 1.—Guyana: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

NN 

Commodity } 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
. 

Metals: OS | 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite: . 
Crude ore 2.______________. 2,379,883 *2,517,984 2,918,693 * 3,357,741 3,381,169 
Dried for export ?_______--- 989 , 805 854,056 1,277,783 1,537,281 1,857,204 
Calcined 4___.____.-------- 370,395 470,413 493,736 500,401 467,781 

Alumina__._...-.--.----------- 225,650 296,255 279,070 301,719 273,227 
Gold___..____._-.------troy ounces-- r 2,848 2,111 2,077 3,045 2,379 
Manganese ore and concentrate. ___-- 142,728 ' 118,757 168,861 e 180,000 179 , 552 

Nonmetals: 
Diamond, all grades 5_.______carats__ 99,748 109,682 112,874 r 98,887 97,352 
Sand and gravel 6_..__...__.-------- NA NA- 3,034 r 4,680 NA 
Stone, crushed____.__-------------- 11,892 NA 94,688 +* 155,615 138 ,179 
a 

e Estimate. «Revised. _ NA Not available. | - | 
1 In addition to the commodities tabulated, Guyana produces clay, sand and gravel, and additional quantities 

of stone, but quantitative data are not available. . 

2 Production on which royalties were collected by the Government. Data apparently not corrected for free 
moisture content, which averages about 10 percert. : 

3 Production data not available. Shipments for export used as best available measure of output. 
4 Figures represent weight of calcined product. 
5 Gem quality stones estimated at 55 to 60 percent of total production. - 
6 Stone sand from Government quarries only. oO 

- TRADE | 

Official statistics on foreign trade con- 1966 are shown in the following tabula- 
tinued to be incomplete during 1966 and tion: 

1967. Particular data not available include Value (million dollars) Mineral - 

im m h. ic and ——_—_—_—_—_____—_-—-— commodities’ 
ports of base metals, phosphatic . Mineral Total __ share of total 

potassic fertilizers, and some of the petro- commodities _ trade (percent) 

leum refinery products. However, enough — pxports:1 
: 4 . . . 1 1965____. 45.184 95.505 47.3 data were available to show increases in 19662227 51075. 108808 482 

general exports and imports of 11 and 13 Imports:? 
. . 1965_____ 17.659 103.722 17.1 

percent, respectively, while the  corre- 1966... 18.509 117.163 15.8 

sponding figures for increased trade in Trade balance: ; ! 1965..... +27.525 —8.217 Xx 
mineral commodities were 13 and 5 per- 1966__.__ +82.566 —11.258 XxX 

cent. XX Not Applicable. | 
: i di ts. 

Comparative trade data for 1965 and 2 Partly ostimated, ms
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A preliminary figure for the total value . supplementary agreement of the same date 
of mineral exports in 1967 was $43,666,- provided protection for petroleum prod- 
000, the decline reflecting devaluation of | ucts produced in Guyana, which would 
the Guyana dollar from US$0.58 to $0.50. become significant if oil is discovered, pro- 

Guyana’s membership in the Caribbean duced, and refined there. Presently there 
Free Trade Association (CARIFTA) be- seem to be no other mineral trade impli- 

came effective December 29, 1966. A _ cations. 

Table 2.—Guyana: Exports of principal mineral commodities ! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: , 
Aluminum: , 

_ Bauxite: 
. Dried__..._-.----------- 1,284,116 1,555,464 Canada 998,522; United States 532,371. 

Calcined __- pee eee eee eee 502,445 500,401 United States 217,552; Canada 41,361. 
Alumina_______-_.--. 2 ee 279,704 301,719 Canada 111,301; Norway 97,498; United 

States 44,934. 
Manganese ore and concentrate_ ___ 169,180 197,171 Allto Trinidad and Tobago.? 

Nonmetals: 
Diamond, uncut and cut = carats__ 102,577 92,085 United States 32,147; United Kingdom 

but unset. 28,518; Netherlands 13,347. 
Stone, crushed, gravel, macadam_ _- 1,283 437 All to Surinam.? 

1 In addition to commodities tabulated, Guyana exports small quantities of ferrous and nonferrous scrap, 
gold, and clay. 

2In transit. Most of quantity shown was transshipped for United States ports. 
3 Imported from Guyana by Surinam. : 

Sources: Guyana Ministry of Economic:Development. Statistical Bureau: Monthly Account of External 
Trade, December 1965, December 1966. Guyana Lands and Mines Department: Annual Report 1966. 

| Table 3.—Guyana: Imports of selected mineral commodities ! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
i 

7 Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 | 
ee ic fs Sf sre i Sa RS 

Metals: | . 
Tron and steel: Semimanufactures_.__... 13,014 15,016 United Kingdom 7,306; Belgium 2,621; 

Canada 1,188. 
Nonmetals: 

Asbestos and asbestos-cement building 2,022 402 Belgium 324; United Kingdom 71. 
materials. 

Cement.__....._._-____-___---------- 30,375 53,704 Trinidad and Tobago 41,204; Jamaica 12,302. 
. Fertilizer materials: Nitrogenous: 

Ammonium sulfate...__.__.----- 21,775 23,617 Trinidad and Tobago 18,473; West Germany 
5,054. 

Lime_______._._---___-------------- 1,330 1,578 All from United Kingdom. 
Limestone, agricultural, ground__..._. 9,801 5,604 Mainly from Barbados. 
Sodium hydroxide_______....-.------ 41,085 27,670 Mainly from United States. 

Mineral fuels: Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline__thousand 42-gallon barrels-- 194 241 Mainly from Trinidad and Tobago. 
Kerosine_______..._.-_-------do---- 182 239 Do. 
Gas oil___...._._-------------do---- 325 482 Do. 
Diesel oil__._._....-.-_-------do-~-- 60 56 Do. 
Residual fuel oi]_____._...__.__-do-__-- 1,665 1,470 Do. 
Lubricating oil____.__._...----do---.. 20 25 United Kingdom 10; Jamaica 8. 

Lubricating greases.__.._..---------- 355 366 United Kingdom 142; United States 84; 
Jamaica 70. 

a 

t Revised. . . 
1 Official sources do not include detail for many classifications. However, imports into Guyana include pig 

iron, semimanufacturers of copper, lead, tin, and aluminum, wrought or partly wrought silver, phosphatic 

and potassic fertilizers, salt, solid fuels, asphalt, and some petroleum refinery products. 

Sources: Guyana Ministry of Economic Development. Statistical Bureau: Monthly Account of External 

Trade, December 1965, December 1966.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Total footage drilled was reported as 
Alumi During 1967 both D 145,553, of which Reynolds drilled 101,808 | 

uminun.——Luring ot emer- feet, DEMBA the remainder. 
ara Bauxite Co., Ltd. (DEMBA), and The Guyanese Government has adopted 

expansion programs, began early in 1966, 22, Policy of requiring some conversion of ? we * ie auxite in uyana aS a condition tor 

at reported costs of $24 million and $15 granting concessions, but private capital 
_ million, respectively. will not set up bauxite processing facili- 

Included in DEMBA’s program was ties, smelters in particular, without assur- 
construction of a ae foot ions puage ance of adequate electrical power. A feasi- 

ee energy ates MES, ily study "wa being conducted by. . | : nited Nations team to determine availa- 
Christianburg on the he This cnabies bility of hydroelectric power and to rec- 
rite teat of the marae Oo portant ommend location and type of construction. 

is S t c (Fiver, tA Phase I of this study was completed in 
consideration in view of the progressive id-1967 with selection of Tiboku Falls 

| depletion of DEMBA’s bauxite deposits in Gy, the Mazaruni River as the most favor- 
the Ituni area. | able site. Phase II, on the feasibility of 
conte, ction of of seventh ealeinine Gee dam construction, is to be completed late 

ASTYUCTE : >» in 1968. Alcan Aluminum, Ltd., in mid- 
bringing otal capacity to 700,000 on 1966 indicated its possible interest in erect- 

rede aaa ep nggmemest ant ing sneer and fabrouing fy, a 
purchased, and generators adding 12,500 ontibatel 8 150,000 tonend the pone 
kilowatts to the available power supply study. , 

were installed. . At the beginning of 1967, Alcan an- 
A number of senikes o short uration nounced its acquisition of a half interest 

occurrea Curing the period, agains! in an aluminum smelter in Norway with 

Cee he apne ME eRe an anal nae and operating capaci . . ~ of 185,000 short tons which will be in- 
percent pay increase jor 00 Percent of the creased by 50,000 short tons in the near 
Additronal was . the oP i "i; sett ae future. This action caused some uneasiness 

aitiona’ improvement in tving Condi- in Guyana because it was interpreted as 
tions and employee morale was probable abandonment of Alcan’s plans for a 

as a result of programs of the U.S. Agency gmelter there. Final decision, however, 

oe grsemene Deepen Reeun it probly mut await the competion ofthe ) ; easibility study. 
Atkinson to Mackenzie, and to construct y y 
about 1,000 workers’ homes at Mackenzie. Copper.—The Guyana Department of 

Reynolds Guyana Mines, Ltd., a fully Geology and Mines drilled over 10,000 
owned subsidiary of Reynolds Metals Co., feet of diamond drill holes on the Groete 
became the operating agency for the com- Creek copper-gold anomaly, which had 
pany in Guyana. A plant to calcine baux- been examined earlier by Torbrit Silver 
ite was constructed at Everton and re- Mines, Ltd. (Canada), and relinquished. 
portedly is operating; however, no Test drilling on a similar anomaly at 
throughput data for 1967 are available. Aranka on the Cuyuni River was resumed. 
Reynolds has also been improving its river _— ; ; 
transportation facilities, because the com- Gold.—Local interests, acting in con- 
pany must barge bauxite to Everton as junction with Torbrit Silver Mines, Ltd. 

well as ship the plant products. This com- (Canada), obtained an exploration permit 
pany, like DEMBA, had some labor trou- for the Peter’s mine, on the Puruni River. 

ble late in 1966, but no reports of strikes 4 recent U.S. Geological Survey report 
during 1967 have been received. Twa . 

4W born, A. E. An Appraisal of th 
Both DEMBA and Beynous were ac- Mineral “Potential of che Peter's Mine Area, 

tively drilling in search of new ore; orthwest District, Guyana. U.S. Geologica 
DEMBA conducted seismic work as well. ou DD Open File Report G-2, August 1966,
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estimates a gold reserve of 160,000 ounces. onshore area is a belt about 50 kilometers 

No development work has been reported. deep parallel to the coast; Shell’s claim 
. reaches about 100 kilometers up the Ber- 

Manganese Ore.—Production of manga- hice River. An oil exploration lease was 

| nese ore by Northwest Guiana Mining granted to Phoenix Canada Oil Co., Ltd., : 
Co., Ltd., a subsidiary of Union Carbide and Dominion Leaseholds, Ltd., in March 
Corp., at the Matthews Ridge mine nN 1966 and remained in force during 1967. 
northwest Guyana remained at the 1966 [+ covered about 673,000 hectares of the 
level. Substantial reserves remain, yet the Takuti Basin, extending from a point 

ore is low grade—during the year some about 320 kilometers above the mouth of 
shipments contained only 37 percent man- the Essequibo River westward to the 

ganese. Higher grade streaks containing Brazilian border. 
49 to 47 percent manganese are present During the year, Tenneco Oil Co. pur- 

in the deposit, but do not persist with Chased a half interest in Continental's 
depth. . holdings. Two holes were drilled about 

An additional cause for concern is that 95 kilometers offshore. The first was dry, 

Matthews Ridge lies within the area and was abandoned at 8,930 feet, and the 
claimed by Venezuela. The company com- second was stopped at 9,647 feet to release 
pleted drilling a similar smaller deposit, drilling equipment for a previous commit- 

in undisputed territory near Pipianion the ment. Because of the Venezuelan border 
Barama River, but results have not been dispute, Continental’s concessions may be 
announced. Total depth of the 21 holes subject to further negotiation. 

drilied was 6,506 feet. Prospecting south Under the terms of its concession, 

of Aranka in the same general area began Guyana Shell was required to drill six 

in June and continued through the year- holes “to basement”, three along the Ber- 

end. bice River, two on the west bank of the | 

Molybdenum.—American Metal Climax, Cour antyne, and one on the coast near the 
Inc., examined 9,500 acres at Eagle Moun- concession’s western limit. Depths varied 

tain, south of the Potaro River, for from 1,550 to 4,430 feet. Results were not 

molybdenum; results are not yet available. encouraging, but | both Shell and Conti- 7 
nental have applied for renewal of their 

MINERAL FUELS exploration licenses. 
7 Geophysical exploration has shown 

Petroleum.—At the beginning of the about 11,000 feet of sediments in the 
year, Continental Oil Co. held both on- Takutd basin, including carbonaceous 
shore and offshore concessions, from the shale possibly of Permian to Triassic age. 

Venezuelan boundary to a point about 32 Results of field operations by the oil com- 
kilometers east of Georgetown. From this panies begun during the second half of 
‘point eastward to the Courantyne River, 1967 are not yet available. A joint pro- 
onshore and offshore concessions were gram with Petrdéleo Brasileiro was being 
held by Guyana Shell, Ltd. Continental’s considered.
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| The Mi 1 Industry of H 

By Roman V. Sondermayer * 

Hungary did not produce a great va- year for which such data are available. 
riety of mineral products during 1967, Roughly one-eighth of the total labor 
and only bauxite and alumina output force, or approximately 176,000 persons, 
were — of world consequence. Mineral were employed by the mineral industry. 

: fuels, iron and steel were important from Major events during 1967 included dis- 
5 e  Comestic. ewe Except ir covery of new bauxite reserves in the 
auxite, alumina, and tow frank coa's; Bakony area, development of the Halimba 

_ mineral consumption was much _ larger bauxit . . f Almafuzit 
than production, and substantial imports uxite mune, expansion ° matuzito 
were needed. - } and Ajka alumina plants, completion of 

_ The contribution of the mineral in- @ new copper foundry at the Czepel Iron | 
dustry to the Hungarian social product? Works near Budapest, and planning and 
was about 6 percent in 1966, the latest designing a new sulfur plant at Szony. | 

SO | PRODUCTION 

- ‘Although overall mineral production about 70 percent of operating oil and gas 
‘technology in Hungary cannot be consid- drilling rigs. 
ered advanced, several developments, Performance of many plants and facili- 
mostly small ones, can be regarded as_ ties of the country’s mining and metal- 
‘modern and up to date. Underground lurgical industry designed. by Soviet ex- 

_ methods prevailed in mining, but because perts and equipped with Soviet equip- 
of inadequate mechanization and lack of | ment was less than expected, and a ten- 
incentive for workers, productivity gen- dency toward purchasing equipment in 
erally remained low in comparison with the West, noted in the past, continued. 

that in non-Communist Europe. ||} Foreign mineral specialist, Division of 
i i i i nternational Activities. 

in oil production, pumping, prevaile d. 2As in other Communist countries of East 
Hungarians used production stimulation  gurope, Hungary does not report on its gross 
methods, specifically fracturing and acidiz- national product (value of all final goods and 
. ° . . services produced) but rather publishes a 
ing, on a wide. basis, but secondary re- figure for the social product, which generally 

a iti i ini . excludes items such as banking fees, rent, 
covery operations remained minimal. ‘The education, defense, public administration, and 
Soviet designed turbodrill was used on health services. 

7 ‘Table 1.—Hungary: Production of selected mineral commodities 

_ (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
rr rv rile re Sf a PS he SS 

Commodity ! 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
a 

Metals: | 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite._.._..................thousand tons... 1,368 1,477 1,478 1,429 1,649 
flumina. . -----------2-— 2-2-2 22-2 seoe noon 239,002 245,917 267,000 288,000 328,000 

etal: 

Ingots___._________-__-.-_--__-_.-----. 55,496 56,874 58,099 60,496 61,796 
Semimanufactures, unalloyed, rolled__.__... 16,663 17,615 16,769 17,094 © 17,000 
Semimanufactures, alloyed, rolled__....... 5,114 5,050 6,242 7,124 °8,000 

Iron and steel: 
Tron ore.__.......-..........-thousand tons-- 733 175 162 TAT 715 

See footnotes at end of table. 
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_ Table 1.—Hungary: Production of selected mineral commodities—Continued 
; (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity _ eo 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967» 

Metals—Continued 
Iron and Steel—Continued 

Pig iron: 
For steel____._..-.------._-----_-__-_..-. 1,285 1,404 1,513 1,584 ¢1,580 
For foundry_.-.._...-.---thousand tons... 101 - 89 69 62 © 65 

Total... eee _-do____ =: 11, 3886 1,493 1,582 1,646 1,645 
Ferroalloys._...___._....--.-.--_._.._do____ 12 6 qT 7 NA 
Steel ingots.___.__-...._-._-.-----_._-do___. 2,374 2,365 2,520 2,648 2,739 
Rolled products: 

Bars, rods, shapes, sections_-_______.do___-_ 801 822 866 870 NA . 
Concrete reinforcement bars.___._..-do_2__ 94 - 109 86 - 107  #£=.\NA 

__. Plates and sheets: , . . 
, Thiek___..-2 22 - e-do__ ee 220 . 215 208 - 192 NA 

Medium____.__._-_--_---.__...do____ » 254 _ 250 . 261 222 NA 
Others 2____-.-_.-------------do___- 165 = 203 210 3. 278 NA | 

Total___.__........_.......--do___.  °639 .. . 668 679 687 . NA 
Rails and fish plates... __.__.._.__-do____ | 97 52 87 a9 NA 

Total... .--.---2.-__- i. .---do___. -™ 24,681 °©1,651 1,718 1,743. 1,773. 
Manganese ore____-.._--.------__------.-.--_--- 152,371 171,196 218,000 210,000 ©215,000 

Nonmetals: a oe . , 
Bentonite__-_.-...-.----.---.i--._-----.-_____-. 112,697 98,384 107,000 91,000 ©100,000 
Cement__.___._._..._-_--..._.___thousand tons_. _ 1,798 | 2,257 2,383 | 2,601 2,656 
Dolomite___........-....-----_ 2 2__.__--_.-.. 481,801 482,114 560,000 622,000 630,000 
Fertilizer materials: my ae. . . - Be 

Nitrogenous: . _ . 
- Gross weight_______-_--_.___. LLL --___ 386,950 448,762 724,119 816,000 ©917,000 

Nitrogen content.__........._..__.__..-. 79,801 91,958 148,000 167,000 ©187,000 
Phosphatiec: bee 

Gross weight__.__-__-__...___.- 22 22 222.°616,510 548,545 615,431 715,000 ©824,000 
Phosphorous pentoxide (P20s) content_._.. 88,368 99,931 117,000 131,000 ©140,000 

Kaolin... _____222--..-.-----------v------.----- 44,234 50,338 54,000 72,000 NA 
Lime, calcined_____._..__..________--__-______-. 683,223 735,629 709,104 773,000 ¢ 780,000 
Quartzite__..__.. eee ee ___----- 35,9387 «= 42,3860 40,000 39,900 © 40,000 
Refractories: a _ 

Magnesite products____.._._.....__....-.._... 56,648 64,278 ° 65,000 NA - NA’ 
-  Shamotte products_____... -----2._.___.----__- 185,680 181,470 ¢©183,;000 NA. NA 

_ Silica products_.._._.......--.-.----------.-- .11,808 12,702 °13,000 © NA NA 
Sulfur, elemental____________..___._______.-..--. 2,985 3,099 3,450 3,521 ¢3,500 

Mineral fuels: | . eo 

Coal: 
Bituminous____......____.._._thousand tons__ ©° 3,710 4,125 4,362 4,360 4,053 -. 

|. Brown___...---------_--.--------_-_--do____ 21,9384 22,363 22,190 21,563 19,591 
Lignite_____.._____..__...__._._......do..._ 4,836 5,060 4,885 4,425 3,385 

Total___...-2_- 22 Lee cl__.-do.__. 30,480 31,548 31,437 30,348 27,029 

_ Coke: oo Le to, _ 
Oven and beehive____.._-_.________-_-do___- 660 665 642 646 642 

_ Other (including breeze)__.._._.......-._.do___. . 554 544 - 605 598 ' NA - 

Total__-_-_-_- ele do_... 1,214 1,209 1,247 1,244 NA 
Fuel briguets_____.-._._____-____-1__-__-__-do___. 1,226 $1,801 1,340 1,352 - 1,068 

as: 
Natural____._.._.......-.-miliion cubic feet_._ 22,816 29,275 41,313 57,958 72,182 
Manufactured______..-__-_.-....------do__.. 15,646 16,873 18,673 18,681 NA 

Petroleum: ; oo, . 
Crude__....__.._._..________thousand tens__ 1,756 1,801 1,802 1,705 1,686 
Natural gasoline._._.__.__.__-..___..._.__.__ . 26,391 22,037 20,762 60,137 NA 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline_____.___.__._.__thousand tons_- 333 370 445 560 605 
Kerosine._________._...____..:.__do___- 12 38 21 19 NA 
Diesel fuel____..________._____.___do___- 861 970 1,045 1,236 1,233 
Heating oil________._____________.do___- 1,403 1,642 1,725 1,722 1,801 
Lubricants: 

Oils____.__.-_______.______.__.do____ 102 111 106 120 e125 
Greases_________________.__._do___- 19 19 19 19 e 20 

Paraffin, crude_________________-________ 4,963 5,520 5,655 5,291 ¢5,500 
Bitumen, natural and refinery_. thousand tons_.- 416 455 450 514 e 550 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. ® Revised. NA Not available. 
1 In addition to reported commodities, Hungary is known to produce arsenic, copper, gold, lead (mine and 

smelter), silver, uranium, zinc, china clay, diatomite, and peat. 
2 Includes: Black and thin; picked; galvanized; tinplate; dynamo sheets; transformer sheets; coal rolled 

right sheets. 
Sources: Kozponti Statisztikai Hivatal (Office of Statistical Council). Statiszikai Evkonyv 1966 (Statistical 

Yearbook for 1966), Budapest 167, 439 pp. for years 1962 through 1966. Figures for 1967 were taken from 
U.S. Foreign Service dispatches from the U.S. Legation Budapest and Bureau of Mines files.
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During 1966 the pattern of Hungarian products. Hungary’s most important trad- 
mineral commodity foreign trade remained ing partner was the U.S.S.R., which pro- 
essentially the same as in recent years. vided most of the imported fuels, metallic 
The country imported most of its require- ores, and metals in exchange for semi- 
ments for nonferrous base metals, iron manufactured and finished products. For- 

’ ore, high-rank coals, and crude petroleum. eign trade with Communist countries 
Exports consisted of bauxite, manganese accounted for up to 80 percent of the 
ore (not definitively reported in official total trade of Hungary. 

- statistics), and various semimanufactured 

--- Table 2.—Hungary: Exports of selected mineral commodities ! 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum: : L 

Bauxite.__.__..thousand tons_- 564 621 Czechoslovakia 256; East Germany 185; 
. Poland 115; West Germany 60. 

Alumina... -._._....do_..- 194 175 Poland 86; Austria 26; East Germany 19; 
U.S.S.R. 18; Czechoslavakia 10. 

Ingots_____.....----.-------- 18,726 15,184 United Kingdom 8,304; Czechoslovakia 2,062. 
Serap 2._......-.-.-.-..------ NA 3,194 Italy 1,908; Belgium-Luxembourg 483. 

_ Copper, scrap.._...-....---.--..-- NA 7182 West Germany 405; Austria 251; Belgium- 
| - Luxembourg 126. 

Iron and steel: . 
Pig iron___....-..-..--.---.--. 82,889 79,575 Austria 88,042; Italy 15,202; Yugoslavia 

Rolled prod- thousand tons-_. 605 580 Czechoslovakia 126; Poland 60; West Ger- 
ucts, excluding pipes. many 43; Italy 41; Austria 31; Rumania 24; 

: Yugoslavia 24; India 21. 
Pipes and fittings_..........._.. 64,793 64,892 Yugoslavia 7,251; Poland 6,378; Denmark 

5,333; Netherlands 4,871; Austria 4,141; 
Bulgaria 3,758; West Germany 3,691; Iran 

Lead ores and concentrates ?______-- NA 3,195 All to West Germany. 
Manganese ore 2_._-222.----------~ NA 42,946 All to West Germany. . 
Zine, ores and concentrates ?______.. NA 2,450 All to West Germany. 

Nonmetals: _ 
Cement_____..__._-thousand tons-.- t 402 830 Czechoslavakia 155; Yugoslavia 118. 
Clays, all kinds ?____..___.-__----- NA 19,179 Austria 16,484; Sweden 1,575; Denmark 1,120. 
Infusorial earths ?.______..-_.----- NA 11,915 Italy 5,568; Netherlands 3,469; Sweden 1,978. 

Mineral fuels: - 
Coke 2_______.____-____.__-.-.-.-. 90,577 101,393 Austria 84,228; Italy 13,069; Yugoslavia 4,096. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline___.__.-thousand tons-_. 150 163 Poland 94; Austria 51. 
Diesel fuel 2.___._._..._do___. 155 160 West Germany 111; Switzerland 21. 
Heating oil.___.._._....do_-__- 178 316 Austria 313. 
Lubricants._.....___._-_.----. 18,740 18,709 Yugoslavia 3,826; Undisclosed 9,883. 

Bitumen_-____......thousand tons-_-. 170 © 201 Czechoslovakia 78; Austria 38; Bulgaria 15. 

1 Because Hungary publishes. only limited data on foreign minerals, this table has been compiled from 
Hungarian and United Nation sources. Much information is partial and unless noted is from Statisztikai 
Evkonyv 1966 (Statistical Yearbook 1966), Budapest 1967, 389 pages. 7 

2 Source: Statistical Office of the United Nations.—New York, 1967.
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Table 3.—Hungary: Imports of selected mineral commodities ! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources in 1966 oe 

Metals: . 
Aluminum ingots____......------.-- 24,053 22,500 All from the U.S.S.R. 
Cadmium____._-__-.__-.-.-_._-__-- 22 29 Do. 
Chromite___..-_------------------- NA 423,000 Turkey 14,000;? U.S.S.R. 9,000. 
Copper and copper products__-__.__- 27,200 410,429 U.S.S.R. 7,900;2 Belgium 1,625; Aus- 

tralia 524; Yugoslavia 380. 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore__..___._ thousand tons_- 2,481 2,696 U.S.S.R. 2,572. _ 
Pig iron._.___..__.._.._-do___- 105 131 U.S.S.R. 129. 
Ferroalloys___.___._..---do___- - 21 41 U.S.S.R.25; West Germany 11; Turkey 5. 
Semimanufactures ex- do___- r 489 461 U.S.S.R. 157; Czechoslovakia 53; Austria 

cluding pipes. ae 20; West Germany 7. . 
Pipes and fittings._..._.__do___- 81 31 West, gaermany 10; Yugoslavia 7; 

Lead, refined__-._.____-_-------__-- NA 29,800 All from the U.S.S.R. 
Mercury_..._.-....76-pound flasks_ . 2 87 NA 
Tin....._._____..._.._-__long tons_- 1,758 1,452 Denmark 254; Indonesia 173; Nether- 

lands 173. 
Zine._._.-_______---_--___------_- 13 ,873 14,403 Poland 7,066; U.S.S.R. 4,000; West 

Germany 300. : 
Nonmetals: 

Asbestos.._...._-..-22--2 2 eee 10,702 14,681 U.S.S.R. 12,600. — : 
Cryolite.__.__._-...- 2 ee 21,000 1,200 All from the U.S.S.R. 
Clay calcined... 2 eee 68 ,452 66,9385 Czechoslovakia 62,902. 
Fertilizers manufactured: 

Nitrogenous_.__.thousand tons... - 815 269 Poland 54; Bulgaria 47. . 
Potassie.______.___.____..do___. 199 286 East Germany 185. 
Phosphatic.___.._.......do___. 107 110 All from the U.S.S.R. 

Fire clay_._._...__-___-__.-.------- 23,800 25,800 Do. 
Graphite_.___.- 2 ee 21,300 1,100 Do. 
Magnesite, calcined______.__._-_--_-_- 69 ,376 78,180 Czechoslovakia 47,018... 
Pyrites, bulk___._._.thousand tons_- 145 154 NA. 
Phosphate rock.____._._._...do___- 429 403 U.S.S.R. 358; Morroco 20. 
Salt, all kinds_._-__._......_..do____ 240 263 Rumania 161. : 
Sulfur, elemental______.......do___- 159 151 U.S.S.R. 61;2 Canada 40. 

Mineral fuels: - 
Briquet._.__.--_..-__--_-_----_----- 576 503 All from East Germany. . 
Coal, all kinds_____..thousand tons-_- 2,665 2,384 Poland 930; U.S.S.R. 870; Czechoslovakia 

Coke_._-.-_.-.------.-------do__-- 1,114 - 1,200 U.S.S.R. 604; Poland 231. 
Gas, natural______million cubic feet. - 7,600 7,600 All from Rumania. 
Petroleum: - . . 

Crude. ..____._.thousand tons__ 2,251 2,911 USSR. 2,478; United Arab Republic 

Refined products: | " | 
Gasoline____thousand tons. - 108 56 All from U.S.S.R. 
Diesel fuel._.....__.__do____ 160 131 Do. 
Heating oils.__..__._.do___. 102 262 U.S.S.R. 258. 
Lubricants.___......do_.__ | 31 24 U.S.S.R. 16; Austria 8. 

NA Not available. 
1 Because Hungary publishes only limited data on foreign trade in minerals, this table has been compiled 

from Hungarian and Soviet sources. Much information is partial, and unless noted is from Statisztikai Evkonyv 
1967 (Statistical Year 1966), Budapest 1967, 423 pp. 

2 Source: Vneshnyaya Torgovlya S.S.S.R. za 1966 god (Foreign Trade of the U.S.S.R. for 1966). Moscow 
1967, 324 pp. 

3 Source: Statistical Office of the United Nations. New York, 1967. ; 
4 Figure derived from United Nations and Soviet sources. _. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS generating facilities. The potentially high 
cost of generating more electricity from 

Bauxite and Aluminum.—Hungary re- indigenous hydropower and/or mineral 
mained a significant European bauxite fuels, reserves of which are meager, pre- 
producer in 1967 with an output of about cludes the installation of additional gen- 
1.6 million tons. Aluminum metal out- erating facilities necessary for the expan- 
put, modest by European standards, was sion of aluminum production capacity. 
only about 61,000 tons. The imbalance To satisfy domestic aluminum demand 
between bauxite and metal output results and to obtain some foreign exchange 
from inadequate domestic electric power earnings from the Nation’s bauxite re-
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serves, Hungary concluded an agreement foundry. In addition to copper castings, 
several years ago with the U.S.S.R. by the new installation will produce copper 
which the Soviets will refine up to 300,000 wire down to 0.03 millimeter. The 
tons of aluminum per year by 1980. Con- foundry, housed in 3 halls, can be op- 

sequently, no major increases of aluminum erated by 30 men. Reportedly, investment 

smelting facilities are planned in Hun- in the foundry amounted to the equiva- 

gary for the foreseeable future. lent of $16 million. 
Exploraiton for bauxite continued dur- . 

ing 1967. A new bauxite deposit, 3.5 Iron and Steel.—Construction of the 

kilometers long and averaging 0.4 kilome- Borsod Ore Dressing Works, a new unit 

ter in width, was discovered between of the Lenin Metallurgical Works, pro- 

Bakony and Vertes hills. Because of the gressed satisfactorily during 1967. When 
lack of adequate drilling equipment, the completed, the. plant will have two pro- 

thickness of the bauxite formation was not duction lines with a total annual output of 
determined. At yearend, personnel from 1.5 million tons of agglomerates with an 

the Bauxite Exploration Enterprise 2Verage iron content of 45 percent. Re- 

(Bauxitkutato Vallalat) were preparing. portedly the plant will be highly auto- 
for deep drilling. mated, and the completion date was set 

In the area of Kincsesbanya several for the end of 1970. ; 

| new mines were under development in The Danubian Iron Works remained 
1967. The Joseph III mines and the the center of activity in the Hungarian 

Rakhegy II mine were under development, ferrous metal industry. A new slag grind- 

and plans were made for the Bitto IT "5 plant was completed, and the anneal- 
mine which will be near the Rakhegy "8 furnace of the Lorinc rolling mill of 

mine. the Danubian Iron Works was _ opera- 

The development of the Halimba mine tional in 1967. The furnace will make it 

continued in 1967. When completed, the possible to produce 30,000 tons of easily 

mine will have an annual capacity of weldable sheet annually. 
600,000 tons of bauxite. Underground Lead and Zinc.—New deposits of 

waters, as elsewhere in the Bakony area,  jead-zinc ores were discovered in the 
created difficulties, and extensive pumping atra Mountains. Reports do not indi- 

was necessary to prevent karst waters cate the extent of ore reserves or their 
from flooding the works. metal content. 

The second stage of expansion of the 
Almafuzito Alumina Plant was underway Uranium.—Production of uranium was — 

in 1967. A new bauxite storage facility, reported in the vicinity of Pecs at Mecsek 

with a capacity of 100,000 tons of by the Mecsek Ore Mining Trust. Re- 

bauxite, was under construction at year- portedly the mine is one of the largest 

end. The storage is of open construction uranium operations in Europe with the 

with a French made disc-loader running quality of ores equal to those produced 

on rails along the top of the retaining in other mines on the continent. 
walls. The completion of plant construc- 
tion was scheduled for 1970 when out- NONMETALS 

put is euppeed to reach, 280000 tos ofthe Hungarian nonmetal indy was 
. ° small and’ insignificant by world stand- 

struction was reported to be the equiva- d d some industrially sienifi 

lent of about $127 million. ards and some industrially signilicant non- 
The expansion of the Ajka Alumina metallic minerals had to be imported. 

Plant c P ed during 1 967. When com- However, during 1967 output was ade- 

ontinu ° quate to cover domestic needs for cement, 

pleted in 1968, output of the plant should lime, clays, and other construction mate- 
reach 130,000 tons of alumina annually. 3.) 5. ° 

Copper.—A fully automated copper Bentonite.—Bentonite processing facili- 

foundry with an annual capacity of 40,000 ‘ties in the past were located in several 

tons of copper castings was built as a places in the country. To improve the 

part of the Czepel Iron and Steel Works product quality, the processing of ben- 

: in Budapest. The Federal Republic of tonite has been concentrated in one place 

Germany, the United Kingdom, and the at Mod and placed under the supervision 

U.S.S.R. supplied equipment for the of personnel of the National Ore and
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Mineral Mining Enterprise. Annual capac- between 60 and 65 mines. In addition, 
ity of the new facility was reported to be demand for coal in Hungary has fallen 
100,000 tons of raw bentonite. every year in recent years. The reduced 

wo . demand can be attributed to the mod- 
Cement.— Preliminary work, designing, — ernization of the electric power industry 

and planning for the Berement cement “4° . 
and to cheaper competitive fuels, mainly 

plant was completed at. yearend. Con- natural eas 
struction will start in 1968, and the plant | ses ae . 

. . ? eye After intensive exploration in Nograd 
will reach the capacity of 1 million tons . . . county, Hungarian geologists found new 
of cement in 1972. id ‘ts. brine 1 1 resé 

Reserves of limestone and clays are Coa’ Ceposits, bringing tota’ coal reserves adequate to sustain roducti ay a of the area up to 20 million tons. The 
vailion tons - ear “ P 40 v ion 0 new figure indicates lower reserves than 

per y or years. those announced in 1965 after preliminary 
At the Selp Cement Factory, 150 tons exploration 

of refractory cement were produced on an Development of the Visonta mine con- 
experimental basis. Tests in metallurgical tinued during 1967. The mine will supply 
plants will determine whether the plant ool to the 400-megawatt Gyoengyoes 
will continue production of refractory power station. The open-cast mine at 

cement on an industrial scale. Oroszlany will close in 1968 because of 
Fertilizer Materials—The Tisza Chem- high production costs. In accordance with 

ical Combine was in full operation in this decision, output was gradually re- 
1967 after overcoming initial production duced during 1967. 
problems. However, output of nitric acid 
was a bottleneck and the full capacity of Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Al- 
350,000 tons of nitrogenous fertilizers though Hungary's oil fields are _being 
was not reached. gradually exhausted, new discoveries of 

oil and gas together with imports, in- 
Sulfur.—Plans for the construction of creased the total supply of hydrocarbons 

| the first gas/oil desulfurization plant at in 1967. 
the Szony Oil Combine were completed The most extensive and successful drill- 
in 1967. The plant is scheduled to start ing was carried out in southern Hungary 
production in 1969, and is being built close to Yugoslavia in the Tizsa-Maros 
with help from the Soviet Union. It,will region. At yearend 1967, 15 wells were 

| _ have an annual capacity of 4,800 tons completed in the Algyo Basin where a 
of sulfur. tank farm consisting of four 60-cubic- 

meter tanks was constructed. The deepest 
MINERAL FUELS test well in Zala county struck gas at a 

, y depth of more than 4,000 meters at the 
A’though rungary - production of all beginning of 1967. The discovery is sig- 

types of coal dropped J.5 million tons  jjificant because it has opened up a deep 
in 1967, coal remained the principal gas bearing formation in that area. 
source of energy in the country. Natural Expansion of the Szazhalombatta re- 
gas and petroleum, however, were increas- finery was underway; the 1967 annual 

ing their share in the country’s energy capacity of 1 million tons will be in- 
supply. Lack of high rank coals and in- greased to 3 million tons by 1968. 

adequate domestic P etroleum output One third of the gas output in Hun- 
necessitated imports of bituminous coal, gary is manufactured gas. Natural gas 

cokes crude oil, and petroleum rainery was becoming a significant source of 

9 By o meet requirements during energy in the country during 1967 and 
" its share of total energy output was about 

Coal.—After a cost analysis study in 8 percent. The significance of the new 
preparation for economic reforms, the gas discoveries in the vicinity of Szank 
Hungarian coal mining management has _ could not be evaluated because of lack 
begun closing uneconomic mines. Several of data. Existing fields of Bajesa and 
were closed in northern Hungary and _ Babolsa were expanded. 
some 8,000 miners lost their jobs. Plans Several natural gas processing plants 
call for reduction of operating mines f-om were put into operation in Hungary dur- 
the 125 in 1967 to 80 by 1970. By 1975 ing 1967. The plant at Bergfurdo was put 
the latter number will be cut somewhere on stream early in spring and the first
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unit of a plant at Kardoskut also became erratic in times of peak consumption dur- 
operative. Capacities of these plants were ing the winter of 1967. 

not reported. However, during 1967 the To promote and facilitate the supply 
Kardoskut plant delivered 1 million cubic of propane and butane gas, 50 gas dis- 

meters of gas. The natural gas plant at  tributing stations in villages throughout 
Hajduszoboszlo produced more than 1 mil- Hungary will be made operational by 

lion cubic meters of dry gas during the 1970; the first started operating at 
year. 

. 

The storage of natural gas in facilities Gyoengyoes : n 1967. ys gs 
designed for manufactured gas has become Construction of an oil pipeline from g g 
a common practice in large Hungarian Nagy lengy el to Devecser _ was completed 
cities. Because the construction of con- in the spring of 1967. During the year the 

verting plants at Koebanya was behind pipeline was tested and became opera- 
schedule, the gas supply of Budapest was tional at yearend.





The Mineral t e Mineral Industry of India 

By J. M. West ' and Charles W. Sweetwood ? 

India’s resources and production of coal, products and a shortage of others, which 
iron ore, beryl, manganese, mica, bauxite, necessitated large-volume imports. The ex- 
and building materials are important by pansion programs of Hindustan Steel Co’s 
world standards. Of these commodities iron Durgapur and Rourkela plants were behind 
ore, manganese, mica, and beryl occupy schedule; consequently, previously announc- 
positions of prominence in world markets. ed long-range plans were shelved. 
Although the mineral industry’s share of The Indian minerals industry provided 
national income is low—about 1.1 percent employment in 1967 for about 681,000 
of the total $32,210 million estimated workers, or about 4.2 percert of the total 
by the Indian Government in 1966-67—- organized labor force of the country. Coal 
minerals contributed significantly to the mining accounted for three-fifths of those 
country’s foreign exchange income. In employed in minerals. Méineral-related 
1967, they accounted for about one-sixth manufacturing industries employed an addi- 
of total export earnings of $1,610 million. tional 602,000, of which the iron and 

Efforts were continuing in 1967 torelieve steel industry accounted for about two- 
production deficiencies. Unfortunately, fifths. 
some of the development projects that The Government participates in the min- 
were in progress had fallen behind sched-  erals industry through its various agencies 
ule and costs were soaring. and public sector enterprises. It has sched- 

However, noteworthy strides were made uled 5-year plans, which contain sections 
in geological exploration during the year. On mineral development to expand and 
Emphasis was placed on fieldwork related diversify the nation’s industrial base. 
to high-priority nonferrous metals and During 1967, construction progressed on 
phosphate rock, assisted in both cases by several new. alumina plants and on an 
U.S. Agency for International Develop- aluminum smelter located near Belgaum, 
ment-sponsored programs. The flight phase close to Goa in western India. A new 
of Operation Hardrock, a nonferrous zinc smelter was commissioned late in 

metals-oriented airborne geophysical sur- the year at Debari, near Udaipur, Rajast- 
vey, neared completion, and Operation han, and development continued at an 
Softrock, a project of geological and metal- | underground copper mine based on 1-per- 
lurgical assistance in exploring for phos- cent-copper ore at Khetri, Rajasthan. At 
phate rock, had progressed well. During Korba, Madhya Pradesh, a 200,000-kilo- 
the year, a United Nations-assisted geo- Watt thermal electric power station and 
physical survey for ferrous metals was 2 3 to 4-million-ton-capacity coal mine 
started in the State of Madras. were being completed with U.S.S.R. as- 

Continuing recession in the Indian econ- sistance and establishment of a coal-based 
omy caused problems in the coal indus- fertilizer plant was under consideration. 
try, which included under—utilization of Construction was reported to have started 
capacity and a slump in demand. Removal ©” the U.S.S.R.-backed Bokaro steel proj- 
of price and distribution controls and a  €¢t- . 
simultaneous industry wide wage increase In petroleum, important developments 
ordered by the Government resulted in ave followed several years of geophysical 
ill-timed consumer price increases. There 
was growing labor unrest. The imbalance 1 Physical scientist, Division of International 
between steel output and consumption, Activities. 
resulted in an overproduction of some  pgptineT#s Attache, U.S. Embassay, New 
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work in the Gulf of Cambay, where outlook shwar, Gujarat State. The Commission 
appears favorable. The Indian Oil and also planned to begin construction of a 
Natural Gas Commission expected to start supply pier and stationary drilling plat- 
reconnaissance in July 1968 in prepara- form in late 1968 after the monsoon 
tion for oil exploration in the vicinity season. 
of Aliabet Island, 25 miles west of Ankle- 

PRODUCTION 

The value of Indian mineral output metallic minerals and $40 million in in- 
in 1967 rose 8 percent in terms of rupees dustrial minerals (excluding cement). Out- 
to Rs.2,745.4 million but fell 13 percent puts of steel and ferroalloys declined in 
in terms of dollars to $366.1 million.* 1967, but cement producion was about 
The apparent incongruity resulted from 6 percent higher for the year. Aluminum 
devaluation of the rupee. Of the more output was about 16 percent higher in 
important mineral commodities produced, 1967. Outputs of petroleum refinery prod- 
bauxite, chromite, and ilmenite showed . ucts and domestic crude oil during 1967 
increases. Coal output changed only mar- rose 19 and 23 percent, respectively. 
ginally; however, stocks rose, indicating | 
a decrease in demand. Coal and lignite §=~—=—| | 
continued to represent about three-fourths 3 Values reported here excluded petroleum, | 
of the total value of mineral production; minor ‘ametals 1 saassitied under the jatomie pom 
the balance consisted of $50 million in Gen “oe > ane mineral Prodene 

| Table 1.—India: Production of mineral commodities ! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

Metals: oO | 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite_...._._-....thousand tons__ 565 | 591 ¥ 707 750 759 
Metal_.___.-.-_-__- eee 55 , 230 56, 667 r 68,988 83 , 282 96 , 352 

Antimony, smelter.___..__.-___________ 909 . 840 848 877 920 
Beryl ?____.__- 2 eee eee Le 1,367 454 5,325 
Chromite__._......_._...-_-.-_._-_----. 65,042 34,969 tr 59,685 77,656 - 103, 969 
Copper: . : 

Ore. ___-__-_.__._.._thousand tons__ 474 A473 468 481 441 
Metal content of ore__.______.._._.. 10,010 10,481 10,118 10,300 8,600 
Smelter (fire refined) ____....______- 9,593 9,455 9,360 9,438 8,573 

Gold_..--.-_-......__.___troy ounces.. 188,409 148 , 504 130, 628 120 ,244 97 , 256 
Iron and steel: 

Ore.____.._.._...._.thousand tons__ * 20,400 r 20,970 23,660 26 ,336 26,157 
Pig iron___.___-_.__.___._._.do___- 6, 603 - 6,593 r 6,952 7,082 6,953 
Ferroalloys.________..-__..-do___-_ 138 149 170 158 151 

. Steel ingot and metal for casting 
thousand tons _ 5,970 5,946 6, 467 6,530 6,387 

Le jSemimanufactures_----------do-__- 4,257 © 4,343 4,515 4,534 e 5,000 
ads 

Concentrate__.__________________- 5,920 6,148 5, 496 5,151 4,115 
Metal content of concentrate____-__-_ 4,316 4,505 3,981 3,734 2,980 
Smelter_._-____.___- 2 ee 3,537 3,624 2,905 2,479 2,368 

Manganese ore: i | 
Over 35 percent Mn_thousand tons__ 766 867 1,019 1,109 965 
Under 35 percent Mn 3_______do____ 309 396 485 496 634 
Mn content not disclosed___._do____ t 221 ¥ 142 111 7 _-_------ 

Total___.....___._....._.do____ '1,296 r1,405 1,615 1,678 1,599 
Monazite________________ 2 eee 2,429 NA e 2,540 e 2,600 e 2,600 
Silver, smelter_.__.._____.troy ounces__ 128,314 152 , 234 168,308 39 , 223 83 , 142 
Titanium: 

Ilmenite._____.._._.thousand tons_. 26 12 30 30 38 
Rutile____..-..-_.-.---_-.-_------ 1,871 1,871 1,317 1,816 2,547 

Jungsten, 60 percent WO: basis_-__-_.-__- 5 9 15 27 29 
me: 

Concentrate___..__.-__-.------.-- 10,627 10,744 9,641 8,900 9,580 
Metal content of concentrate_______ 5,860 5,915 5,317 4,886 5,269 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—India: Production of mineral commodities }—~Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
ea 

Nonmetals: 
Apatite. _....------------------------ 13,127 4,049 r 7,076 16,275 13,248 
Asbestos__.__..._-.------------------ 2,756 3,366 ¥4,775 6,936 7,344 
Barite__.-._._--.--.---.-------------- 37,877 46 ,225 r 48 ,283 51,663 46,629 
Caleite._.._._-.-.----.--------------- 13 , 554 12 , 862 r 20,481 17,751 16,040 
Cement_______..._.--.- thousand tons_.- 9,355 9,690 10,578 11,052 11,700 
China clay___.._..--.----------do___- 503 519 ®F 605 644 645 
Corundum.___..__--.----------------- 658 540 481 385 307 
Diamond. --..-.__-_..---------carats_. 1,432 2,260 4,466 r2,113 4,104 
Dolomite.____....___.---thousand tons_.- 1,070 507 r 976 1,047 1,029 
Feldspar__._._.__-------------------- 21,236 24,382 26,771 - 26 ,004 27 ,528 
Fire clay_.......__------thousand tons_.- 368 360 r 448 450 476 
Fluorspar-_-___....--.------------------ 708 389 551 1,069 1,256 
Garnet_.____.__.__.______------------- 404 286 ® 225 176 300 
Gypsum_____.._.----.-thousand tons_- 1,191 882 ¥ 1,160 1,293 1,148 
Kyanite__._..._.---.---_------------- 31,665 34,091 ' 37,481 63 ,670 49,924 
Limestone. _____...._.-.thousand tons_- 17,057 16,919 ™ 19,934 19,603 19 ,220 
Magnesite______._._---..--.----do___- 235 208 239 232 253 
Miea, block, splittings, and scrap_..----- 34,075 29,891 37,531 32,977 21,173 
Ocher___._____-_-_-------------------- 20,991 28 , 056 tr 36,587 30, 908 37,372 
Pyrophyllite_______....-thousand tons_- 5 6 11 8 5 
Quartz and silica____...___-.---------- 215,826 226,093 * 297,000 276,187 | 269,000 
Salt____.._--_-....-_---thousand tons _- 4,551 4,647 4,703 4,508 5,625 
Sillimanite._._..__._...._---_--------- | 11, 285 12,362 11,276 10,286 5,312 
Steatite (soapstone) - ---_thousand tons-- t 116 * 134 - * 156 * 148 _ 1380 
Vermiculite_....__-..__._-___--------- 677 429 732 500 371 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal___...--.----------thousand tons. - 65, 956 62,440 ¥ 67,161 70,536 70,501 
Lignite__._._...-.--------------do_-_.- 999 1,569 2,300 2,568 2,901 
Coke, all types.._.._..-.---.----do-__-- 9,745 10,142 11,193 10, 766 12,580 
Petroleum: 

Crude__.thousand 42-gallon barrels... 12, 266 16,965 22,494 e 34,228 42,190 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline and naphtha_._.do_... 12,229 12,689 13 ,307 17,245) 
Kerosine___.____.-.---.-do__._. 11,536 12,993 12,491 14,059! 
Distillate fuel oil. ..._...do___- 12 , 466 15,148 18 ,097 20,511\| NA 
Residual fuel oil. __.____.do___- 13,369 15,183 15,990 17, 681 { 
Lubricants. _____.-....-do..-_- 274 286 292 406 | 
Other____.___-_---_-._-do___- 5,717 7,537 8,525 10,745) 

Natural gas__......._million cubic feet_. ¢ 10,000 e 12,000 e 18,000 14,100 16,400 
Carbon black________-.-.------------- 12,000 NA 14,470 NA . NA 

nn 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. tr Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Includes production of Goa. : 
2 United States imports. 
3 Includes ferruginous manganese ore. . 

TRADE 

Iron ore, manganese, and mica account- accounting for about half of the total 

ed for about 73 percent of the total value, phosphate rock, precious and semi- 
value of mineral exports. The leading precious stone, and asbestos. Metal and 
mineral, iron ore, ranked third among alloy imports rose sharply in value to 
all goods exported from India, after jute $294.4 million, of which ferrous metals 
and tea. Total value of mineral ore ex- accounted for about half. Imports of steel, 
ports during 1967 increased $1.8 million aluminum, copper, lead, and zinc were 

to $ 85 mihion slighty over half oe all significantly higher. In fuels, imports 

total was attribut o iron oFe. © — of crude petroleum continued to rise, reach- 
value of metals and alloys exported reached ing an estimated 8.7 million t ‘n 1967 

$83.8 million; this substantial rise was Re 6 duct; ° on tons in ab ° 

attributed to expanded sales of pig iron. ehinery production was supplemente | BY 
Imports of ores and minerals rose sharply about 0.9 million tons of imports, mainly 
in 1967 and were valued at $85.4 million. of kerosine and diesel oil from U.S.S.R. 

Major import commodities included sulfur, and Rumanian sources.
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| Table 2.—India: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ne 

Commodity 1966 1967 P Principal destinations, 1966-67 } 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite_..-.--_------.---------- 77,936 66,578 West Germany; United Kingdom; Italy. 
Metal, including alloys..._._...-.. 2,106 1,480 United Kingdom; Malaysia; Kuwait; 

Ceylon; Mauritius. 
Chromite___..--.-------------------- 48,786 77,548 Mostly to Japan. 
Copper and alloys.___.____..__-.__-_~_ 782 229 Japan; South Viet-Nam; Hong Kong. 
Ilmenite__.__...--_----.-------------- 32,076 21,000 Japan; United Kingdom; Italy. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and concentrate *.thousand tons_. 18,658 18,918 Mostly to Japan. 
Pig iron__.____.__....___..-do___-_ 65 489 Do. 
Ferroalloys_..__..__.-__---do___- 19 22 Mostly to United States. 
Other, mainly scrap__.._.._do____ 785 658 Mainly to Japan. 

Lead, all forms____..__.._------2___-- 5 6 United Arab Republic; Muscat. 
Manganese ore and thousand tons... 1,249 1,206 Japan; United States; Belgium; Czecho- 

concentrate. slovakia; West Germany. 
Silver, all forms__.-..._...--kilograms.. 2,570 11,477 All to United Kingdom. 
Tin, all forms___.._-_____-_long tons__ 49 16 Mostly to United Kingdom. 
Zine, all forms 3_._.-.-._-2-22-- 2. = 2, 582 319 Mostly to Japan. 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos__.__--.---_----- eee 30 69 Malaysia; Singapore. 
Asphalt and bitumen__________._____-_ 320 1,467 Mostly to Nepal. 
Barite__-__-.--.---------------------- 2,762 6,902 Japan; Ceylon; Kenya. 
Bentonite.......--.--..--------.---- 307 431 Iraq; Ceylon. 
Borax____._._--------------.-------- 102 60 NA. 
Cement__.._._.__-.---.-_____-___-.. 111,036 NA Mostly to Nepal. 
‘Chalk____._-.-----------------------. 1,254 6 South Viet-Nam; Ceylon. 
Clays, excluding bentonite______.__-___ 76 731 Japan; Burma; Singapore. 
Feldspar__.__--.-------------------- 3,841 8,205 South Viet-Nam; Japan. 
Gypsum_____. 2 eee Lee 1,000 NA. 
Kyanite_._._...-.------------------- 35,726 40,342 United Kingdom; Italy; Sweden; Japan. 
Lime______-__- eee 4,825 574 Mostly to Nepal. 

_ Limestone__..-_-_- eee LLL 1,012 Mostly to East Pakistan. 
Magnesite, calcined and uncalcined.__.. 34,228 20,914 Netherlands; West Germany; United States. 
Mica, blocks, splittings, ete._...._..._.. 380,467 20,608 United States; Japan; Norway; United 

Kingdom; France. 
Salt_.......__.._.... thousand tons_-_ 261 245 Nepal; Japan. 
Sillimanite__________-__________-______- 6,332 1,849 West Germany; Japan; East Germany. 
Steatite (block and powder)__.-._----- 10,405 10,319 United Kingdom; Ceylon; West Germany. 
Stone, building. -_--...-.-._.-_-...-.- 2,802 11,686 Mostly te United Kingdom. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal_..._......_._.___-thousand tons__ 361 246 Ceylon; Burma; Nepal. 
Coke____--__--------_--.-...--.----._ 11,067 4,914 Mostly to Burma. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline_thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 1,887 1,658 Nepal; Singapore; United Kingdom. 
Distillate fuel oil......___.__-do_.__  _____- 1,589 Do. 
Naphtha_______...._____..-do__.. $3,984 4,912 Do. 
Paraffin. _..._._._._.____.-do___- 71 39 Do. 

P Preliminary. NA Not available. 
1 June 1966—March 1967, 
2 Includes Goa. 
8 Mostly scrap in 1966.
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Table 3.—India: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1966 1967 P Principal sources, 1966-67 ! 

Metals: 
Aluminum, all forms__..._-.-.22-.__ 22,655 48,6389 United States; Canada; Belgium; Yu- 

goslavia. 
Antimony: 

Ore.___--.---------------- eee 2,110 1,660 Bolivia; Thailand; Peru. 
Metal__-_.--.-_-_- ee 56 15 United Kingdom; Belgium. 

Arsenic sulfides. -...-..--_-- ee 3 9 Singapore; Malaysia. 
Copper and alloys, all forms_____._- 27,498 46,032 West Germany; United States; Belgium. 
Iron and steel: 

Pig iron..._..-.------- ~~ 30,671  __----. NA. 

. Ferroalloys: 
Ferrochromium--__.________ 509 842 Japan; United Kingdom; Norway. 
Ferromanganese___________- 178 257 Japan; East Germany; France. 
Ferromolybdenum_.-____..._- 120 102 East Germany; United States. 
Ferrophosphorus_ .______--- 242 244 Mostly from East Germany. 
Ferrosilicon_...__..____--.- 62 77 Mostly from Sweden. 
Ferrotungsten___.__.__-_--_- 30 24 Mostly from United Kingdom. 
Others_____-__-____-_---_- 288 480 Czechoslovakia; East Germany; Japan; 

Poland. 

Total_._-_~-_--__-_____ ee 2,029 2,026 Japan; East Germany. 
Semimanufactures, including in- 496,976 553,883 U.S.S.R.; Japan; United Kingdom; West 

gots and scrap. Germany; United States; Czecho- 
- slovakia. 

Lead, all forms_____._.________-__-- 38,093 42,780 Australia; Canada; Burma. 
Magnesium and alloys, all forms_ ---- 1 240 NA _ United States; Norway; West Germany. 
Manganese ore.____.__._._-._-_--_- 6,382 6,103 All from Ghana. 
Mercury________...76-pound flasks _ _ ‘2,810 NA _ United States; Italy; Mexico. 
Nickel, all forms._.____._.________- 1,219 2,082 United Kingdom; Canada. 
Platinum, all forms. ____troy ounces_ 4,212 5,112 U.S.S.R. ; West Germany; United King- 

om. 
Silver__.._-.--..------_--_---_do___- 6, 623 9,709 West Germany; Switzerland. 
Tin, all forms._____._____long tons__ 5,870 5,675 Malaysia; United States. 
Titanium minerals____.____.._.--_-- 1,014 651 All from Australia. : 
Junesten ore and concentrate__-_-_--___ 93 204 South Korea; Burma; Hong Kong. 

ine: 
Ore and concentrate___.._..-.-.  -_-_.---- 20,501 Canada; Australia. 
Metal, all forms_._._.._.______-- 37,925 73,501 Australia; U.S.S.R.; Congo (Brazza- 

ville); Canada. 
Nonmetals: 

Abrasives, natural, all forms_._______ 1,363 1,985 United States; United Kingdom. 
Asbestos___. 2 eee 29,955 29,483 Canada; U.S.S.R.; United States. 
Asphalt, natural.___________._-_.____ 334 2,616 Mostly from United States. 
Borax____.._---.-------------- 2,172 2,776 Mostly from Turkey. 
Chalk. __...-_____---_-u eee 824 658 United Kingdom; France. 
Clay, including bentonite___________- 4,693 8,696 United Kingdom; Czechoslovakia. 
Cryolite..____.__.-2_-- 2 eee 1,424 1,182 Italy; Denmark. 
Diamond: 

Industrial, thousand carats __ NA 660 Mostly from United Kingdom. 
crude. 

Gem variety ____....thousands__ e $1,800 $1,830 Ghana; Congo (Kinshasa); Sierra Leone. 
Diatomaceous earth___..___._.___-_- 88 1,378 East Germany; Belgium. 
Emerald___.._._._____._thousands__ e $2,560 $2,890 Tanzania; Brazil; Colombia. 
Fertilizers: 

Nitrogenous: 
Crude. _____._-_.__ 2 __- 19,428 NA _ All from Chile. 
Manufactured____..__....-_ 1 1,197, 758 NA _ United States; Italy; Netherlands; Japan. 

Phosphatice: 
Crude._.__-..-_.-.--.-.-.--. 1 758,733 NA _ Jordan; Tunisia; Morocco; United Arab 

Republic. 
Manufactured__._.-........  1!193,595 NA _ United States; Italy; East Germany. 

Potassic, manufactured._....___.. 1 142,695 NA East Germany; West Germany. 
Fluorspar____..____-._...____------ 5,908 7,783 Thailand; United Kingdom. 
Graphite____._____.___-_.__-.----- 2,186 1,237 Ceylon; South Korea. 
Gypsum and plaster__..._._-------- 7 3 All from United Kingdom. 
Magnesite, calcined and uncalcined_.___- 272 109 Japan; United Kingdom. 
Sulfur__._....-..----_--- eee ee 285,877 574,362 United States; Canada; Mexico. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, anthracite.__......----------- 2,902 1,045 United States; Norway. 
Coke_____--..-.------.------------ 1,397 113 United States; United Kingdom. 
Petroleum: 

Crude_thousand 42-gallon barrels _ _ 134,500 NA Iran; Saudi Arabia; Kuwait. 
Refinery products..._.thousands.. ! $28,200 NA _ United States; U.S.S.R.; Italy; Rumania; 

Yugoslavia; Iran. 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. NA Not available. 
1 June 1966-—March 1967.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

Aluminum and_ Bauxite.—Indigenous Beryl.—Partial exports of beryl recently 
production from four private sector enter- reported in the Annual Report of the 
prises satisfied about 53 percent of the Department of Atomic Energy showed the 

country’s aluminum metal requirements in following shipments to the United States: 
1967. Bauxite reserves, estimated at 276 1,815 tons valued at $454,000 in 1965, 

million tons, are considered adequate for 1,330 tons valued at $353,000 in 1966, 
the foreseeable future. The four aluminum and 1,300 tons valued at $345,000 in 
producers had expansion underway in 1967 1967. In 1967, the Indian Government 
which collectively would double the present was active in conducting surveys and as- 
metal output by 1970. Hindustan Alumi- _ sisting operators of beryl mines. 
nium Corp., Renukoot, Uttar Pradesh, now . , 
operates fully mechanized mines in the Chromite.—Tata Iron and Steel Co.'s 
Amarkantak region of Madhya Pradesh Kittaburu_ chromite mine in Orissa State 
and near Ranchi, Bihar; Indian Aluminium ' @ significant operation that has been 
Co. has fully mechanized its Bagru Hill Partly mechanized. Total production was 
mine in the Lohardaga area near Ranchi. considerably higher in 1967 and was valued 

. Madras Aluminium Co. obtains its ore 2t $955,866. Major. domestic consumers 
from the Shevaroy Hills in Madras, where Were refractory and chemical manufacturers 

studies for mechanization were in progress. with estimated 25,000- and 11,000-ton an- 
Aluminum Corporation of India was con- nual consumptions, respectively. Japan 1s 
sidering conversion to partial mechaniza- the principal recipient of Indian chromite 
tion at its Ranchi area mines in Bihar. C©XPorts. Indian reserves, mostly in Orissa 

About three-fourths of all bauxite mined 2"4 Mysore States, total about 4.9 million 
was consumed in manufacturing alumina PS: | 
and aluminum metal; of the remainder, . . 
143,000 tons was used by the chemical, ¢ Copper The sole eee Indian 
refractory, cement, steel, petroleum refin- _ . oh Orp., operated Its ats a plant 

ing, and abrasive industries. The balance in Bihar close to its annual capacity of 
was exported, primarily to West Europe. 9,000 tons of electrolytic copper, but output 

A major exporter of bauxite is Maharashtra was OT oo india ° estimated demand 
Minerals Corp., which is a joint venture Ps , M bani . me nora ; 30 wen 
of the State Government (26 percent) ent, ose an then ndluctin, " oe 
and private Indian capital. In 1967 the I COPP “L sme vr b66 The wh s ight 
firm was working under a contract with oo ed rn n t f ° th Y lie 
Societe Alluminio Per Axioni (affiliate of tee Khotdd Cove, of note, the pupae 
Swiss Aluminium of Zurich) and Monte- eee etri \“opper Project, under Hin- 

catini/Edison of Milan for export of 850,- dustan Copper, Ltd., we making uncertain 
000 tons of bauxite during 1967-71. Initial Covers because of disagreements among 
delays were faced in this contract, however, Od een ,P° oh ne TT and uncoordi- 
owing to poor progress in port, road. nated execution of plans. However, under- 
and mine development. ground development at Khetri proceeded 

Two public sector aluminum projects reasonably well; 15.5 million tons of ore_ 

approved in 1966, to be located at Koyna grading about | percent copper had been 
Mah ht a Korba. Madh P 7 proved by 1967, with 3 million tons ac- 

anarasntra, an orba, Madhya fra tualiy blocked out for mining. The proj- 
esh, had not yet come under construction ect, when complete, will utilize local ores 
in 1967. Indian demand for aluminum and those from the nearby Kolihan deposit 
metal was expected to reach 300,000 tons to feed a concentrator and smelter capa- 
annually by 1970; private sector output le of producing 31,000 tons of electrolytic 

was scheduled to expand to 223,300 tons C©°PPer and 600 tons per day of byproduct 
by 1970-71. Despite the increasing produc- sulfuric acid. The sulfuric acid will be 

tion and nearly 50,000 tons of imported used in the manufacture of 214,500 tons 
ingot and products, the supply in 1967 of superphosphate fertilizers annually. 

fell short of the estimated demand of notner sizable copper deposit was being 

180,000 tons. Canada and the United as part Fo he Rothe Copper Profan 
States provided the bulk of the imports. under Hindustan Copper Ltd. Total
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proved and indicated reserves at Rakha panies to supply 8.55 million tons of 
have been placed at 91.2 million tons of | basic grade ore at a price of $9.37 per 
ore averaging 1.3 percent copper. ton f.o.b., 1.5 million tons of high grade 

It was reported that the Mysore State ore at $9.90 to $10.40 per ton, and 
Government had formed the Chitaldrug 300,000 tons of crushed ore at $4 per 

Copper Co. to exploit an estimated 1- ton. The 3-year contract is subject to 
million-ton, 2-percent copper deposit in negotiation after the second year. A 7- 
the Ingladhal area of Mysore. Plans are year contract, beginning in 1970, was 
to mine and upgrade ores to about 20 = signed by a Goan company and the Fuji 
percent copper, producing about 250 tons Steel Co., of Japan, for 4.75 million tons 

of concentrate daily beginning in 1968. of ore in the form of lumps and fines at 

This concentrate probably will be shipped $5.65 and $4.45 per ton, respectively. 
to Khetri for smelting. Limited facilities for iron ore handling 

at railroads and ports have been a serious 
Gold.—Government-owned Kolar Gold handicap to expansion schemes. Ores are 

Mining Undertakings and Mysore State- shipped through about 15 ports joined to 
owned Hutti Gold Mines Co. were the several hundred mines by complex trans- _ 

_ only producers of gold in India in 1967. portation routes. Facilities have been 
Combined proved reserves were estimated under gradual improvement to permit 
at 3.8 million tons of ore grading 0.27. more economical transport. To achieve 
troy ounce of gold per ton. Mine opera- large projected export increases, the Gov- 
tions are at sufficiently great depth and ernment has undertaken several large 
under such extreme conditions that sub- mining projects including the Bailadila, 
sidy is necessary for continuation. Cost in Madhya Pradesh State, and the Kiri- 
of production was reported at $50 per  buru and Daitari, both in Orissa State, 
ounce in 1967 compared with $38.96 per with plans to produce 4, 2, and 1.7 mil-. | 
ounce in 1962. Employment in the mines lion tons per year, respectively. 
is about 10,000, counting all personnel. Bailadila had produced some ore from 
Gold recovery in the last few years has surface accumulations by the end of 1967, 
declined steadily to 0.20 ounce per ton of which about 250,000 tons was shipped 
of ore for the Kolar group and 0.28 to Japan. A 2,500-ton-per-day crushing 
ounce per ton for the Hutti mines in and screening plant was placed in opera- 
1967. tion, the 300-mile rail line to the port of 

| . Visakhapatnam was completed, and prior- | 
Iron Ore.—Iron ore remains one of ity was given to expanding port facilities. 

India’s most important mineral commodi- Forza opening of the mine was scheduled 
7 ties for earning foreign exchange. Re- for November 1968 with the rate of 

serves account for about one-fourth of mining to reach capacity by about 1971. 

the world’s total, with principal deposits Reserves have been estimated at 4,000 to 
in the States of Goa, Bihar, Orissa, 5000 million tons. Generally, the ore is 
Mysore, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, 65 percent or higher in iron and contains 
and Andra Pradesh. Goa accounts for 9.85 percent silica, 1.46 percent alumina, 
roughly one-fourth of the production and and 0.042 percent phosphorus, with only 
half of the exports. Iron ore led India’s traces of sulfur5 
list of mineral exports with about 13.9 Another large iron ore deposit recently 
million metric tons shipped in 1967, com- discovered in Mysore State was believed 
pared with 13.7, million tons in 1966. to contain some 5,000 million tons of 
Continued expansion in exports was antici- ore grading about 40 percent iron. A 

pated, but it was doubtful if a target $600,000 project has been proposed to 
of 25 million tons by 1970 would be study feasibility of developing the deposit. 
reached as planned. 

Japan remained the major consumer Iron and Steel.—Recession in the Indian 

of Indian ores, taking 9.97 million tons, economy, labor problems, and lack of 
or over two-thirds of the total exported, demand in domestic metallurgical and 
with the balance going to East European fabricating industries resulted in buildups 
countries, West Germany, and Spain. —————— . 

Minerals and Metals Trading Corp., of  protlene *& “Bove eee int ok Minerals 
India, was reported to have signed a con- J., v. 7, No. 1, February 1968, pp. 9-10. 
tract with the major Japanese steel com- Ai; U.S. Consulate, Bombay. State Department irgram A-182, April 26, 1968, 4 pp.
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of unsold inventories at steel plants in tural aten 3 sons of jmerchant 
e to expan ars and §s ’ 

oe or te offsee ake slump. Overall *pro- rods. Bhilai products exported during the 
‘et i ig j ingot d 1966-67 financial year totaled 174,000 tons duction of iron ore, pig iron, ingots, an po 87 and. about 55.500 tong ns 

aithough then cueey lower new rolled products with a combined value rge i - 
norte. hich “pig iron. Steel irports in of $10.8 million. At Rourkela, the second ’ . . ° the form of semimanufactures, were higher. stage oO the Pion ons annually wen 
Imported steel accounted for about 10 rom oe letion. A five-ctand teadee 

| Percent tote naan int ven althoueh mill. ‘capable. of producing 650,000 tons 
came from many countries, : 
largest suppliers were the U.S.S.R. and an erence et per year qias oe 

eT ations at the three public sector second stage also will include a continuous 
plants of the Government’s Hindustan Steel hing Hine beth copohed by nae tine 
Ltd.—Bhilai, Rourkela, and Durgapur— __ ning line, bo : rm were unsettled; nonetheless, plans contin- firms. Expansion from 1.6 i 3.4 mn 
ued under discussion to expand capacities tons at the Durgapur p ant in cst 
and possibly build new plants. Hindustan Bengal, we postponed pending marke Steel, producer of roughly half of the improvement. | country’s steel, sustained net losses of $27.2 The first private oe Plant to produce million in 1966-67 and $53.2 million in special tB. me a Und  ooome re ~ 1967-68; such losses were attributed, in ational at bom nee C. er M G SCO) rn balance sheets at least, to unrealistically hindra _Ugine pte _ Oo. a ’ , large interest and depreciation costs rather B13 aon an a “int a ure of 

i . It was ac- € indian 
Knew lelee ne wionall expense labor unrest Société D’Electro-Chimie D-Electro-Metal- 
and reduced demand were also factors. lurgie et des Aciéries Electriques D’Ugine. | Export sales of pig iron increased At capacity it will produce 34,000 tons markedly but were understood to be stimu- of ingot er oe tons of ished alloy, 

| ted by Japanese Purenases a Neen pelow "The Bokavo “steel, development was un. 
the world market with the sales actua y e : was : made at a net loss. About yearend, the cerway, blest fusnone having been initiated U.S.S.R. was reportedly consi ering a 3- C ON. U.D.0.R. fi- Tal fees cOgmtY fom Penge deca stance was ey annually of merchant mill products from ted, a : India. This would help support operations pallion lee, vo apnealy, net ort et at the Soviet-assisted Bhilai project where or comp os 5 th ri end o 3 a Rey a epee meses arin. mln tone de” ful, especially at the product and market- aro, ; fn od Sc oid AE Tay gtayand wil he eget was head ron an tee Oo. an ndlian lron an . 
Steel Co. continued to operate with relative | Was tempor arily suspended towards yearend efficiency. Although faced with most of because of the discouraging market situa- the same problems, they made little prog- ton. 
ress toward expanding facilities under the Lead and Zinc.—Lead metal supplies in 
existing circumstances. ope India consisted largely of imports in pig Of the Government plants, Bhilai, in form and were considerably higher than the Durg district . of Madhya Pradesh, in 1966. The only lead-zinc mine operating produced 1.85 million tons of ingot steel in 1967, was the Zawar mine. 25 miles 
in 1967 utilizi nS ores from Rajhera. Capac- south of Udaipur in Rajasthan. This mine ity at Bhilai was raised to 2.5 million belonging to the Government's Hindustan tons in mid- 1967, and plans were submitted Zinc Ltd., has proved reserves of 8 million for an additional increase to 3.2 million tons of ore grading 1.8 percent lead and 
fons. In all, the plant now maintains 3.7 percent zinc with additional sizable five 250-ton and five 500-ton open-hearth tonnage of probable ore. Additions to furnaces for steelmaking. Products in 1967 the Zawar mill in 1967 expanded capacity included 515,000 tons of rails and struc- to 750 tons of ore daily. A major devel-
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opment program has been planned includ- at 80,000 to 90,000 tons, leaving the 
ing continuation of intensive exploration balance for export. 
of nearby Balaria, Zawar Mala, Bawa, . . ea 
and Baroi Hills to provide adequate feed Mineral Sands.— Monazite occurs with 
to the company’s new zinc smelter at beach sands in many parts of the Indian 

Debari, 25 miles away by rail. Additional coastline. Deposits most suitable for ex- 
d ction tareets of 2.800 tons of ore ploitation are associated with ilmenite, zir- 

daily by 1971 oe ore proposed. Recoveries COM, garnet, rutile, sillimanite, and quartz 

of lead concentrates at the Zawar mill t Chavara, near Quilon in Kerala State, 
continued to decline. All output was and at Manavalakurichi, a coastal village 

shipped by rail 1,200 miles to the com- (the Kanyakumari district of Macras 
ny’s Tundoo smelter near Dhanbad. Bi- tate. Production of monazite in 1 

ha _ , remained about the same as during fiscal 

| In 1967 India became a zinc metal 1966 (ending March 3 1) when output 
roducer with initial operation in April totaled 2,600 tons, and it was believed 

ee the private sector’s Cominco Binani 1968 would see increases because of favor- 
os ble trends. electrolytic zinc smelter at Alwaye, Kerala 4 . 

State. This event was coupled with the L povernment-owned Indian Rare Parths 

commissioning of the public sector’s Hindu- td. was the only monazite mining a 
stan Zinc Ltd. smelter at Debari, Rajast- Processing firm in India in 1967, extracting 
han, in October. Indications were that by rare-earth chlorides and producing triso- 
1968 operations would be reasonably satis- dium phosphate and residues containing 

factory although not at full capacity, thorium and sleted sder ination and 
which is 20,000 tons of electrolytic zinc, company it M. ne k ‘ch Madras 
45,000 tons of byproduct sulfuric acid, and “*Pansion at iis Manavalakurich, d ; 
30 to 40 tons of cadmium annually. Ini- upgrading plant in June 1967 an was 
tially, Canadian zinc concentrates are to rebuilding its Chavara, Kerala, plant hes 
be utilized. Acid is to be supplied to a 75,- larly. When completed, the two together 
000-to-80,000-ton-per-year single  super- should be able 4 00 op euce eee ae 
phosphate fertilizer plant located on the Of monazite, ? Ons oF umenite, 
premises which utilizes phosphate rock 8,970 tons of rutile, and 10,600 tons of 
from the United Arab Republic, Jordan, “con annually. wn 19 
and Morocco Ilmenite production was higher in 1967, 

value totaling $217,333, but exports de- 
Manganese.—Lack of export demand for clined from those in 1966. Japan remained 

manganese ore kept some of the approxi- the foremost purchaser. Travancore Titan- 
mately 400 existing mines from reopening ium Products Ltd., Kochuveli, Trivandrum, 
after being put out of operation during Kerala State, remained the only domestic 

heavy monsoon rains in 1967. Mine out- Consumer, producing about 6,500 tons of 
put declined and there was a noticeable ttanitum dioxide pigment annually from 
trend toward lower grades of ore. About about 14,000 tons of ilmenite. Plans were 

three-fourths of all Indian production is underway to expand capacity to 25,000 
exported. The Indian export duty on man- ons of pigment annually by 1970. Other 
ganese ores was reduced during the year Ventures were still pending, including a 

from 20 to 12.5 rupees (about $2.67 Project by Century Rayon Corp. of Bom- 
to $1.67) per ton; however, mine owners bay to Join in construction of a complex 
expressed feelings that duties should be 1” Kerala to produce titanium slag, tetra- 
totally removed. Ore purchases since 1965 chloride, magnesium metal, fitanium diox- 
have been channeled through the Minerals ide, sponge metal, chlorine, and pig iron. 
and Metals Trading Corp. By yearend [India’s entire production of rutile was re- 

1967, approximately 250,000 tons of ore ported to have been consumed domestical- 
had accumulated in stocks. ly in manufacturing arc-welding electrodes. 

Ferromanganese was in a similar situa- Silver—Most of India’s silver produc- 
tion with growing stocks and lagging sales; tion (about 93 percent in 1967) was 

production in the first 9 months of 1967 recovered from lead concentrates at the 
was 97,439 tons, versus 104,104 tons in Tundoo smelter in Bihar; the remainder 
the comparable period of 1966. Domestic came from refining of gold. Generally 

consumption for the year was estimated production of silver is expected to follow y
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the downtrend in output of lead because is to have a 32,000-ton-capacity of acid 
of the relationship. Exports officially re- grade and a 60,000-ton capacity of metal- 
ported in 1967 were valued at $601,866, lurgical-grade fluorspar annually. 

and all went tO. the United Kingdom. Gypsum.—India is believed to have the A few hundred kilograms were imported. largest reserve of gypsum in Asia esti- 

mated at 998 million tons but situated 
NONMETALS | in generally unsuitable areas in relation 

Cement.—India maintained  self-suffi- to transport facilities. Thus, utilization and 
ciency in cement in 1967 and had a_ possible export are restricted. Of the total 
small excess for export, which went chiefly reserve, 934 million tons is located in 
to Nepal. Output gained nearly 650,000 the Barmer, Bikaner, Jaisalmer, Jodhpur, 
tons over that of 1966, a total of 42 Nagaur, and Pali districts of Rajasthan. 
plants had combined capacity of 12.6 Production in 1967 was valued at $1.06 
million tons, and in 1967, utilization of million, compared with $1.34 million in 
capacity was about 93 percent. Approxi- 1966. The Government-owned Sindri Fer- 
mately 2.4 million tons of capacity was  tilizers and Chemicals Ltd., at Sindri, 
expected to come into production in 1968 Bihar, remained the country’s only large 
at four new and seven existing plants. consumer, using 650,000 tons grading 83 
During the Fourth Plan period (1966-71), to 86 percent CGaSO4-2H2O for manu- 
nine new plants with a total capacity facture of ammonium sulfate. Approxi- 
of 2.8 million tons were due to be built. mately 370,000 tons of gypsum was con- 

Effective January 1, 1968, the Govern- sumed in domestic portland cement, and 
ment-owned Cement Corporation of India _ plaster of paris and insecticides accounted 

, Ltd. is to take over the distribution and for an additional 10,000 tons. The Nagaur 
price control of cement from the Cement district of Rajasthan was the only consis- 
Allocation and Coordinating Organization tently producing region; about eight mines 
(CACO), an organization of private pro- were in operation there during 1967. 
ducers entrusted with these responsibilities Kyanite.—India’s leading kyanite pro- 
after the decontrol of cement in January ducer is the Indian Copper Corp. Its 
1966. The Government has cited differ- Lapsa Buru deposit in the Singhbhum 
ences among GACO members concerning district, Bihar, contributed virtually all of 
prices and alleged misuse of funds as the country’s output in 1967. The re- 
reasons for this decision. mainder came from a few small mines 

_ Fluorspar.—Domestic fluorspar mining 12 Haryana, Mysore, Orissa, and Rajas- 
has been insignificant, at least until the than States. Since 1960, domestic con- 
opening of the Ambadungar mine in the ‘U™pPtion of kyanite has grown. In 1967, Chhota Udepur taluk of the Baroda dis. eight firms were producing mullite bricks 
trict by the State Government’s Gujarat {70m kyanite, consuming about 8,000 tons 
Mineral Development Corp. in December uring the year. Exports comprised about 
1964. According to Geological Survey re- 80 percent of production. The price for 
ports, an exploration program has shown 8fade 61 to 62 percent AlzOs ranges the presence at the Ambadunger mine 29-33 to $28.66 per metric ton, f.o.b. 
of 4.7 million tons of measured recoverable Calcutta. 
fluorspar and 6.9 million tons of indicated Limestone.—Madhya Pradesh State is and inferred reserves, with grades averag- the leading producer of limestone followed ing 30 percent calcium fluoride but with by Orissa, Bihar, Rajasthan, Mysore, An- significant tonnages grading up to 97 per-—_ dhra Pradesh, and Gujarat. Hindustan cent CaFe. A modest program of selec:ive Steel Corp’s Nandrini mine in the Durg mining was begun and, through 1967, the district, Madhya Pradesh, has been fully mine produced 2,400 tons of metallurgical- mechanized; mechanization is underway grade and 1,200 tons of acid-grade fluor- at the Nadikude mine of Andhra Cement spar by hand-mining methods and employ- Co. in the Guntur district. The Bhawanath- ment of jigs for upgrading. A 500-to pur limestone deposit in Bihar is being 600-ton-daily-capacity mill has been considered for supplying the Bokaro, Rour- planned, and $3.3 million was designated kela, and Durgapur steel mills with 3.8 for construction and mining equipment _ million tons annually from a fully mechan- with commissioning set for 1971. The plant ized mine.
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Magnesite.—Principal occurences of estimated reserves of 255,000 tons. Assam 
magnesite in India are in Madras, My- _ sillimanite averages 62 percent alumina, 
sore, and Uttar Pradesh States; however, 35 percent silica, 1.25 percent iron oxide, 
a newly found deposit of unknown extent and 0.15 percent titanium dioxide. Domes- 
at Sendri, in the Pali district of Rajasthan, tic consumption of sillimanite is estimated 
was worked for the first time in 1967. at about 5,000 tons annually, all for re- 
Readily minable deposits in Madras cover _ fractories. Exports declined sharply in 1967 
about 18 square kilometers between the and were valued at $185,327, compared 
town of Salem and the Shevaroy Hills; with $588,579 in 1966. 
reserves have been estimated at about 
45 million tons, all workable by open Sulfur and Pyrite-—Demand for sulfur 
pit methods. Output of crude magnesite continued to rise and despite a poor re- 
was valued at $630,266; after calcining source position, efforts were redoubled to 
it was consumed mainly by refractory develop domestic sources and eliminate 
producers. the cost of imports. During 1966, consumer 

. . a requirements were estimated at 465,000 
Mica.—Bihar, Rajasthan, and Andhra tons but supplies were only about half 

Pradesh are India’s chief mica-producing of that. The balance was improved in 

states. In 1967, India continued to be 1967, with imports fully satisfying demand. 
the world’s leading producer of muscovite Projections place demand in 1970 at about 
mica with reserves, although not calculated, 850,000 tons. Relief is expected to come 

believed to be sufficient to meet export through the recent commissioning of zinc 
demands for the foreseeable future. Over- smelters in Kerala and Rajasthan. This 
all mica production in 1967 as indicated new capacity will produce about 75,000 

by exports and estimates of consumption tons of sulfuric acid annually. Relief will 
was valued at almost $20 million and also come from a new petroleum refinery 
included 1,607 tons of block mica, 5,527 in Madras scheduled for completion in 
tons of splittings, 92 tons of condenser 1969 with sulfur recovery capacity of 18,- 
film, and 13,947 tons of other mica. Do- 999 tons annually. Other projects, includ- 
mestic consumption of mica has been esti- ing exploitation of the Amjhore-Ghogha 

mated at about 3,000 tons annually, in- pyrite deposits in Bihar and the Khetri 
cluding about 2,100 tons used in insulating Copper Project in Rajasthan, may provide 

bricks at the Bhupal Mining Works, Bihar. about 409,000 tons of sulfuric acid annual- 
During 1967, mica remained subject | to ly by 1972. Pyrite deposits are known 
export controls imposed after devaluation 3+ Ingladhal, Mysore; Saladipura, Rajas- 
of the Indian rupee in June 1966. Controls than; and Simla, Himachal Pradesh. 
include 40 percent ad valorem duty on 
exports of all types and minimum export 
prices on blocks, splittings, condenser films, MINERAL FUELS 

and scrap or waste. Coai.—Factors related to the failure of 
Salt.—In 1967, human and animal con- Indian coal production to expand accord- 

sumption accounted for about 70 percent ing to plan included the change by rail- 
of the salt produced, chemical industries roads from coal to diesel locomotives, the 
15 percent, exports 5 percent, and other oss of Pakistan as an export market, 
users the remainder. Exports valued’ at and lagging demand by the iron and 
$1.1 million, were slightly less than in steel industry and thermal electric power- 
1966, and went largely to Japan and _ plants. Coal output showed little change 
Nepal. Japan reportedly contracted for in 1967 despite new incentives to producers 
significantly larger shipments of Indian resulting from removal of long-standing 
salt in July 1967-June 1968. However, Government price and distribution controls- 
it appeared that limited port facilities Goal remained dominant in Indian min- 
for off-loading salt would restrict quantities erals, nevertheless, providing almost three- 
and prevent fulfilling of Japanese pur- fourths of the total value of all mineral 
chases. production. India’s overall resource posi- 

tion was excellent, although some coal- 
Sillimanite.—Sillimanite deposits of Son- fields were becoming more difficult to 

apahar in the Khasi Hills of Assam are mine and supplies of coking coal; were 
considered among the world’s largest, with no more than adequate for domestic needs.
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The Bengal-Bihar coal region provided including four Government-owned, in- 
70 percent of total coal production and creased from 11.28 million metric tons 
all of the coking coal production, the in 1966 to 13.45 million tons in 1967. 
latter amounting to about 16 million tons. As of 1967, India’s refineries were able 
Although collieries tried to keep some to supply domestic needs for all petroleum 

| balance between supply and demand, ac- products except aviation gasoline, superior 
cumulated stocks at the end of 1967 stood grades of kerosine, such as used in jet 
at an estimated 6 million tons, much aircraft, and lubricants. Domestic refineries 
of this being inferior quality coal. The continued to depend on foreign sources, 
country’s overall mine capacity has been specifically the Middle East countries, for 
estimated at 90 million tons per year nearly 60 percent of total crude oil require- 
or roughly one-third in excess of demand. ments. During 1967, 72 percent of the 
Lack of growth in coal consumption by aviation gasoline and 85 percent of the 
railroads had been more or less predicted lubricants consumed were imported. Out- | 
and was allowed for in Government plan- puts of high-speed diezel fuel, furnace 
ning; however, consumption for steel and oil, motor gasoline, and naphtha exceeded 
power was 3 to 4 million tons behind consumption; surpluses were exported, 

respective goals. Pakistan, formerly the earning about $18.7 million in foreign 
leading foreign market for Indian coal, exchange. About 56 percent of all crude 
was supplied chiefly now by mainland _ oil refined was processed by private sec- 
China, thus losing for India a potential tor refineries. 
outlet for 1 million tons annually. Coal The major increase in public sector 
exports in 1967 included 122,895 tons to refining came from initial production by 
Ceylon and 109,102 tons to Burma, 38 and _—_ the Government-owned Cochin refinery lo- 
30 percent lower, respectively, than in cated on the southwest coast. By the 
1966. Of over 800 colliers active in India end of 1967, the first full year of operation, 
in mid-1967, 64 produced on the scale the Cochin refinery was working at close 
of 25,000 to 50,000 tons per month, and to the design capacity of 2.5 million tons 
only four produced in excess of 50,000 annually. The plant, which had been partly 
tons monthly. financed by Phillips Petroleum Co. of the 

Price-distribution controls on noncoking United States, went onstream in September 

coals and price controls on coking coals 1966. Indian Oil Corp. Ltd. (Indianoil), 
were removed on July 24, 1967, after ‘the Government’s refining and sales arm, 
being in effect nearly 22 years. However, also owns the Gauhati, Barauni, and Gujar- 
on the same day the Government asked at plants, of which only the Gauhati | 
the coal industry to increase wages ac- was reported operating near capacity. The 
cording to recommendations of the Coal others did not come up to expectations 
Wage Board. Producers were generally re- | because of management and labor prob- 
luctant but finally consented to a 5-rupee lems. The Gujarat refinery, which operated 
($0.67) per ton increase in the price its second major unit commissioned in 

of coal. The increase was not considered late 1966, was fed with crude provided 
adequate to cover higher costs, however, by the nearby Ankleshwar oilfield. The 
and it was hoped that a new price formula, U-S.S.R. assisted in building the refinery. 
expected July 1, 1968, from an interminis- Esso Standard Refining Co. of India 
terial committee, would establish additional Ltd., reported increasing refining capacity 
price allowances. The fact that the Gov- at its Bombay plant in mid-1967 to 3.5 
ernment is the major consumer of coal million tons per year. Construction con- 

gave it strong bargaining powers in setting tinued on a new refinery near Madras, 
purchase prices. to be in operation by yearend 1968, which 

will have an annual capacity of 2.5 million 

Petroleum.—Production of crude petrol- tons, including 200,000 tons per year of 
eum from fields in Assam and Gujarat lube base stocks. Participating in this with 

States was nearly one-fourth higher than the Government, which held 74 percent 

in 1966 and nearly double the 1965 output equity, were the National | Iranian Oil 
as the result of effective development ac- No. and American International Oil Co. 
tivities carried out by the G ational Iranian, with a 13-percent equity, 

y the Government’s pad da 20-vea 
Oil and Natural Gas Commission. O ac wasnec a year contract to supply 

- Output 40,000 barrels per day of crude to the 
of petroleum products by eight refineries, Madras plant. Indianoil was also set to
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manage a refinery in planning for Haldia on 16 of 175 wells drilled in. the recently 

near Calcutta, but details on progress were discovered Kalol, Navagam, Rudrassagar, 

not available. and Lakwa oilfields. Operations at the 

Lube India Ltd., a joint venture of State-owned Ankleshwar oilfield and Cam- 

Fsso and the Indian Government, was bay gasfield continued to be expanded, 

scheduled to come into production with and further drilling was expected to be 

a 145,000-ton capacity special oils and successful at Galeki in Assam. The Oil 

lubricants plant about yearend 1970 at and Natural Gas Commission was expected 

a site selected near the Esso refinery at to intensify drilling activities and explore 

Bombay. The construction contract was several new areas in the coming year, 

awarded to SNAM Progetti Ltd.,anItalian including Aliabet Island at the mouth 

firm. The plant was expected to save of the Narmada River, Pamban Island 

$6 million in annual imports of lubricants. near Rameshwaram, the Tripura area south 

Lubricants have been produced by only of the Garo Hills, Jammu, and. Pilibhit. 

one other plant in the country, the Digboi Geological studies were in progress in the 

refinery in Assam; however, plans were Andaman and Nicobar Islands, both Indian 

being made to produce certain types of possessions in the Bay of Bengal, to deter- 

lube oils in the near future at the Barauni mine prospects for oil and gas. 

refinery in Bihar State. Meanwhile, Indian- Because of the clear domestic shortage 

oil signed a contract with Petrolexport of resources the Indian Government is 

of Rumania to continue purchases of lubri- _ participating in oil exploration abroad. 

cants amounting to 75,000 tons in 1968. Beginning in January 1965, a company 

Indianoil was also reported to have signed was formed to explore in the Persian 

a contract to import 360,000 tons of Gulf and, as of late 1967, there was | 

kerosine from the U.S.S.R. in 1968. evidence of a significant discovery in at 

In petroleum exploration, international least one of four concession areas off | 

groups were watching the Government ac- the Iranian coast. The company, [ranian 

tions closely in regard to offshore oil Marine International Oil Co., is comprised 

concessions in the Gulf of Cambay. Ten- of the Indian Oil and Natural Gas Com- 

neco International Oil Co., of the United mission, AGIP, Spa, which is associated 

States, was competing with a French-West with Italian Ente Nazionale Idrocarburi, 

German-United States exploration group and Phillips Petroleum Co. of the United 

and with the U.S.S.R. for concession areas. States. Drilling was scheduled to continue 

It appeared at yearend that the U.S.S.R. in the discovery area and possibly on new 

might be awarded the shallower portions, concessions being offered by Iran. Mean- 

whereas companies with more deepwater while, the Indian Government tried to 

experience might receive those at greater decide whether it was better to expand 

depth. such efforts or invest large sums in ex- 

Trial production was being conducted _ ploring its own Gulf of Gambay.
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The Mi t e Mineral Industry of Indonesia 

By Arthur F. Grube* and J. M. West’ 

Broad new policies were adopted in In- Generally the outlook was good for Indo- 
donesia during the year in an effort to nesian mineral development.. The oil sit- 
stimulate exploitation of mineral resources uation was improved, and sizable expan- 
and to put new life into an ebbing econ- sions in output and development of re- 
omy. Crude oil again provided the major serves were forthcoming. It was believed 
share of the country’s mineral-related in- that oil production might double within : 
come, and tin, salt, coal, and cement most the near future as a result of the Govern- 
of the rest. About two-fifths of the petro- ment’s encouragement of new foreign in- | 
leum produced was refined in Indonesia by vestment. Tin mining was expanded re- 
the Government and by one U.S.-owned  flecting changes in management and better 
company, P. T. Stanvac Indonesia; the bal- operation. A modern tin smeiter began 
ance was exported in crude form. Indo-. limited operations at Muntok, Bangka 
nesia’s largest crude-oil-producing com- Island. Tin exploration is to be accelerated 

_ pany, Caltex Pacific Indonesia, inaugurated during the next few years, many companies 
a significant expansion program during having bid for various area rights. Further 
1967 after having received government’ explorations for bauxite and nickel are 
permission to lower the price of crude oil projected, and a sizable copper orebody 
to its customers, primarily Japan. Indus- was demarcated in West Irian. Other cop- 
tries previously nationalized were returned per deposits were studied in Sulawesi, and 

to original owners, although it appeared manganese is to be surveyed in Java. 
that P. T. Shell Indonesia would remain Besides a number of specific areas allot- 
in government hands. ted to selected internationally-known de- 

The vagueness of Indonesian mining velopment groups, the Government in Sep- 
laws has been criticized by many potential tember 1967 announced an invitation to 

investors. The Indonesian Government, foreign mining companies to submit bids 
conscious of this, was expected to enact a for 53 separate 10,000-square-kilometer 
new mining law early in 1968. The Min- blocks of potential mineral lands: 15 in 

ister of Mining reportedly had under ad- Sumatra, 18 in Kalimantan, 1 in Java, 8 
visement a basic plan including the follow- 1n Sulawesi, 10 in West Irian, and 1 in the 
ing provisions: A modified depletion Lesser Sunda Islands. Companies whose 
allowance, to be called Mining Develop- bids are accepted will receive an exclusive 

ment Allowance, reducing the regular 60- contract to carry out stipulated general 
percent corporate tax to various levels explorations, and upon the discovery of 
dependent on type of ore mineral; a de- commercially exploitable minerals, they 
preciation rate of 12.5 percent annually, will be granted a development contract. Oil, 

allowing writeoff of all capital goods in 8 natural gas, and a few unspecified strategic 
years; tax holiday provisions that would munerals are not included. The foreign 

reduce taxes 7 to 12 percent during the Company is obligated to process and re- 
first 10 years of production; and imposition Cover the valuable constituents of the ores 
of modest land rent and royalty rates. in Indonesia. Contractors are expected to 

Another proposal reportedly under study =——¥——— ; .. 
would abolish an existing export tax of A oesty economist, Division of International 
25 percent of the foreign exchange value 2 Physical scientist, Division of International 
imposed on mined metals. oe Wobbert, M. Virginia. S and Texts 

Recent foreign investment legislation was of Indonesian Foreign Investment Legislation. 
discussed in a U. S. publication.® Business Renort 61-97. Decne seer, 19 eee 
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provide the Government with progress re- Indonesia’s electric power capacity of 
ports, and on termination of the contract about 910,000 kilowatts of 2.2 billion kil- 
a full geological report, including a  owatt hours failed to satisfy demand. 
1: 250,000 or larger scale geologic map. As Known planned expansion was equal to 
of January 1968, about 20 offers had been less than 3 percent of the existing capacity. 
received. 

PRODUCTION 

Crude oil, tin, bauxite, and nickel ore metallic tin output were forthcoming as 
production increased in 1967, but coal out- the new smelter at Muntok becomes fully 
put was significantly lower due to cutbacks operative. Firm data were not available on 
in railroad purchases. Further increases in a number of mineral products. | 

Table 1.—Indonesia: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
. 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

eee 

Metals: 
Bauxite_._._--_._--.-..-----.-__-__.-. 498,111 647 , 805 688 , 259 701 , 223 912 ,266 
Gold }_____......___._.__troy ounces__ 4,437 5,813 6, 752 4,122 7,752 
Lead___---2------------------ 2 eee Lee 650 NA NA NA 
Manganese ore______-...___--______._- 2,845 500 rT 415 NA NA 

, Monazite sand__._____.-._.---._____-- 153 140 25 NA NA 
Nickel ore (8.5 percent nickel)__________ 45,705 47,950 + 102,002 117, 402 170 ,601 

. Silver__.._.-._.-thousand troy ounces_ 280 T 253 299 221 309 
Tin: 

Concentrate, metal content . 
long tons. . 12,947 16,345 © 14,698 712,567 13 ,600 

Metal__..---_.--._-.._-....do__..  °2,000 e 1,800 e 1,800 1,510 e 3,000 
Nonmetals: 

Asbestos. -._-...2- 222 ee 70 ~---n-- w------ 0 oa eee --a----- 
Cement____.._____..___thousand tons__ 330 439 365 338 e 350 
Diamond_____-_________________carats__ NA NA e 2,000 e 3,000 e 3,000 
Iodine (content of cuprous iodide) 

kilograms_- 4,983 4,904 1,642 NA NA 
Fhosphate rock__._______. 2-2 ee 1,125 3,408 NA NA NA 
alt: 

Government (reported) 
thousand tons_- 449 NA 252 e 250 e 250 

Private (estimated)____..____do____ NA NA NA NA NA 
Sulfur_____---2- 2 eee 1,050 1,695 r1,288 e 1,200 e 1,200 

Mineral fuels: 
Asphalt rock_._._.-.__________________e 10,489 5,315 9,080 e 10,000 e 10,000 
Coal____-_-_.----_--- ee - __-- 491,610 445 ,862 390,253 * 319,829 208 ,363 
Petroleum: 2 

Crude___thousand 42-gallon barrels__ ' 166,885 171,492 178,991 +168 ,429 ¢ 185,000 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline . 

thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 15,550 14,142 e 13,685 10,600. ¢©10,344 
Kerosine and jet fuel____do____ 12 , 836 11,000 e 9,846 13 ,000 e 13,419 
Distillate fuel oil________do___- 10,044 10,716 e 9,987 10,800 e 8,741 
Residual fuel oil_._______do____ 18 ,338 12,581 e 15,000 11,800 e 10,784 
Other 3___.___-_____2____do____ 17,861 15 ,983 e 25,343 20,415 e 20,704 

Total 4._.____________do___- 74,629 64 , 422 e 73,861 66,615 e 63 ,992 
eee 

¢ Estimate. ® Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Officially reported Indonesian statistics representing government output; private production by small 

unorganized producers may be as much as 30,000 troy ounces per year. 
2 Indonesia also produces significant quantities of natural gas but production data are not available, 

’ Includes unfinished oils requiring further processing. 
4 Excludes refinery fuel and losses. 

TRADE 

Mineral commodity exports remained for about one third of all export earnings. 
highly important in Indonesian trade, con- Mineral commodity imports, on the other 
tributing nearly one-half of the total value hand, accounted for only 5 to 10 percent 
of 1967 exports. Petroleum alone accounted of the total value of all imported goods.
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Petroleum was to play an expanding role Year Exports Imports Balance 

in exports in 1968-69, with particularly 1963............... 696 502 194 | 

good markets anticipated in Japan and the 1964.__.._--.------ 724 622 102 

United States. Tin concentrate continued 1368 - Seen ue ae ~ ae 

to go mainly to the Netherlands for refine ~~)... AN172 canteen tae tune 
. 8 but ‘n 1968 4s to be sh; Cement totaling 40,178 metric tons was 

ing, Dut early in some was to be ship- —_ shipped to Indonesia from Japan in 1966; 

. ped to Penang in Malaya. Japanese shipments during the first 11 

Despite Indonesia’s other economic dif- months of | 967 rose to 73,024 tons (other 

ficulties, in recent. years, the nation has suppliers undetermined) " During 1966 
. ws Japan also supplied Indonesia with 35,664 

achieved a generally positive balance of . 
trade th h reid | 1 d tons of iron and steel products and about | 

rade through rigid import controls an@ 850 tons of nonferrous base metals and 
maintenance of mineral exports; estimated alloys. Measures were being discussed in 

value of total foreign trade has been as 1967 to improve and simplify Indonesian 
follows; in millions of dollars: trade procedures. | 

Table 2.—Indonesia: Exports of selected mineral commodities to Japan ! _ 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Commodity 1965 1966 —=«-:1967 
A 

Metals: | 

Bauxite.____________-__________-__-_------------------------ 563,952 603 , 760 771,648 

Tron and steel scrap________--------------------------------- 1,000 1,486 17 ,843 

Manganese ore_______-----_----------------------------+----- 5,293 - 2,106 7,176 

Nickel ore and concentrate_____________---------------------- 79,450 133 ,653 128 ,455 

Petroleum: 
Crude oil..___...______.____.._-_--thousand 42-gallon barrels_. 38,856 38 , 889 47,477 

Distillate fuel oil.._. _____-_._----_--------------------d0___- 447 453 440 

Residual fuel oil.._____._-_-_._------_---_-------------do___- 2 , 466 83,454 4,929 

a 
1 Data shown in lieu of official Indonesian export figures. 

Source: Official trade returns of Japan. 

Table 3.—Indonesia: Trade in selected mineral commodities, 1965 | | 
a 

Quantity Value . 

Commodity (metric (thousand Source or destination 
tons) dollars) 

Exports to Indonesia: 
Iron and steel____-__------- NA 30,341 Mainly from Japan, France, Belgium~Luxembourg. 

Nonferrous metals. ___------ NA 6,176 Mainly from Yugoslavia, West Germany, and 
ustria. 

Asbestos__._.-.----------- 432 53s Italy. 
Cement__________.__-.---- 280,026 3,888 Mainly from Japan. 
Sulfur_______.___.-_------- 5,049 252 West Germany, Canada. 
Petroleum and _ products 

(mostly lubricants) - ~~ - - -- NA 8,706 Mainly from United States. 

Imports from Indonesia: 
Bauxite.________.-...._-.. 591,862 5,891 Japan, West Germany. 
Manganese ore__._._------- 5,293 120 Japan. 
Nickel ore_..__._.-...------ 79,450 1,364 Japan. 
Tin ore and concentrate__ ---_ 18,185 49,229 Netherlands. 
Petroleum and products- -- -- NA ¢272,000 Japan, Australia, United States, and Philippines. 

nn 

e Estimate. NA Not available. . 
1 Derived from United Nations data on countries trading with Indonesia; represents bulk of mineral trade 

but does not cover trade with Communist countries. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Three Japanese aluminum refiners about 

Aluminum.—Bauxite production from yearend 1967 obtained rights to explore 

Bintan and adjacent islands continued to Bintan for 2 years in search of new de- 

expand in 1967. Japan, as in the past, was _ posits. The Japanese have indicated that 

the destination for nearly all output. if there are upwards of 40 million metric
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tons of low grade bauxite, they will be plant in Surabaja reportedly has four 
prepared to construct an alumina refinery cupola furnaces with 1,600-ton-per-year 
at a cost of about $30 million. Bintan, total capacity for cast iron and two small 
which is currently producing over 700,600 — bessemer converters for cast steel. | 
tons per year, is already known to have 20 A plan was disclosed to build two elec- 
million tons of reserves. tric scrap-melting furnaces in the Medan 

Aluminum Company of America (AL- area of North Sumatra to produce steel 
COA) was reported negotiating with the ingots and billets for a 121,000-ton-per-year 
Indonesian Government for exploration rolling operation. Eventual installation of 
rights covering other areas of Indonesia a second pair of furnaces and a 109,000- 
but at yearend there was some doubt as ton-per-year fube mill for pipe products | 
to whether negotiations woul € con- was envisioned. 
tinued. ALCOA was considering the econ- | , 
omic feasibility of establishing mining, Manganese.—About yearend 1967 Union 
processing, and smelting facilities in Indo- Carbide Corp., a U.S. company, was re- 
nesia. Kaiser Aluminum Corp. was re-  Portedly negotiating a contract to survey 
ported interested in a joint venture with 4! of J ava for manganese, with provision Japanese firms. Construction had not be-  {0F exploitation if suitable deposits are 
gun by yearend on a smelter project pro- found. 
posed by the U.S.S.R. in the Belawan area Nickel.—Output and exports of nickel 
near Medan, northern Sumatra. ore from the Pomalaa and Mantang Island 

Cc AY avi ted! areas of southeast Sulawesi rose sharply in 
h re cre d UgOs “0, waL rane © y 1967 as a result of expansions by Sulawesi 

as Ciscovere ' some 15 to 2 ae “te ° Nickel Development Co. (Japan) which 
copper the Sonkerone ~~ fo f pe eal Sul, - holds a production-sharing contract with 
Per in Soe wan karopt area of central Sula- ihe Government firm, Indonesian Nickel wesi. Ore bodies have been explored to Mini . 

ining Corp. In May 1967 a new invita- a depth of about 750 feet. It was undeter- . . } . . tion was issued by the Government for mined if further work would be conducted . _ . : a . nickel-mining investment, including the by the Yugoslavians, who held a produc- Maliki . . . . . Aalili area of central Sulawesi, the islands tion sharing contract with the Government. of Waigeo and Halmahera, and West Irian 
. : 3 e 

Freeport Sulphur Co. (United States) Subsequently, a contract was signed with 
received rights in April 1967 to explore The International Nickel Co., Ltd., cover- 
and develop a copper deposit in the Erts- ing the Malili deposits. United States Steel 
berg area of the Carstensz Mountains of Corp. was reported interested in Waigeo 
West Irian. Reports indicated that the ore Island deposits and those near Sukarno- 
body is relatively rich, in the outcrop at pura in West Irian. , 

least, and contains considerable magnetite Tin.—Production increased from the 
which could constitute a secondary 1966 | . . mays | ow, and the outlook for Indonesian product. Preliminary drilling reportedly . _ . . } tin grew more optimistic. One of the outlined an ore zone on the order of 25 ; | “aye . . | world’s large new dredges, Bangka I, con- million tons grading about 2.5 percent . . . . tributed increasingly to overall output, copper, and a second phase of exploration . vie . : . working offshore from Sungailiat, Bangka was being planned. Supplies and equip- 

. 1: Island. A group of small new West Ger- ment must be brought in by helicopter, . . . . man-built dredges was also in operation, but establishment of roads, towns, and port ae . mor although their light construction caused facilities was underway. Saree : Uart : I d Steel_The Sov; sted some initial difficulty. various repairs to 
ron an eel.— Ihe Oviet-assiste other equipment were complet an is- 

Tjilegon iron and steel project in western ruptions because of labor disputes de- 
Java, approximately one-third completed, clined. 
was at a standstill early in 1967; but plans Early in 1967 the new tin smelter at were made to get the rolling mill sections | Muntok, on Bangka began trial operations 
into operation, using imported steel billets but shortly after start-up, furnace linings 
ane vans a th ys | crumbled, reportedly because of the ong 

- IN. Darata, the country’s largest non- construction period and improper break- 
military metal fabricator, operated in 1967 in. The smelter is expected to operate con- 
at only about one-third capacity because siderably below its 25,600-tons-per-year 
of lack of product demand. The main capacity for several years. The $3.5 million
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plant was built by Kléckner Industrie Diamond.—The first lot of rough dia- 

Anlagen (West Germany). As of yearend monds, comprising several thousand carats 

1967 an estimated 1,500 long tons of tin and produced by the Amsterdam firm 

metal had been produced by the new Asscher Diamond Company, Ltd., in south- 

Muntok plant, with about an equal ern Kalimantan, was shipped to Amster- 

amount from the old and outmoded Puput dam, Netherlands, for cutting. A large 

smelter, also at Muntok. Most of this tin share of the diamonds was said to be of 

was marketed in Europe and included sub- gem quality. The diamond fields, reported 

stantial tonnages which went to the to have good potential, were being ex- 

U.S.S.R. Tin slags from an ‘estimated ac- ploited under a contract with the Indo- 

cumulation cf 25,000 tons at the old nesian Government, and operations were 

smelter site were being shipped to Sing- due to expand on arrival of additional 

apore, presumably en route to other desti- mining equipment. 

nations. Such slags generally conta! non the Fertilizer Materials——The only operat- 

order of 5 to 10 percent tin an significant ing chemical fertilizer plant in Indonesia 

quantities of columbium and tantalum. = was the urea plant of P. N. PUSRI, which 
A number of agreements had either been operates under the Directorate of Chemical 

confirmed or were under negotiation at [Industry in the Ministry of Basic and 

yearend 1967 for rights to prospect and Light Industry and Power. Production 
tentatively develop tin properties. Offshore from this plant at Palembang, South Sum- 

deposits attracted many applicants. Partic- atra, is based on natural gas feedstock and 

ularly favorable were areas between was believed to be about the same as the 

Bangka and Billiton Islands, north of 93,015 tons produced in 1966. Plans were 

Bangka, and east of Billiton. Among con- under consideration for major expansion, 
tenders for these areas were the Billiton as much as fourfold, but there was a seri- 

Co. (Netherlands) and a consortium of ous question about adequacy of local nat- 
Charter Consolidated, Ltd., (United King- yral gas supplies to sustain such an in- 
dom), Broken Hill Pty. Co. Ltd. (Aus- crease. 

tralia), and Ocean Science & Engineering At Gresik, eastern Java, the $56.1 million 

Inc. (United States). Late in 1967 the Petrokimia fertilizer plant, under construc- 
Japanese firm, C. Itoh & Co., Ltd., received tion by the Italian firm, Cosindit S.p.A., 
rights to explore and ‘develop tin in the had further difficulties, delaying comple- 
Bangkinang area of central Sumatra, and tion. At yearend, although about $24 mil- 

-a consortium of Bethlehem Steel Corp. lion had been spent, no permanent build- 

(United States), Rio Tinto Corp., Ltd. ings were completed but a large part of the | 
(United Kingdom), Simons-Lobnitz, Ltd. equipment had been delivered to the site, 
(United Kingdom) was awarded a contract and the prospect was that the plant might 
covering preliminary surveys of the be operational by 1970. 

Singkep, Karimun, and Kundur Islands, Allied Chemical Corp. (United States) 
south of Singapore. filed letters-of-intent for a $30 million in- 

vestment to construct and operate a fertil- 
NONMETALS izer mixing and conversion ‘plant with 

Cement.—The Gresik cement plant, in pacity of about 400,000-tons-per-year 
eastern Java near Surabaja, operated at SINS imported raw materials, including 
about 70 percent of its 375,000-ton-per- @nhydrous ammonia, phosphoric acid, am- 
year capacity. Its production in 1966 to- ™ontum sulfate, and urea, from the Shah- 
taled 228,500 tons. A cement research cen- Pur Chemical Corp. of Iran. The target 
ter was to be established at Gresik and the ate for completion is 1970. 
addition of a fourth kiln to boost capacity 
to 500,000 tons was planned. The plant at MINERAL FUELS 
Padang in western Sumatra operated near Asphalt.—Although rock asphalt con- 
capacity in 1966 and probably continued tinued to be mined from deposits on the 
about the same level in 1967. French inves- island of Butung, south of Sulawesi, oil 
tors reportedly offered funds to quadruple _ refineries supplied the main demand. The 
this plant’s capacity. The Czechoslovakian- country’s largest asphalt plant is the 35- 
built 120,000-ton Tonasa cement plant year-old Permina Unit III in the Surabaya 
near Makasar in Sulawesi was being rebuilt suburb of Wonokrumo. In 1967 this plant 
after having burned in late 1967. produced 45,000 tons and the 1968 target
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is 80,000 tons. Feedstock was chiefly from oil market, particularly in Japan. P. CT. 
th Tarakan area wells in Kalimantan. Stanvac Indonesia maintained production 

Carbon Black.—P. N. Permina produced Of about 55,000-barrels-per-day from its 
carbon black from natural gas at Rantau, Sumatr an oilfields; and the South Sumatra, 

North Sumatra. Plant capacity was 7,000- Kalimantan, and Java fields operated by 
tons-per-year. Permina (formerly Shell properties) ac- 

vs . . counted for about 65,000-barrels-per-day. 
Coal. Conditions 1. the coal industry The remaining crude oil production came 

continued to worsen during 1967 with 1. from Asamera (Indonesia) Co.’s recently 
prospect for improvement, nor did the discovered Geudondong oilfield in Sumatra 
Government announce plans for any Te and North Sumatra fields—Palu-Tabuhan habilitation. During 1967, the principal and Rantau—operated by Permina’s Jap- 
coal consumer, the railroads, decided to anese contractor. North Sumatra Oil De- 
convert to diesel engines, and by July, velopment Cooperation Co 
Javanese railroads, comprising more than Six of the country’s seven refineries and 
80 percent of all rail operations, ceased two asphalt plants were operated by 

their coal purchases. As a consequence coal Permina in 1967. These facilities included: production has been cut to below 200,000- the former Shell refineries at Balikipan, 

tons-per-year. | Kalimantan, and Pladju, Sumatra; the 
Petroleum.—In 1967, the tempo of former Shell asphalt plant at Wonokromo, 

petroleum industry activity continued the Java; and the ‘Ijepu, Java, refinery for- 
upturn started late in 1966, reflecting the merly controlled by another Government 
improved climate for foreign investment. company (Permigan). The remaining 
Crude oil production increased by an esti- three refineries are at Langsa, Pang- 
mated 10 percent in 1967, and additional kalansusu, and Rantau; and the. second 
foreign-owned companies obtained petro- asphalt plant is at Pangkalanbrandan, all 
leum exploration-development contracts jn Sumatra. These latter three refineries 
covering both onshore and offshore areas and the one asphalt plant were built with of the country. Customarily in recent years, equipment and materials salvaged from P. 
these agreements have taken the form of 7. Shell Indonesia’s former refineries in contracts between foreign-owned oil com- northeastern Sumatra, all of which were 
panies and the State-owned petroleum demolished during World War II. Permina 
company, Permina. Under this system, the wag assigned sole responsibility for opera- foreign contractor supplies the required tion of government-owned refineries and : 

capital for exploration and for this he oilfields by the Reorganization Decree of receives roughly 40 percent of the crude oil July 1966. The seventh refinery located at 
subsequently produced, until he has recov- Sungaigerong, Sumatra is owned and oper- 
ered his exploration expense. The remain- ated by P. T. Stanvac Indonesia. The Gov- 
ing 60 percent of production is shared ernment company Pertamin, in accordance 
between foreign oil company and Permina. with the decree, has exclusive domestic After the foreign contractor has recovered marketing rights. The third government 
initial expenses, the profit-sharing ratio company, Permigan was abolished in 
becomes roughly 60—40, with Permina re- March 1966. 

ceiving the larger share. In December 1967, Permina signed a 
P. T Caltex Pacific Indonesia’s 1967 — hasic agreement with two Japanese firms, estimated crude oil production of 360,000- Far East Oil Trading Co. and Sumitomo 

barrels-per-day probably represented about Shoji Kaisha Co., Ltd., for the construction 70 percent of the country’s total output of 4 100,000-barrel-per-day refinery at 
About £90,000-barrels-per-day originated = Dumai in central Sumatra to process crude 
from the company's Minas oilfield the Gi] from P. T. Caltex Pacific Indonesia’s Duri and Bekasap oilfields each accounted Minas oilfield. The Far East Oil Tra ding 
for 30,000 to 40,000-barrels-per-day; and Company is a joint Japanese-Indonesian 
the remainder was from the Pematang company formed to market Permina oil in 
and Pungit elds. The company has an- Japan. Continental Oil Company, a United nounced plans aimed toward doubling pro- States firm, has proposed building a refin- 
duction by 1969; this was made possible by ery at Dumai with a capacity of 50,000- 
the Government’s acquiescence to reduce barrels-per-day. , 
the company’s crude oil prices. This should 
enable the company to expand its crude



The Mi t e Mineral Industry of Iran 

By David A. Carleton ‘ 

Long the sinew of Iran’s economy, the distribution of national income. More than 
petroleum industry in 1967 was strength- half of the Government income, three- 
ened by the 23 percent increase in crude’ fourths of the foreign exchange receipts, 
oil production over that of 1966. The po- and nearly 90 percent (by value) of total 
tential for improving the position of other exports are provided by petroleum. Further- _ 
minerals in the economy was indicated by more, economic development under the 
recent, successful mineral exploration ac- Third Plan (September 1962-March 1968) 
tivity. As a result, current development was two-thirds financed by petroleum rev- 
programs and projects have placed Iran  enues. During each of the three long-term 
on the threshold of expanded mineral pro- development plans, expenditures were con- 
duction and increased exports and indus-_ centrated on the social and economic in- 

trial activity. Included are mineral com- §frastructure such as housing, schools, hos- 
modities such as chromite, iron ore, lead- __ pitals, agricultural services, transportation 
zinc, bituminous coal, aluminum, and cop- and commuication facilities, and power 
per. projects. In the Fourth Plan, to begin in 

Flourishing for the third consecutive March 1968, the industrial and mining 
year, the economy of Iran added an esti- sectors will receive special attention, in- 
mated 11 percent to its gross national cluding the construction of Iran’s first 
products (GNP) during 1967, bringing steel mill, a long-cherished national as- 
the average economic growth for the past  piration. Additional construction will in- 
15 years to 6 percent annually. Based on clude several nonferrous, basic metal smelt- 
current prices, total GNP was an estimated ing plants, a natural gas line to the 
$7 billion in 1967; per capita GNP aver- U.S.S.R., new oil refineries, and other 
aged about $270. Although Iran appears heavy industry developments. The indus- 
to be leaving the ranks of the less devel- trial sector is to receive 26 percent of the 
oped nations, fundamental problems exist plan’s total allocation, which is expected 
involving the continued reliance on oil to enable a 13- to 15-percent increase per 
revenues and the unbalanced geographical year in industrial output. 

PRODUCTION 

Except for petroleum and natural gas, especially barite and chromite, may reflect 
the latest official statistical survey of min- a downward adjustment of the unofficially 
eral production in Iran was undertaken reported estimates and may not necessarily 
in 1963 by the Ministry of Economy. Pub- represent real reductions in mineral output. 
lished production data since then have Although definitive data are not avail- 
been based on unofficial estimates by the able, the Ministry of Economy has esti- 
Ministry. For the past few years reported mated that production of Iran’s five major 
production statistics are admittedly nothing metal ores, chromite, copper, lead, man- 
more than “guesstimates”. In general, metal ganese, and zinc, was valued at an equiv- 
and nonmetal production since 1963 has alent of $9 million in 1966. The Ministry’s 
increased significantly as Iran has better estimate of crude oil production value, 
utilized its mineral resources. Reported —TSupervisory . . . 

. . . upervisory foreign mineral specialist (Pet- 
decreases in production of some minerals, yoleum), Division of International Activities. 

367
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apparently based on posted or reference with the 1967 reference price value of 
prices, was $1.2 billion in 1962,? compared _ $1.6 billion. 

Table 1.—Iran: Production of mineral commodities ! | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

Metals: 
Chromite____-...-----------.-----------.-- 100,000 120,000 150,000 175,000 141,000 
Copper ore (3 to 4 percent copper).._.______- 5,200 5,200 8,835 11,000 11,000 
Tron ore..------------------- thousand tons__ r 20 r 21 tr 59 80 NA 

ad: 

Content of ore_______~__________-___-_- 10,000 15,000 17,000 20,000 22,000 
Ingots (smelter output)__.__._.___.___-- 500 375 400 400 350 

Manganese ore____..____..____-__-__.--_..-. 15,000 32 ,000 34,000 38,000 41,100 
Zinc, content of ore_______.______--------_-- 10,000 15,000 15,000 17,000 24,000 

Nonmetals: 
Barite.___..-__--.-- 2-2 eee ee 20,000 72,000 72,000 72,000 52,000 
Cement, hydraulic__--__.___.thousand tons_- 745 745 785 1,394 1,394 
Ochre__.-___..-_.____-_------ ee ee 8, 700 9,000 10,000 8,800 NA 
Salt__......-..-_.-..._.._.._thousand tons_. 345 345, 345 220 250 
Sulfur ?___--__ 2 eee 20,000 *20,000 *20,000 * 25,000 25,000 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal____._....__._--._....__thousand tons__ 200 200 274 280 284 
Coke____.....-._.-------_-_-___-_--_-_.do____ 20 — 20 . 20 20 21 
Natural gas___.....-.._.- million cubic feet._ 364,928 415,400 509,900 682,456 709,238 

Marketed 3______.._.._._____.___do___-_ 40 , 884 42,102 43 , 423 48 ,957 51,784 
Petroleum: 

Crude._......- thousand 42-gallon barrels._ 538,107 618,781 * 688,213 771,234 947,678 

Refinery products: 7 
Aviation gasoline 4 

thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 4,970 5,035 6,359 6,502 6,316 
Motor gasoline 4._.__._____..-do___. 13,915 12,758 12 ,300 16,730 15,674 
Naphtha and solvents 4___....do___. | _ 6,571 6,604 5,004 1,669 2,859 
Jet fuel_._._-__-....________do____ 7,286 7,497 9,763 10 , 564 10,266 
Kerosine_.___._............-do__.. "14,486 +* 16,681 15,378 15,317 15,778 
Distillate fuel oil........_....do._._ "22,261 +21,107 22 ,035 23,411 23 ,657 
Residual fuel oil_....__.......do___. 60,611 66 ,229 68 ,092 70 , 589 74,720 
Lubricants._._..._....____..do__-_- 178 247 306 364 323 
Asphalt___...___...--.__-_____do____ 1,078 1,227 1,105 1,376 1,877 
Liquefied petroleum gas 4______do___. 112 154 199 294 440 
Other 4._.._.._-.__.-_-_____.-do___. 34 29 35 26 25 

Total__....------.--------do____ * 131,502 * 187,568 140,576 *146,842 151,935 

‘ Revised. ® Preliminary. NA Not available. 
1 Estimated except for natural gas and petroleum. 
2 Excludes sulfur occurring in the natural gas produced but eventually flared or otherwise wasted. 
3’ Used as fuel or raw materials. 
4 All figures revised except 1967. 

TRADE 

| Petroleum continues to be the principal leum exports to Japan have tripled since 

export commodity of Iran. Exports of crude 1964. Exports of metal and nonmetal ores 
oil and refined petroleum products totaled were valued at about $11 million in 1967 
$1.2 billion during the Iranian year ending of which about $9 million was for metal 
March 20, 1967 accounting for 89 percent ores. Iron and steel products are the 
of the total value of exports. Western principal mineral commodities imported. 
Europe and Japan are the principal des- For the first 10 months of the Iranian 
tinations for petrclcum exports, with the ycar beginning March 21, 1966, iron and 
Japanese market experiencing the most steel imports totaled $142 million, about 
growth. The trading companies of Iran’s’ 15 percent of the value of all imports 
largest petroleum operation accounted for during that period. 
95 percent of total petroleum exports, of §—————~—— 

: j x 2 Ministry of Economy. Trends in Industrial 3tern 
which 37 percent was destined for Weste and Commercial Statistics. Tehran, October 
Europe and 34 percent for Japan. Petro- 1967, p. 23-24.
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Table 2.—Iran: Exports of mineral commodities ! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Chromite, 48 percent CreOs__... 159,850 131,825 France 38,550; Italy 30,400; Japan 26,250. 
Copper, all forms__._..___.__-- 203 160 Kuwait 106; West Germany 39. 
Tron and steel: 

Serap._...--------------- 5,200 7,241 Japan 4,826; Iraq 1,500; Kuwait 915. 
Semimanufactures______.-- 117 166 Afghanistan 113. 

Lead and alloys: 
Ore and concentrate_...._. 51,551 44,9385 USER. 32,677; Belgium 7,308; United Kingdom 

Ingots and scrap__..-_.-.- AT __...--- a 
Manganese ore_____...._._._-._. 35,102 39,800 Norway gost 00; Netherlands 7,100; Czechoslo- 

vakia 6,300. 
Zine ore._.._.__..-.----------- 97,789 77,547 U.S.S.R. 18,569; Belgium 15,168; Japan 14,100. 

Nonmetals: 
Barite, natural......._.-.....-.  --- _--- 1,120 All to Kuwait. 
Cement___.__.._._.._.-.-_-_-. 128,509 92,593 Kuwait 78,844; Muscat and Oman, 12,150. 
Chalk__.. 2-2 ee 37 14 Afghanistan 13. 
Clay_..---___-_.- eee ee 1,118 3,292 Dubai 2,476; Kuwait 796. 
Fertilizers...__.__-______.---- 5,654 569 Republic of South Africa 564. 
Gypsum... -------------2----- 3, 500 2,591 Kuwait 2,047; Dubai 301; Muscat and Oman 243. 
ime__._-.---_----_--_ eee. ween ene 

Ochre and earth colors. ____-__- 9,960 10,469 France 5,200; United Kingdom 4,309. 
Salt____. 2 ee 3,606 2,047 Kuwait 771; Muscat and Oman 677; Dubai 465. 
Stone, dimension: 

Marble_____._.--_---_---- 330 3,634 Italy 2,082; Japan 1,075. 
“ Other_______-__.-_-.- ---- 5,326 4,880 Japan 1,615; Kuwait 1,202; Italy 1,455. 

Stone, crushed___._._.___-.---. 12,052 382,286 Kuwait 21,430; Muscat and Oman 2,397. 
Mineral fuels: 

Coal and lignite__._...._....-- 307 375 Iraq 296; Kuwait 79. 
Petroleum: 

Crude oil ? 
thousand 42-gallon barrels.. 534,785 619,012 J apan, 73,710; West Germany 53,617; Italy 

,395. 

Refinery products: 
Aviation gasoline_do-. _._ 5,910 6,885 Singapore 2,370; Australia 514. 
Motor gasoline..do._.. 11,109 14,766 Singapore gur882i United Kingdom 2,034; Aus- 

“ tralia 1,955. 
Jet fuel. .___...do___- 8,123 9,851 Singapore 2,919; United Kingdom 1,227; United 

Arab Republic 700. 
Kerosine_._...-do___- 4,459 3,889 Republic of South Africa 1,029; Singapore 933; 

Mozambique 650. 
Distillate fuel oil.do__.. 10,678 11,633 Singapore 1,463; United Kingdom 1,194; Republic 

of South Africa 752. 
Residual fuel oil_.do_._. 52,796 52,628 Japan 138,872; United Kingdom 6,956; French 

Somaliland 4,623. 
Solvents.__.._..do___- 961 950 Republic of South Africa 305; Singapore 228; 

Hong Kong 110. 
Asphalt........do__.- 232 448 Muscat and Oman 76; Mozambique 59; Tanzania 

47, 
Other_........-do.... --.-_.- 1,268 Republic of South Africa 614; United Kingdom 

| 242; Mozambique 237. 

Total__..._..do_... 94,268 102,313 
en 

, 1 Data for Iranian calendar years beginning March 21 of year indicated unless otherwise specified. 
2 Calendar year data as reported by the National Iranian Oil Company. 

Source: Foreign Trade Statistics of Iran.
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Table 3.—Iran: Imports of mineral commodities ! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 . Principal sources, 1966 | 

Metals: 
Aluminum and alloys: 

Ingots__.__.--.--_-_-..-- 3,035 6,146 United States 2,285; Norway 1,813. 
‘Semimanufactures______._-_ 1,578 2,071 Japan 340; West Germany 311; Yugoslavia 262. 

Copper and alloys: 
Ingots... - 2 1,026 428 Mozambique 406. 
Semimanufactures..._______ 3,567 3,764 Yugoslavia 1,431; West Germany 678; Chile 499. 

Gold___.......__.troy ounces. _ 611 32,507 United Kingdom 32,376. 
Iron and steel: . 

Cast iron and ferroalloys.._. 21,238 9,684 U.S.S.R. 7,726; West Germany 969. 
Serap__ 2. eee 6,068 4,376 Kuwait 2,582; Oman 974; West Germany 549. 
Ingots__-.._.___---- 2 - ee 274 581 Austria 257; Japan 131. 
Semimanufactures.._......_ 698,973 747,580 West Germany 248,305; United Kingdom 92,641. 

Lead and alloys: | 
Ingots... 2222 -- e. 1,064 2,700 Peru 564; Netherlands 448; West Germany 427. 
Oxides__--_-.. 2-2 eee 207 211 West Germany 84; Italy 50; United States 38. | 
Semimanufactures__...____ 535 679 West Germany 515; France 96. 

Nickel, all forms__.__._.-_..__ 141 189 Italy 188; West Germany 26. ' 
Platinum.__._.___troy ounces. _ 1,304 1,823 United Kingdom 1,316. . 
Silver_.......----_---__do____ 1,157 142,653 United Kingdom 112,913; United States 22,988. 
Tin and alloys: 

Ingots........_long tons__ 264 2386 Malaysia 188. 
Semimanufactures.-__do-._-_ 221 310 United Kingdom 192; Sweden 54; West Germany 

Titanium__.__... 0-2 --- ee 421 652 West Germany 319; United Kingdom 140; 
United States 131. 

Zinc and alloys: 
Zine oxide._.___._...-_-_-- 495 446 Netherlands 249; United Kingdom 71. 
Semimanufactures____.-_-- 567 1,098 Belgium 288; Australia 226; Mozambique 200. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives_........-.----_ --- -e 982 1,050 West Germany 342; Denmark 307; United 

Kingdom 181. 
Asbestos._._-.....---- 2 ee. 3,463 5,009 Canada 3,974; Republic of South Africa 399. 
Cement.._._...thousand tons. _ 20 116 U.S.S.R. 85; Japan 9. 
Clay_._...-.-..-_-.--....-.-. 36,824 12,507 Italy 4,991; Brazil 2,500; France 1,116. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Nitrogenous_—-_. 2.2... 8,115 7,288 Kuwait 5,500; U.S.S.R. 1,496. 
Phosphatic._...-.-..-.-._-- 19,200 37,901 Morocco 11,736; Belgium 8,221; Tunisia 3,900. 
Potassic.........-....-.-. 24,194 28,183 West Germany 18,117; Italy 3,376. 
Mixed__..____-_--__-- 4,183 5,078 West Germany 3,000; U.S.S.R. 850. 

Graphite. __.__-___ eee 45 36 West Germany 12; Japan 10; United Kingdom 10. 
Mica, all forms___.___-__--___- 583 281 United Kingdom 150; West Germany 53. 
Sulfur__._----- ee 148 3,777 United States 3,449; West Germany 318. | 
Tale... eee 150 164 Norway 40; United Kingdom 38; mainland | 

China 82. 
Mineral fuels: : 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Lubricants 

thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 14 23 United States 14; United Kingdom 7. 
Other_..__._.......do___- 19 23 United Kingdom 8; mainland China 5; United 

States 3. 

1 Data for calendar years beginning March 21 of the year indicated. 

Source: Foreign Trades Statistics of Iran. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Chromite.—An accelerated highway con- | 
. struction program and the opening of new 

Aluminum.—In December 1967, the Pros P s 
. . . port facilities at Bandar Abbas have con- | 

Tranian and Pakistani Governments and . . 
. siderably reduced the cost of transporting 

the Reynolds Aluminum Company agreed 2, . : 
vas ; and shipping chromite ore from Iran’s 

to construct a $45 million aluminum : . 
. south-central mines. The improvement of 

smelter at Ahwaz. The resulting Iran h d he mi d al 
Aluminum Company, scheduled to begin other roads near the mines and port wil, | 

: . Yo when completed, further reduce costs. This 
production in 1971, is reportedly owned. d infrastructure together with the ! 
65 percent by Iran, 25 percent by Rey- "7Proved intrastr © 108 k -d 
nolds, and 10 percent by Pakistan. Plans favorable world chromite market, provides 

call for a smelter to produce 45,000 tons the two principal private companies, Es- 
of ingot per year. fandagheh Mining Co. and Farayab Min-
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' ing Co., an excellent opportunity to in- follows: Rezai Brothers, Iranian industrial- 
crease production and exports. At yearend ists, 40 percent; Philipp Brothers, a division 

| the latter company planned to increase’ of the U.S. firm Engelhard Minerals and 
| production at the Shahriar and Amir mines Chemicals Corporation, 32.5 percent; an 
| from the present 6,000 tons per month to’ Iranian development bank, 15 percent; 
! 10,000 tons per month during 1968. Re- Demag A.G., a West German company, 
| serves at these two mines have been set 7.5 percent; and private Iranian individ- 
! at 1.7 million tons; the ore is 40 to 50 uals, 5 percent. 
! percent chromite. The first of two units at Iran’s first pipe 
| Cc A limited f mill was completed at Ahwaz during 1967. 

h oOpper.— d aL f amount y mare The owner, Torrance Machine and engi- 
| as ns i Pp uced for years A, t k neering, Inc. has announced that the 

| small nickel-copper occurences near /\narak second unit is scheduled for completion in 
: (east of Isfahan) and in northwestern Iran. early 1968. The first unit has a designed 

| ens mnineted norshycy en ee nden capacity of 20,000 tons per year of 18- to 

| ‘ en 42-inch pipe. Startup problems, however, 
| tified in south-central Iran and at yearend prevented production from reaching this 
| 1967 three occurences were being studied. capacity. The second unit, planned for 

| The most advanced project involves the completion in 1968 is scheduled to produce 
| Sar Chashmeh deposits (110 kilometers , 5,000 tons per year of 6- to 16-inch pipe. 

! southwest of Kerman), where the Kerman The plant is being financed by Torrance 

entered into. a joint exploration and and the National Tranian Oil Company. 
| . Jom" h P Trani b Plans for the construction of an inte- 
| examination venture with an eB s a grated steel mill, to be built under a 1965 
: sidiary of Selection Trust, Lid., a nll Soviet-Iranian agreement of intent, were 
| company: The appraisal work which wi finalized and approved by both Govern- 
| be carried out at Selection Trust’s expense ments in 1967. The plant, will be 43 

sho we take 2 yt at Ore : TPSETVeS 30 kilometers southwest of Isfahan and will 
initially evaluated at a minimum 0 have an initial annual capacity to produce 

! million tons of 1.5 percent copper with the bes een 500,000 and 600,000 tons of steel 
| possibility that deposits could measure as ingot and 350,000 tons of rolled products. 
| much as 300 million tons averaging nH Production is expected to begin in 1971. 
| percent Copper. Successful exploration ws A second phase of construction will double 
| 

| pe jovowee by open pe nentetin, a ene the capacity. All ancillary equipment and 
| © ? tons per day. tentative P facilities built in the first stage will be able 
| are to establish smelting facilities in the to accommodate the expansion. Iron ore 

| area for the production of blister copper.” 1 be obtained from the Chogard deposit 
| The two other principal copper projects 16 yijometers northeast of Bafq in central 
| are the deposits at Mid ouk, 80 kilometers Iran. Reportedly this deposit has reserves 
| east of Rafs injan, being investiga ted by of 55 to 65 million tons of ore averaging 

| Parjam Muning Gomany, an traman an he from 58 to 62 percent iron occurring as 
| and the mineralized Py aio les of the of magnetite and nonmagnetic martite. A 
| Mining Compan Ys lI Vometers east Of small percentage of sulfur is present and 

! Sirjan in south-central tran. the phosphorus content is an estimated 0.3 
: Iron and Steel.—During 1967, Iran’s percent. Several other deposits of com- 
| first steel-rolling mill was completed near parable size and ore content occur in the 

| Ahwaz. Just prior to the completion of this area. . 
: 65,000-ton-per-year plant, the owner, The only known, large reserves of coking 

! Navard Iran Company, contracted to have coal in Iran are located about 500 kilo- 
: the builder construct an adjacent 85,000- meters east of the mill site in the Hodjedk 

ton-per-year plant. When the second unit area 50 kilometers northwest of Kerman. 
is completed (scheduled for March 1968) Work has begun on a rail line that will 
the mill will be capable of producing 150,- connect the coal mines with the steel plant 
000 tons per year of angles, sheets, rods, via the Bafq iron ore deposits. 
and strips, which should be worth about = —- 
$25 million and should save a comparable 3 Engineer and Mining Journal. V. 169, No. 
amount in foreign exchange each year. 5, May d thin Pov. 4, No. 1, January 1968, p. 
Equity in the Navard Iron Company is as_ 37,
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Lead and Zinc.—Recent exploration, fined products from Aladan. The former 
financed and implemented jointly by the was completed in 1966 and can handle 2 
Ministry of Economy, the United States million barrels daily. The latter, comp'eted 
Agency for International Development, and — in December 1967 at a cost of $50 million, 
in 1966 several private mining companies permits the export of up to 350,000 bar- 
raised the estimate of known lead-zinc ore __rels daily of products from Abadan re- 
reserves at four mines from 5 million tons finery. Abadan products, which previously 
containing 28 percent combined lead-zinc  transited the Shatt al Arab in Iraq, are now 
to 35 million tons containing 4 percent transported 95 kilometers to Bandar Mah 
lead and 11 percent zinc. The estimated  Shahr, through three 12-inch lines designed 
value of the new reserves, if upgraded to for lightweight fuels, and a 26-inch, heated 
marketable concentrates and based on 80- line for distillate and residual fuel oils. 
percent recovery, is $750 million. Govern- Storage _ is provided for 8 million barrels 
ment support encouraged mining activity and the port can handle tankers having 
so that lead and zinc ore exports rose from capacities no greater than 50,000 dead- 
45,737 tons in 1962 to 149,340 tons in weight tons. 
1965.4 In accordance with a December 1966 

agreement, the Consortium reliquished in 
MINERAL FUELS March 1967 three parcels of the Agreement 

at a . Area totaling 25,069 square miles (64,929 
1967 increased 28. percent over that for square kilometers), reducing the area by 1966 owing mainly to additional field percent. Une parcel is in the northwest 
development by the Consortium (Iranian Part of the Agreement Area rear the NIOC. 

| Oil Exploration and Producing Company Nate Sra nee ihe h, nd in the nen 
and Iranian Oil Refining Company) which P@T) an © re an te southwest, . 
accounted for 95 percent of the 1967 total. north of Bandar Abbas. . 
The remainder was produced by IPAC At the end of 1966 it was announced 
(Iran Pan-American Oil Company), chtweight conde Agha ena pads) an 
SIRIP (Société Irano-Italiénne des Pet- * | roles), and NIOC (National Iranian Oil the state-owned NIOc for barter sale to 

Compan) Pas Paropean count, The S-ycar agree. Consortium.— O j i | . to explore hog od ie The a ceam continued average 80,000 barrels per day. Deliveries . 
with geophysical surveys and the drilling Were to start in 1967 and are scheduled to 
of 10 exploration wells totaling 72,695 feet reach ee Parrels per aay by 1971 ° 
of hole. Two relatively large fields, Chesh- a ddinor. and repair, including the ex. 
meh K il im wo . eqs >, : smaller ‘folds, Pare eee Sucangent pansion of facilities to increase the use of 
were discovered during the year. In addi- "4%r al gas as r efinery fuel. These and tion, 24 development wells were drilled Previous installations have served to reduce 
having a total footage of 178,733. Most of liquid fuel use from about 6,000 barrels 
th development work was in the Marun daily in the late 1950's to 51 barrels per 
and Bibi Hakimeh fields, which together day in 1967. The Abadan refinery and the 
were responsible for most of the increases Aruba plant in Netherlands West Indies, in crude oil production during 1967. Agha each with capacities of 460,000 barrels per 
Jari remained the principal producing field day at yearend 1967, were the world’s in 1967 with 37 percent of output: Gach largest. Abadan throughput in 1967 aver- 
Saran remained second with 27 percent, agen 88 Consent ia 
followed by Bibi Hakimeh 9 ercent, Oo Aruba. € Xo > Ahwaz 7 percent, Marun 6 percent, and 11 build a $50 million natural gas liquefac- 
other fields 14 percent. tion plant at Bandar Mah Shahr for 

A major achievement during the year NIOC. A pipeline to be built from the 
was the completion of the huge Cham pro- Gach Saran field will cross the Agha Jari 
ject whereby Kharg Island became the field. 
principal crude oil export port and Bandar ~9=——-——-—— os 
Mah Shahr the facility for exporting re- of thonian caendar year beginning March 21
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Table 4.—Iran: Summary of petroleum exports (Consortium) 

(Thousand 42-gallon barrels) 

Products 
Year Crude oil Products 1 Total as percent 

of total 

1968__.._.-_-.-..---------------------- 388 , 404 F 102,589 tr 490 ,993 r21 
1964__.___.--.-_-- eee ++ -- 460 ,273 = 100,531 t 560, 804 r18 
1965_____.---.-_---_-_- ~~~ eee 508 , 854 101,660 610,514 17 
1966__.____---------------e------------ 887, 687 102,392 690, 029 15 
1967 P__. e+ 739 , 800 103 , 800 843 , 600 12 

P Preliminary. t Revised. 
1 Includes international bunkers. 

NIOC.—Exploration consisted of geo- products sold were supplied by the Abadan - 
physical surveying near the Caspian Sea refinery; the remainder were from the 
and drilling in the Gorgan, Giian, and Masjid Soleyman, Naft-e Shah, and Ker- 
Moghan areas. Soviet technicians, which manshah plant. The latter is scheduled for 
performed and evaluated seismic work for expansion and rehabilitation. A new 40,- 
NIOC in Iranian waters of the Caspian 000-barrel-per-day refinery ‘is planned for 
Sea, announced that the area contains the Shiraz. 
world’s largest oil reserves.> It was rumored In response to the availabality of royalty 
that a French drilling company under oil for barter sale to East European 
contract to NIOC struck commercial re- countries, NIOC has concluded contracts 
serves in northwestern Iran. Production with Rumania and Bulgaria. Rumania 
at Naft-e Shah, the only field NIOC owns called for the delivery of an. average of 
and operates independent of private inter- 24,000 barrels daily of crude during 1968- 
ests, averaged 7,780 barrels per day in 70. No oil has been shipped to either 
1967, up 3 percent from 1966 production. country, primarily because closure of the 

The NIOC Tehran refinery was in the Suez Canal increased tanker costs such 
final stages of construction at yearend. The that sales have not been economically ) 

plant, which will be able to produce a feasible. 
full range of products other than lubri- NIOC also participates in offshore 

cants, will have major processing units as Persian Gulf exploration as a 30 percent 
follows: | owner of six companies, two of which have 

found oil. The Sassan field, found in 1965 
Capacity by Lavan Petroleum Company (LAPCO), . 
ber day) is expected to start production in 1968. 

Atmospheric distillation. 85,000 omer pred yen installations and d an 
Vacuum distillation..... 40,000 ‘mile, 22-inch pipeline trom the Held to 
Naphtha hydrotreating.. 10,500 Lavan Island are nearing completion. Pro- 
Reforming............. 12,500 _ duction capacity is expected to reach 200,- 
Hydrocracking......... 14,400 000 barrels per day. In 1967, an explora- 
Thermal cracking....... 16,000 tory well drilled by LAPCO made another 

discovery 105 kilometers northwest of 
Feedstock for the plant will be Ahwaz  Sassan field. Iranian Marine International 
crude (33.2° API) or a mixture (37.1° Oil Company (IMINOCO) has also car- 
API) of Ahwaz crude and topped crude ried out exploratory drilling in the Persian 
from the Masjid Soleyman topping plant. Gulf and has reportedly struck oil. The 
Feedstock will be supplied through the four remaining companies that have con- 
16/20-inch, 80,000-barrel-per-day Ahwaz- tinued offshore exploration activities are 
Tehran line, which was completed in 1966 Dashestan Offshore Petroleum Co. (DOP- 

| and is temporarily being used for fuel oil CO), Iranian Offshore Petroleum Co. 
transport to Tehran. (IROPCO), Farsi Petroleum Co. (F.P.C.), 

As in the past, NIOC is the only distri- and Persian Gulf Petroleum Co. (PE- 
butor and marketer of petroleum products. GUPCOQO). 
In 1967 petroleum consumption rose to | 
nearly 48 million barrels, 15 percent more S Newsletter. National Iranian Of Co 
than in 1966. Nearly 70 percent of the March 1967, p.9 man mpany:
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At the close of 1966, the Iranian Parlia- Production facilities have an inita] capacity 
ment approved a contract signed between of 25,000 barrels per day, easily expandable 
NIOC and Entreprise de Recherches to 50,000 barrels per day. | 
dActivités Pétroliéres (ERAP), a French Exploration which resulted in the dis- 
Government company. It is essentially a covery of the Esfandiar and Ferdowsi fields 
service contract, whereby ERAP finances in 1966 continued in 1967. Both of these 
exploration at its own risk in exchange fields are on or near the Persian Cult 
for the right to purchase part of produc- median line. 
tion if oil is found. ERAP will be entitled SITRIP.—Output from Bahregansar, the 
to purchase 35 to 45 percent of the oil lone producing field of this firm, averaged 
produced for 25 years at cost price plus 2 20,925 barrels per day in 1967, compared. 
percent plus the taxes, which will be cal- with 23,821 barrels daily in 1966. Produc- 
culated on the basis of real prices. The tion declined because of field reservoir 
contract covers approximately 20,000 conditions. Noruz field, discovered by 
square kilometers offshore and 200,000 SIRIP in 1966, 80 kilometers southwest of 
square kilometers onshore. Reportedly the Bahregansar, is expected to yield about 50,- 
first well drilled in the offshore areas 000 barrels per day when it begins pro- 

found oil. duction. 

IPAC.—Production averaged 99,499 bar- 
rels per day in 1967, 57 percent more than Natural Gas.—Iran is fourth in the 
in 1966. Most of the increase reflects the world and first in the Middle East in na- 
commencement of production from Cyrus tural gas reserves, estimated at 110 tril- 
field during April 1967. This field, which lion cubic feet.® Essentially all natural gas 
is 84 kilometers west of Kharg Island in produced is dissolved gas brought to the 

, the Persian Gulf, joins Darius as the surface by necessity in solution with the 
second IPAC field. Production facilities at crude oil produced. Although most of the 
Cyrus consist of six producing wells, seven natural gas produced (93 percent in 1967) 
crude transfer lines, a production platform, is flared, vented, or otherwise wasted, the 
a moored tanker for storage purposes, and Iranian Government, through NIOC, has 
loading facilities for incoming tankers. taken positive steps to reduce this waste. 

Table 5.—Iran: Natural gas production and disposal 1 

. (Million cubic feet) 

eee 
Year Production Consumption Used ? then flared Flared 

ee 
19638____.. 2 eee 367,115 40 , 884 68,289 257, 942 
1964_____.- eee 415,345 42,102 80 , 383 292 , 860 
1965____.-_.-- eee 509 , 883 43 ,423 80 ,258 368 , 202 
1966____.2 22 eee 632 ,456 48,957 TT, 716 505, 783 
1967____..______.-_--_-_-__--_...... 7097238 51,784 e 89,700 e 567,754 

ee 

© Estimate based on 10 months data. 
1 Data are for the Consortium and NIOC: In 1967, NIOC production was an estimated 2,826 million cubic 

feet, of which 30 percent was consumed and 70 percent flared. 
2 Used expansively to drive turbines and then flared. 

In 1966 the Government of Iran and the the fields will supply Iranian towns near 
U.S.S.R. concluded a barter agreement the trunk line, through 490 kilometers of 
calling for the export of Iranian natural spur lines. Deliveries to Iranian towns are 
gas to the U.S.S.R. Iran will supply gas to reach 220 billion cubic feet annually by 
for 15 years, beginning in 1970 at 230 1977. It was agreed that NIOC build the 
billion cubic feet annually during the first line from the fields to Saveh in central 
year and increasing progressively to 380 Iran and that the U.S.S.R. build the re- 
billion cubic feet in the sixth and following maining 615 kilometers of line from Saveh 
years. The gas will be suppied via a_ to the frontier at Astara. A consortium of 
1,100-kilometer trunk line, 40/42 inches in West European banks will lend NIOC 
diameter, and capable of transporting 1.4 $220 million for its portion. The U.S.S.R. 
million cubic feet of gas per day from the  —-———— 
southwest fields. Some of the gas leaving 25. vo67 ees Journal. V. 65, No. 52, Dee.
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is extending credit equivalent to $286 mil- struction of a petrochemical plant on 

lion to cover the portion they will build Kharg Island during July 1967. The plant 

and the construction of a steel mill and is scheduled to go on stream in early 1969 

machinery plant near Isfahan. and will be capable of producing 180,000 

It was announced in 1967 that the Na- tons of elemental sulfur and 2 million bar- 

tional Petrochemical Company, a wholly  rels of liquefied petroleum gases per year. 

owned NIOC subsidiary, will participate The largest of the three plants is being 

jointly with three foreign chemical com- built at Bandar Shahpur by Shahpur 

panies in separate petrochemical ventures. Chemical company (50 percent Allied 

All three plants will use natural gas as Chemical Corporation). The installation 

feedstock and together will require an in- will be capable of producing 500,000 tons 

vestment of $250 million. When completed, of sulfur, 300,000 tons of ammonia, 500,- 

these three projects, together with the 000 tons of sulfuric acid, and 150,000 tons 

completed Shiraz plant, will bring to a of phosphoric acid. The third project (26 

total of four the plants in Iran producing percent B. F. Goodrich Company) will be 

chemicals from natural gas. built at Abadan and will produce 54,000 

Kharj Petrochemical Company (50 per- tons of plastics and other chemicals per 

cent Amoco International) began con- year.





The Miner ustry O e Mineral Industry of Iraq © 

| By James A. West* and John R. Lewis’ 

The economy of Iraq is dominated by Iraqi National Oil Company (INOC), a 
petroleum; thus, as 1966-67 was an un- government entity, for exploratory drilling 
settled period for the domestic petroleum and further development. A new version 
industry, the country experienced a deter- of INOC was created by Law 123 in 
iorating financial stability although avoid- September 1967, and protests over the ex- 
ing a major economic setback. Crude oil propriations from the companies involved 
pipelines of the Iraq Petroleum Com-_ and by their home nations were denied by 
panies group (IPC) transit neighboring the Government. In early October 1967, 
Syria and deliver up to 900,000 barrels of Iraq’s press reported that the INOC had 
Iraqi crude oil daily to Mediterranean ex- taken over all equipment and installations 
port terminals. In December 1966, Syria at the prolific North Rumaila oilfield in 
seized these pipelines, closing off this major southern Iraq and that henceforth the 
export route until March 1967. Again, INOC would launch a developmental pro- 
during June 1967, these lines were closed gram. It was apparent that interests not 
as a backlash of the Arab-Israeli war. In yet operating in Iraq were encouraged by | | 
spite of accelerated shipments by the pipe- events to seek participation in development 
line during the latter half of 1967, as well of the nation’s oil resources. A desire to : 
as between March and June, and a dou-- develop a closely coordinated Arab oil 
bling of the movement of oil through policy so as to become more competitive 
Iraq’s Persian Gulf facilities, total annual in world petroleum markets also began to 
crude oil production was reduced 11.8 appear. 
percent below the 1966 level. _ During 1966 and 1967, exploitation of 

Normally, direct oil payments constitute other minerals was limited to salt, cement, 
about 80 percent of the ordinary Iraqi natural bitumen, ceramic and minor con- — 
Government revenue and export earnings. struction raw materials. During this period, 
The denial of export routes, sometimes af- the Government initiated several actions 
fecting as much as two-thirds of the na- designed to encourage diversification of 
tional production, resulted in a decrease Iraq’s mineral potential. In May 1966, 
in direct oil payments to $339.6 million in the Council of Ministers established a 
1967 from the record $394 million in Directorate of Minerals and Geological 
1966. The situation was somewhat relieved Survey within the Ministry of Oil whose 
by sizable advance royalty payments by purpose was to carry out nonoil mineral 
IPC to the Iraq Government. exploration and research. ‘Thereafter, the 

On the domestic scene, the petroleum Ministry of Oil announced existence of 
industry operated in an uncertain atmos- deposits of elemental sulfur and _ phos- 
phere originating in 1961 when the Iraqi phate rock in the Mosul areas as well as 
‘Government ordered relinquishment of 99.5 in other parts of Iraq. A British sulfur 
percent of the oil concessions held by the company was engaged to serve as a Ccon- 
IPC group. By June 1965, an agreement sultant, and foreign firms were invited to 

in principle between the Government and submit exploitation proposals. Almost a 

me ve ae Whi announced, ee uy dozen U.S. firms, plus others from France, 
e end o is settlement had no . : been ratified by Iraq’s Council of Ministers. Rumania, and Lebanon, expressed interest 

On August 6, ee ne ira Govern- eres specialist, Near East-Africa, Division 
ment promuigate aw allocating ex- or internationa ALIVItIES. 

propriated acreage to the reconstituted biome Pe gam. eneineer, Division of Interna- 
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in the sulfur. No decision as to which offer Kirkuk sulfur extraction plant went 
would be accepted had been made by year- _ forward. 
end 1967. Meanwhile, construction of the - | 

PRODUCTION . 

Traq’s crude oil output reached a new average of 1,221,400 barrels. In both years, 
high in 1966, averaging 1,384,900 barrels Iraq ranked eighth among world crude oil 
daily. However, intermittent successive producing nations, fourth among the 
pipeline closures in late 1966 and during Middle East countries, and accounted for 
1967 resulted in a reduction to a daily 4 percent of world crude output. 

: Table 1.—Iraq: Production of mineral commodities 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
—_———). $e 

. Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
Ss Ss 

Nonmetals: . 
Cement.__.._......_.._thousand tons_. 941 1,092 1,285 1,342 e 1,600 
Gypsum ¢___ 2222 do____ 500 500 500 . 500 ~ §00 
Salt__..-.-..-...-.-.---..-..__-do___- 31 e 27 e 60 e 60 e 60 

Mineral fuels: Petroleum: . 
Crude__...__thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 422,581 461,961 1482,461 2505,428 3445,821 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline____.-..--......._.do____ 2,315 2,586 2,703 2,699 e 2,700 
Kerosine and jet fuel__._..__do___. 3,228 3,958 4,049 3,697 € 3,800 
Distillate fuel oil. .........__do____ 3,110 3,943 4,472 . 5,326 e §,500 
Residual fuel oil__.._.__...__do___- 6, 796 7,732 8,565 5,691 e 6,000 
Lubricants and other___._.._do___- e 681 618 544 e 550 e 550 Asphalt__._._.._..-..----..do__-. © 226 180 79 = 67 e 450 
Liquefied petroleum gas______do___- 34 48 e 60 e 60 e 60 

- Refinery fuel and loss___..._.do____ 989 1,595 e 722 NA e 1,200 
ree eran 

e Estimate. NA Not available. 
1 Includes an estimate of 5 million barrels from Government-operated Naft Khaneh and Quayara fields. 
2 Includes 2,641,000 barrels from Government-operated Naft Khaneh and Quayara fields. 
§ Includes an estimate of 2,372,500 barrels from Government-operated Naft Khaneh and Quayara fields. 

TRADE | 

Iraqi trade data are not available for heavy role of petroleum in the country’s 
1966; however, oil and cement are the only exports, is as follows: . 
significant exports. Information from non- — WH esesesesssSsS—S—sFsesesesesFsSsS—C—CsS3S;CC 
official sources indicates that the value of Value Mineral 
oil imports decreased in 1967 to $821 mil- | (million dollars) = com- _ 

e eqye : “We —_——_—_——————- modities lion, $44 million below the $865 million Mineral Total share 

recorded in 1966 and about equal to the menos trade ore) 
1965 value. Cement exports were valued at | 
$6.6 million in 1965 and increased to $8.4 Exports: } 
million in 1966. 1964._._....__. 794 840 94.5 

; 1965__.._______ 829 882 94.0 _ Virtually all metals and nonmetals are 196600072222. 939 93:0 
imported. Imports in 1966 were probably imports: 
about the same as those of 1965, when the 1364 ----------- 30 ret a3 
major items consisted of almost 200,000 1966...__...... e40 493 8.1 

i ; Trade balance: tons of iron and steel, about 2,500 tons of 164 agg 427 xX 
aluminum, and a few hundred tons of cop- 1965.._____..__ 792 431 xXx 
per with lesser quantities of lead, zinc, tin, 1966_--_------. 1 833 446 XX 
and other metals. Imports of chemical. ©£3°—-OOOOOOO,_— 

“1° e Estimate. XX Not applicable. 
fertilizers appear to have moved upward 1 Adjusted due to estimate of 1966 imports. 
to 15,000 tons in 1966 compared with 
approximately 10,000 tons in 1965. A The volume of Iraqi exports of petro- 
comparison of mineral trade related to leum in 1967 was 424,600,000 barrels com- 
total commodity trade, indicating the pared with 491,700,000 in 1966 and 459,-
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364,000 barrels in 1965. Destinations were Imports of petroleum have been mostly 
probably to Europe 76 percent, Far East lubricants. With recently added lubricant 
11 percent, Western Hemisphere 7 percent, production facilities, it is likely that 
and Africa 6 percent, although individual imports were lower than the 20,000 barrels 
destinations were not available. received in 1965. 

COMMODITY REVIEW | 

METALS began construction in 1966-67 of Iraq’s 
. first chemical fertilizer plant near Basra 

Traq’s mineral economy has no import- at Abu al-Khusaib. Using natural gas 
ant metallic sector. A proposed iron and piped to it from the nearby Rumaila 

steel plant, under study since the early oilfields, and sulfur supplied by the new 
1960’s, has been abandoned as infeasible. Kirkuk extraction plant, the facility will 

produce major quantities annually of am- 
NONMETALS monia, urea, ammonium sulfate and _ sul- 

Cement.—The nationalized cement in- furic acid. It is scheduled for completion 

dustry, operating under the General Estab- during 1969-70. Until then, Iraq con- 
lishment for Industry, expanded output at tinues to import her chemical fertilizer 
its six plants during 1966 to 96 percent of needs in annually increasing quantities. 
their combined rated capacity of 1,400,000 There are low-grade phosphate ores 
tons per year. On July 6, it was announced located in Iraq’s western desert near 
that installed capacity would be expanded Ramadi, close to the Jordanian bor der. 
by 200,000 tons per year in order to meet Although there was some interest exhibited 

a strong export demand for Iraqi cement by firms whose main objective was the 
from the Persian Gulf area. By late 1967, adjacent sulfur deposits, little positive ac- 
another proposed expansion, involving con- tion can be reported during 1966-67. 

struction of a new plant in the Basra area, Sulfur.—In recent years, Soviet-assisted 

fon to. 2, millon. tons annually. ‘This 1s Goverment explortion, hs Prove . . u 
would cone a steady upward trend to total between 100 million and 250 mil- 
he sen i 063 and “1067, Exports mainly to lion exploitable tons. Some deposits are 

Persian Gulf countries, likewise have remotely [peated in are Geert wa ile ones : 

eat sen during the period Tage jarcunrly promising and highsrade wl 
. . fur deposit, at Mishraq, appeared the most 

makes it much in demand. likely candidate for early development. 
Ceramic Materials—The Ramadi cera- American technicians favor use of the 

mics factory, a project begun in 1965, con- Frasch (hot water) method of extraction. 
tinued development under an assistance By the close of 1967, no positive disposition 
agreement between the Iraqi Government had been made of the offers from several 

and the U.S.S.R. Japanese engineering con- foreign firms. ; ; 
sultants were overseeing the work. De- Meanwhile, construction _ continued 
signed to use locally available dolomite and throughout 1966-67 on the Kirkuk sulfur 
other raw materials, the plant will cost Plant where startup of the $27 million 
around $7 million. It will produce utility facility is expected in 1968. Four hundred 
and sanitary ware, wall tile and refractory persons will be employed. About 100,- 
bricks; about 60 percent of its output will 000 tons of elemental sulfur will be ex- 

be glazed clay pipe. Total output is ex- tracted annually from the sour natural 

pected to be about 34,000 tons per year. gases of the Kirkuk oilfield of northern 
Also at Ramadi, a $15.4 million glass Iraq. Plant output will go to chemical 

factory, employing about 1,200 people, will fertilizers and to pulp and paper fabrica- 
use indigenous raw materials to produce tion plants near Basra. A proposed syn- 
glass products. Construction began in 1966. thetic textile industry also is expected 

Fertilizer Materials—A team of Jap- to become a big user of the output from 

anese, French, and American contractors the sulfur plant.
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MINERAL FUELS southern Iraq, and to conduct exploration 
: | - | in reas in northern 

Petroleum and Natural Gas.—At the Iraq. in unproven a 

Close of 1967, Iraq’s proved crude oil “Throughout 1966 and 1967, the Iraqi 
reserves had begun to reflect the morator- Government continued to delay ratifica- 
ium on exploration and development of tion of an agreement with the IPC group 

| several years’ standing. Reported ® reserves covering IPC’s concession areas. This has 
had dipped from about 25 billion barrels stalled IPC’s own development program. 
in 1965 to 23.5 billion barrels, a drop in During 1966-67, laws were passed reac- 
Iraq’s share of world reserves from nearly tivating, strengthening and expanding the 
7 percent in 1965 to about 5.2 percent dormant Iraq National Oil Co. (INOC). 
by 1967. Crude production only averaged A nine-man National Oil Experts Com- 
1,221,400 barrels daily in 1967, a reduc- mittee was formed to act as a permanent 
tion of about 12 percent, due to interrup- government advisory group and to put new 
tions in pipeline shipments. life into INOC. 

Again in 1966-67, the IPC group con- All refineries and internal marketing 
tinued to produce almost all of Traq’s are run by the Government’s oil depart- 
crude oil. Drastic regional adjustments in ments, During 1966-67, certain expansion 

production were made in 1967. By yearend projects went forward. Enlargement of the 
1966, output of the two southern Iraqi Daura refinery from 50,000 barrels daily 
fields, Rumaila and Zubair, was expanded to 75,000 to 80,600 barrels daily was 

rapidly in an effort partially to offset the completed. A lubricant plant at the same 
effect of the pipeline shutdown in reducing location was also under expansion, as was 
output in the northern fields. This situation a hydrogen desulfurization plant. A pipe- 
continued well into 1967. Small quantities line loop to increase crude delivery to the 

of crude were produced by the Govern- expanded refinery was completed. Work 
ment at Naft Khaneh and Guayara for lo- was in progress on dual natural and 

cal consumption through government chan- liquefied gas pipelines from Kirkuk to Bag- 
nels. The IPC group exported all oil from hdad which would supply natural gas to 
Iraq in both 1966 and 1967 In overall op- the capital city and liquefied petroleum 
erations, IPC employs around 16 000 per- gas (LPG) toa bottling plant. In a further 
sons, 69 percent of whom work in Iraq and effort to keep pace with Iraq’s petroleum 

the remainder in Syria and Lebanon. product needs, a new refinery is scheduled 
Exploration for new oil was suspended for completion at Basra in southern Iraq 

in 1961, However, late in 1967, Iraq ef- 5. 1970. This facility will have between 
fected agreements with France’s Entre- 24,000 and 30,000 barrels per day capacity. prise de Recherches et d’Activities Petro- Still another refinery, at or near Mosul, is 

lieres (ERAP) which should _ allow being planned to be onstream by 1974 or 
exploration and subsequent development of 1975, 
some 6,700 square miles of assorted virgin Offers by foreign firms to construct a 

acreage in southern Iraq. Three of the natural gas pipeline from the northern 
blocks are onshore and a fourth is off- Iraq oilfields to Istanbul in Turkey were shore in the Persian Gulf. Also, Iraq and under study at the close of 1967. 
the Soviet Union concluded an agreement | 

in principle that provides for Soviet as- 3 Qil and Gas Journal. V. 65, No. 52, Dec. sistance to drill wells in proved areas of 97, 1987. p. 118. ° , ,



The Mineral Industry of Israel 

By Walter C. Woodmansee * 

Israel’s mineral industry made notable a slowdown in 1966, and to correct 1m- 
advances during 1967, although the war balances resulting from former rapid 
in June caused temporary production cut- growth. In June 1967 exports were 30 per- 
backs and delays in plans. Total value of cent lower than in June 1966, largely due 
mineral and metal production is not avail- to a decline in shipments of cut and 
able, but mines and quarries reportedly polished diamond. 
accounted for 2.5 percent of a $2 billion Ambitious plans were made for the man- 

total industrial output.” The gross na- facture of chemicals and fertilizers, 
tional product at current prices was $3.45 utilizing the large mineral-supply base in | 
billion. potash and phosphate that exists in Israel. 

In 1966 the Government adopted 4 All major chemical companies were merged 
framework for economic policy during to form a new parent company. 

1967 and 1968. Aims were to reduce the . . | . . 
es 7 OS . Other projects still under consideration 

deficit in balance of payments by restoring Te 
. were a waterway through Israel from Eilat 

a steady, 20 percent annual growth in in- | | . 
. . . . on the Gulf of Aqaba to the Mediter- 

dustrial exports including the minerals 7 . 
: > ranean and a hydroelectric powerplant 

and metals sectors, to reduce unit labor . . 
ye bordering the Dead Sea that will use 

costs, and to redirect investment and em- Medi } 5 The G 

ployment to exporting industries. Several editerranean water. T e Government 
export incentives were adopted. approved a major oil pipeline, capacity 

The June war disrupted plans to re- 140 to 150 million barrels per year, from 

structure the economy, which had suffered _ Eilat to Ashkelon on the Mediterranean. 

, PRODUCTION | : 

Output data for 1967 were not available planned for development. Major expan- 

for some mineral commodities, but the sion programs continued at Dead Sea 

industry was undoubtedly affected ad- Works Ltd. (DSW), where potash, salt, 

versely by the June war and its aftermath. and bromine are produced, and at the 

- Production of copper, cement, potash, Oron phosphate works. Other chemical 

phosphate, and crude oil were reduced. and fertilizer projects were in progress. 

Reduction of building industry activity, 

where new starts fell nearly 50 percent, 1 Physical scientist, Division of International 
i . Activities. . resulted in a lower demand for cement. ctivities. abassy, Tel Aviv, Israel. Annual Min- 

Other sectors were affected by reduc eral Industry Report—1967. State Department 
. } - irgram A-7 pr. >. pp. labor forces during and following the con irgram Av186. APT Aviv, lsrad. State De 

ict. ; , partment Airgram A-T11, Mar. 26, Vet) 8 Pp. 
ere necessary, Israell pounds ave 

Although mineral output was ower, been converted at the rate of £13 = $1. The 
major sectors of the mineral industry Israeli pound was devalued to £13.5 = $1 on 

i i . ov. 19, 1967. planned or continued expansion programs 23,19, 1967. sist. V. 85, No. 662, Sept. 14, 

A new copper deposit. at Timna was 1967, pp. 542, 544. 
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Table. 1—Israel: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
NG 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: 
Copper, cement, 70 to 80 percent Cu_._._ 110,300 e 9,700 e 10,000 10,349 9,464 
Steel, ingots and semimanufactures 

thousand tons__ 83 83 84 84 e 84 
Nonmetals: 

Bromine: 
' KElemental____.-_-_-----.--_-_.__.) 2 941! er 4,500 er 7,600 er 7,100 6,320 

Compounds-_--__.-_-_-.-_-__---___} ’ i NA e 3,200 er 3,200 1,853 
Cement._...__..__.._.__thousand tons__ 1,022 1,098 1,260 1,168 805 
Clays, all types-__-_.__--._._.__...... 27,802 ©80,000 +*89.412 41,272 110,884 
Gypsum ¢______________thousand tons__ 104 110 110 85 90 
Lime ¢______._-- 2 do 100 110 130 75 80 
Marble ¢___.____thousand cubic meters__ 7 7 7 6 6 
Phosphate rock, beneficiated 

thousand tons_.- 300 240 388 r 650 © 600 
Potash salts (KCl), 61 percent KO 

do__ e190 256 481 508 492 
Salt___- 22-222 ee _dol___ 52 43 55 r 58 57 
Silica sand___.______.-__________do___. e 50 e 40 e 50 32 35 
Stone, mainly limestone ¢ 

thousand cubic meters__ 2,000 2,000 1,500 1,200 1,200 
Mineral fuels: , 

Peat....___....__..____thousand tons_- 12 14 15 20 e 20 
Petroleum: 

Crude_._._-thousand 42-gallon barrels __ 1,091 1,440 1,469 r1,359 956 
Gas, natural_______million cubic feet__ . 366 1,069 2,705 3,562 3,859 

Refinery products: . —_ re 
Gasoline 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_. 2,672 2,948 3,483 4,055 NA 
Kerosine__.____.__.____do____ 1,884 © 2,333 r1,729 2,017 NA 
Distillate fuel oil___._____do____ 5,433 5,500 t 7,286 6,685 NA 
Residual fuel oil__.____._do____ 7,379 8,700 T 8,028 9,539 NA 
Other__.__._2_________.do____ NA 478 t 2,063 2,394 990 

Total________________do____ 17,368 19,959 * 22,539 24,690 NA 
eee 

e Estimate. t Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Exports. 

_ TRADE 

Gem diamond remained the most valu- ($6.8 million); aluminum, $6.1 million 
able mineral trade commodity. During ($4.9 million); petroleum refinery pro- 
1966, the latest year for which complete ducts, $5.5 million ($8.1 million) ; and sul- 
trade data were available, imports of rough _ fur, $3.2 million ($1.6 million). 
diamond were valued at $138.9 million The relation of mineral commodity 
compared with $110.7 million in 1965, and trade to total trade during 1965-66 was 
exports of cut and polished diamond were _ as follows: 
$189.5 million compared with $153.7 mil- 
lion in 1965. Data on transactions of crude =————---_ 

oil an e ne roducts are Value Mineral 
. d petroleum . refi ty Pprocu (thousand dollars) commod- incomplete. Other significant export values ities? 
for mineral commodities in 1966 were as Mineral Total share of 
foll 1965 1 . theti commod- trade total ollows ( values given parenthetic- ities 1 (percent) 
ally): Copper, including scrap, $17.4 mil- 2 
lion ($11.7 million) ; potash, $12.7 million Exports: 

13.6 million); phosphat 4.4 million 1965__-.-- 201,173 429,147 46.9 ($ million) ; phosphate, $4.4 milli 1966__-___ 284,080 503/281 46.5 ($2.9 million) ; and iron and steel, includ- Imports: 
ing scrap, $3.0 million ($2.6 million). 1965__-_.. 255,204 885,487 30.5 

. . . 1966______ 279 ,282 832 ,588 33.5 Following diamond, the major 1966 ‘rade balance: 

mineral commodity imports were as follow 1965.__-.. —54,031 —406,290 XX ty imp . 1966______ —45/202 —329'3807 XX 
(1965 values given parenthetically) : 

Crude petroleum, $53.0 million . il- 
ii ru J P »$ L $4 7" $45.5 mi XX Not applicable. 
ion) ; iron and steel, $41.8 million ($55.0 1 Includes only those commodities listed in tables 

milli r, $11.0 millio . il- 2 and 3 of this chapter. 
. lion )3 coppe ? $ . 0 n ($8 9 ™ I Source: Statistical Office of the United Nations, 
lion); industrial diamond, $7.2 million wey York.
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Table 2.—Israel: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

a 

Metals: 
Aluminum and alloys, all forms. ---—_--- 1,682 1,914 Switzerland 597; Turkey 218; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 200. 
Copper and alloys, all forms__._.._..-. '17,098 22,5387 Spain erdls Netherlands 6,481; Japan 

046. 
Iron and steel: 

Slag_____--- eee eee 71,089 LL eee 
Serap.....-.__-._--------------- 1,273 1,071 West Germany 768; Belgium-Luxem- 

bourg 217. 
Semimanufactures___.._.__._____.-. 10,373 11,251 Bulgaria 4,105; Iran 1,741; Turkey 1,261. 

Lead and alloys, all forms.._.._._--_-- 399 314 West Germany 171; Belgium-Luxem- 
bourg 140. 

Tin, gscrap__.__-_-_------~-long tons__- 3 175 West Germany 158. 
Zine and alloys, all forms-_._.._.------ 385 718 Italy 865; Belgium-Luxembourg 212. 
Metallic oxides, lead_____...---------- 20 10 All to Netherlands. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasive materials, grinding stones- — - -_ 31 __----- 
Cement, portland and clinker_._-._.---- 159,316 177,563 Spain, 5 637180 ; Cyprus 30,648; Ghana 

Clay construction materials, brick- - - - -- 10) __--__- 
Fertilizer materials: 

Natural: Phosphate rock_._...._._. 308,096 423,496 Turkey 143,097; Italy 82,187; Yugoslavia 
71,781; Rumania 54,759. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous.__--.--.-------- ------- + 1,500 All to Cyprus. 

- Phosphatic-__--.-.---------- 2,206 1,500 Do. 
Potassic_..____._...._.._._.-. 891,472 878,170 Poland 147,150; United Kingdom 53,260; 

Italy 38,754. 7 
Ammonia_...._--..---.----------- 43 52 Greece 32; Argentina 10. 

Gem stones, precious and semiprecious: 
Diamond______-_thousand carats- _ 1,333 1,450 United States 525; Belgium 163; Nether- 

lands 182; Switzerland 131. 
Other__.__.__.-value, thousands- - $158 $261 NA. 

Gypsum_.___._-.-------------------- ------- 850 All to Sierra Leone. 
Lime__..____._-.-------------------- 574 722 Ivory Coast 427; Guinea 135. 
Marble__.._______--------------_---- 114 4 NA. 
Refractory materials: 

Clays. -..--..------------------- 3,142 3,692 West Germany 1,570; Netherlands 1,456. 
Brieck_________-_---------------- 1,083 4,167 Greece 3,303; West Germany 378. 

Salt__.-.__-____-__ eee 186 209 Nigeria 138; Malaysia 70. 
Soda, caustic_..-.._-.---------------- 976 249 Greece 207; Turkey 42. 
Sulfur________.-__-._---------------- 45 ______- 
Nonmetallic mineral manufactures, as- 12,786 7,356 Nigeria 2,755; West Germany 1,629. 

bestos cement. 
Chemical elements, n.e.s_--._-_.------- 3,115 2,253 United Kingdom 1,486; Hungary 447. 

Mineral fuels: 
Carbon black. _____._-__--------------- 3,565 3,031 Yugoslavia 1,336; Hungary 1,111. 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gaso” thousand 42-gallon barrels__ _ 3 2 Alito Turkey. 

ine. 
Other, mainly  .___....-..-do-_-- 6 4 Cyprus 2; Ethiopia 1. 

asphalt and bitumen. 

Total p____--.-----..---...-do-__.- 9 6 
nis 

P Preliminary. r Revised. NA Not available. 
, Principal source: Statistical Office of the United Nations, New York.
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Table 3.-——Israel: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 - 
ere 

Metals: 
. Aluminum and.alloys: 

Oxiae and hydroxide__.___________ 389 481 France 449. 
Serap_____ 2 231 220 France 126; Switzerland 40. 
Unwrought.._____________._____. 6,008 7,026 Switzerland 1,814; United States 1,741; 

France 1,200. 
Semimanufactures________________ 1,685 2,439 United Kingdom 878; France 366; 

Switzerland 249. Cadmium, unwrought._.__.____________ 4 _ 4 NA, 
Copper and alloys: i 
Matte__--_.2 2 eee Le 312 Hungary 209; Belgium-Luxembourg 102. All metallic forms._____._________. 8 , 842 9,044 United Kingdom 2,988; Italy 1,383; 

Austria 1,021. Gold, unworked orpartly troy ounces__ *20,384 27,185 United Kingdom P 23,277. worked. 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore and concentrate_.________ 201 _______ . 
Scrap____.2 2 1,804 — 418 NA. 
Slag______-- eee ~ eee 2 NA. 
Oxide and hydroxide__/___________ 306 241 West Germany 129; United Kingdom 42. Iron shot, grit, and powder________ 337 215 United Kingdom 128; West Germany 31. Pig iron and ferroalloys__....___.. 12,669 10,560 United Kingdom 5,614; West Germany 

Blooms, billets, slabs, ete__._.__... 109,211 47 ,654 West Germany 23,718; Hungary 15,252. Semimanufactures__-____.__...... 925,884 240 ,005 Italy 50,272; West Germany 42,949; 
United Kingdom 33,386; France 23,464. Lead and alloys: . 

Oxides___._____________ 694 589 France 513; United Kingdom 54. All metallic forms___._____________ 1,858 1,560 United Kingdom 829; United States 258; 
Netherlands 200. Magnesium, semimanufactures________ _ 16 10 United States 6; France 3. . Manganese: 

Ore and concentrate_____________. 250 ______e - Oxide___________________ 100 80 Japan 40. 
Mercury_____________76-pound flasks__ 290 348 Italy 174; United States 116. Nickel and alloys, all forms_______-____ 91 103. United Kingdom 45; Italy 28. Platinum, partly worked__troy ounces__ 8,841 4,855 United Kingdom P 643. Silver, un- . thousand troy ounces__ ™P 695 . FP 474 United Kingdom P 300; West Germany P worked or partly worked. 139. 
Tin and alloys: 

Oxide______.._____._.__long tons__ . 2 2 NA. 
All metallic forms_______.__do____ 137 145 United Kingdom 91; Netherlands 31. Titanium oxide__.._______.__-_.____.. 1,503 1,606 Finland 492; United Kingdom 367; 

Italy 235. 
Zine and alloys: 

Oxide_________.______ 602 374 France 177; Netherlands 118. All metallic forms._______________ 4,015 2,962 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,637; Poland 682. Metalliferous ores, n.e.s______________. 379 667 NA. 
Metallic compounds, inorganic, n.e.s____ 739 854 United Kingdom p 262; Netherlands P 184. Metals, n.e.s-_--_.____.________.._.___. 72 41 Netherlands P 26. Nonmetals: 
Abrasive materials: 

Corundun, artificial.__.__________ 345 270 France 124; West Germany 1138. Pumice and other natural abrasives_ 1,678 109 United States 73. 
Grinding stones value, thousands__ $107 $140 United States 41; West Germany 33. and wheels, 
Diamond, in- thousand carats__ 1,094 1,323 Belgium-Luxembourg 466; Ireland 141; dustrial, including bort. Netheriands 101. Asbestos________________.._._._____. 8,459 5,851 Canada 4,132; Republic of South Africa 

82. 
Barite__._.--_ 2 432 526 United States 400. Cement___.___-_-_2 8 11,384 12,533 Denmark 11,452. Chalk... 82 128 145 NA. 
Clay, kyanite, and smililar minerals_____ 21,419 15,867 United Kins dcm 7,602; Cyprus 2,800; 

Italy 1,649. Clay construction materials, brick, tile, 48,586 32,602 Italy 14,413; Japan 10,326. ete. 
Cryolite._...2 22-2. 12 111 Denmark 108. Diatomite___________._______ 196 349 United States 271. Dolomite_.__________________.. 35 101 NA. 
Feldspar__--___.____________.... 2,701 1,977 Norway 645; Italy 603; France 480. Fertilizer materials: 

Nitrogenous________________.___. 4,138 2,009 Austria P800; United Kingdom P745, Potassie_____..2-_-__- 95 1 NA. 
Other___.___- 2 10 14 NA. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Israel: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

a 

Nonmetals-——Continued 
Flint__....-.----.--.---------------- 181 647 NA. 
Fluorspar.....--...---------~-------- 930 ‘3823 NA. 
Gem stones, pre- thousand carats... '2,707 8,125 United Kingdom 1,752; United States 

cious, diamond. 426; Belgium-Luxembourg 397; Nether- 
lands 388. 

Graphite...__._....----------------- 42 46 NA. 
Gravel and crushed stone._-__....-.--- ------- 647 Italy 319. 
Gypsum.__.____._.----------~-------- 113 175 West Germany 101. 
Lime_.....-__.--_----------+-------- 122 80 NA. 
Magnesite.___.__-.-------------------  1™2,3814 1,299 Austria 1,046. 
Marbie and other building stone_______- 467 6 NA. 
Meerscnaum and amber.___...--------  ------- ‘187 All from Canada. 
Miea, unworked____.__.-------------- 187 124 United Kingdom 58. 
Quartz and quartzite___.--..-.-------- 374 500 Belgium-Luxembourg 360. 

Refractory materials, brick_.-..------- 2,379 1,045 Austria 266; United States 235; West 
Germany 228. 

Salt_..-. 2-2 eee 16 2386 NA. 
Sand__...____-__.------ +e -- 116 162 NA. 

- Soda, caustic._.....-_.--------------- 660 763 United Kingdom 261; Netherlands 184; 
Italy 120. . 

Sulfur in all forms: . 
Flemental.______.____.._-_------- 48,744 59,477 United States 54,207; Canada 4,943. 

Sulfuric acid_._....-.-.---------- 4,783 §,895 Sweden 6,078; Netherlands 3,806. 

Tale and steatite____..__-_-.---------- 1,577 1,480 France 548; Austria 303; Italy 200. 
Vermiculite.._...._.--.-------------- 464 ______.- 
Nonmetals, n.e.s__--_--------~-------- 9 73. West Germany 56; United States 11. 

Acids and compounds, nonmetallic, n.e.s_ 404 862 West Germany 341. 

Mineral fuels: 
Peat___.___.----._------------------ 249 748 United Kingdom 664. 

Carbon blaek______._.--------------- 1,880 502 United States 247; Netherlands 130. 

Coal______-_-_-------------+---------- 2,642 1,878 Switzerland 787; Greece 500. 

Coke and semicoke. -__.---.-.-------- 6,439 6,479 Italy 4,018; West Germany 1,755. 
Petroleum: ; 

-Crude thousand 42-gallon barrels.. © 17,000 © 19,000 Mainly from Iran. 

and partly refined. 

Refinery products: . . 

Residual fuel oil__.._..-do_-_-- 2,520 1,774 NA. 
Lubricants_______-----do___- r 125 r61 United Kingdom 9; United States 7. 

Wax and jelly_..._....-do___- r 33 28 United Kingdom 14; United States 7. 

Other____________._-.-do__-- 4 4 United Kingdom 1; United States 1. — 

Total____._____....-do____ 2,682 1,867 
Tar, pitch, and other crude chemicals 671 860 Urited Kingdom 231; United States 229; 

from coal, oil, and gas distillation. Netherlands 227. 

pS 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. r Revised. NA Not available. 
Principal source: Statistical Office of the United Nations, New York. | 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS copper content of ore produced in 1967 

. . was 1.1 percent. Exports during fiscal year 

Copper. roduction at Timna of ce 1968 (April 1, 1967 to March 31, 1968) 
vont ved aa conrarnns Pe os Oeste > were 9,300 tons, valued at $11 million. 

of 1 nO Ol 0 . D approximate out 8 0 Tate Under projected development plans cur- 

° t ? £ th ons. urns J une abou i] ato rent production costs of $931.40 per ton 

the ° 2 lorem WOF dt were calle t are expected to be reduced to $800 per ton. 
e . 

the mi orces, and § ey f equip iit tee Treatment plant capacity has been 

a e mune Hh as von ck “het, or muitary doubled, reaching 3,000 tons of ore per 

Once 4 93. vont at the are de pro- day. A sulfuric acid plant was commis- 

uce percent or the pianne outp ut sioned for which the U.S. Agency for 

for the year. Mine development and main- {nternational Development financed the 

tenance suffered during the emergency. loan. Ore is crushed, ground, and then 

Reserves have been expanded to 17.5. leached in sulfuric acid. Cement copper 

million tons of assured ore and 5 to 10 is precipitated by introducing scrap iron 

million tons of probable ore. The average into the solution.
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Development planning continued on a_ plants and the Haifa oil refinery. Total 
new ore body near the present operations. assets were about $300 million. A large 
The new ore body will be mined by under- research and development program was 

ground methods with entry probably by planned. Major companies included were 
vertical shaft. Chemicals and Phosphates Ltd., the 

Plans for construction of a refinery for Dead Sea Works, Israel Petrochemicals 
fire-refined copper were cancelled, mainly Enterprises Ltd., Arad Chemicals Ltd., 
because of the limited world market. Mine Haifa Refineries Ltd., and Haifa Chem- 
output was considered insufficient for con- icals Ltd. The combine has appointed 
struction of an electrolytic refinery. representatives to the boards of the sub- 

a . sidiary companies and has begun to form 
Iron and Steel.—A West German con- its own staff. Research, marketing, trans- 

sorttum comprising Mannesman A.G. and portation, and cosntruction plans will be 
_ August Thyssen Huette A.G. delivered nified. 

70,000 tons of steel sheet, valued at $12 
million, for the new Eilat-Ashkelon oil Phosphate.—Output of phosphate rock 

pipeline. The sheets were fabricated into jn the vicinity of Oron by Chemicals and 

42-inch tubes in Israel.° Phosphates Ltd., the only phosphate pro- 
. . ducer, remained high. Plans have been 

Magnestum. A puet plant Pn buil t prepared for development of several other 
at . or trial production of magnesia phosphate deposits in the Negev. 

or reiractory use. Exports increased substantially in 1966. 
Manganese.—The Ministry of Develop- An export rate of 500,000 to 600,000 tons 

ment planned a study of low-grade ores Per year was planned. Products include 
on the Sinai Peninsula. calcinated phosphate of 33 to 35 percent 

| P2Os, which comprises about one-thrd 
Uranium.—In May representatives of of total output, and mechanically bene- 

Brazil and Israel signed a protocol involv- _ ficiated phosphate of about 30 percent 
ing cooperation in nuclear research for P:sOs comprising the other two-thirds. 
peaceful purposes. The program includes Mining grade is 24 percent P2O;. Reserves 
joint efforts in the use of radioisotopes, in at the developed deposit are considered 
groundwater exploration and development, sufficient until about 1975 at planned out- 

. in uranium prospecting techniques, and put rates. The new giant calcinator, which 
in the processng of uranium ores.’ has a rated capacity of 200 tons per hour, 

will produce about 500,000 tons per year, 
NONMETALS half the anticipated output. 

. . High costs, particularly trucking, have 
Bromine.—Each | of the units at DSW been a major problem. The average sale 

has an annual capacity of 4,000 tons of price for beneficiated phosphate was $8 per 
liquid. Dead Sea waters contain 1 percent ton, nearly half of which was due to trans- 

bromine. portation costs. A rail line under construc- 
Cement.—Production declined further 40" from Oron to Dimona will connect 

in 1967, owing in large part to a continued with the Bee rsheba line to Mediterranean 
slump in the building industry. Early in ports. Consideration of a pipeline from 
the year, accumulated stocks were so great Oron to Eilat has been abandoned because 
that operations were temporarily —sus- of _the possibility of phosphatic slurry 
pended at two plants. drying in the line and blocking the flow. 

Exports increased to 252,000 tons in . Other _Phosph ate deposits, some con- 
1967, about 31 percent of total output. sidered richer than those at Oron, have 
These exports, of which 62 percent was ven discovered m the Ne eT At pan : 11: ahav a deposit contains 8 million tons clinker, were valued at $1.9 million. at 26 to 28 percent PsOs. A U.S. company 

Chemical and Fertilizer Materials—Ex- has negotiated with the Israeli Govern- 
pansion continued in the fertilizer and ment for several years on possible joint 
allied chemical industries. Several major development of this deposit. 
projects, approved in 1966, were underway. 
Israel Chemicals Ltd., a new Govern- 6Industries et Travaux d’Outremer, No. 
ment combine formed in 1967, merged 110, panuary 1968, Pt Aviv, Israel, State D 
all major chemical and petrochemical partment ‘Airgrag A-722, May 12, 1967, 2 DD.
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Projects in advanced planning include marketing, administrative, and financing 
a phosphoric acid plant of 22,000-tons costs. The Government, following an 
annual capacity and a potassium nitrate inquiry by a committee under the Deputy 
plant of 100,000-tons capacity at Arad, Minister of Development, agreed to sub- 
60 kilometers north of Oron. Operator scribe’ $8.5 million, about two-thirds of 
would be Haifa Chemicals Ltd. Estimated new share capital necessary to finance ex- 
investment in the plants, which will use pansion. 
Oron phosphate, potash, and ammonia, The DSW secretary confirmed that the 
is $12 million. Another project involves proposal for a pipeline for potash slurry 
Arad. Chemicals Ltd., a new company from Sedom to Ashdod on the Mediter- 
formed by Madera, a U.S. firm, and the ranean coast was approved and that plan- 
Israeli Government on a 50-50 basis, which ning was in the final stages. The project 
will produce phosphoric acid at a rate of | was coordinated with the Arad chemical 
230,000 tons per year for the export project, which would use the potash solu- 
market. Investment was estimated at $30 tion and in which DSW holds a substantial 
million, with construction to start in 1968. interest. The pipeline was expected — to 

- . reduce by one-half the transportation costs 
Potash._—Exports of potassium chloride to export markets and also permit the ex- 

(KCL) were reduced in 1966 as a result port of salt and magnesium chloride. 
of a slump during the first half of the year, Present. haulage of potash from Sedom to 
when shipments were 35 percent lower Eilat and Ashdod ports is by 40-ton, 
than during the corresponding period in double trailer trucks. 
1965. Large stocks accumulated in ware- | : a ; 

houses. In 1967 marketing was disrupted Clays.—Operations of Negev Chemical — 
by the June war, increased foreign com- Materials Ltd. were closed down tempor- 

petition, and lower world prices. Planning arily. The company reported a loss of $2.6 
involved a price of $28 to $30 per ton, but million during fiscal year 1967-68, owing . 
world prices fell to $24 per ton. A 5-year 0 Inconsistent quality of product and to 
contract was concluded with Poland for availability of lower priced substitutes. 

denvery of ead nee of p was annually. Diamond.—The value of sales of 
t the couthe con 7 of he D d S Earls polished diamond increased in 1966, 

a \ 9, 67 a fretecta ge expansion ee non Y reaching $189.5 million, 23 percent over 

pleted raising capacity to 600,000 tons that of 1969, although the increase by “ Th d ct d : volume was only 10 percent. Sales to the 
on neare ° wae lan: q “e? underway "I United States remained strong. The 
y . S| planne O False annua. London syndicate raised the price for 
capacity to 1.2 million tons in 1970. The : ., . . crude diamond substantially, causing a 
first stage included a 400,000-ton potash h oo: . . 

. 2 sharp rise in price for the polished gem 
refinery and ore-working line. The prod- . . 8, 

. stone. The syndicate supplied Israel with 
uct contains 97.5 percent KCL, pro- . “Wes . : rough diamond valued at $64.6 million in 
duced by flash evaporation. Capacity also 1965 and eyes oa and $73.7 million in 1966. Gross and 
exists for 200,000 tons KCL per year by . ee net trade in the latter year were as fol- 
flotation. The number of dredges for lows: 2 
gathering precipitated carnallite from the ° 
evaporation pans will be increased to 13. 

In 1966 DSW applied for a $16 million Gross Returned Net 
loan through the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development to fi- — smports: 
nance plant construction. Negotiations Thousand carats... 3,125 405 2,720 
were delayed by difficulties in dike con- Exporne” million----- $139 $14 $125 
struction for additional evaporation pans, Thousand carats... 1,450 168 1,282 
when Kaiser Engineering, Inc., discon- Value, million-.-.- $190 $25 $165 
tinued work on the outer dike because of as 
a dispute over construction specifications. Technion, The Israel Institute of 

The dike project apparently was nearing Tech . 
. echnology, Haifa, reported the develop- 

completion at yearend 1967. ss 
: ment of a new method for determining 

According to the local press, DSW 
profits have been reduced considerably SIorael Indust 4 Co vV.1.6N 
because of steadily rising production, 94 ‘April 1967, pp. iw20 °-
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the proper direction for polishing by use there were nine productive gas wells. Es- 
of a dynamometer made in its laboratory. timated natural gas reserves at the begin- 
This new method was claimed to be faster ning of 1967 were 50 billion cubic feet. 

| and more accurate than existing industrial At midyear Israel was divided into five 
methods. : - exploration districts—the East and West 

_ MINERAL FUELS Negev, two North areas, and the offshore." 
The East Negev was offered to Lapidot 

Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Produc-  [srael Oil Prospectors, the West Negev was 
tton.—The decrease in crude oil output offered to Naphtha Israel Petroleum, the 
was attributed to a decline in the yield two northern areas were offered to foreign 
of wells in the Heletz field. Heletz No. 35, companies, and the offshore areas were 
a successful development well drilled in offered to Belco Petroleum, an inde- 
1967, was deepened to seek further oil- pendent U.S. company. | . 

bearing horizons. Lapidot Israel Oil Naphtha Israel, operator of the Har- 
Prospectors Ltd., operator of the field, Kidod and Har-Hakanain gasfields near 
reduced spacing of development wells Arad, started a well at Har-Menahem, 
from 80 to 40 acres per well. At yearend between the two fields. Lapidot Israel was 
32 wells were productive. According to the drilling an exploratory well at Rosh Pinah, 
Ministry of Development, total crude oil Galilee, and conducted seismic work in the 
reserves were estimated at 20 to 25 million Ashkelon area. Belco was granted the off- 
barrels. —— shore license formerly held by Petrocana 

Late in the year, Israel reportedly Corp. but canceled by the Government for 
pumped oil at the El Belayim field in the failure to perform offshore drilling on 
Gulf of Suez, offshore from Sinai. The oil schedule. Belco’ agreed to start two deep 
was shipped to Eilat, where it entered the wells during the year. Mayflower Oil 
16-inch pipeline to the Haifa refinery. = == Exploration Co., Okla., was granted a 

Throughput at the Haifa refinery was license to a 100,000-acre tract in the 
estimated at 29 million barrels in 1966 and Ziglag region, north of Beefsheba. Two 
32 million barrels in 1967. Theoretical domestic companies, Israel National Petro- 
maximum refinery throughput capacity is leum Ltd. and Paz Oil Ltd., each partici- 
about 40 million barrels per year. Plans pated to the extent of 25 percent.” 
for a small refinery at Eilat were aban- The Government announced authoriza- 
doned early in the year because of the tion for the proposed 260-kilometer, 42- 
adverse effect such a facility would have on inch pipeline from Eilat to Ashkelon. First- 
a planned tourist center there. phase construction was to start in 1968, 

: . with scheduled completion in 1969. Initial 
Exploration and Development.—Legis- annual capacity will be 20 million tons 

lation, introduced in 1966 to provide (about 147 million barrels) ; second-phase 
incentives for exploration, gave marketing plans are for a capacity of 60 million tons 

preferences, up to total domestic require- —_ (440 million barrels). The first phase, 
ments, to any company finding oil in largely financed by the Government, will 
Israel. The Government also announced cost about $60 million, including $30 mil- willingness to contribute up to 50 percent ion for pipeline construction, $21 million | 
of the costs of exploration wells. A for storage tanks, $6 million for port facili- 
countrywide magnetic survey conducted ties, including offshore berths for 500,000- 
early in the year was financed by the ton tankers, and $3 million for additional Government, and the results were dis- pumping stations. The operator, Tri- 
tributed free of charge to all exploration Continental Pipelines Ltd., has a 49-year 

companies in the country. concession for the existing Eilat-Haifa 16- 
No new oil or gas discoveries were made inch line. 

during the year. Sixteen exploration and 7 
development wells were drilled, of which §=———————— 
three were underway at yearend. Two de- 9 Petroleum Press Service, V. 35, No. 2, Feb- 

: ruary 1968, p. 73. velopment wells were successful in the 10 Petroleum Press Service, V. 34, No. 6, 
Heletz field, and one gas well was success- June 1967, p. 233, ; . 
ful in the Har-Kidod field.® At yearend  ocraptt@leum, Bress Service, V. 34, No. 10,



The Mineral Industry of Ital 

; By F. L. Klinger * 

In 1967, Italy’s mineral industry re- areas. Negotiations for foreign supplies of 

ported gains in output and in new pro- gas continued, particularly with the Soviet 

ductive facilities despite a number of prob- Union, and there was also increased par- 

lems including a construction slump, cost ticipation by regional governments in min- 

increases resulting from floods late in 1966 eral developments, especially in Friuli-Ven- 
and a series of new labor contracts, diffi- sia Giulia and Sicily. | 

culties arising from rationalization of the . . . 
sulfur and lead-zinc industries, and re- Fuel consumption continued to increase 

ductions in protective tariffs. - with large investments planned for conven- 

In Government actions, an offshore oil tional and nuclear powerplants, and Italy 

and gas law was passed in July which continued to lead West Europe in petrol- 

permitted exploration of continental shelf eum refinery capacity. 

PRODUCTION So 
The general index of production for the raw materials, there were substantial in- 

extractive industry in 1967 increased by creases in most production sectors as shown 

6.2 percent compared with 1966. In metal by the following indices: _ 
mining, declines in iron and mercury out- Mi i wo Ind 

put were offset by gains in lead and zinc. \inera! processing ndex 
. industry sector: (1966 = 

In nonmetals, increased output of asbestos, | 100) 

clay, Pyne sa ane mare oot b than Ferrous metals_.......... 117.6 
made up tor reduced production OF varie, Nonferrous metals._...... 103.2 
bentonite, potash, and sulfur. In fuels, Nonmetallic mineral manu- | 

noteworthy increases in lignite and natural ' factures____.__._.--.-._. 118.8 
gas output compensated for declines in Inorganic chemicals..-.--. 107.9 

crude petroleum and coal extraction. The Chemical fertilizers.._.... 105.3 

total value of 1967 crude mineral output Petroleum refinery 
mated . ; 500 products_......------- 107.0 

was estimated at approximately $ Coking-plant products._.. 99.4 
million. oe | 

In the mineral processing industries, 
. . 1 Physical scientist, Division of International 

which rely to a large extent on imported Activities. 

389
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Table 1.—Italy: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity — 1963 1964 1965 — 1966. 1967 

- Metals: . 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite. -_.......---------------- 268,609 251,791 244,431 * 242,163 242 , 027 
Alumina, AlsO; content._.....-..--. ~ 238,699 262, 637 278,139 270, 745 285, 506 

etal: 
Primary--.--.---.--.--------- 91,428 115,595 123,976 127,645 127,778 
Secondary....---.-.---------- 65 , 000 58,000 61,000 85,000 102 , 000 
Semimanufactures____.____..-_ 107 , 000 105,000 112,000 144,000 151,000 
Superpure.___....--_--------- NA 338 352 327 NA 

Antimony: . 
Ore, 13 to 57 percent antimony __-_--_ r 500 r 930 854 765 (1,248 
Regulus. _._-_.--2 2-2 a 405 383 280 348 - 403 
Oxide....._------.2-- 22 eee 113 74 57 77 81 
Sulfide___._...-...-----2---- ee 20 44. 45 61 91 

Cadmium___.._.-_2 2 --- 2 282 "  £Q]TT t 296 245 218 
Copper: ; 

Concentrate, 21 to 23 percent copper-_ 4,531 3,531 r 3,332 4,867 7,393 
Cement, copper content._____.___.- 3,300 3,200 2,800 | 2,600 2,791 
Refined, secondary_....._.--.-.._-- 13,000 11,700 12,700 £16,900 17,500 
Alloy ingots (from custom smelters): . . 

Brass__...---.-----.--.---_-- 17,000 19,000 16,500 (24,000: 26,000 
Bronze___.-....-.------.----- 10,500 © 12,000 10, 500 “11,000 12,500 
Other._-..--..-.---.------_-- 2,000 1,700 2,300 3,000 3,800 

Semimanufactures: 
Copper_.._....--.---.-----.-- | 178,000 173,000 173,300 185,900 200,000 
Brass. ........-.------------- 189,700 115,000 123, 400 133,500 148,900 
Other (including cupro-nickel) - - 5,300 5,000 5,800 6,600 6,100 

Iron and steel: 
Iron ore.._...-_...-thousand tons.-- 1,024 876 785 784 737 
Roasted pyrite 1.._.....-...-do__.- © 864 ¢ 823 e 839 e 925 ¢ 740 
Sinter and other agglomerates_do__-- 2,538 — 2,608 5,407 r 7,136 e 8,300 
Pig iron.._.-......--_-_.-..do__.- 3,741 3,498 5,490 6,259 7,294 
Ferroalloys_.......-...-----do__.- 127 127 - “189 158 170 
Steel ingots and castings. __..do___-_ 10,157 9,793 12,681 13, 639 15,890 

. Semimanufactures: — 
Hot rolled: ° . 

Wire rod__-...._.--do___- 563 — 653 674 646 W771 
Other bars and rods?..do____ 2,848 2,660 2,919 3,343 4,018 
Sections.._-......--do__-.- 634 644 725 316 452 
Plates and sheets__._do-__-.-_ 859 829 952 1,032 1,349 
Coils. .-....-......-do-_-~- 1,637 1,650 — 3,041 3,517 4,033 
Strip__..-.--.--.---do__-- 429 468 550 . §51 611 
Seamless tube_.._.__do__._ 817 124 784 798 852 
Other__.._.......--do__-_- 194 214 224 200 148 

Total hot rolled. -.do__-- 7,981 7,742 9,869 10,403 12,234 
Castings and forgings_do__- 228 200 208 229 298 

Lead Cold rolled sheet. _..do-__.. 1,664 1,858 2,216 2,467 2,685 
ad: 

Concentrates (including silver-bearing). * 51,117 r 50,914 . 54,821 57,979. — 60,898 
Wpides-----------2--2---2-2e2- 22> 17,332 14,680 11,621 15,800 NA 

- Metal: 
Primary, unalloyed.___....__-- 41,937 37,913 r 45,420 53,555 60,498 
Secondary, unalloyed__-_-__----- 5,700 6,500 7,900 10,800 11,800 
Semimanufactures_-_-_____-__-- 38, 500 39,500 39,000 © 46,000 48,500 

Magnesium_____. 2 eee 5,527 6, 028 6,313 6,515 6,347 
Manganese ore_________._..-_---_._.-. 45,257 47,803 47,810 +*43,984 47,098 
Mercury: 

Ore__--_.___- eee -- 0 ' 256,941 * 275,327 + 322,218 + 307,005 298 , 698 
Metal___.___...__76-pound flasks- - 54,448 57,001 57,320 53,549 48 ,066 

Nickel semimanufactures, including anodes_ 300 350 220 270 350 
Silicon... 2-2. 2-2-2 eee -- 17,000 17, 750 19,750 r 18,728 19,044 
Silver - -..-.....-thousand troy ounces. - 1,006 1,074 1,103 1,132 1,382 

in: 
Alloys: 

Solder___.._.._____-_long tons__ 4,035 3,543 3,448 3,838 3,937 
Babbitt. __...........-_do__-_ 1,083 738 492 708 984 

Semimanufactures *___._.__..do__~- NA 118 103 98 98 
Titanium dioxide_.._.__..._-___-.-___-- 31,681 38 , 894 40,090 39,499 NA 
Tungsten concentrates (65 percent WOs;) - 2 1 1 1 1 
ine: 

Rich concentrate (about 52 percent 
zinc)...._......._._.-_--------- ' 204,879 * 213,057 224,485 * 213,391 218,569 

Lean concentrate (14 to 24 percent 
zinc) _____.---_._.___-_--------- 8,615 ®16,782 _--_--__- 13,287 41,551 

Oxide_...-......--------.--------- 13,373 12,273 12,322 12,563 NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Italy: Production of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals—Continued 
Zinc—Continued . 

Metal: 
Primary_.-..-----.----------- 73,565 73,013 80,898 17,229 89 , 026 
Secondary, from scrap and 

residues____.._._---.-..---.- 4,900 600 __.-----.) eee e ee eee eee 
Alloys...-.--.--.--.-.-------- 16,600 16,200 18,400 21,300 23,500 
Semimanufactures._..._.._~--- 10,400 8,700 9,500 10,500 10,300 

Normetals: 
Asbestos. - - ~~~ ~~~ ---~---------2-2---- 57,167 68, 559 71,862 82 , 068 100,740 

arite: 
Crude_______-._----_.-_--..------. 103,627 104,745 141,895 172 , 738 154, 066 
Ground. _____-._.--2---- ++ 47,249 56,173 NA NA NA 

Boric acid, from steam____.._......---- 514 319 86 __..L eee eee 
' Bromine, elemental___.......----.----- 1,162 1,605 2,059 1,977 NA 

Celestite...___...___.-..-------.----- 654 457 640 598 660 
Cement_.__-.....-.-----thousand tons__-_ 22,088 22,840 20,695 22,374 26,272 
Cement rock._.._.._.-...-_..---do._.- 4,459 r 4,814 3,800 3,971 3,981 

ays: 
Bentonite__._.....__...-..-do_.-_- 160 r131 r 152 ®¥ 202 NA 
Bleaching. _____..__.-......do_._- 132 205 F170 88 93 
Kaolin, crude_.___.___......do___- 88 97 r 108 69 88 
Kaolinitie earth.._...-..-..-do___- r 113 94 tr 49 r 35 NA 
Refractory----------------do---- 194 ® 250 220 254 NA 

ther: 
For bricks and terra cotta_do- __ - 26,660 24,060 18 , 867 NA NA 
For cement___-___...._.-do_..- 3,219 3,195 2,900 NA NA 

Diatomite___.__....._-_.-----_------- 59,429 69 ,350 63 , 266 62,715 e 65,000 
‘ Dolomite: 

. For magnesium manufacture_..._-._.  * 76,070 81,509 69 , 573 65,604 NA 
E For refractory and other uses__._._.. 785,219 834,483 913,136 NA NA 

artns: - 
For pigment.._._..__-.----------- 5,520 4,990 680 NA NA 
For foundry use_..__--..---------- 230,051 216,338 417,716 NA | . NA 

Feldspar: 
Crude___..-...-.-.-.------.------ 102,099 111,614 t 96,999 138 , 102 147 ,462 
Ground... --.--_--.--.------.---- 96,095 94,751 85,397 NA NA 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: . 

Potassium salts. thousand tons... 1,264 1,470 ¥1,723 r 1,859 1,813 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous__..._...-..do._~- 2,788 2,687 3,087 3,183 3,435 
Phosphatie: ‘ 

‘Basic slag. __...-..-do-__-_- 112 88 1B Lee eee ee 
Superphosphate (mineral) . - 1,476 1,279 r 1,390 r1,671 1,575 

Potassic......-.-.-..-.-do____ - 256 318 352 376 324 
Other (compound). ._.._-do--_.- 1,554 1,778 1,638 1,800 1,942 

Fluorspar...-._-..-------------------- 194,633 124,694 *153,3338 * 195,220 205,196 
Graphite____.__._.------------------- 1,862 1,691 1,227 1,070 1,877 
Gypsum, industrial __-.- thousand tons-- r2,305 r2,441 r 3,080 r 3,180 NA 
Todine, crude._____...------kilograms_- - 8,270 _..__-.-- --.------ NA NA 
Lime ¢.______._.......--thousand tons__ 5,700 5,100 4,300 5,100 NA 
Limestone (excluding dimension stone) _do- - 64,415 57,548 53,805 NA NA 
Magnesite_____.._.------------------- 6,815 6,309 3,536 2,601 4,492 
Pozzolan__._._......---thousand tons... 4,323 4,067 3,869 r 3,808 e 3,800 
Pumice__._.._..___.--.--.----.do__-_- 656 616 ® §37\ e 960 NA 
Pumiceous lapilli-_---.----------do---~- 280 347 r 280) é 
Pyrite, including cupriferous pyrite.do-_ - - 1,402 1,395 - 1,402 1,304 1,411 
Quartz (ground)_...-..-.-------------- 57,454 33,971 NA NA NA 

alt: 
Marine (crude). ._--thousand tons... 903 818 NA NA NA 
Other (including Solvay brine) do-_--- 1,892 2,031 2,129 2,117 2,577 

Stone, sand and gravel, n.e.s.: 
Dimension stone: 

Caleareous, including travertine: 
Alabaster, including onyx-__. ®¥ 6,824 22 , 843 6,522 NA NA 
Gypsum, other than ala- 

baster__..__..--__------ 84,140 85,615 88 , 050 e 90,000 NA 
Limestone__..._........... * 705,841 483 , 903 437 ,324 486 , 983 NA 
Marble, in blocks: 

White___.._.......... 653,864 646,441 634 , 885 697 , 877 NA 
Colored__._....-----. 840,217 164,753 831,991 886 , 967 NA 

Schist_.__....__.-_------- 30, 852 30,672 25,469 NA NA 
Travertine._...._._._._.....-. 408,651 393,166 386,174 387 , 949 NA 
Tufa______thousand tons-_. 1,388 1,240 917 794 NA 

See footnotes at end of.table.
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Table 1.—Italy. Production of mineral commodities—Continued | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Nonmetals—Continued 
Stone, sand and gravel, n.e.s.—Continued 

Dimension stene—Continued 
Other: 

Gneiss._.___._..--------. 110,273 91,297 80,540 NA NA 
Granite__.____....--..-.-.  * 63,002 68 , 262 57, 097 NA NA 
Lava (basalt and trachyte)_ * 949,330 610,271 343,177 301,218 NA 
Porphyry_.._-..-..------. 156,390 169,116 145,169 NA NA 
Sandstone and quartzite.._.. * 246,024 119, 608 118,144 NA NA 
Serpentine.___..__._..._._ * 110,558 102 ,346 139,231 NA NA 
Slate__.._..-2-- ee 60,870 56,755 58,773 NA NA 
Voleanic tuff......_._...... 548,056 702,165 657 , 349 NA NA 
Other____-.- 2-2 ee 40,153 49 ,422 35,953 NA NA 

Total_______.__..__.__.'6,398,045 5,686,635 4,962,848 NA NA 
Crushed and thousand tons... * 27,050 22,469 24,100 NA NA 

broken stone 4 | 
Sand: 

Voleanic________.--.__...-._-. 115,000 237 , 000 180,900 NA NA 
Silica sand_____thousand tons__- r2,791 3,105 3,267 3,277 NA 

Sand and gravel_._...__..___do___- 37, 060 37 , 640 33,505 NA NA 
Sulfur: , 

Ore.___--.__.-----__-__--do___- 984 678 r 649 r 584 488 
Concentrate (90 percent sulfur) _ ___- 95,000 67,041 59,252 79, 538 73,492 
Crude (in briquets—excluding by- 
product)..._-..-.-- 222 eee 41,788 28 , 929 36,226 14,056 9,836 

Talc and steatite._________._____..__.-. 189,335 133,830 * 121,455 112, 679 118 , 467 
Mineral fuels: | 

Asphaltic and bituminous rocks: . 
For distillation..._.._.............. 271,748 238,239 +**208,509 * 238,284 236,162 
For paving.___--.-._-_.-.----._.. 114,823 108 , 046 r §9,859 54,024 70,774 

Garbon black__._..-.-- 22-2 ee 43,700 64,300 73,900 83 , 665 - 90,605 
oal: 

Anthracite._.._._....222- 2 22 L ee 14,021 r 9,486 5,592 85 _____ Lee 
C Subbituminous (Sulcis coal)__.._.._.. 572,040 +* 461,985 * 383,444 417,802 410,408 

oke: 
Metallurgical__..... thousand tons_- 4,595 4,683 5,737 r 6,267 6,246 
Gasworks_......_..-.._..._.do____ 725 542 386 F 340 317 

Lignite._._.....-.-.-..___.__...do____ 1,366 1,203 r1,011 1,066 2,201 
Natural gas. million normal cubic meters _ - 7,268 7,684 7,802 r 8,825 9,367 

_ Natural gasoline (condensate)___._______ 55,065 63 , 123 68 , 024 92,201 106, 819 
Petroleum: ; 

Crude...-........-thousand tons. _ 1,784 2,669 2,210 1,757 1,616 

Refinery products: . 
Gasoline______.thousand tons.__ 6,519 7,407 8,543 r 10,185 11,693 
Jet fuel. ____-__..____._do___- 706 793 1,006 r1,435 1,269 
Fer One oa 18 Or oo 2 812 828 1,334, r 1,490 | 2,206 

istillate fuel oil 5.___._.do____ 12,61 15, 18,910), - 
Residual fuel oil 6..._...do---. 21,561. 25,384 = 30,078; 756,547 159,105 
Bitumen___________.___do___- 1,055 1,226 1,228 r 1,299 1,483 
Petrochemical feedstocks_do-_ _- 797 1,106 1,702 1,690 2,257 
LPG.__. 2 doi _- 963 1,087 1,272 1,474 1,605 
Lubricants.._...__.._.-do____ 169 259 347 ® 443 446 
Other. ..______._._.._..do___- 312 505 800 r 1,292 1,109 

Total refinery products_do_-__-_ 45,510 54,132 65,220 ® 75,855 81,173 
Refinery fuel and loss____do___-_ 3,008 3,714 4,152 r 4,760 5,173 
Crude oil processed______do____ 48,518 57, 846 69 ,372 r 80,615 86,346 

e Estimate. ® Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Net exports plus consumption in agglomerating plants and blast furnaces in iron and steel industry. Ex- 

cludes pellets. 
3 Includes rerolled scrap. 
* Includes alloys except solder. 
‘Excluding limestone and gypsum. 
5 Includes gas oil, and fuel oils less than 5° E (‘‘fluidissimo’”’ and ‘‘fluido’’). 
® Includes fuel oils greater than 5° E (“‘semi-fluido” and ‘‘denso’”’).
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| TRADE 

Preliminary data indicated that in 1967 "Value Mineral 

mineral commodities increased their share (million dollars) commodities’ 
. 3 oy ——_—_—______—__—___———_ share of 
in the total value of Italy s trade, with the Mineral Total total 

value of exports increasing about 10 per- commodities trade (percent) 

cent and the value of imports increasing Export: 
more than 20 percent as compared with 1965__..- 1,150 7,188 16.0 

1966. The increase in the trade deficit Import.” -~-- 1,192 8,082 14.8 

attributable to mineral commodities ap- 1965_---- 72,260  =_ 7,847 30.8 

peared to be greater than the increase in Trade teianee: 2, 632 8,571 30.7 

deficit for all commodity trade. Large in- 1965__._-" —1,110 — 159 xX 

creases in imports of crude oil and of iron 1966.--.._ —1,440 — 589 XX 

and steel, which together accounted for 60 t Revised. © XX Not applicable. 

percent of the value of mineral commodity ee rce Statistical Office of the United Nations. 

imports and 20 percent of all commodity “ee 

imports in 1967, were mainly responsible, 9 77 ‘FHajue. million dollars ~ 
. eats . Value, million d 

A gain of about $100 million in exports _ vane ms lion d ollars 

of mineral commodities resulted from in- 1965 1966 

creased shipments of petroleum products, Exports: 

building stone, and iron and steel. In ir on and steel }__..-_- 367 . ° 340 2 

value, Kuwait continued to be the leading Aluminum 1.2.20... 35.3 34.5 
; 4 ; +m Mercury_-__.--------- 19.0 18.7 

source of Italian mineral commodity im hah i le 3.3 18.7 

ports and West Germany was the foremost Building stone_____-_- 63.7 72.3 
ni Petroleum products - -- 388.8 466.1 . 

recipient of exports. Other............... 180.7 138.4 
Relationships between mineral commod- $$$ 

ity trade and total trade in 1965 and 1966, Total_-.----------- 1,150.0 1,192.0 

and the principal items constituting Italy’s Imports: 
1 : +1 Iron ore___.--------- r 75.4 80.0 

mineral commodity trade, are shown in Inn rei steel 1272 1993 5660 

the following tabulations: Copper 1. ____-.------ 191.2 285.1 
. Aluminum !__.2-._--- 348.0 3 $1.5 

Fertilizer ?_.....--.--- 34.5 42.5 
Coal, coke, lignite__..- 163.0 161.4 
Petroleum, crude. _-—- 930.5 1,034.4 
Petroleum products- -- 62.2 74.1 
Other__.._...--.---- 255.9 307.0 

Totai__...-..-..... 2,260.0 2,632.0 
ee 

1 Including scrap. 
1 Including manufactured fertilizer. 
3 Including bauxite and alumina. 

Table 2.—Italy: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 
ee rrhe e 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite...._...-_.-------------- 3,247 1,615 Switzerland 1,430. 

Oxide and hydroxide._.....------- 11,606 9,663 Austria 6,389; Switzerland 2,291. 

Metal and alloys: 
Serap....-.----------------- 37 231 West Germany. 

Unwrought_.._...----------- 32,042 20,643 Argentina 8,850; France 4,756; West 
Germany 2,941. 

Semimanufactures__.....-..-. 23,010 27,068 United States 11,606; West Germany 
»o04. 

Antimony _.-_-..--.------------------ 1 2 NA. 

Beryllium oxide... -.--~----kilograms.- - 500 NA NA. 

Bismuth, including manufactures- - - - - - - Q) Q) NA, 

Cadmium. .__..__-_----------------- 12 135 Netherlands 80; West Germany 15. 

Chromium: 
Ore and concentrate.__..-.------- ------- 14 NA. 

Cob Oxide and hydroxide_.------------ 336 211 United States 100; Mexico 43. 

oO t: 

Oxide and hydroxide.._-..-.------  ------- (Q) NA. 

Metal__..._..__.---------------- 1 1 NA. , 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Italy: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 

. . (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals—Continued 
Copper: 

Ore and concentrate_._-_._.------ 1,015 2,404 Sweden 1,744; Austria 660. 
Matte.____.__.-..-____---_--.--- 80 188 Switzerland 167. 
Metal and alloys: 

Serap_....-.----.----------- 472 3830 West Germany 151; Austria 62. 
Blister copper__-_-------.----- 527 591 Japan 303; Netherlands 106. 
Refined__._..__.----_-_-----. 16,5238 5,089 West Germany 1,367; France 1,167; 

Netherlands 782. 
Master alloy._____._.-------- 79 170 Austria 60; Belgium-Luxembourg 55. 
Semimanufactures____._._..... 39,180 23,944 West Germany 3,606; Netherlands 2,768. 

Germanium__-_____._value, thousands. $198 $113 NA. 
Gold, semimanufactures__.troy ounces... 1,350 6,480 NA. 
Iron and steel: . 

Iron ore._..._..._ thousand tons__ 37 19 France 18. 
Roasted pyrite.__.._........do_-_- 642 752 Austria 336; West Germany 179; United 

* Kingdom 129. . . 
Serap._...--_...-.---------do___- 2 2 West Germary 1. . 
Pig iron 2,____._..-.......-do___-_ 3 4 Common Market 2. 
Ferroalloys..........------do_-_-- 16 20 West Germany 9; United States 3; 

United Kingdom 2. 
Steel: Ingots and other do___- 113 158 Spain 30; United States 27; Israel 27; 

primary forms. ———————— France 25. ; : . 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, and sections__do-_- _- 1,013 661 West Germany 233; France 83; Bulgaria 
. OVe . L 

Universals, plates and___do---- 652 717 France 122; China, mainland 121; West 
sheets. Germany 92. ° mo 

Hoop and strip____-.---do---- 57 70 Pakistan 19; Greece 11; West Germany — 

Rails and accessories... .do- - - - 24 18 Switzerland 8; Turkey 5. 
Wire, excluding wire do__-_- 21 15 Common Market 6; Yugoslavia 3. 

rod. . 
. Tubular products_...._-do___- 5538 456 United States 45; Iran 42; Trucial -- 

States 32. 
Castings, rough. _------do-_-_-- 5 8 Switzerland 2; France 1. 

Total semimanu- do___- 2,325 1,945 
factures. 

Lead: . 
Ore and concentrate. _____...----- 4,662 2,906 Austria 2,530; France 352. 
Oxides__....--- 1 eee 1,570 1,703 Hungary 1,605. 
Metal and alloys: 

Unwrought_____...---------- 159 103. West Germany 76. 
Semimanufactures__.______--- 19 155 France 66; Libya 27. 

Magnesium and alloys: 
Serap.__...._.-.----------------  ------- 70 France 68. 
Unwrought____....-------------- 5,919 4,631 West Germany 2,471; Austria 445; 

France 364. 
Semimanufactures____.__.-------- 10 14. West Germany 6. 

Manganese 
Ore.__.__-__--___--- e+ ------- 1,052 557 West Germany 446. 
Metal____.______._-.-_---------- 6 1 NA. 

Mercury. ._.__.--.---76-pound flasks__ 51,112 45,427 United States, 16,564; United Kingdom 
9.892 West Germany 5,570. 

Molybdenum. .__-__----------------- 3 _-.---- 
Nickel and alloys: 

Matte_____________--------------  ------- 10 All to United Kingdom. 
Unwrought, including scrap-__-_-- - --- 178 94 Netherlands 31; United States 16; West 

Germany 14. 
Semimanufactures______._-------- 1,090 1,037 Morocco 198; Bulgaria 157; Iran 139. 

Selenium______.___._._.._-kilograms--_ NA 4,821 West Germany 1,607; Czechoslovakia 

Silicon. ._..-__-_--_-_--__e eee eee ---. = 12,187 39-10, 505 West Germany 3,206; United Kingdom 

Silver and platinum-group metals: 
Ores and residues____-__kilograms__ 19 11,300 All to United Kingdom. 
Platinum 3__thousand troy ounces_- 50 38 West Germany 30; France 3; 

Switzerland 2. 
Silver_____________.__.-._-do____ 288 363 Belgium-Luxembourg 164. 

Tantalum. _____.___.value thousands__-_ $41 $2 NA. 
Tin and alloys, all forms_.-.-_long tons__-_ 191 264 Denmark 116; United Kingdom 39; 

Yugoslavia 31. 
Titanium: 

Dioxide. ._._____-.-------------. 17,597 19,222 Poland 2,531; France 1,606; United 
Kingdom 1,606. 

Metal, including scrap__---------- 1 9 NA. 
Tungsten__._._...------------------- 27 18 West Germany 4. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Italy: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals—Continued 
Zine: 

Ore and concentrate..-...---.---. 30,424 41,153 Austria 12,650; France 11,356; Poland 

Oxides__-.-.-------..----------- 389 1,100 Yugoslavia 470; West Germany 140. 
Metal and Alloys: 

Unwrought_....__-._._-_----.- 1,423 61 NA. 
Semimanufactures..__.__.--_- 150 828 France 150; Switzerland 67. 

Miscellaneous, n.e.s : 
Nonferrous ores, including ashes and 12,866 16,524 West Germany 9,124; Belgium- 

residues. Luxembourg 2,451. 
Base metals_...__-.._---.---- 10 5 NA. 
Metallic oxides and hydroxides, 15 434 France 131; Sudan 77. 

n.@.S. ee ee eee eee 

Metalloids, n.e.s__.._.--_.---- 176 3880 United Kingdom 186; West Germany 80. 
Oxides, hydroxides of barium, 9,341 23,981 United Kingdom 15,180; Netherlands 

’ gtrontium, magnesium. 5,033; Republic of South Africa 2,906. 
Nonmetals: 

Abrasives, n.e.s.: 
Grinding stones. _._..-.---..----- 2,239 2,820 France 765; United Kingdom 786; West 

Germany 274. 
Pumice._......-..--.------------ 148,695 319,445 United States 135,354; Netherlands 

Corundum, garnet, tripoli and other. 1,556 1,062 Sweden 220; United States 198. 
Asbestos. __.____._._---_-__--------. 25,699 35,937 West Germany 13,671; France 8,022. 
Barite, including witherite._........... 32,993 17,905 Netherlands 13,919; Libya 1,150. 
Cement_._..-___-.-.-_---.-_-.-----. 567,224 465,484 Spain 186,492; Libya 132,406; Nigeria 

4, e 

Chalk.._.__...------- eee 455 545 NA. 
Clays and clay construction materials: 

Bentonite.____._..__--..._._----- 21,316 29,332 France 6,643; Libya 5,217; Nigeria 4,600. 
Kaolin... --_--.u-.------ 549 396 Switzerland 202; Greece 104. , 
Other, including andalusite, etc. - -- 3,023 14,085 France 10,286; Austria 1,282. 
Construction materials: 

Refractory.......------------ 17,724 26,647 Switzerland 3,745; Spain 2,723; West 
Germany 2,159. 

Nonrefractory__......-------- 337,762 414,383 Switzerland 87,248; France 80,575; 
Libya 76,655; West Germany 66,368. 

Cryolite__..._.. 22-2 eee 386 _..---- 
Diamond: . 

Gem_.___.__.-- value, thousands- . ® $59 $70 United Kingdom $51. 
Diatomite__.._._-_._-_._---_-------- 634 1,527 France 1,116 West Germany 131; Iran 

Dolomite, including caleined...-...---- 13,992 15,310 Switzerland 7,708; Austria 2,015; Ghana 

Feldspar____._-----.-.-.-.-.-------- 23,194 23,586 West Germany 15,086; Austria 1,971; . 
Switzerland 1,930. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 
Potassium salts....-...-...-...-.- 18,444 -.--.-- 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous__-_thousand tons-. 1,161 1,018 China, mainland 303; United Arab Repub- 
lic 194; Turkey 108; Yugoslavia 102. 

Phosphatie__.....-..--do--_~- 2 2 Mainly to Libya. 
: Potassic_......-.-.----do---- 135 152 Poland 41; United States 12; Japan 12; 

Netherlands 12. 
Compound. _......----do.---- 313 867 Yugoslavia 55; India 42; Cuba 40; 

Turkey 32. 
Ammonia, anhydrous_....-..--... 13,664 6,311 Greece 4,895. 

Fluorspar.....-..------.--...-------- 52,464 55,276 United States 46,976; West Germany 

Graphite. _._._._.-..-_---..--------- 1,680 1,421 France 1,064. 
Gypsum and plasters_.___..-..---.---- 18,868 17,389 Switzerland 10,983; Austria 1,558. 
Lime__..____.______...._.._.--.-.---. 387,038 55,290 Libya 40,824; Switzerland 13,222. 
Limestone (industrial) ..........------ 869 1,120 Switzerland 1,020. 
Magnesite. ------------~----2-------- 92 265 Switzerland 111; West Germany 49. 

ica: 
Crude._._...-.-_.--------------- 166 582 Kuwait 283; Iran 75; United Arab 

Republic 60. 
Worked___.__.__---_----.-.----- 32 85 Yugoslavia 25. 

Pigments, mineral, including iron oxide 1,142 1,530 United States 585; Sudan 172; France 
and hydroxide. 131. 

Precious and semi- value, thousands $326 $343 Switzerland $113; West Germany $56. 
precious stones (including synthetic), 
except diamond. . . 

Pyrite, unroasted_........-.---------- 52,569 52,301 Switzerland 47,227; Austria 4,7 09. 
Quartz and quartzite.__.........-..---- 20,743 26,780 Switzerland 12,404; France 10,995. 
Salt_...._..___.-_---_-_-------------- 56,787 18,699 Norway 5,250; Iceland 3,190; Greece 

Other sodium and potassium compounds: . 
Caustic soda_______-----.-------. 218,127 182,767 USSR. 59,840; Greece 23,430; Brazil 

Caustic potash___..._-.---------- 2,016 2,451 China, mainland 1,501; Netherlands 165. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Italy: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Nonmetals—Continued 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Unworked: 

Granite, porphyry, etc..._ 33,8386 32,707 Switzerland 12,784; Austria 8,025; West 
Germany 6,368. 

Marble and other caleare- 269,789 266,630 West Germany 56,412; France 40,400; 
eous. United States 23,013. 

Slate......-------------- §,117 7,38S France 3,127; West Germany 1,747. 
Worked: 

Slate........_....--.-._--. 21,869 22,772 West Germany 8,445; France 5,703; 
oo United States 5,680. 

Other________.-._------. 195,421 276,640 West Germany 123,203; France 84,750; 
United States 31,930. 

Gravel and crushed stone...-_....-. 390,177 392,818 West Germany 109,957; Switzerland 
54,556. 

Sand__...___..._-.-------------- 157,768 182,415 Switzerland 163,764; France 8,923. 
Strontium minerals_.......-....------- 100 119 All to Norway. 
Sulfur, including purified sulfur. ____.._ 2,473 1,780 Thailand 850; Czechoslovakia 159. 
Tale and steatite._._._....._...-.._..... 48,013 39,450 United States 9,125; United Kingdom 

6,881; West Germany 6,440. 
Miscellaneous: . 

Mineral substances, n.e.s_._._.._..-. 80,372 95,664 United Kingdom 69,656; Switzerland 
1,794. a 

Inorganic chemicals: . 
Hydrogen and rare gases_- ---- 93 258 France 143; Spain 17; Greece 15. 
Halogens, excluaing chlorine. --_ iz3 94 West Germany 92. 
Inorganic acids, oxygen com- 111,690 195,753 Greece 96,300; Turkey 33,794; Spain 

pounds of no:.metais or met- 29,320. 
alloids. 

Slag, scale and other nonmetal- 26,084 20,996 France 8,671; Switzerland 7,970. 
bearing waste of iron and steel _ 
industry. 

Other nonmetal-bearing ash and 1,436 2,532 West Germany 1,372. 
ag. 

. Mineral fuels: 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural. ___.__ ._- 6,968 6,321 United Kingdom 5,223; France 927. 
Coal, including briquets____...._...---. 1,412 8,616 Switzerland 1,566; Austria 786. 
Coke__.._.___..-----------_-_-------.- 120,158 153,716 Austria 42,597; Spain 24,543; Greece 

4, . 
Gas, natural and thousand tons__ 145 177 Spain 42; France 25; Lebanon 21; 

manufactured, including LPG. United Kingdom 14. 
Petroleum: 

a Refinery products: 
Gasoline 4__.._thousand tons__ 2,503 3,316 United Kingdom 643; Sweden 387; 

. Switzerland 377; Belgium-Luxembourg 
358; Netherlands 331. _ 

Kerosine, white spirit, do-_ __-_ 764 978 India 203; Pakistan 112; Greece 81; 
etc.4 Switzerland 77. 

Distillate fuel oil 4_...__do___~ 6,383 7,645 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,600; Nether- 
fands 1,383; Switzerland 950; France 

Residual fuel oil 4... ___do___-_ 6,376 8,172 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,058; United 
Kingdom 1,510; United States 762. 

Lubricants 4__.___.....do___- 272 350 United States 97; Greece 43; Nether- 
lands 41. 

Petroleum coke___.__..do__.- 14 48 Switzerland 24; Netherlands 22. 
Bitumen and other 5____do_-___ 153 168 Austria 78; Switzerland 22. 

Total 45.0) ee 16,465 20,677 

Bunker deliveries: 
Gasoline_____.__..do__-.- 130 97T 
Kerosine__......--do___-_ 382 456 
Distillate fuel oil__.do---__ 440 606 
Residual fuel oil._..do__-__ 3,596 4,583 
Lubricants.......-do__-_- 41 21 

Total. _.......-.do____ 4,689 5,763 

Grand total do_... 21,154 26,440 
refinery products.$ 

Miscellaneous chemicais from the distillation 3,645 8,377 France 2,525; Yugoslavia 396; Turkey 
of coal, petroleum and natural gas. 200. 

e Estmate. ¥ Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Less than % unit. 
2 Includes spiegeleisen, cast iron, sponge, powder, etc. 
3 Including other metals of platinum group. 
4 Excludes bunkers. 
’ Excludes liquefied petroleum gases.
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Table 3.—Italy: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite__._..--__-__----_____... 476,606 534,799 Yugoslavia 260,049; Guinea 82,930; Sierra 
Leone 74,879. 

Oxide and hydroxide __.._..._-__- 2,729 39,589 Guinea 25,250; Japan 6,305; France 3,237. 
Metal and ailoys: 

Serap__.__.-.-.-__.----.-------- 27,804 53,179 Canada 11,877; France 10,052; United 
States 8,804. 

Unwrought._._.....--..----.-.--_ 338,691 63,235 Norway 15,459; France 10,479; Canada 
? U7. 

Semimanufactures__...._.._._._._._... 15,893 20,617 West Germany 5,754; France 4,104; 
United States 3,685. 

Antimony.._._.-.------------------- 437 5138 Belgium-Luxembourg 259; China, main- 
land 84; Yugoslavia 79. 

Arsenic oxides and acids__._-.._.-.-..- 1,866 1,612 France 700; Sweden 420; China, mainland 
180. 

Beryllium: 
Oxide. __.......-.--.--_kilograms-_ 4,720 2,350 United Kingdom 1,050; France 1,000; 
oe . West Germany 250. 
Metal and alloys...........do___- 950 ¢2,000 NA. 

Bismuth, unwrought___.....--..------ 45 80 Netherlands 32; Japan 21; China, 
mainland 12. 

Cadmium. _____.--.----------------- . 47 63 Netherlands 22; Japan 11; Austrailia 9. 
Chromium: 

Chromite__.__........-._-_-.----- 100,268 112,259 U.S.S.R. 49,090; Turkey 31,130; Republic 
of Seuth Africa 13,315. 

Oxide and hydroxide___.....-.---- 592 882 West Germany 719; Mexico 100. 
C Metal, all forms.____._....------.- 40 32 France 22; United States 7. 
obalt: 

Oxide and hydroxide____-.-------- 219 258 Belgium—Luxembourg 223. 
Metal and alloys, all forms. __.._- 276 389 Belgium-Luxembourg 281; United States 

Copper: 
Ashes and residues_._.....--.----- 516 659 Switzerland 370; Yugoslavia 247. 
Matte__.______-_-.1 ee 165 223 Belgium Luxembourg 50; United King- 

. dom 43. 
Metal and alloys: 

Scrap...__.-.._.-_.--.---_--- 35,596 39,556 West Germany 12,568; France 10,698; 
United States 3,012. | 

Blister copper_...__...-.----- 1,895 2,563 Congo (Kinshasa) 1,126; West Germany 

Refined. .________.___.-_._.. 202,228 215,588 Zambia 52,170; United States 43,853; 
Congo (Kinshasa) 30,475; Chile 29,890; 
United Kingdom 18,317; Belgium 
Luxembourg 11,449. 

Master alloy_.._-.._.--.----- 350 282 Belgium Luxembourg 151; United King- 
om 47. 

Semimanufactures________..-- 8,617 10,772 Yugoslavia 3,712; West Germany 2,270; 
Switzerland 1,392. 

Gallium, indium, thallium___kilograms__ 208 979 United States 842. 
Germanium. ____....--.__-.-.--do___- 479 422 Belgium-Luxembourg 414. 
Gold, including thousand troy ounces... ‘1,610 1,193 United Kingdom 1,071. 

alloys. 
Iron and steel: i, 

Iron ore___.._._...-thousand tons_. 7,945 8,110 Liberia 1,618; Canada 1,241; Mauritania 
1,236; Brazil 1,022; Venezuela 932. 

Roasted pyrite___._..____..do___- 68 51 Peru 46; U.S;S.R. 4. 
Scrap.__..._....-.-_-__.--do___- 4,593 4,100 West Germany 1,777; France 1,662; 

United States 282. 
Pig iron, cast iron, and do___. 657 826 U.S.S.R. 203; West Germany 183; 

spiegeleisen. Finland 95. 
Powder, shot, sponge, do___. 9 8 France 4; Sweden 3. 

and grit. 
¥erroalloys: . 

Ferromanganese_____...do___- 79 78 France 25; Republic of South Africa 18; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 12. 

Other__......-_.-....-do___- 35 53 France 15; Yugoslavia 9; Norway 7. 
Ingots and other crude forms_do-_-_-_- 956 989 West Germany 282; France 219; Japan 

112; Belgium-Luxembourg 101. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods thousand tons-__ 270 468 West Germany 168; France 104; Belgium- 

(including wire rod) and Luxembourg 64. 
sections. 

Universals, thousand tons-- 608 941 West Germany 290; France 175; Belgium- 
plates and sheets. Luxembourg 135. 

Hoop and strip_._--.---do--_-- 93 121 France 51; Belgium-Luxembourg 31; 
West Germany 19. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Italy: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a i erste 

| Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 
en a 

Metals—Continued 
Iron and steel—Continued 

Semimanufactures—-Continued 
Rails and.___.. thousand tons__ ll 26 France 17; West Germany 6. 

accessories 
Wire. _._._-.._-.------.do___- 15 20 Austria 5; Belgium-Luxembourg 5; 

. Sweden 3.. 
Tubular products__..._.do____ 48 76 West Germany 29; France 16; Sweden 9. 
Castings, unworked_..__do___- 1 1 Mainly from West Germany. 

Total semi- do___. 1,046 1,653 . 
manufactures. 

L Iron oxide and hydroxide______-__- 5,736 7,298 West Germany 4,504; France 1,249. 
ead: 

Ore and concentrate...._._.---.---. 32,762 19,993 Morocco 14,105; Greece 2,400; Algeria 

Ashes and residues________....___- 2,467 1,584 West Germany 768; Switzerland 272. 
Oxides... --.22-2- ee 3,495 z,776 Mexico 2,099; Yugoslavia 452; Tunisia 

Metal including alloys: 
Serap_..-------.------------ 30,872 24,993 West Germany 16,746; Switzerland 4,344; 

France 1,814. 
Unwrought___._...-.---.---- 45,551 45,827 Mexico 9,968; Republic of South Africa 

. 8,392; Bulgaria 5,489. 
Semimanufactures_______.___- 3,374 2,619 Yugoslavia 2,134; France 228; West 

Germany 225. 
Magnesium and alloys: 

Scrap__________-__--.-_-_------_- 7T77 314 West Germary 189; France 90. 
Unwrought._____2-..-__- eee 171 188 United States 69; West Germany 51. 
Semimanufactures__...__.__-.._-- 4 30 United States 16. 

Manganese: 
Ore and concentrate____.._-.--.---. 106,231 91,778 United Arab Republic 26,487; China, 

mainland 22,954; Israel 11,396; Gabon 
9,522; U.S.S.R. 5,145. 

Oxide_____.-__--_--__ eee 526 806 Japan 742. 
Metal_______._- eee 511 1,122 France 714; Japan 152; Republic of 

South Africa 151. 
Mercury____.._.._...76-pound flasks __ 1,102 1,044 Yugoslavia 522; United States 261; 

Mexico 203. 
Molybdenum: 

Ore and concentrate______.______- 1,525 2,005 United States 1,328; Canada 328; 
Netherlands 214. 

Trioxide. ___.._..-.-.------------ 35 8 Canada 5; United States 2. 
Metal___._-_--_-- eee 123 28 Austria 16; United States 5. 

Nickel: 
Matte_____._._.- ~~ eee 630 1,745 Canada 1,563. 
Metal including alloys: 

Serap_____-___--______--_--- 612 973 United States 276; Switzerland 274; West 
Germany 96. 

Unwrought_.___._..__.-._--- 8,456 11,160 Canada 4,804; United Kingdom 2,761; 
Norway 1,724. 

Semimanufactures_______.___- 999 1,598 West Germany 450; United Kingdom 
3785 Switzerland 252; United States 

Selenium. ______.--_- ee 17 17 Japan 7; Belgium-Luxembourg 5; Sweden 

Silicon_.___ 2-2-2 eee 15 23 France 17; United Kingdom 4. 
Silver and platinum: 

Waste and sweepings__troy ounces_. 1,543 16,493 Yugoslavia 12,217; Rumania 2,250 
Netherlands 1,447. 

Silver___.__thousand troy ounces__ 17,543 28,663 West Germany 9,942; United Kingdom 
8,281; United States 7,832; Switzerland 
964; U.S.S.R. 653; Burma 449. 

Platinum and platinum- do___- 115 71 United Kingdom 44; United States 11; 
group metals. West Germany 6. 

Tantalum: 
Ore and concentrate____.___.____- 51 25 All from Australia. 

Ti Metal_..__.-_._-___ 22 --- __- 3 4 Mainly from United States. 
in: 

Oxide________..__.____long tons-_.- 82 38 West Germany 29; Japan 8 
Metal including alloys: 

Unwrought and scrap__.do_-_-_- 5,428 5,909 Malaysia 4,180; Netherlands 1,379. 
Semimanufactures____..do___- 39 83 West Germany 57; United Kingdom 12. 

Titanium: 
Ore and concentrate.___.__._..--- 85,909 114,900 Norway 60,450; Finland 39,564; U.S.S.R. 

7,062; Australia 4,207. 
Dioxide_.__....-.---.- ee 15,979 18,126 West Germany 6,677; United Kingdom 

5,057; Belgium-Luxembourg 2,102. 
Metal____..-__--__-- eee 38 63 United States 23; West Germany 19; 

United Kingdom 14. 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Italy: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals—Continued 
Tungsten: 

Ore and concentrate______.____--- 13 46 Ruanda 30; South Korea 10. 
Trioxide. ____.--._-_.------------- 5 7 United Kingdom 6. 
Metal________--_-_-__-_______-- 35 74 France 23; Sweden 14; West Germany 13. 

Uranium and thorium: 
Ore____..-----.---_-------------- 1 10 All from Malaysia. 
Metal and alloys____-___kilograms__ 988 218 United Kingdom 201. 

Vanadium pentoxide__.____.-_---.---- 206 251 West Germany 200; Republic of South 
Africa, 51. 

Zine: . 
Ore and concentrate__________---- 23 4,631 West Germany 4,612. 
Ashes and residues_____.....-.---- 7,764 11,8836 West Germany 3,562; Switzerland 3,007; 

Czechoslovakia 1,586. 
Oxide_._.--- 22 eee 2,591 3,071 Netherlands 1,251; Poland 573; East 

Germany 395. 
Dust (blue powder) __._.__-.-_._----- 2,720 2,816 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,602. 
Metal including alloys: 

Scrap__._._..--------------- 4,933 7,114 West Germany 3,750; France 1,382; 
Switzerland 877. 

Unwrought_.._.....-.--.----- 40,519 55,241 Belgium-Luxembourg 11,387; Bulgaria 
7,854; Canada 5,802; Yugoslavia 
5,673; Australia 5,405. 

Semimanufactures___.__..---- 329 550 Yugoslavia 227; West Germany 114. 
Zirconium: 

Ore and concentrate___...._._.--. 11,790 14,487 Australia 14,253. 
Oxide. ___________-_ eee eee ee 304 395 West Germany 270; United Kingdom 57. 
Metal______._________kilograms__ 1,463 2,604 United Kingdom 1,906; France 406. 

Metals, n.e.s.: 
Ores and concentrates___.._....... 12,578 9,504 United, Arab Republic 7,534; Australia 

Ashes and residues_____...__..._.... 34,477 20,560 Austria 5,976; France 4,226; Yugoslavia 
7886. 

Nonferrous metals__.__...-.-..---. ------- 33 NA. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth and rare-earth 5,614 6,007 West Germany 2,738; France 2,279; 
metals. U.S.S.R. 899. 

Metalloids__.._.._.___.____-_--_-- 18 29 Sweden 28. 
Pyrophorie alloys.._.._...._------ 17 2 All from West Germany. 
Oxides, hydroxides of strontium, 526 954 West Germany 472; United States 309. 

barium, magnesium. 
Nonmetals: 

Abrasives: 
Corundum, natural; including garnet_ 194 143 United States 80; West Germany 61. 
Corundun, artificial ?____._._____- 877 1,012 France 362; West Germany 242; Austria 

Diamond, industrial____.__carats_. 10,000 310,000 United States 95,000; Belgium-Luxem- 
bourg 50,000; Congo (Kinshasa) 40,000. 

Dust and value, thousands... $1,068 $1,738 Netherlands $579; Belgium-Luxembourg 
powder of natural and synthetic $322. 
gems. 

Emery~_____-.------------------- 1,230 1,349 Greece 1,279. 
Grinding stones_____......_------ 2,530 3,428 West Germany 910; United Kingdom 570; 

Austria 545; France 51. 
Tripoli__._.__._...___...-------- 1,296 1,710 West Germany 1,661. 

Asbestos_._.______..__.______.._.-_-. 38,689 48,620 Republic of South Africa 19,140; Canada 
12,358; U.S.S.R. 6,935. 

Asbestos-cement products____._..._.... 12,695 14,101 Yugoslavia 10,202. 
Barite, including witherite.._._........ 18,724 40,975 Spain 33,983; China, mainland 2,233; 

France 2,179. 
Borates, natural__________.__._-_.----. 88,508 73,554 Turkey 61,630; United States 11,919. 
Cement. ___.___-____-_-___-_--------.- 41,571 40,030 France 35,058. 
Chalk_______-_.--__---_-_----------- 8,593 8,658 France 7,700. 
Clays, and clay construction materials: 

ay: 
Bentonite____._____..___.---_ 4,891 2,657 United States 2,335; France 296. 
Kaolin________._.__-_..-.... 268,518 326,465 United Kingdom 242,689; United States 

Refractory and other.__.._._-- 440,985 505,715 France 179,312; West Germany 143,562; 
United Kingdom 86,170. 

Construction materials: 
Refractory_._-..-_.--.------- 68,687 65,153 West Germany 30,941; Austria 9,291; 

United States 6,682. 
Nonrefractory ______--_------- 8,949 11,167 West Germany 5,561; Switzerland 2,022. 

Cryolite and chiolite, natural_—__-__-_-- 611 568 All from Denmark. 
Diamond, non- value, thousands.. $2,775 $3,339 Belgium-Luxembourg $1,482; Congo 

industrial, unset. (Kinshasa) $317. 
Diatomite________.._-__.-_---------- 8 ,087 9,620 Hungary 5,568; United States 1,271. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—lIialy: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Nonmetals—Continued . 
Dolomite.______._. 22-2. 747 1,141 Norway 632; West Germany 226. 
Earth pigments______..___.__________ 435 997 Greece 625; West Germany 182. 
Feldspar (excluding nepheline)__.______ 14,773 10,375 Sweden 2,552; Republic of South Africa 

1,929; West Germany 1,705. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: oo 
Phosphate thousand tons__ 1,651 1,877 United States 967; Morocco 430; Tunisia 

rock. . 
Potassium salts_._..___.__-.-.._ 386,389 41,648 France 31,755; West Germany 9,308. 
Sodium nitrate, natural_______  ______. 1,350 Chile 1,200. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous____...-__-_____. 1,890 2,938 Austria 2,214. 
Phosphatic, including basicslag- 81,603 155,455 Belgium-Luxembourg 69,243; France 

40,235; Yugoslavia 28,296. 
Potassie__...._._.-...-------- 165,848 228,483 Spain 76,235; Israel 57,064; France 

37,147; U.S.S.R. 27,631. 
Other____________.-_--_-___- 11,828 10,184 Austria 3,645; France 3,358. 

Fluorspar_____....-._--_-_----_-----_-_- 5,676 14,876 France 11,550; Tunisia 3,289. 
Graphite.____._.._._....--------.--. 11,156 9,535 Austria 6,215; West Germany 1,727. 
Gypsum and plasters._______________- 711 1,066 West Germany 615; United States 338. 
Lime_______-._---_--- eee. 1,212 1,354 Yugoslavia 1,293. 
Limestone, for flux, cement, ete._______ 30 58 Canada 29. 
Magnesite_______________-__--_-____- 49,558 45,4389 Austria 16,496; Greece 12,938; Yugoslavia 

Meerschaum, amber, jet._.---.-------.  ______- 665 France 619. — 
Mica: 

Crude__._--..-_---___---_------- 2,211 1,898 India 685; United Kingdom 437; Norway 
179. 

Worked _________________-_-____- 75 117 France 46; Czechoslovakia 20. 
Nepheline_______________.--_--_--__.- 3,383 1,415 Canada 1,115; Norway 200. 
Precious and semiprecious stones, n.e.s.: 

Natural___.__._value, thousands__ $461 $763 io 128; West Germany $124; France 
111. 

Synthetic, in- vaiue, thousands. _ $623 $884 Switzerland $631; France $218. 
cluding reconstructed. 

Pyrite, unroasted__.._-_.-.----------- 931,486 958,484 U.S.S.R. 553,839; Cyprus 267,787; 
Turkey 87,560. 

Quartz and quartzite__________________ 49,291 57,012 West Germany 16,642; Switzerland 
, 15,468; Portugal 14,250. 

Salt__.-._ 2-2-2 ee ee 2,198 285 France 171. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Marble and other caleareous___ 127,541 132,667 Portugal . one Yugoslavia 24,939; 

pain 6,981. 
Granite, porphyry, sandstone, 29,560 44,321 Republic of South Africa 18,682; Norway 

ete. 9,030; Sweden 4,941. 
Slate.____...------- 2 eee Lee 1,190 West Germany 1,172. 
Worked, all types___.______-_- 652 1,062 Portugal 229; West Germany 158. 

Gravel and crushed stone________-_- 4,873 4,592 France 3,739. 
Sand____-_.-__..-_..------------- 683,282 697,296 Belgium-Luxembourg 330,272; France 

223,691; Netherlands 117,019. . 
Sulfur: 

Crude_.._.._--_----------------. 78,3384 85,523 Poland 34,458; France 19,800; China, 
mainland 15,410; Canada 10,617. 

Purified..____.._._._-__---- eee 95 232 West Germany 120; France 89. 
Tale and steatite____..-_.__________._- 11,276 12,502 Austria 8,194; France 1,597; India 916. 
Miscellaneous, n.e.s.: . 

Other nonmetallic minerals_. -_-_-___ 43 , 874 55,565 U.S.S.R. 14,941; Republic of South Africa 
13,573; Southern Rhodesia 12,657. 

Slag, scale and thousand tons. - 4 4 Mainly from France. 
other nonmetallic waste from iron 
and steel manufacture. 

N onmetailic building materials, un- 171 388 Austria 276. 

Minerals fuels: 
Asphalt, natural._.___-___________.___- 2,582 2,611 United States 2,094; Albania 407. 
Asphalt building products____________- 576 721 France 690. 
Carbon black.___________-_---.-----. 24,507 20,209 United States 6,878; France 4,446; 
Coal United Kingdom 4,443. 

oal: 
Anthracite and thousand tons. _ 10,310 10,691 United States 7,032; West Germany 

bituminous. 1,272; U.S.S.R. 1,111; Poland 685; 
United Kingdom 286. 

Briquets______...-._..___.do____ 107 88 West Germany 65; France 12. 
Chemicals. _____._._.__._.-do___- 39 55 U.S.S.R. 15; Czechoslovakia 13; Yugo- 

slavia 5. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Italy: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity | 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Minerals fuels—Continued . . 
Coke_____._.._--____-- -__--__do____ 270 342 West Germany 275; Spain 19. 
Lignite, including briquets.____________.- 237 233 West Germany 158; East Germany 44; 

ugoslavia 24. 
Peat, including briquets__..____._do___-_ q 9 West Germany 5; Poland 2. 
Petroleum gases (liquefied) 3_.___do___-_ 10 11 Yugoslavia 6; Hungary 3. 
etroieum: — 

Crude____.__.____...-__._..do__.._ 67,289 76,140 Kuwait 24,303; Saudi Arabia 17,217 
Iraq 8,269; U.S.S.R. 8,220; Libya 
8,161; Iran 5,394; Algeria 1,307; 

; Qatar 1,101; United Arab Republic 
858; Venezuela 805. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline.__._.__.._-------_-- 109 104 United States 36; Netherlands Antilles 

; Iraq 10. 
Kerosine, including do___- 9 8 Trinidad gand Tobago 3; Common 

white spirit. arket 3. 
Distillate fuel oil__.._..do___-_ 207 308 U.S.S.R. 133; Yugoslavia 70; Tunisia 50. 
Residual fuel oil___.._.-_do___-_ 1,901 2,462 U.S.S.R. 672; Yugoslavia 378; Venezuela 

2795 United Arab Republic 172; 
umania . 

Lubricants, including do____ 100 101 United States 46; Belgium-Luxembourg 
grease. 12; France 9. 

Petroleum coke_____...do___-_ 224 271 United States 246; West Germany 11. 
Bitumen and other 4.__.do____ 176 191 United States 104; Netherlands Antilles 

Total refinery do.__.. 2,726 3,445 
products. 

r Revised. NA Not available. | 
1 Excluding artificial corundum. 
2 Includes only material designated for abrasive use. 
3 Mostly produced in petroleum refineries. 
4 Excluding liquefied petroleum gases. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS nounced in 1964, were apparently finalized 
Aluminum.—Montecatini-Edison $.p.A in 1966 and construction was expected to | 

opened a new bauxite mine at Boca della start early in 1967. The development was 

Selva in Campania to supplement declining being carried out by Societa ar: 8 laine 
production from the company’s San pany owned 52 percent by a State holding 

~ 2 + . » - 

Giovanni Rotondo mine near Foggia. In COMPANY, and 24 percens each by Mont 
the Salento peninsula of lower Apulia scatini-Edison and Traction Electricité of 

Societa Salento Industria Resine was plan- Belgium. d Sardini development was 

ning to build an alumina and aluminum 6 00.000 . arcinian wl oan lent 
sulfate plant near the Poggiardo mine, a uu-ton-per-year uname F970 

which was opened in 1966 by Societa Min- scheduled ° men Production me of 
eraria Montevergine. The latter company € pian wi © @ jom ve } il 
had three production permits and 12 ex- Societa Alsar (55 percent), Metallgesell- 

ploration permits in Lecce province in cay. AG & west ermany (2 per " 

1967. Bauxite exploration was also being °°"'/> an omaico Aluminum Of 4 1 
conducted in Bari by Societd Alluminio ‘lia (25 percent). Comalco Co. is ee, 
Veneto Anonima (SAVA); by Montecati- Owner by von solidated we Rio Tinto 

ni-Edison in Caserta and Benevento; and Oy vorth Tt ty. Mont tini-Fdison 
by the State-controlled mercury producer, A Rormermn italy, Montlecatt . 
Societi Mineraria Monte Amiata. in Lecce W2S increasing annual production capacity 

> 3 . ° . 

and in the Sassari area of Sardinia. of its Porto Marghera alumina plant from 

In Sardinia, plans for construction of an 140,000 to 210,000 tons. An affiliated 
aluminum reduction plant with an annual company, Societa Lavorazione Leghe Leg- 
capacity of 100,000 tons, originally an- gere (LLL), Italy’s principal producer of
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aluminum semimanufactures, was already Giulia, AMMI planned to build a 30,000- 
planning to increase capacity of its 47,000- ton-per-year copper-processing plant in 
ton-per-year rolling mill at Fusina that Friuli. 
opened early in 1966. Delta Metallurgica Ligure S.p.A., a 

Production of primary metal, by com-  State-controlled company, reportedly was 
pany, was about the same as in 1966 with shifting copper semimanufacture produc- 
Montecatini-Edison as the leading pro- tion from Genova to a new plant in Ales- 
ducer. At the Mori reduction plant of  sandria. 
Montecatini-Edison, which accounted for Copper and alloy imports in 1967 to- 
about one-fourth of the company’s alum-  taled 279,000 tons including 198,000 tons 
inum output in 1966, production was of refined copper, 32,000 tons of un- 
temporarily suspended in mid-1967 be- wrought alloys, and 34,000 tons of ‘scrap 
cause of air pollution problems. and was valued in total more than $280 

Imports in 1967 included 543,000 tons million. 
of bauxite; 22,800 tons of alumina; 82,000 Copper consumption by use was report- 
tons of ingots; 65,000 tons of scrap; and _ ed as follows: 
26,000 tons of semimanufactures. Exports 
totaled 34,900 tons of metal and alloys. Bn 
Total aluminum consumption by use in Product cope ny ot ed 
1966 and 1967 was as follows: (thousand tons) 
——_——— 1966 1967 

Quantity of -__ 
Product aluminum consumed! Semimanufactures: 

__ (thousand tons) — Copper____.--....-...... 191.4 206.0 

1966 1967 Other alloys. EY OS 
ee Foundry castings: 15.9 18.4 

Semiganulecturcs: 92.0 99.0 Bronze and other 2.22271. «20:8 242 
Bars, sections, tube._.__.. 42.0 43.0 Chemicals: | sulfat 5.6 6.4 
Wireandcable---.------- 10.0 9.0 Other cs) a TB Total_.._..........._.__ 144.0 151.0 Miscellaneous-____..-_..-_.__- 2.1 3.2 

Forgings and stampings. - ____. 2.0 4.0 Total................... 329. 0 361.0 
Tron and steel product. 22. e's M:§ Of which primary only-- 195.0 22270 Paste, powder, and other___.__ 1.8 2.1 ee 

 OFO QD O81 1 Including secondary. : Ofek peasy aly” HH. T8A0 Soman, Aboantne Nexloosle Tndunri Metal 
TC Italia, Statistiche 1967. Milan, 1968, p. 19. 

1 Including secondary. 

Noouree’ Associazione Nazionale Industrie Metalli Iron and Steel.—Italy’s iron and steel Nahe SaaS OMEN, E Metall Non Foroa’in  utout_ and raw ‘maternal imports again 
reached record levels in 1967. Apparent 

Copper.—lIncreased output of copper consumption of steel rosé to 17 million 
concentrates in the past 2 years probably tons, about 17 percent more than in 1966. 
resulted from production at a new cupri- While domestic steel output increased and 
ferous-pyrite mine opened in 1966 at Al- productive capacity was well in excess of 
agna, near Vercelli in northwest Italy. demand, steel imports exceeded exports by 
The Italian firm Miniera di Frangé de- 1 million tons. This apparently resulted 
lineated substantial reserves of copper ore from the availability of large quantities of 
at this locality during the last several lower priced steel from other EEC coun- 
years. The main deposits are four sub- tries where demand was relatively de- 
parallel veins, dipping 45 degrees and pressed. During the first 9 months of 
ranging in thickness from less than 1 to 1967, steel imports from EEC sources were 
15 meters. At yearend 1963, reserves re- 28 percent more than in the comparable 
portedly totaled more than 800,000 tons 1966 period and steel exports to other EEC 
(proved and probable), containing 1.3 to countries were 18 percent less. 
3.9 percent copper and 11 to 18 percent Raw material imports in 1967 included 
sulfur. 10 million tons of iron ore, 5 million tons 

In an agreement reportedly made with of scrap, 1 million tons of pig iron, and 
the regional government of Friuli-Venezla 152,000 tons of ferroalloys.
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Government-controlled companies ac- nace steel was produced by private firms. 
counted for 95 percent of the pig iron and Modernization and expansion of produc- 
nearly 60 percent of the steel produced tion facilities continued. The volume of 
by Italy in 1967. The Italsider Company existing blast furnaces was increased by 
produced nearly 8 million tons of steel, the Italsider Company at Bagnoli, Piom- 
about half in Linz-Donawitz (LD) con- _ bino, and Trieste and at Aosta by Nazion- 
verters at Taranto and Bagnoli and most ale Cogne S.p.A.; and improvements in 
of the remainder in open-hearth furnaces charge preparation increased productivity 
at Cornigliano and Piombino. In the pri- of pig iron by 5 percent as Bagnoli. Italy's 
vate sector, the A.F.L. Falck Company and average coke consumption per ton of pig 
Fiat S.p.A. produced an estimated 1.1 iron produced was the lowest among EEC 
million tons and 1 million tons, respec- countries. 
tively. Most of the output of electric fur- In steelmaking, the Cogne Company had 

Table 4.—Italy: Salient statistics of the iron and steel industry 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

| | ——- 1966 1967 

Production: | 
Pig iron: 

Blast furnace.______.______-2 eee eee 6,082 7,052 
Electric furnace______._.____ 2 eee eee 177 242 

Steel: 
Open hearth. ________.-_. 22-2 eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 4,955 5,618 
Blectric furnace____._______--_-___ eee eee eee 4,970 5,997 
Linz-Donawitz (LD)___.__.-__----__ eee eee eee 3,711 4,272 
Oil furnace__._______ 2 ee eee eee 3 3 

Total steel__....__ ee eee eee = s«d18 , 639 15,890 
Ingots: . 

High carbon and alloy___________-____-_----------ee 1,599 1,843 
Other__.__. 2 eee eee 11,866 13 , 806 

Castings....__..__._.______--- eee eee eee 174 241 
Production facilities (operating): ! 

Blast furnaces____._._._.__.._-.__-_----___----- eee. -_units__ 15 13 
Open-hearth furnaces_____________________________.______.__do___- 37 39 
Electric furnaces____._.______--______ eee ee do. 144 133 

Consumption: 
Crude steel (apparent) ______._.__..._._._.___.._.kilograms per capita__ . 275 320 
Raw materials: 

For pig iron production: 
Iron ore, direct to furnaces_________________---____--u-___- 2,749 3,065 
Iron ore, in agglomerating plants____.______-_._____-.-.___- 6,481 7,575 
Pyrite cinder, in agglomerating plants_.._._.....__.._..-.___- 202 130 
Manganese ore________--____ eee 91 119 
Coke: 

In agglomerating plants____.._..._-____..2---_--eL____- 433 462 
In blast furnaces. _________-___-__--_-_-----___------- 3, 736 3,877 
Kilograms per ton of pig iron produced__..___...._._-__- 596 530 

For steel production: 
Tron ore__.. ee eee eee eee 196 220 
Scrap. .____- eee eee 8,520 10,144 
Pig iron._.____________________.____ eee eee 6,382 7,169 
Spiegeleisen and carbon ferromanganese________._----------- 74 83 

Energy: 
Petroleum products.______._____-_-_____-_-_-----.---------- 1,133 ¢1,100 
Electricity ._-.-___......______-._--- million kilowatt hours__ 9,402 ¢ 10,900 
Gas__......-.___.._____..___....... thousand tons SCE 2__ 2,057 NA 

Employment (December): | 
Salaried._-__.-. 2 eee -persons__ 11,248 11,250 
Nonsalaried_________..____.__-__________u____u__ -___----_-do_- 57,093 56 , 433 

Total__.____- eee ddo_ 68 ,341 67 , 683 
Average direct hourly wage____________-._..____.____.-_U.S. dollars__ 0.92 0.98 

¢ Estimate. NA Not available. 
1 July-September. ; 
2 Standard coal equivalent at 7,000 kilocalories per kilogram calculated from units reported in billion kilo- 

calories. Data includes natural and manufactured gas. 

Sources: (1) Associazione Industrie Siderurgiche Italiane (Milan). Rilevazioni Statistiche. Produzioni, 
Anno 1966 and Anno 1967: (2) Statistical Office of the European Communities (Luxembourg); (a) Iron and 
Steel, No. 2, 1968; (b) Energy Statistics, No. 1, 1968.
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nearly completed installation of two 40-ton developed and the organization of mine 
LD converters at Aosta and at least four systems was improved, particularly in 
electric furnaces were under construction Sardinia. Smelter expansions increased 
by other companies at Terni, Brescia, and Italian primary metal capacity to an esti- 
Udine. In major expansion projects mated 80,000 tons of lead and 150,000 

planned by the Italsider Company, a third tons of zinc by yearend, with an additional 
blast furnace and a third 300-ton LD con- 10,000 tons capacity for each in prospect 
verter will be installed at Taranto by 1970, for 1968. | 
and at Piombino the open-hearth siop will Despite the improvement in resources, 
be replaced by three 80-ton LD converters. the industry continued to face serious 

In continuous casting, at least 15 plants problems, the most pressing of which was 
were completed or under construction at further reduction of the protective tariffs 
yearend 1967, including a 150,000-ton-per- authorized by the EEC during the rational- 

year facility for stainless and silicon steel ization period. Labor costs and taxes were 
at Terni. Most of the latter plants were increased late in 1966 and the need to 
designed for billets or bars with lateral improve productivity was stressed by in- 
dimensions of 4 to 6 inches. dustry in 1967. The tariffs, reduced twice 

In rolling facilities, La Magona d'Italia in 1966 and again at yearend 1967 were 
was installing a continuous wide strin likely to be further reduced, perhaps to 
mill; new bar and rod mills were com- the same level as those of other EEC States — 
pleted by the Falck and Redaelli com- in 1968. 
panies, and the Italsider Company was Tariff levels on lead and zinc from mid— 
expanding annual capacity of rolling mills 1966 through yearend 1967 were as 

at Bagnolt to 2.2 million tons and will follows: 
build a 500,000-ton cold rolling plant at 

Taranto. Duty on crude metal 
In 1967 the Dalmine Company was imports (U.S. dollars 

building an 80,000 ton-per-year medium- __Per metric ton) t 
diameter pipe mill at Taranto; assumed July- January- 

. December December supervisions of the 175,000-ton-per-year 1966 1967 
small-diameter pipeworks at Piombino; and 
installed a large extrusion press for special Lead: 
steel tubing at Costa Volpino. Italian ex- From BEC countries - a $36.40 $28.00 
ports of seamless tube and other pipe, Zine: EEC county 6.00 90.00 

: mostly for pipelines being constructed by Fom iw countries - _ - - 
Ente Nazionale  Idrocarburi (ENI) in From other countries--.. 40.00 82.00 Africa and the Middle East, increased 25. G.-ap Gu 
percent in 1967 and were expected to EVEN OE SOND TS Per Kilogram. 
remain high in 1968. ENI had more than In 1967, for metal produced from Italian 
2,900 kilometers of foreign pipelines under ores in other countries and re-imported by 
construction in 1967 and had contracted Italy, no duty was applied to re-imports 
for at least another 1,000 kilometers by from EEC countries but a duty of approxi- 
yearend. mately $13.50 per ton was levied on re- 

A $27 million metallurgical research imports from other countries. 

center, financed mainly by the principal It was reported in 1967 that the Monte- 
firms of the iron and steel industry, was poni-Montevecchio Co. virtually completed 
nearing completion at Rome. Known as __ the Sartori and Faina projects in Sardinia. 
the Centro Sperimentale Metallurgico, the On the Sartori project, designed to co- 
facility will have a staff of several hundred ordinate production from seven mines of 
engaged is basic and applied metallurgical the Monteponi group, the underground ore 
research with emphasis on iron and steel. collecting station and 9 kilometers of 

feeder drifts were completed. Production of 
Lead and Zinc.—Increasing production ferruginous calamine concentrates rose 

of lead and zinc seemed likely because sharply in midyear when the company’s 
mine and smelter development projects new Waelz furnace began regular opera- 
carried on during the last 5 years by tion. New ore bodies being developed in- 
principal producers were almost completed cluded a 550,000-cubic-meter lead-zinc 
in 1967. Several new orebodies were being deposit in the San Marco mine and a
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380,000-cubic-meter deposit of pyritic _ a 
sphalerite containing 8 to 9 percent zinc Product Qrantity of metal 

in the Funtanaperda mine. Significant dis- —j966 4987 
coveries were reported in the Monteponi ~~ 
mine (silver-bearing galena), the Cungiaus , ead—-Continued 
mine (calamine), and other localities. On ~~ Ajtoys.............-.... 5.8 5.8 
the Faina project at Montevecchio, the Miscellaneous_----------. 3.0 4.1 
new Galileo and Faina shafts were com- Total._._..-..--.___.-. 180.0 147.0 
pleted; the San Antonio and Peccalina Zine: Se 
veins were being followed eastward; and a Serimanufactures: 
body of copper-lead-zinc ore containing Zine ----------------- 10,6 10.4 
additional values in silver, bismuth and , Bars, sections.... 33.8 37.3 

cadmium was found in the Montevecchio Foundry ors” vorte 18.8 a3 
mine... Galvanized products____.. 64.0 66.0 

Societa Mineraria e Metallurgica di Fhemicals - aarctuttct 8G 18-9 
Pertusola reported less favorable results in oN 
Sardinia, with ores of relatively low grade Total...----.---.------ 182.0 197.0 
being found. The average metal content of © OOOO 
ore mined in Sardinia in 1966 was 1.97 ' Excluding battery oxides. 

percent lead and 1.86 percent zinc. Litiga- Sou: Avegcarione Neviouale Industrie, Metal 
tion concerning the company’s mining Italia, Statistiche 1967. Milan, 1968, pp. 45 and 55. 
rights at the large Raibl mine continued in 
1967; the company’s concession was not | . | 
renewed by the Government in mid-1963 Me reury The decline in Merenry BrO- 

: and since that time the mine, which is a duction in 1967 was accompanied by an 
major zinc producer, has been operated 8,000-flask drop in exports, mainly reduced 
by AMMI. shipments to the United States. _— 

During 1967, the Pertusola Company The principal producers, Societa Miner- 
was increasing annual productive capacity 4 Monte Amiata and Srabiimento 
for electrolytic zinc at its Crotone plant Minerario del Siele, reported crnna nat 
to 50,000 tons and that for lead at its La production declines of 3 percent and 9 
Spezia plant to 45,000 tons. At Monteponi, percent, respectively, in 1967, partly be- 
the Monteponi-Montevecchio Co. was pro- “@US€ of strikes and partly because of lower 
ducing 70 to 80 tons of fumed zinc from grade ore. Societa Mercu rifera Ttahana, a 
its Waelz furnace and increased electro- subsidiary of Montecatini-Edision, reported 
lytic zinc capacity to about 22,000 tons increased ore production n 1967 but Aas 
annually. At Porto Marghera the company “4 accompanied by a slight drop in 
was raising electrolytic zinc capacity to *VC7@8© grade. | . 
40,000 tons annually and had nearly com- Monte Amiata | continued to develop 

pleted a rolling mill to which molten zinc the Bagni San Filippo deposit in Casti- 
would be fed directly. The company also glione d’Orcia and was sinking a new shaft 

developed a process for producing high- during the year. The company operated a 
purity (99.9999 percent +) metals, includ- "ew 50-ton-per-day Pacific furnace at 
ing zinc, silver, and bismuth. Morone in 1967; reported proving ap- 

Consumption of lead and zinc in 1966 Preciable’” new ore reserves at Abbadia 
and 1967 by use was as follows: San Salvatore in 1966; and continued ex- 

_ ploration of mercury deposits near Rome. 

Quantity of metal The Siele Co. operated two new 50-ton 
Product (thousand tons) Pacific furnaces in 1967, after elaminating 

3966. +1967..~=—«@:«old ~Spirek furnaces from its plant. 
Equipment at the plant included four 50- 

Lead: ton-per-day Pacific furnaces and eight 10- 
Semimanufactures: ton-per-day tower furnaces. 

Gbes- - ------------- ne on.o Societa Italiana Anonima Mercurio, a 
Battenae” foil, ete. __.---- 30. 3 11.0 subsidiary of the Siele Co., operated mines 

Electric cables_.........-. 18.0 20.5 at Cerreto Piano and Zolfiere. Ore at 
Chemical: ; 15.0 16.8 Zolfiere, mined opencast, contained anti- 

Other-.02222222202 1010 411s mony sulfides in addition to mercury.
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NONMETALS Construction Materials—The slump in 

Asbestos.—Societa Amiantifera di Bal- a esecdl demand inustry, whace aac oe 
angero strengthened its position as non- other building materials in 1065 and 1966, 

Gommunist Europe's leading asbestos Prc- appeared to continue in 1967 although a 
ducer. Output of its Ba'angero mine near recovery began in the latter half of the 
Turin was estimated at nearly 2 million year and a 10-percent rise in nonresidential 
tons of © rude ore and 100,000 tons of construction was reported. The relatively 
asbestos in 1967. Through modernization high level of cement production in 1967 
of production facilities, the company hoped 17%) ine absence of a severe decline in 
to achieve a productivity of 800 tons of stone industry output in 1966 and 1967 
crude ore per man-shift and a gross output appeared to be supported by public works 

of 2.2 million: tons annually. _- projects, particularly highway  construc- 
Italy continued to produce several tion. The stone industry was also aided by 

hundred tons of long-fiber tremoite from  , continuing growth of export markets in 
mines in Sondrio and Aosta but continued Wegt Germany and France and by railroad 
to rely heavily on overseas sources for this construction in Italy. 

material, which constituted much of total Cement.—Cement output in 1967, up 

asbestos imports. about 17 percent compared with that of 
The use of Italian asbestos as a filler in 1966, equaled 84 percent of productive 

bituminous paving materials was being capacity. New plant developments in 1967_ 

promoted in 1967. were of limited scope, as major expansions 

; had been completed during the p:evious 3 
Barite.—The continuing upward trend in years. Unione Cementi Marchino com- 

barite output was mainly due to produc- pleted modernization of its Rome plant, ex- 
. tion from several new mines. In Sardinia, panding annual capacity to 800,000 tons. 

new sources included the Su Benatzu mine The company operates several other plants 
opened in 1965 by Miniere Riunite Vare- and normally accounts for about 10 per- 

sine S.p.A. (MIRIVA) and Baroid Inter- cent of output. Cementerie del Tirreno, a 
national S.p.A. and two mines opened in State-owned subsidiary of the FINSIDER 

1966, the Santa Lucia of Sarrabus group, produced about 3 million tons of 
Mineraria S.p.A. (SARRAMIN) and the cement in 1967 from plants at Taranto and 
Mont’ Ega mine of Societa Mineraria Bagnoli. 

Sarda. Combined 1967 output capacity of Dimension Stone.—Production and ex- 
these mines may have been 30,000 to 40,- ports of marble increased in 1967 and 

000 tons annually. Most of the barite was probably generated the rise in overall out- 
probably processed at Baroid Interna- put in the building stone industry. Govern- 

| tional’s San Antioco plant, which includes ment statistics indicated a 10-percent rise 
micronizing facilities. in marble production and an 8-percent in- 

On the mainland, the Buca della Vena crease in exports. Marble usually accounts 
mine was opened in 1966 in Lucca for 60 to 80 percent of the industry’s out- 
province of Massa-Carrara by Societa In- put and exports of building and orna- 
dustriale e Mineraria Apuana. The ore was_ mental stone. While production data for 
processed at a flotation plant near Carrara granite, travertine, and other types of 

by Societa Bario e Derivati. In 1967 In- dimension stone were not available, exports 
dustrie Minerarie Meridionali S.p.A., a of these varieties in 1967 were slightly — 
subsidiary of Societa Mineraria Monte below 1966 levels. Total stone exports in 

Amiata, began production of barite from 1967 were valued at about $82 million. 
the Mastricarro deposits in Calabria. The Annually increasing expo:ts coupled 

company was building a benefication plant with Government public works projects 
with a productive capacity of 10,000 tons have enabled the industry to maintain an 

of barite annually. Full production was appreciable level of output despite the 

expected to start early in 1968. domestic recession in private building con- 
Barite exports in 1967 totaled 40,900 struction during 1965-66 and_ other 

tons, including 20,000 tons destined for the potentially restrictive developments in 
Netherlands and 15,000 tons for the 1966-67, which included increased costs 

United States. Barite imports totaled less from a new 3-year labor contract negoti- 
than 7,000 tons. ated December 1, 1966, additional taxes
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imposed-on December 31, and the Suez the United States was regularly the 

Canal closure in mid-1967. The latter principal foreign market for Italian stone; 
event was expected to result in permanent the shift in market positions resulted 
loss of export markets in southern Africa, L: . 1. _ . : . Oy chiefly from a rapid growth of demand for 
Asia, and Oceania which collectively ac- ; . 
counted for about 10 percent of the value finished stone products in the Common 
of the industry’s exports. Market countries. Trends in exports of 

West Germany and France continued to building and ornamental stone to these 
be the principal export markets in 1967, countries are indicated in the following 

followed by the United States. Until 1965, tabulation: 

Thousand metric tons 

Stone form United States West Germany France 

1962 1966 1962. 1966 1962 1966 

Unworked (blocks). .-___.. 19 q 18 22 16 16 
Sawed.__-_.-_____--___- 21 16 43 36 6 21 
Worked or finished _-______ 32 32 10 122. 16 84 
Byproducts !___._________ 23 i 47 113 16 40 

Total_.________.-. 95 66 118 293 54 161 
Value, millions_________.. $13.7 $12.6 $6.5 $20.7 $3.6 $15.6 

1 Granules, chips, powder, etc. a. 

Source: Association of Italian Marble and Related Industries. Relazione all’ Assemblea Generale del 30 
giugno 1967. Rome, 1967, pp. 66-80. 

Building and ornamental stone imports percent higher than in 1966. Substantial | 
in 1967 totaled about 190,000 tons, mainly production facilities were available at the 

| from Portugal and Yugoslavia, and wer: Pasquasia and Corvillo mines but there ap- 
valued at $11 million. Imports of granite peared to be delays in construction of 
from South Africa in 1967 remained at transportation and processing facilities. Ag- 
the 1966 level. About two-thirds of the gregate annual production potential of 
total imports consisted of marble or similar Sicilian mines in 1967 was probably more 
stone. — than 2.7 million tons. The Racalmuto 

The dimension stone industry employed mine, being developed by Montecatini- 
about 55,900 persons. : oe Edison, was expected to begin production 
Other.—Output of other stone, sand, in 1968. | 

and gravel was apparently little affected 
by the decline in building construction Fluorspar.—A_ high level of fluorspar 
during 1965 and 1966 because of the heavy production was maintained in 1967 as ex- 
demand from public works projects which ports increased 54 percent compared with 
apparently continued in 1967. Output of 1966. Shipments to the United States 
stone for railroad ballast, road and build- totaled more than 76,000 tons and were 
ing foundations, paving, and similar uses in valued at $2.7 million. Imports of fluor- 
1966 was reported by Associazione Industria spar in 1967 rose to 32,800 tons, which 
Marmifera Italiana (AIMI) as 54 million included 19,400 tons from France. 
tons, in addition to 200 million tons of sand The increase in production since 1965 
and gravel. While these figures were higher was mainly due to output from the Cagliari 
than those reported for earlier years by district of Sardinia where the Santa Lucia 

Government publications, AIMI em- _ and Su Benatzu mines were opened during 
phasized the difficulty in collecting ac- 1965-66. Another mine was opened in 
curate production statistics because of the 1966 in northern Italy, south of Trento at 

numerous indep endent producers. Vallarsa, by Silicifera Tridentina, S.p.A. 
Employment in 1966 was estimated at . 

14,800 in stone production and 5,200 in Most of the fluorspar produced jn 
sand and gravel operations. | northern Italy was mined by companies 

belonging to the Montecatini-Edison group, 

Fertilizer Raw Materials.—Production at including Societa Prealpina Montefluoro 
the San Cataldo and Palo mines was 7 and Societa Mineraria Presolana.
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Pyrite and Sulfur.—lItaly continued to completed in 1966. Output of these mines, 
rely heavily on pyrite for its sulfur re-  Italy’s only bituminous coal producers in 
quirements, partly because of import re- 1967, was used at the Porto Vesme power- 
strictions on elemental sulfur and partly _ plant. 
because of difficulties in obtaining supplies Although coal imports rose to 12 million 
on the international market. Pyrite imports tons in 1967, those from the United States 
rose 25 percent to 1.2 million tons in 1967, again declined, accounting for about 45 
including 762,000 tons from tke Soviet percent of the 1967 total compared with 
Union and 310,000 tons from Cyprus. 80 percent in 1965. Imports from West 

A 10-percent rise in output from the Germany increased to 3 million tons, com- 
Maremma mines of Montecatini-Edison in pared with 500,000 tons in 1965. 
Tuscany provided much of the increase in Consumption of coal in coking plants ap- 
Italian pyrite production. This company’s parently declined to about 7.9 million tons 

pyrite-processing plant at Scarlino operated but consumption in thermal powerplants 
at capacity in 1967, producing an es:- increased by 50 percent to 1.8 million tons. 
mated 750,000 tons of sulfuric acid and At the 1,200-megawatt La Spezia thermo- 
350,000 tons of pelletized iron oxide. Ex- electric plant coal transport capacity was 
ploration was being conducted for new _ increased to 1,500 tons per hour and 
pyrite resources in the Maremma area: another 600 megawatts of generating 

| existing reserves were reportedly suffcier.t capacity was being installed for service in 
for only about 15 years at the current ra‘e 1968. | 
of extraction. a . 

In Sicily, the number of active sulfur __‘ Lignite-—Completion of the Mercure 
mines was reduced from 24 to 18; most and Bastardo thermoelectric Projects in 

mines were operated or controlled by the southern Italy led to the sharp increase in 
Sicilian Mining Agency (EMS), including [!gnite production. 
the Trabonella and Floristella mines which Natural Gas.—Natural gas production . 

were reportedly transferred to the Agency aeain increased in 1967, but ENI reported 
in 1967. Under the rationalization pro- reserves totaling only 109 billion cubic 
gram, the number of mines will be reduced eters early in 1967 and private company 
to 13 by 1970, with a planned total annual holdings in peninsular Italy and Sicily 
output of 900,000 tons of crude ore, all probably totaled only 20 billion cubic 

to be used for sulfuric acid production. The meters, Continuing exploration was likely 
large fertilizer plant scheduled for comple- 4 find additional reserves but the likeli- 
tion by 1969 at Villarosa by EMS, ENI, hood of a major increase seemed small. 
and Montecatini-Edison reportedly will be The Government was actively seeking long- 
able to utilize Sicily’s entire sulfur output term contracts with foreign suppliers to 

as well as part of the region’s potash orovide about 10 billion cubic meters an- 
production. . nually. A 20-year contract for an annual 
Elemental sulfur imports in 1967 de- import of 3 million cubic meters from 

clined to 76,000 tons, of which half was Libya was negotiated in 1965, and in 1967 
supplied by France and 21,000 tons by protracted negotiations were underway 
the United States. The EEC Commission ith the Soviet Union for Siberian gas. 
authorized Italy to continue the restricticns For the Libyan gas, Esso Standard Libya 
on crude sulfur imports that have been contracted with Italian companies in 1967 
exercised since 1965 under which Italian +t build liquefaction facilities at Marsa el 
end-users are permitted to import sulfur Brega, Libya. Italian shipyards were build- 
in quantities directly proportional to pur- ing the necessary tankers, and construction 
chases of domestic sulfur at a price not to of a 140-kilometer pipeline from LaSpezia 

exceed $76 per ton. The Italian Sulfur 4, Cortemaggiore was underway. Delivery 
Agency (EZI) continued to control alloca- ya, expected to begin early in 1969. 
tions of Sicilian sulfur in 1967. Oth eli d . 

er gaS pipelines under construction 

MINERAL FUELS in Italy during the year included 400 kilo- 

Coal.—The anticipated increase in coal ™eters by ENI companies and a 250-kilo- 
output from Sardinia’s Seruci and Nuraxi Meter line by Gasdotti del Mezzogiorno 
Figus mines was again delayed in 1967 from Larino to Frosinone, which was com- 
although modernization reportedly was pleted by yearend.
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Nuclear Energy.—Italy’s plans for addi- companies for increased transportation 

tional nuclear powerplants included a 600- costs resulting from the Suez Canal closure. 

megawatt plant to be ordered in 1968, and The offshore law went into effect in 

which reportedly will be built near Ver- July. It divided the Italian continental 

celli, with completion scheduled for 1972. shelf area into five zones and required 

Three more plants with a total generating ENI to perform geophysical surveys of 

capacity of 2,000 megawatts will reportedly | each zone by certain dates. After surveying 

be ordered by 1970. The prospective in- each zone ENI may reserve 25 percent of 

crease in requirements for fuel led the the area for itself and the remaining 75 

Italian Atomic Energy Agency to resume percent will be opened for concessions to 

exploration for uranium. other companies. ENI will hold a majority 
interest in any partnership formed for joint 

Petroleum.—Main developments in the explorations in its reserved area. The law 
petroleum industry in 1967 included requires all oil and gas to be offered for 
marked changes in sources of crude oil sale to ENI before other marketing ar- 
imports and increased transportation costs rangements are made, moreover all gas 
to refiners, arising from closure of the Suez must be marketed in Italy and oil may be 
Canal, and included enactment of a law exported only with Government permission. 
governing exploration and development of ENT is also to receive royalty in the form 
oil and gas resources in areas of the of 5 percent of all gas and 8 percent of 
Italian Continental Shelf. all oil produced. The five zones, with dates 

Crude oil imports rose to 86 million tons for completion of surveys are: Zone A 
in 1967. While Kuwait and Saudi Arabia (Adriatic, north of 44 degrees latitude; 
remained the principal suppliers, interrup- September 1967); B (Adriatic, between 
tions of pipeline deliveries and of ship- 44 and 42 degrees latitude; April 1968); 
ments through the Suez Canal in mid-1967 CC (areas adjacent to Sicily; October | 
resulted in sharply increased imports from 1969); D (Adriatic and Ionian Seas, south. 
Libya, the Soviet Union, and other of 42 degrees latitude; December 1970); 
countries west of Suez, as shown in the and E (Tyrrhenian Sea and Sardinia; 
following tabulation: December 1970). After geophysical maps 

are turned over to the Ministry of Industry 
hae in volume of | by ENI, copies may be obtained at re- 

ange in volume of . "6 . 
crude oil imports in production cost by interested parties. - 

Source 1967 compared with 1966 By yearend ENI and Shell Italiana were 
Thousand Percent jointly drilling in Zone A and a partner- 

tons _ ship of Fiat S.p.A. and the Gulf Oil Corp. | 
had applied for exploration concessions; 

East of Suez: == 8.686 _2B.7 offshore boundry negotiations were under- — 
Saudi Arabia !1____.... —1,806 —9.8 way between Italy and Yugoslavia; and the 

Hag $1889 «| Fdsla —-Tegional governments of Sicily and Sardinia 
wiper NE vee ee ie ee uez: r ve areas. 

piged®-------------- 4g has Hts In crude refining, the 4-million-ton Shell 
Albania vv. T7868 © -feie:0 ~—«‘Fefinery at Taranto was completed in 1967 
Venezuela__...._----. +972 +96.0 and expansions elsewhere in Italy in- 

Ss creased $authorized refining capacity by 

1 Including Qatar and Abu Dhabi. yearend to about 90 million tons annually, 
Source: Ministero dell’ Industria, del Commer- not including the 30-percent legal reserve. 

soe el” Artiginai (ingiry of Inf, Another 11 million tons of new capacity was 
Petrolifero, v. 10, No. 12, December 1967, p. 11. authorized during the year. To avoid over- 

capacity and to reduce the cost of main- 
The effective period of a 10-lire-per-liter taining unused facilities, the Government 

tax on gasoline that was originally imposed was considering abolition of the reserve re- 
to help defray the cost of flood control quirement. This step, if taken, would in- 

- programs was extended for 1 year to crease authorized refinery capacity to about 
December 31, 1969, to compensate oil 130 million tons annually.
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~The Miner t e Mineral Industry of Japan 

By B. H. Lim,’ R. A. Pense ’ and K. P. Wang ° 

Japan’s mineral industry ranked about centered around the country’s basic mineral 
fourth in the world in terms of value of | and related industries; the iron and steel, 

minerals produced plus value added by petroleum refining, and nonferrous metals 
processing. This figure in 1967 was on _ sectors all had capital increases of 20 per- 
the order of $6.5 billion, about $1.4 cent or more above their 1966 levels. 
billion higher than in 1965. This growth During the second half of the year, 
resulted from an accelerated expansion of | when many of the investment projects were 
Japan’s mineral based industries during the completed and placed in production, an 
last 5 years. While the country’s domestic oversupply situation developed; thus, much - 
mineral resource base was only of mod- of 1967 production went to inventories, 
erate significance in 1967, its metallurgical which increased from $2,560 million in 
and petroleum refining industries, based 1966 to $6,364 million in 1967. To allevi- 
heavily on imported raw materials, had ate the oversupply, the Government pur- 
become very large and diversified to meet chased large quantities of construction ma- 
the demands of the Japanese industrial- terials for public projects and urged en- 
manufacturing economy. Growth of pro- trepreneurs to reevaluate investment plans 
duction by industrial sectors is shown in’ for 1968 in the hope that scaled down 
the following tabulation: investment would allow demand to catch 

| up with supply. This procedure was pre- 
| Production index ferred over market equilibration via the 

(1965 = 100) price mechanism. Such cooperation was 

Industry 3966. 1967. SOught especially from the Nation’s iron 
and steel producers who recorded an un- 

Mining..._...___.............. 105.8 104.3 precedented growth during the year from | 
Manufacturing. --.-...-.....--. 113.4 136.0 their already-large base. 

Petroleum and coal products... 114.8 138.2 ‘Growth in basic industries, generally, 
Ceramics_____._..-.--.---.-.-» 109.0 127.6 was not matched in consumer industries. 

Nonferrous metals...2.2.0.1.. 11217 1gs1g The imbalance resulted in soaring prices. 
All industries__....______....... 118.1 184.8 Japan’s wholesale price index went from 

ES S—*OS.6 in 1966 to 105.4 in 1967 (1965= 
Source: Japanese Government, Economic Planning 100) while the consumer price index went 

Ney Toky 0, Japan. Economic Statistics. V. 2, from 104.8 to 109.1, yielding an inflationary 
pressure of slightly more than 4 percent 

Japan’s gross national product (GNP) for the year. Higher consumer prices 

in 1967 amounted to $115,700 million were particularly prominent during the 
as compared with $97,477 million in 1966, second half of 1967 and the monthly index 
an increase of 18.7 percent. If prices are stood at 112.4 in December. 
adjusted to real terms, the increase am- The rapid industrial growth also in- 
ounted to 13.7 percent, still a very sig- fluenced Japan’s international trade bal- 
nificant expansion and one of the highest ance, which in 1967 showed a $1,222 

if not the highest, for an advanced econe ———————__. a 
omy. This market expansion was attrib- Actinic scientist, Division of International 

uted chiefly to gross domestic capital for- 2 Research specialist, Division of International 
mation, which went from $33,239 million “*iyties- area specialist, Far East-South Asia, 
at yearend 1966 to $44,402 million by the Division of International Activities. 

end of 1967.* This growth, in general, was 1, May 13 1968. Weekly Review. V. 22, No. 

411
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million deficit. In large part, the deficit recent years. Formed by 22 steelmakers 
resulted from imports of mineral raw and fabricators, 8 ferroalloy and 4 nickel 
materials, especially fuels and ferrous and producers, the firm had an initial capital : 
nonferrous ores and concentrates, prices of | of about $2 million. A two month’s supply 
which edged generally upward in 1967. of nickel and molybdenum are to be stock- 

Japan’s foreign investment increased piled first, followed probably by tungsten 
nearly 40 percent in 1967, and totaled and cobalt. 
$627 million compared with $450 million In February 1968 the Overall Energy 
at yearend 1966. The increase reportedly Research Council (OERC), established in 
was largely due to borrowings from foreign 1965 as an advisory body to MITI, made 
financial institutions, which totaled $459 its first policy recommendations for energy 

‘million in 1967 compared with $335 mil- resources development. It estimated that 
lion in 1966. New overseas net investment energy demand, growing 10 percent ann- 
during 1967 totaled $153 million compared ually, would increase 2.6 times by 1985, 
with $112 million in 1966.5 by which time imported energy, accounting 

Few new metal and oil refining plants for nearly two-thirds of total supply in 
came into operation during 1967, although fiscal 1965 (April 1965 to March 1966) 
many companies were busy expanding ex- would constitute almost 90 percent of the 
isting installations, continuing construction total. Petroleum, nearly all imported, was 
on projects previously started, or planning expected to supply about 75 percent of 
new facilities in anticipation of rising de- total energy in 1985, compared with 58 
mand both at home and abroad. In many __ percent in fiscal 1965. OERC recom- 
cases the Ministry of International Trade mended that strenuous efforts be made to 
and Industry (MITI) intervened to regu- free Japan’s crude oil supplies and prices 
late the growth rate to prevent overex- from foreign company control. This was. 

_ pansion. This met with varying degrees to be accomplished by giving sufficient : 
of success but was most effective in the financial assistance to Japanese companies 
steel industry. to find and develop overseas sufficient oil 

_ The Mizushima steel plant of Kawasaki to provide 30 percent of demand by 1985. 
Steel Corp., which began rolling activities Government intervention was also recom- 
in 1966, became a fully integrated plant mended to extend Japanese control over 
in April when its first blast furnace was refining and marketing operations in Japan. 

- blown in. Yawata Iron and Steel Co. Coal’s share of total energy demand 
speeded work to bring its new Kimitsu’ was expected to drop from 27 percent in 
plant into integrated operation by yearend fiscal 1965 to less than 10 percent in 1985. 

| 1968. The lead smelter of Mitsubishi Com- Coal demand was to be maintained by 
inco Smelting Co. and the lead-zinc smel- price subsidies to major consumers, more 
ter-refinery of Sumiko Imperial Smelting complete rationalization of production fa- 
Process Co., both placed on stream during cilities, and streamlining industry manage- 
1966, moved towards full scale operation ment. Extensive recommendations were 
in 1967, while construction continued on also made concerning the development of 
a new jointly owned lead-zinc smelter-re- nuclear power—virtually nonexistent in 
finery due in 1968. Sumitomo Chemical fiscal 1965 but scheduled to supply about 
Co., Ltd., began operation of a new alum- 10 percent of Japan’s primary energy in 
inum refinery in June; Nippon Light 20 years—and hydroelectric power which 
Metal Co., Ltd., was about to build a _ was expected to fall from somewhat more 
new refinery in Hokkaido; and a group than 10 percent of overall supply to some- 
of Mitsui companies were planning a re- what under 5 percent. 
finery on Kyushu. In the petroleum in- Government support of domestic mining 
dustry, approximately 125,000 barrels per mounted in 1967. By far the largest 
day of crude refining capacity was added subsidy went to coal, where approximately 
and three new refineries were scheduled to $145 million was appropriated for direct 
go on stream in 1968. - support alone during fiscal 1967—about 

In December the Japan Rare Metal 70 percent more than in fiscal 1966. 
Corp. was established with MITI financial Appropriations for natural gas exploration 
support in order to stabilize supplies and during fiscal 1967 were stepped up to 
prices of those imported metals which —W————— . 
have been subject to sharp fluctuations in & San bo toes, kyo Weekly Review. V. 22, No.
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$3.3 million. Through the Agency for proportions. Total fiscal 1967 new capital 
Promoting Metallic Minerals Prospecting, investment in steel was estimated at $1 
the Government was prepared to make billion of which the equivalent of about 
available about $7.2 million in fiscal 1967 8 percent was secured abroad. The desire 

in low interest loans to large companies for greater financial stability was cited as 
to pay the major portion of prospecting one reason for the merger in 1967 of 
for copper, lead, zinc, and manganese. Tokai Iron and Steel Co., then the seventh 
The Agency also planned to spend about largest steel producer, and Fuji Iron and 
$1.2 million for its own preliminary sur- Steel Co., the second largest, and was 
veys in 14 locations and detailed investi- undoubtedly a factor in opening negotia- 
gations at 3 sites for these metals. About tions for a merger of Fuji and Yawata 
$1.2 million was earmarked in fiscal 1967 Iron and Steel Co., the top-ranking pro- 
under the Law Concerning the Promotion ducer. | 
of the Modernization of Medium and Small Japanese activities overseas in support 
Enterprises to subsidize up to 50 percent of its domestic mineral consuming indus- 
of the prospecting costs of smaller com- tries accelerated during 1967. Major in- 
panies searching for deposits of 11 metallic vestment commitments were made by Jap- 
and 6 nanmetallic ores. Under the “Decre- anese copper refiners in copper mining in 
mental Exemption System” initiated in Canada and Republic of the Congo (Kins- 
1965, allowing mining companies to retain hasa) and negotiations were initiated for 
a stipulated portion of their ore sales in- the purchase of a large quantity of ingot 
come tax-free for the purpose of prospect- from Zambia. A contract was signed late 
ing, about $33 million had been accumu- in 1967 by smelter operators for the 
lated by 1967, of which about $18 million annual import from one Canadian company 
had been expended. of concentrates equal to twice the entire 

The trend towards rationalization and quantity of lead imported in 1966 and 
consolidation in the minerals industry be- more than half the total amount of zinc. 
came more pronounced. Previous moves The quasi-Government Overseas Mineral 

- in this direction, encouraged by the Gov- Resources Development Co., Ltd. (QMR- 
ernment and aimed at making the proc- DC), with 50 percent private participation 
essing sector more competitive interna- by some 22 nonferrous metal mining and 
tionally, involved joint ventures between smelting concerns, conducted exploration 

: - major nonferrous metal producers in es- abroad in areas where private companies 
tablishing new plants. The Onahama cop-_ were inhibited by the high risks involved, 
per smelter-refinery (1965), the Harima such as in Malaysia, where rights were ob- | 
lead-zinc smelter refinery (1966), and the tained to a large low-grade copper deposit 
Hachinohe lead-zinc smelter-refinery sched- in Sabah. 
uled for operation in 1968 were projects In October the Japan Petroleum Devel- 
of this nature. The 1966 opening of the opment Corporation was set up to assist 
Cominco lead smelter-refinery, in which a Japanese oil companies in locating and 
Canadian firm held a 50 percent interest, developing foreign crude oil sources. About 
apparently represented the first time that a $213 million was made available during 
non-Japanese firm had held as much as _ the first year for nine projects in Australia, 
one-half interest in a major nonferrous Canada, Indonesia, Malaysia, and the 
processing installation, however. This was United States (Alaska). Independent of 
followed in 1967 by the commencement of these projects three Japanese oil companies 
Japan’s first nickel oxide plant with foreign secured in December an offshore concession 
participation. in Abu Dhabi, Trucial States, believed 

During 1967, moreover, outright mergers capable of becoming a major oil find. 
between Japanese steel companies began. Major purchase agreements were made by 
Principally, because of the country’s tax Japanese interests with natural gas pro- 
laws and financial system, industry’s capital ducers in Brunei and the United States 
structure is relatively weak compared to (Alaska). Within the next few years these 
foreign counterparts. This has been felt will result in importing, in liquefied form, 
most keenly in the steel industry where the the equivalent of 120 billion cubic feet 
problem of generating or obtaining the annually, almost twice the 1967 level of 
huge amounts of capital necessary to fi- indigenous supply. 
nance future growth has assumed greater Total private Japanese overseas invest-
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ments in mining (including petroleum and In 1967 Japanese-financed rolling mills 
natural gas) was estimated during 1967 to were under construction or were planned 
have reached $367 million since the end in New Zealand, the Philippines, South 
of World War II. In addition, Japanese Korea, and Thailand, while a completely 
iron and steel companies have been active integrated partially Japanese-backed plant 
in developing plants in foreign countries. went on stream in Malaysia. 

PRODUCTION | 
In 1967 Japan was a strong third as a output value for 1966, were as follows: ® 

world steel producer, after the United $267 million for metallic ores; $138 million 
States and the ‘Soviet Union. Its relative for nonmetallics (excluding cement and 
position in refined petroleum and cement salt); $526 million for hard coals; and $53 

was the same as in steel. In pyrite and million for lignite, crude oil, and natural 
pyrophyllite, Japan led the world and in _ gas. Corresponding data for 1967 were not 
titanium, it was second only to the United available. For 1966, the source also reports 

States. In fertilizers, ferroalloys, aluminum, $837 million for refined metals; this figure 
copper, lead, and zinc, Japan occupied double-counts indigenous metals and does 
third to sixth position. not include iron and steel, aluminum, and 

Value of Japan’s mineral industry output many other metals derived mainly from 
in 1967 was on the order of $6.5 billion imported raw materials. Other sources 

as compared with Japan’s gross national reported cement output valued at $480 
product (GNP) of $115.7 billion. The million for 1966 and $568 million for 1967, 
corresponding estimates for 1965 were $5.1 but this would double count limestone, to 
billion for mineral output and $83.9 billion some extent (reported by Mining Year- 
for GNP. Thus, growth in minerals and book of Japan at $65 million for 1966). 
metals roughly paralleled overall economic To arrive at the total mineral industry 
growth. output value stated previously, it was 

While Japan’s mineral processing in- necessary to consider the very large factor 
dustries, notably iron and steel and non- of value added for steel, other metals, and 
ferrous smelting industries, expanded ra-_ refined petroleum. Clearly, Japan’s influ- 
pidly in the last few years, the domestic ence in the mineral and metal field goes 
metal mining industry made only a modest far beyond the limited domestic resource 
advance. Gains made in nonferrous metal . base. In fact, Japan owns an increasing 
mining can be mainly attributed to the array of mineral properties abroad, either 
increased exploration of the ‘“kuroku’ wholly or in part, which are like domestic 
(black) ores. Most nonmetals headed by properties in some respects. 
cement and limestone, made significant §—~ 
progress. 6 Ministry of International Trade and In. 

Preliminary figures on mine and metal ose Mining Yearbook of Japan 1966. pp
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Table 1.—Japan: Production of mineral commodities 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Alumina_.....-.-.---------------- 511 589 626 662 710 
Metal, ordinary. _.._.-.-._...--_-- 222 264 292 335 379 
Metal, superfine_-_.....--..-tons_- 1,869 r 1,938 r 1,835 r2,142 2,881 
.Oxide, fused. .-_....-.---.-------- 34 37 30 28 38 

Antimony: 
Mine..._._.....-......-----tons_- 192 503 183 V7 58 
Regulus (metal)_..._._.....-do___- 2,067 2,324 r1,411 1,942 2,483 
Oxide____-.-----.----------do__-_- 1,175 1,615 1,129 1,368 1,861 

Arsenic (white)._-....-.......---do__-. 820 499 479 547 643 
Bismuth, metal. _..._.......----do.__- 373 506 611 r 544 634 
Cadmium, meta)]_.._...-._---...-do__-- 1,012 1,215 1,480 r 1,756 1,899 
Cerium. __.____.-._--._--_-.-.---do..-. 122 F164 127 153 90 
Chromium: 

Concentrate, almost all low-grade- - _. 44 44 42 33 45 
Metal_._..._-_.....-_-----.tons_- 456 r 976 1,090 611 1,825 

Cobalt_........--..--------.-.-do___. 20 16 ae 
‘Copper: 

Mine. ._.._..._--__----.~--------- 107 106 107 111 118 
Metal, primary electrolytic_ ---~--- -- 295 342 366 405 470 
Metal, secondary_._...--..-------- 89 118 122 F115 148 

Germanium, metal__..._......_..tons_- 14 24 18 15 21 
Germanium, oxide_.._._._...-...-do__-_- 14 r21 22 r14 23 
Gold, refined. _...thousand troy ounces_- 433 460 519 555 678 
Indium. ._...-_.-..--.--.--.---do-__-_- 151 229 281 273 560 
Tron and steel: 

Direct smelting ore_......_-------- 1,130 1,132 1,119 r1,110 1,133 
Tron sands.___.__-_.-.--.--------- 1,295 1,425 1,391 r 1,289 1,375 
Pyrite sinter.....-.---.-.--------- 1,767 1,926 1,965 ©2,021 1,965 
Pig iron.._-.--..--._-.------------ 19, 9386 23,778 27,502 32,018 40,095 
Ferroalloys: 

Ferrochrome__._...-..-------- 82 137 117 r 137 197 
Ferromanganese__..-..-------- 166 212 221 ® 237 303 
Ferromolybdenum. . ._..-tons-- 1,017 1,429 1,247 r1,712 2,036 
Ferronickel_____..__.....----- AT 78 74 r 72 107 
Ferrosilicon._.._-......-------- 94 114 121 r 139 146 
Ferrotungsten.._.._...-..tons_- 760 1,178 726 ¥ 674 1,105 
Ferrovanadium--._..___.do--_-- 1,287 1,128 1,057 r 1,556 1,400 
Silicomanganese____.....---~-- e115 er115 er1z15 NA NA 

Steel ingots......-.--...---------- 31,501 39,799 41,161 47, 784 62,154 
Rolled steel, hot rolled: 

Ordinary.......-..----------- 23,307 29,381 30,972 35,760 45,934 
Special. ._...-.-..------------ 2,310 2,532 2,412 3,196 4,426 

Lead: 
Mine___________-__-._. + .-------- 53 54 55 63 64 
Metal, primary smelter... -_..----- 92 97 108 119 150 
Metal, secondary refined... ...----- 68 61 57 60 36 

Magnesium, primary only_-__.--~ ---tons-- 2,439 2,937 3,785 r§,291 6, 748 
Manganese: 

Ore, mostly low-grade... ----------- 277 285 303 r 321 340 
Oxide___._.__..-----.------------ 10 r12 21 23 35 
Metal, electrolytic. __....-.-------- 5 5 6 5 6 

Mercury___.._-._._...76-pound flasks- - 4,902 4,960 4,699 r 4,846 4,612 
Molybdenum: 

Mine MoSe.___._.--_----~---tons-- 553 r 468 r 461 r 410 422 
Metal_____._.._--.-_...----do---- 134 r 146 105 142 204 

Nickel, metal_.....--..-.------------ 6 q q q T 

Palladium_____._._._..___troy ounces. - 1,326 1,875 2,952 5,495 3,327 

Platinum_.._._....-_-.---------do-_-- 1,714 2,199 2,466 2,733 3,072 
Selenium. .______._.__._-__...--tons.- 142 148 158 192 191 
Silicon, high-purity -_.......--.--do---- 11 14 12 20 36 
Silver, electrolytic , 

thousand troy ounces. - 15,214 15,966 16,658 18 , 327 22,173 
Tantalum__._.____._-.__..--~.--tons.- 5 11 6 qT 12 
Tellurium. - --------------------d0---- 6 3 9 10 13 

in: 
Mime. _______.__--.---.--long tons-- 857 796 837 971 1,170 
Metal, electrolytic and fire. ._do---- 1,976 1,954 1,610 1,836 1,666 

Titanium: 
Slag_......_.......---------tons.. 874 1,960 2,894 r 3,508 5,709 
Metal__._.___.__-_.....-.--do_-.- 1,759 2,993 4,840 6,432 7,840 

Tungsten: 
Concentrate____._._....-_.-do-_.-- 651 715 594 586 691 
Metal_..._...-_--.._....-..-do._.- 516 703 622 675 1,004 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Japan: Production of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
A SESS SSS SSS Shi sh irr SSS SSS fish hi assis SS SSS iS es SSS 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
a 

Metals—Continued 
Zine: 

Mine__._ 2 ee 198 216 221 253 262 
Metal, electrolytic. __......_..____- 177 202 245 ¥ 279 311 
Metal, distilled......-....----____- 87 84 97 r 120 148 
Metal, high-purity.........._____- 18 30 26 45 57 
Sulfate... -- 2-2 26 29 28 31 35 

_ Oxide._.._-..------.------------- r 33 r 35 36 39. 42 
. Zireconium...._.._.......... kilograms__ r 53 r 66 102 r 60 33 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos, mostly crysotile___.__._._____ 17 16 15 r19 24 
Barite._..._-....--_.-- 2-2 eee 38 40 42 40 38 
Bromine_.___.-.-.......-_.._._-tons__ 13,552 4,681 3,962 5,056 6,002 
Cement, all types........_..._____-.-.. 29,948 32,981 32,689 38 , 265 42,993 
China clay (kaolin)_____....-__.________ 99 107 89 r 118 150 
Dolomite. -....-.-..2.2-.---- 2 eee 1,752 1,838 1,674 r1,711 2,138 
Feldspar and aplite___________________- r 261 317 r 336 r 344 374 
Fire clay_.-..-___-..--------_-.-__--- 813 r 920 r1,011 r 1,042 1,409 
Fluorspar_....-...-_.__-.---.--------- 21 19 li r44 12 
Graphite, mostly crystalline_______tons__ 2,998 2,450 2,252 r 2,203 1,730 
Gypsum___._2 eee 783 751 650 - §98 587 
Todine.___.-..---.._-_---_-_-__-tons_- 1,686 2,025 2,193 2,627 2,910 
Lime (quicklime)__.___....-.-_-_.____- 1,385 1,631 °1,692 2,013 3,082 
Limestone___._....-------.----------- 53,857 60, 603 61,363 r 71,450 80,904 
Phosphates (superphosphates)._...___--- 1,663 1,661 1,550 1,191 ~ 1,195 

' Potash, carbonate__._....---_.___----_- 6 8 7 10 12 
Pyrite, pyrrhotite and cupriferous pyrite. _ 3,894 4,146 4,323 14,734 4,527 
Pyrophyllite (powder).__...._.__------- 289 321 r 319 ¥ 365 411 
Salt_..0. 2-2-2 eee eee TAT 893 848 850 973 
Silica: 

Sand_.___-_--- ee 1,985 2,129 2,316 2,589 3,328 
Stone_._._..--_------------ eee 2,820 2,999 3,049 3,112 4,045 

Sulfur, refined from ore________-_____-- ~ 223 241 213 230 254 
Sulfur, recovered from oil_.__.__________- 12 19 37 53 62 
Sulfur ore, for making acid____________- © 548 r 586 1,112 r1,155 NA 
Sulfuric acid___._-___..--.-----_____-_- 4,991 5,372 5,655 6,031 6,280 
Tale._.__.-------- eee 68 r 98 93 | 106 120 

Mineral fuels: 
Carbon black. ------------------------ 80 111 123 Ct r 135 176 

oal: 
Anthracite._......_.....___-.__--- 1,798 1,709 1,630 1,612 1,514 
Bituminous.____...___......-.-.-. 50,254 49,220 47,904 | 49,736 45,532 
Lignite..._..-.-..--- 22-2 Lee 914 691 573 452 366 

Coke from coal: 
From coke ovens. ________._-___---- 12,066 13,697 15,001 17, 032 21,294 
From gas plants_____________.____- 3,374 3,721 3,670 3,713 4,165 

Fuel briquets.____.___________.._-__-- 4,300 4,082 3,918— 4,054 3, 839 
Natural gas__..__._._million cubic feet._ * 59,845 r 65,640 r 62,861 * 64,509 66, 734 
Peat ¢_.__-_-_----------- eee 75 . 70 | 70 70 
Petroleum: 

Crude oil (including natural gasoline) 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_- 5,646 4,818 4,726 5,463 — 5,539 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline___..._._.._._...do__.. 58,370 62 , 507 68,611 79,225 90,806 
Naphtha___.____._..._-do___. 20,651 31,142 45,929 56,819 67 , 649 
Jet fuel________..___._.do___- 4,299 6,344 8,105 9,425 15 ,340 
Kerosine_..._......._.-do__.. 1 24,844 28,395 34,922 39 , 8038 54,394 
Distillate fuel oil._._....do_.._. 40,752 50,730 56, 747 69, 778 81,450 
Residual fuel oil__.._._..do_.._.. 187,899 228,133 262,591 313,143 382 , 061 
Lubricating oils_______..do____ 5,403 r 6,758 r 7,273 ¥ 8,234 - 9,348 
Grease '____._.___.-.._-do___- 224 237 243 267 297 
Paraffin *_____.__._....-do___- 409 526 536 643 634 
Asphalt *__~_-_ do __- 4,111 7,867 9,207 11,368 12,507 
Liquefied petroleum gas'_do-__-_- 12,057 24,064 32,133 38 , 909 45 , 236 
Petro'eum coke *________do___- 383 464 456 411 396 

e Estimate. 
r Revised. 
NA Not available. 

Sources: Ministry of Interrational Trade and Industry. Mining Yearbook of Japan, 1963-66; Petroleum 
Yearbook of Japan, 1963-66; Petroleum Statistical Weekly, issue 42-12.
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TRADE 

The value of total Japanese mineral chiefly from the Middle East; special 

commodity trade reached a new high of lubricants and high-grade coking coal 

$6,921 million in 1967, while total Jap- came mostly from the United States. Non- 

anese merchandise trade value reached ferrous metals came chiefly from Zambia, 

$22,105 million. However, Japan had a Canada, Australia, Chile, and Peru. 
trade deficit of $1,222 million for the year Japan’s principal mineral exports during 

as compared with a trade surplus of $254 1967 included iron and steel semimanufac- 

million in 1966. tures, nonmetallic mineral manufactures, 

The United States remained Japan’s and nonferrous metals that were valued at 

largest trading partner in 1967. Japanese $1,272 million, $297 million, and $106 

exports of all commodities to the United million, respectively. The United States 

States totaled $3,012 million, and similar was a major customer, especially of iron 

imports from the United States totaled and steel semimanufactures, of which it 

$3,212 million. Japan’s mineral product took nearly one-half. 
exports to the United States, mainly iron The following tabulations summarizes the 

and steel, were significant, but its mineral Japanese mineral and total trade for 1966 

imports from the United States were not and 1967: 
particularly important valuewise, being = 
limited to phosphates, potash, molybdenum, _ Value Mineral 

scrap, iron ore, special lubricants, and | _ Guillion dollars) modities’ 

coking coal. oe Mineral Total share 

Overall, Japan’s largest mineral imports modities trade oreeat) 

in 1967 were metalliferous ores and scrap,_._§_ <n 

mineral fuels ‘and lubricants valued at Exports. 1,815 9,776 18.6 

$1,600 million, and nonferrous metals val- 1967___-_.------- 1,792 10,442 17.2 

ued at $590 million. Chief iron ore sup- | Imports 3,791 9,523 939.8 

liers were India, Chile, Peru, and Malaysia, 1967____.-------- 5,129 11,663 44.0 
° . . : Trade balance: 

with Australia looming large in the future. 1966....._._..... -1,976 +258 XxX 

The United States furnished, by far, the 1967____.-.-.---. —3,837 —1,221 XX 

bulk of the scrap. Crude petroleum came XX Not applicable.



Table 2.—Japan: Exports of mineral commodities - 
oo 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

I TO TT TCL ID LE EE EA TTL OD CI TT CTO DA STII a CS ST AS SC SC GEA AS AOD 

Commodity 1965 1966 1967 Principal destinations, 1966 

ane ee a a a ea aaa ac a aaa a a a AA a a ae a 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Alumina___._.2- 222 ee eee ee eee eee ee 95 , 038 109, 691 75,954 United States 59,439; Australia 37,995; Italy 9,450. 
Aluminum hydroxide. _.....---...--_--------- 7,104 11,208 13,046 Thailand 4,383; Australia 2,570; Singapore 2,370; Malaysia 1,065. 
Metal and alloys: 

Unwrought__..__.-.--------.----------- 29,168 19,273 1,988 United States 11,350. . 
Semimanufactures._....-.-_.--.-.--.-..-- 25,221 31,123 19,552 United States 17,010; Hong Kong 2,196. 

Bismuth and alloys, all forms.._._-........----..-- 197 91 230 Netherlands 34; France 29. 
Cadmium and alloys, all forms._._......-..-.----- 716 659 565 United States 253; United Kingdom 122; Netherlands 116. 
Copper semimanufactures._..._.....-.-----.~----- 50,440 _ 89,744 33,635 United States 16,129; Taiwan 6,072; Philippines 4,315. 
Jron and steel: 

Ferroalloys: . = 
Ferrochrome_.___.....---_-------------- 23 , 733 22,256 6,328 Urited States 13,996; Urited Kingdom 4,389; Australia 1,176. 2 
Ferromanganese____..._.-.---.- 2 eee 15,314 15,046 4,812 United States 9,566; United Kingdom 1,983. re 
Ferrosilicomanganese_.__._.-..-...------ 723 598 348 Australia 185; United States 159; Ryukyu 135. . De] 
Ferrovar adium__.. 22.2222 eee 311 80 42 All to North Korea. ; > 
Other_______....--- eee 1,818 1,907 3,384 United States 1,061. CF 

Primary forms: 
Ingots....._-----------..thousand tons__ 39 6 9 All to Ryukyu. , md 
Blooms, billets, and slabs_____._.._.do__... 419 159 43 South Korea 55; Argentina 37; Philippines 27. rs 
Coils for rerolling._..........-..-..do__-. 889 860 758 United States 571; Spain 73; Italy 72. > 
Semimanufactures: eS 

Wire rod_..._-.--.------..-..do___- 742 741 659 United States 544. oO 
Bars and other rods___.__.....-do__._ T57 350 988 United States 199; Thailand 101. oO 
Large sections___..._._.._.._.-.-do____ 397 337 269 United States 164. Ww 
Small sections.__.....-...-..-.-do___- 323 207 109 United States 146. . 
Plates and sheets: 9 

Heavy, including universals_do-_ -___ 926 854 763 United States 371; mainland China 106. 3 
Medium_________-_..---.-do___-_ 227 3738 409 United States 220; mainland China 61. 
Thin, uncoated___.._.._._..do___-_ 1,889 2,274 | 2,557 United States 923; Philippines 181; mainland China 163. 
Tinplate___...._....-...-.do___- 356 397 407 United States 82; mainland China 58; Taiwan 37. 
Other coated__._..._....-.do___- 571 524 682. United States 290. 

Hoop and strip__..........----do __. 166 188 - 487 United States 46; Thailand 32; Singapore 18. 
Rails and accessories_..........do_._. 170 156 56 South Korea 35; Thailand 23; Mexico 17. 
Wire... ee do. 393 377 844 United States 216; Thailand 49. 
Pipes, tubes, and fittings: . 

Cast pipes and tubes___..__do___- 10 19 20 Taiwan 4; Singapore 3; Hong Kong 2; Philippines 2. 
Seamless pipes and tubes__.do____ 401 504 462 Mainland China 148; U.S.S.R. 140; United States 62. 
Other pipes and tubes___...do____ 869 820 850 United States 523; Saudi Arabia 39; mainland China 34. 
Fittings..........-.......do ___- 145 124 58 Urited States 59; Canada 20. 

Lead Castings and forgings..._._._....do__-_- 1 1 1 All to United States. 
ead: 

Metal and alloys, unwrought and semimanufac- 11,535 9,997 7,978 South Korea 2,067; Ryukyu 2,056; United States 1,812. 
ures. 

Magnesium metal and alloys, all forms_.___._____-- 107 122 74 North Korea 96. 
Manganese: 

Oxides. ___. 2 eee eee 18,939 21,347 24,384 Taiwan 1,670; West Germany 1,633; United Kingdom 1,546.



Mercury. .._.-------------------76-pound flasks - - 2,610 1,576 864 South Korea 806; Canada 299. 
Molybdenum metal and alloys, all forms... ..-..--- 25 70 129 Australia 61. 
Nickel: 

Metal and alloys, unwrought and semimanufac- 384 3,108 1,891 Thailand 2,795. 
tures. 

Platinum group metals and thousand troy ounces- - 6 6 26 United States 2; mainland China 2. . 
alloys, all forms. — 

Selenium. ______._-.-.---_----------- eee 31 42 48 United Kingdom 30. 
Silver and alloys, thousand troy ounces. - 154 99 164 Taiwan 36; South Korea 32; India 16, . 

unwrought and semimanufactures. 
Titanium: 

Oxides: 
Rutile type_____--..--.--.--.---------.- 21,129 . 18,145 14,461 United States 3,908; Belgium 1,883; Sweden 1,760; mainland China 

Other._._-.-------.----------.---------. 16,984 19, 600 13,284 United States 11,335; mainland China 2,030. 
Metal including alloys, all forms...-......___-- 3,536 4,936 4,982 United States 4,054. . 

Tungeten: _ 
zi etal and alloys, all forms..._-._-__.._..__.-- 106 86 29 India 42; mainland China 33. a 

ine: 
Metal and alloys: 

Unwrought_____....--------_.-_-------. 55,404 59,147 65,751 United States 18,330; Philippines 11,921; Taiwan 4,603. = 
N ' Semimanufactures.._.._..-.-.-.----.----- 1,071 2,195 3,461 United States 351; Taiwan 303; Philippines 194; Hong Kong 181. 2 

onmetals: 
. tx 

Cement______._...-----.-.--..-.---thousand tons-- 1,601 1,619 2,076 Ryukyu 300; Thailand 229; Singapore 205. mw 
Chalk.___.._._--_-_--.---- eee eee eee 8,470 9,203 7,547 Hong Kong 2,491; Singapore 2,429; Malaya 1,411. > 
Clays and clay products: m 
Di Crude, clay._.-_---------------------------- 46,534 36,498 42,447 Philippines 12,522; Taiwan 8,665; Salvador 5,988. 2 

iamor d: | 
Industrial. ._._.......-.----thousand carats-_-_ 110 361 482 United States 159; United Kingdom 138. g 
Gem, not set or strung____.._...__..._.do__-_- 676 587 648 Netherlands 543; United States 42. wn 

Diatomite and other infusorial earths. ...__..__._--- 443 436 657 Malaysia 214; Philippines 47; Thailand 46. ee 
Dolomite, crude and calcined._____...____-_---.-- 2,277 42,358 3,625 Philippines 42,068. is 

Fertilizer materials: . © 
Ammorium chloride_.____...-_-_._----------- 210,091 306,944 385,888 Mainland China 241,750; South Korea 20,596. "i 
Ammonium sulfate__....-_._--.-.--..-.--------. 1,283,777 1,205,089 1,628,861 Mainland China 553,600; Taiwan 202,500; South Korea 192,780. ey 
Urea__..__.-.----.------- eee eee 2,053 30, 636 64,183 Philippines 17,952; South Viet-Nam 5,009; Mexico 5,000. > 
Other_._____.------------------------------ 400,481 252,455 227,107 Mainland China 116,601; Thailand 38,520. - 

Total....-----------------eeeeee--------- 1,896,402 1,795,124 2,806,089 2 
Gems, including industrial precious and semiprecious 

stones, not elsewhere specified: . 
Dust and powder, including thousand carats_- 25 73 2,771 United States 36; United Kingdom 19; South Korea 10. 

iamond dust. . 
Other, excluding diamond and _.-__kilograms_- 10,324 8,695 14,735 United States 4,274; Hong Kong 1,919; South Korea 1,080. 

including piezoelectric quartz. 
Graphite. _____.__.__-_____---_.---_------_-------- 700 677 715 Thailand 534. 
Gypsum and plasters___.____...-.-.-..--------.-.- 7,335 13,924 10,846 Singapore 6,484; Philippines 6,418. 
Jodine_. 2.22.22 eee eee ee 1,396 2,366 2,123 United States 1,279; France 286. 
Limestone, excluding dimension thousand tons. . 423 513 369 Australia 270; Hong Kong 239. 

stone. 
Lime...._.___---------------------------------- 6,255 6,110 5,263 Singapore 3,263; Hong Kong 1,440; Ryukyu 1,049. 
Magnesite____..__.__._.-._-.--------_-------~---- 10,895 46,537 17,174 United States 31,666. os 
Mica, all forms__..._..--..---..------------~---- 82 172 102 South Korea 141. food 
Phosphorus, red..__........--------------------- 344 546 570 United States 239; India 190. co
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Table 2.—Japan: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a a a a ea 

Commodity 1965 1966 1967 Principal destinations, 1966 

aennnn eee renee sense ene ELL A EL TD TT Lae OS eT SS SS cf SP SFOS SSS SSS 

Nonmetals—C ontinucd 
Pigments, mineral, iron oxides and hydroxides. - _ ___ 333 389 491 Taiwan 313. 
Sodium and potassium hydroxides and peroxides- . _- 55,142 76,718 84,075 U.S.S.R. 29,713; South Korea 13,767. 
Oxides, hydroxides and peroxides of magnesium, stron- 13 ,260 23,836 18,915 United States 15,455; Australia 5,152. 

tium or barium. | 
Stone, sand and gravel: i 

Gravel and crushed stone..._...-- 2-22 --- ee 1,063 1,194 1,841 Ryukyu 616; United States 183; Taiwan 170. 2 
Quartz and quartzite.........-..----.-------- 371 207 77 ~=Thailand 125, ts 
Sand, excluding metal-bearing............--.-- 1,969 1,467 1,473 Philippines 1,320. mw 

Sulfur: 
Elemental, all forms. _.........--..-.-------- 191 5,492 1,745 South Korea 4,430; Taiwan 1,027. DF 
Sulfuric acid. .--.--------------------------- 634 1,169 1,162 Indonesia 456; Cambodia 237; Hong Kong 217. 

Talc, soapstone, and steatite......-._-__---------- 4,836 999 764 Philippines 480; Thailand 236. *< 
Mineral fuels: es 

Coal, coke, and briquets: | | z 

Coal__._...-------.-------.--thousand tons... 67 33 59 All to South Korea. fo 
Coke____._....-------------------+------+----- 29 58 46 South Korea 31; New Caledonia 14. Oo 
Carbon black___..._-.-.-------------------- 9,675 9,519 12,984 Mainland China 1,964; Taiwan 1,926. oO 

Petroleum: , A 
Refinery products: 

| rs 

Gasoline_...__thousand 42-gallon barrels_- 2,169 2,022 2,260 Ryukyu 1,203; Philippines 216. <o 
Petroleum spirits (nonfuel use)......do_._- 1,164 1,104 534 United States 973. 3 
Kerosine..._.-.------------------do___- 1,407 2,314 2,380 Ryukyu 868; Hong Kong 616; Philippines 388. 
Distillate fuel oil. .-..-_-...-.-----do__-_. 1,328 1,447 1,300 Hong Kong 662; Philippines 244. 
Residual fuel oil._.._._----_.-._----do-_-- 106 417 1,013 South Korea 247; Hong Kong 110. 
Lubricating oils. ____......_.._-..-do___- 544 1,579 603 Taiwan 648; South Korea 552. 
Cutting and insulating oils..........do__.- 371 399 119 Taiwan 270. . 
Other oils___..-_...--------------do---- eee eee tee 
Liquid paraffin.._--.--..--.--------d0O--- 2 Lee eee eee eee eee 
Greases. _.-..--------- eee eee 4,759 7,780 6,164 France 4,955. 
Jelly and wax.._..---_..-..--.--_--.---- 12,999 18 , 666 14,693 Brazil 5,642; Republic of South Africa 2,609; Philippines 2,041. 
Pitch and asphalt..........-_..-_.------- 118 , 286 75,434 111,025 South Korea 18,978; Ryukyu 6,952; Hong Kong 4,613. 
Petroleum coke.....-------------------- 0 eee eee eee eee 25 NA. 

Unfinished oils___.. thousand 42-gallon barrels-- 46 49 13 All to South Korea. 
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Table 3.—Japan: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . LE A 
renee eee 

Commodity 1965 1966 1967 Principal sources, 1966 
— Oe ESE eee 

se erneensesnsastasteennneresteeee 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite and concentrates thousand tons_. 1,675 1,822 2,086 Malaysia 629; Indonesia 604; Australia 533. of aluminum. 
Alumina, all forms__.__-_-_-._-_______...___._._______ 54,747 99,077 119,816 Australia 92,205. 
Metals and alloys: oe 

Scrap. _-.---.-.-.----.------- eee 9,376 19,094 20,845 United States 12,307. 
Unwrought. .__.-.-.- 2-2-2 ee 42,310 77,001 165,177 Canada 31,317; U.S.S.R. 19,671; United States 14,700. Antimony, ore and concentrate..._...._._......._. 4,545 7,403 9,070 Bolivia 4,283; mainland China 1,610; Republic of South Africa 980. Arsenic, oxides and acids...__.._..__._-.-__.____.- 2,567 2,787 2,044 France 1,650; Sweden 905; U.S.S.R. 282. romium: 

C Chromite !__. 222. 360,299 421,873 595,693 U.S.S.R. 145,814; Philippines 112,383; Republic of South Africa 67,369. 2 opper: 
Ore, concentrate and matte__.._.__..___._.___. 618 , 621 717,229 1,047,071 Philippines 288,970; Canada 229,492. z Metal and alloys: 

ig Scrap. _..--.---.--.---- eee 64,949 66, 883 77,114 United States 30,141; Hong Kong 5,171. > Ingot.._.. 2-2 eee 115, 038 149, 665 269,995 Zambia 88,871; United States 23,007. rt Tron and steel: 
Iron ore, including roasted thousand tons__- 39,018 46,095 56,696 India 10,195; Chile 7,629; Malaysia 5,793, Peru 5,063. z pyrite. 
Serap ?.____-.-.-...-----.---.--------do___- 3,363 3,584 6,708 United States 2,669. q Le ae iron and ferroalloys.__._......_..._.do____ 2,640 2,886 6,558 U.S.S.R. 1,024; mainland China 520; Republic of South Africa 454. w ad: 

bg Ore and concentrate. ________....____..._.___. 67 , 247 81,033 130,127 Canada 30,904; Australia 23,151; Peru 12,184. a Metal, all forms_._......-2--- 2 ee 41,262 23,281 20,794 Australia 6,745; Peru 4,674; Republic of South Africa 4,095. ° Magnesium, unwrought and semimanufactures_ .- __-- 569 1,047 841 Norway 720; United States 312. rx Manganese ore and concentrate 3___._./........... 1,064,839 1,140,366 1,506,772 India 420,708; Australia 131,844; Republic of South Africa 120,480. ey Mercury. _-__-...-.-.-...--.__-._-76-pound flasks_- 2,747 22,954 32,083 Spain 9,004; Italy 6,054; Mexico 3,102. > Molybdenum: . hg Ni wore and concentrate. _._._.___.--.._-____-_. 5,032 7,336 8,787 Canada 2,842; United States 2,577. > ckel: 
Ore and concentrate (low-grade)__..._...._.._. 966, 742 1,269,948 1,660,742 New Caledonia 1,114,333; Indonesia 133,653. Matte__.... 22-2 eee 4,357 5,048 9,619 New Caledonia 4,794. 
Metal and alloy products__.___._..._....____. 3,314 3,722 14,332 Canada 1,877; Norway 868. 

Palladium _____._._......._thousand troy ounces_. 261 380 335 U.S.S.R. 289; United Kingdom 57. Platinum..__._.-.--2 2 dow. 181 185 234 U.S.S.R. 89; United Kingdom 59.. ee 4,789 7,032 10,170 United States 5,133; Peru 1,139; North Korea 374. n: 
Ore and concentrate.............._-long tons__ 762 1,687 594 Thailand 1,569; Australia 117. Metals and alloys, unwrought and 14,621 16,839 19,306 Malaysia 15,771. 
semimanufactures__._....__.........do_... 

Titanium: 
Ore and concentrate____._.__.._.._.__._..._. 211,949 324,952. 273,609 Australia 174,117; Malaysia 85,509; Ceylon 38,100. Slag_......--2 2 eee 32,676 80,309 5,356 Allfrom Canada. . 

Tungsten: 
sf Concentrate. ..._..-_-.--.-.---_._-_-_-- eee 1,501 2,753 4,507 South Korea 957; mainland China 445; Portugal 283. DO 

See footnotes at end of table. 
bet



Table 3.—Japan: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued ie 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) bo 

Commodity 1965 1966 1967 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals Continued . . 
ine: 

Ore and concentrate_____.-.___._----- 2 eee 380, 332 446,112 614,079 Peru 241,413; Australia 46,491; Canada 42,416. 
Metal, including alloys, unwrought and manufac- 7,129 7,650 18,111 North Korea 4,490; Australia 1,284. 

tures 
Nonmetals: 

Abrasives, natural, crude, except diamond________-_- 2,172 2,692 4,225 United States 2,292. 
Asbestos. ___..__--------- eee ee ee eee eee 133 , 522 237,334 188,741 South Africa 128,688; Canada 70,781. 
Rarite.__...___.-.-___------ eee eee ee 14,310 39,171 83,793 Mainland China 37,230. 
Boron materials: 

Crude natural borates_.....__.-.-.---_--- ee 4,452 5,751 8,342 Turkey 4,025; United States 1,726. 
Boric oxides and acids.._.____..-----.------- 6, 235 8,157 8,003 United States 7,996. = 

Clay and clay products: : 2 
Kaolin. ..._-.--.---.----------------ee ee 60, 068 80,195 103,927 United States 43,364; South Korea 27,185. ts 
Other crude clay_._.._..-._----_------------ 111,228 95,674 97,641 United States 53,673; South Africa 37,374. bd 

Cryolite and chiolite._.......--__.._-_--_._------- 6,334 4,961 9,005 Denmark 4,715. | | . > 
Diamond: DF 

Indvustiial___...._........___thousand carats__ r 2,186 2,819. 3,611 United Kingdom 915; United States 887; Congo (Kinshasa) 320. 
Other, not set or strung.__.____.._-__..-do___- 330 281 512 Belgium 77; Israel 60; Switzerland 41. < 

Fertilizer materials: & 
Phosphate rock...__._..__..--thousand tons_- 2,418 2,559 2,632 United States 1,753; Morocco 327; Ser.egal 204. e 
Pota.cium chloride. _._.....--._.-._._-do_-__- 977 1,086 1,192 Canada 441; U1 iied States 338; U.S.S.R. 158. i 
Potassium sulfate.__._.____...__--.-.-do____ 87 83 - 68 France 48; West Germany 15; Italy 12. Oo 

Fluorspar_---------- we eee eee ee eee eee 171,561 224,252 858,875 Mainland Chira 97,330; Thailand 63,158; South Korea 37,249. S 
raphite: , 

Crystalline and special amorphous_-__.._.------ 6,195 , 6,253 7,616 South Korea 2,112; Ceylon 1,853; West Germany 1,072. st 
Amorphous.._.___.___..---------------------- 46,067 46,489 47,581 South Korea 41,327. co 

Gypsum and plasters._.__._______-.__.---..------- 50, 332 49 ,083 43,961 United Arab Republic 32,856; Morocco 15,846. 3 
Magnesite, including magnesia clinker__..._.._____- 26,171 24,137 34,997 North Korea 14,225; U.S.S.R. 4,391; mainland China 3,563. 
Mica, crude and partly worked___.._._.___-------- 6,612 4,517 7,623 India 3,095. 
Salt_..-..----_.-----_-_-_.__.__.__thousand tons_- 3,543 3,832 4,482 Mexico 1,125; mainland China 906; India 356. 
Stone, sand, and gravel: 

Quartz and quartzite_..-.......-___----------- 41,847 58 , 836 127,784 South Korea 52,332. 
Sulfur and pyrite: 

Sulfur, all types_..___.--_-.---..------------ 53,972 9,781 29 Canada 8,281. 
Pyrite, unroasted_.____._._..--..----.------- 29 , 440 265 , 564 78,546 U.S.S.R. 202,209; Philippines 54,755; Canada 8,600. 

Tale________._-__ eee eee eee 25,094 34,595 47,825 South Korea 15,746; mainland China 7,425; U.S.S.R. 7,024. 
Soapstore (natural steatite)_.......-__..-.._------- 28 , 582 42,359 46,985 Mairland Chira 18,375; South Korea 11,970. 

Mineral fuels: 
Asphalt and Litumen, natural, crude_._....__._.---- 3,269 2,872 3,153 All from United States. 
Carbon black... ____...-.-_---- eee ee eee 2,075 2,179 3,083 Urited States 2,005. 

Coal and coke: 
Anthracite coal________._.._._thousand tons_- 1,165 1,288  - 1,486 North Viet-Nam 361; mainland China 229; Republic of South Africa 

Heavy coking coal: 
With less than 8 percent ash__.__..-do___- 8,769 9,020 12,900 United States 6,940; Australia 1,833.



With more than 8 percent ash_._....do.._. 4,721 6,038 6,601 Australia 3,512; U.S.S.R. 1,140. 
Other bituminous coal, mainly for _...do...- 2,475 3,792 4,530 Australia 2,709; U.S.S.R. 208. 

coking. . 

Total..._____--_.--._.------.---..-d0___. 17,130 20,138 25,467 . 
Gas, natural and manufactured (liquefied)_...------ 503,160 818 , 228 1,209,217 Kuwait 504,913; Saudi Arabia 284,997. 
Petroleum: ‘ . : 

Crude_...__....---thousand 42-gallon barrels. - 508 , 483 585 , 812 696,838 Iran 173,730; Kuwait 128,080; Saudi Arabia Neutral Zone 91,126; 
. Saudi Arabia 90,686. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline.__.-_...._.-..--_-_-.---do___. 325 274 10 Singapore 114; India 99. . 
Petroleum___...-..---.---..--.-.-do._.. 3,789 7,475 10,502 Kuwait 3,435; Saudi Arabia 1,689. : 

spirits (nonfuel use) . 
Kerosine__.-...--...-_-------.---d0.... 202 245 324 United States 186. 
Distillate fuel oil.......-.-.-.-..--do____ 220 15 928 Saudi Arabia 9, United States 2. 
Residual fuel oil....._.-.-...-.-.---do___- 86,366 17,336 88,694 Iran 11,670; Kuwait 10,378; Singapore 8,031. 
Lubricating oils.._.___....-.-------do_-... 2,023 2,435 3,713 United States 2,050. =) 
Cutting and insulating oils._.__......do___-_ 66 26 126 United States 25. i 
Other oils__.....-._--__-._.--.---do___- 1,663 3,301 355 U.S.S.R. 1,981; Venezuela 1,129. & 
Liquid paraffin...........--.------do_._. 1,235 120 839 United States 114. te 
GreaseS___.--_.-.------..~-------------- 21,437 4,331 12,366 United States 3,471. i 
Jelly and wax___..______---------------- 8,824 10,388 14,111 United States 9,198. . Z 
Pitch and asphalt.___._._______-_-.-.--- 5, 634 2,784 134 All from United States. ty 
Petroleum coke__....._.-.-----.------.- 961,709 1,098,186 1,299,480 United States 896,626; mainland China 111,404. 

Unfinished oils__.__thousand 42-gallon barrels_- 20,778 39 ,009 61,875 Saudi Arabia 18,743; Saudi Arabia Neutral Zone 8,950. e 
P nn _ . - 

+ Revised. z 
1 Includes both refractory and metallurgical chromite; that originating in the Philippines is refractory grade. cq 
8 Includes only that scrap classified for smelting. wm 
§ Includes ferruginous manganese ore. td 
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS aluminum, brought on stream in 1967 at 
. . Niihama in Shikoku the first 17,000-ton- 

Aluminum.—aAs output increased 8 per- : f fi 4 
t, Japan moved into fourth place among per-year section of a new rennery an cen i d pat luminum producers in continued construction to increase capacity 

1967 primary Fran 0 B a ‘te import to 34,000 tons. Other company facilities 
a on hie ‘h Ja, aie heavil de . den, and their annual capacities were the 
fe Pe ded tor the & 50,000-ton Nagoya refinery and a 50,000- 
or raw materia’, excee or the Urst ton aluminum plant and a 190,000-ton 
time the 2-million-ton level (2,086,629 alumina plant both at Kikumoto. Mit- 

rons). Principal bealia (31. cre ne subishi Chemical Industries, Ltd., with 16 

( percen ); Australia ( percent); an percent of national output coming from 
Malaysia (30 percent). Austraha was also <, . - 
h ‘in of ly all of the 119.816 t its single plant, was expanding its Naoetsu 

the origin of nearly al) ot the ? O”1S _installation’s annual capacity from 67,000 
of alumina imported. Rising domestic to 107.000 tons 
primary aluminum consumption, estimated _ | ae - 
at 510,000 tons, probably moved the ,,S0rous Protests by the existing com 

hird place internationally in panies were apparently unable to preven 
country into ¢ the entry of a fifth producer into the in- 
that respect. So strong was demand for d 1 1967. A ex ff os 

1 for fabrication that imports of un- ustry in te eeu oe wonpanes 
meta ht alumi d all doubl belonging to the Mitsui industrial combine 
wrought aluminum and alloys were double evidently obtained tacit MITI permission 
those of 1966, reaching 165,177 tons valued to build fine tO Kvush 

$81.9 million; Canada (53 percent) and 0 Sune @ rennery at Omuta on Ayusnau. 
at ” o.. Initial capacity is to be 30,000 tons annu- 
the United States (25 percent) were the ally in 1971, using Australian alumina 

| principal suppliers. Domestic use of rolled >. , . . 
. . as a raw material. Later, refining capacity 

aluminum and rolled aluminum alloys . . will be doubled and an alumina process- 
totaled about 177,000 and 365,000 tons, . “y: 

. : . ing facility added. 
| respectively. Exports of aluminum semi- 

manufactures brought in about $23.5 mil- Chromium.—All of Japan’s requirements 
lion. for high-grade chromite were met by im- 

All four producers of primary aluminum ports. In 1967, these imports, mostly 
were constructing or planning additions in metallurgical grade and destined for con- 7 
1967. Nippon Light Metal Co., Ltd., with version to ferrochrome, were about 600,000 
nearly 37 percent of total 1967 output, metric tons valued at approximately $17.6 

was planning a new plant at Tomakomai million. Three countries furnished 80 per- 
in Hokkaido. Scheduled to produce 40,000 cent of the imports; South Africa (which 
tons per year starting in 1970, capacity more than doubled the 1966 shipments), 
would eventually reach 120,000 tons; a the Soviet Union, and the Philippines. 

_  120,000-per-year aluminum plant is to be Nippon Steel Tube Co., Ltd., reportedly 

added at the site later. Nippon Light developed a new vacuum process for mak- 
Metal’s other facilities and their annual ing low-carbon ferrochrome and started to 

capacities in 1967 included a 38,000-ton construct a plant of this type with com- 
refinery at Niigata that was being expand-__ pletion set for 1969. Nippon Ferro Alloy 

ed to 58,000 tons; a 109,000-ton refinery Co., a recent merger of Tekkosha Co. and 
at Kambara; and a 305,000-ton alumina ‘Toshiba Denko K.K., also plans to utilize 
plant at Shimizu that was being raised to Nippon Steel’s new process. 

360,000 tons. . Copper.—Demand for copper continued 
Showa Denko K.K., which accounted . “ays . . 

. . to rise rapidly in 1967 in spite of a 3-year 
for 24 percent of total primary aluminum . . - 

. . . stagnation in the copper wire industry, 
output, announced expansion of its Chiba : . 

which consumes about two-thirds of the 
refinery from 61,000 to 80,000 tons annu- - 

new refined copper supply. Domestic in- 
ally; other company plants and _ their : . 

. . . got production jumped about 19 percent 
annual capacities were refineries at Kita- . . . 

: to a new high, nevertheless ingot imports 
kata(40,000 tons) _and Omachi (18,000 reached a record 270,000 tons valued at 
tons) and a reduction plant at Yokohama about $281 million. Zambia supplied about 
(210,000 tons). Sumitomo Chemical Co., one-third of these imports, becoming Jap- 
Ltd., producing 23 percent of the primary  an’s largest supplier.
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The domestic mining industry, still in engaged in developing new copper pros- 
the initial stages of developing the complex pects or extending previous commitments. 
nonferrous “kuroku” ore of northern Hon- The most significant agreement reached 
shu (reserves of which reached 66 million in 1967 involved a $7.5 million loan by 
tons of 2.5 percent copper in 1967), pro- Nippon Mining and Mitsui Mining and 
duced a record amount of copper during Smelting Co., Ltd., to Noranda Mines Ltd. 
the year, but met only a small part of the to assist in developing the Branda mine in 
needs of refiners who consumed approxi- British Columbia. The Japanese companies 
mately 107,000 tons of indigenously pro- were to receive the entire copper output, 
duced copper, 289,000 tons of foreign cop- estimated at 16,000 to 18,000 tons annu- 
per ores, and 74,000 tons of copper in _ ally, for 5 years beginning in 1969. Negoti- 
scrap and other raw materials. Copper ations with the Soviet Union over the de- 
concentrate imports in 1967 totaled 1,022,- velopment of the huge Udokan copper de- 
155 tons, valued at $223.1 million. posit in eastern Siberia apparently reached 

To obtain the increasing amounts of an impasse in October when the Japanese 
foreign copper ore necessary to sustain rejected as excessive Soviet estimates of 
protracted growth, Japanese copper com- the Japanese investment required. 
‘panies continued their aggressive search Mitsubishi Metal Mining Co. Ltd. was 
for raw materials in 1967. The most im- the leading copper refiner. Their Naosh- | 
portant new development was in Malaysia ima smelter in 1966 became the first Jap- | 
where OMRDC outbid seven other inter- anese copper processing installation to | 
national competitors to obtain mining exceed the 100,000-ton-per-year mark. 
rights to the Mamut copper property of Their majority-owned subsidiary Onahama 
Sabah. In the Congo (Kinshasa) a joint Smelting and Refining Co. in 1967 was in 
Congo - Government - Japanese Company, the process of expanding its smelter-re- 
Congo Mine Development Co. (SODI- finery capacity from 60,000 to 120,000 
MIKO) was in the process of formation tons. Mitsubishi itself announced its in- 
to develop 36,000 square kilometers of tention to build an 84,000-ton smelter-re- 
-€opper concession areas. finery at Naoshima. Other producers, 

In the Philippines, which provided 40 roughly in order of output were Nippon 
percent of the imported copper ore in Mining; Sumitomo Metal Mining Co., Ltd., 
1967, Nippon Mining was on the verge of Mitsui Smelting; Dowa Mining Co., Ltd., 
an agreement to buy the entire 4,000-ton- Furukawa Electric Industry Co., Ltd., and 
per-year copper metal output of the new Toho Zinc, Ltd. | : 
Marinduque Island mine of Marcopper Facilities of the Japanese copper smelt- 
Mining Corp. for a 10-year period be- ing and refining industry, ranking fifth 
ginning 1970. In Canada, the source of — globally in terms of refined output, in 1967 
33 percent of 1967 concentrate imports, were believed to be approximately as 
some 15 Japanese companies were actively follows: 

Annual capacity 
Company Facility (thousand metric tons) 

Smelting Refining 

Dowa Mining.____._-__.-_..._..._._.-... Kosaka... 2. .--_2-- eee 25 25 
Okayama.__..._..-___-__.-.---_-_----.- 10 10 

Furukawa Blectric__...............-.-. Ashio_____.-___-._.-.._-------------- 35 ------ 
Nikko_...__._--.---.-----------.------  ---- 35 

Mitsubishi Metal._._.._._.............. Naoshima.._____.__--..-...-...--..-. 110 ------ 
Osaka...-_--.------------------------ ---- 70 
Osarizawa_.........---.-------------- 20 ------ 

Mitsui Smelting.._._..__..._........... Hibi-__..._-..---__--._-------_------ 40 ------ 
Takehara.________.__-._---------------  ---- 60 

Nippon Mining. -.._._._......-.-._..-. Hitachi... ._._._.-.__---_-------.-- 55 55 
Onahama Smelting..._.___..._..._..... Omahama-_.____________ 22 Lu ee eee 70 70 
Sumitomo Metal. ___._..........-.-.-. Kunitomi.....__.._.--_.-------.------ 15 ------ 

Niihama--_.--_.-.-.------------------  ---- 70 
Shisakajima.--—_.....-...------.------- 50 ------ 

Toho Zine_____...._..-.-.-.-.-...-.-. Ammaka_.___._._-__ ~~ 2 ----- e+ -- 10 10 

Total... 2-22 440 405
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Ferroalloys.—Japan produced a record the major precious metal mining companies 
| tonnage of 757,000 tons of ferroalloys in into renewed exploration of their proper- 

1967, 168,000 tons more than in 1966. ties. In February Taio Mining Co. claimed 
Significant advances were made in almost to have uncovered a new 1.2-million-ton 
all products, with ferronickel and ferro- reserve of 0.0014 percent gold ore at its 
tungsten outputs nearly doubling the 1966 Fukii mine in Kagoshima Prefecture and 
levels. A large portion of the ferroalloy in December Sumitomo Metal confirmed 
raw materials had to be imported, as in the finding of an additional 500,000 tons 
previous years. In recent years, the bulk of ore grading up to 0.004 percent gold 
of the ferroalloys produced has been con- at its Kohnomai mine in Hokkaido, still 
sumed by the Japanese steel industry. Ex- by far Japan’s largest precious metal mine. 
ports in 1967 were only 2 percent of out- Refinery gold output totaled 678,000 
put, as compared with 6 percent in 1966. troy ounces in 1967. Approximately 272,- 

Throughout 1966 and 1967 mergers 000 troy ounces was from indigenously 
among the approximately 35 firms engaged produced gold ores, 344,000 troy ounces 
in making ferroalloys continued at an ac- from foreign ores, and 62,000 troy ounces 
celerating pace. This was in accordance was reclaimed from scrap and other raw 
with a 1963 decisian of the Japan Ferro- materials. , 

alloy Association calling for these mergers | | 
as an essential step in replacing Japan’s Iron and Steel.—Japan’s crude steel out- 
somewhat obsolete ferroalloy-producing Put reached a new high of 62.2 million 
facilities with more efficient and larger Metric tons in 1967, 30 percent more than 
installations. MITI indicated preference 19 1966, ranking the country a strong 
for mergers instead of market cartels which third among world steelmakers, behind the 
have hitherto attempted to regulate the United States and the U.S.S.R. On a per 
volatile ferroalloy market. The largest of Capita basis it was roughly on a par with 
the mergers, joining together three pro- West Germany and the United States. 
ducers loosely affiliated with Yawati Iron ‘Steel was in oversupply for Japan during 
and Steel Co., Ltd., will probably control 1967 because domestic and international 

about one-fourth of the market when com- market demand did not come up to ex- 
pleted in 1968. Fuji Iron and Steel Co., Pectations. Japanese Government and in- 
Ltd., and Kawasaki Steel Corp. reportedly dustry officials felt that the oversupply 

| completed mergers of their three and five ‘Situation was temporary. | 
affiliates, respectively, in 1967 into com- Production.—Streamlined but traditional 
panies sharing 10 to 15 percent of the blast furnaces accounted for more than 98 

market each. The largest single manufac- percent of Japan’s 1967 production of 40.1 
turer of ferroalloys, however, was still be- million tons of pig iron. Of the methods 
lieved to be Nippon Steel Tube Co., Ltd. employed in producing crude steel during 

. the year, the basic oxygen furnace (BOF) 
Gold.—Despite rising refined gold pro- accounted for 41.8 million tons; the electric 

duction, about half of which is obtained furnace, 11.4 million tons; and the open 
as a byproduct of imported nonferrous hearth furnace (OH), only 9.0 million 

| base metal ore smelting, demand for non- tons. BOF steel had been steadily gaining 
monetary purposes has far outstripped ground at the expense of OH steel. In 
supply. In 1967, for the first time since 1960 only 2.6 million tons of BOF steel was 
World War II, the Japanese Government produced and in 1963, 12 million tons. 
imported gold bullion for distribution to Japan had been the world’s largest BOF 

commercial users; an estimated 260,000 steel producer for more than 5 years, Ja- 
troy ounces was brought abroad for thi: ; j duct outout d 
purpose. Gold recovered by remelting old pan's ste «* procact ourpu was © OFTESPONC 
metal and probably some acquired througn ingly high in (1967—45.9 million tons of 
smuggling also contributed to supply. hot-rolled ordinary steel and 4.4 million 

About 70 percent of Japan’s 253,000- tons of hot-rolled special steels. Detailed 

troy-ounce gold output in 1967 was from Statistics on Japan’s iron and steel pro- 
42 precious metal mines; the remainder duction are available in various publica- 
was a byproduct from copper, lead, and _ tions of the Japan Iron & Steel Federation. 
zinc ores. The prospect of a higher inter- Japanese Government and industry offi- 
national price for gold galvanized most of  cials do not view the current steel capacity
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as being excessive, believing that continued amount, 4.4 million tons were shipped to 
expansion of the domestic economy in the the United States, by far, Japan’s chief 
immediate years ahead will not only absorb customer for these commodities. 
but will outpace existing capabilities. No Financtal_—The merger plan between 
Japanese officials have suggested that the Yawata Iron and Steel Co. and Fuji Iron 
country solve oversupply problems by and Steel Co. which was in process in 
dumping the commodity in the world 1967, was first made public in April 1968. 
markets. They have often stated that they Presidents of the companies made official 
will expand the industry with due consid- announcements on May 1, 1968 revealing 
eration for the maintenance of orderly — that the firms will not formally merge until 
world markets. mid-1969. This merger will result in the 

| Consumption.—The domestic market world’s second largest private steel manu- 
consumed about 80 percent of Japan’s  facturer, outranked only by the US. Steel 
1967 steel output. The Government was Corp. Both firms were the result of the 
a particularly large consumer because of dissolution of the old Japan Iron and Steel 
programs to improve public facilities such Co. in 1950 by the Law of Deconcentra- 
as roads, sewage and transport systems, tion of Excessive Economic Power. Yawata 
land reclamation projects, and public is presently capitalized at $353.8 million 
buildings. Government and private sector and Fuji at $283.3 million. Yawata’s 1967 
spending made construction the foremost crude steel output was 11.6 million tons 
steel consumption category with about 25 and that of Fuji was 10.6 million tons. 
percent of the total. Shipbuilding ranked Structure.—As of yearend 1967, Japan’s 
next with more than 10 percent of the iron and steel industry was characterized 
total followed by automobiles with just by increasing concentration in the eastern 
under 10 percent, and heavy machinery Pacific coastal ports of central and southern 
with approximately 4 percent. Japan's Honshu. The three most important steel 
rapidly expanding automobile industry, complexes continued to be _ northern 
already rivaling that of West Germany, Kyushu, the Kobe-Osaka_ region of 
will have an inceasing impact on the southern Honshu, and the Tokyo-Chiba 
steel industry. region of central Honshu. | 

Trade.—During 1967 Japan’s steel in- There were nine integrated steel firms’ 
dustry depended upon foreign sources for among the roughly hundred producers 
nearly 90 percent of its iron ore, more large and small. Six firms dominated the 
than 70 percent of coking coal, and about industry, accounting for roughly 90 per- 
25 percent of steel scrap. Iron ore imports cent of the pig iron production and 70 
in 1967 totaled 56.6 million metric tons, percent of Japan’s crude steel and rolled 
with India (10.8 million), Chile (8.3 mil- products. The remaining three integrated 
lion), Peru (6.8 million), Malaysia (5.2 firms produced the rest of the pig iron, 
million), and the United States (3.6 mil- about 11 percent of the crude steel, and 
lion) heading the list of sources. Coking 9 percent of the rolled steel. 
coal imports totaled 24 million tons with The six dominant firms, which include 
the United States (10 million) leading five of the 15 largest steel producers in the 
Australia (9 million) slightly. About three- world, are in the order of their relative 
fourths of the scrap came from the United size: Yawata Iron and Steel Co., Ltd.; Fuji 
States. Plans underway showed that ore’ Iron and Steel Co., Ltd.; Nippon Kokan 
will outpace scrap even more in the fu- Kabushiki Kaisha (Nippon Steel Tube 
ture and that Australia will become most Company, Ltd.); Sumitomo Metals In- 
significant as a future iron ore supplier. dustries, Ltd.; Kawasaki Steel Corp.; and 
Dollarwise, Japan’s 1967 imports of iron Kobe Steel Works, Ltd. At yearend 1967, 
and steel making materials totaled about these firms owned 21 of the country’s 24 
$1,798 million, with iron ore at $718 existing or projected integrated plants. 
million, coal at $401 million, pig iron and Nakayama Steel Works Ltd., Nisshin Steel 
other steelmaking materials (except scrap) Works Company, Ltd., and Osaka Steel 
at $369 million, and steel scrap $310 Manufacturing Company, Ltd., the three 
million. small ones, have single integrated plants 

During the year Japan exported 9.1 ———————— 
million tons of primary iron and _ steel 7A tenth integrated steel company, Tokai 
products valued at $1,272 million. Of this Tron, & Steel Co., Ltd., was absorbed into Fuji
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each at Funamachi, Kure, and Nishijima, meters, a diameter of 11.2 meters, 30 
respectively. : tuyeres, 2 iron notches, and a 2-bell top 

At yearend 1967 the Chiba plant of charging device.® Before the Sakai No. 2 
Kawasaki Steel (6.0 million tons of started operation, Sumitomo Steel’s Waka- 
crude steel annually) and the Wakay- yama No. 4 at 5,000 tons per day was the 
ama plant of Sumitomo Steel (5.5 leader and Kawasaki Steel’s Mizushima No. | 
million tons) appeared to be the 1 at 4,500 to 5,000 tons was second. Fuji 
largest of the 20 operating integrated Steel’s Nagoya No. 2 blast furnace was 
plants. Second-ranking plants, with capac- blown in in June 1967; this furnace has an 
ities of roughly 4.0 million tons of steel inner-volume capacity 10 cubic meters big- 
annually, apparently were the Hirohata’ ger than that of Mizushima No. 1. Fuji 
and Nagoya plants of Fuji Steel and Steel was scheduled to adopt the Soviet 
the Sakai, Tobata, and Yawata plants of _ ultra-high pressure technique for its Nagoya 
Yawata Steel. The remaining 11 plants No. 3 blast furnace rated at 2,700 cubic 
were believed to have had capacities rang- meters plus.® With these additions the 
ing down from the 3.4 million tons at the number of operating blast furnaces -in 
Muroran plant of Fuji Steel to the 0.4 mil- Japan at yearend 1967 stood at 54 units. 
lion ton at the Nishijima plant of Osaka The story was. the same for oxygen con- 
Steel. A number of additional steel plants  verters that were built in conjunction with 
were in various stages of planning and/or blast furnaces. Japan’s BOF’s numbered 
construction. | 60 units at yearend 1967. Additions of 

Major new facilities completed in 1967 three BOF’s were made by Fuji Steel; and 
include four blast furnaces with volumes Kawasaki Steel, Sumitomo Steel, and 
ranging from 2,156 to 2,620 cubic meters, Yawata Steel had two additions each. 

| nine BOF’s with volume ranging from 94 Largest ones constructed were Wakayama 
to 282 cubic meters, and 6 units of contin- No. 3 (282 cubic meters) of Sumitomo 

uous steel coating equipment (three Ols- Metal, Sakai No. 3 (275 cubic meters) of 
son types). Yawata Steel, and Nagoya No. 3 (250. 

Many Japanese blast furnaces have esta- . 7 - 
blished world production records, The CUI meters) of Fuji Steel. pr ec . . ; 
largest one designated as No. 2 blast furn- Estimated percentage production shares 

: ace of the Sakai Works was blown in by of the country’s major steel producers for 

Yawata Steel in mid—1967. This furnace, the Japanese fiscal years 1966 and 1967 
. a ring-girder type, has a daily capacity of | (April 1 through March 31) are given in 

5,700 tons, an inner vo:ume of 2,620 cubic the following tabulation: 

Percent of national output 

Firm Pig iron Crude steel Hot-rolled 
. ordinary steel 

1966 1967 1966 1967 1966 | 1967 

Yawata Steel_.._.______._____ 24.2 23.1 18.8 18.6 20.2 19.5 
Fuji Steel_________.__.______. 28.8 22.1 17.4 17.2 17.8 17.6 
Nippon Steel Tube__.________._ 14.1 15.4 10.7 11.4 10.0 12.2 
Sumitomo Steel__________.____ 12.3 12.8 10.3 11.4 9.5 10.6 
Kawasaki Steel______._______. 12.3 12.4 10.7 11.4 11.5 12.1 
Kobe Steel____.___..__.___._. 6.2 8.0 5.6 5.4 4.2 3.9 
Nisshin Steel.______.__....... 3.4 3.7 2.9 3.2 2.8 3.1 
Nakayama Steel________._____ 1.8 1.3 1.8 1.6 1.9 1.4 
Others__._.____________._._.. 2.4 1.2 21.8 19.8 22.1 19.6 

Source: Japan Metal Bulletin. No. 2339 May 2, 1968, p. 2. 

8Japan Jron and Steel Monthly. World’s 9Japan Iron and Steel Monthly. Fuji to 
Largest Blast Furnace Kindled at Sakai Works. Induct Russian Techniques. No. 149, June 1967, 
No. 151, August 1967, p. 15. p. 15.
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The Japanese steel industry undoubtedly utes per charge. With increased use of 
will continue to expand in the next few BOFs refractory brick consumption per 
years. Early plans by the major steel ton of steel produced climbed from 4.0 kil- 
producers called for capacity increases ograms in January to 4.8 kilograms in Aug- 
much beyond that necessary for supporting ust. Molten iron continued at a level of 75 
the estimated demand of 72 million tons of _ percent of total material charged in BOFs 
crude steel made by MITI for fiscal year during 1967. 
1971 (April 1971 to March 1972). In To compete with the BOFs further ef- 
early 1968, the steel producers were urged forts were made to improve the efficiency 
by the Government through the Facilities of electric furnaces. Troidal burners were 
Adjustment Council organized by the employed with the expectation of increas- 
Japan Iron and Steel Federation to volun- ing electric furnace productivity by 30 
tarily lower their sights on production and __ percent. Seven continuous casting machines 
investments in new facilities. In fact, it of different types were commissioned dur- 
was suggested by MITI that investments in ing 1967. Reportedly, Japan’s steel in- 
fiscal year 1968 be reduced from $1.22 dustry was solving the problem of con- 
billion originally planned to $1.1 billion tinuous casting of rimmed steel, a long-held 
which still would be a 10-percent increase problem in the field, through vacuum de- 
over the actual investments during fiscal gassing and other techniques. 7 
year 1967. Thus, a temporary slowdown in Enlargement in size and automation 
expansion was imminent, although capacity characterized the rolling division; com- 
increases will still be substantial. puters and automated devices found 

Technology.—During 1967 no phase of greater use in bloom, slab, plate, and sheet 
Japan’s steel industry was without tech- mills. The industry’s research program in 
nological improvement. Parallel with the 1967 emphasized development of non- 
increased use of larger ore carriers was tempered high-tensile-strength _ steel, 
the installation of additional belt con- weather-resistant steel, surface-treated steel, . 
veyor systems to bring ore directly to the marine-water resistant steel, and very large 
blast furnaces. Sintered ore was utilized H-shapes for extremely tall buildings and 
to a greater degree because of more effi-- shock absorbing.’ In this respect, a 36- 
‘cient blast furnace smelting techniques such story building is under construction in 
as moisture-added blasting, oxygen-en- Tokyo employing steel developed by 
riched blasting, fuel injection, and high Yawata Steel. It has been reported that 
pressure operations. At yearend 1967 the the design of the structure employing the 
number of blast furnaces operating under  shock-resistant steel will be able to with- 
high pressure systems reached 16 or about stand 5 times the stress of the strongest 
one-third of Japan’s total. During the year, earthquake in the area. 
furnaces were operated at a mean tempera- 
ture of about 000° C and ve axinaurn of Lead.—Domestic primary refined lead 
1,350° C. Average pig ratio (daily iron demand totaled approximately 162,000 

production in metric tons per cubic meter tons in 1967. Most of this was met by 
of furnace volume) was slightly improved Japanese refineries, which maintained their 

in 1967, from 1:1.52 recorded in 1966 to ixth-place ranking in world output by 

1:1.6 in 1967. The 1967 coke ratio of Producing about 122,000 tons by electro- 
503 kilograms per ton of iron produced lysis and 28,000 tons by the Parkes process. 

showed little improvement. In an attempt As indigenous mine lead output was only 
to reduce dependence on coke while raising marginally higher in 1967, the 26-percent 
output, heavy oil and coal fine slurry in- "Se in production was largely the result 

jection was introduced to Fuji Steel’s No. f importing a record 130,127 tons of lead 
1 blast furnace at Muroran. Kobe Steel’s Concentrates valued at $20.2 million. The 
No. 3 blast furnace, commissioned in larger suppliers were Canada (48 percent), 

1966, registered an average sintered ore Australia (23 percent), and Peru (13 per- 
to total iron ore ratio of 64 to 65 percent cent). Much of the apparently dispropor- 
with a maximum of 80 percent in 1967. tionate rise in concentrate imports (60 per- 

Basic oxygen furnace hourly production cent) was the result of fuller operation of 

rate averaged 170 tons in 1967, approxi- §=—————— 

mately 3 tons more than the 1966 rate. Ja Japan, Ing Steel Monthly. Janez 
Steelmaking time was reduced to 35 min- April 19€8, pp. 8-9.
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the new 36,000-ton-per-year-refinery of the linings. Japan also produced sizable 
Mitsubishi Cominco Smelting Co. (Mit-  tonnages of low-grade manganese ore and 
subishi Cominco); this plant, first opened manganese oxide, and 5,000 to 6,000 tons 
in 1966, relies almost entirely on Canadian of _ electrolytic manganese. 
dried lead ore. The leading primary refined Molybd I id-1967. N d 
lead producers in 1967 with their percen- Mi mL dof Ga ad end Th ? A oran " 
tage of total output were: Toho Zinc (22); ines Ltd. of Ganaca an © “Anaconda 
MG wae . ont: ar Copper Co. offered long-term supplies | 

itsubishi Cominco (20); Nippon Mining . , 
Np . - Nitec tice; Of molybdenum ore to Japan’s ferro- 

(16); Mitsui Smelting (14); Mitsubishi wo 
oe . alloy manufacturers through Mitsui and 

Metal (14); and Sumitomo Metal (10). . 
T Co. Details on the Noranda proposal are 
ogether these refiners consumed about tk but Mitsui indicated that 

59,000 tons of domestically produced lead At ves ff u ‘ 3 000 1cate f a 
ores, 67,000 tons of lead in foreign ores, vntret ase salle as TOF» 3 fons © vind 
and 24,000 tons of lead in scrap and other CO™;T@'eS annually over a v-year perio 

. beginning late in 1969. Both companies 
raw materials. were developing new mines. American 
Magnesium.—Japan continued to be a Metal Climax, Japan’s traditional supplier 

significant world producer of primary of molybdenum, also offered to increase 
magnesium, with an even greater output’ sales to 3,500 tons per year. Japan’s 
of secondary magnesium. An estimated annual requirements of molybdenum metal 
two-thirds of the total 1967 production was has been about 7,500 tons.* Indigenous 
consumed in the manufacture of titanium. ores provided only 204 tons in 1967. 
Furukawa Magnesium Co., which _ uses . . . 
dolomite and ferrosilicon as raw materials, 1 oof feed ne world nickel shortages id 
was the principal primary magnesium pro- k Fe t hi Japanese to search wor 7 
ducer (5,218 tons in 1967); it has a plant 4" ets or in raw material. In 196 
with a primary capacity of 5,000 tons and Japan imp nee from | 9,000 tons of un- 
a remelt capacity of 3,500 tons. The only wrougnt nickel trom the USS.R. valued 

other manufacturer, Ube Chemical In- at $20.1 million compared with only fe 
dustries Co., Ltd., using ferrosilicon and he valued at about $40,000 in 1966. With 
magnesium chloride derived from seawater ‘© 1 axation of the import quota, nickel 
as its raw materials and having a 1967 thon imports in 1967 more than tripled 
output of 1,530 tons, was expanding ; ose of 08. Japa n imported more nickel 
capacity to 5,000 tons. Secondary magne- Price wana a during 1967 than in 1966. 
sium was recovered trom magnesium mces paid, however, were high. In 1966 
chloride slag in 1967 by Toho Titanium Japan paid about $0.98 and $1 -46 for J 

Co., Ltd., at a plant at Chigasaki (3,514 POUMC, or Canadian and Soviet nickel, 
tons) and Osaka Titanium Co.,Ltd. respectively; and in 1967 $1.55 and $1.78 
(3,692 tons). ; respectively. 

° Imports of nickel ore during 1967 in- 
Manganese.—Japan continued to import creased approximately 400,000 tons or 

large tonnages of high-grade manganese roughly one-third more than in 1966; New 
ore and ferruginous manganese ore—841 ,- Caledonia provided about 90 percent of 
733 and 642,251 tons, respectively, in the 1967 total, but increasing tonnages are 
1967. Australia and India were the leading expected to come from Indonesia, Canada, 
suppliers. In 1967 Australia furnished 237,- and Australia. Value of nickel ore imports 
120 tons of regular manganese ore and by Japan was $33.4 million in 1967, 
74,245 tons of ferruginous manganese ore, nearly $10 million more than in 1966. 
and India furnished 94,962 tons of the Most nickel ore was converted to ferro- 
former and 378,586 tons of the latter. All nickel but 7,407 metric tons of nickel 
told manganese ore imports cost Japan metal were also produced in 1967. 
about $38.4 million in 1967. At yearend Late in 1967 announcement was made 
1967, the Japanese were contracting 48 that a joint venture will be established 
percent grade manganese ore at about $34 shortly to include Nippon Yakin Kogyo 
to $37 per metric ton c.if. Japan. Co. (36 percent); Société le Nickel of 

The bulk of the regular manganese ore France (24 percent); Nippon Mining (24 
was made into ferromanganese, whereas percent); and Taiheiyo Nickel (16 per- 
the ferruginous manganese ore was used Tv 
in blast furnace smelting to help condition Japan. V.'268, No 6873, May 12. 1967, Pe 369.
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cent) to produce nickel oxide in Japan power generation, emphasized by the start- 
from New Caledonian matte. The new up late in 1967 of Japan’s first commercial 
firm, Nippon Nickel Oxide Co., will have atomic powerplant—the 166,000-kilowatt 
an annual production capacity of 5,000 Tokai Atomic Power Station. The prin- 
tons of nickel oxide. Previously, Tokyo cipal developments overseas were in 
Nickel had been established as a joint Canada where an agreement was reached 
venture comprised of Shimura Kako, in September between eight Japanese 
Mitsui & Co., and International Nickel.” power companies and two Canadian mining 

Tin.—Mine tin output in Japan provided companies (Denison Mines Ltd. and Rio 
less than 6 percent of supply that totaled Algom Mines Ltd.) for the delivery of 
about 21,000 tons in 1967. Most imports roughly 14,000 tons of uranium oxide over 
came from the Japanese-owned Oriental a 10-year period beginning in 1969. In 
Tin Smelting Company in Malaysia. To 4 smaller arrangement Tokyo Power Co. 

supplement Malaysian tin concentrate sup- agreed to purchase 500 tons of uranium 
plies, Oriental Tin concluded a contract oxide from Eldorado Mining and Refining 
in 1967 to purchase a few thousand tons Ltd. over a 5-6-year period commencing 
of tin concentrates from Australia. Imports in 1969. Other countries in which Japanese 
in 1967 were valued at nearly $70 million. mterests were investigating uranium poten- 

Titanium.—Japan’s export-oriented _ ti- tial in 1967 included Argentina, Australia, 
tanium industry, one of the world’s three Brazil, Mexico, and the United States 

largest, reportedly was undergoing expan- (Wyoming ). . 
sion in 1967 despite difficulties in meeting. Domestically, two new Important uran- 
competition from the Soviet Union. Osaka  *4™. discoveries were made which seemed 
Titanium and Toho Titanium, which pro- to indicate that reserves of UsOs were 
duce all of the sponge, were in the process probabyy "4 the range of 5,000 to 10,000 
of increasing their combined capacity from tons. One nd, a vein reportedly 7 meters 
9,600 to 12,000 tons annually. Somewhat ‘hick and analyzing 0.24 percent UsOs, over one-half of 1967 output, manufac- was uncovered in Yamaguchi Prefecture of 

tured mainly from Australian rutile, was southeastern Honshu, and a second find, a 
shipped to the United States. Kobe Steel, ei” containing 0.04 percent UsOs was dis- 
with a 7,800-ton plant, continued to be covered in Nagano Prefecture of central 

the major producer of ingots and mill Honshu. 

products. Late in 1967 this company Zinc.—In 1967 Japan remained. the 
allegedly was considering a deal with the world’s sixth largest miner and_ third 
Soviet Union which would involve im- largest refiner of zinc. Domestic mine out- 
porting 900 tons of Soviet sponge. All put rose only 3.5 percent, however, re- 
titania slag was produced by Hokuetsu fined metal production, including about 

| Electric Chemical Industrial Co. by smelt- 311,000 tons by electrolysis, 148,000 tons 
ing high-titania beach sands. by distillation, and 57,000 tons by zone 

Tungsten.—The sharp increase in steel refining, increased 16 percent. Although 
output called for expanded supplies of expanding domestic demand was mainly 
tungsten. Tungsten concentrate imports responsible for the jump in refined output, 
during 1967 rose to 4,507 metric tons val- a record 65,751 tons of unwrought zinc 
ued at nearly $14 million. South Korea re- valued at $18.4 million also was exported. 

mained the leading supplier in 1967 with The United States, the principal destina- 
1,432 tons followed by Bolivia, mainland tion of Japanese zinc since large-scale 
China, Peru, and Thailand. Domestic con- shipments began in 1965, took 58 percent 
centrate output was equal to only 15 of 1967 exports. . 
percent of imports in 1967. Awamura Min- The seven zinc refining companies in 
ing, the only important ore producer in 1967 consumed in producing primary zinc 
Japan, was also a leading ferrotungsten metal about 247,000 tons of domestically 
producer. Four firms were prominent in produced zinc ores, 225,000 tons of zinc in 
producing tungsten powder. imported ores, and 44,000 tons of zinc in 

Uranium.—During 1967 Japanese in- SCTaP and other raw materials. Yearend 

terests were extremely active in seeking refining capacity of these companies was 
uranium supplies at home and abroad, estimated at 582,000 tons annually, divided 

mainly in anticipation of future needs in 12 Japan Metal Bulletin. Feb. 22, 1968, p. 3.
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as follows: Mitsui Smelting (178,000); NONMETALS 

Toho Zinc (132,000); Nippon Mining Cement.—Japan’s 1967 cement output 

(102,000); Mitsubishi Metal (84,000); was 4.7 million tons above the 1966 level 

Sumiko Imperial Smelting Process Co., of 38.3 million tons. The country ranked 

Ltd. (36,000); Nippon Soda Co., Ltd. third in world cement output behind the 

(26,000); and Dowa Mining (24,000). United States and the Soviet Union. 

In anticipation of rising demand both According to a recent Japanese Govern- 
at home and abroad, the four largest re- ment survey, there were 21 cement pro- 

fining companies, including Toho Zinc ducers in Japan operating 61 mills with a 

whose 116,000-ton Annaka refinery is the total annual capacity of 57.3 million tons. 

largest single facility, were all planning Production in 1967 was about three- 
capacity expansions. In addition, a new _ fourths of capacity. There was a shortage 

refining company, the Hachinohe Refining of cement within Japan, and this caused 
Co. Ltd. (a joint venture of Mitsui Smelt- sharp rises in prices. The strong domestic 
ing with five other zinc refining com- demand was brought about as a result of 
panies) was to bring on stream in north- heavy construction activities by both the 
eastern Honshu in 1968 a plant with an public and private sectors. The price in- 
annual capacity of 36,000 tons of zinc and creases hit the small construction com- 
18,000 tons of lead. While specially de- panies particularly hard, as they were often 
signed to treat domestic “kuroku” ores, this forced to buy cement at twice the usual 
plant, the second in Japan to employ the rates. Cement manufacturers blamed the 
Imperial Smelting Process, will also proc- shortages on a lack of special coastal ships 
ess imported ores. and freight cars for transporting cement 

Imports of zinc concentrates reached jn bulk, labor shortages in limestone 

another high in 1967 when 614,079 tons, quarrying, inadequate trucking and port 

valued at $48.6 million, were received. facilities, and strikes. a 

Peru accounted for almost one-half of the Exports of cement increased from 1.6 

total. The most important new contract million tons in 1966 to 2.1 million tons in 
signed for zinc concentrates during the 1967. These exports went mostly to South- 
year, however, was with a Canadian mining east Asia where Japan was encountering 

concern, Anvil Mining Co. The six Japa- stiff competition from Taiwan, mainland 
| nese refiners signing the agreement are to China, the Soviet Union, and local pro- 

receive 240,000 tons of 54 percent zinc con- ducers. Despite the domestic shortage the 
centrate and 130,000 tons of 69 percent Japanese Government strongly urged pro- 

: lead concentrate annually for 8 years com- ducers to redouble their efforts to boost 
mencing 1969. This is twice the entire exports in order to retain existing outlets 
amount of both lead and zinc received and as a countermeasure against sales 

from Canada in 1967. The price per ton campaigns of other countries." 

was unoffic ially reported to amount to $15 0 Fertilizer Materials—Japan’s fertilizer 
for the zinc and $80 for the lead, cif. . . . : 

industry continued its steady expansion 
Japan. during 1967. Two major reasons have been 

Other Metals.—Japan produces or con- advanced for t ns grow i: (1) Looser con- 

sumes a great variety of other metals, trols on the Industry Dy the Government 
. | . and (2) a growing international market 

many on a substantial scale. Because of its ‘cularly in South Asia. Producti ? 

considerable nonferrous base metal smelting ale ar * val: ou rae fsa. ET "6 tol 
and refining capacity, the country ranks of various fertilizer chemicals during fisca 

; . ; years 1965 and 1966 was as follows: 
second in the world in the production of 
byproduct bismuth, third in cadmium and Product Thousand metric 

selenium, and probably about fourth in ee 

indium. It is a major consumer of anti- SS SSS~i|_—*d19GS_ 

mony obtained in concentrates principally 4” monjum sulfate..2222221. 2'606 2/584 
from Bolivia, mainland China, and the Urea__.__-...--.-----------. 1,255 1,559 

Republic of South Africa and of mercury Aa ete, --- BS 339 

acquired from Spain, Italy, and Mexico. ~~ Source: Mitsui Trade News. Japan’s Fertilizer 
Increasing amounts of high-purity metal Industry. V. 5, No. 4, April 1968, p. 1. 

products are produced, most notably, E astecn Takita. Cement. Losing . Interest. Mey 

electronic-grade silicon and germanium. 25, 1967, p. 462. Se
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Japan exported as much as 50 percent Seto Island Sea in the prefectures of 
of its chemical fertilizers in recent years, Hyogo, Hiroshima, Okayama, Kagawa, and 
chiefly to mainland China, Taiwan, South Ehime. 
Korea, India, and South Viet-Nam. Japan’s expanding alkali industry re- 

Although fertilizer exports increased dur- quired increasing quantities of salt, and to 
ing 1966-67, prices dropped about one- meet this growing demand, major Japanese 
sixth as compared with 1965 peaks. To trading companies have taken a keen inter- 
cope with the declining prices and stiffer est in developing salt resources located in 
competition in foreign markets, the Japa- western Australia. Seven firms were espe- 
nese fertilizer industry was in the process cially active in this field during 1967: 
of reorganization in 1967, with a view to- Mitsui & Co.; Marubeni-lida; Nissho Co.; 
ward increasing productivity and reducing C. Itoh & Co.; Toyo Menka Kaisha; 
costs through building larger and more ef- Toshoku, Ltd.; and Sumitomo Shoji 

_ ficient plants. A significant development Kaisha. If plans materialize, Japan’s annual 
was the integration of Japanese fertilizer salt imports from Australia. may rise from 
manufacturers into nine groups, as fol- 68,000 tons in 1967 to about several mil- 
lows: Toyo Koatsu, Ube Industries, Mitsu- lion tons by 1976. 
bishi Chemical Industries, Showa Denko, . 
Sumitomo ‘Chemical and Seitetsu Kagaku, Sulfur and Pyrites.—Japan continued to 
Nihon Suiso and Tohoku Hiryo, Japan Gas- tank first among world producers of sulfur 
Chemical, Mitsubishi Petrochemical and 4S contained in sulfide ores. Production in 
Nitto Chemical, and Asahi Chemical In- 1967 was approximately 2 million tons of 
dustry. contained sulfur, a slight decline as com- 

Plans have been drawn up by the Japan pared with what was" produced in 1966. 

Ammonium Sulphate Industry Association The bulk of the “pyritic” sulfur (mainly 
(JASIA) to start construction of several from pyrite and cupriferous pyrite) was 
1,000-ton-per-day plants with an aggre- converted to sulfuric acid and _subse- 
gate daily capacity of 9,150 tons. Comple- quently to sulfur-base fertilizers, an im- 

tion of these plants was scheduled for portant part of which was ultimately ex- 
1972. Proposed sites include Osaka, ported. In the future, these exports may 
Niigata, Ube, Onahama, Kashima, Matsu- meet increasing sales resistance in various 
hama, and Mizushima. , countries because of the construction of 

Aside from sulfur (discussed in a subse- Many urea and other nonsulfur-base fertil- 
quent paragraph), Japan continued to im- 1zer plants. Thus, the Japanese may even- 

port most of the essential raw materials tually have to cope with the oversupply 
needed to make fertilizers. Phosphate rock problem in “pyritic” sulfur. 
was obtained from the United States, Japan has also been a medium-rank pro- 
Morocco, and West Africa and potash ducer of elemental sulfur. In the Japanese 

from the United States, Europe, and the fiscal year 1967, approximately 343,000 
Soviet Union. Japan gets naphtha from tons were produced—280,000 tons from 
imported crude petroleum. According to mines and about 83,000 tons from oil re- 
the Japanese, costly imports of raw  fineries. According to a MITI forecast,”* 
materials place Japan in a disadvantageous sulfur from mines will stabilize at about 

competitive position. For example, phos- 310,000 tons by 1970 whereas sulfur from 
phate rock purchased from the United oil refineries will climb to 507,000 tons in 

States was nearly $19 per metric ton cif. 1970 and 807,000 tons in 1975. Thus, 
in 1967, of which half or more represented Japan will soon become a country with 
freight. The same can be said of potash. large surplus of elemental sulfur—as much 

as half a million tons by 1970. 
Salt.—In 1967 more than four-fifths 

of Japan’s salt requirement of 5.4 million Other Nonmetals.—Japan’s 1967 pro- 
tons had to be imported. Chief sources duction of most nonmetallic minerals 

were Mexico and mainland China. How- reached record highs. Notable gains were 
ever, production increased 14 percent dur- made by limestone, quick lime, dolomite, 
ing the year, reaching nearly 1 million Pyrophyllite, fire clay, silica sand, and 
tons. Approximately 80 percent of the stone. Production declines were registered 
indigenously produced salt was recovered 9———————— 
by solar evaporation along the coast of the pp. apa" Petroleum Weekly. Jan. 29, 1968,
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by only a few items such as gypsum, The financial deterioration of the coal 

barite, fluorspar, and graphite. All told industry was matched by an overall 7.5 
about 300 firms were in the nonmetals percent decline in output. Bituminous 
business in Japan. steam coal fell 8 percent to 33,158,000 

Limestone has been by far the most im- tons; bituminous coking coal 6 percent to 

portant nonmetallic mineral produced in 12,374,000 tons; anthracite 6 percent to 
Japan. Output increased roughly 50 per- 1,514,000 tons; and natural coke 18 per- 
cent during 1963-67, reaching 80.9 million cent to 436,000 tons. Operating mines de- 
tons valued at about $70 million as a di- creased from 206 at the beginning to 165 

rect result of heightened construction in- at yearend, and the number of permanent 

dustry activity and rapid iron and steel workers, already in short supply, declined 
industry expansion. from about 102,000 to 89,000. Productiv- | 

Among nonmetallic minerals not sepa- ity rose far less than anticipated, from 
rately discussed, silica sand and stone 40.2 to 41.8 tons per man per month. 
ranked second to limestone in importance, Hokkaido, where geological conditions 
with a total 1967 value of nearly $30 mil- are more favorable for mining, produced 
lion. Pyropyllite was next in line, at about the largest share of coal (46 percent) and 

$20 million. Then came dolomite and had the highest productivity rate (46.1 
gypsum at roughly $5 million each. Vari- tons). Kyushu accounted for 42 percent of 
ous clays, refractories, and fluxing mate- total output, and Honshu for the remain- 
rials were in the $1 to $3 million range in ing 12 percent. By far the most important 
terms of 1967 output value. Other non- field was Ishikari in Hokkaido which ac- 
metals were produced by small mines with counted for 35 percent of total output, 28 

limited reserves. percent of steam coal, and 59 percent of 

To support the rapidly growing indus- coking coal. The 16 major companies that 

, trial economy, Japan had to import many operate about 20 of the 30-odd mines hav- 

other nonmetallic minerals at great cost ing annual capacities of 500,000 tons or 

because local resources are limited or en- more continued to produce almost 70 per- 
tirely lacking. Potash, phosphates, and salt cent of coal. 
have been previously mentioned. Other Spurred on by increasing steel industry 
nonmetallic minerals imported in large demand for coke, coal imports, mostly bi- 

quantities by world standards include as- tuminous coking coals, rose 26 percent to 

bestos, industrial diamond, fluorspar, 25,467,000 tons valued at $401 million. 

graphite, mica, talc, and soapstone. Principal suppliers were the United States 
, (40 percent) and Australia (35 percent). 

MINERAL FUELS At yearend, however, negotiations were 
Coal and Lignite.—Despite substantial being conducted between Japanese inter- 

new subsidies initiated by the Government ests and officials of the Kaiser Steel Corp. 
during 1967 the coal industry’s financial of the United States, owner of the sub- 
situation declined drastically. The virtual stantial Balmer property in Canada, for 
assumption by the Government of $278 the export of approximately 3 million tons 
million of company indebtedness estimated of Canadian coal annually. Beginning 
at slightly over $600 million was offset by about 1970, the contract would run for 15 
operating losses which mounted at a rate years. 
faster than the assumed debt payments Total coal consumption in 1967 was 
could be made. Even companies and mines 76.6 million tons, including 51.7 million 
that had been singled out for special treat- tons indigenously produced and 24.9 mil- 
ment under successive “scrap and build’ lion tons imported. The steel industry (40 
programs failed to show improvement. By percent) and public utility powerplants 
yearend a major reduction of production (33 percent) accounted for the greater 
from the 50-million-ton level to about 35 part of use; the former consumed about 90 
million tons was being discussed, possibly percent of foreign coal and the latter ap- 
with nationalization of the mines. The in- proximately one-half of the domestic coal. 

creasing inability of indigenously produced The small lignite industry shared the 
coal to compete in price with petroleum decline of the coal sector: output declined 

and foreign coal has been the immediate 19 percent; the number of mines fell from 

and principal factor behind the accelerated 123 to 108; the number of permanent 
decline. workers dropped to less than 2,000; and
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productivity declined to 17.9 tons per man a 35-day minimum supply of crude oil and 
per month. a 60-day minimum of crude‘ oil and prod- 

ucts combined. Special loans and other 
| _ Natural Gas.—In order to supplement  gnancial assistance was arranged by MITI 

stagnating supplies of domestically Pro- for this purpose. 

duced suena ana gas, 967 for inoteg In line with recommendations made in 
: , © February by the Overall Energy Research 
liquefied . natural gas (LNG). In March, Council, the Japan Petroleum Develop- 
Tokyo Gas Go. and Tokyo Power Co. ent Corporation (KODAN) was estab- 
agreed to annually import from 1969  jished in October to promote the develop- 
through 1984 the equivalent of about 50 iment_of crude oil sources overseas. More 
billion cubic feet of Alaskan gas from specifically, KODAN was to (1) provide 

One v Strofeum Hompany ane Mpeathon Japan with oil supplieés~under her own 

in December Teikoku Oi Co. Tt 3 a Ja. control rather than under the control of 
, : "3 * #*" foreign companies; (2) lessen dependence 

pan’s largest domestic natural gas pro- 4, Middle East oil by diversifying sources; 
“u cer, _2nnounced 4 a ne to per (3) assure Japanese petroleum interests, 
through an intermediary the equivalent of now largely confined to refining and mar- 
approximately 70 billion cubic feet of SaS keting activities, of the financial advan- 

annually from Brunel. The purchasing tages to be obtained from production; and 
period is tentatively set at 20 years, be-. (4) improve the balance of payments sit- 

sinning in 1970. Two tankers with capac- uation by increasing the portion of crude 
ities of 440,000 barrels of LNG each are oil obtained by yen. In addition to direct 
under construction for transporting the financial assistance to Japanese companies 
Alaskan gas; an identical arrangement 1s exploring overseas, KODAN is to guaran- 
apparently being considered for the Brunei tee private loans to these companies for 
gas. the same purpose, lease equipment for geo- 

Petroleum.—Demand continued to spi- physical exploration at home and abroad, 

ral in 1967, with domestic refined product offer technical advice on exploration and 
consumption up about 22 percent to 749 development, conduct geological surveys 
million barrels. Crude oil imports, which for the discovery of indigenous oil and 
also rose approximately 22 percent to 759 = gas, and train technical. personnel. By the 
million barrels, continued to come from expenditure of about $166 million of both 
the Middle East. Despite some price in- Government and industry funds during the 
creases resulting from the Arab-Israeli con- next 3 to 6 years, the level of 1 million . 
flict, a record quantity, nearly 91 percent barrels per day of overseas Japanese-pro- 
of crude supply, came from that area, as duced oil is to be reached. 
follows: Iran, 35.2 percent; Kuwait, 17.8 At yearend 1967 Japanese interests held 
percent; Saudi Arabia, 17.7 percent; Ku- about 300,000 square kilometers of petro- 
wait-Saudi Arabia Neutral Zone (largely leum concessions in 10 areas around the 
from the operations of the Japanese-owned world. Eleven companies were engaged in 
Arabian Oil Company), 14.8 percent; and exploring for or producing oil in Abu 
others, 5.2 percent. Dhabi, Australia, Canada, Indonesia, Ma- 

While there was no quantitative disrup- laysia, New Guinea, the Kuwait-Saudi 
tion in Japanese supply, the Middle East- Arabia Neutral Zone and the United 
ern hostilities stimulated MITI into re- States (Alaska). The most important new 
evaluating domestic storage facilities. In concessions were obtained in Abu Dhabi in 
mid—1967 these consisted of about 63 December by Maruzen Oil Co., Daikyo 
million barrels of crude oil capacity, theo- Oi%l Co., Ltd., and Nippon Mining. 
retically capable of supplying refineries with Japanese crude refining capacity was 
input for 33 days, and 101 million barrels estimated at 2,338,000 barrels per day at 
of products, which could supply the mar- yearend 1967, a 5.7-percent increase over 
ket for 59 days. Actual inventories, how- the previous year. Principal refinery in- 
ever, were available only for 21 and 24 creases during the year included an addi- 
days, respectively. Consequently, MITI or- tion of 80,000 barrels to the 180,000- 
dered the industry to increase storage ca- barrel-per-day Chiba refinery of Idemitsu 
pacity by 1970 to the point where actual Kosan Co., Ltd.; 30,000 barrels added to 
inventories therein would always constitute the 57,000-barrel Kawasaki refinery of
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Nichimo Oil Co., Ltd.; and a 14,000- Shell Sekiyu, K.K. (8.2); and Maruzen 
barrel addition to the 48,000-barrel Kai- (8.1). 
nan refinery of Fuji Kosan. Idemitsu Demand for liquefied petroleum gas 
Kosan also brought on stream at Chiba a (LPG) continued to rise, with about 58.7 
40,000-barrel unit alleged tc be the million barrels being consumed in 1967. 
world’s first commercial residual fuel oil |The largest uses were for domestic heating 
desulfurizing plant. It is to reduce from 4 and cooking (38 percent) and the manu- 
to 1 percent the sulfur content of residual facture of chemicals and petrochemicals 
fuel oil imported from Kuwait. Operating (28 percent). At yearend Japan’s LPG 
at full capacity it can produce an esti- ocean-going tanker fleet, allegedly the 
mated 65,000 tons of sulfur annually. largest in the world, totaled 11 vessels 

The most important of the 18 Japanese with a total carrying capacity of approxi- 
marketing companies in 1967 were, with mately 2.5 million barrels. Five of these 
their percentage of the domestic market: (including the newest and largest, the 
Nippon Oil Co., Ltd. (17.9); Idemitsu 340,000-barrel-capacity Kazutama Maru) 
Kosan (15.9); Kyodo Petroleum Corp. were transporting LPG from Kuwait, five 
(10.4); Mitsubishi Oil Co., Ltd. (8.5); from Saudi Arabia, and one from Canada.



The Mineral Industry of Jord 

By Walter C. Woodmansee ' 

The mineral industry of Jordan was market, was affected relatively little by the 
adversely affected by the hostilities that economic slump following the war. How- 
broke out in mid-1967 but not to the ever, sales of cement and petroleum refin- 
extent of other industrial sectors. A 7-year ery products were reduced by the loss of 
cevelopment plat approved in 1 286, was the West Bank markets. 

isruptec. It included phosphate rock an Phosphate rock remained the only major 
potash development, which were not ad- . i dit forei h 
vanced during the year. Phosphate output “erat commodity toreign exchange 
and shipments remained fairly uniform mer. It accounted for about 30 percent 

throughout 1967; these mines were fairly Of total export earnings and, with expan- 
distant from the contested areas, and pro- sion underway, it will play a more impor- 
duction, almost exclusively for the export tant economic role in the future. 

PRODUCTION 

Although data are not available, it ap- cement output was 10 percent of capacity, | 
pears that output of cement and petroleum but toward yearend these operations were 7 
refinery products were substantially lower improving. 
in 1967 than in 1966 and that output of A new steel plant making reinforcing 
phosphate rock remained about the same rods went into operation at _ partial 
as in 1966. Expansion plans in the mineral capacity during the year, but production 
industry were either modified or deferred. was not officially reported. 

ollow: saens r oo 
F lowing the June hostilities, the Zarqa 1 Physical scientist, Division of International 
oil refinery operated at half capacity, and Activities. 

Table 1.—Jordan: Production of mineral commodities 

Commodity ! 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Nonmetals: 
Cement-______.__..-.--thousand metric tons__ 285 308 305 375 e 300 
Gypsum....__.._...__.__-__-..-metric tons... ¢8,700 NA NA NA NA 
Marble________._....___...._square meters. 11,450 1,800 e 2,000 e 200 e 200 
Phosphate rock________thousand metric tons__ 614 ® 565 828 1,036 e 1,000 
Salt__--.. 222-22 do 18 20 20 13 NA 

Mineral fuels: Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline._....__- "thousand 42-galion barrels__ NA e 450 460 658 NA 
Kerosine__--__....-.---.----..------do_... | NA e511 595 547 NA 
Distillate fuel oil. .._.._..._._____.._-_do___- NA e813 954 1,014 NA 
Residual fuel oil_-.._._...._..._...._--do___- NA e 506 600 606 NA 
Other__.___...-..-------__-__-_-___--do___- NA e 406 410 366 NA 

Total_______. ei -do____. 9&2, 285 2,686 3,019 3,191 NA 

¢ Estimate. ® Revised. NA Not available. 
1 In addition to commodities listed, Jordan also produces limestone for cement manufacture and steel rein- 

forcing rods from imported ingot. 

437
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TRADE | 

Export of phosphate in 1966 was valued | Value | Mineral 
at $8.8 million * ($6.8 million in 1965), 30 — - (million dollars) commod- 

percent of total export earnings. Principal “Mineral Total aes | | 
mineral commodity imports in 1966 were commod- trade _ of total 
. “WW: . ities 1 (percent) 
iron and steel, $11.3 million; petroleum, 
$9.5 million (including $6.8 million : for Exports and reexports: 

crude oil) ; and fertilizers, $1.4 million. 1965___-.------- 7.1 27.8 25.5 
: ° 1966_____._______- 9.4 29.1 32.3 

The relation of mineral trade to total Imports: 

trade is indicated in the following tabula- 1965....-..-----. 720.0 156.9 12.7 rae 8 1966....._...... 25.0 191.0 13.0 
tion: Trade balance: 

1965____...._.._.. —12.9 -—129.1 xX 
Se 1966..._......... —15.6 -—161.9 XX 

2 Where necessary, values have been converted r Revised. XX Not applicable. . 
from the Jordanian dinar (JD) at the rate of 1 Values given x for vonly those commodities 

JDI=U.S. $2.80. | listed in tables 2 and 8 of this chapter. 

: Table 2.—Jordan: Exports of mineral commodities 

: . (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

- Commodity 1965 1966 _ Principal destinations, 1966 

Nonmetals: 
Cement______--__.-___-__--..--. 11,217 8,695 All to Saudi Arabia. 
Granite and other building stone.. 5,519 8,983 Lebanon 3,723; Iraq 3,072. 
Lime_____-_.--__---_- eee 333 332 All to Saudi Arabia. 
Marble___________-_____-_.._.-. 1,312 1,026 Iraq 511; Lebanon 286. 
Phosphate (dry)-..._.....__...._-. 604,648 755,034 India e 320,000; Yugoslavia © 190,000; Italy 

e 100,000. 
Salt_.2 22-2 eee 6,045 8,022 Syria 7,953. 
Sand: 

Natural__________________-- 1,271 1,145 Lebanon 1,089. 
Bituminous___.._._._._.._... 15,278 20,549 Lebanon 17,947; Saudi Arabia 2,399. 

e¢ Estimate.
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Table 3.—Jordan: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 | 

Metals: 
Aluminum and alloys, semimanufactures_ 397 612 Mainland China 285; West Germany 108. 
Copper and alloys, all forms_.______-_- 172 274 United Kingdom 79; Saudi Arabia 57. 
Iron and steel, semimanufactures_______ 68,913 93,395 India 19,805; U.S. 8S. R. 18,882; Czechoslo- 

vakia 10,364. 
Lead and alloys, unwrought__________- 344 784 United Kingdom 506; Kuwait 120. 
Tin and alloys, semimanufactures 

long tons__ 19 31 United Kingdom 29. 
Metallic oxides_._____.__-..-_..-__--- 119 334 Japan 124; West Germany 120. 

Nonmetals: 
Caustic soda_____________._____-__--_- 888 1,270 United Kingdom 840; Netherlands 164. 
Cement_______________________-_.--- 5,379 42,018 Syria 26,700; Iraq 6,892; Lebanon 5,523. 
Ceramic construction materials.__..-...__ 1,178 1,227 Czechoslovakia 795; United Kingdom 112. 
Fertilizer materials: _.. 

Natural: Phosphate__.______.___- 355 354 France 266; United Kingdom 74. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous_____._.___.----. 38,675 6,949 West Germany 3,991; Austria 1,010. 
Phosphatie____._.__._.__...__.. '2,400 5,107 Lebanon 4,501; West Germany 479. 
Potassic______._._._____---... 6,248 7,037 West Germany 3,180; Netherlands 1,741. 
Other_______-_-__..____.-_.--.  ---. 1,182 Kuwait 1,082. 

Lime__-.._2-2-2-- eee eee ------ 20 ---- ~=3=—01, 648 +Lebanon 1,635. 
Marble______________- -____ eee 562 417 Italy 250; Lebanon 98. 
Refractory materials, bricks, tiles, ete-..  ___- 438 West Germany 235; mainland China 58. 
Sulfur in all forms: 

Sulfuric acid___..._..._.-_______-.. 1,112 1,041 Lebanon 957. 
Sulfur_______________________-.. 2,300 2,082 "West Germany 1,044; United States 680. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, coke, and briquets_..._..______~- 554 1,002 Lebanon 592; West Germany 369. 
Petroleum: 

Crude_thousand 42-gallon barrels... '2,999 3,438 All from Saudi Arabia. 

Refinery products: a 
Gasoline, aviation.____.do___- 86 48 United States 31; Curacao 16. 
Kerosine and jet fuel____do____ 179 153 Italy 49; Aden 30; Greece 26; Lebanon 25. 

. Lubricants___.__.....-do____ 42 42 United Kingdom 11; Netherlands 10. 

Total_..........-..-do.... 307 | 248 | 

* Revised. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Manganese content is favorable, but asso- 
ciated copper and phosphorus pose metal- 

t INRA) Guwetnn Resources outner -  lurgical problems. The U.S. Agency for In- | 
At nd ) 6 0 oi 7 ons toe voth ot ¢ ternational Development sponsored a 

| wD un “oy Poti vome a nor NL ki . project including the collecting of a bulk 
nde h YP ite. 108 P ‘Nts. a a 7 18 f ore sample and metallurgical testing at the 

s he t 50 0 00 0 e-magnetite ore body 0 Bureau of Mines Metallurgy Research Cen- 
about JUU,UUU tons. ter, Salt Lake City, Utah. 

Iron and Steel.—The Jordan Iron and 
Steel Industries Co. plant near Zarqa went NONMETALS : 
into operation in July and, at yearend, was . 
producing at a low level. Plant capacity is Cement — A da un under _construc- 
45,000 tons per year. The only product was 40? i at the 2 ordan Cement Co. plant, 
hot-rolled reinforcing rods for construction JommUy owne by the Jordanian Govern- 
use. A United Nations technical advisor ™ent (49 percent) and private industry 
was on hand during the early stages of (51 percent), was scheduled for completion 
operation in May 1968 and will increase capacity to 

1,800 tons daily. Consumption and demand 
Manganese.—NRA tunneling operations for cement were reduced sharply during 

along the Wadi Dana canyon wall ex-_ the last half of the year as a result of the 
tended manganese ore reserves to about hostilities in June. With the loss of the 
1 million tons, indicated and inferred. West Bank market, the number of building
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permits issued in Amman from June to Potash.— Jacobs Engineering Co., Pasa- 

December was about half that for the same dena, Calif., reportedly recommended a 1- 
period in 1966. Closure of the Suez Canal  million-ton-per-year potash plant for the 
restricted exports to the Red Sea area and Safi project on the Dead Sea shore, but no 
East Africa. further action was taken during the year. 

The hostilities in June caused delays in 
Fertilizers.—-Output at the Rusaifa and further planning. 

FE] Hasa phosphate rock mines was not sig- In November, a potash bed was inter- 
nificantly disrupted by the June war, al-  sected at a depth of 500 meters at a petro- 

though expansion of production to an leum exploration drill site on Lisan Penin- 
annual rate of 1.2 million tons was not — sula along the Dead Sea. 
realized. Operations in the two scparated 
mining areas were merged under the Jor- MINERAL FUELS 
dan Phosphate Mines Co. At yearend, pro- Petroleum.—Following cancellation of : 
duction was near full capacity. Exports to the John W. Mecom concession, NRA con- 

the East, chiefly India and Pakistan, pro- tinued exploration for petroleum, but its 
ceeded normally; West markets were drill rig was capable of drilling to only 
reached via rail to Beirut following the 1,700 meters. NRA also planned to con- 

June war. tract with a private exploration company 

The Jordanian Government placed high for geophysical surveys of selected areas. 
priority on improvement of haulage and Late in the year, the NRA, drilling on 
port loading facilities at Aqaba. Engineer- Lisan P eninsula, which projects into the 
ing studies and designs were completed for Dead Sea, discovered a salt dome structure. 

a 110-kilometer rail spur from Hattiyeh, on The Arabian Geophysical and Surveying 
the Hedjaz rail line, to Aqaba. This would Group (ARGAS), a joint Saudi Arabian 

| complete the rail line from the mine Government-French Government company, 
through to port; existing haulage neces- Conducted seismic tests on the peninsula. 

sitates trucking from Ma’an to port. In The Zerka refinery of Jordan Petroleum 
October the West German Kreditanstalt Refining Co. (JOPETROL) operated at a 
fir Wiederaufbau signed a provisional reduced rate following the June war. Plans 
agreement with the Jordanian Government or refinery expansion, originally scheduled 
for a $12.3 million loan toward a total esti- for 1966 based | on a study of domestic 
mated project cost of $19.6 million. The markets by Universal Oil Products Co., 
final determination on the economic feasi- United States, were renewed when JO- 
bility of this rail spur was pending at year- PETROL invited tenders from 14 pre- 
end. : selected firms. This $5 to $6 million proj- 

, . . ect would increase annual capacity to 
A United Kingdom consulting firm com- 700,000 metric tons of crude oil through. 

pleted plans for doubling phosphate stor- put. The proposed expansion involves new 
age and loadi ng capacities at Aqaba and refinery units, including jet fuel capacity, also construction of a new berth for 50,000- gas-treating units, a liquefied petroleum 
ton ships. Plans include expansion of stor- gas bottling plant, storage tanks, loading 

age facilities from existing 20,000 tons to facilities, and a 2.25-megawatt steam and 120,000 tons, and loading capacity from — giece] generating plant. 
500 to 1,500 tons per hour with a new con- A boundary delineation agreement be- 

veyor system. tween Jordan and Saudi Arabia in 1966 
The Jordanian Government was inter- gave the former 6,000 square kilometers 

ested in development of a fertilizer indus- of new territory and placed an additional 
try. Late in the year a United Nations  4-kilometer length of the Trans-Arabian 
Industrial Development Organization study Pipeline in Jordan, increasing transit fees. 
was underway on a possible triple super- Income from these fees was more than $4 
phosphate plant at Aqaba. million in 1966.



The Mi 1 Ind fK e Mineral Industry of Kenya, 

T anzania, and Uganda 

By Eugene R. Slatick * 

Crude mineral commodities produced in Tanzania and Uganda individually had 
1967, in these three largely agricultural favorable trade balances, but in total the 
countries, were valued at $81.2 million,? up countries recorded $76.3 million in exports 
from $74.6 million in 1966. Based on the and $86.1 million in imports, for a de- 
value of 1966 mineral trade of the three ficit of $9.8 million. 
nations with countries outside the East The value of interterritorial exports in 
African Common Market (EACM), 1966 is summarized as follows: 3 

Value of total exports and mineral exports within the EACM, by countries 

: (Million dollars) 

Total Total Mineral exports 
EACM exporting country EACM EACM (receiving country) 

exports mineral ———————————__—_—- 
exports Kenya Tanzania Uganda 

Kenya..___....--------------.---------------- 80.9 16.1 1. --- 8.5 7.6 
Tanzania_.____.-._.---.--..---.-------------.- 13.0 1.7 1.0  __._... 7 
Uganda._-._.._-.__----.---~- +e 29.2 2.9 2.2 oT iL eee ee 

The East African Common Market, in 1966, including about 1.7 million tons 
formed shortly after the three countries of mineral commodities (in 1965, about 4 
became independent, was dissolved in million tons, including 1.5 million tons of 
December 1967 and the East African mineral commodities in 1965).* The import 
Economic Community was established. The and export tonnages handled at East 
new organization, provided for by a treaty African ports during 1966 totaled 6.8 
in June 1967, was formed because of million deadweight tons (dwt), including 
various dissatisfactions with the original 3.3 million dwt of bulk oil (in 1965 5.8 
arrangement. Under the new treaty, the million dwt, including 2.7 million dwt of 
three countries have agreed to maintain bulk oil)§ 
common external tariffs, harmonize mone- 
tary policies and fiscal incentives offered = ~~~ 
for industrial development, and introduce 1 Foreign mineral specialist, (petroleum), Di- 
measures to redress the imbalance that has rn of International Activities, ad 

favored industrial development in Kenya. at the following rates: Kenys Sm SGD 0: 
Of the various services provided to the Tanzania shilling 1 and Uganda shilling 1= 

member countries by the East African ~‘seonomie and Statistical Review, Published 
Common Services Authority, those of East by the Bast African | Statistical Department for 

African Railways and Harbors remained No, 24, September el ep. sleaee Authority. 
i i i . 4East African Railw d Harbors. An- most important to the mineral industry nual Report, 1966. 1987, aye on arbors 

The railways hauled about 4.5 million tons 5 Page 25 of work cited in footnote 4. 
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KENYA 

Kenya’s mineral industry in 1967 con- PRODUCTION 
tinued to be a relatively small contributor ; . . . 
to the country’s economy. Petroleum refin- Kenya's mineral production, excluding 
ing probably was the most important seg- petro leum products, was valued at $15 f 
ment of the mineral industry in terms of million in 1967, down from $18.1 million 

. . . i . ¢ t 
contribution to the Gross National Product 1966 (Cement and soda ash, valued ik 

(GNP). Statistics for the mining industry $8.9 million and $3. i million, respectively, 
in 1965, the most recent year for which remained the major mineral commogities. 

; : . 

data are available, are summarized as fol- During fhe year the Mompasa ol * and 

lows: © Labor force, 1,218; expenditures, P*OC&SS© ported | : ; 
$2,560,936 ($1,880,766 in mining and mill- estimated $20.3 million producing products 
fl a? . _ valued at an estimated $39.8 million. 
ing); basic cash wages paid, $720,860. Sennen 

An information circular’ was published Dep epublie “A nnanves, Mines 1 and yen 

. covering the investment climate for ex- 11-12, . Lecal , ee 
: ° os . . Mason, J. E., Legal and Economic Factors 

ploration and mining in Kenya. It is a com- Relating ‘to Mineral Development in Kenya. 

panion to an earlier publication ® that dis- _ Mines Bnd Geological Pevt-, A Ministry, of Na- 
cusses the location and geological setting of 8 DuBois, C.G.B., Minerals in Kenya. Mines 
k : l and Geological Dept., Ministry of Natural Re 

Table 1.—Kenya: Production of mineral commodities 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 - 1966 1967 
| 

Metals: 
Beryl_.._._-..- 2 eee Lee 1 ) a 17 
Copper, concentrate_________._________ 2,244 2,077 1,969 793 11 
Gold_.______.._.____.-.--troy ounces.. 10,198 12, 480 11,420 11,988 33 , 366 

N Silver_---------~=-~-=----------do_._. 52 , 422 47,702 21,247 19,003 3,038 
onmetals: 

Asbestos. . ~~ ---~--~----------+-----~- 71 185 128 66 51 
arite__.-_.-_-- eee eee LL 8 212 

Carbon dioxide, natural_____.._________ 517 746 T62 817 817 
Cement_.______.__.__._thousand tons__ 344 422 484 484 479 

Diatomite--.------------------------- 3,336 3,055 2,218 177 1, 886 
eldspar_--_-_____ eee eee eee eee ee Lee 40 

Gem stone, sapphire and other__-_carats__ 800 2,204 4,212 3,525 8,308 
Gypsum____2 eee 20,728 27,994 34,474 33 , 743 40 , 446 

Kaolin. ~-----------~----------------- 6, 663 1,288 1,714 898 1,456 
ime___._-__-_ eee , N 

Limestone, other than for cement_______-_ 16, gas 12, ve NA 16, a 19, oa 
agnesite_____________---__-__-___-____e 2 

Meerschaum_....--------~--kilograms. - 6, 000 , pos 2,000 694 143 
ica__---- ete ___do____ 1 ween een ee fe eee eee Lee 

Quutte 722-0 rs restric tecrtc croc 1,126 1,438 1,039 793 122 
uartz._..- eee wee eee ee le ee eee ee eee ee Lee 

Salt_..._._..__._______-thousand tons__ 17 27 31 ® 54 49 
Soda, raw crushed_______._._._-._-_____ 2,342 2,220 2,548 2,463 3,224 
Soda ash. eee 103, 506 31,670 83,138 112, 400 104, 73° 
ermiculite.______.______-__-___-- eee 7 1 

Mineral fuels: Petroleum refinery products: 
Pasoline...--thousand 42-gallon barrels. _ 172 1, B27 re 2, 226 e2 AaT 2,261 
erosine___________.___________do____ 7 rel, el, 1,646 

Distillate fuel oil. ____._.___.____do____ 156 1,671 re2,123 e 2,188 2,783 
Residual fuel oil.________________do____ 515 6,012 re 6,000 e 5,807 6,580 
Liquefied petroleum gas____.____.do___-_ 1 57 re 60 e 65 71 
Asphalt and other products______.do___. ____-_- 64 re 557 e 365 306 

Total___._________-__________do____ 920 10,513 *e¢12,222 e 12,497 13 ,647 

e Estimate. ® Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Less than 44 unit.
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DE Value (million dollars) Mineral . . alue (million dollars com- 
Kenya’s trade balance in 1966 continued —_—_______—— modities’ 

to be unfavorable in both mineral com- Miner: al Total share of 
modities and total trade. By value, petro- modities! trade (percent) 
leum was the most significant mineral item fyports: 
in both exports and imports. Refinery pro- 1965._...... 22.7 132.1 17.2 
ducts were the chief mineral exports, val- Importes coecrceee BBL 162.6 15.4 
ued at $16.7 million in 1966 compared 1965_-..--.. 50.4 249.3 20.2 
with $13.4 million in 1965. Crude oil im-  tradebaiances 17.5 
ports totaled $25.5 million in 1966, up 1965_._..... —27.7 -117.2 XX 
li 1° : 1966_____.._. —80.0 — 152.1 xx slightly from the $25.4 million in 1965. 
Tron and steel semimanufactures, also ma- xx Not applicable. ' iy th aiti 
ar . : alues given are for only those commodities 
jor import items, were valued at $1 3.9 mil- listed in tables 2 and 8 of this chapter. 
lion in 1966, compared with $14.2 million . ; 

in 1965. The value of mineral trade com- Late in 1967 Kenya lifted an embar So on 
pared with total trade for recent years is trade with the Somalia Republic that had 
given in the following summary: been imposed because of hostilities over 

border territory. 

2The Economic Intelligence Unit. Quarterly 
Economic Review: East Africa. No. 4, Decem- 
ber 1967, p. 10. 

Table 2.—Kenya: Exports of mineral commodities to countries outside the East African 
Economic Community ! 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

‘Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum, semimanufactures. --__-—-_- 95 __uL Lue 
Copper, unwrought--__..-....-.----- 3,724 1,589 All to Japan. 
Gold_.-.._....__...__-troy ounces... 18,813 12,019 United Kingdom 8,809; Belgium 3,210. 
Iron and steel: 

Scerap__.__.-.---_---.---------. =) * 8, 756 5,718 Japan 3,766; Netherlands 1,950. 
Semimanufactures___..___.___-- 270 76 Seychelles 53; Rwanda 15. 

Silver.._..._....._..__._troy ounces._._ 29,750 16,924 All to Belgium. 
Nonferrous metals scrap__..._...._-- 3,004 2,368 Japan 787; Denmark 629. 

Nonmetals: 
Cement... F199, 415 169,534 Reunion 65,363; Maurituis 53,150. 
Diatomite._...._......---.--_----- 1,180 775 United Kingdom 730; Greece 10. 
Lime.._.___- 2 eee 3 4 Congo (Kinshasa) 3; Rwanda 1. 
Salt... ee 18 165 Rwanda 157. 
Soda ash, sodium carbonate__._...... * 74,680 106,751 Japan 22,070; U.S.S.R. 20,270. 
Stone, sand and gravel___._.__..---- 11 6 All to ships stores. 

Mineral fuels: 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline 
thousand 42-gallon barrels _-_ 46 241 Zambia 116; Congo (Kinshasa) 50. 

Kerosine_________.._....do__.- 681 789 Aircraft and ships stores 626; Zambia 102. 
Distillate fuel oil........_.do___- 302 448 Aircraft and ships stores 281; 

Congo (Kinshasa) 44. 
Residual fuel oil__.._._....do__.. *3,184 3,467 Aden 1,063; Ships stores 919. 
Liquefied petroleum gas___do____ 50 47 Reunion 21; Malagasy Republic 17. 
Asphalt and bitumen. -_-_do____ 74 99 Zambia 30; Malagasy Republic 27. 

t hevised. 
4 Exciudes reexports.
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Table 3.—Kenya: Imports of mineral commodities : 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum, all forms._.........-.--- 735 666 Belgium 218; United Kingdom 171. 

opper: 
Unwrought__._.......-..---- 75 62 United Kingdom 51; Zambia 11. 
Semimanufactures____.._..-__ - 280 323 United Kingdom 186; Canada 31. 

Gold bullion.._.._....__troy ounces __ 6,858 7,034 All from United Kingdom. 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore and concentrate_—______ 5,688 6,748 All from Spain. 
Iron and steel scrap._.-...--...- 96 __.____L- 
Pig iron and ferroalloys_-—-—-_____- 1,013 1,523 All from United Kingdom. 
Ingots and other primary forms- - 83 27 Do. 
Semimanufactures__.___.______. * 86,832 82,735 United Kingdom 24,333; Belgium 15,543. 

Lead, all forms..__.____..__.______- 203 210 United Kingdom 101; Ceylon 66. 
Nickel, unwrought___.._.....___-_-- 6 2 All from United Kingdom. 
Tin, unwrought_-_._._____long tons__ 72 77 United Kingdom 75. 
Zine, all forms____..._._.---_..----- 1,234 1,185 Zambia 933; Australia 152. 
Nonferrous metal scrap._._._______- 31 46 Seychelles 42; United Kingdom 4. 

Nonmetals: . 
Abrasives, grinding and polishing 39 29 United Kingdom 15; West Germany 5. 

wheels, and stones. 
Cement..-..._--------_-------.---- 175 611 Denmark 294; United Kingdom 251. 
Feldspar, fluorspar, cryolite and 3,235 3,357 United Kingdom Commonwealth coun- 

chiolite. tries, not specified 2,937; Spain 368. 
Fertilizers: 

Nitrogenous................... 47,894 31,182 West Germany 21,327; United Kingdom 

Phosphatic.._._....--.-------. 11,885 21,000 Netherlands 16,485; Belgium 4,292. 
Potassic._....-__-____..-.-- - - 281 841 France 330; Netherlands 263. 
Other, manufactured, n.e.s__._.._ 10, 490 18,175 Netherlands 14,411; Italy 1,147. 

Graphite_-.._...-.._-...--...--.-- 16 22 All from United Kingdom. 
Lime.__.._..---.--- eee 36 48 Do. . 
Mica, crude.....2......-.----- ee 34 15 Do. co 
Salt_...- 2-2 5, 549 5,483 West Germany 1,860; Pakistan 1,669. 
Stone, sand and gravel___...__..__-- 328 775 Italy 435; West Germany 183. 
Sulfur... 22222 1,473 1,482 West Germany 522; United Kingdom 47. 

Mineral fuels: 
Solid: 
Coal__._. 2-2. eee. 58,574 47,436 Mozambique 46,944. 
Coke......_....--.-.----.-----. 71,161 1,888 United Kingdom 1,238; West Germany | 

Petroleum: . " 
Crude 

thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 13,646 13,683 Iran 9,346; Kuwait 3,448. 
Refinery products: . 

Gasoline.._..........do.___ r 45 231 All from Iran. 
Kerosine...._.......do._.. 42 681 Do. 
Distillate fuel oil.__._.do___- 60 113 Do. 
Residual fuel oil...__.do___-_ 5 2 All from Aden. 
Lubricating and do____ 104 119 Italy 54; United Kingdom 36. 

other oils. 
Other._...._._......do___. 20 155 United States 104; India 33. 

® Revised. 

COMMODITY REVIEW other operators also produce gold, but 
. ll cale. 

Metals.—Copper, Gold, and Silver.— on a smatier s ; 
Copper production declined sharply in Iron and S teel.—Late in 1967 a group 
1967 because reserves were virtually de- of East African industrialists announced 

pleted at the Macalder mine of Macalder- plans to build a $2 8 million steel mull at 
Nyanza Mines Ltd., the country’s only cop- Dundora, near Nairobi. The annual output 

°3 . . 

per producer. Silver output also declined of the mill is to be about 30,000 tons. The 
because it is produced mainly as a cop- first phase of the project is to build a 

per byproduct. In the past, a large part rolling mill to produce flat and angle bars 
of Kenya’s gold output also was obtained and rods. Later, an electric furnace will 

as a byproduct of copper, but the rise in be added to produce ingots from East 
output in 1967 apparently indicated that African scrap. 
the Migori gold vein was being mined. The 
vein was discovered in 1965 on the lease Nonmetals.—Cement.—Local raw mate- 
of Macalder-Nyanza Mines Ltd. Several rials consumed in cement production in
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1967 included: Gypsum, 40,198 tons; Kun- change annually. Some of the output will 
kur Limestone (cement rock), 59,940 tons; probably be available for export. 

limestone, 621,331 tons; shale, 100,091 A $308,000 bulk fertilizer blending plant 
tons ; and volcanic ash 943 tons. was opened at Nakuru in February 1967. 

Fertilizer Matertals——Triangle Fertilizer [t js a joint venture comprised of Wind- 
Ltd. was formed during 1967 to manufac- pil} Fertilizers (East Africa) Ltd., Dalgety 
ture and sell nitrogenous fertilizers. The (East Africa) Ltd., and the Development 
company is comprised of Albatros Super- Finance Company of Kenya Ltd. 
fosfaatfabrieken N.V., of Utrecht, the 
Netherlands (40 percent); Covenant In- Mineral Fuels.—Petroleum.—Through- 
dustries Limited, of London, an associated put at the Mombasa refinery in 1967 

company of Imperial Chemical Industries totaled about 14.5 million barrels, com- 
Ltd. (40 percent); and the Development pared with about 13.6 million barrels in 
Finance Company of Kenya Ltd.,a govern- 1966. The operator, East African Refineries 
mental agency (20 percent). Work on a Ltd., announced plans to increase daily 
$14 million fertilizer plant at Changamwe capacity by about 6,500 barrels to give a 
near Mombasa, was scheduled to start in daily total of about 50,500 barrels. 

April 1968. The plant is expected to be op- In April, British Petroleum-Shell Petro- 
erating in 1970 with an annual capacity of — jeym Development of Kenya abandoned an 
109,000 tons of calcium ammonium nitrate, 

nit exploratory well (Wal Merer No. 1) north- 
and will employ about 200 persons. Locally . “ie 
quarried limestones is to be used with am- east of ‘Garissa, after drilling to 12,446 
monia feedstock imported from Iran. The feet. Exploration in the northeast was 
plant is expected to make Kenya self- done under the protection of securtiy forces 

| sufficient in nitrogenous fertilizers, thereby because of the hostilities between Kenya 
| saving about $1.4 million in foreign ex- and the Somali Republic. 

TANZANIA 

Tanzania’s mineral industry in 1967 con- shipment shed are to be constructed at Dar 
tinued to be dominated by diamond min-- es Salaam to facilitate the increasing im- 
ing, the mineral industry’s chief contributor port-export trade of Zambia. Since South- 
to the country’s Gross National Product ern Rhodesia’s unilateral declaration of in- 
and foreign exchange earnings. The min- dependence in late 1965, 145,000 tons of 
eral industry labor force in 1965 totaled Zambian copper has been shipped from : 
10,453 (8,579 surface workers, 1,874 un- Dar es Salaam.™ 
derground) ; the diamond mining and gold : 
mining industries employed 2,483 and PRODUCTION 

2,293, respectively.” . Tanzania’s mineral production, excluding 
In 1967, major developments in Tan- petroleum products, was valued at approxi- 

Zana s mineral industry were as follows: mately $36 million in 1967, compared with 
initiation of construction of a petroleum 93 Vhillion in 1966. Diamond production 
product pipeline from Dar es Salaam to was valued at $31 million in 1967, up 
the Zambia copperbelt; invitation for bids from $25 million in 1966 ; 
to build a steel rolling mill; and outlining . 
of steps to expand the gem stone industry... ~~ 

Soviet geologists arrived in Dar es 10 Overseas Review (London). March 1967, 
Salaam in December to carry out mineral Pe Oil and Gas Journal. V. 65, No. 52, Dec. 

tin nd reconnaissance for the 25, 1967, p. 153. 
prospect § a 12 Ministry of Industries, Mineral Resources 
Tanzanian Rovernment under a contract and Power, Mineral Resources Division. Annual 
signed in November. eport iv00. ar es salaam, » Pe ov. 

Three new deepwater berths and a trans- ene7 Ane 196f, p. 1g"): V+ 26% No.
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Table 4.—Tanzania: Production of mineral commodities | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ae enn CT SS seven taecavuneeneere——> 

Commodity 2 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
eee 

Metals: 
Gold_._._..--------------troy ounces... 102,917 93 ,040 90,819 55,473 18,486 
Silver___.-..-----.-------.-_.--do__.. 22,669 25,329 22 , 865 10,572 2,294 
Tin, content of ore___..______long tons_- 234 287 255 353 341 
Tungsten, ore and concentrate, 60 per- 

cent WO3_.--.---- 2 eee eee tee eee eee rq 29 
Nonmetals: 

Abrasives, natural_......._-__--____..- NA NA NA NA 39 
Artstone 3___.- 2 eee 502 457 27 11 5 
Bentonite___..-..-22 eee Lee § Lone e eee Leek 203 
Cement_._..--.-.--- 2 eee eee eee eee Lee 47,681 149 ,276 
Diamond: ‘ . 

Gem.-.-._-.-...----...--.-carats_._ 275,958 3eG aos e 828 ,356 946,656 864,345 
Industrial____......_._.......do___. 312,758 326 ,059 123 , 260 

Gem stones, semiprecious and precious, 
exclusive of diamond ‘__-_-_kilograms__ 386 956 1,318 2,107 935 

Gypsum...__-__- 2 eee 1,894 2,957 4,560 4,826 15,479 
Kaolin. _____-.-.- 222-2 eee 182 111 NA 310 312 
Lime___-_.-_-.-.-_---- ~~~ 2-8. 1,260 2,169 1,428 8,906 5,164 
Magnesite___.....-___-_- 2-2 eee 85 495 1,143 4,781 — 2,038 
Meerschaum.-_____-_._._...--------_- 16 16 100 NA 56 
Mica, sheet and scrap________-_______-- 107 243 271 487 217 
Salt...............__. thousand tons__ 34 33 r 39 41 36 
Vermiculite._.......-.-2222 L222 lee 27 131 98 161 91 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, bituminous. ____.__thousand tons__ 2 1 2 2 2 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline_thousand 42-gallon barrels... ._..--.  -.----._-_. 0 __e elle. 2377 911 
Kerosine...._....._-.--.---d0_--. Lee eee eee eee © 68 234 
Jet fuel___._---.. 2-2-2 doe Lee Lele e168 322 
Distillate fuel oil_.......-_..do_.-.  -ee eee Leelee Lee e 493 1,424 
Residual fuel oil._.......-...do...0 2222 ee Lee eee LL e671 1,986 
Liquefied petroleum gas__....do_...  ---_-- 2.) -eee eee LLL e 20 39 

Total_.__..---- 2-2-2 dO. Lee eee Leelee ¢1,797 4,916 

eee 

e Estimate. t Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Data given for certain commodities are actually exports. 
2 In addition to commodities listed, construction materials such as clay, sand, gravel, and stone are produced, 

but quantitative data are not available. 
3’ Corundum-zoisite; includes rough amethystine quartz. . 
4 Generally includes ruby, sapphire, chrysoprase, corundum, garnet, tourmaline, and zircon, data on some of 

which were not available. 

TRADE By value, diamond remained the chief 
. . mineral and fourth overall export totalin 

Tanzania continued to have favorable “nye port & 
| . . . $25.3 million in 1966 compared with $19.9 

balance of trade in 1966 in both minerals illion in 1965. Th . . i 

and total trade, as shown in the following mmion in 7 le major mineral com- 
tabulation: ; | modities imported in 1966 were, by value, 
adulation: iron and steel semimanufactures, $7.1 mil- 

re lion (7.9 million in 1965); petroleum re- 
ineral “WW “WI: Value (million dollars) corm finery products, $4.4 million ($3.2 million 

—_______________— modities’ in 1965); and crude oil, $3.6 million. 
Mineral share of 

com- Total total 
modities 1 trade (percent) 

Exports: 
1965.2... _- 25.3 175.8 14.4 
1966________ 34.1 221.5 15.4 

Imports: 
1965... _- 15.5 140.1 11.1 
1966________ 20.3 179.9 11.3 

Trade balance: 
1965__..._... +9.8 +35.7 xX 
1966_._..__. +13.8 +41.6 xx 

XX Not applicable. 
1 Values given are for only those commodities 

listed in tables 5 and 6 of this chapter.
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Table 5.—-Tanzania: Exports of mineral commodities to countries outside the East 
African Economic Community ! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

nner rn errr ereree rere eeeceee serene a SS SSS cP ss SSS 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

ean enn rr errr rr rere eee SS Sa a eS SSS SSS Ss 

Metals: 
Aluminum, semimanufactures-.____ 132 185 Ethiopia 54; Zambia 53. 
Gold, refined_....._..troy ounces... 90,819 55,991 All to United Kingdom. 
Iron and steel: 

Scrap._____----.-_- eee 2,355 2,320 Japan 1,981; Netherlands 335. 
Semimanufactures___.._.___-_- 225 387 Zambia 285; Burundi 102. 

Silver, refined..._...._troy ounces__ 22,865 10,572 All to United Kingdom. 
Tin concentrate, long tons_. © 313 487 United Kingdom 300; Malaysia 187. 

cassiterite. 
Tungsten.__.. eee 11 All to United Kingdom. 
Nonferrous metals, scrap....._..-- 656 1,119 Japan 342; West Germany 207. 

Nonmetals: 
Artstone ?___... 2-222 27 ll NA. 
Cement..__.-_--.- 2 -- eee r AT 4,607 Zambia 3,425; Burundi 675. 
Diamond._._._.........-_-carats._ 828,356 905,670 All to United Kingdom. 
Gem stones, other than diamond: 

Ruby and sapphire_kilograms_ 473 ‘241 NA. 
Other___....-...-.._-.do____ 1,318 2,818 NA. 

Gypsum._... 222-2 eee 4,560 1,550 NA. 
Lime-___.-_. 2-222 eee ®16 12 All to Zambia. 
Magnesite..._...-...-...-.__.... .17,2386 1,096 NA. 
Meerschaum, scrap.__..=-..--___-_ W020 eee 
Mica___.- eee * 270 498 West Germany 306; United Kingdom 156. 
Salt__.-2- 02 =F 14,892 12,491 Burundi 7,170; Congo (Kinshasa) 4,533. 

Mineral fuels: 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline 
thousand 42-gallon barrels...  .....-- 32 Zambia 28. 

Kerosine............-.d0._.. -.2..-- 5 NA. 
Distillate fuel oi].......do.... 2... 30 Zambia 17. 
Residual fuel oil........do_._. __L___- 273 Italy 238; Aircraft and ships stores 21. 

® Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Excludes reexports. 
2 Corundum-zoisite rock; includes rough amethystine quartz.
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| Table 6.—Tanzania: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Unwrought--_.........-.--.-- 2,062 3,403 All from Norway. 
Semimanufactures__.......... --.---. 348 United Kingdom 153; West Germany 95. 

Copper, all forms.._.__.___.._._-- 104 105 United Kingdom 41; Sweden 19. 
Gold bullion.__..____troy ounces __ 2,700 3,676 All from United Kingdom. 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore and concentrate-.-_-__- 533 1,485 Spain 757; Norway 257. 
Iron and steel scrap.._......-- 90 21 NA. 
Pig iron and ferroalloys---—..-~- 820 1,456 West Germany 1,274; United Kingdom 66. 
Semimanufactures__.......... * 40,074 38,689 United Kingdom 10,794; Japan 9,532. 

Lead, all forms._...........-...-- 59 37 Zambia 20; United Kingdom 8. 
Nickel, unwrought............-.-.  -..-.-- 1 All from United Kingdom. 
Tin, all forms__...___. long tons_. 34 17 Do. 
Zine, all forms.._..._......------ 2,067 «| 1,186 Zambia 1,171; United Kingdom 13. 
Nonferrous metal scrap.---..--.-- 52 177 Burundi 78. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives, grinding and polishing 22 25 United Kingdom 13; West Germany 3. 

wheels and stone. . 
Cement...........-.----.--.-.-- 986 2,821 Mainiand China 1,617; 

United Kingdom 345. 
Feldspar, fluorspar, cryolite and wne-- ee 41 All from United Kingdom. 

chiolite. 
Fertilizers: 

Nitrogenous...........-.-.... 14,895 14,141 West Germany 7,482; Kuwait 2,891; 
United Kingdom 2,891. 

Phosphatic_--.....-...------ 1,208 949 Netherlands 839; Belgium 107. 
Potassie.____-._.-- 2 eee ee 1,367 1,358 Israel 411; West Germany 281. 
Other, manufactured, n.e.s___-- 4,000 6,637 Netherlands 3,616; West Germany 1,073. 

Graphite. .........-.--..-------.  ------- 3 NA. 
Lime._.. eee 2,026 1,000 West Germary 768. 
Mica, crude.__.-_..-_2 22 eee 13 10 All from United Kindgom. 
Salt_..002 22 2,860 4,443 Aden 1,053; United Kingdom 1,044. 
Stone, sand and gravel_.._........ 560 369 Italy 333; United Kingdom 18. 
Sulfur_.o. 2-2-2 270 559 Poland 258; Belgium 240. 

Mineral fuels: 
Solid: 

Coal__..-...-.- eee 203 137 United Kingdom 182; Netherlands 5. 
Coke......-..-.-.------~---- 321 163 United Kingdom 149; West Germany 9. 

Petroleum: 
Crude 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_.  _.-..- 2,116 Iran 1,495. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline_......._..do._.. 119 342 All from Iran. 
Kerosine..__.__...do___. 164 268 Iran 226; Aden 41. 
Distillate fuel oil. _.do-_-_-_- 282 249 All from Iran. 
Residual fuel oil_...do___- FL LiL ee 
Lubricating and do___. 47 67 United Kingdom 32; United States 19. 

other oils. 
Other________.._..do_.__ 11 12 United States 2; West Germany 2. 

® Revised. NA Not available. 

COMMODITY REVIEW ject for exploring the Lake Victoria gold- 
field concentrated its investigations during 

Metals.—Gold and Silver.—Because two the year in the western part of the Musoma 

of three major gold mining companies District. U.N. sponsored investigations in 
closed in 1966 (Geita Gold Mining Co. the Geita area have established the pres- 
Ltd., and Tangold Mining, Co. Ltd.), gold ence of additionai gold mineralization that 
production in 1967 was largely by Bu- ™ay be worthy of further investigation." 

hemba Mines Ltd., a subsidiary of William- Iron and Steel.—Near yearend, the Na- 
son Diamonds Ltd. Reserves at the Bu- tional Development Corporation (NDC), 
hemba mine were estimated to be sufficient a governmental agency, compieted a feasi- 
for operations through most of 1968. Small bility study for a 10,000-ton-per-year steel 
cooperatives continued operating in the rolling mill to manufacture rods, bars, and 
Geita, North Mara, Nzega, and Mpanda profiles. Bids were invited for construction 
areas and in the Lupa Goldfields. The de- of the mill to be located near Dar es 
cline in gold mining had an adverse effect Salaam. 
on byproduct silver production. Wa Tanzania Trad a Ind No. 19 

The United Nations Special Fund pro- July-September 1967, p. 19. ndustry. No. 19,
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Nonmetals.—Cement.—During 1967, as country to increase its foreign exchange 
part of an overall Government program  éarnings. 
to acquire larger shares in Tanzanian in- . | 

dustries, NDC acquired additional shares Mineral Fuels.—Petroleum.—The 13,- 
in the Tanganyika Portland Cement Co. 800-barrel-per-day refinery near Dar es 
Ltd. giving (NDC) a 50 percent interest. Salaam, Tanzania s first, completed its first 

The plant, which began operaiions in full year of operations in 1967, producing 
1966 with an annual capacity of 160,000 4.9 million barrels of products for markets 

tons, supplies about 80 percent of Tan- | Tanzania and Zambia. It is owned by 
zania’s annual cement requirements. Tanzanian Italian Petroleum Co. (TI- 
Diamond.—Diamond production in 1967 PER), a joint venture of the Tanzanian 

was mainly by Williamson Diamonds Ltd. Government and Italy’s Ente Nazionale 
and its subsidiaries, New Alamsi Ltd. and /drocarburi (ENI). Processing units in- 
Kahama Ltd. Output from the Kahama clude a 3,500-barrel-per-day catalytic re- 

mine was from stockpiles, which began to former, a 5,000-barrel-per-day distillate 
be worked in late 1966 after the orebody hydrotreater. There are storage facilities 

was mined out. During the year William- for about 440,000 barrels of crude and 
son ordered two draglines for the Mwadui 690,000 barrels of product. The working 
mine from Ruston-Bucyrus, Ltd. force totaled 320, including 260 Tan- 

Other Gem Stones——During the year 740ans. . 
legislation was being drafted to “ rotect and During the year an 8-inch refined prod- 
promote the gem stone industry by creating UCts pipeline was being built from the 
a gem valuation and marketing organiza- TIP ER refinery to Bwana Mboukwa, near 
tion. Until such legislation is passed, gem N Dola in Zambia. The line will be 1,700 
stones produced in Tanzania cannot be ‘lometers ong ane have a 6,000-parre™ 

. . . per-day capacity when it begins operations cealy sold in the country except in special in | 196 8. SN AM Progetti, an ENI sub- | 

The Government, through NDC, was sidiary, is building the $46.5 million line 

considering promoting the establishment of under the supervision of Bechtel Corp. 
a plant for cutting colored gem stones. Tazama Pipelines Ltd., a company owned 
With such a plant, finished gem products jointly by the governments of Tanzania and 

can be exporied, thereby enabling the Zambia, will operate the line. - 

UGANDA 

Copper mining and smelting continued ministrator of these lands, the Government 
to dominate Uganda’s mineral industry in of the Kabaka of Buganda, ceased to exist 
1967. Although mineral production makes in May 1966, and there was no administra- 
a relatively small contribution to Uganda’s _ tive body to approve leasing until passage 
gross domestic product, mineral exports of the executive order. Although mineral 
continued to be an important source of deposits have been discovered on mailo 
foreign exchange earnings. The mineral land, there have been no major develop- 
industry labor force in 1966 totaled ments. 
7,810.7 During the year, the Uganda Geological 

Uganda’s new constitution, passed in Survey released the first?” in a series of 
September 1967, gave the Government publications dealing with the ground fol- 
mineral rights to the entire country. In lowup of an airborne geophysical survey 
December an executive order, ‘The Local carried out jointly in 1961 by the United 
Administrations (Performance of Func- Nations Special Fund and the Uganda. 
tions) Instrument, 1967,” made the Government. The report describes areas 

Ministry of Mineral and Water Resources that warrant further investigations by 
the administrator of the Mailo Land tilling. 
System. Under this system, which is prac- 15 Mining Journal (London). V. 269, No. 

ticed in the Kingdom of Buganda, land oer Uetie * Geolnzibal Survey and Mines De- 

can be owned only by Africans and may par Osatahlen weports 1966, 1067, De oe 
not be leased to non-Africans without physicai Surveys for Mineral Deposits in Area 

governmental approval. The former ad- /DnqW Urn, Uganda: Geolosical Survey, of
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In 1966, and presumably in 1967, part of the second 5-year development plan 
regional geological surveying was reduced (1966-71). The purpose of this corporation 
in favor of more detailed appraisal and would be to develop mines too small to 
exploration in known mineralized areas. attract international capital but too large 
These studies included copper, sulfide, and __to be operated economically by indigenous 

graphite indications in Karamoja District; miners. 
geochemical surveys of carbonatite com- 
plexes in Bukedi District; exploratory drill- PRODUCTION 
ing in the goldfield area of Busia District; 
investigation of lead anomalies and mona- Uganda’s mineral production in 1967 
zite indications northwest of Mbarara; and was valued at $29.5 million, up from $26.5 
the beginning of reserve evaluations of the million in 1966 but down slightly from the 
Lake Katwe salt deposits in Toro District.2 record $30 million in 1965. In 1967, as 

No developments were reported during in past years, the major mineral commodity 
1967 regarding the Government’s proposal produced was blister copper, which was 
to establish a state mining corporation as valued at $16.5 million. 

Table 7.—Uganda: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity | 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: 
Beryl. _-_-.-------.---------------------- 380 394 192 248 314 
Bismuth, metal content___.-_..__kilograms__ 80) ___---.-  -_------ r 64 481 
Columbium-tantalum concentrate_____do____ 9,000 5 , 832 8,130 11,180 27,108 
Copper, blister_.___...-.....---.-.-.-.---. 16,216 18,260 17,141 16,098 14,426 
Gold.._._-_._..._-_.-_._._.___troy ounces__ 48 24 36 3 14 
Iron and steel: Steel, semimanufactures 

thousand tons__ e10 e10 13 22 24 
Lithium minerals, amblygonite____..__.-.__- 48 20 20 171 A4 
Silver, exports._______________troy ounces__ 9 LLL eee Lee eee eee eee Lene eee 
Tin, content of concentrate_______long tons__ 165 217 178 122 111 
Tungsten concentrate, 60 percent WO; basis__ 2 Lelie 49 r 7% 80 

- Nonmetals: 
Cement__..._-.....-.-....--thousand tons__ 55 73 131 121 139 
Lime--______._--..-_-.-.-_-_-.-_-.do____ 11 12 20 4 185 
Phosphate, apatite._..__.__...___.--_-_-.-. 17,071 9,544 16,382 15,798 146,719 

. Salt_..-. 2-2-2 -do_ 3 3 3 2 NA 

¢ Estimate. r Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Export. 

TRADE Value (Guill doltar) Mineral 
. . alue (million dollars com- 

Uganda’s mineral trade balance in 1966 —__—_—___—_—_—— modities’ 
was less favorable than in 1965 because of Mineral otal te et 
a decline in exports of blister copper, the modities! trade (percent) 
county’s chief mineral export. These ex- HW ssSsSsSsSsSsSSSsSsSsSsSsFsFFSsSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSsSSsss 
ports were valued at $16.1 million in 1966, Exports: 

compared with $22.4 million in 1965. In 1O6b-------- 88.8 ae 3-3 
value, steel semimanufactures were the Imports: 
principal mineral imports in 1966, account- seo ~~~ >= ae YO 3 a 8 
ing for $5.6 million compared with $4.9 Trade balance: 

million in 1965. The values of mineral 138 crrrrtts ai: 3 tea 2 xx 
trade and total trade for recent years 
follow: , 

XX Not applicable. 
TT 1 Values given are for only those commodities 

18 Page 1 of work cited in footnote 16. listed in tables 8 and 9 of this chapter.
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COMMODITY REVIEW Copper2°—Kilembe Mines Ltd., Ug- 
anda’s only copper producer and principal 

Metals.—Beryl.—Production continued mining company, produced 872,295 tons 

to be mainly from the Ankole and Kigezi of ore in 1967, 7 percent less than in 1966. 
districts, although beryl deposits are known The decline was due to difficulties in 
in Buganda and Karamoja districts. An changing mining methods from open stop- 
appreciable price rise during 1967 stimu- ing to cut-and-fill-stoping; a shortage of 
lated production; sustained high prices re- qualified personnel hindered the change- 
portedly could enable annual output to over. Blister copper output declined be- 
reach 1,000 tons or more. Beryl reserves cause of a 22-day shutdown in August for 
were estimated at 26,000 tons.’® repairs. 

_ Table 8.—Uganda: Exports of mineral commodities to countries outside the East 
African Economic Community ! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

| Commodity | 1965 . 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: - 
Beryl_-.--.----------------------- 274 225 United States 183; Japan 42. 
Columbium-tantalum concentrate - _ -- 15 __-_---- 
Copper, blister.._._.....-.---.-----. 117,562 | 15,799 United States 8,533; Spain 4,267. 
Gold_...__..._---.__-_troy ounces_- 51 LiL _eee- 
Iron and steel, scrap and semi- 366 _.___--- 

manufactures. 
Platinum____._..____-_troy ounces__- 5 LLL eee 
Tin concentrate______...-long tons_- 294 204 All to United Kingdom. 
Tungsten concentrate___...--------- © 70 106 United Kingdom 70; Netherlands 20. 
Nonferrous metals, scrap_----------- 10. __-.---- ” 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos. .......------------------ 232 2 All to Rwanda. 
Cement___.___-_-----------.-----. 4,806 3,933 Rwanda 3,576; Congo (Kinshasa) 357. 
Phosphate, fertilizer_-...._.-.------ ‘8 __-_--_- 
Salt__.-.-.....-_._-_-----__--_---_------ 449 1,162 Rwanda 642; Congo (Kinshasa) 520. 
nn 

r Revised. 
1 Excludes reexports. 

Reserves of proved and probable ore at million tons. . 

| yearend 1967 were estimated at 5.9 million T antalite-Columbite. — Tantalite-colum- 

metric tons averaging 2.0 percent copper, bite continued to be produced chiefly as 

an increase compared with yearend 1966 a byproduct of beryl mining in south- 

reserves. The rise was due mainly to devel- western Uganda. The sharp rise in output 

opment on the 4,200-foot-level and drilling in 1967 is attributed to increased exploita- 

results below the 4,050-foot-level in the tion of beryl deposits. Studies continued 

Eastern Ore Deposit. Drilling in the Ba- regarding an economical method of work- 

hunga area, southeast of the mine, in- ing the country’s pyrochlore deposits; the 

dicated sufficient mineralization to justify fine size of the pyrochlore causes difficulties 

underground exploration and development in beneficiation.” 

in 1968. 
Iron and Steel.—Steel Corporation of Nonmetals.—Cement.—Uganda Cement 

East Africa Ltd., owned jointly by the Industry Ltd. contracted for the construc- 
5 . 

Madhvani Group and the Uganda Develop- oe of a compres Gry. procs: laces 

ment Corporation Ltd. (UDC), installed a Pant costing over $5.6 million™ at Kasese 

$840,000 strip and wire rolling mill at r United Nations Economics and Social Coun- 
ini loi l ex- cil, Economic Commission for rica. Beryl- 

Jinja. The mill is the first of seven lium, Columbium, Rare Earths, Tantalum, Ti- 

pansions planned by the company. tanium, Yttrium, and Zreonium in oe ands: 

' i ila Seminar on new metals and minerals, is 

No information was available about a Emo" pthiopia Feb. 5-10, 1968. 
study initiated in 1966 to find an eco- 20 Kilembe Copper Cobalt Ltd. Annual Re- 

: ite port. 1967, pp. 2-3. 
nomical way to make steel from magnetit 21 Overseas Review (London). December 1967, 
obtained from phosphate concentrations at pn. 46. 

I rces 22 Pages 15-16 of work cited in footnote 19. 
Sukulu, near Toroco. Magnetite resource 28 Mache Joureal tLondon). 'V. 269, No. 

at Sukulu have been estimated at over 30 — ¢g99, Nov. 10, 1967, p. 351.
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Table 9.—Uganda: Imports of mineral commodities : 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a So OO 
Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 
me 

Metals: ; 
Aluminum, semimanufactures________ 410 485 United Kingdom 864; Austria 54. 
Copper______._.--- 22-2 154 161 United Kingdom 99; West Germany 46. 
Gold bullion_-__....__.troy ounces__ 1,172 3,810 All from United Kingdom. . 
Iron and steel: 

Iron and steel scrap_____________ 48 ____ LLL 
Pig iron and ferroalloys.________ 526 580 West Germany 307; Norway 141. 
Ingots and other primary forms_-_ T4 ___ Lule 
Semimanufactures__.__._........ 25,739 31,870 Japan 13,649; United Kingdom 4,926. 

Lead, all forms__...._______________ rT1 120 Zambia 89; Denmark 11. 
Tin__.-_____....__-._.__long tons__ 25 26 All from United Kingdom. 
Zine_._ ee 251 1,304 Zambia 1,295. 
Nonferrous metal scrap_____...-_..__ _____. 8 All from Rwanda. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives, grinding and polishing 17 18 United Kingdom 12; Italy 6. 

wheels and stones. 
Asbestos, crude____________________ 873 1,439 Canada 1,284; Italy 80. 
Cement__..____.- 2-2 202 - 476 United Kingdom 246; Denmark 175. 
Feldspar, fluorspar, cryolite, chiolite.. 3,425 1,280 Mainland China 1,200; France 20. 
Fertilizers: 

Nitrogenous_..__.____._._____. 6,416 5,956 Netherlands 2,235; West Germany 1,677. 
Phosphatic_._--._......-..1.... 1,696 993 Belgium 965; Netherlands 25. 
Potassie_._.... 22 380 633 Netherlands 312; Israel 132. 
Other, manufactured ne.s_...... 2,752 5,248 West Germany 2,930; Italy 732. 

Graphite. .__..-.- 2-2 2 -_-.---- . 
Lime_______. 2-2 23 4 All from United Kingdom. 
Salt__.-..--2 2-2 ee. «685,710 32,262 Pakistan 8,258; Aden 7,715. 
Stone, sand and gravel__.__.________ 194 153 Italy 120; United Kingdom 31. 
Sulfur... 2 ee 5,909 5,989 Poland 3,014; West Germany 2,685. 

Mineral fuels: 
Solid: 

Coal__._.__2- 83 60 United Kingdom 20. 
Coke__._.._____----_ 124 17 All from West Germany. 

Petroleum refinery products. 
thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 96 113 Iran 76; United States 17; 

United Kingdom 18. 
eee 

¥ Revised. 

in southwestern Uganda, where proved was also seeking to make arrangements 
limestone reserves total 23 million tons. The with a company in Mombasa, Kenya, to 
existing cement plant, at Tororo, reported build a mixing installation to produce a 
a record year in 1966, when 120,000 tons complex fertilizer for distribution in East 
of cement was sold.” Africa. Tororo Industrial Chemicals and 

Fertilizer Materials—During 1967 UDC Fertilizers Ltd., a UDC subsidiary, raised 
announced plans to exploit apatite deposits the capacity of its fertilizer plant from 
in the Tororo area and build a triple super- 25 ,000 tons to 33,000 tons of single super- 
phosphate plant. Imperial Chemical In- phosphate annually.” 
dustries Ltd., who had prepared a feasi- 
bility study on t je red to fin- 

I y stu . y on the project, offered to fi . 24 Uganda Development Corporation Ltd. An- ance, build, and operate the plant in yyaj Report. 1966, p. 4. 
artnershi i . - project would 25 The Economic Intelligence Unit. Quarterly 

partnersh Pp with UDC The projec. w Economic Review: East Africa, No. 3, August cost about $11 million. UDC reportedly 1967, p. 17.



The Mineral Indust e Mineral Industry 
of North Korea 

By R. A. Pense* and J. M. West? 

North Korea’s economy relies to a con- __ tific research and capital improvements to | 
siderable degree on the mining and metal- increase productivity. The number of sur- 
lurgical industries. Except for petroleum vey workers was to be increased, and vari- 
and natural gas the country is fairly well ous kinds of drilling and geophysical pros- 
endowed with mineral raw material re- pecting equipment, surveying instruments, 
sources. In 1967 the mineral industry of | and other mining equipment were to be 
North Korea ranked in the second order of | procured. The principal capital construc- 
magnitude in the Far East, much smaller tion programs mentioned were the devel- 
than those of Japan and mainland China. opment of the Yonghung coal mine along 
Output of tungsten, graphite, and magne- with other new coal and ore mines, the 
site have traditionally been of world im- expansion of existing mines, the adoption 
portance. The country’s relatively exten- of large-scale strip mining, and the estab- 
sive resources of low-grade coal and iron lishment of large new mineral treatment | 
ore have been of great importance in the facilities. The power industry was also to 
development of its moderate-size iron and be given a 20 percent increase in funds. 
steel industry. Most of this increase appeared to be for 

By the end of 1967 the North Korean the completion of thermal powerplants al- 
economy seemed to have fallen consider- ready underway, principally the Pyong- 
ably short of long term objectives, in con- yang and Pukchang installations. As a re- 
trast to rapid gains in South Korea. Out- sult of these and other projects, output of 
put of coal, iron and steel, electricity, and electric power in 1967 was roughly twice 
chemical fertilizers, considered key items in the 12 percent increase over 1966 that was 
planning, all were lower than originally planned. 
planned, some apparently by as much as In the same budget, investments in the 
one-half. Even with the prolongation (an- metallurgical industry, principally the 

nounced in 1966) of the original 7-year Kimchaek iron and steel plant, were to be 
_ plan (1960-67) to 1970, and a reduction tripled. In preparation for a 1-million-ton 

in expectations, the targets for most of increase in steel capacity at Kimchaek, 

these items were still beyond immediate ron ore treatment facilities, such as ore- 
reach. Increased defense spending in re- sizing, sintering and pelletizing plants, 
cent years has been cited as one of the scrap processing installations, and rolling 
major reasons for the economy’s apparent and fabricating equipment were ali to be 
shortcomings. expanded or added. The chemical indus- 

During 1967 particular concern was ex- try, which included fertilizers, artificial 
pressed over the slow pace of new develop- fibers, and petroleum products among its 

ment in the mining and electric power outputs, was scheduled to obtain “huge” 
industries. Priorities were declared for new allocations. Among specific projects 
these sectors, upon which the entire econ- were the continuation of construction on 
omy was stated to be dependent. In the ammonia and urea units and preparatory 

draft budget of 3,964 million won sub- work for the construction of a petroleum 
mitted by the Government for 1967, min- refinery. 

ing and electric power were two of the 
industries singled out for particular atten- §—————__ 
tion. The mining sector was to receive 20 1 Research specialist, Division of International 

percent more funds than in 1966, prin- “@'Pivsical scientist, Division of International 
cipally for geological survey work, scien- Activities. 

453
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PRODUCTION 

Claims to increased annual production were reportedly up 33.5 percent and 65.6 

were made during 1967, and in some in- percent, respectively. After a first quarter 
stances substantial gains apparently were claim of a 14-percent rise, no further over- 

attained. Industrial production in the first all data was issued on cement production. 
half of 1967 was stated to have been 19.1 In terms of the long-range goals for- 
percent greater in value than in the same’ merly set for 1967 but now extended to 
period of 1966. Increases in steel industry 1970, outputs of cement, chemical fertil- 
output over the first half of 1966 were  izers, and coal fell far short of the respec- 
claimed as follows, in percents: pig iron tive 4.0 to 4.5 million metric tons, 1.5 mil- 
14.6, crude steel 13.1, rolled steel 14.8, lion tons, and 23 to 25 million tons estab- 
special steel 35.2, and seamless tubes 32.0. lished. Steel production appeared certain 
Coal production was apparently roughly not to attain the reportedly established 
10 percent ahead of the 1966 level at mid- objective of 2.8 million tons annually by 
year. Fertilizers and agricultural chemicals _ the end of 1968. 

Table 1.—North Korea: Production of mineral commodities ! 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 2 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: 
Cadmium, electrolytic..__._.__._.....-metric tons__ 100 - 100 100 100 105 
Copper: 

Mine_.__--------_.--__________- ee eee 8 10 r 10 12 12 
Electrolytic. ._........___----_.---_-_-----_ 10 10 12 12 12 

Gold___..----..--------------------troy ounces__ 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 160,000 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore and concentrates_________-..____--_- 3 , 860 4,800 5,900 6,000 6,500 
Pig iron 3___._______ eee 1,159 1,340 1,450 1,500 1,750 
Steel ingot___________-_-_ ee 1,022 1,182 1,230 1,300 1,450 
Rolled steel_____._.__.___.._-____--__-_--__- 762 950 1,080 1,100 1,300 
Ferroalloys..__._____._-.--_-_-_--_-___---_-_-- 25 30 35 35 45 

Lead: , 
Mine__________________ eee 50 55 60 60 65 
Smelter, primary____________---.-__-___--_-- 40 45 50 50 55 

Nickel, electrolytic______.__._.___.__.__metrie tons__ 400 500 1,000 1,000 1,000 
Silver._.___.__.____________.____._ troy ounces__ * 650,000 *650,000 * 650,000 650,000 700,000 
Zungsten concentrate. _____.._._...._metric tons__ 4,000 4,000 +1:4,500 * 4,500 4,500 

imc: 

Mine_____________-_ eee eee 100 100 105 105 115 
Electrolytic. _._.__... 2-2-2 eee 65 70 75 15 80 

Nonmetals: 
Apatite._.._____ eee eee 200 - 200 200 r 250 . 250 
Barite.____.___-- 2-2 ee eee eee 70 70 80 r 100 100 
Cement______.-__________-__--_--_ ~~~ eee 2,580 2,610 2,400 2,500 2,600 
Fluorspar____.__.______-__------ eee 30 30 30 30 30 
Graphite_______-___...  -_-_- eee eee 70 70 70 75 75 
Magnesite: 

Ore as mined_______.__-________-__-__---_--_- 800 900 900 1,000 1,000 
Clinker____.__.___.----------------- eee ee 385 400 400 r 450 500 

Pyrite..__-.2- ee eee 400 420 450 500 500 
Salt__.-. 22 eee 450 400 500 550 550 
Tale and soapstone______________._.---- 30 40 50 50 50 

Mineral fuels: i 
Coal: 

Anthracite____-_________--_---- eee 9,700 11,200 14,500 15,500 £17,000 
Bituminous 4_______-__-_.______-_ eee 4,000 3,000 3,000 3,800 4,200 
Other________________________ ee ee 340 300 300 200 200 

Total__________. ee eee 14,040 14,500 17,800 19,500 21,400 

Coke_........._-__----------------------------- 1,200 1,400 *1,500 *1,500 1,800 

r Revised. 
1 All figures are estimated, except for iron and steel items (1968-64), magnesite (1963 only), and coal (1963- 

64). The firm figures are official North Korean data. 
2 Many other mineral commodities are produced, but reasonable output estimates cannot be made. These 

include antimony, beryl, bismuth, chrome, cobalt, manganese ore, mineral sands (ilmenite, zircon, columbite, 
rutile, monazite), minor and rare metals (selenium, tellurium, germanium, indium, silicon), molybdenite, 
alum, arsenopyrite, asbestos, boracite, clays, kaolin, lepidolite, limonite, mica (phlogopite), and silica (in- 
cluding glass sands). 

3 Includes Krupp-Renn granulated iron or luppe. 
4 Low calorific value, much of which might be classified as low-rank coals.
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TRADE 

Minerals and metals remained signifi- from official North Korean sources, nor 
cant in North Korean trade, with the does mainland China report its trade in 
U.S.S.R., mainland China, and Japan as_- detail. Information from official U.S.S.R. 

the principal trading partners. Many of and Japanese sources has been substituted 
the trade agreements signed in 1966 and _ in table 2 to indicate North Korean ex- 
1967 included exchanges of foreign min- ports during 1965-66. Data from Japan 
erals or mineral and metal processing for 1967 indicates that, of the principal 
equipment in return for North Korean North Korean exports to Japan, substan- 
metals. A trade and technical assistance tially more iron ore, pig iron, silver, mag- 
agreement signed with the U.S.S.R. in nesia clinker, amorphous graphite, and 
June 1966 and covering 1967—70 envisaged anthracite were sent than in 1966, but 
large increases in trade compared with considerably less zinc concentrate and 
1961-65; these increases were confirmed metal. 
in an agreement signed in October 1967 Special United Nations trade data for 
for 1968 trade between the two countries. West European countries, available only 
Among other items, North Korea will sup- for 1965, show that some North Korean 

ply pig iron, ferroalloys, rolled steel, non- exports of nonferrous base metals have 
ferrous metals, and nonmetallic minerals. reached the non-Communist countries of 
In return the U.S.S.R. will provide rolled Europe. West Germany was the principal 
metal products, chemicals, and tentative recipient of these metals (largely un- 
assistance in building North Korea’s first wrought zinc) in 1965. Of the 13,964 
petroleum refinery. Under a protocol with metric tons of zinc delivered to West Eu- 
mainland China covering 1967 trade, Chi- rope, West Germany received 5,665 tons, . 
nese coal, ferroalloys, steel, and petroleum the Netherlands 2,704 tons, Belgium- 
products were to be taken in partial ex- Luxembourg 2,540 tons, and Sweden 1,134 | 
change for minerals, cement, chemicals, tons. | | 

and other products. Imports from the U.S.S.R. were about 
Trade agreements in effect with other the same level in 1966 as in 1965. Aside 

countries during 1967 involved the import from petroleum, as shown in table 3, in 
from Pakistan of various ores and minerals 1966 these included 1,600 metric tons of 

in return for pig iron, nonferrous metals, asbestos, 6,000 tons of ferroalloys, 2,200 
and fertilizers; the import from Albania of — tons of steel pipes, 3,300 tons of other 
pitch and chromite for rolled steel; the rolled ferrous metal, 1,000 tons of non- 
import of mining, and cement plant equip- ferrous metal and alloys (almost all alumi- 

ment from Poland for minerals, steel, and num), and 500 tons of rolled nonferrous 

tools: and the import from Singapore of products. 

steel pipes and tin for tools, other steel Imports from Japan decreased sharply in 

products, graphite, and barite. In addi- 1966, probably because of deteriorating 

tion, North Korean steel or tools were be- political relations between the two coun- . 

ing exchanged with East Germany for tries. The most noticeable drops were in 

potash, with Cuba for nickel, with Hung- iron and steel, where 978 tons were im- 

ary for aluminum, with Bulgaria for lead _ ported in 1966 compared with 35,274 tons 

and zinc, and with Mauritania for iron in 1965, and in fertilizer materials, where 
ore. 3,000 tons were imported in contrast to 

Specific trade data are not available 21,200 tons the previous year.
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Tabie 2.—North Korea: Exports of selected mineral commodities to the U.S.S.R. and Japan 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

U.S.S.R. Japan 
Commodity SSS 

1965 1966 1965 1966 

Metals: 
Cadmium._____.__-------------------- eee NA NA 23 14 
Copper___._-.-.-------------------------- eee eee eee eee nee 136 227 
Iron and steel: 

Tron ore____-__-_----_-------------------------------- ) -------) 0 ------- 407,524 456,053 
Pig iron___________-__.--.---_---------.--.-----_-__. 417,700 35,400 97,563 164,009 
Sponge and granulated iron-__.________-_-_----------- Lee ee Lee 2,988 10,867 
Ferrosilicon__________________-__-__-__-_-_--_--------e 1,500 800 20 275 
Rolled steel____.__._____-__--_-_--------------------- 66,500 59,800 ___-._. ___LLLeL 

Lead: . 
Concentrate___._____..__---_._-__------------ eee eee eee eee 867 2,063 
Metal____-.--.._-.----------------------------------- 16,600 13,300 762 3,046 

Silver__._______.___-__.-...-----------------troy oumees.. ____... -.---.._ $82,149 378,854 
Titanium ores____.____..__.__-_--------------------------) ------- 0 =e 1,478 226 
Zine: 

Concentrate______.._.-.-__--____----- ee eee 15,900 10,000 14,117 19,404 
Metal_________-_._._-__._-__--_-------------.--------- 8,000 8,100 1,489 4,490 

Nonmetals: 
Barite______.---------_---.-.----.----------------------- 45,700 60,800 2,314 280 
Cement________.-________-.-__-_--__-------------------- 67,000 311,000 _____._ ___ LL 
Fluorspar.___.__.---.--______--__----------------- +e -e NA NA 3,639 5,250 

. Graphite (mostly amorphous) __-_______._-_----------------  ------- ----- 6,035 4,950 
Magnesia clinker______._..-.-__--_------..----.--.------- 187,900 106,400 10,469 138,605 
Magnesite__________------------------------------2------ 0 ------- +--+ 1,577 620 
Quartz and quartzite_...________-------- ~~~ eee ee eee eee 2,322 1,914 

. Soapstone._____.._.-.---.-------------------------------- NA NA 2,471 2,022 
Tale___.__________-_---_--_---_-------------------------- 21,900 16,200 2,241 3,142 

Mineral fuels: Anthracite____________._____-_..__.-------------) - eee = 0 ------ )=3=—:18 5738-68, 094 

NA Not available. . 
Source: Derived from official import statistics of the U.S.S.R. and Japan. 

Table 3.—North Korea: Imports of petroleum products from the U.S.S.R. ! 

, (Thousands of 42-gallon barrels) 

| Commodity 1965 1966 

Gasoline____.____-.---------------------------------------------------- 1,470 1,540 
Kerosine___________._.-___-__-------_-- ++ 12 86 
Distillate fuel oil__....____--__-----_----------------------------------- 1,313 1,070 
Residual fuel oil..__..-.--___.-.----_--2 +e 15 90 
Lubricating oil____________.._-.____-------_------- eee 251 217 
Grease___.___________-_-_----------------- +--+ 12 9 
Paraffin___._________________---__-_-----_-_-----__--------------------- 9 15 
Other___________________ eee e+e 9 10 

Total_____._____-__-__- iL eee ee 3,091 3,037 

1 North Korea’s main source of petroleum products is the U.S.S.R. 
Source: Data derived from official export statistics of the U.S.S.R. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS beginning April 1968; however, contracts 
. were signed for only 485,000 tons. Claims 

Iron Ore.—Musan remained the coun- . 
5 a . . were made at midyear that the Sohung 

try’s leading iron ore mine. Shipments to d Unyul mines. the latter of which i 

Japan from this source during 1967 totaled and i. b ? duc; er of waien 1s 

526,000 metric tons, 15 percent more than believe to be producing in excess of I 
the previous year. Japan was offered 700,- million tons of crude iron ore, had attained 

000 tons of 59 percent iron ore from _ their half-year quotas. During October the 

Musan, to be delivered over a l-year period Yopo mine, which produces relatively high-
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grade ore, as well as the Chongsan, Song- _terest can probably be attributed to the 

chon, and Suan mines were reported as important position steel products, particu- | 

having successfully achieved their yearend larly tools, occupy in North Korea’s foreign 

targets. At Pyongsu a new working was _ trade. : 

opened in 1967 which was to more than In the future, because of the shortage of 

double output at that mine. , coking coal, the expansion of pig iron 

Iron and Steel.—By yearend 1967 it ap- production was declared largely dependent 

peared that negotiations with Vereinigte on the creation of additional granulated 

Oesterreische Eisen und Stahlwerke, A.G., iron facilities using anthracite or powered 

the important Austrian steel firm, for con- bituminous coal rather than coke. While 

struction of a major new steel plant had a new 200,000 to 300,000 ton-per-year 

finally been terminated. As no other facil- granulated iron plant at Kangson was pro- 

ities were erected during the year, em- posed, the complete technology of this 

phasis was placed on increasing production process apparently had not been satisfac- 

through expansion and more efficient use _torily worked out. : 

of existing equipment. At the Kangson Nonferrous Metals.——A number of ore- 

plant all output goals were declared to dressing units were added and several 

have been met at midyear. These included smelters enlarged during 1966 and 1967. 

crude steel and rolled steel, which slightly | The Komdok lead-zinc mine was the prin- 

earlier had been reported running 27 and cipal identified recipient of new ore-treat- 

. 90 percent, respectively, ahead of the ment facilities; by the end of November 

previous year’s pace. The heat time of the this mine was reported to have met its 

plant’s Bessemer converter allegedly was yearend target, including the higher output 

reduced 90 minutes by expanding the use expected because of the ‘commissioning of 

of oxygen and adopting the method of in- the new unit. The Nagyon copper mine 

jecting pulverized lime. A blooming unit apparently met its midyear goal and the 

was credited with having produced a rec- Kapsan copper mine, one of the two main 

ord 360,000 metric tons during 1967. Fa- copper mines in North Korea, claimed to 

cilities at the raw material storage area, have fulfilled its entire 1967 quota by 

blooming mill, and pipe shop were aug- October. 

mented. Zinc-coating equipment was added The Munpyong lead-zinc smelter on the 

at the wire shop and tin-plating equipment eastern coast, with a zinc capacity of over 

at the sheet shop. 60,000 tons per year, and the Namp’o 

Production schedules at the important smelter on the western coast, which had at 

Hwanghae, Kimchaek, and Chongjin least a 20,000-ton zinc capacity and a 

plants were all reported as having been 5,000-ton copper capacity both received. 

. reached or exceeded at midyear. The heat unstipulated capacity increases. At Namp’o, 

time of open hearth furnaces at Hwanghae major increases in output over half-year 

was reportedly reduced substantially; the 1966 were declared at midyear 1967 in its 

No. 6 open hearth was allegedly produc- smelting, refining, and rolling shops. By 

ing twice as much steel in August as at October North Korea’s third major non- 

the beginning of the year. New zinc- and ferrous smelter, the Hungnam plant on the 

tin-plating facilities came gradually into eastern coast, had reportedly overfulfilled 

operation during 1967 at Hwanghae, and its entire 1967 objective. 

output from these facilities was alleged to Construction of an alumina plant, as the 

have increased by one-half. At Kimchaek first step in creating an aluminum indus- 

a new deoxidizing unit was reported in- try, was mentioned as a future project of 

stalled and a sintering shop expanded. As great importance. , 

a result of remodeling, the blooming mill 

at Chongjin improved its operating effi- NONMETALS 

ciency. - . 

During 1966, 50 new steel products, in- Cement.—Additional large kilns with 

cluding seamless steel pipe and heat- associated rock crushing equipment were 

resistant stainless steel, were said to have scheduled for installation at the existing 

been manufactured. Calls continued to be Madong and Sunghori cement plants in 

made in 1967, nevertheless, for expanding 1967. Construction at Humbung of a 

the types and quality of steel produced. __ relatively small, new 10,000-ton-per-year 

Particular attention was drawn to cold plant using local raw materials, reportedly 

rolling and thin plates. Much of this in- begun in 1966, apparently continued in
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| 1967. The Sunghori plant was specially destination of magnesia clinker. The prin- 
cited near yearend for having increased its cipal identified recipient of magnesite is 
output above goals. Better use of existing Poland, which reported importing about 
equipment was reported during 1967 at 82,000 metric tons in 1965 and 87.000 

most of the major plants. tons in 1966. | 
At yearend 1967 Madong was believed 

to be the most important producer in MINERAL FUELS | 
North Korea; facilities at two installations 
at Madong probably had a capacity in ex- Coal remains the basis of North Korea’s 

cess of 1 million tons. Sunghori and Haeju fuel economy, despite continuing imports 
were also apparently major producers, with of petroleum products from the U.S.S.R. 
capacities somewhere between 500,000 and and mainland China and an apparent 
1 million tons. U.S.S.R. commitment to assist in building 

Fertilizer Materials—Production of fer- 2. refinery. Coal mining is perhaps the 
tilizers, which probably exceeded 1 million | economic sector where performance has 
metric tons in 1966, was targeted to rise come closest to meeting the ambitious 
by some 40 percent during 1967. Both goals set in recent years. Nevertheless, even 
nitrogenous and phosphatic fertilizer capac- greater efforts and investments seemed to 
ities were expanded. Facilities. for the out- have been considered necessary in 1967 to 
put of nitrolime were expanded at the keep supply up with demand. About 195,- 
Chongsu and Sunchon plants, with an en- 000 meters of basic and 21,000 meters of 
tirely new unit commissioned at Sunchon preparatory tunneling were to be driven, 

in April 1967. At Hungnam, where a 250- and 13 million cubic meters of earth 
ton-per-day urea unit went on stream in moved in 1967, mostly in connection with 
1966, construction began on a second unit. development work in the Yonghung area 

° The fourth and last stage of an ammonia of South Hamyong Province. Activity here 
synthesis plant, based on anthracite gasi- is to include the development of a strip 
fication, was completed, along with a sul- mine which will eventually produce 1.5 

furic acid unit. As a result, production of | million metric tons of coal annually. 
ammonium sulfate was stated to have During January—July production was 
risen 28 percent during the first half of | claimed to be 10 percent above that of the 

1967. An urea unit was also being built same period of 1966, and productivity 

at the Aoji plant in 1967, after an ex- greatly increased through the installation 
pansion of ammonia production capacity of five new preparation plants. The large 
in 1966. The first stage of a new ammonia Anju bituminous coal mine, in South 
synthesis unit similar to that at Hungnam Pyongan Province on the west coast, was 
was finished in April 1967, and the second praised for having substantially exceeded 

stage started. Negotiations initiated with its goal during the first half of 1967, as 

Japanese interests in 1965 for the purchase well as having met all its monthly and an- 

of urea and ammonia plants remained un- nual targets in the previous 4 years. Ra- 

concluded at yearend 1967. tionalization was apparently being carried 

Strenuous and apparently successful ef- out successfully at Anju, with lower costs 

forts were made to increase the supply of | and greater productivity resulting. Appro- 

apatite used to produce superphosphates. priate advance rock-driving was said to be 

The important Tongan and Pakchon mines _ taking place, at a 20 percent faster speed 

were reported to be overfulfilling their out- than before. Proper attention was also ap- 

put quotas during 1967 by a wide margin. parently being given at Anju to the un- 

A cableway and additional ore crushing covering of new reserves. The Aoji and 

and concentration units were being con- Toksan mines were reported to have satis- 

structed at the Tongan mine. factorily met their annual quotas by year- 

Magnesite.—Production plans at the end 1967; the Yongdong mine, which pro- 
Yongyang magnesite mine, North Korea’s duces lump coal with a high caloric con- 
leading producer, were apparently greatly tent, and the Changan mine overfulfilled 

exceeded in 1967. Exports of magnesite their 1967 targets. At midyear the Ham- 

and magnesia clinker continue to be im- yon, Kogonwon, Namjon, Samsin, Sin- 

portant items of foreign trade. The chon, Sudong, and Ukok mines were cited 

U.S.S.R. is the most important known as having reached or exceeded their goals.



The Mi try e Mineral Industry 

of South Korea 

By R. A. Pense* and Jean W. Pressler ’ 

During 1967 South Korea embarked on imately $65 million to the mining sector, 

its second 5-year Economic Development _ slightly over half of which was to be in- 

Plan. Gross national product (GNP), pro- vested in coal mining. Among the an- 

jected to rise by 7 percent annually, ac- nounced objectives were (1) a rise of 

tually increased 8.4 percent in 1967; this roughly 20 percent in coal production ; 

was only slightly less than the 8.5-percent (2) erection of an ore-preparation plant 

average annual growth rate under the pre- at the recently discovered Hongchon 

vious 5-year plan. Of the total GNP of Chaun iron ore deposit; (3) mainten- 

$3,664 million (1965 constant dollars)® in ance of tungsten and bismuth national 

1967, the mining and manufacturing sec- production levels through development of 

tors accounted for about 22.3 percent, deep-level mining at the vital Sangdong 

with the mining sector alone providing mine; and (4) geochemical surveying of 

about 1.8 percent or $66 million. This about 44,000 square kilometers to delin- 

amount was approximately 9.2 percent eate metallogenic provinces, to be followed, 

more than the previous year, largely be- if necessary, by the drilling of up to 150 

cause of increased outputs of coal, non- kilometers of samples and cores. 
metallics (particularly limestone, salt, and © Approximately $131 million was to be , 

silica stone) and base metals and higher invested in the metal producing industries, 

prices received for tungsten and gold. the largest single portion of which ($85 

Several important mineral processing in- million) was for a new integrated iron and 

dustries, included in the manufacturing steel plant. The petroleum industry was 

sector, such as cementmaking, fertilizer to be allotted about $60 million, aimed 
production, and petroleum refining, also principally at increasing refining capacity 
contributed significantly to GNP in 1967. from 35,000 to 200,000 barrels daily. In- 

In terms of quantity, the mining index vestment of $45 million in the cement 

in 1967 was reported preliminarily at industry was intended to increase cement 

118.9, compared with 110.8 in 1966 capacity roughly 2.5 times to 4.5 million 

(1965 =100.0). Indexes of individual com- ™etric tons annually. About $174 million 
ponents of the mining sector and of iden- WS scheduled for the expansion of chem- 

tified mineral processing industries, on the ical and fertilizer outputs, including the 
same base year, were as follows: establishment of 2 petrochemical com- 

plexes. 
a During 1967 much was done to imple- 

1966 1967 ment development plans. Tentative agree- 

Goal mining... 18.8—«119.7 ment was reached for the establishment 

Metallic mining..........2.222. 10811 102.2 Of the new integrated steel plant. Petro- 

Nonmetallic mining ---sing 27. 1S4:h 198:8 lem refining capacity at the one refinery 
Nonmetallic processing (including — 

Base metal procesing 2... 119.8 129-0, 1 Research specialist, Division of International 
Metal products_.--------------- 118.3 141.6 ae Chie Mining Branch, U.S. Operations Mis- 

ae sion | Korea, Agency for International Develop- 

Under the second 5-year plan the Gov- 3 Where necessary, values have been converted 

ernment proposed to channel approx- 370% Yos1.” U.S. dollars at = rate of Won 

459
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at Ulsan was increased to 55,000 barrels in for individual operators to purchase, con- 
May, and further expansion to 110,000 ducting costly underground reserve explor- 
barrels in 1968 immediately begun. Site ation, providing technical advice and serv- 

| clearance work for a second refinery of ices, and recommending individual mining 
55,000 barrels was initiated in March at companies for Government and bank loans. 
Yosu on the south coast, and in April a U.S. technical and financial assistance, 
tentative agreement was signed for the. channeled largely through the Agency for 
building of another refinery of roughly International Development (AID) and 
similar capacity. Cement capacity increased including substantial amounts of surplus 
by 900,000 metric tons in 1967, and con- U.S. Government industrial equipment, 
struction continued on a plant with an was an important factor in the establish- 
announced capacity of 1.7 million tons at ment of this organization. During the first 
Samchok on the east coast. A joint venture year 11,000 meters of exploratory tunnel- 
agreement was reached for the erection of | ing was to be done at 56 mines and ma- 
a naphtha cracker vital to the establish- chinery loaned to 150 operators. The Tae- 
ment of the first petrochemical complex. jon Mineral Laboratory was reorganized 
Within the space of 1 month in early into the National Mining Research Center 
1967 three fertilizer plants went on stream, in order to take charge of experimental 
adding 200,000 tons of ammonia, almost — research and direct the technology used in | 
500,000 tons of urea, and 360,000 tons of survey work, mining, ore processing and 
mixed fertilizers to South Korea’s annual refining, and ore analysis.- The Office of 
fertilizer capacity. One of these new in- Geological Survey (OGS), which has re- 
stallations was a nitrogenous fertilizer sponsibility for geological survey, prepara- 
plani claiming to have the world’s largest tion of geological maps, ore deposit sur- 
prilled urea capacity. veys, mineral research, and geophysical and 

_ Foreign investment is expected to play geochemical exploration, also underwent a 
an important role during the second 5- largely internal reorganization. 
year pian. Roughly 30 percent of the total The United States-based International 
funding is to come from abroad, probably Mineral. Engineers (IME) continued to 
principally from the United States and supply technical advice and aid io the 
Japan. Japanese capital has become prom- South Korean mining industry through a 
Inent in steel and cementmaking, and U.S. contract with AID. In addition to assisting 
funds in the petroleum refining and petro- OGS in the geochemical surveying pro- 

| chemical industries; both have invested gram, 40 percent of which was completed 
heavily in fertilizers and electric power. As in 1967, IME submitted a number of in- 
an encouragement to foreign investors a vestigative reports on individual mines 
new Foreign Investment Law, said to be and mining prospects and carried out a 
one of the most liberal in the Far East, was training program in mine mechanics 
passed in 1966. for machine operators. 

Several organizational changes in Gov- Despite the 175,000 kilowatts of gen- 
ernment agencies were enacted in 1967 erating equipment added in 1967, bringing 
which involved mineral resource develop- yearend public utility capacity to 944,000 
ment. The most important was the forma- kilowatts, power shortages resulted in the 
tion of the Korean Mining Promotion latter half of the year. This retarded 
Corporation to assist private mines by operations at cement and fertilizer plants 
leasing mining equipment too expensive and small mines. 

PRODUCTION 

South Korea continued to be a signifi- ite output. Japanese markets continued to 
cant world producer of anthracite, tung- play an important role in South Korea’s 
sten, bismuth, fluorspar, graphite, and mining industry, with production of flu- 
talc. However, anthracite remained by far  orspar, crystalline graphite, pyrophyllite, 
the most important mineral mined in talc, and particularly silica stone rising 
terms of value to the economy, and pro- because of increasing demand in Japan, 
duction of it increased somewhat in spite and iron ore output falling because of 
of industry falterings which lead indirectly stronger competition from ores of other 
to a drop in coproduct amorphous graph- origin. Firm world prices stimulated a
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further rise in output of metallic bismuth expansions, outputs of cement (and con- 
but could not arrest a 6-year decline in sequently limestone), refinery products, 
tungsten production. Under the impact of and fertilizers increased substantially. 7 
strong domestic demand and major plant 

Table 1.—Scuth Korea: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 © 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: , 
Antimony concentrate (60 percent antimony) - - a _--- _--- 97 110 
Bismuth: 

Concentrate (25 percent bismuth) -_ - ____-- 528 500 e 400 * 350 € 450 
Smelter (99 percent bismuth) .----------- 185 132 80 97 112 

Copper: 
Ore (2 to 10 percent copper)_.--.------.. 12,297 12,147 *22,184 21,073 15,561 
Content of metal e_.____._--------------- 615 850 r1,143 r1,156 1,400 
Electrolytic___......_-__.-----.-------- 2,379 2,810 r2,697 3,872 3,698 

Gold, fine!____.___.__._._._.____.- troy ounces... 90,092 75,791 62 , 836 60,765 63,337 
Gold-silver ore. _..___.___..---------------~- oa __-- oe 29,055 NA 
Iron and steel: 

Tron ore and concentrate (55 percent iron) 
thousand tons__ 501 685 735 7189 698 

Pig iron_____...._-__-.__.---.----do___- rg r7 r26 r43 e3i 
L ater ingots (mostly from scrap) --.-do---_- 162 ¥ 167 r 190 F215 #329 
ead: 

Concentrate (55 percent lead).....--.---- 3,834 6,695 8,849 13,890 17,607 
- Smelter__.__.-.-.-__--.-_-------------- ane e 40 e 800 1,608 2,987 

Manganese ore (35 percent manganese) - -~ -_-- 4,155 4,312 6,691 5,972 7,241 
Molybdenum concentrate (90 percent MoS:) _-- 130 223 376 553 516 
Nickel ore (3 percent nickel)____._.___.-.---- 855 r 608 37 role _ene 
Silver, fine.____...___..thousand troy ounces-. 444 404 434 499 588 
Tin concentrate______.___.__._.__-long tons_- ae one r3 55 66 
Tungsten ore and concentrate (70 percent tung- 
meen trioxide). _.___.__---__-_--_-__-_----- 4,740 4,657 3 , 837 3,703 3,648 
ine: 

Concentrate (50 percent zine)_______._-_- 2,260 5,080 14,232 23 ,386 27,428 
Oxide___________-___-___--_------------ 2,568 3,130 2,395 r1,286 1,060 
Electrolytic._........-...-.----.------- a ance ae 1,424 2,548 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos___.___--_-.--.------------------- 1,923 1,272 1,551 623 2,166 

_. Barite (95 percent barium sulfate)__-_.--.---- 2,758 2,743 1,287 36 a 
Beryl (10 percent beryllium oxide) ----_.-.----~ _--- ae ---- ---- 8 
Cement_..____.___......--..-thousand tons... _ 778 1,242 1,614 1,884 2,440 
Diatomite (80 percent silicon dioxide) __-____-.- 1,694 r 563 579 275 2,238 
Feldspar___________.__-_-_-_------_----_--- 11,575 13 , 684 15 , 845 15,294 16,817 
Fluorspar (75 percent calcium fluoride)_....... 39, 785 56,397 39 , 167 32,008 56 , 968 

raphite: 
Amorphous (75 percent carbon)_.._...__. 387,985 262,382 254,251 128,786 61 , 455 
Crystalline (85 percent carbon) _-_._-._--- 1,692 2,076 2,768 2,161 2,426 

Kaolin._______.____.-__------------------. 52,262 60, 536 72,244 112,234 102 , 676 
Limestone (48 percent calcium oxide) 

thousand tons.-_ 1,363 2,220 3,090 2,926 3,916 
Monazite___________-___-_----_--_-L-------- _--- ae r25 12 13 
Pyrite._.....__._._.--..--_---------------- 38 60 171 3,745 4,411 
Pyrophyllite_______...--._-...---_-.-_-.---. 32,811 46,158 48 ,914 54,696 66 , 952 
Salt (80 percent sodium chloride) 

thousand tons__ - 230 386 669 393 524 
Silica sand (95 percent silica)__.__._..__-..--. 16,363 49,718 34,008 *'37,743 43 , 958 
Silica stone (98 percent silica)...._._......._.. 26,673 57,064 74,251 99,512 228 , 803 
Tale________-_________-__-___-_ eee e_------. 32,3893 43 ,900 35 , 732 53,609 56 , 280 

Mineral fuels: 
Carbon black. __.-______.-_---.-_--------_-- 125 315 329 e 400 NA 
Coal, anthracite______........ thousand tons- 8,858 9,622 10 ,248 11,613 12 ,436- 
Fuel briquets (anthracite-clay mix) __ ~~. -do-_-- 3,452 5,976 6, 738 NA os NA 
Peat____-___-----__-__--- ~~~ -----do____ 116 r62 r107 75 _ 8100. 
Petroleum refinery products: HO 

Gasoline___ thousand 42-gallon barrels- - _--- 583 1,411 r2,020 2,615 
Solvent__.___._-.._--.-_-._.-.--do__-_- a 11 33 t 53 TT 
Kerosine_________.._-.---.------do___- uae 316 512 r 735 1,366 
Jet fuel. ____________-_-.-___--..do___. ene 0 421 r 740 842 
Distillate fuel oil. ..._..__...--.--do__-- —— 1,150 3,076 t 3,862 4,036 
Residual fuel oil_..._______._..-..do__-_- a 2,721 4,635 5,236 7,272 
Liquefied petroleum gases____.....do__-- a NA 28 58 99 
Other 2_..____._______.__-_._-_.--do__.- a ae —— ---- 687 
a 

e¢ Estimate. ® Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Officially reported gold only. 
2 Includes 492,000 barrels of naphtha and 184,000 barrels of asphalt.
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TRADE. 

Minerals and mineral products have The most important individual mineral 
been of decreasing importance in South export items in 1967 were tungsten and 
Korea’s overall trade in recent years. Min- iron ore, valued at $11.0 million and $6.1 
eral exports in 1967 accounted for only million, respectively. Drastic cutbacks in 
about 11 percent of total exports of $320.2 purchases of South Korean galvanized 
million, compared with 16 percent in sheets by the United States for use in 
1966 and 24 percent in 1965. Imports of | South Viet-Nam were responsible for a 
minerals constituted 22 percent of overall sharp decline in iron and steel product 
imports of $999.5 million in 1967, com- exports. Imports of iron and steel scrap, 
pared with 29 percent in 1966 and 31 per- used in making steel, and iron and steel 
cent in 1965. The following shows this semimanufactures, obtained for rolling 
overall trend and the changes in the major and_ galvanizing, reacleg new highs in 

components of South Korean mineral trade 1967 as domestic steel demand spiraled. 
1965-67: Imports of petroleum and petroleum prod- 

ee C*~—sictts also apparently set a record because 
Value of rapidly growing internal consumption, 

(million dollars) spurred on by Government policies favor- 
1965 1966 1967> ing the use of petroleum over coal. Under 

the impact of a developing fertilizer in- 
Exports: dustry, total imports of fertilizers, both 

Mineral commodities: crude and manufactured, fell to about 
Metallic ores eae 

(mostly tungsten $50 million, some 40 percent lower than 
and iron)_.____. "17.3 20.9 21.6 in 1966. 

Nonmetallic ores... 4.3 4.7 5.8 ) - . 
Iron and steel... 12.7 8.1 1.9 South Korea’s principal trading partners 
Other_---....---. 6.4 4.9 3.6 in 1967 continued to be the United States 

Total1.......... 40.7 38.6 32.9 and Japan. Of South Korea’s total com- 
| Other commodities_.... 184.4 210.9 287.3 modity import trade approximately 31 per- 

Total exports_....... 175.1 249.5 320.2 cent, valued at $305.2 million and includ- 
Imports: . ing large amounts of iron and steel scrap 

Mineral commodities: °° 
Iron and steel scrap 5.1 13.3 17.5 and fertilizers, and 43 percent of the com- 
Nonmetallic ores modity export trade, valued at $137.2 

n e e ° « 

fertilizer ea million, was with the United States. Of 
terials)....-.-.. 4.7 5.1 12.6 com ity i Merete) — a 5-550 5 modity imports, Japan accounted for 

. tilizer materials. «65.8 88.9 43.9 about 44 percent valued at $443.1 million, 
Iron and steel__--. 24.7 39.5 59.38 which included substantial quantities of 
Nonferrous metals : eye 

and products.... 9.0 11.2 12.4 ‘iron and steel products and fertilizers, but 
Nonmetallic prod- only about 25 percent of its exports, val- 

ucts (mostly ce- eas . . . 
ment).......... 1.5 6.1 12,5 ued at $95 million and including iron ore, 

Petroleum and tungsten, lead, and zinc products........ 28.9 40.6 59.4 gsten, lead, and zinc concentrates and 
Other..._._....... 4.7 4.8 2.1 various nonmetallics. 

Total!_..._..... 144.4 209.5 219.7 
Other commodities... 805.6 527.1 1779.8 . 

Totalimports___.... 450.0 736.6 999.5 

t Revised. P Preliminary. 
1 Total of listed figures only.
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Table 2.—South Korea: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

- Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum, unwrought and semimanu- 

factures___._____.-...-.----------- 2038 80 Iran 40; Hong Kong 28. 
Bismuth... .-.___...-.-.-_---_------- 64 84 NA. 
Copper, unwrought and semimanufac- 

tures.......---...--._--__-~------- 2,936 707 South Viet-Nam 245; West Germany 
214; Japan 169. 

Iron ore_.__--.---.------------------- 708,871 641,358 Japan 630,803; Taiwan 10,555. 
Iron and steel: 

Powders_..._._...-.-.----------- --- 6,080 All to Japan. 
Steel ingots and other primary forms 5,388 — 
Semimanufactures.._...._...-...-. 60,961 33,718 South Viet-Nam 33,179. 

Lead concentrates. ___...___.--._----- 7,090 11,772 Japan 11,528; Mexico 244. 
Manganese ore_______..._-__-------_- 2,810 620 All to Japan. 
Molybdenum concentrate_..._.-_---_-- r §32 1,028 Japan 891; South Viet-Nam 54. 
Monazite..._.______.-.._-.---_------ » 30 97 Mostly to Japan. 
Silver, unwrought and semimanufactures 

thousand troy ounces_- 9,227 322 All to United Kingdom. 
Tin concentrate_____._____ long tons_. _-- 16 All to Spain. 
Titanium ore.__________...----___---- 8 25 United Kingdom 20; Japan 5. 
Tungsten: 

Metal_.__-____-- eee _-- 12 Republic of South Africa 4. 
Concentrate (includes synthetic 

scheelite)______._.__._.____-__- 4,106 3,760 Japan 877; Mexico 682; Belgium 672; 
United Kingdom 6438. 

Zine concentrates__._.._.._-_.__-__-.-.-. 18,914 82,174 All to Japan. 
Zirconium concentrate_._..___..__-__- e70 97 All to Japan. 

Nonmetals: 
Barite._...__-.. 222 ee 1,114 --- 
Cement..__._.___.__--_____..__----_. 54,884 24,704 Philippines 16,676; South Viet-Nam 

9 5 e 

Diatomite___.-__-.------------------ 1 90 Japan 70; Hong Kong 20. 
Dolomite (includes caleined)._.._...._. 19,712 13,205 Japan 12,805. 
Feldspar...._..__-.---_----_--------- 4,618 1,650 Japan 931; Taiwan 570; Philippines 109. 
Flint pebbles._...__._.._..._.-------- 3,134 4,577 Japan 4,267. 
Fluorspar.._.__.__.....---.---.---... 32,527 39,218 Japan 35,991; Taiwan 1,860. 
Graphite: 

Amorphous__._._._._-.-------... 48,124 51,908 Japan 36,248; Australia 12,409; Taiwan 

Crystalline. __...._..-_._-_-_------ 5,750 4,161 Japan 3,916. 
Kaolin_____..___._.____---_-.-_---._. *20,395 28,466 Japan 28,316. 
Leucite, nepheline and nepheline syenite. 16,772 11,138 Japan 10,158; Taiwan 900. 
Mica.______ eee 533 518 Mostly to Japan. 
Quartz and quartzite......_._.......__. 32,867 46,913 All to Japan. 
Refractory clays (mostly pyrophyllite).. 20,742 17,849 Mostly to Japan. 
Silica sand____._.._._.._.--..-..--_-- 1,051 4,240 All to Japan. 
Stone, crushed, n.e.s_._.......-..-.-_-- 90 20,308 South Viet-Nam 19,602; Japan 506. 
Tale___________--_---_---_-_---.--.-. 19,427 41,085 Japan 32,607; South Viet-Nam 1,949; 

Philippines 1,920. 
Slag from other nonmetallic waste 

derived from iron and steel manufac- 
ture__________--__-_-_-____ --------- 11,880 8,456 Allto Japan. 

Mineral fuels: Anthracite..______..._..... 204,961 62,464 Japan 62,463. 

¢ Estimate. t Revised. 

N Source: Foreign Trade of Korea, 1966. Customs Bureau, Ministry of Finance; Statistical Office of the United 
ations.
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Tabie 3.—South Korea: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: . 
Aluminum and alloys, all forms___-_-___- 7,375 10,046 United States 2,542; Japan 2,421; Hong 

ong 1,882. 
Copper and alloys, all forms. ._________ 1,104 1,152 United States 944; Japan 126. 
Tron and steel: 

. Scrap_.._----------------------- 77,129 195,624 United States 193,511. 
Pig iron_.___-_______--_.- 9 ,252 51,227 Republic of South Africa 33,104; Japan 

. ,041. 
Ferroalloys.________.___-._______ 424 V2 = ~=Japan 167. . 
Steel ingots and other primary forms 13,357 57,879 Japan 57,769. . 
Semimanufactures: 

Shapes_____________--_.._._. 18,524 38 , 556 Japan 33,229; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Plates and sheets____.___._.._._._ 111,352 154,940 Japan 152,774. 
Hoops and strips.____...__.._._ 22,653 20,170 - Japan 20,169. 
Rails .......-..-------_.__.-. 18,827 49 ,888 Japan 47,607; Belgium-Luxembourg 

,043. 
Pipes, tubes and fittings.______ 5,703 104,874 Japan 103,922. 
Other________-____-_- 2. 2,378 1,353 Japan 1,299. . 

Lead, scrap and unwrought___________-_ 1,847 3,787 Japan 3,607. 
Manganese ore_______.___________--_-- ee 950 All from Thailand. 
Mercury.___.________76-pound flasks_ _ 548 — 
Nickel and alloys, all forms___________- r75 72 United States 57; Japan 9. 

. Tin and alioys, all forms_.--_long tons_-_ e130 214 United States 142; Malaysia 65. ‘ 
Titanium: 

Ore.______.--_ eee 44 170 All from Australia. 
Dioxide.______._.-__.-- 2 eee ee 1,594 1,677 United States 1,462; Japan 181. 

Zine and alloys, unwrought and semi- 
manufactures_._...___..____._____. 8,982 6,856 Japan 4,882; Peru 1,155. 

. Nonmetals: 
Asbestos. ._____________________.____ 6,385 12,070 United States 9,985; Canada 1,830. 
Cement.-___..____--_-__ eee 6,069 177,615 Japan 177,591. 
Diatomite.___._..__---- ee 209 3 All from Japan. 
Fertilizers: 

Crude: 
Phosphatic__________________ es 12,190 All from United States. 
Potassic.__.____.___.___-._._. 56,407 20,9438 United States 20,918. 

Manufactured: . 
Nitrogenous.___._..__._.-.... 578,442 287,372 Japan 165,696; United States 71,676. 
Phosphatic__._._.._.___-._._._. 283,923 339,046 United States 276,424; Morocco 29,870. 
Potassic.___.__._._._._._...-.. 40,496 315,360 United States 283,052; Morocco 9,924. 
Other_._._...__-_.__-__-__._ 79,001: 27,5883 United States 27,531. 

Gypsum___.______--_-- eee eee. 4, 545 71,384 Mexico 60,506; Canada 4,000; United 
States 4,000. 

Magnesite________._____.__.-_____ Le 1,270 299 Japan 169; Taiwan 130. 
Sulfur_._____-. 2-2 ele 6,467 22,040 United States 16,028; Japan 3,605; 

Canada 2,407. 
Mineral fuels: 

Coal: 
Anthracite__...____..-...._..-_._ 17,792 1,118 All from Japan. 
Bituminous..__.__.__.._.__.-_.-. 99,587 63,365 Japan 39,247; Australia 24,118. 

Coke and semi-coke________._-___..-.. 17,171 27,251 All from Japan. 
Petroleum: 

- Crude and partly refined 
thousand 42-gallon barrels__ *11,151 14,130 Mostly from Kuwait. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline_._.________._do___- 25 163 All from Japan. 
Distillate fuel oil. ____._do___- 789 433 Iran 275; Unspecified 118. 
Residual fuel oil__.__.__do___- 88 1,687 Unspecified 1,444; Japan 243. 
Lubricants_._______.._do____ 33 162 Japan 147; Taiwan 11. 
Pitch and asphalt______do___- 244 233 Japan 192; Taiwan 27. 
Other_______________-_do___- 5 34 Japan 21; United States 12. 

e Estimate. t Revised. 

Source: Foreign Trade of Korea, 1966. Customs Bureau, Ministry of Finance; Statistical Office of the United 
Nations; Korea Oil Company.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

| METALS | Within last 2 years an estimated 300,- 
Copper, Lead, Silver and Gold.—The 000 tons per year of electric furnace steel 

9 ’ ° : * ie 
Changhang smelter-refinery remained the ©#Pacity has been added. The principal 
focus of the nonferrous metal industry. steel industry addition in 1967, however, | 

Output of refined metals in 1967 included Ste ithe Pent at Masan of me city of 
3.361 tons of copper, 2,987 tons of lead, eel Yo. plant with a steel capa 
about 543,000 troy ounces of silver, and 420,000 tons yearly. DEMAG A.G. of the 
20,287 troy ounces of gold. Federal Republic of Germany agreed in 

The Dalsang copper-tungsten mine pro- 1967 to convert the Inchon Steel Making 

duced the greatest tonnage of copper con- Co. plant at Inchon a ditic integrated 
centrates (3,995) but was exceeded in Operation through the addition of iron- 
terms of output value by the lower quan- making facilities. When completed, 125,000 

tity but higher quality concentrates from ‘7S annually of sponge won will be pro- 
the Kunbuk copper mine. New mills have duced from South Korea’s relatively low- 
been proposed at Kunbuk, where concen- grade iron ore by the SL/RN process in a 
trates are presently hand processed, and at the kiln. Pnaigenous anthracite will be 
the formerly important 11 Kwang copper ‘© P”nctpai fuel. | 
mine north of Pusan, currently being In October . 1967 the Government 
reactivated. The Yeong Hwa_lead-zinc reached a tentative agreement with Korea 
mine of the Young Poong Mining Com- International Steel Associates (KISA), an 
pany, Ltd. (Young Poong) was again by international consortium of eight companies 
far the leading producer. of lead concen-. {fom five countries, for the development of 
trates. with 9.873 tons. The projected a conventional steel mill with an initial 
opening in 1969 by Young Poong of a. annual capacity of 600,000 tons of crude 

new lead-silver mine near Inchon could steel. Headed by Koppers Company, Inc. | 
more than double 1967 output of silver, of Pittsburgh, KISA is to design, construct, 

over 90 percent of which now comes from | and probably help finance, the under- 
Changhang as a byproduct of lead smelt- taking. At the turn of the year, however, 
ing. Reserves at the Young Poong’s new the KISA arrangement was still rather un- 

Bupyong property are estimated at 1 to 3 Certain. 
million tons of ore containing 330 grams Tungsten and Bismuth.—Most of the 

per ton of silver and 3 percent lead. The decline in output resulted from lower pro- 
Changhang smelter and the Daimyong duction at the Sangdong mine, principal . 
Mining Co. were the leading suppliers of source (81 percent in 1967) of mined tung- 
the officially recorded gold production. sten. Output was 2,926 tons of natural and 
Total output from the more than 150 ac- synthetic scheelite concentrates. A deep 
tive gold mines and placer deposits, how- shaft sinking program was finally begun at 
ever, is estimated to be twice that reported, Sangdong in order to allow deeper mining 
as producers are not legally required to and longer term development of the mine’s 
report output. 16 million tons of indicated reserves of 

Iron Ore and Steel.—The Yangyang 0.70 percent WOs, 0.06 percent MoS2, 

mine, which produced 282,000 tons in and 0.05 percent bismuth. The daily ore 
1967, remained the largest source of iron ‘eating capacity o: the mine flotation mill 
ore in South Korea. The second ranking * being expanded from 1,200 to 1,800 tons. 
(157,000 tons) Mulkum mine, however, Most of the 1967 bismuth production 
was to be expanded in 1968 to virtually the also originated from the mill at Sangdong, 
same size. Investigation of the Hongchon where a sulfide concentrate averaging 295 
Chaun deposit of magnetite ore, discovered Percent bismuth was extracted. Potential 

~ in 1965, continued with core drilling and for increased bismuth production at sev- 
ore testing. eral dormant or undeveloped mines is con- 

Consumption of iron and steel continued sidered good. 
its 15 percent per annum rise of recent Zinc.—Refined zinc was produced solely 
years, reaching 723,000 tons in 1967. This at the Tongshin zinc refinery which. 
demand was met principally by privately operated at only 50-percent capacity during 
owned plants which remelted imported 1967. Vigorous expansion work was taking 
U.S. scrap in electric furnaces. place at the Yeong Hwa mine which pro-
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duced 13,804 tons of zinc concentrates, active mines was again Shiheung, which 
half the national mine output. A 20,000- produced 1,700 tons. 
ton-per-month ore treatment plant was Production of amorphous graphite, fre- 
completed there in 1966 and plans were quently extracted jointly in mines with 
made for bringing an on-site zinc refinery anthracite, fell largely because of adverse with an annual capacity of 7,500 tons on conditions in the coal industry which stream in 1969. | affected the combination mines more 

severely. The principal mines were Wolm- 
NONMETALS yong and Bongmyong, which produced Cement.—Despite a 42-percent capacity 24,172 and 18,117 tons, respectively. 

increase, about 480,000 tons of cement had Kaolin.—The Tansong (13,299 tons) 
. to be imported in 1967 to meet domestic and Hadong (10,292 tons) were the largest requirements of nearly 3 million tons. Lag- of the active kaclin mines in 1967. While ging plant completions and reluctance of the single largest consumer continues to be producers to build inventories during slack the Japanese chinaware industry, the Gov- 

periods were reportedly responsible for ernment is attempting to develop these part of the shortage. Production capability yesources for internal use through the 
was divided between five companies with establishment of a ceramics center at. as many plants, as follows: Hanil Cement Masan. Some 15 ceramics producing plants Co. at Tanyang (700,000 tons); Korea are now under construction around a ben- Cement Co. at Mungyong (500,000 tons); —eficiation plant completed there in 1964. Ssangyong Cement Co. at Yongwol (700,- 
000 tons); Tan Yang Cement Co. at Salt.—All production comes from about | Chechon (400,000 tons) ; and Tong Yang 30,000 acres of salterns, located principally 
Cement Co., Ltd., at Samchok (700,000 along the west coast. Plans have been tons). _ made by the Government to invest some 

$580,000 in improving the quality of the Fertilizer Materials.—At Ulsan, the Jap- salt and increasing output, currently ob- anese-built plant of the Korea Fertilizer tained by hand methods. Expected growth 
Co. started up in April with a capacity of in demand for high-quality salt by the 200,000 tons of ammonia and 330,000 tons emerging alkali industries is the principal of prilled urea. Virtually identical urea- reason for the Government action. Two mixed fertilizer plants, constructed by the plants with a total capacity of about 100,- 
Fluor Corp. of the United States, opened (00 tons of soda ash, as well as 45,000 tons in March at Ulsan and in April at Chin- of ammonium chloride, were believed hae, near Pusan. Both the Ulsan plant, under construction in 1967. 
owned by the Yong Nam Chemical Fer- | tilizer Co., Ltd., and the Chinhae plant, Silica Stone (Quartzite).—Under the owned by the Chinhae Chemical Co., Ltd., impetus of growing Japanese markets, out- had a capacity of 84,000 tons of urea and put of silica stone has risen in recent years 180,000 tons of mixed fertilizers. Naphtha, from insignificance to become an im- now imported but later to be obtained portant earner of foreign exchange. Both from indigenous refineries, is the principal production and exports more than doubled 
feedstock for the two plants. Asa result of between 1966 and 1967. Of the total 1967 
these three plant completions, 10- to 15- output about 46 percent, or 97,000 tons percent reductions in the prices of most worth $844,000, was shipped to Japan. The fertilizers were ordered by the Govern- larger mines in 1967 included Changchon, ment. Yanggu, Chungju, Chiyae, and Hakdong, 

although none accounted for as much as Fluorspar.—Among the mines r eporting 10 percent of total production. fluorspar production in 1967, the Kumi, 
with an output of 11,494 tons, and the Talc.—Among the nonmetallics talc re- Changwol, with 10,559 tons, were the most mained the largest earner of foreign cur- important. rency. Exports of both milled and lump 

talc, about three-quarters of which went Graphite.—Output of the valuable crys- to Japan, earned $1.2 million in 1967. The talline graphite increased despite a heavy largest source by far of talc remained the tariff and other restrictions placed on it in Tongyang mine with a 46,842-ton pro- Japan. The most important of the three duction in 1967. |
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MINERAL FUELS AID-assisted project of deepening the main 
. . oy shaft to 650 meters. When completed in 

Coal.—Despite a /-percent increase i! 1968 the mine will be able to produce 1.4 
production to 12.4 million tons, the in- nillion tons annually. | 

ustry experienced severe difficulties ap- 
parently associated with the Government's Petroleum.— South Korea continued to 
intentions of deemphasizing coal in na- rely on imported petroleum for all its 
tional energy policy. About 7,000 of the liquid fuel requirements. Three test wells 
coal mining force of 35,000 was alleged to drilled near Pohang with a rig and crew 

have been laid off work, while stockpiles borrowed from the Chinese Petroleum 
reportedly reached record levels. Prices Corp. of Taiwan proved dry, underscoring 
set too low for profit under conditions the country’s lack of any petroleum re- 
of rising costs were blamed by private sources. 
operators as the major handicap, but even Recent Government decisions favoring 
the Government-owned sector of the in- the use of residual fuel oil over coal in 
dustry was having difficulty in obtaining powerplants and heating units were re- 
sufficient operating funds. Temporary al- portedly the key factors in an estimated 
leviation was offered by the Government one-third rise in petroleum consumption | 
in the form of loans to mine operators in 1967. All indigenously refined products 
to pay wages due to workers, an agree- continued to come from the Ulsan refinery 
ment to buy and stockpile as much coal of the largely Government-owned Korea 
as possible, a request to the Government- Oil Corp. Construction was officially de- 
owned Korea Electric Corporation to in-  clared to have started on a second refinery 
crease the proportion of coal burned in at Yosu. Some doubt remained, however, 
its powerplants as much as possible for the whether this refinery, a joint venture. of 
time being, a rise in the number of urban the Lucky Chemical Co. (connected with 
areas approved for the use of coal, and the Honan Oil Corp. of South Korea) and 
consent for an increase in coal exports to the California Texas Oil Corp. of the 
Japan. United States, would be completed at this 

Rationalization measures continued in site, in view of the Government’s apparent 
1967. In eight coalfields, each yielding less decision to locate its second petrochemical 
than 300,000 tons annually, the privately complex elsewhere. Another joint venture 

owned mines were consolidated into single agreement was reached between Esso In- 
operating companies which were in-_ ternational Inc. of the United States and 
tended to assume greater importance in’ the Hanyang Oil Co. of South Korea to 
future coal production. At Changsong, the establish a third refinery at an undeter- , 
largest coal mine in South Korea and one’ mined site. At all three refineries the U.S. 
of the eight owned by the Government’s participant is supplying crude oil under a 
Daihan Coal Corp., work progressed on the long term contract.
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The Miner t it e Mineral Industry of Kuwat 

By James A. West * 

Despite a high level of crude oil pro- reduction in tax obligation. In effect, it 
duction during 1966 and 1967, Kuwait will increase the Government’s share of oil 
relinquished its long-held position as the revenues by 2 to 3 percent. In May, the 
leading Near East area oil producer to Government received an estimated $109 
Saudi Arabia. Nevertheless, it ranked as a million as a retroactive payment. 
major producer with an output of 2.3 mil- Construction of plant facilities at the 
lion barrels per day, accounting for about Government-sponsored Shuaiba industrial 
23 percent of area production and 7 per- area progressed satisfactorily. The Kuwait 
cent of world crude oil production in 1967. Chemical Fertilizer Co. began production 

As in recent years, the petroleum in- of ammonium sulfate and continued con- 

dustry in 1967 continued to provide more _ struction of related facilities to produce 
than 95 percent of all government revenues urea. Upon completion, these plants will 
and foreign exchange earnings. In 1966 have a daily capacity of 500 tons of am- 
and 1967, government revenues from oil monium sulfate and 550 tons of urea. 
companies operating in Kuwait and in the Construction of the Kuwait National 
Kuwait-Saudi Arabia Neutral Zone. Petroleum Co. (KNPC) oil refinery pro- 
amounted to about $650 million each year. ceeded as scheduled. Additional petro- 
A supplemental royalty expensing agree- chemical and other industrial development 
ment between the Government and the projects remained under active considera- 
Kuwait Oil Co. (KOC) was ratified by tion. Under terms of a joint venture agree- 
the Kuwait National Assembly on May 2, ment, a Turkish company will build a 
1967, effective retroactively to January 1, chemical fertilizer plant at Mersin, Turkey 
1964. Under the agreement, royalty pay- with Kuwait capital. This plant will be 
ments are treated as an expense for tax ac- supplied with liquid ammonia from Kuwait . 
counting purposes rather than as a direct under a long-term contract. 

PRODUCTION | | 

‘he trend of annual increases in crude Construction materials and salt also 
oil output to establish record highs each were produced but quantities are not reg- 
successive year continued through 1967; ularly reported. In 1966, available data 

however, disruptions caused by the Arab- show that 49 million sand lime bricks, 
Israeli War and a partial oil embargo 1,322 tons of lime, and 4,200 tons of salt 
thereafter severely limited the rate of in- were produced. These materials were 
crease in 1967. Crude oil production at an valued at $2.7 million. 
average daily rate of 2,292,400 barrels 

during 1967 exceeded that of 1966 by 1 Area specialist, Near East-Africa, Division 
only 0.74 percent. of International Activities. 

469
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Table 1.—Kuwait: Production of petroleum and petroleum products 

(Thousand 42-gallon barrels) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Crude petroleum____._-----.---------..-.. 705,471 * 774,816 791,903 880,537 836,719 

Refinery products: - 
Gasoline_______..--__----.-- ~~ Lee 2,167 1,625 1,901 2,668 2,673 
Jet fuel______---_--------- =~ 204 202 224 357 393 
Kerosine_______-_---_-_____-----_--- 317 345 335 335 363 
Distillate fuel oil__-_-._-_--- 22 ee 18,604 20 ,284 19, 766 21,171 18,530 
Residual fuel oil_...-._.______-___ Le 38,419 41,455 41,878 42,270 42,228 
Licuefied petroleum gas_______________. 1,774 2,886 4,030 7,969 e 8,000 
Other refinery products. .____________-__ 5,101 4,853 16,154 15,674 16,464 
Refinery fuel and loss_________________- 7,483 6,457 539 491 673 

Total output, including refinery fuel 
and loss______._-._____---____-_ 74.069 78.107 84.827 90.935 89.324 

: e Estimate. ' Revised. | 

| TRADE 

In 1967, Kuwait continued as a leading _ Value Mineral 

world petroleum supplier, accounting for (million dollars) _ commod- 
nearly 12 percent of total world petroleum Mineral Total share of 

° : commod- _ trade tota 
exports. Oil -exports from Kuwait only ities (percent) 
(excluding those from the Kuwait-Saudi ]©§_—-—WW1_M#1!—- 

oe Arabia Neutral Zone) amounted to 755 placa Hema | ; 
million barrels and were valued at an 1965___--__- 1,203 1,243 7 

. sate 1966_______. 1,266 1,304 97 
estimated $1,300 million. Imports: 

1965______- 31 377 8 
Kuwait remained dependent on imports 1966_______. 46 468 10 

f st of its food ‘tal d Trade balance: 
or most of its food, capital and consumer 1965____.____ 1,172 866 xx 

goods, including all metals and most non- 1966___.___- 1,220 841 XxX 
metallic minerals. The relative importance XX Not applicable. | 
of mineral commodity trade to total trade In 1966, iron and steel imports were 

during 1965 and 1966, the latest years ~~ valued at $26.9 million. The leading non- 
for which statistics are available, is shown metal import was cement, valued at $12.2 
in the following tabulation: million. 

Table 2.—Kuwait: Exports of mineral fuels 

(Thousand 42-gallon barrels) 

meee 
Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

eee 

Crude petroleum____.____._..._______ 710.299 750.367 Italy 184,398; United Kingdom 127,157: 
SSS SS SS == ~=6CJapan 123,520: France 58,167; Netherlands 

51,689; Australia 23,993. 
Refinery products: 
Gasoline____. 222222 762 NA. 
light distillate._.._____________.. 12,164 15,499 NA. 
Distillate fuel oil..-_---._-_.... 8, 18,696 19,595 NA. 
Residual fuel oil........-....... . 17,079 18,138 NA. 
liquefied petroleum gas_________._. 4,031 3,794 NA. 

Total__ 2-2 51,970 57,788 NA. 
Bunkers, all flags: 

Diesel oil_-. ee. 656 565 NA. 
Residual fuel oi]_._______________. 24,044 24,083 NA. 

eee 

NA Not available.
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Table 3.—Kuwait: Imports of selected mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: ; 
. Aluminum and alloys. .__._----- 290 583 United Kingdom 254: Lebanon 122. 

Copper and alloys___._____----- 120 298 Mainland China 100; United Kingdom 67. 
Tron and steel semimanufactures . - 133,684 191,066 Japan 43,022; Belgium 34,822; mainland 

China 29,618; U.S.S.R. 18,228. 
Lead and alloys. -.-.----------- 106 150 Yugoslavia 90; United Kingdom 34. 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos. __._..___---_-------- 4,243 3,065 United Kingdom 1,286; Swaziland 1,150. 
Cement______.._----.-_-.------  * 506,428 729,123 U.S.S.R. 246,640; Rumania 162,999; Japan 

137,750; Iraq 70,611. 
Gypsum and limestone_-_-_-___-__.- 6,629 ' 8,808 Iran 4,189; Belgium 1,581. 
Marble____________._.--_--..-- 7,535 7,382 Italy 6,298; Iran 966. 
Salt_-._-_._-_- ~~ -- Le ee 1,133 1,400 Iran 982; United Kingdom 193. 

Mineral fuels: Petroleum refinery 
products: 

Gasoline 
thousand 42-gallon barrels-_-_ 3 15 Iran 14. 

Lubricants. _______...-_..do__._ 69 104 United Kingdom 62; United States 26. 
Asphalt___________._-.-.do__—- 14 28 Iran 15; West Germany 6. 

r Revised. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS about 500 producing wells. Over 85 per- 
| oe, cent of production was from the greater . 

Tron and Stele Rawat i a Co. Burgan Field (Burgan, Ahmadi, and 
continued to uce spira L P, ee Magwa). The Raudhatain field of northern 
using importe Japanese dick 1 Tente 4 S Kuwait was the next largest producer. 
for ie construction of a bee p le 4 Minor quantities were produced from the | 

. produce welded pipe were being cons) ere Minagish, Umm Gudair, Sabriya, and 

but no new plans were announced during Bahra fields). KOC continued the develop- 
1966 or 1967. - ment of wells, injection plants, and pro- 

| ducing facilities to meet increased produc- 
NONMETAILS tion demands from these fields at maxi- 

Construction Materials—The Kuwait mum efficient rates. KOC employed five 
National Industries Co., owned jointly by contract rigs for exploration and develop- 
the Government and private investors, in- ment drilling and one company Mg on well 
creased its output of sand lime bricks, con- | Workovers. The company’s 250,000-bar- 
crete products, and asbestos-cement prod-  rel-per-day refinery operated at about 90 
ucts. No firm plans were announced for percent of capacity. 
the construction of the proposed 150,000- KNPC, the Government-controlled oil 
ton-per-year cement plant by the company. entity, continued to expand its activities in 

marketing, refining, and other petroleum 
MINERAL FUELS operations. Final agreement was reached 

between KNPC and Hispanoil, a Spanish 
Petroleum.—The Kuwait Oil Co. consortium of oil refining and banking in- 

(KOC) remained as the only oil producer _terests, for joint oil exploration and devel- 
in Kuwait proper and its petroleum opera- opment of concession areas previously re- 
tions continued as the dominant industrial linquished by KOC. Construction of the 
activity of Kuwait. Successful exploration modern, 95,000-barrel-per-day export re- 
and delineation well drilling resulted in a finery at Shuaiba proceeded as scheduled 
substantial upward revision of oil reserves and is expected to begin operations in early 
during 1966 and 1967. Reported proved 1968. The $100 million plant will be the 
crude oil reserves as of January 1, 1968, only installation in the world to use hydro- 
were an estimated 70,000 million barrels, gen in all downstream process units. The 
an increase of 11 percent within this 2- hydrogen process results in sulfur removal 

year period. . 2 Oil and Gas Journal. V. 65, No. 52, Dec. 25, 
The record oil production was from 4967, p. 118.
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and maximum recovery of high-quality tenance. The 50-million-cubic-foot-per-day 
middle distillates. injection plant in the Raudhatain field 

Natural Gas.—Nearly one-fourth of the fe erated satisfactorily. Construc tion of the sage . rst phase of a plant in the Minagish field 
1.1 to 1.2 billion cubic feet per day of to inject 164 million cubic feet per day 
solution gas produced with oil by KOC ya, completed and the plant was placed in 
was utilized for industrial, injection, and operation in 1967. The Burgan injection 
related purposes. KOC increased use of gas_ plant was shut down throughout the year 
for reservoir injection and pressure main- undergoing repairs.



e @ 

The Mineral Industry of Kuwait- 

Saudi Arabia Neutral Zone 

By James A. West * 

The Kuwait-Saudi Arabia Neutral Zone rapid expansion of offshore oil produc- 
occupies a_ significant position among _ tion, important new oil discoveries onshore 
world mineral producers solely because of and offshore, and commissioning of a new 
its.large petroleum resources. In 1967, it refinery were the most noteworthy develop- 
ranked sixth among Near East oil-produc- ments in 1966 and 1967. 
ing States and accounted for slightly more By Amiri decree published on December 
than 1 percent of world crude oil produc- 24, 1967, the Government of Kuwait rati- _ 

tion. The Governments of Kuwait and fied documents relating to the final demar- 
Saudi Arabia received annual oil payments cation of the land boundary of the Kuwait- 
of an estimated $40 million each as their Saudi Arabia Neutral Zone and _ the 

equal shares of oil revenues from the common boundary between Kuwait and 
Neutral Zone in 1966 and in 1967. The Saudi Arabia. | 

PRODUCTION 

Greatly expanded offshore crude oil pro- production declined by 17 percent. 
duction continued to offset declining on- The completion of a 30,000-barrel-per- 
shore output. As compared with that of day refinery at Khafji in October 1966 
1965, the 1966 offshore output.increased raised the capacity of Neutral Zone crude 
by 40.5 percent to average 254,800 bar- oil processing plants to 190,000 barrels per 
rels daily while onshore production de- day. : 
clined by 8.4 percent to 165,500 barrels | 

per day. In 1967, offshore output exceeded 1 Area specialist, Near East—Afriea, Division 
that of 1966 by 11 percent but onshore of International Activities. : 

Table 1.—Kuwait-Saudi Arabia Neutral Zone: Production of petroleum 
- and petroleum products 

(Thousand 42-gallon barrels) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 e 

Crude petroleum. __-..------------------- 114,533 131, 416 132 ,285 153 , 432 152,862 

Refinery prone il ____.--...-----.-. «27,890 «28,694 ~—=«81,984 «30,188 ~—-26, 000 
Other refinery products. ____-.--------- 2,707 2,200 2,891 3,516 3,000 
Refinery fuel and loss._._-._----------- 955 910 841 178 1,000 

Total output refinery products- --_----- 31,052 31,804 35,716 34,427 30 ,000 

e Estimate. 

473
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TRADE 

Exports of petroleum and refinery pro- in the Neutral Zone, were valued at an 
ducts, the only mineral commodities traded _ estimated $210 million in 1966. 

Table 2.—Kuwait-Saudi Arabia Neutral Zone: Exports of petroleum and petroleum products 

(Thousand 42-gallon barrels) 

Commodity 1964 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Giude petroleum. ~~. ------ 108,792 108,707 130,612 Japan 109,139; Italy 7,979; United States 6,806. 
enner oducts.«. 

‘Residuat fuel of _...._. 17,876 16,393 16,772 NA. 
Other refinery products_ F97 629 2,598 NA. 

Bunkers, all flags: 
Distillate fuel oil..-.-. ------. ------- e7 . 
Residual fuel oil..____- 3,598 2,340 2,836 

e Estimate. NA Not available. 

| COMMODITY REVIEW | 

MINERAL FUELS operated on development drilling through- 
. out 1967. An exploration well drilled at 

Ol Ca (amingll) and Gy independent Lulu in the eastern part of the concession 
WMO. minom) and wety VN Mo: near the median line apparently resulted 

(Getty) continued eee oil exp/orafion in a substantial oil discovery in this area. 
an evelopment’ operations on tet The Lulu well reportedly tested oil in 
jointly owned aes € An derne forenet commercial quantities from the Ratawi 
ou and () An umportant Ol limestone zone at a depth of about 9,000 
discovery was made 'S the northwest i. art feet. A subsequent well, the Daura 1 drilled 

of the Concession rT sout sath ¢ the about 10 kilometers north of the Lulu well, 
The oisrovery we 4 aan south of the also discovered oil, although the new field 
nuwait the Umm Gu air hel d se Cunit " was reported to be separated from the 

. woe . a .° Lulu structure. | 

Commercial quant of ol were found in "a oil production was fom the Kha 
: . eld, which had about wells connecte 

about 9,000 feet. Delineation ane develoP- to production facilities. Construction of 

ment drilling S ae web's In *s held "Te, new oil handling facilities was continued 

South, Un Gada as 2 ait field. Two Sd nwa capacity was expanded 0 about 300,000 barrels per day. 
and Arg in the southwest corner of the ? 
zone proved noncommercial. The Wafra . On Octobe r 27, 1966, AOC formally 
field continued as the main oil producer inaugurated its new 30,000-barrel-per-day 
although small quantities of oil were pro- refinery at Khafji. The plant produced 
duced from the South Fuwaris field. Nearly mostly bunker fuel for tankers loading at 
80 percent of the 423 producing wells in the AOC terminal plus some light distillate 

. . . for field use and export. 
these fields are equipped with pumping ; 
nite or were awaiting workover at year- Reported ? proved crude oil reserves for 

d the entire Neutral Zone at yearend were 
«Offshore the Arabian Oil Co. Ltd an estimated 13.5 billion barrels. 

(AOC) operated one rig on development 

drilling in the Khafji field and comp leted 2 Oil and Gas Journal. V. 65, No. 52, Dec, 25, 
five new wells in 1966. Two rigs were 1967, p. 118.



The Min t e Mineral Industry of Lebanon 

‘By John R. Lewis’ 

Lebanon’s economy in 1967 continued had an even more severe effect which 
to depend heavily upon commerce, bank- continued to be felt for many weeks. 
ing, and tourism; the domestic mineral Tourism, providing 8 to 9 percent of the 
industry contributed only slightly to the GNP and a large share of the foreign ex- 
national commerce, mineral resources be- change, suffered heavily. Tota] customs 
ing quite limited. About two-thirds of receipts were L£129.1 million in 1967 
the national income generally comes from against a previous year’s total of L£156.7 

trade and services, while the remaining million. Income from petroleum transit 
one-third is generated by the industrial and terminaling fees was also sharply 
and agricultural sectors, which employ down. Although petroleum consumption 
two-thirds of the workers. Thirty percent rose in 1967, the growth rate was only 
of the national income is provided by one-third of that expected, and Govern- 
trade alone. ment as well as private sector incomes 

The United States Agency for Interna- were lagging at yearend. 
tional Development (AID) _ estimates The Government made _ efforts to 
Lebanon’s 1966 gross national product broaden the economic base and spread 
(GNP) at $1,250 million? with a per more of the earning power beyond the 
capita GNP of $475. About 62,000 of confines of Beirut. Moreover, specific 
Lebanon’s estimated population of 2.7 projects to improve the 1966-67 economic 
million persons were working directly in situation were set in motion. A_ highly 
industry, including some 12,000 in the publicized 5-year public works plan, begun 
minerals industries, possibly more than in 1966, progressed but slowly. The 
half in petroleum—mostly refining. ambitious Litani River development pro- 

The national economy suffered two gram was about on schedule. It will pro- — 
severe disruptions during 1966-67. The vide additional electric power as well as 
Intra Bank, Lebanon’s largest, was forced water for irrigation and urban use. To 
to close on October 14, 1966, and did boost the throughput at Beirut’s free 
not reopen until December 28, 1967. foreign trade zone, a third transshipment 
The Arab-Israeli disturbance of June 1967 _ facility was being built. 

7 PRODUCTION | 

Despite overall economic difficulties in estimated to be $75.5 million, and in 1967 
1966 and 1967, the general upward trend $78 million. 
in mineral commodity output value con- ~~~ _., a 

tinued. Total mineral output in 1965 was tonne troleum. pneineet, Division of Interna- 
estimated at $69 million; in 1966, it was pert en eeessaTy nents. on tL been con: 

rate of L£3.07=U.S.$1.00. 

415
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Table 1.—Lebanon: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
ee 

Metals: 
Iron and steel: 

Pig iron_.._._.-------__--2 ee 600 ae ~uaeee -a---e -a---e 
Semimanufactures ¢____......_...._____. 36,000 45,000 55,000 60,000 55,000 

Nonmetals: 
Cement__...._...._.___._._._thousand tons__ 896 881 970 1,096 1,016 
Dolomite_..___-_-_-_-.-..2 222 ee NA NA NA NA 140 
Gypsum....__------2- eee NA NA NA 27,000 ¢30,000 
Kaolin...-.-.---------- 2 NA NA NA NA 3,000 
Lime ¢_______---_.--.--- tee ____-___ 35,000 26,650 40,000 65,000 50,000 
Salt ¢._-_.--------- ee --------------_-- 19,000 20,000 24,000 25,000 30,000 - 
Silica sand_.__.--_-_--.--_-__--- ee eee NA NA NA NA 10,000 

Mineral fuels: 
Bitumen_....-..---2 222-2 eee LL -oouee wonu-e enone 279 

Petroleum: | 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline 
; thousand 42-gallon barrels. _ 1,655 2,084 2,405 2,628 2,572 

Kerosine___-..___.--____-_.-do___- 888 961 1,008 1,194 1,391 
Distillate fuel oil.___.........do__._ 1,182 1,628 1,774 1,621 2,015 
Residual fuel oi]_.-._-__.._.._.do___. 3,118 4,408 5,136 5,977 5,791 
Other, including liquefied petroleum 

_ gas_.._thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 96 140 220 241 250 | 
Refinery fuel and loss.___._...do___- 669 392 443 677 © 700 

Total output, including refinery fuel : 
and loss... _ thous. 42-gallon bbls__ 7,608 9,563 10 , 986 12,338 12,719 

A 

© Estimate. NA Not available. 

TRADE 

Mineral commodity trade of Lebanon 1966 (62 percent of all mineral com- 
is heavily on the import side because of modities imported). However, an over- 
resource limitations. However, owing to view of imported mineral commodities 
the nation’s strategic location athwart reveals that receipts of the metals alum- 
trade routes and the fact that it has one inum, copper, iron and steel, generally 
of the best harbors of the eastern Mediter- have increased. Iron and steel imports 

ranean, Lebanon serves as a transship- accounted for 19 percent by value of all 
ment point for mineral and other com- metal imports; aluminum for 8.3 per- 
modities being imported for neighboring cent; and copper (mostly for electric wire) 
States, and also has a significant role as for 0.5 percent. 
an export terminal for Iraqi and Saudi Among the nonmetallic mineral com- 
Arabian oil. Recorded mineral exports modity imports, fertilizers (40 percent) 
were valued at only $10.5 million in were far in the lead, followed by marble 
1966 accounting for but 10 percent of (15 percent). Gasoline and fuel oils to- 
total exports value ($103 million), while gether represented 79 percent of all of 
mineral imports were valued at $185 mil- Lebanon’s mineral fuel imports in 1966. 
lion or 35 percent of total imports ($533 Value of imports and exports by major 
million). commodity group was as follows. 

Between 1964 and 1966, the trade 2 
deficit from mineral commodity imports Value 
rose 43 percent although the total trade (million dollars) 
deficit only rose 1 8 percent, reflecting the Imports Exports 
Nation’s growing inability to develop on 
its own limited resources. Trade in gold Metals.................. 146.7 6.7 
continued to make Lebanon, in 1966, a Nonmetals........._........... 10.5 3.6 
leader among Near East gold markets; Fuels-------.----------------- 27.8 0.2 
gold represented 78 percent of the value Total_._............-.-. 185.0 10.5 
of all metals imported by Lebanon in 2
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Table 2.—Lebanon: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: *~ 
Aluminum and alloys: 

Unwrought_______.-_-.--___.___- 175 69 Syria 39; Italy 30. 
Semimanufactures____.___._...... 2,872 3,418 Iraq 2,284; Syria 920. 

Copper and alloys: - 
Unwrought____._-.2------_-_____ 446 174 Belgium 60; United States 32. 
Semimanufactures___________.____ 86 166 Netherlands 49. 

Gold and alloys.._____.._troy ounces_. 22,827 58,872 Kuwait 49,933; Greece 4,373; Saudi 
Arabia 1,608. 

Iron and steel: 
Scrap. .___..-----~---------.---- 776 4,426 Cyprus 1,834; Italy 1,640; Belgium 735. 
Pig iron___.__-____-.----- eee 3 42 Israel 21; Syria 21. 
Shot, powder, and sponge. ______-__ 1 woe eee 
Ferroalloys. ____.......---------- 470 ~----- 
Ingots and primary forms. ._-___--_ 50 30 Saudi Arabia 29. 
Semimanufactures______..__..---. 19,075 16,651 Jordan 7,167; Saudi Arabia 2,503; Syria 

1,085. 
Lead: 

Unwrought and serap____________- 85 34 Jordan 25; Saudi Arabia 8. 
Semimanufactures________.._____- 122 _15 Saudi Arabia 8; Jordan 4. 

Platinum and alloys.__.__troy ounces__ 19,708 1,768 All to United Kingdom. 
Zinc and alloys: Semimanufactures-_ ___ 3 13 All to Israel. 
Other, not elsewhere specified________-_ 580 447 Netherlands 382; Syria 59. 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos, all forms__..____.___......-. 27,558 29,036 Saudi Arabia 12,809; Libya 10,369; 

Syria 3,577. 
. Cement... _____ ei _______ 639,805 18,754 Jordan 6,287 Kuwait 5,969; Saudi 

Arabia 1,782. 
Chalk..-___ eee. 1 7 All to Saudi Arabia. | 
Clays, all forms___.__..-._-___________ 489 1,041 Libya 285; Jordan 131; Syria 130. 
Earth colors_______.___---_--______._ 11 12 Saudi Arabia 10; Kuwait 1; Jordan 1. 
Fertilizers: . 

Nitrogenous__.______-_--.__-___-_ 379 A479 Jordan 463; Qatar 10. 
Phosphatic___.._........_._-.-_.. 10,336 14,386 Syria 8,759; Jordan 4,563; Cyprus 1,060. 
Potassie._.______..-.-.---__.-_-- 4 134 Iran 102; Jordan 30. 

Gypsum.______ 2 eee 58 1,051 Saudi Arabia 896; Libya 97. 
Lime_________-..-------------_--__--_ 2,246 27,422 Saudi Arabia 13,421; Libya 10,906. 
Salt_.--. ee eee 2 30 All to Jordan. 
Sand___...-.-.--- 2 leet lee. )=— 8, 861 4,816 Syria 4,726. 
Stone: 

Marble_._--._- ee 358 116 Saudi Arabia 37; Kuwait 42; Irag 22. 
Gravel and crushed stone_.__-_____ 599 895 Jordan 733. 
Other_...2-- 22 ee 11 78 All to Arabian countries. 

Sulfur, refined_-..-.....-_-__-_-_.___.- 31 69 Jordan 49; Saudi Arabia 18. 
. Tale___-2_ eee LLL 1 All to Arabian countries. 
Mineral fuels: 

Bitumen, natural_________.._.._____-- 52 37 Italy 18; Saudi Arabia 12; Jordan 4. 
Coal, all ranks.___.__.-___.. -.___-_.-_ 1,282 959 Jordan 456; Syria 325; Iraq 151. 
Coke, all types.__..___-.-_-._.._--_---- 848 811 Iraq 483; Jordan 160; Syria 133. . 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline. ______.42-gallon barrels__ 9 wae--e 
Gas oil and fuel oil______.._do___. 1,740 2,958 All marine bunkers. 
Lubricants____._____._....do___-_ 280 406 Jordan 217; Saudi Arabia 56; marine 

bunkers 49. 
Liquefied petroleum gas__._..do_... 11,489 11,588 Syria 11,185. 
Asphalt and other_________.do___- 6 6 All to Libya.
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Table 3.—Lebanon: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Unwrought, including scrap__-_-__- 1,429 8,921 France 3,725; West Germany 100. 
Semimanufactures ._________.--- 578 583 Italy 189; Netherlands 104. 

- Arsenic, oxides and acids________---- 2 5 Ali from France. 
Chromium, oxides and hydroxides. - - - 3 6 United Kingdom 3; West Germany 2; 

Poland 1. 
Copper and alloys: 

Unwrought______.-.__..--_---- 23 41 Qatar 37. 
Semimanufactures______...----- 537 489 Yugoslavia 173; Italy 106. 

Gold and alloys: . 
Unwrought__.._.__troy ounces_. 2,609,161 3,281,562 United Kingdom 1,814,524; Switzer- 

land 749,434; France 403,042. 
Semimanufactures_..__._.do_.-_- 1,607 2,540 West Germany 1,414; Japan 418. 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate_____..._--- 57 754 Greece 750. 
Pig iron___________-._-.------- 10,868 10,871 Czechoslovakia 5,103; U.S.S.R. 2,995. 
Ferroalloys___........--------- 561 70 Belgium 55; Sweden 15. 
Scrap and other.____.__.------- 573 711 United States 229; Iraq 209. 
Ingots and primary forms_...-.. --------- 1 All from West Germany. 
Semimanufactures________.-_.-- 149 , 846 272,795 Rumania 49,748; France 42,766; Czech- 

oslovakia 35,715. 
Lead and alloys: 

Unwrought__._.__..._-_.--.--- 666 969 United Kingdom 348; Iraq 275. 
Lead oxides_________.____------ 91 132 France 59; United Kingdom 44. 
Semimanufactures______._._---- 30 75 Belgium 21; Italy 15; United Kingdom 

Mercury. _____._...76-pound flasks__ 116 1,044 All from France. 
Nickel, all forms. ______._______---_- 2 4 West Germany 3; France 1. 
Platinum_.______._____troy ounces. - 9 , 636 3,311 United Kingdom 1,767; Netherlands 

803; West Germany 643. 
oo Silver and alloys_.____._._._.do___- 79 ,005 775,154 France 726,382; United Kingdom 

25,560; West Germany 22,828. 
Titanium oxides_____.__________.-_- 721 631 Finland 189; United Kingdom 135. 
Zinc and alloys: 

Unwrought and scrap________.-- 590 941 Belgium 798; Other Asian countries 

Oxides___________-____-___ _-. 67 63 France 45; West Germany 6. 
Semimanufactures__.__...-.-_-- 90 56 Belgium 26; West Germany 12; Poland 

Other metals, ores and oxides _______- 334 139 United Kingdom 57; West Germany 33. 
Nonmetals: . 

Asbestos: 
Crude products_____-______-_--- 3,904 4,517 Republic of South Africa 2,011; Canada 

1,180; Cyprus 840. 
Semimanufactures_________-__-- 749 480 Yugoslavia 272; United States 80. 

Barite......_-__-_____-_-_____- _-__ 20 7 Syria 6; West Germany 1. 
Boron compounds_________--_------ 29 3 West Germany 2; Italy 1. 
Cement..-______.______-___-____ eee 113,719 22,8380 Syria 15,044; Denmark 4,760. 
Chalk.__-_________-____________ ee 1,292 1,740 France 874; Belgium 626. 
Clay and clay products: . 

Crude products, all forms--_-.---- 2,151 2,595 United Kingdom 2,062; West Germany. 

Semimanufactures_____________- 12,247 12,448 West Germany 5,388; Italy 1,275. 
Corundum, artificial. ___.____.._-___- 1,087 1,206 France 1,080; West Germany 75. 
Earth colors_______...._..-_.---_-- 98 66 United Kingdom 18; Spain 17; Belgium 

Feldspar and fluorspar___.____-_-.-- 632 274 Italy 200; Norway 69. 
Fertilizers: 

Nitrogenous.________.___------ 50,807 60,286 Italy 13,210; Chile 5,745; Portugal 
5,400; United Kingdom 4,944; 
Austria 3,796. 

Phosphatic_.__.....-____--_-_- 44,566 40,368 Jordan 38,321; West Germany 1,126. 
Potassiec.__________.-____- ee 2,131 5,643 Spain 3,000; West Germany 1,044. 

Gem stones, thousand carats__ 6,995 12,423 France 3,488; India 2,984; Brazil 
precious, semiprecious. 2,568. 

Graphite__________________________ 106 10 Al! from mainland China. 
Gypsum_-__________---2--------.--- 31,613 23,980 Syria 23,110; Cyprus 849. 
Infusorial earths_.....---.-----_---- 1,558 1,207 Jordan 1,092; United States 68. 
Lime...__._-_--__-_----------------- 19 11 United States 6; West Germany 5. 
Magnesite_________-----_-.---_---- 186 204 Spain 200. 
Mica_.__-_-_ eee 82 25 United Kingdom 17; Norway 5. 
Quartz____________-_---___._______ NA 3 All from Austria. 
Salt__.00 22 eee 1,840 418 West Germany 376; United States 30. 
Sand_... 22 eee 749 3,010 Syria 3,002. 

See footnote at end of table.
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Table 3.—Lebanon: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity ~ 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Nonmetals—Continued 
Stone: . 

Abrasives___.._.._-.-_-_.---_--- 1,581 9,886 Greece 6,237; Syria 3,566. 
Marble________---------------- 22,225 22,279 Italy 16,367; Turkey 2,153. 
Other dimension stone. ...--___- 3,161 6,486 Jordan 3,240; Syria 3,150. 
Gravel and crushed stone__-______ 7,937 8,748 Italy 7,653; Jordan 662. 
Other worked stone._.......---- 4 14 All from Belgium. 

Sulfur: 
Klemental___......------------ 24,970 10,179 France 9,703; United States 397, 
Pyrites, unroasted___.._.....-.- NA 2 United Kingdom 1; Belgium 1. 

Tale_._o- eee 229 170 Mainland China 70; India 40; Norway 

Mineral fuels: 
Bitumen, natural_............._-.-.- 20, 703 27,137 Jordan 17,711; Italy 8,670. 
Coal, all ranks____..2-.-.--....---- 1,905 1,750 All from Belgium. 
Coke, all types...-.-.....---------- 10,271 3,676 All from West Germany. 
Peat....----..-------------------- 8 .-------- 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gas. thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 2,310 2,573 Iraq 1,285; Saudi Arabia 1,230. 

onne. 

Kerosine. __.-....-_._.--do___- 326 348 Iraq 195; Saudi Arabia 151. 
Gas oil and fuel oil_._.___do___- 3,618 3,813 Iraq 2,166; Saudi Arabia 1,644. 
Lubricants-___...-...-_..do___- 76 91 United Kingdom 37; Italy 18. 
Liquefied petroleum gas__.do_-__-_ 89 431 Italy 188; Saudi Arabia 122. 
Asphalt and other___.....do____ 4 5 Rumania 1; U.S.S.R. 1. 

Total____.__..._......do___. 6,423 7,261 

| NA Not available. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Much of Lebanon’s steel billet in recent 
. years has come from Eastern Europe. 

Tron and Steel.—Lebanon s large iron [ate in 1966, credit was extended so as 
ore resources — remained undeveloped be- to make billet purchase less expensive, - 

cause of their ; low grade. Steelmaking which proved helpful to the sagging Con- 
facilities were limited to two mills that solidated Steel Co. By mid—1967, the sit- 
roll sheets and_ reinforcing rods from yation had improved and other refinancing 
imported billets and other primary forms. put the company on firmer footing. | 

Both mills have scr ap-melting facilities, The distribution of all steel products is 
but they were not used in 1966-67 be- conducted by nonaffiliated wholesalers, 
cause of unprofitability. —— and the Lebanese producers are protected 

The Lebanon Steel Mill Co., at Tripoli, by customs tariffs which amounted to 19 
operated by M. O. Ghandour and Sons, percent ad valorem. : 
received French assistance in 1966 to 
expand the existing rod mill, and to add NONMETALS 
a new plant which would make profiles 
and T and Y shapes. Completion of the Cement.—When the Intra Bank closed 
new plant, capable of producing around in October 1966, construction activity 

60,000 tons per year, was scheduled for began to decline. Bad weather, the Arab- 

early in 1968. Expansion of the old mill Israeli war, and falling cement exports, 

from 75,000 to 100,000 tons annual ca- brought the country’s production and sales 

pacity will not be completed before mid- of cement to their lowest levels since at 

1968. These expansions outstrip domestic least 1959. By December 1967, total sales 

demand, and it was thought that the of cement were off about 13 percent from 

sources of the expansion capital may 1966, continuing a downward trend of 

undertake responsibility for disposal of several years’ duration. Domestic sales in 

the excess beyond Lebanon’s shores. December 1967 were 59,037 metric tons 

The Consolidated Steel Co. of Lebanon versus 67,000 tons in December 1966. To 

primarily produces steel reinforcing rods ease unemployment, however, production 

from imported billets. was curtailed only 9 percent. Production
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for December 1967 was 55,650 tons, available as to the origin of production 
slightly more than half the December nor its value. 
1966 output of 102,000 tons. Inventories Salt is produced seasonally by individual 
increased during 1967 by 66,000 tons. operators, by solar evaporation of sea 
These patterns prevailed throughout water. 
1967, directly reflecting the sharp reduc- Although there are phosphate deposits 
tion in building permits issued, particularly in Lebanon, no plans for their exploitation 
in Beirut. have been announced. 

Both of Lebanon’s cement plants, 
Cimenterie National and Société des MINERAL FUELS 
Ciments Libanaise, are located at Chekka, 
south of Tripoli on the Mediterranean Petroleum.—Through yearend 1967, no 
coast. In the middle sixties, expansion at Commercial oil deposits had been found 
both plants raised overall annual capacity 1 Lebanon. Concessionaires continue 
to about 1,150,000 tons. A third plant ‘SPoradically to wildcat, especially in 
authorized in 1964 for Siblin in southern northern Lebanon. Because of Lebanon’s 
Lebanon has not been built. For most of Strategic location, however, revenue 
1967, the largest plant, Société des created by oil transshipment continued to 
Ciment Libanaise, had two of its four be an important part of total national 
furnaces in overation. income. Pipelines from Iraq and Saudi 

In anticipation of a possible domestic tabia bring crude to Lebanon’s Mediter- 
consumption slump, Cimenterie National '@nean transshipment terminals. Two 
built port facilities so that it could ex- refineries process a small part of total 
port. Closure of the Suez Canal made ‘™ported crude to meet about half of 
sales beyond the canal impossible but domestic requirements for petroleum 
some 20,000 tons were shipped to Libya Products while the great share of the 
during 1967 until Libya returned to Crude leaves Lebanon for other consum- 
Eastern European sources at $1.60 per 8 countries. The remaining domestic 
ton less cost. The higher Lebanese ce- Product demand is met by imports, mainly 
ment price is tied to a Government-set from Italy in 1965-67. All lubricants are 
price for fuel oil, about twice the estab- imported from the United Kingdom, 

: lished world price, at which the plants United States, or Italy. Because Iraq 
must buy. In order to compete in world Petroleum Co. (IPC) put a new bitumen 
markets, both companies have asked the (asphalt) plant on stream in December 
Government for relief through arrange- 1967, it is expected that imports of this 
ments to buy fuel oil at the lower world product will dwindle. Some aviation gaso- 
price, but no action had been taken by line and jet fuel also is imported. About 
yearend on this request. the only product which is exported is a 

| distress oversupply of fuel oil (marine 
Fertilizer Materials—-Esso Méediterra~ bunkers), and this is rather sizable—al- 

nean, Inc. (Standard Oil of New Jersey), most 3 million barrels in 1966. This ex- 
and a Lebanese firm, Elie J. Doumet, port went mostly to European countries _ 
SAL., formed Esso Fertilizer Co., SAL., although significant amounts at times also 
during the midsixties. This company built were shipped to Africa. 

a 140,000-ton-per-year nitrogenous fertil- Pipelines—Two major crude pipelines 
izer plant at Ras Salaata, north of Beirut, traverse Lebanon. Trans-Arabian Pipeline 
at a cost of $7 million. When fully opera- (o. (TAPline) brings crude from Saudi 

tive early in 1967 the plant employed Arabia to the Zahrani export terminal at 
some 200 people. Lebanese annual demand gidon on Lebanon’s southern Mediter- 
for nitrogenous fertilizers runs around  yanean coast. It also delivers crude to 

70,000 tons. the Sidon refinery of the Mediterranean 

| Other Minerals.—In 1967, production Refining Co. The IPC pipeline brings 
. . eye crude from Iraq oil fields to the Tripoli of dolomite, kaolin, and silica sand was . . 

? : ol terminal in northern Lebanon, as well as 
reported for _the first time. It is likely ., -po, Tripoli refinery. 

that production began before 1967, as The unsettled situation in 1966-67 up- 
the reports indicated expanded output of cet pipeline operations with resultant 

these materials to meet needs in the reduced revenues to Lebanon. Substantial 
domestic economy. No information is upward adjustments in transit and ter-
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minal fees should take up some of this rated crude capacity of this facility was 23- 
shortfall in 1968 and beyond. These in- 000 to 25,000 barrels daily. When normal 
creased fees were imposed by Lebanon in pipelined crude supplies were cut off 
line with those agreed upon by the IPC in 1966 and in 1967, the refinery operated 
pipeline and the Syrian Government dur- without shutdown or curtailment, usmg 
ing 1966 and 1967. crude in storage or Persian Gulf crude fed 

TAPline’s enforced shutdown from June to it from tanker shipments. 
6 to September 16, 1967 (Arab-Israeli The IPC refinery in 1966 processed 
crisis), resulted in a 28—percent decline 825,967 metric tons of crude. Yields, in 
in throughput at the Zahrani terminal percent of total processed, were motor 
(120.8 million barrels in 1967; 168 mil- gasolines—19.4; kerosine—12.2; gas oil— 
lion barrels in 1966). This in turn, re- 13.5; fuel oil for inland consumption— 
duced Lebanon’s transit terminal and 28.5; fuel oil for export—21.5, LPG—1; 
loading revenues from TAPline by _ refinery fuels and losses—4.9. 
slightly more than $1 million, or 30 per- The Sidon refinery is operated by the 
cent under the 1965 and 1966 fees paid. Mediterranean Refining Co. (MED- 
In 1967, the amount of TAPline crude RECO), owned in equal shares by the 
moved out of Lebanon via tanker dropped California Texas Oil Corp. and the Mobil 
30 percent under 1966 shipments (1967— Oil Corp. A plan late in 1967 to expand 
113.3 million barrels; 1966—162.6 million daily crude capacity from about 17,500 
barrels). barrels to about 25,000 barrels in order 

TAPline’s throughput capacity is about to keep pace with Lebanon’s demand for 

460,000 barrels per day. The advent of motor fuel may be held up because of 
larger tankers and increasingly higher negotiations between the refinery manage- 
fees charged by all countries through ment and the Government over proposed 
which the pipeline passes tends to foretell increased taxes and other financial ar- 
the end of its economic justification. rangements. 

IPC’s pipeline was shut down because MEDRECO, which normally processes 
of a dispute with the Syrian Government TAPline-delivered crude, was able to 
for the first 2 months of 1967 and because maintain operations using crude stored in 
of the Arab-Israeli crisis, from June 7 to Lebanon during TAPline’s shutdown, and 
June 27, 1967. In spite of these curtail- there was no cutback in output. 
ments, total 1967 throughput to the The MEDRECO refinery, in 1966 proc- 

Tripoli terminal was 112.4 million bar- essed 835,271 metric tons of crude. 

rels, less than 1 percent below the 1966 Yields, in percent of total processed, were 

receipts. Total crude exports by IPC motor gasolines—18.4; kersosine—6.3; gas 

from Tripoli in 1967 lagged only 1 per- oil—12.6; fuel oil for inland consump- 

cent behind 1966 (1967—106.8 million tion—16.1; fuel oil for export—40.6; 

barrels; 1966—107.6 million barrels). LPG—1.3; refinery fuels and losses —4.7. 

IPC’s payments to Lebanon declined by Serious discussions took place in 1967 

only about $50,000 in 1967 because up- between French and United States in- 

ward payment adjustments virtually terests and the Lebanese Government 

balanced throughput reductions. with respect to possible construction of a 

Refining—A total of more than 6 mil- third “national Lebanese” refinery which 

lion barrels of 36° to 37° API gravity would use crude from sources other than 

crude were delivered by IPC to its Tripoli Iraq or Saudi Arabia. Commitments were 

refinery in 1966. In December 1967, the not finalized.
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The Mi 1 Indust f Liberi 

| By Henry E. Stipp * 

Liberia’s mineral industry continued to plant on the African Continent. The 
contribute substantially to the nation’s Liberian and U.S. Geological Surveys con- 
economy in 1967 with a mineral output tinued joint mapping activities scheduled 
value equal to 60 percent of the estimated for completion by 1972. Objectives of the 
Gross National Product of $219 million. program, initiated in 1964, were chiefly to 
Production of mineral commodities in 1967 prepare a geological map of Liberia on a 
were valued at almost $132 million ? com- scale of 1:250,000, to prepare larger maps 

pared with $113 million in 1966. Iron ore for mineral exploration, and to evaluate 

continued to be the principal mineral com- 44q make recommendations for develop- 
modity produced; the country ranked third net, os 

; ment of the nation’s mineral resources. The 
among world exporters. Diamond exports G nt ted exclusj ‘neral ex 
also contributed to the nation’s foreign location. ; gran ee exclusive minera eX- 
exchange earnings. ploration rights in South-East Liberia be- 

Probably the most important event in tween the Cestos and Cavalle Rivers to a > 

the mineral sector was the completion at Dutch consortium, William Mueller and 
yearend of the first iron ore pelletizing Co. | . 

PRODUCTION 

Iron ore mining experienced another 17 percent compared with 1966 levels. 
record high year, despite a lower unit During the last 2 years gold production has 
value and generally slack demand in the’ shown a significant rise, although output 
world market. Production in 1967 was is still far below the 1943 high of 30,000 
valued at $121.5 million compared with ounces. Diamond shipments decreased — 
$108.2 million in 1966. Increased output slightly from those of 1966. Production 
from the Mano River mine of National figures for diamonds are not recorded; the 
Iron Ore Co. (NIOC) and the Bong mine largest part of diamond shipments from 
of German Liberian Mining Co. Liberia originate in neighboring countries. 
(DELIMCO) was chiefly responsible for ————._.. as . 

. . ye te al 
the rise. Gold output, as indicated by Bank Acta scientist, Division of Internation 

j 2 Where necessary, values have been convert- 
of Monrovia purchases (gold sales to local ed to U.S. dollars at the rate of Liberian 
jewelry makers are not reported), increased $1—U.s.$1. 

Table 1.—Liberia: Production of mineral commodities 

Metals: 
Gold ?___........-..-.-----.--troy ounces... 1,960 1,824 1,701 4,351 §,111 
Iron ore.__.__.......-thousand metric tons._ 7,520 12,999 15,959 16,859 18 , 224 

Nonmetals: 
Diamond: * 

Gem_____-_.-.-.2X_--thousand carats __- 240 298 277 343 362 
Industrial. .._.....-.----.-.-.-.--do0___- 508 273 263 212 181 

Total_______-.-.._-.-----.----do_._- 748 571 540 555 543 

1 in addition to commodities listed, construction materials also were produced but output data are not 
avaiable. 

2 Purchases by Bank of Monrovia. 
§ Exports for fiscal year ending August 31. 
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TRADE 

Liberian exports of mineral commodities Value Minerals 
consisted essentially of iron ore valued at (million dollars) com: 
almost $156 million in 1966 compared with Mineral share Of 
$96 million in 1965, and diamond valued com- ; Total total ' 
at about $4.3 million in 1966 contrasted moatries rade * _& ercent) 

i Wi 1 | Exports: with almost $1.4 million in 1965. Major 1oe5 159.4 214.8 74.2 
imports were iron and steel semimanu- 1966__....._ 171.8 227.7 75.5 
factures valued at about $3.6 million in = !™P 085. oo. 9.3 580.8 1.6 
1966 and almost $4 million in 1965, and 1966 - ~~ ..-_- 8.4 453.7 1.9 Trade balance: 
petroleum refinery products valued at 1965 - -oe---e + 150. 1 — 365.5 xx | | 
almost $3.3 million in 1966 and about $3.5 wonnn--= $168.4 226. _ 

“Wh : ; : XX Not applicable. 
million im 1965. The relationship of 1 Values given are for only those commodities listed mineral commodity trade to trade in all in table 2 of this chapter. | 
commodities is shown in the following ? Source: Statistical Office of the United Nations. | : Supplement to the World Trade Annual. V. 3, 1966 tabulation: pp. 709-722. 

Table 2.—Liberia: Foreign trade in mineral commodities | 
. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) _ 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations and sources, 1966 

EXPORTS . 
Metals: 

Iron and steel scrap____.____________ 3, 766 11,756 Japan 1,062; Italy 694. 
Iron ore and thousand metric tons__ 15,668 16,272 West Germany 6,251; United States concentrate. 3,359; Italy 1,618. 
Nonferrous metals, scrap__.__._____. 172 214 West Germany 112; Japan 73; Spain 29. 

Nonmetals: | | 
Diamond: 2 

Bort and industrial______carats__ 262,850 212,226 Belgium-Luxembourg ¢ 197,650; 
United States ¢ 10,940. 

Gem...__.-_._._.._-___._do__.. 276,574 342,731 Belgium-Luxembourg ¢ 130,710; 
West Germany ¢ 110,660; 
United Kingdom ¢ 51,860. 

. Total_.____.___-____________. 539,424 2554,957 ee 
IMPORTS 
eee 

Metals: 
Aluminum..__ 22-2 162 198 United Kingdom 51; United States 47. Copper.._.._.-_____ 136 113 All from United States. 
Iron and steel_._______.__.___._____ 115,685 112,913 United States 6,357; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 2,496; 
West Germany 1,965. 

Nonmetals: 
Asphalt, natural._._____.._____.____ 3,840 NA 
Cement and building products_______ 46,158 141,741 Belgium-Luxembourg 9,647; Sweden 

8,606; West Germany 7,778. 
Fertilizers, all types__....__________. 12,525 13,281 France 2,850; West Germany 431. 
Salt_.---- 2 3,429 1,590 All from West Germany. 
Nonmetallic minerals, crude, n.e.s_ -___ 4 885 United Kingdom 754; West 

Germany 131. 
Mineral fuels: Petroleum: 

Crude and partly 42-gallon barrels. _ 17 NA 
refined. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline, motor and do____ 557,184 1247,240 Italy 238,657. 

aviation. 
Kerosine and jet fuel___._.do____ 83,855 1164,750 All from Italy. 
Distillate fuel oil.________do____ 735,848 1298,758 Italy 291,626. 
Residual fuel oil______.___.do____ 313,590 1207,179 Greece 88,864; Spain 74,619; 

France 43,696. 
Lubricating oils and do____ 5,215 12,768 United Kingdom 1,648. 

greases. 

Total________._.__.___do____ 1,695,692 1930,695 TT 
e Estimate. NA Not available. 
1 Source: Statistical Office of the United Nations. Supplement to the World Trade Annual. V. 3, 1966, 

pp. 709-722. 
? Shipping figures for the Liberian fiscal year, September 1, 1965, to August 31, 1966. Figures for 1966 

calendar year are unavailable.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Liberia Mining Co. (LMC), which 

Iron Ore.—Production and exports con- mined a deposit in the Bomi Hills 80 
tinued to increase as all four mining com- ‘ilometers northwest of Monrovia, pro- 
panies experienced another good year. duced 2,871,571 tons of ore in 1967. Out- 
Output in 1968 was expected to rise to Put consisted of 1,056,404 tons lump ore 

more than 20 million tons compared with 2nd 840,772 tons of fines. Exports by LMC 
18.2 million tons in 1967. This conjecture totaled 2,028,414 tons mainly to United 
was based upon an expected increase of 2 Kingdom (464,600), West Germany (441,- 
million tons representing a full year’s pro- 914), Netherlands (420,134), and United 
duction of iron ore pellets from the new States (369,580). Proven reserves at the 
$54 million pelletizing plant completed at Bomi Hills deposit were reportedly 90 
Buchanan in November. The plant, owned ‘Million tons of magnetite ore containing 
by Liberian American-Swedish Minerals 68 to /0 percent iron and 150 million tons 
Co. (LAMCO), is the first to be con- of low-grade ore containing 35 to 50 per- 

structed in Africa, and output consists of Cent iron.° 
washed lump ore, washed fines, and pellets. Employment at the Mano River mine, 
These are more competitive products than Bomi Hills mine, and loading facilities in 

the run-of-mine ore previously shipped. Monrovia totaled 1,728. ‘The Bong mine 
The capacity of the pelletizing plant was employed 1,500 Liberians and 300 
reported as about 2.2 million tons per Europeans. Employment at LAMCO's 
year. In the year ending December 31, facilities was estimated at 3,814 workers 

1967 LAMCO produced 8,194,882 tons of and staff. — 
iron ore consisting of 2,868,213 tons lump A fifth Iron ore mine and ancillary 
ore and 5,326,669 tons fines. Exports by facilities was approved in September for 
LAMCO totaled 7,759,350 tons chiefly installation at Kitoma.® Iron ore deposits 
to West Germany (2,772,045), United at Kitoma have been estimated at 750 

| States (2,501,860), and Belgium-Luxem- million tons of ore averaging 40 to 60 per- 

| bourg (1,116,480). The Mount Nimba ent iron. The Kitoma Mining and Trad- 
deposit mined by LAMCO was estimated 18 Co. an affiliate of Hanna Mining Co. 

to have total reserves of 250 million tons 2nd Landberg Thalman and Co. of New 
of high-grade hematite ore averaging 65 York was scheduled to develop the deposits 

to 69 percent iron.? A considerable quantity 2t a cost of about $200 million. — 
of low-grade ore also occurs. The geological investigation of iron ore 

National Iron Ore Co. (NIOC), which deposits in the Bie Range in Grand Cape 

mines a deposit on the Mano River 144 Mount County being conducted by Liberia 
kilometers northwest of Monrovia, pro- Mining Co. was said to be encouraging.’ 
duced 3,748,309 tons of ore in 1967. This It was assumed that a joint-venture com- 
consisted of 1,402,145 tons of lump ore Pany;, to include the Liberian Government, 

and 2,346,164 tons of fines. Exports in Mines Management Associates Ltd., and 
1967 totaled 4,159,760 mainly to United the Liberia Mining Co. (LMC), would be 
Kingdom (1,224,784), West Germany formed to develop the deposits. 
(1,066,577), and Netherlands (710,332). Reportedly, hundreds of millions of tons 

Estimated reserves at the Mano River mine 0f high-grade iron ore averaging more than 
were 54 million tons averaging 53 percent 39 percent iron have been discovered in 
iron and substantial quantities of low- the Wologisi Range, Lofa County, about 
grade ore.‘ 230 kilometers northeast of Monrovia.® 

German Liberian Mining Co. (DE- The Liberian Iron and Steel Corp. 

LIMCO), which exploits the Bong mine 3 Jones, A.E. Nyema, Mineral Resources of 
80 kilometers northeast of Monrovia, pro- Liberia. Mineral Int Service. V. 20, No. 2, 
duced 3,408,779 tons of ore concentrates 4 Slings’ Mining Review. V. 57, No. 322, 

in 1967. Exports by DELIMCO, which Aug. 10, 1968, PP. 145, 8. Lond Libert 
totaled 3,304,083 tons, went to West Ger- May 1968p. Sane Condon). Liberia. 
many (2,091,284) and Italy (1,212,799). 6U.S. Department of Commerce, Overseas 

Reserves at the Bong mine were estimated Bu siness Reports. OBR 68-27, March 1968, p. 
at 250 million tons of ore averaging 35 7 Work cited in footnote 3, 
to 45 percent iron. A pe ae, 3p" Commerce Daily. V. 8, No. 78,
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(LISCO) has obtained a 70-year conces- was produced from Liberian resources, the 
sion, and an international consortium, greater part of diamond shipments from. 
headed by E.J. Longyear Co., is con- the country consisted of stones originating 
ducting a detailed geological survey of in neighboring countries and sold _ to 
the deposit. Plans were being prepared for licensed buyers in Monrovia. 
development of the deposit and construc- | 
tion of railway and port. facilities at MINERAL FUELS 

Robertsport. “ Petroleum.—Petroleum activity during 
NONMETALS 1967 was confined to refinery construction 

and mapping sedimentary rocks near the 
Barite—Six barite veins were discovered coast by the Liberian and U.S. Geological 

in a 5,180-hectare area in eastern Montser- Surveys.1! The extent and thickness of 
rodo County and southwestern Bong _ these rocks seaward was being investigated 
County 85 kilometers northeast of Monro- by an aerial magnetometer and _scintil- 
via.” In addition seven other occurrences lometer survey. 
were discovered later in the Gibi area of A 10,000-barrel-per-day refinery was 
Liberia. Geologic investigations and de- nearing completion 8 kilometers northeast 
tailed maps of the original six veins were of Monrovia? The plant, owned by 
made by the Liberian and U.S. Geological Liberia Refining Co., a partnership of 
Surveys. Samples indicated that the barite Sunray DX Oil Co. and Hydrocarbon 
was 99-percent barium sulfate (BaSOz). Research Inc., was scheduled to begin 
Reserves of the six original veins reportedly operating in July 1968. 
exceed 1 million tons. a 

Diamond. — Mining operations were i an he Gib A re oe eee 
centered in parts of Nimba, Lofa, and August 1967, 23 pp. } 
Grand Cape Mount Counties. The 10 Work cited in footnote 3. 

Liberian Swiss Mining Corp. operated in gists Baicin. Veen he, OF Rotoleum | Geolo- 
‘Al area 96 kilometers north of Mo nrovia. te World Petroleum. V. 39, No. 6, June 1968, though a small quantity of diamonds  p, g,



The Mi try of Li e Mineral Industry of Libya 

By Eugene R. Slatick * | 

The principal mineral developments in million, mostly in petroleum. In 1966 the 

Libya in 1967 were in the petroleum in- petroleum industry employed an estimated 

dustry, which continued to be of world 13,500 persons, including about 10,500 

significance because nearly all of the coun- _ Libyans. | 

try’s large crude oil production continued Highlights of 1967 included the discov- 

to be exported. Petroleum remained the ery by Occidental of Libya, Inc., of three 

basis of Libya’s economy, and presumably oilfields, one of which reportedly is the 

made as significant a contribution in 1967 _largest in the country; the construction of 

as it did in 1965, the year of the most Libya’s sixth pipeline and an export term- 

recent complete economic data. In that inal at Zuetina; the temporary halting by 

year the gross domestic product was re- the Government of all crude oil production 

ported at $1,142? million, of which the and exports because of the Arab-Israeli 

petroleum sector contributed $672 million War; the temporary suspension by the 

directly and $277 million indirectly. Ap- petroleum companies of crude oil dis- 

proximately three-fourths of all govern- counts; the placing on stream of the Marsa 

ment revenue in recent years has been from e]-Brega refinery; the beginning of con- 

the petroleum industry. In 1966 govern- struction of the world’s largest natural gas 
ment petroleum revenues were reported at liquefaction plant at Marsa el-Brega: the 

$476 million, compared with $371 million a P . oe DEB A 
in 1965; the Government received 87.0 renewal of exploration for oil in western 

: cents per barrel of crude oil exported in Libya ; the inauguration of the country's 

1966, compared with 83.8 cents in 1965. first aluminum fabrication plant; and an 
U.S. direct investment in Libya at the be- agreement to build the country’s first sul- 

ginning of 1966 was reported at $424 fur extraction plant. 

PRODUCTION 

Data on mineral production for 1967 tion, all associated with crude oil output 

were available only for crude oil, the coun- _— was estimated at 415 billion cubic feet in 

try’s major mineral commodity. These pre- 1967. 

liminary data indicated a 15-percent in- 
crease in output relative to that of 1966 ——————— 

despite a 1-month production stoppage 1¥Foreign mineral specialist (petroleum), 

during the Arab-Israeli War. Libya con- Division of International Activities. 
. . . : ere necessary, values have been con- 

tinued to be the principal oil producer in verted from Libyan pounds (£L) to U.S. 

Altica and apparently was the seventh Wey, fhe rll og REUSE 0 
largest in the world. Natural gas produc- July 1967, p. 246. 
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Table 1.—Libya: Production of mineral commodities | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Nonmetals: | 
Brick______.-----------million bricks__ €10 e10 e 10 NA NA 
Gypsum.___.__----------------------- eee 400 1,865 2,500 NA 
Lime. __.____------------------------- NA NA NA 40 NA 
Natron_______------------------------  -----_--- 5 ---------  --------- NA 
Salt___..._.__.._..-.-_thousand tons__ 19 12 12 (4) NA 
Stone, crushed____-.___._-._.__._do____ ¢ 250 e 250 e 250 NA NA 

Mineral fuels: 
Natural gas, associated 2 

million cubic feet__ ____._.._._  ¢® 231,200 308 , 433 361,247 ¢ 415,000 
Petroleum, crude 

thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 167, 786 315,660 445,374 * 552,712 »p 633,275 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. r Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Less than }4 unit. 
2 Mostly flared; some used as fuel in oilfield operations. 

TRADE 

Libya’s mineral exports have been dom- Crude oil exports during the year were 

inated by crude oil, shipments of which from four terminal ports: Marsa el-Brega, 
reached an estimated 610 million barrels Ras es-Sidr, Ras Lanuf, and Tobruk. A 
in 1967, 11.5 percent greater than that of fifth terminal, Zuetina, was under construc- 
1966. According to preliminary data, Libya tion. 
in 1967 ranked seventh in the world.among Principal mineral imports in 1966 based 
crude oil exporters. Based on posted prices, on value were iron and steel (mainly tubes, 
the value of 1967 crude oil exports was pipes, and fittings), $24.9 million; petro- 
estimated at $1 billion, compared with leum products, $15.6 million; cement, $8.8 

$983 million in 1966. Preliminary 1967 million; nonrefractory bricks, tiles, pipes, 
trade data indicate that the temporary and similar products, $4.5 million; and 
interruption in crude shipments during the nonferrous metals, $3.8 million. The petro- 
Arab-Israeli War had little effect on leum companies imported’ supplies and 
Libya’s balance of trade, and that the equipment valued at $39.6 million in 1966, 
continued large exports maintained a down from $61.2 million in 1965 and $78.8 

_ favorable trade balance of the same mag- million in 1964. The decline reflects the 
nitude as in 1965 and 1966. Data for these change in emphasis from exploration and 
years follow: development to production. 

a The major sources of Libya’s 1966 min- 
___Value _ Mineral eral imports were Italy, $26.2 million; 

(million dollars) commod- France, $6.4 million; United States, $5.4 
Mineral Total share of million; United Kingdom, $4.9 million; 
commod- co - tota “11° ities? ities (p ere ent) and West Germany, $4.5 million. 7 

a Libya’s reexports of mineral commodities 
Exports: were valued at $0. illion i - 1065... 786 790 99.5 $0 1 million in 1966, com 

1966__...... 984 987 99.7 pared with $0.2 million in 1965 and $0.9 
Imports: million in 1964. 

1965_______. 56. 320 17.5 
1966_-. 2-2. 65 405 16.0 

Trade balance: 
1965___.___- +730 +470 XxX 
1966_...____ +919 +582 XxX 
Ee 

T Revised. XX Not applicable. 
_} Values given are for only those commodities 
listed in tables 2 and 3 of this chapter.
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Table 2.—Libya: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eg ec SS Sh Ps se Ss 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

ee 

Exports: Metals: 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore, concentrates__._...._-- 40 __-LL.- 
Tron and steel scrap____.__..---- 4,472 8,395 Italy 8,330. 

Nonferrous scrap_______------------ 1,495 1,056 Italy 771; West Germany 84; Japan 83. 
Mineral thousand 42-gallon barrels_. 442,629 547,351 West Germany 188,312; United Kingdom 

fuels: Petroleum, crude. 75,970; Italy 65,692; France 64,216. 
Reexports: Metals: 

Copper and alloys, unwrought__.-..-  ------- 19 All to Italy. 
Iron and steel semimanufactures- _ - - - 697 222 Turkey 70; France 65; West Germany 48. 
Nonferrous scrap___._.--.-..------- 538 eee 

Nonmetals: Clay._-_.._..._--.---_------ 40 ____.-- 
Mineral] fuels: Petroleum refinery products: 

Lubricating oil, greases......_.------  ------- 48 NA. 
i 

NA Not available. -
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Table 3.—Libya: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ee 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

a 
Metals: 

Aluminum and alloys, all forms_ --—__-_ 1,100 1,793 Italy 1,197; United Kingdom 202. 
Copper and alloys, all forms________-_ 165 1,361 Kuwait 756; West Germany 350. 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore and concentrate. ..______ 1,041 _______ 
Serap_.___---_.-----_ ee 406 824 United Kingdom 812. 
Ingots and other primary forms_. 2,398 1,645 Italy 1,085; Belgium-Luxembourg 478. 
Semimanufactures: . 

' Pipes, tubes, and fittings__.__ 82,633 64,654 United States 12,351; Italy 16,433; West 
Germany 8,834. 

Other__.__--._------------ 48,278 55,060 Italy 31,745; Belgium-Luxembourg 10,464; 
West Germany 8,380. 

Lead and alloys, all forms. .________-_ 219 271 Netherlands 112; West Germany 61; 
Tunisia 29. 

Silver: 
Ore and concentrate.__________-_ 821 ____ Lee 
Unworked or troy ounces_. 164,515 _______ 

partly worked. 
Tin and alloys, all forms___long tons__ 21 62 West Europe 20. 
Zinc and alloys, all forms_.__________ 631 452 Italy 285; Belgium-LLuxembourg 118. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives: 

Natural, crude________________- 2,573 10,183 Italy 10,180. 
. Grinding and polishing wheels and 

stones_...._.---_--__-----_e 623 71 Italy 45; West Germany 13. 
Asbestos: 

Crude____.--._--_.-_-_-_ ee NA 27 United States 20. 
Asbestos cement building mate- 

rials. _._--.--------.-------. 18,041 11,745 Italy 4,134; Yugoslavia; 3,144; Czechoslo- 
vakia 1,755. 

Borates, natural_.__._._______-______ 550 _______ 
Bricks, tiles, ete..._.___._...._-._-----. 69,548 126,595 Italy 103,245; Tunisia 14,144. 
Cement.___...._.__._thousand tons__ 473 620 Rumania 136; Greece 129; Italy 117. 
Clays.__.__-_._--._-___-___.-do____ 58 32 Greece 21; Italy 9; France 2. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude_..__.__-_-_--_---_--_---_-- 3,413 355 Netherlands 350. 
Manufactured_____._-__--.----- 12,451 21,960 Italy 11,502; West Germany 4,415; Nether- 

lands 3,663. 
Gypsum and plaster_________._____- 281 1,007 West Europe 989. 
Lime_--___-_._-__----.---_-------- 24,743 44,018 Italy 32,032; Lebanon 7,058. 
Limestone_______________.________- 431 2,657 Italy 2,017. 
Mica, worked_______.-______-______- 28 208 Italy 207. 
Pigments, mineral____._____._.--__- 212 151 West Europe 132. 
Salt__.--- 2. eee NA 104 United States 103. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone___.__________-_ 8,207 138,612 Italy 13,074. 
Gravel and crushed stone___.____ 9,179 11,001 Italy 9,411; Greece 1,127. 

Sulfur__._._-____-2 2-2 NA 26 All from Italy. 
Tale and steatite___...___._-______- NA 55 All from Italy. 
Other: 

Quartz, mica, feldspar, fluorspar, 
eryolite, and chiolite.__._____-_ 129 304 Ceylon 134; India 118. 

Slag and other’ metallurgical 
wastes, not metal bearing_-_..__ 42 ___-_-- 

Mineral fuels: 
Asphalt, natural____...--..__------ 2,621 14,479 Venezuela 6,394; Italy 5,004; United 

Kingdom 1,837. 
Coal and coal products.___.____.-__- 6,750 ___--- 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline 

thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 876 942 Italy 468; France 461. 
Kerosine and jet fuel_____do____ 325 606 France 304; Italy 290. 
Distillate fuel oil. ___.____do___- 1,040 1,513 Italy 1,079; France 383. 
Residual fuel oil._._._..__do____ 222 401 Italy 340. 
Lubricants___...___.__._.do___- 66 71 France 21; Italy 16; United States 15. 
Asphalts, wax and bitumen_-_do__ 137 47 Italy 24. 
Liquefied petroleum gas.__do___-_ 48 63 Italy 55. 

Total_____________.___do___. 2,714 8,643 

NA Not available.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS in thousands of barrels: Oasis Oil Gom- 

Aluminum.—Libya’s first aluminum fab- Libya bye: ne er Oe Tooee nal) 
ricating plant, near Tripoli, was inaugu- Gels enberg Bensin AG. 205: "British 

rated in January 1967. Initially the $300,- petroleum Exploration ~ Compan [Nelson 
000 plant will manufacture aluminum win- ber Hunt. 160: Esso Si te. I ¥ 135 . 
dow and door frames for the country’s 4 Werican Overseas Petroleum ? Lid, 130. 
booming construction market. Known asp. American Libyan Oil Com an 5. 
ALCOLIB, the plant is jointly owned by 314 phillips Pe sroleum Compan rf tb > 
the Aluminum Company of America 5 pany ¥as 

(Alcoa) and a group comprised of United In 1967 production was from 28 fields 
States, Nicaraguan, and Libyan interests. 44 more than in 1966. The major fiel ds 

Alcoa equip ped and is the operator O f the in 1966 and their total output in thousands 
plant, the third such facility that it has of barrels, were Zelten (Esso Standard), 
established in North Africa. 160,052; Gialo (Oasis), 106,711; Waha 

| (Oasis), 53,620; Dahra (Oasis), 44,554; 
NONMETALS Raguba (Esso Sirte), 34,956; and Amal 

Cement.—No further information was  (Mobil/Gelsenberg), 30,864.” Preliminary 
released during the year regarding plans of data indicate that these fields continued to 
the Libyan Cement Company to build a be Libya’s major producers in 1967. 
second cement plant in Libya. The two The Libyan Government halted crude oil 

| areas considered for the plant site were production and exports for 27 days begin- 
Guarcia-Ghar Yunis, 8 kilometers south of ning June 7 during the Arab-Israeli War; | 

Benghazi, and El-Regima, 32 kilometers an embargo on oil exports to the United 
east of Benghazi; both have suitable lime- States, United Kingdom, and West Ger- 

stone deposits. The only existing plant, many continued for a few months after 
owned by N ational Cement Company, is exports to other countries were permitted. 

near Homs, Tripolitania. In November 1967, oi] companies export- 

Sulfur.—Esso Standard Libya, Inc., ing crude agreed to temporarily suspend, 
agreed to build Libya’s first sulfur extrac- 1° etroactive to July 1, the 614 percent dis- 
tion plant in return for governmental count allowance for tax purposes granted 
approval to acquire an interest in four by the Government on posted prices. This 
petroleum concessions in western Libya. was done because the closing of the Suez 

The plant willl operate in conjunction Canal gives Libyan crude oil a freight 
with the Marsa el-Brega natural gas lique- advantage over oil from the Middle East. 

faction plant and will produce 45,000 long The agreement is to continue as long as 

tons of sulfur yearly. The cost of the plant the Canal is closed, and reportedly will 
has been estimated at up to $2.5 million.* give Libya an additional $65 million in pe- 

troleum revenue annually. Discussions were 
MINERALS FUELS held in 1967 regarding the gradual reduc- 

Petroleum and Natural Gas—Libya’s "0 and eventual permanent elimination 

proved crude oil reserves in 1967 were of sa encaher 1967 the Libyan Govern 
estimated at 29.2 billion barrels,> up from aero eee 
20 billion barrels in 1966. They were the Seana Taba ne ss nercemt ise 

- 5) 3 - - 

vangest in Atria . nd accounted for 7 per terest in four concessions in western Libya: 

Crude oil production during the first 6 Foncession Cc 6 of Gulf Oil yompery ot 
months of 1967 averaged 1.6 million bar- C ya ane dee Petrole an : ? Lib i i, 
rels per day, but by yearend had reached turn. Eas es te 1 es bald ( ; ze) can 
an average of 2.2 million barrels per day. return, fsso agreed to a sultur ox 
Average yearly production was 1.7 million —>1lW__ . 
barrels per day. In mid-1967, 734 wells 99h @r7eum Intelligence Weekly. Sept. 15, 
were producing (515 flowing, 219 pump- os. Oil and iS Journal. V. 65, No. 52, Dec. 
ing) ; 125 wells were shut in.° 6 Page "130 of work cited in footnote 5. 

Provisional data on daily production by 7The American Association of Petroleam 
company during the year was as follows, Geologists num V. 51, No. 8, August 1967,
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traction plant at Marsa el-Brega. Under 1.8 million barrels. The daily capacity of 
the agreement, Gulf and Total are entitled the 273-kilometer, 30-inch line from the 
to dispose separately of their 50-percent. Amal and Nafoora fields to Ras Lanuf was 
share of any oil produced. - ++ increased to 300,000 barrels. 

In May 1967 Pantapec International During the year Occidental of Libya, 
Petroleum, Ltd.,-a Bermudian company,  Inc., began construction of a 217-kilometer, 
obtained 20-percent interest in Concession 40-inch crude oil pipeline from the Idris 

| 118 of American Mining and Exploration field to Zuetina, where a terminal and 
Company. Pantapec is slated to invest storage facilities for 2 million barrels of 
$3.5 million in exploration and develop- oil were under construction. The line, the 
ment in the area before December 31, country’s sixth and the largest in diameter, 
1970. is scheduled to be in operation in early 

. . 1968 with an initial capacity of 150,000 
Exploration and _ Development.—Occi- barrels per day. A 24-inch spur line was 

dental of Libya, Inc., discovered three being built to the Augila field. | 
more oilfields in 1967, making a total of The Tobruk terminal of British Petro- 
four discovered since obtaining two con- leum/Nelson Bunker Hunt was dedicated 
cessions in 1966. The 1967 discoveries are in February 1967. The 1.5-million-barrel- 

in Concession 103, the 1966 (Augila) capacity terminal is supplied with oil from 
in Concession 102. The Idris field, discov- the Sarir field through a 515-kilometer, 34- 

| ered in May 1967, and reportedly the inch pipeline completed in late 1966. 
largest in the country was being readied a 5 
for production in January 1968 at an Refining and Marketing.—Libya’s only 
initial rate of 150,000 barrels per day. refinery, the Marsa el-Brega plant of Esso 
According to preliminary plans, 18 wells Sirte, Inc., began commercial operation : 
are to be drilled in the field* Idris crude ©tly in 1967 after being inoperative since 
oil has a high gravity (43° to 45° API), a 1963 because of disagreements between 

low-sulfur content (0.18 percent to 0.24 Esso and the Government over product 
percent), and a low-wax content (pour P¥ices.. Refinery output—regular and 
point 10° to 25° F.).° : premium motor gasoline, diesel oil, 

The two other discoveries, C-1 and D-1, kerosene, and residual fuel oil—will satisfy 

were tested at daily outputs of 3,650 bar- ™ost of Libya’s requirements; residual fuel 
rels and 74,867 barrels, respectively. The oil output is expected to exceed domestic 
former tested only part of the producing needs and be available for export. Daily 
zone; the latter tested a 700-foot section at refinery capacity was raised during the 
8,949 feet and reportedly was the most Year from 8,000 to 10,000 barrels. 
prolific well completed in the country. The _Refinery products are marketed by Esso 
Augila field, with eight wells completed, ‘rte, Inc., Shell Company of Libya, Ltd., 
was tested at about 100,000 barrels per day and Societa Lidica per il Petrolio S.p.A. 

and is expected to be producing in late (Asseil). 
1968, after a spur line is built to the Idris Natural Gas.—Libya’s proved natural 
field pipeline. Proved recoverable reserves gas reserves in 1967 were estimated at 
in Concession 103 have been estimated at 15,000 billion cubic feet,'! compared with | 
a minimum of 3 billion barrels.*® 7,000 billion cubic feet at the end of 1965. 

Two other companies discovered oil dur- Most of the reserves are associated with 
ing the year: British Petroleum in Conces- crude oil. The country’s gas _ reserves 
sion 80 and Elwerath-Wintershall in Con- ranked second in Africa after those of 
cession 97. | Algeria. 

In December, Esso Standard Libya, Inc., As in the past, oilfields accounted for all 
began drilling a well in Concession 1 in the natural gas produced. Most of the esti- 

western Libya to reevaluate the prospects mated 415 billion cubic feet produced in 
of the area. The well is near the Algerian 1967, was flared; a small amount was used 
border, about 60 kilometers southwest of in oilfield operations. . 
Atshan field. During 1967, Libyan Atlantic/Phillips 

Transportation and Terminals.—In 1967 196 Petroleum Intelligence Weekly. Dec. 18, 
Libya had five operating crude oil pipeline 9 Betroleum Intelligence Weekly. Feb. 5, 
systems, totaling 2,228 kilometers in length 1968, p. 5. 6 of work cited in footnote 
and having a daily throughput capacity of 11 Werk cited in footnote soe 9.
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resumed drilling in offshore Concession 88 and Compagnia Italiana Montaggi Indus- 

with the drilling ship Glomar V. Gas was _ triali S.p.A. These involve four major com- 

discovered there in November 1966, about ponents of the liquefaction plant: Two 

35 kilometers from Marsa el-Brega. booster compressors, the treating and dry- 

Construction of the $200 million Marsa ing section, the cyrogenic section, and the 

el-Brega natural gas liquefaction plant of refrigeration section. 

Esso Standard Libya, Inc., began in mid- During 1967 dredging of the Marsa el- 

1967 and was scheduled to be completed Brega harbor was completed to permit 

in late 1968. The plant, which ultimately | accommodation of the special liquefied gas 

will have a daily capacity of 380 million tankers. Two specially designed 300,000- 

cubic feet of gas is to operate initially at barrel storage tanks were under construc- 

a daily capacity of 345 million cubic feet, tion. 
processing associated natural gas from the During the year, Esso Standard built a 

Zelten oilfield. When the project isin oper- _172-kilometer, 36-inch line to transport gas 

ation, it will be the first time outside from Zelten oilfield to the liquefaction 

North America that associated natural gas plant. The 345-million-cubic-foot-per-day 

is used for large-volume commercial pur- line was used in late 1967 to transport 

poses.!2 Liquefied natural gas will be ex- crude oil from Zelten to the Marsa el- 
ported to Italy and Spain under contracts Brega terminal.* 
concluded in 1965. Liquefied petroleum gas 
will be produced for local consumption. ——_—__-—___ 

Construction contracts for the largest 12 Review of Arab Petroleum and Economics. 
phase of the project were awarded to the V. 2 N°. i April 1966, p. 10. _ 

Italian companies, SNAM Progetti, S.p.A. 1967, os. eum Intelligence Weekly. Aug. 14,





The Mineral Industry of th 

Mal Republi 

By Eugene R. Slatick * , 

The mineral industry of the Malagasy A geochemical laboratory was also estab- 

Republic in 1967 continued to be dom- lished. 

inated by the mining or extractive phase. There are several company operations in 

The country remained a major world Malagasy, including producers of chromite, 

source of graphite and phlogopite mica. graphite, and phlogopite mica; however, 

Development work continued on the large individual miners account for a consider- 

chromite deposits discovered several years able part of the production of several com- 

ago. Petroleum exploration concessions modities significant to the Malagasy min- 

were granted to two companies; several eral economy. These miners market their 

others requested concession areas. products, generally destined for export, . 

The geological service continued its geo- through various intermediaries. To elim- 

logical mapping program and continued inate the inefficiencies of this method and 

. . ; 2 increase the miners’ income and produc- 
prospecting for a variety of minerals.” It . he G ‘dered . 
b luati ral ‘neral di ; tion, the overnment consi ere creating 

egan evaluating several muinera’ discov’ a cooperative organization to establish _ 

eries, including asbestos and molybdenite quality control and a marketing setup. The 

deposits, and studied several anomalies participation of an experienced U.S. min- 

detected by previous geophysical surveys. eral company has been considered.® 

PRODUCTION | 

The mine-head value of reported min- ~___._. . 
. . 1Foreign mineral specialist (petroleum), 

eral output in 1967 was about 1.9 mil- Division of International Activities. 
: : “W: Razafini » A. 1967 A 1 Report of 
lion,* compared with about $3.2 million  ipe Geological Survey. 159 pp. port ° 

in 1966. The major minerals by value in , 6. International Commerce. V. 73, No. 3. Jan. 
.. ewe ’ » Pp. . 

1967 were graphite, $1.1 million, and 4 Where necessary, values have been converted 

phlogopite mica, $0.4 million. from Malagasy i 4B reSL0O. U.S. dollars at 

495
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Table 1.—Malagasy Republic: Production of mineral commodities 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1 | 1963 - 1964. 1965 1966 1967 
a 
Metals: 

Beryl__._.-_.-__--------------------------- 411 212 20 e 20 30 
Chromite_____.__._------------------------ 11,200 11,770 2,384 ~----- ~o une 
Columbite and tantalite__..._____.kilograms_._ 17,200 3,600 4,000 2 450 67 
Gold_____-_.------_-----.-----troy ounces_. 900 - 440 598 852 752 
Manganese ore___._____--------------------  ------ ~oueee ) -aae-e ~oenee 
Monazite_____-_._-_------------------------ 615 964 1,085 850 25 
Nickel ore 3_____.._--._-------------------- 14,388 NA NA ~----- ee 
Titanium concentrate (ilmenite)....._..._...... 3,653 4,800 6,311 6,188 1,857 
Uranium ore and concentrate 3_.___-.__-_-_-- 482 . 690 421 r 359 307 
Zircon concentrate. ____-__.----------------- 388 512 644 705 209 

Nonmetals: 
Cement_______.____-.__..--.thousand tons_- 41 44 39 46 60 
Feldspar_______--.------------------------ r (4) 1 t (A) w~o---- ~----- 
Garnet, abrasive_.___.____--____----------- 2 65 69 12 (4) 
Graphite______.-_..__.___-.--------------- 19,245 18,173 17,015 « 16,366 14,890 
Mica, phlogopite: : 

Block_______.------------------------- 97 93 91 64 54 
Splittings.._._._-__-_----.-------------- 868 589 538 653 482 

Quartz, crystal__._._.._.....__.--kilograms_. 28,700 28 ,300 88,100 99,799 39, 500 
Salt §._~- 0 e+ --- 200 290 145 ©. 456.— NA 
Stones, semiprecious_.._._........-kilograms_. 4,159 3,831 5, 822 5,684 164 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, bituminous___...___.___-------------- 2,000 4,000. 2,000 penne 2,000 
Petroleum refinery products 

. thousand 42-gallon barrels. ___--- ------ ------ | @ 285 NA 

e Estimate. NA Not available. r Revised. . . 
1In addition to commodities listed; a variety of minerals, mainly nonmetallic are produced in very small 

quantities. — . 

2 U.S. imports. . 
3 Exports. 
4 Less than }4 unit. ~ —_ , = 
* Recorded production only. 7 

TRADE | 

As shown in the following table, the in nonferrous metals is presumed to be 
, Malagasy Republic had an unfavorable scrap. Probably the exports of gem stones 

trade balance in 1965 and 1966 in both the includes most of the recorded output of 
mineral and the total trade sector. quartz crystal. The sharp increase in the 

_ exports of iron and steel semimanufactures 

Value Mineral to Réunion and the Comoros in 1 966 may 
| (million dollars) com- indicate the completion and operation of 

| Mineral Total modities the 12,000-ton-per-year plant at Tamatave 
| | com- trade total § for the production of corrugated and 

modities * (percent) = coated steel plants; the increase in zinc 
sports bears this out, although definitive 

Exports $48 $92.4 «2 information about the plant is not avail- 
1966________ 5.2 98.5 5.3 able. 

Impartee 80.0 139.5 14.3 Based on value, the principal mineral 
1966___...._ 20.0 143.2 14.0 imports in 1966 were refined petroleum 

Trade balance:  4g.2 47.1 xX products, $6.8 million; iron and steel semi- 
1966.._..... —14.8  —44.7 xx manufactures, $6.3 million; crude oil, $2.5 

$$ million; and cement, $1.6 million. The 
XX N ot applicable. . y th a major mineral exports were graphite, $1.9 
1 Values given are for only those commodities “11: ° : “1H 

listed in tables 2 and 3 of this chapter. million, and phlogopite mica, $1.1 million. 
, Early in the year the Government modi- 

The Malagasy Republic maintains a _ fied the 1965 interdiction of trade between 
small entrep6t trade, primarily in metal the Malagasy Republic and Southern 
semimanufactures, with several of the Rhodesia to prohibit specifically the im- 
nearby islands including St. Christophe, portation of items on the United Nations 
Réunion, and the Comoros, and these re- Mandatory Sanctions List. The minerals 
exports are included in export data. Much included are asbestos, chromite, copper, 
of the export trade to European countries and iron ore.
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Table 2.—Malagasy Republic: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Beryllium, concentrate_..._...------ 63 6 All to United States. A 
Chromite__._._.-.___-.--.-_-_------- 7,800: 1 All to France. 
Columbite-tantalite____._....._...--- 4 1 All to Netherlands. 
Copper_._..-.--------------------- 243 270 West Germany 198; France 47; Nether- 

. lands 22. 
Gold___-__-...--.--..-troy ounces__ 64 ween eee 
Iron and steel: . —— 

Serap___.._--.--2-------------- 6 , 506 166 Mainly to France. 
Semimanufactures_-_..-..------- 271 - 1,585 Réunion 1,386; Comoro Islands 144. 

Lead, mainly scrap_____._--.-_------ 31 15 France 9; Italy 6. 
Thorium and uranium minerals, mainly 1,564 1,398 All to France. 

monazite. | . 
Tin_..._........_._-..--long tons_-_ (4) () All to Comoro Islands. . 
Zine____._--~-.-_----------------- 13 8 All to France. 

Nonmetals: 
Cement, hydraulic_.___._.-_-------- 91 16 St. Christophe 10; Comoro Islands 6. 
Gem stones, preciousand kilograms__ * 84,847 104,433 France 53,334; Hong Kong 35,775. - 

semiprecious.. oe, 
Garnet, abrasive__..._.-..--------- 105 6 United giates 2; Switzerland-Liechten- 

stein 2. 
Graphite___..........--._--------- 17,994 16,815 United States. 5,035; United Kingdom 

Lime_______-_-- -- eee 2 2 All to Comoro Islands. | 
Mica, crude and worked...___..----- : 963i; 961 Japan 257; United States 234; Belgium- 

, . . Luxembourg 170. 
Salt_._.___._______-. eee. 2,085 =~. = 2,116 Réunion 1,744; Comoro Islands 372. 
Stone for construction use__.__-._--- 4: 9 Réunion 8. a 
Nonmetals, not elsewhere specified__-. —_- 9 8 Comoro Islands 4. 

Minera! fuels: - oo ts 
Coal and briquets___....--..---+--- 9 ------- « 5 All to Comoro Islands. . 
Petro- thousand 42-gallon barrels_- 175 167 Réunion 80; Aden 60. .. 

leum refinery products... 
Tar, pitch, and other crude chemicals 6 2 Mainly to Comoro Islands. ; 

from coal, oil and gas distillation. 
a 

t Revised. 1 Less than 14 unit.
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Table 3.—Malagasy Republic: Imports of mineral commodities 
. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Eee 

. Commodity - 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

eee 

Metals: 
Aluminum !}__-- 22-22 ee 533 619 France 500. 
Copper }___.22-- ee 171 107 France 90; United States 17. 
Gold.__.-..-.----.-..--.troy ounces... 1,897 2,636 All from France. 
Iron and steel: 

Scrap..__--..-.------ ~~ _e 770 20 All from France. 
Other_..__..- 2.222222 23 50 France 49. 
Semimanufactures___.._..______.. 29,032 33,276 France 22,858. 

Lead !}___ 2 170 263 France 251. 
Platinum. _.._.......____troy ounces__ 514 1,125 All from France. 
Silver__.__.-.-........_......-do__._. 9,066 9,677 France 9,517. 
Tin 11.2222. __long tons__ 6 10 France 9. 
Zine tLe eee 49 105 Belgium-Luxembourg 46; France 44. 
Metals not elsewhere specified__..______ 183 42 Mainly from France. 

Nonmetals: . . 
Abrasive materials______..____________ 47 43 France 35. 
Cement..-...--.----_---._.-.__---.-. 179,628 65,970 France 33,814; Kenya 15,300. 
Chalk... 2.200222 ee 380 352 All from France. . 
Clays.......2-...--_--_---_- ____ ee T4 70 France 46; United States 24. 
Clay construction materials........__._ 11,556 1,152 France 707; West Germany 270. 
‘Diamond, other precious kilograms... 1,377 35 France 34. 

and semiprecious stones. 
Fertilizer materials: . 

Crude, phosphatic and other natural 2,960 498 Tunisia 445. 
Manufactured_.-__-._-..-........ 4,641 6,591 France 4,107; West Germany 1,303; 

Tunisia 939. 
Ammonia____.__-_--.--.--2 ee 21 29 France 25. 

Gypsum and anhydrite___._..__._.._._.. 2,154 2,379 All from France. 
Lime. -__.--------.2-------- ee... «=. 2, 540 2,743 Do.. . 
Magnesite___._.___-__________________ 4 8 Netherlands 5; France 2. 
Mica, crude and worked____kilograms__ 2,100 2,313 All from France. 
Pigments, mineral_.._._.___._________ 15 104 Do. 

| Salt... eee 904 541 West Germany 376; France 165. . 
Sodium and _ potassium compounds, 203 237 Mainly from France. 

mainly caustic soda. 
Stone for construction use.____________ 10 2 Do. 
Sulfur, all forms.....-_....___________. 115 120 France 78; West Germany 28; Nether- 

ands 11. 
_ Tale__......-.____..___.__kilograms__ 27,898 77,292 France 77,266. 

Nonmetals, not elsewhere specified_.____ 445 553. Mainly from Comoro Islands. 
Minera] fuels: 

Coal and briquets_____.______________ 14,869 15,202 NA. 
Coal tar__-._-.--- eee Le 70 All from France. 
Coke and semicoke___________________ 72 72 France 67; Rumania 5. 
Petroleum: 

Crude_____.--_ eee Le 1,041 Saudi Arabia 490; Algeria 417; Kuwait 
134. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline 

thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 642 594 Iran 380; France 66; India 61. 
Kerosine________.._...do____ 165 144 Iran 97; France 24; Malaysia 20. 
Distillate fuel oil. _.___.do____ 540 475 Iran 367; France 60; Malaysia 36. 
Residual fuel oil._.._.___do____ 19 16 Aden 7; Kenya 4; Iran 8; France 2. 
Lubricants____________do____ 42 40 France 23; United States 8; Kenya 6. 
Liguefied petroleum gas_do____ 21 23 Kenya 18; France 5. 
Other__-__________.___do____ 54 80 Kenya 31; Iran 23; United States 17. 

Total________.______do____ 1,483 1,372 
SSeS 

1 Including alloys. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS driamena (COMINA) a joint venture of 
Chromite.—During the year an 84-kilo- the Malagasy Republic Government and 

meter road was being built from the large Several French companies, are expected to 
chromite deposits at Andriamena, 161 kilo- >€gin in 1969; initial production is plan- meters north of Tananarive. to the rajl- med at 85,000 tons of concentrates per year. 

3 

head at Lac Alatora. The road will enable Copper.—In October 1967 a financing 
these deposits to be developed. Mining agreement was signed by the Government 
operations by Compagnie Miniére d’An- and French interests for additional pro-
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specting in the Vohemar and Milaona 1967, particularly on the west coast, where 
areas, where copper deposits already have the offshore sedimentary area is more ex- 
been found. tensive than that off the east coast. During 

. . . the year two companies were granted 

Monazite.—P roduction of monazite exploration concessions in the west? Com- 
ended i 1967, presumably because of for- pagnie Francaise des Pétroles (CFP) 32,- 
eign competition. Monazite had been pro- 000 square kilometers offshore, and Con- 

duced for the export market. tinental Oil Company, 15,797 square 
Uranothorianite-—Production of urano- KUometers on land. At yearend 1967, Jack 

thorianite by the French Atomic Energy Grynberg and Associates and Tenneco Oil 
Commission continued in 1967, but the Company, both U.S. companies, were pre- 
thoria content was not expected to exceed Parng to sign formal agreements for ex- 
30 tons.» The uranothorianite deposit con- ploration areas. Grynberg’s concession will 
tinued to be progressively depleted, with ©°V& both land and offshore areas in the 
no indication of discovery or development "°F thwest; Tenneco’s will be mostly off- 
of additional reserves. shore in the east and south. Frontier Sul- 

phur Company, another U.S. company, 
applied for an offshore exploration permit 

NONMETALS in the northwest. In addition, five other 
Cement.—Talks continued during the companies (three United States, one Jap- 

year regarding the construction of a 150,- anese, one Kuwait) requested exploration 
000-ton-per-year cement plant at Antsirabe. permits. 
The plant, which would be the country’s During the year Société des Pétroles de 

second, has been under discussion for the Madagascar (SPM) studied the seismic re- 
past several years. fraction data obtained at the end of 1966 

. from its concession in the northwest. 
Graphite.—In 1967 the Government re- The country’s first refinery, the 12,000- 

quested the Bureau de Recherchés Gé- barrel-per-day plant near Tamatave, which 
ologiques et Miniéres to study graphite went on stream in October 1966, completed | 
treatment operations and the world graph- the first full year of operation. Throughput 
ite market to determine how the country’s and output data for the year were not 

graphite industry could increase produc- available. The refinery is owned and oper- 
tion and exports.® ated by Société Malgache du Raffinage, a 

Salt.—Total salt production is probably joint venture comp rised of France's Entre- 
many times greater than recorded produc- P'8° de Recherches et d'Activites Pétro- 
tion. Sea salt evaporation is accomplished liéres (35 percent), the Malagasy Republic 
at several locations along the west coast, Government (15 percent), Esso Standard 

: . Eastern, Inc. (15 percent), California 
and actual production has been estimated . . ; 

. . Texas Oil Corporation (12.5 percent), 
as high as 20,000 tons in past years. No 

. . Royal Dutch/Shell Group (7.5 percent), 
rock salt deposits are known in the coun- British Petrol 75 t), CFP 
try and the source of the few hundred tons ms ere vend 7. F percen*}» . 
of recorded salt output is not known. (6.9 percent), and the French Desmarais 

Fréres (1.0 percent). The refinery cost 
more than $10.2 million and employs 

MINERAL FUELS about 190 persons. Production units in- 
Petroleum.—In June the Government clude catalytic reforming (1,800 barrels 

promulgated Decree No. 67-006, entitled Per day) and distillate hydrotreating 
“Madagascar Petroleum Fiscal Code,” (6,000 barrels per day). 
which established fees for exploration con- 5 Engineering and Mining Journal, V. 169, 
cessions. No. 3, March 1968, p. 119 

I . ° . . . 6 Mines et Métallurgie. No. 3618, June 1967, 
nterest in oil exploration was high in  », 2192.
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The Mi lust e Mineral Industry of 
M e e 

alaysia and Singapore 

(Including t 0 t cluding the Independen 

Sultanat rune! ultanate of Brunei) 

| By A. F. Grube * 

The economies of Malaysia and Singa- the physical volume of Malaysian output 
pore continued to make satisfactory to the extent that they reflect price de- 
advances during 1967 despite the lack of | clines in rubber, tin, and palm _ oil. 
progress by the two areas toward achieving Volume of tin exports rose by 2.8 percent, 
economic cooperation. Reestablishment while receipts from tin exports declined 
during the year, of normal trade relations 4.6 percent, the result of a 7.2 percent 
with Indonesia, a natural trading partner decline in the average f.o.b. unit value. 
for Malaysia and Singapore, is expected to Despite the growing diversification of the 
aid the continued economic growth of the economy, rubber, tin, and palm oil still 
two countries. Both Malaysia and Singa- accounted for about 22 percent of the 
pore have benefited from new industries gross national product, and more than half 
in recent years. As of August 1967, a total of Malaysia’s merchandise export receipts 
of 118 pioneer industries had been estab- in 1967. 
lished in Singapore with a total capital in- Malaysian tin producers were clamoring 
vestment of $330 million. Malaysia has for the abolishment of the Tin Profits 
attracted some 140 companies from 18 Tax, which was introduced in a period of 
different countries and the applications of high tin prices and “confrontation” prob- 

another 60 have been approved in lems. Producers pay something like a 65 
principle. percent tax on profits which became more 

During the year the Malaysian Govern- onerous as tin prices continued to decline. 
ment broadened incentives to _ private For the first time offshore tin prospect- 
business by establishing a Federal Devel- ing licences were granted in 1967 by the 
opment Administration (FIDA) to guide Federal Administration and States of 
potential investors to profitable opportu- Malaya, and furthermore the Malay 
nities, business connections, and sources of | reserve was opened to tin prospectors. 
finance. Both governments openly invite Likewise, additional offshore areas for 

foreign investment and offer substantial petroleum exploration were granted to 
incentives to foreign investors. At Prai, foreign-owned petroleum companies du- 
Malaya, a $26 million fully integrated steel ring 1967. These, together with previously 
mill, Malaysia’s largest industrial enter- granted petroleum permits, cover virtually 
prise, was completed in August. the entire offshore areas of Malaysia. In 

Preliminary official figures show Malay- 1967 Malaysia also passed petroleum Iegis- 
sian gross national product in 1967 at lation which established the 50—50 profit- 

$3,015 million, an increase of 2.8 percent sharing arrangement modeled after the 

over that of 1966. These STOss nationa 1 Industry economist, Division of International 
product figures understate the increase in Activities. 

501
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Organization of Petroleum Exporting largely solved, and the trend of invest- 
Countries (OPEC) tax legistlation. ment in Singapore again turned upward. 

Under a technical cooperation program Mobil Refining Company (Malaysia) 
agreed upon by France and Malaysia, Ltd.’s new $18 million refinery at Jurong, 
France sent 12 technical experts, including Singapore, operated at full capacity during 
mining men, to Malaysia early in 1967, 1967, and Shell Refining commenced con- 

who will stay for a 2-year period. The struction of a new refinery at Pulau 

Canadians have proposed the undertaking Bukom. | | 
of a natural resources survey to cost $1.1 The economy of Sultanate of Brunei 

million and indicated that Malaysia can continued to be tied to oil. A preliminary 

expect more aid from Canada in the next agreement has been reached for the export 

few eats. a . of natural gas to Japan, which will further 
Singapore’s entrep6t trade, still the. ’ | 

backbone of its economy, continued its ™¢rease the Sultanate’s revenue. Produc- 

steady upward trend in 1967, reaching a Hon from the new West Ampa oilfield 
record level. Uncertainties which slowed continued to increase during 1967, par- 

_ industrial development in the period after _ tially offsetting declining production from 
separation from Malaysia have been the old and nearly depleted Seria oilfield. 

PRODUCTION 

Lowered tin prices and reduced iron to $42 million in 1967. The reduction 
ore production adversely affected the resulted from inability of Malaysian iron 
1967 output value of Malaysia’s two most ore to compete both pricewise and grade- 
important mineral commodities. Despite a wise with Australian ore in the Japanese 
5-percent increase in tin production over market. Iron ore production is not ex- 
that of 1966, the value of tin output was pected to increase unless deposits of 
reduced to $235 million, almost 4 percent higher grade are discovered. 
less than the 1966 value. The physical Other significant Malaysian mineral 
output of tin is expected to slow over commodities include bauxite, with a 1967 
the years ahead. Most of the prime tin value of nearly $5 million; xenotime, (a 
mining land has already been worked once _ rare-earth mineral) valued at nearly $2 
and is now being reworked. Malaysia’s million; and ilmenite, valued at $0.9 
hope for increased or constant tin produc- million. 
tion lies in the discovery of additional new Brunei’s 1967 oil and gas production 
tin deposits in the Malay reservation or was valued at $78 million. In recent years 
offshore areas. royalties and taxation paid by the Brunei 

Reduced 1967 exports and consequent Shell Petroleum Company, Litd., have 
reduced production of iron ore caused the provided the Sultanate with 95 percent of 
value to drop from $45 million in 1966 its income.
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Table 1.—Malaysia, Singapore and Brunei: Production of mineral commodities! 

' (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: 
Antimony metal content of ore (Sarawak) _ 6 78 55 F59 31 

Bauxite: a . 
Malaya_____..__...-thousand tans__- 451 471 857 956 900 
Sarawak._.______.-.-._._.--do___- 158 161 137 (F) ~ooaee 

Total_________-___________do____ 609 632 994 956 900 
Columbite-tantalite concentrate, colum- 

bium-tantalum ratio 4:1, 70 to 80 per- 
cent pentoxides_._._______.-.-.- 2 _- 89 5T 47 68 89 

Copper Alotation concentrate &.__________ 2,000 1,085 1,750 762 1,016 
old: 

Malaya (crude)__._____troy ounces. _ 9,116 7,296 3,982 2,959 1,289 
Sarawak (fine)_____.___....--do____ 2,773 3,115 2,602 2,611 2,521 

Iron ore 60 to 64 percent iron 
thousand tons__ 7,381 6,569 6,983 5,835 5,436 

Manganese ore, 30 to 40 percent man- 
pyeanese- - = === 2 nora ee nee nec n eon 6,982 - one 1,591 r 58,788 85,105 

in: 
Mine (contained in 75 to 76 percent 

tin concentrate) ________long tons__ 59,947 60 ,004 63 ,670 68 , 886 72,121 
Smelter 2_________.__.___.__..-do_.._ 84,001 71,351 72,469 71,049 76 ,328 

Titanium concentrate (ilmenite; exports). 149,374 131,337 | 123,517 118,264 90 , 806 
Tungsten ore and concentrate (wolframite 

and scheelite) 60 percent WO 3; basis. -- 7 5 10 6 24 
Zirconium concentrate (zircon exports) __.- 262 147 571 786 472 

Nonmetals: . 
Cement: 

Malaya___._______._thousand tons. . 362 466 739 e850 . ©€ 835 
Singapore______._.___.......do___- 194 200 203 388 471 

Total___.___-. 2 -do___- 556 666 942 1,238 1,306 
China clay___..._._._....-._____-do__.- 1 1 2 2 2 
Lime (Sarawak)_________________.-__--- 166 226 190 132 160 
Monazite (exports).-_________.-_-__-__- 899 308 105 880 962 
Xenotime (yttrium mineral exports) - - ____ 5 e10 e10 155 260 

Mineral fuels: . 
Gas, natural (Brunei) million cubic meters. 1,127 e 1,200 1,328 1,989 2,633 

Petroleum: | 
Crude oil: 

Brunei 
thousand 42-gallon barrels.. 29,266 25,913 28,991 35 ,386 37,961 

Sarawak__.______.___._-do____ 373 352 351 r 346 328 

Total___.__.._...-...-do__.. 29,639 26 ,265 29 ,342 35 , 732 38 , 289 
Natural gasoline (Brunei). ___.do___- 676 633 546 533 553 
Refined products: 

Gasoline and naphthas____do_- —_ 9,332 10 ,046 9,917 10,208 13,300 
Kerosine and jet fuel___._do___-_ 2,131 3,265 3,158 5,006 e 3,800 
Distillate fuel oil 3_......_.do__._ 10,139 12,859 13 , 332 9,386 «10,000 
Residual fuel oil__......._.do__... 22,175 22,453 23 ,925 30,706 ©35,000 
Lubricants____..__...._..-do....  -_-.--- woe enee 178 226 e 300 
Other_______--.--------.do___- 167 1,017 291 490 e 2,000 
Refinery fuel and loss.__..do_-_- 980 4,159 3,182 2,081 e 3,500 

Total____._.__.._.__-.-do_... 45,524 53,799 53 ,983 58,103 ©«67,900 

e Estimate. t Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Production from Malaysia unless otherwise shown. 
2 Includes metal smelted from imported concentates. 
8 Includes unfinished oils. 

TRADE 

Malaysia’s overall trade balance re- export earnings. The United States was 
mained favorable during 1966, with total Malaysia’s major tin customer, receiving 
exports valued at $1,256 million and im- 36 percent of its total tin exports, valued 
ports at $1,096 million. Tin was second at approximately $95 million. Ranking 
only to rubber as an export earner and _ third as an export earner, iron ore was 
accounted for 23 percent of Malaysia’s the only other significant mineral export,
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accounting for approximately 3.5 percent increased by nearly 12 percent in. 1966 
of Malaysia’s total exports during 1966. over those of 1965 and exports increased 

Exports of petroleum products refined by nearly 11 percent. Sarawak in 1966 
from imported crude oil continued to imported more than 34 million barrels of 
dominate Singapore’s mineral commodity crude oil and petroleum products from 
export trade in 1966. Total export trade Brunei, valued at nearly $63 million. 
during the year was valued at $246 mil- Sarawak’s exports of crude oil and petro- 
lion with petroleum products accounting leum products were valued at $78 million. 
for nearly $192 million. Crude oil imports, Sabah’s 1966 imports included 1,158,- 
primarily from Kuwait were valued at 000 barrels of petroleum products valued 
$46.5 million or 17 percent by value of at $12 million, mainly from Singapore and 
Singapore’s total 1966 mineral commodity [ran; 38,932 troy ounces of gold bullion 
imports. Overall export values were higher imported from the United Kingdom; 
in 1966 than in 1965, but the value of 17,950 metric tons of iron and steel prod- 
mineral commodities showed a slight de- ucts; and 38,737 metric tons of cement 
crease in relative importance. Total im- and clinker. | 
ports increased sharply in 1966, going Crude oil exports amounting’ to 

from $1,244 million in 1965 to $1,328 33,861,000 barrels accounted for more 
million in 1966. The adverse effect of than 95 percent by value of Brunei’s total 
increased imports, however, was partially 1966 export trade. Significant imports in- 
offset by the increased export trade. Ac- cluded 35,447 metric tons of cement, 

cordingly, Singapore’s net adverse balance 59,217 troy ounces of gold bullion, and 

of trade was not as large as in 1965. 99017 metric tons of iron and_ steel 
Sarawak’s balance of trade gap widened roducts | 

even further in 1966, with imports in- P Th ‘al f | trad neral 
creasing by 8.4 percent over those of 1965 ne value © total trade, mineral com- 

| and exports increasing by only 6.9 percent. modity trade, and the net trade balance 

Mineral fuels remained a major com- for Malaysia, Singapore, and Brunei for 
ponent of both the import and export 1965-66 are summarized in the following 

trade of the area. Imports of mineral fuels tabulation:
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Value (million dollars) Mineral 
-—_—_—__—___-—_~_-————— commodities’ 

Mineral Total share of 
commodities trade total 

(percent) 

MALAYSIA ! 

Exports: 
1965: 

Malaya_______..-_____-----_.__--_..--------------- 367 1,005 36.5 
Sabah_______ ee eee eee 1 98 1.0 
Sarawak__________-__--- eee eee 65 133 48.9 

Total____________- eee eee eee ee 433 1,236 35.0 

1966: 7 
Malaya._.________----_--_------------------------- 340 997 34.1 
Sabah_____._- eee eee ee 2 115 1.7 
Sarawak_____.______..---_-_- eee NA 144 NA 

Total 2_---- eee eee 342 1,256 27.2 

Imports: 7 
1965: 

Malaya_____________- eee eee eee 156 843 18.5 
Sabah_____-__- 2 eee eee 12 102 11.8 
Sarawak__.________---_______-- eee eee 75 151 49.7 

. Total______--_-_-_- eee 243 1,096 22.2 

1966: 
Malaya__._____.._____-------_--------------------- 149 850 17.5 
Sabah__.__-__ ee eee 13 98 13.3 
Sarawak_______________ ee eee NA 156 NA 

Total 2... eee 162 1,104 14.7 

Net trade balance: 
1965: 

Malaya_________--_.-------------------------------- 211 162 xx | 
Sabah_____________o__ eee —-11 —4 xX 
Sarawak___.___.-_- = eee eee eee —10 —18 xX 

Total 2... 2 eee eee 190 140 xX 

1966: . 
Malaya_____________.__ eee ee ' 191 147 xX 
Sabah______-_ ~~~ eee eee eee —-11 17 xx 
Sarawak___.______________----___-- ee eee NA —12 xX 

Total 2... eee 180 | 152 xX 

SINGAPORE 

Exports: 
1965______________________ eee eee 234 981 23.9 
1966______________________ eee eee 246 1,102 22.3 

. Imports: 
1965____________________ eee eee 236 1,244 19.0 
1966____________._____________-___ ieee eee eee 274 1,328 20.6 

Net trade balance: 
1965_________________-________-_____-_- eee eee ee —2 —263 xx 
1966___________-________--_-__--_ ee eee eee —28 —226 xX 

BRUNEI 

Exports: 
1965__________________ eee eee 63 65 96.9 
1966__.____._________ eee eee eee val %3 97.3 

Imports: 
1965________________________ eee eee 5 37 13.5 
1966______________________________ eee 10 51 19.6 

Net trade balance: 
1965_____________________ eee ee eee 58 28 xx 
1966____________-_-__ eee eee ee 61 22 xx 

NA Not available. XX Not applicable. 
1 Excludes trade between individual components. 
2 Total is of listed figures only.
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Table 2.—Malaysia, Singapore and Brunei: Exports and reexports of selected 
: mineral commodities, 1966 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity Quantity Principal destinations 

MALAYA 

Metals: 
Bauxite__..2--.------- 2-2 _____-_-_-- 1,023,000 Japan 99,825; Hong Kong 235,128; Canada 

1,431. 
Copper, all forms_.____.....--_______-_-____ 78 NA. 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore___._._________thousand tons__ 5,772 Japan 5,697; Taiwan 58; Singapore 16. 
Tron and steel scrap__..____---..----- 33,284 Singapore 19,587; Japan 9,968; Taiwan 3,632. 
Semimanufactures__________________- 1,300 Sabah 541; Sarawak 235. 

Manganese ore_________________________-_ 69,319 Japan 69,304. 
Other nonferrous ore_____________________ 119,164 Japan 97,165; France 21, 237. 
Other nonferrous scrap_______.._-.-______- 5,287 Japan 1,938; Singapore 2,507. 

in: 
Ore____.___....-____-----long tons_- 1,254 All to Singapore. 
Tin serap______-.___--___-_---do___- 2,873 Netherlands 2,850. 
Tin and tin alloys, unwrought-_do-___-_ 71,468 United States 26,298; Japan 16,032; Italy 

4,321. 
Titanium concentrate (ilmenite)________--- 118,254 Japan 96,917. 
Uranium and thorium value thousands. _ $680 Japan $324; United Kingdom $178. 

ore 
Nonmetals: 

Cement___._.__----_---------------_--- 158,007 Singapore 141,532; Indonesia 7,746. 
Fertilizers, manufactured________.__.____- 7,698 Thailand 7,625. 

Mineral fuels: 
Petroleum: 

Crude thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 1,927 Singapore 1,535; Australia 392. 
oil. } —————————= 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline______________..-do___- 954° Singapore 479; South Viet-Nam 200; Thailand 

143. 
Kerosine_________.___..__do___-_ 590 Singapore 276; South Viet-Nam 210. 
Distillate fuel oil. _______..do___-_ 950 Thailand 383; Singapore 305; Sabah 97. 
Residual fuel oil_..________do____ 2,013 Singapore 1,278; South Viet-Nam 733. 

Total____-..-._-_-_____-do____ 4,507 

SABAH 

Metals: 
Aluminum, all forms.___________________- 1 Mostly to Pakistan and Singapore. 
Copper and alloys, all forms_______..____- 2 Mostly to Singapore. 
Iron and steel: ; 

Iron and stee] scrap___.._.._...-___-- 724 Singapore 711. 
Semimanufactures._________.__.--___- 411 Sarawak 359. 

Other nonferrous scrap and waste. ________ 193 Singapore 182. 
Nonmetals: 

Cement and clinker_______________-_-___- 389 Sarawak 220; Brunei 168. 
Earth colors._____________--_----_--_--- 3 All to Singapore. 

Mineral fuels: —_ 
Refinery products: 

Caso" thousands of 42-galion barrels__ 10 Singapore 6; Brunei 3. 
ine. 

Kerosine___._.__...._-_____...do___-_ 5 Brunei 4. 
Jet fuel___________________._.do____ 14 Brunei ll. 
Distillate fuel oil.._._.__.___._do___- 22 All to Sarawak. 

Total__________._______.__.do___. 51 

Petroleum bunkers: a 
Ships’ bunkers. _....___._._...do____ 68 Sarawak 8; Hong Kong 6; Netherlands 4. 
Aviation bunkers_____________-do___- 54 Malaya 38; Hong Kong 9; United Kingdom 7. 

Total________.._.._._____.-do____ 122 

See footnote at end of table.
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Table 2.—Malaysia, Singapore and Brunei: Exports and reexports of selected 
mineral commodities, 1966—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity Quantity Principal destinations 

SINGAPORE 

Metals: 
Aluminum, all forms____._-.-.---.__--_--- ; 913 Malaysia 804. 

Copper: 
Ore____._ ee 1,016 All to Japan. 
Metal and alloys, all forms- _-— __-- 1,087 Malaysia 424. 

Tron and steel: 
Iron and steel scrap___-.___--.-----_- 8,591 Japan 5,655; Malaysia 2,274. 
Pig iron and ferroalloys. .___.___.__-- 2,424 Malaysia 2,276. 
Ingots and other primary forms. _---_-_. 2,077 South Viet-Nam 1,477. 
Semimanufactures_________-___------ 119,537 Malaysia 101,158; South Viet-Nam 1,092. 

Lead, all forms.____________.--.-_------- 615 Malaysia 470. 
Manganese ore________-___-------------- 1,509 Malaysia 1,408. 
Nickel, all forms_-_-._._-_.--.------------ 9 Malaysia 9. 
Silver, unworked____thousand troy ounces_. 1,160 United Kingdom 1,159. 

. in: 
Ore_______.___.____.__._-_long tons_- 2,322 All to Malaysia. 
Slag and hard head_________...do___- 10 Malaysia 5; United States 5. 

_ Other forms_______..-_..-----do__-_- 761 Malaysia 610. 
Zine, all forms_____________.--_____.---- 187 Malaysia 164. 

Nonmetals: 
Cement and clinker____________________-- 32,085 Brunei 8,735; Sarawak 4,651; Sabah 2,096. 
Fertilizers, manufactured, all types_-—-_____.- 92,481 Malaysia 91,785. . 
Natural phosphates______._____...-__-.__- 19,657 Malaysia 19,336. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal all types__._-______.- 2. __e- 68 Malaysia 65. 
Petroleum: 

Crude thousand 42-gallon barrels 53 All to New Zealand. 
a (reexports). 

Unfinished oils_...-.._.........do.__. 19 All to Norway. . 

Refinery products: a 
Aviation gasoline________.__do___- 2,421 South Viet-Nam 1,398. 
Motor gasoline.._._.___.._do___. 7,916 South Viet-Nam 3,623. 
Kerosine____.__.._.....-.do___. 2,114 South Viet-Nam 1,025. 
Jet fuel___._.__.__.______do__-- 10,255 South Viet-Nam 5,736; Thailand 2,986. 
Distillate fuel oil. _........do___- 11,582 South Viet-Nam 4,040; Thailand 1,760; 

Malaysia 2,019. 
Residual fuel oil.._.____...do___- 18,115 Japan 8,462; Hong Kong 3,739; Netherlands 

Lubricating oils._.......--do___. 680 Thailand 251; Malaysia 197. 
Asphalt__...__._.._..__...do___- 312 Malaysia 87; Hong Kong 72; South Viet-Nam 

. 90. 
Other________...--_____._do___. 26 Malaysia 14; Thailand 7. 

Total._______.____-_-_-do_-.. 58,420 | 

BRUNEI 

Metals: 
Aluminun, all forms___...__..._.._-__--- 29 Hong Kong 28. 
Copper and alloys, all forms. ____..--_---- 3 All to Sarawak. 
Tron and steel, all forms_____.______..._-- 1,847 Sarawak 1,232; Taiwan 508. 

Mineral fuels: 
Petroleum: 

Crude oil__thousand 42-gallon barrels. _ 83,861 Sarawak 33,860. 
Unfinished oils.____..........-do_-_-. 61 All to Sarawak. 

Refinery products: 7 
Gasoline__..._._.._........-do__.- 367 Virtually all to Sarawak. 
Kerosine__...._._.-......-do._-- 2 All to Sarawak. 
Distillate fuel oil......_...-do_-_. 17 Virtually all to Sarawak. 
Other_._.....-.._.........do__-. 1 Do. 

Total____.__.__.___.._.do__-- 387 
Petroleum gases. ..._._.__value__ $241,520 Sarawak $231,289; Sabah $10,231. 

! Reexport. 

Source: Department of Statistics. Singapore External Trade Statistics. October to December 1966 and 
12 months ended December 1966, and UN Commodity Trade Statistics 1966.
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Table 3.—Malaysia, Singapore and Brunei: Imports of selected mineral 
commodities, 1966 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity Quantity Principal sources 

MALAYA 

Metals: 
Aluminum, all forms___..__..._..-______- 4,641 . Canada 1,592; United Kingdom 1,447, Japan 

730. 
Copper and alloys, all forms. _____-_______ 2,471 Zambia 1,075; Japan 321. 
Iron and steel: 

Iron and steel scrap____..____-_______ 5,168 West Germany 2,867. 
Pig iron__..222 222 8,370 China, mainland 3,642; Australia 3,605. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, and shapes__._______._ 118,610 J apan 3771805 China, mainland 31,956; Singapore 
131. 

Pilates and sheets.___._..._._..._. 107,957 J. apan 83,330; United Kingdom 7,924; Australia 
121. 

Other._.__..------------------- 98,775 Singapore 29,424; Japan 22,752; China, main- 
land 18,698. 

Lead, ali forms.._____.___._..__-_______- 636 Singapore 253; United Kingdom 146. 
Manganese ore.______. ee 1,408 Singapore 734. 

in: 
Ore________._.__.___._ _._long tons__ 3,242 Singapore 1,251; Thailand 1,017; Laos 746. 
Metal and alloys, all forms__._.do___-_ 278 Indonesia 156. 

Zine: 
Ore and concentrate____._______-____- 847 Australia 586. 
Metal and alloys, all forms__________-_ 282 Indonesia 159. 

Other nonferrous metal scrap and waste____ 1,072 Singapore 1,011. 
Nonmetals: 

Asbestos... -_-____--- eee 8,982 Canada 6,566. 
Cement_.__..--.---_ eee 5,818 United Kingdom 1,884. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Phosphate rock.__---..--_.__---- 118,639 United States 20,312; United Kingdom 5,956. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous___--__-._.---------- 155,320 West Germany 70,154; United Kingdom 63,041 

Japan 18,728. 
Phosphatic__.__.._.-__--_______- 6,581 West Germany 2,762; Netherlands 1,905. 
Potassie__.._....-._._.-__........-. 45,668 Israel, 18,628; West Germany 14,809; France 

10, . 
Salt._-.- 2 eee ____-___. 72,829 Thailand 49,547. 
Sulfur... eee 5,145 France 4,848. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal_._._--__--_----------------------- 28,098 Australia 15,095; China, mainland 7,998. 
Coke____...__..__--_--- eee 6,173 Netherlands 2,854. 
Petroleum: 

Crude.__..thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 19,630 Saudi Arabia 9,759; Kuwait 6,980; Sarawak 

Refinery products: — 
Gasoline__..._____.._____-do____ 805 Singapore 339; Saudi Arabia 234; Bahrain 156. 
Kerosine_____..___-_____..do____ 700 Saudi Arabia 265; Singapore 263; Bahrain 108. 
Distillate fuel oil__._._.___do____ 2,517 Saudi Arabia 1,227; Singapore 1,095. 
Residual! fuel oil__...__....do___-_ 233 Singapore 114. 

. Other.._____.._______.___.do___- 190 United States 49; United Kingdom 10. 

Total__..__.._----______.do____ 4,445 

See footnote at end of table.
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Table 3.—Malaysia, Singapore and Brunei: Imports of selected mineral commodities, 
1966—Continued 

(Metric tons uniess otherwise specified) 

Commodity Quantity Principal destinations 

SABAH 

Metals: 
Aluminum, all forms________.-__-._---_--- 127 Japan 47; Belgium-Luxembourg 32; United 

Kingdom 26. 
Copper, allforms__....._.--.-----.--_---- 62 United Kingdom 23; Hong Kong 10. 
Gold bullion... ____._________troy ounces... 38,982 All from the United Kingdom. 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and scrap-____.______._-_-------- 1 Nearly all from the Philippines. 
Pig iron and ferroalloys__..____-_---- 2 Allfrom China, mainland. 
Ingots and other primary forms- --_- - -- 219 Hong Kong 63; Japan 56. 
Semimanufactures____._.__.____-----. 17,950 J apan pris; Malaya 3,033; United Kingdom 

Lead, all forms._______...._------------- 42 Singapore 17; United Kingdom 7. 
Nickel, all forms__._____._--_--.-------- 4 Japan 3. 
Tin, all forms.____.__.___._____long tons__ 24 Singapore 18. 
Zine, all forms__.-.___.----__--_-------- 9 Singapore 3; United Kingdom 3. 
Other nonferrous metal scrap-_____--_---- 14 Philippines 6; Borneo 5. 

Nonmetals: 
Cement and clinker____.___.-.----------. 38,737 Japan 17,057; China, mainland 11,772; Malaya 

»297. 
Phosphate rock. _____.._----_----------- 588 Christmas Island 508; Japan 51. 
Sulfur_._._._._-_--..------.------------- 3 China, mainland 1. 
Tale and soapstone___.._-_.-.----------- 84 China, mainland 43; Malaya 22. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal________-..--__--~----------------- 26 Sarawak 25. 
Coke____________--_-----_-------------- 34 Hong Kong 16; United Kingdom 12. 
Petroleum: 

Crude thousand 42-gallon barrels. - 7 United States 6. 
oil. 

Refinery products: ——_ 
Gasoline.___....._.__._..-do____ 379 Singapore 211; Iran 76. 
Kerosine.____..._.-._.._-do_._- 62 Malaya 36; Singapore 14; Iran 12. 
Jet fuel___-_______.___.__-do___- 98 Ail from Singapore. 
Distillate fuel oil. .._.._...-do___- 507 Iran 202; Singapore 134; Malaya 131. 
Residual fuel oil........_._do___. 77 Singapore 50; Sarawak 26. 
Other___________-___-_._-do__.. 35 Singapore 21; United States 10. 

Total_________..__._.__do__.- 1,158 

SINGAPORE 
a ne 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite..___________________-._.-.. 62,061 Malaysia 62,011. 
Metal and alloys, all forms.._._._._.-.. 3,158 Hong Kong 427; United Kingdom 311; West 

Germany 136. 
Copper: 

Ore_._______-._-__---.-.-_----------- 762 All from Malaysia. 
Metal and alloys, all forms- ~~. .-.---_- 2,022 Japan 969; United Kingdom 485. 

Iron and steel: . 
Iron and steel scrap_....._...-...---- 24,390 Malaysia 20,740; Belgium-Luxembourg 2,080. 
Pig iron and ferroalloys._....--.----- 11,378 USSR. 4,009; Australia 1,319; China, mainland 

Ingots and other primary forms- -- --- - 5,186 J apan 2,240; China, mainland 1,423. 
Semimanufactures__._.__._____--.---. 238,000 Japan 147,250; China, mainland 21,928; 

Australia 13,765. 
Lead, all forms_____.-.------------------ 483 Australia 206; United Kingdom 167. 
Manganese ore_____--_------------------ 5,666 NA. 
Nickel, all forms __.-__-._..------------ 7 United Kingdom 5. 
Silver, unworked________..--troy ounces_- 3,011 United Kingdom 2,661. 
Tin: 

Ore.________..--_--------long tons__- 1,309 Malaysia 1,254. 
Slag and hard head__._.-__----do--_- 23 All from Malaysia. 
Other forms. ___.__...--..----do.--_- 597 Malaysia 463; United Kingdom 66. 

Zine: 
Ore.....__.-.---------------------- 1 All from West Germany and United Kingdom. 
Other forms_.__-._--_-------------- 4,816 Japan 2,455; Australia 1,923. 

See footnote at end of table.
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Table 3.—Malaysia, Singapore and Brunei: Imports of selected mineral commodities, 
1966—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity Quantity Principal destinations 

SINGAPORE 

Nonmetals: 
Cement and clinker_____________________. 420,744 Japan 174,722; Malaysia 149,287; Taiwan 51,501. 
Fertilizers, manufactured, all types.__.__._ 81,197 West Germany 40,197; Japan 6,900; East 

Germany 3,120. 
Natural phosphates_...______..._--.-.-.. 22,926 Christmas Island 16,383; United States 6,505. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal_____.___..___-_--.---------------- 3,895 Australia 3,877. 
Coke______-_____-__-_-_--__---_-_---------- 3,566 Taiwan 1,564; Netherlands 1,055. 
Petroleum: 

Crude..___thousand 42-galion barrels_. 25,086 Kuwait 19,126; Saudi Arabia 3,394; Iraq 1,796. 
Unfinished oils_____ .._._..-..-do___- 1,677 All from Malaysia. 

Refinery products: 7 
Aviation gasoline____.....__do___-_ 2,432 Iran 1,346; Netherlands Antilles 940. 
Motor gasoline____..___._.._.do____ 5,058 Iran 2,349; India 906; Malaysia 722. 
Kerosine_..___...._....--do____ 2,797 Malaysia 1,111; Iran 913; Japan 246. 
Jet fuel.__.__..__._.__...do___- 8,226 Malaysia 3,309; Netherlands 2,263; Iran 1,407. 
Distillate fuel oil_._..._.__do___- 8,020 Kuwait 2,726; Malaysia 1,586; Iran 1,026. 
Residual fuel oil-__._._._..do_._. 22,3838 Malaysia 9,722; Kuwait 3,704; Iran 2,345. 
Lubricating oils_______..._.do____ 863 Netherlands Antilles 562; United States 215. 
Asphalt_____.__-__...--.-do__.- 37 Thailand 12; Netherlands 8. 
Petroleum coke____.......do___- 118 Malaysia 117. 
Other_______-__-_____-__-do___- 20 United States 4. 

: Total____.._.__.._..__-.-.do.__._ 49,954 

BRUNEI 

Metals: 
Aluminum, all forms__...__-.-_-_--_---_- 179 Italy 102; United States 16. 
Copper and alloys, all forms. _____...____- 83 United Kingdom 15; Japan 38. 
Gold bullion__.______..__.-_troy ounces__ 59,217 All from the United Kingdom. 
Iron and steel, all forms.____.__..__...-._. 22,017 Japan 8,621; West Germany 3,088; China, 

mainland 1,360. 
Lead, all forms._._-_____-____-_._--_____- 14 Singapore 8; United Kingdom 4. 
Silver, all forms___._________troy ounces__ 18,503 All from the United Kingdom. 
Tin, all forms_______.._._.____long tons_-_ 5 United Kingdom 4. 
Zine, all forms_________.___.__-.-_--_--- 12 Japan 7; Singapore 8. 

Nonmetals: 
Cement and clinker__.___________________ 85,447 China, mainland 14,688; West Germany 6,683; 

Taiwan 5,600. 
Fertilizers, manufactured____._______-___-_- 36 West Germany 11; Japan 8. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coke.__-_-.---------------------------- 42 Hong Kong 41. 

Petroleum: 7 i 
Refinery products: 

Gaso- thousand 42-gallon barrels __ 24 Practically all from Singapore. 
ine. . 

Kerosine_________._._._--do____ 15 Singapore 14. . 
Asphalt.__._.__._.......-do___-_ 9 United Kingdom 5; Singapore 4. 
Other__-__._..-________-_do___- 15 Singapore 12. 

Total__.____._..__...-do___- 63 
Liquefied petroleum gas___value__ $18,839 Malaya $16,380. 

NA Not available. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Sarawak—had been mined out in October 

1965. As of early 1967, ore reserves at 
Bauxite.—All bauxite mined in Telok Ramunia amounted to about 20 

Malaysia during 1967, approximately million tons. The entire output is exported, 
900,000 metric tons, came from Telok mainly to Japan. 
Ramunia in Johore. The only other pro- During 1967 the most up-to-date 
ducer a few years earlier—Semantan in aluminum anodizing plant in Southeast
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Asia was built by Diethelm and Co. Ltd. 54.3; Trengganu, 31.0; Johore, 6.7; Perak, 
at Singapore. This plant, costing neatly 5.1; Kedah 2.6 and Selangor 0.3. In 
$500,000, is able to process 1.5 million December 1966 Sungei Gua (Brimco) Co. 
square feet of aluminum extrustions and Ltd. opened a mine at Lipis in Pahang 
sheets per year. State that is expected to produce about . 

150,000 tons of ore per year for shipment 
Copper.—At yearend man the Japanese mainly to Japan. This mine is owned by 

Season, G, ". q verseas arded the Kokan Mining Company of Japan, 
evelopment hee f t i was o. e which has large mining interests in West 

prospecting rights tor what may be one Malaysia, and by local Malaysian 
of the largest copper finds in Southeast  },,,: . | 2 usiness men. 
Asia. The porphry-type deposit, in Mamut - 

Valley on Mount Kinabalu, may contain Iron and Steel.—The steel mill of 
50 to 100 million tons of ore, averaging Malayawata Steel Limited, located in 
0.7 percent copper plus gold of significant Prai, Wellesley Province, commenced oper- 
value. This deposit was first discovered ation in August 1967 as a joint Malaysian- 
during a United Nations geochemical Japanese venture. The total cost of the 
survey made during 1965. mill was close to $27 million. Financing 

The small recorded copper production was provided mainly by the Japanese steel 
of Malaysia was a byproduct of under- company, Yawata Iron and Steel Com- 

ground tin mining by P ahang Consoli- pany, Ltd.; the Malaysian Government 

dated Co. Ltd. at Sungei Lembing in through Malaysian Development Finance 
Pahang. Ltd.; and other Japanese and Malaysian : y 

Gold.—As in past years most of the gold investors, but International Finance Cor- 
. . | poration, an affiliate of the World Bank, 

mined in Sarawak came from the Bau . ? vay 
. assisted to the extent of $3.47 million. The 

district, and more than 30 percent of . . 
) . ° company at yearend was operating with 

Malay’s gold production is a byproduct of . 
. os . . one blast furnace, producing 200 tons of 

tin mining. Detailed mapping of the Bau . . 
: pig iron a day, and two 15-ton capacity 

area from 1963 to 1966 failed to reveal . . 
- os “4s . Linz-Donawitz converters. Monthly steel 
significant additional ore bodies, and 
roduction from this area is unlikely to product output totals 4,000 to 5,000 tons. P eraase y The mill is expected to produce 124,000 

" tons of iron, 121,000 tons of steel, and 

Iron Ore.—Iron ore production de- 111,000 tons of rolled products per year 

clined for the second consecutive year as when in full operation. The company in- 

shipments to Japan, practically the only tends to increase pig ‘ron capacity by 

market for Malaysia’s iron ore, declined. adding another blast furnace which is to 

Japanese imports in 1967 of 5,180,897 be placed into operation in 1969. This 

metric tons were 585,000 metric tons steel plant is unusual in that it uses wood 

below the 1966 level. charcoal as the main reducing agent. The 

During 1967, about 30 iron mines were Malayan Government requested that the 

in operation. The only large mines, how- plant be designed to utilize charcoal from 

ever, were Bukit Besi at Dungan Treng- locally available rubber trees and other 

ganu and Bukit Ibam at Rompin, Pahang. wood to obviate dependence upon im- 

Both are owned by the Eastern Mining ported coke. 

and Metals Company, Ltd., the latter At year end 1967 Singapore had two 

being operated by a subsidiary, the iron and steel mills—the National Iron 

Rompin Mining Company, Ltd. Bukit Besi and Steel Mills and the Malayan Iron 
has ore reserve and declining grade prob- and Steel Mills Ltd. The National Iron 

lems. Moreover, there is a tin mine in the and Steel Mills, the larger of the two, had 

middle of this open pit operation. The an annual capacity of 180,000 tons of 

Bukit Ibam mine, which produced more finished products and was slated to be 

than 2 million tons in 1967 or a little more expanded into an integrated steel plant 

than Bukit Besi, has considerable reserves with an annual capacity of 500,000 tons 

although the ore contains nonferrous of finished products. 

impurities. 
Based upon 9 month’s production data, Manganese.—Increasing amounts of 

1967 iron ore production by States was manganese ore were being produced as a 

distributed as follows, in percent: Pahang, byproduct of iron ore mining. Most of
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the production was in the form of fer- Despite increased production, however, 
ruginous manganese ore with relatively export duties accruing to the Government: 
small amounts of higher quality ore being were less in 1967 than in 1966. In 1967 
produced. The 1967 production of man- tin earned $37.6 million in export duties, 
ganese ore consisted of 1,727 metric tons as contrasted to $38.9 million in 1966, 
of ore having a metal content of 35 per- even though more tin was produced. This 
cent or better with the remaining produc- underlines the effect of the lower 1967 
tion, 83,378 tons, being ferruginous _ tin prices. 
manganese. Virtually the entire production Perak remained the chief producing 
is exported to Japan. In 1967, Japan State, accounting for more than half of 
imported 49,505 tons of Malaysian fer- 1967 output. Selangor, with slightly more 
ruginous manganese with a c.if. value than 30 percent followed; then the States 
of $714,000. of Perlis, Kedah, Negeri Sembilan, 

Most of Malaysia’s manganese produc- Malacca, Johore, Pahang, and Trengganu, 
tion comes from the mines of the Good providing lesser amounts, followed. 
Earth Mining Company. The mines are In recent years the importance of the 

located in the Lake Chini area of Pekau, gravel-pump mining sector of the Malay- 
Pahang. sian tin mining industry has been in- 

creasing. In 1965, gravel-pump mines 
Rare Earths.—Relatively small quan- accounted for only 48.47 percent of pro- 

tities of xenotime, containing rare-earth duction; in 1966, 53.44 percent; and in 

yttrium group elements, were produced 1967, 55.56 percent. Most mines in this 
as a byproduct of Malayan tin mining. sector are owned, operated, and staffed by 
During 1967 production of xenotime Chinese-Malaysians. At yearend 1967 
amounted to nearly 50 tons per month. there were 1,072 tin mines active in 

_Tin mines in Perak, Malaya, accounted Malaysia, including 66 dredge mines, 960 
for 20 tons, and those in Pahang, gravel pump mines, and 49 mines employ- 

Malaya, for 30 per month. Virtually all ing other methods. Malaysia ended the 
the xenotime produced is exported to year with a fleet of 68 active dredges in- 
Japan. At yearend 1967 Japanese im- cluding two new ones and a third dredge 
porters were paying Malaysian miners under construction. Of the new dredges, 
$2,160 per ton for xenotime concentrates one was the world’s largest land-based tin 
containing 30 percent yttrium. This pro- dredge. This dredge, Malayan Tin’s num- 
vides a useful bonus to those tin miners ber 7, began operating trials at Kampong 

fortunate enough to have the ore in their Gajah on November 3, 1967. It represents 

mines. The Malaysian Government levies an investment of more than $3.5 million. 

a 10-percent ad valorem duty on xenotime It is equipped with 20-cubic-foot buckets 
production. and will dig to a maximum depth of 150 

Early in 1967 the Malaysian Geological feet. The other new dredge, Selangor 
Department evolved an X-ray process by Dredgings’ number 1, began trial runs 
which the amount of the rare yttrium in March 11, 1967. It is unique in that it 
metal in the ore can be determined at the is the first dredge built entirely in Ma- 
mine site in a matter of minutes. Pre- laysia. The dredge under construction is 
viously, samples were sent to England for Aokam Tin’s number 3. This new sea- 
an analysis, which was both a time-con- going bucket dredge is being built to re- 
suming and expensive operation—about place a grab type dredge. 
$60 per analysis plus freight. The new Malaysia’s largest opencast tin mining 
X-ray method costs only $20 per analysis, company, Sungei Besi, obtained an addi- 
and small mine owners can now take tional 10.8 million cubic yards of tin- 
advantage of the service. bearing ground in 1967. In the first 11 

. ae oo months of 1967, Sungei Besi produced 
Tin.—Malaysia’s tin production in 1967 1,800 tons of tin concentrates against 1,- 

established a new postwar record for the 536 tons during calendar year 1966. The 
third successive year by topping 72,000 full years output is expected to match, or 
long tons for the fifth time in the in- wen top, the previous peak output of 

dustry’s 60-year history. The four other 1,943 tons produced in 1961. A new min- 
peak output years were 1940 (83,000 ing and treatment plant being installed at 
tons); 1941 (79,400 tons); 1937 (77,- their mine could materially increase pro- 
266 tons); and 1929 (72,326 tons). duction during 1968.
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During 1967 offshore areas on the west approved of 38 applicants whose permits 
coast of Malaya were opened to bidding cover 8,544 acres. 
for tin prospecting licenses by the Federal Malaysia’s two largest tin smelters, 
administration and the Malayan States. Straits Trading, at Butterworth, and 
Tin mining companies had long been in- Eastern Smelting Co., Ltd., at Penang, 
terested in these offshore areas, but the operated at full capacity during 1967. 
failure of the Federal administration and The smaller smelter of Oriental Tin 
the States to resolve the matter of juris- Smelters Ltd. controlled by the Japanese 
diction over these areas until 1967 had firm Ishihara Sangyo Kaisha, however, 
precluded the offering of these areas for suffered from a shortage of tin concen- 
bidding. trates and was able to operate at only two- 

: Early in 1968 the Malaysian Govern- thirds capacity. To insure adequate sup- 
ment officially announced the awarding of plies in the future, the company has 
tin prospecting licenses to three foreign- entered into supply contracts with tin 
owned companies. The successful com- mines of the Marble Bar area of Australia. 
panies were (1) The Ocean Mining Com- Reportedly the company is to receive 80 
pany, which was awarded areas off the tons per month of 70 percent tin con- 
coasts of the States of Kedah and Perlis centrate. Exports of primary tin metal 
and which is a Swiss-registered concern from  Malaysia’s three tin smelters 
owned jointly by De Beers Corporation of | amounted to 73,851 tons in 1967, against 
London, and the United States company, 71,626 tons in 1966, and 68,846 tons in 
Ocean Science and Engineering, Inc., (2) 1965. 
Conzinc Riotinto Malaysia, Ltd., which 
will prospect off the coast of the States of NONMETALS 

Penang, Perak, and Selangor. This com- Cement.—Annual production capacity 
pany is a joint venture with interests held of Singapore’s three cement plants stood . 

by Riotinto Finance and Exploration Ltd. 4; 600,000 ‘tons at yearend 1967. This 

of London; The Bethlehem Mines Corp., capacity was realized by the opening in | 
a subsidiary of the United States Beth- May 1966, of the Asia Cement (Malaysia) 
lehem Steel Corporation; the Malaysian [tq cement plant. This plant, located at 
Government, and the Governments of the jhe Jurong Industrial estate obtains its 
three States; (3) the Billiton Company,  ¢jinker from Taiwan and gypsum from 
whose licenses cover the seabed areas off = A ctralia. 
the coast of the States of Negri Sembilan, The Singapore Government levies an 

Malacca, and Johore. The Billiton Com- import duty of $3.90 and $1.95 on cement 
pany is owned by Netherlands interests. A 44g clinker, respectively, to protect the 
special meeting between representatives of qomestic industry. These levies were 
the Federal Government, the States, and brought about by the abnormally low 

the companies is to be held for the pur- cement prices prevailing in Singapore 
pose of working out the terms and condi- during 1965 due to competition from im- 
tions under which the companies are to ported cement. During 1966 Singapore 
operate. A comprehensive survey of the imported 420,744 tons of cement and 
areas is scheduled to start immediately (jinker. ° 
upon the completion of these negotiations. The second kiln of the Tasek Cement 

It has also been reported that the all- rig plant at Ipoh, Malaysia, went into 
Malaya Chinese Mining Association has operation as scheduled in August 1966, 
applied for a tin prospecting licensing raising the plant’s present annual capacity 
covering 23,900 acres off the coast of  t about 400,000 tons. Early in 1967 two 
Lamut. The Association has funded an leading cement firms in West Malaysia, 

offshore mining company to conduct wialayan Cement Berhad and Pan-Malay- 
Prospecting operations if they are awarded sian Cement Works Berhad, agreed to 

a permit, merge in order to strengthen their opera- 
During 1967 the State Government of tions in Malaysia and Singapore. The 

Perak opened up the Malaysian reserve merged company is to be know as As- 

area for tin mining. The total area in-  .ocjated Pan-Malaysia Cement Sendirian 
volved amounted to 90,000 acres, of which = Barhad. . 
60,000 acres were set aside as a Malaysian 
reserve available for prospecting by Malay- Fertilizer—The new $50 million Chem- 
sians only. As of May 1967, the State had ical Company of Malaysia Ltd. fertilizer
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and chlorine plant at Padang Jawa, at Silantek and leave the coal for the time 
Malaysia, commenced operations in Jan- being. The Sarawak Government, how- 
urary 1967. The complex, a joint venture ever, stipulated that the exploitation of 
between Imperial Chemical Industries clay and coal had to be simultaneously 
Ltd. and Malaysian interests, has a pro- undertaken on a long-term basis. 
duction capacity of 200,000 tons of fertil- . 
izer per year. After an initial stockbuilding Petroleum.—The new refinery of Mobil 
period the firm will place three compound Refining Company (Malaysia)  Ltd., 
fertilizers on the market, which are located at J urons; Singapore operated at 
designed primarily for the rubber planta- full capacity during 1967, and the Shell 
tions. The factory uses ammonia by- Refining Company Malaya, Ltd., com- products from the Esso oil refinery to pleted the expansion of their Port Dick- 
manufacture its products. The new Esso ‘502s Malaya, refinery during the year. In ammonia plant at Port Dickson was of- addition, the Shell Company started con- 
ficially opened on May 20, 1967. The  ‘truction of a new refinery adjacent to 
ammonia plant has a production capacity their existing one at Pulau Bukom. The of approximately 50,000 tons of ammonia "€W plant will have a crude distillation 
and sulfur per year. capacity of 60,000 barrels per day. As of 

January 1, 1968, total refinery capacity 
Marble.—The Langkawi Marble Com- of the region was 200,500 barrels per day 

pany, Ltd., which began operating its distributed among six refineries—three 
$72,000 plant in 1963, is making an each in Malaysia and Singapore. During 
extensive effort to capture the local mar- 1967 it was estimated that these refineries 
ble market. This company, with head- processed 77.6 million barrels of crude 
quarters at Kuala Lumpur, is the only and produced an estimated 67.9 million 
marble producer in Malaysia. Marble barrels of refined products. Imports of 
produced by the company has the crude oil and refined products to Malaysia 
characteristics and conformation of white and Singapore, exclusive of inter-area 
Carrara marble. Production is obtained transfers amounted to approximately 2,- 
from the Malaysian islands of Langkawi, 202,000 barrels and 32,000,000 barrels, 
Bunting, Dayang, Paku, and Pasu, as respectively, during 1966. 
well as several islands in the straits of In October 1967 the Malaysian Gov- 
Malacca. ernment granted offshore’ exploration 

eae rights along the east coast of Malaya to 
Silica.—Sarawak has _ granted three Standard Oil Company (New Jersey) 

prospecting licenses for silica sand. These and the Continental Oil Company. Stand- 
licenses are in the Bintulu, Baram, and ard Oil was awarded the northern part 

Lundu districts. The names of the com- _ and Continental the southern portion. Ad- 
panies and acreage involved was not re- ditionally, three foreign-owned oil com- 

ported. panies have applied for exploration rights 
MINERAL FUELS along the west coast of Malaya. These 

firms are Mobil Oil Company, Frontier 
Coal—The intensive survey of the Petroleum Company, and Amoco (Malay- 

Bintulu coalfields by the Borneo Region — sia) Petroleum Company. These applica- 
Geological Survey under the auspices of tions are now being processed by the 
the United Nations Special Fund was Government of Malaysia. If these ap- 
completed. Results of this survey indicated plicants are granted exploration rights, 
that the coal has moderate to poor coking virtually the entire offshore area of 
qualities and, in places, a high sulfur Malaysia will be covered by exploration 
content. These factors would inhibit or exploitation contracts held by foreign- 
economic exploitation. owned oil companies. 

The Nippon Coal Mining Company of The only crude oil production in the 
Japan was granted an extension of their area is by subsidiary companies of the 
prospecting license until September 30, Royal Dutch—Shell Group. A largely de- 
1967. The Japanese have spent the last 6 pleted field, Miri in Sarawak, produced 
years investigating means of exploiting coal 328,334 barrels during 1967, and another 
deposits of Silantek in Sarawak’s second old established field, Seria in Brunei, also 
division. The Japanese indicated that on the decline, produced 21,448,000 bar- 
they would like to exploit the clay deposits _rels. An offshore field, South-West Ampa
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in Brunei waters, a more recent discovery, was negotiating with the Japanese firm, 

produced 16,513,000 barrels and has not Teikoku Oil Company, for the sale, over 
yet reached peak production. All Brunei 4 period of 20 years, of 2,000 million 

crude oil production is transported by cubic meters of gas each year. The com- 
pipeline to Lutong, Sarawak, for refining . . 

. . panies have supposedly reached a tentative 
or exporting. Brunei also produces natural . 
gasoline and natural gas, with 1967 pro- agreement. Previous negotiations for the 
duction being 553,000 barrels and 2,633 sale of natural gas to Japan failed because 

million cubic meters, respectively. Early in competition from Alaskan natural gas was 
1968 it was reported that Shell Brunei too strong.





The Mi t e Mineral Industry of Mexico 

By Burton E. Ashley * 

The mining industry generally lagged tire tax had to be paid, and the rebaie 
behind the brisk pace of the Mexican returned upon application. The auto- 
economy in 1967. Tonnage output of matic rebate system freed large amounts 
many of Mexico’s mineral commodities of capital formerly held on deposit. The 
was down from 1966 levels. However, same tax rule was applied to metals and 
because of favorable silver prices, esti- byproducts originating in Mexican-con- 
mated value of metallic mineral produc- trolled beneficiation plants, foundries, 
tion gained slightly more than 3 percent and _ refineries. 
compared with the 1966 value. General guidelines were established to 
-Excluding petroleum, the mining in- eliminate any official discretion in 

dustry contributed between 1.5 and 2 _ granting the 50-percent tax rebate. 
percent to the 1967 Gross National Mexicanized firms opening new mines, 
Product. or rehabilitating old ones, or beginning 

While the mining industry segment new industries based on mineral raw 
appeared to have experienced a setback materials, were granted a subsidy of up 
in some respects, the situation was re- to 40 percent of the ordinary income 
garded as temporary. tax. 

Some important aspects of the 1961 The production tax on gold was re- 
mining law were implemented which duced to 50 percent of the previous 
gave tax relief to some sectors of the rate, and tax exemption was extended 
industry, and indirectly made working to Mexican controlled firms producing 
capital available for expansion of mine, molybdenum, bismuth, cadmium, arsenic, 

plant, and exploration programs. vanadium, selenium, iron, cobalt, or 
Continued Mexicanization of various mixtures thereof. 

firms also provided wider scope for op- In an effort to reduce smuggling 
eration in many cases. Incentive was mercury from Mexico, the Government 
found to rehabilitate abandoned mines. reduced production and export taxes by 
Increasing world demand for selected 50 percent (from about $75 down to 
nonmetallic minerals provided the re- $37.50 per flask) for a trial period of 
quired encouragement for expansion. one year beginning December 31, 1967. 

The Mexican Government was active Industry sources reported immediate in- 
in a number of mining fields. It creased offerings of “legal’? mercury. 
sponsored exploration for copper, coal, It was expected that in 1968 the ex- 

and iron ore; it encouraged and assisted port tax on refined zinc bars would be 
development of sulfur sources, increased reduced to the rate paid on zinc in 
production of zinc metal at its Saltillo concentrates. 
smelter, and returned to operation a According to 1967 figures, employ- 
silver mine abandoned during the early ment in mining, metallurgy, and petro- 
1930’s. leum increased by 28 percent over 1965 

Fiscal measures put into effect to levels. Breakdown, by industry, for 1967 
stimulate the producing sector included was as follows: Mining 90,000; metal- 
the automatic rebate of 50 percent of lurgy, 30,000; petroleum, 63,000. 
the federal tax on minerals, metals, and ss 
compounds originating in Mexican or . ae «acs . 
Menicanize d firms. Heretofore, the en- Actene™ scientist, Division of International 

a17
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PRODUCTION | 

The Bureau of Mines has heretofore Cia. Metalirgica Mexicana Pefioles 
depended mainly on two sources for ceased production of selenium at _ its 
mineral production statistics, the annual Monterrey plant in April 1966. 
mineral production questionnaires sub- -. Output of crude petroleum in 1967 
mitted by Embassy of United States of averaged 364,166 barrels daily. In ad- 
America, Mexico, D. F., and monthly’ dition, daily recovery of natural gasoline 
figures published by the Mexican Gov- and condensate amounted to 46,585 
ernment.2. However, in 1967, another barrels, for an average total daily petro- 
publication became available* that re- leum output of 410,751 barrels. This 
vised many figures previously published. was an increase of 11.03 percent over 
As the work was done by the organiza- 1966 figures. Natural gas production at 
tion primarily responsible for mineral 1,569.4 million cubic feet per day was 
statistics, the revised figures were con- 8.5 percent higher than that of 1966.° 

sidered a more accurate reflection of Petrdleos Mexicanos (Pemex) listed pro- 
actual output. Therefore, note should duction of 22 basic petrochemical com- 
be taken of the numerous revisions and modities in 1967 totaling 780,723 tons, 
additions in respect of the production 20.42 percent over 1966 output.® 
table. The iron and steel industry had ini- 

In general, quantity output of selected creased output, the rise over 1966 levels 

metallic minerals in 1967 was down, but amounting to 11.1 percent for primary 
value was up—1966 ($306 million), forms and ferroalloys. Sponge iron pro- 

1967 ($315 million). However, sub- duction, at 325,930 tons, was up 22.7 
stantial gains were made in quantity of | percent from the 1966 figure. Ferroalloy 

1967 output over that of 1966 in iron output alone gained 22.3 percent. A 
ore, cadmium metal, bismuth and _ tungs- breakdown of Mexican ferroalloy produc- 

ten. tion was as follows: Ferromanganese 

Mercury output for 1967 at 14,413 35,690; ferrosilicon 11,068;  silicoman- 

flasks was nearly 35 percent less than S8@Mese 6,661; ferrochrome 1,075; and 
the 1966 quantity. However, smuggling ferromolybdenum 118. 

from Mexico reportedly remained a 7 2 Secretaria de Industria y Comercio, Direc- 
. . 4 cién General de  Estadistica. Revista de 

_ problem, and some estimates indicated  fetadistica. 

that as much as 30 percent of total out- ,0Ome, de, Regursae Naturales, no, Reno 
put might not have been officially rec- Mexicana. Mexico, D. F., 1967, 428 pp. 

3 . 4U.S. Embassy, Mexico City. Annual Minerals 
orded. The Government’s new policy Industry Report, Mexico, 1967. State Depart- 
reducing taxation for mercury produc- ment Airgram A-1066, June 23, 1968, 17 pp., 
tion and export was expected to reduce 5 Petrélecs Mexicanos Memoria de Labores. 
eae . 1967. pp. 47-48. 
illicit traffic in the metal. 6 Page 60 of work cited in footnote 5.
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Table 1.—Mexico: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ae ns 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 
na 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Ingots. ...-....-.-----.--------- 5,500 17,678 19 ,088 20,902 21,513 
Alloys....----------------------- 526 1,232 1,783 1,957 NA 
Semifinished and finished products- - 13,297 14,179 15,650 NA NA 

Antimony: 
In untreated ore and concentrate. -- 3,899 3,805 3,476 3,145 2,752 
In smelter products..........----- 927 983 985 1,271 986 

_ Total_..-.--.----------------- 4,826 4,788 4,461 4,416 3,738 
Arsenic trioxide (A203) --------------- 13,305 14,860 13,778 r 13,746 15, 423 

Arsenic content (as reported) ....--- 9,486 11,169 10,127 10,103 11,336 
Bismuth_....__..._.... +--+ tr 400 r 500 r 465 470 504 
Cadmium: 

In zine concentrates for export ¢__-- 2,149 2,250 2,028 r 838 378 
. In flue dust__..-...--.-.----.---- 681 659 681 NA 700 

Refined meta]J_......-....-------- 163 158 69 110 168 
Copper: 

In ores mined !_____.--_.---__--- r 55,090 r 52,072 r 55,248 t 56,513 56,012 
Smelted and refined_..._.--.-.---- r 53,660 t 50,243 r 54,008 55,238 54,457 

Gold__..---L..-.-..-.-- troy ounces-- 237 ,948 209 ,976 215,796 190 ,815 165,287 
Iron ore, 60 percent Fe equivalent_._._.. 2,328,137 2,320,778 2,654,560 2,307,030 2,695, 160 

I-on content (as reported)_....._-. 1,896,882 1,392,467 1,592,737 1 ,384,218 1,617,096 
Tron and steel: 

Pig iron__..._..-..-------------- 833,118 926,263 945,947 1,186,568 1,285,493 

Sponge iron........-------------- 169 , 735 202,551 212,668 265,575 325,930 

Ferroalloys.......--------------- 25,917 42,568 43 , 436 44,657 54,612 

Steel ingots._._.__....._----------- 2,026,033 2,326,496 2,454,680 2,787 ,478\ 3.023.166 

Steel castings..._._.---.--------- 11,684 25,754 33,772 13,096; “ ’ 

L Semifinished and finished steel___-. 1,634,187 1,885,480 2,082,246 2,327,637 3,904,826 

ead: 
In ore and concentrate for export..- 2,804 3,254 2,473 2,100° 2,223 
In smelter and refinery products___- 186,170 166,703 164,307 172,145 161,690 

Manganese, content of ore..-_--------- 17, 786 85,953 83 ,574 51,624 30,799 

Mercury.-_....._._--76-pound flasks-_-_ 16,302 12,549 19,190 r 22,075 14,413 

Molybdenum ores: 
Molybdenum sulfide (MoS2) content 

kilograms. - 68,755 89,164 . 80,926 +*149,663 ©¢ 220,000 

Molybdenum (Mo) content..do---- 41,253 53,498 48 ,556 r 89,708 131,868 

Nickel. __.....-...--.--------------- 26 29 444 55 28 

Selenium '__._......._..._._kilograms-_ 2,874 3,166 8,227 1,711 ___------ 

Silver. _._....._thousand troy ounces-- 42,760 41,716 40,332 41,984 38 , 273 

Strontium ore....-.----------~------- r 6,276 r 5,461 r 2,620 r 5,685 2,543 
in: 

In ores mined___._..._-long tons-- 1,055 1,207 503 © r 789 NA 

Refined. __._...-_.-...-.--do-~-- 1,055 1,145 459 195 607 

Tungsten ore, 60 percent WOs basis- - - - 33 8 - 183 143 313 

ine: 
In ore and concentrate for export- -- 151,454 158 , 558 143 ,131 132 ,272 139 , 648 

In smelter and refinery products 2__ 81,642 86,375 89 ,744 100 ,641 101,567 

Nonmetals: 
- Agate.__..-.-..-......---kilograms. - W17 6,484 150 21,005 3,000 

Barite._..._.._.-_----._-------------- 256, 597 834,044 368 ,342 291,484 223 , 280 

Calcite: 
Optical_...........---kilograms-- (5) r19 29 ril NA 

Common. .___._-_--.------------ 3,550 3,616 18,671 6,559 5,064 
eee 

Cement: 
Gray__..------------------------ 38,596,291 4,241,941 4,207,075 r4,231,610 5,544,237 

White._.____-..--_.....-.---.--- 717,463 89,845 111,567 * 106,622 113,727 

Other._._...-.--__--..-...------ 88 , 318 86 , 323 3,497 *568,982 e¢ 600,000 
a 

C Total__._.._.-_-----.--.------- 3,762,072 4,418,109 4,322,139 * 4,907,214 6,257,964 

lays: 
"Kaolin._....------------------- 46,561 64,225 81,135 96,591 78, 592 

Bentonite. __._._.......---------- 4,245 r 16,230 r17,077 25,607 32,580 

Fuller’s earth. __.._-_...--------- 8, 635 4,614 9,172 6,020 18 ,643 

Refractory_...._...-------------- 369 987 382 3,259 98,049 

Diatomite.._....-_-..--_...-.------- 888 2,050 895 8,461 7,186 

Dolomite.._.______.__--.-.--.------- 120,749 +*239,551 * 266,690 305 ,680 349 , 890 

Feldspar....__...-.-.-.------------- 14,500 31,900 47,700 82,700 63 , 600 

Fertilizers: 
Nitrogenous_-__...--.-.---------- 434,178 469,320 3198,511 * 443,558 450,200 

Phosphatic__.....--.-.---------- 161 , 332 164,055 165,530 *200,149 231,600 

Mixed. _____-_-_----...--------- 153 ,949 176,948 * 262,286 NA NA 

Other__.______--_.-.-.---------- 41,451 86,515 NA NA NA 

Fluorspar__..._-_-.--.--------------- 481,619 642 , 872 735,381 725,388 785,114 

Graphite, amorphous. -- -..-.--------- r 18,303 30,337 40,413 r 38,752 40,690 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Mexico: Production of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 
ee 

Nonmetals:—Continued 
Gypsum_____...-.------------------- 1,097,339 1,165,054 1,081,745 1,151,071 976,401 

Limestone: . . . 
- For cement ¢___...thousand tons-_. 4,780 5,640 5,595 NA NA 

Other_....--~-------------d0-~-- r 1,232 r1,433 r 1,590 °1,727 1,693 

Totale_._...------------do---. 6,012. -s-* 7,078 ~=—-* 7,185 NA NA 
Marble.________--.-.---------------- r 28,608 r 24,259 14,486 r19,594 18 , 005 
Mica_____._-_-__--.------------------ tr 262 r 304 t 546 396 884 
‘Perlite. _..._._-_..------.---.------~- r 6,407 8,962 r 8,350. 10,095 10,572 
Phosphate rock____.....------------- r 34,292 r 33,124 r 39,473 r 55,788 54,264 
Salt___._......._.._.-thousand tons_-_ 1,225 1,783 2,200 2,398 . 3,330 

. Sand, silica... +--+ -- 154,978 +1257,397 192 ,986 205, 864 203 , 065 
Sodium sulfate__...._.-..------------  --------- 189 26,113 47,895. | 68 , 757 

Sulfur: , a | 7 
Frasch processed_........-----.-- 1,480,026 1,662,016 1,505,015 1,687,299 1,818,928 
Mined___.__..---..--~---------- 29 , 433 26,406 34,342 29 , 792 . 23,920 
Recovered from natural gas___----- 44,003 36,866 46,722 | 38 , 772 48 , 307 

~Total____-__.---_-------- eee 1,558,462 1,725,288 1,586,079 1,705,863 1,891,155 
Tale______-_- i eee ™1,317 © 785 73,387 r2,510 2,918 
Wollastonite_-.....------------------ 51 15, 553 5,811 3,210 1,504 

Mineral fuels: . - . 
Bituminous coal... -_-_thousand tons- - 2,071 r2,1388 2,006 2,101 2,388 
Coal products: me eo 

Coke_._-__--_----.-------do____ 765 786 824 ® 865 1,084 
_ Coke breeze (finos de coque)------- 21,265 21,138. 20,874 r 21,819 NA 

Coal tar__._...-_---------------- 11,628 12,238 -10, 708 r12,255 NA 
Coal gas 4______million cubic feet__ 2,971 3,489 5,332 *6,251 ¢ 6,513 

Natural gas 4. __....----.--.---do__-- 401,572 485,057 493,161 529 , 128 572 , 832 
Sales 4. .-.--.--..-.------do__+- 205,944 284,636 °'249,844 * 255,128 275 , 502 

Petroleum: . 
Crude (includes distillates and . 

natural gas liquids) 
thousand 42-gallon barrels-- 125,825 (129,504 132,141 135,021 149 ,924 

Refinery prod«cts: | 
Gasoline: 

. Aviation... .-.....do__-- 648 695 791 663 639 
Other (including naphthas) . 

- thousand 42-gallon barrels_ 33, 860 36,002 37,674 36,646 40,984 

| Total....---.---do___- 34,508 36,697 38,465 37,309 41,628 
Jet fuel. __.._-_.----_.-do____ 786 955 1,070 1,605. 1,984 
Kerosine__.......-...-do._--_ 11,706 12,188. . 11,906 11,665 12,076 
Distillate fuel oil. __...-do-_~- 16,995 20, 682 21,020 21,771 23,746 
Residual fuel oi]________do-.~- 42,511 39 , 953 41,880 40,320 43 , 428 
Lubricants, including greases 

thousand 42-gallon barrels-- 1,220 1,270 1,409 1,342 1,394 
Asphalt___.......__..-do __-- 2,004 2,321 3,173 6,035 6,289 
Liquefied petroleum gas_do- .--- 5,793 6,734 8,452 8,569 9,152 
Other_..._..__.....-..do._.- 2,261 2,252 2,519 4,547 2,472 

Total refinery products . 
- thousand 42-gallon barrels. 117 , 784 123, 052 129 , 894 133,153 142,164 

e Estimate. » Preliminary. Revised. | NA Not available. 
1 Figures include electrolytic copper. 
2 Includes refined bars, concentrated slag, zine oxide, zinc sulfate, zine residues, and calcined zinc. 
3 Ammonium sulfate only. 
4 Converted at 35.8145 cubic feet per cubic meter. 
> Revised to none. 

TRADE 

Value of trade in all commodities rose lowing commodities showed the greatest 
slightly from 1965 to 1966, but consid- percentage increases in quantity: Nickel, 
erable variation in mineral trade value all forms, 94 percent; phosphate rock, 27 
was recorded for the period. Value of percent; asbestos, 19 percent; and tin in 
1966 mineral commodity exports declined ll forms, 14 percent. 
by nearly 16 percent from the 1965 level, Import value of 13 selected nonmetallic 

while value of mineral commodity imports mineral commodities rose from $12.8 mil- 

rose by 117 percent. Imports of the fol- lion in 1965 to $14.8 million in 1966.
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Export value of selected important of. total commodity trade to trade in min- 
mineral commodities for 1966 were as fol- eral commodities for 1965 and 1966: 

lows, with 1965 value in parentheses: Zinc, SSS 
$63.4 million ($63 million); silver, $44.2 Value (million dollars) Mineral 

. e *. ; > . . e . are ne ee com- 

million ($38 million) ; sulfur, $35.4 mil Mineral Total trade modities’ 
lion ($34 million); lead, $34.4 million com- share 
($36 million); fluorite, $15.3 million ($16 | modities = (pereant) 
million); copper, $5.6 million ($4 mil- oe 
lion ) , Exports $ $ 

; q - 5.-----.-. $301.0 1,111.0 2t.1 On a value basis, the United States re 196622272. a8 4 11904 | 3408 
mained Mexico’s primary trading partner Imports | 
i i . 1965_.----_- 71.9 1,559.6 4.6 in 1966, taking 62.5 percent of total com 1966.22 2222. «156.1. 1605.2 9°97 
modity exports, and supplying 63.8 per- Trade balance 

. ; . ; : 1965_____..._ 229.1 — 448.6 XxX cent of imports; West Germany supplied 19660227777. 9778 4188 xx 
7.7. percent of Mexico’s commodity im- | 
ports, while Japan received 9.6 percent - XX Not applicable. 
of its exports. . t Source: Anuario Estadistico del Comercio Ex- 

The following table shows the relation “" °° los Estados Unidos Mexicanos. 

Table 2.—Mexico: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity - 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: | 4 = - | 
. Aluminum: 

Alumina... 2.220 () 6 Mainly to United States. 
Ingots. ....-~--------------------.-- 429 600 Mainly to Colombia. 
Semimanufactures.__._....-.........- - 6 12 Mainly to El Salvador. 

Antimony, content of: 
Ore and concentrate_._.__._.___.___-_- 11,849 14,498 Mainly to United States. 
Mixed bars__.....---.-.-.--------_-- 234 177 Do. 
Refined bars_.-...------------------- 46 145 All to United States. 

Arsenic oxide: . 
Black arsenie_.......--..-.-----.---- 826 1,638 Do. 
White arsenic._...-......-_....-.-.-- 9,209 9,409 Do. 

Total........--.-2.----.---------- 10,035 11,047 | 
Bismuth: 

Mixed bars. ..-..._. 2-22. 2 eee 415 276 United States 142; United Kingdom 

Refined bars........----------------- 147 245 Mainly to United States. 
Cadmium: 

Flue dust_......--.-.---.-/.--.------ 944 1,062 All to United States. 
Refined metal.......--...- --- ~~ ----- 26 65 Brazil 34; United States 29. 

Copper: 
Ore__._.---..----.-- ene eee 5, 753 4,499 All to United States. 
Concentrate, precipitate, matte, speiss, . 989 1,243 United States 654; Japan 589. 

etc. 
sulfate. --~- ~~~ ------n-n---n nnn 997 1,298 Mainly to Brazil. 

etal: 
Mixed bars__....-.--...-.--_------ 7,947 7,278 United States 5,978; Poland 1,300. 
Anodes and electrolytic copper-_-____-- 837 250 All to United States. 
Semimanufactures, including alloys. __ 3,592 4,801 Mainly to United States. 

Gold_..__...-.-_._..._._-_troy ounces .- 5,919 7,196 Do. 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore.__..--..-.------------------ 9,914 120 Do. 
Serap.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.----- -----.---- 372 98 All to United States. 
Pig iron.w.........-.---2-.--------e Q) wea eoee 
Steel: 

Ingots and other primary forms- --_---_ 4 10 Do. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars___..__-.--_------------- eee 259 200 Mainly to Argentina. 
Plates, sheets and strip__._..-_-_-- 90,528 78,658 Mainly to United States. 
Tinplate___...._..__-_-_..--..---- 50 60 Do. 
Girders, beams, structural shapes_--_ 871 1,118 Mainly to Costa Rica. 
Wire and cable_______._-_--- +e 802 793 Chile 352; Colombia 237. 
Pipes, tubes, and fittings...._...-- 44,083 44,780 United States 26,049; Colombia 8,738. 

Lead Other___-_-..----.--- eee 926 938 All to United States. 
ad: 
Ore, concentrate, matte, and speiss-_--_.- 2,818 2,493 Mainly to United States. 

xides: 
Litharge___...........-...--.------ 31,011 28,923 Do. 
Red lead. _____._-.-----.----------- 2,352 2,622 United States 1,154; West Germany 

See footnotes at end of table. " .
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Table 2.—Mexico: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) — Se ee eee esse een ESE SPECIN CO) 
Commodity ~ 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals—C ontinued 
Lead—Continued 

Metal: 
Impure and mixed bars._.......-__- 10,366 15,2382 Netherlands 8,124; United States 

. 50 e : 

Antimonial bars....._.--....-.--_-- 14 129 Mainly to United States. 
Refined bars......-..--..--..--.-- 96,727 98,559 Do. 

Manganese ore and concentrate_________- 88,260 40,606 Do. 
Mercury_.___._.....__..76-pound flasks_ _ 19,326 19,538 Do. . 
Molybdenum concentrate__..........._-- 108 65 West Germany 27; United States 24. 
Silver__........._thousand troy ounces-- 29,522 34,245 West Germany 14,801; United States 

gungsten concentrate. _ 2-2 2-2 Lee 204 223 Mainly to United States. 
ine: 
Ore, concentrate, slag, and other inter- 285,003 312,934 Do. 

mediate products. . 
Oxide, white._...-.-.----2--- eee 6,531 7,987 Do. 
Sulfate.._....2 22-222 ee 1,449 1,049 All to United States. 
Metal: 

Powder... ...--.-------- eee tee eee 1,339 Mainly to Argentina. 
Refined bars__-____-.-----_--_____-- 25,861 32,606 United States 16,928; Brazil 8,472. 

Other metals and metallic residues_______- 685 483 United States 280; Belgium 203. 
Nonmetals: 

Abrasives, except diamond, not elsewhere 
specified: 

Emery_..._.........._.-__kilograms__ 571 2,092 Mainly to Guatemala. 
Pumice___..-.--- eee 7,180 6,723 All to United States. 

Asbestos... . 22-2 e eee 106 21 Mainly to Switzerland. 
Barite_...--2. ek 220 192 Mainly to United States. 
Calcite, optical and industrial__kilograms.. ___._____ 175 Do. 
Cement, portland___.__._._.._._.___-__- 1,939 1,956 Do. 
Clays and earths: 

Bentonite______-___~ 405 65 United States 44; West Germany 20. 
Other clays including refractory.._____-- 300 282 United States 116; Venezuela 60. 
Karths, all kinds_.____._...__._______ 13 4 United States 2; Guatemala 1. 

Diamond: 
Gem___.____.--_.______-_earats__ 1,060 -_-____ 
Industrial__.__...___._________do___-_ 15,000 15,000 - All to Guatemala. 

Diatomite, infusorial earth, tripoli, and 5,694 3,628 United States 807; Belgium 407; 
chalk. United Kingdom 324. 

Feldspar_.___..___--__.-_.--..--_---_-- 57 779 All to Guatemala. 
Fluorspar: 

Acid grade______..-_-___--___--___---_ 219,700 241,765 Mainly to United States. 
Metallurgical grade______.___._-___-__- 461,488 501,429 United States 385,364; Canada 

5,600. 
Gem stones, cut and uncut_.___-._carats__ 785 20,228 Mainly to Spain. 
Graphite, natural amorphous. _______-__- 37,463 31,173 Mainly to United States. 
ypstm: 
Crude._......------- =e 1,075,865 979,614 United States 800,640. 
Calcined.__-._-_.-- eee 81 22 Mainly to Colombia. 

Lime... eee 45 17 British Honduras 10; United States 7. 
Limestone and dolomite_________.______- 950 495 All to United States. 
Perlite. _._.-_-- eee 488 1,392 Chile 715; Guatemala 343. 
Phosphate rock___._________-_________- 31,319 37,053 Mainly to United States. 
Quartz_._.___--- eee 1,747 1,304 All to United States. 
Salt_.._........_.._____thousand tons-_- 1,601 850 United States 516; Canada 227. 
Stone, sand, and gravel, building and in- 

dustrial: 
Alabaster and marble. _______________- 5,711 10,305 Mainly to Philippines. 
Granite.....__--..---.2 2 eee 20) __ LLL 
Other stone, type not specified. _______- 43,425 ______- 
Sand and gravel_________-.__________- 8,377 8,092 United States 4,050; Guatemala 

4,011. 
Strontium minerals, celestite_.___.______- 3,125 6,302 Mainly to United States. 
Sulfur__...__.__..._..__thousand tons__ 1,540 1,504 Bahamas 687; United States 258. 
Tale and steatite_____.____.____________ 41 18 Mainly to United States. 

Mineral fuels: 
Asphalt____._ 22 121 240 Mainly to Costa Rica. 
Coal, powdered_____.___________.______ 2 9 Guatemala 5; United States 4. 
Natural gas____.______million cubic feet_- 54,327 16,096 All to United States. 
Natural gas liquids. ____________________ 371 828 Mainly to United States. 
Petroleum: 

Crude___.__thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 7,266 10,183 All to United States. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline_____..__.___..__.._-do___. 8 82 Mainly to United States. 
Distillate fuel oil__.._..______do____ 271 442 Denmark 264; United Kingdom 126. 
Residual fuel oil___..._._._.__do____ 10,170 7,255 Mainly to United States. 
Lubricants, including greases____.____ 260 261 Do. 
Paraffin_.____.____--__- eee 2,829 964 All to United States. 

1 Less than)4 unit. 
Sources: Secretaria de Industria y Comercio, Direcci6n General de Estad{stica. Anuario Estadistica del 

Comercio Exterior de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos. 1966, 739 pp.; 1967, 746 pp.
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Table 3.—Mexico: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

a 

Metals: 
Aluminum: : 

Bauxite. .......--.------.------- 14,987 9,888 Mainly from United States. 
Aluminum oxide__....-----.-.---- 45,982 44,190 Do. 
Metal, all forms___.....-.-------- 4,479 1,301 Do. 

Antimony, all forms..__--_..----------  --------- 59 United States 39; Belgium 17. 
Cobalt, oxide_........-----.--------- 8 3 Belgium 2; United States 1. 
Copper and alloys, all forms_-.---...---- 795 723 United States 320; West Germany 282. 
Chromite. ----------------2--------- 27,543 28,154 Mainly from United States. 

old: 
Wire__...-_...._.-_ troy ounces_- 4 1 All from United States. 
Sheets. ..__.-.-.--..-_....do-_-_- 1,370 1,730 Mainly from West Germany. 
Powder__...._..---.------do_-~- 13,628 16,396 All from United States. 

Iron and steel: 
Jron ore..___-..--.---.---------- 18,527 419 Mainly from Brazil. 
Pig iron, sponge, powder... ..------ '31,777 86,273 Mainly from United States. 
Serap...-..--------------------- 751,904 720,678 Do. 
Ferroalloy._...-.-..------------- 1,535 1,294 Do. 
Ingots and equivalent forms -.-~--- 629,572 59,208 Do. 
Semimanufactures: 

Railroad rails and accessories._ ¢'138,396 109,760 Canada 69,991; United States 26,017. 
Other. ___....-------.------- 33,739 386,034 Mainly from United States. 

Lead, all forms_.._._-...---.---------- 27 39 Do. 
Magnesium_-__-._.-..---.---.--------- 525 654 Do. 
Mercury.____...._-..-76-pound flasks__ 30 23 Do. 

Nickel: 
Ingots and castings..__..-.....---- 208 94 Canada 69; United States 25. 
Semimanufactures____...--.---.--- 344 978 United States 610; Canada 253. 

Palladium__...._.__.....-troy ounces-- 3,261 5,746 All from United States. 
Platinum.___........__..-.-.--do---- 1,174 8,503 Mainly from United States. 
Rutile ----------------2-2--------- 195 336 United States 236; Australia 100. 

ilver: 
Wire...__..-.......-troy ounces-__ 6,311 10,276 United States 9,615; United Kingdom 

Bars and shapes......------do-_--- 1,398 703 West Germany 349; Belgium 322. 
rT Other._..___....-...---.--do-_.-- 552 1 All from United States. 

in: 
. Tin ore........-._-----long tons-. 761 1,004 United States 420; B ermuda 394. 
Ingots___...__------------do_-_-- 539 480 All from United States. 
Semimanufactures___......-do_--_- 24 26 Mainly from United States. 

Tungsten, all forms.__..-_-----.------ VT wnannee 
Uranium, thorium, plutonium and other 11 5 Do. - 

substances. - 

Zine, all forms_....------------------ 60 63 United States 34; West Germany 10. 

Zircon... __-.------.----------------- 1,854 1,550 Mainly from Australia. - 

Other: } 
Ores and concentrates___..-------- 15 48 Australia 27; United States 15. 
Metals and alloys._..------------ 28 15 Mainly from United States. 
Serap of nonferrous metals 2___..-- 10 94 Do. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives: 

Carborundum and emery in powder 433 680 United States 248; Austria 219. 
and grains. 

Asbestos, crude___..-.--------------- 21,480 25,526 Mainly from Canada. 

Barite__....._..._--__-_---.---------- 644 452 West Germany 192; United States 187. 
i 8,887 6,175 Mainly from United States. 
ays: 

Fuller’s earth.__.._..---.--.----- 3,369 485 Do. 
Kaolin._.__...-.--...-..-.------ 9,096 13,413 Do. 
Refractory....-.-.--------------- 86,327 90,240 Do. 
Other____....-._-.---..--------- ™1,011 1, 752 Do. 

Cryolite, natural or artiflcial_..__-.---- 272 380 Do. 

Diamond: 
Gem, cut and uncut. -__-__--carats- - 8,005 18,580 Netherlands 6,900; Belgium 3,275. 

Industrial____...____-_----do__-_- 1,400,000 50,000 Mainly from United States. 

Powder___....__.---------do_---- 11,100,000 85,000 All from United States. 

Diatomite...___...-.-...------------ 274 80 Mainly from United States. 
Dolomite._.....--------------------- 70 50 All from United States. 
Feldspar__..------------------------ 1,058 1,462 Do. 
Fertilizer and fertilizer raw materials: 

Nitrogenous: 
Sodium nitrate.._.._...------- 13,192 14,585 Mainly from Chile. 
Ammonium nitrate_...------- 49,742 24,779 United States 20,180; Costa Rica 

Phosphatic: 
Phosphate rock- __----------- 228,190 289,771 Mainly from United States. 

Superphosphates..-....------  --------- 3 All from United States. 

Potassic: Potassium chloride- ------ 31,474 40,775 Mainly from United States. 

Gem stones, rough or kilograms - 55 88 Brazil 60; France 19. 

cut.
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Table 3.—Mexico: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ne 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

er 

Nonmetals—Continued 
Graphite. ___..-..--.---------------- 270 133 United States 68; Canada 50. 
Gypsum, ealcined__..---------------- t 9,467 8,773 Mainly from United States. 
Magnesite, caleined_.-_--------------- 35,589 39,865 Do. 
Marble, crushed, crude and cut. _...--- 41 601 Mainly from Italy. 

ica: 
Crude and powder_.-------------- 128 197 Mainly from United States. 
Serap_.___---------------------- 36 42 All from United States. 

Salt_.....- 2+ -- 4,822 1,131 Mainly from United States. 
Sand and gravel__.___.--.-..--------- 136,648 132,397 Do. 
Stone: 

Building and ornamental. ----._--- 2,808 2,216 Mainly from Italy. 
Sulfur, ground and unground._____-_-- 403 165 Mainly from United States. 
Tale and pyrophyllite: 

Tale: 
Crude__.._._..--..-.-------- 34,150 46,648 Do. 
Powdered_..._._----_----.-- 613 618 Do. 

Pyrophyllite____..-.-...--------- 150 83 All from United States. 
Vermiculite_.___.-.-_---.----.------- 564 577 Mainly from United States. 
Other nonmetallic minerals. _._____---- 1,247 2,546 Australia 1,621; United States 923. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal__.___-_-.-------------_-------- 56,303 63,796 Mainly from United States. 
Ceke__....-----_--------------------- 56,250 124,807 Do. 
Natural gas.__..._.._million cubic feet_-_ 8,252 8,809 All from United States. 
Natural thousand 42-gallon barrels-- 5,650 6,659 Mainly from United States. 

gas liquids. 
Petroleum: 

Crude__...-.-------------------- 1,057 633 Do. 
Refinery products: 

Aviation gasoline_.__.._do__-- 107 282 Do. 
Motor gasoline____._.._.do.._- 287 1,241 Do. 
Kerosine_.__.._...._..do-__- $272 107 Do. 
Distillate fuel oil._.....-do_..- 166 (4) All from United States. 
Residual fuel oil__.._..._do..-- 1,669 318 Do. 
Lubricants including greases _ _ - 190 257 Mainly from Uinted States. 
Asphalt__...-.-.-..--------- 358 594 All from United States. 
Paraffin and vaseline_____._.-- 23,749 25,202 Mainly from United States. 

t Revised. 
1 Molybdenum and various alloys. 
2 Copper, brass and tin. 
3 Includes jet fuel. 
4 Less than 14 unit. 

Sources: Secretaria de Industria y Comercio, Direcci6n General de Estadf3tica. Anuario Estadfstica del 
Comercio Exterior de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos. 1966, 739 pp.; 1967, 746 pp. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS to establish a primary aluminum reduc- 

. . tion plant near Mexico City. 
Aluminum.—Aluminio, S.A. de C.V., American & Foreign Power Company, 

announced plans to double ingot ca- [nc., invested $1 million for a one-half ® 
pacity to 40,000 tons per year. Expan- interest in Kawneer de Mexico, S.A. de 
sion of the Veracruz’ plant was planned ©.V., a subsidiary of American Metal 

in two phases, the first step to 30,000 Climax, Inc. Kawneer, an_ established 
tons annual capacity, with 40,000 tons manufacturer of aluminum _ building 
capability to be achieved in early 1970. products, started construction of an ex- 
Total cost of the program was reported  trusion facility near Puebla. 

at $19.2 million. Aluminio, S. A., de Production of alumina from alunite, 
Cc. V., was | under the following owner- KAIs (OH) 6 ( SO.) 2, was reportedly suc- 

ship: ; Mexican interests, 51 percent, cessful on an experimental basis and the 
Aluminum Company of America, 35 — 
percent, and American and_ Foreign (Metals Week. V. 166, No. 5, Jan. 30, 1967, 

p. 3. 
Power Co., Inc., 14 percent. 8 American Meta! Market. v. 73, No. 25, Feb. 

In 1966, Reynolds Metals Co. an- 4; 3.966 pp. 1, 3. ; 268. N . 

nounced® that it was seeking a license 1967, D. 36. Journal. v. 268, No. 6856, Jan. 13,
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Mexican Development Bank was to pro- Shares of par value of $8.00 will be 

vide funds for construction of a plant’® offered at $9.60 to stockholders on a 
in the State of Guanajuato near the basis of two new shares for each seven 
alunite reserves. Initial annual produc- shares held.‘ This firm also was in- 
tion was to be 10,000 tons. stalling a small heavy media separation 

Copper.—Cia. Minera de Cananea, S.A. plant at its Cerro del Mercado iron ore 

de C.V. (owned 99.9 percent by the deposit in Durango to treat weathered 
Anaconda Company), continued expan- float ore at the rate of 45 tons per hour. 

sion at its copper producing facilities in Startup was scheduled for mid-1968. 

Sonora. Concentrator capacity was in- Lack of water was a problem, and ex- 
creased to 22,500 tons daily and the ploratory drilling was initiated to find 

- mile-long underground conveyor system adequate supplies. 
was completed. Average copper content DEMAG A.G., a West German firm, 
of ore was reported at 0.5 percent. announced that it would deliver steel- 

Planned expansion called for output of making equipment and rolling facilities 
68,000 tons of copper metal annually to Cia. Siderirgica de Guadalajara, S.A. 

by 1972-73, double the planned produc- The plant was designed for a capacity 
tion for 1968. of 47,000 tons per year; production was 

Cia. Minera Trion, S.A. de C.V. was scheduled for late 1969. 
formed jointly by Cia. Minera Mexicana , Hojalata y Lamina, S.A., let contracts 
Peficles, S.A. (51 percent), Homestake in 1967 for a pelletizing plant to be en- 
Mining Co., and Minera Continental, gineered by Lurgi, A.G. The 1-million- 

S.A. (24.5 percent each), to appraise ‘on-per-year plant . will treat ore from 

a reportedly large porphyry copper de- the company’s deposit in Los Encinas, 
posit near Hermosillo, Sonora; grade is Coiima. Total investment was estimated 

said to be 0.6 percent copper. at about $14.5 million. | 
Lytton Minerals Ltd., a Canadian Lead and Zinc.—At yearend 1967, Cia. 

firm, formed Minas Del Onono to Metalirgica Mexicana Pefioles, S.A. was 
acquire an option ** on the old Verde preparing to invest some $34 million for 
Copper Mine in Michoacan. The pros- Mexico’s* first Imperiai Smelting 
pect was being thoroughly studied, and Process plant. The smelter, to be built 
some ore averaging more than 1 percent at Torreédn, Coahuila, was’ planned to 

copper had been discovered at yearend produce 100,000 tons of zinc and 40,000 : 
1967. tons of lead annually. Final negotiations 

Iron Ore, Iron and Steel—At yearend between the company and the Mexican 
1967 the Mexican Government an- Government were still in progress at 

nounced the formation of a consortium? yearend. © 

to develop the Pena Colorada iron oré =. Uranium.—The National Commission of 
deposits in Colima. The initial capital Atomic Energy decided to establish _ 

of $8.4 million was contributed as fol- Wgexyico’s first uranium treatment plant 

lows: Federal Government, $400,000; a+ Villa Aldama, Chihuahua.* About 
nee qfornos en “4 ae en $1 million has been expended in the 

ojalata y ina, $2.4 million; Tubos . we | 
de Acero de México, $1.2 million; and study of uranium deposits in that State. 

Cia. Fundidora de Fierro y Acero de NONMETALS 
Monterrey, S.A. $400,000. Reserves were 
reported to be 130 million tons of 60 Cement.—According to the Camara 

percent Fe ore, carrying 2.4 percent sul- Nacional del Cemento, 26 cement plants 

fur. were operating in Mexico in 1967. Total 
Cia. Fundidora de Fierro y Acero de = ——————— 

Monterrey, S.A., continued efforts to 10 Mining Journal. v. 267, No. 6847, Nov. 11, 
. : : 1966, p. 374. 
increase ingot steel capacity to 800,000 11'World Mining. v. 4, No. 6, June 1968, p. 

tons by 1968. Financing for further 45... . . _. 

modernization, investment, and working 1968 comer Exterior de México. February 

capital was underwritten to the extent Relea wa BETS. Mag Corporation. News 

of an additional 1.5 million common wit Engineering and Mining Journal. V. 169, 
oO. 4, Tl >» D. ° 

Convora a, the peeatonal pane World Mining. V. 4, No. 6, June 1968, p.
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installed capacity was 24,020 tons daily. million tons, double the known reserves 
Five plants were planned with total at yearend 1964." 
proposed capacity of 4,900 tons per day. 
With present and planned capacity op- MINERAL FUELS 
erational, estimated output was rated Petréleos Mexicanos (Pemex) had a 

at 8,676,000 tons annually, a 70 percent successful year and showed gains in 
increase over 1965 capacity of 5,100,000 nearly all phases of activity. Combined 

tons. production of crude, _ distillate, and 
Fluorspar.—Asarco Mexicana, S.A. was natural gasoline amounted to 149.9 mil- 

nearing completion of its acid grade lion barrels, a rise of 11 percent over 
fluorspar recovery plant at Parral, Chi- that of the preceding year. Output of 
huahua. The plant will operate on a_ refinery products also rose 11 percent 
stockpile of tailings containing 15 per- over that of 1966. 
cent calcium fluoride that was accumu- During 1967, Pemex reported the 

lated over the years from lead/zinc op- completion of 102 separate expansion : 
erations. Costing $3.5 million, planned projects, while at yearend 1967, another 
plant capacity was reported at 77,000 169 projects were under construction. 
tons of concentrate annually. Pemex completed 135 test wells in 

Cia. Fluorita del Centro, S.A.. was 1967; of these, 24 produced oil and 13 
newly organized to develop fluorspar de- produced gas. With respect to develop- 
posits near San Luis Potosi. It was ment wells, 364 were drilled in 1967. Of 
planned to increase output from 200 to the total of 499 wells (test and develop- 
700 tons per week. ment) completed in 1967, 208 were oil 

Sulfur—Cia. Azufrera Panamericana, Wells, and 90 were gas wells, with a 
S.A. de C.V., a wholly owned subsidiary success ratio of nearly 60 percent. 
of Panamerican Sulphur Co., was Mex- The only offshore well completed in , 
icanized in mid-1967 with sale of 66 1967 was the Arenque No. 1. Consider- 
percent of the interest, for a reported able importance was attached to the 
$49.5 million, to private Mexican inves- discovery of oil in the lower Cretaceous 
tors, the Nacional Financiera, and the section as an indicator of conditions 
Banco de México. similar to those in the Tamaulipas-Con- 

Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. was also  Stituciones and Barcodon fields. 

Mexicanized in 1967. The newly formed Pemex reported hydrocarbon __re- 
: Cia. Exploradora del Istmo, S.A. de serves at yearend 1967 of 5,486 million 

C.V., was producing Frasch sulfur by barrels. Of this total, crude oil ac- 
October 1967, after plant renovation. counted for 2,209 million barrels, con- 

At yearend 1967, some buyer resist- densate for 407 million, and gas, (con- 
ance for sulfur at $55 per ton F.O.B. verted to barrels) 2,370 million. 
Coatzacoalcos was reported. Stocks had = —H-———— 

increased to 484,708 tons. ; 16 Engineering and Mining Journal. v. 169, 

Vigorous exploration efforts have ine NG, 4, Nae yournal, v. 270, No. 6914, Feb, 28, 
creased proven reserves to nearly 45 1968, p. 145.



The Mineral Industry e Mineral Indus 

of Morocco’ 

By Henry E. Stipp’ | 

Morocco’s mineral industry showed lit- | A World Bank mission that suveyed 
tle progress in 1967. The $160 million Morocco’s economy suggested an expan- 
value of mineral production (not in- sion of phosphate rock mining and an 
cluding petroleum refinery products) ac- increase of local capacity to transform 
counted for over 6 percent of the na- the phosphate rock into fertilizer.* 
tion’s gross national product of $2,587 The Government of Morocco’s budget 

million.2? Employment by the minerals in- for 1967 allotted over $6.8 million or 4 
dustry totaled 29,711 persons, about 0.6 percent of the total national budget of 
percent of the Nation’s total labor force almost $171 million for investment in the 
of 4.5 million. Of these workers, 13,253 industrial and mining sector of the 
‘were employed by the phosphate section country. Investment in the Safi Chemical 
of the industry. Other sectors that em- Complex was scheduled at about $3.5 

ployed significant numbers of workers million. | 

were lead and zinc 4,198; coal 4,127; In October the Government created an 

iron ore 2,453; and manganese ore 2,257. interministerial Atomic Energy Commis- — 

Morocco maintained its position as the sion under the presidency of the Prime 

world’s second leading producer of phos- Minister of Morocco.® The commission 1s 

phate rock after the United States and responsible for promoting programs for 

the world’s leading exporter of phosphate utilization of atomic energy, and for 

rock. The country continued to rank high coordinating these programs in various 

: in free world production of cobalt. fields. 

PRODUCTION 

‘Production of mineral commodities de- sulfuric acid, which is consumed in pro- 

creased over 4 percent in value to $160 ducing phosphate fertilizer compounds, 

million from $166 million in 1966. Pro- such as triple superphosphate and ammo- 

duction of phosphate rock, which ac- nium phosphate. Output of these products 

counted for 66 percent of the total output has been increasing as a result of greater 

value rose over 5 percent in quantity in domestic use of fertilizer compounds and 

1967 compared with 1966 output, revers- expanding development of foreign mar- 

ing the downward trend of the previous 2 kets. Production of nonferrous metals was 

years. This was probably the result of down slightly from the high output re- 

larger output from the Mersa El Arech corded in 1966 despite the fact that 

open pit operation in the Khouribga area. 
° Production of phosphate rock and its prod- 1Much information for this chapter was 

ucts should continue to increase in response provided by Walter A. Hayden, U.S. Embassy. 
: : Rabat, Morocco. . 

to the development of a third mine nor th 2 Physical scientist, Division of International 

of Marrakesh and also because of the Activities. 
3 Where necessary, values have been con- 

countrys ree proven reserves. The oar verted from dirhams (DH) to U.S.. dollars at 
and persistently increasing output of pyr- e rate 0 Vo= -UU. . 

rhotite (25 percent over that of 1966) was yoceg's ‘Heonomy. Ve lil, No.l, Maret 1966, p. 
poreworthy. This mineral is used at the 21, U.S. Embassy, Rabat, Morocco. State De- 

a hemical Complex to manufacture partment Airgram A-90, Nov. 3, 1967, p 3 
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world prices for a number of these min- industry in the area; ore output declined 
erals remained stable or increased. for unspecified reasons. Crude oil produc- 

In early 1967 the second largest man- tion decreased about 45,000 barrels com- 
ganese mine in the country closed down pared with that of 1966, continuing the 
and there was an associated decline in generally downward trend resulting from 
national output. The Government assumed the depletion of the country’s limited 
contro! of the country’s only producing reserves. The search for new petroleum 
iron mines (near Nador), reportedly as a reserves by government agencies and 
step in establishing an integrated steel private industry was intensified with ex- 

Table 1.—Morocco: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity ! 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: . 
Antimony concentrate: 

Gross weight..._..._.___--______-._--._______- 1,742 3,282 4,586 2,685 3,178 
Metal content... eee 675 1,560 2,200 1,343 1,589 

Cobalt concentrate: 
Gross weight____.....-.-.-_.-_..-..--_.._-.. 18,707 15,253 16,654 18,1380 17,530 
Metal content__.._.__-___-.-2-- 2 eee eee.) 1,871 1,678 1,832 1,994 1,928 

Copper concentrate: , 
Gross weight_._._.__._-_.___-_---- 6,119 6,504 6,278 8,940 8,421 
Metal content__.-...- eee ee 1,806 1,748 1,813 2,682 2,526 

Iron ore._..__._.-----------------thousand tons_. 1,085 888 951 1,017 884 
Lead: 

Concentrate: 
Gross weight_.-_.........-_.__..__-__-_.- 106,078 103,944 118,259 119,380 116,336 
Metal content. _-_-__...._-._.L__.--_-_-_--. 78,972 71,290 77,111 V7, 597 52,351 

Smelter___..--__-.------ eee eee_-_- =618, 760 18,839 17,232 18,775 21,359 
Manganese ore: 

Metallurgical__...._.-...-..-.._---_.__-_.._ 266,051 266,400 321,429 284,660 197,753 
Chemical___.__..------2- 2-2 eee. = 68, 897 74,678 54,452 47,760 338 ,385 

Nickel, content of cobalt ore e_......_-____.-______- 274 336 360 390 NA 
Silver. ~-------------.-...-thousand troy ounces. _ T13 604 599 107 773 

in: 
Metai content of ore..._.___...__.-long tons_-_ 9 14 12 7 6 
Smelter ¢.__...22 2 ee _-do___- 10 10 12 12 ell 

Zine concentrate: 
Gross weight. _____.------------------------ 58,618 80,974 95,015. 94,249 82,766 
Metal content.__-....._-_..__._...-._...._-_. 38,088 42,346 51,218 538 , 722 45,521 

Metallic oxides, mainly for pigment.____._________- 869 864 910 544 NA 
Nonmetals: 
Barite_._-.._..._2 2-2 eee... 94,554 89,844 103,880 106,255 90,518 
Gement.----.-------------------- thousand tons__ 759 927 790 857 858 

ays: 
Smectite and bentonite..._._______....._...-.. 87,637 32,289 — 51,760 40,950 33 , 361 
Other, including fuller’s earth._._...._._.._._._... 2,959 4,305 6,789 2,480 4,015 

Fertilizer materials: 
Phosphate rock_____......._._._thousand tons_. 8,548 10,098 9,824 9,439 9,945 

Fluorspar___....-... 2-22-22 ee _---_-------. 6,350 6,570 3,000 ¢3,000 _______ 
Gypsum ¢_________-..._.-._-_-.--thousand tons_. 40 50 70 80 90 
Pyrite, including cupriferous_..__.._....._.._--... 28,142 21,220 18,318 14,896 _____.- 
Pyrrhotite__.._.....2 222 e eee eee ee ----)=—-128,014 282,311 353,153 
Salt... 222 LL __-_-_ thousand tons__- 37 61 34 39 20 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, anthracite__.._.___..._._.___thousand tons__ 404 400 419 451 482 
Fuel briquets_______.____-_______._________do____ 18 18 18 e 20 2 
Natural gas, marketed. __..__-__million cubic feet__ 436 443 425 411 379 
Petroleum: 

Crude_____..__...__thousand 42-gallon barrels._._ 1,140 910 782 783 738 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline___.__thousand 42-gallon barrels_- 2,189 1,442 2,072 2,074 2,178 * 
Kerosine__________---_______.____-_do____ 602 490 504 518 506 
Distillate fuel oil....._._._..._..._.-do___._ 2,457 2,187 2 , 532 3,264 3,078 
Resiaual fuel oil_...._._...__.....-do____ 1,488 2,345 2,438 3,024 2,897 
Other, mainly liquefied petroleum gas 

thousand 42-galion barrels. _ 457 e712 352 379 477 

Total_____.___--_-_-_____________do___- 7,688 ¢7,176 7,898 9,259 9,136 

e Estimate. NA Not available. ; . 
1In addition to commoaities listed, Morocco also produces small quantities of copper matte from lead 

smelting, phosphatic tertilizer, and various quarry products, but production data are not available. 
2 Incluaed with coal.
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ploration of the continental shelf off exploitation. Production of natural gas 

southern Morocco by a subsidiary of from deposits at Essauira was scheduled 

Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey. So far for 1967. Office Cheriffiene des Phosphates 

the search for new petroleum deposits (OCP) will use the gas for fuel to man- 

has been unsuccessful except for discovery ufacture phosphate fertilizers at Yous- 

of natural gas near Kenitra. The deposit — soufia. 
| was being studied for possible commercial 

TRADE 

The mineral commodity trade balance Morocco’s total imports, but purchased 
of Morocco continued to be favorable only a little more than 2 percent of that 
during 1965 and 1966, whereas the na- country’s total exports. West Germany 
tion’s total trade balance remained in was the third largest trading partner with 
deficit. The principal reason for the large over 6 percent of Morocco’s total imports 
improvement in the 1966 mineral com- and 8 percent of her total exports. France 
modity trade balance compared with that also was Morocco’s leading trading partner 
of 1965 was the sharp reduction in imports in mineral commodities, purchasing al- 
of iron and_ steel semimanufactured most 19 percent of the African nation’s 
products. The relationship between trade phosphate rock exports in 1966 as well 

in mineral commodities and total trade is as a major share of its nonferrous ores 

shown in the following tabulation: and concentrates. France supplied Mo- 
| rocco with the principal portion of 1966 

— a __  jron and steel semimanufactured products 
Value (million dollars) Mineral as well as large quantities of cement, 
Mineral Total ities’share chalk, borate, and nitrogenous fertilizer 

commod- trade (peroat) materials. The U.S. metals and minerals 

eC sttrade ~with Morocco was minor. Barite 

Exports: was the largest mineral import from Mo- - 

1965______- 168 430 39.1 rocco; the United States received over 53 

Imports 166 428 38.8 _ percent of total Moroccan shipments. 

1965____--- 63 458 13.9 Other mineral commodities traded 

Trade Peianee: 48 478 9.0 included scrap iron and steel exports to 

1965.___--. *+105 —23 XX Morocco and modest imports of Moroccan 

1966------. +123 —50 XX zinc concentrates and manganese ore. - 

———_—____——— The USS. principal exports to Morocco 

| Ty alues peewee for those commodities listed in were. agricultural products, mining equip- , 

tables 2 and 8 of this chapter, together with gold in ment, motor vehicles, electric power 

all forms including plate. machinery and other manufactured 
products.©5 Morocco imported large 

France continued to be Morocco’s quantities of crude oil in 1967 principally 

principal trading partner in 1966 furnish- from the U.S.S.R., Algeria, and Saudi 

ing 39 percent of total imports and Arabia. 

receiving 42 percent of total exports. The CInternational Commerce, Moroceo. V. 73, 

United States shipped 12 percent of No. 2, Jan. 9, 1967, p. 60.
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Table 2.—Morocco: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) ~ 

ee 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 
eee 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Metal and alloys, all forms !_____ 514 594 Italy 425; West Germany 145. 
Antimony cencentrate._..._.._.._.-..  '™2,789 3,220 France 1,109; Belgium-Luxembourg 938; 

pain 310. 
Cobalt concentrate__.______________ 6,250 19,535 France 11,545; China, mainland 4,000; 

. Belgium-Luxembourg 3,990. 
Copper: 

Ore and concentrate_.__________ 5,782 7,652 Poland 4,427; West Germany 2,133; China, 
mainland 1,092. 

Matte_______.-_--.-_-.-_------ 345 42 All to West Germany. 
Metal and alloys, all forms !_____ 1,088 1,528 Italy 360; West Germany 352; France 260; 

Netherlands 195. 
Iron and steel: . 

Ore___........__thousand tons-_. 957 790 United Kingdom 218; Spain 210; West 
Germany 161. 

Pyrite cinder.__........._._...... 14,082 14,600 West Germany 6,900; Spain 4,670; Sweden 

Serap_...-.-_----------------- 32,187 28,257 Italy 19,851; Japan 5,232; Spain 1,497. 
Ferroalloys-__--..----..-.------ 15 22 All to France. . 

L emimanufactures- wae eee eee 132 407 Cuba 114; Algeria 92; France 56; Italy 51. 
ead: 

Concentrate_...._.......-.---- 145,205 91,998 France 42,978; Italy 14,674; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 13,670. 

Unwrought and scrap___...._..-_. 14,248 15,577 France 15,376; Spain 201. 
Magnesium and alloys, ingot and ______- 3 All to United States. 

scrap. 
Manganese ore._.____thousand tons__ 321 294 France i” 4; United States 42; Czechoslo- 

vakia 17. ; 
Silver and thousand troy ounces. _ NA _ ¢4,000 France 2,100; Spain 1,900. 

alloys, unworked. 
Zine: / 

Concentrate___.-_------------.- 98,148 80,007 France 57,050; United States 15,024; West 
Germany 5,051. 

Semimanufactures______._.____- 16 __ LLL 
Ore and concentrate, n.e.s___.___._-- 6,354 1,827 France 1,827. 
Metallic slags and residues, n.e.s_____ 2,123 1,485 France 817; Greece 368; West Germany 300. 
Metallic oxides, mainly for paint_____ 689 433 France 428. 

Nonmetals: 
Barite_-.....----_-_-------------.. 107,939 98,308 United States 52,674; United Kingdom 

14,550; Belgium-Luxembourg 8,800. 
Cement_.-_.-------..-----.------- 36,568 20,036 Spain 18,406; United Kingdom 1,500. 
Clays and clay products: 

Bentonite__.______.---.______- 6,157 112 United Kingdom 107. 
Fuller’s earth___________._____- NA 1,344 Tunisia 1,266; Algeria 47; Togo 30. | 
Refractory_........-.---_.-__-- 4,128 1,753 Spain 1,584; Cuba 169. 
Smectic__....-.--------------- 22,308 28,123 France 17,736; Spain 10,387. 
Other___._-.- 2 ee 2,385 ... 2 . 
Construction materials_________- 7,405 © 32 Gibraltar 27; West Germany 3; Algeria 2. 

Fertilizer materials: Crude: 
Guano_.. 2 eee ne 3,631 Guiana 2,022; Guadeloupe 700; Nigeria 383; 

Martinigue 380. 
Phosphate rock__thousand tons-- 9,549 9,203 France 1,738; Belgium-Luxembourg 965, 

' United Kingdom 825; Spain 803; China, 
mainland 5/9; Netherlands 500. 

Manufactured, phosphatic__-_-_-__ 265 189,151 North Korea 39,652; South Korea 29,999; 
Bulgaria 21,300. 

Fluorspar_._..__...____._.-__.-___- 1,445 ._____L 
Gypsum and anhydrite....._....._.. 34,908 49,554 J apan 26,564; Portugal 16,105; Senegal 

,885. 
Lime__..........2-2-2- eee 3,636 239. Spain 233. 
Pyrite, crude_._-._-_.-__.-_____- i L_ 8,951 ____u__ 
Salt and saline solutions______.______ 5 1 All to Gibraltar. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Sand, mainly industrial___...... 21,470 16,312 Spain 16,187; France 125. 
Stone, crushed and broken_---- -- 141 96 U nited Kingdom 64; Canary Islands 12; 

italy 10. 
Stone, dimension and other._-.._ 63,831 7,732 Italy 3,192; Spain 2,481; Belgium-Luxem- 

bourg 1,510. 
Sulfur, crude________.______.-__-___ NA 104 Spain 100. 
Minerals and chemicals, n.e.s________ 5 1,547 Spain 1,031; France 254; Senegal 165. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, anthracite and thousand tons-__ 95 28 Algeria 8; Italy 7; France 6. 

riquets. 
Coke and semicoke. .____._-__.___-_ NA 20 All to Algeria. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Morocco: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

\ Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Mineral fuels—Continued 
Petroleum refinery products: 2 

Gasoline _______-_--2_--- 2 ee 
thousand 42-gallon barrels. - 2 16 All to bunkers. 

Kerosine_______...____.-do___- 4 q2 Do. 
Distillate fuel oil.........do____ 299 (3) Do. 
Residual fuel oil____....._do___- 1 2 Do. 
Lubricants__.......-....-do__.2  -_-___- (3) 
Liquefied petroleum gas.__.do_.._.  __-___- (3) 

Total_.__.__.-.-______do____ 306 ~ 90 

e Estimate. ¥ Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Includes scrap, ingots, and semimanufactures. 
2 Excludes exports and reexports of fuel oils from Ceuta and Melilla (Spanish enclaves), mainly from bunkers. 
3 Less than 14 unit. 

Table 3.—Morocco: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1 1966 2 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: , 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite... -._ 2 ee 2,502 1,000 All from France. 
Metal and alloys, all forms 3____~_ 1,635 1,614 France 1,376; United States 92; Italy 34. 

Antimony, unwrought___.__________-_ 12 15 China, mainland 10; France 3; U.S.S.R. 2. 
Copper and alloys, all forms 3_______- 2,123 2,343 France 1,773; United Kingdom 246; Italy 

150; Yugoslavia 114. 
Iron and steel: . 

Scrap... ----_-- ee V7 82 United States 75; Italy 7. 
Pig iron and ferroalloys 4. __.____ 1,237 1,314 West Germany 700; France 593. 
Blooms and slabs_____.___-.__-- 1,849 ~______ 
Semimanufactures_____..__.___. 186,766 14,339 France 12,081; Czechoslovakia 488; West 

. Germany 276; Belgium-Luxembourg 203. . 
Lead ore_.________-_ oe eee.) «=6121,878 _ 2 
Lead and alloys, all forms 3_____._.-- 51 62 France 47; Denmark 9; United States 6. 
Manganese ore________..._-______--- 114 20 Ali from West Germany. 
Mercury________._.76-pound flasks__ 7 14 Spain 7; France 4; United States 2. 
Molybdenum, unwrought-__kilograms__ _______- 45 All from United Kingdom. 
Nickel and alloys, all forms 3___.____-_ 292 232 Italy 210; France 9. 

Silver and alloys, all troy ounces__ 707 e632 Mainly from France. 
orms 

Tin_.._....-._.-__..____long tons-_- 203 142 Malaya 135. 
Zine. ___-__-_-_--_-____-_--_-__--_--- 139 8384 France 328; Belgium-Luxembourg 280; 

Yugoslavia 75. 
Nonferrous ores, thousand tons..  -.---__- 1,809 All from France. 
n.e.s. . 

M etallic slags and residues, pyrite 449 1,000 All from Spain. 
cinders. 

Metallic oxides, mainly for paint_—___ 1,231 1,662 France 1,139; West Germany 433. 
Nonmetals: 

Abrasives, natural_________.________ 12 40 Canary Islands 13; France 13; Cameroon 12. 
Asbestos. ._____.________-_- +e 2,682 2,494 Sterling areas 1,057; Central African 

Republic 790; Southern Rhodesia 381; 
Canada 259. 

Barite_________.__-_ ee 4 1 All from France. 
Borate, natural_.__________._____.__ 418 537 France 402; Italy 135. 
Cement.-__..__-_-__--..---_-_ +. 7,291 7,075 France 4,832; Belgium-Luxembourg 1,750; 

Czechoslovakia 250. 
Chalk_._-____-.________-._-____ ieee 2,670 8,148 France 2,748; West Germany 168; Italy 150. 
Clays and clay products: 

Bentonite. _.______.__--_-__--.- 4 __ Le 
Fuller’s earth. __._______.__.--- 84 11 Mainly from France. . 
Kaolin and refractory..._._-.--.. 15,701 16,300 Guiana 6,756; United Kingdom 4,738; 

France 4,722. 
Smectic.__......--.---_-_- --_-- 4,907 388 Mainly from Algeria. 
Other_________-_--_- eee 672 624 All from France. 
Construction materials. _________ 3,939 3,937 France 1,168; West Germany 532; East 

Germany 488. 
Diatomite__________.________-_____ 71715 747 Belgium-Luxembourg 200; France 118; 

United States 105. 
Dolomite and magnesite____.._.____-_ 212 507 France 455. 

’ See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Morocco: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Commodity 1965 1 1966 2 Principal sources, 1966 

Nonmetals—Continued 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude, all types___.-.._-----_--- 4,327 193 France 100; Netherlands 70. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous_______.__.__-.. + 48,479 4,724 France 3,338; Italy 594; West Germany 575. 
Phosphatic_______-._____-_- 1,386 _______ 
Potassic.____..-_-.__-__--- 11,989 15,294 Spain 5,080; Italy 4,095; East Germany 

2,385; West Germany 1,702. | 
Mixed_-_-_______.---____- 13 ,637 8,074 West Germany 4,726; Italy 1,447; France 

1,001. 
Ammonia_._________-_----_-.-. -.----. 68,724 West Germany 16,591; Portugal 15,290; 

France 6,957; Italy 6,487. 
Graphite._______._--.._---_---_---.- 18 19 Mainly from France. 
Lime___.._-._____..-----_--__-____- 315 ‘624 All from France. 
Salt__.-.-.__--__---------- eee 239 52 Mainly from France. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Sand, industrial________-._____- 4,768 9,301 Belgium-Luxembourg 8,450; West Germany 
210. 

Stone, crushed and broken_____.. 10 159 Italy 148. 
Stone, dimension_—_2..--- 2... 570 358 West Germany 180; Italy 167. 

Sulfur, crude and refined __._____--- 10,984 138,878 France 10,564; West Germany 263; Canary 
Islands 150. 

Sulfure acid___.....-...--.---_---- 15 12 West Germany 4; Bahrain 4; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 3. 

Tale_____ ee ee eee 1,237 1,618 France 1,311; Norway 238. 
Minerals, n.e.s_____..___._.-------- 284 500 Italy 148; France 141; Sterling areas 95. 
Chemicals inorganic: 

Potash, caustic__.._....--..-.-- 52 51 Mainly from France. 
Soda, caustic______._--_-------- 5,266 5,757 France 4,650; Netherlands 1,000. 
Other_______-____-_-2---- ee lee - 133 1,765 France 1,503; West Germany 142. 

Mineral fuels: ~~ 
Coal, coke and — thousand tons. - 44 33 Poland 15; West Germany 13. 

- briquets. 
Petroleum: Crude 

thousand 42-gallon barrels -___.__ 7,846 7,826 U.S.S.R. 3,833; Algeria 2,354; Saudi Arabia 
1,510. 

Refinery products: 5 | Cc . 
Gasoline___.______.-do___- 55 70 N etherland Antilles 56; Iran 8; Netherlands 

Kerosine___..__._...-do___-_ 189 210 France 78; Netherland Antilles 68; Algeria 
4. 

Distillate fuel oil_____do___-_ 51 4 Aden 1; Netherland Antilles 1. 
Residual fuel oil____..do-__- 24 4 France 3. 
Lubricants. ...-...-.do___-_ 109 1386 France 88; Netherlands 35; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 4. | 
Liquefied petroleum do-_--- 42 53 France 45; Italy 8. 

gas. 
Asphalt and do____ 228 180 France 118; Spain 38; Canary Islands 6. 

bitumen. 
Parraffin, waxes and do-_.-- 42 64 France 40; West Germany 11; East 

unspecified. Germany 7. 

Total________._._..do____ 740 721 

e Estimate. NA Not available. 

1 Source: Statistiques Du Mouvement Commercial Et Maritime Du Maroc, 1965; Ministere Du Commerce 
et De L’Artisanat; Mohammedia (Fédala), Moroc. 

2 Source: Statistiques Du Commerce Exterieur Du Maroc, Annee 1966; Ministere Des Finances; Moham- 
media (Fédala) Moroc. 

3 Includes scrap, ingots, and semimanufactures. 
4 Includes iron powder and grains. 
5 kixcludes receipts of fuel oils at Ceuta and Melilla (Spanish enclaves), mainly for bunkers. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS the concentrate were being overcome; ex- 

‘ . ros r 1 ercent in 1967 to 
Antimony.-—Production of concentrate 5 $20 tone over 12 p 

increased 18 percent over that of 1966. ? " 
Apparently marketing difficulties, en- Cobalt.—Concentrate production de- 
countered in past years that were re- creased 3 percent after rising for the 
portedly the result of the low grade of previous 3 years. Output came from the
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new mine located at Aghbar near the ex- was the second year of sharp declines in 
hausted Bou Azzer mine. In 1966 produc- concentrate export, reportedly caused by 
tion from the new mine was supplemented the lower price for lead minerals on the 
by reworking slag from Bou Azzer. Exports world market. Zinc concentrate produc- 
of 18,827 tons of concentrate in 1967 tion declined 12 percent while exports. in 
were almost 4 percent lower than those 1967 decreased almost 6 percent to 75,- 
of 1966. 461 tons. The nationalization in May 

. , 1966 of the Algerian part of the Zellidja 
Copper.—Although concentrate produc- ine on the border has not affected 

fon decreased almost 6 percent, output Moroccan lead and zinc production. How- 
continued at a relatively high level for ever, most reserves in the deposit are on 

Morocco in response to a second year Of the Algerian side of the border. Failure 

high world market prices. Moroccan to reach an agreement that would give 

production is economically marginal, but wforocco access to these reserves threatens 

serious efforts were being made to develop to close the mine and plant. Algeria was 

and exploit known deposits. A group of not exploiting the reserves in its territory, 
companies, which included d’Occidental — pecause it lacked facilities for beneficiating 
Ores (a subsidiary of Occidental Petro- the ore. A modern flotation plant is 

leum Corp.), the Moroccan Government |ocated on the Moroccan side. Another 

agency, Bureau de Recherches et de problem confronting the Moroccan com- 
Participations Miniéres (BRPM) and pany is that its former route of export to 
Omnium Nord Africain have been con- the port of Ghazaouet - (formerly 

ducting core drilling operations south of | Nemours), Algeria, has been cut off. Lead 

Taraudant. Occidental reportedly has and zinc concentrate for export now must 

completed a_ geological reconnaissance he trucked more than twice as far, to the 

over a 15,000-square-mile area in the  yort of Melilla. A U.S. company, Mineral 
Anti Atlas Mountains area.” Five areas Research of Morocco, was investigating 
were selected for more intensive geological deposits in the Bou Arfa area. Lead and 

investigation. In April agreement was inc deposits at Bou Madine in the Ksar- 

reached with a Yugoslavian group to  fs.Souk area was scheduled for study by 

invest in copper exploration in Morocco." technicians from the U.S.S.R. A consor- — 

Iron and Steel.—Société des Mines du tium of Société Miniere et Métallurgique 
Rif (formerly Compagnie Espagnole des de _Pefarroya, Société des. Mines de 

Mines du Rif), a Spanish firm that pro- Zellidja and the Morroccan BRPM was 

duced up to 1 million tons of iron ore studying the Possibility of putting the 

from the Sétolazar and Uixam mines near Zeida . me mm Up per Moulouya into 
Nador, was taken over by the Moroccan operation."° The mine was. estimated to 

Government.2 Iron ore from these mines have reserves _of several million tons of 

would be used in a $150 million integrated low-grade lead and zinc oxide. A smelter 

steel mill planned for construction at also may be constructed by the group at 

Nador. A feasibility study of the proposed Kenitra. “ 

plant was being conducted for the Gov- Manganese.—Output of metallurgical 

ernment of Morocco in 1967. The deposit grade ore dropped almost 31 percent from 

at Sétolazar reportedly contains low-grade that of 1966, chiefly as a result of the 

ore. The Uixam deposit has ore of 60 losing in early 1967 of the Bou Arfa 
or 62 percent iron, but it also contains yyines. The Moroccan Government tried 
sulfur. A pelletizing plant estimated to 4, keep the mines open, because they 

cost about $20 million would be required employed almost 1,000 persons from the 

for preparing the ore for use in the pro- jmpoverished area. However, low-grade 

posed steel mill. The Government is in- ore and lack of reserves made subsidized 

terested in keeping the mines operating operation of the mines unjustified. Produc- 
because they employed 2,543 workers in an 9 ..——________ . 

area that contains a high proportion of pee Mining ee. (London). Moroccan, Corr 

unemployed persons. 1967, p. 138. 
8 Privredni Pregled (Belgrade). Yugoslavs To 

Lead and Zinc.—Production of lead Explore for Copper in Morocco. Apr. 18, 1967, 

concentrate in 1967 decreased almost 3 P.O vorld Mining. V. 3. No. 5, May 1967, p. 

percent from output in 1966, and exports 49. World Mining. V. 3, No. 3, March 1967 
dropped 13 percent to 79,714 tons. This  p, 39. Se
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tion of chemical grade manganese ore Potash.—Work continued on the deposit 
increased almost 14> percent compared located at Khemisset, 80 kilometers east 
with 1966 output. Export of chemical ore of Rabat. In late 1966 Morocco signed 
by mining organizations in 1967 totaled an agreement with Interexport of Bel- 
70,831 tons as follows: Société Anonyme grade, Yugoslavia, and Centrozap of 
Cherifienne d‘Etudes Minieres (SACEM), Warsaw, Poland, for development and 
Imini mine 63,410 tons; - Société exploitation of the deposit.2 Known 
Loubere 4,921 tons; Ufirmetz Maroc 2,- reserves in the 29,800-hectare area were 
500 tons. Metallurgical grade ore totaling reported to be 200 million tons of 
79,080 tons was exported in 1967 from carnallite in beds averaging 5.5 meters 
the following mines: Imini 24,329 tons; thick, at depths of 500 to 800 meters. 
Bou Arfa 13,637 tons; C.M.A. 18,764 tons; Studies indicate that potash of 90.95 per- 
Tisgui-Lilane 847 tons; Tazdremt 5,234 cent purity can be prepared from the ore 
tons; Migoudane 1,245 tons; Nargue- by flotation and crystallization. 
choum 15,024 tons. In addition Imini . . , 
shipped 74,978 tons of manganese sinter Pyrite and Pyrrhotite-—Production of 
in 1967. pyrrhotite, which has been increasing for 

the last 3 years, rose 25 percent compared 
NONMETALS with output in 1966. Both pyrite and 

Phosphate.—Production increased almost PY!Thotite are used at the Safi Chemical 
12 percent to reach a peak surpassing its Complex to. produce sulfuric acid. Tron- 

| previous high of 1964. Output at bearing residues have been stockpiled 

Khouribga increased by 1,164,853 tons, Wing to marketing problems. 
whereas production of lower grade ore at 
Youssoufia decreased by 59,072 tons. The | MINERAL FUELS 

increased output from Khouribga_ was Coal.—Although Morocco’s only coal 
probably the result of open pit operations mine, the Djerada property, has been 

. that started in June 1966 at the Meraa operating on a Government subsidy for a 
El Arech mine. This more than offset the yumber of years because of high produc- 

closing of one of the three remaining tion costs and marketing problems, pro- 
underground mines in the area. The Safi duction has increased considerably since 
Chemical Complex, which began to pro- 1964, chiefly to meet increased demand 
duce diammonium phosphate and triple by electric power and cement producers. 

: superphosphate in early 1967, consumed The export market has fluctuated in recent 
323,000 tons of low-grade ore from years, but the 1967 level of 79,000 tons 

'  -Youssoufia compared with 320,000 tons was close to the 1965 level and con- 

in 1966. Exports of manufactured phos- siderably above that of 1966. Import data 
phatic material increased sharply in 1966. for 1967 are not available, but in 1966, 
The Safi complex has faced marketing receipts of coal, coke, and briquets de- 
problems in establishing outlets in Western —¢Jined by about 11,000 tons relative to the 

Europe. 1965 level. 
Work on Morocco’s third major phos- A contract was signed in 1967 with 

phate mine was started in March at Ben the U.SS.R. company, Energomachexport, 
Guerir, north of Marrakesh." The mine {to build a $34 milion, 110-megawatt 
was being developed by a subsidiary of  thermal-electric powerplant, which will 
Occidental Petroleum Corp. and Mo- use coal from the Djerada mine. 

rocco’s Office Cherifienne Des Phosphates Natural Gas.—The first industrial use 
(OCP). Production at Ben Guerir was to of natural gas discovered at Essaouira 
begin in 1970. The deposit reportedly was planned.’* The deposit estimated at 
contains proven reserves of 30 million over 17.6 billion cubic feet will furnish 
tons and probable total reserves of 1,000 

million tons. , ; _ 
An article that described the under- Moreene Phosphate Mine No. 31488; "Mar. 6, 

ground and opencast mining methods used ae alin tie and Minerals Engineering. Phos- 
in Moroccan phosphate mines was pub- phate Production in Morocco. V. 3, No. 1, 

lished. The processing plant and ship- Fa World OT ining (Brussels) Underground 
ping facilities also were described. In 1967 Potash Deposit Will Be Mined at Khemisset. 

about 15,000 workers were employed by V2 Ne. 9, august 1966, p. 9. Moroeco. No. 11 
the phosphate industry. November 1966, p. 16. , oo
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fuel for manufacturing phosphate fertil- May 1967 the Moroccan Government an- 

izers at Yanssoufia. Société Chérifienne nounced that BRPM would relinquish 

Des Pétroles will build a $3.3 million gas its monopoly of all drilling operations.“ 

treatment plant and a 180-kilometer pipe- Foreign companies will be allowed to 

line. After the Essaouira reserves are ex- bring in their own equipment to sink test 

hausted in about 12 years, Morocco will wells. Esso Exploration, Inc., a subsidiary 

import natural gas from Algeria. Petrofina, of Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey, was 

S. A., in partnership with Morocco’s granted permission to explore for petro- 

BRPM reportedly discovered natural gas eum off the southern coast of Morocco.'® 

*n the Gharb basin near Kenitra® The Four permits were granted covering a 

deposit was being tested, but by mid- total area of about 20,000 square kilom- 

1967 had not been proven commercially eters from the southern border of Tarfaya 

valuable. Province north to Cape Dra and from the 

Small quantities of gas were produced shore to a water depth of 200 meters on 

from SCP fields at Kachoula and Jaer. _ the continental shelf. 

Estimated reserves were 15,892 to 17,658 The SCP refinery at Sidi Kacem 

million cubic feet. treated 295,824 tons of crude oil in 1966 

. . and 368,725 tons in 1967; the increase 
Petroleum.— Production of crude oil os the result of operation of a new 

from Morocco s two active fields, Rharb 46,500-ton-per-year catalytic _ reformer. 

and Sidi-Rhalem, decreased almost 6 per- Crude oil throughput at the Société Maro- 

cent compared with that of 1966. Output caine Italienne de Raffinage (SAMIR) 

from the Rharb field has been declining jefinery at Mohammedia totaled about 

steadily, because reserves have been de- 1746981 tons in 1966 and 944,303 tons 

pleted. In 1966 recoverable reserves of jy 1967. A new still plus asphalt and 

. both fields reportedly totaled 211,000 jybe units, and increased storage capacity 

tons.© Of this quantity, the Rharb field for crude and products, was added at the 
had reserves of 57,000 tons representing §AMIR refinery. The two refineries pro- 

4.3 percent of the original reserves in cessed slightly over 20,000 barrels per . | 

place. The 154,000 tons of crude remain- gay in 1966, and over 25,000 barrels per ! 

ing in the Sidi-Rhalem field represented day in 1967. ! 

28.5 percent of the original reserves. An $18 million lube oil and bitumen ! 
Petroleum exploration activity in 1966 yefinery was planned for construction at : 

was conducted by a joint venture company 4ohammedia.2° The new refinery due to : 

formed by West_ Germany’s Preussische be completed by 1970 will be owned by 

Bergwerks und Hiitter A.G. with 80 per- ghey} Oil Corp. (30 percent); SAMIR 

cent, and Morocco’s (BRPM) 20 percent, (95 percent); Société Chérifienne Des 
at the Doukkala permit near Qualidia, Pétroles (25 percent); and an Iramian 

about 60 kilometers north of Safi’ Four group (20 percent). The integrated plant 

wells have been drilled since 1964 with il) be capable of producing 35,000 tons 

no success. A joint company formed by per year of lubricants and 50,000 tons 

Italy’s Ente Nazionale Idrocarburi (80 per year of bitumen. 

percent) and Morocco’s BRPM (20 per- 

cent) drilled in the Hauts Plateaux per- 45 Arab Oil Review. vy. 4, No. 1, January 

mit near Berguent. The company was 1967, p. 12. . | 

also responsible for operations in one off- Ae eet ee toss. Des. Pétroles (Rabat). 

shore and one onshore permit in Tarfaya 3 aed Petroleum Report 1967. Morocco. V- 

province in southern Morocco. is U.S. "Embassy, Rabat, Morocco. State De- 

The Candel-Richfield oil group ceased paors. Pere, A abet, June 20. 1967 Dea 

exploration activities after sinking three partment Airgram, A218, Mar. 28, 1967, 2 1. 

dry wells in the Ksar-Es-Sauk area. In No, 2. February 1968, > 112. oreseo NS





The Mineral Indust e Mineral Industry 

of the Netherlands 

By Columbus R. Gentile ’ and Edgar L. McGinnis ’ 

In 1967 the mineral industry of the the North Sea was to be initiated almost 
Netherlands rebounded from the 1966 immediately by several of the 18 com- 
eonomic slowdown. The natural gas and panies granted concessions in March 1968. 

iron and steel industries led the way but Plans were announced for further steel 
partly offsetting their gains was the slow- industry expansion as operation of the 
down in activities of the coal industry in largest blast furnace in the European Coal 
line with Government plans for shutdown and Steel Community (ECSC) began at 
of some operating units and cutback in Ijmuiden. The new primary aluminum 
levels of output at the remaining mines, plant at Delfzijl, which became operative 

now all supported by government subsidy in mid—1966, completed its first full year 
payments. of operation in 1967 and work was started 

The Netherlands economy as a whole on facilities that will more than double 
registered an outstanding record in 1967 capacity by 1969. The first molybdenum 
as the gross national product, according to conversion plant built in the Netherlands 
preliminary estimates, rose to $22 billion, | began operations in 1966 and produced at 
expanding by 4.5 percent, up sharply from capacity (5,500 tons yearly) in 1967. 
the 2.5 percent rise in 1966. Industrial Significant changes are underway or 
production showed a 5 percent growth rate planned in the Rotterdam port area; 
in 1967, productivity climbing by 6 percent notably development of the section known 
thereby offsetting a good part of rising 48 Europoort. Major projects include the 
costs and the upward pressure on prices development of a huge industrial petro- 
and wages moderated. The Netherlands eum refinery and petrochemical complex, 
wvas not in a period of booming expansion, Construction of storage units, extension of 
but the economic outlook, on the whole, the pipeline system for the movement 
was promising. of crude and oil products, and expansion 

Crude oil output, which has shown Of port facilities to accommodate the 
virtually no change in recent years, de- larger vessels and tankers now being built. 

clined in 1967, and prospects for discovery One of the more notable industrial proj- 
of significant added onshore petroleum Cts, a joint venture of 20 large European 
reserves remained poor. In contrast, ex- steel companies, is the construction of iron 

pansion of petroleum refining capacity, Ore processing facilities having a yearly 
pipelines, and distribution facilities, con- Capacity of 15 million tons and of a pel- 
tinued at a rapid rate—a trend that is ex- _letizing plant with a production capacity 
pected to prevail in the years ahead. of 5 million tons annually. Associated - 

Rapid progress was made in expanding projects for the port area provide for the 

natural gas production and distribution ™provement of other port handling facili- 
facilities; output more than doubled, con- tS, 48 well as connecting canals and 
sumption and exports reached record W4terways. 

levels and mainland TESETVES continued to 1 Mineral specialist, Division of International 
rise. Meanwhiie, exploration for oil and Activities. . . 

natural gas in the Netherlands sector of nation: ronal Cconomist, Division of Inter- 
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PRODUCTION 

Natural gas output to the detriment of — percent, primary tin output was up by 9.5 
coal and domestic crude oil more than percent, and pig lead output advanced 
doubled for the third consecutive year as 10.3 percent, but in contrast, primary zinc 
distribution networks increased availability production declined 6.4 percent. Produc- 
of this fuel. In the face of this competi- tion of aluminum was up 60 percent as the 
tion, output of coal, coke, and briquets fell new plant, which became operative in 
by 20, 14, and 12 percent, respectively, and mid—1966, completed its first full year of 
crude oil production decreased some 4.3 operation. 

percent. Refinery output of distillate and The generally improved economic con- 
residual fuel oils and liquefied petroleum diti . 

. 1tions were also reflected in output of gases, however, continued to trend upward 
while output of most other refinery prod- nonmetals: Salt and cement were up 3.7 ucts was off slightly or showed little or no Percent and 5.9 percent, respectively, while 
gain. | nitrogenous and _ phosphatic fertilizers 

Responding to the improved economic showed gains of 16 percent and 3 percent, 

climate, crude steel production rose 4.5 respectively.
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Table 1.—Netherlands: Production of mineral commodities : 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

Metals: . 
Aluminum !______.....-thousand tons_- 6 1 oe -e- 20 e 32 
Cadmium metal ¢_._..____..------------ r 100 105 r 90 x 100 100 
Iron and steel: 

Sinter........_.._..thousand tons_- 2,355 2,787 3,212 3,025 e3,271 
Pig iron and ferroalloys.-__..do-__-- 1,709 1,948 2,364 2,209 2,579 
Ingots and other primary forms ? 

thousand tons 2,333 2,646 3,138 © 3,256 e 3,404 
Castings: 

Tron____-_-_...-..---.-do_... 216 238 247 251 e221 
Steel_...___.-..--...-..do___- 9 8 8 9 e10 

Rolled steel_._....._._.-_---do___- 1,759 1,908 2,101 2,257 e 2,382 
L Semimanufactured steel___.__.do_.__ 289 292 284 343 e379 
ead: 

. Pig lead_______.....-------------- 11,864 17,315 15,372 14,656 16,168 
. ‘Semimanufactures. !_thousand tons__ 16 18 17 18 17 

Tin_______-_-____._..____.--long tons__ 5,762 15,858 18,114 12,552 13 , 739 
. Zine (primary)__2...-.2----.-----.---.- 35,762 37 , 702 40,821 41 ,357 38 , 704 

Nonmetals: . 
Cement____...________.thousand tons__ 2,081 2,873 2,973 3,163 3,349 
Fertilizers: — HS . 

Nitrogenous, N content.___..do__-- =F 434 r 480 r 506 618 e715 
Phosphate, P2Os content.__..do-_--- ™171 r191 r 200 188 e 194 

.  Potassic, KeO content__...__.------ 2,600 2,500 2,500 e 2,500 NA 

Salt_......_._.._.__.._...thousand tons-_ 1,479 1,596 1,707 1,857 1,926 

Sulfur__..._-...----.-.-__._---.--do_._- 35 29 27 t 46 NA 

Mineral fuels: 
_ Coal: oo, 

Anthracite and bituminous 
thousand tons__ 11,509 11,480 11,446 * 10,052 8,065 

Coal briquets_- - =~ indudiag gas coke?” 1,561 1,355 1,349 1,222 1,090 

Coke and semicoke, including gas coke 3 
thousand tons__ 4,447 4,623 4,383 3,887 3,332 

Lignite briquets._.__._.....----..-do__-_. 63 66 46 43 28 

Tar_.-.___.-____---__-__.-._---do___- 140 151 138 131 NA 

Benzol_____..-___--_._.-..-----do_._- r45 48 47 Al NA 

_. Gas, manufactured -__-million cubic feet._ ' 137,329 143,358 * 135,698 108,775 93 ,153 

Gas, natural 4_.._______.__._-_.-do___- 18 ,964 27,015 | 57 ,244 117,878 253 , 731 

Peat ¢__..._____...__.._thousand tons_ - r 400 tr 400 r 400 r 400 400 

Petroleum: . 
Crude______._._...thousand tons. - 2,215 ‘2,270 2,395 2,366 2,265 

Refinery products: . 
Aviation jet fuels._.._....do___- 857 976 TT7 1,289 1,027 

Motor gasoline.________-do__-- 3.,827 2,769 2,746 2,250 2,189 

Kerosine__._...........do___- 970 955 1,127 1,075 928 

; Solvents._._.___.._.....-do__-- 167 178 207 251 233 

Residual fuel oil______..-do_.-_- 10,155 10 ,943 12,888 13 ,413 14,276 

Distillate fuel oii.._.__..do-_-~- 5,164 - 6,025 6 ,567 7,837 8,075 

Lubricants.__......__...do_..- 245 251 332 338 321 

Bitumen______.___..---do__-- 584 681 678 745 673 

Liguefied petroleum gas--do-_--- 334 362 396 465 519 

Refinery gas_..___._-..-do__-- 204 166 166 118 NA 

Carbon black__.__...._-__.-----do__.- NA 52 62 70 75 
ee 

¢ Estimate. P Preliminary. tr Revised. § NA Not available. 
1 Including alloys. 
2 Except castings. 
8 Including breeze. 
4 Deliveries for sale. Converted from Nm? (cubic meters at 15° C and 760 mm mercury) at rate of 35.314 

cubic feet per cubic meter. 

TRADE 

Foreign trade of the Netherlands again Germany and a sharp increase 1n ship- 

moved in thexdirection of better equilib- ments to Japan, Eastern Europe, and 

rium. Based on preliminary data for 1967, Indonesia. There was a rise in the share 

exports covered 87 percent of imports, of imports supplied by European Eco- 

falling short by approximately $1 billion. nomic Community (EEC) nations, with 

During the year total exports of roughly France registering the greatest percentage 

$7.3 billion were up 7.9 percent, while im- increase. 
ports rose 3.9 percent. The year 1967 For mineral commodities, imports ex- 

featured a slowdown in exports to West ceeded exports by $728 million in 1 967, as
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imports increased 10.4 percent and exports (52.9 percent) EEC countries. Major 
only 6.6 percent. As a result, mineral im- destinations included West Germany (25.7 
ports accounted for even a greater share percent); Belgium-Luxembourg (15.1 per- 

of total trade in 1967 than in the previous cent); United Kingdom (12.3 percent) ; 
year, while mineral exports represented a and France (8.9 percent). 
slightly smaller proportion of total exports Among 1966 imports, petroleum and 
as shown in the following table.: refinery products. (36.5 percent), iron and 

steel (23.1 percent), nonferrous metals 
| (12.5 percent), metal ores and scrap 

Value Mineral (7.1 percent), and coal, coke, and briquets 
(million dollars) commod- (7 percent) remained the most important 

—————————— __ ities’ categories by value. Imports of petroleum 
Mineral’ Total share p f and products in 1966 increased 3 percent 

ities } (percent) to $639 million; iron and steel almost 8 
nnn percent to $405 million; and nonferrous 

Exports: | metals (including silver and _ platium 

19860 cvvvll. «das ~s«d7B2sde1g~—S—smetals) 12 percent to $219 million. In 
1967 p___....... 1,208 7,281 16.6 contrast, imports of metal ores and scrap 

Imports: / ate 
1965........... 1,698 17,462 22.8 at $125 million were down by some 8 per- 

1968-------777 $9986 «83338 gigs Cent, and coal, coke, and briquets at $123 
Trade balance: million declined almost 10 percent. 

1966. cecvt.s ee) d'268 XK West Europe, principally EEC countries 
1967?.......... —728 —-1.042 XxX (47.5 percent), supplied more than 55 per- 
ee ~—CSts cent of =mineral commodities to the 

P Preliminary XX Not applicable. Netherlands in 1966. The more significant 
1 Includes value of all commodities listed in tables = sources of imports (based on value) were 

2 and 8 of this chapter except for gold and such . 
diamonds and other precious stones as were classified West Germany (23.8 percent) 5 Belgium- 

in sources as being of gem quality. Luxembourg (17.4 percent), Kuwait (6 
percent), Saudi Arabia (5.2 percent), 

The most important mineral com- United States (5.1 percent), Libya, France, 
modities exported from the Netherlands and Indonesia with 4.9, 4.3, and 3.6 
in 1966, on the basis of value share of percent, respectively. | 
total commodity exports, were petrolum The entrepé6t trade in crude oil and 
and its products (33.1 percent), iron and _ refined petroleum products continued at 
steel (23.1 percent), nonferrous metals a high level in 1966, with entries in bond 
(11.5 percent), coal, coke, and briquets of 25.4 million tons and withdrawals of 
(8.6 percent), and manufactuied fertilizer 23.3 million tons. Entries of crude 

(4.6 percent). Exports of petroleum and amounted to 14.2 million tons and with- _ 
products declined in value by 12 percent  drawals almost 14 million tons. Compara- 
to $375 million; coal, coke, and briquets ble totals for petroleum products were 11.2 
by 15 percent to $98 million; and manu- million tons and 9.3 million tons, respec- 
factured fertilizer by 30 percent to $52 mil- _ tively. The net increase of crude in bond 
lion. The most significant rise in exports was 232,000 tons, and of products 1,- 
of major products was registered by iron 827,000 tons. 
and steel which increased almost 8 percent As in the previous year, transit trade in 
to $262 million. Nonferrous metal exports, mineral commodities in 1966 remained at 
at $130 million, were up slightly from the a high level with the bulk of the tonnage 
previous year ($129 million). comprised of metal ores, coal-coke-bri- 

About 84 percent of Netherlands’ min-  quets, fertilizers and fert.lizer materials, 

eral commodities exports in 1966 moved petroleum and products, and sand-gravel- 
to Western European countries, principally | crushed stone.
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: Table 2.—Netherlands: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: , 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite and alumina_____________- 40 43 Belgium-Luxembourg 138. 
Secrap_.._..__.----_--._.-.-..-.-. 9,468 11,735 West Germany 9,285; Italy 1, 185. 
Ingot 1_-0_-2 eee leet le- )=—o1,019 16,156 West Germany 9,825; Belgium-Luxembourg, 

Semimanufactures_._.__..-.-----. 15,853 17,463 West Germany 6,205; Belgium-Luxem- 
bourg 3,358. 

Bismuth, all forms_..._.___-_.-.-._-_-_-- 280 229 West Germany 91; France 67. 
Cadmium, all forms........._._.-____- 307 266 West Germany 149; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Chromite__.__._.....--_--.---------- 1,002 1,718 Italy 588; United Kingdom 466. 
chrome oxides and hydroxide________-_- 66 72 West Germany 58. 

obalt: 
Metal, all forms.______...-__----. 88 71 United States 45; France 22. 

Copper: 
Scrap___._.-.--...----....----.-.. 32,424 34,793 West Germany 16,318; Belgium-Luxem- 

, bourg 14,876. 
Unwrought }._.--.-2--.--- = 5, 742 9,088 West Germany 3,738; Belgium-Luxembourg 

1,629; Italy 1,542. 
Semimanufactures_._........._-.- 16,173 | 16,059 West Germany 6,426; United States 3,550. 

Gold 2__________thousand troy ounces. 102 208 Switzerland 61; Belgium-Luxembourg 38; 
France 32. 

Iron and steel: 
Iron ore_._..___._-thousand tons. - T 4 West Germany 3. 
Pyrite cinder. ___.._._______do___- 258 190 West Germany 185. 
Blast furnace slag and waste_do- -_-- 91 130 West Germany 67; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Scrap__.______._.______.__do___- 451 394 West Germany 258; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Pig iron and ferroalloys ?____do____ 85 100 Belgium-Luxembourg 27; West Germany . 
. 18; France 17. 

. . Ingots and other primary do___. 609 736 Belgium-Luxembourg 250; Spain 220; West 
' , forms. Germany 115. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, do___- 197 286 West Germany 160; Belgium-Luxembourg 
_ shapes, sections. 36; Sweden 25. 
Universals, plate and do_._. 870 849 West Germany 198; United Kingdom 131; 

sheet. Sweden 85; France 81. 
Hoop and strip_....__.-do__-. 65 56 West Germany 42. 
Railway track material__do_.__. - 9 28 United States 21. 
Wire__.__.-..-.--.----do._.- 26 25 West Germany 10; United States 3. 
Tubes, pipes and fittings.do___- 134 162 West Germany 49; Belgium-Luxembourg 

23; United Kingdom 13. 
Castings and forgings_-__do_-_.- 3 4 Belgium Luxembourg 2; West Germany 1; 

weden 1. 
L on and hydroxide______.____.-- 317 258 Ceylon 47; West Europe 88. 
ead: 
Serap____.__ eee --_--- 7,604 4,673 Belgium-Luxembourg 4,399. 
Ashes and residues____...._._._-.-- 4,531 2,859 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,046; West Germany 

Pig 1____________________--_--.-. 8,040] 11,611 West Germany 8,852; United States 1,231. 
Antimonial and other alloys__.__.._. 1, 798/ 
Semimanufactures_____.______-.-- 1,550 2,089 Norway 514; United States 487. 
Oxides. ._._...-_---------------- 709 1,503 Belgium-Luxembourg 694; Czechoslovakia 

Magnesium, al] forms.____________--_- 291 252 United States 85; United Kingdom 75. 
Manganese: 

Ore... 2 eee 8,727 10,766 Italy 2,051; West Germany 1,997; France 
820; Belgium-Luxembourg 795. 

Oxide___._..._----- eee 917 1,667 Belgium-Luxembourg 580; West Germany 

Mercury_.__._.-_---.76-pound Aasks_- 609 638 West Germany 319. 
Molybdenum metal..__..__..-----__-- 126 155 West Germany 98; United States 19. 

ickel: 
Scrap oo and” somitnnuuta. 1,186 1,290 West Germany 708; United Kingdom 210. 
Ingots anodes and semimanufac- 295 765 West Germany 3816; Italy 176. 

tures. } 
Oxide and hydroxide__.___..-___-- 7 10 Brazil 4; Belgium-Luxembourg 3. 

Platinum and platinum troy ounces.._ 39,738 27,200 France 4,662; West Germany 4,533; Italy 
group metals, all forms. 2,379. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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. Table 2.—Netherlands: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 
SUISSE eae 

Metals—Continued 
Silver: 

Scrap and thousand troy ounces... 1,984 2,048 West Germany 966; France 583; Belgium- 
waste 4 . Luxembourg 478. 

Unwrought !_______..-.-...do__.. 1,285 845 France 697; West Germany 69; United 
, Kingdom 21. ; 

Semimanufactures._______._do____ 359 273 Denmark 182; Belgium-Luxembourg 44. | 
Tantalum._______-____________ eee — 2 5 France 1; United Kingdom 1; Italy 1; 

West Germany 1. 
Tellurium and arsenic_-______________- 2° leek 
Tin: 

Ashes and residues______long tons__ 1,331 NA 
Ingots }____._____._.-._.--do____ 15,965 11,891 West Germany 6,431; France 2,352. 
Scrap and semimanufactures_do-___ 666 697 United Kingdom 154; West Germany 152. 
Oxide____-___...-.___._...do___- 1 5 All to France. 

Titanium: 
Dioxide.____________.______u___. 8,628 10,726 West Germany 2,233; Italy 1,727; France 

1,678;. Belgium-Luxembourg 1;210. 
_ Tungsten: 

Ore_____ 2. eee | 87 92 West Germany 25; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Metal__._-- 2 ee 229 221 United Kingdom 73; West Germany 54. 
Vanadium, molybdenun, etc. ores______ 576 5,863 West Germany 1,460; Austria 1,101; 

: United Kingdom 948. 
Zine: 

Ore.______--_----_-_-_-_--_--_---- = 55, 821 4,443 Belgium-Luxembourg 3,821; West Germany 

Ashes and residues..__.._...__-..-. 9,954 9,871 Belgium-Luxembourg 4,833; West Germany 
3246. 

Scrap___._._.--_------..-__----. 10,129 10,325 France 9,911. 
Slab #_____. 2-2 ------- -2----.-- 22,693 23,285 West Germany 14,191; Denmark 1,873. 
Serimanufactures (include zine 1,386 1,103 Denmark 518; West Germany 233. 

ust). 

Oxide_____._._-_-_. 22 _-__e--__-_ = 9, 510 9,621 West Germany 1,624; Italy 1,215; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 976. 

Other nonferrous ores__________.___.-. ______ 32 West Germany 5. 
Other nonferrous metals }1_____________ T7179 661 West Germany 256; Belgium-Luxembourg 

qT. 
Other nonferrous ashes and residues.... 9,516 12,525 West germany 8,872; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Metalloids: . 
Selenium. ____._________._______- 1 4 Canada 3. 
Silicon 4-2 ee 1 10 All to West Germany. 
Other________.-_-________ eee 672 19 West Germany 12. 

Alkali, alkaline-earth, and rare-earth 5 LLL ee 
metals. 

Oxides of strontium, barium and mag- 99 203 Belgium-Luxembourg 170. 
nesium. ; 

Other slags and ashes________..__._._.. 26,820 21/201 Belgium-Luxembourg 14,879; West Ger- 
many 5,144. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives, natural_._.._______._______. 4,747 4,879 France 508. 
Grinding stones______________________ 567 727 West Germany 266; United Kingdom 115; 

France 91. 
Asbestos.._._____-.__--__________ ee 93 15 NA. 
Borates, natural___._._.._____...._._-- 183,546 170,289 West Germany 61,959; France 31,144; 

United Kingdom 29,489. 
Cement...__-_.-.------_.-._--__...._ 12,705 385,942 West Germany 30,779; Belgium-Luxem- - 

bourg 4,568. 
ee 12,801 16,867 Belgium-Luxembourg 16,334. 

ays: 
Kaolin. _-____._._ 2-2 176 752 Belgium-Luxembourg 594. 
Refractory__-.-..____.._......_... 1,487 1,761 Sweden 731; Belgium-Luxembourg 355. 
Other_____._______thousand tons__ 136 119 West Germany 84; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Construction materials: 
Refractory building products__..... 6,754 7,843 West Germany 3,738; Belgium-Luxem- 

urg 1,226. 
Brick, etc. nonre- thousand tons__ 511 528 West Germany 432. 

fractory. 
Diamond and other gem stones: 

Diamond, un- thousand carats__ 966 1,310 NA. 
worked and worked. 

Diamond powder._______.__do____ 880 1,079 West Germany 358; France 175; Italy 167; 
United States 90. 

Other gem stones, un- kilograms.. 10,679 20,142 West Germany 19,885. 
worked and worked. 

Diatomaceous earth___________._.__-- 144 133 All West Europe. 

See footnotes at end of table. .
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Table 2.—Netherlands: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Nonmetals—Continued 
Feldspar, leucite and fuorspar_-_____-.- 2,095 558 Belgium-Luxembourg 444. 
Fertilizers: . 

Nitrogenous: 
Manufactued__thousand tons-__ 584 442 China, mainland 76; United Kingdom 50; 

Sweden 49; Pakistan 42. 
Phosphatic: 

Phosphate rock. -_.___.--.--- 976 557 Liberia 391. 
Basic slag._.____-.----------- 7,794 5,248 West Germany 5,237. 
Superphos- thousand tons. - 378 290 France 125; West Germany 14. 
phate and other. . 

Potassie.________...-.-_...------ 1,568 1,577 Mozambique 522; Morocco 248; Thailand 

Other________....-thousand tons. . 466 424 NA. 
Ammonia, anhydrous._._._._.-.--. 5,093 38,886 West Germany 26,317; Belgium-Luxem- 

bourg 9,602. 
Lime... eee eee 976 1,384 Belgium-Luxembourg 963. 
Magnesite________._._...._.__-.-.-.-.. 382,785 28,940 West Germany 9,748; Belgium-Luxem- 

bourg 1,506. 
Mica__..__-_-_ eee 104 76 NA. 
Potash, caustic..._____._.___.__---_--.- 50 45 NA. 
Quartz and quartzite....__._......_--. 6,194 4,137 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,277; West Germany 

1,629. 
Salt.._._...__...._.__._thousand tons-- 979 1,057 Belgium-Luxembourg 353; Sweden 311, 

Finland 151. 
Sand__-._____-_--._--.--_.----do__.. 6,488 6,909 Belgium-Luxembourg 6,369. 
Stone, ' building, unworked (including 8,085 3,457 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,328; West Germany 

slate). 05. 
Stone, building, worked (including slate 11,264 4,086 Belgium-Luxembourg 3,279; West Ger- 

and natural paving stones). many 692. 
Stone, other, calcareous (including gyp- 545 297 All to Belgium-Luxembourg. 

sum and plasters) . 
Stone, crushed and thousand tons... 2,027 2,161 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,935; West Ger- 

gravel. 7 many 224. 
Suifur_..-... 2.2 2-12 -- 2 eee -------- = 8, 052 50 All to Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Sulfuric acid, oleum_-—-._thousand tons_ - 93 100 West Germany 25; Bélgium-Luxembourg 17 

Sulfur dioxide__.____.._--.--_--------- 437 917 NA. 
Tale and steatite-__.__.____--_------- 350 210 NA. 
Other friineral sub- thousand tons_-_ 164 167 Belgium-Luxembourg 97; West Germany 

stances. 51; France 14. 
Mineral fuels: 

Natural bitumen, asphalt, ete_________- 52 82 West Germany 75; Belgium-Luxembourg 7. 
Carbon black_.____...__-_---___----. 52,600 60,241 France 18,045; West Germany 10,228; 

oe _ Sweden 9,501; Belgium-Luxembourg 
,T1T. 

Coal and coke: 
Anthracite and thousand tons._ 2,092 1,850 Belgium-Luxembourg 950; France 618. 

bituminous. 
Coal briquets._.__.__.._.._-do_.__ 835 825 Belgium-Luxembourg 302; West Germany 

292; France 202. 

Lignite briquets._._..._._.-do_-__- 24 21 West Germany 9; France 8. 
Peat__......__.-._--_-..--do___- 33 22 West Germany 9; France 6; Belgium-Lux- 

embourg 6. 
Coke and semicoke__.__._...do_... 2,404 1,903 France 764; Belgium-Luxembourg 543; 

West Germany 285. 
Gas: 

Hydrocarbon: 
Manufac-_ million cubic feet_- 18 NA 

tured. 
Natural (in- thousand tons_-_ 246 310 Belgium-Luxembourg 129; United Kingdom 

cluding LPG). 98; France 34; West Germany 21. 
Hydrogen and rare gases_.______-_- 513 498 Belgium-Luxembourg 170; Denmark 127. 

Petroleum: 5 
Crude____....._-..thousand tons-- 11 1 All to Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Refinery products: 

Gascline.... -.--.------do0.... $3,127 3,733 United Kingdom 1,674; West Germany 806; 
Sweden 218. 

Keroaine, including jet do__-_- 719 812 United Kingdom 293; Sweden 132. 
uel, 

Distillate fuel oils_.....do.... 3,451 4,184 West Germany 1,520; Sweden 887; Bunkers 
511. 

Residual fuel oils._.....do...._ 6,413 6,976 Bunkers 2,969; United Kingdom 1,315; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 788. 

Lubricants___.___..__.do____ 333 323 West Germany 45; United Kingdom 30; 
Sweden 22. 

Paraffin, jelly, ete____._do____ 22 20 West Germany 7. 
Petroleum coke_____...do___- 58 52 United Kingdom 31; Italy 10. 
Bitumen, bituminous do__-- 365 390 West Germany 293; Denmark 25. 

mixtures and other 
derivatives. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Netherlands: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Mineral fuels— Continued . . 
Miscellaneous derivatives of coal, do___- 122 141 Belgium-Luxembourg 42; West Germany 

gas, and petroleum distillation. 36; United States 12. . 

NA Not Available. . 
1 Including alloys. 
2 Excluding gold coin and gold and alloys shipped by post. 
8 Including sponge iron, shot, grit, pellets, powder, spiegeleisen, and ferromanganese. 
4 Less than 99.99 percent pure. a 
3 Includes bunkers for foreign ships and aircraft: excludes reexports from bonded storage. 

Table 3.—Netheriands: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 S . 

Metals: | | 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite. __.._..__.-.._._-..___.-. 21,690 35,305 Greece 32,913; British Guiana 1,995. 
Alumina__..___-_-___._--_-_-..-_--. 10,594 71,875 Surinam 53,973. - 
Serap____....-...---.---.-.._... 3,186 3,884 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,355; Ireland 499; 

. France 462. 

Ingots_._.-_-----------------~--- 11,675 19.829 Germany, 4,304; Canada 3,315; France 

Alloys.__...._..__.-...-------.-. 8, 499 8,150. , a 
Semimanufactures !......_...._._... 29,3870 34,765 Belgium-Luxembourg 15,143; Germany 

9,649; France 4,856. 
. Antimony, all forms.__..__..__--__--- 234 276 China mainland 96; Czechoslovakia 77; 

West Germany 39. 
Arsenic, oxides and acids_.__.__._____-_ 901 8386 Belgium-Luxembourg 783. . os 
Bismuth, ali forms....__....-..-..__-- 150 245 United Kingdom 50; West Germany 48; 

China, mainland 33; South Korea 35. 
Cadmium, all forms_________._______--_ 251 261 Belgium-Luxembourg 63; U.S.S.R. 48; 

Japan 46; Bulgaria 40. 
Chromium: 

Ore.________.--. 2-2-2. --------. «= 4, 568 3,749 South Africa 1,563; Philippines 1,534. 
Unwrought and semimanufactures__ 29 6 West Germany 3; United Kingdom 3. 
Oxide and hydroxide_____________- 581 657 West Germany 343; China, mainland 121; 

France 119. 
Cobalt, unwrought and semimanufac- 248 163 Belgium-Luxembourg 83; France 38. 

tures. 
Cobalt, oxides and hydroxides._.____.__ 205 280 Belgium-Luxembourg 168; United Kingdom 

112. 
Copper: 

Scrap.....____-...__...--._----. 10,440 8,712 West Germany 4,646; Belgium-Luxem- 
bourg 2,701. 

Unwrought !}_______.__.__.-.._... 35,297 31,643 Zambia 11,816; United States 5,281; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 4,690. 

Semimanufactures }__..__..__.__.. 68,601 60,997 Belgium-Luxembourg 30,295; West Ger- 
many 13,819. 

Gold 2__.__..__..thcousand troy ounces__ 243 NA 
Tron and steel: 

Ore.__.._._..._....-thousand tons... 3,570 3,451 Liberia 1,037; Sierra Leone 912; Mauri- 
tania 415; Sweden 304. 

Pyrite cinder___.___.__.._._.___.. 6,237 NA 
Secrap..___.__._.__thousand tons__ 99 145 Belgium-Luxembourg 103; West Germany 

33; United Kingdom 4. 
Pig iron, and blast furnace ferro- 68 98 West Germany 53; Norway 10. 

alloys 3%. 
Other ferroalloys___ thousand tons__ 11 12 Norway 4; West Germany 4. 
Ingots and other primary do___- 139 219 West Germany 85; Belgium-Luxembourg 

forms. 56; Norway 49. 
Semimanufactures: 

Bars, rods, sections____.do_... 1,148 1,186 Belgium-Luxembourg 563; West Germany 

Universals, plates and do___- 496 541 West Germany 260; Belgium-Luxembourg 
sheets. 181. 

Hoop and strip___.--.._.do____ 196 196 West Germany 107; Belgium-Luxembourg 
1. 

Railway track material_do_._- 53 46 West Germany 28; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Wire___.___._-_._-.._.do____ 59 58 Belgium-Luxembourg 32; West Germany 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Netherlands: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) cc ccc een nO I AS 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 
eee 

Metals—Centinued 
Iron and Steel—Continued 

Semimanufactures—Continued 
Tubes, pipes and fittings.do____ 398 462 West Germany 239; France 74. 

‘ Castings and forgings___do____ 10 7 United Kingdom 2; Belgium-Luxembourg an ; 2; West Germany 2. 
Oxide and hydroxide__-._......... 9,782 8,842 West Germany 6,680; Franee 791; Spain 

Lead: 
Ore... 290 5 NA. 
Serap__...---.2----.---.---.-... 38,457 2,977 West Germany 2,585. 
Ashes and residues_______._._.___- 717 -1,194 West Germany 1,024. 
Pig 11. eee ‘boot 51,798 Belgium-Luxembourg 16,240; Mexico 9,242 - Antimonial and other alloys____._. 10,099 Bulgaria 5,102. 
Semimanufactures 1_-__._...._.... 8,111 3,040 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,644; United King- 

om . 
Oxides__..-----2-2-2---. 2... = 8, 155 8,048 Belgium-Luxembourg 4,075; France 1,820; 

West Germany 1,687. 
Magnesium: 

* Serap.___ 2. 64 90 Norway 49. 
Unwrought.-__..2. 22 187 208 Norway 198. 
Semimanufactures______.._.______ 76 45 West Germany 14; Austria 13. 

Manganese: 
. | Ore... ---- ++ ----------------- 16,570 27,261 U-.S.S.R. 8,282; Republic of South Africa 

7,263; China, mainland 5,141. 
Oxides. __-._.__-2_--_- ie 604 635 Belgium-Luxembourg 205: France 160. 

Mercury. --_-._.-_-.--76-pound flasks.. 5,773 3,539 Spain 2,553; United States 348. 
Molybdenum (metal)_..___.___._____. 36 92 U.S.S.R. 74. 
Nickel: . 

Matte, speiss, ete... 2.2 120 1,616 United Kingdom 641; Norway 446; Canada 
158. 

Serap._-_---------. 2. 2 eee 745 1,059 West Germany 342; France 148. 
Ingots and anodes 1______________-_. 994 2,040 United Kingdom 723; Norway 630. 
Semimanufactures !__.__........-. 1,908 1,922 West Germany 1,204; United Kingdom 356. 

Platinum and ‘thousand troy ounces_ : 74 58 France 14; West Germany 12; U-S.S.R. 11: 
platinum-group United Kingdom 10. 
metals. 

Silver: 
Scrap and waste 4______.._.do____ 145 126 Denmark 92; United States 17. 
Unwrought 1._..__._.......do_... 4,646 4,817 United States 1,622; United Kingdom 

1.343; Mexico 500. 
Semimanufactures...__.._...do_... 3,149 2,483 France 968; West Germany 798; United 

Kingdom 479. 
Tantalum. ____. ee 4 8 United States 5. — | 
Tellurium and arsenic._.___._._...___- 3 6 Belgium-Luxembourg 5. 

in: 
oo Ore._._-__.__._..._-.-long tons_._ 24,021 15,880 Indonesia 13,471; Belgium-Luxembourg 

017. 
Ashes and residues_________.do____ 671 — 596 West Germany 239; Rhodesia 107; United 

, , : tates 92. 
Ingots }_______..__-.------do_-.. 1,188 38,667 Nigeria 630; China, mainland 547. 
Scrap and semimanufactures_do-____ 394 344 Belgium-Luxembourg 128; West Germany 

Oxide.____.._.__.-__.____.do___- 70 74 West Germany 36; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Titanium dioxide..___._._....-.------- 3,961 1,794 West Germany 787; Italy 505; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 334. 

Tungsten: 
Ore_____ 2-2 244 438 Portugal 253; United Kingdom 122. 
Metal__.____._-_-__ 2 lee 23 10 United States 5; West Germany 2. 

vanadium, molybdenum, etce., ores._... 7,618 19,464 Australia 8,710; United States 7,419. 
ine: 

Ore______-.--------------------- 85,147 85,780 Finland 26,535; Canada 19,594: West 
Germany 9,732. 

Ashes and residues_....__._....... 25,261 25,906 West Germany 18,877; United Kingdom 
1,325; Denmark 1,146. 

Serap_..2 ee 1,282 2,029 West Germany 1,905. 
Slab 3.2 -------- 17,5883 16,121 North Korea 3,048; Belgium-Luxembourg 

2,778; Poland 3,015. 
Semimanufactures (including dust). 6,876 6,222 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,993; West Ger- 

many 2,253; United Kingdom 619. 
Oxides. ______._...----_--.-.-.-.. 2,094 1,514 West Germany 746; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Other nonferrous ores____.__.__._-...-.. 5,522 8,071 Republic of South Africa 4,497. 
Other nonferrous metals and scrap !____ 173 NA 
Metalloids: 

Selenium. ______-___-_.__________ 5 22 United Kingdom 13; Canada 5. 
Silicon 5.__- ee 99 163 Switzerland 99; Norway 20; Sweden 15. 

Alkali, alkaline-earth and rare-metals___ 111 206 West Germany 203. 
Oxides of strontium, barium, and mag- 514 604 United States 260; West Germany 133; 

nesium. United Kingdom 129. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Netherlands: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sr A tre lr  UPrnrnpp nerannrenpes 

. Commodity . 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals—Continued - 
Blast furnace dust, thousand tons. 1,552 1,518 West Germany 808; Belgium-Luxembourg 

slag and waste. 706. 
Other slags and ashes__________.do____ 298 354 West, Germany 235; Belgium-Luxembourg 

119. 
Nonmetals: . 

Abrasives, natural__.___thousand tons__ 434 392 West Germany 3793; Italy 11. 
Grinding stones_________..______-____- 1,669 1,707 West Germany 791; Austria 249. 
Asbestos..____..-------------------- 18,931 17,028 Canads 10,447; U.S.S.R. 2,445; Italy 1,372. 
Barite_._.._._..__._----------------- 29,162 28,300 West Germany 24,111; Morocco 3,050. 
Borates, natural._.___.._.._.------.-.- 164,972 173,644 United States 170,893. 
Borie oxide, boric acid__________---__-_ 2,464 1,669 France 663; Italy 364. 
Cement..__.____.__...-thousand tons_. 2,018 2,091 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,119; West Germany 

Chalk_....._.....-..--.-..---------- 72,610 92,487 Belgium-Luxembourg 51,841; France. 
29,254; West Germany 10,614. 

Clays: 
Kaolin...._.....__thousand tons__ "B3t 

' Refractory....____...._._.do___- 83 680 West Germany 482; United Kingdom 142. 
Other_____.--_-_-__-_-_.-...do____ 466] 

Construction materials: 
Refractory .__...-.---_-.---do____ | 52 42 United Kingdom 15; West Germany 14. 
Brick, etc., nonrefractory____do____ 202 184 Belgium-Luxembourg 98; West Germany 

Cryolite and chiolite, natural__________ 143 1,558 All from Denmark. | 
Diamond and other gem stones: - 

Diamond, un- thousand carats 1,184 1,544 NA. 
worked and worked. - 

Diamond powder.__________do____ 950 1,177 Ireland 946; United Kingdom 132. 
Other gem thousand kilograms -_-_ 148 216 Brazil 190; West German 22. 

stones, unworked and worked. 6 ° 
Diatomaceous earth_.__..-_-...------ 8,532 8,179 Hungary 3,469; United States 1,848. 
Dolomite.._.......__._thousand tons__ 422 382 Belgium-Luxembourg 329. 
Feldspar and leucite....__._____._____. 26,966 26,049 Norway 10,704; Canada 5,162; Sweden 

Fertilizer materials: —— 
Natural: 

Phosphate thousand tons__ 783 706 Morocco 431; Togo 224. . 
rock. 

Potassium salts______..do____ 88 61 France 32; West Germany 30. 
Sodium nitrate._________do____ 30 29 All from Chile. 

-Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous._______________- 7 12 West Germany 8; Belgium-Luxembourg 38. 
Phos phatic: : 

Basic slag_ thousand tons_-_ 254 197 Belgium-Luxembourg 172. 
Other______-__ ee 61 19 Belgium-Luxembourg 6; United States 4. 

Potassic._.___. thousand tons_- All 393 West Germany 156; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Other._.._-___--- 60 52 Belgium-Luxembourg 43. 
Ammonia, anhydrous.___.__..__.... 27,512 3,858 Belgium-Luxembourg 3,441; West Germany 

Fluorspar..-.__...._....-.....------- 18,972 15,808 China, mainland 9,968; Spain 1,832; United 
Kingdom 1,642. 

Graphite, natural__.___.._..-_._______- 342 246 West Germany 123. 
Gypsum____..___..__-thousand tons__ 204 299 West Germany 237; France 45. 
Lime_._._--__._--2_-_-________.___do___- 645 636 West Germany 316; Belgium-Luxembourg 

01. 
Limestone________.._..________do___-_ 811 707 Belgium-Luxembourg 702. 
Magnesite_______._.__..._.__.__.__.. 48,620 36,907 Greece. 23,841; India 4,072; Yugoslavia 

2,996. 
Mica: 

Unworked, including waste and 957 821 United Kingdom 504; Norway 197. 
scrap. 

Worked__________-__________ ee 60 57 United Kingdom 25; Switzerland 18. 
Pigments, natural____________________ 1,028 1,172 West Germany 412; Austria 360; France 

254. 
Potash, caustic________.___._-__-_____- 6,642 6,872 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,905; France 2,819. 
Pyrite_..__._.____.._.__thousand tons__ 211 270 Cyprus 167; Spain 60. 
Quartz and guartzite.._..._......._... 45,815 48,271 Belgium-Luxembourg 25,137: Norway 

10,917; West Germany 10,156. 
Salt__---.-.-.--- 22 ----------------- 35,593 47,574 West Germany 38,899; Italy 8,602. 
Sand, Industrial and thousand tons__ 2,741 4,176 West Germany 4,140. 

other. 

Slate__-_.._-.-- 22 __-e-_ 31,306 28,390 West Germany 13,949; France 7,442. 
Soda, caustic_._-.._________....__._.. 73,254 89,780 West uetmany 61,990; United States 

16, . 
Stone, dimension_______thousand tons__ 1,529 1,382 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,064; West Ger- 

many 270. 
Stone, crushed and gravel__._._._.do____ 8,753 8,746 West gacrmany 6,078; Belgium-Luxembourg 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Netherlands: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

nr 
Le 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 
a 

Nonmetals— Continued 
Sulfur, elemental_______thousand tons_- 218 201 United States 147; France 51. 

Sulfuric acid, oleum__.______._--------. 15,2438 71,304 Belgium-Luxembourg 38,416; West Ger- 
many 32,882. 

Sulfur dioxide.__....____------------- -----.- 408 All from West Germany. 

Mineral fuels: 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural___..._---. 1,518 968 Trinidad 546; United States 249. 

Carbon black (including other black of 8,918 7,521 West Germany 3,490; France 1,852; United 

carbon). Kingdom 1,083; United States 793. 

Coal and coke: 
- Anthractie and thousand tons._. 7,107 6,697 West Germany 3,423; United States 1,911; 

bituminous. Belgium-Luxembourg 618; United King- 
dom 349. 

Coal briquets.-------------d0---- 31 45 West Germany 40. 
ignite_...._.._._.......--do__-- 14 

Lignite briquets.._.._......-do_--- 146 f 248 West Germany 247. 
Peat._._.__..._.....__.----do--~- 73 95 West Germany 94. 

c Coke and semicoke_____._.__do_--- 281 209 West Germany 160; United Kingdom 30. 

as: 
Hydrocarbon: 
Manufac- million cubic feet_- 110 NA 

tured. 
Naw (including thousand tons_- 106 121 West Germany 107; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Hydrogen and rare gases_____.__-- 56 100 Belgium-Luxembourg 40; West Germany 
28; Hungary 26. . 

Petroleum: 7 
Crude..._...._...thousand tons_. 26,379 29,643 Kuwait 6,418; Saudi Arabia 5,874; Libya - 

5,267; Syria 3,645. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline_____________-do___- 409 463 Belgium-Luxembourg 212; Netherlands 

Antilles 69; Bahrain 50. 
Kerosine, including jet do__.- 367 322 Belgium-Luxembourg 197; Portugal 45. 

uel. 
Distillate fuel oils__....do.__. 1,301 1,805 Italy 336: Belgium—Luxenbourg 252; 

United Kingdom 193; Indonesia 176. 

Residual fuel oils.......do____ 4,082 3,917 Indonesia 1,434; West Germany 1,060; 
United Kingdom 440. 

Lubricants______.__...do___- 337 354 Netherlands Antilles 207; Italy 33. 

Paraffin, jelly, ete___._.__do___- 19 20 West Germany 7; Indonesia 3. 

Petroleum coke__-__--------- 54 99 West Germany 47; United States 26. 

Bitumen, bituminous do-_-_-- 210 231 Belgium-Luxembourg 118; United States 77. 

mixtures and other 
derivatives. 

Miscellaneous derivatives of do___- 153 211 United States 70; West Germany 36; 

Coal, gas, and petroleum distillation. Belgium—Luxembourg 34. . 

a SS 

NA Not available. 
. 1 Including alloys. 

2 Excluding gold coin and gold and alloys shipped by post. 
3 Including sponge iron, shot, grit, pellets and powder; spiegeleisen and ferromanganese. 

4 Including other precious metals. 
5 At least 99.99 percent pure. 
6 Including articles of piezo-electric quartz. . 
7 Includes bunkers for Netherlands ships and aircraft; excludes deliveries to bonded storage. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Billiton Maatschappij (Billiton) 16 2/3 

, _ Percent. Work was in progress to expand 

Aluminum.—In 1967, the Netherlands capacity to 90,000 tons by 1969, and plans 

only aluminum smelting works, the plant provide for an increase to 130,000 tons 

of Aluminium Delfzijl N.V. (Aldel) at within 5 years and to 150,000 to 200,- 

Delfzijl near Rotterdam, operated at 000 tons soon after. Natural gas from fields 

capacity, producing 32,000 tons of ingots, near Groningen is used to generate elec- 

slab, and rods. The plant, opened in 1966, tric power for the smelter. Anodes are sup- 

is owned by Koninklijke Nederlandsche plied by N.V. Aluminium en Chemie 

Hoogovens en Staalfabrieken N.V. (Hoo- (Aluchemie), a subsidiary of Alusuisse, 
govens) 50 percent; Swiss Aluminium Ltd. from a new plant in the Botlek area near 
(Alusuisse) 33 1/3 percent; and N.V. Rotterdam.
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The alumina processed was obtained shutdown of one blast furnace. A company 
from the Surinam plant of Surinam Alu- _ report covering the first 9 months of 1967 
m'num Co. ( Suralco), a subsidiary of the indicated that production and sales of 
Aluminum Company of America, which steel and pig iron were substantially 
used as raw material bauxite mined by a higher than in the comparable period in 

ina. sidiary of the Netherlands 1966. ; 
Bn onenn ” A new blast furnace (the sixth), which 

Hoogovens and Billiton have organized became operative in November 1207; oas 
a joint sales subsidiary, Aluminium-Neder- 2 production capacity of more thon »U 
land (Alumined), to market their two- tons every 24 hours. Capacity will be OL 
third share of aluminum production. creased to 4,000 tons in 1970 when peli- 
Alusuisse will distribute its one-third share _ lets from a $22 millon pellet plant under of output. : construction are used. the pelletizing . 

The Alusuisse anode plant at Botlek has P/ant, the frst to be constructed in t 
an annual output capacity of 120,00 European Coal ane Gormmunity 
tons. Three furnaces were in operation at (ECSC) countries, will have an anne 
yearend and a fourth unit was to be ‘ated production capacity of 2.5 mi ton 
activated in 1968 or early in 1969, raising ons, all to be used by Boogovens. or d 
annual capacity to 160,000 tons. Plans so progressed Sauistactoriy on a secon 

| provide for eventual expansion to 500,- xygen-blown steel unit and an id. 1968 
000 tons yearly. Output of the plant scheduled for completion in mid—- " is distributed between Aldel in the Nether- The latter will accommodate carrers of up 
lands and Alusuisse smelters in West Ger- © 100,000-ton capacity. trech b 
many, Norway, and the United States. _ Royal Demka Steelworks, Utrec 4 a sub- 

There have been no further reports con- sidiary of Hoogovens, ciscontinue Agu. 
cerning a second aluminum smelter to be less steel production early a 196 " Ce 
located in Limburg Province or of plans tes were to be restricted P rimarily to bar 
of the Aluminum Company of America and in rong, produ steel casting, and . . . some electric s . 
(Alcoa ) to build an aluminum oxide A new electrolytic tinplate mill (the 
plant in the Botlek area. third) was put into operation hy Hoo- 

Iron and Steel.—All sectors of the iron govens in August 1967 expanding annual 
and steel industry operated at near capac- production capacity of electrolytic tinplate 
ity levels in 1967: Sinter output advanced from the previous level of 350,000 to 
8.1 percent; pig iron and ferroally produc- 580,000 tons. ‘The new mill is 125 meters 
tion was 16.7 percent higher; and output _ long, has 10 tinning tanks and will supply 
of steel ingots and rolled steel increased tinplate in rolls. 
ee Percent and 9 percent, respectively. Molybdenum.—The molybdenum con- 

out ercent of tne total steel output ° . 
was produced by the oxygen process. The NV. ne vant a nemax Mowe ora oy 

ney pee ae he eae operation in April 1860, Supplied tech of imports increased 7.9 percent. Con- cal-grade molybdic oxide to European and 
sumption of steel, which increased 6 per- Jap anese Customers throughout 1967. Dur- 
cent in 1966, was down 1.4 percent during ing the second half of the year, the p lant the firs: 9 months of 1967 as compared produced considerably above the nominal 
with the same period in 1966. 9,900-metric-ton annual capacity. 

Royal Netherlands Blast Furnaces and Tin.—Production of primary tin rose Steelworks (Hoogovens) of Ijmuiden near 9.5 percent, while ore imports increased 
Amsterdam has a far-reaching $280 million about 12 percent in 1967. Indonesia pro- expansion program designed to achieve an vided 84 percent of total imports; the re- annual steel production of 4 million tons mainder came mainly from Belgium, Re- by 1971 and 6 to 7 million tons soon there- public of South Africa, and the Congo after. In 1966 company steel output in- (Kinshasz). Domestic industrial tin con- creased 2.7 percent to 2.9 million tons, sumption presumably will increase as a re- but pig iron production at 2.2 million tons sult of the new electrolytic tinplate mill was off 7 percent because of the temporary _ installation by Hoogovens.
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NONMETALS 1967 from 7 percent in 1966 as consump- 
tion more than doubled. 

Building Méaterials——Cement output In line with Government plans to pro- 

rose by 5.9 percent in 1967, reflecting the mote the use of natural gas and to provide 
continued high level of construction activ- for an orderly cutback in production and 

ity. Imports increased 78,000 tens while use of the much more costly indigenous 

exports were up 8,000 tons. Cementfa- coal, the share of coal in energy markets 

| briek Ijmuiden N.V. (CEMIJ) and _ is expected to fall to 7 percent by 1975, 

Cementfabriek Rozenburg N.V. (Rozen- with that for natural gas rising to 27 per- 

burg Cement Works) at Rozenburg, two cent, and petroleum fuels remaining rather 
of the three operating plants in the _ stable at 66 percent. However, government 
Netherlands, built new mills each with a aid to the coal industry, including subsi- 
capacity of more than 300,000 tons per dies to stimulate select coal markets, 
year. The Rozenburg plant has been desig- _ continued. 
ned to permit expansion to 1 million tons ; ; 
yearly. | Coal.—Coal production fell sharply in 

: 1967 as plans were accelerated for coal 
Fertilizer Materials.—Production of ni- mine closures and reduction of output 

trogenous and phosphatic fertilizers in- from remaining mines to a level more in 
creased 16 percent and 3 percent, respec- line with demand. There were also signifi- 

tively, in 1967, while output of potassic cant declines in output of coal briquets 
fertilizers remained virtually unchanged. and coke. Pit-head stocks of coal reached 

Output of sulfuric acid (100 percent a record high of 1.7 million tons in April, 
H2SO.z ) increased to 1.2 million tons, an but fell to 1.3 million by September 30. 
increase of 10 percent from that of 1966. During the first 9 months of 1967, coal 
Both exports and imports of fertilizers de- consumption was down 16 percent from 
creased in 1966. Exports of nitrogenous the comparable period in 1966 with de- ; 
fertilizer and superphosphates declined to liveries to coke plants, households, and 
442,000 tons (down 47 percent) and_ electric power stations off 19, 19, and 2 
290,000 tons (down 23 percent), respec- percent respectively. Partial shutdown of 
tively. Imports of phosphate rock (783,000 the Emma mine and coke plant was re- 
tons) were down almost 4 percent in 1966, sponsible for the fall in coal deliveries for 
while those for potassic fertilizer (411,000 coking purposes. In the case of deliveries 
tons) were up slightly. to households, however, the decline 

During 1967, new production units were stemmed chiefly from consumer shifts to 

put into operation, including a sulfuric natural gas and petroleum fuels, a trend 

acid plant, an evaporator for sulfuric expected to continue. 
acid, a diamonium phosphate and urea Coal mine worker employment fell by 

plant, and an ammonia plant. In addition, 22 percent from the end of June 1966 to 

facilities for expanded output of nitric the close of June 1967, while worker 

acid and calcium amonium nitrate became productivity rose about 5 percent. 
operative during the year. Government plans for closing additional 

| production capacity, merging mines, and 
MINERAL FUELS lowering output levels of remaining units, 

: are designed to reduce output of coal to 
The structural changes taking place in 7 million tons in 1968 and to about 5.6 

the Netherlands energy market continued million tons in 1970. Suspension of opera- 
to adversely affect the position of coal in tions at the Maurits mine and the reduc- 

1967 as natural gas and, to a lesser extent, tion of output at the Emma-Hendrik mine 
petroleum fuels absorbed the bulk of the were to be followed by closure of the 
rising energy requirement and made added Wilhelmina State-owned mine in 1969 in- 
inroads in most coal markets. Solid fuel’s stead of in 1970 as originally planned; 
share of the Netherlands energy market shutdown of the Domaniale private mine 
fell from 24 percent in 1966 to 21 percent in 1970; suspension of operations at the 
in 1967, and that for liquid fuels declined Oranje-Nassau IV private mine; and 
for the first time in the post-World War merger of the private Laura and Veresnig- 
II years from 69 percent in 1966 to 68 per- ing mines. 
cent in 1967. In contrast, the share of Meanwhile, the Government offered in- 
natural gas increased to I1 percent in vestment incentives to bring new Capital
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and industry to depressed coal mining November 1968, if there is sufficient in- 
areas in South Limburg, and programs terest. The heaviest concentration of al- 
have been initiated to retain displaced located blocks was in the area parallel to 
miners for other jobs through funds made the Netherlands’ west coast and adjacent 
available by the Netherlands Government to the British sector where natural gas had 
and the ECSC. Under the accelerated plan _ already been discovered. | 
for mine closures, some 8,200 coal mine Licenses are valid for 15 years and ex- 
workers will become redundant during ploration must begin within 8 months. 
1968-72, and many of these would Holders must ‘spend a minimum of 
qualify for new job training. | $1,657 per square kilometer for each of the 

The Government is slated to continue first 5 years and at least $3,315 annually 
subsidy payments to the remaining pro- for the following 5 years. A bonus of 
ducing coal mines, mostly in the private $276 per square kilometer is payable, as 

sector, to permit an orderly reduction in well as an annual surface rental of 
coal output. Principal beneficiaries will be $13.81 per square kilometer during the 
Oranje-Nassau Mijnen, the Willem-Sophia, first 5 years, $27.62 during the second 5 
mine, and the Laura-Veresniging, mines, years, and $41.50 during the remaining 
employing a total of 16,000 workers. Coal years. After 10 years, the area for which a 
imports will continue to be restricted to license is granted must be reduced by one- 
essential needs, mainly from ECSC mem- half. License holders who prove an eco- 
ber countries. In 1967 more than 7 million nomically producible quantity of crude oil 
tons were imported, with West Germany or national gas (not less than 100 cubic 
(62 percent), the United States (17 per- meters per day of oil or 100,000 cubic 
cent), and Belgium (13 percent), as major meters per day of gas) are entitled to a 
suppliers. A feature of this trade was the production license. 

_ Yisé in imports. from West Germany and The terms of Production Licenses laid 
the decline in the United States share of | down by the General Administrative Order 
the market (17 percent versus almost 29 provide for capital participation by the 
percent in 1966). Netherlands higher level | Netherlands Government not to exceed 40 
of coal imports from West Germany stems percent of the capital in those companies 
mainly from the price decline due, no producing substantial quantities of natural 
doubt, to sales made at distress prices by gas. A production license is granted for 40 
West Germany to reduce record mine stock ‘years. Surface rental is $84 per square 
accumulations. kilometer per year. This is affected by 

| movements in the wage index. A bonus of 
. Petroleum and Natural Gas.—The ma~ —_ $276 per square kilometer is not required jor event of 1967 was the opening of the if already paid to acquire a prospecting 

Netherlands portion of the North Sea Con- license. The license holder pays the Gov- tinental Shelf to exploration for oil and ernment a percentage of the ex-wellhead 
gas. The Government completed necessary  alue of output on a sliding scale ranging 
legislation, Initiated more than 2 years from 2 to 16 percent for oil and 1 to 16 

earlier, by Issuance of a General Adminis- percent for natural gas. The Government 
trative Order in July 1967. This order, the 5, 4, receive 50 percent of the profits. Oil Continental Shelf Mining Act of 1965, and may be freely disposed of. Gas can be dis- 

regulations issued January 27, 1967, form posed of after approval of the selling price the legal basis for oil and gas exploration. by the Minister of Economic Affairs. With 

During 3 _ months following August 16, the exception of any gas already contrac- 1967, applications were received for oil and tually committed, gas required for the 
natural Sas exp loration licenses from 20 local market will be sold to N.V. Neder- 
applicants representing 62 companies. landse Gasunie, taking into account a Licenses were subsequently granted to 18 period of notice of 2 years. 
applicants to March 7, 1968. Eighteen . 
United States companies were among the instruments of ratification were ex: . . changed betweeen the Netherlands and the members of the consortia that received Un; . . . : nited Kingdom in December 1966, bring- 
licenses. The Government allocated 102 ing into effect the two Continental Shelf blocks of 400 square kilometers each from treaties signed October 6, 1965 providing 
among the more than 180 blocks available. for the delimitation of the respective 
The remaining blocks will be considered national boundaries in the North Sea Con-
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tinental Shelf and for the rational ex- amounting to about $300 million since the 

ploitation of mineral resources that may channel project was approved. 
extend across the demaraction line. By yearend 1969, the area’s annual oil 

In August 1967, the Netherlands and __ refining capacity, 38 million tons at year- 
Denmark exchanged the instruments of end 1967, is expected to reach 57 mil- 
ratification of a treaty delimiting their lion tons. Shell plans to increase the daily 
respective boundaries in the North Sea _ capacity of its Pernis refinery from 340,- 
Continental Shelf, which had been signed 000 barrels to nearly 500,000 barrels at 
March 31, 1966. a cost of $35 million. Esso Nederland NV 

The dispute between the Netherlands, announced in July 1967 that it would raise 
Denmark, and West Germany over their the daily capacity of its Botlek refinery 
respective boundaries in the North Sea from 150,000 to 325,000 barrels by the 
Continental Shelf was referred to the In- second half of 1969 at a_ cost of 
ternational Court of Justice in The Hague over $50 million. Chevron Oil Europe 
during 1967. announced September 6, 1967, that it 

New onshore drilling permits were would increase the daily capacity of its 
granted on three occasions during 1967. 100,000 barrel Rotterdam refinery to 
Companies receiving concessions and re- 250,000 barrels yearend 1969. Formerly a 
spective areas covered in hectares were the Caltex operation, this refinery is now 
California Asiatic Oil Company and owned 68.4 percent by Chevron Ol1l 
Texaco Overseas Petroleum Co.—64,- Europe (a subsidiary of Standard Oil of 

820; Nederlandsche Aardolie Maatschap- California) and 31.6 percent by Texaco, 
pij (NAM)—1,069,450; Petrofina—67,- Inc. The estimated cost of the expansion 

920; Petroland N.V.—116,031; Chevron was $55 million. | 
| Oil Co./ Texaco Overseas Petroleum Co.— — In 1967, Shell Nederland Chemie 

115,011; Dow Chemical International, brought on stream a large ethylene com- 
Ltd./Continental Netherlands Oil Com- plex. Capacity of several existing petro- 
pany—13,951; the consortium of Amoco/ chemical units at Pernis were enlarged, 

Gelsenkirchener Bergwerks A.G./Ex- and a new plant to manufacture vinyl 
ploratie Mij.—109,267. These permits esters was brought on stream. 
are vaild for 2 years but will be ex- British Petroleum Co. Ltd. (BP), 
tended to a maximum of 5 years if satis- opened a 100,000 barrel-per-day refinery 
factory progress is made. at Europoort July 24, 1967. Begun in De- 

Petroleum.—Domestic crude oil produc- cember 1964, its estimated construction 
| ‘tion amounted to 2.3 million tons in 1967, | cost was $69 million. At the refinery open- 

4 percent below that of 1966 and equiva- ing, BP announced plans for the construc- 
lent to about 11 percent of inland con- tion of a $7 million crude oil terminal at 

sumption of oil products. Crude output Europoort, which would be supplied by 
has increased only marginally since 1962 tankers of up to 250,000 tons; smaller 
and continued to represent a diminishing tankers will move crude from the terminal 

proprotion of inland consumption, which to BP refineries in Antwep, Belgium and 
rose by 5.5 percent in 1967. Because of Wilhelmshafen, Hamburg, and Gothen- 

availability of locally produced natural burg West Germany. 
gas, the rate of increase in oil consumption Other projects announced in 1967 were 
has been declining. a $60 million chemical complex to be built 

The decision of the City of Rotterdam by the Gulf Oil Cor poration adjacent to 

and the Netherlands Government taken in its Europoort refinery to be completed by 

1967 to deepen the 12-kilometer channel yearend 1969; the doubling of the capacity 
from the North Sea approach to Rotter- of Esso Chemie N.V.’s aromatics plant in 

dam’s Europoort, set off a wave of new the Botlek area of Rotterdam from 300,- 

investment in the petroleum and petro- 0900 to 600,000 tons by 1970 at a cost 

chemical industries in the port area. The of about $22 million; and the expansion 

channel will render Rotterdam/Europoort of The Dow Chemical Co.’s petrochemical 
accessible to tankers of up to 225,000 complex at Terneuzen to include a 400,- 

tons deadweight by 1969. Encouraged by 000-ton naphtha cracking unit and a 60,- 

this project and increased natural gas 0900-ton polyethylene facility to be com- 
availability, many industries announced pleted late in 1969, bringing Dow’s invest- 
expansion programs and other investments ment there to $200 million. Other Dow
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projects call for the doubling by late 1968 gram consisted of an extension of the net- 
of capacity for styrene production and work by 650 kilometers, of which 225 
construction of facilities for chlorinated kilometers was main feeder line, including 
solvents. An ethylene oxide plant was com- a 160-kilometer, 42-inch line looping the 
pleted in 1967. The Dutch State Mines pipeline connecting the Slochteren field 
(DSM) completed in November 1966 an with the Arnhem area and a 65-kilometer, 

- expansion to raise ethene production at 36-inch line between Direhuis and Voor- 
Beek to 135,000 tons annually. In July schoten. The latter line will offer Rotter- 
1967, DSM brought its new 70,000-ton dam, Amsterdam, and The Hague the 
urea plant on stream at Geleen upping _ security of both legs of the supply pipeline 
capacity to 250,000 tons per year and from the Groningen field. Contracts were 

completed its fourth nitric acid plant in- let for a 78-kilometer line between Tus- 
creasing total output to about 115,000  schenklappen (directly south - of Sloch- 
tons per year. DSM planned to build a teren ) and Balkburg, and an 81-kilometer 
new plant in Geleen to produce 45,000 line between Balkburg and Angerlo (east 
tons of nitrile per year by the first half of | of Arnhem). Also under construction in 
1969. | | 1967 were a 30-kilometer, 30-inch exten- 

Mobil Oil N.V. was constructing an sion from the Rijndijk area near Leiden 
80,000 barrel-per-day refinery in the to Ridderkerk, south of Rotterdam and an 
Amsterdam port area. Scheduled for com- _18-kilometer, (18 inch line from Goes in 
pletion in June 1968, the refinery will be Zeeland province to the Sloe industrial 
supplied with crude oil from Europoort area near Vlissingen. The estimated invest- 
through an 80-kilometer pipeline with a ment by Gasunie in the 1967 program was 
400,000 barrel-per-day capacity. The nearly $100 million. 
pipeline project is a joint effort of the Plans of Nederlandse Gasunie for 1968 
Netherlands Government and the City of | envisaged the construction of more than 
Amsterdam. 350 kilometers of pipelines, including more 

The construction of a second crude oil than 170 kilometers of 42-inch main 
pipeline from Rotterdam to the Rhine to feeder lines. Plans also provided for three 
meet the growing requirements of West Compressor stations with a total capacity 
German refineries in the Rhur area was Of 45,000 horespower, the first slated for 
begun in 1967 with completion scheduled operations in the winter of 1969-70. 
for 1968. The 170-kilometer 36-inch pipe- | Gasunie estimated its financing require- 
line from Rotterdam to Venlo was being ments at $95 million. 
financed by N.V. Rotterdam-Rijn Pijpleid- Export of natural gas to West Germany 
ing Mij, a group of oil companies. Esti- and Belgium by NAM Gas continued to 
mated cost of the 720,000-barrel-per-day increase at an accelerating rate and de- 
line is $39 million. livery of natural gas to France began in 

Natural Gas.—Production the natural 1967. Sales increased more than seven—fold 
gas more than doubled in 1967, duplicat- compared with those of 1966 and the 
ing the performance in 1965 and 1966. Netherlands Minister for Economic Affairs 
Sales in the domestic market of nearly forecast an additional four—fold increase 
6,000 million cubic meters were about for 1968. 
70 percent higher than in 1966 and The 36/30-inch export pipeline from natural gas now accounts for approxi- the Netherlands to Belgium and Northern mately 11 percent of the Netherlands France was completed to Paris in late 1967 energy Consumption. More than 1,000 mil- Branch lines were being built in Belgium lion cubic meters were exported, setting to connect Brussels, Hasselt, Leuven, new export records. Domestic sales were Namur, and Ostend to this main with aided by completion of additional distri- completion set for yearend 1968. Export 
bution pipelines and by progress in con- lines to West Germany were being ex- 
version of consumer appliances, 90 percent tended to the Rhine-Ruhr area. A sepa- finished by yearend 1967 and expected to rate 24-inch pipeline from the Nether- 
be completed in 1968. lands-West German frontier region was At yearend 1967, Gasunie’s pipeline net- being extended via Hamburg to the Baltic work totaled some 5,900 kilometers of coast. 
pipelines, including more than 1,300 kilo- Contracts signed between NAM Gas Ex- meters of main feeder lines. The 1967 pro- port and West German companies, Dis-
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trigaz of Belgium and Gaz de France by amount to as much as 1,904 billion cubic 

the end of 1967, called for estimated de- meters. The new estimated were based on 

liveries of 20.6 billion cubic meters (727 further seismic studies and test drilling in 

billion cubic feet) annually by 1975. 1965 and 1966. This established the 

A new official estimate of the natural Slochteren field as having the largest 

gas reserves of the Slochteren field by the natural gas reserves in the world. The new 

Geologische Dienst (Department of estimates increased the total proven re- 

Geology) placed proven reserves at 1,650 serves of natural gas in the Netherlands to 

billion cubic meters (58,300 billion cubic 1,709 billion cubic meters. These included 

feet) in April 1967, an increase of 50 per- an estimated 59.1 billion cubic meters in 

cent over the November 1965 official esti- the provinces of Friesland (including the 

mate. The Geologische Dienst also stated Wadden Sea area), Drente, and North 

that depending upon the method of ex- Holland whose reserves were revised 

traction used, the proven reserves could — slightly upward in January 1967.





The Mi 1 Indust | 

By John A. Stock * | | 

The value of New Zealand’s mineral pro- _ fluences on both the 1966 increase and the 
duction increased 6 percent in 1966 to 1967 decrease. The 1967 decline may be 

$69.52 million, but was followed by a only a periodic softening of a general up- 

deere of 15 percent in 1967 to $58.89 trend, but the continuing downtrends in 
million } . . 

° coal and petroleum production magnify 
Although the value of metals produced . | P P . . . . . . periods of reduced output. Nonmetallics 

increased during 1967, it was insufficient lued at $47.3 million in 1966 and 
to offset the large decreases in value of were va m fat orld Ti zon in op an 
nonmetals and fuels produced. Because of $39.9 million in 1967, more than two- 
the relatively large tonnages involved, the thirds of the total value of miner al pro- 

nonmetallics sand, rock, gravel, and duction for each year as shown in the fol- 

agricultural limestone were the primary in- lowing tabulation: 

Percent Total value, - 
Year a million 

Metals .§ Nonmetals Fuels dollars 1 

1950__.....----.------------------------------- 10.8 22.5 66.7 26.07 
1955___. ee ee ee 2.93 54.8 42.9 44.07 
1960__.._.-. 22 ee eee 2.2. 55.2 42.6 55.33 
1965______._..-.--._--1 e+e = ------ 7 66.4 32.9 65.78 
1966__..__._..----------- +--+ 5 68.0. 31.5 69.52 
1967____.__._..._-_----------------+----- +--+ --- 1.0 67.7 31.3 58.89 

1 Exclusive of cement, manufactured fertilizers, and products of the New Zealand Refining Co. Ltd. at 
Whangarei. 

The mineral production value in 1966 Interest in minerals in New Zealand 
was equivalent to 1.3 percent of the esti- has been stimulated in recent years by 
mated gross national product. Employment foreign exchange problems, efforts toward 
in mines and quarries declined from 0.8 to greater industrialization, and a number of 
0.7 percent of estimated total employment successful mineral discoveries. Promotion 
between 1965 and 1966. Distribution of and direction of mineral activity has 
mine and quarry employees by product been administered by the recently formed 

categories in recent years was as follows: Mineral Resources Committee. At yearend 
1966, there were 316 petroleum licenses 
in effect covering 111,000 square miles of 

1962 1968 1964 1965 1966 5 
CO sJand and Continental Shelf areas, 24 fewer 

Metals, in- than at yearend 1965. Although interest 
eluding —_—_— 
gold____.- 127 117 98 160 77 1 Mining engineer, Division of International 

Nonmetals._ 3,927 3,977 3,885 4,136 3,623 Activities. 
Coal.__.-.-. 3,852 3,660 3,631 3,447 3,359 2 New Zealand adopted decimal currency on 
Petroleum July 10, 1967 on the basis of INZ£ equals 

prospect- 2NZ dollars. Subsequently (November 21, 1967) 
ing____--- 153 112 157 46 65 the NZ dollar was devalued bringing the ex- 

—_———— change rate to about US$1.12. For all values 
Total.... 8,059 7,866 7,771 7,789 7,124 given herein conversion has been at the 1966 

rate of NZ£1 equivalent to US$2.781. 

955
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in North Island’s onshore oil possibilities cluded increases in mineral claims and 
apparently has declined, the number of licenses and coal mining rights. | 
licenses for South Island and Continental © Direct Government financial assistance 
Shelf areas has increased. Mining privileges | to-the mining industry in the year ending 
granted in 1966 numbered 297, a decrease March 31, 1967, included grants totaling 

: from 301 in 1965, but the 1966 total in- $49,193 for 13 projects. 

PRODUCTION 

In 1966 metallic mineral production was alluvial ground and new vein prospects 
slightly below the 1965 level. Gold output were confirmed to some extent in 1967 by 
in 1966 was 26 percent below 1965, but a 19 percent increase in output of gold to 
indications of increased future yields from 10,703 ounces. Coal output in 1967 was 

_ Table 1.—New Zealand: Production of mineral commodities = 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 7 

Commodity | 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 | 

Metals: : i . oe 
Copper ore, gross weight._-.__._..__.____.--_u---- 234 736 144 .___L__ _, 152 
Gold_..-__---------..-.._....-.--troy ounces... 14,206 8,948 12,186 8,965 10,7038 
Iron ore, gross weight_____.__-___...-_-_.__----__ 3,123 °2,591 2,272 2,666 2,616 
Silver__..-..-----.--.--..-......--troy ounces__ 286 #8141 55 2 .-----. 
Tungsten ore, gross weight..___........--....--- 5 5 Leena 3 16 

Nonmetals: . 
Asbestos... oe eee eee 398 eee ee eee eee eee 
Bentonite. _...-..22 2-2 eee 1 , 687 1,835 2,973 12,455 © 3,102 
COMENE - — — =o 9a nnn enn nnn ene 722,000 787,800 841,844 878,000 813,856 

ay: 
Pottery, ete... eee 7,837 5,961 7,541 8,561 7,784 
Structural types..__.-._-.--.-.-.-......----. 293,859 304,221 360,145 '305,612 286,406 

Diatomite._.__.--_ eee 1,629 1,706 1,757 4,785 1,431 
Dolomite_.._.._____.-_-2 eee ee 4,457 9,311 (7,677 18,464 8,443 
Fertilizers, manufactured superphosphate 

thousand tons_ - 1,480 1,795 1,968 1,953 £1,593 
Kauri gum__.______ 2-2 eee 44 38 41 49 25) 
Limestone: yO 

Agricultural and industrial_ __.thousand tons_- 929 1,247 1,163 *1,156 1,040 
For cement__.___.____-________.___.-do____ 1,206 1,362 1,498 *1,700 1,519 

Magnesite____..... 2-2 eee 7194 613 850 566 | 577 
Perlite. .__-_-2-_ 22 ee 573 929 1,142 11,045 1,072 ~ 
Pumice..__-____-_- eee 16,873 20,847 109,594 18,329 16,403 

; Salt_ 22022 eee 11,177 21,674 34,718 386,019 56,086 
Sand, rock and gravel_..__........-thousand tons.. 20,071 19,900 * 25,568 * 28,963 24,196 
Serpentine__._________...____________...._do____ 136 137 r 140 141 90 
Silica (glass) sand_.____.__________.-_____-___.. 64,844 43,945 * 75,425 92,419 980,412 
Stone, dimension. __.........-..-.-------------- 12,681 20,887 4,376. 9,697 35,148 

Mineral fuels: a 
Coal: 

Anthracite......._.._.__.__.._thousand tons__ Q) (4) (4) r (1) YY 
Bituminous_.___._.___.__..-._._--___do____ 671 693 674 642  &#594 
Subbituminous__._____.......--_____-do___- 1,951 2,071 1,867 1,826 1,643 
Lignite___......._...--.-....----..--do___. 164 159 =: 160 168 169 

Total____--- ee -__do___- 2,786 2,923 2,701 2,686 2,406 
Coke: 

High temperature______......_.._____do___._ 6 6 6 6 5 
Low temperature.__...._._.._.________do____ 78 80 69 67 56 

Fuel briquets___._..__.___...____________do____ 11 15 18 r19 20 
Natural gas__...._..___._...__million eubic feet__ 3 5 5 4 4 
Condensate_.____.___.thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 4 4 (4) NA ____-_. 
Petroleum: 

Crude___...-.2 do. _- 4 4 5 4 3 

Refinery products:2 
Gasoline, total 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_. __.__- 2,094 8,253 9,625 8,818 
Distillate fuel oi!._______...._._.-do_.__  ___--_- 833 3,378 3,467 7,377 
Residual fuel oil..-.._....___.._.-do__._  __-___- 1,179 4,893 4,150 836 
Other products__.________________do____  ____-__ 48 279 1,565 590 
Refinery fuel and loss._._.__.____.._-do____  ____-_- 249 609 1,618 1,882 

Total______- eee edo -e.  L LL ee 4,403 17,412 20,425 19,508 
A eA ra, SS sr SS hss ssh SSS 

t Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Less than 34 unit. 
2 Estimates based on latest available data. 

o
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lower than any preceding year since 1960, and dimension stone, but in 1967 all these 
in part as a result of an explosion in the decreased. Crude petroleum declined in 
Strongman mine. In 1966 production in- 1966 and continued this trend through 
creased among the nonmetals, notably 1967. 
cement, diatomite, dolomite, silica sand, 

| | TRADE | 

New Zealand’s mineral commodity ex- $7 million in 1966, almost double the 1965 
ports increased in 1966, reaching a value value. In second place, exports of non- 
almost twice that attained in 1965, but ferrous metal scrap and semimanufactures 

mineral commodity imports continued to were valued at $4.8 million. 
increase more rapidly than exports, result- Iron and steel, valued at nearly $88 
ing in a growing trade deficit in mineral million, again ranked first among mineral 
commodities. The trend in mineral and commodity import groups in 1966, followed 

total trade values for 1965—66 is as follows: by fertilizers valued at $49 million. The 
| | $12 million increase in fertilizer imports 

oo COMpared with 1965 imports reflected 
Value (million dollars) Mineral = Government aims to increase grazing land 
Mineral Total _ities’ yield. Changes in the pattern of petroleum 
commod- trade shares imports resulted from the start up of a 

- | (percent) new refinery at Whangarei. Refined prod- 
—_—_——__—__——___ uct imports declined from $60 million in 
Exports: 11 979.3 0.7 1964 to $26 and $27 million in 1965 and’ 
Imp 1966... ..-.- (13:2 1,058.1 1.2 ar aerinoeniinek while umperts “ party 

S: | refined petroleum increased from mil- 
1966.2. B8912—«1'088'8 33:9 _lion to $30 million between 1964 and 1966 

Trade balance: 037.4 65.5 xx and imports of crude petroleum increased 
1966_....... —246.0 —27.4 XxX from $15 million to $23 million during 

—_— the same period. Imports of unwrought 
XX Not applicable. and semimanufactured copper at $19 mil- — 

. | | | ‘lion and sulfur at $9 million in 1966 were 
Refined petroleum products were New _ significant in that each showed an in- | 

Zealand’s most important mineral export crease of about 50 percent above the 1964 
category with a combined value of about value. |
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| Table 2.—New Zealand: Exports of mineral commodities 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 | _ Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: . 
Aluminum and its alloys: 

Serap____..__._-.--------------- M17 555 West Europe 188; Japan 180; Australia 177. 
C Unwrought and semimanufactures__ 127 205 South Korea 90; Australia 52. 
opper: " 

Ores and concentrates_.._.._..._...  ----_- 41 West Germany 20. 
Metal and alloys: , 

Scrap.___._---.------------- 840 2,113 Japan 814; West Germany 620; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 214. 

Unwrought and semimanu- 1,017 2,963 Japan 802; West Germany 642; Belgium- 
factures. Luxembourg 463. 

Iron and steel: 
Scrap.__._.-_--.-- eee ee 399 2,399 Netherlands 1,594; Japan 733. 
Semimanufactures_________._----- 178 123 Australia 80. 

_ Lead and its alloys: 
Serap._.__.-_.--_-.---._-_-----.- 1,189 625 West Europe 431; Republic of South Africa 

; . 133; Australia 61. 
Unwrought and semimanufactures _ _ 1,040 174 Belgium-Luxembourg 81; Australia 28. 

Tin and its alloys: 
Secrap._-_....__._-_-.-_long tons_. "4,770 2,542 Netherlands 2,050; Japan 487. 
Unwrought and semi- do___. | 8 __---- 

manufactures. : 
Nonmetals: | a . 

Abrasives, natural__.value, thousands_ - $33 $28 Australia $24. ; 
Cement, lime, and fabricated do_._- $93 $173 Fiji $113; Western Samoa $32; other 

building materials. ~ Oceania $27. 
Clay and refractory building do. ._. $43 $46 Fiji $38. 
materials. 

Fertilizer materials: 
. ~ Crude... eee 987 1,194 Australia 650; Malaysia 157; Singapore 152; 

Japan 102. 
Manufactured fertilizers...........  ------ 951 Fiji 520; Western Samoa 426. . 

Minera) fuels: 
. . Bituminous materials from coal and 1,480 —..__-_ 

petroleum. 
Petroleum, refinery products: 

OO Gasoline __.....value, thousands. _ $19 $31 French Polynesia $18; Fiji $13. 
uel oils: " 

' Djistillate...._..........do.... $1,372 $3,002 Ships bunkers $2,834; Philippines $125. 
~ Residual_.___._.......do_.... $2,372 $38,929 Ships bunkers $2,210; Japan $609; Sing- 

apore $357. 

® Revised.
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Table 3.—New Zealand: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum: . 

Oxides and hydroxides__________-_- 269 547 Australia 351; West Germany 117. 
Metal and alloys: 

Unwrought._____-_-- ee 9,228 6,669 Canada 4,412; Australia 1,443; 
United States 729. 

Semimanufactures____________ 2,752 3,864 Canada 2,438; United Kingdom 479. 
Arsenic oxides and acids__.___________- 144 139 NA. 
Chromium oxide and hydroxide--___-_-_-_- 203 149 West Germany 64; United Kingdom 

40; Australia 23. 
Copper and its alloys: 

Unwrought.___.____-__.______--- 228 276 Republic of South Africa 205; 
United Kingdom 60. 

Bars, wire, ete__.___..________--_ 7,282 7,544 Australia 5,403; United Kingdom 

Plate, sheet, strip.._.-.___________- 2,855 2,185 Australia 1,015; United Kingdom 
821; Canada 288. 

. Pipes, tubes, and fittings. _________ 4,352 3,900 Canada 1,767 Australia 1,409; United 
_ Kingdom 705 

fron and steel: 
Pig iron and blast furnace products ---_-_- 8,775 8,882 Australia 7. 115; Republic of South 

rica 790. 
Primary forms. ._____._.___-_-___- 152 208 Australia 89; United Kingdom 388; 

Austria 24. 
Semimanufactures: 

Rods, bars and sections. _____- 206,341 161,433 Australia 92,228; United Kingdom 
33,173; Japan 29,349. 

Universals, plates and sheets-_-_ 207 ,938 197,343 Australia 107,245; Japan 46,636; 
, United Kingdom 37,406. 

Hoop and strip__.____-______- 13 , 982 12,768 United Kingdom 4,621; Australia 
3,908; Japan 3,194. 

Rails and track materials. -__ ___ 13 , 863 21,279 Australia 13,322; United Kingdom 
414, 

Wire._.-- ee 35,960 24,006 Australia 12,208; United Kingdom 
, 6,812; Belgium-Luxembourg 2,481. 

Pipes, tubes and fittings_______ 48,626 54,282 United Kingdom 30,093; Australia 
19,867. 

Lead: 
Oxides____.__---___--_-_-___ ee 985 1,016 Australia 878; United Kingdom 112. 
Metal and alloys: 

Unwrought.___-_-_- ee 6,561 7,478 Australia 7,380. 
Semimanufactures___________- 36 57 United Kingdom 34. | 

Magnesium, unwrought_______._____-- 83 ___- a _e . 
Manganese oxides________._-________-- 289 451 United States 288; Australia 119. 
Mercury.._._._.._.._.76-pound flasks. _ 58 116 United Kingdom 29; Spain 29; 

West Europe 29. 
Nickel and its alloys: 

Unwrought..___.___-_----- eee 59 40 United Kingdom 33; Canada 7. 
Semimanufactures_______________- 205 204 Canada 118; United Kingdom 69. 

Silver, un- thousand troy ounces. _ 1,628 1,679 Australia 1,196; United Kingdom 
Teed and partly worked. 451. 

in: 
Oxides.._.._.._....._--long tons-- 9 12 Australia 6; United Kingdom 6. 
Metal and alloys: 

Unwrought.______.__.-do___- 456 364 Malaysia 334. 
Semimanufactures.___._do___-_ 13 22 United Kingdom 16. 

gitanium oxides._.______._.____._-.-- 3,322 911 Japan 559; Australia 290. 
ine: 

Oxide and peroxide__.______.._--- 59 _L eee 
Metal and alloys: 

Unwrought.._____-..-.-.___--- 3,670 4,895 Australia 4,873. — 
Semimanufactures_-__-___._--- 764 884 Australia 603; United Kingdom 209. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—New Zealand: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos, crude___.__.__..__________- 7,854 7,856 Canada 5,175; Republic of South 

Africa 2,455. | 
Barite (barium sulfate)_....____._______ 729 1,227 Australia 688; West Germany 486. 

ement: . 
Construction types.________-_____ 3,192 3,468 United Kingdom 1,639; Japan 844; 

- Denmark 696. 
Refractory cement and mortar_____ GAT 1,004 United Kingdom 714;- United: States 

Chalk__..________.________ 1,227 1,294 France 577; United Kingdom 396. 
Clay and similar refractory materials, 4,560 6,495 United States 2,891; United King- 

crude. dom 1,670; Republic of South 
Africa 1,277. 

Feldspar, fluorspar and nepheline syenite_ 1,386 1,017 Sweden 656; United Kingdom 195. 
Fertilizer materials: 
Crude, natural: - a 

Sodium nitrate_______.______- 3,821 3,962 Chile 3,345; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Phosphates. __________-_____- 867,218 1,268,970 Nauru, Ocean, Christmas Islands 
724,541; United States 290,042; 
Polynesia 135,335. . 

Manufactured: 
Phosphatic, including basic slag_ 19,627 26,648 United States 15,019; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 11,206. 
- Potassie.____. ee 167 ,841 152 , 774 Canada 118,159; United States 

Graphite, natural__.-_._______________. 54 198 United Kingdom 160. 
Gypsum and plasters___2__-----2 ee 109 ,341 107,429. Australia 105,860. 
Infusorial earths.______..____________ 791 815 United States 790. 
Lime._______ eee 331 372 United Kingdom 362. 
Mapgnesite__________________________. 178 371 India 202; Australia 147. 
Pigments, including titanium and iron 5,363 2,994 Australia 1,301; Japan 600; West 

oxides. Germany 350; United States 314. 
Quartz and quartzite___.___.__________ 725 1,741 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,420; 

oe Australia 301. 
Salt... eee 50,130 49,852 United Kingdom 33,734; Australia 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
- Building, dimension stone, and slate- 1,037 1,169 United Kingdom 261; Sweden 231; 

Republic of South Africa 227; 
a Italy 213. 

Sand, gravel and crushed stone_____ 1,357 586 Australia 459. 
Sulfur, industrial and pure grades______ 181,700 235,980 United States 130,117; Canada 

50,407; Mexico 42,549. 
Tale and steatite.___________________. 1,666 1,398 Australia 1,151. . 

Mineral fuels: . 
Coal____. 2 eee 2,978 54,045 Australia 54,042. 
Coke and briquets________.__.___._.-- 123 101 All from West Europe. 
Bitumen, natural______.._.________._-- 722 422 Trinidad 405. 
Carbon black___________.___________- - 4,009 4,228 Australia 1,788; United States 

1,664; United Kingdom 782. 
Petroleum: 

Crude_.___.__.._-thousand tons-- 1,514 1,373 Kuwait 730; Iran 360; Saudi Arabia 
Partly refined. 151. 

thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 5,984 11,412 Kuwait 6,917; Saudi Arabia 1,386; 
India 1,229. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline____..______._-do___.- 2,017 1,452 Australia 605; Iran 298; Venezuela 

284; Saudi Arabia 165. 
Kerosine___.__.___.....do___- 996 1,424 Australia 418; Indonesia 371; 

Iran 306; Malaysia 155. 
Fuel oils: 

Distillate_.._.__.__._.do____ 945 1,149 Australia 231; Saudi Arabia 162; 
Venezuela 152; Singapore 133. 

Residual______._.._.do___- 268 252 All from Singapore. 
Mineral jelly and wax._._____- 3,955 2,790 United States 1,665; Indonesia 559. 
Lubricants__value, thousands_ $5,464 $6,155 Australia $2,688; United States 
Nonlubricating oils. $1,796; United Kingdom $1,547. 

thousand 42-gallon barrels __ AT 79 Indonesia 33; United States 21; 
ran 12. 

Other_..___.._thousand tons__ 19 2 Mainly from Australia. 
Mineral thousand 42-galion barrels__ 4 9 All from United Kingdom. 

tar from coal, petroleum or gas. 

NA Not available. .
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Se COMMODITY REVIEW 

— METALS into these areas for prospecting at yearend 

- Bauxite - an d Aluminum.—No | activitv was subject to the approval of the Minister 

has been reported regarding bauxite oe as , 

‘currences near Kaeo, Kerikeri and Otoroa cha Zealand Developments Ltd. of 

in North Auckland since 1965, when ristchurch was formed to work copper 

beneficiation tests were conducted. occurrences in the Moke Creek area near 

In 1960 an agreement was made between Queenstown, South Island _ This deposit, 
the New Zealand Government and Com- first investigated by Mineral Industries 

monwealth Aluminum Corporation Ltd. Ltd., consists of thin stringers of pyrite, 
(Comalco) of Australia for Comalco to pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, and other sulfides 

erect a smelter at the port of Bluff on the Anterlaminated with green schist, and is 
South Island, but for various reasons, con- estimated to contain 50,000 tons of sulfides 

struction had not started by yearend 1967. averaging 10 to 20 percent copper. Ore 

The projected smelter will have annual extraction presumably began about Sep- 
capacity to process 210,000 tons alumina tember 1966, but there were indications 

from Australia, using power from a New that mann might be discontinued because 

Zealand Government hydroelectric project operations hae h. ot resulted more sales. oF 

being built at Lake Manapouri, 160 kilom- assessment of the area s mineral potentia . 
eters from Bluff. Some interest was shown in the possibil- 

- Interest in the smelter project in 1966 ity of finding workable copper deposits ” 
by two Japanese companies (Showa Denko Northland and the Coromandel Peninsula 

KK. and the Sumitomo Chemical Co. where small occurrences have been known 

Ltd.), followed by extensive negotiations, for many years. 

was finally culminated by a Government Gold.—Virtually all of New Zealand’s 

announcement in July 1968 that these gold output was recovered along the Tara- 

companies have agreed to join Comalco in makau River in Westland by Kanieri Gold 

the construction and operation of the Dredging Ltd., which operates the | 

smelter. Output of metal (70,000 tons) is country’s only remaining gold dredge. 

scheduled for 1971 and full capacity pro- Monthly dredge production ranged from 

duction of 105,000 tons of aluminum per 700 to 1,400 ounces but apparently fell 

year is contemplated in 1972. Cost of the below the 700-ounce figure in 1966. In 

smelter-hydroelectric power scheme has late 1967 monthly recovery was reportedly | 

been estimated at $445 million, including about double that of the corresponding 

$90 million for the smelter. Comalco has 1966 period. Small sluicing operations in 

until December 1, 1968 to decide whether 1966 accounted for a total of 320 ounces 

to exercise its option on Manapouri power. while quartz vein mining produced only 

a 14 ounces. 

sen per the southwest Pant chon Recent discoveries and exploration have 

group off the North Island coast a dis- given Promise cof increased gold produc- 

seminated copper deposit averaging 0.5 ton. The United unis prompany te 

percent copper has been reported with ported discovery of a rich quartz “ode 

reserves estimated at 500,000 tons “almost adjacent to the old Mount Greenlan d mine, 

certain” and 22 million tons possible. Ef- 3 2 kilometers south and I 6 kilometers 

forts of Conzinc Rio Tinto of Australia inland from Hokitika. Activity at the site 
Ltd. to obtain prospecting rights on this in 1967 included construction of an access 

island met resistance from the Government road. In early 1967, maning leases were 

because it is a national park and scenic taken by Carpenteria Exploration Pty, 

reserve. However in late 1967, a Parlia- Ltd. in the Thames area of North Island 
mentary Committee refused to condone where gold veins have been worked in the 

further delays or prohibitions on copper past. Lime and Marble Ltd. has been ex- 
prospecting on Coppermine and Whatu- ploring certain areas on the west Coast of 

puke Islands. It recommended that initial South Island with the object of using large 

prospecting be permitted subject to condi- modern equipment to obtain gold from 

tions of the Nature ‘Conservation Council, gravels heretofore unworked because of 

and that further prospecting be considered. lack of equipment. Waikakaho Mines Ltd. 

in the light of findings. Conzinc’s entry hopes to interest oversea mining com-
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panies in gold deposits in the Waikakaho Huntly area, and additional supplies 
area, about 27 kilometers north of are also available at Maramarua 48 kilo- 
Blenheim. oo meters away. Suitable limestone deposits 

oe have been found within 5 kilometers of 
_ Tron and Steel.—New Zealand S iron Waikato Head and refractories, bentonite, 

ore output, imonitic ore obtained from and dolomite are locally available. — 
small open pits, continued to be used 
locally in the manufacture of bricks, steel, Lead and Zinc.—Small occurrences of 
and cement and in gas purification. lead and zinc mineralization have been re- 

The New Zealand steel industry in 1967 ported at many locations in New Zealand 
was composed of two companies, the but there was no commercially exploitable 
Pacific Steel Ltd. and GKN Steel Com- deposit known until 1963, when payable 
pany (New Zealand) Ltd., both located lead-zinc ore was discovered at the old Tui 
at Otahuhu near Auckland. Pacific Steel silver mine at Te Aroha, 130 kilometers 
utilizes local scrap in electric furnaces to southeast of Auckland. Norpac Mining Co. 
produce about 65,000 ingot tons annually, Ltd. was formed in 1965 as a joint ven- 
_which is further processed in its billet and ture of South Pacific Mines Ltd., North 
merchant bar mills. Proposed expansion is Island Mines Inc., and Cable Price Downer 
expected to increase output to about Ltd. to explore and develop this property. 

: 200,000 tons. GKN imports steel rod from By 1966, ore reserves reportedly totaled 
Australia and the United Kingdom for between 100,000 and 500,000 tons averag- 

use in its wire drawing mill which has a ing 5 percent lead, 15 percent zinc, and 
_ yearly capacity of 40,000 tons. small quantities of copper, silver, and gold. 

Demand for steel in New Zealand in A _ 100-ton-per-day flotation mill was 
1965 reportedly totaled over 550,000 tons scheduled for completion by July 1967. 
and an increase to 660,000 tons per year Although Norpac is attempting to deter- 
by 1970 was postulated. mine if the concentrates can be processed 

| By yearend 1968 the Glenbrook works in New Zealand, zinc concentrates initially 
of New Zealand Steel Ltd. is expected to will be exported for processing. In late 
begin production. This plant, under con- 1967 Norpac completed a contract with 

| struction at Waiuku, 40 kilometers south the Mitsui Mining & Smelting Co. Ltd. to 
of Auckland, is to utilize large indigenous ship approximately 8,500 tons of Tui zinc — 
iron sand reserves. The first product in and lead-copper concentrates to Japan dur- 
1968 will consist of galvanized sheet to be ing the year with shipments scheduled to 
made from imported cold-rolled coil. The begin in January 1968. 
first steel furnace is scheduled to start up A lead-zinc deposit discovered near 
in the early part of 1969, and production Takaka in Nelson Province, South Island, 

is expected to be 190,000 tons annually by Lime and Marble Ltd. of New Zealand, 
by 1970 and possibly 600,000 tons by was prospected during 1966 and proved 
1985. uneconomic. 

The primary raw material source for the Titanium.—Beach sands on the West 
Glenbrook Works will be an iron sand Coast of South Island continued to hold 
deposit at Waikato Head, 13 kilometers the interest of a number of mining groups. 
from Waiuku, that is expected to yield Surface deposits surrounding Westport con- 
150 million tons of concentrate averaging tain ilmenite, gold, and zircon. Magnetite 
56.8 to 59.9 percent iron and 8 percent also exists in the sands but in commercially 
titanium dioxide. Sponge iron pellets made _ insignificant amounts. Economic potential 
from the iron sands will be used in the is mainly in the ilmenite with zircon and 
Stelco-Lurgi direct reduction process. New gold _in sufficient quantities to be con- 
Zealand Steel Ltd. was planning research sidered as bonus minerals. Incomplete 
aimed at economic recovery of byproduct studies indicate that ilmenite sands extend 
ilmenite and zircon; associated vanadium- for 320 kilometers between Karamea River 
bearing materials may also prove eco- and Bruce Bay. In 1967, Buller Minerals 
nomically recoverable. Reduction of the Ltd. with about a 24,000-acre lease was 
ore to steel will require 25 million tons of | studying the deposits in association with 
coal over a 50-year period. Ample reserves Rutile and Zircon Mines of Australia. 
of suitable low ash coal are available 80 Carpenteria Explorations Pty. Ltd. applied 
kilometers from Waikato Head in the in 1966 for licenses covering almost 19,000
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acres, and has also established a separation they could support an export industry. The 

laboratory and plans to do extensive Waiuku iron and steel project could pro- 
sampling. Lime and Marble Ltd. of Nelson _ vide an additional internal use for bento- 

has begun a systematic drilling program nite in the preparation of ironsand pellets. 

and has set up a laboratory in Westport Drilling indicated 500,000 to 600,000 tons 

with electrostatic separation equipment. in beds 25 meters thick. Investigations 

The Marine Mining Co. of New Jersey were to include pilot plant tests in New 

and the Planet Mining Company of Zealand and the United States. 

Australia also have leases for West Coast Several million tons of high-quality 

area mineral surveys. Limited sampling has _halloysite clay have been defined by Lime 
inferred that coastal beaches contain from and Marble Ltd. and Crown Lynn Pot- 
4.3 to 10.9 million tons of ilmenite and teries Ltd. in the Northland and Coro- 

0.4 million tons of zircon. If dune sands mandel areas. The reserves indicated show 

are included, the estimates become 12.6 an export potential for treated clay. 
to ae? milion tons of ilmenite and 0.5 Cement.—Cement production in 1966 

milion tons 0 zircon. | exceeded the record level of 1965 by 4 
Any New Zealand industry based on . 

. percent, but 1967 declined toward pre- 
nonferrous beach sands will have to com- 1965 levels 
pete with the relatively large, established " 
industry of Australia. Studies by the De- Dolomite.—Government emphasis on 
partment of Scientific and Industrial Re- improving pasture lands probably accounts 
search (DSIR) on samples of Westport for the 75-percent increase in dolomite 

ilmenite sands have shown that an ilmenite output in 1966. Most of this was produced 

concentrate of 45 to 47 percent TiOz can at Mount Burnett, near the north end of 

be produced with acceptably low chrom- South Island. 

jum and vanadium percentages. Concen- Fertilizer Materials—Although more 
trates of 61.1 percent zircon, with monazite than 1 million tons of fertilizer were spread 
are also produced. Nevertheless, investiga- in 1966 by aerial methods to top dress 

tions are still going on i four countries = pasture land and an additional 1 million 
for upgrading the ilmenite by slagging or tons were spread by other methods, the 
chemical methods. The amounts involved New Zealand Department of Agriculture 

would make possible a long-term mining ig convinced that more fertilizer will have 
operations at 100,000 tons annually. Inter- 4,4 be used to reach livestock production a8 

est in the ilmenite deposits has been shown targets. 

by the Ishihara Sangyo Kaisha Ltd., Between 1965 and 1966 the number of 
largest producer of titanium dioxide pig- fertilizer manufacturing plants in New 

ment in Japan. If the economics of the Zealand increased from 12 to 15.. A 215- 
operation are favorable, especially low-cost ton-per-day contact process sulfuric acid 

power, this _ Japanese company has Mm- plant for New Zealand Farmers Ltd. in 
dicated that it would be interested in join- New Plymouth was commissioned in 

ing with Lime and Marble Ltd. to provide January 1966, and a 300-ton-per-day plant 

a processing facility. was brought into production later in 1966 
by Challenge Phosphate Co. Ltd. at 

NONMETATS Otahuhu. The Dominion Fertilizer Co. 
Bentonite and Other Clays.—Bentonite Ltd. of Dunedin has ordered a 250-ton- 

production originated chiefly from Poran- _per-day sulfuric acid plant from Lurgi 

gahau, near the southeast coast of North Gesellschaft fiir Chemie und Hiittenwesen 
Island. A description of substantial re- G.m.b.H. 
serves of nonswelling bentonite in Canter- 
bury Province of South Island was pub- MINERAL FUELS 

lished in 1965.° ee . ye 1 Coal.—In 1966 coal production in seven 

In 19 66, investigations indicated sarse of the nine New Zealand coalfields de- 
quantities of excellent quality bentonite in clined below their 1965 output, and in- 

the Coalgate area. Pickands Mather & Co., creases at the other fields failed to make 
International of U.S.A. with Canterbury —~—_—— Richio Jo7A., and D. R. Gregg. Bentonites 

Bentonite Ltd. (a subsidiary of tyme a of Canterbuiy, “Proceedings of ‘New Zealand 
Marble Ltd. of Nelson, New Zealan Meeting, Kig ommonwealth Min. and Met. 

studied these reserves to determine whether tS. ng. Wellington, New Zealand, 1965, pp. 1-
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up the decline. National production in to import a limited amount of coal from 
1967 continued to decline, presumably as Australia. 

the result of further demand reductions by New Zealand coal reserves were esti- 
railways and gasworks and despite in- mated in 1964 in millions of recoverable 
creased consumption by the Meremere metric tons: 
powerplant. Despite reduced demand for WH ssSsSSSSSsFssSSsFsFesesessssSSSsSSSsFsFsFeseFeseFsSSSsSsS 
domestic coal, the Auckland Gas Company Meas- Indi- Inferred 
imported 26,500 tons of Australian coal, ured — cated 
in 1966 for gasmaking because coal being ©. 
offered from West Coast and Waikato Bituminous... -.------ 28.0 ies our G 
mines was not regarded as being suitable. Lignite._......._.... 16.9 42.8 387.0 

However, the Mines Department re- Total "06.9. 222.1. 763.7 
portedly feels that the problem stems from oo 
the design of the gas plant rather than . 
from the qualities of the domestic coal. On the basis of a PFOP osal by the The trend toward decreasing numbers Mineral Resources Committee, the Govern- 

of coal mines was continued in 1966 as ™eRt and the coal industry formed a Coal 
two more were Closed. Of the 125 mines Research Association to perform work 
operating in 1966, 90 Government-owned gcretotore do ne by the Coal Advisory 
mines (including owned jointly with pri- ervice Association, the Mines Department, 
vate interests), with 2,550 employees (76 and the Chemical Division of DSIR. Ef- 
percent of total employment), accounted forts will be made to develop new markets 
for 64 percent of national output. The loss and to Increase efficiency of coal- red ap- 
in operation of Government-owned coal P lances and coal handling equipment. 
mines in 1966 amounted to $2.08 million Some categories of research to be handled 
compared with $2.63 million in 1965. by the Association are F educing costs in 

Although total coal output declined in 9 "UO8 and processing, improving quality 
1966, strip mines registered a production or coal, servicing markets, and public 
increase to 1,106,000 tons from 1,066,000 *© ations. 
tons in 1965, while reducing employment Negotiations between the New Zealand 
from 405 to 396. Underground mines pro- Government and Sumitomo Steel Company 
ducing 1,530,000 tons accounted for 58 and Nippon Kokan complex regarding a 
percent of total output in 1966 compared possible contract for coking coal exports 
with 61 percent in 1965, and employed from Westport to Jap an were terminated 
2,963 persons, 79 less than in 1965. Coal ‘™ late 1966 when it was decided that be- 
output by field was as follows, in thousand ‘@US¢ of the limited supply of this high- metric tons: quality coal it should be retained for future 

New Zealand metallurgical industries. 

Field | 1965 1966 Petroieum and Natural Gas.—The four 
$$ _— well Motturooa field of Egmont Oil Wells 
Waikato and Taranaki____..__ 1,369 1,350 Lid. at New Plymouth remained New Zea- 
Southland _..---------------- 392 392 land’s only crude oil producer. This field’s 
Buller. 222 2TTTTT 68 262 output is processed by a small refinery in 

oe aaa 128 18 New Plymouth to supply gasoline for local 
Other... TTT BO 28 consumption. The field also produced nat- 

>a o> san 6©._—saral gas, ali of which was supplied to a 
Rotal----------------- 2,701 2,686 local company, the New Zealand Gas- 

works. 
An explosion on January 19, 1967 at After 4 years of indecision, the Govern- 

the Strongman state coal mine at Grey- ment of New Zealand in 1967 made 
mouth on the West Coast resulted in the decisions concerning the use and price of 
death of 19 miners and significantly cur- natural gas from the Shell-BP-Todd 
tailed 1967 output at this mine group’s Kapuni field (Taranaki, North 
(output up to 660 tons per day). Island). On the advice of Zinder Inter- 
All West Coast mines are gaseous and the national (a U.S. consulting firm), the 
three main Greymouth mines are most Government decided to put gas into homes 
hazardous. Because of the production and industry by late 1969 by building 
break, New Zealand may have been forced trunk pipelines to Auckland and Welling-
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ton. Smaller communities along the way Offshore drilling was also expected to 
will also obtain gas through spur lines. A begin in 1967. 

public corporation will be set up. to pur- The entire continental shelf was opened 
chase gas and build a plant to remove to oil search in 1964 with passage of the 
carbon dioxide (which constitutes 44 per- Continental Shelf Act. Late in 1965, five 
cent of the gas) and other impurities. Daily _ prospecting licenses were granted covering 
production will be about 35 million cubi~ 49,560 square miles of shelf between the 

feet. About 3,000 barrels per day of 43° 3-mile limit and the 100-fathom mark to 
API gravity condensate stripped from the — Shell-BP-Todd Oil Services, BP-Shell-Todd 
gas will be retained by producers and Petroleum Development, Tasman Petro- 
pumped via a 53-kilometer, 6-inch pipe- leum, Ltd., J. H. Whitney and Co., and 
line to Port Taranaki for shipment by Mississippi Oil New Zealand Exploration 
tanker to Whangarei for refining. As an Co. Ltd. Late in 1966, Esso Exploration 
incentive to further exploration, the Gov- and Production New Zealand Inc., a local 

ernment plans to pay a premium of 75 — subsidiary of Standard Oil of New Jersey, 
cents per barrel for condensate delivered obtained a license for 11,400 square miles 
to Whangarei. of shelf area. Esso started aeromagnetic 

By virtue of Kapuni’s estimated 25- surveys immediately in their eight license 
year life, the delivered price of the gas areas off the northern tip of the North 
(71 cents per thousand cubic feet) will Island and off the west coast of the South 
permit recovery of the capital investment. Island. A relative newcomer to the islands 
Use of Kapuni gas and condensate is ex- is France’s Société Nationalé des Pétroles 
pected to effect a $2.8 million or more  d’Aquitaine (SNPA) which has joined the 
savings in foreign exchange. Shell-BP-Todd .combine. Since 1964 the 

The New Zealand Refinery Co. Ltd. at |New Zealand subsidiary of SNPA has been 
Marsden Point, Whangarei produced about earning a 25-percent interest in the east 

2.2 million tons of refinery products an- coast, North Island offshore licenses of the 
nually in 1966 and 1967, or about 78 per- BP-Shell-Todd Petroleum Development as 

cent of national requirements. In 1966 the a result of its aid in onshore search. 

refinery was credited with a savings of SNPA carried out extensive seismic ex- 

some $12.5 million in overseas exchange. ploration in 1966 and reportedly planned 
In 1967 New Zealand supplied inter- to drill a test well in Waikokopu Valley in 

national bunkers with 58,776 barrels of 1967. 
aviation gasoline, 597,809 barrels of jet Out of a current total of 21. license 
fuel, 512,000 barrels of distillate fuel oil, holders, the major operators exploring the 

and 1,357,000 barrels of residual fuel oil. country have been Shell and British Petro- 
| Of the total supplied to bunkers, about 12) leum along with Todd Oil Services Ltd. 

percent was used for U.S. Antarctic and .H. Whitney and Co. transferred its pros- 

Navy operations. pecting licenses for areas north and south 
Although exploratory drilling activity of Taranaki to the New Zealand Offshore 

was quite modest in 1966, other explora- Petroleum Co. in which Esso Exploration 
tory activity continued at a relatively high has a 50-percent interest. Tasman Petro- 
level. Geophysical surveys, especially at leum Ltd., a joint venture of Geosurveys 
sea, together with onshore geological field of Australia Ltd. and Lime and Marble 
work was undertaken in connection with Ltd. of New Zealand, held offshore acreage 
exploration of Continental Shelf concession just south of the Shell group’s Taranaki 
areas. holdings. The Tasman Petroleum Ltd. 

Only two exploratory holes and one area was surveyed by aeromagnetic and 
stratigraphic test hole were drilled in 1966; marine seismic methods beginning in 1965; 
drilling totaled only 5,683 feet. Plans for results indicate a number of promising 
drilling in 1967 included a 2,300-foot test major uplifts on the sea floor in Golden 
well by the Australian Oil Corp. on a Bay, Tasman Bay, and the surrounding 

concession 140 kilometers north of Christ- shelf. Additional seismic surveys of 1,000 
church, South Island, and a second hole _ line miles were to start in 1967 along the 
by the New Zealand Aquitaine Petroleum _ shelf of the South Taranaki Basin. Tasman 
Ltd. (of the BP-Shell-Aquitaine-Todd con- has signed a farmout agreement with 
sortium) in the Waikokopu Valley near SNPA involving eight of its 11 license 
Wairoa on the east side of North Island. areas.
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Plans of Esso Exploration for 1967 were surveys in 1967 off Gisborne, Mahia 
to continue geophysical surveys of the off- Peninsula and Hawkes Bay of the. North 
shore areas around Taranaki using seismic Island and off Canterbury of the South 
methods. Similarly, the Shell-BP-Aquitaine- Island. 
Todd consortium was to continue seismic



The Mineral try of Nigeri e Mineral Industry of Nigeria 

| | By John R. Lewis * 

Nigeria, with a population in 1967 of iron, lead, zinc, and limestone. | 
around 50 million, was one of Africa’s Development of Nigeria’s mineral re- 
most densely settled nations, with about sources became progressively more encum-. 
150 persons per square mile. The gross  bered as the intertribal disturbances began 
national product (GNP) stood at $125 in the north in 1966 and escalated into 
per person.2 About 21 million workers declared secession and then a civil war 
were in Nigeria’s labor force in 1966, in 1967. Secession of the Eastern Region, 
60 percent of whom were in agriculture where three-fourths of Nigeria’s petroleum 
and fishing. About 10 percent of the reserves are located, and a military block- 
workers were employed in the minerals ade immediately manifested themselves in 
industry. | a severe crude petroleum shortage for 

Since its first production in 1958, petro- Nigeria as production fell to 10 percent 
leum has rapidly become a major export. of the prewar output. Tin production, 
commodity, which helped to bring about however, continued to rise because opera- 
a positive balance of trade for Nigeria tions were located outside the battle sites. 
until the civil war of mid-1967. Nigeria Disruption and dislocation troubled the 
ranked seventh in world tin metal output whole minerals sector, reducing mineral 
and is a leading producer of columbite. output and worsening overall balance of 
Other important minerals are coal, gold, payment levels. 

PRODUCTION . os , , 

Because of the civil war, which began” than in 1966. It is known that no signifi- 
near midyear 1967, data on mineral pro- cant amount of petroleum was produced 
duction from the seceded area are not from the Eastern Region from June to 
available. Because of the blockade, exports December 1967. The Nigerian Coal Co. 
from the Eastern Region were terminated mines near Enugu were recaptured by 
and the economy there began to return Federal forces in October 1967 but were 
to more primitive levels. Commodities most not operated during the balance of, the 
affected were cement, coal, lead, limestone, _year. | 
and petroleum. By December 1967,5 daily o— 
output of crude petroleum for all of Nigeria 1 Petroleum engineer, Division of Interna- 
was 57,871 barrels, almost 90 percent below tonal Activities. | Internati Devel ' 

what it was in December 1966. Cumula- ,7,US,ABgtey f0r, International Development 
tive 1967 output of each of the major 1968. D. 5. tern Region (Republic of Bist 
mineral commodities was lower in 1967 js not included in this seep ta” of Biafra) 

567
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Table 1.—Nigeria: Production of mineral commodities ! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity ? SO - ~ 1968 - 1964 ' 1965 ~ . 1966 1967 

.Metals: . 
Columbite, concentrate__...-.---.------... 2,044 2,377 2,589 2,262 1,955 
Gold__.._.__.-.-_-----------troy ounces __ 316 244 80 61 39 
Lead: . 

Concentrate, gross weight_.._--------.  _.-2__ LLL L__e 931 2,102 e2, 000 
Lead content_._..-_-_--------------. 0 Leelee Le e 700 e 1,600 ¢ 1,500 

Monazite, concentrate. ..___------------_- 12 10 8 7 114 
Tantalite, concentrate.._.__...--kilograms__ 15,240 10,160 13,168 12,192 19,304 
Tin (cassiterite): 

Concentrate, gross weight._.long tons__ 11,788 11,787 12,885 12,640 12,620 
Tin content. _..---------------d0--__ 8, 728 8,721 9,547 9,354 9,340 
Metal, unwrought.._..__..-----do--__ 9,051 8,749 9,321 9, 869 9,104 

Zircon, concentrate___..__---------------_- 804 F155 _.___ NA NA 
Nonmetals: 

Cement______._______...-.-thousand tons__ 526 663 - 983 1,002 184 
Clay, kaolin. .._.._-_.....--------------_. 15,000 3,000 26 , 000 20,000 325 
Limestone._______.__....__.thousand tons__ 770 996 1,312 1,098 847 
Marble___._________-.-- eee Leee LL eee 1,137 1,520 1,281 
Salt_........._.-_ ee 280 557 904 NA NA 

Mineral fuels: . . 
Coal_._-_______.______-__-thousand tons__ 577 699 740 640 395 
Gas, natural: ; 

Gross.__..._...-.--mnillion cubic feet__ 22,106 36 ,333 79,438 102,677 e 91,581 
Marketed____._.___...__....--d0____ NA 2,800 3,395 NA NA 

Petroleum: 
Crude._.__._thousand 42-gallon barrels._ 27,913 43 , 997 99 ,354 152 , 428 116,519 

Refinery products: . 7 Co oO 7 
Gasoline, motor______..-----do.-.-  --.--- 0) -L_- Lee 284 154 e 1,373 
Kerosine.._....----..----..do_._.  ----- Lee 187 102 e 966 
Distillate fuel oi]. _.._..._.-_.do____ _-_--2 0 -- Lee 341 142 e] ,460 
Residual fuel oil--.-_.__.__._.do_...  _---_-.) _-LL eee 467 194 e 1,880 
Liquefied petroleum gas___._.do_...  _----- =e eee Lee e 34 

Total___._.-_.--__-_-____.do_ 2 LLL Lee 1,279 592 e¢ 5,713 

¢ Estimate, T Revised. NA Not available. . 
1 Except for petroleum, data does not include mineral commodity production from Nigeria’s former Eastern 

Region (Republic of Biafra) for the last half of 1967. oe 
2 In addition to commodities listed, small tonnages of zinc concentrates and of tungsten and molybdenum 
ores were produced but exact output data are not available. 

3 Source: World Mining. V. 4, No. 7, June 28, 1968, p. 80. 

Oo TRADE 

Total trade and foreign exchange re- i J 
os Value (million Mineral 

serves showed the scars of the civil war. dollars) commod- 

In 1965, according to U.S. Embassy = _ ities ’ 
. . Mineral Total share of 

sources, total trade resulted in a net deficit | commod- trade total 
of $21 million.* ities (percent) 

The improved trade balance of 1966. ©>—-———-————__ 
was attributed chiefl a increases Exports: 
. bu ed c 1€ y to I rge n ease 1965____________. r 19238 751 31.7 

in exports of crude petroleum and _ to 1966___.._....... 2311 793 39.2 
decreases in imports of certain manufac- Import,” ------------ NA 4680 XX 
tured goods including petroleum products. 1965........._... 134 172 =«417.4 
This latter was Ossi t 1966...-.....----. 290 718 12.5 er was made possible by the 19670 tits RB 
inauguration in 1965 of the Port Harcourt Trade balance: 

refinery, Nigeria’s first. Petroleum’ r- 1965.---...-..--. +104  —21 xx ery, Nigeria's first. Petroleum’s bu 1966_______..... +221 475 XX 
geoning production accounted for 33 per- 1967._........... NA 454 Xx 

cent of total Nigerian exports in 1966 WW SSSSSSSS———sssssssssSSSSSssSsssssSSsSSssssese 
while tin contributed about 5 percent. t Revised. NA Not available. XX Not ap- 

ati ; : : tr plicable. ; 
The relat onship between Nigerian man 1 Annual Economic Review of Nigeria, June 1967, 

eral trade and total trade is shown in by Standard Bank Group. 
the following tabulation: ? From Nigeria Trade Summary, Federal Office of 

Statistics, Lagos, Nigeria. . 
3 Furnished from selected material from U.S. 

Embassy, Lagos. 

4 Where necessary, values have been con- Source: Unless otherwise noted, source is U.S. 
verted from Nigerian pounds (N£) to U.S. Agency for International Development. Economic 
dollars at the rate of N£1=—US $2.80. Data, March 1968.
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Table 2.—Nigeria: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum bauxite.........--- 2-2-2. -- 49 NA 
Copper, ore, concentrate and matte_____- 49 NA 
Iron and steel: 

Serap..-.-------.---------------- 6,208 9,672 Ttaly 4,760; Portugal 2,235; Spain 
301. 

- . Semimanufactures_.___.._.__..___- 5 230 United States 199; Togo 30. 
Lead ore and concentrate...-...-....-.-. 1,575 1,303 Netherlands 945; West Germany 305. 
Jickel: 

Ore and concentrate___.-.--2-- 2-2 LL 907 All to France. 
7 Alloys, unwrought_______._-._------- 0 __- Lee 5 All to United States. 

in: 
Ore and concentrate_____long tons_- 9 634 Netherlands 500; Switzerland 130. 
Metal and alloys, unwrought._do____ 10,575 11,495 United Kingdom 7,945; Netherlands 

1,980; United States 560. 
Zine: SO, 

Ore and concentrate__...__.-.-.-.-. 1,905 1,525 Netherlands 1,208; Belgium-Luxem- 
bourg 317. 

Metal and alloys, worked__.________ 13. NA 
Other nonferrous ores and concentrates... 3,675 12,566 United States 1,215; United Kingdom 

709; Netherlands 482. 
Scrap, nonferrous...._...._...._._.___.-. 2,858 3,785 Italy 1,529; West Germany 748; 

Netherlands 492. 
Nonmetals: 

Cement______-_- 22 eee 191 NA 
Construction materials: 

Stone, sand and gravel__.-____...-. 1,585 NA 
Other__________---- ee NA 321 Liberia 179; Ghana 141. 

Fertilizer materials, natural_..._______-_- 263 849 Ghana 496; Ivory Coast 121; Togo 93. 
Salt__--. 2-2 eee eee 18 12 Ghana 12. 
Other crude minerals__.._.__...____---- 267 84 Cameroon 38; Ivory Coast 30. 

Minera] fuels: 
Briquets_...-..-._..----------------_--_ 20,491 1,748 Ghana 1,748. 

- Coal. eee 213 244 Niger 203; Dahomey 40. 
Coke and semicoke______________---_-_ 15,277 11,914 Ghana 11,914. 
Petroleum, thousand 42-gallon barrels... 98,656 143,556 United Kingdom 55,870; West 

crude. . Germany 20,296; France 16,832. 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline__..._..-._...---.--do-_.. --..-- 235,516 Togo 120,835; Equatorial Customs 

Union 45,120; Cameroon 29,458. 
Kerosine_...-...-...-.-_..--do___. 1,358 37,027 Equatorial Customs Union 17,527; 

Dahomey. 10,381; Niger 5,517. 
Jet fuel. ..2 2-2 dow. Le 24,792 Equatorial Customs Union 21,943; 

Ship store 2,650. 
Distillate fuel oil......._._..-.do._.. —-.-_-- 145,767 Equatorial Customs Union 54,764; 

Cameroon 24,440; Ship store 19,651. 
Residual fuel oil.............do..__._ 4,276 556,730 United States 144,555; Pakistan 

. 128,183; Japan 121,406; Cameroon 
119,596. 

Lubricating oil......_._.....do____ 13 7,002 Ghana 4,217; Dahomey 1,574; 
Gambia, St. Helena 363. 

Asphalt...........-_____-..-do___- 60 51,934 Dahomey 50,225; Equatorial Customs 
Union 976. 

Other___.__-.__---- eee do ile Lee 16,423 All to Gambia, St. Helena. 
Tar, pitch and other crude chemicals ___-_-- 42 Norway 36; Dahomey 5. 

from coal, oi] and gas distillation. 

NA Not available. 
1 Includes columbium-tantalum and zirconium ores.
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Table 3.—Nigeria: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum and alloys: — oo a 

Unwrought_______-_------------- 821 4 All from Hong Kong. 
Semimanufactures_____--..------- 1,620 1,247 Switzerland 430; United Kingdom 273. 

Copper and alloys: , 
Unwrought______---------------- 35 27 United Kingdom 23. 
Semimanufactures_.__..-_-------- 1,654 2,697 United Kingdom 1,947; West Germany 

Iron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate___._-_------- 9 2 Niger 1; United Kingdom 1. 
Pig iron and ferroalloys___.------- 1,189 461 United Kingdom 302; Italy 36. 
Ingots and other primary forms- --- 1,077 7,056 France 2,824; United Kingdom 1,699; 

Italy 1,428, 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars and rods___..__._....... 60, 056 50,218 West Germany 20,908; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 6,644; United King- 
. dom 6,191. 

Angles, shapes, and sections... 27,439 86,712 United Kingdom 14,122; United 
. States 10,337; Belgium-Luxem- 

— . bourg 6,317. 
Plates, sheets, hoop and strip _- 60,971 68,407 Japan 28,406; United Kingdom 14,401; 

West Germany 8.174. 
Rails and accessories.______--- 6,678 1,061 United Kingdom 887; Belgium-Luxem- 

ourg lll. 
Tubes, pipes, and fittings...._.._ 107,702 108,728 United States 38,664; Italy 23,913; 

. United Kingdom 12,088. 
Other_____._--------.------- ¥ 652 125 United Kingdom 59; Italy 50. 

Total_....-.2_._-_-__-_--- * 268,498 265,251 
Lead and alloys, ingots and semimanu- 527 260 United Kingdom 167; Belgium-Lux- 

factures. embourg 45; United States 30. — 
Nickel and alloys, semimanufactures. - . _ 417 136 United Kingdom 77; Italy 40. 
Platinum-group metals, troy ounces__ 9,976 37,209 Netherlands 20,812; United Kingdom 

unworked. 11,268. 
Silver unworked___._.-.._------do---. 20,702 47,250 United Kingdom 43,474; West 

Germany 2,565. 
Tin and alloys, ingots long tons. _ 140 641 United Kingdom 607. 

and semimanufactures. . . 
Zinc and alloys, ingots and semimanu-- 1,979 860 Japan 512; Congo (Kinshasa) 294, 

-factures. 
Metals not elsewhere specified: 

Ores and concentrates: — 
Other_______-_ lee eee 120 402 United Kingdom 193; West Germany 

92. 
Oxides, mainly for paint___---- 169 589 United Kingdom 537. 
Scrap, nonferrous___._..-_--~-- 1,283 553 Norway 289; Canada 120. 
Nonferrous base metals. _——- ~~ 29 23. West Germany 11; United Kingdom 

4; United States 3. 
Nonmetals: 

Abrasives, natural__.__.-_-_.--------- 121 339 United States 119; Netherlands 81; 
, United Kingdom 60. 

Asbestos, crude and partly worked_-_-_--- 3,804 4,594 Canada 2,053; Botswana, Lesotho 
and Swaziland 1,031. 

Cement____._...._...-thousand tons--_ 174 161 Norway 85; West Germany 23; Italy 
21; United Kingdom 14. 

Clay construction materials._.__-do--.-- 7 14 United Kingdom 5; Italy 3; United 
States 1. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude, all types._-...._-_---_---- 1,216 1,401 United States 815; West Germany 

- 154; Belgium-Luxembourg 146. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous___..-_-_-------- 14,8385 11,124 Belgium-Luxembourg 5,239; West 
Germany 2,141; United Kingdom 

Phosphatic____.__-.-_-------- 10,660 16,280 United Kingdom 7,788; Portugal 
4,320; Netherlands 1,771. 

Potassie_._..-.-_.--_--------- 3,274 1,756 Bast Germany 1,195; West Germany 

Mixed__________------------ 6,699 1,347 West Germany 1,120. 
Ammonia__.._-_..__..-__-.--- 365 251 United Kingdom 125; Netherlands 

54; Belgium-Luxembourg 27. 
Lime._..._..-_-_-_------------------ 5,427 9,541 United Kingdom 6,911; Bulgaria 

Mica, crude and partly worked_.._-_-_-~- 253 5 All from United Kingdom. 

Salt___.-.___...._._---thousand tons-. 130 126 United Kingdom 89; West Germany 
14; Poland 11. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Nigeria: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity. 1965 1966 . Principal sources, 1966 

Tre 

Nonmeta!s—Continued 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s. 8,996 10,572 United Kingdom 4,563; Netherlands 

including caustic soda. 2,698; West Germany 1,507. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension thousand tons_- 5 5 Italy 5. 

stone, worked. 
Crushed rock, sand and do___- 38 39 France 35; Italy 3. 

gravel. 
Grinding stones and wheels- ------- 295 206 United Kingdom 142; Italy 25. 

Sulfur in all forms_____.__------------ 193 75 United Kingdom 35; West Germany 
23; Belgium-Luxembourg 17. 

Nonmetals, n.e.s__.__-- thousand tons._. 37 2 Greece 1; Norway 1. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, coke and briquets_.---------.--- 2,660 12,291 Undisclosed 8,268; United Kingdom 

3,962. 

Petroleum, crude__-_----------------- 218 ____-.--- 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gas- thousand 42-gallon barrels_- 2,684 129 Netherlands Antilles 71; Italy 23; 

oline. . ‘Jran 20. 

Kerosine___.___.----------do-_--- 1,110 226 Iran 197; Netherlands Antilles 21. 

Jet fuel___.____--_.----.--do__-- 534 22 Sterling Area Western Hemisphere 
17; Netherlands Antilles 5. 

Distillate fuel oi]. .._.__..--do_-__- 2,658 128 Italy 25; Sterling Area Western 
Hemisphere 24; Venezuela 23; 
Iran 22. 

Residual fuel oil_.-._..._-.--do_--- 1,725 19 Netherlands 14; West Germany 2; 
Sweden 1. 

Lubricants___..__.-.------do__-- © 242 262 United Kingdom 129; United States 
48; Netherlands Antilles 25. 

Asphalt and bitumen- .-----do_--_- 173 49 Venezuela 32; Netherlands Antilles 
. &; Netherlands 6. 

Other___.______-_---------do---- 6 5 United Kingdom 2; France 2; Sweden 
1. 

Tar, pitch, and other crude chemicals 1,344 860 United Kingdom 841; United States 

from coal, oil and gas distillation. 11. 
i 

r Revised. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS some tantalite ore are produced in Nigeria 

. oo in association with tin ores. 

Aluminum.—Nigeria imports most of Production of Nigerian columbite de- 

her aluminum requirements as semimanu-  cJined from a 1965 high of 2,589 metric 

factures. Value of all aluminum imported tons to 1,955 tons in 1967. Prices also fell 
in 1966 was $1,146,350. The volume im- during 1967, from $22.40 per 22.4-pound 

ported and fabricated has decreased about ‘“ynit” early in the year to about $16.80 

50 percent per year since 1964. Because per unit at yearend. Mining firms in 

the war has denied access to the rolling Nigeria that are solely dependent upon 

mill at Port Harcourt, which produced sales of columbite were anticipating dif_i- 

aluminum coil from ingots imported from culties in continuing to operate in 1967. 

Canada, and because available transporta- Shipment of columbium-tantalum concen- 

tion has been needed for other items, the trates were also disrupted by the civil war. 

once growing aluminum industry appeared Tantalite production, while very small, 

to be at a low ebb in 1966-67. The was stepped up considerably in 1967. A 

only exception was the completion and total of 12 tons, valued at $2,800 per 

operation of the Flag Aluminum Products, ton, was produced in 1966, and 19 tons, 
Ltd. plant at Kaduna which produces long- valued at from $5,600 to $8,400 per ton, 

span aluminum corrugated roofing and ac- were produced in 1967.> Most of Nigeria’s 

cessories in a joint venture with Northern tantalum comes from three very small 

Nigeria Investments, Ltd. 

: ° . 5 Id Mini . 4, . 4, 28, 1968 

Columbite-Tantalite.—Columbite andy». a oF d Mining, V. 4, No. 7, June 968,
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mines in the Northern Region or from the sector that intertribal hostilities first began 
slag of the Makeri Tin Smelter. Prices in 1966. The disruptive events caused relo- 
fluctuate widely and there is little interest cation of tin transportation patterns as 
in an expansion program. The United well as of work forces. This, in turn, 
States and United Kingdom consume all brought some parallel reduction in tin 
that Nigeria produces. output, but by the end of 1967, produc- 

tion was returning to a normal rate of 
Iron and Steel.—In spite of the unset- about 825 long tons of concentrate per 

tled situation, development of anintegrated month. 

iron and steel project had high priority The Makeri Smelting Co., Ltd., at Jos 
in 1967. An agreement between the Gov- is owned by a consortium of British in- 
ernment and a consortium of British, terests and. is Nigeria’s only tin smelter. 

other European, and U.S. companies was Nearly all of Nigeria’s tin is smelted here 

signed in 1965 to develop pig iron and before being exported as ingots. The dis- 
crude steel facilities inland near raw ma- location of personnel hampered operation 

terials and a steel casting and rolling mill of the mines and had a temporary effect 

on the Niger River some 125 miles from on the smelter. Adjustment was ultimately 
the coast. The consortium chose not to accomplished and in December 1967, the 

start work by the end of the agreement  smelter’s output was at an alltime high 
period and requested an extension to late of 1,427 long tons of tin metal. 
1968. | Nigeria ranked seventh among world 

Early in 1967, in cooperation with the smelter tin producers in 1967, with an 
Federal Military Government, a Soviet iron —_ output of 9,104 long tons. This was nearly 
and steel survey team visited all four of 8 percent lower than the 9,869 long tons 
Nigeria’s regions and studied possible iron produced in 1966. The United Kingdom 
and steel development. It was reported continued to buy three times as much 
subsequently that the country can produce tin metal from Nigeria as the next two 

steel at prices competitive with any Euro- big consuming nations, the Netherlands 
pean country. A U.N. report was said and West Germany, combined. 

to confirm these facts. The value of all tin (metals, ores, and 
Nigeria hoped to have an estimated an- concentrates) exported by Nigeria in 1966 

nual capacity of 600,000 tons by 1974-75. was $43,304,770. 
All of West Africa could thus be furnished The world price for tin in 1966 was 
with steel, with Nigeria itself using over about $3,692 per long ton. By late 1967, 
half. Earlier, West Africa needs had been the price had fallen to $3,220, a drop 

estimated at around 250,000 tons. blamed on world overproduction. The 
Elsewhere, the war caused closure of pound sterling was devalued in November 

Nigeria’s galvanized corrugated sheet metal 1967, but Nigeria did not follow suit, 
industry which used raw steel sheets from and the Government imposed a “super” 
Japan. The galvanizing firms were owned tax of 10 percent on gross profits which 
jointly by Japanese and Nigerians. was made retroactive to 1966 incomes, 

. further hurting the tin industry. The value 
__ Lead and Zinc.—The Enyigba-Abakal- of 1966 tin production was $39,258,000, iki lead and zinc mine in Eastern Nigeria and in 1967 it declined to $30,780,400.° 

was scheduled to go into full production The lower price obtained for tin resulted by the end of 1966. Concentrator capacity representatives of the industry urging 
was 500 tons per day and Metallgesell- the Government to reduce the royalty 
schaft A.G. of Frankfort, West Germany, rates. Reductions were still under consider- 
had agreed to buy the relatively small ation at the end of 1967. Some Nigerian output for 10 years. Because of the Eastern tin mines were reported to be operating 

Region breakaway and the consequent at a loss in late 1967, and a limited 
blockade by Federal forces, it is unlikely = amount of closedown appeared imminent that lead-zinc operations were possible in unless remedies could be found.” 
the second half of 1967. First-half pro- 
duction data can only be estimated. ® World Mining, V. 4, No. 7, June 28, 1968, 

p. . 

Tin—Tin ore (cassiterite) was mined ryaiis, Nigerian, Review, Nigeria's Review. of from open pits in the Jos Plateau area of Mines Boss Sees Bad Future for Tin.” 
of the Northern Region. It was in this Ava 1568, pee shine Utd, London., March-
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NONMETALS statutory body. Until unrest began in 1966, 
mines near Enugu were the sole source. 

Cem ent—In May 1967, the Sokoto The uprisings in the North in 1966 and 

Province plant of the Ce ment Company the subsequent closing of the eastern line 
of Northern Nigeria, a joint venture of of the railway already had disrupted coal 
the Northern Region Government and Ger- gistribution before civil war broke out. 
man interests, began shakedown runs. The Shipments in 1966 were forced to travel 
$10 million plant, the first in the Northern south by rail to Port Harcourt, thence 

Region and fourth in the country, had oc by water to Lagos, and then north- 
a single kiln with an annual rated capac- 474 to all interior points via rail. Prin- 
ity of 100,000 tons and employed 170 cipal 1966 consumers were the Nigerian 
workers. Good limestone deposits in the Railway Corp. (2,000 tons per week) for 

area made the plant feasible although steam locomotives, the Electricity Corp. 
it is remote from better markets. Disrup- of Nigeria (1,000 tons per week) for 

tion of transportation due to the civil generating steam for electric power stations 
war made competitive delivery of cement at Lagos and Kano, and the Nkalagu 
from this plant easier than might otherwise pment Plant near Enugu. 

be the case if coastal cement plants had Nigerian coal production in 1966 was 
easy access to northern markets. _ 640,000 tons, all from the Enugu mines. 

Another new cement plant, costing more Only 15 percent of this amount was pro- 

than $11 million, went into production duced in 1967 when 95.000 tons were 
at Calabar in the Eastern Region in Febru-  ineq Coal imports rose very rapidly 
ary 1967. The factory was planned initially in 1966-67 to cover the shortage caused 
to produce 100,000 tons of portland cement by the passing of the Enugu mines into 

per year. Since secession, no information ithe hands of the secessionists who did 
has been available as to its status. not operate the mines. 

Fertilizers.— Agriculture, the largest sec- The Government of Nigeria’s Northern 
| tor of Nigeria’s economy, requires crude Region began to develop the Okaba mine 

and manufactured fertilizers valued at more 2#bout 65 miles north of Enugu in 1967, 
than $2 million annually, all of which apparently on an extension of the Enugu 

were imported in 1966, mostly from West- ‘Seam. It was expected to be operating 
ern Europe. Demand in the Northern Re- 19 1968, providing between 400 and 450 
gion, for instance, had exceeded all ex- ‘”S daily. oo, 
pectation. Use of such volumes of fertilizer. Partial dieselization of motive power, 
attracted the interest of fertilizer and pet- ™a4rked traffic reductions on the Nigerian 
rochemical producers in early 1967, and Railway, and loss of some consumers to 
the indigenous manufacture and/or blend- Biafra have cushioned the demand for 
ing of phosphatic and nitrogenous fertil-  ©°#! n recent years. 
izers appears most promising. One plant, Petroleum.—When peace returns, Ni- 
capable of a balanced line of fertilizers, geria is generally expected to become one 

was felt to be ample. of the larger petroleum-producing nations. 
Production cutbacks due to the civil war 

MINERAL FUELS eliminated Nigeria as a possible substitute 

Oil production, begun in 1958, ac- source of crude for buyers who found 
counted for 33 percent of all 1966 exports. themselves cut off from Middle East sources 

Nigeria’s first refinery, which was able to Dy the crisis there. By the end of 1967, 
handle all of Nigeria’s petroleum product only a smal] comeback had been possible 
needs and those of some neighboring coun- for Nigerian cr ude oul production. 
tries as well, started operation in 1965. | When the civil war gained momentum 
Natural gas exists in large quantity but in mid-1967, crude production fell to 10 
most of it is flared for lack of market. Percent of prehostility levels because three- 

Coal is normally mined near Enugu for fourths of the crude reserves were 1n 
use in electric power generation and on _ territory claimed by. the secessionists. All 

the railroads. All mineral fuel output suf- that remained usable was some 55,000 
fered curtailment when the civil war began. barrels daily from offshore or from fields 

in the Mid-west Region. Tankers could 
Coal.—All coal production in Nigeria no longer service Port Harcourt, the only 

is by the Nigerian Coal Corp., a federal major crude exporting terminal, because
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it was blockaded. Company personnel were The Nigerian Federal Government stopped 
evacuated. from the Eastern Region. Al- all tanker movements to the Biafran oil 
though the new Port Harcourt refinery port of Bonny shortly after the breakaway, 
was seized by the secessionists and may cutting off outward flow of crude. At 
have been operated for a short period, the close of 1967, therefore, daily crude 

, it was ineffectual for the Eastern Region. production was only a trickle. 
A product shortage ensued, and once Prior to hostilities, the dominant factor 
again Nigeria was forced to import petro- in Nigeria’s oil production was a joint 
leum products. | partnership between Shell and British Pe- 

A vigorous offshore development went  troleum. These operations were onshore 
forward despite the war and there were and inostly in the Eastern Region, hence 
Prospects that by 1968 or 1969, even were curtailed by the war. A small pro- 
if the war continues, the active onshore- ducing operation of Société Anonyme Fran- 
offshore development in Federal Nigeria caise de Recherches et d’Exploitation Pe- 
will enable her again to export more _ troliéres (Nigeria) Ltd. (SAFRAP) was 
oil as crude than she must import as also shut down about the same time. 
products. Once the refinery can be reacti- Nigerian Gulf Oil Co., Ltd., was working 
vated, the situation will improve further offshore or in the Mid-west Region and 
and the current drain on foreign exchange was not seriously disrupted. By early 1967 
will be reversed. Most oil companies con- the Caltex group (Standard Oil Co. of 
cerned were waiting to move back in California and Texaco Inc.) had begun 
and rehabilitate their holdings, but it was to produce from the Pennington field off- 
estimated that this would take up to a shore the mouth of the Bonny River. 
year to complete. | Also about the same time, Phillips Petro- 

Exploration and Development.—In May  leum Co. and the Italian Government- 
1966, a pair of two company partnerships owned Ente Nazionale Idrocarburi (ENT) 

_ and six individual firms were prospecting had more than 11 wells in the Eboka 
for oil, both onshore and offshore, in and M’Bede fields ready to deliver through 
Nigeria. _ a 44-mile, 14-inch pipeline being built 

| There was no onshore exploration or for them to. join another line to the 
development in the Eastern Region after coast. 
June 1967. Mobil Oil continued drilling Refining—The almost new Port Har- 
operations offshore of the Eastern Region court refinery of the Nigerian Petroleum 

. by operating out of the nearby Spanish Refining Co., Ltd., with a crude through- 
island of Fernando Po. Offshore operations _ put capacity of about 43,000 barrels daily, 
of Shell-British Petroleum and American together with associated projects including 
Overseas were suspended in the early part a new $2.1 million tanker-loading jetty, 
of the crisis and had not been resumed loading facilities for road and rail, and 
at yearend. Meanwhile, exploratory opera- other units, fell into the hands of the 
tions in Federally held onshore and off- secessionists toward the end of July 1967. 
shore areas were at a low ebb but con- Neither the extent of use by this group 
tinued to varying degrees throughout the nor the extent of such sabotage as the 
year. Drilling rig activity, which had used refinery may have sustained was evident 
28 rigs in May 1967 before hostilities be- at yearend 1967, although it was con- 
gan, fell to two in August but was back ceded that both had occurred. 
up to around 10 by yearend. Transportation.—Until the war, crude 

Production.—The fast-rising tide of Ni- petroleum produced in Nigeria was pri- 
gerian crude oil production, which had marily transported either to the Port Har- 
been expected to be 600,000 to 630,000 court refinery or to the Bonny River 
barrels per day by yearend 1967 and _ terminal through an extensive system of 
1 million barrels per day by 1970, was pipelines which was under constant ex- 
abruptly halted at midyear by the war. pansion. When the shutdown came, the 
The country had ranked 12th among world system was about at capacity. By summer 
crude producers and was third in Africa 1967, Nigerian Gulf had set up a tempo- 
in 1966. About three-fourths of Nigeria’s rary terminal some 110 miles along the 
crude production in 1967 lay within the coastline from the Bonny terminal. A new 
somewhat fluid boundaries of the seceded permanent installation at the mouth of the 
and blockaded areas of the Eastern Region. Escravos River was expected to be com-
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pleted before mid-1968. Pipelines were un- Natural Gas.—Natural gas production 
der construction to service the facility. in Nigeria during 1966-67 was far more 
When completed, the terminal would be than could be used by consumers and 
capable of handling up to 135,000 barrels 93 to 94 percent was flared. (Under 
of export crude per day, loaded via off- these conditons, it is usually economical 
shore buoy facilities. Shell-British Petro- to use natural gas as a raw material 
leum had under consideration another simi- for petrochemicals, fertilizers, and liquefied 
lar pipeline to move crude to a sizable petroleum gas—all primarily for export.) 
new export terminal to be built, possibly In earlier years, plans for several gas 
offshore from the Midwest Region. liquefaction and exporting plants had been 

Much of Nigeria’s crude is hauled by discussed and operations were under nego- 
oceangoing tanker to Britain. In the first tiation; however, exported liquefied petro- 
4 months of 1967, about 9.5 percent leum gas (LGP) will be forced to compete 
of all Britain’s crude requirements were with North African LPG for the booming 
thus furnished. The Federal blockade of European market. 
the Bonny terminal, effective around June Total gas produced in 1966 amounted 
1, 1967, cut off all of this traffic and to 102,677 million cubic feet, of which 
none had been reinstated by yearend. 6 percent was sold. In 1967, total gas 

Distribution and Marketing—-On July _ produced reflected the drop in oil produc- 
13, 1967 the Government assumed wide tion when 91,531 million cubic feet were 
powers over petroleum transportation, stor- produced. Increased sales, 6,406 million 
age, and distribution and the facilities cubic feet, made the percentage actually 
used in connection therewith. Stating that used climb slightly to 7 percent. The 
the decree was precautionary to insure ratio of cubic feet of gas produced per 
availability of petroleum products or crude’ barrel of oil averaged 1,200 in April 
if needed throughout the country, it also 1967.° | 
indicated that, while not necessary at the OW SOS 

roment, the decree also provided for reg- 8 Monthly and Annual Petroleum Informa- 
ulations for the rationing of petroleum tion Reports of the 1 Petroleum Division, Min- 

-should this become necessary. Niseris, Lages NS FOWer, ~Government of
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The Mi l Ind {N 

By F. L. Klinger * 

The Norwegian mineral industry had a tinued growth in 1968 somewhat uncer- 
productive year in 1967. Output of iron tain. The rate of investment was expected 
ore, ferroalloys, aluminum, magnesium, to decline since most expansion projects 
iron and steel, ilmenite, cement, and petro- were nearing completion, and the Govern- 

leum products was at record levels, ment continued to check internal demand 
while declines in output of nickel, refined by a policy of high taxation and tight 
copper, and cobalt appeared to be tem- credit. It was also reported that average 
porary. Important expansions of produc- unit costs of Norwegian industrial produc- 
tive facilities, most of which were sched- tion had increased by 10 to 11 percent 
uled to be operational in 1968, were since 1965, compared with only 5 to 8 

underway in the mining and mineral percent in other West European countries. 
processing industries. New investment in Devaluation of the British pound late 

the mining and primary metals industries in the year added another uncertain factor 
was substantially higher than in 1966, but to the outlook for 1968. The United King- 
declined in the nonmetallic-mineral and dom is the largest market for several of 
fuels-processing sectors. Activity in the -Norway’s major export commodities, in- 
construction industry appeared to be the cluding aluminum, ferroalloys, iron and 
highest in several years. Oil and gas ex- _ steel, and feldspar. 
ploration in Norwegian areas of the North Cheap hydroelectric power continued 
Sea continued strong, although no com- to be a major advantage for Norwegian 
mercial discoveries were reported. The industry. In 1967 the country’s approxi- 

| mineral industry continued to account for mately 550 hydroelectric power stations 

about 4.5 percent of the gross national produced a record 52-billion kilowatt- 

product, which was estimated at $9,260 hours of electricity valued at about $300 
million in 1967. million. a 

Declines in exports of aluminum and 

fertilizer materials and declining prices “| piysical scientist, Division of International 
for ferroalloys made prospects for con- § Aetivities. 

Employment and the value of production for different sectors of the mineral industry 

in 1966 follow: 
Oe 

Million dollars 

| Activity Number Gross _ Value added, 
employed value at f.o.b. 

of establishment 
production prices ! 

ie 

Mining and quarrying: | 
Coal in CS oe eee 679 4.81 4.38 

Metal mines_______________-_.-_--_------------------------ 4,565 46.74 38.22 

Quarries and other_________.------------------------------- 3,195 29.76 26.75 

Total_______________-__--_----------------------------- 8,439 81.31 69.35 

Mineral processing: 
Primary metals____._.------------------------------------ 25,154 527.46 194.27 

Nonmetallic mineral processing. __.__.._-------------------- 18,087 133.42 83.00 

Coal and petroleum processing - __-_------------------------- 1,200 18.34 11.72 

Fertilizer manufacturing_._...._.-.------------------------- 6,258 103.49 56.11 

Total_...____.__-_------- ee eee eee ee ee eee eee ee -------- «45, 649 842.71 345.10 

Grand total......-.---------- ee eee ence eeeeeeeeeeee----- 54,088 924.02 414.45 
Total all industry......_._._---__--..--------------------- 383,889 5,220.10 2,166.20 
needa 

1 Gross value of production less cost of raw materials. 
Source: Statistisk Sentralbyra (Oslo). Industristatistikk (Industrial Statistics) 1966. 1968, pp. 15-17. 
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re PRODUCTION _ a 
The relative volumes of production for In 1967 a large increase in the output 

different branches of the mineral industry of iron ore was responsible for most of 
during the past 3 years follow: _ the gain shown by the mining sector. Pro- 

a SSSsSsSsSsSSSsssFsssSFFsSSSSSSSSSSSSSS—CP dpi off titanium, molybdenum, and 
Index number magnesium ores probably increased, but 

(1961 = 100) mine output of copper, lead, zinc, and 
— - 1965 1966 1967 pyrite declined. Increased output of ce- 

| | ment and other construction materials ac- 
Mining and quarrying: counted for most of the gains in the non- 

. Coal. mines -- wenn nnn n eon ene 126 | 119 119 metallics sector, although consumption of 

"Mineral quarries... 117 125 127 limestone by the fertilizer industry prob- 
_ scone, sand and gravel------ 150 155 178 = ably declined. Production of ferroalloys, Mineral processing: ._ . . . Primary metals.-..._.-_.... 141 151 159 iron and steel, aluminum, and zinc in- 

Coal and wet eres oe 125 181 136 creased the index for primary metals while 
ing-.--.--..-._--.---.--. 98 100 106 output of nickel, refined copper, and co- All mining and quarrying__..__._ 188 141 166 P . a PP, 

All industry_......__........___ 127 184 140 balt was slightly less than in 1966. The 
———_ gain in fuels processing was mainly due 
Source: Statistisk Sentralbyra (Oslo). Statistisk to increased output of petroleum refinery 

Manedshefte (Monthly Bulletin of Statistics). No. 2, 
1968, pp. 15-16. | products. 

Table 1.—Norway: Production of mineral commodities | 
. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

SSS 

Commodity 1963 - 1964 1965 1966 1967 

| Metals: | - 
Aluminum: . 

Alumina ¢____________________________. 13,000 14,000 16,000 15,000 15,000 
Unwrought: © 

Primary__._____________-_._______._ 216,100 261,019 279,302 323,692 362,159 
Secondary_________________________ 3,245 7,376 16,515 11,961 NA 
Alloyed_____22 2 11,651 16,613 14,958 29,300 NA 
Superpure ¢_____2 2,700 2,900 2,900 2,900 2,900 
Scrap________ ee 851 544 601 720 NA 

Semimanufactures___.___.____.._-_..... 17,254 19,449 21,224 25,278 NA 
Cadmium_________________________._ 110 ™113 r 130 e 126 e 130 
Cobalt________ 22 ee 625 568 823 799 e 780 
Columbium concentrate (35 to 42 percent 
columbium).______________.________ r 355 185 150 ___eeee LLL Le 

Copper: 
Concentrate (15 to 27 percent copper) _ _ __ 29 , 499 30,818 31,079 *30,230 32 , 567 

Metal content_____._______________. 71,354 7,758 r 7,862 7,827 7,934 
Content of cupriferous pyrite___________. 6,911 7,215 6,905 r 6,988 6,267 
Unrefined 1_____________________._ 8 17,902 117,510 *20,085 +*19,922 19,902 
Refined______________________________- 12,901 12,224 14,762 14,663 14,100 
Semimanufactures_____________________. 13 , 657 15,074 14,688 13,248 NA 
Ashes and residues_____value, thousands__ $61 NA NA $1,235 NA 

Iron and steel: 
Iron ore.__.._._._._._._.-thousand tons_._ 1,999 2,123 2,464 2,451 3,232 
Pig iron_________________________do___. 407 437 524 630 644 
Ferroalloys: 

Ferrosilicon (45-percent basis) __do____ 158 225 278 t 236 281 
Other_______________________do____ 184 232 288 «273 309 

Crude steel__.___________________do____ 542 614 676 r 730 790 
Semimanufactures: 

Rolled products______________do___. 456 519 561 592 NA 
Wire, uncoated_______________do___. 42 A2 43 41 NA 

Lead Pipe, including cast iron pipe___do____ 52 55 65 61 NA 
ead: 

Concentrate (51 to 68 percent lead).______ 5,778 6, 968 6,879 «7,160 6, 688 
Metal content_____._______________. 2,991 r 3,580 r 3,502 ‘3,526 e 3,400 

Magnesium, unwrought: 
Unalloyed_________________________ Le 18,081 20,985 123,904 25,795 e 28,500 

Alloyed. __-____-_- 22. NA 17,118 18,234 21,225 NA 
Metalloids: . 

Selenium ¢__________-_________________- 15 15 15 15 15 
Silicon. ____..__ 2 222 eee NA NA 10,300 12,890 ¢ 15,000 

Molybdenum concentrate_________.________-- 372 405 425 404 e 465 
Metal content___.._________-_______ ue 210 r 228 r 239 227 e 260 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Norway: Production of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
oo 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
. 

Metals—Continued 
Nickel. ___.._.---------------------------- 26,421 30,110 31,835 32,237 28,154 

Precious metals_-_-.___----..value, thousands- - $3 , 788 NA | NA NA NA 

-Tin, secondary, including alloys and scrap . 
long tons_- 455 560 551 536 NA 

Titanium: — a 
-” Tlmenite concentrate.__....-_----------- 242,255 272,023 282,150 *369,726 © 400,000 

- ' Dioxide______--____-.----------------- -------- TNA rNA e 8,000 ¢12,000 

Vanadium, mine @______._.----------------- 685 670 680 660 670 

AInc: 

Concentrate (mostly 50 to 55 percent zinc) - 25,219 23,865 124,948 *'25,933 $23,340 

Metal content__..__-.-------------- 13 ,048- 12,498 112,987 +*18,311 © 12,200 

- Smelter_..___.__-__-------------------- 46 ,600 48 ,357 52,576 *'51,120 54,725 

Semimanufactures__.._...-------------- 4,000 4,463 © 4,716 5,076 NA 

Ashes and residues_.--._..--.----------- 327 689. 18 ,952 23,278 NA 

Oxides____..__-.---------------------- 2,000 1,536 1,135 e 2,000 NA 

Other ashes and residues, n.e.s. . . 
- value, thousands_ - $836 $1,057 $727 $1,386 NA 

Nonmetals: 
Cement.______.------.------thousand tons_-_ 1,438 1,541 1,603 1,827 2,066 

Dolomite, unground___.____----------do__-- r186 t 365 227 1273 NA 

Feldspar_____.._-_---.-------------------- "77,326 71,146 . * 63,996 88,140 ¢ 85,000 

Fertilizer materials: — 
Nitrogen__________.__..-thousand tons_- 307 355 382 388 370 

Superphosphate____._...---------do---- 46 r 43 r4l r23 NA 

Manufactured fertilizers: 
Nitrogenous_-_._....---------do__-- 1,299 1,422 1,489 1,379 NA 

. Compound... -_..__----------d0o_-_-- 260 427 457 583 NA 

Graphite. _______.------------------------- 7,628 7,242 r 8,480 r 7,943 e 8,000 

Lime.____.___..._--____------------------ = 122,891) 115,227 = 233,994 253,972 ¢240,000 

Mica (exports)____.------------------------ 3,591 3,978 4,116 4,290 e 4,500 

Olivine_._____._.-------------------------- 56,900 +'57,977 *87,655 196,717 © 100,000 

Pyrite: 
Cupriferous (40 to 47 percent sulfur)_...-. 397,165 410,775 413,704 403,784 NA 

Noncupriferous (39 to 51 percent sulfur) - - 324,281 301,507 295,167 273,714 NA 

Total pyrite_______.___-_------------ 721,446 * 712,282 708,871 677,498 633,740 

Sulfur content of total pyrite._.__....-. 328,237 321,807 316,689 302,183 ¢ 282,000 

Quartz____..__---------------------------- 414,062 450,873 528,977 522,784 ¢ 525,000 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Granite (for sale)_-...-------------- 6 , 422 6,644 r 5,887 5,632 . NA 

Marble_.______.____--------------- 3,011 - 1,688 750 2,291 NA 

Syenite (“‘labrador’’)_._.------------ 33,816 39, 728 32,289 45,408 NA 

Slate_______thousand square meters_ - 294 239 206 382 NA 

Worked, all types..value, thousands- - $4,307 $5,051 $5, 765 $5 , 809 NA 

Limestone, unground--__.-thousand tons - 3,760 14,091 ¥ 3,667 r 4,088 e 4,000 

Nepheline syenite_.._....-------------- 23,000 *'380,816 741,017 *57,306 © 60,000 

Sand and gravel: . 

Screened_..._ thousand cubic meters - - 1,590 1,858 2,632 1,924 NA 

Other, including crushed stone-_do- --- 3,734 4,287 4,833 6,268 NA 

Sulfur, elemental (recovered) ----------------- 850 _______. --------) --------) -e------ 

Sulfuric acid, 100 percent__._....___.-------- £103,628 109,607 124, 242 139,299 207,328 

Talc and soapstone: 
Unground____.__.--------------------- 73,062 79,411 © 80,000 78,350 ¢ 80,000 

Other._____.____.---___.-------------- 74,811 76,217 76,982 80,103 80,000 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal______._.__-_--.--_-----thousand tons-- 382 442 426 r 434 408 

Coke: 2 
Coke-oven..__..._---------------d0..--  -------- 108 r201 230 NA 

Gasworks_.-..._..---------------do._-- r 49 23 r 23 r10 NA 

Gas (manufactured) _._thousand cubic meters- - 34,647 31,641 31,867 33 , 403 29,176 

Petroleum refinery products:? 
Motor gasoline________.._thousand tons- - 285 368 407 r 348 e 375 

Kerosine and jet fuel_...__..__.-----do_-_-_- 8 q 10 13 e115 

Distillate fuel oil_____..._.._...--do__-_- 804 869 1,009 1,052 e 1,050 

Residual fuel oil___.__._...__-_---do_--_- 1,280 1,517 1,251 1,348 ¢ 1,380 

Liquefied petroleum gas-__---------do.-_-- 15 18 24 26 NA 

Other. _____..___--_-------------d0___- 94 107 96 184 e115 

Total refinery products._...__.--do_--_- 2,486 2,886 2,797 2,971 € 3,035 

Total crude oil throughput- -_--_-do---- 2,572 3,028 2,889 ¥ 3,073 e 3,130 

I 

e Estimate. r Revised figure. NA Not available. 
1 Product of Kristiansand nickel refinery and Sulitjelma copper smelter. 

2 Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). Basic Statistics of Energy 1952-1966. 

Paris, 1968, 287 pp. Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). Provisional Oil 

Statistics, 3rd quarter, 1967. Paris, 1968, 21 pp.
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| TRADE - So 
Preliminary data indicated that the in 1965 and 1966 are shown in the follow- 

value of Norway’s mineral commodity _ ing tabulation: ce 
trade in 1967 was not appreciably dif- | 

ferent from that in 1966. Mineral com- _———————__— 

modities accounted for 32 percent of all | Value _ Mineral 

export value and 21 percent of all im- | ____ Gaillion dollars) comm od- 

port value. The trade deficit attributable Mineral Total _ share of 

to mineral commodities increased to about commod- —_— trade total 
ede . . ities (percent) 

$21 million in 1967, compared with a ; 

total trade deficit of more than $1,000 e 
11; ‘ xports: million. Increased export of iron ore and 1965_____. 488.6 1,442.6 33.8 

ferroalloys was offset by reduced export of : 1966_____- 556.8 1,563.3 35.6 
gle * ; mports: fertilizer materials and nonferrous metals, 1965...... 527.2 2205.7 28.9 

while imports of petroleum: and refinery 1966_..._.. 566.8 2,402.9 23.6 
products increased by $18, million. The Trade balance: 

. . . 1965___... * —38.6 — 763.1 XX 

principal trading partners continued to 1966-__._._. —10.0  -—8839.6 xx 
be the United Kingdom, West Germany, | 

Sweden, and the. United States. 1 ’ Revised. XX Not applicable. oo 

. € relations Ips etween mune ral com- Source: United Nations Statistical Office, New 
modity trade and total Norwegian trade York. 

- The following tabulation shows the relative importance of the principal mineral 
commodities traded in 1965 and 1966: | 

| Value 
Commodity (million dollars) Share of total (percent) 

: 1965 —-:1966 1965 1966 

Export: . 
Nonferrous metals: } 

Aluminum_.___.____.._-__-------------- 119.7 169 .6 24.5 30.5 
Nickel______.____.____------_--------- 53.3 52.6 10.9. 9.5 
Magnesium_________.---------------- 14.2 16.9 2.9 3.0 
Other__._________--_---_--- --_------- r 42.1 55.2 8.6 9.9 

Iron and steel: 
Tron ore 2______________-__.-_-----.---- 11.8 11.8 2.4 2.1 
Ferroalloys.___...------------------- 61.6 58 .6 12.6 10.5 
Other 1______________u eee 50.2 54.8 10.3 9.8 

Fertilizers________________.-_--_-___------ 65.2 61.0 13.3 11.0 
Petroleum products_____.._-..------------ 23.8 21.5 4.9 3.9 
Other_...________-____ el eee ee 46.7 54.8 9.6 9.8 

Total__.______._.__------------------- 488.6 556.8 100.0 100.0 

Import: _ _ : i 
Mineral fuels: . . 

Solid__...-_-_________-__-. ---- eee eee 21.8 23.9 4.1 4.2 
Liquid_____._______-..-------------- 140.8 157.5 26.7 27.8 

Iron and steel 1_._____________-_---------- 129.6 134.6 24.7 23.8 
Alumina_________________-_--_--------__- 36.9 41.4 7.0 7.3 
Nickel-copper matte_______....----------- 58.7 62.5 11.1 11.0 
Nonferrous metals 1___._...____-____-_.---- 157.6 67.6 10.9 11.9 
Other____________--- eee 81.8 79.3 15.5 14.0 

Total.________.______.___ eee 527.2 566.8 100.0 100.0 

t Revised. 
1 Includes scrap. 
2 Includes roasted pyrite. 

Source: United Nations Statistical Office, New York.
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Table 2.—Norway: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum:}! 

Scrap. _______...---_-------- 628 1,850 West Germany 1,111; Denmark 400. 
Unwrought.____.._._-....._.. 242,550 348,007 United Kingdom 114,746; United States 

81,257; West Germany 62,740. 
Semimanufactures___.______.- 5,074 7,668 Sweden 2,618; Denmark 1,300; Finland 847. 

Cadmium. __.__.-..---.--.------ 99 710 NA. 
Cobalt_____.-_-__.--__ eee 886 809 NA. 
Columbium concentrate___..._.__-_ 168 ______- 
Copper: 

Concentrate__.___-.__---._-- 11,548 15,348 West Germany 10,957; Sweden 4,391. 
Cuprous oxide__.__...--_.-_-- 1,589 1,941 NA. 
Serap 1__..__..2-_ 2. --- 2,030 1,914 West, Germany 861; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Blister_._.......--_..------- 4,909 5,103 West cermany 3,138; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Refined______.___.---------- 15,091 16,955 West Germany 6,597; Switzerland 2,220; 
United Kingdom 1,690. 

G Semimanutactures Lei 3,002 5,048 Sweden 2,990; Denmark 515; Israel 503. 
old: 

Unwrought troy ounces 3__ 1; 254 NA 
and semimanufactures. 

Scrap and other kilograms._ 163 NA 
waste.! 

Iron and steel: 
Iron ore__.._..thousand tons._- 1,374 1,487 West Germany 545; United Kingdom 427; 

. a . Finland 303. . 
Roasted pyrite__._._...._---- 73,284 67,853 United geingdom 42,714; West Germany 

, ot 74, 
Serap__......._____-_------- 11,245 15,006 United States 10,190; West Germany 4,231; 
Pig iron 2__..............-..-. 187,966 183,159 United Kingdom 79,077; Italy 34,042. 

West Germany 20,902. oo 
Ferroalloys: oS 

Ferromanganese. ________- 101,798 114,265 Belgium-Luxembourg 21,520; West Germany 
20,066; Italy 13,617; United States 13,600. 

Other____.__...__-__-_-. 396,658 360,964 United Kingdom 116,195; West Germany 
104,413; United States 33,547. 

Ingots and other primary forms. 106,139 112,951 Netherlands 49,057; Denmark 33,718. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, sections___.... 188,551 178,821 United Kingdom 66,422; Sweden 30,137; 

West Germany 24,404. ‘ 
Sheets and plates_.___.--_- 64,918 57,276 Sweden 34,109; United Kingdom 11,907. 
Hoop and strip__.__.____- 223 261 Sweden 142. 
Rails and accessories-_-- . _ - 2,193 1,188 Sweden 666; Belgium-Luxembourg 396. 
Wire_________________--- 3,180 3,939 Portugal 883; Greece 858; Poland 797. 
Tubular products______--.- 25,558 22,793 Sweden 8,996; Denmark 2,551; East Ger- 

many 1,549. 
Castings and forgings- _-__-. 8,799 9,186 Sweden 6,951; Liberia 882. 

Lead Total semimanufactures. 248,422 273,414 
ead: 

Concentrate__.________.. ---- 5,903 7,410 United Kingdom 3,715; Belgium-Luxem- 
bourg 2,402; West Germany 1,293. 

Serap_________-_------ ee 2,945 2,999 Denmark 2,643. 
Unwrought !__.___. 2 ee 360 586 France 232; Finland 116; Sweden 114. 
Semimanufactures !_._.______- © 279 259 Sweden 241. 

Magnesium: 
Scrap____._.---------- 95 61 NA. 
Unwrought_________-______-- 24,842 30,366 West Germany 22,584; United Kingdom 

2,158; United States 1,454. 
Semimanufactures______.___-- 11 NA 

Manganese ore___________-___----- 8,369 3,048 All to United States. 
Molybdenum concentrate__—______-_ 424 433 All to Sweden. 
Nickel: 

Serap____--- 22 ee 65 132 Sweden 57; West Germany 47. 
Unwrought !__._..--_-_---_---- 31,238 30,622 United States 9,760; West Germany 5,163; 

Sweden 4,982; United Kingdom 4,893. 
Semimanufactures____._____-- 270 219 Italy 75; Sweden 54; Yugoslavia 39. 

Selenium -_-____.-value, thousands. - $79 $70 Sweden $48; Netherlands $22. 
Silicon... ~~ eee 8,038 11,310 West Germany 4,083; United Kingdom 

4,075; Czechoslovakia 1,458. 
Silver and platinum-group metals: 

Silver_..._...__troy ounces 3__ 5,160 NA 
Platinum-group metals._do-_-__- 18,004 14,564 United States 11,767; Netherlands 2,508. 
Scrap, residues, etc_ kilograms. . 71,264 39,099 W eat gjermany 22,500; United Kindgom 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Norway: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

eee 

Metals—Continued 
Tin: 

Scrap_____________long tons_ * F 49 70 Denmark 438; West Germany 23. — 
Unwrought and do___- t 243 239 Sweden 216. 

semimanufactures., ! . 
Titanium (ilmenite concentrate).... 324,239 350,045 West Germany, 219,497; Italy 67,883; 

United Kingdom 60,008. 
Zine: 

Concentrate_______.__._____- 22,055 16,150 West Germany 9,967; Poland 6,183. 
Oxide________.-- eee -198 223 Sweden 82; Denmark 74. 
Serap__-_-___ 2 eee 811 618 Netherlands 248; United Kingdom 151. 
Unwrought !_._____ ee 37,785 40,857 West Germany 11,504; Sweden 11,234; 

United Kingdom 6,869; United States 

Semimanufactures !__________- 1,471 1,714 Netherlands. 368; Sweden 297; West Ger- 
, . many 281. 

Other, n.e.s.: 
Ores and concentrates________- 3 : 3 All to United States. 
Nonferrous ashes and residues!_ ‘24,755 31,000 Sweden 13,199; West Germany 13,152. 
Oxides §._____-_~ ee ‘152 3,872 Sweden 3,336. . 
Serap___-__- 169 2 West Germany 60. - 
Chemical. value, thousands_-_ $110 §= $597 NA. . 

elements. 
Nonmetals: va 

Abrasives, including artificial: a . 
Grinding stones. _____________ 1,153 1,213 Poland 288; Sewden 182; Finland 166. 
Silicon carbide (carborundum) _ 27,720 35,6384 NA. 

Cement___.._..-.--------------- 327,150 447,571 United States 179,178; Nigeria 97,833; 
oe Ivory Coast 71,202. 

Clay construction materials: 
Refractory____.__._.-___.--_- 11,184 7,667 West Germany 5,992; Sweden 927. 
Nonrefrac- value, thousands_- $78 $106 United Kindgom $62; Sweden $31. 

tory. SO 
.  . Dolomite.__._2- 2-222 eee 77,774 84,237 Sweden 21,019; West Germany 15,270; 

. : a United Kingdom 13,946. 
Fertilizer materials: - 

Ammonia, anhydrous______-__- 33,644 64,592 NA. . 
Other: 

Nitroge- thousand tons__ 1,438 1,176 
nous. ‘{ Denmark 688; Sweden 456; Spain 85; 

Phosphatic.__~_._...do____ 24 6 United States 82. 
Other_-_..___..._.do__-_ 186 297 | Ee 

Feldspar__.___________.___.__.__ 90,960 106,649 United Kingdom 42,878; West Germany 
a 17,483; Netherlands 15,584. 

Graphite_____-__________ eee 8,332 8,299 United States 3,261; West Germany 1,880; 
oo “ United Kingdom 1,033. 

Lime____________________-_____. r 433 2,470 Sweden 2,370. 
Limestone, for industrial use_______ 23,073 22,836 Sweden 17,696... 

. Mica, crude___.__________________ 4,151 4,290 Franee 1,255; West Germany 820; Sweden 
584. oe 

Pyrite__----_-.___-_.___.____.... 588,286 554,785 West Germany 421,582; Sweden 85,775; 
Denmark 44,529. 

Quartz___________-__-__ ee 26 , 463 9,044 United Kingdom 5,658; West Germany 1,465. 
Salt__.-- 22 ee 3,958 4,191 Sweden 1,773; Iceland 1,674. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Granite and gneiss________ 3,633 4,522 Sweden 1,352; West Germany. .773; France 

740. 
Marble and other calcar- 1,353 1,084 West Germany 386; Denmark 196; Italy 184. 

eous. 
Syenite (“‘labrador’’)______ 43,842 45,001 France 16,049; West Germany 10,434; 

Italy 9,157. 
Slate_____________ -_____- 40,671 41,710 Netherlands 19,761; West Germany 5,834: 

Denmark 5,580; Sweden 4,808. 
Worked, all types________ 770 3,434 Netherlands 1,253; West Germany 766. 

. Gravel and other crushed stone. 334,091 435,806 West Germany 305,670; United Kingdom 
72,249. 

Sand_-.._...2 2-2 ee 1,492 NA 
Sulfur: 

Elemental___________________ 1 2,086 United Kingdom 1,970. 
Dioxide____________________. 2,874 3,291 Sweden 3,156. 
Sulfurie acid, including oleum __ 19,329 18,421 United Kingdom 8,710; Sweden 6,075. 

Tale and soapstone.______..-.-.-_ 69,586 74,802 United Kingdom 21,121; Denmark 11,565; 
Sweden 9,506; West Germany 9,404. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Norway: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued . 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Nonmetals—Continued 
Other, n.e.s.: 

Mineral materials, including 1,281 3,714 United States 2,198; Netherlands 426. 
slag. 

Caustic soda______.__---_--__ 6,910 10,447 Denmark 6,096; Sweden 4,351. 
Inorganic acids__._.__..._---- 13,234 12,291 NA. 
Hydrogen’ value, thousands_ $342 $288 Sweden $151. 

and rare gases. . 
Mineral fuels: 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural.__-__- 19 926 Sweden 777; Denmark 109. 
Coal__._.....-------.----------. 187,564 130,002 West Germany 116,914. 
Coal tar and other coal derivaties_ 17,661 21,527 Netherlands 7,684; France 7,640. 
Coke__.__-.---------------------- © 99,610 49,575 Greece 22,072; Venezuela 12,814; Denmark 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline__.....-_........---. 146,503 153,593 All to Sweden. 
Kerosine, including white spirit - ™6,050 68,516 Do. 
Distillate fuel oil.........-... 556,497 539,448 Sweden 457,000; West Germany 60,421. 
Residual fuel oil-..._.._.._--. "518,646 401,773 Sweden 348,591. 
Lubricants, including grease... ‘21,286 23,363 Sweden 7,998; Denmark 7,240. 
Liquefied value, thousands_ - $424 $468 United Kindgom $261; Denmark $146. 

petroleum gas. . 
Bitumen and other_.________- 499 279 Sweden 194. 

© Estimate. ® Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Including alloys. 
2 Including cast iron, spiegeleisen, and powder. 
3 Calculated from quantities reported in kilograms. 
4 Not including precious metals. 
5 Including strontium, barium, and magnesium. 
6 White spirit only. a 

Table 3.—Norway: Imports of mineral commodities | 

- (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum: . . 

Bauxite. ______.__..._:_...-._. 29,254 32,570 Greece 32,056. 
Oxide and hydroxide !___...... 540,328 614,588 Jamaica 165,712; Surinam 122,509; Guinea 

117,336; United States 115,101. 
Scrap... -- eee NA 580 United Kingdom 408; Sweden 152. 
Unwrought 2....-._...__._---_- 9,868 9,194 U.S.S.R. 3,528; Hungary 2,472; United 

Kingdom 1,610. 
Semimanufactures 2._-_.._.___- 7,088 10,7385 Sweden 4,090; United Kingdom 1,982; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 1,860. 
Antimony ._.__.....--.----------- 102 44 Sweden 10; mainland China 10; Netherlands 

9; United Kingdom 9. 
Arsenic trioxide___..-.-..--------- 68 70 All from Sweden. 
Chromium: 

Ore._.---_-------_-----.----. 76,593 69,890 Turkey 38,563; U.S.S.R. 20,784; Southern 
. Rhodesia 8,053. 

ppxides ----------22 2-22-22 22- ' 188 182 West Germany 97; United Kindgom 24. 
Cobalt: 

Oxide and hydroxide___.__.-.-- 2 NA 
Metal, except scrap____._..-.-- 12 3 All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 

Copper: 2 
Serap.._..-.-.-------.------- 160) __-__-- 
Unwrought______.._____-_---.- 4,939 5,089 United States 3,655; United Kingdom 972. 
Semimanufactures.___._......-. 21,718 23,669 Canada 8,257; Sweden 4,904; United King- 

dom 2,200. 
Gold: 3 

Unwrought.__..__.troy ounces... 29,771) NA 
Semimanufactures_._.....do_._.. 11, 220/ 

Iron and steel: 
Jron ore_____.._-_--_--------. 15,770 8,658 Sweden 8,461. 
Slag, dross, etc., from iron and 35,802 38,303 Sweden 16,385; France 13,503. 

steel manufacture. 
Scrap__...-.-.--.--.-.------- 61,441 39,104 West Germany 14,759; Denmark 12,488; 

East Germany 7,240. 
Pig iron and ferroalloys‘4_._.__.._. 15,674 19,809 Finland 7,275; Sweden 5,531. 
Ingots and other primary forms. 82,372 70,154 Netherlands 59,164; Japan 4,447. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Norway: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 
(Metric tons uniess otherwise specified) 

enn NN nN na 
Commodity 1965 1966 -- Principal sources, 1966. 
OC A renner 

Metals—Continued 
Tron and steel—Continued 

Semimanufactures: — oo, 
Bars, rods, sections__._..-.. 218,856 231,363 France 62,461; West Germany 48,442; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 44,064. 
Plates and sheets_......... 410,653 453,390 United Kingdom 111,444; Sweden 77 ,301; 

West Germany 76,135. oo 
Hoop and strip_.....----.- 65,696 64,740 Belgium-Luxembourg 35,875; France 7,958; 

United Kingdom 6,831. 
Rails and accessories....... 19,972 11,529 Sweden 4,189; United Kingdom 3,851. 
Wire_.__...-.---.-------- 10,524 11,189 Belgium-Luxembourg 5,701; United King- 

dom 1,727. 
Tubular products-......_.. 54,929 65,680 West Germany 25,562; Sweden 11,178; 

. United Kingdom 10,756.. 
Castings and forgings__-____ 247 388 United Kingdom 144; Sweden 134. . 

Total semimanufactures__ 780,877 838,279 . 
ron oxide and hydroxide_______ 1,564 1,572 West Germany 1,334. 

Lead: 2 a 
Oxides________.- ee 895 1,139 West Germany 501; United Kingdom 452. 
Serap___.- ee 154 115 All from Sweden. - 2, 
Unwrought..____-_.__. 2 2 9,487 11,387 Peru 3,581; Denmark 2,349; Republic of 

; South Africa 1,904. 
Semimanufactures_____________ 1,292 1,439 Netherlands 456; Belgium-Luxembourg 396. 

Magnesium._____________________. 143 137 United States 124. . 
Manganese: 

Ore.__.-_-------------_-..--. 510,111 488,562 Ghana 189,288; Brazil 85,552; British Guiana 

Oxides. ______.-----__- Lee 229 265 Japan 115; Netherlands 91. . 
Mercury.____..__.76-pound flasks__ 667 609 United States 493; Sweden 87. 
Molybdenum. _______ 1 8 United States 4; Austria 3. . 
Nickel: . 

Matte___-._-_-_-.-.---_-.--.. 60,719 61,374 Canada 61,364. 
Serap._.._.-- 22 2,771 1,875 United States 1,073; United Kingdom 781. 
Unwrought 2... 68 188 United Kingdom 165. _ 
Semimanufactures, including 247 271 United Kingdom 113; West Germany 79. 

anodes. ? . 
Silver and platinum-group metals: 3 

Silver, thousand troy ounces__ 3,616 3,136 United Kingdom 1,740; West Germany 
unwrought or partly worked. . 1,295. 

Plati- thousand troy ounces. _ 3,408 3,151 United Kingdom 2,090; Belgium-Luxem- 
num and platinum-group metals . bourg 546. 

Sweepings, scrap, kilograms_- 28 NA 
residues. 2 

Tin: 2 
Scrap___..__.._____long tons__ 19 94 Sweden 55; Finland 39. 
Unwrought_____._______do____ 597 594 United Kingdom 214; Denmark 102; 

: Netherlands 101. 
Semimanufactures_______do___- 296 354 United Kingdom 315. . 

Titanium: 
Ore___-__- ee 184 286 Australia 256; Italy 10. 
Dioxide... 2-2 9,137 NA 

Tungsten, wire and powder_._______ 3 1 Mostly from Netherlands. 
Uranium ?______________kilograms__ 71 NA 
Other value, thousand dollars. _ $299 $418 United Kingdom $347. 

radioactive material. 
Zine: 

Ore___---_-------2-_.--_--_--_. 108,150 87,087 Sweden, 63,072; Australia 13,197; Canada 
0,098. 

Scrap____ 2 ee 1,085 1,388 Sweden 659; France 500. 
~  Unwrought 2___-_-_-_-_______ 5,404 1,190 Poland 596; France 167; Denmark 124. 

Semimanufactureg 2__._________ 1,977 1,937 France 800; Belgium-Luxembourg 565. 
Oxide______.._--_______ 918 1,130 Poland 455; Sweden 314; West Germany 204. 

Other, n.e.s.: 
Ores of nonferrous metals_______ 202 234 Australia 207. 
Metal-bearing ashes and residues. 230 255 Sweden 209. 
Oxides of strontium, barium, 175 152 United Kingdom 53. 

magnesium. 
Metallic oxides, for paint__..___  _______ 5,366 West Germany 3,942. 
Metalloids___.__-______.._____. 18 12 Sweden 10. 
Alkali, alkaline-earth and rare- 3 1 NA, 

earth metals. 
Pyrophoric alloys__.__.________ 3 4 United Kingdom 2. 
Metal, including semimanufac- 236 469 Republic of South Africa 188; U.S.S.R. 125. 

tures and scrap. 
Nonmetals: 

Abrasives: 
Natural (emery, corundum, 338 398 Netherlands 160; West Germany 52; United 

pumice, etc.). States 50. 
Artificial corundum___________- 619 943 West Germany 620; Austria 181; France 130. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Norway: Imports of mineral commodities-——Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Nonmetals—Continued 
Asbestos.....-.-..-.------------- 5,099 5,580 Canada 2,653; Southern Rhodesia 1,211. 
Barite, including witherite_____..__- 461 1,917 United States 673; United Kingdom 520; 

mainland China 370. 
Borates, natural...._._..-_..------ 1,025 _ 825 All from United States. 
Borie oxide and boric acid_____...-_- 616 158 Italy 100. . 
Cement___.___-____-.---.-.-----. 52,896 7,372 Denmark 2,581; United Kingdom 1,714. 
Chalk_____.__----.-------- +e --- 6,036 6,688 France 3,846; Denmark 1,237. 
Clay and clay products: 

Fuller’s earth. ..____-___-.--_- 1,910 2,370 United Kingdom 2,281. 
Kaolin.______....._-_____.-._. 1'68,788 71,792 United Kingdom 70,968. . 
Refractory and other clays____. 34,315 35,778 United Kingdom 21,192; Czechoslovakia 

5,574; Sweden 2,439. 
Construction materials (bricks, 

tiles, etc.): 
Refractory__....._..._.--.- 22,679 28,974 Sweden 8,747; Denmark 4,077; United. 

Kingdom 3,964. 
Ordinary thousand units.. 10,256 10,970 Denmark 9,920. . 

ricks. - 
. value, thousand dollars_- $2,453 $2,649 Sweden $816; United Kingdom $443. 

Other nonrefractory. 
Cryolite and chiolite, natural. __-. . 4,294 4,513 All from Demark. 
Diamond and other precious and . 

semiprecious stones: 
Industrial diamond_.-.carats?_._ 95,000 5,000 All from Sweden. 
Nonindustrial diamond, do_... 25,000 115,000 Belgium-Luxembourg 80,000; United King- 

unset. dom 20,000. 
Other, natural and _ kilograms_. r 307 383 West Germany 338. 

_ synthetic stone. 
Diatomite and other siliceous earths_ 3,940 4,382 Denmark 2,033; United States 1,828. 
Dolomite________._____--_---.---. 15,829 4,693 United Kingdom 2,357; West Germany 950. 
Earth pigments---_._-.----------- 498 A454 West Germany 142; United Kingdom 80; 

pain 79. 
Feldspar__.____.._-_...-_-.-----.- 483 930 All from Sweden. 
Fertilizer: 

Raw materials: 
Phosphate rock_._.._.-.-.. 178,871 226,090 U.S.S.R. 173,984; Morocco 35,928. 
Sodium nitrate__.__.------ il 147 All from West Germany. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous__._._-..---.- 10,591 475 United Kingdom 245. 
Phosphatie, including basic 5,674 7,832 Belgium-Luxembourg 4,443; Sweden 2,308. 

slag. 
Potassie_._.._.._..._._...-.-. 121,670 157,608 Spain 78,788; France 34,796; West Germany 

_ Other_._-.-.__-__._--._---. 188,822 97,441 Netherlands 79,539. 
-. -Ammonia, anhydrous._......-. 20,654 24,488 West Germany 23,934. 

. Flint..2 2 2 eee 1,313 1,358 Denmark 1,064; France 292. 
Fluorspar_._-____..._...-.-------- 3,144 2,782 United. Kingdom 1,271; mainland China 

1, . 
Graphite. ______.._.___.._-_-----.- 284 459 United Kingdom 282; West Germany 99. 
Gypsum, including caleined_._______. 60,758 77,688 Poland 52,101; France 23,799. 
Hydrogen’ value, thousand dollars__ $30 $27 Netherlands $12. 

and rare gases. 
Lime___________.___________-.--.. 15,851 14,813 Denmark 10,398. 
Limestone, for flux, cement, etc_._.._ 174,416 181,070 United Kingdom 163,741; Sweden 10,744. 
Magnesite____.____._.-.--_._.-.--. 3,957 3,753 Mainland China 2,025; Netherlands 1,112. 
Mica___ eee ee 6,477 4,981 India 4,775. 
Quartz and quartzite__....-.___---- NA 14,356 United States 10,542; Spain 3,475. 
Salt__..._.- 2-2-2 _--_--------_ 293,798 306,397 Netherlands 124,935; Spain 65,684; United 

Kingdom 37,766. . 
Sodium and potassium compounds, 

n.e.s.2 
Caustic soda____.__-_.....---. 18,200 10,441 Netherlands 5,441; France 4,302. 
Caustic potash_.______._.----- 1,519 1,390 Sweden 938. 

Stone, sand and gravel: 
Dimension stone: 

Crude: 
Granite, gneiss, ete. __- 514 398 Sweden 358. 
Marble and other cal- 134 303 Italy 223. 

careous, 
Slate._.-....-_-_..--- 536 816 Denmark 529. 

Worked, all types_____.._- 661 1,674 Sweden 1,179. 
Crushed stone and gravel__.___- 2,765 8,425 Sweden 2,164. 

sult Sand___._._____.____..._...-.. 27,504 140,408 Belgium-Luxembourg 90,996; Sweden 15,294. 
ulfur: 

Crude_____._______._.__-...... 56,375 41,576 United States 28,125; France 11,440. 
Purified___._._.._.-.-.-----.- 1,638 42 West Germany 19. 
Sulfuric acid, including oleum_ 3,650 19,155 Sweden 14,128. 

Tale and steatite___.___.__.__..._-. 4,073 4,889 Mainland China 2,928; United States 1,384. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Norway: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
~ -_ - 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Nonmetals—Continued . | 
Other nonmetallic mineral materials. 31,487 42,070 West Germany 34,777; East Germany 6,924. 
Inorganic bases, n.e.8__-_..-------- 408 343 West. Germany 1273 United Kingdom 95; 

: mainian ina . . . 

Mineral fuels: . 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural....__. "1,548 1,683 United Kingdom 778; United States 418. 
Carbon black. -_____...---_--___-- 2,449 3,088 United Hinedom 4769; Netherlands 560; 

nited States 479. -, 
Coal___.__...--------------------- 366,328 372,067 United States 173,311; United Kingdom 

104,967; Poland 54,391. 
Coal derivatives_...___._.._.------ 17,648 19,563 United Kingdom 11,249; Poland 4,234. 
Coke._.-._.._-..----__-.-_--..._. 680,752 741,916 United Kingdom 534,984; West Germany 

247. 
Lignite and peat, including briquets- 1,298 2,308 Sweden 2,209. | 

etroleum: . , . 

Crude___.___._thousand tons__ 2,754 2,934 Venezuela, 1207; Irag 705; Libya 577; Saudi 
rabia 349. 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline___thousand tons. _ 498 511 United Guinedom 164; Netherlands 125; 

est Germany 75. , 
Kerosine, including do___-_ 223 340 United Kingdom 184; Netherlands § 83; 

jet fue enmark 25. 
Distillate fuel oil- -- do. --- ven 2,929 United | Kingdom 1,106; Netherlands 823; 

esidual fuel oil__.__do____ , 07 2.5.R. . , 
Lubricants, includ- do___. 48 54 United Kingdom 22; United States 16; 

ing grease. etherlands 7. 
P value, thousand dollars__ $77 $108 Denmark $62; France $40. _ 
etroleum gases. 

Bitumen thousand tons__ 294 291. United States 165; United Kingdom 68. 
and other. | . 

Revised.  NANotavailablee | 
1 Not including artificial corundum. . 
2 Including alloys. 
+ Calculated from quantities reported in kilograms. 
4 Including spiegeleisen, cast iron, powder, sponge, ete. 

COMMODITY REVIEW | 

METALS pacity by the end of 1966. The Husnes 

: . facility is operated by Sor-Norge Alumi- 
Aluminum.—Norwegian imports of alu- num A/S, a company formed by Swiss 

mina increased to nearly 700,000 tons iN Alaminum. Ltd... the Compadec group,? 
1967 as output of primary metal contin- ae } , 

d to ri Th ducti ‘n. ho and Norwegian interests. 

vee fo Tse. ine production gain, now Significant expansions of productive ca- 
ever, was accompanied by a 10-percent acity at the Sunndalsora and Mosjoen 
drop in exports of aluminum and _ alloy pacity . : J 
. . . smelters were also nearing completion. 

ingot comp ared with 1966. Shipments to Annual capacity at Sunndalsora was be- 
the United States declined by nearly ine increased to 100.000 tons and at 
30,000 tons. S . . ; . 

? . ; . . Mosjoen to 85,000 tons. Completion of 

. The indus try’s productive capacity con- both projects was expected during 1968. 
cme ee conet, A ~ t AL ar he a the The Sunndalsora plant and a _ 110,000- 

ournwes sts no gan? ton-capacity smelter at Ardal are oper- 
duction of metal from a new 80,000-ton- 

. 1 ij erated by A/S Ardal og Sunndal Verk 
per-year reduction plant. Two  potlines (ASV), now jointly owned by the King- 

were in production by yearend, and con- dom of Norway and Alcan Aluminium 

struction of a fabricating plant was eX yg (Alcan). The Mosjoen smelter ‘s 
pected to be completed by mid-1968. A/S owned. by Mosjoen Aluminium A/S, a 

Alnor . oI percent owned by Norsk Hydro- joint venture of Elektrokemisk A/S and 
Elektrisk Kvaelstofaktieselskab (Norsk the Aluminum Company of America 

Hydro) and 49-p ercent by Harvey Alu- Output capacity was also increased in 
minum, Inc. Alumina for the plant was 1967 by Det Norske Nitrid A/S (DNN), 

be ae SUPP lied from the anal Harvey ta- jointly owned by Alcan and British Alu- 
cility at St. Croix in the Virgin Islands. 

The new smelter at Husnes was re- 2 Compagnie pour Il’Etude et le Développement 
portedly operating at full 60,000-ton ca- des Kehanges Commerciaux, of Paris.
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minium Co., Ltd. DNN operates a 19,000- with 638 tons in 1966 and 879 tons in 
ton-capacity smelter at Tyssedal and 1965. 
another with an 11,000-ton capacity at C Th ‘onal 
Eydehavn. These developments were ex- OPP er ene ach he output of cop- 

pected to increase Norwegian productive ee 30.000 tone tov mn as jemained close — 

capacity for primary aluminum to about... ex ected to i eb ne years, 

490,000 tons annually in 1968. xpected to increase by about 50 per- 
In late 1967. prelimi k cent in mid-1968 when the new Tverfjel- 

| e ‘> P inary WOrk was let pyrite mine near Hjerkinn is sched- 
begun by Mosjoen Aluminium A/S at led to reach full production. Copper con- 
Lista, on the southern coast, for con-  centrate produced at this mine is expected 
Shed fon of * 30,000-ton smelter sched- tg constitute more than half the value of 
uted for completion in 1970. production but will account for only about 

The acquisition by Alcan of a 50-per- 6 percent of the volume. Presumably, the 
cent interest in ASV followed an agree- concentrate will be exported. Practically 
ment signed by the company and the all of the copper concentrate produced in 
Norwegian Government on December 16, Norway is a byproduct of pyrite opera- 
1966. The transaction was completed in tions. | 

January, with the Alcan expenditure of Exports of copper concentrate declined 

stock and promissory notes valued at an to 13,200 tons in 1967 while shipments of 
estimated $40 million. Under the agree- nrefined copper, normally about 5,000 

ment, Alcan also transferred to ASV its tons, increased to 6,500 tons. Exports of 
50-percent interest in A/ Ss Norsk Alumi- blister copper usually represent output of 

nium and the latter’s fabricating subsidi- the Sulitjelma smelter. Refined copper is 
ary, A/S Norsk | Aluminiumindustri, but produced only at the Falconbridge nickel 
apparently retained its 50-percent inter-  yefinery, and is derived from  copper- 

est in DNN. As of mid-1967, the Nor- nickel matte imported from Canada. Ex- 

wegian Government had acquired 1.13 ports of refined copper increased slightly, 
million shares of Alcan common stock go 14,200 tons. | 

from these transactions. The Ministry of Industry and Nor- 
Norway strongly protested proposals by wegian private interests discussed the ex- 

the British Government and several in- ploration of cupriferous pyrite deposits in 

ternational companies in 1967, to estab- the Grong and Bidjovagge districts of 

lish aluminum smelters in the United northern Norway during 1966, but no 

Kingdom with an aggregate productive results were available. 
capacity of 120,000 to 240,000 tons an- 
nually by 1974. The protests were based Iron and Steel.—Jron Ore.—Unexpect- 
on the allegation that establishment of edly heavy export orders were resp onsib le 
such an industry in the United Kingdom for’ the 31-percent increase in production 

would be subsidized as much as 40 per- of iron ore in 1967. Exports were 900,000 

cent under the British system of invest- tons higher than in 1966 and included 
ment grants, and that such aid would be oo ten re a so eaten as 
contrary to agreements of the European qd. ons whi pellets anc sinter. b 

Free Trade Association in which the two Sydvaranger, which accounted for about 

countries are members. The British stated, 85 percent of the exports and 60 percent 

however, that no subsidy would be in- of total production, had cut back produc- 
volved. Norway presently supplies one- tion in 1966 because of reduced domestic 

third of British aluminum imports, with and foreign demand and had planned to 

deliveries of more than 100,000 tons in Produce only 1.25 million tons in 1967. 
1966 and 1967. However, export orders totaled 1.4 million 

tons by April, and by the end of May the 

Cobalt.—Production of cobalt at the company was producing at maximum ca- 

Kristiansand refinery may not have been pacity. Annual output capacity of the 

much less than in 1966, but exports fell company’s facilities at Bjornevatn and 

nearly 50 percent in 1967. The sharp de- Kirkenes had only recently been increased 

cline was apparently due to the large to 2.4 million tons from 1.7 million tons 

quantities of cobalt sold at relatively low in 1965. A 1.2-million-ton pelletizing plant 

prices from the U.S. stockpile in 1967. was also scheduled for completion in 1968. 

U.S. imports of cobalt from Norway The Rana mine of A/S Norsk Jernverk 

totaled only 275 tons in 1967, compared probably accounted for about 20 percent
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of the increase in national production in the company’s annual productive capacity 
1967. Beginning production in late 1964, by 29,000 tons in 1969. 
this mine produced 465,000 tons of mag- In early 1967, Orkla Grube Aktiebolag 
netite and hematite concentrates in 1965 announced that its application for a power 
and 667,000 tons in 1966. Most of the concession to supply a new 24,000-kilo- 
mine’s output is used for production of volt-ampere furnace at Thamshavn had 
pig iron at Mo-i-Rana. been refused by the Government. The 

Domestic consumption of iron ore in application was filed by Orkdal Norwegian 
1967 was estimated at 1.1 million tons, Ferroalloys A/S, a new company formed 
compared with 1.06 million tons in 1966. in late 1966 by Orkla Grube and a Dutch 
Imports were further reduced to 2,800 firm, Oxyde Maatschappij vor Ersten en 
tons. Metalen N. V. The company planned to 

Ferroalloys——Production and export of produce ferromanganese or silicomanga- 
ferroalloys were again at record levels in "°S% ™ addition to the present output of 
1967. Exports rose to 533,000 tons valued ferrosilicon, and to market the alloys me 
at $62 million. Ferrosilicon accounted for dependently of the Norwegian Ferrosili- 
most of the increase.? Imports of ferro- °°? Producers Association. ae 
alloy raw materials in 1967 included Norwegian exports of elemental silicon 

63,000 tons of chromite and 535,000 tons have nearly doubled since 1965. Ship- 
of manganese ore with a total value of ™ents in 1967 totaled 14,482 tons. 
$17.5 million. Consumption of ferroalloy raw ma- 

Elektrokemisk A/S (Elkem) began pro- terials _by the metallurgical industry in 

duction of ferrosilicon in June at its new 1966 included 446,000 tons of manga- 
Salten Verk plant north of Fauske, in 2CS©  OFe, 68,700 tons of chromite, 
northern Norway. Until completion of the 432,000 tons of quartz, and 726 tons of 
company’s Siso hydroelectric powerplant elemental silicon. Consumption of ferro- 

at the end of 1968, the Salten Verk fur- alloys by the same industry was 40,400 
nace will be operated at 60-percent load "5: 
on power supplied by Norsk Hydro in Iron, Steel, and Rolled Products.— 

. Glomfjord. The furnace is rated at 40,000 Output of pig iron and crude steel in 
kilovolt-amperes, and has a production 1967 was estimated at about 85 and 95 
capacity of 40,000 tons annually. percent of the respective production ca- | 

On January 1, 1967, Elkem took over  pacities. While no details were available, 
the management of Porsgrunn Elektro- production and consumption patterns 
metallurgiske A/S (PEA). At the time of | were probably much the same as in 1966. 
purchase in 1966, PEA annual produc- A/S Norsk Jernverk and Christiania 
tion capacity was 20,000 tons each of Spigerverk remained the principal pro- 
ferrosilicon, ferromanganese, and silico- ducers, and the former company probably 
manganese. A new silicomanganese fur- accounted for most of the increases in 
nace was being added to the plant in metal output. Production of iron and steel 
1967, which will reportedly increase ca- by these companies in 1965 and 1966 
pacity by 20,000 tons in early 1968. Be- follows, in thousand metric tons: 
cause of air pollution problems, produc- _ssSsSSSSSSSSSSSS 
tion of ferrosilicon may be shifted from A/S Norsk Christiania 

Porsgrunn to another Elkem facility. Jernverk _ Spigerverk 
At the end of 1967, the effective an- 1965 1966 1965 1966 

nual output capacity of Elkem plants was | |©_=—-—————————————--__—___ 
apparently 135,000 tons of ferroalloys, in- gig iron ~~~ ---- 446 550 78 81 
cluding 95,000 tons of ferrosilicon. Crude, ingots. 492 543 189 189 

In other developments, a new 24,000- Rolled..------ 400 *450 1138 114 
kilovolt-ampere ferrosilicon furnace began . 

: . : e Estimate. 
production in June at the Alvik works of 
A/S Bjolvefossen. Tinfos Jernverk report- All pig iron was made in electric fur- 
edly increased its ferrosilicon capacity ces. Output by Norsk Jernverk at Mo-i- 
from 50,000 to 80,000 tons annually. At Rana was based mainly on iron ore from 
Sarpsborg, A/S Hafslund was building a 3 Production, export, and productive capacity 

ey: eqs “awd: of ferrosilicon is reported only on a 45-percent- new ferrosilicon facility that will increase silicon basis.
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the Rana mine, supplemented by ore from accounts for 85 to 90 percent of the total 

the Sydvaranger and Fosdalen mines. Pig output, with a few hundred tons an- 
iron produced by Christiania Spigerverk nually contributed by Bergverkselskapet 
was made at Svelgen by the Bremanger Nord-Norge A/S in Nord-Rana. Imports 
Smelting Works from ore produced at the of pig lead totaled about 9,500 tons in 
Rodsand mine. Part of the basic product 1967. 
at Svelgen, pig iron containing vanadium These two companies also account for 
and titanium, was marketed as such, and more than half of the mine-zinc output. 
part was further processed to a high- A breakdown of zinc concentrate pro- 
purity pig iron. duction, by company, for 1965 and 1966 

About 40 percent of the steel made by _ follows: 
Norsk Jernverk in 1966 and all of that — HH —_______——sssssst*” 
made by Christiania Spigerverk was pro- Production 
duced in electric furnaces, largely from Company (metric tons) 
scrap. The remaining share of Norsk 1965 1966 
Jernverk steel was produced in _ Linz- 

Donawitz converters, apparently exclu- 4/g BleikvassliGruber_.-.... 10,287 9,900 
sively from pig iron. Bergverkselskapet Nord-Norge 

Exports of pig iron in 1967 declined  polidai Verk A/S. 711. 43764878 
to 155,000 tons, apparently because of A/S Sulitjelma Gruber__..... 2,745 2, 625 
reduced purchases by Italy and the United OS Vigenen Robben 71396 +998 
Kingdom. Exports of billets, slabs, and —_— 
other crude forms of steel increased to Total--.--.----.------ 724,948 * 25, 988 
175,000 tons, owing mainly to increased J 
shipments to Denmark and the United * Revised. 
Kingdom. Except for these commodities, Folldal Verk A/S expects to produce 

changes in the quantities of iron and an additional 4,500 tons of zinc concen- 
steel traded in 1967 compared with 1966 trates annually by mid-1968 from its py- 

did not appear significant. Exports of rite mine at Tverfjellet. 
iron and steel in 1967 were valued at Det Norske Zinkkompani A/S was re- 

$60 million, and imports were valued at  portedly expanding the output capacity 

$133 miliion. of the Eitrheim zinc smelter to 64,000 
Norway continued to depend on im- ons annually. Exports of slab zinc de- 

ports for the larger share of its steel re- clined to 36,100 tons in 1967. 
quirements, especially the sheet and plate Magnesium.—Output of magnesium by 
steel which makes up about 40 percent of Norsk Hydro for the year ended June 30, 

domestic consumption. Imports of the lat- 1967, was approximately 28,800 tons. 
ter items in 1967 totaled 466,000 tons, in- Sales of metal during the same _ period 

cluding 285,000 tons of heavy plate that increased to about 33,000 tons compared 
is primarily used by the shipbuilding in- with 27,500 tons in 1965-66, and sales 
dustry. of magnesium oxide increased 50 percent. 

Inadequate rolling facilities for flat The company continued to improve plant 
_ products, distance from markets, and facilities at Heroya, and the capacity for 

competition from West European steel metal production was expected to reach 
producers continued to be serious prob- 36,000 tons annually during 1968. Con- 

lems for A/S Norsk Jernverk, and an op- struction of the magnesium-fabricating 

erating loss was again reported for the facility at Rjukan was believed to have 
State-owned company in 1967. Plans to peen completed in 1967. 

reorganize and refinance the company Exports of magnesium in 1967 totaled 
with the assistance of Christiania Spiger- $0,112 tons valued at about $17 million. 

verk and Elektrokemisk A/S, proposed 
in 1965 by the Backe investigative com- Nickel.— Imports of copper-nickel matte 
mittee, were apparently abandoned by from Canada were 14 percent less than 

1967. in 1966, the lowest since 1964. The value 

reduction of $5 million was only 8 per- 
Lead and Zinc.—Exports of lead con- cent Jess than that for 1966, apparently 

centrates totaled 7,100 tons in 1967, re- owing to the rise in prices for nickel in 

flecting the slight drop in production. the latter part of the year. Exports of 

The Bleikvassli mine at Korgen normally nickel also declined 5 percent, but in-
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creased in value by $3.7 million compared by 35 percent compared with 1966, de- 
with 1966. The United States continued spite the reduced output of nickel and 
to be the principal buyer, although ship- copper at the Kristiansand refinery. The 
ments were 1,170 tons less than in 1966. bulk of the shipments continued to go to 
Exports to Sweden increased to 5,700 tons. the United States. US. imports for con- 

Platinum-Group Metals.—Exports of sumption of these metals from Norway 
platinum-group metals in 1967 increased for the past 3 years follows: 

eee 

Troy ounces Value, thousands 

1965 1966 1967 1965 1966 1967 
meee 
Platinum: 

Grains, nuggets_____-___..___....._... 38,000 3,350 5,170 $404 $459 $673 
Sponge___-_-___-_...-__ i. _____. 3,680 3,175 1,275 490 431 166 

Palladium-__-____----_....._.__..--_____._ 17,699 5,150 4,676 233 170 200 
Other_.____-- 2-8. NA 1,935. 4,485 NA 280 587 

Total______-_ 2 NA 13 ,610 15,606 NA 1,340 1,626 
eee 

NA Not available. 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 

Titanium.—A/S Titania reportedly land Cementfabrik, increased the com- 
planned to produce 400,000 tons of ilmen- pany’s annual productive capacity to 1.1 
ite concentrate in 1967. Exports totaled million tons. In 1966, A/S Dalen Port- 
350,000 tons, and an additional 50,000 land Cementfabrik had increased the ca- 
tons was expected to be delivered to the pacity of its Brevik works to 1.2 million 
titanium dioxide plant of A/S Titan at tons annually by installation of a 23-foot 
Fredrikstad. Expansion of the titania Aerofall mill. The latter company prob- 
plant, reportedly to a production capacity ably accounted for the larger share of 
of 15,000 tons annually, was completed Norwegian exports of cement in 1967, 
during 1966. Although no data on titania which totaled 613,000 tons valued at 
production have been released, imports $5.4 million. : 
of this commodity in 1967 were only Exports of feldspar increased nearly 
1,123 tons compared with 9,100 tons in 20 percent in 1967, to 107,000 tons. The 
1965. total included 63,000 tons of nepheline 

Vanadium.—Christiania Spigerverk in- syenite, production of which has been in- 
creased production of ferrovanadium at  ‘©7°@5!8 Since 1961. The nep heline syenite 
Svelgen in 1967. Exports for the year 'S P roduced by A/ s Norsk Nefelin, a sub- 
were 178 tons, valued at about $506,000 Sidiary of Christiania Spigerverk at Stjer- 
as compared with 22 tons in 1966. The ?°Y in the northern Lofoten islands. It is 
vanadium was formerly recovered only used in the glass and ceramics industries. . . Exports of unfinished building stone, as slag during the production of oxygen- eu -. blown pig iron. The company produces largely consisting of an iridescent dark 
75,000 to 80,000 tons of vanadium-tita-  Svenite called labrador,” totaled nearly 

nium pig iron annually, part of which is 50,000 fons in 1967 and were valued at 
sold and part of which is further refined. $3.7 million. 

The source of vanadium 8 rRolecad Fertilizer Materials —Exports of manu- 
concentrate from the company’s Rodsan factured fertilizers in 1967 declined by 
mine at Nesset. 300,000 tons and by $12 million in value 

NONMETALS compared with 1966. The decline ap- 
peared to be due mainly to unfavorable 

Cement and Other Construction Ma- market conditions for lime nitrate, the 
terials—The rise in cement production principal export item. Production of 
in 1967 was due to increased capacity of lime nitrate had been cut back by Norsk 
the two major cement producers and to Hydro in late 1966, and exports in 1967 
increased export sales. A new rotary kiln, were 400,000 tons less than during the 
installed in 1967 by A/S Christiania Port- previous year. On the other hand, im-
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ports of potash and raw phosphate were long-term contract in 1966 to supply sul- 
higher than in 1966 and there was in-_ furic acid to A/S Titan, the Norwegian 
creased production and export of “com- manufacturer of titanium dioxide at 
plete” fertilizer. Norsk Hydro’s produc- Fredrikstad. The latter company, a sub- 
tion capacity for “complete” fertilizer in- sidiary of the National Lead Co., repre- 
creased by 400,000 tons annually, with sents about half of the potential market 
completion of a new plant at Heroya in’ for acid from  Borregaard’s Sarpsborg 
October. The company also. granted plant. 

worldwide, nonexclusive license for its Orkla Grube AB was building a new 
Nitrophosphate process to Weilman-Lord, concentration plant at Lokken. The plant 
Inc., of Lakeland, Fla., in 1967. will have a capacity of 210 tons of pyrite 

Construction of a large ammonia plant per hour and is scheduled for production 
at Heroya was continued by Norsk Hydro. in mid-1968. 

Blasting work for underground storage of 
naphtha was completed in May, and the MINERAL FUELS 
entire plant was to be completed early in . | 
1968. The plant will have an annual pro- Coal and Coke.—Production and ex- 
ductive capacity of 350,000 tons of am- port of coal m 1967 from West Spitz- 
monia using a steam-reforming process bergen, Norway's only domestic source, 
with naphtha as raw material. Output of WT about the same as in 1966. The 
ammonia by the company during the op- sole operating company, Store Norske 

erating year ended June 30, 1967 was Spitzbergen Kulkompani AS S, presum- 
450.000 tons. ably continued trial mining at a new 

° location near Longyearbyen. The test op- 
Pyrite and Sulfur——The 5-year decline eration was scheduled for a 2-year period, | 

in pyrite production was expected to be beginning in the summer of 1966. Pro- 
reversed in 1968 by operations at the duction will begin in 1969 if the new 
Tverfjellet mine developed near Hjerkinn mine proves to be economic. 
by Folldal Verk A/S, a subsidiary of A/S Spitzbergen exported 140,000 tons of 
Borregaard. Pyrite production at Tverfjel- coal in 1967, primarily to West Germany. 
let was expected to reach the planned rate Imports of coal increased to 422,000 tons, 
of 220,000 tons annually by August 1968. mostly from the United States. Coking 
The pyrite will be shipped to the parent coal from West Virginia was being used 
company’s new sulfuric acid plant, com- successfully by Norsk Koksverk A/S in a 

pleted in late 1966, at Sarpsborg, near mixture with Spitzbergen coal to produce 

Fredrikstad. This plant may have been metallurgical coke for the steelworks at 

largely responsible for the nearly 50-per- Mo-i-Rana. The State-owned company 

cent increase in Norwegian production of | had been unable to fulfill delivery con- 

sulfuric acid that took place during 1967. tracts for coke, as well as for byproduct 

Crude ore reserves at Tverfjellet, localized ammonia in 1965, but apparently met 

in three orebodies ranging in thickness production requirements in 1966. 

from 26 to 100 feet and extending to a Imports of coke in 1967 declined by 

minimum depth of 1,200 feet, were stated 110,000 tons while exports were un- 

to be 8 million tons. The planned rate of changed from the 1966 level. Industrial 

ore extraction was 400,000 tons annually consumption of oven coke in 1966 was 

and may be increased to 600,000 tons. about 610,000 tons, of which 515,000 
The mine will also produce significant tons was consumed by the metallurgical 

quantities of copper and zinc. industry and 85,000 tons by the basic 

The increase in production of sulfuric chemicals industry. Total consumption of 

acid in 1967 was accompanied by a de- gas coke was about 300,000 tons. In- 

cline of 70,000 tons in exports of pyrite dustrial consumption of coal in the same 

and an increase of 55,000 tons in exports year was 602,000 tons, including 300,000 

of roasted pyrite compared with 1966. tons in cokeworks and 100,000 tons in 

Imports of elemental sulfur were reduced the iron and steel industry. 

about 10 percent, to 37,750 tons. Most of Petroleum.—Exploration for oil and 

the elemental sulfur is used by the paper gas in the Norwegian continental shelf 

industry, which consumed 32,500 tons in areas was continued in 1967 by several 

1966 in addition to 62,000 tons of pyrite. company groups, but no commercial 

The Borregaard company negotiated a discoveries were reported. Traces of oil
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or gas were reported from two of the The Sola refinery of A/S Norske Shell 
four holes drilled by Esso Exploration near Stavanger was scheduled for com- 
Norway, Inc., and the firm planned to pletion in early 1968. The plant will 
begin drilling a fifth hole in the fall. have a processing capacity of about 2 
Drilling at Blahuken, Spitzbergen, begun million tons annually and underground 

in 1965 by Caltex (California Asiatic storage for 220,000 tons of crude oil. 
Oil Co. and Texaco Overseas Petroleum . 
Co.), apparently gave unfavorable re- Pp ctroleurt P roaucts. — Domestic con- 

sults, and operations were discontinued SU™Ption of petro saad ‘966 f. i] or en- 
in 1966. A/S Petronord, owned 20 per- CTSY USES In 1965 and omows: 
cent by Norsk Hydro and 80 percent by) 7 
a group of seven French companies, ap- Cee 
parently concluded an agreement with Product metric tons) 
the Phillips group (Phillips Petroleum 4965. +1966 
Co., with subsidiaries of Petrofina, SA, 00 
and_ Ente Nazionale Idrocarburi) by Giijine  .s 685 
which each organization acquired a 20-  Jettuel_.......___........... 81 124 
percent interest in the other’s concession Kerosine.------------------- 148 190 
area. The Phillips group was expected Residual fuel oil wool linens 2,498 2,918 
to begin drilling its first hole in late iquefied petroleum gas__ -_-_- 
1967, “about 65 miles south of Esso’s fifth "@%mery fuel----------------- 90100 
hole. Total__.-.._.______.._. 4,231 4,921 

A Norwegian banking group acquired © —-—_1lvdTYSTSTT 

51 percent of Syracuse Norge A/S, which ,, Sowree:, Organisation for Beomomie Cooperation 
. has exploration concessions southwest “ of Energy 1952-66. Paris, 1968, pp. 231-233. 

Lista. The company reportedly carrie 
out 1,000 miles of seismic surveying, and Increased output of refinery products 

. drilling was expected to begin in 1968. was ace ompanied by a leveling-off of the 
A group of American and European trend in imports. Total imports rose by 

oil companies, headed by Standard Oil only 27,000 tons in 1967 whereas the in- 

Co. of Indiana, was expected to begin ‘T° in 1966 was more than 700,000 
: drilling off the "western coast of Norway tons. | The main reduction | was in fuel 

in 1967 from a converted 23,000-ton 8, imports of which declined by 107,- 
whaling ship. The ship has been out- 000 tons. Imp orts of p etroteum coke, an 
fitted especially for deep-water drilling Important item for the country’s electric 

: " furnaces, rose from 172,000 tons in 1966 
Crude Oil Refining.—Imports of crude to 193,000 tons in 1967. Imports of 

oil in 1967 increased to nearly 3.2 million kerosine and white spirit declined by only 
tons. A/S Norske Esso continued to ex- 15,000 tons, although substantial produc- 
pand the capacity of its Slagen refinery, tion of these commodities was reported 
and planned to increase crude oil storage for the first time in 1967. | 
capacity by 80 percent, to 500,000 cubic An. increase of 80,000 tons in total 
meters. The refinery was expected to product exports in 1967 resulted from 
have a processing capacity of 4 million increased shipments of gasoline and fuel 
tons annually in 1968. oils.



The Miner t ist e Mineral Industry of Pakistan 

By J. M. West’ 

During 1967, Pakistan’s first steel mill percent in the eastern part of the country 

of any size opened at Chittagong in East that constitutes only about 15 percent of 

Pakistan; planning continued on one or _ the total land area of some 365,530 square 

more steel mills in West Pakistan. An oil miles. Only a small fraction of the popula- 

refinery was being completed at Chitta- tion was employed in the mineral industry ; 

gong, and expansions of refining capacity an estimate for coal mining employment 

at Karachi were planned. Natural gas was 13,000 workers. 

was used more widely and oil discoveries The Government continued to pursue 

were reported. With the Government’s its policy of international nonalignment 

interest in promoting agriculture, a num- and since confrontations with India in 

ber of fertilizer plants were in planning. 1965 has had little or nothing to do with 

Pakistan contributed little to world that country in an economic way. 

mineral supplies; its limited mineral ex- Project aid was slower than anticipated 

ports included mainly cement, chrome in the original third 5-year plan (1965— 

ore, marble, oil products, and salt. It’s 70), in part because of tight foreign ex- 

trade balance remained in deficit despite change and revisions emphasizing agricul- 

efforts to expand exports, partly because ture in preference to industry. Problems 

"of necessary imports of basic commodities of importing goods have been intensified 

such as crude oil, steel, nonferrous metals, by freight surcharges since closing of the 

fertilizers, and coal. Cement exports from Suez Canal and by sterling devaluation. 

West Pakistan continued to partially off- In August 1967, the Executive Com- 

set cement imports necessary for East mittee of Pakistan’s National Economic 

Pakistan. Council approved two new fertilizer 

According to preliminary estimates, projects involving United States firms— 

Pakistan’s gross national product rose by Hercules Corp. and American Cyanamid 

5.2 percent during the financial year Co. It also decided the Fauji Foundation 

ending March 31, 1967, and for 1967 (domestic) should proceed. with tmuitial 

was reported at $4,280 million? (in cur- planning for a petrochemical complex at 

rent prices). The index of mining, a Karachi to utilize naphtha from local 

guide to mineral industry activity, reached refineries. The Japanese firms, Hitachi 

193.0 in 1966-67 (base year 1959-60= Engineering Co. and Tokyo Engineering 

100), only a few points higher than in Co., and the West German firm of 

1965-66. Inflationary pressures continued Hoechst A.G. were said to be interested 

and the overall wholesale price index in investing in this project. 

rose 14 percent in 1966-67 compared Projects approved by the Council in 

with a 4.5 percent rise in 1965-66. In- December 1967 included a comprehensive 

dustrial output was not up as much as scheme for procurement, distribution, and 

expected, partly because of power short- sale of fertilizer in East Pakistan during 

ages, attributed to low river flows and the third 5-year plan and construction of 

breakdowns at several power stations in- a triple superphosphate plant at Chitta- 

cluding Multan, in West Pakistan, and gong. The Council also granted six oil 

Karnaphuli, in East Pakistan. A significant exploration licenses to the quasi-Govern- 

part of existing industrial facilities ment Oil and Gas Development Corp., 

operated below capacity in 1967 because {7p 1 ical scientist, Division of International 
of continued raw materials shortages. In Activities. 
1967, the country’s population totaled an 2 Where necessary, values have been converted 

estimated 120 million people, nearly 35 mn so asl. rupees (PRe) at the rate of 

593
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covering areas in both East and West West Pakistan. For future power needs in 
Pakistan. East Pakistan, the Government anticipates 

Plans were discussed for development having to draw on atomic power, so it has 
of gas resources in the Jaldi area of East proposed a 140,000-kilowatt or larger 
Pakistan and oil and gas in the Sari area, nuclear power plant at Rooppur. 

PRODUCTION 

Production levels for most mineral com- to one-half of requirements and _ projects 
modities in 1967 remained about the same were underway to expand mine operations. 
as in 1966, with significant increases in Output of natural gas continued a steady 
output for only a few commodities such rise, partly due to increased fertilizer 
as chromite, cement, and gypsum. Domes- __ production. 
tic coal production supplied only one-third 

- Table 1.—Pakistan: Production of mineral commodities ! 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: 
Antimony: ; 

Concentrate_______--_. 2. Le 15 160 119 NA NA 
Metal content of concentrate °______ 8 82 61 NA NA 

Chromite._._._.._-__.__. -__---___ ee 14,536 13 , 503 14,490 27,147 814,802 
Iron and Steel: 

Tron ore 2____ eee 68 4,824 23 , 429 e 5,000 NA 
Crude steel. _____.---_..--------._ 311,590 12,169 NA NA NA 

Lead ore________ eee 73 22 NA NA NA 
Manganese ore_____. ~~ 1,409 996 r 508 r126 NA 

Nonmetals: 
Barite_..__..2-22 eee 4,919 12,007 17,200 7,824 e 10,000 
Bentonite. _.._____-~_-_-- ieee 432 290 NA NA NA 
Celestite__._..._____________----_-__- 385 269 451 tT 690 8209 
Cement 4__...__..._._._thousand tons__ 1,498 1,546 1,707 71,745 2,038 
China clay__.....____---_____--______- NA 983 1,289 3,001 81,456 
Dolomite_____.-._- ~~ eee 648 720 5423 t 492 NA 
Fertilizer §_......._...-.-.-_.-.-....-. 254,481 233,000 239,000 * 189,000 218,124 
Fire clay__...-_...._-.-.-..---.-.-.-. 35,900 16,790 13,610 tr 31,500 89,201 
Fullers earth.._____._.._.--_____---_-- 12,800 7,000 11,823 5,435 NA 
Gypsum._.____._..--.--.-_---.--.---.. '197,701 1195,869 *'149,428 +*112,995 874,291 
Limestone 6________.___ thousand tons_-_ 1,418 1,900 1,850 2,256 81,263 
Magnesite_________..___.._-_--_-_-__- 878 617 523 r 736 2,042 
Marble___________ ee 7,289 9, 736 7,328 9,596 NA 
Mica. ---------------------kilograms-- 726 4,318 6,858 NA NA 
alt: 

Rock__._____.__.__thousand tons__ 242 197 271 r 262 8133 
Other___...~_____._-_______do___. 212 194 223 196 451 

Silica sand____-___---.._..-.._....-... 23,870 25,965 30 , 947 36 ,684 NA 
Sulfur_...-.. 2-2-2 NA 1,500 NA NA NA 
Tale (reported as soapstone)____________ 1,870 2,559 2,844 3,283 81,600 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal_...._..---.----.-.thousand tons... * 1,223 1,214 r1,471 ™1,358 NA 
Natural gas °__._____million cubic feet._. 49,459 59,100 66,194 76,000 NA 
Petroleum: 

Crude_..thousand 42-gallon barrels.._ 3,514 3,743 3,943 2,502 NA 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline_.__.__________do____ 2,219 e 2,700 2,873 NA NA 
Kerosine______________.do____ 1,546 e 2,239 3,853 NA NA 
Distillate fuel oil. ..__.._do____ NA e 3,800 5, 440 NA NA 
Residual fuel oil____.__._do____ NA e 4,000 7,680 NA NA 
Lubricants. ______..____do____ NA 97 95 NA NA 
Other_______________.__do____ NA 183 792 NA NA 

Total _._____._______do____ NA 13,019 20 ,033 NA NA 

eee" 

¢ Estimate. ¥ Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Except where otherwise noted, output is all from West Pakistan. 
2 Officially reported as iron ore but consists of test lots obtained during exploration which were not used to 

recover iron. 
3 Includes East Pakistan as follows: Ingot steel, 1968—2,118. 
4 Includes East Pakistan as follows: Cement, 1963—77. 
5 Includes: In 1966, urea, 131,169; superphosphate, 5,324; and ammonium sulfate, 41,511. In 1967, urea 

162,108; superphosphate, 5,265; and ammonium sulfate, 45,751. 
6 Includes East Pakistan. 
7 Includes bitumen only. 
§ Six months only.
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TRADE | 

Recent data on Pakistan’s mineral com- Of all exports in 1966-67, about 13 
modity trade are limited, but a few percent were done on the basis of barter, 
general statistics for the last several fiscal chiefly with Switzerland. Mineral com- 
years (ending March 31) are reported. modities comprised an estimated 10 per- 

ae cent of Pakistan’s total export value and 
] _. probably 20 to 25 percent of its import 

_Value (million dollars) = Value, principally because of the quantity 
| 1964 1965 1966 of petroleum imported. 

65 6687 Generally, Pakistan has been finding 
. | improved markets in Communist countries 

Imports: . . 
Selected mineral commo- for its manufactured products in recent 

dities: 3 oe times, and trade has been swinging in 
vm cudine that direction. Recent trade agreements 

manufactures..... 184 100 184 have committed the U.S.S.R. to supplying 
Nene metals, Pakistan with pig iron, zinc, asbestos, and 
-manufactures..... 22 15 31 urea fertilizer. In another agreement, Po- 

Chemicals. land will supply coal and coke, fertilizers, 
manufactures.._.. 28 12 21 chemicals, and iron and steel products in 

| Total._.......... 329 127 186 exchange for chromite and mica, among 
. Other commodities...... 901 757 904 other things. Imports from North Korea 

otal, all imports... 1,180 884 1,090 increased to $350,000 in 1966-67 and 
All Exports, total......-... 506 570 632 agreements for 1968 were expected to 
Overall trade balance_...... —624 -—314 -—458 include pig iron, cement, steel, and 

OOOO fertilizers. 

Table 2.—Pakistan: Export value and destinations of mineral commodities, 1966-67 ! 
we 

Value 
Commodity (thousand Principal destinations and percent of total 

dollars) 
a 

Cement..._.___._.__._..___.__._.-.-.-_.----.-- 1,013 Oman-Trucial States 31; Switzerland 23. 
Chrome ore___.___.-..._.-_-.--._-----.-----.-. NA United Kingdom 17; France 15; Italy 18! West 

Germany 12. - 
Marble chips and slabs_.____.--....--.--------- 453 Italy 74. 
Petroleum products._._-._.__.-...---..------.-. 4,150 United Kingdom 44; Switzerland 41. 
Precious stone. _...-_----------------~--------- 102 Hong Kong 48; Switzerland 23. 

. Salt. eee eee 891 Japan 37; United Kingdom 25; Kenya 10. 

ee 

NA Not available. 
1 Financial Year ending March 31, 1967. . . 
Source: Export receipts, 1966-67, State Bank of Pakistan, Department of Statistics, Karachi.
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Table 3.—Pakistan: Imports of mineral commodities ! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 Commodity 1963 1964 
meee 
Metals: _ - Nonmetals—Continued . 

Aluminum and alloys: Salt_._-__--...---.-----. 1,946 2,648 
Unwrought..__-_.... 5,145 © 22,722 Sulfur___.__.....---.---. 4,842 17,220 
Semimanufactures._.. 2,486 3,798 Minera] fuels: 

Arsenic and oxides_______- 24 10 Coal, coke, pitch, and tar 
Copper and alloys: . . thousand tons.. 1,251 426 

Unwrought._._...... 2,513 327 Petroleum: 2 
Scrap__.-.-..------. | 126 126 Crude 

. Semimanufactures__.. 5,226 . 713 thousand 42-gallon barrels.. 13,100 © 15,592 
Iron and steel: . ——— 

Scrap.__...--------- 886 988 Refinery products: . 
Pig iron___-..---.-.. 51,525 65,397 Gasoline._.do____ 576 7275 
Ferroalloys.-___- ------ 582 294 Kerosine._..do_.._. 2,708 +*8,079 
Ingots and primary Distillate fuel oil 
forms___.......... 229,893 346,256 do.... 2,720 

Lead and alloys: Residual fuel oil 7,391 
Ore. ee 259 338 do_... 2,074 
Unwrought_ --------. 1,144 6,160 Lubricants_do-_-_-__ r 603 376 
Semimanufactures__ _. 15 98 Other_._...do.... | 114 r 393 

Mercury - 76-pound flasks. — 925 153 —_—_— 
Tin and alloys._long tons._ 380 683 Total_.__.do.... 8,795 *16,514 

Zine and alloys.__._..-_._ 2,825 5,040 
Nonmetals: 

Asbestos cement sheets____ 527 136 t Revised. NA Not available. 
_ Barite.-.- ~~. __--______ 9 112 1 Except where otherwise noted, data are derived | 

Borax__________.._______ 845 452 from: Statistical Summary of the Mineral Industry 
Cement___thousand tons_. 2 937 NA World Production, Exports and Imports 1960-65. 
China clay__.___.-._....... 1,489 2,963 Overseas Geological Surveys, Mineral Resources 
Fertilizer materials: Division, London, 1966, pp. 416° 

Nitrate.._......._._. 158,718 NA 2? Based on data from various dispatches from the 
Potash salts_.___.____ 147 1,176 U.S. Embassy, Karachi, Pakistan. 

Graphite._...___._._._____ 448 482 

Table 4.—Pakistan: Value of imports and exports of mineral commodities 
(Thousand dollars) 

Imports Exports 
Commodity -_- Orr 

1964 1965 1964 1965 

Metals: a 
Iron and steel___._. 22-2 eee -_-__--_ ©6148, 852 125 ,538 44 NA 
Metalliferous ore and scrap__________.__..-___.________ 460 1,257 725 582 
Nonferrous metal and serap__...__.__.-__..-...-_-----. 18,782 17,161 34 155 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives.._.__..2- 2 ee 125 247 wooo ----- 
Asphalt and bitumens (natural)_____________.__._-___-_- 1,495 238 waoee ~---- 
Cement and building products_______.____...___...-._. 20,935 9,845 NA NA 
Clays and refractery material___.____._._____._____-_-- 1,466 1,289 ----- w---- 
Fertilizer (crude and manufactured)____________.__.__-- 3,884 9,753 rQ ----- 
Refractory minerals_______________.____________._-_uLe 501 519 ----- wenne 
Salt_.---- 2-2 eee 96 NA 456 426 
Sulfur_-.- 222-222 eee ee 353 NA ae ----- 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, coke briquets______._.-___._.--___---_-------.-. 11,503 12,116 ----- -oo-- 
Petroleum: 

Crude__-__. ~~ eee rNA NA a -o--- 
Refinery products______.______.-__-_.----_--.-.-. 44,149 22 , 436 4,007 4,952 

Total value_____.___._____ 2 eee ee ____ ' 247,601 200,399 *5,266 6,115 

t Revised. NA Not available. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Chrome Mines, Ltd., the country’s only 

Chromite.-—The sharp rise in chromite P 0 oducer, was ieepected fo on, are. ay 
production in 1965-67 was attributed 10 percent in - troduction Pp 1 suma be 
partly to world market restrictions affect- came from the Hindubagh an _ Possibly 
ing Southern Rhodesian supplies. Pakistan the Hari Chand areas of West Pakistan.
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Iron and Steel—The Kalabagh steel NONMETALS 
mill project was approved in October . 
1967 by the West Pakistan Provincial Cement.—Operation of West Pakistan 
Development Working Party but further Industrial Development Corporation’s 
action awaited recommendation from the (WPIDC) Zeal Pak cement plant at 

National Economic Council of the Centra] Ganjo Takkar was expected to start in 

Government. Estimated overall cost was 1967 with four kilns and a 480,000-ton- 
$292 million of which about two-thirds per year capacity. Two more 300,000-ton 

would comprise foreign exchange for ex- capacity kilns were planned. A  15,000- 
ternal goods and services. The plant, if ton-per-year white cement plant was 
built, is expected to use the Salzgitter planned for the Maple Leaf Cement plant 
process, developed in West Germany, for at Iskanderabad. Two Lepol kilns were 

pulverizing and upgrading ores from the operated at the 330,000-ton-per-year 
Kalabagh area. Experts from several Valika Cement Ltd. plant near Karachi. 
countries, including the U.S.S.R. and Pakistan Progressive Cement Industries 
Italy, were studying investment potential. Ltd. was completing a new plant about 

Pakistan’s first steel mill was opened at 100 kilometers northwest of Rawalpindi, 
Chittagong in 1967. The 150,000-ton-per- and Ismail Cement Industries Ltd. had a 

year capacity mill was troubled with new 360,000-ton-per-year plant in opera- 
problems of staff (overstaffing, in part), tion at Gharibwal. Associated Cement 
prices, and sales management. The plant Companies Ltd. had plants in operation 
will operate almost exclusively on imported at Rhri, Sukkur, and Wah, in _ the 
raw materials. In December, $3.3 million Rawalpindi district. 
worth of Soviet pig iron was contracted The 150,000-ton-per-year Chattak plant 
to supply in part the needs of this mill of East Pakistan Industrial Development 
and a shipyard in Karachi. Other Com- Corp. (EPIDC) remained the only ce- 
munist countries will be also supplying ment plant in East Pakistan. Limestone 
pig iron to Pakistan. | reserves at  Buklabazar apparently are 

In November, a Cabinet committee met adequate to assure continued operations at 
to discuss plans for a steel mill at Karachi. Chattak, but a second plant to be built 
Reports outlining proposals for a $262 by 1968 under an agreement with the 
million 500,000-ton-per-year plant were French firm Société Fives-Lille Cail and 
submitted: by National Steel of Pakistan, probably to be located at Chittagong will 
Ltd., and Industrial Managements, Ltd. produce about 1,000 tons of cement per 
National Steel of Pakistan is believed day from imported clinker. 

to be a.consortium of French, Polish, Because of the short supply of cement 
Czechoslovakian, West German, and Jap- 12 East Pakistan, numerous illegal transac- 

anese firms. The second proposal involved 0S and thefts were reported. In con- 
. ‘ trast, cement supply in West Pakistan has 

a consortium of Industrial Managements, 
Ltd. and eight forei es includ; generally been adequate to supply re- 

" 8 gn companies including —_ quirements and permit export. 
Koppers Co., Inc., of the United States. . j 

If constructed, the plant is expected to Ceramics.—P akistan Ceramic Industries 
use Australian iron ore and West German Ltd. operated its new partly J apanese- 

1 . financed ceramics plant at Tongi, near 
coa". Dacca. It was expected to produce about 

Uranium.—Carnotite-type (actually me- $2 million worth of plates and related 

tatyuyamunite) mineralization has been objects annually, using local raw mate- 

discovered in cemented sandstones of rials. . we | 
lower Pliocene to upper Miocen . China clay deposits in an area north- 

pp ene age in 
- . . west of Saidu are believed good enough to 

the foothills of the Sulaiman Range in supply a modest-size porcelain and white- 
West Pakistan. Exploration to date has ware plant. The deposits occur in lenti- 
suggested presence of a large low-grade cular bodies in an area of metasediments 
uranium deposit and deeper drilling has intruded by acidic igneous rocks. 
been scheduled for 1968. In East Pakistan, Fertilizer Materials—The Pakistani 

black sands containing significant ton- Government placed major emphasis on 
nages of monazite, zircon, rutile, and fertilizers in the third 5-year plan. The 
ilmenite were under investigation. plan provides for about seven State-owned
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plants in East and West Pakistan with European countries. Recently, large addi- 
annual capacities totaling 1 million tons tions have been made to known resources 
of urea, 500,000 tons of ammonium sulfate and the prospect is good for expanded 
and nitrates, and 240,000 tons of triple output with modernizing of mine facilities. 
superphosphate. In addition, two privately Some progress was being made in exploit- 
owned plants have been authorized. Im- ing new reserves estimated at 1 3000 million 
mediate use of $50 million in United tons or more in the Bogra-Rajshahi 
States credits was to be made for import- districts of East Pakistan. In_ this area, 
ing fertilizers. Tunisian participation was seven coal seams ranging from 2.3 to 105 

_ proposed in a 150,000-ton-per-year chem- feet in thickness have been discovered in 
ical fertilizer plant at Karachi to be com- surveys by the United Nations, the 
pleted by 1969. Pakistan Government, and West Germany’s 

Jordan agreed to supply WPIDC with Krupp Rohsoffe Co. At Gondwana there 
30,000 tons of phosphate rock annually is a reportedly high-grade bituminous 
for the Lyallpur superphosphate plant. coal which can be made, as tests have 
Part of a $60 to $70 million credit offered indicated into a fair metallurgical coke. 
by Czechoslovakia was marked for a - EPIDC called for bids in May 1967 
fertilizer plant. Standard Oil Co. of New for sinking and lining two 24-foot-dia- 
Jersey (ESSO) is a majority shareholder meter, 3,900-foot-deep shafts at its 
in the $26 million, 173,000-ton-per-year Jamalganj Coal Project; full-scale mining 
urea plant scheduled to go into produc- was expected sometime after 1970. 
tion in mid—1968 at Daharki. Pakistan’s In West Pakistan, large lignite and 
Hyesons Group of Industries and Kaiser  subbituminous coal deposits have been 
Aluminum & Chemical Corp. reached found, with surveys to date indicating 
accord with Japanese firms, Toyo Engi- estimated reserves of 363 million tons out- 
neering Corp. and Mitsui and Co. Ltd., side of the already developed Quetta re- 
for construction of a $50 million 340,000- gion. Heat values of samples have been 
ton-per-year urea plant near Mirpur generally above 7,000 Btuw’s per pound, 
Mathelo. The Agency for International and use for electric power generation is 
Development (AID) was expected to give being considered. . 7 
support to the project, that is to operate A pilot low-temperature carbonization 
under the name, Hyesons Agricultural plant was reportedly placed in operation - 
Chemicals Limited. — recently at Quetta with annual capacity 

wel . of some 40,000 tons of coke briquets. 
. Gypsum.—Gypsum mining is a sizabl © Deposits under development in West 
industry and vast Teserves are known in Pakistan include the Sor Range, Sharigh, 
the Salt Range and in the Kohat Salt and Mach in the Quetta area; Makersal Range in northern West Pakistan. Status and Salt Range northwest of Lahore; 

of a gypsum board plant that was sup- and Jhimpir-Meting and Lakhra, north- 
posed | to b € built between Lahore and east of Karachi. Mining conditions are 
Rawalpindi is unknown. A crushing and generally poor in the steeply pitching, grinding plant has been erected at Lahore relatively thin coal seams near surface, 
to process gypsum from the Daudkel area. and little mechanization has been possible; 

_ Strontium.—Veins in Eocene age lime- however, longwall techniques have been 
stones near Kalukuhar and Thano Bulan adopted in a few mines with thicker seams 
Khan, in the Hyderabad area of West nd more uniform structure. 
Pakistan, continued to yield celestite. The Petroleum.—Despite discouragement ex- main deposit is about 37 kilometers north- pressed among some experts, a reportedly 

west of Jungshahi and 29 kilometers south- substantial discovery of oil was made with west of Thano Bula Khan. Soviet technical help in 1967 at Kot 
MINERAL FUELS Sarang, in the Campbellpur district, about 

110 kilometers southwest of Rawalpindi 
Coal_—Although coal traditionally has and 30 kilometers from Dhulian. The dis- 

been an important fuel in Pakistan, the covery well was said to have produced at 
country is far from self-sufficient; nearly a rate of 500 to 1,000 barrels per day of 
half of the estimated 2.5 million tons 26° to 30° API gravity crude oil from a 
consumed in 1966 was imported, prin- depth of 13,200 feet. A few weeks later 
cipally from mainland China and East a well at Tut, about 120 kilometers west
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of Rawalpindi, struck oil in Jurassic sand- joint investment. At Chittagong, in East 
stone at 14,645 feet, and the flow was Pakistan, the 20,000-barrel-per-day Eastern 

| reported at 1,400 barrels per day of 40° Refinery Ltd. plant neared completion. 
API gravity. Moreover, substantial quan- All of the seaboard refineries are expected 
tities of natural gas appeared to be pre- to operate on imported crude, those in the 
sent. Pakistan Shell Oil Co. is continuing west drawing from the Persian Gulf area 
its search for oil in an 8,000-square-mile while the Chittagong refinery is expected 
concession area in the Bay of Bengal. . to purchase at least half of its crude from 

Indigenous crude oil production has the Burmah Oil Co., which has bought 
supplied less than one-fourth of domestic the French equity in the plant. 
crude requirements. The country’s annual . 
product consumption has reached about Natural Gas.—Natural gas provided 
3.5 million barrels. During 1966, imports 2bDout one-third of P akistan’s energy re- comprised an estimated 18.85 million irements in 1967, Producing gasfields, 
barrels of crude oil and 7.05 million bar- With total reserves of the order of 20.3 rels of products, and exports were 1.82 trillion cubic feet, included the Sui and 
million barrels of products. Crude oi] Dhulian in West Pakistan and the Sylhet was supplied chiefly from Iran. and Chattak in East Pakistan. About 

| Exploitation in 1967 was largely con- four-fifths of ‘the output continued _ to 
fined to the Dhulian, Khaur, Joya Mair, Come from Sui, which in 1967 supplied 
Karsal, and Balkassar fields in the Potwar Karachi and is slated _to soon supply 
Plateau in northern West Pakistan. The Lahore via a recently initiated pipeline 
most important of these is the Dhulian Project. The entire East Pakistan supply 

field, exploited by the Attock Oil Co. Went to the Fenchuganj fertilizer opera- 
which also operates a 9,000-barrel-per-day tons, but work was nearing completion 
refinery at Morgah, near Rawalpindi. on a pipeline connecting Dacca with the 

Other refineries operating included the Titus gasfield, and priority was being 
| 50,000-barrel-per-day Pakistan Refinery 8iven to planning a pipeline from the Ltd. and the 11,000-barrel-per-day Na- Jaldi area to Chittagong, in expectations 

. ° . that gas shows prove adequate. Gas from 
tional Refinery Led. plants at Karachi. the Titus field is also being considered 
A sizable expansion has been proposed for for thermal electric plants at Ashuganj 
the latter in 1969-70, with American In- (120,000 kilowatts) and  Sindhirganj 
ternational Oil Co. (United States) and (60,000 kilowatts) and for a projected 
National Iranian Oil Co. interested in fertilizer plant at Thorasal.





The Mineral Industry of P 

_ By Lester R. Brown, Jr.’ 

Peru’s mineral industry suffered a de- private sources continued at about the 
cline in terms of dollar value of mineral previous year’s high, but they were not 
production in 1967 compared with that enough to offset the deficits in the trade 
of 1966; output value decreased from and service sectors of the economy. 
$477 million to $431 million. The total At yearend, efforts were underway to 
mineral production value does not in- improve the Government’s fiscal positicn | 
clude values for steel and refined petro- by restraining expenditures, improving ! 
leum products. | collection of taxes, instituting an additional ! 

The Peruvian sol, valued at 26.82 soles export tax for revenue (despite opposition 
per U.S. dollar for 9 years, declined after from exporters), and re-instituting certain 

. September 1, 1967, in stages to what exchange controls. As the year closed, 
appeared to be a stabilized value of 38.70 however, no new, large mining capital 
soles per U.S. dollar at yearend.” commitments had been made, as investors 

Peru’s trade balance continued to be awaited clarification of the mining and | 
unfavorable; however, the mineral com- petroleum industrial investment situation? 
modity portion continued to make a strong Indicators of the general economic prog- 
and increasingly positive contribution. ress of Peru are tabulated as follows: 
Capitdl inflows from both official and 

penmrnassnaes nL 
CA A IO AL _ " : 

1965! 1966! 1967": | 
a rps a re sr hs SS SS PS : 

Gross national product (GNP) at current prices. _....._..._....._millions.. $4,281 $5,091 $5,883 
Population__.._-_..-_.....----.--- 2. .-- eee ----d0-_-_-. )»=-11..7 12.0 12.4 
GNP per capita_.____._--_--__--------- ie --__--_-----_-. $366 $424 $474 
Cost of living index (1966 = 100)____......_-. 2 2 2 eee. 9 101.5 122.6 
Commodity trade: 

Exports f.o.b_.___---_..-------------_-------_---___-_---_millions_. $667 $764 $757 
Imports c.i.f__....-----.----- +--+ eee _-_-_--_-do:._. $729 $816 $813 

Trade balance__.__._....-.-.---_---__---.--.--..--_-.--do__.. —$62 — $52 — $62 
Total mineral production.___._..__...-..-..-.-.---.-----...---.-.do___. $426 $477 $431 
Mineral production as percentage of GNP__...___-_....._---.-_-_-_--._-. 10.0 9.4 7.3 

eee 
P Preliminary. 
1U.S. Embassy, Lima, Peru. State Department Airgram A-548, Semiannual Economic Trends Report, 

unclassified portion, Mar. 24, 1968, 2 pp. 

The value of total mineral production unit values of cadmium, manganese, mer- 
declined, expressed both in dollars and in cury, and silver increased. A tabulation 
percentage of the GNP. This was a reflec- of the principal value within the mineral 
tion of the lower unit values of antimony, industry by commodity for 1967 follows: 
copper, lead, selenium, and zinc although 

1 Foreign minerals specialist, Division of and 38.70 soles for November—December. ! 
International Activities. Reported sol values are converted at the 

2U.S. Embassay, Lima, Peru. State Depart- weighted average rate of 30.61 soles per dollar. 
ment Airgram A-523, March 15, 1968. 1 p; _ 3U.S. Embassy, Lima, Peru. State Depart- 
enc. 3 pp. Exchange rate for 1967 is given as ment Airgram A-116, Sept. 3, 1967, 1 pp. Enc. 
26.82 soles per dollar for January—August, 36.64 7 pp. 
soles for September, 38.71 soles for October, 

601
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. tunnel and concentrator concessions. This 
Commodity Value agent of law also provided that a concessionaire’s 
"+. (thousands), production surface rentals would. double annually if 

| ~~ Value he was not producing from his concession 
in a quantity related to the reserves of 

Motass' mony. oo $296.0 0.1 that concession within 5 years of the law’s 
Arsenic oxide___--_--- 9.5 () enactment. Finally, it provided that, if 
Bismuth. ----------~- 5 One : 1.3 a concession lapsed through lack of pay- 
Copper____---------- 150,095.4 34.8 ment, it would be open to claim in ac- 
Gold ~~ ---~---7-- 7 2,822.5 cy cordance with the normal regime of the 

Tron ores..---------.  48,300.2 11.2 Mining Code.*® 7 
. end nee | 30, 620.0 ie Supreme Decree 127-H, May 1966, 

Mercury_...._------- 1,196.2 8 revised the Mining Code; it required 

Molybdenum. --—--- -- | 4,013.1 a that the long-established 4—percent export 
| Silver___-__--------- 40,770.5 9.4 ° tax be calculated on the London Metal 

Tellurium -_---------- 255.3 (ay Exchange price rather than the export 
, i ' 880.5 a 1 : refinery price ® as reported in the Metals 

ungsten__....------ © 1,ado. a eek. oe - 

ine_..........-..--.-  41,447.3 9.6 
Zine _ Ab eee Supreme Decree 32-F, May 10, 1966, 
 Total_-....-.------ _827,948.8 76.0. indicated that mining denouncements were 

Nonmetals: a 7 “~ to. _ be suspended for.1 year in four zones 
Barite. sggccctt oer ay of the country where the National Geologic 

Cement... 22. ~«28,400:0 6.6 Map Commission (Comisién Carta Geo- 
: Guano_-.---~-------- : 3,068.4 aT ldgica Nacional) had initiated a survey 

Sand and gravel... «=«1,148.0 8 of mineral deposits. The zones which 
Other-.....----.---- 3, 019.3 7 varied in size were in the Departments. of 

Total.............. 8,948.6 9.1 La Libertad, Ica, Arequipa, and Tacna.” 
| SSS SSS Effective January 1, 1967, Article 184 

Fuels: val 3 044.6 0.7 of the 1966 Tax Code provided that 
Coke......------.--- 2,448.0 5 mining companys’ books be kept in terms 
Petroleum, crude----- 59,000.0° 18-7 of soles and that for depreciation pur- 

Total__..._..__.... 64,487.6 14.9 poses, capital assets be valued in soles at 
Grand total......... 431.880.0 100.0 the rate prevailing when the assets were 

| acquired. This had the effect of reducing 
1 Insignificant. the amount of depreciation chargeable. 

| : against income in terms of equivalent 
8 

A number of laws passed since 1965 voThe Peruvian National Service of 
have had considerable bearing on Peru’s Geocloey and Minine was establishe d in 
mineral industry and will continue to in- sy 1967 b sw he N tional 
fluence it. Some of the more important Janney Ma Y ornninion ae d the Ne 
laws follow in chronological order together . ~ Insti P € Mini I . oe 

with their identification and description. tional institute © ining “nvestigation 
Supreme Decree 70-F, December 29 and Promotion (Instituto Nacional de 

. 2 , estigacién Fomento Mineros 
1965, provided that depletion allowances INIFSt) It woe to be under the ineros 
be reinvested in the m‘neral industry of of the De artment of Mines within the 
Peru at the rate of 5 percent per year of Minist sf Develo ment® 

accumulated depletion allowance for the aS Eis n | Peru State Depart 
.S. sy, ; . - 

first ° years ater ne ae 10. of the ment Aireram AL745, June 23, 1966, 20 pp. 3 
regulations and at the rate o ercent ne. 9 pp. : 
ner year thereafter.* P 2 US. Embassy, ima, Peru. State Depart: 

: men irgram A-‘60, June 9, ’ PP. ; 
Law 16066, February 18, 1966, was Ene. 10 pp. | | 

. : P i Mini de, L 1 ' 
wider in Scope thar mw be june amended by Law 16066, ° aw 11857, as 
1965, which it modified. It provided for § Sources cited in footnote 5. 
. . 7U.S. Emb , Lima, Peru. State D t- 
increased ane rentals for various anetal. ment ‘Airgram A692, June s  io6e. te p. Ene. 
mineral, and other concessions. Annual #4 PP. 

. U.S. Embassy, Lima, Peru. State D t- 
rents were increased from 1.50 to se ment Airgram A562, Mar. 23, 1967, 12 pp. : 
soles per hectare for gold concessions an ne. 2 pp. ; 

U.S. Embassy, Lima, Peru. State Depart- 
from 100 to 250 soles per hectare for ment Airgram A-376, Jan. 10, 1967, 1 > °
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Law 16674, July 26, 1967, provided that . (EPF). The Decree provided that Gulf 
the La Brea and Parifias oilfields (the Oil Corp. would sell crude oil to EPF 
focal point of the long standing dispute in the amount that Peru’s domestic pro-_ 
between. the Peruvian Government and duction was insufficient for La Pampilla’s 
the International Petroleum Co.) belong —requirements.!” . | 
to the State, that they constitute areas of The Peruvian Congress passed Law 
national petroleum reserve, and that, with 16710 on November 9, 1967; it provided 
respect to exploitation of the fields, the for a 10-percent ad valorem charge on 
Executive power would establish the the gross value of virtually all exports 
regime most advantageous for the national from November 10, 1967, through March 
interest.!° 31, 1969. The charge, which is deductible 

Supreme Decree 61—F was dated July in calculating current income taxes, is a 
31, 1967, and in the light of the afore- prepayment in equal installments of income 
mentioned Law (No. 16674), continued taxes for the years 1969 through 1976.18 
toward solving the question of national Supreme Decree 71-F, promulgated 
petroleum reserves and how best to November 10, 1967, strengthened the pro- 
establish a policy most advantageous to _ visions of Decree 42—F which gave certain 
tie. national interest regarding their ex- advantages to the Government’s new La 

| __ploitation. : : . | | 
Supreme Decree 252—-H, October 17, Pampilla refinery in the r maniaeas petroleum 

1967, approved an agreement for supply- P*° ucts mar cf rticle 2 provice at 
ing crude petroleum to the new La Consumers of residual fuel oil must pur- 

Pampilla refinery which is owned and Chase the entire heavy fuel oil (Bunker 

operated by the National Petroleum En- C) production of La Pampilla before 
terprise (Empresa Petrolera Fiscal) additional quantities can be imported.* 

PRODUCTION : : 

Outstanding value gains were registered of ores and concentrates 5 percent for 
in 1967 in the production of silver, zinc, copper and lead; 10 percent for zinc, iron, 
molybdenum, guano, and limestone, but manganese, molybdenum, and _ tungsten; 
these were not sufficient to counter the and 35 percent for arsenic, bismuth, 
losses in value sustained in copper, lead, cadmium, and tin. These deductions are 
salt, sand and gravel production; there- based on average recoverability ex- 
fore, total mineral production value for perience. 
1967 was lower than in 1966. — 

Production _ statistics were obtained 10 Peruvian Times, An English translation of 

mainly from the Department of Mines ay ee eee ee eras ane Sate “Debart. 
(Direcci6n de Mineria), and some of ment Airgram A-74, Aug. 13, 1967, 1 p; Enc. 

them may be . revised when the Anuario ° 2 Us. Embassy, Lima, Peru. State Depart- 
de la Industria Minera del Pert—1967 ment Airgram A—217, Oct. 20, 1967, 2 pp; 

is published. US Embassy, Lima, Peru. State Depart- 
Statistics on metals essentially represent ment Airgram A-276 (unclassified paragraph), 

the recoverable content in all forms. In Nov. 19, Coe eee An. Rept. N. Y. Mar. 22, 
calculating recoverable metal, the Peru- 1968, 16 pp. } 
vian Department of Mines_ reportedly ment. ea a ae “ioe7, 1 Di Hine. 
deducts from the assayed metal content 4 pp.
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Table 1.—Peru: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

| Metals: 
Antimony content of— 

Refined bars___._._-..-.-.._.- 352 359 264 359 313 
Antimonial lead bars__._____- 29 25 33 13 12 

Total smelter products_-_-_-_-_- 381 384 297 372 325 
Ore and concentrate for export- 230 298 350 300 310 

Total recoverable antimony-- 611 682 647 672 635 
Arsenic oxide (white arsenic) __.___- 620 621 500 ® 365 295 

Bismuth content of— 
_ Refined metal_._...kilogrdms_- 475,730 674,770 656 , 040 665 , 972 711,634 

Bismuth—lead bars_____.do____ 84,161 46,377 89 , 256 81,141 62 ,855 
Total smelter products 

do.___ 559 , 891 721,147 745 ,296 747,113 174,489 
Concentrate for export. ~do.__- 4,550 17,542 62 ,335 12 ,327 21,135 

Total recoverable bismuth 
kilograms. __ - 564,441 738,689 807,631 759 , 440 795,624 

| Cadmium content of— - oe a Oo . 
Refined bars_.__.......do0_... 178 ,359 197,105 214,590 200, 465 150,781 
Zine concentrate for export a oo 

kilograms_._- 19,187 29,790 112 , 453 101 , 660 - 95,575 

Total recoverable cadmium | . . _ 
kilograms... _ - 192 ,496 226 , 895 327 ,043 * 302,125 226 , 356 

Copper content of | — Lo 
Refined bars_._...-_.-.-____- 36 , 913 37,811 40,461 BT, 974 35,010 
Blister. ...222 2.222 2 e 118 , 295 114,246 118,161 113,102 121,701 

Zine-copper-sluminum bars__-_- 8 WO 7° Lee eee ee eee te eee wee 

Total smelter products_-____- 157,501 152 , 067 158 , 622 151,076 156,711 
Copper sulfate. ....._..___._- 468° 668 533 653 — 660 
Ore and concentrate for export_ 21,330 22 ,825 20 ,671 24,665 28 , 765 ; 
Cement copper for export. __- 765 885 510) ee ee NA 

Total recoverable copper-__- 180 ,064 176,445 180 , 336 176 ,394 181 ,136 

Gold content of — 
Refined bars.____troy ounces__ 43 , 680 88 , 227 37,391 83 , 372 36,170 
Gold-silver bars______._do___-_ 7,604 8,984 7,102 6,918 5, 787 
Copper bars.__._._._..do___- 1,268 1,236 1,178 _-__ Le 1,162 

Total smelter products__-.do-___- 52, 52 48,447 45,671 40,285 48,119 
Placer gold &.______..-.do___. 8,241 7,691 15,288 20,619 20,416 
Ore and concentrate for export 

troy ounces___- 40,225 36,365 ¥ 44,224 34,074 32 ,024 

Total recoverable gold @ 
. do___- 101,018 92,503 105,183 94,978 95,559 

indium_._..........--kilograms.. -_.._....  __-___..._ -_-_-_ eee 541 160 
Tron and steel: 

Iron ore and concentrate 
thousand tons__ 6,621 6,528 7,104 7,787 7,659 

Pig iron___.__.._..-__..do__._ 29 27 r120 r 128 29 
Steel ingots and castings 

do_..- 76 82 94 r 80 | 79 

Lead content of — 
Refined bars._.___.__________ 80,773 89, 466 86,558 88 , 567 81,651 
Antimonial-lead bars_...______ 298 227 189 4141 95 
Bismuth-lead bars_____._____- 56 31 60 54 69 

Total smelter products______ 81,127 89, 724 86 , 807 88 , 762 81,815 
Ore and concentrate for export-___..- 68 ,070 60,950 67,537 55,998 76,378 

Total recoverable lead______ 149,197 150,674 154,344 144,760 158,193 
Manganese ore, 45 percent man- 

ganese equivalent___.____________ 518 372 990 r 793 1,073 
Mercury.__._____76-pound flasks__ 3,092 3,275 3,117 ™ 3,166 2,980 
Molybdenum sulfide content of ores 

and concentrates____._._______- 849 659 1,134 1,122 1,541 
Molybdenum content, recoverable__- r 509 395 F 680 ™ 673 924 
Selenium, refined._...__kilograms_- 8,977 7,619 8,602 5,956 4, 810 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Peru: Production of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 
ee 

Metals—Continued 
Silver content of — 

Refined bars 
_ thousand troy ounces. - 19,081 20,604 19 , 460 18,042 18,125 

Sterling bars_........._do___-_ 615 655 812 909 874 
Gold-silver bars__..._.._do___- 479 334 65 162 NA 
Copper bars___.__._.__do__.- — 809 157 734 817 827 
Matte________.___-__-do___-_ 469 wn ee eee ween eee weet eee w---- +e 

Total smelter products 
do.__- 21,453 22,350 21,071 19,930 19,826 

Ore and concenirate for export 
- doi. 15,847 12,069 15 ,399 12,911 16,044 

Total recoverable silver 
. do__-- © 36,800 34,419 36 ,470 32,841 35,870 

Tellurium, refined__.___kilograms_ _ 12,081 21,209 16,350 17,987 14,828 
Thallium._._......--.-----do---- 0 -22-----2 e+ ---- 100 50 50 
Tin content of ore and concentrate. 

for export______.____long tons-_ 21 36 49 37 68 
Tungsten ores and concentrates, 

gross tonnage___________..___.- 426 547 600 717 NA 
60 percent WOs3 equivalent_ __- 516 646 796 7128 537 
Recoverable WOs3 content_ _- _- 279 348 430 393 290 

SEeEeEeEeoeee_aa=aeaaaaeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee eo ll 

Zine content of — 
Refined metal slabs__________-_ 53,905 59,742 61,291 62 ,626 61,659 
Powder___._____.._.---_____ 778 922 1,150) 3 ________e 1,339 
Zinc-copper-aluminum bars- -. - 865 1,089 ___L____- eee eee NA 

Total smelter procucts______ 55,548 61,703 62 , 441 62 , 626 62 ,998 
Sulfate._._.__.2-22-________- 168 217 491 824 354 
Ore and concentrate for export- 139 , 180 174,740 191,564 194,369 254,571 

- Total recoverable zinc____-__- 194, 896 236 , 660 254,496 257,819 317,923 
Nonmetals: — . 

Barite___..._..____-_- 2-2 eee 124,790 125 , 420 110,771 116 ,645 110,000 
Bentonite__.....-____.-_________ 371 603 _ §,020 1,663 17,000 
Coment— - ~- ~~ - ~~~ --a-- ana eo 754,056 813,445 1,016,831 21,068,711 1,042,259 

lays: 
Common._______-__- ~~ 249 ,989 260 , 567 280 , 520 290,000 320 , 000 
Refractory..__._..__---_----- 9,271 10,006 9,493 8,500 5,233 
Kaolin. _____._____-.-_-___-- 53 330 390 417) Lee 

Diatomite___._______._-_-__-_-_e- 2,479 — 2,593 r2,471 r1,580 3,736 
Dolomite_.________..----_-___---- 567 1,500 2,204 2,942 4,800 
Feldspar_..-_.________--__-__----- 220 850 941 478 2,500 
Gypsum: 

Crude___________-___--__---- 52,112 50,086  #£=* 76,330 63 , 840 65,000 
Calcined____.--__.---_--_-_-- 29,977 32 , 869 39 ,929 NA NA 

Lime___.____-_--_--__-._-_----__-- 85,000 92 , 488 NA NA NA 

Limestone, crude: 
For cement manufacture_____. 1,174,353 1 1287 308 e1,320,000 ¢1,389,000 NA 
For lime manufacture_________ 118, 754 , 935 | 
For metallurgical fluxing.__... 25,500 60000} © 640,000 = 296,000 | —s_-p 908 

Total crude_____....._.. 1,318,607 1,488,228 1,960,000 1,685,000 1,900,000 
Marble, dimension stone________-_- 756 1,133 1,549 1,000 NA 

| Phosphate, guano____________-_-- 187,188 205,099 169 , 897 55,505 64,891 
Pyrophyllite___....022-- Lee 2,432 3,592 4,192 3 , 835 4,469 

Salt__...2. 2-222 eee eee.) =. 108,580 132 , 887 ¥ 137,531 172,997 140 ,660 
Sand and gravel__._thousand tons-- 1,090 1,482 1,732 2,477 2,010 
Slate....-. 2-2-2 eee 238 _-_._-_-- wane eeee w----aeee NA 

Stone, crushed: | 
Quartz and marble__________- 334 300 500) Lee NA 
Silica... 222 eee 64,568 69, 757 69 ,383 60 , 000 55,000 

Total_.___-.--- 2 eeee 64,902 70,057 69 , 883 60.000 NA 
Sulfur, content of sulfuric acid (98.5 

percent acid)_-..._.___--_-__-_-- NA NA NA NA 11 , 592 
Tale_________-_-_- eee . 172 170 285 Lee NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Peru: Production of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

Mineral] fuels: 
Anthracite_________-------------- 9,600 31,737 7,730 13,684 5,000 
Bituminous coal___.__------------ 121,559 115,347 121,200 140 , 988 170,043 
Coke.____-_----------------------- 38 , 448 25,568 27,402 34,927 41,202 
Natural gas__..__million cubic feet__- r 50,889 r 58,681 r 63 , 652 58,720 56 , 904 
Natural gas liquids 

thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 1,078 1,082 1,156 . 1,092 . 1,095 
Petroleum: 

Crude___..-_..-------do___- 21,468 23,119 23,068 23,027 25,857 

Refinery products: 
Aviation gasoline_..do_.-_- 48 46 54 . 34 34 
Motor gasoline___._do-_--- 5,443 6,089 5,980 6,893 7,294 
Jet fuel__________-do___. 486 . 725 789 1,025 1,175 
Kerosine____..----do___- 2,989 3,139 3,270 3,438 3,620 
Distillate fuel oil__.do____ 5,791 5,958 6,254 6 ,037 5,638 
Residual fuel oil._--do_-___ 4,531 5,042 5,431 5,773 6,154 
Lubricants. _......do___- 60 80 84 81 76 
Asphalt__.._.....-do___- 93 129 198 - 284 (3) 
Other___._._.__..-do___- t4 87 r 182 94 295 

Total refinery products 
. do____ 19,445 21,295 22 ,242 23,609 24,286 

¢ Estimate. P Preliminary. r Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Production of Sociedad Siderdrgica de Chimbote, S.A., only. - 
2 Sales. 
3 Asphalts probably included in “‘Other’’ products. 

TRADE 

The five metallic minerals shown in considerably increased value per unit of 

the table of selected mineral product ex- the copper and silver exports, the lesser 
ports for 1965 to 1967 constituted over gain in iron unit value, and the marked 
92 percent of the value of all mineral reduction in unit values of exported lead 
products exported. The table reflects the and zinc. 

| Table 2.—Peru: Selected mineral products, exported (f.o.b.) 

1965 } 1966 ! 1967 Pp 2 
Mineral product ee 

(fine content) Metric Value Metric Value Metric Value 
tons (millions) tons (millions) tons (millions) 

Copper.._...._-._---------------- 179 , 848 $121 176,138 $186 196 , 823 $198 
Tron_________.__----_.-----_-----. 4,594,247 47 4,858 ,679 53 5,414,441 62 
Lead_..._._____---_.--_---------- 151,012 38 150,901 35 150 ,512 30 
Silver__._....-__-.-__.__-.-------.- 1,028 39 1,100 4l 957 42 
Zine______-_-_____------- ee ee 267,707 36 282 ,153 34 301,388 36 

P Preliminary. 
_ 1 Egtadistica del Comercio Exterior, 1966, Ministerio de Hacienda y Comercio, Superintendencia Nacional 
de Aduanas, Lima, Peru. Exchange rate for 1965 and 1966 given as 26.82 soles per dollar. 

2? Work cited in text footnote 2.
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Mineral commodities represented ap- Total Peruvian imports were valued at 
proximately 50 percent of the value of $816 million in 1966 (the latest full year 
all Peruvian exports during the years for determination of origins). The United 
1965-67, and mineral commodity imports States supplied approximately 40 percent 
amounted to only 11 percent of total of the imports. Data for 1967 through 
imports as shown in the following table: | October indicated that the United States 

maintained its position, supplying during 
ome = the period about 37 percent of the imports 

, Value Mineral b value. . 

(million dollars) commod- y 
————_—__————_ ities’ 
Mineral Total share of 
commod- _ trade total _ 

ities (percent) : 

Exports: 
1965._-.._.-.... $804 $667 45.58 
1966___..._____- 877 764 49.35 
1967 P___ 400 757 52.84 

Imports: 
1965. _-.- 2 __- 91 729 12.48 
1966_ 222. 74 816 9.07 ’ . 
1967 P___-_ 96 819 11.72 , 

Trade balance: . 
1965___.._._.... +2138 — 62 xx , 
1966___..._.__.. +3803 — 52 xX 

. 1967 PLL +304 — 62 xx oe 

P Preliminary. XX Not applicable. 

Table 3.—Peru: Exports of mineral commodities . | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 . 
ne 

Metals: 
Antimony: 

Gross weight: 
Ore... 2-222 ee 1,041 1,044 Argentina, 341; Brazil 209; India, 165. 
Refined bars____..._..___-- 217 300 Mainly to United States. 

. Content of — : 
Ore... 495 581. ©). 
Refined bars.___.._...____- 202 284 (2). oe 

Bismuth, content of — 
_ Mixed bars 2?_-____-.____._______ 80 82 (4). 

Refined bars_____.____.__.___-_ 662 663 United States 505; Netherlands 120. 
Cadmium, content of— 

Concentrates_._....-----------2 Lene eee 39 (3). 
Refined bars_____._.--._--_-.-- 223 212 Mainly to United States. 

Copper: 
Gross weight: 

Ore and concentrate________ 87,976 90,167 Japan 39,522; United States 24,893; 
Sweden 14,451. 

Cement and matte._.______- 1,151 858 United States 715; Japan 148. 
Blister__._-_.... 222 -__ ee 118,165 121,724 Mainly to United States. 
Copper alloys.______--_-_..  ..---_.- 558 All to United States. 

Content of— 
Ore and concentrates_______ 23 , 865 23,128 (). 
Cement and matte___.___._. 738 552). 
Blister_.........-..--.--_. 117,276 120,489 (3). 
Refined bars and sheets_-_--__ 37,969 31,476 (}). 
Mixed bars._.__.-_.--.---.  -__-____- 544 (2). 

Total copper content ___.__ 179 , 848 176,139 

Gold, content of— 
Ore, various......__troy ounces__ 1,300 2,252 (). 
Concentrate, various.__.__do____ 34,435 41,343 (). 
Mixed bars 2___..__..__._do____ 657 1,407 (). 
Blister bars__.._..__..._.do____ 8,243 8,687 ©). 

Total___..-....__.-._-do.___ 44,635 53 , 639 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Peru: Exports of mineral commodities-—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals—Continued 
Tron and stcel: 

. Tron ore.___.------.----------- 6,374,948 6,307,415 Mainly to Japan. 
Iron ore, concentrate__..._._---.- 871,034 1,372,438 Japan 645,178; United States, 356,182. 

. Scrap, foundry, and waste_.___-- 35 ..----_-- 
Lead: . 

Gross weight: 
Ore___.__.-..-.-.---.-----. 8,423 9,990 United States 5,632; Japan 1,897. 
Concentrate.___.......-.-- 115 ,285 115,862 United States, 65,507; West Germany 

20,804; Japan 12,886. 

Content of— 
Ore____.- 2-2 ee 3,906 4,687 (). 
Concentrate. _~.___.-------- 61 , 652 59,385 (3). 
Mixed bars 2_.._.___..-____- 53 56 (4): 
Refined bars__-____.---_.--- 85,401 86,775 United, States 48,809; Netherlands 

7,329. 

Total lead content________ 151,012 150,908 
Manganese ore_____.___._-___-_-.-- yp nn 
Mercury 3_._.__._._.76-pound flasks _. 1,643 2,768 Netherlands 1,250; United States 

Molybdenum: Ore and concentrate_ -_- 1,107 1,609 Belgium-Luxembourg 628; France 471. 
Selenium, content kilograms-_ 8,733 6,739 Mainly to United States. 

of crude metal. 
Silver: 

. Gross thousand troy ounces_- 19,110 18,610 West Germany 9,240; United States 
weight: Refined bars. 3,133. 

Content of— 
Ores, of silver and do____ 415 354. (1). 

other metals. 
Concentrate._._.__._.do____ 12,929 14,440 (4). 
Copper cement and do___- Lo owt ee eee - 

matte. 
Blister bars....._._._._do___- 783 1,613 (4). 
Mixed bars *__.__.._.do__._ 124 368 (4). 
Refined bars.______._do___-_ 18,788 18,595 (). 

Total silver do____ 33 , 044 35,370 
content. . 

Tellurium, content of kilograms. - 28 ,182 51,447 Mainly to United States. 
refined cakes and bars. 

Tin content of ores and long tons... 89 53 United Kingdom 34; United States 19 
concentrate. 

Tungsten ore and concentrates______- 632 672 United States 514; West Germany 140. 
WOs content 4____._____-______- 453 432 United States 348; West Germany 64. 

zi Ores, 60 percent WO; equivalent. 755 720 United States 580; West Germany 196. 
ine: 

Gross weight: . 
Ores_ oe 1,569 ________- 
Concentrates__......_...__- 398 ,481 429,810 Japan 226,160; United States 142,681. 

Content of — | 
Ores____ ee 864 _________ 
Concentrates_____._____.__- 211,127 225,730 = (°). 
Refined bars, slabs, and 55,716 56,377 United States 28,490; Belgium-Luxem- 

sheets. bourg 12,839. 

Total zine content________ 267 , 707 282,107 
Mixed metais, ingots and bars, gross 

weights: 
Bismuth with lead and silver____- 133 118 All to United States. 
Silver with gold_-__ troy ounces__ 133 , 426 869,734 Mainly to West Germany. 

Nonmetals: 
Barite, erude_________.___.----_-__- 17,952 91,680 Mainly to United States. 
Bentonite___._.__.____-___-_--_-_e_e- 27 46 All to Ecuador. 
Cement____..__.--______---___-_-- 25 5,320 All to Bolivia. 
Chalk__.__.-_----_--- eee 30 15 All to Eeuador. 
Guano____2 eee 2,150 2,100 United Kingdom 1,500; United States 

00. 
Salt_... 2 eee 120 182 All to Ecuador. 
Sand____._..2-- eee 50) __.------ 
Stone: Ornamental porphyry, onyx, 82. ------- 

marble. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Peru: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Mineral fuels: 
Anthracite_......-.22.-.-22- 22k 15,910 50 All to Bolivia. 
Peat___.-------.------------------ §6 ._.---_-- 
Petroleum: 

Crude___.____.---.-.-..------- 344,057 278 , 900 nite eg nedom 140,844; Brazil 
70,938. 

Liquid petroleum gas__.......-_ 302  _______-- 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Motor gasoline__...__._..-- 6 3868 Mainly to Colombia. 
Kerosine..-_....-_-..----- 62 37 Chile 31; Colombia 5. 
Distillate fuel oil. _..._._-.-- 83 ,056 51,065 Mainly to Chile. 
Residual fuel oil....._..---- 41,228 39,392 Mainly to bunkers. 
Lubricants_....._.....-----. 3,746 2,019 Mainiy to Chile. 
Other__........_kilograms..  -.______- 380 Mainly to bunkers. 

1 Country distribution not separately reported. 
2 See mixed metals listed at end of metals section of table for gross weights. 
3 Metal content of ores and concentrates. 
4 Official report of these figures as metal (W) content believed to be in error. 

Table 4.—Peru: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum and alloys: 

Ingots... eee 1,769 2,429 Canada 1,605; United States 764. 
Semimanufactures________..__-_-- 2,279 1,622 Belgium-Luxembourg 287; Austria 

245; United Kingdom 242; United 
States 241. 

Cadmium metal___..._.____ kilograms. _ 296 48 United Kingdom 35; United States 12. 
Copper and alloys: 

Unalloyed, all forms. -_....__.__- 1,398 901 Sweden 155; West Germany 144; Chile 
114; Japan 105. _ 

Alloyed, all forms......-...--.-.- 51 59 United Kingdom 25; United States 11; 
Italy 11. 

Gold: 
Bays______........._troy ounces__ 253,412 373 Mainly from West Germany. 
Plates, sheets, foil, ete._.._..do___- 218 ween e ee 

Iron and steel: 
Tron ore... - eee 74 ween ee 
Iron and steel scrap__..._.._.___-- 4,472 1,747 All from United States. 
Powder, shot, and sponge.__._____- 170 224 Mainly from Sweden. 
Ferroalloys.—__....._.--..------- 1,065 1,477 Mainly from Republic of South Africa. 
Semimanufactures: . 

Bars, rods, and_ structural 35,915 84,464 Belgium-Luxembourg 13,796; United 
shapes. States 6,657; Japan 3,531; West 

Germany 2,427. 
Rails and accessories_______._- 7,550 9,921 United Kingdom 5,700; West Germany 
Plates, sheets, strips, bands, 2,984. 

and hoops: 
Uncoated........._..---. 68,762 71,582 Japan 36,5438; West Germany 13,352; 

United States 8,948; Belgium-Luz- 
embourg 8,763. 

Galvanized__._.......... 12,488 6,244 Japan 2,833; United States 1,377; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 1,178. 

Tinplate and terneplate__. 238,648 24,495 Japan 7,829; Canada 5,582; United 
States 4,403; France 3,872. 

Wire____._______-_---_-_---- 5,179 6,814 United States 2,009; Belgium-Luxem- 
bourg 1,457; United Kingdom 948; 
Japan 858. 

Pipe and fittings...._......... 25,968 25,328 Japan 7,054; United States 5,869; 
Mexico 4,837; France 3,437. 

Cast iron....._....---____--- 410 a------ 
Lead and alloys, all forms_____.-._--_- AT 64 Mainly from United States. 
Magnesium metal.______.__kilograms_- 2,858 2,461 United States 1,607; Italy 762. 
Mercury. ____._._..._76-pound flasks_- 31 16 United States 10; Japan 4. 
Nickel and alloys, all forms__.___._.--- AT 70 West Germany 27; United States 19; 

Norway 10. 
Platinum and platinum __ trey ounces_. 79 567 Mainly from Switzerland. 

group metals. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Peru: Imports of mineral commcdities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals—Continued 
Silver ingots,_.____troy ounces_._-__ 8,231 9,099 Mainly from United States. | 
dust, sheets, etc. 

Tin and alloys: 
Refined unalloyed-_-~.__-_- long tons__ 105 142 Malaysia 57; United Kingdom 36; 

Denmark 24. 
Bar, sheet, powder, and do___. 18 12 Mainly from United States. 

pipe. - 
Babbitt___...--.-......._.do____ 5 8 Do. 
Other alloys, solder_.._.___.do___-_ 112 39 Do. 

Zine: : 
Refined ingots, bars, scrap_______.- 46 59 Do. 
Plates, lithographic; bands; rods; 157 155 Belgium-Luxembourg 82; West Ger- 

strips. many 20; United States 19. 
Granular. _._.__.._..---_._---_-- 31 73 Japan 38; United Kingdom 29. 

Other: 
Ores of ferroalloying metals______-__ 1,263 1,200 Mainly from Philippines. — 
Nonferrous ores, scorias, not else- 828 1,603 Mainly from Guyana. 

where specified. 
Nonferrous base metals and alloys, — 13 5 Mainly from United States. 

not elsewhere specified. 
Nonmetals: 

Abrasives, natural_.______..___._____. 3,715 3,695 United. States 1,799; West Germany 

Ashestos, crude, refined, or washed - _ __- 4,535 3,533 Mainly from Canada. 
ement: 

Portland_____.-..--.__.--.-_._.. 57,823 154,789 Venezuela 52,345; Poland 31,944; 
Japan 20,321. 

White (for stucco)_______-_.._____- 2,506 2,558 Japan 867; Denmark 475; France 420. 
Chalk._____2 2 ee 1,585 2,071 France 1,519; Belgium-Luxembourg 

541. 
Clays: ° 

Bentonite. _..2-.-_-_-__-___ ie. 871 805 Mainly from United States. 
Kaolin and refractory earth_______- 1,218 1,628 Do. 
Other._.--.2 22 ee 2,127 680 United States 368; United Kingdom 

50. 
Cryolite.___.__.- 22k. 3 Q@) All from United States. 
Feldspar____-______._________ ee. 252 202 Mainly from Canada. 
Fertilizers and fertilizer raw materials: 

Nitrogenous: 
Anhydrous ammonia_________. 23 28 All from United States. 
Potassium nitrate._.________- 159 148 Mainly from West Germany. 
Sodium nitrate_._____________ 1,895 2,455 Mainly from Chile. 
Other nitrogen fertilizers...... 111,596 64,404 West Germany 24,719; United States 

11,177; Belgium-Luxembourg 10,812. 
Phosphatice: 

Phosphate rock____._..._.__. 19,318 Q@) All from United States. 
Phosphatic fertilizers__._______ 221 224 Mainly from United States. 

Potassic, all forms__.___.________-_ 6, 769 4,486 France 1,997; West Germany 1,884. 
Other________-_ ee 6,425 6,220 Chile 38,839; West Germany 1,606; 

United States 768. 
Graphite: Crude_________________.___. 79 73 United Kingdom 32; Norway 15; West 

oo Germany 11. 
Gypsum, calcined___._______________- 102 204 Mainly from United States. 
Magnesite, crude or calcined___________ 1,206 1,273 Do. 
Mica, all forms__.___________________. 119 134 Do. 
Quartz..__._____ 2 ee 172 21 West Germany 11; United States 5. 
Salt, crude___..__ 02. 4,325 2,687 Mainly from Bahama Islands. 
Sands, silica or other_...._._._.______. "2,723 2,248 Mainly from United States. 
Stone, ornamental and construction_____ 555 803 Mainly from Italy. 
Sulfur, all forms_.___________________. 16,002 138,248 Mainly from United States. 
Tale and steatite_______-.__.________. 970 807 United States 295; Italy 222; Norway 

89. 
Witherite (barium. carbonate), crude___ 90 98 Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Other nonmetals____________________. 410 705 Canada 350; Republic of South Africa 

173; United States 140. 
Mineral fuels: 

Coal and briquets________.__________. 1,127 10 Mainly from Colombia. 
Peat_.....-_-_---_ ee 7 5 All from United States. 
Coke__..____---_------ ee ee 8,106 4,446 Mainly from West Germany. 
Other______-_-_ ee 20 45 Mainly from United States. 
Petroleum: 

Crude and partially refined. ______- 76 , 750 125,467 Mainly from Venezuela. 

See footnote at end of table.
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Table 4.—Peru: Imports of mine1al commodities—Continued _ | 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Mineral fuels—Continued . . . 
. . Petroleum—Continued 

Refinery products: - 
Aviation gasoline......_...... 48,566 41,181 Mainly from Netherlands Antilles. 
Motor gasoline____._..-..-_.. 158,010 243,354 Do. ; 

Kerosine.--__._.-.-------------- 510 ------- 
Distillate fuel oil__-.-_-.-------. 478,283 635,957 Venezuela 329,816; Colombia 190,316. 

' Lubricants, including greases_._.... 121,251 147,618 Venezuela 82,518; Netherlands Antilles 
35,894; United States 25,191. 

Asphalt..._._..-----.-------- 1,196 981 Mainly from United States. 
Vaseline, paraffin, waxes..-.... 12,741 11,919 India 6,012; United States 3,247 

| - Japan 1,864. 
Other___---_---------------- 1,470 1,348 Mainly from United States. 

| Total] refinery products...... 817,027 1,082,358 

A tN 

t Revised. . a 
1 Less than }4 unit. . 

| | - COMMODITY REVIEW t«t | 
. METALS — 11 percent more than in 1966. In addi- 

: tion, SPCC reportedly sold from stocks 
| _ Copper.—Southern Peru Copper Corp. copper concentrates containing 7,348 | 

(SPCC) had a record high blister copper metric tons of copper. Salient company 
output in 1967, producing approximately data for the years 1965 to 1967 follow: 

‘: . 1965 1966 1967 

Ore and waste mined___.___________..____.._metriec tons__ 51,790,000 51,686,865 58 ,939 , 809 
Ore mined_.______-____.-_____----- -______--__-..do___. 10,166,766 11,503 ,106 12 ,296 , 893 
Ore-to-waste ratio_._.___...--.-.-.---------------------. 1:4.1 1:3 .5 1:3.8 
‘Copper content of— | . 

Milled ore.2..-.- 2-2 _-_-_ percent. - 1.29 1.22 - 4.18 
Blister copper recovered at Ilo smelter__ metric tons_ - 119,100 113 ,980 126 , 507 

A pilot mill was installed at Toquepala copper ore producer to a broader-based 
for testing ore from the nearby Cuajone copper-lead-zinc-silver mine. 
orebody which is estimated to contain Production was started at Cerro-Peru’s 
some 530 million tons of l-percent-copper new. Cobriza property in December 1967. 

ore. This copper property, about 185 kilo- 
During 1967 rail haulage was installed meters southeast of La Oroya in the De- 

on the lower levels of the Toquepala partment of Huancavelica was producing 
mine while ten 85-ton pit-haulage trucks about 1,000 tons of ore daily in early 
were acquired for moving waste from 1968. Estimates call for an annual pro- 
the mine’s upper levels. duction of about 9,100 tons of recoverable 

Copper production by the Cerro de copper. Cobriza is an underground mine 
Pasco Corp. (Cerro-Peru), a Cerro Corp. with a mill located on the property. The 
subsidiary, was slightly lower in 1967 concentrates are shipped to La Oroya for 
than in 1966. Cerro-Peru, the country’s reduction. To accommodate the Cobriza 
second largest copper producer, reported production, additional electrolytic copper 
that output was adversely affected by a refining equipment reportedly was being 
1-week mineworkers’ strike and a 2-week installed at La Oroya and was expected 
strike by metallurgical workers. to be ready by late 1968. The new equip- 

Cerro-Peru reported that a 750-ton- ment was expected to increase the annual 
per-day concentrator had been put into capacity from 40,000 to about 51,000 tons 
operation at their Yauricocha property _ of refined copper. 
in April 1966, completing the conversion Another Cerro Corp. subsidiary operat- 
of the property from a direct smelting ing in Peru, Compafiia Industrial del
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Centro, S. A. (CIDECSA) substantially plant. Other equipiuent added in this ex- 
completed construction of a 50,000-ton pansion have been two Linz-Donawitz 
annual capacity copper wire rod hot-rolling converters, a continuous casting plant, an 
mill at La Oroya by the middle of 1967, oxygen plant, and a new pier. It was 

, along with a sulfuric acid plant designed recently announced that SOGESA will be 
to have a capacity of 200 tons per day. further expanded by the addition of a new , 

| . rolling mill at a projected cost of some Iron Ore.—The Marcona Mining Co. $67 lion, pre} 
continued to mine iron ore on the Peru- The 1966 output of major products 
of U3 coast about he kilometers south from the SOGESA plant were as follows 
of Lima and to ship products from two (figures in parentheses are 1965 output): 
ocean ports, San Nicolas and San Juan. pig iron, 27,655 tons (19,934) ; ingot steel, Operating subsidiaries of the Marcona 57,373 (81,405); and merchant bars, 68,- 
Corp. and their functions were as follows: 419 (73,723). Raw materials consumed 

: . ed eo ¢ . ? 3 ° " 

The Marcona Mining ve. mining 4 Cia. in 1966 included iron ore, 18,800; scrap 
San Juan, S. A., oremarketing; and San iron, 53,495; coke, 4,702; ferromanganese, Juan Carriers, Ltd., ocean transport. Be- 310: and ferrosilicon. 47 

. . 3 2 , 

tween 1965 and 1967, the Marcona Min- Of the other smaller steel companies in ing Co. increased sales of iron ore products Peru, the largest was Metalargica Peruana, 
some 12 percent and since their pelletizing S. A. (MEPSA), near Lima. Owned 
facilities were brought into full operation principally by large mining companies 
during that time, sales of pelletized prod- Cerro de Pasco Corp., Southern Peru 
ucts increased about 225 percent. Sales Copper Corp., and others, it produces _ 

. 4 ae) > 

_ of iron ore products for the years 1965 grinding balls and ball mill liners using 
to 1967 were reported as follows: scrap provided by the mining companies. 

| MEPSA has one pot furnace with a ca- | 
| - pacity of 4 tons per hour and two electric 

____Thousand metric tons steel furnaces of 5-tons capacity each. The 
| 1965 1966 1967 plant can produce 15,000 tons per year. 

a Other small plants included Fundicién 
Unbeneficiated_.-... 1,890 1,592 1,627 Callao, S. A. (one pot furnace and two 
Beneficiated: oO ~~ electric furnaces), Industria Nacional de 

Fellets.--.- -- --- 3 oe. Rigor 3 103 Productos del Acero, S. A. (PRODAC) 
oo (wire production), Industria Peruana de 

Subtotal._.... 4,918 5,560 6,005 Alambre, S. A. (ALAMBRESA) (wire 
Total._....... 6,808 7,152 7,632 and galvanized plate production), and 

eeeeetsts—sEleccttrcomeettaligiica = Nacional, S.A. 
| . (ENSA) (ferromanganese production with 

During 1967, Marcona completed an 3,600 tons annual capacity). Two new 18-kilometer mine-to-port belt conveyor companies, Aceras Lima and Aceras 
system, acquired three I5-cubic-yard Arequipa, were recently formed to manu- electric shovel ore loaders and eighteen facture beams using SOGESA products 
100-ton-capacity diesel electric pit haulage as raw materials. 
trucks. 

Lead and Zinc.—During 1967, Northern 
Iron and Steel.°—Perw’s first blast Peru Mining Corp., a wholly owned sub- 

furnace went into operation on December sidiary of the American Smelting and 
15, 1967. The furnace, 5 meters in di- Refining Co., increased the capacity of 
ameter and 27 meters in height, was €X- their Quiruvilca mill by 50 percent by 
pected to produce 500 tons of pig iron the installation of additional circuits to 
per day or 200,000 tons per year. It was recover lead and zinc concentrates in 
part of the lastest expansion program at addition to the existing copper circuit. 
the Chimbote plant of Sociedad Siderar- It was also reported that the Chilete 
gica de Chimbote, 8. A. (SOGESA), — jead-zinc mine which has nearly depleted 
which is now nearing completion and ——— 
which represents a $78 million investment. *8 Sources: U.S. Embassy, Lima, Peru. State 

t t A A-369, Der. 29. 1967. 1 SOGESA, owned and operated by a State Departmen Department Airgram AW172, June 
‘ racida 13, 1967, 8 « Ene. 6 .; Revista ti 

corporation, Corp ° aenen Peruana del americana de Siderurgia, ILAFA, No. 87. July 
Sarita, is the nation’s only integrated steel 1967, pp. 19-20.
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its reserves will be elosed in the second creased slightly in 1967 over that of the 
quarter of 1968. previous year, but lead concentrate de- 

Compania Minerales Santander, Inc., creased due to the reduced lead content 
Peru, the wholly owned subsidiary of the of ore mined. 
St. Joseph Lead Co. of New York, con- 
tinued developing its underground lead MINERAL FUELS 

and zine mine i central Peru, Dep artment Petroleum.—Peruvian crude petroleum 
of Lima, in 1967. Upon completion of the duction | . 

haft started in 1966. the existin production in 1 967 registered a 12.3 per- 
new salt star Ye oe S§ open cent increase over that of 1966, largely 
pit mine will be phased out; this is as a result of increased development of 

: projected for the fourth quarter of 1968. the Belco Petroleum Corp. offshore con- 

Zinc concentrate tonnage reportedly in- cessions near Talara. 

Table 5.—Peru: Distribution of crude petroleum production by zone and company 
— (Thousand 42-galion barrels) 

: Production 
Zone and company SO 

1966 1967 P 

Continentai Shelf: | 
Belco Petroleum Corp. of Peru_.._.__._._-_____.________-.-__.---- 1,384 8,517 
Cabeen Exploration Co... 370 957 
Empresa Petrolera Fiscal.._.....__--.--- eee ee 4 358 

‘Total. _-_---------- eee eee eee eee eee eeee-- «1,758 4,832 

. Coastal: . 
. Belco Petroleum Corp. of Peru__.....--..-------------------------- 102 81 

Empresa Petrolera Fiseal.........-.._-.._____--_-----_-_-_----_------ 2,435 1,984 
International Petroleum Co., Ltd., Lobitos }1.._____.._._.______.---_- 10,883 10,798 
International Petroleum Co., Ltd., La Brea y Parifias._..._...-.__..-- 6,715 6,974 
Petrolera Amotape, S.A_____.-__..._-_._-.- ~~ eee eee eee 11 10 

Total__._...--..-------------------- =e eee --------- = 20,146 19,847 

Eastern: - 
Compafiia Peruana de Petréleo ‘‘El Oriente’, S.A... -_-2--_- eee 551 591 
Compafifa de Petréleo “‘Ganso Azul’’, Ltda-_-__- wa ee ene enn ne ee ne 572 587 

Total... 22 e eee  eeeee 1,123 1,178 

Grand total._._..-_-.-...--__----- 1 eee 23 ,027 25,857 

P Preliminary. 
1 Concession jointly held with Compafiia Petrolera Lobitos (Burmah Oil Co., Ltd.) but operated by Inter- 

national Petroleum Co., Ltd. 

Exports of crude oil and petroleum a 
. . Thousand 

products increased markedly in 1967 Product 42-gallon barrels 
compared with those of 1966; however, Toe 1967 
imports, due in part to increased produc- ‘ 
tion and in part to the September currency imports: 
devaluation and restriction of imports, Crude oil. _- Sing 728 1, 1 70 
° : viation gasoline______-_-- increased only about 1 per cent in 1967. Motor gas and naphtha... 3,097 3,010 
A comparative trade table for the years Distillate fuet oil_.---- 2. 3 366 sy 31 7 

. esidual fuel oif-_______-- ,925 0 
1966 and 1967 follows: Lubricants....___._.___... 172 85 

Others........_..._-.---- 73 204 

Total__......__..-_.... 18,769 . 8,858 

Exports: 
Crude oil_______._.-.---. 1,985 3,690 
Distillate fuel oil_..--..--- 656 680 
Lubricants.___...-.------ 13 5 
Others......_.--..--.---- 2 6 

Total__..........-----. 2,656 4,381 

1 Detail does not add to total due to rounding.
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Consumption of refined petroleum wildcat wells were drilled compared with 
products increased approximately 5.5 per- 24 drilled in 1966. Twenty-four of the 
cent in 1967 over the previous year. With exploratory wells were dry, a success ratio 
the exception of aviation gasolines, all of 52 percent for all exploratory drilling. 
the regular products showed increases in Plans for development of natural gas 
consumption ranging from 17.8 percent resources in Peru suffered reverses in 1967 
for turbo fuel to 2.3 percent for residual as the Aguaytia Group’s drilling program 
fuel oil. A table of domestic consumption produced two dry exploration holes and 
of refined petroleum products for the years _ one gas producing hole near Pucallpa in 
1966 and 1967 follows: | eastern Peru. The Aguaytia Group, formed 

iin 1966 to develop natural gas previously 
Thousand 42-gallon discovered, consisted of (1) Cia. Peruana 

Product barrels Ss ee: Peetrdleo “El Oriente” S.A., (2) Cerro _ 
1966 1967 de Pasco Petroleum Corp., (3) Deutsche 

—_.——— EErdoel AG. Gewerkschaft Elwerath and 
Crude oil______.___.. 22. _-- 243 _...... Wintershall A.G., (4) Peruvian Oils & 

Motor gasoline... 8,998 9,83. +«~—- Minerals, Ltd., and (5) Mobil Oil Co. Turbo fuel______________._. 955 1,125 del Peru. | 

Distillate fuel olf ---_-"- 77 $1690 806, The original discovery well, Aguaytia-1, Residual fuel oil.___________ 9,314 9525 had been drilled in 1962 about 80 kilo- 
Others---.--------.-.-.-.-. 1,110 1,295 meters west of Pucallpa. The two dry 

Total___...__........ 80,217 31,885 holes, Pisqui-1 and Tahuaya-1, were drilled 
ass exploration wells in structures adjacent 

The La Pampilla refinery, owned and to the Aguaytia. In November 1967, 
operated by the Peruvian Government Aguaytia-2 was completed as a shut-in | 
organ, Empresa Petrolera Fiscal (EPF), %@8/condensate producer, and an economic was officially opened December 17, 1967.  8sessment of the Aguaytia structure was 
It had been operating about a month, considered. SO oo 
treating Venezuelan crude at a rate of Due to the two dry holes, the plan to 
10,000 barrels per day supplied under pipe natural gas over the Andes to the 
contract by the Gulf Oil Corp. The re- Lima-Callao area appeared unlikely, be- 
finery has a rated daily capacity of cause no additional reserves were gener- 
20,000 barrels but has operated at an ated to justify the lengthly pipeline. How- 
average of about 16,000 barrels. The re- ever, it was hoped that the Aguaytia 
finery is capable of producing 95-octane structure would contain sufficient reserves 
gasoline in addition to the lower grades to warrant the investment to pipe gas to 
of gasoline, the normal grades of kerosine, La Oroya for use in the Cerro de Pasco 
jet fuel, diesel oil, and bunker fuel. When smelter operation. - 
the refinery is operating at capacity, it is The long-time dispute between the 
projected that crude oil requirements in International Petroleum Co. and_ the 
excess of the quantities delivered by Gulf Peruvian Government continued through- 
will be supplied by EPF’s production out the year. Despite the number of laws 
facilities at Los Organos and by Belco and decrees promulgated relating to and 
Petroleum Corp. offshore operations at associated with the disputed La Brea y 
Talara. Parifias property and environs, as the year _ 

Petroleum exploration activities in- ended the situation was still uncertain, and 
creased from 54.9 party months in 1966 the successful completion of negotiations 
to 73.5 party months in 1967, while 50 was not in sight. |



The Mi t = e Mineral Industry 
t e e ® : . 

of the Philippines 

By Arnold M. Lansche’* and K. P. Wang * 

During 1967, the Philippine gross na- Government subsidy stimulated the expan- 
tional product (GNP) rose about 19 per- sion of gold-producing facilities. The lead- 
cent and mineral output increased per- ing producer of metallurgical chromite had 
haps 10 to 15 percent from the reported a good year, but output of the only pro- 
$186 million in 1966. Mineral-output ducer of refractory chromite fell. Phil- 
value (excluding value added) was equiva- ippine iron ore producers found difficult 
lent to nearly 3.4 percent of the $6.3 competition with Australia in supplying 
billion GNP. Copper, gold, chromite, iron the Japanese market. The construction 

- ore, cement, and refinery products were boom boosted cement production greatly, 
still the major commodities in 1967, with and petroleum refining and consumption 
copper holding a dominant position. Base continued to expand on a moderate scale. 
metal ores, virtually all exported and Discussions between the Philippines and 
mainly to Japan, earned significant the United States were started, in Novem- 
amounts in foreign exchange. Copper ex- ber 1967, on the subject of a new trade 

ports alone may have reached nearly $100 agreement to replace the Laurel Langley 
million in 1967. Output of cement, iron Trade Agreement that expires July 3, 1974. 
and steel, fertilizers, and petroleum prod- Pesos at 3.90 to $1 were freely converti- 
ucts from imported crude oil was pri- ble, and imports did not require import or 
marily for domestic markets. | foreign exchange licenses after mid-1967. 

Much mineral exploration took place, The Philippine President’s Administrative 
particularly for copper and sulfur. Several Order No. 21 of September 6, 1966, which 
developing copper prospects reaffirmed the liberalized repatriation of investment, re- 

potential of the Philippines for nonferrous mittance of earnings, payments of foreign 
base metals, and associated pyrite has loans, and servicing of foreign obligations, 
proven to be abundant. Extensive explora- was actively implemented in 1967. The 

tory drilling was done on a sulfur prop- Corporation Law was amended by Repub- 
erty in Negros Oriental. lic Act 5167, approved August 4, 1967, to 

High prices and the long strike in the permit domestic or foreign mining corpo- 
United States spurred copper output to a rations to own as much as 40 percent of 
new high. Greater world demand and a_ another mining company. 

| PRODUCTION | 

The 12.5-percent tonnage increase in The additional copper in 1967 came 
copper and the 30-percent increase in mainly from existing enterprises. Thus, 

cement production were main contribu- when some new mines come into operation 

tions to the overall rise in mineral-output in a few years, the Philippines will be able 
value over that of 1966. Gold showed little 4, top the 100,000-metric-ton annual out- 

change, although groundwork had been 

done to boost production. Pyrite output 1 Physical scientist, Division of International 
increased sharply to meet the needs for Activities. 

eae 2 Chief, area specialist, Far East and Sout 
fertilizer manufacture. Asia, Division of International Activities. 
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put mark. Output of direct-shipping iron excludes value added. The main product, 

ore declined, while that of concentrates and copper in concentrates, contributed 44 
| pellets increased; some beach sands were percent to total output. Cement ranked 

also produced. Zinc came mainly from the next with 19 percent, followed by gold 

Tuba gold-zinc mine near Baguio and the with 12 percent, iron ore with 8 percent, 
Bagacay copper-zinc mine. Byproduct sand and gravel with 6 percent, and re- 

cadmium was produced from zinc, and fr actory chromite with 5 P ercent. Salt cone 
. tributed 2 percent, metaliurgical chromite 

byproduct molybdenite from copper from 
he Sipal . 1 percent and silver, manganese, mercury, 
the sipa ay mine. zinc, and coal, less than 1 percent each. 

Information on mineral output value by The value added was sizable for petroleum 
commodity is only available for 1966, and but of lesser importance for steel products. 

| Tabie 1.—Philippines: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967? 

Metals: | _ 
Cadmium, content of zinc concentrate | 

kilograms _- 11,200 11,000 r9,570 © 5,440 3,000 

Chromite: , _ a i —_ 
Metallurgical_____._.._.._thousand tons__ 86 r 86 96 104 133 
Refractory..__.__.__.--..----_--do____ 373 r 382 458 | 456 287 

Total____._...._--..-....--_--do___-_ 459 r 468 554 560 420 
Copper, metal content of eoncentrates (largely ; 

22 to 29.5 percent copper)__.._...__.___.._-. 63,686 60 , 458 62,740 * 73,758 83 , 763 
Gold__.______.___._.__.....-.-troy ounces... 376,006 425,770 435,545 453,546 500,417 
Iron and steel:. 

Iron ore and concentrate, 55 to 58 percent . 
iron____...__........-.thousand tons__ 1,385 1,367 1,438 71,475 1,506 

Ferroalloys....._..--__.-.-----__-------- 1,296 1,532 1,744 1,795 718 
Steel ingots (from scrap) ¢_thousand tons__- NA NA 1114 1148 NA 

Lead, metal content of 50 to 60 percent concen- 
trate... eee eeeeeeeté‘*SzdCS 103 105 92 95 

Manganese ore_______________.------------- 7,666 8,005 51,744 56 , 093 86 , 483 
Mercury, estimated content of concentrate 

76-pound flasks __ 2,651 2,496 2,584 2,443 2,612 
Molybdenum, metal content of 94 percent MoS2 
concentrate___________....----____-------- 107 105 T7 49 41 

Silver._.___________-__._..___ troy ounces_. 838,304 907,504 932,944 1,162,889 1,396,268 
Zine, content of concentrate_____________--_- 3,893 2,136 2,059 r1,648 1,548 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos... .___._._._-.-__---- eee 382 532 _---- 500 58 
Asphalt rock_.____.._________________-__--- 5,186 _--- wee ee ae NA 
Barite, 85 to 90 percent BaSQu4___________.--- 914 1,476 ----- 2 NA 
Cement.____._.__...........-thousand tons_- 951 1,201 r1,529 r1,613 2,112 
Clays, white. _.__._._2._----_-_- 2 eee 6,703 6,967 e 7,000 e 6,000 e 6,000 
Dolomite_________...____..-.-..----------- 5,089 5,220 5,149 4,135 6,794 
Feldspar________..__-----.-.-------------- 6,669 8,051 12,289 8,615 NA 
Gypsum (mostly byproduct)._.__._._._.__._-... 30,694 40,958 27,488 *'*15,329 15,184 
Lime_________-__.___-____--_.-----.-.-.-- 31,396 29,175 23 ,831 23 , 548 84,342 
Limestone______.__________.-thoysand tons_- 1,480 1,799 2,300 2,400 3,000 
Phosphatic materials: 

Guano___________.-_------------------ 1,473 1,191 4,172 534 1,316 
Phosphate rock_______________.__------ 1,066 2,857 10 100 1 

Pyrite....__.__._.._ 2 --- ++ ---- 58 ,055 43 ,912 105,293 114,442 146 ,219 
Salt, sea_____________.__.. . thousand tons_- 70 47 255 183 116 
Silica sand (ordinary glass sand) ___-___..do---_- 111 197 280 234 311 
Sulfur________.._-___-__-.--- ei eee 48 69 48 14 24 
Tale_____-___-__-___- eee eee 95 98 5938 637 444 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal__..._.__._.____...__._. thousand tons_-_ 157 115 95 775 65 

Petroleum refinery products: EEE 
Gasoline_____thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 8,660 9,189 9,474 11,213 12 ,448 
Kerosine?____________.._..____.-do_.__- 2,509 2,544 3,238 3, 803 2 , 863 
Distillate fuel oil. ..._._..____...-do___- 5,872 6,881 7,189 8,450 9,425 
Residual fuel oil__._.________.___-do__-_- 7,561 9,757 11,093 13 ,133 16,607 
Refinery fuel (including losses) ____-do-_~. -- 1,374 1,500 1,700 62,333 e2 ,964 
Other products_______________...-do.__- 1,545 954 e} 442 1,801 1,356 

Total________________.-------------- 27,521 30 , 825 34,086 40 , 733 45 ,663 

e Estimate. r Revised. P Preliminary. NA Not available. 
1 Rolled steel. 
2 Includes jet fuel.
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TRADE 

Complete trade data for 1966 and 1967 $120 million, or nearly 14 percent of all 
are not available. However, preliminary in- exports. Imports of base metals and min- 
formation for the first half of 1967 shows eral fuels each were valued at about $90 
that total exports were valued at $386 million, or nearly 10 percent of total im- 
million (down $45 million compared with ports. Although overall trade value in- 
the same period in 1966 and total imports creased by 7 to 8 percent over that of 1965, 
at $511 million (up $118 million). Min- the trade pattern did not change appre- 
eral exports did increase, however, by 10  ciably. : 
percent or more. Production of copper Japan took virtually all mine copper 
concentrates greatly increased, and exports (except the gold-copper ores of Lepanto 
of this, the Philippines’ foremost export Consolidated which went to ‘Takoma, 
product, presumably rose correspondingly. Wash.), metallurgical chromite, and iron 
Iron ore exports remained steady. The ore. The bulk of refractory chromite, 

principal mineral import item was petro- gold, and zinc concentrate went to the 
leum. Even though tonnage went up only United States. 

sgntly, valve jncreased considerably be- = Tacking oil, the Philippines imported 
cause of the Middle Hast Crisis. crude petroleum from Indonesia, Iran, 

Overall 1966 Philippine trade was Iraq, Kuwait, Qatar, Sarawak, and Saudi 
valued at about $1.75 billion. Imports and A i > 2 > watav d nd sau 

exports were fairly balanced, and the two rabia. Japan and the United States sup- 

States and Japan. Exports of metalliferous © manufactures, refined petroleum products, 
ores and metal scrap in 1966 totaled about and fertilizers. | 

Table 2.—Philippines: Exports of selected mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1964 1965 Principal destinations, 1965 

Metals: 
Brass scrap_......-..------.-----..-- 1,137 925 Japan 885; Taiwan 40. 
Chromite: 

Metallurgical.___._........._..... 180,230 105,840 Alli to Japan. 
Refractory_............---.-----. 457,094 512,964 United States 381,874; United Kingdom _ 

Copper: ~~ 
Ore... eee -----_--. 16,804 22,316 Allto Japan, 
High-gold concentrate_............ 46,148 \ 235,416 Do. 
Ordinary concentrate_............ 269,432 
Metal content of ore and concen- 

tratee__.._____.__.___..-..... 63,400 47,000 Do. 
G eee oo nvr rrr 1,208 1,215 Japan 375; West Germany 340. 
Gold: 

Bullion..._.........-troy ounces... 240,242 40,565 All to United States. 
Concentrate and matte }___..___.-. 6,784 2,827 Japan 2,160; United States 667. 

Iron ore and equivient: 
Ore_..._..._.......thousand tons_. 1,311 1,272 All to Japan. 
Concentrate. ____.......-..do___- 204 117 Mainly to Japan. 

Manganese ore__._______..--.-._.---- 16,537 59,988 Japan 53,538. 
Mercury - ~---+-.-----76-pound flasks _- 1,447 2,205 Netherlands 858; United Kingdom 449. 
Molybdenum concentrate.._.......----- 275 150 West Germany 71; United Kingdom 40. 
Zinc ore and concentrate__.._...-.---- 4,888 3,910 Ali to United States. 

Mineral fuels: 
Crude oil (reexport) _ __..thousand tons_ 18 4 All to South Viet-Nam. 
Gas oil (bunker fuel)..........do__--_- 48 46 Mainly to Malaya. 

¢ Estimate. 
1 Includes gold-and-silver bearing lead-copper concentrates. 
Source: Department of Commerce and Industry, Bureau of the Census and Statistics. Foreign Trade Statis- 

tics of the Philippines 1964 and 1965, Manila, 1965 and 1966.
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Table 3.—Philippines: Imports of selected mineral commodities 

| (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) - . 

. | Commodity | 1964 1965 “Principal sources, 1965 

Metals and metallic ores: . . a | i 
Aluminum: 

Ingots, bars, and alloys. __--_._-_- 4,460 4,283 United States 2,319; Canada 859. 
C Semimanufactures._._.--...------ 950 _ 940 Japan 372; United States 255. — 
opper: , . 

Ingots and bars..._...-.-.--.---- 3,400 . 3,970 Japan 3,907. 
Semimanufactures___...._._------ 1,320 1,035 Japan 526; United States 168. 

Iron and steel: . Se 
Pig iron____-_.-.----------------- 21,150 14,555 Japan | 6,909; Australia 3,742; Spain 

. 3,048. 
Ferroalloys_—....-.-------------- 1,991 1,451 Taiwan 670; Norway 483; Japan 192. 
Ingots and semimanufactures . . . 

Do thousand tons__ e500 | 530 Japan 360. 
L QOteP - = 2-2 n one nnen nn nn nen 10,182 10,999 -United States 10,022. . 
ead: oo. 

Ingots, bars, and alloys._______.-_- 2,003 3,052 Australia 2,585; Japan 182. © 
Semimanufactures__._......------ 428 595 Australia 155; Japan 96; United States 

Pigments._.-.-.--.--------------  ° 704 485 United States 235; Australia 219. _ 
Nickel, all forms. _....____._.__------ 65 33 United States 26. — 
Tin ingots and alloys_-_-.._-_ long tons__ 4,600 600. Malaysia 592. 
Titanium oxide_......__..-____.----_- 2,295 2,361 Japan 765; West Germany 381; Aus- 

tralia 374; United Kingdom 317; 
. Belgium 134. . 

Zine: 
Ingots and alloys._._..____._._.__.... 10,363 10,958 Australia 4,711; Japan 3,593. 
Semimanufactures_______________- 2,250 538 Australia 249; United. States 121. 
Pigments._____......---..--_---- 1,100 792 Netherlands 431; United Kingdom 104. 

Nonmetals: oo 
Abrasive, including diamond__________- 333 347 Netherlands 144; United States 98. 
Asbestos___.__.-__-_________--__u-_-- 1,894 1,288 Canada 750; Portuguese Africa 181. 
Cement.__---.--.------------------- 185,851 91,547 Taiwan 62,843; Japan 24,305. 
China clay___-.......-.-..-_.2_-_---_- 2,857 4,233 Japan 2,120; United Kingdom 1,084. 
Diatomaceous earth_____.___..-_----- 2,382 4,239 Japan 4,010. 
Dolomite___.......__.___.--.-------. 2,699 3,277 Japan 2,426; United States 441. 
Fertilizers, chemical ____. thousand tons__ . 2384 226 Japan 85; West Germany 55. 
Gypsum.____-____-------------------- 27,581. 25,935 Cyprus Island 10,450. 
Phosphate rock._..____..-..--------- 18,754 57,797 United States 57,792. 
Sulfur_...-..-.-----_-_-------.------ 5,212 19,0389 Canada 16,386; United States 2,351. 
Tale. ..-._--_ 2,572 2,652 South Korea 1,447; Japan 594. 

Mineral fuels: . 
Coke from coal..__........-___-----_. 11,521 20,699 Australia 7,627; Taiwan 5,910. 
Petroleum: 

Crude__._._._._._-thousand tons__ 4,216 4,533 Indonesia 1,217; Saudi Arabia 842. 

Refinery products: OC . 
Gasoline_____________-do___-_ 38 63 Iran 28; Bahrain 10. 
Kerosine_______.-..-.-do___- --- 20 Iran 7; Bahrain 7; Japan 4. 
Distillate fuel oil. .._._.do___- 11 127 Saudi Arabia 19; Iran 16; Malaysia 16. 

. Lubricants. _..........do___- 89 83 United States 61. 
Other_____.-___.-._-.-.do.__- 19 19 United States 9; Indonesia 7. 

Total______._.._..--do___- 157 312 

e Estimate. Oo . . 

Source: Department of Commerce and Industry, Bureau of the Census and Statistics. Foreign Trade Statis- 
ties of the Philippines 1964 and 1965, Manila, 1965 and 1966. 

| COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Normally, the chromite industry has a 

Chromite—During 1967, output of re- yearly output value exceeding $10 million. 

ractory chromite declined steeply, and as Ae Coto . (or Masinloc) mine of Con- 
the U.S. steel industry has traditionally 5” ated Mines, Inc., in Zambales the 
depended upon the Philippines for more Country’s sole refractory chromite producer, 

than half of its refractory needs, this CUtput of standard lump ore dropped be- 
drop in output could have an international US of ore-grade problems and mining 
impact. Output of metallurgical chromite, difficulties. Underground mining was 
all exported to Japan, gained significantly started on some ore bodies, and a crushing 

but was only 2 percent of world output. plant and a flume were under construc-
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tion. The remodeled fines plant produced Atlas Consolidated with open pit and 
sizable tonnages of concentrates from stock- underground mines in Toledo, Cebu, plans 
piled fines, however, the market for fines, to expand capacity 40 percent to eventually 
has not been attractive when compared bring copper mine output to about 45,000 
with that for lump ore. In view of the re- tons per year. At the beginning of 1967, its 
serve situation, production of lump ore measured reserves were reported at 142 
can probably return to the previous level. million tons of copper ore averaging 0.76 
As of January 1, 1967, reserves totaled percent copper, and 42 million tons analyz- 
about 9.8 million tons, comprising 5 mil- ing 0.66 percent copper. The firm ships its 
lion tons of mine-run ore (including copper ore to Mitsubishi Metal Mining 
Parcel No. 1 of Zambales Mineral Reser- Co. Ltd., of Japan. 

| vation ) , 1.2 million tons of stockpiled Marinduque Mining & Industrial Corp., 
high-silica fines, and 3.6 million tons of which sells copper primarily to Mitsui 
disseminated ore in place and in dumps. Mining and Smelting Co., Ltd., of Japan, | 

Acoje Mining Co. Inc., a subsidiary of had a good year at both copper properties. 
Marinduque Mining and Industrial-Corp., To support the Sipalay open pit mine, 

dominated Philippine metallurgical yecent capital construction included diver- 
chrome ore output. The only other pro- sion of the Toangan River and transfer of 
ducer, Palawan Consolidated Mining Co., a conveyor from the defunct Binulig pit 
had a small output. Acoje’s new open pit to the Sansibit pit. A ball mill to raise 

in Zambales started operations in late 1966 — daily milling capacity to 6,500 tons of ore 
and provided one-fifth of the 1967 mill- was being installed in 1967, and plans 
feed. Reserves for Acoje totaled 2.3 million were underway to further boost overall 

tons at the beginning of 1967. Palawan milling capacity to 8,000 tons by mid-1968. 
Consolidated mined underground at Sipalay’s reserves, as of early 1967, were | 
Puerto Princesa, Palawan; reserves in 1967 reported at 72 million dry tons analyzing 

were reported at 17,500 tons of 42- to 0.8 percent copper. The Bagacay open pit 
58-percent-grade chrome ore. was recently retooled with bigger mining 

. . equipment. As a result, copper mine out- 

___ Copper.—About 10 means compantes put in 1967 was roughly two-fifths more 
produced copper in 1967; mine-copper han in 1966. B 5 9.8 t 
output by major producers is shown in the than in ; Dagacay § «.0-percen!-COpper 
following tabulation: mine-run ore was upgraded to nearly 44,- 

000 tons of concentrates in 1966; an addi- 
——————_  ——— tional 19,200 tons of straight shipping ore 

Company 1966 1967 ¢ (7.5-percent-copper) was produced. Mitsui 
eeeeeesessSSSSSSSSSSsCsé‘“‘é@M@nning’:s aaarnd meeting’ developed a process | 
Atlas Consolidated Mining . to recover copper and precious metals from 
Las bo Cone lttated Mising 27,550 30,200 tailings. Japanese companies have always 
_Co_.-.------------------ 18,500 19,500 recovered zinc from Philippine tailings. 

Maustrial Corp and In- Lepanto Consolidated Mining Co.’s. 
Bagacay mine-------.-- + 1b'e°0 Mankayan mine in Mountain Province had 

Philex Mining Corp_........ 65750 ~—S=«6,180_-—« @:1966 recorded output of 18,500 tons of 
Samar Mining Co. Ine... «1,290 «1,700. COPPEF, 62,110 ounces of gold, and 327,149 
Other_.._....._........... 1,888 1,663 Ounces of silver. Lepanto traditionally 

—- = = ~Ss shipped ores to the Takoma Smelter of 
Total.--------------. 578,758 83,763 American Smelting and Refining Company. 

. . . Operating costs were greatly reduced and 
e Estimate. r Revised. NA Not available. profits increased in 1966 by raising daily 

In recent years, most mines have been ex- milling capacity to 1,800 tons of ore. A 
panded and new reserves delineated. In Plan to bring daily capacity up to 2,700 
addition, many new properties have been tons was underway at yearend 1967. Re- 
prospected and developed. At yearend Serves were entirely reevaluated, and, in 
1967, the country had a half billion tons ¢arly 1967, stood at 7.82 million tons assay- 
of reserves of disseminated copper ore mg 2.98 percent copper and 0.125 ounce 
grading 0.6 to 0.9 percent copper. Planned 8 0ld, roughly two-thirds measured ore. 
expansions and new facilities under con- Philex Mining Corp.’s_ property at 
struction indicate that Philippine copper Tuba in Mountain Province was_ the 
mine output should continue to rise. country’s only important underground
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porphyry copper mine. It underwent sig-  solidated, Mining Co. 13,108; and Baguio 

nificant transitions in mining methods and Gold Mining Company, 8,916. , 

extraction horizons, and a magnetite recov- At Benguet Consolidated, Inc. gold 

ery circuit was added. Total estimated re- property in the Baguio area, tertiary 

serves were about 50 million tons of 0.74- crushers were installed and diversion tun- 

percent-copper ore. An expansion program _ nels were constructed to provide impound- 

was being planned to increase producticn ing facilities for mill _ tailings. Baguio 

50 percent by late 1968 so as to bring Gold Mining shut down its Baguio mine in 

annual mine copper output to around late 1966. 
10,000 tons. This would necessitate the Gold remained _.a significant byproduct of 

transfer of location as well as expansion of | copper for Philex Mining. Itogon-Suyoc 

the present mill. Philex continued to sell Mines, Inc., has several properties. At its 

to Nippon Mining Co. Ltd. of Japan. Itogon mine in Sangilo, Itogon, modifica- 

Benguet Consolidated, Inc. open pit tions in mill circuit were made to raise 

copper project in Balabac, Palawan, got gold output. At the company’s Suyoc mine 

into full production during 1967, after in- in Mankayan, Mountain Province, efforts 

stallation of facilities to accommodate were being made to raise byproduct copper 
10,000 tons of ore monthly. Ores shipped output. Daily ore output of Benguet Ex- 
at yearend 1967 analyzed about 6.7 percent ploration’s complex metal mine at Tuba, 
copper and 46.8 percent sulfur. The Ken- near Baguio, was being expanded from 40 
non Copper Mine of Black Mountain Inc., to 60 tons per day. During 1966, in addi- 

under development near Baguio and the tion to precious metals, the firm produced 
Benguet Exploration Inc. gold-zinc prop- 1,648 tons of mine zinc, as well as pyrite, 
erty, initially planned a daily mill capacity cadmium, and copper. Paracale-Gumaus 
of 1,500 tons of ore. About 12 million tons Consolidated Mining Co. signed a 2-year 
of 0.63-percent, disseminated copper ore agreement with San Mauricio Mining Co. 

have been delineated to be mined by block to mine the latter’s Santa Ana group of 
caving. Production may commence by claims beginning in 1967. 
yearend 1968, and concentrates will be ee _. 

trucked to Poro, La Union, for shipment Iron Ore.—The Philippine iron-mining 
to Nippon Mining in Japan. Consolidated industry encountered increased pressure 
Mines was developing a property in Mag- from Australian producers in competing 
pog, Marinduque, and planned a 500-ton- for Japanese markets. Philippine Iron 
per-day mill to treat the 2 to 3 percent Mines Inc., the leading producer, recorded 
copper ore. Copper Belt Mining Corp. at 2” output of only 807,334 tons of iron ore 
Lobo, Batangas, was still producing only equivalent product in 1966 at its Larap 
small tonnages. As of January 1, 1967, re- underground property. Minable reserves 

serves were reported at 177,000 tons of 2.1- WET reported at al million tons contain- 
percent-copper ore, and 12,000 tons of ‘8 27.3 percent “magnetic” iron content. 
barite. Acoje Mining produced 15,700 tons Declining reserves of ores of direct-ship- 
of direct-shipping copper ore in 1966 from  P!8 grade meant that the concentrator 
a property in the Sierra Madres that also which recovers only the magnetic com- 
produces manganese ore. ponents must process more feed to main- 

tain sales. The completed pelletizing plant 
Gold and Silver.—Precious metal pro- experienced technical difficulties in 1967. 

duction increased slightly in 1967. Gold The Sibuguey open pit project of Samar 
was priced at $50.38 per ounce, with min- Mining Co. Inc., in Mindanao was the 
ing companies receiving $35 directly from second-ranked producer, with an output of 
the Central Bank and $15.38 as subsidy. In 378,975 tons of concentrates in 1966. As of 
addition to subsidies, the Government January 1967, reserves totaled only 3.7 mil- 
allotted about $385,000 for construction of | lion tons containing 50 percent iron. In 
feeder roads to assist the gold industry in practice, 40 percent mine-run iron ores 
1967. Leading gold producers in 1966 and were upgraded to 59 percent for sale to 
their output in ounces follows: Benguet Japan. Filmag Inc. and Maraveni Consoli- 
Consolidated, Inc., 237,408; Lepanto Con- dated Co. provided small tonnages of 
solidated Mining Co., 62,110; Itogan- beach-sand concentrates for lining Japa- 
Suyoc Mines, Inc., 47,343;  Philex nese blast furnaces. Philex Mining Corp. 

Mining Corp., 28,745; Benguet Explora- produced 48,762 tons of magnetite con- 
tion Inc., 18,712; Paracale-Gumaus Con-  centrates in 1966, and Atlas Consolidated
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Mining & Development Corp. sold some included 22 diamond drill hcles, in 1966, 

pyrite cinder to the Japanese. that confirmed projected extensions of the 

r . main ore body. At the beginning of 1967, 

Tron and Steel.—The small domestic ore reserves were placed at 822,000 dry 
steel industry is based upon scrap and im- tons assaying 0.13 percent mercury— 

ported semimanufactures. Negotiations roughly ey hie d more than a year ago. In 
T 1 ; 

° 

petween Japanese ens o ad ao addition, there were about 726,000 dry tons 

7 ? . ° of ore containing less than 0.1 percent 
td.) and Elizalde Iron and Steel Corpo- mercury, Durjne 1966, three rotary kilns 

ration of the Philippines resulted in an treated” 70 393 . ons of ores and O ncen. 
; : 3 

agreement in J % 815 ve for none trates averaging 0.141 percent mercury. 

Jap anese to invest $1.6 million to help Completion of installation of a fourth kiln 
izalde build a 150,000-ton cold-rolled was expected by the end of August 1967 

ys ; 

sheet and coil mill. Iti Linz-D . and a new condensing system was installed 

n electric smeiting, inz-Vonawitz on the third as well as on the new fourth 

(LD) converter plant of roughly 300,000 131, With the additions, yearly output 
tons annual capacity has reportedly been ca ack ty can be raised to 3 500 Aacks P 

under construction in Iligan, Mindanao. Pacny 8 ? SiS. , 

The Santa Inez Steel Corp. was planning Nickel.— Exploitation of Philippine nick- 

to build a 250,000-ton LD converter inte-  eliferous laterites came nearer realization 

grated steel plant in Rizal Province, based when the large reserve in Parcel 2 of the 

upon a 30-million-ton iron deposit. Surigao Mineral Reservation was opened 

. . to bidding in April 1966. Roughly 100 mil- 

Philesine a anne roe oe im the lion tons of delineated nickeliferous ores 

. . " are involved, and large additional reserves 
promise, but low prices have held back ex- can be developed. There were nine bid- 

traction, and in fact, output has declined ders. and a Pe composed of Marin- 

in recent years. Benguet Exploration Inc.’s du ne Mining a In dustrial Corp. and 

gold mine near Baguio has been the coun- Sherritt Gordon Mines Ltd. was reported 

try’s only recorded zinc producer, and it awarded a contract in April 1968 to mine 
is partly because of the gold content that nickel ore on Nonoc Island in Parcel 2 

zinc is recovered; three-fifths of the gold Sherritt Gordon plans to build a demon- 

in the zinc concentrate shipped to Japan stration plant in ‘Canada to prove out its 

has been returned to the Philip pines. Some recovery process. The Surigao Mineral Res- 

ame also went to Japan in ace form of ervation Board which awarded the contract | 

duaue Mink er Bac ncan aad rom Marin= received technical assistance from the U.S. 

uque Mining's bagacay Mine. Bureau of Mines in evaluating proposals. 
Manganese.—Philippine manganese ore 

production attained moderate levels during NONMETALS 

1965-67, when there was increased de- Cement.—A boom in housing and an 

mand by the Japanese steel industry. Zam- anticipated expansion program in highway 

bales Base Metals Inc., the foremost past = building lifted Philippine cement produc- 

producer, resumed operations at its Wnght, tion by 30 percent, to about 2.1 million 

Samar, property. Acoje Mining’s Sierra tons in 1967, and annual plant capacity by 
Madre property in Isabella had developed  .,. third. to 3 million tons at yearend 

reserves of about 40,000 tons of manganese = 1967, In early 1968, 10 cement plants were 
ore and 20,000 tons of direct-shipping- jn full operation ‘and five plants were 

grade copper ore at the beginning of 1967. under construction. The expansion may re- 

The Vazlao Mining Company started min-  .ujt in a slight surplus for export. In an- 
ing manganese ore at Mandaon, Masbate, ticipation of competition from other pro- 
in late 1966. ducers, the Cement Association of the Phil- 

Mercury.—High world demand and_ ippines negotiated with counterparts in 
fluctuating prices had little effect on the various Far East countries (excluding 
Philippines’ mercury output. Japan) during 1967 for a common, over- 

Palawan Quicksilver Mines, Inc., with seas marketing agreement. 
a primarily open pit operation at Puerto In 1966, facilities of Filipinas Cement 

Princessa in Palawan, was the country’s Co. and Universal Cement Co. Inc., were 

only producer. Important exploration and greatly expanded, making the former the 

development work in the last few years largest producer in 1967. Mindanao Port-
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land Cement Corp. completed a new plant sulfur ore were estimated at 10 million 
in 1966, and the U.S. firm, Lone Star tons analyzing 27 percent sulfur. Its plan 
Cement Co., was given permission to build was to produce 2,000 tons of ore per day, 
a plant. Two more cement plants, one or about 165,000 tons of elemental sulfur 

owned by Marinduque Cement Co. and the annually. | 
other by Pacific Cement Corp., came on 
stream during 1967. Another significant MINERAL FUELS 

development was the sharp increase in the Coal and Coke.—Philippine coal pro- 

rated d ene “ Ree hace the bisscn duction continued to decline, but require- 
sland Cement Co. w 

. —e - ments for both coal and coke were nom- 
single ey Kiln, in Southeast Asia with a inal, the latter being met by small imports. 

aily capacity of 1, S. Amone’ th f hich-rank 
f g the occurrences of high-ra 

; By 1968, the five plants under ee coals, only Malangas shows some promise. 
tion should be in production. Taw. bee The Philippine Bureau of Mines recently 
the Hi Cement, Bacnotan No. ae OM. aS, made some washability studies on the char- 

azo, and Coniental plant, With Mi acess of Malang Lambo high ol : ee .o aa tile ituminous coal in the hope that it 

pansion of facilities, total rated OE would be suitable for blending with Aus- _ 
by yearend 1968 should exceed 4 million tralian coals. 
tons. 

oo, ; Petroleum.—The approximately $50 
Feldspar.—The Philippine glass industry million spent in the Philippines in the 

obtained ; all feldspar from domestic search for oil since World War II has pro- 
sources. Nin Bay Mining Co., the foremost duced no results, and exploration activi- | 

producer, reported an output of 12,237 ties were virtually halted about 3 years 
tons for the period May to October 1967. ago. However, many claim that additional 

Fertilizer and Pyrite—The rising de- capital ane ise ee s may yet lead 
| mand for fertilizers was met by greater e he Gow vent cha id was hoe 

domestic production supplemented by im- '4t the Government should match private 
ports. investments in oil exploration. During 1966 

Marinduque Mining’s Bagacay mine pro the duration of oil exploration concessions 

vided three-fifths of the Philippine pyrite prov od House Bill No 1396 seni . holt. 

output in 1967. This p yrite was sold main- ers of. drilling leases to convey them to ex- | 
C° Aa ss Sea patuen Atle Chemical ploration concessions under Act No. 387 as 

” 2 oe ~ ded. 
dated, which has extensive pyrite reserves, a Ae — to, Lj d refini 
was the only other important producer; its bh ees in h imports © he. renning 
pyrite has been shipped mainly to Atlas ““V© S Durie 1966 _ cant to the 
Fertilizer Corp. in Cebu, which is 40 per- voted ob rer ; he the ape! ral 
cent owned by Atlas Consolidated. ported about $88 mi lion warth of mineral 

ESSO Standard Fertilizer & Agricultural {Uelss mostly crude oil, which was quite a 
Chemical C I d 2 1 drain on foreign exchange. If only because 

Chemical Co» Ine produced granular of increased price, the conespondng valu 
; . ? . -, . 2 Of the imports wou e higher. 

pe osphonic acid, aren a0 een Moreover, consumption probably increased, 

Philippines oil refinery. Maria Christina judging from a rouge, 9 percent rise in 
eye . ., . : tput . 

Fertilizer Corporation in Mindanao in- n A ee the b over. he 
stalled new equipment to produce am- As of the beginning of 1968, the total 

monia by the steam naphtha process, rais- Philip pine annual petroleum-refining capac- 
ing capacity from 40 to 100 tons per day ity was reported at 144,000 barrels _per 

* day. Four refineries were in operation: 

Sulfur.—Sulfur production has _ been ESSO Standard Philippines, Caltex (Phil- 
nominal but will probably increase. Ben- /PP!N€s re Shell Company of the Phil- 

guet Consolidated, Inc., has been develop- *PPIN&s td; and Filoil Refinery Corp. The 
. eo «=, crude imported in 1967 to support the re- 
ing a large sulfur deposit in Negros Orien finer; babl ded “11; 
tal. As of the beginning of 1967, the com- neries probably exceeded 6 million tons. 

° 3 

pany’s proven and probable reserves of



The Mineral Industry of Poland 

By Bernadette Michalski * 

Poland’s mineral resources continued to importance to the Polish economy and in 
sustain a significant production of bitu- 1967 contributed more than 25 percent of 
minous coal, sulfur, zinc, cement, and cop- __ the total industrial product and accounted 
-per in 1967. The country also produced for approximately 20 percent of industrial 
sizable quantities of iron and steel, petro- employment. 
leum products, and aluminum; but vir- The overall industrial growth rate for 
tually all the raw material requirements 1967 was reported at 7.5 percent. However, 
except coal for these industries were im- segments of the mineral industry achieved : 

ported, with the major supply derived from growth rates nearer 10 percent in 1967 
the U.S.S.R. and Hungary. The mineral with the sulfur and natural gas-based 
industry, whether based on indigenous or chemical industry achieving a 13.9-percent 
imported raw materials, was of growing growth rate. 

PRODUCTION 

With the exception of aluminum and _ ization. The following table shows recent 
natural gas production, mineral and metal- development and mechanization activities 
lurgical output attained and in most cases for selected branches of the mineral in- 
surpassed planned goals for 1967. The dustry: 
achievements by the industry are largely 
the result of a continued emphasis on | 

€ esu . Pp 1Commodity research specialist, Division of 
exploration, mechanization, and modern- [nternational Activities. 

1960 1965 

Iron and steel: | 
Number of blast furnaces__..._..._....--------.-------.-------.-~----+--+--+- 26 27 
Number of open hearth furnaces. _....-.---------~------.------------------ 93 95 
Steel output per square meter of hearth per 24 hours_____.__.-----metrie tons_- 5.7 6.9 

Lead-zine mining: 
Number of mines.__._._..-...-..----.-----------------------+--------+---- 6 7 
Employment__.____...-.._--.--.------------------------------+---- +--+ +e 10,400 9,900 
Ore production____.____._.-_---_-----------.--------thousand metric tons _- 2,360 #£=3,569 

Coal mining: 
Number of underground mines_______...-.---..--..-.---------------------- 80 82 
Number of surface mines.__....-.....--------.-------+-------~-----+--------~-- 46 23 
Share of total output extracted mechanically .-_...-.-.-.---.--------percent —-_ 34 50 
Share of total loading conducted mechanically.-.._.._..._--..--.-------do--~- 28 55 

Crude petroleum and natural gas production: 
Number of wells__...___._--..---.--._-------------------+---------+-------+- 3,182 3,121 
Crude oil output_._____..____._-_.._..--.--.---------thousand metric tons__ 194 400 
Natural gas output_________..__-___-__.----------_----thousand cubic feet__- 20 ,205 55,373 
Crude oil and natural gas output per industrial worker per year ! 

metric tons petroleum equivalent _ - 135.4 397.6 
Petroleum refining: 

Number of refineries____.__..__-.--..-----------------------------------+- 5 6 
Crude oil processed per industrial worker.-___.._.._..--.---------metric tons __- 362.1 976.6 
a 

1 Natural gas converted to petroleum equivalent at the rate of 1,000 cubic meters of gas=1 metric ton of 
petroleum equivalent. 

6238
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Table 1.—Poland: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: 
Aluminum ingot_____._.--_-----thousand tons_. 47 48 AT 55 92 
Cadmium ¢________~-.---~-------------- eee 420 r 425 = 440 430 NA 
Copper: . 

Ore: 
Gross weight_____._._.._thousand tons__ 2,162 2,247 2,356 2,507 ¢2,750 
Metal content ¢._________.-__.___._.__ 18,200 14,500 . 15,100 16,100 ¢ 17,300 

Electrolytic...._...-.--..----.-.-_-_--.... 29,633 36,645 37,400 39,847 42,200 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore__...._.------_-----thousand tons__ 2,609 2,680 2, 862 3,054 ¢3,125 
Pig iron and ferroalloys___.__........do___-_ 5,395 5,643 5, 760 5, 856 6,581 
Steel ingots and castings______.__._._._._do___~_ 8,004 8,573 9,088 9,850 10,451 

Semimanufactures: 
Pipe_. .-.-.--..--.-_---.-___--do____ . AT4 ® 494 tr 508 ' §44 e 600 
Other rolled__..__-._.__.._-.._.-do_... "5,457 *5,709 r6,130 6,578 6,994 

Total _....._.._-_____...._.__do__.. "5,981 * 6,203 r 6,638 r7,122 ¢7,594 
Lead: ; 

Ore: 
Gress weight_...._._._...._-.___.do___- 2,556 2,597 ™ 3,307 3,569 NA 
Metal (lead) content_....__.....____._-. 38,700 38,300 41,200 45,100 NA 

Refined.__________-------_--_____---.-_-. 38,914 41,501 41,3886 °438,487 44,300 
Nickel______..__-.-_--___ ie eee ee 1,105 1,205 1,101 e1,300 ¢1,300 
Silver e_____.____._..__._thousand troy ounces. 129 129 129 129 129 
Zine: 

Zine content of lead-zinc ore_________..___-. 147,100 150,700 152,100 * 150,300 196,100 

Refined: 
Electrolytic...__...._...__..__-.-.-.--.-. 88,500 87,300 90,000 92 ,000 NA 
Other________..____.-____--_-_____---. 97,700 99,600 100,400 101,000 NA . 

Total... Lee ee_____ 181,200 186,900 190,400 193,000 NA 
Nonmetals: 

- Barite...-- 2 2 eet _ui____-. 45,700 ¢ 45,700 ¢ 45,700 ¢47,000 ¢ 47,000 
Cement_____.__._-.-.._-_..__--thousand tons__ 7,674 8,761 9,573 10,041 11,138 
Fertilizer materials: 

Nitrogenous, manufactured bulk_._.__do___- 1,330 1,451 r1,523 1,706 NA 
Phosphatie: 

Phosphate rock.__________..__._.--_-. 64,800 89,000 93,000 e¢ 93,000 NA 
Manufactured bulk____.. thousand tons__ 1,389 1,644 r1,792 1,889 NA 

Feldspar.____.._.-_--_---- eee e____=_ =: 26, 700 © 26,700 ¢26,700 © 28,000 NA 
Gypsum: 

Crude_____________________thousand tons__ 585 e 760 e 762 r 760 NA 
Caleined___________-_.__-_-______-_- do ____ 117 156 158 156 NA 

Lime: . 
Crude, construction and industrial__.__do____ 2,433 2,680 2,877 3,014 ¢3,200 
Quicklime, hydrated lime, and dead-burned 

dolomite. _____.____-____.__-____do____ 2,004 2,173 2,260 e 2,401 NA 
Magnesite____._______..____-_.--..--.-_..---- 26,600 38,000 42,000 © 42,000 NA 
Pyrite, gross weight_..__.._._._._thousand tons__ 216 234 e 240 e 240 NA 

Salt: 
Rock_____ eee doe 645 660 674 r 762 NA 
Other_____-_--- edo 1,487 1,581 1,623 t 1,647 NA 

Total... ~~~. edo 2,182 2,241 2,297 2,409 ¢2,500 
Sulfur: 

Ore, gross weight.___._.___..thousand tons_. 1,791 2,489 2,959 3,077 NA 
Content of ore_____._____--__-_____--do___- 235 295 431 ATT NA 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal: 

Bituminous__.___-___.-..-_..-.--_-_-_--do___. 118,150 117,354 118,831 121,979 123,990 
Brown. _____.__- 2. _-dlo_ 15,344 20,250 22,626 24,508 ¢ 23,900 
Briquets, all kinds____._._._______-___-do___- 996 999 949 r 936 NA 

Coke, al! kinds.______________________..-do__.. 14,609 14,931 15,196 ¢©15,975 15,200 
Gas, natural____.____.._..__._million cubic feet_._ 35,275 45,9380 51,419 51,856 55,3738 
Peat, fuel_.___._.______._.______thousand tons__ 102 100 78 r 60 NA 
Petroleum: 

Crude. ____._._____._______-_thousand tons__ 213 282 339 400 | 450 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline_________._..._._..._--do__.- 305 385 ¥ 707 819 e975 
Kerogine__________________.___.do____ 21 16 31 20 NA 
Unspecified. ___....__..._-._._.-do____ 1,116 1,532 2,678 2,866 NA 

Total___-_.____. le doi 1,442 1,933 r3,416 3,705 4,098 

P Preliminary. e Estimate. t Revised. NA Not available.
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TRADE 

| Trade in minerals and metals repre- Imports of iron and steel in crude or 

sented more than a quarter of Poland’s finished form totaled 725 million zloty sur- 

total trade turnover in 1966 with mineral passing liquid fuels at 645 million zloty. 

imports totaling 2,495 million zloty? and Coal and coke exports accounted for more 

mineral exports totaling 2,258 million zloty than half of the mineral exports at 1,330 

- as shown in the following tabulation: million zloty. | 
The Soviet Union continued as Poland’s 

2  —————_ principal trade partner in 1966 perpet- 
Val fllion zloty Mineral uating Poland’s hard currency defficiency. 

__ Value (million zloty) fe Foreign exchange difficulties have been a 
Mineral. Total of total contributing factor in many delays and 

commodities trade (percent) postponements of planned industrial in- 
vestments and thus have resulted in a 

Exports: . . . . . . 
1965.._... 2,841 8,911 26.3 growing interest in increased industrial 

Imparte 2,258 9,088 24.8 exports to the hard currency market of the 

1965....-- 2,351 9,361 25.1 West. 
1966_....- 2,495 9,976 25.0 OO 

Trade balance: 2 Throughout this chapter, the official cur- 
1965_. 2 - —10 — — 450 xx rency unit of Poland, the zloty (21), has been 
1966______ —237 — 888 xx used rather than the U.S. dollar because ac- 

tual exchange rates differ considerably from the 
official Z1 1—US$0.25. In most cases, the 

XX Not applicable. . zloty is overvalued. 

Table 2.—Poland: Export of selected mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) ; 

Commodity | 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: | . 
Cadmium__.__..---- eee 339 899 U.S.S.R. 160; West Germany 1038. 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore____._--_-..-..-------- 21,723 19,082 United Kingdon 17,625. 
. Pig iron and cast iron._.._...-.-. 10,686 17,840 Switzerland 7,000; Sweden 3,945; Albania 

Ferroailoys_._.........---.---. *'4,404 3,073 United ‘Kingdom 781; West Germany 727; 
Austria 641. 

Semimanufactures_._.__._...---. 952,677 987,992 Czechoslovakia 117,495; United States 
88,838; Rumania 77,053. 

Tead concentrate.__.__._.-..-------. 12,365 16,282 West Germany 13,337; Netherlands 2,945. 
ine: 

Metal and dust.___.._...._-.-. 81,261 72,782 United Kingdom 19,150; Sweden 7,950; 
Hungary 7,066. 

Alloys..........-..---~-------- 7,995 8,906 U.S.S.R. 5,595; Brazil 2,111. 
Rolled products..........-.--.. 15,791 12,625 U.S.S.R. 4,013; Czechoslovakia 2,577; | 

Denmark 2,000. 
Nonmetals: 

Cement._........_.-.thousand tons__ — 685 644 Spain 204; Ghana 101; Peru 96; United 
Arab Republic 50. 

Cement clinker._._.......-..-do___- 149 71 Spain 26; Nigeria 25; Sierra Leone 20. 
Clays, refractory......-..-.-------. 78,821 60,534 Ttaly 20,698; Hungary 19,669; Yugoslavia 

Lime burned...._..----.----------- 60,212 58,166 Czechoslovakia 35,737; Netherlands 19,682. 
Pyrite......-..-.-.-----.-.--..---- 8,771 39,551 Czechoslovakia 20,042; United Kingdom 

Salt, rock........-.-..---..------.. 122,004 119,688 Sweden, 47,6265 Hungary 31,154; Finiand 

Sulfur, elemental._._..-.--.-------- 241,008 271,727 Czechoslovakia 119,865; Italy 40,858; 
Sweden 34,555; United Kingdom 30,977. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal: 

Bituminous_.....thousand tons.. 21,045 22,407 U.S.S.R. 7,198; Denmark 2,760; East 
Germany 1,993; Czechoslovakia 1,974; 
Finland 1,484; Austria 1,419. 

Brown, inciuding briquets_do-_---_ 5,199 5,060 All to East Germany. 
Coke__.__....-.----..--do_-__- 2,324 2,858 East Germany 853; U.S.S.R. 656; Hungary 

288; Rumania 121. 
Petroleum: Refinery thousand tons- - 1,027 519 West Germany 198; Austria 160; U.S.S.R. 

products. 74. 

t Revised. 
Source: Glowny Urzad Statystyezny Rocznik Statystyczny Hardlu Zagranicznego 1966 (Annual Statistics 

of Foreign Trade 1966). Warsaw, Poland, 1967, 468 pp.
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Table 3.—Poland: Imports of selected mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources in 1966 
a 
Metals: 

Aluminum: 
Alumina.......-.-.--.--------- 86,069 120,032 Hungary 86,743; United Kingdom 15,747. 
Bauxite. ..-_..---------------. 115,802 115,511 All from Hungary. . ° 

Bismuth___....2.-..-- 2-22 eee 67 60 . All from United Kingdom. 
Cadmium_..-__...-- ~~~ ee 8 2 All from Bulgaria. 
Chromite___.....-----------------. 155,253 144,206 U.S.S.R. 67,129; Albania 33,314; Cuba 

22,702. 
Copper: 

Concentrate.___._..-_.-...---. 16,487 20,882 United Kingdom 9.595;. Morocco 4,224; 
Cuba 3,518. 

Metal including wire-__.._.___-... 29,009 36,463 United Kingdom 21,821; U.S.S.R. 6,124; 
West Germany 2,293. 

Iron and steel: 
Iron ore.._..__..thousand tons__ 9,273 9,429 U.S.S.R. 7,825; Sweden 688; Brazil 191. 
Pig iron.._.-__._.__..__.-do____ 793 775 U.S.S.R. 741; Czechoslovakia 26. 
Ferroalloys..___...-.._-2_-_-___-- 1,848 3,917 U.S.S.R. 3,059; Austria 376. 
Steel ingots and semimanufac- 497,743 746,421 U.S.S.R. 345,150; Czechoslovakia 145,256. 

tures. 
Lead: 

Metal____--._---_..-.--------. 19,647 17,397 U.S.S.R. 3,999; Yugoslavia 3,650; United 
Kingdom 3,252. 

Magnesium. _._-_.---.--.---.------- 300 400 All from U.S.S.R. 
Manganese: . 

Ore____.--------..-------_---. 347,908 397,572 USSR. 317,526; India 29,769; Cuba 
26,195. 

Peroxide... ._._._. 22 eee 3,566 3,859 U.S.S.R. 2,114; Morocco 1,083. 
Mercury. _...._-...76-pound flasks_. *9,106 8,180 United Kingdom 4,351; Netherlands 1,392. 
Molybdenum concentrate___________- 107 248 Mainland China 160. 
Tin.._.__.____.__.______long tons__ 2,517 3,421 United Kingdom 2,417. 
Tungsten concentrate____.__________ 2,328 2,955 United Kingdon 2,223; mainland China 650. 
Zine: 

Concentrate___.....-.__--_.--_. 148,182 100,891 Canada 31,881; Finland 11,557; West 
Germany 11,027. 

Metal and dust________________ 4,573 966 Bulgaria 829; North Korea 137. 
Nonmetals: 

Asbestos__.__-.-----------_------.. 32,512 42,360 U.S.S.R.17,979; Canada 13,305; Italy 4,594. 
Barite__..___._.._..-.--- __-______ 7,023 9,885 Mainland China 6,999; Belgium 1,595. - 
Bentonite___-___._ ee 3,707 3,846 Yugoslavia 2,630; Hungary 1,175. 
Cement____-___---.---_---.-.-.---. 821,251 300,825 U.S.S.R. 190,058; Rumania 60,307; Hun- 

gary 49,441. 
Clays, refractory.._.....-..-....... 22,284 16,826 U.S.S.R. 9,930; Czechoslovakia 4,516; East 

Germany 1,059. - 
Cryolite._.___. 222-2 1,460 4,127 U.S.S.R. 1,866; Italy 1,401. 
Diatomaceous earth_______________. 602 937 Belgium 606; Austria 331. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Nitrogenous_._-.-...._..._-... 285,000 87,000 Hungary 44,000; Czechoslovakia 43,000. 
Phosphatie: . 

Apatite thousand tons__ 5d7 630 All from U.S.S.R. 
concentrate. 

Other______....___._do____ 655 607 Morocco 358; Tunisia 149. 
Potassiec.__.._-...._-_____do____ 1,273 1,543 East Germany 991; West Germany 258. 

Fluorspar_...-.....--...-...--_---. 80,262 40,214 Mainland China 18,509; East Germany 
17,433. 

Graphite__.__............_.-..-.-. 10,572 12,468 Czechoslovakia 98,549; U.S.S.R. 1,727; 
mainland China 1,112. 

Kaolin... eee eeee-- = 71,181») 77, 796 Czechoslovakia 49.652; East Germany 
15,238. 

Magnesite____._.-_.-._..--.__-...-.-. 159,616 154,691 North Korea 87,041; Czechoslovakia 41,547; 
Yugoslavia 22,207. 

Mica... eee 1,102 1,035 United Kingdom 531; India 292; Rumania 
209. 

Tale, powder__..___..-..-......----. 17,801 14,783 North Korea 10,621; mainland China 1,499; 
Austria 860. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal: 

Anthracite______thousand tons__ 35 23 All from U.S.S.R. 
Bituminous______________do___. 1,210 1,141 U.S.S.R. 842; East Germany 299. 
Brown coalin- thousand tons__ 637 480 All from East Germany. 

cluding briquets. 
Coke_..._-- 2 eee doe LLL Lee 71 All from Czechoslovakia. 
Gas, natural______million cubic feet__ 13,281 24,788 All from U.S.S.R. 
Petroleum: 
Crude_________.____thousand tons__ 3,215 3,347 All from U.S.S.R. 

Refinery products:!_______do__-__ 2,248 2,342 U.S.S.R. 1,609; Rumania 289. 

r Revised. 
1 No breakdown reported. . . . 
Source: Glowny Urzad Statystyczny Rocnik Statystyezny Handlu Zagranicznego 1966 (Annual Statistics 

of Foreign Trade 1966). Warsaw, Poland, 1967, 468 pp.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

| METALS one of four 95-meter-long tilting furnaces 
Aluminum.—The 47,500-ton initial ca- in operation and a shaft furnace was re- 

pacity Konin aluminum reduction plant, ported to be in trial operation at yearend. 

built under Péchiney (French) license, The Miasteczko Slaskie plant is expected to 

opened in July 1966 but did not reach full double Poland’s output of zinc concen- 
production until late 1967 which accounted *€€S. 
for the aluminum industry’s failure to 

meet planned output in 1967. In the first NONMETALS 

10 month’s of operation, 21,000 tons of Cement.—The Nowina cement plant 
aluminum was produced at Konin, most near Kielce started full production during 
of which has been exported to Hungary the year. The plant has five rotary kilns 
in payment for imported alumina. In mid and four fully automated lime furnaces. 
1967 a sheet-rolling mill was under con- Production in 1967 was estimated at 800,- 
struction at Konin. Planned: completion 000 tons of 350-grade Portland cement. 
date for the mill is 1970. Sulf Devel k ‘nued 

Research and pilot plant operations for | ‘the Ma how opment “he continue 
the recovery of alumina from clays con- de the vd ow mune a the Tarnobrzeg 

tinued; however the cost of production den ee ane 4 Crrch. “Tne, was under 
of alumina from this source was reported develo, ment at “rzybow. investments an 
to be still 40 percent above the cost of evelopment activity proceeded on sched- 
imported materials. ule. If the proposed annual output of 1.6 

million tons of sulfur in 1975 is realized, 
Copper.—Development of the Lubin and _ Poland will become one of Europe’s largest 

Polkowice mines continued with produc- sulfur exporters. 
tion scheduled for 1968 at 25 percent of | 
the proposed combined capacity of 9 mil- MINERAL FUELS 
lion tons to be attained by 1972. Copper Lo, 
processing facilities were under expansion 'Coal.—Increased coal production is gen- 
to accommodate mine output. Annual ca- erally attributable to extensive mechaniza- 
pacity of the Legnica plant (H. Walecki tion and expansion activities. During the 

_ Works) was doubled, reaching 60,000 tons year expansion of the Szczyglowice mine 
at the close of 1967. An electrolytic copper Continued. By 1970 the mine expected to 
plant of 40,000-ton-per-year capacity was imcrease its present daily output from 5,500 

planned for the Zukowice area. Construc- tons to 9,000 tons. Other mines currently | 
tion was slated to begin in 1968. undergoing expansion are the Jastrzebie, 

| Mortimer-Porabka, 1 Maja, and Staszic. 
Iron and Steel.—The Lenin Steel Works Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Petroleum 

at Nowa Huta was under expansion to exploration efforts continued throughout 
increase its annual capacity from 3.2 mil- the year with a reported 345,000 meters of 

lion tons to 5.5 million tons by 1977. As exploratory wells drilled. Refining capacity 
part of the expansion program, an oxygen fo, processing imported U.S.S.R. crude pe- 
converter plant with an annual capacity  troleum was under expansion during the 
of 1 million tons was put in operation dur- year. A second distillation column was 

ing the year. Construction continued on Under construction at the Plock refinery 
a 5-million-ton rolling mill scheduled for and scheduled for completion in 1968. An 
production during 1968. increase of 3 million tons in annual ca- 

Zinc.—The discovery of a 12-million-ton pacity should be realized when the column 
contained zinc reserve in the Olkusz region and auxiliary equipment are operational. 
in 1966 fostered increased activity and in- Investments in natural gas production 
vestment in the area. Construction con- and transportation have been lagging about 
tinued on the Olkusz mine and an _ a year behind schedule; however the nat- 
extension of the Orzel Bialy mine was ural gas pipeline connecting Pulowy, War- 
undertaken during the year. A new zinc saw, Tarnow, and Skawina was near com- 
mill was opened in Miasteczko Slaskie with _ pletion at the close of 1967.





The Mi t rt e Mineral Industry of Portugal 

By Justin B. Gowen * 

Portugal’s total output of ores and in- nounced for Portugal’s Third Develop- 
dustrial minerals (excluding raw mate- ment Plan, covering 1968-73. The Plan 
rials for construction) in 1967 declined foresees an average annual growth rate 
slightly on a tonnage basis, but output of 9 percent for the total of manufactur- 
value increased 8.3 percent from $18.1 ing industries, including the following 
million to $19.6 million. This value gain mineral based sectors: Chemicals and 
was almost wholly due to higher tungsten petroleum, 9.5 percent; nonmetals, 8 per- 
concentrate production, although gold ore cent; and base metals, 12 percent. The 
output also increased. Substantial quanti- plan calls for a total investment of $4.3 

tative gains were shown in output of con- _pillion in Metropolitan Portugal and $1.5 
struction materials, including cement, pitlion in the Overseas Provinces. Indi- 
lime, clay and their products, but the _. dual mj 1 diti cted to 
value of raw materials used in their pro- vicua’ mineral Gommoanaes expe . 
duction was not reported. Similarly, out- benefit mainly trom new investmen t cat 
puts were higher for steel and refined clude those which provide the principal 

petroleum, but this production was based export earnings; namely, lead, zinc, tung- 
primarily upon imported materials. sten, pyrites, manganese, marble, feldspar, 

Late in 1967 the targets were an- and quartz. 

| PRODUCTION 

Although complete detailed statistics on indications of expanded production of 
Portuguese mine and mineral processing some crude construction materials, al- 
plant output during 1967 were not avail- though these had not been reported off- 
able at the time of this writing, increases cially. Nonferrous base metal production 
in production of steel, manganese ore, slumped, as did nitrogenous fertilizer out- 
tungsten concentrate, cement, phosphate put. 
fertilizers, anthracite coal, and _ refined “i Foreign minerals specialist, Division of 
petroleum were certain; and there were International Activities. 

629
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Table 1.—Portugal: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) - 

on - Commodity 1963 1964 = 1965 1966 1967? 

Metals: 
Aluminum and alloy castings....._.-..--_--- 354 t 584 r 469 676 381 
Antimony content of concentrate___..._.-----_ 6 12 11 4 23 
Arsenic, white.__..-_--..-..--.---.--------- 564 872 r 186 r 194 NA 
Beryl, 10 percent BeO______..__-_----------- 2 - 18 40 r12 37 
Columbite-tantalite concentrate (70 percent 

Ta:O; and CheOs) ...-_._.-..-_----.-_------ 10 3 5 r10 11 

Copper: . 
- In ecupriferous pyrites.............-.-.-. 3,025 - 4,119 3,684 3,468 ’ NA 
In other ore and concentrate._.__......--- 180 167 114 186. 106. 
In copper precipitates. _........-...---.- 85 79 64 81 54 

Total mine production____._-----.---. 3,290 4,365 3,862 8,735 © NA 
_ Copper sulfate. __..--.-.--.---2-------- 11,326 9,381 10,024 r 7,124 7,800 

G. gr etned- --- <2 2-- onan enon nn renner 4,584 r 3,392 r3,778 3,939 3,857 
old: ee 

In ores. ......-.--thousand troy ounces-_- 22 - 21 22 r19 27 
Refined....-..---- dou. 1 8 20 . 23 NA 

Iron and steel: _ . os 
Tron ore: 

Hematite and magnetite 
thousand tons._ 224 172 165 ¥ 139 142 

Manganiferous.._..._......-.do__--_ 39 43 46 t 53 54 
Pig iron and cast iron......__.....do__._ 235 263 269 _ 241 . 285 
Ferroalloys: 

Ferromanganese._..-.__._._-_-.--- 17 672 683 838 NA 
Ferrosilicon__._..........-......_... 4,944 4,707 6, 058 7,147 | NA 
Ferrotungsten___..-..-.-.-.--------  ------ (827 218 * 245 370 

Ingots and other primary forms: 
Linz-Donawitz__.....thousand tons...  '182 | 207 232 214 266 
Hlectric. ..-.----------------do---- ® 40 43 “41 57 ‘50 

Total_......_.----------do__-_- 222 250 - 278 r 271 816 

Semimanufactures: 
Heavy sections._............-do___. 9 7 22 14 NA 
Light sections.._......._......-do._.. - 107 120 139 166 NA 
Wire rod___..._._._...-.._._do.__- Aq 43 44 37 NA 
Other. ___...-.--------------do.-_.. 9 33 24 30 NA 

Total___..-..-.-.-._...-do__-- 172 203 229 F247 224 
Le ron and steel castings and forgings_do-_.-- 40 43 “51 52 ' 68 

ad: oo 
Content of ore and concentrate_...______- 224 196 152 r1,715 1,848 

’ Refined, primary...........-_._.--.-.-. 1,118 1,366 1,308 *1,058 1,070 
Alloy ingots__......--..-_-- eee 551 676 583 43 NA. 
Semimanufactures__._......._..._...... 1,722 2,764 2, 862 2,864 NA 

afanganese ore, 38 to 42 percent Mn____.__.._ 8,558 6,995 7,765 8,607 9, 662 
ver: 

In ores. ......._..thousand troy ounces. - 48 49 63 t 355 357 
Ti Refined. __-._-.-----.-_--_--.___--_._do__.- 116 178 721 1,040. NA 

in: 
Concentrate: 

Gross weight__..._.._._.-long tons... * 1,027 966 r 796 r 858 882 
Metal content____.____.__..-do __-- 718 676 r 557 r 600 617 

Metal_____.___._____________.___do___- 663 589 603 r 556 619 
Titanium ore (ilmenite) 50 percent TiOz__-___- 41 57 15 r 481 409 
Tungsten concentrate: . 

Gross weight..__.......__.._-_._--.---.. 1,330 1,451 1,350 ¥1,627 1,887 
Tungsten trioxide content_____._._._---- 971 1,060 986 r1,199 1,396 

Uranium oxide (U:Og)e____________---------- 10 18 r 38 r 42 NA 
Zine: Content of ore and concentrate_____-.._- 172 952 2,954 r 2,345 507 

See footnotes at end of table. 

|
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Table 1.—Portugal: Production of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 - 1966 1967 Pp 

Nonmetals: , Lo 
Asbestos_.__.----------------------------- 26 __------ 49 9 33 
Barite____.___--.-_.--._-_-_-_------------- 1,658 348 3,308 r1,016 217 
Cement, hydraulic: . 

Cement_._....----------thousand tons. 1, 433 ‘1,622 r 1,680 r 1,720 1,836 
Clinker____.-..-..---.-----------do__-_- 115 212 ~~. 99 161 NA 

Clays_-..__._._---------------------d0---- 222 257 362 94 NA 

Diatomite___._____._--._--_----------------. 1,875 2,002 ‘2,627 r3,488 3,908 

Dolomite._...._-_------------------------- 3,920 ... 5,370 2,975 4,588 =$=NA |. 

Feldspar.____.--.------------------------- 402 ‘11,170 8,296 r 1,629 NA © 

Fertilizer materials, manufactured: . 
N itrogenous: oO 

Ammonium sulfate__.thousand tons- - 249 - 245— 278 r 252 209 
Calcium cyanamid_..-.--.--2-do__-_- 10 9 8 10 10 
Calcium nitrate___..-.-------do___- 16 21 23. —=C«; 15. 8 
Ammonium nitrate_-..-------do_--- 169  +«.('193 . 194 r 200 206 
Ammonium sulfate nitrate.___—do---- 6 ° 5 3 5 © YO - 
Urea and other elementary fertilizers an 

. thousand tons--_ 1 18 29 r 40 40 

Total_____.._.___-.------do--_-- 451 491 | 585 ® §22 483 
Phosphatic and superphosphates . ve oO 7 

thousand tons-_.- 442 431 430 r 408 495 
Mixed and other____..-_--.--do--~- 108 .--—-:«140 147 161 NA 

Total_____.__.._.._...--do..-_._ 1,001 1,062 1,112 r1,091 _ NA 
Gypsum. _____~_.--.----------------:do-__- 60 65 81 tr 113 NA 

Kaolin__.__._-----..-___------------do-_-- 38 38 r 40 r 34 36 

Lime, hydraulie___...._-.--.----~----do---- 158 166 160 182 202 

Pyrites: . ; oo oS 

Cupriferous___....------.--------do~_.- 298 412 323 r 330 NA 

Other_______-__._-.-_-_--.------do-_-- 304 195 293 r 228 NA 

Total______-._-.-___--_------do._.-- 602 607 616 © 558 528 

Sulfur content__.....-_..----do-.-. > 277 279 _ F283 257 243 

Quartz.___.___--.-------------------do-_-_ 10 - 24 . - 8. 23 NA 

Quartzite. --------------2------------40---- 24 8 r 191 191 NA 

alt: 3 oe . 

Evaporated__.__.._-.---thousand tons- - 268 232 ~ r 409 r 339 NA | 

Rock salt___._-..-.-_-.--------.-do-_-- 19 89 90 - 298 113 

Sand and gravel____._._..------------do-_-- 359 573 501 540 | NA 

Stone, not elsewhere specified:. Se a 

Marble____.____.._..-_----------do---- | 41 56 49 144 NA 

Granite. _....._._...------------do-_-- 447 211 r 734 998 NA 

Slate.____.________-___-----..----do---- 76 79 — 85 - 73 NA 

Limestone and marl__.__.__..--.-do_... 1,917 1,988 2,252 2,779 NA 

Porphyry and schist. .....--------do-.-- 161 174: 184: 107 NA 

Other stone__...._.-.------------------ 49 40 r 30 40: . NA 

Sulfur, ground, precipitated or sublimed__.-.--. 9,119 6,130 9,737 6,328 NA 

Tale_____._______._--_-_------------------ 540 800 710 800 NA 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal: 

Anthracite. __..........-thousand tons__ 416 444 428 r 420 443 

Lignite____....--.-.-------------do---- 142 101 90 51 39 

Briquets.-__.._.....-_----------do---- 45 41 34 r3s NA 

Coke, gas._._._...-..---------------do---- 25 10 13 15 NA 

Manufactured gas___.._.thousand cubic feet_. 2,966 3,143 r 3,228 3,330 3,622 
eee 

Petroleum refinery products: . 

Gasoline. ___...........-thousand tons_- 380 379 391 399 407 

Kerosine___.____.---.-----------do-_-- 166 184 199 185 191 

Jet fuel.___._____.--___-_--------do---~- 32 29 39 75 96 

Gas oij]_____.__.___---.----------do---- 290 322 331 371 368 

Residual fuel oil_____-..-----.----do-_-- 510 570 596 567 619 

Butane and propane______--.-----do_--- ~ 56 46 45 39 34 

Other petroleum gases. -_-_.-_.-----do-_-- 20 23 27 a) 57 

Other petroleum products. --------do-.-_-- 17 17 20 18 

Total_.._.____---_-.----------do._-- 1,471 1,570 1,648 1,688 1,772 

NTI 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. r Revised. NA Not available.
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TRADE | 

The gross value of all commodity ex- for 1965 and 1966 is indicated in the fol- 
ports, $685 million in 1967, was 10.5 lowing tabulation: 
percent greater than in 1966, while the ©£———————————_______—_ 

gross value of all commodity imports de- (nillige Sellars) Miner al 
clined by about 1 percent to $1,013 mil- ——_—____—.- -_-——— modities’ 

: se . Mineral Total share of 
lion. However, preliminary figures on  eom- trade ~~ total 

various commodity groups indicate that modities (percent) | 
mineral exports declined in value by more : | a 

than 14 percent to about $77 million in "P9585 80.7 576.4 14.0 
1967. The United States received about Importer ----- 89.6 619.5 14.5 

10 percent of the gross exports and pro- 1965_____ 210.9 928.5 22.8 p &. p p 

vided 7 percent of the gross imports in Trade balance se 6 1, . 8 22 . 
1 5____. —180.2 —347.1 xX 1967. Comparable figures for mineral 1960020. 137.0 4083 xx 

commodities alone were not available. The | 

role of mineral commodities in total trade XX Not applicable. - 

| Table,2.—Portugal: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminun, all forms. ._...-_-_--_--_--__- 134 321 West Germany 171; Italy 55. 
Arsenic, white. _.....-.--...------------- 354 381 Spain 350. oo 
Beryl_....--.---_- 2 eee eee 55 10 All to the United States. 
‘Copper: 

Ore and concentrate__._.........-_- 19 47 Spain 34. 
Matte___.___._-.-.- eee. =|) «1,987 10 Belgium-Luxembourg 10. 
Metal, all forms except scrap... ._~- 1,102 1,727 Italy 878; Netherlands 251; United 

Kingdom 225. 
Scrap___- 2 ee 44 61 United Kingdom 41. 

Gold bullion and semi- troy ounces.-. 170 NA 
manufactures, — 

Iron and steel: 
Iron ore and concentrate, including 6,825 350 Sweden 340. 

roasted pyrites. 
Scrap._...-_---.---_--------___-_-- 30,877 .11,748 Spain 11,215. 
Pig iron and ferroalloys._....__.-.-- 4,438 6,931 West gzermany 3,683; United Kingdom 

Steel ingots and other primary forms- 13,799 6,636 France 4,521; Mozambique 2,005. 
Semimanufactures_._._.__.._._...-.-. 11,016 15,979 Angola 5,487; Mozambique 2,281; 

Spain 1,670. 
Lead: 

Ore and concentrate__.__.____.____- 229 2,774 Italy 2,197; West Germany 577. 
Oxides___.__._._-_-- eee 67 84 Angola 30; Spain 20; Republic of South 

Africa 20. 
Metal, all forms_____._____________- 124 162 Angola 60; United Kingdom 41. 

Manganese ore and concentrate__________ 2,885 7,828 Spain 7,678; Netherlands 150. 
Nickel, all forms_____-___--.-2-2---_-_-- 4 19 United Kingdom 15; Angola 2. 
Platinum group, metals troy ounces_-_ 1,788 1,132 United Kingdom 611; West Germany 

and alloys. 521. 
Silver and alloys._.._.__...._._._do___-_ 3,542 161 All to Angola. 
Jantalum ore and concentrate_____---_-- 21 30 United States 28. 

in: 
Ore and concentrate______long tons_- 35 ___-.-- 
Metal, all forms___..__.____._do___- 238 111 Angola 53; Mozambique 24. 

Tungsten ore and concentrate__________-_- 1,357 1,341 United States 396; Netherlands 391; 
United Kingdom 244. 

Zine: 
Ore and concentrate___._________-__- 8 , 433 5,686 All to France. 
Zine oxides______._-_-----__-- ee 58 79 Angola 35; Mozambique 31. 
Metal, all forms____._.__________--- 226 242 Ttaly 111; Norway 43; South Viet Nam 

Molybdenum, titanium, vanadium, zir- 51 980 All to Spain. 
conium ores. 

Ashes and residues, n.e.s. containing non- 743 965 Belgium-Luxembourg 670; Spain 221. 
ferrous metals. 

Nonferrous base metals, n.e.g...__.----.-- 3 157 NA. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Portugal: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives: 

Natural (diatomite, pumice, and other)_ 524 351 United Kingdom 200; Lebanon 49. 
Manufactured (grindstones).....__._ 102 149 Angola 49; United States 39; South 

Viet-Nam 26. 
Asbestos: 

Crude.__-.- 22 ee 42 18 All to the United States. 
Asbestos cement and cement products. 627 1,112 Cape Verde Islands 620; Guinea 413. 

Barite and witherite, natural......___-__- 20 995 Mozambique 799; France 170. 
Cement._....-.-..----...--..-_-...... 234,853 164,902 Spain 148,069. 
Chalk. 22. eee 232 85 Angola 61; Mozambique 12. 
Clays, clay products, and_ refractory , 

products, n.e.s: 
Crude: 

Kaolin....2..2.2 22-22. 210, 587 2,435 Italy 1,350; France 600; Spain 402. 
Other clays....-....---2---- L- 2,941 1,257 Spain 1,028; Angola 188. 

Construction materials: 
Brick and other nonrefractory.... 23,580 20,398 Spain 8,009; Angola 2,302; Mozam- 

bique 2,091. 
Refractory.....-....---------.- 1,459 798 Angola 491. 

Diamond, gem._......._thousand carats-- 1,148 1,385 All to the United Kingdom. 
Feldspar__._.- 2-22 2-2 eee 9,639 11,677 United Kingdom 5,588; France 1,900 
Fertilizer materials: . 

Crude, natural._...- 222-2 eee 199 297 All to West Germany. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous._..........-....-. * 86,658 85,534 Spain 25,073; Morocco 24,712; Angola 

Phosphatie 1.....-.......-.-... 44,224 65,025 Turkey 35,420; Pakistan 11,530. 
Potassic._.-... 2-2 ae 1,474 929 Angola 766. 
Mixed_..-.-_.-_.-_..-.-...--. 24,116 24,003 Cyprus 9,886; Turkey 5,800; Greece | 

, e 

Gypsum and anhydrite___..-......._._.- 202 887 Angola 205; Mozambique 92. 
Lime, hydraulie_._......._-..-..---_-.-- 1,786 2,303 Spain 1,020; Mozambique 749. 
Mica.__-- eee 847 1,359 Italy 1,310. 
Pigments, mineral_._____......--_-_-... 131 113 Angola 42; Mozambique 31. 
Pyrites, unroasted_.................--.-. 818,681 272,522 Belgium-Luxembourg 150,430; Nether- 

lands 58,810. 
Quartz and quartzite.....-..-.-.......-. 12,972 19,923 Italy 10,800, West Germany 5,766. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Marble an id other calcareous, crude 122,823 121,937 Italy 74,573; West Germany 20,554. 

or rough cut. 
" Slate, crude and worked._._..... 12,549 12,401 Belgium-Luxembourg; 3,503 West 

Germany 2,629; France 2,173. 
Other, crude and worked___._... 173,748 166,093 West Germany 179,831; Denmark 

16,693; United States 10,010. 
Gravel and crushed stone.....__....- 2,719 1,964 Mozambique 1,205, Angola 213. 

7 Sand, not metal bearing............. 16,666 32,579 Gibralter 31,871. 
Sulfur, elemental, all forms_.._.....-.-.- 647 947 Mozambique 557; Cyprus 198; Angola 

Nonmetallic minerals, n.e.s_.._.....-.--- r 889 1,103 NA. 
Mineral fuels: 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural.._._.____.- 338 48 Guinea 21. . 
Coal, coke, and briquets_.........-.--.-- 224 113 Cape Verde 75; Guinea 30. 
Coal distillation products_._...._._.__-.- 25 98 Morocco 70. 
Petroleum refinery products: . , 

Gasoline__.__..-.....-...---....---. 48,574 48,651 United Kingdom 13,801; Guinea 
11,572; Mozambique 9,643. 

Kerosine_.........--....---------.- 107,889 134,462 Netherlands 74,109; ships’ bunkers 
45,747; United Kingdom 10,756. 

Distillate fuel oil. .2....---.-.------ 9,312 18,935 Guinea 7,268; United Kingdom 4,491; 
Cape Verde Islands 2,707. 

Residual fuel oil._.-...........-.... 69,614 75,355 Ships’ bunkers 43,874; Morocco 15,414; 
United Kingdom 15,214. 

Lubricants. —__.._.-....-.-.-.---.-- 4,608 5,342 Angola 2,741; Mozambique 1,837. 
Nonchemical coal and petroleum waste. 952 88 NA. 
Liquid petroleum gases____......_-.- 803 491 Guinea 213; Cape Verde Islands 89. 

® Revised. 
NA Not available. 
1 Mainly basic slag.
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Table 3.—Portugal: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

EEE 

; Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

a acca. acsaaaal 

Metals: . . 
Aluminum and alloys: : 

Bauxite___...-..-.----.----------- 3,532 4,379 France 3,363; British Guiana 508. 
Alumina and aluminum hydroxide. - _ - 366 533. West Germany 272. 
Serap__--------------------------- 44 61 United Kingdom 34. 
Metal, unwrought-___-.....--------- 1,176 849 Urited Kingdom 385; France 209; 

oo a , . Canada 112. 
Semimanufactures.......-..-------- 7,311 8,144 Austria 1,520; West Germany 1,241; 

_ Belgium-Luxembourg 1,067; France 
. 1,033. “ 

Chromium: ; 
Chromite_-_.--.-....---.----------- 108 119 United Kingdom 80; Netherlands 34. 
Oxides and hydroxide__-_-.-_------- 72 87 United Kingdom 42; West Germany 38. 

Copper and alloys: 
Serap_._.------------------------- 136 119 Mozambique 47; United Kingdom 17. 
Blister -__.-.+---------------------- 2,286 2,581 Zambia 2,572. 
Refined, unwrought_._....._.__-.--- 6,008 3,842 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,855; United 

So Kingdom 642. 
Master alloys.__....--...----.----- ll 14 United Kingdom 13. 

. Semimanufactures_-_---.--.-.------- 5,561 6,836 United Kingdom 1,949; Italy 1,028; 
West Germany 968. 

Gold, bullion and semi- - troy ounces_- 170 791 Belgium-Luxembourg 775. — ~ 
manufactures. a 

. Iron and steel: 
- "> Jron ore including roasted pyrites...... 78,598 57,123 Brazil 53,109.- - 

Iron oxides and hydroxide____-....-- 1,264 1,307 Spaih 664; West Germany 508. 
. Serap._-.--.---------------------- 4,671 4,314 United Kingdom 1,800; Portuguese 

. , West Africa 1,825; United States 603. 
. °Pig iron and ferroalloys !__=--------- 1,816 4,284 West germany 1,632; United Kingdom 

- Steel ingots and other primary forms 2_ 5,882 23,136 West Germany 15,323; United King- 

Semimanufactures: , - 
Shapes.____..-.--..----.--.._. 69,852 62,521 Belgium-Luxembourg 17,306; West 

me - - Germany 16,024; France 11,224. 
Plates and sheets: 

Uncoated:_._.....--------. 124,614 124,112 West Germany 37,534; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 31,034; France 25,119. 

Tinplate.__.............--. 52,749 63,517 France 22,082; United Kingdom 19,255. 
-Other coated__._-.._....-.. .11,886 13,300 Belgium-Luxembourg 8,200; France 

Hoop and strip__.-.--.--.-----. 38,495 35,111 Belgium-Luxembourg 14,081; France 
coe, c me 10,605; West Germany 4,145. 

Se Railway track material_-_-_.------ 5,662 3,590 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,611; West Ger- 
OO many 877; United Kingdom 720. 

-  Wire__._.:....-_.------------. 15,541 14,253 United Kingdom 4,933; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 4,584; West Germany 

Tubes, pipes, and fittings..._..... 10,328 12,544 West Germany 5,571: France 1,793; 
0 taly 1,597. 

Rough castings and forgings- - - -- 463 509 United Kingdom 293; West Germany 
qT. , 

Lead and alloys: a, 
Oxides____..-.-_._-_-_------------ 9 13 West Germany 7. 
Scrap_..-.-.---------------------- 74 133 Gibraltar 74; Mozambique 32. 
Unwrought and semimanufactures._._._.- 6,846 8,455 Republic of South Africa 4,171; Peru 

- Magnesium, all forms._.__.----.-------- © 9 6 United Kingdom 5. 
' Manganese: . 

Ore and concentrate__.....--.------ 239 308 United Kingdom 187; Japan 35. 
Oxides___......-.----------------- 84 37 Netherlands 20. 

Mercury: 
Oxides_._......_.-..----kilograms_- - 800 200 Nearly all from Spain. 
Metal____._...___-76-pound flasks _ - 249 © 763 All from Spain. 

Molybdenum, all forms-_.--_-.-kilograms- - 400 5,100 United Kingdom 4,800; West Germany 
100. 

Nickel, all forms_..__......--.-.._...-- 254 301 United Kingdom 164; West Germany 
106. 

Platinum and platinum- troy ounces... *' 9,110 3,632 United Kingdom 2,707; West Germany 
. group metals. 890. 

Silver, all forms___thousand troy ounces-- 727 436 United Kingdom 357; West Germany 

Tin: 
Oxides_._.._.....-------long tons-- 22 16 United Kingdom 15. 
Metal, all forms._.-..-..-...do._-- 25 17 United Kingdom 12. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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- Table 3.—Portugal: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
pn 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 
es 

Metals—Continued 
Titanium: ae 

Ore and concentrate, rutile... -..- 346 558 Australia 557. 
Oxides_._.__..-.-------------------- 2,192 2,438 United Kingdom 883; West Germany 

ae 572; Finland 459. 
Tungsten, all forms_._......-kilograms-_ 100 200 United Kingdom 100. 
Vanadium, zirconium and other titanium 127 495 Australia 304; United Kingdom 136. 

ores. 
Zine and alloys: 

_ Zine oxides.....-.------ eee 296 286 West Germany 148; Belgium-Luxem- 
. _ bourg 60. 

Serap._.-..--------- +e —6o 258 LL 
Unwrought..._.----.-.2 ee 5,849 5,086 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,526; France 

Semimanufactures__...-....-------- 256 285 West Germany 120; France 100. 
Nonferrous base metals, n.e.s_...-------- 120 159 West Germany 78; China (mainland) 

30; United Kingdom 26. 
Nonmetals: 

Abrasives: . oo. 
Natural: ; 

Dust and thousand carats. - 316 5 United Kingdom 3; Belgium-Luxem- 
powder from gem stones. bourg 2. 

Diatomite__.-..-...-..-------- 1,517 1,597 United States 673; West Germany 
. ' 241; France. 239. 

=. Pumice and other natural_-_-_-~-- 790 610 Italy 249; Netherlands 207. 
Manufactured: - . 

Corundun, artificial. _....__--.- 414 495 West Germany 323; France 141. 
Grindstones and whetstones_. ._- 224 218 United Kingdom 87; West Germany 42 

Asbestos. __.....-.-------------------- | 3,878 4,097 Canada 1,754; Republic of South 
_ Africa 1,066; Mozambique 554; 

a Southern Rhodesia 501. 
Barite._.....-.---.------=------------- 201 235 West Germany 167; United Kingdom 

Borie oxide and acid__________._-_------ 127 133 France 67; United States 47. 
Cement, hydraulic__-___-_-_.----------- 809 915 France 608; United Kingdom 126. 

| Chalk... 22-2 ---- 1,500 1,818 France 1,016; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Clays, clay” products and_ refractory . mo 
' products, n.e.s.: - 

Crude: . 
China clay_.__....-..-.-.------ ‘273 458 United Kingdom 172; United States 

157; Netherlands 101. 
Bentonite_.._.-........--..---- 1,605 2,056 Morocco 860; United States 834; 

_ Mozambique 220. 
Other__.__-__-...-.--.--_----- 2,682 3,801 United Kingdom 2,624; Spain 470. 

Construction materials: 
Bricks and other nonrefractory..-_ 286 882 Sweden 390; Spain 175; United King- 

om . 
Refractory_......--.----------- 5,040 7,695 Austria 1,905; Morocco 1,687; West 
— Germany 1,400. 

Cryolite and chiolite_..----_---.-------- 46 33 Denmark.30. 
Dolomite._........._.----------_--.--- 3,564 3,480 Spain 1,991; Italy 892. 
Feldspar...._....-.-.-.--.------------- 641 946 West Germany 309; Spain 220; France 

121; Republic of South Africa 121. 
Fertilizer materials: 

' Natural: 
Anima! or vegetable, crude_--.--- 389 219 All from France. 
Sodium nitrate.........._.----- 231 | 150 West Germany 140. 
Phosphate rock_......-._..---. 274,978 223,934 Morocco 223,286. 

Manufactured: . yo - 
Nitrogenous._....-..-...------ 7,165 1,076 West Germany 927. 
Phosphatice: = 

Basic slag_...-....-..----- 10,639 10,109 Belgium-Luxembourg 9,859; France 

Other. _._...----_.-..----- 1,383 1,048 France 848. 
Potassie_......-..--.-.-.-.---. 38,880 23,127 Spain 23,087. 
Mixed._.._._.--__..._---.----. 28,100 20,757 West Germany 16,019; Italy 3,738. 

Graphite, natural. ___......-..---.------ 132 144 West Germany 56; Norway 34. 
Gypsum and anhydrite_................. 14,244 15,633 Morocco 15,565. 
Magnesite. ___.-_.--__.--.-_--.-------- 249 1,033 Austria 645; Netherlands 236. 
Mica, crude and scrap._.._.....-..----- 147 87 Norway 59. 
Mica products. .__..._.._.-._-.._------ 10 41 West Germany 34. 
Mineral pigments___.._........--..----- 107 176 France 99; Belgium-Luxembourg 365; 

Austria 30. 
Quartz and quartzite___....._..-.__-.--- 1,350 1,858 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,679. 
Salt... eee ----- «=. 28,068 =: 220, 650 Cape verde Islands 17,285; Angola 

Sand. ....-..-22 ee 3,170 5,200 Netherlands 3,190. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Portugal: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 
. 

Nonmetals—Continued - . 

Stone: . 
Dimension stone_-..-..--.--------- 52 419 France 378. 
Flint and crushed stone__.---~------ 1,737 594 Belgium-Luxembourg 425. 

Sulfur, elemental, all types......-...---. 54,727 34,274 France 32,536, West Germany 1,607. 
Tale and soapstone. ____-_-------------- 1,950 1,926 Norway 1,026; France 408. 
Crude nonmetallic minerals, n.e.s_. - ~~ --~-- 4,536 1,975 Cape Verde 1,695; Republic of South 

Africa 141. 
Mineral fuels 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural__-_-_-_-- 3, 064 1,238 Belgium-Luxembourg 578; Spain 544 

Carbon black. _..---.--.---------+- 4,236 4,500 France 1,741; Netherlands 736; West 
Germany 432. 

Coal and coal thousand tons. -_ 428 470 Poland 258; United States 118; United 
briquets. - oo Kingdom 63. 

Coke from coal._........_.---do_.-- 217 290 United Kingdom 149; Netherlands 51; 
. West Germany 49. 

Coal distillation products.....--.---- 6,835 7,994 Netherlands 2,668; Italy 1,911; United 
Kingdom 1,670. 

Petroleum: 
Crude____......-.--thousand tons_-_ 1,717 1,557 Iraq 1,166; Bahrein 391. 
Refinery products: . 

Gasoline. ._.._.._....-.-------- 91 102 Spain 82; Netherlands Antilles 31; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 22. 

Kerosine, white thousand tons-- 23 26 Netherlands Antilles 23. 
spirit, jet fuel. 

Distillate fuel oil. _..._._...do_-.-- 334 323 Netherlands Antilles 113; Italy 68; 
ran 55. 

' Residual fuel oil. .-.-...--do__-- 302 288 Mozambique 108; Angola 45; Nether- 
ands 40. 

Lubricants. ....--.--.---do-_-- 48 49 United Kingdom 19; Netherlands 13. 
Mineral jelly and waxes. ....-.-- 3 4 United States 2; France 1; United 

. Kingdom 1. 
- Nonlubricating oils, n.e.s__...--- 8 7 Netherlands 4; France 2. 
Pitch coke and bituminous 9 6 United Kingdom 4; Italy 1; Spain 1. 

mixtures 
a . Petroleum and shale oil wastes. -- 26 42 Spain 20; Netherlands Antilles 16. 

- Liquid petroleum gases._...-.--~- 89 105 France 88; Italy 12; Netherlands 4. 

t Revised. . . 
1 Includes powder, shot, and sponge. 
2 Includes coils for rerolling. 

| COMMODITY REVIEW 

_ METALS West Germany. The Portuguese company 
is a subsidiary of the Thyssen Group, 

Tron ore.—During 1967 the Minacorvo West Germany’s largest steel producer, 
Mine Exploration and Development Com- = with works in the Ruhr District. 
pany (Minacorvo-Exploracao e Desenvol- 
vimento Mineiro de Moncorvo, Ltd.) Uranium.—According to data released 

conducted metallurgical research on hema- by the Portuguese Atomic Energy Board 

titic iron ore from the Moncorvo deposit early in 1967, measured uranium ore re- 

which was estimated to contain about 800 serves were estimated at 5.338-million tons 

million tons of measured and possible re- with a recoverable uranium oxide (UsOs) 

serves with an iron content of 39 to 42 content of 8,665 metric tons distributed 

percent. Construction was scheduled to geographically as follows: Niza 43 per- 

begin in early 1969 on a plant designed cent, Viseu 40 percent, Guarda 17 per- 

to produce 2 million tons annually of cent, and minor reserves in Moncorvo. 

pellets containing 65 percent iron (Fe), 
with the possibility of later expansion of MINERAL FUELS 

capacity a 4-million ot annually. me Petroleum.—In late 1967, the Govern- 

pellets will be destin to supply the ment of Portugal published official regula- 
National Steelworks (Siderurgica Na- tions governing petroleum exploration in 

cional S.A.R.L.) at Seixal with 400,000 metropolitan Portugal, including the con- 

tons (later 800,000 tons) annually, and  tinental shelf. Under Decree No. 47,972 

will also provide quantities for export to dated September 30, 1967, published in
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Diario do Governo Series I No. 229, the ($139.13) per square kilometer for the 
continental shelf is divided into blocks first year, increased by 2,000 Escudos 
having a length of 6 minutes longitude ($69.56) each year thereafter until a maxi- 
and a width of 5 minutes latitude (except mum of 20,000 Escudos ($695.56) is 
where reaching the coast line) the areas reached and continues at that level for 
varying from 75 to 80 square kilometers. the duration of the concession. 
Permits for exploration concessions com- In August 1967 it was reported through 
prising a maximum of 12 blocks each are Belgian sources and the Portuguese News 
obtained through the Secretary of State Service that a loan of 400 million Belgian 
for Industry (Secretario do Estado da _ francs ($8 million) was being negotiated, 
Industria). Individual companies may proceeds of which would be used to im- 
hold several concessions. The Govern- prove the Sacor refinery at Leixos and to 
ment’s fees or charges for concessions have construct, at Oporto, a new refinery with 
been established at 4,000 Escudos a capacity of 2 million tons annually.
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The Mineral Industr e Mineral Industry 

of Southern Rhodesia 

a | By E. Shekarchi* | | 

Based on the $93.5 million? reported dustry and the whole economy of the 
value of: mineral production in 1967, the nation as well, was the December 16, 
mineral industry of Southern Rhodesia 1966, passage of a U.N. Security Council 
seemed to have at least maintained its resolution to impose selective .mandatory 
overall level of activity, although there economic sanctions on Southern Rhodesia. 
was evidence of the effect upon individual Under this resolution, member nations were 
commodities of economic sanctions imposed __ to refrain from importing selected Southern 
by the United Nations Security Council Rhodesian products, including, among min- 
in December 1966. Details on. activities eral commodities, asbestos, iron ore, chro- 

of. the nation’s industry have been dif- mite, pig iron, and copper. Moreover, 
ficult to obtain since the Government’s member. nations were to make efforts to 

declaration of independence in 1965 and deny to Southern Rhodesia certain com- | 
its subsequent restriction on official publi- | modities which. it must import, the most 
cation of specific data on mineral produc- notable of which are petroleum and _ its 
tion, international trade, and related topics. products. Portugal and the Republic of 
However, corporate reports and various South Africa failed to conform to the 
professional journals have continued to resolution. , 
provide numerous items of general infor- | According? to the President of the Cham- 
mation and some few statistics reflecting ber of Mines, increased mining costs, the | 
production and trade practices. Most of | most serious problem facing the industry, 
the information in this chapter thus, of | stemmed from fixed prices in Southern 
necessity, has been derived from unofficial Rhodesia, inflation in countries supplying 
sources, and is without official verification, the bulk of mining equipment and material, 
but it is believed to be reasonably re- import controls which forced importers 
liable. to increase markups, and, finally, sanctions. 

According to reports published in the In his 1967 annual address, the Presi- 
Standard Bank Review of London, May dent of the Chamber of Mines stated 
1968, the gross national product of South- that despite a reasonable amount of mech- 
ern Rhodesia increased by more than 8  anization, the country’s mining industry 
percent to $1,083 million in 1967, as was still basically a labor-intensive industry. 
compared with $997.4 million in 1966 In 1965, about 43,000 persons were em- 
and $1,020 million in 1965. Most sectors ployed in the industry, over 95 percent 
of the economy contributed to this growth; native Africans. 
for instance, the value of mining output The Public Sector Investment Program 
in 1967 rose to a new peak of $93.5 for 3 years (1967 to 1970) provides for 

million compared with $91.2 million in an expenditure of about $204.4 million, 
1966, an estimated $87.9 million in 1965, largely allocated to economic services, in- 
and $74.8 million in 1964. The value 

of building and construction works in 1 Foreign mineral specialist, Division of 
1967 increased by 9 percent to approxi- International Activities. ; h bee 

mately $98 million. verted from Rhodesian pound “(RP) to US. 
The most significant single event in dollars, at the rate of RP1=US82.80. 10. N 

1966 and 1967 affecting the mineral in- 4 Aprili968 p.24.00°°CS;<7T“XS:; PSC 

639
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cluding development of transportation and phasis on developing skilled manpower, 
agriculture. protecting skilled trades, and training ap- 

Legislation acted upon in 1966 and __ prentices; The Gold Mining Amendment 
1967 that had or will have some effect Act which provided subsidy coverage to 
on the mining industry included: The additional producers; and The new Ex- 
Apprenticeship Training and Skilled Man- __ plosive Act which emphasized improved 
power Development Act which placed em- security that was lacking in the old law. 

PRODUCTION 

_ While there have been no Government- a statement attributed to the Secretary 
issued production data since 1965, some of Mines that “It is no secret that 1966 : 
companies have reported output of selected broke . .. (the 1965 mineral produc- 
commodities. On the basis of these reports, tion) ... record.” 4 | 
together with general press accounts of Output of bauxite, fluorspar, kaolin, 
Southern Rhodesia’s economic perform- limestone, phosphate rock, and silica sand, 
ance, and reflections (in other countries’ all produced chiefly or wholly for local 
import statistics) of output of commodities markets, have been postulated on a pre- 
destined chiefly for the export market, sumed relative stability or expansion of 
reasonable estimates of production for most activity by Southern Rhodesian consumers. 

major commodities for 1966 and 1967 Output of beryl, asbestos, barite, corun- 
were derived. In general, it is indicated dum, and magnesite have been estimated 
that through yearend 1967, output of on the basis of definitively reported and in- 
most major commodities was little affected dicated imports by traditional recipients. 
by the voluntary economic sanctions im- Details on formulation of chromite, copper, 
posed up to December 1966, and possible gold, iron ore, iron and steel, tin, coal, 
effects of the more stringent mandatory and coke estimates are givén under the 
sanctions imposed at that time were not respective commodities; the estimate for 
obvious, at least by yearend 1967. The silver production is based on copper and 
lack of effect of the earlier sanctions gold output, with which it is recovered 
on productive performance, if not upon as a byproduct. 
sales, was evidenced by the 2.5-percent §==——~—————~— 
growth in mineral output value to $93.5 4U.S. Consulate, Salisbury, Southern Rho- 

cade . : desia. State Department Airgram A-211, Apr. 
million in 1967, and was emphasized by 26. 1968, 6 pp.
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Table 1.—Southern Rhodesia: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 ¢ 1967 © 
ae a 

Metals: 
Antimony, content of concentrate- —--___- 60 44 e 185 NA NA 
Arsenic, white___.._-__--_-.----------- 549 187 e 65 NA NA 
Bauxite.__.___.____--_.-.------------ 1,842 2,478 2,000 2,000 2,000 
Beryl__.-..--_.---------.------------ 226 165 192 1 65 143 
Cesium mineral: Pollucite.__-...-----.-. ------- 24 NA NA NA 
Chromite. - -------~-----------2-2----- 374,116 447,576 ¢ 566,500 27500,000 2500,000 
opper: 

Mine, content of ore and concentrate. 16,7738 16,639 17, 962 215,100 17,400 
Smelter, fire-refined copper___..-... 14,685 15,239 r 17,273 17,100 17,100 

Gold______-_.__._---_-_--troy ounces_. 566,277 575 , 386 544,100 550, 000 550,000 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore.__._.--_..-thousand tons_- 655 824 ¢ 1,360 1,300 2 700 
Pig iron_._..__-_-.---------do__-- 236 318 250 260 2 200 
Ferroalloys, ferrochrome (exports) 

thousand tons_- 14 23 r 21 $11 NA 
Steel ingots and castings__.._do--_- 84 128 130 130 130 

Manganese ore___._--_..-.------------- ------- 145 ¢ 206 NA NA 
Nickel, content of concentrate. —....---- 119 157 e700 | 700 700 
Silver_._._.._______.__.__troy ounces.. 83, 742 88 , 463 e 95,470 95,000 95,000 
7Jantalum concentrate.._______.__------ 69 . 64 er35 e27 NA 

in: 
Mine, content of concentrate 

long tons-. 498 512 . 510 600 500 
Smelter______.-_..-____--.-do.__- 499 511 494 480 500 

Tungsten ore and concentrate, 60 percent 
WO3_________-.-.-_---------------+- 3 __-___.-- 28 NA NA 

Nonmetals: . 
Asbestos____..__.__-__---__--------.-- 129,051 139,208 159 , 800 160,000 2150,000 
Barite____.__.__-._-.._--_._---.------- 1,772 1,416 e 1,400 2,000 2,000 
Cement °.________..__.._thousand tons__- 250 250 250 NA NA 
Corundum__.___...___---------------- 5,389 2,604 e 4,200 4,200 4,200 
Diatomite, including tripoli_.._...------- 273 315 e 480 e 480 NA 

. Feldspar____...--_-..----_-----------  -------  --------- e170 NA NA 
Fire clay_.___..-..-_.--_------.------ 138,180 12,455 13 , 274 13,000 13,000 
Fluorspar___...__-.--------.------+---- 311 70 e 150 150 150 
Kaolin_._.._.__..----.--------------- 11,104 19,051 r 20,000 20,000. 20,000 
Kyanite__._____________-_---..-------- 5A 233 NA NA NA 
Limestone._____.____---_------------- 533,173 540,251 * 540,000 540,000 540,000 
Lithium minerals: 

Amblygonite___........----------- 47) __-u--- ee eee eee NA NA. 
Eucryptite__.__.-.-..---------.--- 1,056 731 e€ 640 NA NA 
Lepidolite_.........---.---------- 14,657 20,814 ¢ 16,100 NA NA 
Petalite.____._..___-_------------ 27,167 33 , 066 e 27,100 NA NA 
Spodumene__._...---------------- 2,028 6,319 e 13,900 NA NA 

Magnesite. --------~-------2--2--+-0- 10 ,947 38 ,474 e 35,600 30,000 40,000 
ica: 

Block. .__.____--...-_------------ 7 34 29 NA NA 
Crude and scrap.__._.__-.--.------- 102 71 82 NA NA 

Phosphate rock___.._.--_-.----------- ------- 1,995 e 3,600 e 10,000 410,000 
Pyrite_....._..____..._--._-.--------- 66,100 82 , 431 e 82,000 NA NA 
Quartz____________-----__------------ 19,054 28,311 NA NA NA 
Quartzite_______-____.____.--._------- 200 181 NA NA NA 
Semiprecious stones 5___.._..kilograms_- - 2,989 4,217 NA NA NA 
Silica sand______.._-...-..-.----------- 2,021 3,268 3,000 3,000 3,000 
Tale_____________--_---------__------ 19 14 e 82 NA NA 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, bituminous_.___.._thousand tons_-.- 2,740 3,044 63,038 65,057 6 3,060 
Coke___..__-__----_.-----.-.--do__-_- 92 130 6174 6 203 6 205 

rr 

e Estimate. © Revised. NA Not available. 
1 U.S. imports. 
2 Conjectural. : 
3 Partial figures; imports from Southern Rhodesia by Australia, Austria, Belgium-Luxembourg, Canada, 

France, West Germany, Italy, Japan, Sweden, and the United States. 
4 Concentrate containing 41 percent P2Os. 
s For distribution of total by type, see Bureau of Mines Minerals Yearbook, Volume I-II, 1967, p. 1226. 
6 Sales during year ending August 31 of that stated. 

TRADE 

As in the case of production, no official since 1965. Fragmentary information on 

records of Southern Rhodesian trade in Southern Rhodesia’s exports and imports 

mineral commodities have been published in 1966 has been derived from trade
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returns of selected partner countries. How- — Recorded mineral commodity exports of 
ever, because such data are far from other countries to Rhodesia in 1966 in- 
a complete measure of Southern Rhodesia’s cluded the following: . 
trade, tables 2 and 3 give official Southern _ 

Rhodesian data for 1964 and 1965. | | . Quantity 
In 1965, Rhodesian sources recorded Commodity Chetrie 

mineral commodity exports (including re- 9 —— WW W__L_L_PEOE eee 
exports) valued at nearly $137.3 million, | Semimanufacturess 317 
or 29.8 percent of total exports and reex- Copper______-__---_-_----------- 54 
ports, and mineral commodity imports val- r Steel__-.._---------------------- 8,827 

“ate _ Fertilizers: 
ued at nearly $53.2 million, or 15.8 percent Nitrogenous_____-.___.---_-_------- 93,087 
of total imports. The obviously partial Phosphatic.- --------------------~ 5,900 

. ; . otassic_.___-__-.---.----------- 17,808 
figures derived from other nations’ im- Mixed.____._.__..-_.------------ 8,089 
port trade returns for 1966 listed mineral Petroleum: Lubricants, jelly and waxes__ 460 
commodities of Rhodesian origin valued ~— 
at only $33.2 million and shipments of Even more limited information on 1967 

mineral commodities to Southern Rhodesia trade, obtained in the same manner, in- 
valued at only $7.9 million; notably, trade cluded Japanese imports of 82 tons cop- 
with the Republ'c of South Africa and per concentrate, 131 tons of copper matte, 
Mozambique are not included in these and 1,812 tons of nickel ore and concen- 
partial figures. trate. These quantities were appreciably 

Recorded imports of mineral commod- lower than 1966 Japanese receipts and 
ities from Southern Rhodesia by other may well be material that was in transit 
countries in 1966 included, among others, before the late 1966 sanction imposition. 

~ the following more significant items: Also, notably, Japan recorded no imports 
| = : of iron ore, pig iron, or asbestos in 1967, 

| Quantity commodities which in 1966 had been re- 
. : Commodity (metric ceived in sizable tonnages from Southern 

| tons) Rhodesia. The United States, which for 
1966 listed imports for consumption of 

COPRer: entrate...... 926 4,738 tons of Rhodesian low-carbon fer- 
Ingot______.-.-__---2----- 2-2, 285 rochromium and 164,000 tons of Rhodesian 

Tron nd nro d once 1 chromite, recorded no ferrochromium re- 
Iron ore.....-.----------------- 292,481 ceipts and only 133,000 tons of chromite 

Ferrochrome. 222222222... ‘Wii4ag -«n.—«'1967; the latter represented receipt 
Nickel ore and concentrate._..__.-__.. 8,888 of material already in port stockpiles out- 

Asbestas 2 2227 2722TTITTIT.s1,718 Side. Southern Rhodesia when sanctions 
| were invoked.
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Table 2.—Southern Rhodesia: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

re 

Commodity 1964 . 1965 Principal destinations, 1965 

et 

Metals: 
Antimony concentrate. __-..-------- 164 211 United States 152; Belgium 59. 
Beryllium ore and concentrate_- ~ __-- 144 86 All to United States. 
Chromium ore and concentrate__..___ 455,673 685,089 United States 309,666; Republic of South 

. Africa 186,186; Japan 38,546; United 
Kingdom 25,240. 

Copper: . 
Concentrate________-.___-_---- 7,185 6,978 Republic of South Africa 5,686; Japan 1,138. 
Refined, unwrought_._-......--. 15,408 16,731 West Germany 10,241; Poland 1,731; Italy 

1,587; United Kingdom 1,472. 
Bar and rod and copper alloys- - - 3,792 1,640 Malaya 1,291. 

Gold.___..__.___-value, thousands... !$19,832 1$19,023 NA. 
Iron and steel: 

Tron ore_......_._.__---------- 286,571 321,344 Japan 318,865. 
Pig iron___-___..-------------- 218,396 214,432 Japan 207,513. 
Ferrochrome.___..._.........-. 22,700 21,326 United Kingdom 7,720; Australia 2,551; 

Sweden 2,550. 
Iron and steel scrap___.--_-_----- 3 31 NA. 
Iron and steel billets, ingots, 383,958 28,213 Republic of South Africa 22,498. 

equivalent forms. 

Semimanufactures: ; a 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes__.. 11,235 26,088 Zambia 19,071; Congo (Kinshasa) 2,556. 
Other______..------------- 9,300 7,230 Zambia 4,544; Malawi 1,024. 

Total__.._.__-..--.--_.. 20,585 - 33,318 
Silver, bullion_.._..__._troy ounces_- 96,280 88,285 United Kingdom 81,568. 
Tantalum, ore and concentrate_______ 75 34 United Kingdom 17; United States 10. 

in: 
Ore and concentrate. -_long tons_ _ . 54 71 All to Netherlands. 
Ingot___.._____.--------do___- 473 399 Republic of South Africa 393. 

Tungsten, ore and concentrate_-...-_.  ---.-.- 26 United Kingdom 24. . 
Metallic orescon- value, thousands_ - $127 $902 Japan $833. . 

centrate, etc. not further described. 
Nonferrous metal scrap__--.-------- 3 , 960 2,529 Republic of South Africa 1,195; West 

Germany 256. 
Nonferrous value, thousands_ - - $314 $422 Malawi $158; Zambia $157; Republic of 

metals not further described. South Africa $67. 
Nonmetals: 

Asbestos____..._____..___......---. 161,316 167,406 United Kingdom 38,818; West Germany 
15,619; Republic of South Africa 15,183. 

Barite._._.__.___..-__---.--------- 1,539 1,875 All to Republic of South Africa. 
Cement_______.-_____--_----------+-- 5,843 14,576 Zambia 11,468; Bechuanaland 2,008. 

Corundum._____.__.---------------- 3,020 3,260 Republic of South Africa 1,601; United 
States 1,291. 

Fertilizer materials, manufactured___. 22,958 33,356 Zambia 29,289; Malawi 3,406. 

Lithium ores________....__..-...-.. 67,389 50,733 United States 15,326; Belgium 14,972; 
United Kingdom 6,510. 

Magnesite______...-.-__----------- 28,770 34,102 Republic of South Africa 34,086. 
Quartz, mica, feldspar, fluorspar----__ . 352 2,854 Libya 1,154; Norway 363; West Germany 

254. 

Crude minerals value, thousands.. $74,698 $580,128 Republic of South Africa $207,970; Zambia 
not further described. $207,385. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, bituminous_-____ thousand tons- -_ 1,342 1,634 Zambia 1,157; Congo (Kinshasa) 52. 

Coke______-__-__-_----.-..-do___- 105 146 Zambia 60; Congo (Kinshasa) 52. 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Asphalt and bitumen- -_----_----- 1,937 4,412 Zambia 4,384. 

Mineral fuels value, thousands_ - $123 $5,807 Zambia $5,600. 
and related materials not further 
described. 

Electric energy__..value, thousands.. $11,836 $12,410 All to Zambia. 

a ee 

NA Not available. 
1 Net sales.
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Table 3.—Southern Rhodesia: Imports of mineral commodities. 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

1965 

. Sources 
Commodity 1964 SS 

Total Republic 
. of Principal sources except 

South ‘Republic of South Africa 
Africa 

Metals: 
Aluminum: . 

Semimanufactures...___.___...- 711 962 684 United Kingdom 176. 
Aluminum and alloys not further 219 237 110 United Kingdom 84; Israel 35. 

described. 
Copper and copper alloys, all forms-__-_ 6,519 4,283 625 Zambia 3,262; United Kingdom 62. 
Iron and steel: 

Pig iron_..__...222-2--- 2 eee 377 199 198 
Ferroalloys__..___.-_.-.------- 1,186 1,395 1,352 
Iron and steel ingots_.______.__- 74 67 29 United Kingdom 36. 
Semimanufactures_..___.._...... 99,991 95,564 48,590 United Kingdom 13,230; Japan 

,537. 
Lead and lead alloys, all forms_-____-_-_ 753 851 17 Zambia 784; Malawi 45. 
Nickel and nickel alloys, all forms_ __- 17 49 46 
Tin and tin alloys, all forms long tons__- 79 T7 32 United Kingdom 42. 
Zine and zine alloys, all forms__.___.. 111 774 40 Zambia 609; Congo (Kinshasa) 122. 
Nonferrous metals not further described_ 81 136 61 Belgium 34; United Kingdom 23. 
Metalliferous ores value, thousands. _ $646 $510 $44 Zambia $294; Mozambique $118. 

and metal scrap. . 
Nonmetals: 

Abrasives, wheels, disks, ete._______- 182 181 129 United Kingdom 32. 
Bricks, refractory_number, thousands- . 1,283 1,034 844 Austria 143. 
Cement: , 

Hydraulic.._.._______.___..... 3,587 1,464 286 Zambia 812; United Kingdom 330. 
Fire and furnace____.__..___...- 904 619 441 United Kingdom 170. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Crude, not further described__... 84,009 69,208 403 Senegal 65,267; Chile 3,538. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous: 
Ammonium sulfate..__. 56,999 66,142 44 N otherlands 34,797; West Germany 

Urea__.__-_....-..---. 23,953 37,918 ___.__. Netherlands 19,944; Norway 5,280; 
Italy 4,028. 

Other nitrogenous____.. 65,937 80,863 5 United States 29,056; Belgium 
oe 18,585; West Germany 10,835; 

Netherlands 10,692. 
Phosphatie: 

. Superphosphate_______- 5,827 2,417 2,414 
Other, not further de- 6,189 10,982 1,023 United States 8,466. 

scribed. 
Potassic._____.........._.. 38,246 29,811 2 France, 14,153; West Germany 

437. 
Other, not further described. 1,068 243 21 United States 73; United Kingdom 

5. 
Gypsum and plaster of paris._______. 9,426 7,878 7,708 United Kingdom 94. 
Potash compounds other than fer- 239 193 36 Sweden 56; West Germany 483; 

tilizers. United Kingdom 19. 
Salt__.-.-.22 2 te... «29,772 40,026 25,0383 Angola 8,484. 

Mineral] fuels: 
Solid fuels, coal and coke.__._..-...._ 12,650 10,085 10,035 
Petroleum: 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline thousand _- 1,358 521 2 Iran 382; Bahrain 127. 

42-gallon barrels 
Kerosine_.____._.__.do___- 510 348 (2) Iran 259; Bahrain 57; Aden 29. 
Distillate fuel oil__.__do___. 1,121 351 (2) Jran 217; Saudi Arabia 89; Bahrain 

44, 
Residual fuel oil__.___do____ 7 1 __.... All from Iran. 
Lubricating oils______do____ 92 103 85 United States 7. 
Lubricating greases________. 1,189 1,246 793 United States 441. 
Jellies and waxes___._..____ 2,891 2,233 61 Indonesia 1,330; United States 442; 

West Germany 292. 
Asphalt and bitumen___._.. 15,289 5,418 3,958 Iran 937. 
Petroleum oils not___do_. . 7,721 8,828 513 United States 2,638; United King- 

further described. dom 2,089; West Germany 1,816. 
Petro- value, thousands __ $91 $6,690 $14 Iran $6,529. 

leum products not further 
described. 

NA Not available. 
|! According to Diario de Mozambique, Beira, Mozambique, May 3, 1966, the equivalent of 4,186,000 barrels 

of crude petroleum was pumped from Beira to Umtali, Southern Rhodesia, from January 1965 to November 
1965, when pumping ceased. 

2 Less than 44 unit.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Rhodesia. At the Ell mine, boreholes 
intersect ; cent ore in 

Chromite—Rhodesian sources reported four widely separated ore bodies. 
that chromite production. was continuing There were no indications of the prog- 
despite the United Nations’ mandatory ress made in 1967 in efforts to establish 
sanctions on receipt of Rhodesian chromite a number of so-called “one-man” copper 

by membe r nations; moreover, these sources mines. This project was launched in 1966 
at least intimated that output levels were onthe premise that such mines would 

not appreciably reduced. However, it was bring in more national earnings than would 
announced that certain of the Great Dyke small cold mi . : . seve gold mines. 
properties of Rhodesia Ghrome Mines Ltd. Looking to the immediate future of 

(Union Carbide) would be placed on the copper mining industry, the Deputy 
a care and maintenance basis. Although Minister of Mines indicated that progress 
the installations to be affected were not... being made toward a goal of a 
reported, it was elsewhere indicated that 30,000-ton-per-year national metallic cop- 
emphasis at some properties was on open- 4g output, a target at which he con- 

cast operations. sidered that an electrolytic refinery would 

Copper.—Information contained in re- be ht be reach ane a which he felt 
ports of Southern Rhodesia’s only signifi- ms t © reached in - 

cant copper producing group, the Messina ‘Gold.—Southern Rhodesia in 1967 re- 
(Transvaal) Development Company (of  portedly retained seventh place among 
the Republic of South Africa) and its world gold producers despite problems of 
Rhodesian subsidiaries, indicated that rising costs and diminishing reserves. The 
Southern Rhodesia’s total mine copper out- Gold Mining Amendment Act provided for 

put in 1967 advanced after a modest government subsidy payments to mines 
decline in 1966. Moreover, despite lower with large reserves of subeconomic grade 
unit prices received for cement copper ore; previously assistance was authorized 
in 1967 than in the past, an increase only for potentially viable mines.® 
in output of that commodity was foreseen 
for 1968. The copper contained in cement Iron and Steel.—Available information 

copper leached from oxide ores during on other countries’ receipts of Rhodesian 

1966 and 1967 was about 25 percent iron ore and pig iron, together with indi- 
of total Messina group mine copper out- cations of Rhodesian use of iron and 

put, the remaining 75 percent was con- Steel suggest that, in all probability, iron 
tained in concentrates produced from sul- ore output in 1966 was about on a par 
fide ores from several mines. with that of 1965, and that it declined 

Reports in the press suggest that in 1967, unless appreciable stocks were 
Southern Rhodesia’s copper mine potential developed. Import statistics of other coun- 

may be higher than heretofore thought; tries for 1966 record receipts of 292,481 

there were indications that the main cop- tons of iron ore (all by Japan) and 

per-bearing formation of Africa, from 154,107 tons of pig iron (equivalent to 
which the Congo (Kinshasa) and Zambia almost 270,000 tons of' ore); these figures 
recover their output, may extend south- are almost certainly incomplete. In 1967 

ward across western Southern Rhodesia however, no iron ore receipts were re- 
and on into Botswana. corded by Japan (the principal recipient 

Lending credence to this idea was the 1n all recent, previous years) and only 
discovery during 1967 of what may prove 29,300 tons of Rhodesian pig iron was 
to be a major copper-nickel deposit near recorded among U.S. imports. (A num- 
the Botswana border by Roan Selection er of countries recorded pig iron imports 
Trust Ltd. (RST). This aroused con- from Southern Rhodesia in 1966 with 

siderable interest in mining and Govern- the United States, with 65,920 tons, head- 
mental circles in Salisbury. ing the list. ) 

Apparently, the Messina group has un- ; There was no indication of reduction 

dertaken intensive geological investigations 1 domestic demand for locally produced 
for copper ore near the Gwaai River —_—_—— 
in the Wankie district of western Southern Review, £068 edition. Mae Vo og
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iron and steel in 1966 or 1967,-and ~~ of 61% percent notes redeemable in 1975, 
in fact, it may have increased owing’ calls for monthly ore output of 60,000 
to trade restrictions arising from the sanc- tons. Ba, 
tions imposed in December 1966. The A reported discovery of copper and 
country’s sole producer, Rhodesian Iron nickel showings near the Botswana border 
and Steel Co. Ltd. (Risco), reportedly by Roan Selection Trust Ltd. (RST) was 
supplied all the country’s basic and foundry also of possible future significance; no 
pig iron in 1967, and manufactured most technical details were released. — 
of the steel required for construction work. . oe 

In 1965, this firm reportedly consumed Tin.—The Kamativi Tin Mines, Ltd., 
582,055 tons of iron ore (the type of ©Peration, described as the biggest under- 

ton not specified). : ground. tin workings in Africa, completed 
In 1966, Ripple Creek Mining Co., 2 shaft at the property east of Wankie 

a subsidiary of Risco, was formed. to "ear the Zambian border at a cost of 

supply iron ore and some manganiferous $840,000. The 50,000-ton-per-month-ca- 
ore from a new deposit 16 kilometers Pacity mill reportedly became operational 
from Risco’s plant. The new company i” 1966. Southern Rhodesia’s smelter in- 

also will explore for additional raw ma- dustry, which has produced annually about 
terials. a | 500 tons of metal, formerly depended upon 

. | | Zambian concentrates for a large part 

Nickel.—In spite of sanctions then im- of its raw material. Apparently the new 
posed, Anglo-American Corp. of South mill will make possible continued smelter 
Africa Ltd. announced -in 1966 that it operations. Normal domestic tin demand, 
planned to expand operations in Southern as of 1965, was about 150 tons per 
Rhodesia. The expenditure included about year. . 
$8.4 million to expand the existing Trojan sO , | 
nickel mine, $8.4 million to open the new _ » NONMETALS | 

Madziwa maine at Shimva, and $9.8 Asbestos.—The Ethel mine, about 100 
_.. mullion’ to build a smelter and re-  jitometers northwest of Salisbury, closed 

finery. When the two mines north-north- in October 1966 after 15 years’ opera- 

east of Salisbury attain full production, tion owing to technical difficulties and 

annual company output will total 7,900 increasing costs. This relatively small pro- 
long tons of contained nickel. Production ducer was the only asbestos mine on 

was planned to begin at the Trojan in the Great Dyke. Activities of other pro- 
1968 and at the Madziwa mm 1969. ducers, most of whom are located near 

ne pe Anglo-American Corp. pur- Shabani, Mashaba, and Filabusi, remained 
chased the Trojan property at a cost unreported; available information on 1966 

of $11.2 million, drilling has | indicated receipts of Rhodesian asbestos by other 
OTe TESEIVES totaling about 10 million met- countries suggests that shipments declined 
ric tons at an average grade of 0.954 considerably. Recorded imports of Rho- 
ee nickel. Further exploration was desian asbestos by other countries totaled 
eing carried out in the Trojan | mine only 51,713 tons in 1966 compared with 
he as wer as mn the Shamva district, total Rhodesian exports of 167,406 tons 

i ° oe neawas we ore poaes still must in 1965, but several thousand additional 

When in full operation, the An lo-Amer- tons may have been “xP orted to the Re- . C nstallati ? i] . b public of South Africa, which recorded 
wan orp. installations wilt employ about 4 sizable import from unspecified sources 325. The new mill will treat 350,000 in 1966 
tons of ore annually for the first 2 years 
of operation and 600,000 tons thereafter. Fertilizer Materials.—General.—It was 

' Plans were also made for extensive devel- announced in 1967 that Sable Chemical 
opment of the Empress copper-nickel pros- Corp. would start construction of a large 
pect, 40 kilometers west of Gatooma, and fertilizer plant at Que Que. The facility’s 
controlled by a subsidiary of the Rio main product will be nitrogenous fertilizer, 
ante company, ad. of South Africa. with first output aoe in 1969. This 

smail pulot plant was in operation project, to cost about $47.6 million. is 
at this property through 1957 when activ- the largest single industrial development 
ities were suspended. The proposed devel- to be started in Rhodesia since its declara- 
opment, financed by a $1.2 million issue tion of independence. The company is
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to receive Government protection for a Mica.—Without providing details. Rho- 

10-year period in return for accepting desian sources indicated that the nation’s 

a sliding scale of fertilizer prices for this mica industry was experiencing a slump, 

period. The location of the fertilizer plant but suggested that output from known 

at Que Que suggests the use of material deposits could be increased considerably 

from the nearby coke plant of Risco if economic conditions permitted, and that 

as feedstock. the potential for discovery of valuable 

Phosphates.—Apatite-bearing deposits of | new deposits remained. 
volcanic origin near Dorowa reportedly 
are adequate to meet Southern Rhodesia’s MINERAL FUELS 

needs for phosphatic raw materials, and Because of rapidly increasing power re- 

at least under prevailing conditions, seem quirements an d restrictions on petroleum 

- nave. proven economically exp ae imports resulting from the United Nation’s 

annual capacit Pe abo 10.000 tons of economic sanctions, Southern Rhodesia was 
u : u . . . . 

roduct containin 41 ercent P Os, began amen possible ways of increasing pew 
P Kon; 1965 te turn} te, d ~ , of availability in the country. Alternatives 
fee the. Rodi eect lies le : ce 4 *. considered included increasing coal output 
orl 19 68 twas, ne vocte . o ? sabia at Wankie colliery, increasing hydroelectric 

cary one, po! a Pp output of Kariba dam, commencing coal 
tion, Mining in Rhodesia, 1968, that Rho- production at the Sabi coalfields, and 

° . . ° 3 

ccsian ee tom guiput was being developing the Cabora-Bassa hydroelectric 
scheme. : 

terials.© This included the necessary sul- . . . 

furic acid, which was bein roduced The mineral industry remained by far 

from pyrite mined domestically "On the the largest electric Power consumer oe 

basis of this report, and indications of Southern Rhodesia, mn 073 maiming aon 
ws | > . . used 38 percent of total power produced, 

declining superphosphate amports a wie and associated processing industries raised 

levels has b a d P pacity the mineral industry total to over 50 
evels has been postulated. percent. 

Fluorspar.—Metallurgical grade fluor- Coal.—According to the annual journal 

spar for domestic use was obtained from a Mining in Rhodesia, 1968, there are 14 
e e e ° . e : 2 3 

deport at Tine ithe Wankle District own, Rhoden cal dost but onl 
, nee one, owned by Wankie Collie o. Ltd. 

length of fluorspar-bearing ground has been... being mined ‘1 1967 The ash con. 

opencs and a7 average width of 17 tent of Wankie coal is reportedly lower 

eet was reported. than that of other Rhodesian deposits, 

Graphite.—Reportedly, commercial pro- and its output reportedly is satisfactory 

duction of graphite was achieved for the for much of the nation s needs. Never- 

first time in 1967.8 Although further in- theless, Risco, the country's only steel pro- 

formation was not given in this announce- ducer, has indicated a preference for high- 

ment, it is probable that this output origi-  °T quality coking coal than Wankie ap- 

nated from a mine in the Karoi area, parently can supply ; and the nation's 
controlled by West German and Rhodesian ferroalloy industry evidently has continued 

interests, that was being developed in ‘ rely upon imports from the Republic 
1966. . of South Africa for its high quality coking 

coal requirements. 

Magnesite.—A new magnesite mine was Although output of coal and coke have 

reportedly opened in 1967. Location and not been officially reported since yearend 

ownership were not reported, and the 1964, it is believed that Wankie colliery 

presence of unexploited magnesite deposits sales of these commodities serve as a 

in a number of areas makes it impos- reasonable gage of national output levels. 

sible to ascertain the exact location. Pre- Shipments of coal to Zambia on a 

sumably, the opening of this mine indi- more or less emergency basis to main- 

cates possible increased deliveries to the —— > 
e . oe 6 ee i 

Repu o South Amica the traditional desie, State ‘Department Aireram A-2il, Rho- 
principal destination for the greatest part 6, , 0 PP. . 

of total Rhodesian magnesite output. 3 pore cited tod a footnote 6.
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tain copper-belt smelter output reportedly down. Petroleum products, however, con- 
averaged 40,000 tons monthly between tinued to reach Rhodesia by highway de- 
February and November 1967, and con- liveries from the Republic of South Africa 
tinued on into 1968. This coal was de- and railway shipments from Mozambique. 
livered by a truck fleet apparently op- Both the Republic of South Africa and 
erating between the Wankie colliery (which Portugal have stated their intention to 
is controlled by Anglo-American Corp., ignore the sanctions. The share of southern 

a major Zambian copperbelt producer) Rhodesia’s fuel needs represented by oil, 
and the Zambian border rcsilhead at Liv- about 10,000 barrels per day prior to 
ingstone. This level of shipments indicates the embargo, has been met by substituting 
a total 1967 export to Zambia of about coal in some industrial operations and 
480,000 tons; presuming that these were by imposing some rationing of gasoline. 
the only exports, then coal availability In addition, Southern Rhodesia has in- 
to Rhodesian consumers was at least 1.1 creased storage facilities at its railhead 
million tons greater than in 1965, an of the line from Mozambique. Oil experts 
important addition to energy availability in Africa have stated that regardless of 
in view of the United Nations’ restriction the position on sanctions taken by the © 
on petroleum imports. : Government of the Republic of South 

, _ Africa, Mozambique is capable of sup- 
_Petroleum.—The United Nations Se- plying all Rhodesian oil needs with output 

curity Council resolution on sanctions from the Matola refinery (near Lourenco 
against Rhodesia included a statement on Marques) which, if necessary, could be 
oil calling for UN. members to prevent supplied with crude from the Portuguese 
the supply of oil or oil products to South- province of Angola.® 
ern Rhodesia. As a result, Rhodesia’s 18,- | 
000-barrel-per-day Umtali Refinery, which 
was supplied via a pipeline partially con- | 
trolled by British interests, has been shut January 1961, p. 25.26." Ve 34 Now}



The Mi t The Mineral Industry of Rumania 

By Roman V. Sondermayer * 

Petroleum remained Rumania’s most im- product? of $19 billion. Approximately 
portant contribution to world mineral sup- 230,000 persons, one-seventh of the total 
plies in 1967;:among European producers labor force, were employed in the mineral 
the nation’s crude oil output again ranked industry. Thus a greater share of the social 

‘second only to that of the U.S.S.R. Produc- product was contributed by the mineral 
tion of more than 13.2 million tons of industry than is indicated by its share of 
crude oil was equivalent to approximately the total labor force. This has been pri- 
4.5 percent of the Soviet output and marily the result of the relatively efficient 
nearly 1 percent of world production. In and _ well-developed petroleum industry; 
addition to crude oil, Rumania produced other parts of the mineral industry evi- 
manganese ore, cement, pyrites, and salt, dently do not have such an advantageous 
each in quantities roughly equal to 1 per- _ social-product-to-employment ratio. 
cent of the world totals. Their quantities Rumania’s foreign trade in mineral com- 
are significant, however, primarily with modities was modest by world standards, 
regard to the domestic economy. except for petroleum. Exports of refined . 

Efforts to develop the country’s resources petroleum products totaled over 6 million 
continued and apparently ranked as a pri- tons. Of total exports, about two-thirds 
mary target of the Government. Extensive were sold to the U.S.S.R. and other Com- 
exploration was carried out, and the metal munist Nations. Imports, most of which 
smelting and manufacturing base was ex- were from the U.S.S.R., consisted mostly 
panded. In spite of improvements in do- of metals and high-ranked coals and coke. | 
mestic supply, Rumanian output was in- During 1966 and 1967 the most impor- 
adequate to cover internal demand for tant developments in the mineral industry 
metals. Crude oil exploration yielded re- included expansion of the aluminum plant 
sults barely adequate to compensate in the at Slatina, commission of the - lead-zinc 
natural decline in production of existing smelter at Copsa Mica in Brasov Region, 
operating fields. Therefore the supply- completion of the thick-sheet rolling mill 
demand position of the country with re- at the Galati Iron and Steel Plant, comple- 
gard to basic minerals did not change _ tion of catalytic cracking facilities at the 
significantly in 1967. Brazi refinery, and completion of Ruma- 

The mineral industry contributed _ nia’s first oil well with a depth exceeding 
roughly 18 percent to the 1967 social 4,000 meters. 

PRODUCTION . 

Although oil well drilling, crude oil pro- manufacture; Soviet-made turbodrills were 
duction, and petroleum refining were the — used for directional drilling and in shallow, 
most modern operations of the mineral hard formations. Secondary recovery and 
industry, output of crude oil and its prod- fracturing techniques were gaining momen- 
ucts increased only modestly in 1967. In 

add ition fo. weaknesses resulti ng from the : 1 Foreign mineral specialist, Division of In- 
existing political and economic system, ge- _ ternational Activities. 
ological conditions were the principal cause |, 2As in other Communist countries of East 

: urope, Rumania does not report on _ its 
of the slow progress of the industry. Most = gross__ national _ product (value of all final 

drillings rigs, production equipment, and fates a'agure for ‘the ‘social product, which 
workover rigs in use were of Rumanian generally excludes all services and defense. 

649
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tum and were, for all practical purposes, tinued efforts to mechanize mines. Through 
part of everyday production practice in yearend, however, among underground 
1967. | , | mines (which constitute the bulk of oper- 

Production increases in a number_of ating properties in Rumania) some still 
other commodities were attributed to con- were not well mechanized. 

Table 1.—Rumania: Production of selected mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 

Commodity 1} 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 Pp 
A 

Metals: _ a . 
Aluminum: . 

Bauxite ¢_______-.--2--- 2... © 10,000 7,000 80 ,000 200 ,000 220 ,000 
Metal and alloys_______-2 2-2-8. - 22,795 46 ,851 50,000 

Iron and steel: : 
Iron ore_.._.___...thousand tons__ 2,286 1,932 2,479 2,681 © 2,796 
Pig iron__..____._.____._.._do____ 1,706 1,924 2,019 2,198 2,200 
Steel ingots and castings_____do____ 2,704 3,039 3,426 3,670 3,700 
Rolled products except pipe___do____ 1,918 2,200 2,347 2,585 2,600 
Pipe____-.._-..-.__._______do____ 478 552 586 630 NA 

Manganese ore____...-_________________ 260 ,000 100 ,000 126,000. ¢ 260,000 260 ,000 
Mercury. __..-.--.-.-.76-pound flasks __ 194 194 191 190 190 
Lead (smelter)e¢___________._ 2. 12,500 12,700 15,000 40,000 40 ,000 
Silver ¢.______.._thousand troy ounces__- 643 643 © 643 750 ‘800 

Nonmetals: 
Barite_--...---_ eee NA NA 45,000 ¢ 50,000 55,000 
Bentonite.______._-._-_-_ 2 NA NA 90,000 ¢100,000-. 110,000 
*Cement.______._.__..._thousand tons__. 4,369 4,752 5,405 _ 6,886 6,338 
Fertilizer materials: 

Nitrogenous (nitrogen content)__.___ 84,850 107 ,981 166 , 307. 264,236 280 ,000 
Phosphatie (P2O05 content)__________ 99,759 111 ,323 126 ,465 155,112 160 ,000 

Kaolin._-._-_.__-- ee NA NA 35 ,000 e 40,000 50,000 
Lime_______..__...____thousand tons__ r 1,206 ™1,040 1,027 . +*1,047 1,050 
Pyrites (gross weight)__._.____.__do____ 333 409 e 410 e 360 360 
Salt._.-_.---2-2- 2 _do___ 1,637 1,809 2,016 2,046 2,100 

‘Sulfric acid__._..--- 2 dol 343 350 360 r 619 700 
Tale____-_-_ ee -_________do__ e100 e100 115 e120 130 

Mineral fuels: 
Carbon black. ~__22 eee 33,177 35 ,394 36 , 704 38 ,288 50 ,000 

oal: 
Bituminous including anthracite 

thousand tons_- 5,655 5,892 6,036 r 6,310 6,600 
Brown.___.__..-_________._do____ 558! 5,231 - 598 638 640 Lignite....___.__________..-do.._. 4,054! 5,461 6,503 7,000 

Coke. -__... 2 dol. 1,141 1,145 1,135 1,103 1,200 
Natural gas ?________million cubic feet__ 376 ,970 426,073 480 ,179 497,196 559 , 525 
Petroleum: 

Crude__-__________thousand tons_._ 12 ,233 12 ,395 12,571 12 ,825 13 ,200 
Refinery products: —_ 

Gasoline_._..___._...__.do____ 2,434 2,500 2,458 2,349 2,200 
Kerosine__________.____do___. 1,084 1,100 965 920 860 
Gas oil___-_-___..._.______do___. 3,110 3,200 3,600 3,746 4,000 
Fuel oil. _-..___________do____ 4,059 3,831 3,773 3,952 4,200 
Lubricants .____________do____ 408 448 483 496 - 500 
Asphalt________..______do____ 295 321 341 370 400 

SSS 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. t Revised. NA Not available. 
1 In addition to listed commodities, Rumania produces antimony, chromite, copper, gold, molybdenum, zinc, asbestos, feldspar, gypsum, and mica, but quantitative data on production are not available. _ 
2 From 1965 includes associated gas.
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Only general information was available world, particularly in acquiring mining 

on Rumanian foreign trade in mineral equipment and technology. Petroleum re- 

commodities as distribution by destination finery products were one of the principal 

and origin was not reported in Rumanian — export items of Rumania. The value of 

publications. Foreign trade in minerals petroleum products exported to the in- 

continued to be a State monopoly, planned _ dustrially developed non-Communist coun- 

by the Government as a part of overall tries was equivalent to about $60 million 

economic programing. Communist coun- in 1965, the latest year for which data are 

tries were again the principal mineral- available. High-rank coals and metals were 

trade partners. the principal mineral commodity import 

However, the nation made efforts to in- _items. Mineral trade with the United States 

crease trade with the non-Communist was minimal during 1967. 

Table 2.—Rumania: Exports of mineral commodities ! | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ne 

1965 1966 

Commodity —_—— 

oo, Total To Total To 
U.S.S.R. U.S.S.R. 

I ES 

Metals: , 7 
Lead metal___..._._---_------------------------- NA 4,500 NA  ___------ 

Iron and steel: . 
Steel ingots___._.-.-..----------------------- NA 78,800 NA 93,100 

Primary forms for rerolling and rolled products - - 342 ,000 231 ,500 444,500 211,500 

- Pipe._.__..--------------------------------- 235 ,200 188 ,200 251,100 207,600 

Manganese ore._____.---------------------------- 79,900 ..------- 48,500 _---.---- 

Zine, unwrought.___-_._-._..----------------------- NA. 2,400 NA 2,400 

Nonmetals: . 
Barite___._._._..---.---------------------------- NA 8,000 NA 16,400 

Cement_..____.__----------- ee eee ee eee eee --- «1,588,200 --------- 1,635,700 __----.-- 

Salt_.._._______-_-__----------------------------- 478,400 _-------- 429,800 __-.----- 

Minera! fuels: 
Bitumen (including natural) -_-_.------------------ 106 ,290 66 ,100 69,700 _.------.- 

Carbon black____._.__.-.-.----------------------- 17,3800 __------- 17,700 __------ 

Natural gas_______..__--.------million cubic feet - 700 __-_----- 700 __-.----- 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline____...__._------------------------- 1,444,100 942,000 1,181,100 648 ,100 

Kerosine________-____---------+------------- 280,100 167,400 276,900 46 , 600 

Diesel oil._..._________---------------------- 1,979,100 200,700 1,949,700 116 , 400 

Fuel oil._.___._.______--_-------------------- 1,688,600 50,000 1,959,700 36 , 800 

Lubricants_...._..-._-----=------------------ 293 , 800 133 , 800 274,100 119 ,900 

Paraffin. __.______.-------.------------------- 19,800 12 ,000 20,700 10,000 

Petroleum coke_.___.__----------------------- 51,500 -_.------ 36,900 --------- 

a 

NA Not available. | 
1 Compiled from official trade statistics of Rumania and the U.S.S.R. Data on total exports are from 

Anuarul Statistic Al Republicii Socialiste Romania 1967 (Statistical Yearbook of R. P. Rumania 1967), 

Bucharest, 1967; data for the U.S.S.R. are Soviet import statistics published in Vneshnaya Torgovlya SSSR 

za 1966 god (Foreign Trade of the U.S.S.R. for 1966), Moscow, 1967. The latter have been included owing to 

obvious omission in the Rumanian source and because the U.S.S.R. is Rumania’s foremost trading partner.
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Table 3.—Rumania: Imports of mineral commodities | 

| (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. 1965 ~ 1966 
Commodity | — $$ 

Total From Total From 
. | U.S.S.R. U.S.S.R. 

Metals: . a | 
Aluminum: 

Ingots_____--.------_----- ~~~ eee NA 5,600 NA 600 
Semimanufactures ?__-____._..----2-2 2a ee NA 595 NA 1,685 

Copper: | 

Unwrought_______ 2 eee NA 5,900 NA 4,200 
Semimanufactures 2__._.___ 2 eee NA 2,187 NA 1,287 

Tron and steel: ‘ 
Tron ore___.....______.._..____thousand tons__ 2,623 1,714 2,854 2,428 
Pig iron____..__-.__-__-__ 2 -________-do___-_ NA 358 NA 342 
Ferroalloys___--_.---.-----------------do____ 53 45 51 57 
Rolled products.____._._..._-_._.__.__.do____ 1,117 797 1,187 829 
Pipe_____.. 2 eed 81 16 82 20 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos._....___...-2-- 22+ eee NA 4,500 NA 6, 700 
Cryolite..._..._--...-- 2-22 eee NA 200 NA 200 
Fertilizers: . 

Apatite concentrate (PoOs content)____________- 174,300 254,200 207,800 ____.___. 
- Potassic fertilizers (K2O content)___.-_.__._____ 13,300 ________- 21,900 ________- 

Nitrogenous fertilizers (N content)____________- NA ______--- 100) ______-e 
. Refractories, all kinds.._______._..-___ 2 Lele 63 ,000 23 , 600 62 , 400 24,800 
Sulfur__..___._------- Lee eee NA 4,400 NA 2,700 

Mineral fuels: - 
Coal: 

Bituminous____.._..-.-----.2- 2 ee 706 ,300 251 ,000 722,800 358 ,000 
Coke, metallurgical. ______... 2.2 eee $26 , 800 541,000 1,102,400 592 ,000 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Lubricants......--...-- 22 eee NA 600 NA 400 

NA Not available. | | | 
1 Compiled from official trade statistics of Rumania and the U.S.S.R. Data on total imports are from 

Anuarul Statistic Al Republicii Socialiste Romania 1967 (Statistical Yearbook of R. P. Rumania 1967), 
Bucharest, 1967; data for the U.S.S.R. are Soviet export statistics published in Vneshnaya Torgovlya SSSR 
za god 1966 (Foreign Trade of the U.S.S.R. for 1966), Moscow, 1967. The latter have been included owing 
to obvious omission in the Rumanian source and because the U.S.S.R. is Rumania’s foremost trading partner. 

2 Alloys included. . 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Craiului Hills. The alumina plant at 

Aluminum.—Because of new additions ee adea was peng i anced during 196 r 

the capacity of Rumania’s first aluminum eports " he ol that the new 200.000 
‘plant at Slatina was increased to 50,000 copay I t ne p ant, dhe sence a ; 9 

tons in 1966, and production in 1967 indi- He of aturmina, wou f fo cached in 1968. 
cated that most of the initial operational Oc etie » in f ‘pee of efforts to increase 
difficulties had been overcome. Reports P!° wenn © h auxite, Rumania found it 
indicate the possibility of further plant ey oth to suspend exports and to 
expansion which would bring the annual 1967 rt bauxite in significant quantities in 
output to 75,000 tons of aluminum by . 

1970. — Copper.—The Baia Mare chemical and 
Bauxite and alumina output were in- metallurgical complex was not completed 

creased to provide for the increased metal during 1967, although some of the smelting 
output. However, difficulties were encoun- facilities and the sulfuric acid plant were 
tered and the Rumanians have spent large commissioned for testing early in the year. 
sums to develop both adequate resources Capacities of the new facilities were not 
of low-grade bauxite and methods to ben- announced. 
eficiate this material. Modernization of the Balan mine com- 

The principal sources of Rumania’s plex in the Mures Region was underway 
bauxite in 1967 were the deposits near during 1967. Plans for a fourth beneficia- 
Dobresti, at Chistag, and near the Padurea tion line were drawn up, and development
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of a new mine was started. Reportedly the 1967 the heavy plate-rolling mill was in 

new facilities will reach the capacity of 1 operation after having undergone an un- | 

million tons of cupriferous ore by 1970. usually large number cf difficulties in the 

Intensive prospecting for copper con- initial production period. Power supply 

tinued in the general area of Moldava was the principal cause of the difficulties. 

Nuova and Lesu Ursului, but results Construction of the nearby thermal power- 
were not made public. The modernization plant was delayed causing a shortage of 
of port installations at Moldava Nuova power to persist in 1968. , 
which will facilitate the flow of materials The Hunedoara Iron and Steel Plant, 
to and from the new cupriferous region the largest operating ircn and steel plant in © 

in southern. Rumania continued during the country, was undergoing modernization 

1967. | during 1967. Oxygen was introduced in 
Iron and Steel.—Although lacking in existing steel furnaces. and output has re- 

domestic iron ore resources, Rumania con- portedly increased by 10 to 20 percent. 

tinued to develop its iron and steel in- However it 1s not clear if the use of oxygen 

dustry during. the year. This sector of the 1% widely practiced at Hunedoara or 
economy remained the key new component whether it is simply a successful experi- 

of development planning in the country. ment. | 

During 1967, exploration for iron ore, im- Lead and Zinc.—The Copsa Mica Chem- 
port arrangements, and construction of the ical and Lead and Zinc Metallurgical Com- 
Galati steel complex were the focal points plex in the Brasova Region, Transylvania, 

of Rumania’s iron and steel industry. De- started regular production at the beginning 
velopment of the Gehlar East iron mines of 1967. The plant, which employs the 

was completed in June, and by yearend Imperial Smelting Corporation process, 
production of the new mine totaled 80,000 reportedly has a rated annual capacity of 
tons. In addition, the largest mine tunnel about 50,000 tons of metals (lead plus 

in Rumania, 6,100 meters long, connecting zinc) and 100,000 tons of sulfuric acid. 
the Gehlar mines with processing facilities | — | 
in Teliuc was completed. The new connec- NONMETALS a 
tion reduces the ore-haulage distance by | 
one-third, thereby reducing cost for ore ‘Barite—Rumanian geologists have re- 

mined in the Poiana Rusca basin. To re- ported the discovery of new barite depos- 

duce the cost of transportation of imported its near Ostra at the Baraul Massif in the 
ore Rumanian authorities have contracted eastern Carpathians, and at Somova, Con- 

for construction of the country’s own fleet stanta Region. Plans have been made to 
of bulk ore carriers. In recent years seven develop a mine, an ore-dressing plant, and 
ore vessels for Rumanian registry, were packing facilities at Ostra, which will be 
completed in Japan. in fuil operation by 1970. Capacity of the 

Construction continued at the Galati new development was not announced, but 

steel complex. Built on an area of approx- total Rumanian barite production is ex- 

imately 620 hectares, the complex should pected to be increased from 45,000 tons in 

have an annual capacity of 2 million tons 1965 to 105,000 tons in 1970. 
of steel in 1970. Rumanian nationals are Chalk.—After trial production in 1966, 

building the agglomeration plant in the the Murfatlar chalk factory in Dobrogea 

complex with a capacity of 1,000 tons of started normal production at the beginning 
ore per hour, and a blast furnace section of 1967. Utilizing ‘nearby limestone re- 

in which each furnace will have a capacity sources the plant will produce 100,000 tons 

of he meters. West German interests are of ground chalk annually. 

building and supplying equipment for an . kaye 
oxygen steel plant to be equipped with Cement.—Construction of a _2-million- 

130- to 150-ton converters. Soviet industry ton-per-year cement p lant at Biresti near 
is building a 1,150-millimeter slabbing mill Tit8u Jiu was completed in mid 1967. 
that is equipped with a universal rolling- Diatomite—The Harghita Mountain 
mill stand and adequate soaking pits. A mines were the principal supplier of raw 

British-French consortium is providing a diatomite during the year. The new mod- 

heavy plate-rolling mill that will annually ern equipment that was installed in the 

produce about 1 million tons of plates of | plant in Odhorei increased capacity from 

4- to 40-millimeter thickness. At yearend 2 to 20 tons per hour. .
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Fertilizers.—After trial production in When all four shafts are completed, ca- 
1966 the nitrogen fertilizer combine in pacity of the mine will be 1.2 million tons 
Tirgu Mures started. normal production of lignite per year. 
in 1967. Annual output of the new plant —_ An exploration project at Suplacul de 

reportedly will include 90,000 tons of am-  Bacua in Crisana Region lead to discovery 
monia, 120,000 tons of nitric acid (100 of a new field having reserves estimated 
percent), 150,000 tons of ammonium at 21 million tons of lignite. Plans call for 

| nitrate (34.5 percent), and 40,000 tons of development of a new mine with start of 
aqueous ammonia (25 percent). production scheduled for early 1970. 

. In addition, a second urea P roduction Recently disclosed plans for energy pro- 
line and a new sulfuric acid plant are in duction indicated that the additional lig- 
operation at Turnu Magurel Chemical Fer- nite will be used in the production of | 
tilizer Combine. The new facilities report- thermal electric power. : 
edly will produce 100,000 tons of urea. - 
Plant output of sulfuric acid was not re- Petroleum and Natural Gas.—Deep drill- 

ported. Oo ing, secondary recovery, and completion 
Limestone.—A deposit of very good of new refinery sections were the highlights 

quality limestone was discovered at of the Rumanian petroleum industry in 
Mahmudia near Tulcea in Dobrogea Re- 1967. Domestic crude oil output was ade- 
gion. The location of the deposit is favor- uate to cover the demand of domestic 
able for shipping the limestone to the  ‘Tefineries. Having only modest consump- 
Galati steel complex on the Danube. tion, Rumania was a significant exporter 

of petroleum refinery products. Realizing 
. Salt.—A new salt mine, and a modern future difficulties in Maintaining and in- 

salt processing ent Nie under dewerop- creasing the present level of production, 
ment at lirgu Ucna salina. Annual mine umania made arrangements wit ran 
capacity will be 350,000 tons of salt, and and Saudi Arabia for imports of crude oil. 
the chemical plant at Borezesti will be the Apparently the shallow structures have 

Main user. Expansion of the salt deposits been fully explored, and to keep up. the 
at Ocnele Mari was underway. Fourteen present output of crude oil and gas the | 
new salt wells will be drilled by 1970. The Rumanians found it necessary to. start 
saline solution will be supplied by pipeline exploring deep structures. Understandably, 
to the sodium plant in Govora and to the ‘deep drilling yielded. results far more 
new chemical combine in Rimnicula slowly than shallow operations. Accord- 
Vilcea. | ingly, exploration started to lag behind 

planned targets, and it became necessary 
MINERAL FUELS to make arrangements for import of crude 

-Coal.—The output of low-rank coals oil. . 
was again increased in 1967, and its posi- During 1967, in addition to the explora- 
tion in the energy supply pattern became tion of deep structures by seismic and 
more important. Deficiency in high-rank gravimetric methods, several deep-drilling 
coals persisted, and substantial imports operations were underway in different parts 
were required to meet the demand. During of the country. The most promising results 
1967, in addition to opening new mines in were obtained in the well-known Moreni 
the Rovinari basin, Rumania’s authorities field in the old Prahova Valley. At a depth 
undertook modernization of mines in the of over 4,000 meters gas was found. The 
Jiu Valley. discovery is important because it indicates 

The Cicani lignite mine in the Rovinari the possible presence of additional oil re- 
basin, 85 kilometers north from Craiova, serves in a region that has complete pro- 
was commissioned in June 1967. According duction facilities available. In the Gorj 

_ to reports the annual capacity is 1.15 mil- Rayon a well reached the depth of 6,000 
lion tons. The mine is the first of several meters in the Carbunesti field. At yearend 
lignite mines that will be developed in 1967 another rig started to drill the second 
Oltenia Region. During 1967 the first min- deep well in the area. In connection with 
ing shaft was completed at a new mine at’ deep drilling, the Rumanian petroleum 
Livazeni in the Jiu Valley. At the same _ research institution worked on drilling 
time two additional shafts were being con- fluids, cements, and production tools for 
structed and work on a fourth was started. deep wells having high temperatures.
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Although some new oilfields were dis- available at other Rumanian refineries. 
covered in the Bargan and Burnas Plains Construction of this refinery confirms 
in the Bucaresti Region, part of the higher rumors of the discovery of an oilfield in 
output was attained through larger appli- the area of Marghita in northwestern 
cation of fracturing and secondary re- Rumania. : 
covery. | At the refinery at Brazi the construction 

Underground combustion has been used of a new catalytic cracking complex has 
as a stimulus to production at a project been completed, and test production was 
involving four wells in the Gura Ocintei started on September 8, 1967. The new 
oilfield. The field produces small quantities complex is designed for a yearly processing 
of high-viscosity oil, and production has capacity of 1.1 million tons. The cost of 
reportedly increased by 25 percent since the project was $22.5 million, and a com- 
the use of thermal secondary recovery pany from the United States provided 
methods were initiated. engineering services and equipment. A new 

According to reports, construction has paraffin plant with an annual capacity of 
begun on a new petroleum refinery at 5,500 tons was commissioned at _ the 
Suplacu de Barcau in Crisana Region. The  ‘Taleajen oil refinery at Ploesti. 
refinery will have a capacity of 300,000 At the Pitesti refinery a new atmospheric 
tons of crude oil per year. The Institute distillation unit and an electric desalina- 
for Design of Petroleum Installations in tion plant were under construction at year- 

Ploesti designed the refinery, and about end. Capacities of the new additions were 
half of the equipment will come from that not disclosed. : ,
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The Miner t , e Mineral Industry _ 

of Saudi 1 a audi Arabia > 

By James A. West’ 

In 1965 and 1966 Saudi Arabian crude contracts to extend geomagnetic surveys of 
oil output expanded at an annual rate of the Arabian shield and to establish a 
18 percent, enabling Saudi Arabia to re- geodetic net covering most of the country. 
place Kuwait as the leading oil producer Substantial progress was reported on sev- 
in the Near East in 1966. Despite the dis- eral Petromin industrial projects. Construc- 
ruptions in normal oil operations caused tion of a steel rolling mill at Jidda was 
by the Arab-Israeli war, Saudi Arabia .completed, and the plant went on stream | 
maintained this leading position through- in late 1967. The Japanese firm Chiyoda 
out 1967, and accounted for 26 percent of | was awarded a $6.6 million contract for 
Near East, and 7 percent of total world construction of a 12,000-barrel-per-day 
crude oil production. | oil refinery at Jidda. At yearend, the 

Petroleum production and refining con- nearly completed refinery was being tested 
tinued as the principal industry and dom- prior to initial operation. On December 18, 
inated the national economy. Petroleum 1966, Petromin awarded a contract to 
produced during. 1967 had an estimated Chemical Construction Corp. of New York 
value of nearly $1,600 million. Government _for construction of a $40 million fertilizer 
revenue from petroleum companies oper- plant near Dammam. Of the total contract 
ating in Saudi Arabia and in the Kuwait- value, about $30.5 million is for plant con- 
Saudi Arabia Neutral Zone was an es-_ struction and the remainder will be in- 
timated $825 million, providing about 90 vested in auxiliary facilities. The plant will 
percent of total revenues and foreign be operated by Saudi Arabian Fertilizer 
exchange earnings. Aside from petroleum, Co. (owned 51 percent by Petromin and 
the country’s only mineral products were 49 percent by private Saudi Arab in- 
cement, gypsum, lime, salt, and minor _ vestors) in a joint venture with Occidental 
building materials. The mineral industry Petroleum Corp. Completion of the plant 
employed about 15,000 persons, mostly in _ is scheduled for early 1969. 
petroleum operations. Also, Petromin signed an agreement with 

A major part of the Government’s Allied Chemical Corp. and Occidental 
industrial diversification policy was en- Petroleum Corp. for establishment of a 
couragement and support of the develop- jointly owned sulfur plant at Abqaiq. The 
ment of mineral resources, to lessen the plant will recover 600 to 700 tons per day 
country’s dependence on the petroleum of sulfur from natural gas supplied by the 
industry. The Ministry of Petroleum and Arabian American Oil Co.. (Aramco). 
Mineral Resources, through its corporate After desulfurization, the gas will be re- 
subsidiary, General Petroleum and Mineral turned to Aramco for reservoir injection. 

' Organization (Petromin), proceeded with On September 30, 1966, the Govern- 
various mineral exploration and industrial ment of Saudi Arabia and Aramco signed 
development projects. Mineral surveys, an agreement settling their dispute over 
mapping, and evaluation projects were the basis for calculating taxable profits on 
expanded. A newly formed company, Aramco sales to nonaffiliated third parties. 
Arabian Geophysical and Surveying Co. Effective January 1, 1966, Aramco agreed 
(owned 51 percent by Petromin and 49 to file tax returns, based on sales of crude 
percent by the French firm, Compagnie ~~~ _..,... . .. 
Générale de Géophysique), was awarded Ba ne ree specialist, Near East-A frica, Divi- 
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oil and products at posted rather than min. In turn, Petromin concluded an 
realized prices, retroactive to 1961. The agreement with Ente Nazionale Idrocar- 
Government was expected to receive an _ buri of Italy (ENI) to conduct exploration 
estimated $67 million in retroactive pay- and share rights in the Rub-al-Khali con- 
ments. cession. Petromin also concluded a s‘m‘lar 

In late 1967, the Government granted oil agreement with a consortium (comprised 
exploration and exploitation rights on of Sinclair Oil Co., Natomas, and the 

specific concessions in the eastern Rub-al- Government of Pakistan) for the Red Sea 
Khali and Red Sea coastal areas to Petro- area concession. 

PRODUCTION 

Despite disruptions in oil shipments through 1967. Crude oil production in 
caused by the Arab-Israeli war and the 1967 exceeded that of 1966 by 8.6 per- 
brief embargo on shipments to certain cent. On November 22, 1967, cumulative 
western countries afterward, the estab- oil production from Saudi Arabian oil- 
lished trend of annual increases in crude fields reached 9 billion barrels. 
oil output to record new highs continued - . 

Table 1.—Saudi Arabia: Production of mineral commodities Oo 

. _ (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) oe . . 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Nonmetals: | 7 | 
 Cement_____.----------------------- 186,000 239 , 81:7 264 ,000 250 , 242 e 250 ,000 
Gypsum...._._-_--_--_-_------------ 36,000 —« NA 22,599 e 25,000 e 25,000 
_Lime__.-_-__.----------------------- 6,200 NA 30 , 000 e 20,000 e 20,000 
Marble__.____..__--_------.--------- 48,400 NA NA © 20,000- -€ 20,000 
Salt__.........---------------------- 9,700 . NA NA | ¢ 3,000 e 3,000 

Mineral fuels: 
Crude petroleum . | 

thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 594,592 628 ,095 739 ,078 873 , 349 948,110 

Refinery products: . . 
Aviation gasoline. _____._.--do__-_- 335 373 = 244 327 125 
Motor gasoline.__..__._._._._-_.-do____ 10,440 13 ,537 17,052 17,650 20 , 404 
Jet fuel____________-___-_-do____ 4,506 6,159 8,345 10 ,276 9,438 
Kerosine.__.-_.-...---..--do___- 3,805 3,197 2,190 1,921 2,885 
Distillate fuel oil__..__._.._-do_.__ 15,174 13 ,689 12 , 737 16 ,029 16,221 . 
Residual fuel oil-_-.___._...do___. 53,388 56 ,376 63 , 811 60 ,334 64,655 
Liquefied petroleum gas___..do__.-_ 2,116 4,031 5 , 062 5,679 6,683 
Miscellaneous_--__-____._----do___- 4,866 5,814 281 654 842 
Refinery fuel and loss___.__.do____ 3,872 4,525 5,839 5,260 5,577 

Total________.....-.----do____ 98,502 107,701 115,561 118,130. 126 , 830 

e Estimate. NA Not available. . 

TRADE oe 

Crude oil and petroleum products con- and 1967, petroleum exports were. valued 
tinued to account for virtually all of at an estimated $1,573 and $1,600 mil- 
Saudi Arabia’s mineral exports. In 1966 lion, respectively.
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Table 2.—Saudi Arabia: Exports and reexports of petroleum and petroleum products ! 

(Thousand 42-gallon barrels) 

Commodity 1965 1966 1967 
a 

Crude petroleum. ____..-_--------------------------------------- 623 ,515 760 ,127 $19 , 823 

Refinery products: a i 
Aviation gasoline._________-__-_----------------------------- 83 15 ~-- eee 

Motor gasoline_________------------------------------------- 15,349 14,695 16 ,441 

Jet fuel____________-______---------+------------ + --------- -- 8,174 10 ,389 9,162 

Kerosine______._____-------_------------------------------- 1,053 605 1,389 

Distillate fuel oi].__________-_______-__---_-------_----------- 10,428 12,691 12,070 

Residual fuel oil. ___.____________._--_--_-------------------- 44,177 38 , 843 33,046 

Liquefied petroleum gas____-___----_-------------------------- 4,650 5,605 6,406 

- -‘Total_.....-_--------------------+------------------------ 88,914 82,908 78,514 
Bunkers, all flags: 

Distillate fuel oil..___._.__---------------------------------- 458 465 1,721 

Residual fuel oil...._______.__--___-------------------------- 19,576 21,680 31 ,440 

nn 

1 Data on geographic distribution on individual items are not available. The continental distribution of 

total crude oil and refinery products produced by Aramco (excluding bunkers) in 1967 was as follows, in per- 
cent: Europe 48.7; Asia and Australia 37.9; North America 4.4; South America 3.9; and Africa 5.1. 

The Kingdom remained dependent on importance of mineral commodity trade 

imports for almost all metals and most to total trade during 1965 and 1966, 

nonmetallic minerals required by its based on the most recent estimates, is 

rapidly expanding economy. The relative shown in the following tabulation: 

. Value (million dollars) Mineral 
, . $$ $________—_--———— commodities’ 

So Mineral Total trade share of 
commodities trade 

, (percent) 

a 

Exports (including reexports): — _ 
~ 1965_______________ Lee -- 1,335 1,340 99 

1966.._...._.... 00 oe nee eee e ee eeeneeeee------- «1,578 1,587 99 
Imports: 

1965______________________---- 1+ +--+ ------- 30 502 6 

' 1966_________________-u_ +--+ +--+ +--+ +--+ ---- 35 594 6 

Trade balance: 
— 1965___ +--+ ---------------------------- 1,305 838 xx 

(1966... - nee eeeeeeeeeeeeee----- 1,588 993 xX 
nn nn gn np 

XxX Not applicable. _ So 

| COMMODITY REVIEW 

| ss METALS steps to expand capacity in response to 
heavy demand throughout the nation. On 

* 
* . 3 

Tron ane Steel Saud drabias hist October 12, 1966, the Yamamah Cement 

1967 rO re he . Ne completed in lat€ Co, inaugurated its new plant near 

» an d Th mm {3 was aT ar opera Riyadh. Construction of facilities to raise 

45 nO te . € plant oe bers, fa: up 4 capacity of the Saudi Cement Co. Hofuf 

Ys tons per ted ° te : ats, a" plant from 300 to 600 tons per day were 

ans te usins  heaibl ms ar the 1 us completed in 1967. Plans have already 

imately viene ta of he. R “dS © oe 1 been announced to further increase capac- 

tron te a, osits of t ‘: h “al coasta ity to 1,200 tons per day. Lime, gypsum, 

area to produce pig iron for the mi". marble and other building materials were 
roduced and consumed locally, but quan- 

NONMETALS Pro , y, but quay 
titative production data are not regularly 

Construction Materials—Saudi Arabia reported. 
continued to rely on imports for most of Salt.—Large deposits of rock salt are 

the cement and other building materials known to occur in the Red Sea coastal 

required by its booming construction in- area near Jizan and on the Arabian Gulf 

dustry. The domestic cement industry took coast near Dhahran. The National Bulk
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Carriers Co. has applied for a permit to exploration wells were abandoned. A total 

exploit salt deposits in the Jizan area, of 62 wells was drilled in 1966. Well 
where this U.S. firm has held an explora- completions included 41 producing wells, 
tion permit. The company was expected 14 water-injection wells, two observation 
to enter into a joint venture with Petro- wells, and five dry holes. 
min and establish a public stock company The oil-lhfting capacity of the Ras 

to develop the deposits. In several parts Tanura terminal was increased by 1 mil- 

of the Kingdom, village industries ex- lion barrels per day as two of the three 

tracted considerable quantities of salt, planned “sea island” oil-loading facilities 
largely by solar evaporation or primitive went into operation during 1966 and 
means. 1967. The sea islands, consisting of two 

parallel berths on each side of a central 
MINERAL FUELS loading platform, were constructed about 

Petroleum.—Aramco remained the sole 2 miles offshore in 90 feet of water. Thus; 
oil producer in Saudi Arabia proper, and the terminal can easily. handle the new 
rapid expansion characterized all aspects *UP ertankers of 185,000 deadweight tons 
of the company’s operations in 1966 and 0°. more. Construction proceeded on the 
1967. In addition to increased crude oil third sea island, with completion scheduled 

for early 1968. output, Aramco pursued an accelerated | , 
program to further expand oil producing, The record 1967 crude oil output of 
handling, and lifting capacity. 2,997,563 barrels daily was from 12 

A high level of oil exploration activity fields ha ving about 375 producing wells " 
was maintained throughout 1966 and 1967. The principal producing fields and their 
No new oilfields were discovered in 1966 Percentage of total cutput were Ghawar, 
when five dry holes were drilled; however, 48; Abgai q, 20; Safaniya, 17; Khursaniya, 
Aramco discovered three new oilfields in 3.95 Qatif, 2.9; Abu Hadriya, 2 93 and 
1967. Commercial oil deposits. were re- Manifa, 2. The Abu Safah, Fadhili, Dam- 
portedly found at Marjan, Jana, and Karan mam, Berri, and Khurais fields accounted 

in the offshore area, and natural gas was for the remaining 4.5 p ercent. . 
found in two wildcat wells drilled 80 The French Sta te-owne d oil exp loration 
kilometers apart in the Kidan area. company; Société Auxiliare de la Régi © 

As of January 1, 1968, Aramco reported ” Autonome des Petroles (AUXERAP) » COM- 
that estimated proved crude oil reserves ? leted detailed Seismic surveys in the 
were 77,002 million barrels. This is equiv- southernmost of its three oil concession 
alent to about one-fifth of the world’s Parcels in the Red Sea offshore and 
total proved crude oil reserve. coastal area. In 1967, AUXERAP drilled The oil-producing capacity of Aramco its first exploration well at Mansiyah, an 

_ fields was increased by more than 700,000 onshore location near Jizan. The well was 
barrels per day as new oil-handling, pipe- apand oned as a dry hole after reaching a 
line, and related facilities were completed. ce of about 13,000 feet. . 
Most expansion was in the giant Ghawar atural Gas.—Natural gas produced in 
and Safaniya fields, but new offshore fields association Ww ith oil _ Tecove4ny | averaged 
at Abu Safah and Manifa and the northern about 1.5 billion cubic feet daily during* or xtnon af the Qa fide 1266204 190. Neary one-fourth of placed in production in 1966. In Februa . . 
1967, the onshore portion of the Berri the Abqaiq and Ain Dar fields. About 30 
field (discovered in 1964) was placed in million cubic feet per day was utilized 
production at an initial rate of 30,000 by local industry for power generation or 
barrels per day. : ? in camp and field use. The remainder was 

In 1967, 47 wells were drilled including 77d or used to drive combustion-gas 
31 oil-producing, three water-injection, Turbines. 
eight exploration, and five delineation 8 Avettne Apes . . 
wells. All five delineation wells and two Opening oor an Oil Co. A Review of



The Mi st e Mineral Industry of Senegal 

By Eugene R. Slatick * | 

Senegal’s mineral industry in 1967 con- Senegal in March 1963. The extension 

tinued to be dominated by phosphate rock reportedly was attributed to encouraging 

mining. In 1966, the year of the most discoveries of chromite, diamond, and gold, 

recent economic data, the phosphate min- and calls for total expenditures of $876,- 

ing industry provided about 30 percent of 000, of which $438,000 will be provided 

the total tonnage exported from Dakar, by the United Nations Development Pro- 

about 35 percent of the country’s railroad gram. The initial agreement was for 

freight tonnage, and consumed about 30 $1,640,000, of which the United Nations 

percent of the total electricity. In addition, Development Program provided $934,800. 

it earned $12 to $13 million? in convertible The French Bureau de Recherches Géologi- 

foreign exchange, mostly outside the franc ques et Miniéres also prospected for | 

zone. Senegal’s phosphate mining industry minerals in eastern Senegal. 
is export-oriented and reportedly faces Offshore drilling for oil continued in 

strong competition on the world market. 1967, but there were no discoveries. | 

The Government of Senegal and the In September a decree (No. 67-1006) 

United Nations concluded an agreement in was enacted to establish an ad valorem tax 

March 1967 to extend for 2 years the on all products mined in Senegal except 

mineral, resources study begun in eastern for crude oil and natural gas. 

PRODUCTION | 

Senegal’s mineral output in 1967, as in P2Os; dehydrated aluminum phosphate and 

past years, was comprised mainly of other fertilizer materials, 34 percent PeOs. 

fertilizer materials, chiefly calcium phos- 1¥oreign mineral specialist (petroleum), 

phate. The average phosphatic content was Division of International Activities. : 
. ere necessary, values have been con- 

as follows: Calcium phosphate, 38 percent verted from the African Financial Community 

P20;; aluminum phosphate, 30 percent oan atest: U.S. dollars at the rate of 
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Table 1.—Senegal: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: , 
Titanium concentrate: 

Ilmenite__.-_-_--------------------------. | 12,189 1,820 -__---. ------- ------.-..- 
Rutile... eee 708 540 2 eee eee eee 

Zirconium concentrate. __......-..-.----.-_---- 3,069 554 _____-- NA... 2-2 - 
Nonmetals: 

Attapulgite_._.-__-_---------------------e ee eee eee = 1,775 7 2,616 1,500 
Cement...._..-..-_----..----_-thousand tons_- 190 205 181 194 175 
Fertilizer materials: : = 

. Phosphate rock: . | 
Aluminum phosphate._...._.-.....---._ 125,814 120,939 184,940 144,781 151, 282 
Calcium phosphate_._......_...__-_.... 470,080 677,081 867,239 990,000 1,115,000 

- Processed:! , 
Aluminum phosphates dehydrated_.__._.. 17,710 382,254 18,090 51,908 51, 762 

- Other 2....-._-.------------------_---. ©10;900 10,018 7,694 18,904 9,631 
Salt 3___-.-.-.-.-----------.---thousand tons_-_ 60 56 ‘51 61 60 

Mineral fuels: | | | . 7 
Petroleum: . 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline.___thousand 42-gallon barrels... — 30 624 8787 592 1,226 
Kerosine and jet fuel...__...._..do___- 5 206 T ABT 484 133 

. Distillate fuel oil. ........_.......do___- 26 514 FT 864 727 822 
Residual fuel oil.........._.....-do___- 22 704 *1,051 1,781 1,359 
Liquefied petroleum gas___..._...do__._  ___---. 4201 27 31 ny | 

Total__.__.__..----_-_--.-----do__-- 83 2,249 8,186 = 8, 615 3,597 

e Estimate. * Revised. | NA Not available. | | 
1 Derived from crude aluminum phosphate output. 
2 Includes products marketed under trade names of Baylifos and Phosphal. — 
3 Includes production of Mauritania, estimated at 500 to 800 tons per year. . 
4 Includes 181,000 barrels of partly refined products. . 

TRADE 

3 ; - ° eee Senegal s trade balance, particularly for | Value Mineral 
mineral commodities, improved in 1966 as (million dollars) commod- 

; ; - ——_—_——_———__———__ ities’ compared with 1965. This was largely due Mineral Total share of 
to a rise in the value of total exports of | commod- _ trade total 

phosphate rock, the country’s principal . iues * (percent) 

mineral export, from $10.8 million in 1965 
eats . Exports: 

to $14 million in 1966. Based on value, 1965__....-. 11.2 128.4 8.7 
the principal mineral imports in 1966 were Importee” as 15.8 148.9 10.6 
mineral fuels. $9.9 milli - 1965.._..... 19.2 164.3 11.7 eral fuels, $9.9 million, of which pet 1966. 12-2 tel 0 ue 
roleum products accounted for $7.3 million Trade balance: 

: 1... 1965_______- —8.0 —35.9 xx 
and iron and steel semimanufactures, $3.6 1966.1...) =——-10 42/1 XX 

million. The values of mineral trade and WW sssSsSS—SsSsSsSFsFsSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSss 

total trade for recent years compared as XX Not applicable. 
foll . 1Values given are for only those commodities 
OLLOWS: listed in tables 2 and 8 of this chapter.
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Table 2.—Senegal: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Copper: / 

Metal__. 2 ee 65 1,722 Japan 1,496; France 226. 
- Serap_-_--_..------------- 156 668 NA. 

Iron and steel: 
Scrap. ..-...-.---.---------- ' 3,013 6,707 Spain 4,790; Italy 1,902. 

. Unwrought and semimanu- 4 126 Mauritania 87; Guinea 13. 
_ faetures. oo 

Lead_.__.--.-------------------- 29 110 Belgium-Luxembourg 45; Italy 33; 
France 32. 

Zine__~-.------_--.------------- 5 15 France 13. 
‘Nonferrous minerals, ore and con- 94 - 461 France 216; Belgium-Luxembourg 165. 

centrate, n.e.s. 
Nonmetals: 

Cement and lime__.__....._-_-_-- 51 3,875 . Mauritania 2,229; Spain 1,001. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Phosphate rock: 
. Aluminum phosphate- ---- . 108 , 350 81,100 France 81,080. 

Calcium phosphate -.___-- 818,620 1,074,000 West Germany 300,631; Republic of 
South Africa 196,889; United Kingdom 

. 193,529; Japan 192,749. 
Manufactured 1__..-..-..-_-- © 33,336 47,878 France 31,635. . 

Fuller’s earth. .2.2.-.----_-._-_-- ~ 700 1,564 NA. 
Salt... eee eee. 6,144 7,965 NA. 
Other, n.e.s_._- eee 6,162 7,971 Gabon 2,000; Congo (Brazzaville) 1,711; 
me - Sierra Leone 1,304; Togo 1,006. 

Mineral fuels: Petroleum refinery prod- 58 12,370 Ship’s stores 12,015... 
ucts, unspecified. 

_ ¥ Revised. - NA Not available. — : Lo 
Ph, Includes dehydrated aluminum phosphate and products marketed under trade names of Baylifos and 

osphal. 

Principal sources: Statistical Office of the European Communities, Overseas Associates. Republic of Senegal, 
Monthly Statistical and Economic Bulletin, Dakar, Senegal No. 4—5, 1967. 

: _ Table 3.—Senegal: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum !___ 222-2 eee 287 249 France 226. 
Copper 1_____.....-.-.-.-------- 110 103 France 100. 
Iron and steel: 

Serap.._._..-.-...---------- 21 71 Guinea 58. 
Pig iron and ferroalloys- . ~~ --- 22 3 West Germany 2; France 1. 
Semimanufactures: 

. Bars, rods, shapes_-_._.--- 15,988 11,034 France 8,051; Belgium-Luxembourg 2,382. 
Plate and sheet___..._..-- 6,840 5,379 France 2,672; Belgium-Luxembourg 2,411. 
Tubes, pipes, and fittings.. 7,273 2,920: France 2,438; Belgium-Luxembourg 249. 
Other_____-_---.--.----- 1,799 1,647 France 1,533. | 

Lead 1___.__------.-------------- 111 66 All from France. 
Tin 1__..___._______long tons____-- 8 16 France 11. 
Zine... --.---.------------ 49 29 France 23. 
Nonferrous metals, n.e.s_.--.-...-- 1 2 All from France. 

Nonmetals: mS . . 
Abrasive materials._........------ 53 44 France 21; Algeria 19. 
Cement and lime____.___.____---- 7,476 2,760 France 2,350; Morocco 350. . 
Clay construction materials_. -.-- - - 2,715 2,115 France 1,107; West Germany 813. 
Fertilizers, crude and manufactured . 21,772 30,188 France 15,279; Belgium-Luxembourg 6,543; 

West Germany 6,250. 
Pyrite. _........-----.----------  --------- 6 All from France. 
Stone, \ construction: Sand and 5,085 4,281 Morocco 8,503; Italy 456; France 272. 

gravel. 
Nonmetals, n.e.s__..-.--.-------- 1,501 1,928 France 1,271; Canada 202. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, coke, and briquets._.__-..--- 899 278 France 253; Poland 25. 
Petroleum: 

Crude and partly refined.._._...  ¢ 390,000 455,160 Algeria 278,591; Gabon 176,569. 
Refinery products unspecified _ _ 156,410 203,054 NA. 
a 

e Estimate. NA Not available. 
1 Unwrought and semimanufactures, including alloys. 

Source: Statistical Office of the European Communities, Overseas Associates.
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| . COMMODITY REVIEW — - | 

| .  NONMETALS | as estimated $12.4 million and employ 

Fertilizer Materials.—Phosphate Rock— (150 to 200 persons, 18 expected to be 
Although production of calcium phosphate O00 tn 1200 Oe with a capacity of 100,- | 

| rose in 1967, approximately one-fourth of d to ’, 00 tons per year. It wall Pro- 
the total had to be stockpiled because a uce a variety of complex fertilizers and 
saturation of phosphate on the world ‘*UPETP hosphates. Phosphate raw materials market caused prices to drop. _ will be obtained from domestic sources, but 

Early in the year Compagnie Sénégalaise sv oniune _— ‘ ootantan chloride will’ be des Phosphates de Taiba announced plans . , ; . 
to increase its annual phosphate produc. to orted., The plant’s output s expected tion capacity from 1.2 to 1.8 million tons. o satisfy most of the country’s fertilizer 

Later, however, the company decided to needs. | 
postpone the plans because of the depressed | 
world phosphate market. The plans, aimed MINERAL FUELS 
at reducing production costs per ton of ~~ Petroleum.—In February 1967 Com- 
phosphate, call for an investment of up to pagnie Pétroles Total (Afrique Ouest), 
$26 million primarily to purchase 30 to (GOPETAO) abandoned the offshore ex- 
40 trucks of 50-ton capacity to haul crude _ploratory well at 3,788 meters after finding 
phosphate to the processing plant, about only shows of hydrocarbons at 2,144 
2 kilometers from the mine site. Presently, meters. The well was drilled in 16 meters | 
phosphate is sent as a slurry through a of water about 30 kilometers off the mouth 

pipeline. | . of the Casamance River. The offshore 
_ The reserves of crude phosphate rock at drilling rig, “Ile de France,” was then 
Tarba in 1967 were estimated at 26 to 40 moved to a new site in 44 meters of water 
million metric tons. However, recently dis- about 70 kilometers from the mouth of the 
covered extensions of the deposit reportedly river. The results of the drilling were not 
can raise the total reserves to more than available at yearend. In November, COPE- 
100 million metric tons. | TAO was granted a 2,800-square-kilometer 
Aluminum phosphate continued to be offshore concession to the west of its exist- 

produced at the Thiés deposit only during ing concession area.® 
part (November to April) of the dry In December, Esso Exploration Senegal, 

| season because of the limited demand for Inc., began offshore drilling about 2: kilo- 
the commodity. Société Sénégalaise des meters north of Dakar. Using the drilling 
Phosphates de Thiés, the mine operator, ship “Glomar Grand Isle,” the company 
continued prospecting in a 2,000-square- planned to drill to about 4,000 meters and 
kilometer area east of Tivaouane; no re- test a structure discovered by geophysical 
sults were reported. . surveys. - 

| a | Production of gasoline at the country’s 
Manufactured Fertilizers——A fertilizer only refinery at M’Bao increased signifi- 

plant was being constructed at M’Bao by cantly in 1967 at the expense of kerosine 
Société Industrielle des Engrais du Sénégal, and residual fuel oil output. Apparently 
a French consortium comprised largely this shift in product mix was made possible 
of Société des Potasses d’Alsace. Financing by the greater share of Gabon crude in 
is from the European Investment Bank, the total imports. : 
International Finance Corporation, and Vindustrin , 
French sources. The plant, which will cost Januar toe e araveux D’Outremer. No. 170,



The Mi 1 Indust 
| f Sierra Leon 

By Walter C. Woodmansee * | 

As in previous years, the mineral in- mond $50.1 million, iron ore $11.9 million, 
dustry in 1967 played an important role and rutile $2.1 million.’ 
in the economy of Sierra Leone. Mining Sierra Leone Development Company 
was essentially limited to four commod- Ltd. (DELCO), the country’s sole iron- 
ities—bauxite, iron ore, rutile, and dia- ore producer, also managed a mineral 
mond-——but these commodities accounted prospecting venture on behalf of an inter- 

for more than 80 percent of total export national consortium comprising DELCO, 
value of all commodities and contributed — Uniholdings Ltd., Pickands Mather & Co., 
an estimated $65.6 million to the Gross | | : . . : 

. a! . Cerro Corp., and Pocantico Oil and Gas 
Domestic Product (GDP). The diamond C Th d bis} 
industry alone accounted for about 15 per- orp. ine group was gr ante XC sive 
cent of the GDP and, directly or indirectly, mineral rights in equal Shares toa 2,280- 
for about 20 percent of total government square-kilometer tract in the Koinaduga 
revenues.” Estimated 1967 output values and Tonkolili districts, Northern Province, 
were as follows: Bauxite $1.5 million, dia- for a 4-year period, starting in 1966. 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE | : 

Bauxite output showed a substantial in- million ($51.7 million in 1965). Other 
crease, but iron ore and diamond output major mineral exports were iron concen- 
was reduced slightly. Rutile production at trate ($15.3 million in 1965) and bauxite 
the large new Sherbro Minerals Ltd. oper- §————-——_—— 7 | | 
ation began early in the year. A Meo scientist, Division of International 

Diamond again was by far the most im- 2 ‘Complete data on GDP and mimeral com- 

portant single export commodity, although meaty ines are not available for | 1967. . 
data are lacking for 1967 and are only verted from Leones’ (Le) * US. dollars at 
fragmentary for 1966. Prelimary 1966 data the rate of Le 1 US$1.40. On lov: 22, 1967, 
indicate diamond exports valued at $43.8 i$1.20.. was devaluated to the rate of Le 

Table 1.—Sierra Leone: Production of mineral commodities 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: 
Bauxite...............thousand metric tons_-. 20 153 207 272 342 
Chromite__........_..._..._..._metric tons_- 2,782 ...----- eee eee eee eee 
Gold. ._....-----------.-------troy ounces_- 44 49 NA -.....-. .------ 
Iron ore_____....._..-thousand metric tons__ 1,912 1,993 2,144 2,804 2,098 
Rutile__.__-_....-.._--------.-metrie tons. -------- eee eee eee eee 25,141 

Nonmetals: Diamond: 
Gem_.___..._....-.----.---thousand carats _- 555 er 585 658 629 ¢ 560 
Industrial_.__.-...-----.------------d0__._ 833 er 878 804 833 e 840 

Total.__-_._-.--..--.-------------do___. 1,388 ¥ 1,463 1,462 1,462 °1,400 

e Estimate. ¥ Revised. NA Not available. 
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. illi in 1966, $0.8 million in ($1.1 million : » § Value Mineral 
1965). ' . 1965. th | (million dollars) — com- 

inc mineral imports in 9, the oe ————___—_—_—_—_——— moities’ 
Principal era. . Ps ; oo? ne “Mineral Total share of most recent year for which complete data oe - --  “eom- ~—strade—Csétottal 

are available, were petroleum refinery modities (percent) 
products, $9.4 million, and iron and steel = ——————--——-----_____ 

- semim 3.2 million. The impor- _ Exports and reexports: 
sem anufactures, $ 2 . e por 1964._.._______. e 81.0 95.1 e 85.2 
tance of mineral exports in the Sierra 1965__......... ¢%5.8 88.5  e85.6 
Leo is illustrated by the rela- Imports: | fone economy 1s “oY rela 1964._....-.... 15.2 99.4 15.8 
tionship of mineral trade to total trade = = 49657 7777777777 14.9 107.8 13.8 

; - 11 : Trade balance: 
during 1964 65, as fo OWS 1964__._______. e +55.8 —4.3 xx 

1965___._...... © +60.9  —19.3 xx 

_ : . e Estimate. XX Not applicable. | 
\ , 1 Values given are for only those commodities 

. listed in tables 2 and 3 of this chapter. . 

| | Table 2.—Sierra Leone: Exports of mineral commodities  —__ 

Commodity | 1964 1965 . Principal destinations, 1965 _ 

- ‘Bauxite__........thousand metric tons._._ 129 176 West Germany 78; Netherlands 53. 
Gold__-.------.-.-.------troy ounces__- 49 NA : 

Iron ore: an ae | 
Concentrate thousand metric tons.__ 1,856 2,088 Netherlands 672; West Germany 632. 
Fines__-__..--.--.---..-...do.__. 156 246 \Netherlands 105; United Kingdom 77. - 

Total___-..----_.---.,-.-do_... 2,012 2,384 SO _ 
Ferromax !__.__..._..metric tons... 223 174 West Germany 102; United Kingdom 15. 

Nonmetals: . 
Diamond, crude, un- thousand carats.. 1,650 1,525 All to United Kingdom. 

worked. 
Minerals fuels: Petroleum refinery products — es 

(reexports): 
Residual thousand 42-gallon barrels_. 1,244 1,229 All to bunkers. 

- fuel oil. . a 
Other ?__._.-_-_---- ee do__.. 524 NA Do. 

- . “ 

NA Not available. | | 
1 Trade name for specularite largely for pigment use. 
2 Includes distillate fuel oil, aviation gasoline, jet fuel, and lubricants. .
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- Table 3.—Sierra Leone: Imports of mineral commodities _ — | 

| (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 7 

Commodity 1964 1965 Principal sources, 1965 - 

Metals:1 . 
| 

Aluminum. ...-.....-.----..--------- © 58 _ 67 United Kingdom 26; Belgium 16. nO 
. Copper.._..---..----~---------~----- 108 60 United Kingdom 50; Switzerland 6. 

Iron and steel: 
Ingots and other primary forms-- - - 3 19 United Kingdom 18. 
‘Semimanufactures._.............. 17,065 14,218 United Kingdom 3,920; Japan 3,144. 

Lead....-------.----~--------------- 30 |. $44 United Kingdom 21; Belgium 12. 
Platinum_..............-troy ounces... 3 64 Nigeria 58. 
Silver......-....-.-...--.-----do.... 1,344 -.-.-.- 
Tin........--.........-_.-long tons_- 1 10 Hong Kong 6; Japan 4. 
Zine... eee ee ee 641 woe oo. 

. Ore and scrap, n.@.8...-..-------------  ------ 1 Nigeria 1. 
Nonferrous metals, n.e.s.._...-.--.---- 3 2 Poland 1, West Germany 1. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasive materials........----.-..----- 5. 43 United Kingdom 40. ot 
Cement and lime____...-...--..-----.. 62,186 28,072 Poland 13,974; United Kingdom 6,726. 
Clay construction materials. .......---~- 504 925 United Kingdom 393; Italy 279. 7 
Fertilizer materials: 

Mineral__-_._-_--.- eee T44 33. United Kingdom 27. 
Manufactured _.._...-----.-..---- A24 968 West Germany 660; United Kingdom 140. 

Salt__..-_.__---.._-...--__---.-..---.. 9,001 6,991 United Kingdom 6,071. 
Sodium hydroxide. -_...-..---.-.----- 268 168 All from United Kingdom. 
Stone, dimension -__...---..---------- 48 109 United Kingdom 66; Belgium 17. . 

. S§tone, sand and gravel_.__...-...----- 250 47,668 Poland 27,002; Italy 20,631. 
Tar, mineral__._..-...---..----..---- 140 95 All from United Kingdom. _ . 
Nonmetallic minerals, n.e.s...._..---.- 248 131 Italy 93; United Kingdom 27. 

Minera] fuels: — ST 
Coal, coke and briquets.._........-.--. 81 4,135 United Kingdom 4,125. 

' Gas, naturaland manufactured (butane). 65. 108 Netherlands 86. 
Petroleum: . - . 

Crude and 42-gallon barrels. . 34 22 United States 22. . . 
partly refined 

Refinery products: . . oe . 
Gasoline a i, 

thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 206 250 Netherlands West Indies 91; Italy 60. 
~ Kerosine.....--..---..do.... = 127 78 Italy 30; Netherlands West Indies 18. 

Jet fuel__....-_...-..-do__.. NA 66 Netherlands West Indies 35; Trinidad 14. 
Distillate fuel oil.......do__.. 1,671 1,365 Netherlands 606; Trinidad 225. 
Residual] fuel oi]........do____ rill 184 United Kingdom 94; Trinidad 90. 
Lubricating oils........do.... 26 16 United Kingdom 8; United States 4. 

| : ‘Total._..........-..do._.. 2,141 1,959 . . - 
: Greases, wax, jelly...-....-_-. 243 178 United Kingdom 84; West Germany 88. 

_. Asphalt and bitumen._..-_... 2,994 3,556 United Kingdom 2,822, — . 
Tar, pitch, and other crude chemicals 283 490 United Kingdom 489. 

from coal, oil, and gas distillation. CO so, . . 

® Revised. NA Not available. ee . 
_1 Unwrought and semimanufactures, including alloys, unless otherwise specified. . 

| COMMODITY REVIEW 

re METALS activity at the Marampa mine, shipped 
Aluminum and Bauxite.—Sierra. Leone 2.1 million tons,* of iron-bearing materials 

Ore & Development Co., a subsidiary of compared with 2.2 million tons in 1966. 
Suisse Aluminium Industrie AG, substan- The 1966 exports were largely concentrates 
tially increased production and shipments (2.1 million tons). Value apparently drop- 
of bauxite from its Mokanji Hills deposit, Ped substantially, due. to lower world 
Moyamba district, in 1967. Further expan- veoh vee concentrate 7 ae it 064, 
sion was expected in 1968. Bauxite exports ( 6 65 )» 196 5 ong ase 30 in . 665 in > 
in 1966 were 244,000 tons, valued at % {65 in 1965, on ; oo at rot kilometers 
$1,085,000. The company considered estab- € port of repel, 0) railroad kom 
lishing an. aluminum-product fabrication from the mine, was dredged, opening it to 

. ) : 40,000-ton vessels. In September a 30,000- 
plant at Freetown an 1966 but, insofar as 
known, no actio OS , » no action was taken through 1967 4 Skillings Mining Review. V. 57, No. ‘6, 

i Feb. 3, 1968, p. 17. Iron Ore.—Sierra Leone Development S Bank of oi Leone. Annual Report ané 
Co. Ltd. (DELCO), in its 35th year of statement of Accounts. 1966, 61 pp.
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ton trial cargo of Marampa iron ore ar- | 1966 1967 
rived at the Tokai steelworks of Fuji Iron pjamond produc- ~— 
& Steel Co. Ltd., Japan. Additional cargoes. tion. carats .. 704,249 685,696 
were due for later arrival at Yawata and Gravel processed | 
Kawasaki. A long-term contract for iron = cybic yards .. 713,966 775,065 
ore was under negotiation between DELCO Stripping. do.... 3,291,496 3,574,855 
and Asoma Corp., agent for Fuji Iron & | 
Steel Co. Ltd.® | The Government Diamond Office 

(GDO), which is managed by Diamond 
Rutile—-The mine of Sherbro Minerals Corporation of West Africa Ltd., pur- 

Ltd. was officially opened on February 6 chased all SLST output as well as that 
and shipments to Europe and the United of “diggers” under the Alluvial Diamond 
States began in June. The initial produc- Mining Scheme. GDO_ reported pur- 
tion rate is 100,000 tons of rutile concen- chases during 1965 and 1966 as follows: 
trate (95 to 97 percent TiOz) annually. — , 
Sales contracts already negotiated permit Thousand dollars 
expansion, which is underway. __ 1965 1966 

Alluvial material is mined by a 20-inch . | War oan eae hie 
floating suction dredge. A slurry is piped eyesers seers Sees ae 

‘to a wet plant, where a heavy mineral con- _ sere ; a“ 
centrate is recovered by gravity methods. Total ........ 50,728 50,079 
The concentrate is fed to a dry plant, — ee a 
where rutile is recovered by electrical and SLST sales during the fiscal year ending 

_- magnetic separation methods. | June 30, 1967, totaled $20.2 million, sug- 
. - — gesting a decrease in value of output 

Shallow water in the Sherbro Estuary during calendar year 1967. © | | 
precludes direct loading of ocean-going ore By Executive Order of February 22, 

carriers. Rutile concentrate is hauled 24 1966 the diamond export duty was raised 
kilometers to Port Niti in covered hopper from 5 percent to 7.5 percent, and a 10- 
trucks and transferred to 2,000 ton-capacity percent rate was planned in the 1967-68 
barges for haulage 29 kilometers down- budget. During 1966 the GDO attempted 

river to bulk carriers offshore. Mining and to pass this added cost on to the diggers 
concentrating units are of Australian ori- in the form of lower prices, thereby causing 
gin. Total development costs were €stl-  sreater incidence of smuggling. The GDO 
mated at $18 million, including a $10 then began absorbing most of the cost and 
million Export-Import Bank loan. A staff smuggling subsided. During 1967, a greater 
of 50 United States and European tech- incidence of smuggling was again suspected, 
nical personnel and 300 Leoneans will con- and the Government made renewed efforts 
duct the operation. Company authorities 49 gurh it. 
state that their product is competitive in Following negotiations which began in 

world markets at $80 to $90 per ton in October 1966, the Government and SLST 
bulk shiploads at port under long-term  jeached a new. agreement ® on company 

contracts. operation of its mining leases at Yengema, 
| . Kono District, and Tongo, Kenema Dis- 

| | trict. The agreement, which was ratified 
NONMETALS by the Parliament on February 2 and be- 

Diamond.—Output in 1967 apparently came effective July 1, 1967, involved SLST 

decreased in both quantity and value. ‘4X liability (which was increased, al- 
While the number of carats produced has though certain tax concessions were made), 
remained fairly uniform in recent years, relinquishment of a -65-square-kilometer 

total value has dropped because of the . 
decreasing proportion of gem stone dia- §—_______— | 
mond. The gravels mined have been thin- 7 Metal Bulletin. No. 5228, Sept. 5, 1967, p. 
ner and deeper, increasing mining costs. 7 Wall Street Journal. Apr. 14, 1967, p. 11. 
Sierra Leone Selection Trust (SLST) min- 8 Consolidated African Selection Trust Ltd. 
. - seg . Annual Report 1967, year ending June 30, 
ing activities * during the fiscal years end- 1967, Selection Trust Building, London, 1967, 
ng June 30 of 1966 and 1967 were as fol- 28 Oe en Leone Trade Journal. V. 7, No. 1, 

/ 40WS. Jan./Mar. 1967, pp. 22-23.
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area to other licensed mining, increased lage of six expatriate instructors. The new 

propecting and production, more rigid company, Sierra Leone Diamonds Ltd., was 

security to discourage smuggling, mined- granted a 10-year monopoly in the cutting 

out land rehabilitation, accelerated training and polishing field.’° 

of Sierra Leoneans, and continued efforts 

toward improvement of working condi- MINERAL FUELS 

tions and housing. : Petroleum.—Ground breaking for the 

By National Reformation Council Decree new 10,000 barrel-per-day petroleum re- 

No. 18 of June 7, 1967, all licensed alluvial _ finery in Freetown took place in March 

dealers were assessed a special development 1967 with completion scheduled for May 

levy, payable within 48 days. This tax, 1968. An agreement for the construction 

imposed to provide badly needed revenue, and operation of the refinery was signed 

caused a virtual standstill in diamond buy- in 1966 by the Government, by Haifa Re- 

ing for a short time. Authorities were _ fineries Ltd., which will act as managers, 

persuaded to reduce assessments and extend and by two Japanese construction firms— 

payment periods to ease the situation. Nissho Co., Ltd., and Nigata Engineering 

The new diamond cutting and polishing Co. Lid. Estimated’ cost is $5.3 million, 

plant in Freetown, owned jointly by the financed by Nissho (75 percent) and Haifa 

Sierra Leone Government, Leon Tempels- (25 percent) on long-term credits. . 

| man and Son, New York who will act as The Suez Canal closing resulted in 

managers, SLST, and the Diamond Cor- greatly increased ship bunkering at Free- 

poration of West Africa Ltd., completed town, where storage capacity is approx- 

its second year of operation. Rough dia- imately 450,000 barrels, intluding British 

monds are received from the GDO. Sierra Admiralty stocks. 

Leoneans were in training for technical 

and administrative duties under the tute- 10 Page 16 of reference cited in footnote 5.
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~The Mineral Indust 

f the Republic of South Affi 

By Thomas C. Denton ' 

In 1967 the mineral industry continued Republic’s only significant native source 
to hold the dominant position in the South of energy; high employment; and large 
African economy that it has occupied for purchases from other home industries in- 
many. years. Major factors contributing cluding agriculture. Statistics for labor 
to its role were the large volume of for- and supplies consumed appear-in the fol- 
eign exchange earned by gold mining; more lowing tabulation: 
than sufficient production of coal, the | : 

| - 1965 1966 

Average number of persons at work: 
White... _ 222-2 oe eee ee 82 , 492 &3 , 898 Nonwhites.._ 22-2222 eee eee 585,775 591,897 

Total... -2.--- +e ee eee 668 , 267 675,795 Sources of nonwhite labor: 
Republic of South Africa.....-.-------2-.-.-_----.--___--percent of total... 37 NA Former British Protectorates !__..........._._..........-..........do.... 21 NA Other 2... eee dO. 42, NA 

Salaries, wages, and allowances: 
Salaries and wages, including allowances, earned, white employees __ - 

- million dollars... $337.7 $358.4 Wages earned, nonwhite employees.__._.........-__._..............do__.. 158.7 168.7 

‘Total___.-_-_- 2-2 ----e eee eee e---0_--. 496.4 527.1 Value of supplies and electric power consumed_________......____........d0.__.. - (698.8 613.5 
| | 

NA Not available 
1 Botswana, Lesotho, and Swaziland. 
2 Includes Mozambique. 
Note: Where necessary, values have been converted from South African Rands (R) to U.S. dollars at the 

rate of R1=US$1.40. / 

a : e 

Despite a steady increase in the value of South Aitica’ssharegh Share of 
its production, the mineral industry’s con- non-Communist world __ 
tribution to South Africa’s gross domestic Commodity output of selected gommodities 
product (GDP) has slowly but steadily de- —________ Perce 
clined as that of the manufacturing in- 1964 1965 1966 1967 : oe 
dustry has increased. The GDP, at 1958 Gold eee eee 73 74 79 77 

. : atinum ______ prices, was 10.5 percent greater in 1 967 Antimony... (86 24 33 34 
than in 1966, when a GDP of $10,294 mil- Chromium ore... 34 8 1 a4 NA 

: ; 1 ; ermiculite. _ _- 0 0 lion was realized. The contribution of Manganese ore. 19 4 +9 30 
mineral industry to the 1966 GDP was Vanadium. on 17 17 17 20 

Tanium..ww. 12.2 percent. a Diamond....-. 10 11 15 17 The Republic’s contribution to world Asbestos...---~ 10 11 12 11 
e eo s 

Pa capes Continued to be very large "Na Notavailable. ———~—SSSOSCSCS~S s of commodities ——_—_—__—_— my EE Case 0 llow; cr b om . 1 Africa specialist, Division of International shown in the following tabulation; Activities, 

671
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Although the Republic’s share of non- Early in 1967 the third economic devel- 
Communist world gold production con- opment program for the Republic, for the 
tinued to rise and in 1967 reached 77 per- _— period 1966-71, was released.” The target 
cent, output declined somewhat, the first growth rate in the real GDP is 5.5 per- 
decline in 15 years; and it was authorita- cent annually. Of the 20 sectors of the 
tively forecast that beginning in about economy taken into account 11 were esti- 

1971, production would fall steeply and mated to have a growth potential greater 
P ras e dex by 2015 or earlier, if the than 7 percent, including petroleum and 
gold price Goes not increase. coal products (11 percent) , basic steel prod- 

The South African Government con- | . | 
. . . - ‘ ucts (8 percent), and basic nonferrous 
tinued its drive toward achieving maxi- _ o : 
mum possible self-sufficiency. Mineral in- metals (8.5 percent) . With 1965 as the 
dustry facilities tending to promote the base year, projections of production to 
objectives that were completed in 1966 1971 of nine major mineral-based indus- 
and 1967 or that were in progress or tries were as follows: | 
firmly programmed at yearend, included | | | | 
the following: Expansion of an existing | | _ Million dollars 

iron and steel plant, a new integrated ss Sector | —y968 levi 
steel and vanadium plant, a new integra- $$ 

ted stainless steel plant, an electrolytic Gold mining, including uranium. 1,142 1,208. 
copper refinery, electrolytic tinning facili- Coal NG onan 108 | 157 | 

ties, an electrolytic zinc refinery, an alu- Basic steel products. 588 
minum reduction facility, and two large Basic nonferrous metals. - “g77° 115 189 

nitrogenous fertilizer plants. In addition, Basie industrial chemicals. 22.225 372 
oil search both onshore and offshore was Metal products. — =i aoanela 655 928 
stepped up. metallic mineral products. . 5S ! 

| PRODUCTION a 
As measured by the value of gold and and 27 percent higher than in 1963. 

silver produced, diamond sales, and local | 
and export sales of other minerals, the | 

| value of South Africa’s mineral production 2 Republic of South Africa. Economic Develop- 
: : sy ment Programme for e Republic of Sout 
increased in 1967 to a r ecord $1,802 mil Africa: 1966-71. Release by the Department of 

lion, nearly 2 percent higher than in 1966 planning, Pretoria in Dec. 1966, 155 pp. 

Table 1.—Approximate value of mineral production 

(Million U.S. dollars) 
ee 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

ee 

Gold (production) _.....-. 2222-2222 960.8 1,022.7 1,073.2 1,086.7 1,075.3 
Silver (production)____._..-..___--.__-.-e 3.6 3.8 4.1 4.1 4.9 
Diamond (sales of domestic production). _._.- 51.3 61.9 69.4 86.2 83.0 

Local sales: 
Coal__._--_-..2-- 2-2 eee 85.1 91.2 105.2 107.2 113.5 
Other minerals_..._....--...-2-2-2---e 83.6 97.0 117.6 112.3 124.5 | 

Subtotal... _....--2--2---2-2-------- 168.7 188.2 222.8 219.5 238.0 
Exports: 

Coal_...-------- 2-2. eee 9.7 9.9 8.7 6.8 8.2 
Fissionable materials 1..._-.._...._____- 93.5 81.4 (2) (2) (2) 
Miscellaneous minerals. _._....._______- 129.4 150.8 235.9 365.2 392.5 

Total_.... 2.22... 2-22 eee.) «1,416.9 1,518.7 1,614.1 1,768.5 1,801.9 

1 Comprises uranium (U;0s3). . 
2 Included in other minerals. Estimated at $46.5 million in 1965, and in 1966 and 1967 U.S. imports of 

U,03 from South Africa were respectively $29.4 million and $8.1 million.
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The record was achieved despite a The increase in value of local sales 
marginal decline in gold production. Gold during 1963-67 largely reflects steady 
accounted for 60 percent of total value, growth in domestic coal consumption and 

copper 7.7 percent, coal 6.7 percent, and in manufacture from native raw materials 
diamond 4.6 percent. The exports included of such items as iron and steel semimanu- 
$135 million of unspecified “other” mineral factures, ferroalloys, cement and asbestos 

commodities. Principal items in this group products. During the same period the 
by value are raw materials of platinum and volume of local sales of chromite increased 
other metals of that group, and uranium over 300 percent, and for manganese ore ~ 
(UsOs). 36 percent; between 1963 and 1965, local 

7 sales of asbestos increased 113 percent. 

- Table 2.—Republic of South Africa: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: . 
Antimony, content of cobbed ore and con- 

centrate._.........---.-.-.-------.-.-. 11,258 12,882 12,611 11,371 12,335 
_ Beryl, about 11.7 percent BeO___._._---.-___ 386 137 48 r 21 104 

_ Bismuth, content of concentrate_kilograms.-_ 1,188 13 r 120 149 54 

Chromite: , a 
44 percent or less CroO3._._._....-...-. 182,773 180,971 242,650 342,987 332,605 
More than 44 percent to 48 percent Cr203. 639,692 641,823 668,483 691,701 781,265 
More than 48 percent CroO3.....-.---. 19,695 26,752 30,977 26,248 35,178 

| Total._...--..--.---..-----.-.-.-. 792,160 849,546 942,110 1,060,936 1,149,048 
Copper: . 

Concentrate, metal content._.........-- r 642 tr 4,979 r 5,997 | 
Blister_.......--.----.-------.-..... 39,470 42,461 40,284) * 124,661 127,534 
Fire refined.......-.---2--2--....---. 15,038 12,052 14,125) 
Electrolytic ¢_..2 2-2-2 1,800 2,200 3,000 3,000 3,000 

Gold___....-...--..thousand troy ounces... 27,4382 29,112 30,554 30, 880 30,533 
- Jron and steel: . 

Iron ore, 50 percent or more Fe 
thousand tons__ 4,460 4,830 5,816 6,797 1,137 

Manganiferous iron ore, 15 to 30 per- 
cent Mn__.____.._..thousand tons__ 50 147 208 289 285 

Pig iron.._-...--..--._...-...--do___- 2,217 2,657 3,271 3,407 3,420 
Ferroalloys and spiegeleisen. .....do___- 224 230 332 336 - 358 

teel: . - 
Ingots and castings......__.do__.- 2,834 3,142 3,293 3,305 e 3,652 
Semimanufactures____...__-._-_---- 2,115 2,316 NA NA NA 

Lead, metal content of ore_......-..--.---. 15 LLL e eee 48 (Foe 24 

Manganese ore: | 
Metallurgical: oo 

Over 30 to 40 percent Mn 
thousand tons-- 494 406 483 602 1,990 

Over 40 to 45 percent Mn__.do._-_- 469 478 581 565 ~ 191 
Over 45 to 48 percent Mn-.__do__-_- 231 334 433 427 291 
Over 48 percent Mn_..__...do__-.- 52 61 24 30 - 183 

Subtotal__....-..-..----do-.-. 1,246 1,279 1,521 1,624 1,755 

Chemical: 
Over 35 to 65 percent MnQO2.do.-_._ 52 34 40 68 56 
Over 65 to 75 percent MnO:o_do-_-_-_-_ 7 3 6 (2) 5 
Over 75 to 85 percent MnO:z.do---.- 3 5 Lo woe 1 

Subtotal...-..-..2...-..do___- 62 42 47 69 62 

Total_..-...._-...-...do.__- 1,308 1,321 1,568 1,693 1,817 
Monazite__....-.--..-...-.-2--- eee 2,087 ool eee eee ee eee eee teen eee 
Nickel, electrolytic ¢._..........------.-.- 2,400 2,400 3,000 5,400 5,400 
Piatinum-group metals: 

Osmiridium (sales) ¢ 
thousand troy ounces... 5 4 4 4 4 

Platinum and other, contained in 
concentrates, matte, and _ refinery 
products ¢__...thousand troy ounces... 300 600 750 780 825 

Silver__...-.2.2 2222-2. dole 2,737 2,917 3,132 3,134 3,064 
Tantalum concentrate_............-..----- 29 6 3 2 5 

in: 
Concentrates, metal content_long tons. _ 1,530 1,586 1,671 1,745 1,761 
Metal, smelter production._.....do.._. § 962 1,016 962 822 658 

Titanium concentrates: 
Ilmenite_.....--.-.------------- ee.) 28,168 Lee eee ee weer eee eee 
Rutile. .....-.-..--2- eee 1,256 ..--ee ek flee eee fee eee +e eee 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Republic of South Africa: Production of mineral commodities—Continued 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

a Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals—Continued — - . ; 
Tungsten ore and concentrate, 60 percent . 

WG;3____.--------------------+------+--- 8 4 4 8 27 CC 
Uranium, U308-_-.-.---.------------------ 4,111 4,032 2,669 2,981 3,048 
Vanadium, fused oxide, 99.9 percent V20s- - - 2,255 2,077 2,461 2,771 3,425 
Zircon, concentrates. ...-..--------------- 2,402 ue fee eee ween ee ee oo eee eee 

Nonmetals: - 
Andalusite.__....-.--------------+------- 10,008 13,972 21,919 21,486 24,583 

Asbestos: 
Amosite_.__.......-.-----.-.-.----.-. 70,414 | 70,103 73,241 87,033" 86,090 
Chrysotile____.___.----.------.-----. 26,243 32 , 587 35 ,285 33 , 367 35,649 
Crocidolite._....-..----------------- 89,965 92,891. 109,879 130 , 523 121,824 
Tremolite.....-....------.---------- © §2 Lew e ee eee eee ee eee eee eee eee 

Total__.._______..-_..----.--.-.-. 186,674 195,581 218,405 250, 923 243 , 563 
Barite__....-.--.----.------------------- 2,453 © 2,572 1,340 6,182 1,493 
Cement_____._-__.-...-.-.-thousand tons. _ 2,884 3,481 3,882 3,984 3,810 

. Clays: - , 
Bentonite_.._.....-...._--------..-. 27,814 9,313 11,737 11,904 15,162 
Fire clay__._.._-._.._-.-_-_-.-_-_---- 2228,561 266,704 280,288 239 , 387 218,561 
Flint clay___._..-__...-.._----_----. 186,208 191,965 248,357 182,515 150,985 
Fuller’s earth._....-.-_-.------------ 2 452 163 6382 ....-.-.. ° 1,149 
Kaolin... --.- i -.-.- ee... 394,355 39,458 *' 44,344 40,519 32,834 

Corundum___._-_.-_-.--_----------- +--+ 72 54 313 -  § 363 - 318 
Diamond: . ; 

- Natural, gem and industrial 
thousand carats_. 4,376 4,450 r 5,026 ¥ 6,036 6,668 

Manufactured, industrial.____...do__-_- 1,475 2,639 NA NA | NA 
. . Diatomite___....--------------+--------- 200 495 976 218 585 

Emerald crystals__...........--kilograms.. | 239 208 532 ~«s«a4, 821 377 
Feldspar..__..---.---------------------- 42,086 36,095 42,304 34,541 24,891 

Fluorspar: . Oo 
Acid grade____.--.--.--.-.---.------- 7,539 6,066 4,835 22 ,984 33 ,799 
Ceramic grade___._.....------------- 16,632 | 2,129 4,829 4,646 4,188 
Metallurgical grade........----.------ 28,229 52,070 56,122 54,258 © 57,320 

Total___.-_..-.-.------.----..---- 52,400 60,265 65,786 81,888 | 95,307 
Graphite__...._....-.------..----------- 609 945 406 1,053 - 671 
Gypsum.___..-....------------.-.-------- 187,464 240,082 303,940 296 , 539 207 ,590- 
Limestone 3_____.__.__..._thousand tons_. 5, 802 6,971 7,550 7,748 8,002 
Lithium minerals.._........---.-------.-- 378 162 869 306 __-._.--- 
Magnesite._.._-.._-.-.-.----------------- 98,256 84,770 86,898 93,301 80,012 

. Miea_._.-.-.--.------------------------ 2,141 3,115 2,269 2,234 2,311 
Mineral pigments_____.-.._-.._-----.----- 3,966 4,975 4,741 5, 767 8,632 
Pyrite___.__-_.-..-.--_-._-____--_-.------- 418,551 482,475 428,294 481,184 552,740 
Salt_..-_---_-__-_._____.-.. thousand tons_. 198 300 331: 314 317 
Shale.____-- 2-2 eee ------- 176,180 233,611 246,849 254,144 241,901 
Silicrete 4_......____-.-_-------------.--- 14,878 19,695 11,349 10,723 9,816 
Silica and silica sand____.__._.....-.--..... 275,107 324,304 375,202 411,696 412 ,683 
Sillimanite.__....._-.-_..--.--------------. 56,241 54,649 42,148 35,103 35,385 
Sulfur, elemental, refinery byproduct___-_---- 2,013 5, 792 7,216 5,806 NA 
Tale___._____-____.-_------ +--+ eee 6,864 6,617 9,241 8,645 9,136 
Tiger’s eye 5___.________------------------ 117 73 73 57 404 
Vermiculite.__._____._.-.-_-.------------- 89,591 101,488 115,131 103 ,175 101,501 
Wonderstone (pyrophyllite)___.._.-.-_-..-- 1,855 1,704 3,626 6,271 4,618 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, marketable: 

Anthracite_......._.._.thousand tons_- 1,152 1,315 1,247 1,077 1,280 
Bituminous_____.._.._._..-----do___-_ 41,302 43,602 47,213 46 , 865 48,019 

Total... ----__-_--------do_.___ 42,454 44,917 48,460 47,942 49,299 
Carbon black______-____.___-____--------. 9, 708 11,945 13,163 NA NA 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline___thousand 42-gallon barrels_ 5,107 12,038 11,260 13,491 NA 
Kerosine, including aviation turbine 

fuel____._thousand 42-gallon barrels- - 1,449 1,829 1,753 2,098 NA 
Distillate fuel oil..._._._......__-do__-- 3,918 8,880 8, 869 10,000 NA 
Residual fuel oil._...._.._..___--do_-_-- 4,662 10,715 8,226 10,550 NA 
Miscellaneous products__.......-do___- 835 1,406 1,098 1,480 NA 

e Estimate. r Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Less than 44 unit. . 
2 A natural alloy of osmium, iridium, small quantities of other platinum group metals, and gold, recovered 

by certain gold mines. 
3 Local sales. . 
4 A rock containing up to 98.4 percent SiO:. 
5 Decorative material resulting from oxidation and silicification of crocidolite.
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LS TRADE : 
Official trade statistics for the Republic _bestos 41.6, pig iron 29.7, iron and steel 

of South Africa include imports and ex- semimanufactures 27.7,manganese ore 26.0, 
ports for Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland, iron ore 24.4, chromite 9.2, and vanadium 
and the Territory of South-West Africa, 7.1. | | _ 
but not interterritorial shipments among = Europe continued to be the Republic’s 
these political divisions. Although some major supplier and customer, with the 
copper and iron ore. exports are believed United Kingdom still the most important 
to have originated in South-West Africa trading partner. In 1967 exports to 
and Swaziland, respectively, the great bulk Europe totaled $1,018 million, 54 per- 
of imports are for South Africa itself. cent of South Africa’s total 1967 exports, 

In 1965 South Africa’s chronic deficit while imports from Europe amounted to 
in merchandise trade was the highest ever $1,479 million, 55 percent of total im- 
recorded, approaching $1,000 million; but ports. Asia was South Africa’s fastest grow- 
there was distinct improvement in 1966, ing export market. Export to the rest of 
as shown in the following tabulation: Africa increased by $40.1 million to $315.6 

ee Sséamiidiion. Exports to the United States in 
Value Mineral 1967 totaled $227 million, of which more 

SO (million dollars) | commodities’ than half comprised mineral commodities. 
| “Mineral ‘Total. share of Imports from the U.S. were about $449 

commodities _ trade (percent) million, composed mainly of such items 
as machinery and transport equipment, 

Exports:! = - oo | chemicals, cereals, petroleum products, 

19662... «= 788,=St=ié«‘iSGBBSC“‘«é‘iG:«C=~*«éWextdes, fats, and ols. 
Imports: = _ The United States continued to depend 

1368 - -- -- | ane S304 | 174 heavily on South Africa for minerals, with 
Trade balance: the value of U.S. imports of mineral com- 

1965 - - - -- +379 | ~ ore x modities from South Africa in 1967, ex- 

| cluding iron and steel semiman‘actured, at 

XX Not applicable. , $153.1 million, compared with $174.3 mil- 
1 Excludes gold. | lion in 1966 and $114.4 million in 1965. 

. Principal U.S. import items from South 

For many years South Africa has had a Africa in terms of value in 1966 and 1967 
distinctly. favorable balance of trade in . ) . 

. . . are listed as follows: 
mineral commodities, excluding gold. The Oo 
improvement in the overall trade balance =~ ©... 
in 1966 was substantially assisted by a Commodity Value (thousands) 
25-percent increase in value of mineral 1966 1967 
export > and a 15-percent decline in value 29 —————————————————— 
of such imports. At yearend the outlook Diamond... Woon $30,733 $61 124 

was for a very substantial increase in ex- Material containing over10 
ports of high value mineral commodities, percent nickel 2..-_.-.-. 6,010 12,479 

particularly platinum raw materials, ferro-  Granium (W002 lll. 2873848148 
alloys, and steel semimanufactures. If Chromium ore._.--------- 137426 b, B56 
realized, the expected steady increase in Manganese ore......22. SB 081 5075 
exports of such items will to some extent Antimony ore..--....-.-. 2,001 2,008 
cushion the decline anticipated for South Total.............. 159,314 148,229 
Africa gold production. : a 

In millions of dollars, major mineral 1 May include some South-West Africa copper. 
commodity exports in 1966, besides dia- 2 Principal value contained probably is platinum 

mond, included copper 125.7, “other” group metals. 
minerals (mostly platinum raw materials 3 Including $290 million of diamond exports 

° and reexports, of which an estimated $82 million 
and uranium) 106, ferroalloys 41.6, as- yepresented South African diamond.
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Table 3.—Republic of South Africa: Exports of mineral commodities | . 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) — oO a 

~ Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 — 

Metals: 
Antimony concentrate... ....-.---- 18,959 17,679 United Kingdom 10,772; United States 

706. 
Beryllium ore...----------------- --------- ' 82 NA. 
Bismuth concentrate... kilograms. 934 218 NA. 
Chromite...........--.-.--..---- 777,050 856,797 United States 569,030; United Kingdom 

. 92,522; West Germany 86,352. 
Copper: oe 

Concentrate_........-.---.-- 21,476 20,442 Japan 14,843; Chile 2,878; Portugal 1,883. 
Blister and refined..___.....-- 283,526 2125,157 United States 47,907; West Germany 

Co 30,244; Belgium 20,054. 
Iron and steel: / 

Tron____...._.-thousand tons_. - 22,230 33,089 Japan 2,941; Netherlands 838; France 64. 
Serap....-.----------------- 231 547 NA. 

: Pig iron, spiegeleisen, powder 
and shot: 

Pig iron...._-_._.._-----. 563,279 769,913 Japan 533,748; United States 121,402; 
South Korea 44,840. . 

Other__.. 22-22 ele 3,480 13,519. United Kingdom 11,303; Italy 1,947. 

Ferroalloys: 7 
Ferroehromium......-... © 62,933 79,860 United States 50,688; Sweden 8,234; 

CS oo Canada 5,974. | 
_ Ferromanganese.__...___. 157,598 156,877 United Kingdom 53,532; United States 

. 29,949; Canada 19,414; Italy 19,150. 
Ferrosilicon....-.....-.-.- | 16,202 25,726 Australia 5,054; United Kingdom 5,008; 

West Germany 3,585; Japan 2,570. 
Other. __..------ 2-2 ee 302 6,732 Canada 2,512; West Germany 2,084; 

United States 1,591. . 

Total. 0.2.22. -------- 237 , 035 269,195 
Steel ingots and other primary . 925 3,916 Sweden 3,231; Hong Kong 95. 

- forms. . 

Semimanufactures: a . 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, 26 ,674 73,183 United States 31,628; United Kingdom 

and sections, » . 3,932. 
Universals, plates, sheets. . ‘36,811 79,114 United States 15,529; United Kingdom 

»786. 
Hoop and strip_...-..--.- 2,393 2,833 NA. 
Rails and accessories__.._- 9,600 14,169 NA. 
Iron and steel wire____._- 4,289 4,270 NA. ; 
Tubes, pipes, fittings_.___- 18,537 21,066 United States 366; Netherlands 190. 
Castings and_ forgings, 637 1,226 United Kingdom 665; Bolivia 156; 

rough. Chile 73. 

Total_.........-_-..-- 98,341 195,861 
Manganese: / 

Ore. .... 2 eee 985,151 1,354,315 France 305,009; United States 289,118; 
West Germany 237,127; Netherlands 
148,215; Japan 184,609; United King- 
dom 111,885. 

Electrolytic metal_........-... . 5,104 5,977 United States 1,345; United Kingdom 
1,012; Sweden 799; Canada 797. 

Nickel: 
Ore and concentrate. _.._...-- 826 ______.-- 
Matte and speiss______._.._-- 213 12 United Kingdom 9. 
Metal, unwrought______.._-_- 1,094 1,286 United Kingdom 1,079; United States 93. 

Platinum -group troy ounces.- 1,067 128 NA. 
metals. 

Silver. thousand troy ounces. - 2,773 11,830 United States 10,694; United Kingdom 

Tantalite__...__.__..__kilograms. 1,510 10,886 NA. 
Tin concentrate. _____._long tons_- 1,603 2,641 United Kingdom 1,664; Netherlands 940. 
Tungsten concentrate__.___._-._-.- 12 12 United Kingdom 11. 
Uranium (U303)___---_----_-_.-__- e 3,000 NA 
Vanadium: 

Fused oxide__.__.---.-__.---- re2,359 2,759 Austria 1,008; United Kingdom 889; 
Japan 369. 

Ammonium vanadate________- 58 64 NA. 
Other ores and concentrates, n.e.s__ 2,112 1,659 United Kingdom 1,494. 
Nonferrous metal scrap.-_.__-_--- 485 909 Japan 473; United Kingdom 315. 

Nonmetals: 
Andalusite, kyanite, and sillimanite. 50,906 | 42,960 United Kingdom 15,758; Japan 14,414; 

West Germany 5,720. 
Asbestos. ..._.-..--_---.-------- 224,668 + 238,513 United Kingdom 51,934; United States 

42,691; Japan 27,470; Italy 17,208; 
Spain 13,172, 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Republic of South Africa: Exports of mineral commodities 1—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity | 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

noe 

Nonmetals—Continued - 

Barite_....-..--.--.------------- 561 3,282 NA. 
Cement, including refractory cements. r 46,250 92,184 NA. 

Diamond: ‘ 
Gem: , . 

Rough, thousand carats_- 2,204 2,680 United Kingdom 2,507. 
uncut. 

Cut, unmounted_...do__.- 146 174 Belgium 88; Hong Kong 30. 

Subtotal. ._._...do__-- 2,350 2,804 

Industrial: 
Natural. .......---do._-. 23,090 19,996 Ireland 14,605; United Kingdom 5,298. 
Manufactured. ....do__-- TT 2,487 Ireland 2,484. 

Subtotal... ......do_.-- 23 , 865 22 , 483 

Total_.......---do..-_-. 26,215 25,287 
Emerald erystals-_--.----~kilograms- - 913 1,889 NA. 
Feldspar__...-.----------------- 11,461 8,263 West Germany 3,416; Italy 3,166. 

Fertilizers: . 

Natural phosphates......------ 12,599 465 NA. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous.__..-..------ 14,856 2,867 NA. 
Phosphatic....-.-------- 5,612 2,150 NA. 
Potassic._....----.------ 146 15 NA. a. 

Not elsewhere specified__-_- 1,844 2,074 Belgium 1,380. | 

Flint clay__.......-.------------ 39,748. 110,675 NA. : 

Fluorspar.-_..--.------..---------- 46,884 5,493 Japan 38,721; United States 16,336; West 
— . Germany 6,801; Australia 5,714. 

Granite__........--.------------ 93 , 642 115,150 France 29,199; Belgium 19,475; Italy 
. 17,662; West Germany 16,367; Nether- 

- lands 15,928. 

Graphite__......---------------- 101 42 NA. 

Gypsum._.-.-..-..-------------- 12,798 8,014 NA, 

Lime and limestone._._.....------ 2,190 3,104 NA. 

_ Lithium minerals__....-.-.-------- --------- 494 NA. — 

Magnesite. .....--.-------------- r 2,996 3,899 United Kingdom 2,629. 

Mica_.-.....-------------------- * 2,317 3,032 United Kingdom 1,628; West Germany 

_ Mineral! pigments--_....----------- 2,431 1,907 NA. . 

Pyrite, sulfur content...-.-------- 1,359 __...._-.- 

Salt_......--.--.---------------- 30,711 31,581 NA. 

Silica. _...-..--..--------------- 1,327 1,178 NA. 

Silicrete_....._....--------------- 110 103 NA. 

Tale__....._-.-.---------------- 169 181 NA. 

Tiger’s eye......------.--------- 151 160 NA. 

- WVermiculite.........------------- 96,179 © 77,919 United Kingdom 24,745; Italy 12,812; 
West Germany 10,541. 

Wonderstone (pyrophyllite)......-- 3,010 5,588 NA. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal: 

Anthracite_thousand tons -- 553 503 Japan 236; Italy 140; Spain 60. 

Other.....----...--do__.- 789 610 NA. 
Coke__..._-.--..-.-------------- 916 1,230 NA. . 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline 26 392 NA. 

thousand 42-gallon barrels _- 
Kerosine____.....-----do-._. 184 597 NA. 

Distillate fuel oil. ......do-_-_- 735 1,578 Ships stores 724. 

Residual fuel oil_..._...do---- 6, 758 8,319 Ships stores 6,602; United Kingdom 655. 

Lubricating oils_.....--do---- 296 306 NA. . 

Nonlubricating oils. ...-do_--- 51 42 NA. 

Lubricating greases_.....-.------- 1,765 2,149 NA. 

Jellies and waxes__...------------ 6,710 10,338 United States 3,572; West Germany 
2,000; Netherlands 1,720; United 
Kingdom 1,247. 

Bitumen and oil residues... ------- 19,839 12,198 NA. 

Pitch and pitch coke_.-..--------- 1,043 196 NA. 

a 

e Estimate. r Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Source: Volume I of the official Foreign Trade Statistics of the Republic of South Africa for 1965 and 1966. 

The statistical territory of the volume includes Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland, and the Territory of South- 

West Africa. Certain items appearing in Volume I that are known to have been produced largely in these 

political divisions have been omitted from the table. 

2 A small part may have originated in the Territory of South-West Africa, 

3 About half believed to have originated in Swaziland, 
¢ Exports and reexports.
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Table 4.—Republic of South Africa: Imports of mineral commodities ! | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee" 

Commodity _ 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: - . 
Aluminum: . 

Bauxite.........----.----.----.--.° 7,768 15,685 Netherlands New Guinea 3,499; French 
_ Guinea 1,886. 

Serap..--.---------------------- 279 87 NA. 
Ingots and other primary forms.... 20,373 27,388 Canada 25,009; United States. 1,669. . 
Semimanufactures_._.__.-.._____- 8,395 9,373 United Kingdom 3,098; Canada 2,648; 

United States 2,305. 
Chromite_-_....2...-----------------. 88,717 98,266 NA. 
Copper and its alloys: 

Ore and concentrate__......-.._-- 6,118 6,242 NA. 
Scrap.....-.---------------.---. © 2,818 - 188 New Zealand 107. 

Ingots and other primary forms: oe - 
Blister and other unrefined... _ 5 ae _ . co 
Refined. _-.....-...---.-..-.. 82,997 389,094 NA. 

Total_____.---.-.-..-...-. 388,000 39,094 
Semimanufactures___.___..-_. 3,806 4,037 United Kingdom 1,616; Belgium 546; 

a Italy 280. . 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore and concentrates. _.._____ 33 30 NA. 
. Scrap....----------.------------ 11,866 18,273 NA. . , Oo 

Pig iron, spiegeleisen, ete_.._.____-_ 3,436 3,515 United States 1,450; Sweden 1,183. 

Ferroalloys: 
Ferrochromium __._..._-..--- 16 15 NA. _ 
Ferromanganese___._.__..-_-- 4- Lice So, a 
Ferrosilicon______....._-_-.-- 1,356 1,415 West Germany 1,232. ‘ - 

_ Other ferroalloys..._....._.2.- 249 298 United States 118; Belgium. 42; United 
oe oo, Kingdom 40. 

Total... ee 1,625 1,728 
Steel ingots and other primary forms. 20,942 20,074 United Kingdom 3,492; Belgium 302. 

Semimanufactures: co oe 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, and.. 256,928 20,487 United Kingdom 8,070; Italy 5,485; 

sections. Belgium 2,301; West Germany 1,256; 
Do : 7 Sweden 1,149. . : 

Universals, plates and sheets__. 466,705 129,895 United Kingdom. 81,851; Netherlands 
18,391; Japan 17,693. 

‘Hoop and strip.__..__-..-___- 5,072 3,572 United Kingdom 1,007; United ‘States 
568; Sweden 435. _ - 

Rails and accessories_._......:. 160,503 6,316 Belgium 5,117; United Kingdom 446. 
Wire... 2a... = 25, 956 8,972 Belgium 4,855; United Kingdom 1,205; 

West Germany 667; Netherlands 645. 
Tubes and pipes_._........... 28,157 28,546 United Kingdom 6,697 ; Japan 6,096; 

__ United States 3,236. 
Castings, rough........_..--- 7,492 7,670 United Kingdom 2,558; France 1,555; 

- Belgium 1,148; West Germany 1,000. 

Total_.............-..--.. 950,813 200,458 
Lead: 

Scrap... 22-2 eee 4,256 1,455 Ceylon 203; Australia 170; New Zealand 

Ingots and other primary forms. -_- 8,607 4,705 NA. 
Semimanufactures__.__._.._-___-- 1,430 2,652 NA. . 
Manganese ore___________-____-_-.- 518 945 NA. 
Mercury. -__...._.76-pound flasks_.- 810 3,356 Spain 2,579; Italy 287. . 

Nickel: 
Scrap... ee (2) 1 NA. 
Ingots and other primary forms. --- 13 11 NA. 
Semimanufactures _.____._-_..__-- r 561 392 United Kingdom 171; Italy 117; Norway 

Platinum___._............troy ounces... * 4,150 3,678 United Kingdom 2,266; United States 

Tin: 
Scrap._..._.......____long tons__ 66 24 NA. 
Ingots...._...._.-._.---.._do___- 447 386 NA. . 
Semimanufactures__________do.__- 36 53 United Kingdom 49. 

Titanium, concentrate._...-...-....-. 34,210 12,563 Australia 12,524. 
Junesgen, ore and concentrate___.____- 200 $$$ 433 Australia 239; South Korea 62. 
ine: / 

Serap_.. 2 eee eee 157) ____ Lee 
Ingots and equivalent forms.._.... 37,215 39,022 Australia 1,677; Japan 390; Belgium 356. 
Semimanufactures._.___......--_-- 709 388 United Kingdom 69; West Germany 32. 

Metals not further specified__._.___.___- 320 NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—Republic of South Africa: Imports of mineral commodities !1~-Continued 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity - 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966. 

Nonmetals: . 
Abrasives: Emery, pumice, ete. ..._---- 1,765 4,898 United States 133; United Kingdom 63. 
Asbestos... --2--.- Lee ee 8,603 11,806 Canada 149. 
Barite......--.---------------------- 3,141 . 3,053 West Germany 698; Italy 195. 
Borax. ..--.--.---------.------------ 15 815 United States 752. 
Cement...._-_--.-.---_------_-_...- * 75,679 114,060 United Kingdom 5,177; Japan 2,639; 

West Germany 1,617. 
Clays and refractory minerals.......-.. 8,892 14,209 United States 4,126; United Kingdom 

989. 
Diamonds: . 

Gem: | - 
Rough, thousand carats_- 28 27 United Kingdum 22. 

mixed origin. 
Unmounted, cut, etc....do_- ._ 7 2 Belgium 1; Israel 1. 

Industrial. ............-...do._.. 19,075 13,259 United Kingdom 5,235; Ireland 344. 
Diatomaceous earth.....--...---.----- 3,090 3,280 United States 2,767; West Germany 406. 
Fertilizers and fertilizer raw materials: 

Nitrogenous: 
Ammonium nitrate. .-.....--- 8,093 . 10,090 France 6,064; West Germany 3,634. 
Ammonium sulfate..._....... 42,878 24,716 West Germany 12,106; Netherlands 

7,061; Belgium 2,722; Italy 2,495. 
Urea_...._-..--_---.-..----. 22,191 17,278 Netherlands /,348; West Germany 6,690; 

Italy 1,497. . . 
Phosphatic:  . - . 

Phosphate rock_.._....-.----. 175,121 175,865 United States 10,144.. 
Thomas slag____-...--...---. 28,100 20,956 All from Belgium. _ 
Other phosphate fertilizers, etc. 4,849 50,369 NA. 

. Potassic: Potash.............----. 140,721 181,548 West Germany 44,400; France 28,307; 
- United States 20,621; Israel 13,954. 

. _ Manufactured fertilizers, n.e.s__._-- 567 138 NA. 
Graphite..__.__.._-.---_.----------- 445 428 United States 158; United Kingdom 58. 
Gypsum, including plaster of Paris_--.-.- 3,506 4,674 West Germany 3,428; United Kingdom 

Magnesite__.._.._-....-.......---.-. 36,186 35,237 United) Kingdom 4,082; Italy 2,994; 
- Japan 1,640. 

Mica__- 222. eee eee 226 380 NA. 
Mineral pigments_-_-___....-.--.------- 596 469 United Kingdom 237; West Germany 25. 
Quartz and quartzite.._....--.--------. 48» 117 NA. ot 

- Balt. ~~ ----nn nae nn ne en nano rn enc eon n- 2,114 1,757 United Kingdom 1,669. 
ulfur: 

: Elemental____.....-.---=-------- '170,359 184,569 Canada 83,651; United States 80,311. 
Pyrite... 2. eee (2) 7,607 Spain 7,603. 

Mineral fuels: oo 
Coal___. oie eee ------ = 24, 096 651 NA. ca, 
Coke____.--.-2.-2.----------- ee --- = 38,221 25,892 NA. 

Petroleum: oo oO 
=  Crude.thousand 42-gallon barrels... 83,529 35,119 NA. 

Partly refined..............do-._- 4,030 5,072 NA. . 

 Total.....-.-.---_-..--.do_... 37,559 40,191 — 
Refinery products: — , ae . 

- Gasoline. ____-_....-...-...do__.- 6,418 7,087 NA. 
Kerosine_._.._.__.-_---..-do.... '2,676 3,318 NA. 
Distillate fuel oil. ..........do.__- 3,361 4,452 NA. 
Residual fuel oil............do._-. 583 130 NA. 
Lubricating oils._..........do...- 1,395 1,388 United States 497; United Kingdom 294; 

| . . Netherlands Antilles 2638. 
Nonlubricating oils. ._._....do___- 147 294 United States 168; United Kingdom 22. 
Lubricating greases__._.....-.---- 3,334 4,201 United States 3,128; United Kingdom 

Jellies and waxes_______...___.--.-. 28,061 21,752 United States 16,503; Japan 2,586. 
Bitumen and oil residues and ' 13,937 6,392 United States 1,942; Netherlands 1,776. 

bituminous mixtures. 
Pitch and pitch coke.__.....-.---- 1,287 15,856 NA. 
a 

tr Revised. NA Not available. 
1 The statistical territory for the external trade of the Republic of South Africa includes Botswana, Lesotho, 

Swaziland, and the Territory of South-West Africa. No separate statistics for the trade between these ter- 
ritories are recorded. 

2 Less than 14 unit.
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COMMODITY REVIEW _ | 

METALS ~ Chromium.—Virtually without excep- 
Aluminum.—In 1 966 Government. tion, local sales of chromite have increased 

owned Industrial Development Corpora- sharply each year since 1962, in p art Te- 
tion of South Africa (IDC) announced flecting increased home ferrochromium 
that a $56 million primary aluminum re- manufacture from native chromite. Local 

duction facility would be built at Richards SUG, A082. totaled 98,770 tons valued 
Bay, Natal Province, but commencement at $520,000, whereas such sales in 21]: 
of construction was later postponed be- were 244,440 tons valued at $1.9 million. 
cause of the credit squeeze the Republic The outlook was for still further increase 

was undergoing. IDC later announced that an domestic consump ton of native chrom- 
construction was expected to begin in May S. ane Substantial he orts ae 
1968 with the facility to go on stream outhern esta cou € expected to 

by mid-1970. The plant would be the Exports have ranged within rather nar- 
Neen as ietificant coving and | ron row limits, reflecting fluctuations in world 

exchange, although alumina for the facility demand and males iy the USSR. to 
would have to be imported because South hark, or o88 67 © 1966 h xP et . 
Africa lacks bauxite deposits. The value of uring i qd 588 > when Sup- 
1966 imports of aluminum in ingots and ments totaled 825, 88 tons valued at $9.5 other primary forms was more than $10 million. Preliminary figures indicate that 

million; $5 million worth of aluminum Jr egg pay: nee [012128 tons valued 
semimanufactures also was imported. a For the * fect time in history, chromium 

Antimony.—Again in 1967 Consolidated fr production of low-carbon ferrochromium 
Murchison (Transvaal) Goldfields and by RMB Alloys Pty. at Middleburg was 

. Development Co., Ltd. (Murchison), was derived from chemical or refractory grade 
the only antimony producer in the Repub- chromite, obtained from the Winterveld 
lic, and was an important supplier of the ™ine at Steelport and the Millsell mine 

metal to the United States. Contained in ¢ar Rustenburg, both in Transvaal Pro- 
concentrates, Murchison provided 19.4 per- Vince. Metallurgical grade chromite, con- 
cent of U.S. general imports of antimony ‘ing a higher chromium-to-iron ratio, 

. in 1966, 26 percent in 1965 and 24 per- had been the required grade. Success of 
cent in 1964. a new process, worked out and perfected 

Murchison’s mine in the Letaba district by South African metallurgists and engi- 
of Transvaal Province in 1967 recorded neers, improves South Africa’s position for 

increases in tonnage of ore milled, con- ferrochrome manufacture because South 
centrates and cobbed ore produced, and ‘*frica’s reserves of metallurgical chromite 
ore reserves, as shown in the following are limited whereas its reserves of chromite 
tabulation: with a chromium-to-iron ratio of less than 

3.1 are virtually inexhaustible. 

| 1966 1967 Copper.—At yearend the Republic’s 
ee —___ Significant primary copper producers, in 

Ore milled______-metric tons__ 165,700 187,200 order of size of output in 1967 were: Pala- 

Wonssroduction.--metri¢ tons-. 18,417 20,159 | bora Mining Co. Ltd. (Palabora) in north- 
Average antimony content | eastern Transvaal; O’okiep Copper Co. 

Antimony recovery-do..-. 91.86 92.05 Ltd. (O’okiep) in the Nababeep area of 
Gold production..troy ounces.. 3,844 2,069 Cape Province; the Messina (Transvaal) 
Reserves !____.._metric tons._ 510,000 531,000 Development Co., Ltd. (Messina), at 

1 Yearend reserves of ore deemed payable on basis paassinge morthern Transvaal; ane Rusten- 
of combined antimony and gold content. § um Mines Ltd. (RPM) near 

Rustenburg, Transvaal Province. 
At yearend consideration was being given Palabora, 28.8 percent owned by New- 

to the advisability of making minor addi- mont Mining Corp., probably achieved a 
tions to plant (cost about $70,000) which world record for speed with which its 

would increase milling capacity by about large low-grade, open pit mine was 
1,800 metric tons per month. brought to production and dividend pay-
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ments were begun. Stripping of the ore tional ore adjacent to known ore bodies 
body began in 1964 and ore production in was found. . - 
February 1966. Net income for that year Directly and through subsidiary com- 
was $36.6 million. Dividends paid totaled panies, Messina operated. the Messina 
$9.9 million. Salient statistics for 1967 were mine and smelter in South Africa and 
as follows: Ore mined, 13.3 million tons three mines and. a smelter in Southern 
averaging 0.71.percent copper; anode cop- Rhodesia. After providing for taxation and 
per produced, 76,539 tons; net income, minority shareholder’s interests, Messina 

$50.5 million; dividends declared, $27.8 reported a profit for the year ended 
million. At yearend ore reserves were esti- September 30, 1967 of $7.98 million com- 
mated to exceed 270 million tons averaging pared with $13.4 million in fiscal 1966. 
0.69 percent copper. , | The profit decline was attributed to the 

As in 1966, net income in 1967 was _ following factors: (1) the average price 
not subject to income or royalty payments _ realized for copper sold was $228.20 per 
under the South Africa tax law. Such pay- long ton less than in 1966; (2) since 
ments apply when cumulative profits there was an increase of 10 percent in 
exceed capital expenditures on a project, the South African rate of taxation and the 
which was expected to occur about mid- Rhodesian mines bore full tax on their 
1968. aggregate profits, taxation was only $117,- 

Besides 77,000 tons of copper, Palabora’s 600 less than in fiscal 1966 despite appre- 
sales in 1967 included 99,000 tons of ver- ciably lower operating profits. Dividends 
miculite, 93,000 tons of sulfuric acid, and declared totaled $4.48 million, compared 
771,000 tons of magnetite. with $5.52 million in fiscal 1966. The 

During the year Palabora completed a average price at which Messina and sub- 
41,000-ton-per-year electrolytic copper re-  sidiary’ companies sold copper in fiscal 
finery, and a wirebar casting plant was 1967 was approximately the equivalent of 
under construction. A continuous rod cast- 49.3 U.S. cents per pound. 
ing plant was scheduled for completion in The combined output of Messina-owned 
1968. The refinery is the only major source smelters in fiscal 1967 was 29,326 tons of 
of electrolytic copper in South Africa and fire refined copper, compared with 27,477 
its capacity is sufficient to meet domestic tons in fiscal 1966. To these totals Messina’s 

requirements. The refinery thus represents South Africa smelter contributed 11,754 
both a saving in foreign exchange for tons in 1967 and 12,458 tons in 1966. 
South Africa and a further step in the Proved ore reserves in Messina mine on 
Republic’s drive toward achieving maxi- September 30, 1967, were reported as 
mum possible self-sufficiency. 5.9 million tons averaging 1.42 percent 
O’okiep, 57.5 percent owned by New- copper, virtually unchanged from the prev- 

mont Mining Corp., produced 38,600 tons ious year. 
of blister copper in 1967, 900 tons less Although primarily a producer of plati- 
than in 1966. Total sales amounted to num group metals, RPM also produces 
$43,074,000 compared with $55,991,000 appreciable electrolytically refined copper 
in 1966. Net income at $15,174,000 was as a byproduct. The quantity produced is 

$10 million lower than in 1966, chiefly not disclosed but in 1967 may have been 
reflecting lower copper prices and higher 3,000 tons or more. 

operating costs. Dividends paid totaled 
$17,868,000 compared with $20,013,000 in Gold.—Mines in the goldfields of the 
1966. Witwatersrand and Evander sedimentary 

In 1967 the company milled 2.9 million basins which are members of the Transvaal 
tons of ore averaging 1.51 percent copper and Orange Free State Chamber of Mines 
(2.8 million tons averaging 1.52 percent account for all but a few hundred thous- 
in 1966). At yearend ore reserves were and ounces of South Africa’s annual gold 
estimated at 23 million tons averaging 1.73 production. As a result of favorable devel- 
percent copper compared with 23.9 tons opments in those fields, a strong upward 
averaging 1.81 percent copper reported as trend in the Republic’s gold production 
of June 30, 1966. began in 1952, when output was 11,818,- 
Exploration of the company’s properties 681 ounces. The trend continued upward 

was substantially increased. While no new without interruption until 1967 when oc- 
discovery was made, considerable addi- curred the first decline in 15 years. Pro-
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duction was 348,000 ounces lower than in - ' «Expected production 
1966 and 21,000 ounces lower than in _ Year (million ounces) 
1965. : _ Casel Case2 Case8 

: The concensus" of _competent South io7l.. BB 
African opinion is that important new dis- 19787777 77777777777777 9g 23 21 

edi - basins - 1982__-_--LL_l_llllll 18s 8 covery in the sedimentary basins appears 1986 "45 3 4 
unlikely. If none occur, a-steep production 1989._..___77 77777777" g —& 0 
decline is forecast beginning in about seg e TTT TTT 4 . 0 9 - 
1971; -and by 2015 or earlier, production §9§°>4————— 
from. the basins may cease.* A South African journal commented 

The forecasts, covering existing pro- that if in the next decade gold production 
ducers and new mines financed as of declined at the indicated rate, merchandise 
June 1966, assumed throughout a fixed exports would have to rise at an annual 
gold price of $35 per ounce and three rate of 8 percent, double that realized in 
separate cases with respect:to annual esca- recent years, in order to maintain the 
lation of operating costs: (1) costs remain economic growth rate achieved over the 
at the 1966 level; (2) a 2-percent increase | past 10 years.> — — . oO 
in costs; (3). and a 4—percent increase in Besides the decline “in output, salient 
costs. Cost escalation in the industry re- aspects of gold mining by Chamber mines 

portedly was 4.6 percent in 1965 and 4.9 in 1967 compared with 1966 included a 
percent in 1966. Total ounces remaining further decline in the number of mines 
to be produced (excluding the possible operating, virtually no change in ore 
opening of new mines) are shown as fol- §=£———————— 
lows: Case 1—618 million, case 2—528 | ‘ Gold Producer's, Committee of the Transvaal 

c112 __ *11: a oe: an range Free State amber of Mines. e million, case 3—448 million. _ Outlook for Gold Mining. Johannesburg, 1967. 
Forecasts for annual gold production are 5 South African Mining and_ Engineering 
foll . . Journal (Johannesburg). V. 78, No. 3905, Dec. 

as IOMOWS: 8, 1967, p. 3033. . | 

Table 5.—Salient statistics of gold and uranium production by members of the Transvaal 
: OC and Orange Free State Chamber of Mines | | 

| . | | - 1965 1966 1967 

Number of operating mines.________.___________.._..___._..__. 53 52 49 
Ore milled............__.__._...__._.____thousand short tons. 80,027 78,250 77,475 
Gold produced: . 

Gross weight_____........_....._....thousand troy ounces__ 30,102 30,427 29,971 
Per ton of ore milled__._._._.2_.__._.._...__..troy ounce... 3760 ~ 8888 3868 

Number of mines producing uranium ore_______________.___._._. q 8 , 8 
Ore treated for uranium recovery__.._______thousand short tons__ 8,160 9,502 10,500 
Uranium oxide (U3;0s) produced: 

_ Gross weight___-.................._....-thousand pounds_ 5,885 6,572 6,427 
Per ton of ore milled______._-.......-_.._.._...._-pounds_. 12 . .69 61 

Working revenue, excluding uranium___.______.__._._thousands__ NA $1,060 NA 
Average realized gold price per ounce !_____________________.___. $35.13 $35.20 . $385.22 
Working profit, gold and uranium__.__.._.._.._.__._thousands.. $465 , 030 $455 , 678 $431,126 
Taxation and mineral lease consideration payable to the government_ 

. thousands... $180,460 $193 , 792 $167 , 934 
Net dividends.___.-_....2---------2--- wee ---do..-_ $177,904 $176,030 $171,451 
Average number of employees in service: 

Whites______.--. 2. 44,098 43,439 42,296 
Nonwhites___...-__-.-- 22 eee 375,329 370,469 361,893 

Development footage, including shaft sinking ______thousand feet__ 3,177 3,064 3,023 
Payable ore reserves__._.___.__.___._._.__.__thousand short tons __ 176,018 173,910 167,029 
Average grade of reserves.__._....._..__.___troy ounces per ton__ 444 457 .470 

eee 

1 Figures reported for 1965, 1966 and 1967 were respectively 25.09 rands, 25.14 rands and 25.16 rands. 
Source: Union Corporation Ltd. report and accounts for the year ended December 31 , 1967. Statistics 

published by the Transvaal and Orange Free State Chamber of Mines. __ 

tonnage milled or gold recovery per ton, Anglo American Corporation of South 
and a significant decrease in the labor Africa Ltd. continued to be by far the 
force. Operating profit fell to $431 million largest contributor to total South African 
and net dividends to $171 million. gold production. Their combined output 

In the aggregate, mines administered by in 1965, 1966 and 1967, in thousands of
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ounces, was respectively 11,458, 12,140 ISCOR reported that in accordance 
and 12,110. | with Government measures to curb infla- 

Iron and Steel and Ferroalloys.—The hon it would delay to the extent feasible 
industry continued to grow. On the basis har er spen it ont hs expansion Pou, 
of figures reported for the first 9 months, . pape inn, 2 an tons b o1S50. 
production of steel ingots and castings in The out 4. a thi “ ve tons by ] ° 
1967 was 10 percent higher than in 1966. e pee third works was temporarily 
Pig iron output rose 0.4 percent, while Pethe $16.1 Wi al 1 vlant 
ferroalloy production was up 6.5 percent first © S " th Aftics a S. s thee Oo ; 
from that of 1966. Iron ore production Ste rc "Pt Ted SC ou =v d ae 
registered the sharpest increase, nearly 1 — b ee T, ( Y) P " ( ), near | flici ally 
million tons compared with that of 1966, 2UtS» = Fansvaa’ = frovince, was omcany 
and 33 percent higher than in 1965. inaugurated in May. SC. is owned by Rand 

The Government controlled and oper- Mines and others (48 pe rcent) ; Eastern 
ated South African Iron and Steel In- Stainless Steel Co., Baltimore, Md. (32 
dustrial Corp. Ltd. (ISCOR), which ac- percent); and Anglo American Corp. of 

" ° ° South Africa Ltd. (20 percent). RMB 
counts for over 80 percent of the Repub- All ed by the Rand Mi 
lic’s iron and steel production, in recent si "SC . th 1 © = fore ai uP» 
years has increased to about 60 percent fen, pares dace t la ve on ferro $ 
the share of its iron ore requirements that rom an adjacent plant. oe 
it mines at Sishen in Northern Cape The annual production capacity of the 

Province. At yearend ISCOR’s prospecting SC plant was reported to be between Ta | 
rogram in an area between Sishen and 000 and 91,000 tons of rolled stain ess 

P . . : steel. SC applied for a 30-percent tariff , 
Postmasburg had established the existence ainst i ts. of titive stainless 
of large reserves of rich ore, occurring seal + oducts? OF COMpenhVve stares 
from outcrops to depths of 900 meters. The  **€¢+ Products. 
total reserve with iron content more thar Ferroalloys.—The Republic’s ferroalloys 

ar SEC ne neeiee Praciog ha nce each rat Qing a . ‘ the past / years, and at yearend the out- 

the possibility of exporting ore from Sishen Jook was for further growth. At 358,000 | 
in progressively larger tonnages, to reach tons, production in 1967 was nearly 200,- 
a total of 500 million tons by the year 00 tons more than in 1961. Exports were 
2000. This could result in an average valued at $41.6 million, of which ferro- 
annual income of about $168 million.” chrominum and ferromanganese accounted | 
Such a project presumably would require for 46 percent and 43 percent, respec- 

establishment of a deep water ore port on tively. The chairman of the Ferroalloys 
the West Coast, in either the Republic or producers’ Association has predicted that 
the Territory of South-West Africa. by 1980 South Africa would be earning 

ISCOR’s net profit for its fiscal year $980 million a year from exports of ferro- 
e307 J ‘dl: a0 oe pefore ne the was alloys, chiefly ferrochromium and _ ferro- 

30.7 million, percent higher than 1n manganese.® 
fiscal 1966. The increase was partly due In December, The Associated Manganese 
to larger sales volume and partly to in- Mines of South Africa Ltd. (AMM) an- 

creased revenue fr om sales resulting from pounced that the issued capital stock of 

Ae ie actin aise AMM whol owned sida, Feralon td., was increased from 2 million to 2. 
had prevailed earlier. The net sales value million shares, by alloting 900,000 shares 
of all products sold in 1967 was $261.6 i, the United States Steel Corp. (USS) 
million compared with $223.7 million in a; $4.33 (R3.09) per share. USS had sub- 

fiscal 1966. . ,  Seribed for the shares and in addition 

wo works, Vanderbijipark and Pretoria, Would lend Feralloys $2.4 million (RU,719, ’ , . wo arrange for an - 
totaled 2.75 million tons, 4.2 percent more Soni loans needed to complete an expan- 
than in 1966. The Vanderbijlpark plant ——————_ 
contributed 2.21 million tons and the 6 South African Iron and Steel Industrial 
Pretoria plant 1.17 million tons. Steel ingot Corp. td. Annual peepee My apne burg, Re- 

ili = blic of South Africa. State D Air- output was 2.86 million tons, up 10.3 per pu blic of poe reer tate epartment 

cent from fiscal 1966. 8 Work cited in footnote 7,
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sion program estimated to cost $11.2 it expected to begin production by year- | million.® | end 1969 from a property to be opened 
It is believed that upon completion of in the Rustenburg area; annual capacity 

the program Feralloys Ltd. will be by far reportedly will be not less than 100,000 
the largest producer of ferromanganese in ounces of platinum. : 
South Africa. Rustenburg Platinum Mines Ltd. 

During 1967 South African Manganese (RPM) does not report output. For the 
Ltd. contracted to sell 80,000 tons of ferro- _ fiscal year ended August 31,:1967, RPM 
manganese to two Japanese steel companies _reported that platinum demand at the 
for delivery between July 1968 and June company’s producer price continued to 
1969.?° exceed available supplies. Refined platinum 
Manganese.—Including a nominal ton. °U*PUt increased steadily during 1967 and 

nage of manganiferous ore (15 to 30 all of it Was sold Byp roduct metal produc- 
percent manganese and 20 to 35 percent ron (palladium, rhodiuro, iridium ; rather: 
iron), local sales of manganese ore in |»? 80'G, Copper and nicke ) wncreased in 
1967 “totaled 615,070 tons valued at $6.8 Proportion to platinum production, and for 
million free on rail (f.0.r.) compared with the oo part, refined output was promptly eae sold. | | | exports of 1.45 million tons valued at . , a . $25.8 million f.0.b. which included 127,000...) price of RPM platinum, which had 
tons of manganiferous ore. The volume of cen the he he fo S ¢ 1965. troy 
local sales was 20,000 tons higher than in 047° d ta “i 09 ginning © ? 967, 
1966 and a further increase in such sales The aa ad $ ‘c 20 on J “tal © mr to was expected. Total 1967 sales included th © fee ay he - mai . fro ” US § R 
964,000 tons of metallurgical grade ore, courees. increased from an avers e “of 
63 percent. of which was identified as con- 1 43 5Q | duri h se ¢ 
taining “over 30 to 40 percent” manganese. $ d d Aves my 1 066 uring the year a Sales of chemical grade ore were 51,000 se - 56 BC da ? h » to de d “Mat 
tons valued at $600,000 f.o.r. From its 2 $156. uring the year en eq “August mines in the Pos tmasbu re area of Northern 31, 1967. The free market price increased 
Cape Province, The Associated Manganese to § 196 as of November 10, 1967. Mines of South Africa (AMM) shipped need d on two expansion programs an- 
681,000 tons of manganese ore and 1.04 pounced Tt we 1967 and carer was on million tons of iron cre in 1967 compared ‘Scnecule. 't was exp ecte a © com- with 707,000 tons and 839,000 tons, re. bined production capacity of RPM’s two spectively, in 1966. AMM reported for  ™!n€S (Rustenburg and Union) would 1967 consolidated net profit of $2.92 mil- reach 750,000 ounces of platinum per year 
lion after taxation and lease considerations ‘t°ward yearend, 1968, ane oto 00 ounces 
amounting to $1.42 million. The profit P A con towar "heade d b th Central was $1.68 million lower than in 1966, in ‘*, Consortium headed by the Centra part due to the reduced manganese ore Mining/ Rand Mines group of South Africa shipments and to increased rail freight holds the mineral rights to a farm (Braks- 
rates introduced in September 1966.1 Pp ruit) . adjacent to RPM's Rustenburg In 1966 Electrolytic Metal Corp. (Pty.) | ™ine, in which RPM operates on a royalty Ltd., controlled by Federale Mynbou- basi S- RPM continued to make regular General Mining, completed expansion of Geliveries fo re stall ortlum of p latinum its electrolytic manganese plant on the 2"¢ associated metals mined from this West Rand. Annual capacity was increased Source, int he form of converter matte and from 5,000 tons of metal to 7,500 tons, and metallics . (blanket table concentrates). the outlook at yearend 1967 was for a Much of this material was shipped to the possible further increase. Exports of the weinted States for extraction and refining metal in 1966 of 5,977 tons were valued © Me Platinum group metals. The con- at $3 million. . . , Ltd: 1967 Annual Reports ines of South Africa . Platinum.—At yearend Rustenburg Plat- 10 Engineering and Mining Journal. V. 168, inum Mines Ltd. (RPM) still was the only No. 12, December 1967, p. 142. 
significant producer of platinum Sroup 12 The ‘Burcu of se estimates roughly that metals in the Republic, but during the year RPM produces about 0.33 ounce of combined by- Union Corp. Ltd. (UCL) announced that Byoguet platinum group metals for each ounce of
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_ sortium advised RPM that, as from April by Anglo American Corp. of South Africa 
1968, it wished to take maximum quant- Ltd. was nearing completion. Besides pro- 
ities allowed under its agreement with duction of steel- and vanadium-rich slag 
RPM. by Highveld, the project comprises of, 

The following tabulation provides salient | through the wholly owned subsidiary com- 
financial statistics for RPM in 1966 and panies, Ironstone Minerals (Proprietary) 
1967: Ltd. and Transvaal Vanadium Co. (Pro- 
——_-_———————_ prietary) Ltd. and SVC’s Vantra Division, 

production of vanadium pentoxide and 
ear ence mining of raw materials for the metal- 

| (million dollars) lurgical facilities. 
oO | 1966. +1967 The iron-vanadium raw material is tit- 

| aniferous, vanadiferous magnetite that is 

Net revenue from metal sales......25.8 36.2 cpen-pit mined from the Bushveld Igneous 
Taxation and State’s share of profits Complex, in which vanadium content 

and loan portion of normal tax. 7.5 14.3 . . 
Profit after tax and other adjust- varies from 1 to 2.5 percent. In the High- 

Dividends paid=222227777777772 1218 1216 veld: steel process the ore, mixed with 
————_——_—_—_—_———___ fluxes and coal, is prereduced in a rotary 

wo . kiln and then fed into a submerged arc _ Subject to Government approval, John- f f Itine t di 7 
son Matthey and Co. of South Africa UPnAce or smetung ‘O vana fun Pp 18 iron. 

(Pty.) Ltd. will build a platinum refinery  Vandium recovery in the pig iron is 
at Waderville, with RPM participating in around 90 percent. The molten pig iron is 
financing the plant, which is expected to partially blown with oxygen in an acid- 
go on stream early in 1969. Capacity and _ lined shaking ladle to remove the vanad- 
production will be large enough to permit ium in high-grade slag. The blown iron is 
export sales. : then transferred to a basic Linz-Donawitz 

Uranium.—In 1967 South Africa’s Converter for steelmaking. In 1967 the 

Minister of Mines and of Planning an-  vanadium-rich slag was to be exported to 
nounced results of a reassessment of the the United States and Europe. United 
country’s estimated, exploitable uranium States tariff considerations dictated the 
reserves at various assumed prices. The production of vanadium in slag rather than 

new estimate was as follows: — as a higher grade product. 
| | The Vantra Division of SVC produces 

| Contained U;0s high-purity vanadium pentoxide from the | 
Price range (thousand metric tons) magnetite by chemical processes. In 1966 
per pound Reasonably Possible output was more than 2.7 million kilo- 

assured additional . 
reserves reserves grams, and when SVC reaches capacity 
eee = production, South Africa may become the 

Under $10. _._..- 186 14 world’s largest producer of primary 
$10 to $15... 2... 245 32 . . 
$15 to $30__..__- 295 64 vanadium raw materials. 

Early in 1966 the uranium section of the NONMETALS 

gold mining industry was adversely affect- Asbestos.—Total value of South African ed by a reduction of sales quotas, but by ° 
yearend additional sales were concluded.  2Sbestos output in 1967, as measured by 
Eight mines were producing uranium in local sales plus exports was $37.3 million 

1967. At 0.30 kilogram per metric ton, Compared with $40.6 million in 1966; the 
uranium recovery per metric ton of ore decline was the first in the annual value of 
treated was 0.04 kilogram less than in asbestos production in some years, and re- 
1966. flected a decline in volume both of local 
Vanadium.—At yearend the $164 mil- sales and exports. Compared with 1966 

lion iron, steel and vanadium complex of _ levels, value per unit increased 4 percent 
Highveld Steel and Vanadium Corp. Ltd. for local sales and decreased 1 percent 
(SVC) in Transvaal Province sponsored for exports,
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The tabulation that follows shows the was hoped that sales in 1968 would resume 
contribution of each variety of asbestos to _ the upward trend of the past several years. 
total value: . Diamond stocks (held by The Diamond 

Corp.) increased by $45.5 million to $94.8 
| Thousand dollars million at yearend 1967, reflecting the de- 
Local sales ! Exports 1 cline in sales, increased output by De Beers’ 
1966 1967 1966. 1967. Finsch mine, and increased purchases by 

| | The Diamond Corp. from sources outside 
Amosite........ 682 288 11,952 11,824 the De Beers group of companies. With 
Chrysotile...... 1,282 1,873 2,794 1,544 respect to this situation the chairman re- 
Crocidolite...... 1,332 1,170 22,784 21,143 marked: “In the present disturbed mone- 

Total__._.. 3,096 2,881 387,480 $4,511 tary conditions I do not regard this in- 
—_-—_ SH ___ erlase as altogether undesirable.” 4 

_ 1 Local sales values are f.0.r.; export values are The 1967 output of the De Beers group 
f.0.b. port of shipment. | of companies was about 6,246,000 carats, 

The Koegas mine of Cape Blue Mines 0F about 97 percent of South Africa’s total 
(Pty.): Ltd., a subsidiary of Cape Asbestos production. To this total the Premier Mine 

South Africa (Pty.) Ltd., and the world’s contributed 2,376,879 carats (2,500,299 in 
largest crocidolite mnroducer, in 1966 1966) and the new and important Finsch changed from the resue method of mining ™mine 1,816,960 carats (900,500 carats in 

to a system of channel mining, which 1966). . ; . 
proved to be more rapid and minimized Sales of industrial diamond were at a 
loss of fiber in fill. Oo | high level during 1967, with sales of drill- 

The Penge mine of Cape Asbestos ing material considerably higher than ino 
Company continued to be the only signi- 1966, mainly reflecting additional supplies 
ficant producer of amosite asbestos in the 0f such diamond that became available non-Communist world. Because of increas- {rom the Finsch mine. Production and sale 

| ing world demand for amosite, Cape Of synthetic grit also increased; the pur- 
Asbestos was expanding mining and mil- Chase by De Beers of a 50 percent interest 
ling operations at Penge. In 1967 three in Scandiamant Aktiebolag of Sweden both 
mines were operating, with total monthly supplemented De Beers’ synthetic produc- 

| ore output of 93,000 tons. Two new mills tion in South Africa and Ireland and were approaching completion.?® broadened the range of grits available to 
the consumer. De Beers’ success in 1966 

Diamond.—The Republic’s production in manufacturing larger sizes of synthetic 
of natural diamond has increased each grit made possible invasion of the marble 
year for more than 8 years and in 1967 and concrete sawing market with the new 
was 112 percent larger than in 1960. Of product. Further significant progress was 
total 1967 output, 93.7 percent was pro- made in research, particularly in grinding 
duced from kimberlite and 6.3 percent steel, a potentially large field not yet open 
from alluvial deposits. The comparable to diamond abrasive wheels.'5 
figures for 1966 were 91.7 percent and 8.3 . 
percent, respectively. Compared with 1966 d Fluompar—In er aout Atrica ach 
results, sales volume also rose in 1967 by 34.000 ? tons d ade ar oO . © d 
15.5 percent, but value fell by nearly 4 ? tons was acid grade material, an 
percent to $83.03 million. at yearend a Government report had Through its Central Selling Organiza- been issued that indicated the Republic 
tion, De Beers Consolidated Mines Ltd. could become one of the world’s largest 

accounts for approximately 80 percent of ?P roducers of fluorspar insofar as adequacy non-Communist world sales of raw Of reserves and. resources is concerned. 

diamond. Sales in 1967 at $492 million = ——_—— 
were nearly 2 percent lower than in 1966, 14 Senet ining. x op Not June 1967, Pode 
despite a price increase of about 7% per- Consolidated pines Ltd. Statement accompany- 
cent tat pecame effective in August 1966. ee De Beers "G fOr ded Pee Ltd. 1967 
The decline reflected a relatively quiet nnual Report. 
market that began in March - con- soureet, Development Counell investigation Bo 
tinued to yearend. Beginning in January ports on the Processing of Certain Minerals in 
1968, however, demand improved and it Waste weenie ot Ss OW luonnac® 1367, 57 South-
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The report estimated South Africa’s re- primarily geophysical surveys, during the 
serves and resources as follows: first 3 years, with drilling to begin in the 
_s—_—). $$ fourth year. Commitments of the first 12 

Million metric tons months for the offshore lessees beginning 
Quantity Contained July 1, 1967 totaled $1.4 million whereas 

of ore CaF, actual expenditures in the first 6 months 
Proved ore reserves... 15.4 5A were $1.75 million. Seismic work in the 
Estimated ore reserves. 10.9 5.4 Port Elizabeth area confirmed thicknesses 
Total economic reserves. Face 10.8 of Cretaceous sediments up to 2,400 
$< meters.” 

A State-owned 40,000-barrel-per-day re- 
MINERAL FUELS finery is scheduled to be completed in 

Petroleum.—The search for oil was 1970. The Government would control the 
pursued vigorously throughout 1967. South- plant but Total, Iranian Oil and other 
ern Oil Exploration Corp. (SOEKOR), companies, would share in the ownership. 
wholly Government owned, was set up in Caltex Oil plans to expand its Cape 
1965 to undertake, encourage, or assist in Town refinery. Daily crude capacity will | 
oil search in any apparently promising be increased to 50,000 barrels, a 26,500- 
area in the Republic and in the Territory _ barrel-per-day vacuum unit and an 11,000- 
of South-West Africa. In an address early _barrel-per-day catalytic cracker added; and | 
in 1968 the general manager of SOEKOR daily hydrotreating capacity will be in- 
was optimistic about finding oil. At year- creased to 10,000 barrels.*® 
end SOEKOR had 12 offshore lessees in- 

cluding eight major oil companies and two 17 South African Mining and Engineering 

independent companies. The sublease con-  Joyrpal "9, Mo, 2 Mar: ah ige8,'p. ie 
ditions provide annual work obligations, February 1968, p. 73.
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The Miner: t t [he Mineral Industry of the 

~Territo South-West | erritory of South-West Africa 

By Thomas C. Denton ! 

Particularly with respect to prospecting of major interest. 
and exploration, the mineral industry of Early in 1967 the Territory’s Admin- 
the Territory of South-West Africa en- istration announced new rules governing 
joyed an active year in 1967, and it con- foreign investment in mining. These rules 
tinued to be the major sector of the provided that when a company controlled 
economy. | by persons who are not citizens of South 

Although statistics of production, local Africa seeks mining rights in the Terri- 
sales, and exports are lacking for 1967, tory, the company must make part of its 
the value of production is indicated to shares available to the South—West 
have approximated the 1966 value, which Africa Administrator, who will designate 
in turn was appreciably higher than in one or more bodies that will be allowed 
1965. The Territory continued to be. a _ to purchase such shares. The Administrator 
major non-Communist primary source of — will determine the percentage of shares 
vanadium and to contribute about 25 to be made available, which may not 
percent of world sales of raw gem diamond exceed 50 percent. Despite this develop- 
of the finest quality. ‘ment there was a sharp increase in ex- 

At the end of 1966 the number of com- ___ ploration activity, involving at least two 
panies and individuals engaged in mining United States companies. Grants and 
totaled 30. About 46 concessions were in Mining Areas fees collected by the In- 
force, covering exploration rights for spector of Mines totaled $123,749? in 
diamond, petroleum, and nonmetallic 1966, about 20 percent more than in 
minerals; numerous concessions covered 1965, and fees collected for prospecting 
“all minerals,” among which copper was licenses were 14 percent larger. 

| PRODUCTION 

The combined value of exports and percent and 10 percent, respectively. 
$539,000 of local sales of metals and Some 20 additional minerals and metals 
minerals (approximately equivalent to | were produced, including tantalite, cesium ! 
value of production) was $178 million in ore (pollucite), and lithium minerals. | 
1966, 11 percent higher than in 1965. —————.., wes . : 
Diamond accounted for about 66 percent Actt nical scientist, Division of International 

’ 2 of the 1966 total value and blister copper from hou a eons pave been tn ao | 

| and refined lead accounted for about 15 Ug, dollars at the rate of Ri=US$1.40. 

689
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Table 1.—South-West Africa: Production of mineral commodities ! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
epnpemepnannyutmnmmmpn ant AA A Nt 

I 

Commodity 2 , $963 1964 1965 1966 

one eteneencerene enema A CC CES eR EC NN eee 

Metals: 7 . 
Arsenic, white_____...-._.--------------------------- 0 ------ ree e nee ee etc. 40 

Beryl, 10 to 12 percent BeO__._-_-_.-----------_------- 55 q 52 22 

Bismuth concentrate: 
Gross weight_.._...-..------------..--kilograms--_ 35 4,726 587 6 

Metal content__--_-_-_---.----------------do__.- 10 1,420 176 3 
Cadmium: 

Contained in Tsumeb concentrates 3..___..-....__-. 114 99 108 108 

Smelter output__.__.____.------------------------ ------  -------- 33 132 

Cesium ore, pollucite._.__..._...-.-..-------kilograms.. -.-..-  --------  -------- 1,079 

Copper: 
Mine production, content of ore..___..-----.------- 32,454 35,106 39 ,423 38 ,924 

Blister..._._______--.---__--_--_---------------- «20,778 28,511 29,706 33 , 032 

Germanium: 4 . 
In concentrates____..._-._._.._.._..---kilograms__  -----.  --------  --------  -------- 

In blister copper. ___-__.-_-----------------O_--.) ------ 0 --------  -- +--+ ---2-22- 

Dioxide.____..._...____-_----------_-------do__-. 20,848 --__.-..  /------- 1,212 

Gold__.._____-_-_----_____--_-----------troy ounces__ 3 32 14 ____Lu_e 

Tron ore. -----2-- +2222 --2e one no een o monn nn ncn 15,029 9,481 32 , 835 37,910 

Lead-vanadium concentrate__._________--___._..-.. 10,206 9,916 11,476 12,179 

‘Mine production, content of all ores and concentrates. 75,496 94 ,368 87,806 85,044 

Refined__________.____-._-_--------------------- 1, 812 47,795. 66,085 75,275 

Manganese ore, about 48 percent Mn____---------------  ------ -------- 3,797 23,013 

Molybdenite___..___.__.-_------------------kilograms__- A486 Lee +--+ --- 209 

_ Silver, recoverable, in concentrate 5 
thousand troy ounces_. 1,143. 1,486 1,541 1,517 

Tantalite-columbite concentrates.._.._____._._.kilograms._ 2,069 669 °#&«1,005 858 
in: a 

Tin concentrate________.__.-....-------long tons_- . 265 359 490 718 

Tin-tungsten concentrate, about 37 percent Sn 
and 16 percent WO3___.____--.-----------d0_--- 753 659 588 607 

Tungsten, scheelite concentrate________----------------  ------ ¥ unit 1 1 
Vanadium, in lead vanadate concentrate e___.__..------- 1,029 1,000 1,157 1,227 

Zine: Mine production content of ore and concentrate... 33,307 32,034 129,879. 28,242 

Nonmetals: . . 

Aragonite____.__2._.-...-.----------------Kilograms__ 9 ------  -------- --------  -+------ 

Diamond: 
Gem ¢__...__________._-..-.-.---thousand carats.__ 1,076 1,387 1,491 . 1,583 

Industrial ¢._.._______-_______--_----------do_--- 119 154 155 176 

Total_____________________-_------------do__--. 1,195 1,541 1,646 1,759 

Feldspar_.__________---__----_---------------------- 2,282 1,923 2,318 1,197 

Fertilizer materials: Phosphatic, guano___.__.----------- 1,875 418 . 1,406 1,833 

Fluorspar__..._._.._.--.-._.._----------------------- 485 ____--_--) ----_---) -------- 

Graphite. .___.._._-.._._..-----------+---------------  ------ - 250 359 363 

Lime......_...___.---_____---_------- eee ee eee -ae--- 2, 928 3,719 3,570 3,123 

Lithium minerals: 
Amblygonite, 6 to 8 percent LiOe--___.._-------.--- 116 12 35 27 

Lepidolite, 3 to 3.6 percent LiOe.-----_--.---------- 18 369 270 r 331 

Petalite, 3 to 4 percent LiOe______-_--------------- 785 724 1,208 r 853 

Marble.__..___________-_____--___--_-----+----------- 925 1,490 1,113 272 

-Mica__..___-____--__--___-- eee ---- 543 377 118 | 25 

Salt_._________._________--.-_--.....--thousand tons_-_ 65 98 98 63 

Semiprecious stones: 
- Agate__._..____._.--.--.--------------kilograms_. -_-.-- 2,268 5,058 __.--.-- 

Amazonite___.__.___._.-_.--_--------------do_--_ 16,375 9,562 680 _____-_- 

Amethyst quartz_____...-.--__-------------do__.. 61,253 52 , 367 2,595 112,128 

Chalcedony ______...__----------------------do_--. 1,016 3,225 7,398 88 

Jasper______.___-_-...--------------------do__-- 181 38,084 360 512 

Opal quartz____________-_-----------------dO_--- -----.  --2--5-=0 -------- 0 -----g3- 

Rose quartz_____-_.-.-----_---------------d0_--- 227 18,608  _..__--. 830 

Sodalite_..______-_--..__------------------dO_-..  ------ 6 ,350 180 ___.---. 

Tourmaline.______..____.-_____--------------do_--- 62 16 2 16 

Sillimanite and kyanite._.____.__._--------------------  ---+-- 572 __.-.--- 18 

Slate......._________-_ ene eee eee ee ee------ =: 1, 189 642 1,053 195 

Wollastonite_________-___.___._-_____-- ee --------- + ----- 118 209 336 

eee 

e Estimate. t Revised. 
1 Chiefly compiled from Minerals, a quarterly information circular of the Department of Mines of the 

Republic of South Africa, from annual reports of Tsumeb Corp., Ltd. (Tsumeb) and other companies and from 

Beerman’s All Mining Yearbook. 
2 In addition, construction materials such as common clay and sand and gravel presumably are produced, but 

quantitative data are not available. . 

3 For years ended June 30. Data are from company sources and are considerably less than recorded sales and 

exports, which presumably were derived in part from accumulated ore stocks. 

4 The accuracy of the germanium figures is questionable. 
5’ Tsumeb production, for years ended June 30.
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Table 2.—South-West Africa: Exports of metals and minerals | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

. Commodity - 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: ._. . 
Beinn ore (beryl, 10 to 12 percent . 24 1 All to United Kingdom. © 

e 

Bismuth concentrate....__.._._kilograms__ 10,076  _...___- 
Cadmium metal: 

Contained in complex concentrate_. . 276 308 United States 261; Belgium 47. 
Refined. -_-__._..-.-------------- 24 110 United Kingdom 86; Republic of South 

. Africa 10; Belgium 10. 
Cesium ore (pollucite) _.____kilograms- - (4) 1,080 NA. 
Copper: : 

Ore and straight concentrate_-_-____- 679 8,989 Japan 8,474; West Germany 500. 
etal: 

- Contained in complex concen- 8,021 4,448 Belgium 4,128; United States 315. 
trate. 

Blister__..___..___.--_-__.-. 30,150 30,585 United States 19,877; Belgium 7,781; 
. .. West Germany 2,927. 

Germanium dioxide.___..._kilograms.. 4,591 3,732 United States 2,783; United Kingdom 

Gold...._-__-__..._.__.. troy ounces_. 381 _____-_- . 
Lead: , 

Lead-vanadium concentrate._.__..__ 9,918 12,484 West Germany 5,920; Netherlands 4,130; 
- . Belgium 2,434. 

Lead complex concentrates._._._.-. 15,245 85,191 Belgium 67,667; United States 17,524. 
Metal: Contained in complex 36,723 20,612 Belgium 19,611; United States 1,001. 

concentrate. 
Lead-zinc sulfide-oxide ore.______-- NA 680 Belgium 679. 
Lead-zine mixed concentrates: -___-. NA 4,026 United Kingdom 1,879; Netherlands 

1,094; West Germany 1,053. 
Refined lead_______-..___-_--._-. 70,982 68,055 United Kingdom 14,439; Republic of 

, South Africa 11,151; United States 
10,815; Italy 9,895; Japan 3,823. 

Manganese ore_____._._-.---_-__----- ------ 24,718 Netherlands 18,235; France 6,483. 
Molybdenite___.........__kilograms.. _...-- 209 All to Japan. 
Silver metal: . 

Contained thousand troy ounce-_ --. 462 484 Belgium 460; United States 24. 
‘in complex oo oe 
concentrate. . 

Commercial silver__........do___. 198 179 United Kingdom 111; West Germany 68. 
- Tantalite-columbite__-_-__.._.kilograms- -_ 755 _.-_---- 

Tin concentrate____.___._.-long tons_- 462 664 All to Republic of South Africa. 
Zin-tungsten concentrate__-__.-------- 519 630 All to Netherlands. 
ine: 

- Concentrate...........--..--..-. 15,3810 21,072 United Kingdom 9,483; West Germany 
. { 7 4 East Germany 2,030; Belgium 

»975. | 
Metal in complex concentrate._.._. 16,891 14,545 United States 12,641; Belgium 1,904. . 

Nonmetals: 

Diamonds: a 
-Gem____........thousand carats.. 1,432 1,530 NA. 
Industrial. ..____......--..do__-_- 158 164 NA. | 

Total__..______.....-..-do__.. 1,590 1,694 
Feldspar_._.._-.-_---.-_-----------.-. 1,482 829 All to Netherlands. 
Gemstones, semiprecious: . 

Agate.._...__.__.___.. _kilograms_- 907 68 NA. 
Amethyst quartz____.......do__._. 5,178 41,159 NA. 
Blue quartz....._.._._......do__... 2,721 -------- 
Chalecedony.............-..do__.. 317 _..----- 
Rose quartz.-____.....-...do.-.. -.---- 34,745 NA. oO 
Sodalite.__._.....__.__.._.do___- 180 ____--.. |. 

Graphite__.__._..--.----_ 2 ---_-- 134 184 All to Republic of South Africa. 
Lithium minerals: 

Amblygonite__.___..........----- 607 12 Allto Japan... 
Lepidolite_._.___....__----.----- 154 542 Netherlands 285; United Kingdom 257. 
Petalite.__________.-____._--.--. 1,007 1,203 United Kingdom 1,143; Japan 60. 

Mica______ eee G7 31 West Germany 18; United Kingdom 9. 
Salt__......--.---------------------- 49,3812 80,526 Republic of South Africa 54,932; Rhodesia 

1,666; Congo (Brazzaville) 751. 
- Sillimanite-kyanite........_..2.------ 210 27 ~All to Netherlands. 
ee A erent pf PS SS 

¢ Estimate. tT Revised. NA Not available. . 
1 Less than 14 of unit. 

Sources: Department of Mines, Johannesburg, Republic of South Africa. Quarterly Information Circular 
Minerals. October-December 1966. South-West Africa Administration, Mines Division. Mineral Statistics,
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Diamond, blister copper and refined were the United States ($22 million of 

lead continued to account for the great which blister copper comprised 76 per- 

bulk of value of the Territory’s mineral cent); Belgium ($13.2 million for 8 items 

exports. The following table shows the of which blister copper represented 56 

export values of these commodities in percent and lead-zinc concentrates 39 

recent years. - | percent); West Germany ($5.4 million 
for «(13 items of which blister copper 

° voatty Export value, million dollars comprised 53 percent and lead vanadate 

ommodl —____—_—————— concentrates 21 percent); and the Re- 

1964 19651966 blic of South Africa ($4.6 million for 
Diamond............. 84.4 98-4 118.5 12 items of which refined lead, tin con- 

Blister copper_....--.- 19.5 21.0 26.9 centrates, and various grades of salt 

Refined lead__-------- 10.0 20.7 = 17.2 comprised, respectively, 63, 30, and 6 

— percent. 

With respect to major recipients of With respect to imports, separate 

exports, destinations for diamond are not statistics for the Territory are not pub- 

reported; however, the United Kingdom lished. The Territory continued to depend 

generally is by far the largest recipient. on imports for fuels and cement and also 

In 1966 the four largest takers of the for semimanufactures and manufactures of 

Territory's other mineral exports by value iron and steel and nonferrous metals. 

ee COMMODITY REVIEW 

a METALS | somewhat lower than in the previous 

| | fiscal year. Total sales of lead, zinc, silver, 

Tsumeb Corp. Ltd. continued to be by and germanium decreased by $9.7 million 

far the largest producer of metalliferous but larger tonnages of copper and 

| ores in the Territory, and the only metal cadmium sold resulted in the sales values 

smelter and refiner. Smelter and refinery of these metals increasing by $4.3 million 

production comprised blister copper, re- compared with 1966 values. Average prices 

fined lead, commercial silver, cadmium, for copper, lead, and zinc were lower 

and black arsenic oxide. A plant for than in 1966. A comparison of major 

germanium recovery was maintained on a financial results in fiscal 1966 and 1967 | 

: standby basis. Zinc concentrates produced _ appears below. 

are exported, there being no smelting | 

facilities for zinc. TTT 

- Other important metal miners were Year ended June 30 _ 

The South-West Africa Co. Ltd. (SWAC), _ | Thousand dollars 

and Industrial Minerals Exploration Y9ee.—=«1967 

(Pty.) Ltd. (IME), a subsidiary of South 

Africa Iron and Steel Industrial Corp. etal sales._...._..-.----- 78,383 72,984 

Ltd. (ISCOR). SWAC_ produced lead Net operating income__--.-. 44,627 41,671 

and zinc concentrates, the Territory's [Ret Com s siecohl) 4,012 8,721 
entire output of lead vanadate concen- Provision for South-West 

trates, and tin-tungsten concentrates. IME Net polite cot 11,93 32 eT 

produced tin concentrates. Dividends declared......_.-. 28,000 25,900 

Besides the companies named, 12 other © ©£_—————————————_______ 

producers of metalliferous ores were re- Capital expenditures amounted to $2.8 

co rded at the end of 1966, m ostly million, $441,000 less than in 1966. Con- 

significant for output of tantalite, lithium striction expenditures authorized after 

minerals, and copper. There was om€ June 30, 1967, totaled $3.8 million of 

producer of manganese ore. which $1.1 million was for surface build- 

Copper, Lead, Tin, Tungsten, Vanadium, ings and equipment and $714,000 for 

Zinc, and Associated Metals.—T'sumeb employee housing and welfare. 

Corp. Ltd—During the company fiscal The corporation reported that on June 

year ended June 30, 1967, metal sales, 30, 1967, it was employing 1,236 Euro- 

net profit, and dividends declared were peans (whites) and 4,859 non-Europeans,
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compared with 1,174 Europeans and 4,- the estimate of tentative ore between the 
771 non-Europeans on June 30, 1966. 34 and 41 levels—a distance of 875 feet 

Ore reserves as of June 30, 1967, were -—-was based on preliminary drilling of 
estimated as follows: widely spaced holes. While at yearend the 

drilling was by no means complete, it had 
Thou- _— June 30, 1967 established that a sharp decrease in ore 

_ sand _Grade percent = = area and metal content occurs in the 
tons Copper Lead Zine bottom levels of the mine. 

ee An exploration branch was established 
Tsumeb mine: in the Corporation’s Geological Depart- 

Positive ore.--... 986 4.82 10.88 2.88 ment and an expanded outside exploration 
Tentative ore 

Kompue ttt levels)-- 2,425 4.12 4.94 1.59 Program was begun. At the Matchless 
ombat mine: , ni ; “113 Positive cre...... 1,270 2.66 2.16 xx mine 10,513 meters of diamond drilling 

Probable ore__... 1.651 1.58 2.42 xx from the surface was completed. Results 
ee SC~C~—s indicated =two. copper-bearing bodies in 
XX Not applicable. the pyritic zone, estimated to contain 

about 1 million metric tons, averaging 
In the Tsumeb mine positive ore was 1.90 percent copper and 12 percent sul- 

recalculated to the 34 level on the basis fur. At yearend the limits of the occur- 
of additional sampling, with the result rence had not been determined. A large 
that ore grade in parts of the block from acreage in the former Teco concession 
the 30 to 34 levels was found lower than was abandoned; five selected areas were 
previously estimated. Also at Tsumeb, _ retained for further exploration. 

Table 3.—South-West Africa: Operations of Tsumeb Corp. Ltd. | 

Year ending June 30 

| 1966 1967 

Tsumeb mine and mill: 
Ore mined and milled____.._...._._____._-..__...____metrie tons_- 715 ,552 720 ,663 
Ore grade: 

Copper. _......-----.---_----- ee - - -percent__ 4.24 4.06 
Lead_-...-.-----...-__-_---- eee 0. 12,46 10.25 
Zine ____.-.----- eee eee OL 3.58 3.26 
Silver_._.-.---..-.---.--.--...---__--_grams per metric ton_. NA 61.70 

Concentrate production: 
Lead concentrate: 

Gross weight..._......_.....__....__.._....._-metrie tons__ 141, 820 120 ,888 
Metal content: 

Copper........._.-.-...-__.--_-----_--.--_pereent__ 6.82 6.93 
Lead_..._.----.--- edo _ ee 56.42 54.03 
Silver_.._..- 22-22-22. _____grams per ton_- 105 102 

Copper concentrate: 
Gross weight__._.....--.- eee eee 45,439 48 ,052 
Metal content: 

Copper___....-..--_.-.__-.--_..--_-__.-_-percent__ 40.00 37.07 
Lead__..____.--.---__2-_ +e -do_ 9.10 8.66 
Silver_._.........._.._..--_._.grams per metric ton__ 658 565 

Zine concentrate: 
Gross weight_.____......_.-________-____-..-._._-metric tons__ 20 ,803 17, 755 
Metal content: , 

Zine_____.._-_----_--__--------.--.------------pereent__ 57.80 56.95 
Cadmium_--_._-.__-_.-.-.--..--.---_--.__-_-------do___. 1.16 1.25 

Mill recovery (in all concentrates): 
Copper__.___._..__.--._..--._.-percent of metal in ore milled __ 91.79 89.46 

- Lead... eee dO 94.41 94.05 
Zine... dL 46.98 43.05 

Kombat mine and mill: 
Ore mined and milled: 

Gross weight..._.._._-_....-..-..--.-.-....-----metric tons__ 237 , 750 312 ,620 
Metal content: 

Copper____..-....------.---.----.------------percent__ 1.87 2.51 
Lead. ...__-_--.--._.----.---.---_-------------d0__.. 2.12 1.85 
Silver.................._.........-grams per metric ton__ NA 18 

Concentrate production: 
Copper concentrate: 

Gross weight.._____._....._.__....._..._..-metric tons__ 10 ,843 22,810 
Metal content: . 

Copper..__...----------------------------percent__ 35.75 32.15 
Lead. ede. 5.95 3.82 
Silver._..._..__.-..._._.....__._-grams per metric ton. _ 275 322 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—South-West Africa: - Operations of Tsumeb Corp. Ltd.—Continued 
. " : . . 

. Year ending June 30 

oe 1966 1967 

Kombat mine and mill—Continued : . 
Concentrate production—Continued .- 

Lead concentrate: . - 
Gross weight__...._._..-...__._..______..__metrie tons_. 6,040 6,997 
Metal content: 

. Copper_..--.------------ 2 _-_-_pereent__ 6.47 4.90 
Lead.-_-.-------.----------_-__--_-.--do____ 69.01 67.14 
Silver__..__-_-_-.........._..__grams. per metric ton__ 75 33 

Mill recovery (in all concentrates): 
Copper______....__-._..._.____perecent of metal in ore milled__ 95.93 97.70 
Lead___________-_------ eee __do__ 95.33 96.13 

Total ore milled_______..__..___._..___thousand metric tons__ 953 1,033 
Total concentrate output____._____._________________do____ 225 217 
Total recoverable metal content of concentrates produced: . 

Copper__.______.---___._.__._.___.._____metrie tons__ 29 ,457 32,287 
Lead___-_.-_____.--- nee dow ___ 80,558 70, 765 

- Aine... eee do. 9,993 8,403 
Cadmium-_._____.__- 22 do____ 168 256 

Silver_._.._-----__.------ 2-2 ---_-_-______kilograms_._ 47,170 45,093 
Smelting and refining: 

Copper concentrates smelted___.___._______.._...-metric tons__ _ 54,542 72,258 
Average assays: 

Copper__._-.__-__-...-.---.____-.___.___-___-_percent__ 39.51 35.41 
Lead__-_--- 2 eee ____do___. 8.39 7.16 
Silver__...__..___..-.-__..._._....grams per metric ton__ 594 476 

Blister copper produced__-._.________________.___metrie tons__ pee tee 34,187 
Average assays: 

Copper__-______----____.__--_______-__-___pereent__ 98.41 98.76 
Silver__-...._.__.........._.__grams per metric ton__ 1,323 1,151 

Lead concentrates smelted__..___..-._.__...___._metric tons__ 181,818 130 , 626 
a Average assays: SS 

Copper. ._._-_.-.-----_--_____-...______._percent__ 6.61 6.91 
Lead_-_-___._------ 2-2 _-do____ 56.18 54.40 
Silver__................._...__grams per metric ton__ 112 120 

Refined lead produced______________________.-____metrie ton__ 73 ,873 73 ,552 
Average lead assay_______.________________.____percent__ 99.998 99.998 

_ Commercial silver produced___-..........__...____kilograms_. 7,339 6,892 
Average silver assay..___________._______.______percent__ 99.90 99.90 

Cadmium plant: 
Blast furnace bag house dust processed________metric tons__ 3,222 4,821 
Refined cadmium produced_.___._.._____=__._.kilograms_- 76,643 165,897 
Average cadmium assay__....-..._.._.__________percent__ 99.987 ' 99.78 

Sulfuric acid plant: . 
Sulfuric acid produced____.__..__.._____.__._metric tons__ 1,007 - + . 1,588 

Arsenic plant: 
Bag house dusts processed___________.__._______.__do____ NA . 9,330 
Black arsenic oxide produced_____________________.do___. 3,253 3,175 

Average assay________________.______percent AseO3__ 97.47 NA 

NA Not available. 

Source: Tsumeb Corp. Ltd. Annual Reports, 1966 and 1967. | 

The South-West Africa Co. Ltd. 4,191 tons, respectively, produced in. the 
(SWAC).—In the fiscal year ended June previous fiscal year. The marked drop in 
30, 1967, ore hoisted from SWAC’s Berg this production was accompanied by in- 
Aukas mine totaled 148,660 tons from creased production of zinc silicate con- 
which 32,577 tons of waste and 3,094 centrates. This situation resulted from 
tons of massive sulfides containing 48 the more oxidized nature of ore available 
percent zinc and 11.3 percent lead were for mining in 1967 and depletion of | 
hand-sorted, and 112,990 tons were  vanadiferous muds in orebodies between 
milled. The tonnage milled yielded 9,834 the 5 and 8 levels. 
tons of lead vanadate concentrates averag- On June 30, 1967, Berg Aukas ore 
ing 17.8 percent vanadium pentoxide; reserves were estimated at 1.9 million 
5,960 tons of sulfide concentrate averag- tons averaging 0.7 percent V2Os, 5 per- 
ing 48 percent zinc and 15.3 percent lead; cent lead and 24 percent zinc. The com- 
and 19,731 tons of silicate concentrate parable figures for the previous fiscal 
averaging 48.8 percent zinc and 2 percent year were 1.4 million tons averaging 0.9 
lead. The vanadate and massive sulfide percent V2Os, 5 percent lead and 25 per- 
tonnages compare with 12,882 tons and _ cent zinc.
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Two important decisions were taken present shore line of the Atlantic Ocean, 

for Berg Aukas during 1967. It was decided and extending parallel to the shore 
to sink a new shaft from the surface to from the mouth of the Orange River 

open up the mine in depth, and in prin- northerly up the coast 100 kilometers or 

cipal a long term contract for sale of | more. The CDM subsidiaries exploit and 

Berg Aukas dump residues and zinc silicate explore themselves or through CDM the 

concentrates was agreed with Kiln foreshore (strip of beach between high 

Products Ltd, which would build and and low tide) and the seabed offshore. 

operate a Waelz kiln near the mine. At yearend 1967, CDM and its subsidiaries 

At the Brandberg West open pit mine employed 6,251 persons, 509 more than 

451,195 tons of ore were broken in 1967, at yearend 1966. - | | 

of which 86,561 tons were milled for a Consolidated Diamond Mines of South- 

recovery of 641 tons of concentrates, West Africa Co. Ltd—The following 

averaging 28.33 percent tin and 24.23 tabulation summarizes CDM _ operations 

percent tungsten trioxide. Exploratory in CDM’s Area No. 1 in 1966 and 1967. 

diamond drilling begun earlier was con- _ _ _ 

tinued and ore reserves were increased : 1966 1967 

significantly. As of June.30, 1967, reserves Overburden stripped SSsts=—<“CtsSSSSOSCSS 

were estimated at 2,223,000 tons averaging: thousand cubic meters.. 15,872 14,197 

0.18 percent combined tin and tungsten Gravels mined and do. 5475 | 4.712" 

trioxide, including 989,000 tons contain- Carats recovered. thousands_ _ 1, 504 1,446 

ing 0.22 percent of the metals in the ATINE NG cm Carats. 0.98 0.90 
previous ore reserve area. Cost per cubic meter of . 

Other Operations——During its 1966—  &ravel mined and sereoned =. 3.86 
67 financial year South African Iron and Cost per carat 7 " 

Steel Corp. Ltd. (ISCOR) organized recovered_..-------do---- 10.74 10.94 

Imcor (Pty.) to exploit the Rosh Pinah . . — 

zinc deposit in the Hunz mountains of The decrease in average size of dia- 
South-West Africa about 9 kilometers mond recovered resulted from efforts to 

north of the Orange River. The zinc "UNE On the basis of average grade of 

deposit with some lead, contains 3.6 mil- OF reserves. The increases tn cost per 

lion tons of ore with zinc content estimated  ©Fat and cost per cubic meter were due 

at 5.8 percent. An additional 1.5 million to substantial wage increases. . | 

tons of ore is indicated. A concentrator All 18 field screening plants operated 
| will be built near the deposit, with during 1967. Tests on tailings from these 

designed daily concentrate capacity of plants indicated that losses were occurr- 

972 tons for zinc and 23 tons for lead. 18> mainly as locked” diamonds ce- 
Production is scheduled to begin in Jan- mented into discarded nodules. A crush- 

uary 1969. The zinc concentrate will be ing plant was designed to handle such 

processed in South Africa by Zinc Cor- material and was expected to be com- 

poration of South Africa Ltd. (Zincor). missioned in 1968. tae 

The Imcor and Zincor facilities will pro- The profit of CDM and subsidiaries be- 

vide ISCOR for the first time with zinc fore provision for tax was $117.8 million 

both mined and processed within the area 7 1967 compared with $111.8 million in 
under South Africa’s control? 1966. Provision for tax amounted to $41.8 

million in 1967 and $43.2 million in 1966. 
Total dividends declared were $29.3 mil- 

NONMETALS lion (1967) and $33.2 million (1966). 
Diamond.—Virtually the entire diamond Foreshore Mining.—Between July and 

production of the Territory is accounted December 31, 1967, stripping in the 
for by the DeBeers controlled company. foreshore area totaled 1,140,000 cubic 

The Consolidated Diamond Mines of meters and 315,000 cubic meters of 

South-West Africa Ltd. Co. (CDM), and material _was screened, yielding 64,994 
CDM subsidiary companies. At the end Carats. The average stone size was 0.49 

of 1967 the direct interest of DeBeers carat and costs were $2.79 per cubic meter 

(DeBeers Consolidated Mines Ltd.) in of gravel screened or $13.54 per carat re- 

GDM was 97.83 percent. CDM exploits covered. 
ancient raised diamondiferous sea beaches $ Metal Bulletin (London). No. 5288, Mar. 19 

situated a short distance inland from the 196g, p. 18. oe oe
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Improvement in mining techniques took sampling in Chameis Bay and else- 
continued, and a successful routine was where. Construction of a new tug 
established for mining the upper half of “Chameis’” was nearing completion at 

- the beach. Efforts were made to develop yearend. At yearend the underwater min- 
techniques for mining the lower half. ing still was not on a profitable basis, and 
While mining operations on the beach the losses from these operations were ex- 
were profitable in 1967, available reserves ceeding profits earned from the beach. - 
were small because mining was limited | an | . 
to the upper part. - - . _ MINERAL FUELS 

‘Sea Mining.——During the period July 1 ‘Late in the year Southern Oil Explora- 
to December 31, 1967, operations in sea tion Corp. (SOEKOR), owned by the 
mining. concessions yielded 67,035 carats South African Government, and formed 
from 54,993 cubic meters of material to promote oil exploration, established an 
processed, at a cost of $70.87 per cubic affiliates SOEKOR, SWA, in South-West 
meter treated or $58.13 per carat re- Africa and reportedly received a prospect- 
covered. The average size of diamond ing license from the SWA Administration. 
recovered was 0.40 carat. , Although earlier some oil prospecting had 

A large new mining unit “Pomona” been undertaken privately, the develop- 
was engaged in determining mining re- ment was regarded as the start of a formal 
coveries and improving mining techniques. South African Government-supported 
The prospecting vessel “Rockeater” under- _ effort to find oil in South-West Africa.



The Mineral Industr _ The Mineral Industry of Spain 

By Justin B. Gowen * | 

Spain’s mineral industry in 1967 con- sumption estimates for 1968 through 1972 

tinued to expand along with the rest of and projecting consumption requirements 

the country’s economy, spurred by new through the year 1975. Decree of Decem- 

capital investments under the Spanish ber 23, 1966, issued by the Ministry of 

Economic and Social Development Plan Industry establishing minimum sizes and 

for 1964-67, which included substantial technical requirements to be met by plants 

incentive for investment in the minerals in certain industrial sectors for installation 

and metals industries. Preliminary esti- benefits. , 

mates indicate an average increase of 11 Decree of March 9, 1967, issued by the 

percent in Spain’s Gross National Product Presidency of the Government creating 

(GNP) to $23.4 billion at current prices the Empresa Nacional Hullera del Norte, 

(5.1 percent and $20.8 billion at constant S.A. (National Northern Coal Mine En- 

prices). | _terprise, Incorporated) as an _ Instituto 

To compromise some of the serious im- Nacional de Industria (INI) controlled 

balances in supply and demand, and the firm. | | 

resulting deficits in balance of payments, - Decree Law No. 11 of July 27, 1967, 

caused by the rapid growth of the econ- granting fiscal incentives to. consolidation 
| omy since 1958, the Spanish Government of Spanish firms and restructuring of 

enacted a number of decree laws covering ‘Spanish Industry. This decree offers a 

nearly all phases of the economy. Decrees ‘ . 

of special interest to the minerals indus-— wide variety of tax exemptions for reor- 

tries included the following: Order of 84mization through mergers, associations, 
October 17, 1966, issued by the Ministry °F the restructuring of individual firms 

of Industry revising the National Steel and is designed to rationalize operations 

Program to reflect increased steel con- by small and/or inefficient companies. 

PRODUCTION | oo 

During 1967, important gains were fluorspar (8 percent), and petroleum re- 

shown in the output: of aluminum (15 finery products (31 percent). 

percent), pig iron (24 percent), crude . ——————— | 
steel (18 percent), zinc (23 percent), ce- 1Foreign minerals specialist, Division of 

ment (11 percent), potash (14 percent), International Activities. = 

697
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Table 1.—Spain: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

"Commodity — 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967? 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite___________-_____-___ eee eee eke 2 11,819 6,772 * 4,163 NA NA 
Aluminum_._________._-----___----_--_.--_-___. ° 45,488 49,644 751,906 60,799 69,761 
Aluminum alloys._.______..--__---.--___.._.____ 18,860 21,915 25,067 NA NA 

Antimony: 
Content of antimony concentrate_________________-_ 59 54 86 91 122 
Smelter production. _._______---------__-__.--__- 853 287 167 NA NA 

- Arsenic trioxide_...__._----------------------------- 146 148 - 119. 112 129 
Bismuth: i: . : —_ 

Content of concentrate_.._.._-.._-------kilograms.. 4,000 ------ ---2-.0 ------ --+--- 
Smelter production.____..._.___--.--..----do___._ 11,719 1,898 140 NA NA 

Cadmium_.___-___---___._-------/-l___--_--.do____ 54,100 60,219 * 62,082 NA NA 
. Copper: mo oo 7 v - 

Content of ore mined___________.___-_-_--.__--:-_ 6,835 .*9,872 *8,776 17,317 18,1138 
Concentrate_____________________-__~__._____.__. 18,126 14,789 16,186 NA NA 
Content of concentrate____.__.__..____..--.-.-.-- 1,825 2,650 2,897 NA NA 
Content of precipitates.__._.__..__._...._-...._..-- 2,976 2,744 *2,749 | ©NA NA 
Copper sulfate____-22__--__2 22 eee eee e-__-_--- «6, 868 »=— 4,565 *6,026 2,134 7,955 
Blister 2?________---_-___-_--____--i -L__-___-____ 28,518 21,405 731,023 18,772 30,291 

Refined: . ; oo 
- Blectrolytic_____.__ 2-2-2. __-__-_... 48,172 46,710 * 47,029 * 50,681 67,470 

_ Wire refined________.--_--. 2-2 -e eee: «= 46, 821 38, 254. 511,688 17,994 4,245 

Gold . Total_=__-._- = eee L__e_______- 49,9938 49,964 *58,712 68,675 71,715 
old: 

- Content of ore mined for gold__..___.-troy ounces.. 15,625 23,534 * 8,295 NA NA 
Dy Metal produced, including byproduct recovery | cet 7 

troy ounces__ 27,991 27,601 8,874 NA NA 
Tron and steel: oe ~ 

: Iron ore: — mS : ne aa 
Gross weight__._.______.___.__thousand tons.. 5,198 5,107 *5,691 5,069 5,085 
Iron content___..___.__.________.___..do____ 2,558 2,529 *2,764 2,488 2,528 

_ Pig iron____--_.--_--------------.--------do_._-. 1,911. 1,903 *2,338 2,158 2,684 

-  Ferroalloys: oe = 
Ferromanganese and ferrosilico manganese . 

. thousand tons_- 28 33 38 r 39 42, 
Ferrosilicon__....___......_--.__._._--do___- 28 16 15 26 22 
Other____-____-_____ 2. _________-____-do___- 17 17 16 _ 18 16 

Total___..._-----___._-____________do____ 13 66 69 r 33 80 
Steel: oo . 

Ingots and castings.___..._._..__.._..--do__... 2,492 38,150 3,516 *3,897 4,594 

Rolled products: 
Railway track material__..____.____do___- 134 118 98 91 82 
Heavy sections_..._..._..___.___.do____ 250 428 556 ge} 1.495 

. Light sections___.._._____.___.___._do___- 285 297 683 770 ’ 
Wire rod__________-____2_______--do___- 149 149 431 400 337 

. Ingots and semimanufacture, for tubes 
thousand tons..  -.-..-.  _____- 63 74 49 

Strip_......-...--_--__---.____---do___- 118 75. 173 169 201 
Plates and sheets: 

Heavy_____.______~.____.___-do___. 301 379 415. aga} 538 
Medium.________________.__._do___. 36 Al 52 48 
Sheets, hot rolled__....____....do___- 233 283 271 253 527 

Wheels centers and axles____.______do___- 15 18. 24 18 NA 
Other_____.___________________...do___- TT 91 345 362 NA 
Semimanufactures for sale.__._.._...do___- 275 386 50 32 NA 

Total rolled products.__._____._._..do__._ 1,873 2,265 3,161 3,217 NA 
Rough castings..____________-_.___.__.-do___- 36 26 106 95 NA 
Rough forgings._.-._.______--____..__--do___- 51 56 186 86 NA 
Selected end products: 

Sheets, cold rolled____...________-_do___-_ 82 100 118 r 379 381 
Tin plate_...__._.____-._..__..-.-do___-_ 59 55 93 rQ4 NA 
Wire___._______-._____-.-_...__.-do___- 84 56 r 100 117 NA 

Lead: 
Content of ore and concentrate__._________-_______ 62,194 58,383 "56,640 62,391 62,623 

Refined: 
Primary_______-__.--_--_-------------------- 62,084 57,994 753,815 55,1384 52,117 
Secondary ____._.____.--_-_----------------- NA 4,500 8,790 5,600 6,670 

Total______-.--.--____ eee NA 62,494 62,565 60,734 58,787 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Spain: - Production of mineral commodities——Continued | 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966P 1967 P 

Metals—Continued 
Manganese ore.._______.-_______-_-_._----_--.----_--- 15,298 16,113 17,461 19,004 (8,385 

_ Mercury: . fs 
Content of ore mined__..______.._76-pound flasks.. 55,617 79,212 174,134 69,648 50,416 
Metal_.____.___.-_-___-----_--_..--___-_.do_._. 56,954 78,322 * 74,661 70,054 49,227 

. Silver. ----------------------- thousand troy ounces_. 4,955 2,315 *1,961. NA NA 
in: _ Lo 

Content of ore and concentrates_________long tons_-_ 158 91 rill 129 113 
Refined. -.._...._--__--.---__---_____...-do__.. 1,286 1,774 *1,787 2,957 1,528 

. Solder. .......-.2 22-2 do__ 610 430 647 - 364 - 851 
Titanium: 

TiO content of ore and concentrate_..-_.___._-..... 24,829 21,478 *9,982 120,958 18,568 
TiOe produced______...-----_---__-----____-..--. 6,484 6,615 °7,274*10,390 11,472 

_ Tungsten: . 
WO; content of ore and concentrate_.-___..__.___- 88 - 22 42 58 96 
Metal... eee 72 38 27 NA. NA 

Uranium oxide (U;Os) content of ore.__.-...- 22-22 LLL rQi 116 NA NA 
ine: . 

Content of ore and concentrate....._._....._.._... 91,7383 88,459 139,266 55,029 59,107 

Metal: 
' Primary_.____._._-...--_----_--__--_---_-.. 64,780 64,4381 7° 53,516 55,592 69,664 

Secondary..______....--.------------------- NA 1,500 1,830 2,724 2,430 

Total... eee eee eee NA 65,931 7'55,346 58,316 72,094 
Nonmetais: . . 

Barite......--- eee eee --- 48,364 59,188 ° 55,465 NA NA 
Cement: hydraulic: . 

Natural_____.__.__-_____.__._...._thousand tons_. 595 383 r337 NA NA 
Portland and other.___....__.-.._..--..-.-do_._.. 7,153 8,117 9,882 .11,807 13,099 

Chalk. --.---.----------------thousand cubic meters. . r 92 91 101 NA NA 
ays: . oes 

- Bentonite. _.._-.._____-.-__- e+ eee. «=6$14,169 14,467 17,879 NA ~ NA 
Kaolin.._______....__.-_-.__.._._thousand tons_.- 208 141 147 NA NA 
Other_.____..________.___thousand cubic meters_. 2,186 2,430 NA | NA NA 

Dolomite_..__.._.-_.-_..-.2. edo 119 177 .143 NA NA 
Feldspar..._.__._-.-..---.-.-- ~~. 2-2-2 --_.--__-. 12,677 16,780 * 25,570 NA NA 

.. Fertilizers: oT 
Crude: oo, 

Potash: . 
Crude natural salts, gross weight 

thousand tons__ 1,848 2,151 2,648 3,094 3,542 
K:O content.__..._-._.______-___._-do____ 800 845 r431 485 671 

Processed or manufactured: . : . 
Nitrogenous (nitrogen content): . 

Ammonium sulfate____.___thousand tons__ 106 130 ©1877 #158 221 
Calcium-ammonium nitrate_..._.__.do____ 67 46 92 80 197 
Urea__._....__..-----..---.--_-_---do___. 2 15 22 31 23 
Other_____.___--..----- 2 ee doe 2 6: . 24 NA NA 

Total_____._____..-___.---_.-_.de____ 177 227 275 | NA NA 
Phosphatic (P20; content) ..._.........do___-. 326 827 r 351 304 290 

Potassic (K2O; content): 
Potassium chloride_..__._...._...-do___. 260 292 r 382 418 506 
Potassium sulfate._..._._...._._..-do___- 30 36 AT NA NA 

Total. __._--. edo _. 290 328 429. NA NA 

Fluorspar: 
| Acid grade______._._______________thousand tons... 104 123 166 167 181 
Metallurgical grade.____.__..-.____.-._....do____ 49 26 55 57 62 

Total___. eee d0_ 153 149 r 221 '224 243 
Gravel__...____..._._..__.___._-thousand cubic meters. _ 279 691 930 NA NA 
Gypsum_________.__._.___.._-------_--------do_... 1,901 1,405 1,522. NA Nfl 
Industrial earths, n.e.s_____..._..--_.---------------- 6,793 8,569 7,317 NA NA 

Lime 
Hydraulic______..___._.___...____thousand tons_ 249 72 104 - NA NA 
Quicklime_________.___.-_-- 2 ee -do___. 212 r 241 253 NA NA 

Total____._-______. eee doi. 461 r 313 357 NA NA 
Limestone. ___.._......__..._.-thousand cubic meters_. 11,191 712,748 14,305 NA NA 
Magnesite... ___....___.-_____._..._ thousand tons_ 85 93 101 NA NA 
Marble__.___.____...__._..___thousand cubic meters-. 52 60 714 NA NA 
Marl___..________ eee --_-do__.-. 2,283 1,786 1,683 NA NA 
Ochre____________________-.______-- __-------------- 15,208 20,170 21,248 NA NA 
Pumice________________.__.._______._____----------- 1,529 2,298 56,335 NA NA 
Quartz___..______.._____._.______.._-_thousand tons-__ 13 97 r 146 NA NA 
Quartzite________.._..____._._thousand cubic meters_. 224 294 171 NA NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Spain: Production of mineral commodities—Continued - 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

—s~”*~<Cs*sts‘SsCSmmmntcit———=<“<~*=“‘“‘~*™S™S”!O «GS ~~ 1964 ~—«1965 ~«196b > eT 
Nonmetals—Continued . 

‘. Salt: 9 Doo, 
Rock__.._--..-...-.-_.-___-__...thousand tons__ 699 733 795 NA NA 

. Other. _.- 0-2-2 edo. 999 1,191 *1,062 NA NA 

Total___ 2.222222 22 ete --- tie -do_... =.1,698 +=§1,924  °1,857 NA NA 
Sand, industrial. ____.....___..thousand cubic meters_. 607 477 548 NA /NA 
Sandstone__.._-._ 22 -__do.__. 452 871 514 NA NA 

- Sepiolite (meerschaum), saleable....._._....._....._... 10,940 16,000 10,126 NA NA 
' Serpentine.-__2.-_-.....2_-_.____..______eubic meters__ 516 1,008 1,304 NA NA 
Silica and silica sand___________thousand cubic meters__ 288 349 275 NA . NA 

— - Slate__. 2 eee _do.__. =. 102 43 r 71 NA NA 
-’ Sodium sulfates, natural: 

Glauberite, Na»SO. content__...._._.._.._........ 2,517 4,085 6,006 NA NA 
Thenardite, NasSQ, content_._____._.__.__.....-. 88,465. 42,486 41,411 NA NA 

- Stone, dimension and crushed, n.e.s.? ; - 
Os thousand cubic meters._.. *1,151 1,011 1,088 NA. NA 
Sulfur and pyrites: 

'° Pyrites, all types: : , 
. Gross weight._..______.._.....thousand tons.. 2,027 2,393 *2,424 «2,418 2,291 

_ Sulfur content_____________._._____.__do___. 966 1185 1,149 ©1,182 1,087 
‘Elemental sulfur all types.____-___.________do____ 69 77 43 -NA NA 

‘Tale (steatite). 2222S 27, 508 26,807 °27,817 © NA NA 
| Tripoli.-_....-----2- 2-2-2 e-e___-____-_. 10,187 11,346 11,912 NA NA 
Mineral] fuels: oe = 

Asphalt, natural....-._..._.....-_-.._-._.______..--_ 7,800 9,700 18,330 NA NA 
Carbon black. -_ 22-2222 eee e------- 1,300 1,500 1,700 NA NA 
oal: 

7 Anthracite. ___...-._.._......._._thousand tons_. 2,773 2,680 2,775 2,747 2,774 
_ Bituminous_____-_..-.-222 222222 _--do__._ 10,185 9,515 10,168 10,050 9,571 
Lignite_......--- 222 -_-do__._. 2,591 2,604 *2,773 2,632 2,686 

Bituminous shale.__.._____-.._.______________.do____ 811 712 630 224 .-NA 
' Distillation and refinery products 

From coal: . . 4 
Coke: - oo 

os High temperature (coke oven) . oo 
- oe . thousand tons... 2,752 2,569 *2,755 2,796 2,885 

Low temperature (gas house)___.__.do____ 199 180 88 71. 52 
Liquid tar..__._-.-.--_.-___._._.-___...do____ 421 r114 r 120 me | 93 | 

Naphthaline_____.._.__..-.___________do____ 6 5 4 7 6 
Crude benzol___...__._.._._thousand tons____ 182 . 170 *184 194 199 

_ Refinery products: _ 
oS Benzine, toluene, xilene, and solvent 

. . ~naphtha_____- 2 ee 130 126 139 144 150 
Other (bitumens, oils, ammonia 

compounds) thousand tons__ 49 37 17 48 36 
. From bituminous shale: . 

. Gas oi]_..__. 2-2 -do__ 45 49 52 NA NA 
Solvents___.___..._-.__________.__-__do____ 38 30 30 NA NA 
Lubricants... 2-5 -- do ___ 50 64 75 NA NA 
Nonlubricating oils___.__....______.do____ 5 5 9 NA NA 
Paraffine____._-_---2 ee ___do____ 3 5 4 NA NA 

Total... eee dow __- 141 153 140 NA NA 

From petroleum: - . 
Dry gas.___________--______.._.__.__.do___. 88 100 r 128 128 132 
Liquid petroleum gases..._.___.__._._____do____ 240 826 r379 424 467 
Gasoline_._.....2 ee ___do____ 1,045 1;217 *1,471 1,645 2,228 
Jet fuel... ____--__ ee __do___- 182 160 r 226 232 497 
Kerosine____.-___.-.--_----_-_----_____do____ 351 393 r319 A427 378 
Gas oil____._-----. 2-2 ----_--_---_--do__.. 1,963 2,488 *2,648 *3,407 4,425 
Diesel oi]... 2 eee -do____ 254 284 . * 220. 239 334 
Fuei oil. 22 eee dlo___- 4,772 5,622 **6,715 7,770 9,983 
Lubricants.____.__...._---_-_-__-___..do____ 36 44 ¥48 141 159 
Nonlubricating oils__..._._..__.._._.._do____ 19 18 r 34 39 26 
Asphalt... ee _-do___- 264 331 356 239 196 
Other____._______.._____. doi _ 104 238 r 223 526 1,223 

Total______.._-_.. 22 2-e ee -__-__-do__.. 9,318 11,171 '12,762 °15,217 20,048 
Gas, manufactured_._____________million cubic meters__ 400 401 422 463 542 
Fuel briquets________._.._......__...._thousand tons_. 1,193 1,054 r 844 x 609 480 

Electric energy: 
Hydro_____._.__________.-_million kilowatt hours.. 21,139 20,646 19,845 26,470 22,089 
Thermal___.___-______________________u_____u__e 

4,758 8,880 18,571 10,276 17,924 

Total____________-_ eee e_______-. 25,897 29,526 83,416 36,746 40,013 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. ® Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Excludes copper-uranium ores. 
2 Including production from imported ores and concentrates. 
3 Includes basalt, diabase, fonolite, granite, ophite, porphyry, and tuff.
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- mo TRADE 

Although final official trade statistics, §£<—-——————_—_—_____"__"_"""_, 
. . Minerals 

were not available for 1967, preliminary Value (million dollars) com- 

data indicate no significant change in the —_—_——_-——— modi- 
. ele . Mineral ties 

role of mineral commodities in total trade com- Totaltrade share of 

compared with 1965 and 1966 figures as modities ( total 

shown in the following tabulation: IE 
- Exports: : 

- . 1965_........- 152 966 16 
1966__._-..-..- 150 1.254 12 

Imports: 
1965___.-...-. 877 3.008 29 
1966___..._.-- 946 3.572 26 

Trade balance: . 
1965____.-.-.. -—725 —2.037 XxX 

. 1966__......-.. —796  —2.318 xX 

. . XX Not applicable. 

Table 2.—Spain: Exports of mineral commodities : 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

Commodity . 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum and alloys: . . . 

Scrap____.__.----.-------------- 94 140 West Germany 86; United Kingdom 29. 
Unwrought____..._.------------- 308 117 Colombia 100. 
Semimanufactures____......------ 2,021 3,212 India 1,000; United States 980. 

Antimony metal, all forms-_-_-_-------- 50 10 All to the United States. 
Bismuth metal, all forms_...kilograms_- - 1,814 __._-- 
Cadmium metal, all forms. --_--~--do-_-- 9,352 3,705 All to Sweden. 
Chromium oxides___.____...._--do___- 2,495 __._...- 
Copper and alloys: 

Matte________.___.__------------ 235 74 All to the United Kingdom. 

Serap______--..--.-------------- 195 218 United Kingdom 143; Japan 70. 

Unwrought and semimanufactures__ 14, 023 20,254 Netherlands 11,957; West Germany 

Tron and steel: . 
Iron ore, exclud- thousand tons-- 1,234 511 United Kingdom 227; West Germany 204. 

ing roasted pyrites. _ oo, 
Roasted pyrites___._..-..--do_--- 712 519 West Germany 438. 
Oxides...._.__.._.......--...... 18,426 17,914 United Kingdom 3,598; United States 

" 2,989; Australia 2,201; Italy 1,055. 

Pig iron and cast thousand tons-_- 110 - 90 Japan 30; United Arab Republic 29; 
iron. -  f[taly 11. - 

Ferroalloys: 
Ferromanganese-_....._-do__-_ 7 3 United States 2, 

P Dther- eee eee dw 3 9 United Kingdom 4; West Germany 4. 

teel: 
Primary forms--_-_._-...do- ~~ - (4) 24 United Kingdom 18; Netherlands 6. 

Semimanufactures: 
Shapes.____.....--do__-- 5 7 United Arab Republic 3; France 1. 

Plates and sheets__.do- -_ 3 6 Argentina 2; France 1; Chile 1. 

Other.__._..._.---do.-_-- 9 8 France 4; Switzerland 1; United Arab 
Republic 1. 

Lead and alloys: 
Unwrought____.____.-.---------- 317 155 Portugal 122. 
Semimanufactures._____---------- 26 - 24 Andorra 19; Liberia 4. 

Magnesium, scrap. ________-..-------- 15 20 United States 14; Canada 6. 

Mercury: 
Metal._..______.76-pound flasks.. 64,781 52,621 West Germany 11,835; United States 

Teer ; United Kingdom 6,672; Japan 

Oxides. .._______._.-.----------- 112 111 Netherlands 59; Sweden 15; West 
Germany 10. 

Molybdenum, all forms_....kilograms_- ------- 67 Netherlands 66. 
Nickel, all forms. __-.___----.-------- 15 19 Sweden 14. 
Selenium__.____._..___..-_kilograms_- - 295 221 All to West Germany. 

Silicon. - - ~~ -----------2-2-2--20--- 1,046 958 U.S.S.R. 500; West Germany 390. 

in: 
Scrap.__._._...---_----long tons-- 113 18 United Kingdom 15; West Germany 3. 

Unwrought and semimanu- do-_--- r 66 44 United Kingdom 36; Colombia 6. 
factures. . 

Titanium: 
Ore and concentrate (ilmenite)_.__._. 19,108 9,900 All to France. 

Oxide____.______--__-_-...-_---- 1,795 1,613 United States 944; Brazil 520. 

Tungsten: 
Ore and concentrate_-____-.------ 246 74 West Germany 37; United Kingdom 17. 

Metal, all forms____.__kilograms.. -.----.. 14,043 Netherlands 13,917. 
Uranium ores___.....-----.----d0o_--_- 25 25 All to Australia. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Spain: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity ~  =1965 1966 © Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals—Continued 
‘Zine and alloys: 

Ore and concentrate____________._ 6,583 6,157 France 2,585; West Germany 2,509. 
Oxides_-___.._.--------_-------- 56 278 Italy 160; Colombia 52. 

“Oth Unwrought and semimanufactures__ 10,819 1,965 ‘West Germany 800; Italy 600.. oO 
er: 
Ores and concentrates, n.e.s_....... '19,114 18,511 France 13,500. 
Nonferrous waste_.._..._.._....._ - 8,829 337 West Germany 285. 
Inorganic bases, n.e.s__.__._._..... *™1,002 222 Sweden 50. 

-- Metals, n.e.s.: - , 
Scrap_____--.-----____--___- r 32 29 NA. ; 
Ingots and semimanufactures_ _ 61 21 NA. 

Nonmetals: — 
Abrasives: a 

Siliceous earths and pumice________ 803 965 Cuba 419; United Kingdom 330. 
Grindstones and whetstones.___.__~ 115 213 West Germany 50; Portugal 33; Chile 

. . - 2 . 

Asbestos cement products_-._____.-__. - 1,923 308 Andorra 223; Liberia 27. 
Barite and witherite, crude or ground__. 49,985 49,040 Italy 35,060; United Kingdom 8,899. 
Cement, hydraulic._-______...-......_. 11,892 15,598 Andorra 11,751 
Clays, clay products and_ refractory. . an wo 

products, n.e.s.: 
Crude: . a 
-. China clay (kaolin), crude or 25,106 18,512 West Germany 13,950; Netherlands 

calcined. 2,000. 
Bentonite_______________ 3,247 1,722 France 1,093; West Germany 600. 

 Other__ =e 6,562 11,370 Andorra 5,616; France 2,577; Italy 1,285. 
Construction materials: . 

Building bricks_____.____-____ 7,631 6,035 Andorra 5,402; France 627. 
Other nonrefractory._.___.._.. 18,895 9, 766 Algeria 2,571; France 2,127; Tunisia 

Refractory construction mate- 3,460 2,025 Cuba 1,008; Algeria 901. 
rials, n.e.s. . 

Dolomite, crude, calcined or tarred ____-_ 2,083 3,655 United Kingdom 3,216; Portugal 439. 
Fertilizer materials: : 

Natural, animal or vegetable__.____ 834 __.___- . 
Manufactured, except ammonia: 

Nitrogenous (ammonium sul- 1,497 __.___- 
fate). 

- _ Phosphatie: . Oo 
Phosphates and _ super- 64,897 66,448 Cuba 30,000; Bulgaria 28,143; United 

phosphates. . Arab Republic 4,805.. 
Potassic:  §=..——” - 

Potassium chloride___...._ 395,223 445,151 Norway B1,118; Italy 71,255; Poland 

Potassium sulfate_________ 7,470 7,450 United States 3,050; Algeria 2,350; 
Morocco 2,050. 

Ammonia___._____._-2-2 eee Lee 2,711 All to Greece. 
Feldspar___._2____._-_.2 eee 31 800 All to France. 
Fluorspar____._____._.._..-._....-__. 154,569 180,373 United States 100,561; West Germany 

2,997. 
Gypsum...._-_-- 2 ee 6,627 3,821 Andorra 2,975; Philippines 370. 
Lime, hydraulic____.______._________. 455 493 Andorra 451; France 42. 
Magnesite, natural, crude or calcined___ 30,869 16,047 West Germany 11,459; France 2,424. 
Mica products_-__.__________________ 7 14 Turkey 6; Belgium-Luxembourg 3. 
Pigments, mineral.___________________ 139 623 France 415; Belgium 77. 
Pyrites, unroasted______ thousand tons__ 1,168 827 West Germany 526; France 125; 

Denmark 56. 
Quartz and quartzite_...._..._.._._.._. 22,831 23,152 Ttaly 92920; Sweden 9,730; Norway 

Salt_.......__.._._..._thousand tons_-_ 404 319 Norway 69; Japan 40; Denmark 39; 
Iceland 38. 

Stone, sand, and gravel:. 
Marble and other caleareous______- 13 ,073 10,981 Italy 6,532; France 1,807; West 
. Germany 1,727. 
Flint, gravel and crushed stone_____ 4,311 __.___. 
Sand, natural, not mineral-bearing.. 30,168 18,652 Andorra 18,195. 

ate: 

Crude or rough cut___.______- 337) __.__.- 
Slate products. _____________- 2,945 5,734 France 4,492. 

Sulfur, elemental all types____._.____-_- 1,200 878 All to Morocco. 
jal and soapstone________.-_-____--- 1 15 Argentina 3. 

ther: 

Meerschaum, amber, and jet______- 2,624 5,887 France 3,040; United Kingdom 2,806. 
Crude nonmetals, n.e.s_______.___- 1,620 ______- 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, coke and thousand tons_.- 13 13 Portugal 11. 

briquets. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Spain: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ne 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 
eee 

Mineral fuels—C ontinued 
Petroleum: 

Refinery products: - 
Gasoline_.__._thousand tons__ 297 175 United Kingdom 129; Portugal 35. 
Kerosine______________do___- 110 170 India 132; Netherlands 23. 
Distillate fuels. _..-.._.do___- 233 250 Netherlands 90; West Germany 25. 

. Residual fuel oils.______do___- 905 1,121 Italy 187; United States 138; United 
Kingdom 93. | 

Other_.____..__..___._do___- 1 1 NA. 
Nonchemical coal and petro-.____do___- 141 82 Portugal 21; Morocco 15; Congo 

leum wastes. . (Kinshasa) 11. 
—._ $$ eee 

NA Not available. 1 Less than }4 unit. 

Table 3.—Spain: Imports of metals and minerals 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 
eee 

: Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: . 
Aluminum: - 

Bauxite.__.......-....-__-__.... 85,286 77,552 Greece 47,582 ; Netherlands Antilles 

Alumina and aluminum hydroxide... 115,517 139,423 Guinea 64,190; France 26,153; United 
. States 21,892; British Guyana 21,186. 

Metal and alloys: - 
Scrap.___---.--.----.------- 170 203 Israel 148. 

_ Unwrought_-_--.---------.-. 16,897 25,946 Canada 12,673; Norway 8,118; France 

Semimanufactures______....__ 9,082 12,623 France, 3,359; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Antimony: 
Ore and concentrate_____________- 708 310 All from Morocco. os 

| Oxides. 2 eee 225 312 United Kingdom 193; Belgium 64; 
West Germany 40. —s_| 

A Metal, all forms.____...-..--.---- 273 142 United Kingdom 71; Netherlands 45. 
rsenic: 

_ Anhydrides___.____..- 2 ee 1,267 1,055 France 700; Portugal 340. 
Metal... ee 5 12 All from Switzerland. 

Bismuth... ___...-. 2 ee 12 10 West Germany 8; Japan 1; United . 
. OO . Kingdom 1. . 

Cadmium: Metal, all forms__kilograms.. 12,867 21,240 West Germany 17,772. 
Chromium: . a 

Chromite____...-_---__-_.-..-... 29,576 29,154 Republic of South Africa 12,779; 
Turkey 6,179. . 

Oxides and hydroxide.____._______ | 107 192 West Germany 116; Poland 44. 
Metal, all forms_--_-___kilograms_-_ 7,228 9,401 United, Kingdom 6,706; West Germany 

Cobalt, oxides and hydroxide__________ 70 59 United Kingdom 35; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 24. 

Copper: 
Ore and concentrate__..........._. 22,865 22,823 Cyprus 12,520; Republic of South 

Africa 4,164. , 
Matte___.___-__. 2 8,815 14,513 Israel 6,953; Cyprus 5,662. 
Oxides and hydroxide_____________ 142 201 Norway 132; West Germany 67. 
Metal and alloys: . , 

Scrap_._-.---.-.----.-.-.-.. 17,518 19,683 United States 3,941; Canada 2,752: 
West Germany 1,848. , 

Blister and other unrefined___. 11,652 15,589 — West Germany 8,185; Republic of South 
rica 3,832. 

Refined, unwrought........... 18,731 23,861 Zambia 7,765; Belgium-Luxembourg 
,378. 

Master alloys__--..._-------- 70 235 Netherlands 108; United Kingdom 66. 
Semimanufactures.-._........ 18,200 17,388 United Kingdom 7,622; Chile 3,119; 

Canada 1,521. 
Gold and gold alloys: 

‘Bullion__....._.._...troy ounces... 432,717 515,537 All from Switzerland. 
Iron and steel: . 

Iron ore and concentrate: 
Iron ore.._._..thousand tons_- 353 570 Morocco 235; Algeria 122; Brazil 110. 
Roasted pyrites__.____.do____ 5 5 Mainly from Algeria. 
Iron oxides and hydroxides_ - _- 1,608 1,625 West Germany 1,498. 

Iron and steel scrap____....do___- 431 383 United Kingdom 117; United States 100. 
thousand ton3__ . — 

Pig iron and ferroalloys.____do___- 25 25 West Germany 6; Norway 4; United 
Kingdom 4, — 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Spain: Imports of metals and minerals—Continued 

. _ (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
CLL CC CC TD LOL A OL LAL A LO CNC EE GC AP TR A PE rere reece 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 
ee 

Metals—Continued 
Iron and steel—Continued 

Ingots and other primary forms: | , oe 
- Coils fr thousand tons__ 448 577 Netherlands 163; Japan 118; France 101. 

rerolling a 
Other___---_-._--.-.--do_-___ 956 616 West Germany 288; Netherlands 70. 

-  Semimanufactures: . . 
Bars, rods and sections._do_ ___ 143 159 West Germany 56; Belgium-Luxembourg 

_ Plates and sheets: a - a 
Heavy and medium.do--__ 191 96 West Germany 55; United Kingdom 15. 

in: 
Uncoated_.___.do____ 338 176 United Kingdom 49; West Germany 41. 
Tinned__._..__do____ 88 75 United Kingdom 25; West Germany 16; 

France 15. . 
Other coated_..do____ 26 | 49 United Kingdom 13; Belgium-Luxem- 

7 SO bourg 13. 
Hoop and strip__..___.-do____ 18 20. West Germany 7; United Kingdom 5; 

; France 4. 
: Tubes, pipes, and do____ 44 58 West Germany 22; France'16; Italy 6. 
oS ttings. a a 

Lead: Other.__.._.____._.__.do____. 16 18 West Germany 6; France 4; Sweden 3. 
ead: . 

Ore and concentrate______..______ 213 3,768 Algeria 2,961; Morocco 806. 
. Lead oxides_.._.....2222 22-2 ee 231 102 Mexico 75. oN 

Metal and alloys: . 
. Serap___-.. 2 ee, _ 422 902. Kuwait 728; Australia 50... 
Unwrought__._.............. 28,072 18,820 Peru 4,625; Mexico 3,048; United 

Kingdom 1,413... 
Semimanufactures___.._______. 731 760 Belgium-Luxembourg 468; West 

, a Germany 276. . 
' Lithium hydroxide___.______._________ 43 41 United States 35; West Germany 5. 
Magnesium, all forms__.__.___...______._. 313 353 United States 229; Norway 115. 
Manganese: Oo . ; . 

Ore and concentrate___.._____.__._ 86,625 142,940 Brazil 30 ,199; Republic of South Africa 

Oxides. ___. 2 ¥ 253 662 Netherlands 198; United Kingdom 152. 
Metal_______-_--_-_- ee 150 85 Republic of South Africa 41; France 40. 

Molybdenum and alloys, all forms_-_.-___ 15 8 Netherlands 4. 
Nickel: 

Ore and concentrate_._____.______ 310 __-___- - . 
Matte and speiss. -______________. 441 471 United Kingdom 189; Canada 172. 
Metal and alloys: _ 

Scrap_____ ee ee 147 26 United States 10; Netherlands 6. 
Unwrought__.__...-._.-_._... 1,210 1,171 United Kingdom 768; Canada 259; . 

. Norway 82. ce 
Semimanufactures_._________- 1,129 1,106 United Kingdom 310; France 309. 

Phosphorus______.___.._..._._____._. 51 64 West Germany 45; France 19. 
Platinum group metals, . thousands... $699 $2,089 France $1,708, Switzerland $183. 

all forms | 
Selenium.-___._.__._______kilograms_-_ 7,510 6,489 United States 3,165; West Germany 

, ,628. =: 
Silicon. eee 81 101 France 70; Norway 31. 
Sodium. .____ ee 344 109 France 101. 
Silver: . . . 

Unwrought thousand troy ounces_. 4,868 6,439 Mexico 3,802; Peru 1,200; Morocco 562. 
or semimanufactured. 

Rolled silver_._...._._....-do____ 29 35 All to France. 
Tantalum metal, all forms.__kilograms__ 5 5 All from West Germany. 
Fellurium - ~ -------------------do.. -- 1, 486 1,434 Canada 952; France 225. 

in: 
Ore and concentrate____long tons__ 2.398 3,094 Congo (Kinshasa) 809; France 575. 
Oxides_________L___._...._do____ 116 159 United Kingdom 93; West Germany 53. 
Metal and alloys, all forms__do____ 38 214 Malaysia 147; United Kingdom 46. 

Titanium: 
Ore and concentrate (ilmenite)_____ 54 7,451 Australia 6,424; Portugal 980. 
Oxides_.._______--_____.L eee 3,788 5,438 United Kingdom 1,793; West Germany 

1, . 
Tungsten: 

Ore and concentrate ______________ 191 136 Australia 102; Portugal 24. 
Oxides______.__......_kilograms_ 2,800 2,200 West Germany 2,100. 
Metals and alloys, all forms________ 8 10 Netherlands 4; West Germany 3. 

vanadium pentoxide.__._._____.____.- 17 13 All from the United States. 
ine: 

Ore and concentrates____________- 52,993 39,283 Canada 12,523; Greece 6,402; Sweden 

Dust (blue powder)________-_____- 94 235 United Kingdom 156; Norway 40. 
Serap__.______----- 2 ee eee Lee ee 277 United States 199; Denmark 72. 
Oxides. ___...__---_.------------ 165 542 France 276; West Germany 155. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Spain: Imports of metals and minerals—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 .- 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals—Continued 
Zine—Continued . | 

Metal and alloys, all forms ___.___- 1,042 4,740 France 2,102; Belgium-Luxembourg 576. 
Zirconium metal, all forms. kilograms. - 126 50,991 Australia 50,855. 7 

ther: 
Nonferrous ores and concentrates ' 4,928 7,186 Australia 6,650; United Kingdom 492. 

n.@.8. 
Metalliferous nonferrous waste, 14,687 25,730 United States 8,597; Morocco 4,672. 

N.e.s. 
Oxides and hydroxides: a . . . ee 

Bismuth and cadmium. .---_-_-_-- 5,651 4,753 Belgium-Luxembourg 3,400; United 
Kingdom 1,003. 

Barium, strontium and mag- 740 376 United States 166; France 122. . 
nesium. 

Base metals and alloys, n.é.s.: . 
Pyrophoric alloys....-...-.--- 6 12 West Germany 8; Austria 2. 

Other rare earth ' kilograms. - 3,331 9,049 France 9,010, 
metals and alloys. 
Other... 2-2 e----------. («1286 227 NA. 

Nonmetals: . 
Abrasives, natural, crude, n.e.s.......-- 1,876 430. Greece 275. — 
Asbestos: | . 

Crude, washed or ground.__........ 49,423 75,634 Canada 39,580; Republic of South 
a . . Africa 20,193, 

Asbestos cement products.__._._.- 1,840 1,107 Belgium-Luxembourg 819. 
Barite and witherite..._....._-...---- 415 582 France 180: West Germany 160. 
Boron compounds: . - 

/ _ Natural salts............--------- 8,947 18,368 United States 8,867; Turkey 4,500. 
Oxide and acid... _-_--.----___e 768 670 France 430; Italy 240. — 

Calcite... 222 nee eee 28 (1,152 Portugal 500; United Kingdom 336. 
Cement, hydraulic._...thousand tons... 2,548 1,559 Rumania 305; Poland 272; Italy 208. 
Chalk._...._.._2.--------- +--+. 2,649 4,341 France 2,903, Belgium-Luxembourg 

- 9 7 e . . : : 

Clays and clay products: ..._. . | 
Crude or washed clays: — ; | 

Bentonite______._.____-_..._ 12,507 15,204 Morocco 7,850; United Kingdom 4,369. | 
China clay (kaolin)_._._._._... 28,404 39,2388 United Kingdom 37,766. 
Other......_...-... oe... ~« «282271 =: 247606 United Kingdom 11,418; France 6,252. _ | 

Construction materials, n.e.s,: | _ 
Refractory bricks and other 25,602 53,853 West Germany 19,788; United Kingdom 
materials. 7,063. a . 

Nonrefractory bricks and other 20,619 25,179 Italy 12,526; Portugal 7,959. 
materials. 

Cryolite and chiolite, natural. ..-_____. 655 1,161 All from Denmark. 
Diamond: . . 

Gem, rough.or cut, thousands... $1,275 $1,038 Belgium-Luxembourg $898; Switzerland 
—— unmounted value. _ $45. oo 

Industrial. _____._.......--do.___ $666 $776 Ireland $276; Belgium-Luxembourg $133 
Diatomite and other siliceous earths- - _- 1,590 1,821 United States 966; West Germany 490. 
Dolomite.___.____. 2 2. ee eee 937 1,172 Norway 1,137. " 
Feldspar__.._.....-.-.---.---------- 1,361 1,206 Portugal 618; France 506. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: ; 
Nitrogenous-_.-thousand tons- - 122 120 All from Chile. — _. 
Phosphatic. ._.._-.....do___- 1,141 1,171 Morocco 850; United States 227; Tunisia 

Potassie.__.____..-.--.------ ) ------- 150 NA. 
Organic, including guano- __-_- 3,989 5,383 France 5,047. 

Manufactured: . . 
Nitrogenous___thousand tons- - 728 432 West Germany 170; Norway 99; France 

Phosphatic: . 
Basie slag........-do__-_- 32 33 . Belgium-Luxembourg 27; France 3. 
Other_____..._._..do__.. 4 15 France 9; Belgium-Luxembourg 5. 

Potassic.__.__.........do___. 1 1 West Germanyl. |. . 
Mixed_______--.-_-.--do__.. 80 123 West Germany 53; Italy 26; United 

. Kingdom 21. 
Ammonia, anhydrous-.._...do_--- 6 15 France 7; Portugal 7. 

Gem stones, n.e.s. (except pearls): . 
Precious. __..___value, thousands_ - $29 $303 Belginm- Luxembourg $133; Netherlands 

Semiprecious...........----do__.- $87 $151 West Germany $109; Switzerland $20. 
Industrial___-.__._.._.......do_.-_- $45 $2 Mainly from Switzerland. 
Powder and dust, abrasive_._do-_- _- $117 $81 Uni Kingdom $32; Ireland $18. 

Graphite, natural, crude or ground - -- ~~ 801 941 West Germany 301; France 282. 
Gypsum_._____. 2 eee 687 1,169 Morocco 1,027; France 71. 
Lime__..._____---------------------- 1,227 2,269 United Kingdom 1,001; Portugal 1,000. 
Magnesite, natural crude or calcined_... 11,784 7,212 Austria 2,536; United Kingdom 1,611. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Spain: Imports of metals and minerals—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity — ~ 1965  - 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Nonmetals—C ontinued — . 
_ Mie: - a 

Crude, powder and splittings__-.-_- 901 565 Norway, 174; India 103; United King- 
. om 90. 

Semimanufactures___._._-.------- 24 105 France 95. 
Pigments, mineral, including specular r 106 165 West Germany 131. 

hematite. 
Salt.......- 22-2 ~~ ieee eee ~ 501 858 United Kingdom 574; Netherlands 276. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Quartz and quartzite, crude, ground 674 1,346 West Germany 889; Sweden 188. 
and roughly squared. - me 

Dimension stone: - =. 
Crude, roughly split, and or Fo oe 

roughly squared: 
Granite, porphyry, sand- 5,949 8,179 Norway 2,327; Portugal 737; Sweden 

' gtone. Ol. 
Marble and other  calcar~ 9,784 14,412 Italy 9,103; Portugal 3,660. 

eous. . . 7 
Slate.._-._-....-__-__-.---- 233 667 France 420. _ 

Worked, all types______._---- 1,317 1,851 Portugal 1,094; Italy 448. < 
Gravel and crushed stone, including 1,010 15,281 France 14,083. | ae 
macadam. 

Sand, excluding metal-bearing sand_ 74,393 67,439 Belgium-Luxembourg 37,635. 
Grinding and polishing stones and _ 701 975 France 247; West Germany 213; Italy 

wheels. . 133. 
Sulfur and pyrite: : 

Sulfur, elemental, all types.____.... 44,858 45,867 West Germany 37,362. 
Sulfur dioxide_____-...222-------- 299 306 Netherlands 184; United Kingdom 102. 
Sulfuric acid____._...___...---.-. 77,114 32,570 Italy 32,516. . ; 

Tale and soapstone_________..___.--_-_ 2,185 2,530 Norway 684; Italy 670; France 655. 
Vermiculite and mineral wool__-.-----. = 836 540 Switzerland 234; Italy 98. 
Other nonmetals: — ae ° 

Crude, not elsewhere specified__-____ 5,445 7,568 Republic of South Africa 2,315; United 
Kingdom 1,866. 

Meerschaum, amber, jet....______- «805° LLL. 
Bromine, fluorine and iodine__-_____ 190 - 100 Chile 50; West Germany 50. 

Mineral fuels: . - oe . 
Coal and coke: . 

Coal, bituminous thousand tons_-_ 1,661. 1,886 United States 1,098; Poland 151. 
and anthracite. 

Lignite and briquets____..-.do_-_._ 55 71 Allfrom France. _ 
Peat and briquets_________.do__-- 2 3 United Kingdom 2. 
Coke and semicoke.___..__.do___- 67 67 West Germany 35; Italy 22. 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural___._____- 1,029. 2,885 Italy 1,920; United States 563. 
Carbon black___________--___-____----_- 19,516 25,809 France 14,836; Netherlands 4,255. 
Gas, natural_________..______----_--- r 240 - 349 France 259; Belgium-Luxembourg 90. 
Other gases (hydrogen and inert gases) - - 78 90 France 41; West Germany 20; Italy 20. 

etroleum: , 
. Crude and partly thousand tons... 13,396 16,314 Saudi Arabia 6,542; Libya 2,731. 

refined. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline__._________..do___- 73 63 Netherlands Antilles 48; United 
Kingdom 13. 

Kerosine, white spirit_._.do____ 93 162 United Kingdom 51; France 34. 
Distillate fuels. __....--do___- 42 56 Italy 41; Iran 11. 
Residual fuels...__.___-do___. 198 205 Italy 83; United Arab Republic 64. 
Lubrieants_____._____.do____ 25 50 United States 27. 
Mineral jelly and wax.--do-____ 6 10 United States 7; West Germany 2. 
Nonlubricating oil, n.e.s.do___- 86 29 Netherlands Antilles 14; Netherlands 6. 
Pitch_.________._____-do___- 44 18 Italy 11; United Kingdom 5. 
Pitch coke_....__.____..do__-- 9 19 West Germany 18; France 1. 
Petroleum coke. ___....do___- 76 33 United States 27; West Germany 6. 

Other coal, gas and petroleum prod- , 
ucts: 

Minera] tar___. thousand tons_ - 22 21 United Kingdom 18; Sweden 3. 
Coal tar distillation do___- 16 19 Netherlands 7; United Kingdom 3; 

products. France 3. 
Other.___________.---..do__.- 1 17 Netherlands Antilles 11; France 4. 

ace 

t Revised. NA Not available.
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_ - - COMMODITY REVIEW - : —— 

| ‘METALS ae 7 Zinc Corp. (5 percent). About 75 percent 
, - .. °° of the’ copper ore requirements for the 

Copper.—During 1967, construction smelter will be imported, and the re- 
was started on the new copper complex at mainder will be provided by domestic 
Huelva. The venture, which will provide porphyry ores. | 
facilities for the production of 40,000 tons Recently discovered reserves of these 
of electrolytic copper annually, is being ores in the Huelva area contain an esti- 
financed by Cia. Espafiola de Minas de mated 30 million tons with 0.8 percent 
Rio Tinto (55 percent), The Patifio Min- copper, which can be mined by open pit 
ing Corp. (40 percent), and Rio Tinto- methods. a 

| Table 4.—Spain: Mine production of copper | | 

- (Metric tons) ae . 

oe , | 1964 1965 1966 = 1967 

Copper bearing ores: - | . | - 
Cupriferous pyrites.__.._.._..._..-..._--_.---_.-. 480,667 *375,801 373 ,926 460 ,238 

Copper content...-_____.-.---_.------------- 5, 490 r4,419 4,334 5,045 
Porphyry ores.___..__.--.------.----------------- 240,909 268 , 466 242 ,950 265,934 

Copper content.._-____---_------------------ 2,770 3,087 2,795 3,058 
Other ores: 

Copper-_._..._-.----------------------------- 3,345  +*9,582 18 ,896 13 , 825 
Copper content._.._-_..-_- eee eee eee 49 r217 188 110 

Uranium-copper.__.-.-----...---------------. 38,259 23,994 NA NA 
Copper content._.._____._--.--_---- Ls ee 1,563 1,053 NA NA 

Total mine production of ores__.__.._-...__.-.-. 758,180 677 , 843 NA NA 
Copper content.__._.-___..-------------- 9,872 8,776 NA NA 

Copper concentrates______.___---------.-------------- 14,789 16,186 NA NA 
Copper content__..___.__-----------.------------ 2,650 2,897 NA NA 

Copper precipitates }1_...____.__.-._-------------------- 4,313 4,326 NA NA 
Copper content..__-..---------------------------- 2,744 2,749 NA NA 

r Revised. NA Not available. - SO | 
1 Leached from old dumps and cupriferous pyrites stock piles. ss 

Iron and Steel.—Iron Ore: During 1967 remainder was extracted from numerous 
domestic output of iron ore remained at small mines scattered throughout the 
about the same level as in 1966 but con- country. As of January 1966, estimated | 

siderably below the target of 7.4 million reserves of iron ore with an average iron 
tons foreseen in the Development Plan content of 50 percent were reported to be 
for 1964-67. Included in the decree laws more than 900 million tons. During 1967 
were provisions designed to speed up the Spain had some difficulty in selling its 
consolidation and rationalization of iron generally low-grade iron ores in competi- 
ore mining. The decree involved sets tion with richer ores from Africa and 
minimum annual output limits of 250,000 North America. The main goal of pro- 
tons for iron ore beneficiation facilities grams initiated by the Government is to 
and 750,000 tons for pelletizing plants to make Spanish ore more competitive with 
be eligible for financial benefits under the imported ores. . 

P lan. At the same Te B nath arse’ for Steel_—The increase in crude steel out- 
1971 0 ore 18 million { i 079... ion tons tor put was mainly from new facilities. The 

At “h m od oF t f the 1 ‘ron three major steel producing ‘companies : 

| 4. fers (1 MOS Ge 35 arse t. f were Ensidesa (Empressa Nacional Sider- 

the ot I out . y P emplete 1 vl ee fox ° urgica S.A.), Altos Hornos de Viscaya 
€ total output) completed plans tor ™ §.A., and the more recently formed 

vestment in new productive facilities in ; . . . . 
. : . Uninsa (Union Siderurgicas Asturianas, 

accordance with the new guide lines. T or devel h 

Roughly 70 percent’ of the Spanish iron S.A.) 4 he major development was the 
ore production came from four areas: Commissioning of a new 65-ton Linz- 
Leon (Asturias); Vizcaya (Bilbao); Donawitz converter and additional coking 

Teruel; and Granada (Andalusia). The and sintering facilities at the Aviles works
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| of Ensidesa, increasing plant capacity to : and ore types; however, cinnabar and na- 
1.6 million tons of crude steel at yearend. tive mercury ores from the Almaden mine 

ote ee have accounted for.much more than 80 
-Mercury.—Spanish mercury production percent of total output in recent years as 

has been derived from a number of sources indicated in table 4. oo SO 

Table 5.—Spain: Production of mercury ores and metal by types of ores mS 

| — _ (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | | | | ; | ; | 

a ne Oo 1964 1965 1966 =—«1967 

Ores: a | | 
Cinnabar and native mercury: 

Almaden mine_________-------.------------------ 63,790 66 , 243 NA NA 
Mercury content__________.--1------L-------. 2,340- 2,182 NA NA 

Other mines________.-.-------------------------- 17,338 10,017 NA NA 
Mercury content..__.____ oe eee 101 92 NA NA 

. Total ores_____.__- ee eee ---. 71,128 * 76,260 76,581 82,554 | 
Mercury content__________.___-._--.____.---. 2,441 2,274 2,127 1,490 

- Complex ores (mercury arsenic)___-_.__........_._-. 75,553 91 , 264 92 , 889 93 , 486 
Mercury content_..__....._--.-----.--_-_----. © 290 282 274 248 

Total mercury content of ores___....._._._.-. 2,731 2,556 2,401 — 1,738 
Metal produced .__.._.-..-----------------76-pound flasks_. 78,322 ' 74,661 70,054 — 49,227 

© Revised. NANot available. | oo | 

— Table 6.—Spain: Production of pyrites! | — 

| — (Metric tons)’ 7 a 

. . | 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Cupriferous pyrites__......_..-.-.--------.--- 480,667 375,801 373,926 460,238 
Sulfur content... 22 e 226 , 590 176,425 174,722 217 , 248 

Other pyrites: " oO 
Mine production, direct saleable_....__._._._.. 1,759,686 1,967,500 2,013,962 1,830,999 

Sulfur content_._._.........-_-.---.. 887/281 934, 862 954,704 869,677 
Concentrates: 

From pyrite ores______.-...-.-.----.- 51,799 218 , 296 NA NA 
Sulfur content___-__._.-.--- 2. 24,350 103 , 700 NA. NA 

From lead and zine ores_______-______- 101, 069 38 , 829 NA ~ - NA 
Sulfur content. _.._.--. 22-2 eee 47,064 -17, 484 NA NA- 

. Total pyrite._.__...__._-.___... 2,393,221 2,600,445 _ NA NA 
Sulfur content of pyrite...-. 1,185,285 1,232,471 NA _ NA 

“NA Not available. - a | 
1 Does not include chaleopyrite-pyrite concentrates derived from porphyry ores and treated by Orkla process 

to produce copper matte, elemental sulfur, and sulfuric acid. Sulfur content of these ores is estimated to 
average from 20,000 to 30,000 tons annually. . 

| ‘NONMETALS sumption of liquid fuels continued to 

. | i, increase during 1967 and oil’s share in 
Pyrite.—The 1967 decline in pyrite out- the energy balance increased to 40 per- 

put following the 1966 production of cent compared with about 35 percent 
more than 2 million tons was unexplained for coal and 25 percent for hydro- 
at the time of this writing. Overall pyrite electric power during 1967. Imports 

industry performance in recent years 18 provided the principal source of crude oil 
summarized in table 6. for the Nation’s petroleum refineries which 

: had a distillation capaci MINERAL FUELS pacity of almost 
520,000 barrels per day at yearend. Plants 

Petroleum.—Although Spain is only a in operation and under construction at 

small producer of oil, the country’s con- that time were as follows:
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Crude . 
Company Plant location Processing units capacity, 

barrels 
per day 

On stream: 
Compafiia Espafiola de Tarragon.__........_... Asphalt...._....-...._.___- 7,500 
Petroleos, S.A. (CEPSA). 

Santa Cruz Distillation; 
de Tenerife, reforming-UOP platforming; 
Canary Islands. lube manufacture; asphalt. 160 ,000 

Cia Iberica Rafinadora de Bens la Coruna___.__.. Distillation; 
Petroleos, S.A. reforming-UOP platforming; 

cracking-visbreaking; 50, 000 
Rafineria de Petroleos de Escombreras_._._._..... Distillation; 
Escombreras, S.A. (REPESA). reforming-thermal reforming; 

lube manufacture. 148 ,000 
Empresa Nacional ‘“‘Calvo Puertollano__._..._.__.. Distillation; 
Sotelo”’ de Combustibles reforming-UOP platforming; 
Liquidos y Lubricantes, S.A. lube manufacture. 45,350 
Esso Petroleos Espafioles, S.A... Castellon dela Plana... Distillation; 

reforming-Esso powerforming. 66,000 
Rio Gulf de Petroleos_.._....... Huelva_............-.. Distillation; 

reforming-UOP platforming. 43 ,000 

Total..._._._._.._.__..___. 7 plants on stream_.___- 519 , 850 

Under construction: 
Compafiia Espafiola de Algeciras__......._..... Distillation; 
Petroleos, S.A. (CEPSA). reforming-cat reforming; 

cracking-hydrocracking; 
coking. 40,000 

Esso Petroleos Espafioles, S.A... Castellon dela Plana... Expansion of capacities by 
22,000 barrels per day. 22,000 

Total_________ eee eee eee eee eee Lee eee eee a--------- 62,000
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The Miner try e Mineral Industry of Surinam 

By F. W. Wessel * 

The mineral industry of Surinam in — shore wells north of Paramaribo. Offshore 
1967 continued to operate substantially drilling was recessed, but seismic explora- 
at the record pace set in 1966. Bauxite still tion continued. The Royal Dutch Shell 
dominated the field, however as increased group was in possession of the former 
hydroelectric power became available, holdings of Gulf States Land and Indus- 
notably less bauxite but more alumina and tries, Inc. 
aluminum were exported. -This develop- Gold production continued to decline 
ment had several salutary effects: (1) The — as a result of increasing costs. Iron ore con- 
value of Surinam’s exports increased tinued to attract interest, and limited ex- 
sharply, and, in conjunction with a modest _ploration reportedly continued. Bodies of 
decline in the value of. imports, the trade both lateritic and hematitic ore are known. 
balance deficit was essentially wiped out; Some consideration was being given to 
(2) imports of aluminum in 1967 were less electric smelting of the hematite ores in 
than one-fifth of those in 1966; and (3) the vicinity of the proposed Avanavero | 
a smaller amount of outgoing cargo space power development. The distance between 
was needed. the ore deposits and the proposed power- 

Negotiations for bauxite concessions in plant site is about 320 kilometers, and the | 
the Adampada-Kabalebo area of the engineering and logistic difficulties prob- 
Bakhuys Mountains in west central Suri- ably would be substantial. 

nam were continued, but not concluded, Modest production of sand, gravel, 
nor had plans for hydroelectric develop- . . . 
ment at Avanavero and possibly other sites stone, and brick clay continued during the 
on the Kabalebo River been activated. Yea! encouraging the supposition that Sur- 

No petroleum production was officailly | inam may be self-sufficient as to these con- 

recorded in 1967, although there were struction materials for some time into the 

rumors of a trickle of oil from shallow on- _ future. 

PRODUCTION 

Bauxite was again the major item in for amblygonite were not available, but 
Surinam’s mineral production. In 1967, the production may have dwindled to the dis- 
value of bauxite produced for export was appearing point since N.V. Billiton Myj. 
$41.4 million,? and the value of bauxite relinquished its concession in 1963. 
processed to alumina in Surinam was an Among the construction materials, 
estimated $16.2 million. Alumina and _ crushed stone, stone sand, and gravel were 
aluminum produced for export again in- major production items, accounting in 
creased in volume and value, the value about equal parts for 91 percent of the 
figures being $38.5 million and $12.8 mil- _ total value of $230,000 for all construction 
lion, respectively. The bauxite-alumina- materials. Common sand and brick clay 
aluminum industry continued to be a most also were produced. _ 
significant contributor to Government in- 
come, and accounted for more than 80 per- t Physical scientist, Division of Interna- 
cent of the entire value of exports. tional Activities. 

The value of gold produced in 1967 de- 2 Where necessary, values have been con- 
clined, totaling $183,505. Production data verted ir “the Surinam 3 f° 1.00 evaie unto nse. 
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Table 1.—Surinam: Production of mineral commodities 

| . . (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) Bo : oe 

Commodity _ 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: 
Aluminum; 

Bauxite: o 
Crude, dry bauxite equivalent: ! . 

For conversion to alumina_.__.  ____.__..  _____.__. 277,032 ¢ 800,0000 ¢1,490,000 
For road surfacing and similar 

uses... alee 70,198 118,372 NA NA NA 
Processed, for metallurgical chem- 

ical, abrasive, and refract- a : oo 
ory uses: 

- Production, all grades, gross —- De 3 
eo . weight. .-_--- 22-2. 3,438,000 3,993,000 4,360,000 4,585,000 -. NA 

. ‘Shipments, for export market: . — - —— 
Dried, gross weight 3,271,815 3,748,773 4,125,466 NA. NA 
Calcined, gross weight ______ “210, 374 235,465 248,452 NA NA 

Total_._.__-.. 3,482,189 3,984, 238 4,368,918 24,584,519 23,865,895 
Dry bauxite . 

equivalent... 3,477,800 3,977,300. 4,346,200 © 4,570,000 NA 
Alumina: 3 . eo ae 

a Shipments, for export 
market.__.2.---2..------ een Leelee. 59, 856 2 348, 854 2 684, 567 

Delivered to smelter__.___.-. ___-_---.  __L______ 12,538 e 51,500 —« 62,200 
Metal, unwrought ?__-._--22 222 eee LL 1,253 25,701 31,097 

Columbium-tantalum ore______2____. 42 NA. 87 NA NA 
-Gold._...-__---_---_--troy ounces... 3,548 8,258 6,269. 5,159 ~~ -¢ 4,500 
Tin: Cassiterite concentrate © 
7 . oe long tons. _ 42 NA | NA NA. . NA 

Nonmetals; . - 
' Clay, common. ___________2 8. 2,400 4,200 ' 3,300 _ &€ 8,000 e 3,800 

‘Lithium minerals: Amblygonite 2___ _- 515 NA NA ) NA - - NA 
- Sand and gravel: — L 

: ~~ Common sand____..-_..______- ‘NA NA 149,748 ¢*'225,000 © 105,000 
oe Stone sand.___..------ 7,671 5,725 ~ 10,423  -9,600° 14,850 . 

Gravel____ 2-2 NA ‘NA 34,034 er 27,000 e 8,100 
Stone, crushed___.__-:2-.___~-2 ut 14,782 — 9,629 13,807 e 47,000 e 104,700 

Mineral fuels: Gas, manufactured 6 : 
_ million cubic feet __- 161 170 ~~ ~=—s«1%6 NA NA 

e Estimate. = * Revised. NA Not available. o . ae 
2 pata for crude bauxite, produced for conversion into dried and calcined products, are not_available. 

xports. . ee Se 
3 Additional quantities may have been produced and stocked or converted into metal stocked at yearend. 
* Imports from Surinam by the Netherlands. The Netherlands also imported 11 tons of unspecified metallic 

ores from Surinam in 1963, most of all of which was cassiterite and/or columbite-tantalite. oO - 
5 U.S. imports. 
6 Original data reported in cubic meters; conversion factor used was 35.3145 cubic feet per cubic meter. 

Production data were obtained from  sulate General at Paramaribo and by the 
figures supplied by the United States Con- bauxite companies. , 

7 : ‘TRADE | 

The upward trend in Surinam’s foreign level of bauxite production remained 
trade continued during 1966, the latest relatively constant, most of the increase 
year for which complete data were avail- came about through exporting higher 
able, as the value of exports of commodi- value alumina and aluminum, rather than 
ties of domestic origin rose by $30.7 mil- the equivalent bauxite of much lower 
lion; the value of all imports decreased by value. The share of mineral products in 
$5.6 million for a net trade gain of $25.1 total exports rose from. 80 to 85 percent. 
million. In the face of declining general imports, 

Minerals were responsible in 1966 for imports of mineral commodities increased 
an additional $28.9 million worth of ex- by 46 percent to $24.7 million in 1966. 
ports above the 1965 figure, representing The largest increases took place among the 

94.1 percent of the total increase. Since the mineral fuels—gasoline, residual fuel oil,
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liquefied petroleum gases, and coke—-which = ~—____»_>_/_/_/__SESsSsSSSsSsSsSsSssSssssesese 
increased variously from 20 to 200 percent. — Value Mineral 
Imports of iron and steel semimanufac- | _ (mullion dollars) | commod- 

—_——_————-———__ ities! 
tures decreased by 12.5 percent. Imports Mineral Total share of 
of aluminum in all forms decreased by 82 . com- trade (percent) 

° er modities. 
percent; assuming that this difference was 
supplied by domestic metal entering the Exporte: 

market, the operation of the Paranam ~ P 1964... __.. 38.9 _ 48.2 80.7 
he 95 million in 1965____.-..._ 47.0 59.0 179.7 smelter saved the country $2.95 1966. cv ee aes 

oreign exchange. | Imports: | | 

Surinam’s trade deficit, which averaged 1964_._....... 13.3 81.4 16.3 
eye 1965_ ~~ __ 16.9 96.2 17.6 

$18.5 million annually from 1960 to 1965, 1966____...... 24_7 90.6 27.3 
d 9 milli i 66. mai Trade balance: 

_ dropped to $0.9 million in 1966, mainly 1964__........ 425.6  —38.2 XX 
because of the increased value of mineral 1965____...... +80.1 —37.2 Xx 
exports. 1966___.-.-.-. +51.2  —.9 xX 

Comparative values of general trade and = ——————__________ —— 3 / 
mineral commodity trade are shown in the © XX Not applicable. 

. 1 Does not include reexports. 
following table: | | : 

Table 2.—Surinam: Exports of mineral commodities | 

— — (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) — 

~  - Commodity — Se 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 
— ew 

Metals: oe ° . 2 bs 
Aluminum: Be a 

Bauxite, all grades._.._........... 4,368,771 4,578,999 Mainly to United States. 
- Alumina... 22-22 59,356 348 ,854 | United States 293,850; Netherlands _ 

. Oo . : 5,004. 
Metal: | 

Unwrought (domestic) _______- 1,253 125,701 All to United States. 
. Unwrought (reexports) ?_.___._ 11 13 Mainly to Netherlands. , 

~. Copper, unwrought (reexports) ?.______- 86 94 Netherlands 49; United Kingdom 
42. 

Iron and steel (reexports): 
 . Unwrought 3... 22222022222 1,930 1,462 Mainly to United States. 

--  - Semimanufactures._. 2-2 2. 1 48 French Guiana 22; Martinique 16. 
Lead, unwrought (reexports)?_.._.._--- 72 52 Mainly to Netherlands. 
Metallic ores, slag, ash, not specified __ __ 52 1 Alito Netherlands. — : 

Nonmetals: . ; 
Cement: (reexports)_.....-.---.2----- 2) --- eee 35 All to Brazil. 
Sand, clay, earth._......-..--2 2-22 _- 4,523 11,360 Mainly to Netherlands Antilles. 

Mineral fuels (reexports): 
Petroleum: . 

Crude..._...___42-gallon barrels. _.___._.. 13 Mainly to French Guiana. 
‘Refinery products: — 

Gasoline. ..__.........do.__- 975 694 Mainly to Netherlands Antilles. 
Kerosine..-...--..-..--do_.__ 340 296 Do. 
Distillate fuel oil. ......do___- 13 88 All to French Guiana. 
Lubricating oil_._......do___- 383 318 Mainly to British Guiana. 
Liquefied petroleum pas menene) eee ee eee- 4 All to British Guiana. 
Other... __...42-gallon barrels 133 6 All to French Guiana. 

1 Company figure; official figure 2,884 metric tons. 
2 Apparently includes scrap derived from imported metal and metal products. 

Source: Algemeen Bureau voor de Statistiek, Suriname (Bureau of Statistics, Surinam). Maandstatistiek van 
de in-en uitvoer per goederensoort en per land. December (cumulative), 1966.
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Table 3.—Surinam: Imports of mineral commodities . | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: — 
Aluminum: oe . 

Unwrought..._.-..-.----..------ 31 . 4 All from Australia. 
Semimanufactures.......-....---. 2,066 3872 United States 214; Netherlands 57; 

a Switzerland 44. . oe 
Copper: - 

Unwrought__.._..-..--..--__---- (4) 10 Mainly from Netherlands. - 
Semimanufactures__.....-....---- 111 . . 88 United Kingsom 40; Netherlands 25. 

Iron and steel: — . . - . 
Unwrought_______.-.---.--_.---- 48 84 Mainly from Netherlands. 
Semimanufactures......_....-..... 23,951 20,941 Netherlands 8,911; United States 4,288. . 

Gold, unwrought.___._.._troy ounces... 3,537 4,823 All from Netherlands. 
ead: 

Unwrought._.._-_-.-.-...-------- 8 Liu e . 
Semimanufactures___..........-_- 40 82. Mainly from Netherlands. 

Magnesium, semimanufactures , 
; kilograms.___- 500 1,800 Mainly from United States. . oo 

Mercury_____.._...-.76-pound flasks. _ 3 9 Netherlands 6; United States 3. 
Nickel, semimanufactures.__..-_.___-- Q) 4 Mainly from United States. — 
Tin, all forms__..___._._._-long tons__ 7 10 Mainly from Netherlands. 
Zine, all forms. ....-.-.......-----..- 38 7 Do. 
Metallic ores, slag, ash, not further oo: 

specified_____-.--.-..--.---_.-----. 3 ...----- 
Nonmetals: 

Abrasives, natural.._.......-.-------- 1 4 Mainly from Netherlands. 
Asbestos and asbestos-cement building ” , 

materials____...-....-.--..-.-----. 1,692 926 United Kingdom 548; Belgium 124; 
Netherlands 116. 

- Cement: 
Refractory. _.......--.net weight... 441 560 Mainly from United States. 
Other. ___-_._-_.-------.__--.--.-. 50,248 40,873 Mainly from Venezuela. | 

Chalk_.__.--.--.------ 2 --- +--+ --- 231 © 291 Mainly from Netherlands. 
Clay building materials, nonrefractory - - 929 878 West Germany 305; Netherlands 305: 

Czechoslovakia 212. / 
Earths, pigment and siliceous_____..--.- 55 66 Mainly from United States. 

Fertilizer materials: . 
Nitrogenous__.__..._-_..----..-.- 3,288 3,810 Netherlands 2,155; Netherlands Antilles 

. 615. 
Phosphatic_...........-.-------- 59 64 All from Netherlands. 
Potassie__...-_.2..- 2 eee 18 127 Netherlands 71; West Germany 56. 
Not specified__........--.-_-.---- 473 501 Netherlands 326; Windward Islands 100. 

Total___.._._.--.._---.....-..-. 38,8838 4,502 Netherlands 2,615; Netherlands Antilles 
15. 

Lime___.__._-- 2-2-4, 726 1,334 Mainly from United Kingdom. | 
Refractory brick and similar products... 1,372 1,304 Mainly from United States. 
Salt__..-.-.-2 2-2 eee 1,295 1,285 West Germany 897; Netherlands 359. 
Sand, clays, earth, not further specified __ 739 507 Mainly from United States. 
Stone: 

Dimension, not worked and worked. 5,478 5,704 Mainly from Netherlands Antilles. 
Broken stone, gravel, macadam__._.. 14,601 38,063 United States 20,470; Netherla ds An- 

tilles 17,148. 
Other___._---_--- eee 161 152 Mainly from Netherlands. 

Other ?____ eee -----. «=. 4, 868 2,195 Do. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Surinam: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued _ 
i 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

rrr ht RS LL 

Mineral fuels: : 
Solid fuels: . . 

Coal___._-__-_------------------ 22 11 Netherlands 7; United States 4. 
Other, not specified.........------ 7,703 19,623 Mainly from United States. 

Gases, liquefied: © 
LP-gases_____...--..------------ 1,475 2,911 Mainly from Trinidad and Tobago. 

. Manufactured______.-.._-----.---- 154 89 United States 68; Netherlands 19. 

Petroleum refinery products: ° 
. Gasoline: 

Aviation 
thousand 42-gallon barrels-_- 19 18 Mainly from Trinidad and Tobago. 

Other__.._-.-._-..-.--do___- 139 164 Do. 
_ Kerosine......-.------.---do__-_- 44 46 Do. 

Distillate fuel oil. ...._.-._-do__-_- 577 565 Do. 
Residual fuel oil._...._._..-do__-_- 996 1,571 Do. 
Lubricating oil_.-__-.---.--do-_~_-_- 26 21 Jamaica 10; United States 4. 
Paraffin and vaseline__._______---- 52 78 United States 54; Netherlands 23. 

Other__ thousand 42-gallon barrels_- 5 2 United States 1; Trinidad and Tobago 1. 
Asphalt, natural bitumens, 

mixtures 4.._..---------------- 1,476 | 1,322 Mainly from Trinidad and Tobago. 
Benzol, toluol, xylol.....-_---.---- 37 37 Mainly from Netherlands. . 
Mineral tar, pitch, pitch coke-- - --- 273 136 United States 70; Netherlands 60. 

. 

t Revised. . . 
1 Less than }% unit. 
pacludes some materials not identified by commodity in source and commodities not listed separately in 

table. 
3 Excluding LPG and petroleum asphalt. 
4 May include some refinery asphalt. 
Source: Algemeen Bureau voor de Statistiek, Suriname; (Bureau of Statistics, Surinam). Maandstatistiek van 

de in-en uitvoer per goederensoort en per land. December (cumulative), 1966. 

- Table 4.—Bauxite shipments from Surinam | 

(Metric tons) 

Company and destination 1965 . 1966 1967 

TIO Tua 

Suriname Aluminum Co.: 
United States and Canada__._.._----------- | 2, 645,910 2,866, 797 2,018,397 

Burope___......-.------------------------ 85,271 89,924 118,751 

Others___.._..______---------------------- 13 , 367 16,094 17,100 

Total... ------eeeceeeececeeneeeeeee--- 2, 744,548 2,972,815 2,154,248 

N.V. Billiton Mij.: 
United States__._.._.-_..------------------ 893, 734 1,030,815 1,083,588 

Canada_.-._____._-.-.-------------------- 705, 856 548 , 929 618,131 

Europe____...-_-------------------------- weet 31,960 {3 380 

Others___.-....__-_---------------------- 4,775 6,880 
na 

Total__....______---..------------------ 1,624,370 1,611, 704 1,711,647 

Grand total._.......-------------------- 4,368,918 4,584,519 3,865,895 
NN 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS aluminum increased 21 percent to 31,097 

tons. 

Aluminum.—Apparent production of Negotiations between the Surinam Gov- 

bauxite in Surinam during 1967 was 5.36 ernment and a number of industrial firms, 

million metric tons, a slight decrease from originally aimed at exploitation of the 

the record production in 1966 of 5.38 mil- bauxite resources of the Bakhuys Moun- 

lion tons. More of the bauxite was con- tains area, were broadened to include the 

verted to alumina within the country; ap- Kabalebo area of west central Surinam. 

parent production of alumina increased The three groups conferring with the 

from about 400,000 tons in 1966 to Surinam Government at the end of 1967 

747,000 tons in 1967. Exports of primary were: (1) A consortium of Suriname Alu-
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minum Co. (Suralco), N.V. Billiton Mij., iron ore, presumably the total of such de- 
Aluminum Company of Canada, Ltd., and posits northwest, northeast, and southeast 
Ormet Corp.; (2) a joint Kaiser Alumi- of Van Blommestein Lake. Probably not 
num & Chemical Corp. - Cie. Péchiney more than one-fourth of this quantity is 
group; and (3) Reynolds Metals Co. The of an adequate grade to supply potential. 
Government required that the concession- local reduction furnaces. 
aire contract for a large part of the power | . 
to be generated at the proposed Avanavero MINERAL FUELS - a 

dam. Industry required ade quate and Petroleum.—The Colmar Surinam Oil 
uninterrupted power. Negotiations may (Co holds a major offshore drilling conces- have proceeded cautiously because of a sion. This company is owned in equal 
border dispute with Guyana. The bauxite ‘parts by N.V. Suriname Petroleum Mij. 
deposits lie clearly within Surinam, but (Petrosur) and the Royal Dutch Shell 
the watershed tributary to the dam may group. Petrosur in turn represents. the in- 
be more vulnerable to international dis-  terests of three French oil companies. Shell 
agreement. In March 1967, the Surinam purchased its 50-percent holding from Gulf 
Government retained Arthur D, Little, States Land and Industries, Inc., for about 
Inc., to prepare a feasibility study of the $6.5 million; Gulf States retained a small Kabalebo area. | royalty right. | a 

Suralco, with the participation of N.V. Under the terms of the concession, 
Billiton Mij., began construction about Colmar is required to drill six holes by 
mid—1967 of its fifth alumina production — January 31, 1971. Three of these holes, 
unit. Completion is expected early in 1968: totaling 7,084 meters, were drilled, with 
and will raise total alumina capacity in only minimal shows of oil. Drilling con- 
Surinam to | million tons per year. __ tractors were Reading and Bates’ Offshore. Suralco continued development of its Drilling Co., who sunk their drill holes. 
new mine at Lelysdorp. Alumina ship- from a catamaran-hulled vessel, the “E.W. 
ments to Aluminium Delfzijl N.V. con- _ Thornton.” Drilling was recessed early in tinued ; in addition, a new company, Alcoa- 1967, and new seismic studies of the 
Nederiand, was formed in the Netherlands, 22,000-acre area off Coronie were being 
to use Surinam alumina to make “tabular” conducted. 
alumina for refractory and ceramic use. Royal Dutch Shell also successfully 
The Brokopondo aluminum smelter negotiated for onshore concessions in the 
operated at about 50 percent capacity area abandoned by Colmar in 1965. In the 
during 1967; while the power supply situa- coastal area near Paramaribo, the Surinam 
tion was improving, the effects of the Geological Survey is drilling a series of 
drought early in 1966 were still being felt. shallow wells to develop fresh water. Since 

Gold.—Gold production in Surinam the original discovery of oil in such a well 
declined for the third consecutive year. near Calcutta, Saramacca, in 1965, several 
Mijnbouw Mij. Marowijne, N.V., a sub- other wells have found oil at shallow 
sidiary of Gulf States Land and Industries, depths, most recently in the southernmost _ 
Inc., and organized to exploit a gold- part of the Colmar concession, in posses- placer concession in the interior, announ- sion of the Petrosur-Shell group since 
ced liquidation early in 1967. September 1967. 

Iron.—A recent official release men- Some very minor production from on- tions a reserve of 5 billion tons of lateritic shore wells was unofficially reported.



The Mi t e Mineral Industry of Sweden 

| By F. L. Klinger * and Bernadette Michalski ” 

There was considerable activity in the The Boliden mine, an important source 
Swedish mineral industry in 1967 although of arsenic, copper, and precious metals, 
production levels for the most part showed was closed in 1967, as were several of 
only modest gains compared with those the smaller iron mines. New nonferrous 
of 1966. Improvements in productive ca- metal ores and pyrite mines were brought 
pacity, production techniques, and the va- into production, and additional deposits 
riety of products offered were particularly of iron ore, tungsten, and talc were being 

evident in, but not confined to, the iron explored. There was a major increase 

ore mining and iron and steel industries. in petroleum refining capacity. 
Reduced export prices helped iron ore Wages increased about 7 percent in 
producers maintain and increase their share most sectors of the industry, and further 

of West European markets in the face increases are expected for 1968. Interest 

of competition from non-European pro- rates on commercial loans were reduced 
ducers, while developing improved product following reductions in the central bank 
grades and new pelletizing capacity. A di in Feb d March 
new low-cost pelletizing technique was . iscount rate in . © ruary anc starch. 

brought into commercial production. The Government instituted a 25-percent 
Strong export demand for steel products t@X 0m nonpriority building construction 

countered declining domestic consumption ‘0 reduce inflationary pressures, but con- 
and was primarily responsible for a positive struction industry activity still appeared 
mineral commodity trade balance. to be substantially higher than in 1966. 

| PRODUCTION 

Except for a sharp increase in petro- TT 
leum refinery output, and rising production Industry sector Index, 19 59=100 

of aluminum, pyrite, and sulfuric acid, 1966 1967 
output of the major commodities of the ©£—— 
mineral industry in 1967 was close to Tron ore, mines. -——-igcvvvctrc 154-157 
1966 levels. There were modest increases Quarrying, clay slass, eles 
in iron ore and construction material out- Total mining and manufacturing... 164 168 
put; steel production was practically un- § §©§ —————————___________ 
changed ; and there were declines in mine Source: _statistiska | Centralbyran (Stockholm). 
copper and zinc output. The general per- Allman Manadsstatistik. No. 5, 1968, pp. 320-321. 

formance of the industry in 1967 is re- 9 ———————— 

flected in the following indexes: 1 Physical scientist, Division of International 
Activities. 

2 Commodity Research Specialist, Division of 
International Activities. 

17
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Table 1.—Sweden: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Electrolytic: So 
Unalloyed._..-__._.__.-...-.-----. 17,066 82,286 +* 31,714 29,500 34,300 
Alloyed.....-.-._--.--------------]} 38 942 f 12,583 1,599 NA NA 

Secondary 1................. 2. f += 884942 | 38" 640 «= 88,943 NA NA 
Semimanufactures !1___.____.....---_-.-. 56,800 64,396 56,753 NA NA 
Serap !_______...._-_---_-------------- 4,336 4,020 5,000 NA NA 

Arsenic, white__..__...._-.---------------.. 14,850 17,970 16,500 14,700 20,200 
; Bismuth ¢_.__._-____-____-_--_- eee - 70 68 35 35 30 

Cobalt__.....---- 2-2-2 ee 2 3 1 NA NA 
Copper: 

Ore and concentrate (20 to 24 percent 
copper:) 
Gross weight______....--_..-------- 73 ,906 79,289 *69,782 69,100 ¢ 70,000 
Metal content____.__-__-.......-_.. 16,692 16,190 15,787 ©¢14,600 ¢14,500 

Unrefined (cement)___._.__..---------.- 1,788 970 921 871 NA 
Refined______..._.____-____......--_.-. 1' 45,461 45,652 * 50,548 51,200 47,700 

G a anutactures 1 eee... 148,853 187,697 191,562 NA NA 
old: . 

Concentrate_____-.________-_-__---_--- 59,365 61,340 * 44,214 19,500 NA 
M Metal content_.__.___.troy ounces.. 115,164 117,672 *118,090 * 77,965 * 115,000 

etal: 1 
Unwrought_.___.__...-......do____ 167,216 161,107 154,259 2151,108 2117,350 
Semimanufactures___._...._...do____ 300,320 413,715 450,303 NA NA 

Iron and steel: a 
Iron ore: 

For direct use (60 percent iron) 
thousand tons... _ 19, 922 22,685) 

Concentrates (63 to 64 percent iron) . $b §=629, 485 28,206 28,270 
thousand tons__ 3,715 3,934! 

Roasted pyrites____._._...___._do___. 267 . 296 170 133 NA 
Agglomerates (sinter and pellets) 

thousand tons__ 3,676 4,323 4,593 5,278 NA . 
Slag, scale, and other waste_._..._...do___- 329 389 . 385 NA NA 
Serap__________-.---_--_--------do___- 1,422 ™ 1,555 1,637 NA NA 
Pig iron.___...__-.-_-_..---.-.--do___- 1,888 2,173 2,287 2,229 2,362 
Sponge iron.._.___.._--.-_--------do___- 137 152 176 171 152 
Ferroalloys___..-_-....--.-------do-_-_- 133 158 r171 173 151 
Steel: O 

Ingot: 
Ordinary steel_._thousand tons-_-_ 2,976 3,278 3,432 r 3,452 3,553 
Alloy steel____._...__._..do___- 692 907 1,004 r 1,029 951 
High-carbon steel.___....do___- 176— 198 224 tT 218 215 

Castings_____..-._--_-__...-.do__-_. 55 60 64 64 49 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars and rods 3_____....-do___- 1,087 r1,195 r 1,265 r 1,240 1,257 
Sections____._____...-_.-do___- 155 r 174 192 202 252 
Plates and sheets_____..._do___- 704 r 805 873 963 1,048 
Strip, including wide strip..do_---_ 300 384 421 r 480 494 
Rails and accessories._....do_-_-_- 98 69 70 65 43 
Seamless tube__._.__.....do___- 189 206 235 r 229 204 
Forgings___.__._-.--_.--do____ 92 101 113 129 107 
Other, for sale.___. .....do__-_- 98 127 79 r 40 34 

Lead Total semimanufactures_do-___-_ 2,723 ™ 3,061 r 3,248 r 3,348 3,439 
ead: 

Ore and concentrate (including silver- 
bearing): 

Gross weight.___.....__------------ 102,689 91,948 94 , 362 96,800 «102,000 
Lead content____.___..-----------_- 71,026 67,470 °*68,950 ¢ 70,500 71,600 

Dust, pelletized_.__._______-.---------- 1 NA 4,200 5 , 400 9,300 
Refined___._________.______-__-----.--. ' 40,763 "40,853 * 40,230 43 , 700 42 ,000 
Semimanufactures !_________.___----_-_-- 966 1,207 1,486 NA NA 
Oxide__________-____.----_------------ 6,704 7,321 6,084 NA NA 
Serap_________-___-___---------------- 736 1,047 1,784 NA NA 

Manganese ore (14 to 17 percent manganese) - - 7,317 5,944 *25,949 21,650 e 5,000 
ickel: 4 

Unwrought____.._.___..--------------- 3,039 3,154 2,970 NA NA 
Semimanufactures_______.___.__-------- 2,349 2,579 2,729 NA NA 

Platinum-group metals (semimanufactures) ! 
troy ounces__ 1,575 1,157 1,093 NA NA 

Selenium___________.___-____-------------- 71 82 80 e 82 e 97 
Siliecon_____________-______.---_------------ 8,155 7,223 9,296 NA NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Sweden: Production of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

Metals—Continued 
Silver: 

Content of concentrate.___._troy ounces__ 3,580 3,122 3,409 NA NA 
Unwrought !_____._.____--______.do_._. 2,881 5 3,226 54,155 24,495 23,707 
Semimanufactures !__.__._____-...do__.. 1,995 2,488 = 2,859 NA NA 

Tungsten: 
Concentrate: 

Gross weight_._.------------------- 3389) _.------ eee NA NA 
Metal content____._.-__-__----_-__- 164 __._L- Le Lee NA NA 

Unwrought__.__.._-._-.-_--_-_-_------- 90 165 50 NA NA 
Uranium oxide &_____-__. eee eee 9 9 r 18 r 45 55 
Zine: : 

Ore and concentrate: 
Gross weight____.__._.-_.__-.-_.... 147,753 140,176 * 142,368 154,900 ¢ 154,000 
Metal content__._.._-_-..---.------ 84,987 77,174 ©*79,120 +* 86,700 e¢ 86,200 

Clinker (70 to 75 percent zinc)___..-._.-.  -_--.-- 14,800 22,800 25,600 29,600 
Oxide___________-__-__.____------------- 3,722 3,510 3 , 362 NA NA 

Other, n.e.s.: 
Ores and concentrates_-_value, thousands. - $186 $178 $380 NA NA 
Ashes and residues, metal bearing. -...__- 45 22 36 NA NA 
Alkali, alkaline earth, and _ rare-earth 

metals_______-____________.__--- ee 9 9 6 NA NA 
Nonferrous metals 6____value, thousands. - $1,793 $2 , 766 $2,775 NA NA 

Nonmetals: 
Cement: 

Portland cement _......-thousand fons. _ 3,144 8,505 3, 648 | . 
ortland clinker.___._.__.___.__..-do__-_- 7 70 16 

Slag......_._._..... eee dO 125 92 g2/ 3,691 3,837 
Other_____________._-____--_-_.-do____ 30 29 34} 

Chalk, salable____.....--._-..--_.____-_-.----. 20,552 17,200 17,686 NA NA 
Clay and clay construction materials: 

Clays: 
Kaolin, including washed kaolin..____. 31,723 44,0388 * 41,734 27,300 230,000 
Refractory__.._.._.._-.----------_-. 188,381 167,473 *154,474 154,460 NA 
Other (‘‘klinkerlera’’).._.___...-._.- 98,118 100,705 47,413 42,371 NA 

Construction materials: 
Refractory.__.._....thousand tons_- r172 185 177 NA NA 
Nonrefractory: - 

Bricks and tiles__ — million units_ 456 467 443 NA NA 
Other____.___.____thousand tons_- r 188 206 203 NA NA 

Corundum (artificial). _....__._.-_--_---.---- . 441 527 743 NA NA 
Diatomite, calcined. __._______.-.-.---------- 363 217 r 398 500 e 300 
Dolomite: . 

Crude, for burning__._.......--.-.....-. 49,007 65 , 643 68, 761) 
Burnt__._-__-_____--_-----------.-_... 55,766 58,998 63,671} 258,600 NA 
Other________________-_-_---L----___-_-. 42,188 40 ,537 65,491) 

Feldspar______-.-___-_-.--_---------.------. 45,641 51,777 * 46,946 87,200 ¢ 40,000 
Fertilizer materials, manufactured: 

Nitrogenous: 
Ammonia, anhydrous_thousand tons- _ 80 95 118 NA NA 
Other__________._-_-.---...--do____ 193 218 209 NA NA 

Phosphatie: . 
Thomas slag___......-_---.--do____ 30 61 42 NA NA 
Other____.___.-_---._-._-...do___- 517 508 508 NA NA 

Other______._____-_----------_-------- 609 666 710 NA NA 
Flint____.._.-.---_-___-_---- ie eee 60 _.__---_ -------- NA NA 
Fluorspar____.___._-._.-.-_..-------------- 2,951 __.---- ee eee) +--+ -- NA 
Lime____________-_______.. thousand tons-.- r777 r 860 r 878 964 e 900 
Limestone, for. industrial use_._......-.do._._.  * 7,957 r9 065 r 9,468 NA NA 
Mica, ground___.._.-__---_-.-------------- 20 21 NA NA NA 
Pyrite: 

Gross weight_____.._..._thousand tons_- 403 452 441 434 e 440 
Sulfur content_______.__....-_-.--do___- 204 231 221 222 e 220 

Quartz______-__-___.-.--..__--------do___- 188 r 204 220 NA NA 
Quartzite__.__-._.__.__..-____.---.--do___- 613 823 852 NA NA 
Stone and gravel: 

Building and ornamental stone: 
Unworked: 

Granite, gneiss, etc 
thousand tons__ 242 r 254 240 NA NA 

Marble and other calcareous 
thousand tons_-_ 114 r 124 125 NA NA 

Slate_..._.._...-.___-_..do____ 24 715 51 NA NA 
- Worked, all types.__-..-._.--do__-_- 231 237 233 NA NA 

sult Crushed stone, including gravel 7...do_... * 6,968 r 8,381 8,703 NA NA 
ulfur: 

Elemental (recovered from oil shale) - - _-_- - 26,300 27 , 442 21,420 10,000 NA 
Sulfuric acid (100 percent) and oleum_.__.._ 474,461 * 523,474 * 578,579 NA NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Sweden: Production of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 Pp 

Nonmeta!s—Continued . 
Tale and steatite___._____._.-._._ __ LL eee 18,775 16,659 +'18,723 18,500 ¢19,000 
Other, n-e.s__.____-_-.----------_---------- 2,571 2,837 10,743 NA NA 

Mineral fuels: 
Bituminous shale (alum shale): 

For distillation___.._._..-thousand tons__ 3,098 3,225 1,442 \ e 805 NA 
For fuel___.__._-----------------do___- 175 279 294 
For other use. _-.__-__-------------do___- 18 24 135 425 NA 

Coal____.___..--_------------.------d0o___. 99 84 59 r AO e 20 
Coke: 

Coke oven__.__------------------do__-- 343 375 375 500 e 540 
Gashouse____-__--_----_---------do___- 570 550 530 545 € 510 

Peat: 
Briquets._______.___--__-..-..._-do___- 61 41 30 e 40 NA 
Baled______...._..----------..--do____ rl © 64 84 e 80 NA 

Petroleum: 
Crude (from shale)___.__._...__...do____ 79 81 58 25 NA 

Refinery products: i oo OO 
Gasoline §___.____._..._._._.do___- 389 512 503 500 837 
Kerosine____-__----------.--do____ 5 3 5 29 
Distillate fuel oil.._._..__...--do___- 640 811 823 835 1,505 
Residual fuel oil §._..__.-__.._.do__-_- 1,290 1,645 1,769 1,647 2,448 
Liquefied hydrocarbon gases_..do-__-_- 37 40 45 | 
Lubricants. _-..-.....--_..--do___- 163| 568 S 740 902 
Bitumen and other_____..____do____ 409} 642 | 

Total refinery products_____.do___- 2,933 3,574 3,785 3,722 5,716 

e Estimate. r Revised. NA Not available. P Preliminary. - 
1 Including alloys. 
2 Production of Bolidens Gruvaktiebolag. . - 
3 Including wire rod. 
4 Almost exclusively nickel alloys. 
5 Source: Central Bureau of Statishes (Stockholm). Industri, 1964 and 1965. Figures shown exceed those 

published by same office in ‘‘Bergshantering’”’ by 225 units in 1964 and 272 units in 1965. Reason for difference 
not identified. 

6 Including scrap. 
7 Not including tarmacadam. 
8 Including production from shale oil through 1966. 

TRADE 

Preliminary figures indicated that Swe- creased exports of petroleum products. Ex- 
| den had a positive trade balance of about ports of iron ore, Sweden’s major mineral 

$70 million in mineral commodities in export commodity, increased by 800,000 
1967, compared with negative balances tons compared with that of 1966, but 
of more than $400 million in 1965 and relatively low prices for high-phosphorus 
1966. This resulted mainly from increased ore were probably responsible for a $12 
iron and steel exports and reduced fuel million decline in total value. 
imports. In iron and steel trade, exports In nonferrous metals there were sub- 
exceeded imports quantitatively for the | stantial reductions in exports of copper 
first time in over 10 years, and the gain and ores of lead and zinc, but gains 
in value of steel exports together with in exports of aluminum and lead. Alumi- 
lower petroleum product imports in 1967 num ore imports nearly doubled while 
more than compencated for a heavy in- ingot imports declined by 28 percent, 
crease in crude oil imports for the ex- reflecting rising primary smelter capacity. 
panding refining industry. A relatively mild The relationship between mineral com- 
winter was also an important factor in modity trade and total commodity trade 
reduced fuel demand, and permitted in- is shown in the following tabulation:
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Value Mineral 
(million dollars) com- 

——_——_—____—_———- modities’ 
. Mineral Total _ share of 

com- trade _ total 
modities (percent) 

Exports: 
1965___.._-.__- 700 3,971 17.6 
1966____. Le 763 4,270 17.9 
1967 P___ Le 857 4,528 18.9 

Imports: 
1965_._......... 1,129 4,376 25.8 
1966____.....-. 1,195 4,571 26.1 

~ 1967 PLL 787 4,703 16.7 
Trade balance: 

1965_..__.._..... —429 —405 xx 
1966____....... —482 —301 XX 
1967 P_____..... +70 —175 xX 

P Preliminary. XX Not applicable. 

Sources: Statistical Office of the United Nations 
(1965-66); Manadsstatistik over Utrikeshandeln 
(Stockholm), No. 12, 1967, 95 pp. 

Table 2.—Sweden: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

~ Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum: . 

Bauxite__...-.- 0-2-2 2.-- Lee 400 477 West Germany 469. 
Serap }._ ek 608 731 Denmark 266; West Germany 243. 
Ingot }_ 12 eee 1,792 596 United States 170; West Germany 129. 
Semimanufactures______.._.___-.- 8,343 13,990 Finland 5,873; Norway 4,220; Denmark : 

: . 2,109. 
Copper: 
Ore__.... 2 eee eee 9,215 All to Japan. 
Serap____-______---___-__--__--- 1,429 974 West Germany 630;United Kingdom 120. 
Ingot 1._____.- a eee -. «= 20,099 34,402 United Kingdom 13,661; France 7,662. 
Semimanufactures !_______.____._. 86,609 386,218 Denmark 8,932; United States 7,966; 

. Norway 6,318. 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore_..........thousand tons._ 24,461 22,287 NA. 
Roasted pyrite__._.__..__..do___- 424 258 West Germany 154; United Kingdom 91. 
Slag, dross, scale, ete. _._._.do___-_ 113. 88 Finland 36; United Kingdom 25. 

' Serap____.--_-_---__-_- do _ 19 19 West Germany 12. 
Pig iron,? including do____ $9 84 United States 19; West Germany 11; 

spiegeleisen. United Kingdom 11. 
Ferroalloys___._.._._._-_..-do____ 26 36 United States 12; United Kingdom 11; 

West Germany 6. 
Ingots and other primary do___- 101 58 Finland 12; West Germany 8; Nether- 

forms. lands 7. 

. Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, sections____.do___- 287 279 United Kingdom 48; West Germany 44; 

. United States 42. 
Plates and sheets.__.__.do__._ 306 432 Denmark 86; Norway 82; West Germany 

Hoop and strip__._-....do__-_- 41 47 United States 8; West Germany 6; 
Norway 3. 

. Rails and accessories____do-_-_.. 30 19 Denmark 12; Norway 4. — 
Wire__.__._......__..-do__.. 38 48 United States 8; West Germany 5; 

France 4. 
Tubular products_......do___- 160 165 U.S.S.R. 40; West Germany 16; United 

Kingdom 14. oo 
Castings......-..-...-do__.- 2 2 West Germany l. 

Total semi- do___- 864 992 
manufactures. 

Lead: 
Ore_______-_______-_.--.---_--.-. 41,469 44,849 West Germany 40,023; Belgium-Luxem- 

bourg 4,278. 
Scrap 1___-_.__-- e+e + -- 161 92 All to Norway. 
Unwrought !_____---_- 2 ee 9,159 10,155 Denmark 6,311; Finland 2,133. 
Semimanufactures !____._.__-___-- 26 39 NA. 

Magnesium (scrap).__.-___.-_-------- 266 202 United States 118. 
Manganese, ore__.__.__-_..--_-..-.--. 24,888 23,760 Finland 23,123. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Sweden: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Sse 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

eR nNOS 

Metals—Continued 
Nickel: 

Matte___._______--_-_-----------  -----+-- 10 All to the United States. 
Serap____--_-------------------- 334 371 Belgium-Luxembourg 127; West. Ger- 

many 87. 

Unwrought 1___-...-------------- 72 23 Netherlands 16; West Germany 6. 

Semimanufactures___...---------- 825 1,024 Mainland China 147; Denmark 144; 
United States 144. 

Silver and platinum-group metals: ! 
Sweepings, value, thousands_ - $2,144 $2,756 West Germany $1,668; United Kingdom 

scrap residues, etc. $614. 
Silver: 

Unwrought and do____ $1,123 $1,131 Denmark $410; West Germany $300; 
semimanufactures. France $226. 

Platinum-group_____.__----do-_-- $155 $179 Finland $98; Denmark $50. 
metals. 

Tin: 1 
Scrap..___._----------long tons-_- 25 12 Norway 11. 
Unwrought and semi- do___. 159 145 Iran 50. 

manufactures. 
Tungsten, ore._.._---_--------------- 34 24 West Germany 23. 

Uranium and value, thousands. $65 $193 France $48; Yugoslavia $33. 

thorium. ! 
Zine: | 

Ore__..._.._......_.--._._------ 148,608 161,196 Belgium-Luxembourg 62,712; West Ger- 
. many 46,935; Norway 35,931. 

Serap______--------------------- 1,480 1,414 Belgium-Luxembourg 449; Norway 337; 
- Italy 210. 

Unwrought and semimanufactures 1_ 204 204 Finland 110. 
Other materials, n.e.s.: 

Ores and concentrates__-__.------- 123 174 West Germany 48; Philippines 16. 

Nonferrous ashes and residues___.._ -68,917 68,119 Norway 27,534; United Kingdom 21,692. 

Oxides and hydroxides 3_____.----- 2,232 2,344 Finland 549; East Germany 481; Norway 
46. 

Base metals, including scrap - -- - - -- 254 248 United Kingdom 70; West Germany 46 
Norway 35. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives: 

Corundum (natural), pumice, and 60 NA 
emery. 

Diamond, value, thousands. - $179 $306 West Germany $165; United Kingdom 
industrial. $131. 

Grinding stones__._.-------.------ 1,942 NA 
Asbestos, crude fiber_...._.__-.-------- ------- 56 Finland 30. 
Cement and asbestos-cement manu- 121,859 74,914 West Germany 32,489; Guadeloupe 

factures. 15,159; Denmark 11,040. 
Chalk._______________--___----------- 3,068 3,363 Finland 2,250; Norway 822. 
Clay and clay construction materials: 

Clay (kaolin, bentonite, refractory, 15,631 4,230 Finland 3,006. 
and other). 

Clay construction materials: 
Refractory___...---..--.----- 24,215 24,396 Norway 8,581; Denmark 7,519; Finland 

968. 
Nonrefractory__-.-_---------- 31,8386 32,549 Norway 9,926; Denmark 6,908; Finland 

364. 

Diamond, non- value, thousands- - $520 $226 Denmark $65; Israel $24; France $17. 

industrial, unset. 
Diatomite and other siliceous earths- - -- 108 71 NA. 
Dolomite, including calcined _-----.--- 3,721 3,986 Denmark 2,311; Norway 952. 
Earth pigments___.__-_--------------  ------- 39 NA. 
Feldspar (includes fluorspar) - ~~. ------ 19,955 16,761 United Kingdom 3,936; Belgium-Luxem- 

bourg 3,265; Austria 1,600. 

Fertilizers, manufactured: 
Nitrogenous.____---------------- 24,859 28,681 India 14,000; Denmark 6,728. 

Thomas slag_______-.__---------- 20,3852 20,514 Finland 11,331; West Germany 6,935. 
Other____________---_----------- 121 1,510 All to Denmark. 

Graphite..__._.__.__---_------------ 24 NA 
Gypsum and anhydrite, including cal- 13 NA 

cined. 
Limestone, for flux, cement, ete___.-_-- 549,380 NA 
Magnesite, including calcined - -__------- 205 116 United States 50. 
Miea________________-__--_---------- 26 NA 
Pyrite_____.__.__-.__---------------- 13,218 41,3827 United Kingdom 41,325. 

Quartz and quartzite._.........._------ 80,968 86,338 Denmark 49,292; West Germany 22,078. 

Salt_.__._.______-__--_----.---------- 1,378 . _.---. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Sweden: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 
ene nn TS 

Nonmetals—Continued ; 

Stone, sand and gravel: co 

Dimension stone: 
Granite, gneiss___.....-_----. 148,511 151,279 West Germany 96,711; Denmark 22,587. 

Marble, bluestone, other cal- 559,004 472,684 West Germany 232,392; Finland 188,371. 

careous stone. 
Slate_____._-__.__----------- 596 - 823 Denmark 407. 

Gravel and other crushed stone_.-- 588,876 612,994 West 4 Germany 862,973; Denmark 
2,449. 

, Sand_____.___.___..-_---.------- 39,342 38,290 Norway 16,156; Denmark 11,580. 

Sulfur, crude___-__.-...-------------- 201 90 NA. 

Tale and steatite._________----.-------- 5,080 4,042 Norway 1,334; Netherlands 1,002; Den- 
mark 742. 

Miscellaneous materials, n.e.s.: 
Chemical elements...........----- 411,104 412,302 West Germany 3,931; United Kingdom 

2,144; U.S.S.R. 1,555. 

Hydrogen and__—- value, thousands_- $39 $38 Denmark $11. 
- -yare gases. 7 

Inorganic and oxygen compounds of ° 57,523 ° 88,775 United Kingdom 28,011; Finland 20,004; 

nonmetals or metalloids. Denmark 15,139. 

Inorganic bases.._.._------------ ° 7,161 ¢°9,860 Denmark 2,887; Norway 2,360. 

. Other mineral materials__--_------ 1,204 3,530 Denmark 1,379; West Germany 943. 

Slag and ash, including kelp_ - ----- 2,375 769 NA. 
Mineral fuels: 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural_..------. 11,219 17,754 Netherlands 10,851; Spain 2,762. 

Coal_______.------------------------ 2,810 867 Denmark 546; Finland 321. 

Coal derivatives. -__.._-..------------ 17,015 25,595 Netherlands 11,410; West Germany 

Coke, including briquets._..-_..------- 9 , 436 7,732 Netherlands 3,154; Denmark 2,291; 
Norway 1,708. 

_ Peat, including briquets-_-------------- 8,310 11,980 Denmark 6,759; Norway 2,206. 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline............__----------- 181,071 147,449 Norway 70,009; Denmark 64,847. 

Kerosine.___._-_.-_------------- 7,901 18,568 Norway 12,958. 

Distillate fuel oil...._.._-.-_.---- 69,065 156,053 Norway 77,036; Finland 47 ,602. 

Residual fuel oil.....__.__._------ 70,462 40,345 Netherlands 32,902. 

Lubricants, including greases_._..... 45,208 44,973 Finland 15,388; Norway 11,720. 

Other, including gases.._-..--....-- 50,568 46,209 Denmark 31,094; Norway 7,319. 

Total_...__._.---------------- 874,275 448,597 
International bunkers: . 

Distillate fuel thousand tons-- 248 NA 
oil. 

Residual fuel oil_.._....do_-_-- 602 | NA 
RN 

t Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Including alloys. 
2 Includes cast iron, and shot, grit, sponge, etc. of iron steel. 
3 Includes oxides of lead, zinc, and other metallic oxides comprising Subgroup 513.5 Standard International 

Trade Classification (S.I.T.C.) (Revised). 
4 Includes silicon, arsenic, selenium, mercury, chlorine, and other elements comprising Subgroup 518.2, 

S.ILT.C. (Revised). " 
5 Includes arsenic trioxide and sulfuric acid. 
6 Includes oxides and hydroxides of aluminum, copper, vanadium, tungsten, and other metals under Sub- 

group 513.6, S.I.T.C. (Revised). 

Table 3.—Sweden: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a  — —— 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 
LR 

Metals: 
Aluminum: . 

Bauxite.____...___-_.-------- 22 , 988 27,200 Greece 18,568; Guyana 8,632. 

- Oxide and hydroxide !__----_-- 70,954 47,919 Jamaica 43,114; West Germany 4,033. 

Scrap 2.._...----------------  --------- 239 United States 64; Rumania 52. 

Ingot 2.___-..--------------- 27,252 41,110 Norway 20,587; Canada 5,614; United 
States 4,517. 

Semimanufactures 2____.------ 19,015 22,177 Belgium-Luxembourg 4,425; West Ger- 
many 3,368; Austria 2,529. 

Chromium: 
Ore___.....----------------- 141 ,471 158,784 U.S.S.R. 93,954; Turkey 51,489. . 

Oxide______..._-.----.~------ 1,594 1,528 West Germany 784; France 221; United 
Kingdom 205. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Sweden: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals—Continued i Cobalt, oxide and hydroxide____-__- 6 5 NA. . oo Copper: oe a . _ ‘Ore___ 2 76,909 74,939 Canada 39,767; Peru 17,770. 
Matte_______..__.__ 8,481 9,260 France 8,616. ~~ - 
Scrap__-_--.--2 2-2 eee 10,400 9,671 United States 4,343. > 
Unwrought 2__.-_-- 69,577 58,646 Chile 19,145; Zambia 15,674; Belgium- 

. Luxembourg 12,510. . 
Semimanufactures ?__:_._.__ 35,294 32,702 Finland 5,467; Belgium 5,136; Chile 3,400. Iron and steel: . . — a. Tron ore_-_.22 222 =e 172,116 214,225 Liberia 212,287... ~- 
Pyrite cinder____.._--_______. 19,603 5,569 Finland 3,350. . 
Slag, dross, scale from manu- 17,551 23,623 France 16,055; United Kingdom 7,252. ' facture of iron or steel. oo oe : 
Iron oxide and hydroxide______ 5,928 6,707 West Germany 5,207. — 
Scrap____._- -__-_- 248 ,268 219,021 U.S.S.R. 94,459; United States 55,417. Pig iron 3_____-_-_2 341 , 602 429,945 Finland 241,468; U.S.S.R. 98,602; West 

oe os ~ Germany 26,187. 
Ferroalloys__-._-.-.-2_____.. 69 , 432 72,935 Norway 30,405; U.S.S.R. 12,120; Re- 

Co public of South Africa 9,291. 
-Ingots' and other — primary 24,001 _ 12,110 Norway 4,878; Republic of South Africa forms 2. , 2,058; Ireland 2,046. 

Semimanufactures: 2 
Bars, rods, sections___-___.- 358 , 760 360,113 West Germany 117,526; Belgium-Luxem- 

bourg 67,503; France 67,469. 
Universals, plates, sheets_ _ 734,318 688,760 United Kingdom 167,481; West Germany oS 146,264; Netherlands 82,616. . _ Hoop and strip.._-___.___ 65 , 552 55,861 Belgium-Luxembourg 16,641; West Ger- os many 14,349; Czechoslovakia 8,120. 
Rails and accessories_____. 5,025 6,836 West Germany 3,974; Belgium-Luxem- 

~ bourg 1,899. 
| “Wire. 2.22 17,067 (16,577 United Kingdom 7,384; Belgium-Luxem- 

. bourg 4,469. 
Tube, pipe and fittings____ 204,408 164,906 West Germany 73,674; United Kingdom 

. . 22,812; France 18,767. _ 
Castings and forgings, un- 5, 56¢ 4,323 Poland 3,165; Belgium-Luxembourg 318. worked. , 

Lead: ? Total semimanufactures. 1,390,696 1 ,297 , 376 
ead: 

Oxide._.___. 2-2 2,232 1,721 United Kingdom 906; Poland 320, West 
Germany 228. 

Serap..- 2. 666 ________. 
Unwrought_________________. 7,668 6,963 Peru 3,048; Mexico 1,522; Republic of 

South Africa 762. 
Semimanufactures____________ 2,005 1,858 Belgium-Luxembourg 708; Norway 378. Magnesium: 2 
Unwrought, including scrap_-_- 478 ~ 386 Norway 294. 
Semimanufactures____________ 63 95 United Kingdom 44; West Germany 27. Manganese: ; 
Ore... 95,975 45,956 Republic of South Africa 22,523; U.S.S.R. 

»349. 
_ Oxide_______-_-__ ee - 494 1,093 . Japan 690; Belgium-Luxembourg 289. Mercury--______.__76-pound flasks__ 2,118 2,437 Spain 1,479; Italy 435. . 

Molybdenum: 
Ore and concentrate__________ e 3,000 ©€4,000 NA. 
Metal, wrought and unwrought_ - 45 . % United Kingdom 18; U.S.S.R. 11; West 

Germany 11. 
Nickel: a ; 

Matte_____._._-_-_ 2. 584 2,313 All from Canada. 
Scrap__._ 2-8 838 1,297 United States 849; Netherlands 194. 
Unwrought 2_________________ 13,184 12,573 Norway 4,837; United Kingdom 4,188. Semimanufactures ?___________ 795 951 United Kingdom 582; West Germany 109. Silver and platinum-group metals: 
Ore and value, thousands__ $1,134 $333 Peru $326. 

concentrate. 
Residues and other do____ $714 $425 United States $198; Denmark $153. 

waste. 
Platinum-group metals__do____ $1,533 $3,109 wert ermany $848; United Kingdom 

- Silver: 
Un- value, thousands. _ $3,145 $2,959 United Kingdom $1,348; West Germany 

wrought and semimanu- $1,181. 
factures. 

Rolled, or other do____ $583 $713 United Kingdom $456; West Germany 
metal. $254, 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Sweden: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
, a 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 
i eee” 

Metals—Continued 
Jantalum. .--------~--~--2++-~~- 1 1 All from Switzerland. 

in: 
Oxide______.._____long tons_~ 67 34 United Kingdom 18; West Germany 15. 
Unwrought, including do___-_ 1,291 770 United Kingdom 473. 

scrap. 
Semimanufactures 2__._.do___.- 104 103 United Kingdom 69; Denmark 17. 

Titanium: : 
Ore___._--- 2 e 3,500 ®° 4,000 NA. 
Dioxide. -___-__.____.________ 9,803 11,922 Norway 4,131; United Kingdom 1,304; 

Finland 1,259. 
Tungsten: 

- Ore... eee 1,881 1,903 Canada 909; South Korea 409; mainland 
China 386. 

Metal_.._-- 22 133 . 152 West Germany 94; U.S.S.R. 20. 
Uranium and value, thousands - - $47 NA 

thorium. ! 
. Zine: . 

Ore__.._- 22 eee 496 93 NA. 
Oxide___.. 22. 3,509 - 2,385 Netherlands 1,068; West Germany 643. 
Serap ?__.._--2 ee Y 6: 

‘ Dust (blue powder)______.____ 135 170 Norway 97. 
Unwrought 2._________ 35 , 783 ~ 29,882 Norway 11,916; Poland 7,837. 
Semimanufactures 2___________ 1,540 1,486 West Germany 768; Belgium-Luxem- 

. bourg 263. 
Zirconium ore 4.__.__.__.-___.__. e], 554 €1,875 NA. . 
Other, n.e.s.: 

Nonferrous ores and concen- 224) __LL LLL 
trates. 

Metalliferous ash and waste_ __ 40,018 55,603 Norway 18,646; West Germany 17,168. 
Oxides, hydroxides, and per- . 

. oxides: 
Of strontium, barium, and 5,201 4,351 Netherlands 1,959; Norway 1,247. 

magnesium. 
Other §_____2_-_-- 1,579 1,652 United States 406; Finland 829; Republic 

of South Africa 233. - 
Alkali, alkaline earth, and rare- 12 8 Austria 4. OO 

earth metals. 
Nonferrous metals___..______- 2,025 . 2,621 Republic of South Africa 873; United 

Kingdom 301; France 271. 
Pyrophorie alloys___...._____- 6 8 West Germany 4; United States 1. 

Nonmetals: — - Lt 
Abrasives: . 

Corundum: oe 
Natural, including emery 1,164 1,824 West Germany 544; Italy 390. 

and pumice. 
Synthetic___......-2. 2 -- © 5,762 NA 

Grinding stones_____...__.--- 3,727 3,633 United Kingdom 1,590; Austria 595; 
West Germany 470. 

Asbestos: 
Crude__.._.-_--__-_---_-_----_-. 21,162 19,598 Canada 8,526; U.S.S.R. 4,765; Republic 

so of South Africa 1,778. 
Asbestos cement products.._._.. - 12,731 7,672 Belgium-Luxembourg 3,339; West Ger- 

many 2,720. 
Barite, including witherite_________ 1,878 1,480 West Germany 1,241. 
Borates, natural______.....______- 2,458 2,635 United States 2,628. 
Boric oxide and boric acid_______-__ 549 829 France 380; United States 327. 
Cement.__.-__._.._._..-_-_.__-_- 37 , 253 46,482 Finland 27,703; Denmark 15,231. 
Chalk___-._---- 22 10,863 10,190 Denmark 8,000; France 2,014. 
Clay and clay products: 

Clay (bentonite, kaolin, re- 229 ,371 259,467 United Kingdom 205,400. 
fractory and other). 

Clay construction materials: 
Refractory_..........-..- 90,528 97,898 West Germany 29,189; Austria 26,954. 
Nonrefractory_._-_.-.---- 136 , 992 99 , 429 Poland 25,484; U.S.S.R. 22,078; Denmark 

Cryolite and chiolite, natural. -_ —-_- 1,178 297 All from Denmark. 
Diamond and other precious, semi- 

precious stones: 
Diamond: 

In- value, thousands_ _ $1 , 260 $1,290 United Kingdom $624; Netherlands $439. 
dustrial. 

Non industrial, do__ $2 ,238 $1,732 Belgium-Luxembourg $1,266; Nether- 
unset. lands $253. 

Dust and powder do__ $291 $429 United Kingdom $310; United States $49. 
of gems. 

Other” --.-- do_. $565 $676 West Germany $340; India $62; United 
States $62. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Sweden: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity | 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1996 

Nonmetals—Continued 
Diatomite and other siliceous earths_ 8,773 8,775 Denmark 8,797; Hungary 1,978. 
Dolomite, including calcined _ -_-____- 27, 883 23,147 Norway 21,526. 
Earth pigments______-__.__..--.- 258 237 West Germany 91. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
- Phosphate rock______._-. 488 ,457 424,838 Morocco 271,900; U.S.S.R. 65,405. 
Sodium nitrate._________- 33 ,517 26,766 All from Chile. 

Manufactured: 
Ammonia, anhydrous_ - __- 17,614 39,054 Norway 38,770. 
Nitrogenous___________.- 425,833 470,280 Norway 412,871; Netherlands 49,380. 
Phosphatic______._____-.- 669 18,567 Tunisia 17,498; Netherlands 765. 
Potassic____._._._-_____-- 194,587 170,108 East Germany 45,009; West Germany 

42,546; France 29,467. 
Other____..______-- i. e- 34,371 73,041 Norway 23,337; United Kingdom 19,173. 

Fluorspar including feldspar - - -~ ___- 23 , 799 26,167 France 6,290; mainland China 5,649; 
Republic of South Africa 5,328. 

Graphite._...__--.---2.2---- --- 939 1,461 West Germany 497; United States 288; 
/ Norway 275. 

‘Gypsum and anhydrite, including 398,251. 361,877 Poland 175,242; France 148,144. 
plaster. 

Lime_____.._-__--_._---_-_---_-- 17,391 13,725 Denmark 10,1938; Norway 2,373. 
Limestone for flux, cement, ete_-___. 88 ,360 NA 
Magnesite, including calcined _ _____ 7,998 15,924 Austria 4,946; Netherlands 3,394; United 

. Kingdom 2,886. 
Mica, all forms_..________.____._-- 1,269 1,272 Norway 627; India 271. 
Pyrite, unroasted___...._____.-_.. 82,709 124,739 Norway 76,061; U.S.S.R. 45,237. 
Quartz and quartzite__..________... 22 ,954 13,479 Spain 9,320; Portugal 1,900. 
Salt__..- 2-2-2 eee 752,498 833 ,044 Netherlands 329,627; West Germany 

118. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, . 

n.@.s.: 
Caustic soda___..._...__---_-- 33 , 852 27,322 Netherlands 8,418; Finland 6,196; France 

4,2 . 

Caustic potash.__________.___ ' 1,865 © 1,274 West Germany 862; United Kingdom 311. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Granite, gneiss, etc_—_____- 4,781 2,145 Norway 1,883. 
Marble and other calcareous 6,423 3,807 Italy 2,239; Belgium-Luxembourg 919. 

stone. 
Slate__..._-_.-.__.- Le. 7,546 7,094 Norway 3,978; West Germany 2,587. 
Worked, all types.______. 9,418 12,180 Portugal 9,489; Italy 1,302. 

Gravel and crushed stone---.-_- 17,960 22,491 Denmark 12,030; Finland 4,738. 
Sand__._._.__ 2 ee 235 ,227 205,978 Belgium- Luxembourg 100,850; Denmark 

0,308. 
Sulfur: . . 

Crude_____._.-____________-- 159, 493 178,380 France 72,406; United States 68,461; 
Poland 32,246. 

Purified. _.______.________.-- 256 658 West Germany 281; Poland 250. 
Sulfuric acid, including oleum-_.- 22 ,216 2,423 Norway 2,174; Netherlands 127. 
Dioxide______._____-_____--_-- 3,265 4,228 Norway 3,126; West Germany 1,099. 

Tale and steatite_________________ 16 , 752 18,623 Norway 9,851; Australia 2,189. 
- Other mineral substances... _____-_. 32 ,280 28,040 Norway 13,887; West Germany 5,72]; 

United Kingdom 4,438. 
Other substances, n.e.s.: ° 

Chemical elements ®______-_.- 2,078 2,337 Norway 2,170. 
Hydrogen value, thousands__ $261 $211 Norway $141; United States $29; 

and rare gases. , Netherlands $22. 
Inorganic acids 7__.________-- 10,775 11,789 Norway 6,727; West Germany 1,650. 

Mineral fuels: . 
Asphalt and bitumen: 

Crude_____._____-____-_.___--- - 1,037 1,113 United States 691; Trinidad 384. 
Manufactures______._.___.__- 2,946 4,323 West Germany 3,780; Finland 372. 

Carbon black.._..._-._._.__-_..-- 22,312 22,596 Netherlands 9,308; United Kingdom 
7,005. 

Coal, excluding thousand tons. _ 1,704 1,860 United States 873; Poland 458. 
riquets. 

Coal derivatives________________.- 36 , 365 35,563 West Germany 10,879; Netherlands 
9,373; Belgium-Luxembourg 4,299. 

Coke_________._._thousand tons- _ 1,404 1,286 West Germany 652; U.S.S.R. 163; 
United Kingdom 141. 

Lignite and peat, including briquets- 2,685 7,259 All to East Germany. 
Petroleum: 

Crude 8_______thousand tons_-_ 3,824 3,716 Saudi Arabia 781; Algeria 514; Iraq 487. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline_..._.....do_. _- 2,424 2,527 United Kingdom 519; Italy 448; Nether- 

lands 306. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Sweden: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Mineral Fuels—Continued 
Petroleum—Continued 

Refinery products—Continued 
Kerosine, thousand tons. - 413 476 United Kingdom 216; Netherlands 145; 

- white spirit, etc. Bahrain 76. 
Distillate thousand tons__ 6,082 7,478 United Kingdom 1,753; Netherlands 

fuel oil. 1,526; Venezuela 932. 
Residual fuel oil__.-do____ 6,206 8,166 U.S.S.R. 3,212; United Kingdom 1,748; 

Netherlands 595. 
Lubricants, do___- 141 136 United States 56; United Kingdom 31; 

including grease. Netherlands 30. 
Other, including do____ 87 89 Belgium-Luxembourg 42; France 22: 

liquefied gases. Netherlands Antilles 18. 

Total refinery do___- 15,353 18,872 
products. 

¢ Estimate. t Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Excluding artificial corundum. 
2 Including alloys. 
3 Includes cast iron, spiegeleisen, and sponge, powder, and shot of iron or steel. 
+ Includes ores of vanadium and tantalum. 
5 Mostly compounds of vanadium, copper, and hydrazine under Subgroup 513.6, S.I.T.C. (revised). 
6 Mostly chlorine under Subgroup 513.2, S.I.T.C. (revised). 
7 Mostly nitric acid under Subgroup 513.3, S.I.T.C. (revised). 
5 Includes partly refined crude as follows: 99,000 tons in 1965 and 162,000 tons in 1966. 

| COMMODITY REVIEW 

TRADE | to a depth of 600 meters, twice that 

ae . previously reported. 
Aluminum.—Sweden’s only primary alu- BGAB continued to mine copper at 

minum producer, AB Svenska Alumi- Adak under a government lease. Deep-level 
niumkompaniet ( SAKO ), expanded annual exploration was in progress in 1967. __ 
productive capacity of its Sundsvall reduc- Of BGAB’s total copper metal output, , 

tion works to 50,000 tons in 1967, and 93 percent came from company mines 
an additional 10,000 tons was to be in- jj, 1967 compared with 19 percent in 
stalled by the fall of 1968. In a related 1966. The remainder was derived from 

development, AB Svenska Metallverken imported ores. Although mine copper pro- 

(SM) expanded annual rolling-mill capac- —_ duction was expected to rise sharply when 
ity at Finspang to 70,000 tons and in- ypining begins at Aitik, metal production 
stalled a 10,000-ton-per-year continuous 4+ Rénnskar in 1968 was expected to 

casting machine. SAKO is a subsidiary £1) below the levels of the previous 3 
of SM, of which Alcan Aluminum Ltd. b f plans to reli ‘h 
of Canada holds a 22 percent share. years because of plans to reine the copper 

furnace. 
Copper.—Development of the Aitik 

copper deposit, 16 kilometers southeast Complex Nonferrous Ores.—Exploration 
of Gallivare, was continued by Bolidens of a State-owned deposit at Stekenjokk, 
Gruvaktiebolag (BGAB) in 1967. Opencast in Vasterbotten county near the Norwegian 

mining was expected to begin in 1968. border, was completed by BGAB in 1967 
Crude ore, containing about 0.5 percent and an economic feasibility study for min- 
copper, will be concentrated to 28 percent’. . : ing was begun. The deposit reportedly 
copper at the mine, transported to Kos- contains about 32 milli f 
kullskulle by 65-ton trucks, and thence’. Ss apour mmon tons of ore 
by rail to the Rénnskar smelter and re- 1 two ore bodies, averaging 1.6 percent 
finery. Known ore reserves at Aitik, re- Copper, 3.5 percent zinc, 15 percent sulfur, 

ported in 1965 to be 150 million tons, and 40 grams silver per ton. 
appearently were increased in 1967 when The well-known Boliden mine, which 
drilling showed that the ore body extends _ formed the basis for organization of BGAB,
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was closed in November 1967. During - Trafikaktiebolaget Grangesberg-Oxelésund 
41 years of operation, the mine produced (TGO), were as follows: 
&.3 million tons of ore yielding approxi- a 
mately 571,000 tons of _arsenic; 117,- Shipments 
600 tons of copper; 13 milkion troy ounces _ Destinations _ (thousand metric tons) 
of silver, and 4 million troy ounces of ~LKAB! TGO2_ 
gold in addition to other metals and esses 
large quantities of sulfur. The nearby Lang- West Germany: _ 
dal mine, under development for 3 years Rabe) 177 } 645 
tor eplace the Boliden mine, began regular United Kingdom___-__--____$ 16,853 608 production in May. Belgium-Luxembourg- ------] 520 703 

Development of the Nasliden copper- France. 2222222202207 _ 287 NA 
lead-zinc deposit near Kristineberg con- Gommunist Europe._...---. 716 3 117 
tinued with production expected to begin SB ccccresccsaccocceees AAA 49 
in 1969. The Nasliden mine is to replace Swedi otal --———-------.-- mart 4922 
the Rudtjebicken deposit that will be “evs consumers...-.--.-- | 683° 1,140 
exhausted by 1972. Also at Kristinebery, Grand total..._.--... 20,280 3,062, 
development of the Kimheden deposit con-_ §—§_ ——————--—--———-_____. 
tinued with production expected to start ‘Source: LKAB-tidningen (Stockholm). V. 11, . . No. 1, 1968, p. 19. 3 in 1968. Deep-level exploration was also 2 Source: Annual Report for 1967, p. 6. . 

continued at the Kristineberg mine, where * Czechoslovakia and Poland. 
the main ore body was found to extend ~ Preliminary data indicate that total 1967 | to a depth of at least 700 meters. At ; ; “17: : : _ LKABiron ore production was 21.8 mi'lion the Langsele copper-zinc-lead deposit, a ) talarl te . tons, and TGO output totaled 2.89 million new 660-meter shaft will be sunk. + . . tons, 76 percent from Griangesberg and In central Sweden, limited production the remainder from Strassa. Domestic deliv- was begun by BGAB at the North Gar- ._:. by LKAB inl he S 
enberg deposit in 1967. The ore appar- “°° >» ee amy fo the State P I ‘Posi " Ppar steelworks at Lulea, while TGO shipped ently contains important silver values along 660.000 eo. . . ; tons to its iron and steel works with copper and zinc. The company ac- . . og i | and 480,000 tons to other Swedish con- quired the abandoned Stav and Kaveltorp sumers } 

wed b m Sodermaniand eon mm Do Export orders received by LKAB and ane oan production at Kaveltorp. Deep- TGO_ by yearend indicated that record level exploration continued at Saxberget shipments were likely in 1968. The national and Ljusnarsberg. At the latter mine, level of iron ore stocks increased by 30 
production has been suspended since 1966 percent in 1967, to nearly 8.4 million 
to accommodate exploration. tons at yearend. me 

| The discovery of two new deep-level 
Iron Ore.—Production and exports of bodies of iron ore, similar to that mined 

iron ore were above 1966 levels, largely at Kiruna, were announced by LKAB because of an average price reduction in 1967. One, apparently a north extension. 
of 13 percent in 1967 for Swedish phos- of the Kiirunavaara ore body, is at a Phoric iron ore. The price cut was made depth 350 vie and contains an 
to maintain Sweden’s position in West ~~ imat® micn tons of ore. The European ket ; . : other 1s several kilometers northeast of rop markets, against increasing com- Kiruna, at a depth of 400 meters; the petition from producers in Africa, South quantity of ore was not reported but America, and other sources. In 1966, Swe- the ore body is up to 200 meters wide. dish iron ore constituted 30 percent of Because of competitive pressure, at least 
that imported by West Germany and the seven mines (Norberg, Striberg, Bispberg, United Kingdom and 45 percent of that Kantorp, Stav, Pershyttan, and Haggru- 
imported by Belgium-Luxembourg; these van) were closed or closing by yearend, shares of the market were apparently pre- ane as Tuna Hastberg mine will be served or increased in 1967. Export ship- Gosec in mid-1968. Total output of direct- ments and domestic deliveries in 1967 shipping ore and concentrate from these 
by th Omesnc deliveries in mines in 1965 was approximately 700,000 y the two major Swedish producers, Luos- tons. At LKAB’s Svappavaara mine, a 
savaara-Kiirunavaara AB (LKAB) and new 1.1-million-ton-per-year output capac-
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ity concentrator began regular production Iron- and steel-making capacity of Swe- 
in January. | dish plants at yearend 1967 is indicated 
TGO completed a second unit at its by the following tabulation: : 

Strassa pelletizing plant that raised annual 
productive capacity to 500,000 tons in oo Annual 
1967. The company also produced 30,000 | Numb capacity 
tons of cold-bonded pellets, in a successful of unite sand. 
commercial-scale test that led to a decision | metric 
to build.a 600,000-ton-per-year plant. The tons) 
cost of this plant, to be completed in For vig iron: , 
1969, was expected to be one-third that Blast furnaces.............. 15 2,545 
of a conventional pelletizing plant because Hlectric furnaces... ~~~ --~-~-- 5 162 
the firing step is eliminated. The pellets of blast cupo Becnnnneeceee OE 8 
are bonded with cement clinker. In north- pees caneeg xe z, aie 
ern Sweden, LKAB was operating a orspongeiron. vss. SF 
new horizontal traveling bed pelletizing , SS . cate For steel: . plant at Kiruna (1.5 million tons annually) Bessemer converters.......... 1 19 
and an expanded shaft furnace facility © Thomas converters_......-.. 8 60 
at Malmberget (1.1 million tons annually). . Basie dpenheatth wz. BS 
Early in 1967 the company contracted Electric Pee ction) T7777 67 1,910 
with Allis-Chambers Manufacturing Co. Oxygen (Linz-Donawitz and 
of Milwaukee, Wis. for construction of Kaldo)--.------.------ 8 1,799 © 
a pelletizing plant at the Svappavaara , Total_._......._...__.... 150 5,686 
mine by 1969. The plant will employ Effective capacity.....-... XX 5,426 
the inclined grate-kiln. process and will §£°>°-—--—————————————_-________ 

| have an annual capacity of 1.8 million XX Not applicable. | 
tons of pellets. Source: Jarnverksféreningen (Stockholm). Svensk 
_ Additional grades of ore were produced J#"nstatistik, No. 1, 1968. . 

cures the lore ona) ans P mans Total research expenditure by Sweden’s 
berg (lump ore). Three classes of lump steel industry in 1966 was estimated at 

oy about $12 million or 1.35 percent. of ore are now produced by TGO. . 
| total sales value, compared with an aver- 

Iron and Steel.—The increase in iron age of 1 percent reported for other West 
and steel production in 1967 was due European countries. 
mainly to reduced imports and a heavy Iron.—Pig iron output by TGO in 1967 
increase in export demand. Sweden’s ap- included 717,000 tons at Oxelésund and 

parent consumption of steel declined to 56,000 tons at Guldsmedshyttan. Also, 25,- 
3.3 million tons (3.5 million tons in 1966), 000 tons of sponge iron was. produced 
mainly because of reduced requirements at Oxeldsund. 
in the mechanical engineering industry Hoganés AB (formerly Héganis-Billes- 
but also in construction, where increased holms a.-b.), the leading world iron powder 
residential building did not compensate producer, was increasing production facili- 
for decreased industrial construction. Iron ties for this commodity in Sweden and in 
and steel prices on the domestic market its large manufacturing subsidiary at Riv- 
were reportedly the lowest in Europe. erton, N.J. Total iron and steel powder 

Net 1967 finished steel exports amounted deliveries by Hégands exceeded 90,000 
to 115,000 tons valued at over $200 mil- tons in 1966 and 1967, and annual capac- 
lion. Total steel exports were 1,277,000 ity was expected to increase by at least 
tons, with special steels constituting 27 40,000 tons in 1969. Allmanna Svenska 
percent of the tonnage and 63 percent Elektriska Aktiebolaget (ASEA) was devel- 
of the value. In contrast, ordinary stee] OP!"8 gia Pressure cold-forging presses to 
constituted 85 percent of the volume and fered etal machinery parts from pow- 
76 percent. of the value of steel imports. Steel.—At Oxelésund, TGO produced 
The contrast in type of steel traded was 713.000 tons of crude steel in 1967, two- 
similar to that in previous years, but thirds by the oxygen process in Kaldo 
the excess in volume of exports over im- converters. The company planned to in- 
ports was unusual. stall two new Kaldo units instead of
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the 120-ton Linz-Donawitz converter orig- with a production capacity of 24,000 tons 
inally planned for 1968; this will increase annually was installed in 1967 and a 
the annual capacity of the Kaldo plant second plant is to be added by 1970. 
to 900,000 tons, and the total ingot-steel Uddeholms AB centralized stainless 
capacity at Oxeldésund to about 1.1 million steel plate and high-speed steel production 
tons. Also during 1967, a 400,000-ton-per- at its Degerfors plant, and in an agree- 
year Concast plant for steel slabs began ment with Fagersta Bruks AB, Uddeholms 
operation in September. Output of heavy took over Fagersta’s production of stainless 
and medium plate was 470,000 tons and _ steel and sold its alloy business to Fagersta. 
capacity was to be increased to 550,000 Orders from the Soviet Union for high- 
tons annually. tensile welded steel line pipe made by 

At Lulea, Norrbottens. Jarnverk AB  TGO’s Hedlund division continued in 1967 
apparently resolved most of the production for the eighth consecutive year. The divis- 
problems associated with its hot strip mill ion delivered 52,000 tons of heavy gage 
and the company reported an operating pipe in 1967, 40,000 tons destined for 
profit by mid-1967. The State-owned works the Soviet Union and 12,000 tons to 
has an annual production capacity of the British Gas Council for North Sea 
about 500,000 tons of finished steel, and pipelines. Increased deliveries to the Soviet 
its fabricating division may be Europe’s Union are expected in 1968. | 
jJargest producer of ship profiles and Output of special steels by AB Svenska 
frames. Kullagerfabriken (SKF) during the first 

Special Steels——Production of special half of 1967 was slightly less than in 
steels in 1967 is shown in the following the corresponding period in 1966. In the 
tabulation: latter year the company produced 440,000 
—_——_— tons of ingots at the Hofors and Hellefors 

Thousand tons plants and delivered nearly 257,000 tons 
Type of steel y966.~-«1967.~S=«O2.- finished products to SKF factories at 

home and abroad. Production of special 
High carbon, unalloyed...... 217.8 215.9 steel by the SKF—ASEA degassing process _ 
Stainless.._......-.___-_.-. 289.8 303.0 was being increased at Hellefors, and the 
Hent-treatable, caso har den- 264.0 190.8 Process was also installed by the Fagersta 
Tool. .---_.-.------------- 91.7 76.8 and Bofors companies. eng 
Other, including bearing.____ 356.6 359.8 Lead.—BGAB continued as Sweden’s 

Total._________.... 1,246.8. 11.169.7  OMly refined lead producer. The entire 
output was derived from concentrates from 

1 Differs slightly from total indicated in table 1. Company mines in northern Sweden; lead 
Reason unidentified. concentrates produced in central Sweden 
_Source: Jarnverksféreningen (Stockholm). Svensk were exported. Most of the production 

Jarnstatistik, No. 1, 1968. from Laisvall, the country’s principal lead 
In 1967, Avesta Jernverks AB installed mine, has been obtained from the Kautsky 

the first of three replaceable electric-arc ore body where development was com- 

furnace shells; these were expected to pleted in 1966. Development of the Bell- 
increase stainless steel output by 10 to viksberg opencast lead mine, at Tasjé 
15. percent by reducing down-time for near Dorotea, was postponed because of 
furnace relining from 40 hours to 6 hours. lower lead prices; the mine had been 

The Sandviken Company established a scheduled for production in 1969. 
new alloy and high-speed steel research 
center in 1967 and was investing about Tungsten.—A scheelite deposit contain- 
$5.6 million in a new plant for production ing 1 percent tungsten was reportedly 
of long tubes, drawn wire, and stainless being explored by a group of six Swedish 
steel plate. | steel companies at Elgfalt, near Koppar- 

At TGO’s Nyby works, a Sendzimir berg, in 1967. 7 
cold rolling mill for stainless steel sheets A continuous sintering furnace for pro- 
to be installed by yearend 1969, will duction of tungsten carbide was placed 
increase the division’s annual capacity for in operation by Fagersta Bruks AB in 
sheets 0.3 to 3 millimeters thick and March. The furnace reportedly has 8 times 
up to | meter wide from 17,000 to 40,000 the capacity of a conventional vacuum 
tons. A controlled-pressure pouring plant furnace and was built by Vacuum Indus-
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tries Inc. of the United States. The Fager- 000 tons. Parallel with this development, 
sta Co. plans to install additional units. pyrite deposits of the Kedtrask field, 30 

. . _ kilometers from Boliden, are being pre- 
Uranium.—Uranium extraction from pared for production and concentrator 

shale at Ranstad by AB Atomenergi was capacity is being increased. Exploration 
continued at less than half of plant capac- of the Kedtrask deposits had been resumed 
ity in 1967. The reduced operations level ;,, 1966, and opencast pyrite mines were 
was being maintained in order to concen- opened in the same region at Kankberg 
trate on reducing extraction cost, which and Rakkejaur. Production from Kankberg 

in 1967 was higher than world uranium apparently continued through 1967 but 
Prices. ore-dressing problems may have delayed 

operations at Rakkejaur. Ore from these 
NONMETALS mines was processed at the Kristineberg 

Cement and Other Construction ma- and Boliden concentrators in 1966. 

terials —Construction industry activity in- Elemental sulfur recovery from oil shale 
creased in 1967, stimulated by easing of protaby ceased ” 1966, as shale oil 
interest rates and the unusually mild win- production by the Government was being 
ter. The number of building starts and discontinued at Kvarntorp, where output 
completions was 6 to 12 percent higher totaled 25,000 to 30,000 tons annually 
than in 1966 but output of cement, glass until 1965. The loss of this source appar- 
and other construction materials increased ently was compensated by increased pro- 
only 3 to 4 percent. uction and imports of pyrite. 

| Skanska ‘Cement AB, which accounted Stora Kopparbergs Bergslags AB was 
for about 80 percent of Sweden’s cement installing a 170-ton-per-day Lurgi pyrite 
output in 1965 and 1966, was completing roasting unit at Falun in 1967; completion 
new installations at Limhamn to increase 18 scheduled for early 1968. | 

the works annual capacity from 7 00,000 Talc and Steatite——A_ steatite deposit 
to 1.2 million tons. New quarry installa- being j ‘cated in the L koski 
tions and a 2-kilometer conveyor tunnel was beings es ech bor a b> “he Se 
were completed at midyear and a new Sich, Ceol the | Sut Th. y the heed 
rotary kiln went into operation in Septem- 8 ecorogica ly ae 1 © 600 craze 
ber. The highly automated Limhamn works Jone “000 reportedly a a "0 meters 

| will be Sweden’s largest cement plant. deep, meters wide, an meters 
Goteborgs Makadam AB, the largest " 

road and concrete aggregate producer in MINERAL FUELS 
the Gothenburg area, began operating a 
new semiautomatically controlled p'ant at Coal and Coke.—Swedish coal output, 
Vikan with an annual capacity of more which has been rapidly declining in recent 
than 1 million tons of crushed granite, years, was probably limited to that pro- 
to serve markets north of the city. A duced as a clay byproduct in 1967. The 
second plant of similar capacity was oper- Nyvang coal mine, operated by Hdéganis- 
ated at Kallered, several kilometers south.  Billesholms AB, was closed in May 1966. 

. Coal imports in 1967 declined to 1,678,- 
Pyrite and Sulfur.—BGAB produced 90 tons, with the United States sup- 

447,600 tons of sulfuric acid in 1967, plying 46 percent of the total. Imports 

mostly from domestically mined pyrite, from Poland, the United States, and the 
about 95,000 tons more than in 1966. United Kingdom declined, while shipments 
Two-thirds of the total was produced by from the Soviet Union and West Germany 
the Reymersholm division (formerly Rey- increased; the latter, 249,000 tons, ap- 
mersholms Gamla Industri AB, which peared to be stimulated by further price 
was merged with BGAB in October 1966), — reductions, with the average value of coal 
and the remainder by the Rénnskidr smel- imported from West Germany in 1967 at 

ter. A new plant under construction at $14.71 per ton compared with $16.16 

the Reymersholm Works in Halsingborg, in 1965. 

with an annual capacity of 250,000 tons, Coke imports declined by 273,000 tons 
expected to be completed in late 1969, in 1967. Metallurgical coke output at 

will increase BGAB’s total annual Oxelésund was 483,000 tons, most of Swe- 
sulfuric acid capacity to more than 700,-  den’s national output.
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Coal and coke consumption in recent Refinery capacity at Gothenburg in- 
years was as follows: _ creased by at least 6 million tons annually 
$< in 1967. AB Svenska Shell nearly doubled 

| Commodity and _ me ousand capacity of the Koppartrans refinery, to 
consumer sector —~——---——-—— about 4 million tons annually, and Svenska 

a 1965 1966 BP completed the Syrhaala refinery (an- A 
ie ° a) e Coal: . nual capacity 4 to 5 million tons). Total 

Gas works._...__.._....._ 664 690 annual refining capacity in Sweden was 
Coke ovens. -.------.-- ' a0 , 28 about 10 million tons by yearend, but 
Transportation... 2.2272” 14 15 it continued to be less than half of the Other. ----------- 2-2 188-120 ~— domestic demand for petroleum products. 

Total___........--.--.. 1,854 1,850 This gap reportedly was the result of 
Coke-oven coke: = company reluctance to build additional 

Tron and steel industry_... 21,235 21,170 refineries to meet the Swedish market's 
| Other industry ----------- 290 | a0 heavy demand for heating and fuel oils 

| Other. Woe 340 350 relative to that for other refinery products. 
ae on6=Esi( WP‘ oils usually account fo Total__......-.--.--... 1,835 1,780 usually account for about 70 ========= percent of Sweden’s petroleum product Gas coke: con tion. 

Industry__.-._..._....__- 268 255 oan ce 707 . : . Gas works_.....__...... 98 90 n unusually mild winter and increased 
Other----------- 2-2-8 186-200 ~—s hydroelectric power availability in 1967 

Total.................. 552 5A5 led to a decline in heating and fuel 
Includes 50,000 tons consumed by ison and oil consumption, the. first in several years. ncludes ; s 

: : steel industry exclusive of coking plants. The effect on total consumption is shown 2 Includes about 500,000 tons transformed into in the following tabulation: blast furnace gas. . ene 
Source: Organization for Economic Cooperation Pro duct . Thousand metric tons and Development. (Paris). Statistics of Energy uc 1966 4967 1952-1966. 1968, pp. 242-245. 

, 

 Petroleum.—There appeared to be little Gasoline... ~-------------. 2,874 2,454 activity in oil and gas exploration in erosine. (oo '260 2a Sweden, either onshore or in Continental Residual fuel oil_____.-_-_-_-_ 9,055 8,403 | 
Shelf areas. Basic offshore legislation was t OP ann 1 2190 1,221 

. passed in mid-1966 but no concession Total__-._.-.-..-.... 19,973 19,167 
lications rted b earend 1567. Pu, el rep orte . oY y Source: Organization of Economic Cooperation - Future exploration activity was €X- —_ and Development (Paris). Provisional Oil Statistics pected to be controlled by the Swedish by Quarters—4th Quarter 1967. 21 pp. 

consortium composed of LKAB, the Oljek- Atomic Energy.—Construction of the 
onsumenterna (OK) cooperative, and the farviken and Oskarshamn nuclear power- a Johnson Croup, a was possible plants continued. The 140-megawatt Mar- I q “be. per sete d ‘te a sonte, OFF viken plant was scheduled for completion w ermutted to participate. ~ in 1968 while the 400-megawatt Oskar- den and newb hed aot shamn plant was scheduled for completion 

~ : Y in 1970. Fuel elements for Marviken are ren made, atoush nego nations with Fin- being manufactured by AB Atomenergi. 
an d to be “lowe. an h oor eomanbicl For the Oskarshamn reactor, uranium from vant . hi h offche ‘ or ace a Sweden will be enriched in the United Swede a No ten O1s dD viark ch dd States under a contract negotiated in mid- wecen, Tway an enmark shou 1967 by Oskarshamnverkets Kraftgrupp meet. Complete formal definition of Swe- AB with the U.S. Atomic Energy Com 3 

. *. e 
. e 

- den’s offshore boundaries will also require nission (USAEC). The contract calls for 
agreements with the Soviet Union, Poland, USAEC to supply 10,000 kilograms of 
and probably East Germany, although the . . ° 
latter country is not reco nized b Sweden enriched uranium annually for 30 years. Crud . : ei § 1967 Y ; A second contract between the same parties b ru 1 ‘ai imports in red ith provides for direct sales of enriched uran- y 2. 6 milion tons as compared wi lum to the Oskarshamn Company to cover 1966 figures, as new refining capacity needs through 1968. 
went into operation. A similar rise in 
imports was expected in 1968.
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| t ; ri } blic © of the Syrian Arab Republic _ 

| By John R. Lewis ’* 

During 1967, Syria’s economy faltered than in previous years. No more recent 
under several adverse pressures, and the data are available. Syria’s labor force is 
mineral industry, never a major factor in estimated to be about 40 percent of her 5.9 
the agriculturally oriented nation, was million total population, and about 7,000 
noticeably influenced. | persons work in mineral-based industries. | 

A dispute with the Iraq Petroleum Com- Exports of metals, nonmetals, and min- 
pany (IPC) over transit charges for oil eral fuels were valued at approximately 
crossing Syria, and over payment of back $991,000 in 1966, while imports totaled 
taxes, resulted in Syria’s seizure, in late about $66 million. 
1966, of IPC pipelines and other facilities Syria’s second 5-year plan was released 
in the country, and the shutdown of the in March 1965 covering 1965-69. The 
pipeline. Resumption of the flow of oil principal sectors of development (irrigation 
(and of the adjusted transit fees) had and land development, agriculture, indus- | 
barely begun to return to normal when the’ try, mining and fuel, transport and com- 
Arab-Israeli war prompted an embargo of munications, and public services) were 
crude oil destined for Western customers, only broadly outlined. Eight projects were 
closing both the Trans-Arabian Pipeline essentially those listed in the first 5-year 

(Tapline) and the IPC pipeline, and com- development plan and were still, for the 
pletely drying up one of Syria’s major most part, in the design stage. 
sources of governmental income. Subse- The rather sizable Euphrates River hy- 
quent reopenings and increased through-  droelectric installation, near Tabqa_ in 
put served as steadying influences to the north-central Syria and in planning for a 
economy. Prior to these shutdowns, Syria number of years, moved forward during 
received from these lines about $28 million 1966 and 1967 at an accelerated pace. In 
annually from 1964 to 1966. As a result of | April 1966, the U.S.S.R. agreed to provide 
the increases in transit fees and through- materials and manpower, to assist in the 
put, it is anticipated that revenues will rise construction, and to lend a goodly portion 
to about $42 million annually. of the necessary money for the installation. 

The widening rift between Syria and Initial engineering surveys were to be com- 
Western nations has created a dearth of pleted late in 1967. The project, scheduled 
production and trade information, but all for completion in 1970—71, is expected to 

signs point to rather severe economic stag- about double Syria’s irrigated lands and 

nation, with production apparently con- provide a huge source of electric power. At 

tinuing downward during 1967. the outset it will be capable of 300,000 

Although the Government moved toward kilowatts of electricity and later it will 

greater nationalism, substantial material generate 800,000 kilowatts. Syria’s agree- 

_assistance from similarly inclined nations ment of several years’ standing with the 

did not appear to be forthcoming. Federal Republic of Germany regarding 
The United States Agency for Interna- —~ ______ 

tional Development (AID) in October _ ,,! Petroleum engineer, Division of Interna- 
1967 estimated Syria’s 1965 gross national tong Acti veweesary, values have been converted 
product (GNP) at $1,125 million,? with a from the Syrian pound (S£) at the rate of 
per capita GNP of $210, somewhat higher Be) morecnt, arp ev ee ney muciuations of 10 

133
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the dam was terminated during the period. shutdown ensued. Iraq’s crude oil cus- 
Largest of the projects in the 5-year plan, tomers were served through alternate facil- 
the dam will take $171 million or about ities. IPC properties were returned to the 
13.1 percent of the total 5-year budget. firm in March 1967 when Syria and IPC 

Many problems remained to be solved, in- signed an agreement under which [PC is to 
cluding that of the water rights exercised pay Syria about 11 cents per barrel transit 
by the several countries through which the fee (up from about 714 cents) plus about 
Euphrates River flows. 4 cents per barrel of oil shipped from the 

A long-standing discussion between Syria _ port of Baniyas (up from about 214 cents). 
and the Iraq Pipeline Company over tran- A lump-sum payment was also made by 
sit fees, terminal charges, and certain taxes, IPC to make the higher fees retroactive to 

resulted in seizure of the company’s facili- January 1, 1966. An agreement was also 
ties by the Syrian Government in Decem- reached between the parties to continue to 
ber 1966. Included were 700 kilometers of | study claims by Syria for a sizable backpay- 
pipeline and terminal facilities at the Med- ment of taxes. The transit fees are among 
iterranean port of Baniyas. A 214-month _ the highest in the world. 

, PRODUCTION 

Crude mineral production appeared to ders through the use of highly competitive 
be continuing a minor upward trend in measures. 
1966 and 1967. However, data for 1967 is Petroleum refining continued a slow up- 
too incomplete to warrant firm conclusions. ward trend (+3 percent) in 1966 and can 
A reduction in cement production can be be expected to continue in this direction. 
traced to reduced demand. In an effort to Increases will probably be more marked 
regain former production levels, Syria has when Homs refinery expansion is com- 
attempted to sell cement beyond her bor- pleted. | 

Table 1.—Syrian Arab Republic: Production of mineral commodities 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 « 1966 1967 e 

Nonmetals: | 
Cement__.__._..__....-thousand metric tons__ 685 635 t 835 617 600 
Glass sand____.____..__---_-------.-do__~_- NA NA 10 10 10 
Gypsum.__._____________---._--.-.-do___. e15 20 15 15 15 
Salt. _---.....---------------------do-._ 15 16 21 20 20 

Mineral fuels: 
Asphalt, natural__...___.......-metric tons__ 36,782 36 ,000 56,900 60 ,000 60 ,000 

Petroleum refinery products: 7 7 7 
Gasoline___.-thousand 42-gallon barrels. 1,076 1,223 1,293 11,418 NA 
Kerosine and jet fuel_______._.._-do___-_ 819 938 1,131 11,116 NA 
Diesel fuel_..._____.._.__.-_.-.-..-do__-. 1,881 2,138 1,939 12,099 NA 
Residual fuel______-_._._---.-.--do-__-- 2,222 2,582 2,777 12,792 NA 
Asphalt.___._.---.....--..------d0__-__ 158 185 180 1190 NA 
Liquefied petroleum gas____...-...do_.-_- 84 92 96 169 NA 

Total refinery products._..._____.do___. 6,240 7,108 7,416 7,684 NA 

e Estimate. r Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Source: Directorate of Statistics, Ministry of Planning, Syrian Arab Republic, Damascus. General Bulletin 

of Current Statistics for 1966 (two volumes).
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TRADE 

There was no appreciable change in In August 1967, a product exchange be- 
1965 or 1966 in Syria’s dependence upon tween Syria and the U.S.S.R. was agreed 
imports of metals, industrial minerals, and upon, and there are other indications that 

- most commercial fuels. By 1966, total im- Syria has been intensifying trade with 
ports reached $291 million and mineral Communist countries. This trend is re- 
commodity imports totaled $65.9 million as _ flected in data on Syrian mineral commod- 
indicated in the following tabulation com- ity trade; the U.S.S.R. and the Communist 
paring mineral trade and total trade in countries of Eastern Europe have appeared 
the latest years for which such data are with increasing frequency as import 
available: sources, and the quantities of minerals 

each sends to Syria have been increasing. 
Value (million Mineral However, so dire is Syria’s foreign ex- 

dollars) commod- change picture, that even these countries 
re itl . * * 

Mineral share may decrease shipments to Syria until 
commod- Total of total monies already borrowed are repaid. 

ities trade (percent) 

Exports: 
1965__.___.- 1.8 169 1.06 
1966_______- 1.0 173 .59 

Imports: 
1965_.____ - 39.8 216 18.4 
1966__.___-.. 65.9 291 22.6 

Trade balance: 
1965_______- —38.0 —AT xX 
1966_._.__-- —64.9 —118 xX 

XX Not applicable. 

Table 2.—Syrian Arab Republic: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Iron and steel: 

Scrap... eee 7,240 3,999 Sugoslavia 2,500; Cyprus 1,295. 
Semimanufactures_____..___-_-_-- 68 38 Saudi Arabia 19. 

Lead: Scrap and semimanufactures. __-_ 70 10 Saudi Arabia 8; Jordan 2. 
Nonmetats: 

Abrasives, all types_____._.________-_-- 58 . 80 Lebanon 29; Jordan 19. 
Gypsum_______ eee 8,453 26,336 Lebanon 25,890; Jordan 446. 
Tale_________-___---_ ieee ee 82 174 All to Jordan. 

Mineral fuels: 
Asphalt______._.------- eee 560 300 All to Cyprus. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline 
thousand 42-gallon barrels-__ t 786 321 All to West Germany. 

r Revised. 
Source: Ministere Des Finances, Damascus. Statistiques Du Commerce Exterieur. 1966, 935 pp.
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| Table 3.—Syrian Arab Republic: Imports of mineral commodities 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) oe 

Commodity 1965 #1966 _ Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: —— 
Aluminum: . . 

' . Unwrought and scrap__-_______--_- 435 - 4118: Lebanon 57; Kuwait 22. 
Semimanufactures_________-------- 1,320 1,740 Lebanon 549; mainland China 336; 

. . Hungary 197. 
Copper: - oi 

Ingots, including scrap___.___-_-_- 50 9 Saudi Arabia 4; Kuwait 4. 
Semimanufactures_______._-_-__--- 1,058 1,181 Italy 392; Yugoslavia 291; Japan 250. 

Gold, platinum, and alloys_troy ounces._ 15,896 6,352 United Kingdom 3,295; France 2,757. 
Iron and steel: : 

Pig iron______._______-----.----- 318 1,331 U.S.S.R. 1,230; Bulgaria 99. 
m Serap._..-- 2-2 eee 1,585 _ . 946 Saudi Arabia 367; Lebanon 292; Bel-. 

. —_ gium 141. , 
Semimanufactures____.._....._._.. %77,281 126,688 Hungary. 30,601; U.S.S.R. 15,874; 

St ‘ SS Czechoslovakia 12,292. 
Lead: 

Ingots. __.__.--_ Lee ee 485 228 Netherlands 100; Australia 30. 
Semimanufactures____._____._--_- 1 124 Saudi Arabia 100; Belgium 14. 

Silver. ------------- _...troy ounces__ 575 3,414 United States 2,251; France 1,125. 
in: 

Ingots___.__..__._..__long tons_- 82 90 Malaysia 59; mainland China 18. 
Semimanufactures___.__...-do___- oe 116 United Kingdom 109. 

Zine, all forms____._..-_._--__-------- 121 212 United Kingdom 113; Jordan 36. 
Nonmetals: 

Abrasives, all forms___.___.__.-_-__--- 188 365 United Arab Republic 288; Greece 34. 
Asbestos. 2-2 eee 4,248 5,100 Lebanon 3,467; Czechoslovakia 1,004. 
Cement_____._-._---_--._-_--_---.---. 20,098 15,279 Yugoslavia 7,010; Denmark 3,172; 

mainland China 2,200. 
Chalk___.___---_-__---- eee 1,405 1,215 France 865; Belgium 350. 
Clays_._--_--.-------.-.------------ 76 126 Greece 45; West Germany 34; United 

States 24. 
Fertilizers (minerals and chemicals).._.. 75,666 82,363 West Germany 48,305; Lebanon 10,806; 

Yugoslavia 8,603. 
Fuller’s earth. .___._..--.-_---------- 392 6,564 Yugoslavia 6,400; United States 55. 
Graphite. ___.-.-_--__.- 22 eee eee 26 52 West Germany 35; mainland China 15. 
Magnesite_._._.._.___.-_-.___-.-_---- 15 10 All from India. 
Marble__..._.-._.___--__--..------_. 4,944 2,671 Italy 2,253; Jordan 229. 
Ocher and other earth colors.______--_- 64 66 Spain 36; Lebanon 25. 
Salt__....--._-__________________.-_-.. 15,641 29,308 Rumania 11,710; United Arab Republic 

9,547; Jordan 8,044. 
. Sand (including quartz)_.__.__.___-__- 1,260 991 Lebanon 962; West Germany 26. 

Stone, building.__._._..._.-.._--_._.-_- 1,782 1,273 West Germany 318; Italy 290; mainland 
China 231. 

Sulfur_..---.-.---------------------- 901 2,043 France 933; West Germany 459. 
Tale__._.--_- eee 493 780 Mainland China 778. 

Mineral fuels: . 
Asphalt_.--..-___-__--__.__ eee. 1,454 2,336 Italy 2,086; United Kingdom 115. 
Coal (including briquets)__...__-.___--..  '2,257 615 Belgium 560; United Kingdom 50. 
Coke__.___-_._--_.--_--_--- eee 3,166 2,884 West Germany 2,198; Netherlands 421. 
Petroleum: ; 

Crude__thousand 42-gallon barrels __ 7,581 7,859 All from Iraq. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline_______..___..do___-_ 87 70 United States 46; Curacao 16. 
Kerosine________..__--do__-_- 70 58 Aden 20; Italy 11. 
Diesel fuel oil_____.___._do___-_ 982 7,473 U.S.S.R. 3,797; Rumania 2,987. 
Lubricants. __.._.._.._do____ 125 159 United Kingdom 65; Italy 21. 
Liquefied petroleum gas_do-__- 11 6 Italy 4; Jordan 2. 
Other___.___..__.-__.-do____ 6 4 Rumania 2; West Germany 1. 

Total liquids.__.._____do___-_ 1,281 7,770 

® Revised. 

Source: Ministere Des Finances, Damascus. Statistiques Du Commerce Exterieur. 1966, 935 pp. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 
provide the materials and erect the mill, 

METALS which was to be completed in 22 to 30 

months. It was announced that the plant 
Iron and Steel.—In 1966, the Govern- would make about 75,000 tons of steel re- 

ment decided to set up a steel mill at  inforcing bars and mouldings annually and 
Hama. A Polish firm won the contract to that it would employ 300 workers and
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technicians. Initial costs were said to be plant is planned and exports will go out 
equivalent to about $7.8 million and a _ through the port of Tartous. 
$400,000 per year saving in foreign ex- 
change was projected. No information was MINERAL FUELS 
available as to the source of financing of Petroleum.—Several oilfields in extreme 
the plant nor as to its raw material source. northeastern Syria, heretofore not ex- 

ploited, have been under development in 
NONMETALS anticipation of the scheduled 1968 compie- 

tion of a pipeline linking the fields to the 
Cement.—Production began at a Soviet- Homs refinery and the port of Tartous on 

assisted cement railroad tie plant in 1966. the Mediterranean. Reserves of the three 
' It was planned that the plant would pro- large government-owned fields (Suway- 

duce around 40,000 ties per year. Begin- diyah, Karatchuk, and Rumaila) were 
ning in 1966, the new railroad linking the officially estimated at slightly over 1 biliion 
damsite with the major industrial and barrels. Suwaydiyah, with 30 wells ready, 
transportation point of Aleppo, and the was to begin deliveries in early 1968. Total 
new Latakia-Qamishly railroad were to use annual output from the fields is expected 
the products of the plant. High-quality to reach 4 million tons (30 mnullion bar- 
gravel was to be trucked from the _ rels) within a few years. The crude oil is 
Euphrates Valley to the plant site. Mean- 22° to 24° API gravity and high in sulfur 
while, a factory that would make 40 con- (4 percent). The U.S.S.R. has provided 
crete telephone poles per day was sched- most of the materials, technical manpower, 
uled to begin operation at Aleppo during and financial credit for field development. 
the summer of 1967. Construction of the 22-inch, 640-kilo- 

: meter pipeline to Tartous via the Homs 
Fertilizer Materials.—The fertilizer com- _ refinery was completed in mid-November 

plex under development since October by Italy’s SNAM Progetti firm, while field 

1966 at Homs will satisfy all of Syria’s gathering and terminal storage construc- 

demand for nitrogenous fertilizers accord- tion was apparently almost complete at 
ing to the Syrian Ministry of Industry. The yearend. Pipeline construction had been 

_ Italian contractor, Societa Nazionale started by a British consortium that re- 
Metandoti Progetti (SNAM Progetti), was moved itself from the job in 1966. 
retained to build a 50,000-ton-per-year Syria’s only refinery, the state-owned 

ammonia plant within the Homs petro- Homs facility, was undergoing redesign, 
| chemical complex. This plant, estimated to expansion, and modernization by a Czech- 

cost $5.5 million, was due for completion oslovakian contracting company to permit 
during 1967. Overall cost of the Homs it to produce 55,000 barrels of products 
fertilizer installation will run around $30 daily from Syrian crude by yearend 1968. 
million, and completion remained set for Its premodernization capacity was about 
1968. 20,000 barrels daily and it used Iraqi crude 

Phosphate rock occurrences west and oil. The General Petroleum Authority 
southwest of Palmyra, in central Syria, plans to use only Syrian crude oil at Homs 
continued to attract interest although no after modernization is completed and ex- 
very high quality deposits have been pects to be ready to deliver that portion 
found. Phosphorus pentoxide content of Syria’s crude oil output not used at 
varies from 24 to 28 percent. Late in 1966, Homs to world markets in 1968. 
a contract was to be signed under which An Italian proposal to build a products 
the phosphate would be mined for domes- pipeline from Homs to the port of Latakia 
tic market and for export. A concentrating was under government consideration.





The Mineral Ind f Tai 

| _ By R. A. Pense* and J. M. West?” | 

Taiwan’s mineral industry, while still mineral industry probably accounted for 
dependent on coal mining for approxi- about 1.5 percent of the GNP. Combined 
mately three-quarters of its extractive with substantial annual increases in GNP 
product income, engaged increasingly in in other recent years, all of which exceeded 

processing imported materials, such as the projected 7 percent per annum rise 

crude petroleum, steel scrap, phosphate under the fourth 4-year plan (1965-68), 

rock, and bauxite. Although natural gas the unexpectedly large 1967 boost was al- 
and crude petroleum were produced in  legedly causing economic planners to con- 
growing quantities, output of other tradi- sider raising the annual GNP growth 
tional products, including copper ore, gold, objective to 8 percent or more for the fifth 

silver, pyrite, and sulfur, continued to be 4-year plan (1969-73). 
on a limited scale. During 1967 aluminum, Mining and manufacturing together con~- 

cement, fertilizer, glass, petroleum-refining, tributed an estimated production value of 
ane petrochemical ipa were ned $1,882 million to the economy in 1967, 

panded, and plans lor a new, integrate about 19 percent more than in 1966. Min- 
iron and steel mill were advanced. . . . | 

. 5 . ing alone contributed an estimated $90.7 
The island nation’s economy continued WK hly 16 han | 

to make noteworthy progress. The 1967  “™UU10R, roughly percent. more t an om 
gross national product (GNP) was 1966. Overall production indices, including 
estimated at $3,421 million* (in 1964 | components of mineral processing and con- 

prices), a gain of almost 9 percent over sumption and major elements of the ex- 

that of 1966. The extractive sector of the tractive sector, follow (1961100): 

Economic sector 1965 1966 1967 

Manufacturing (sugar processing excluded) __._.-___.._____.-------- ¥ 198.4 226.6 272.6 
Construction of buildings._._._____.._.__-------------~.---------- 532.6 836.9 1,041.2 
Public utilities__.__....-.-.-._-.._-_-.------.----~---~----------- 354.6 175.4 199.6 
Metal mining __________.___-__-_-_-_ -__- ---------ee 90.9 117.4 107.3 
Salt evaporation____________-__--_-------------------- eee 138.6 92.5 120.8 
Miscellaneous mining, nonmetallic mining, and quarrying.__._.__-._-- 128.9 154.0 164.2 
Coal mining. .____-._._-_-_____-._-_ eee eee 116.9 116.0 117.5 
Crude petroleum and natural gas____-_.___.__..__-.-----._--_-_.-- 833.1 1,193.1 1,424.9 

t Revised. 

Employment in the extractive mining The electric power industry continued to 
industry reportedly totaled about 109,000 grow in 1967, but not fast enough to 
at the beginning of 1967, distributed as meet demand from industry, which con- 

follows, in percent: coal mining, 75; stone pon op earch specialist, Division of International 
and sand quarrying, 12; salt, 6; metallic,  Agtivities. 
4; petroleum, 2 ; and miscellaneous 1}. Ap- A via scientist, Division of International 

proximately 9,000 of those employed were 3 Where necessary, values have been con- 
administrative rofessional, or clerical verted from New Taiwan dollars (NT$) to syeuwe, BP ne 100.0 U.S. dollars at the rate of NT$40.10—US$1. 
personnel. Of the remaining 0,000 4Labor Force Survey Research Institute of 
workers, about 58,000 were employed Taiwan Provincial Government. Manpower Be- 

ir - 
underground and 42,000 on the surface.* dustry. 1967, 64 Dp. “pore on snag i 
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sumes four-fifths of all electricity generated. investment were implemented by the of- 
The Government-owned Taiwan Power ficial opening of the Kaohsiung Export 
Company (Taipower), the country’s Processing Zone in late 1966. Incentives 
principal generator, contracted to sell, on for establishing enterprises in this zone, 
a regular basis during 1967, about 17 per- where goods are produced specifically for 
cent more power than it had available on export, include: exemption of machinery 
a reliable basis, and as in 1966, several and equipment, supplies, and semifinished 
mineral-processing industries were forced —~ products from import duty if imported for 
to make temporary production cutbacks a company’s own use; exemptions from 
because of power shortages. To meet. the commodity and business taxes; a 5-year 
immediate crisis a 68,000-kilowatt addi- corporate tax holiday under certain condi- 
tion was rushed to completion at the tions; and remittance of all net profit or 
Nanpu thermal powerplant in 1967, rais- interest earned annually after the first 
ing Taipower’s total installed capacity to year, plus 15 percent annually of the 
slightly over 1.5 million kilowatts at year- total invested after 2 years from the date 
end. An additional 395,000 kilowatts were the operation begins. Progress in develop- 

_ scheduled to go on stream in 1968. Never- ing this zone has been slow. By mid-1967 
theless, the power situation will probably only about 20 plants employing 3,000 
continue to be critical over the next few workers were in operation, although 120 
years, with the possibility that industrial plants with 30,000 workers had been ex- 
growth, including mineral processing, may pected by yearend. Total investment was 
be hampered. Taiwan’s electric power de- apparently falling far short of the $18 mil- 

‘mand and supply were resurveyed in 1967 lion projected for 1967. As a result, the 
by experts from the Detroit Edison Com- target date for the completion of develop- 
pany, but results were not revealed. -. ment of this zone, whose production value 

Foreign investors’ interest in Taiwan is expected to reach $75 million annually, 
remained high in 1967, particularly in was extended to yearend 1969. | 
labor-intensive projects. Foreign invest- The establishment. of special Petro- 
ment, somewhat less than half from the chemical Industrial Districts was also being 
United States, was estimated at slightly discussed as an incentive for investors to 
over $60 million, roughly double the 1966 help develop Taiwan’s petroleum resources 
amount. Official Chinese sources show that to their maximum. One of these districts 
“overseas Chinese” and Japan were other was to be founded near Maoli in west- 
important sources of investment. Advan- central Taiwan, where natural gas is al- 
tageous tax and customs treatement, in- ready being used to produce fertilizers. 
dustrious low-cost labor, and policies per- The other was to be located near 
mitting repatriation of profits and capital Kaohsiung in southwestern Taiwan, where 

apparently were responsible for accelerated projects for using naphtha from the 
foreign investment. country’s only oil refinery to make artificial 

The Government’s efforts to encourage fibers were well underway. 

PRODUCTION 

The most noteworthy trends in 1967 ing, glass, and fertilizer production, ap- 
production were increases in some crude parently enjoyed sizable increases. 
mineral fuels and rises in output in Of the total value contributed to the 

several areas of mineral processing. Extrac- economy by identified components of 
tion of natural gas and petroleum showed minerals and mineral processing mn 1967, 

- os . metals and metal products contributed an 
significant increases over 1966, although . “aye . 

. . estimated $103.3 million, nonmetallic 
far below the rates of increase for previous minerals and mineral processing contrib- 

years. Coal output, however, remained ted an estimated $131.3 million, and 
virtually stationary during 1967. Processing mineral fuels and products, added $186.6 
industries, such as cement, petroleum refin- _ million.
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. - Table 1.—Taiwan: Production of mineral commodities = 

- (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: . - 

"Alumina e¢_______..--.------<------------------- 26,000 48,000 42,000 42,000 42 ,000 

Aluminum ingots____...-_.---------------------- 11,928 19,3872 18,912 17,217 15,440 

Aluminum sheet____-._-.------------------------ 5,687. 8,104 9,237 9,422 10,398 

Copper: _ 

Ore, 0.61 to 0.77 percent Cu_.__.------------- 117,618 119,973 114,191 139,290 85,014 

Concentrates, 18 to 16 percent Cu____--_------ 8,272 9,291 10,313 9,302 10,658 

Mine_______.__---_------------------------- 1,619 1,788 ¢1,900 ¢2,500 ¢2,300 

G ae re copper___.---------------------- 1,481 11,887 .°"2,189 *'2,411 3,001 

old: 
- Gold-copper ore___.-_-.--------------------- 170,392 200,494 212,500 219,547 262,954 

Gold ore__._...---------------------------- 1,553 1,483 1,581 2,348 2,941 

a Refined gold__.___._.-...---.---troy ounces__ 31,710 17,660 32,148 41,805 32,414 
Iron and steel: . 

~ Iron ore: : , 
Limonite, 35 to 40 percent Fe___-__._------ 576 1,021 £5,633 8,444 2.720 

. _. Magnetite, 50 percent Fe__...--_.-..------ 4,705 5,877 8,852 10,121 9,879 

Pig iron__...-._--------------thousand tons-__ 54 62 72 71 85 

~ Steel ingots and castings. _-------------do__~- 275 300 440 300 e 250 

Rods, bars, and slabs._....----1------do___. 215 236 tr 385 326 443 

Silver_._...._._____.._--_---------_-troy ounces.__ 61,440 60,633 87,315 79,472 115,794 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos_______....-.--------~--+-~--+-- +--+ -- 548 477 801 654 — 572 

- Cement__...-..-.----------------thousand tons__ 2,246 2,355 2,444 3,112 8,520 

- ~ Clays: oO . . . 

Ceramic and pottery.....--.-----------do__-_ 40 40 © 47 55 57 

Paper filler__.._..--------------------do_.-- 3. 3 e4 4. 4 

Used in cement_....._----------------d0____ 460 © 471 e 550 620 — 634 

Brick and tile___._.__-._---.----------do__-- 500 500 e713 820 830 

oe  Total_______..---_.-_--------------do__-- 1,003 1,014 1,314 1,499 1,525 

Dolomite, about 19 percent MgO_.--.------------- 30,904 32,684 50,577 51,578 56,972 

Gypsum, 75 to 96 percent gypsum__.._------------ 26,588 17,094 27,758 8,413 11,457 

Lime_._...._.__-_-- eee eee eee ee eee--------- «= 79, 491 91,275 102,954 106,971 92,902 

Limestone____.__.--_-------------thousand tons-- 3,680 3,717 4,076 5,167 5,727 

Pyrites, 25 to 45 percent sulfur___._..------------- | 46,760 46,324 389,260 42,005 38,696 

Salt, sea__.___..._.-..2_--.------thousand tons -- 626 602 ~~ 560 411 517 

Sand, glass______.--.---------------------do~.-- 80 94 115 125 126 

Sulfur: — _ 
Refined, 97 to 99 percent sulfur_......_--.---- 7,259 6,492 4,495 4,595 ¢3,425 

Contained in pyrites.__._.----.-------------- 17,242 17,081 16,000 16,900 ¢ 14,920 

Recovered from refinery gases, 99 percent sulfur_ 2,347 2,825 2 , 386 2,375 ¢ 3,065 

Talc, mostly soapstone grade___....----.--------- 14,787 16,981 15,229 28,752 41,315 

Mineral fuels: - ~ 

Coal, subbituminous to high-volatile bituminous 
thousand tons-- 4,810 5,028 5 ,054 5,015 © 5,078 

Coke: 
Coke oven and beehive (including semi-coke) 

- thousand tons-_ 199 tr 203 r211 e211 e 207 

Gas plants....-----------------------do__-- 34 t 42 tT 46 e 46 e 45 

Total_._.__.------------------------do__-- 233 245 257 - 257 252 

Natural gas__.._.------.-------million cubic feet_ 1,890 6,322 11,557 *15,507 18,616 

Petroleum: 
Crude____---_-----thousand 42-gallon barrels__- 19 61 131 226 246 

Refinery products: | 
Gasoline_____.__-----------------d0__-- 2,065 2,170 2,244 2,739 2,889 

Kerosine_____..------------------do__-- 248 r 246 r 189 213 162 

Jet fuel______.___-__-__----------do_-_- NA 1,390 1,673 2,072 ‘NA 

Distillate fuel oil..._.____.__.._---do_... '1,860 1,724 *2,166 2,354 3,039 

Residual fuel oil.____-_.--.-----.--do__.. 78,852 +*3,937 * 5,853 7,414 7,092 

Asphalt _____.--------------------d0_-~- 315 245 325 483 626 

Lubricant oils and feedstocks..___..do_... ----.-- ------- 97 540 603 

nS 

e Estimate. r Revised. NA Not available. 

TRADE 

According to preliminary data, Taiwan’s percent, to $669 million. Industrial equip- 

overall trade increased substantially in ment and raw materials, including ores, 

1967. Imports rose 37 percent over 1966, petroleum, and chemical materials were 

to $826 million, and exports about 15 the main imports, reflecting the country’s
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accelerated efforts at economic develop- Among the principal items exported in 
ment, and industrial products accounted 1966 were cement, the total value of which 
for the largest part (60 percent by value) ($18.7 million) was more than twice that 
of exports. Japan ($152 million), the of 1965 ; iron and steel products ($15.8 

- United States ($129 million), South Viet- million) ; and petroleum (mostly lubricat- 
Nam ($99 million), the Federal Republic ing oil feedstocks), manufactured ferti- 
of Germany ($42 million), and Hong _ lizers, and aluminum and aluminum alloy 
Kong ($41 million) were the principal products (each approximately $3.4 mil- 
destinations for Taiwan’s exports.> lion). 

The role of mineral commodities in Included with the major items imported 
Taiwan’s total trade in 1965 and 1966 in 1966 were raw materials used by 
is Shown in the following tabulation: Taiwan mineral and metal processing 
—_-——.-+—__—_——_————__ industries. These were iron and steel scrap 

_ Value Mineral ($13.0 million), iron and steel semimanu- | 
(million dollars) _com- | — factures ($45.1 million), and crude oil —_—__—___—___—_—- modities eae : Mineral Total share of ($39.6 million). Among the more impor- 
com- trade _ total tant manufactured mineral and metal modities . (percent) . . 

products imported were copper ($6.4 mil- 
lion), fertilizers ($5.0 million), and lub- Gross exports: . . . sate 1965... 35.1 449.8 7.8  Yicating oils and greases ($3.6 million). 

1966 __-_-_----- 53.2 536.5 9.9 Because of the rapid growth of Taiwan’s Gross imports: er . : 1965._...._.... 188.8 557.4 23.9 own fertilizer industry, the 1966 foreign 
1966__._---..-- 150.0 624.2 24.0 exchange expenditure for manufactured Net trade balance: eqs : 
1965..._...._.. —98.2 —107.6 xx fertilizer was considerably less than one- 
1966_.-._.-....  —96.8 —87.7 XX half of that in 1965. 

, XX Not applicable. 5 Chinese Information Service. News From 
Source: Statistical Office of the United Nations. China, Jan. 5 and 11, 1968. 

Table 2.—Taiwan: Exports of mineral commodities | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 
meee 

Commodity — ~-1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum and alloys, unwrought and 
semimanufactures__________________ 8,436 6,671 South Korea 1,618; South Viet-Nam 

1,480; Japan 1,000. 
Copper: . 

Ore and concentrate___..______.-.. 12,840 15,407 All to Japan. 
Unwrought and semimanufacturers_ 260 657 South Viet-Nam 566; Singapore 75. 

Iron and steel: 
Pig iron________.__-_____________ 5,945 9,705 South Viet-Nam 9,698. 
Semimanufactures__thousand tons__ r 80 115 South Viet-Nam 96; Thailand 11. : 
Ferroalloys___________.__________ 1,290 2,802 South Viet-Nam 1,276; Thailand 1,066. 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos_.._.- 22s 87 69 Philippines 68. 
Cement: 

Portland. _...__.__._thousand tons __ 668 1,193 South Viet-Nam 1,055. 
White______.--- 2 eee 12,690 15,147 South Viet-Nam 12,082; Philippines 

2,735. 
Fertilizers, manufactured__._._.____.... 32,013 31,235 South Viet-Nam 31,121. 
Salt__-...._._.__.____thousand tons__ 302 130 Japan 108. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal__-___--___ 2-2 ___-do___. 2 (4) 
Coke___._.-.--------2-----------.... 12,977 15,476 South Viet-Nam 6,860; Philippines 3,800. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline — 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_._ 36 37 All to Thailand. 

Fuel oil____-______________do___._ 247 (1) 
Lubricants and feedstocks___do____ 3 171 Japan 146; Hong Kong 17. 
Pitch and asphalt_________.do____ 76 110 South Viet-Nam 79; Hong Kong 12. 

t Revised. 
' Less than 14 unit. 
Source: Chinese Maritime Customs, Statistical Department, Inspectorate General of Customs (Taipei, 

Taiwan). The Trade of China 1965 (pub. 1966), 481 pp.; 1966 (pub. 1967), 507 pp.
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Table 3.—Taiwan: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum and alloys: 

Bauxite___..__.____..-..-------. 104,741 90,348 Malaysia 89,010. 
Serap______------.-------------- 1,211 1,734 United States 815; Hong Kong 676. 
Unwrought and semimanufactures_ _ 691 1,740 United States 908; Japan 454. 

Chromium ore and concentrate______-_-- 270 $80 Philippines 780; Japan 100. 
Copper and alloys, unwrought and semi- . 
manufactures.__.__....----.-------.- *'5,561 | 4,881 Japan 4,379; Australia 231. 

. Tron and steel: 
Ore and concentrate__....._....---. 31,103 106,641 Malaysia 106,615. 
Scrap_._.__..._.--thousand tons -_- r 439 272 United States 156; Hong Kong 51. 
Pig iron_.___._.-..-------------- ------- 2,664 All from Japan, 
Ferroalloys and special steel____.___ '13,263 14,590 Japan 13,162; United States 1,099. 
Billets, blooms, and other unwrought 

products___......--.-.-------- 6,332 14,527 Australia 11,144; Japan 2,584. 
Semimanufactures._thousand tons-_- 257 318 Japan 282. 

Lead and alloys, unwrought and semi- 
manufactures. _.__.____-.----------- 3,256 3,736 Japan 1,382; Australia 1,270; Peru 898. 

Manganese dioxide___.____-----~----- 1,122 2,226 Japan 1,626; Belgium 275. 
Mercury___..__.....-76-pound flasks _- 2,008 928 United States 464; Mexico 261. 
Nickel, unwrought and semimanufactures_ 125 188 Canada 75; Norway 52. 
Tin and alloys, semimanu- long tons-_- t 228 387 Malaysia 348; Singapore 16. 

actures. 
Titanium dioxide_.____._...-.-.-.---- 1,589 2,327 Japan 1,494; Australia 314. 
Zinc, unwrought and semimanufactures _ 6,067 7,093 Japan 4,466; Australia 1,946. 
Other: Metal scrap n.e.s_____.----.---- 1,285 1,333 Hong Kong 792; Ryukyu Islands 1738. 

Nonmetals: . 
.. Abrasives______._---_-_--_--_--.~----- 980 1,285 Japan 1,149; United States 135. 
Asbestos__.__...-..--_--------------- 1,630 2,366 Canada 1,116; Republic of South Africa . 

54. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: Phosphate rock___..-..---- ®116,000 46,017 All from Morocco. 
Manufactured: 

, Ammonium sulfate__....-.--. 110,737 23,350 Japan 21,850. 
Other nitrogenous__.._....--. 72,540 46,401 All from Japan. 
Calcium phosphate. _._...---- 1,126 1,083 United States 968. 
Potassic.____._...._._--.---. 90,270 31,761 Canada 14,961; West Germany 10,500. 

Graphite: 
Plumbago-_______..-.------------ 2 , 882 2,794 South Korea 2,713. 
Other_._._______.___-___.-------- 128,270 112,918 Morocco 85,719; Japan 13,495. 

Gypsum_____._-...__-..--_--.-------- 45,201 72,592 Australia 41,297; Cyprus 31,127. 
Sulfur__.____.__-___..__-____-.-------- 118,662 69,304 United States 36,467; Canada 26,312. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal______.__-__--_-_-.--__ +e 18 9,330 Australia 9,329. 
Petroleum: 

Crude oil 
thousand 42-gallon barrels.. 10,428 19,202 Iraq 13,127; Kuwait 4,797. 

Refinery products: 
. Fuel oi]___._----------.----- 132 1,241 Kuwait, 1,107; Saudi Arabia 115. 

Lubricants. - - crrttttt -Go- 777 190 190 Japan 106; United States 77. 

- Paraffin wax._..._._..-do_.-_- 18 27 Japan 14; Indonesia 12. 
Transformer oil_____._-do___-. 9 12 Japan 8; United States 3, 
Pitch and asphalt___...do___-_ 22 33. West Germany 24; United States 7. 
Petroleum coke_~..__._-do__.- 97 58 All from United States, , 

a 

e Estimate. r Revised. 
Source: Chinese Maritime Customs, Statistical Department, Inspectorate General of Customs (Taipei, 

Taiwan). The Trade of China 1965 (pub. 1966), 481 pp.; 1966 (pub. 1967), 507 pp. Statistical Office of the 
United Nations. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS alumina-producing facility, raising the 
. . . primary aluminum-producing capacity, and 

Aluminum. During 1967 the Taiwan installing new rolling equipment. Under a 
Aluminium Corp. (TALCO), the country’s . . . a 

. contract signed in 1966 with Vereinigte 
Government-owned and only fully inte- Alum; Werke A. G. of W G 

grated aluminum enterprise, continued an © /W™unum Werke A. & est Germany 
overall expansion program. Costing an involving technical assistance, the annual 

estimated $11.3 million, the project in- capacity of the alumina facility is being 
volves enlarging and modernizing the raised from its present 42,000 tons to
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75,000 tons. Annual primary aluminum would be erected; capacity would initially 
capacity (32,000 tons in 1967) is to be be about 400,000 tons annually of products’ 

| increased to 38,000 tons by the end of rolled from imported slabs. The second 
1969 through the addition of more electro- stage development of the plant into a fully 
lytic reduction cells supplied by Péchiney integrated operation would presumably 
Co. of France. New rolling facilities, pro- await expansion of the Taiwan market to a 
vided principally by Schloemann A. G. size capable of supporting an economically 
of West Germany, including hot, strip, and _ viable installation with an annual output of 
temper mills, and three reheating furnaces, 1 to 2 million tons of steel. Japanese assist- 
are to go into operation during the first ance is allegedly available for part of the 
quarter of 1968, expanding total products cost of this more ambitious scheme through 
capacity to 25,000 tons annually.® an existing aid agreement. Three of Japan’s 
To meet additional demand created by major steel companies would provide the 

the increased electrolytic refining capacity, necessary technology and equipment. 
a new 25,000-kilowatt generator is being Nevertheless, at yearend 1967 Taiwan’s 

added to the company powerplant. It will’ steel industry was still characterized by 
also lessen the company’s dependency on numerous small producers that rolled in- 
the supply of power from the public gots by remelting steel scrap in - electric 

utility system, the irregularity of which has ~- arc or Bessemer converter furnaces. Some 

hampered company activities in recent low-grade domestic iron ore was utilized, 
years. Bauxite from Malaysia continues to in combination with higher grade ore im- 
be the principal raw material for the com- _ ported principally from Malaysia, in the 
pany’s operations. _ | - manufacture of pig iron in two blast fur- 

| | | naces and a number of electric smelting 
Copper and Gold.—Mines in the Chin- furnaces. About 80 to 85 percent of the 

“kuashih area of northern Taiwan continued product capacity was devoted to the pro- 

to produce a substantial amount of copper duction of steel reinforcing bars and rods. 
ore which was sent to Japan for processing . | 

and a small amount of gold. The discovery a NONMETALS — 
of a “‘new” vein of gold in this aréa was ~ | _ | 
announced in 1966 but appeared, by late Cement.—Output of cement, which rose 

1967, to have been ephemeral. Large- sharply in 1966 under the demand cre- 

scale geochemical prospecting for addi- ated by the conflict in South Viet-Nam, in- 
tional reserves of copper, initiated in 1965 . creased more moderately in 1967. The pro- 
by the Mining Research and Service Or- duction cutback, which was occasioned by 
ganization in cooperation with the National a power shortage in August, was a contrib- 
Taiwan University, continued. The project uting factor in the failure of the industry to 
included heavy mineral reconnaissance in reach its goal of 3.9 million tons. As a re- 
the Chinkuashih area, soil prospecting at sult of this shortfall, the continued upsurge 
Penshan, the study of dacite and ore rela- . in domestic demand by the construction in- 
tionships, and stream sediment investiga- dustry, and prior export commitments, a 

tions for copper in eastern Taiwan. shortage developed in the internal market. 
| Prices increased by more than 75 percent. 

Iron and Steel.—Despite the addition, in In October the Government temporarily 
late 1966, of a small rolling mill to the forbade producers to accept further foreign 
Taiwan Iron Manufacturing Company requisitions and ordered the immediate 
facilities, making it the country’s first in- purchase from abroad of 30,000 tons of 
tegrated steel plant, movement towards cement. This marked the second consecu- 
government establishment of a completely tive year that Taiwan, allegedly the fourth 
new medium-size integrated plant con- largest exporter of cement in the world, 
tinued throughout 1967. A project for a has had to import. Nevertheless, a goal 
conventional plant with blast furnaces ap- of 4.4 million tons of cement which was 
peared to be gaining favor over a proposal set for 1968, and tax benefits on exported 
to build a somewhat unorthodox plant that cement, which have encouraged producers 
would use Taiwan’s natural gas resources to sell internationally, were apparently left 
to smelt iron ore directly into sponge iron. undisturbed. 
During the first stage of the convent*onal 

scheme hot- and cold-strip rolling facilities, 6 Taiwan Aluminum Corp. Annual Report 
a plate mill and an electrolytic tinning line —_19g6, 16 pp.
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Three more kilns were added during Saint Gobain Corp. of the United States 
1967, raising the industrial capacity at and Deutsche Tafeglass, A.G. of West 

| yearend to 4.1 million tons..The capacity Germany. This brought the. company’s 
of the Taiwan Cement Corp., the island’s capacity up to 1,350,000 cases of sheet, 
largest producer, was increased to 1.6 mil- polished plate, safety, obscured, and 
lion tons during 1967. | frosted glass. An additional plant was 

Fertilizer Materials—Among the various built at Toufen by Taiwan Glass Corp., a 
chemical fertilizers produced in 1967 were Newcomer to the island’s glass industry. 
ammonium sulfate, calcium  superphos- Annual capacity of this plant was 400,000 
phate, urea, nitrochalk, calcium cyana- Cases of sheet glass and 200,000 cases of 
mide, anhydrous ammonia,  nitrophos- other glass. As a result of these develop- 

phate, and compound fertilizers. Output ™ents, demands for high-quality silica 
of most types, including the first three sands are expected to more than double. 

which account for about 85 percent of | : : 
total production, appeared headed for new MINERAL FUELS 
highs near. yearend. Of nine fertilizer : ; _ . 
plants operating in 1967, seven were Coal.—Despite ‘Taiwan’s growing fuel 
owned and operated by the Central Gov- demands, coal production an 1967 was 
ernment-controlled Taiwan Fertilizer Co., only slightly higher than in 1966, and 
one by the Provincial Government’s Kaoh- considerably short of the 5.7 million tons 

siung Ammonium Sulphate Corp., and one projected for the year. Inability of the 
by Mobil’ China Allied Chemical Indus- coal industry to provide desired amounts 
tries, Ltd. of coal for thermal power generation was 

Throughout 1966 and 1967 the Taiwan allegedly one of the factors in the power 
Fertilizer Co. continued to place orders deficits that adversely affected operations 
for new fertilizer facilities with Japanese of the aluminum and cement industries 
companies, financing them through Jap- during 1966 and 1967. 
anese credits. Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Natural Gas.—-Proven reserves of nat- 

Ltd., received $7.8 . million to erect a ral gas at the beginning of 1967 were 
liquid ammonia facility using natural gas estimated at 960 billion cubic feet, nearly 

, and producing 545 tons of ammonia daily. 50 years’ supply at 1966 production rates. 

Toyo Koatsu Co., Ltd., and Toyo Engi- Consumers are located principally near 
neering Co., Ltd., received $3.7 million to er . 

‘. - the Miaoli area of west-central Taiwan 
construct ammonium sulfate and urea h + of th has b found. In 

manufacturing units, with daily capacities where Most of the gas has been foune. 
f 450 and 300 tons, respectively. Nippon 1967 consumers included an ammonia’ 

° ons, respecevely: NIPPay urea fertilizer plant of Mobil China Allied 
Kokan K.K. received $2 million to build Chemical Industries, Ltd.. several elass 

‘a mixed fertilizer unit which ‘would pro- factories of Heincha Glas s Works s the 
duce 400 tons daily. With the completion Tunchsiao powerolant of Tai ower and 

of these facilities (probably | in 1969) about 10 000 homes in five nearby towns. 
Taiwan's Pp roduction of fertilizers will Extension of pipelines to the major urban 
reach nearly l million tons annually. Self- areas of central and southern Taiwan was 
sufficiency in nitrogenous fertilizers is ex- discussed. Priority in use is expected to be 
pected, but imports of potassic and phos- . ° t ho, ccals. h P er. particu- 
hatic raw materials will still be required. given to petrochemicals, however, pare 

P larly for the production of intermediate 

Silica Sand and Glass.—Glass produc- feedstocks such as acetylene, which is used 

tion, largely based on domestic silica jin the manufacture of artificial fibers. 
sands, has made considerable progress in 
recent years. Output has risen from about Petroleum.—Although domestic crude 
55,000 tons in 1963 to approximately oil production continued to rise in 1967 
120,000 tons in 1967. Hsinchu Glass after a 73-percent jump in 1966, the 
Works, Taiwan’s largest glass producer, amount produced still provided only a 
brought its fifth plant into operation dur- very minor portion of Taiwan’s petroleum 

ing 1967. Using natural gas as a fuel, this needs. To increase reserves, which stood 

plant has an annual capacity of 700,000 at 18.9 million barrels at the beginning of 

cases of sheet glass, or an estimated 1967, the Government-owned Chinese 

50,000 to 100,000 tons. Technical assist- Petroleum Corp. (CPC) continued its 

ance during construction was supplied by 4-year program of exploration that was
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initiated in 1965. Geological surveys and Keelung in northern Taiwan. Unloading 
drilling led to the 1966 discovery of oil facilities would be built to accommodate 
near Hsinchu, which had a reported spe- two 80,000-ton tankers discharging offshore 
cific gravity of 43° API in the well and simultaneously. The refinery would pro- 
a reported maximum daily output of 1,000 visionally provide two new major thermal 
barrels of oil and 2.5 million cubic feet of | powerplants with residual fuel oil. In ad- 
natural gas. No new finds were announced _ dition, the port of Kaohsiung was sched- 
during 1967. : uled to be expanded to receive 70,000-ton 

Substantial advances were made, how- tankers, and negotiations by the CPC and 
ever, in reaching self-sufficiency in petro- the Mobil Oil Corp. with unidentified 
leum processing. The country’s only re- Italian interests for the construction a 
finery, the Kaohsiung installation of CPC, 75,000-ton tanker were launched. 

| appeared to be well along on a program —Civitian demand in 1967 for products, 
to boost cap acity to 110,000 barrels daily, including bunkers, was projected to in- 
with comp letion set for July 1968. Plans clude 8,050,000 barrels of residual fuel 
were also being made to raise capacity i) 9 350,000 barrels of distillate fuel oil, thereafter to 250,000 barrels. With the 1 790/000 barrels of gasoline, and 350,000 
principal exceptions of relatively small barrels of other products. Of the total 
amounts of lubricants and _ BTEASES, and amount of 12,670,000 barrels, industry 
an emergency supply of mes idual fuel oil was expected to consume 49 percent 
imported in 1966 for use in power sen- (mostly residual fuel oil), transportation 
eration, this plant was able to meet virtu- 34 percent (mostly distillate fuel oil and ally all of Taiwan’s liquid fuel require- gasoline), fishing fleets 14 percent, and 

ments. Sulfur re covered from . rennery residential and commercial heating and 
Sases was used in CPC . chemica an lighting the remaining 3 percent. | petrochemical producing activities. Output 
of the 1,500-barrel-per-day lubricating oil Several new petroleum-based petrochem- 
plant of China Gulf Oil Corp., which ical units were Weed Sonn come on 
went into commercial operation in Oc- stream during 1966 and 1967. The most 
tober 1965, met the domestic market de- important of these probably was a poly- 
mand for locally produced products in Sa ees pacity at Kaohsiung Completed 
1966 and 1967 and provided a substantial in y Taiwan Polymers Corp. De- 
surplus for export, as originally planned. signed to use ethylene produced by a new 

| However, lubricant imports were necessary naptha-cracking unit at CPC’s nearby re- 
to meet the requirements of some con- finery, this facility is to manufacture 40 — 
sumers. million pounds of low-density polyethylene 

Tentative plans were announced in 1967 annually. 
for the building of a second refinery near



The Miner t e Mineral Industry 
e n s 

of Thailand 

By A. F. Grube’ 

Thailand’s mineral industry, a signifi- tion of this increase was the investment of 
cant foreign exchange earner, has ex- about $7 million by the Union Carbide 
panded even faster than the gross national Corp. in a tin smelter at Phuket. 
product (GNP). The share of minerals Tin continued to outrank cement— 
increased from approximately 0.7 percent Thailand’s No. 2 mineral product—by a 
of the GNP in 1958 to about 1.7 percent wide margin and overshadowed all other 
in 1967. Overall mineral output value in- minerals. Output of the metal in 1967 
creased fourfold during 1958-67, primar- showed little change from that of 1966 and 
ily as a result of increased tin and cement was 18 percent greater than that of 1965. 
production. Also contributing to the rising In recent years, the country has been the 
importance of minerals were advances in world’s third largest producer of tin. | 
tin and oil refining, fertilizer manufactur- Thailand also produced significant 
ing, and the discoveries of new deposits of | amounts of fluorspar, antimony, and tung- 
tin, tungsten, columbium-tantalum, iron,  sten. Furthermore, prospects for increased 
and copper ores. production of manganese were excellent. — 

As an indication of the vigor of the Thai During 1967 Thailand enacted both a 
economy, the country’s gross national prod- minerals law and a petroleum law. In 
uct amounted to $4.7 billion in 1967, a accordance with these laws offshore areas 
6-percent increase in real terms over that in the Gulf of Siam were awarded to 
of the previous year. In fact, annual international petroleum companies for 
GNP growth rate averaged over 8 percent exploration and development, and mining 
for the 1960-67 period. Expansion has companies have been awarded concessions 
been fostered by a stable government, in- for development of mineral deposits. At 
vestment incentives, sound fiscal policy, yearend 1967 three additional United 
expansion of the country’s infrastructure, States firms were conducting feasibility 
and government support of free enterprise. studies regarding substantial investments 

During the 1967 fiscal year (October- in Thailand’s mineral industry. If these 

September) actual and planned invest- plans are realized, the required investments 

ments in Thailand registered a substan- would far exceed any of those made pre- 
tial increase. The Thailand Board of In- viously in Thailand’s mineral economy by 
vestment indicated that the estimated United States firms. 
value of promoted industries was nearly One of the plans involves a joint United 

double that of the previous fiscal year— States-Thai investment by the _ Inter- 
$93.6 million as compared with $52.7 national Minerals & Chemical Corp. and 

million. Out of 155 applications received, the Thai Oil Refining Company, Ltd. for 
the Board approved more than 100. Over the construction of a fertilizer plant at 

20,000 persons are to be employed in these Sirracha. Byproducts of the Thai com- 
enterprises. The United States’ contribu- pany’s oil refinery would be used as feed- 

tion to private investment also increased stock for the fertilizer plant, and the proj- 
sharply. According to one survey United ect would necessitate an investment of 

States investments amounted to $110 mil- $60 to $100 million. The jointly owned 
lion at yearend 1966 as contrasted with — —— . ; 

$25 million at yearend 1960. A major por- Acteeustty economist, Division of International 

(47
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company would operate as Thai Agricul- ing by more than 25 percent per year. 
tural Chemical Industries Company, Ltd. Demand for electric power by 1975 is pro- 

The second proposal, also for a fertilizer jected to be over 9 billion kilowatt hours. 
plant, which envisions an investment of Plans were approved in 1966 to proceed 
between $30 to $40 million, was submitted with the fourth stage of the Yan Hee 

- to the Thai Government by the U.S. firm, power project, calling for the installation 
Allied Chemical Corp. Feedstock for this of the fifth and sixth 70,000-kilowatt gen- 
plant would be obtained from TIran’s_ erators at the Bhumipol (Yan Hee) dam 
natural gas industry. by 1969; the installation of a third 87,500- 

The third involves the U-S. firm, Na- kilowatt thermal generator at the North 

tional Lead Co., which was awarded a con- Bangkok powerplant by 1968; and con- 
cession to work zinc deposits located at ‘truction of a third 230,000-volt transmis- 
Mae Sod in the northwestern province of “On line from Yan Hee to Bangkok. Addi- 
Tak. If National Lead exercises its option, tional projects under construction at the 
a large investment would be required, end of 1967 included hydroelectric power 

since one of the conditions is to build a Stations at Ubol and Chaiyaphum in 
smelter. northeast Thailand. The International 

Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
Italian, West German, Japanese, and hs authorized a $26 million loan for the 

Taiwan businessmen and government rep- construction of the Phasom dam and 
resentatives are also interested | in various powerplant on the Nan River in north- 

development projects in Thailand. The western Thailand. In the construction 
West German Gover nment encourages Its tage was a 40-million-kilowatt thermal 
citizens to invest in Thailand, and is pro- — powerplant at Bang Pu, site of the Krabi 
viding $1 million for the establishment of lignite deposit in southern Thailand. Also, 
a mining school in Songhla. the government was considering the con- 

. . At the end of 1966 installed electric struction of a 400,000-kilowatt nuclear 
power generating capacity was approx- powerplant. A survey report on Thailand’s 
imately 400,000 kilowatts, and output dur- electric power industry, under the auspices 
ing the year amounted to 1.6 billion kilo- of the United States Operations Mission to - 
watt hours. In recent years Thailand’s Thailand, was transmitted to the Thai 
electricity requirements have been increas- Government at the end of 1966. 

PRODUCTION 

Mineral output value in 1967 was ap-  orspar production more than doubled. Tin 
proximately $130 million, about 50 percent prices reverted to lower levels in 1967, and 
tin and 30 percent cement. This was more tin was locally smelted. Demand for 
slightly higher than the total value in cement was still increasing. The country’s 
1966 and roughly 20 percent more than the leading iron deposit had ore reserve prob- 
1965 value. Comparing production in 1966 Jems. Outlook for manganese, lead-zinc, 
with that of | 1965, substantial Increases gy ysum, and fluorspar, however, seemed 
were noted in output of tin, cement, .. . ; . . . . . promising. Thailand’s two small oilfields lignite, and gypsum. Tin prices were high : . : 
in 1966, and large-scale tin smelting came i” north Thailand continued production 

into its own. Mine output of tin and iron Of small amounts of crude oil, and the 
ore showed little change in 1967, but country’s three refineries operated at full 

cement production rose one-sixth and flu- capacity during 1967.
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_ Table 1.—Thailand: Production of mineral commodities 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity | 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

Metals: 
Antimony: 

Ore______--------------~--------------- 1,239 2,819 2,502 2,373 2,280 
Minee______.__ eee 613 1,269 1,130 1,068 1,026 
Metal__..-.___.-.---- ele 105 258 173 213 129 

Chromite..___._.____.--.----...----------- a ---- ou none 210 
Columbite.____.......--.-.-.-------~------- _a-- ae a an 46 
Iron and steel: 

Jron ore 55 percent iron_._thousand tons__ 16 191 750 692 549 
Pig iron______-.-.-----.--.------------ 6 5 5 2 6 
Steel ingots and castings-_ __..___..do____ 3 4 7 5 3 

Lead, mine_______.--__..-----.------------ 2,264 3,656 5,581 6,371 3,477 
Manganese: 

Battery grade, 75 percent manganese 
dioxide____..__.-___-_....---..-----. 13,278 r3,113 r 4,069 + 7,459 9,145 

Metallurgical grade, 46-50 percent man- 
ganese dioxide.____.___...__-_-------. *8,882 7,742 «29,259 «68,093 69 , 420 

Chemical grade, 75 percent or more man- 
- ganese dioxide_____.___-_.___.------.- ---- t 200 r100 r 50 ---- 

MOnAZIte- ~~ —-—=—--~ ~~ a2 2-2 oe oon 2o nnn NA NA NA NA NA 
in: 

Ore and concentrate._..._....-long tons.. 21,276 21,288 *26,003 *30,806 30, 702 
Mine___.___--__-_-_..-.-_---_-...do___-_ 15,585 15,597 19,047 22 , 565 22,489 
Metal___.._..._.-_-_.-.----_-...do___- ~--- ---- 5,522 *16,990 26 , 582 

Tungsten concentrate (65 percent tungsten 
trioxide) ____..-..---_-_---_ ee eee 190 397 r 512 r 517 858 

Zinc, mine (in lead zine ore)_.._.._---------- 855 1,380 2,110 2,400 ---- 
Nonmetals: ; 

Barite....._._.-_.------------ ~~ ---- _a-- NA NA 224 
Cement___.___.._...__.._._._thousand tons-_- 996 1,060 1,249 1,483 1,737 
‘Fluorspar, 80 to 85 percent calcium fluoride..... 29,230 63 , 538 51,829 48 ,027 133 , 152 
Gypsum_____.-__--2---__--__------.---.-.. 23,890 41,900 11 , 240 39 , 629 61, 696 
Mari (used for cement) -___...thousand tons__ 966 1,058 1,105 1,162 1,214 
Salt, sea 85 to 90 percent sodium chloride 

thousand tons_- 266 190 188 e 200 e110 
Tale_____.-__-_---.---_---_--- +--+ NA NA NA NA NA 

- Mineral fuels: 
Coal, lignite___._._._...._......thousand tons_ - 137 104 125 171 335 . 
Petroleum: 

_ Crude_._.__._thousand 42-gallon barrels. - 45 45 40 40. e 45 

Refinery products: ! | 
Gasoline___._.___.___-...__.-do___- NA NA NA 23,785 3,214 
Kerosine___.--__---.--------do__-- NA NA NA 111 562 
Jet fuel______________.___.._do____ NA NA NA 1,677 1,364 
Distillate fuel oil. .__....___._do___-_ NA NA NA ©4,707 4,987 
Residual fuel oil........_._...-do__-_- NA NA NA 4,242 3,910 

' Lubricating oil__...._...___..-do__-_- NA NA NA 15 47 
Asphalt__...._...-__..-.--.-do___- NA NA NA 440 767 
Liquefied petroleum gas_-__._..do__~- NA NA NA 65 147 
Other.______..__..____-.__._do_._- NA NA NA _--- -~--- 

Total_____________--___--_------ NA 2,961 11,887 15,042 14,998 | 

e Estimate. t Revised. NA Not available. P Preliminary. 
! Thailand’s first commercial refinery went on stream in late 1964. 
2 Includes naphtha. 

TRADE 
Thaiiand’s balance of trade remained exchange reserve. 

adverse in 1966 with the negative balance Mineral exports were valued at $87 
increasing to $474 million as compared million in 1966, an increase of 19 percent 
with $150 million in 1965. During 1966 over that of 1965. Tin, accounting for 72 
total exports increased by nearly 12 per- percent of the total was followed in im- 
cent whereas imports increased by 51 per- portance by iron ore valued at $6 million. 
cent. Since a large part of Thaiiand’s Further down the list were manganese ore 
imports are related to military require- and fluorspar valued at $1.5 and $1.4 
ments and were reimbursable from foreign million, respectively. 
accounts, the trade deficits have not had an Data on the value of mineral trade and 
adverse effect upon the country’s foreign its relationship to total commodity trade
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for 1965 and 1966 are summarized in the Imports of mineral commodities in 1966, | 
following tabulation: as in previous years, were dominated by 

ee S~—~—*isémiinal flels, $111 million, and semi- 
Value (million Mineral manufactured iron and steel products, $70 

dollars) commod- million. Middle Eastern countries were the 

Mineral share of major sources of crude oil supplies, and 
commod- Total total Indonesia and Iran provided Thailand 

ites trade (percent) with most of her refined products. Japan 
accounted for $52 million, or 74 percent, 

Exp W986. a 73 622 11.7. Of the country’s imports of semimanufac- 
1966____-_-- P 87 694 12.4 tured iron and steel products. 

Imports: 
1965__-____- 162 772 21.0 
1966__-___._ 226 1,168 19.3 

Trade balance: 
1965____.___- — 89 — 150 xXx 
1966_.__.... P—139 —474 xX 

P Preliminary. XX Not applicable. 

Table 2.—Thailand: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
-_—— EE A rary 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 
eee 

. Metals: 
Aluminum, semimanufactures__________ _oee 7 All to Malaysia. 
Antimony: - 

Ore and concentrate______________ 2,646 3,197 West Germany 1,933; Belgium 457; 
United Kingdom 340. - 

Metal_______ eee 110 24 South Korea 18; United States 6. 
Copper scrap___.____._.__-____.____- 552 542 Japan 451; Taiwan 75. 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore__._._....- thousand tons_- 723 720 All to Japan. 
Scrap____....-.-.--__._._.do____ 3,276 ---- 
Pig iron__________..__-.._.do____ 130 ae 
Semimanufactures__________do____ 462 939 Laos 462; Kenya 428. 

Lead ore and concentrate___._________- 10,584 12,405 Netherlands 9,083; Italy 2,130; West 
Germany 1,192. 

Manganese ore_._______.___._._._-_--. 18,613 66 , 453 Japan 62,513; Taiwan 2,760; Hong Kong 
25. 

Tin: 
Ore and concentrate.___long tons._ 15,475 1,285 Alli to Japan. 
Metal_.__--______-_ do __- 4,705 17,315 Bermuda 10,802; United States 4,100; 

Netherlands 1,200. 
Tungsten ore and concentrate__________ 209 817 West Germany 411; United Kingdom 

. 170; Japan 134. 
Zine, all forms..__..____._-._______-_- 35 93 All to Japan. 

Nonmetals: 
Cement_____._..___._-_._--__-_-_-_--. = 79,742 45,423 Laos 32,623; South Viet-Nam 12,631. 
Feldspar, fluorspar and cryolite___._.__. 146,993 73,670 Japan 68,977; India 4,311. 
Salt_.__..._...._...___thousand tons__ 82 85 Malaysia 60; Singapore 21. 
Slag and ash, nonmetal! bearing________ 977 -oe- 

Mineral fuels: 
Manufactured gas___________________. a 33 Laos 28; Indonesia 5. 
Petroleum refinery products: SSE 

Gasoline 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_-_ 270 57 Singapore 55. 

Kerosine________._.______.do____ 124 a 
Distillate fuel oil.___.__.____do____ r 61 9 India 2; Taiwan 2. 
Residual fuel oil_....___..___do____ ¥ 784 1,284 Singapore 1,096; United States 70; 

Taiwan 54. 
Lubricating oil_-_.__________do____ r2 19 India 18. 

Total___...-.._--.____..do..._ 71,141 1,369 

eee 

t Revised. 
1 Almost entirely fluorspar.
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: Table 3.—Thailand: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 
NN 

Metals: 
Aluminum, metals and alloys: 

Scrap and waste_.._-_------------ ---- 11 Laos 9. 
Unwrought_____.__------------.- 1,836 3,915 Canada 1,514; United States 1,481. 
Semimanutactures__-_------------ 3,279 2,804 Japan 13795 West Germany 456; Tai- 

wan 265. 

Copper and alloys: 
Ores______-.-------------------- 291 _--- 
Serap___-.---------------------- 69 76 United States 37; Laos 36. 
Unwrought.___._---------------- 361 455 United States 399; New Zealand 40. 
Semimanufactures_____.---------- 3,609 3,625 Japan 2,697; United Kingdom 142; 

Australia 124. 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore and concentrate____------ _--- 2 Al! from Malaysia. 
Serap__._.-_-.---_-------------- 5,445 4,365 United Kingdom 2,477; Hong Kong 

1,000; Belgium 504. 
Ferroalloys._._..-.-------------- 1,016 NA 
Ingots and other primary forms- --- 369 8,557 Taiwan 1,151; Australia 904; Republic 

of South Africa 665. 
Semimanufactures______._.___-._-_-. 428,560 555,249 Japan 411,571; Hong Kong 46,222; 

United States 27,773. 
Lead: 

Oxides._______-.-.--.----------- 283 296 Australia 237; West Germany 21: Bel- 
gium 20. 

Metals and alloys: 
Scrap and waste__-__--------- a 3 All from Laos. 
Unwrought___.-..----------- 1,048 1,362 Australia 847; Burma 297; Hong Kong 

106. 
Semimanufactures-___--------- 153 103 Japan 51; Australia 21. 

Manganese: 
Ores________-------------------- a 56 Republic of South Africa 46; Japan 10. 
Oxides..____.-------------------- 1,516 1,099 Japan 918; United Kingdom 180. 

Mercury-____.-_-----76-pound flasks__ 58 359 Japan 350; West Germany 5. 
Nickel, all forms.-.------------------ 126 353 Australia 200; United Kingdom 60; 

Japan 58. 
Silver and alloys, all forms 

thousand troy ounces.-- 245 454 India 253; Hong Kong 167. 
qin and alloys, all forms-_---_long tons-- 10 4 Denmark 2; Sweden 1. 
ine: 

Scrap and waste.........--------- a 4 All from Singapore. 
Oxides and peroxides._.____.-_-_-- 585 661 Netherlands 184; West Germany 142; 

France 124. 
Metals and alloys: . 

Unwrought__________-------- 9,073 11,595 Australia 10,270; Canada 647; Japan 
479. 

Semimanufactures.___..__-.--- 1,672 2,534 Poland 1,644; Japan 503; Belgium 139. 
Other nonferrous metals and alloys - --- -- 141 285 Malaysia 188; United Kingdom 50; 

Netherlands 10. 
Nonmetals: 

Asbestos, crude. __.._._.------------- 8,358 16,595 Republic of South Africa 7,630; Cyprus 
5,034; Canada 3,679. 

Cement_________.____.._._-.--.----. 39,118 262,998 Japan 205,741; Taiwan 49,950. 
Clays and refractories: 

Crude clay not elsewhere specified _ _ _ 3,217 2,674 Japan 1,559; United Kingdom 418; 
‘faiwan 250. 

Clay construction materials: 
Refractory.........---------- 3,983 4,196 Japan 1,678; West Germany 624; United 

Kingdom 468. 
Nonrefractory _-.-...--------- 8,306 10,741 Japan 5827; West Germany 2,293; 

italy . 
Feldspar, fluorspar, and nepheline syenite 344 385 Hong Kong 206; Japan 159. 
Fertilizer materials, manutactured: 
Nitrogenous____.__._.-.------------- 33,857 51,029 West Germany 19,880; Japan 19,772; 

Belgium 4,290. 
Phosphatic__..._.-.------------- 1™4,993 49,439 Japan 41,153; United States 3,285; 

Netherlands 3,122. 
Potassic_._..._._....------------ 2,199 2,119 West Germany 875; France 800; United 

Kingdom 125. 
Mixed_.__....._.__------------- 50,506 38,841 West Germany 14,565; Japan 8,655; 

Malaysia 7,080. 
Ammonia, anhydrous-- ---_---.--- 333 451 United Kingdom 147; Japan 130; Tai- 

wan 108. 
Graphite____._.....-_---.----------- 479 438 Japan 246; Norway 62; Hong Kong 60. 
Gypsum.______._.-----_------------- 161 149 Japan 143; Hong Kong 6. 
Limestone, excluding dimension stone- -- - 915 274 Japan 268; United States 6. 
Magnesite_________.-_--------------- 131 91 United Kingdom 80; West Germany 6. 
Pumice, emery, corundum and other 

natural abrasives________-.-.------- 906 868 Netherlands 685; United Kingdom 112; 
United States 47. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Thailand: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

A 
Nonmetals—Continued . 

Stone, sand, and gravel not elsewhere 
specified: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude... 1,179 1,087 Laos 678; Hong Kong 301; Italy 93. 
Worked_____________________ 397 510 Italy 398; Laos 100. 

Gravel and crushed stone__________ 779 285 Laos 128; West Germany 80; France 32. 
Sand, excluding metal bearing______ 1 , 660 318 Hong Kong 260; Japan 36; United 

Kingdom 10. 
Grinding and polishing wheels and 

. stones_______-_._____ 399 444 Japan 154; United Kingdom 108; United 
States 81. Oo 

Sulfur: 
Elemental______________________. 5,210 11,172 United States 8,648; West Germany 

691; Italy 615. 
Sulfuric acid_____________________ aoe 22 Netherlands 12; Israel 2; United King- 

om 2. 
Tale, soapstone and steatite___________ 1,843 2,008 South Korea 1,500; Japan 232: India 

157. 
Other nonmetallic materials: 

Quartz, mica, cryolite and chiolite__ 365 448 Hong Kong 423; Japan 12. 
Other not specified________________ 1,944 1,658 Republic of south Africa 1,321; Aus- 

tralia 299. 
a Mineral fuels: 

Coal... eee 1,377 1,357 United Kingdom 1,356. 
Coke_. -..___.______-________ ee 3,651 4,219 Japan 1,386; Taiwan 1,010; Netherlands 

784. 
Carbon black.___._-_- ee 2,138 2,977 United States 1,458; Japan 581; West 

Germany 400. 
Natural and manufactured gas_________ 5 2,899 indonesia 729; Singapore 630; Japan 

54. 
Petroleum: 

Crude.._ thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 16,071 Persian Gulf countries 8,832; Iran 5,023; 7 8,862 United States 1,017. 
Unfinished oils_._.___.___..do____} 58 All from Singapore. 

Refined products: —_ — 
Gasoline________._.___do____ 1,477 1,720 Indonesia 820; Singapore 292; Iran 242. 
Kerosine_____-__._..-.do____) 3 009 376 Indonesia 180; Iran 114; Malaysia 63. Jet fuel___-_____._..._do____ | , 9,634 Indonesia 3,951; Iran 1,786; Persian 

Gulf countries 1,521. 
Distillate fuel oils____._do____ 2,800 3,685 Iran 1,648; Indonesia 720; Malaysia 358. Residual fuel oils___..__do____ 1,368 1,027 Indonesia 778; Singapore 116; Japan 66; 

Malaysia 65. 
Asphalt_._..._._____._do___. 62 35 Singapore 20; United States 8; United 

Kingdom 4. 
Petrolatum and wax____do____ 32 44 Indonesia 25; Japan 5; Burma 4. Other.________________do___. 76 578 United States 258; Singapore 242; 

Japan 38; Netherlands 16. 

| Total___.__.__._.___do___. 8,824 17,099 
Tar and other crude chemicals from coal, . oil, and gas distillation._____________ 1,320 695 Taiwan 602; United Kingdom 67. 

eee 

e Estimate. ¥ Revised. 
Sources: Thailand Department of Customs and Statistical Office of the United Nations. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS Province, 5,000 tons in Ratburi Province, 
. . and 1,000 tons in Prae Province. Antimony.—Output and exports of anti- 

mony ore declined slightly in 1966, and Coiumbium-Tantalum.—Small quantities 
1967 dropping below the 2,400-ton level. of columbite-tantalite concentrates were 
Virtually all of Thailand’s antimony, in- PF oduced as byproducts of tin mining. 
cluding small tonnages smelted, is ac- Additionally, slag containing close to 30 
counted for by one mine, located at percent combined columbium and _tanta- 
Bans ‘n Surat th Thailand. R lum oxides (50 to 60 percent tantalum nsong in surat, southern i hauand. Re- oxides) has been recovered from tin smelt- serves of antimony ore have been estimated ing operations at Phuket for export to 
at 30,000 tons in the province of Surat foreign treatment plants. Placer deposits 
Thani, 10,000 tons located in Lampang of considerable potential importance have
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been discovered, with tin, on the head- ing over the iron foundry of the Siam 
waters of the Huai Khlong Pho River near Cement Company. 
Ban Rai in Nakhon Sawan Province, and The second mill is a joint Japanese-Thai 

west of Ratburi and Chom Bung in the venture, which operates under the name 

Huai Bo Khlung area of Ratburi Pro- of G. S. Steel Company, Ltd. The mill’s 

vince. Organized prospecting of these areas capacity for round and deformed bars is 

has been very limited. A West German about 120,000 tons per year, and construc- 
field party was reported to have made a_ tion was completed in February 1968. Two 
significant discovery of columbium and more arc furnaces were to be installed at 
tantalum with little or no tin in the the Bangkok Iron and Steel Works Com- 
Chiengmai area of northwestern Thai- any, one of Thailand’s first iron smelters. 
land. | Addition of these two furnaces will dou- : 

| ble the plant’s capacity from 3,000 to 6,000 
Copper.—A joint Thai-U.S. Geological] tons of bars per month. The company also 

Survey study financed by the United Na- plans to add one more 30-ton furnace in 

tions has reported large deposits of iron 1969, and still another in 1970. 
and copper ore in the Loei-Chiengkarn a | . . 
area of northwestern Thailand. The de- Lead and Zinc.—Lead-zinc deposits oc- 
posits comprise about 27 million tons of hor der Tuatane general along wre Bum . 
varying grades of iron ore and 80 million buri Provinc , C sat pra duction road al 

tons of copper. The deposits grade from. lead bh. v n » vite iy, “I , fre im the 
0.8 to 1.0 percent copper, with additional Kane hanabu Ki Province, tn early 19 66 the 

lower grade ores present The gold and Goverment invited bids for mining igh 
evaluated for lack of assay facilities. and the establishment of a zinc Smelting 

peration in three mining concession areas 
of Tak Province in northern Thailand, 

Iron Ore and Steel.—Over the P ast 3 where ore reserves were estimated at 3.8 
years iron ore has become Thailand’s third | sys 0, tons averaging 25 to 35 percent 

most valuable mineral product following zinc. In late 1967 the Ministry of National 
tin and cement. Average yearly production Development awarded the first concession 
has attained the 700,000-ton level, with to the U. S. firm. National Lead Co. This 

most of the ore comming from three mines company was studying the advisability of __ 
in Southern Thailand. The largest mine at exercising its option in early 1968. Under 
Tha Sala, in Nakhon Sithamarat Province, terms of the award the company wo uld be 

was operated by the Thailand Steel Com- required to build a. 30-ton-per-day zinc 
Prove and a second Eat m Nawnon Sawar smelter, and would have to build its own 

rovince, by the astern Mining anc access roads and develop its own sources of . 
| Development Company. All iron ore Pro- power. Compliance with these require- 

duced by these two cormpanies was €X- ments of the concession agreement would 
ported to Japan. A third company, the require a $15 to $20 million invest- 
Siam Cement Company with an iron mine ment 
in Lopburi Province, reduces the iron ore ~ 
at a foundery near Sara Buri. Manganese.—Most of Thailand’s man- 

At yearend 1967 two small steel mills ganese ore comes from the Li district in 

were under construction, and an existing Pamphw ny north Thailand. Jn rane ted 
mill was being expanded. A new company, oe disco & ed “ee ‘ts. These S de 
Siam Iron and Steel Company, Ltd., was d yon Chi hei ‘ h ese nel f 
formed to erect a steel mill to utilize the eposits in leng Kal with a reserve © 
ore from the Khao Thab Kwai field in "°* less than 150,000 tons; two in Lam- 
Lopburi Province, central Thailand. On pang with a reserve ° f2 million tons ; and 
the basis of a survey by German experts, °° low-grade deposit in the Ngao district 

this field contains about 7 million tons of with TESEEVES of not less than 200,000 tons. 
iron ore, which could be upgraded to 62 Production ~ on battery-grade and 
percent iron concentrate. The company’s aetaburgical-grade manganese = ore has 
capital is $9 million; 80 percent of its risen markedly in the last 3 years. 
shares are being offered to Thai investors, Tin.—Thailand Smelting and Refining 
leaving 20 percent for foreign subscribers. Company, Ltd. (Thaisarco, controlled by 
The company will begin operations by tak- | Union Carbide Corporation) expanded the
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capacity of its Phuket smelter. to 40,000 NONMETALS 
tons of concentrate per year by the addi- . . 
tion of a fourth furnace during 1967. By Barite.—During 1966 and 1967 sizable 
this addition Thailand’s smelter capacity deposits of barite were found in Lamphun, 
became considerably larger than the mine orth Thailand, and in Loei, northeastern 
tin output. In fact, during the latter half | Thailand, with reserves totaling about 2 

_of 1967, there was a chance to reline two million tons. Additional deposits have also 
of the furnaces and still treat the available been discovered in the south. One mine in 
concentrate supply. The country’s stocks of . Nakhon Si Thammarat province report- 
untreated ore, which had increased to ¢dly had substantial outcroppings of high- 7,000 tons during 1966, were down to grade ore. So far, only small amounts of 

3,200 tons by early 1967. For 1967 as a barite have been produced in the country, whole, the total value of Thaisarco’s ‘ince large-scale exploitition was clearly 
smelter output was about $86.6 million. dependent upon obtaining necessary capi- 

According to local press reports, tin had tal and technical help. 
been discovered in commercial quantities Cement.—The Siam Cement Company 
mn northem donand near we purmese which accounted for over 85 percent of 
neti vities oF the Mince al Reson Survey Thailand’s cement production in 1967, was 

Center established with West German vous alate “ ° cones eapacity of ‘var. 
assistance. Southern tin miners were report- > walling tone per year “The expansion edly interested in obtaining concessions in program was expected to be completed by 
this area, but development will not be pos- 1968, and with this additional capacity 
sible until transportation facilities are pro- Thailand should be self-sufficient in ce. 
vided. Additionally, offshore exploration ment. All the necessary equipment was 
has revealed excellent potential tin depos- ordered from Denmark. - . 
its off the west shore of the Thailand Durine A 1967. : £ cer . 

Peninsula. | the local market dropped to 2 more nor 
The largest recent offshore exploration mal level of $22.17 (Baht 460) per ton. At 

for tin is the joint venture of Union Car- one time cement prices had been as high 
bide and the Eastern Mining Corporation ,, $38.55 (Baht 800) per ton, due mainly 
which had both onshore and offshore con- to a cement shortage and hoarding on the 
Phoker in the provinces of res: P anga, part of speculators. Some of the factors 

et, an orathani. € companies causing the lower price were th rn- 
have reported substantial finds which ver- mente release a stockpiled. coven 
ify the fact that offshore tin offers fine increased imports, and the startup of the 
prospects in the southern peninsula area. pew Thung Sang plant in southern Thai- 
The Government, as of the end of 1967, land, one of the plants owned by the Siam 
had granted 34 offshore tin concessions to Cement Company. 
four companies—names not specified in | 
source—covering areas in the bays of Fertilizer Materials.—Thailand’s _ first 
Phuket and Takua Pa amounting to over chemical fertilizer plant, owned by the 
14 square kilometers. Chemical Fertilizer Co. (Chemferco), was 

As in past years, the United States was fully operational in 1967, and capable of 
Thailand’s major tin customer. Prelim- ™anufacturing 60,000 tons of ammon-_ 
inary trade data for 1967 indicate that the 7¥U™ sulfate and 35,000 tons of urea per 
United States received 67 percent of Thai- mont h, Located at Mae Moh ? northern . 4c . Thailand, this plant used lignite as a land’s 1967 tin exports. Netherlands, the raw material. Completed in 1966, it had 
second most important recipient received pot been operating at full scale prior to 
25 percent. 1967 because of sulfur shortages. 

Tungsten.—Thailand accounted for The Thai Oil Refinery Comp any, Ltd. 
about 1 percent of the world’s tungsten Ghemical Com (Unitat § tate) wee and 
roduction in 1967. Over 90 percent of the - 4a Ce en eter 7: . 

output is a bypreiuee of Vin evining The sid Stach, utlzing Donde ee eee 
ore is recovered in the forms of wolframite refinery as feedstocks. Allied Chemical 
and scheelite. Corp. (United States) was also conducting
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feasibility studies regarding the construc- estimated reserves of. 100 million tons, also 
tion of still another fertilizer plant. supplies lignite to a thermal powerplant. 

| oe, The present requirements of the Mae Moh 
Fluorspar.—A Thai-United States com- thermal powerplant and fertilizer plant. are 

gay Reve and Revue, Coy Lh of approximately 600 tong tons of Ht pe 2 & ay. e addition of a -million-watt 
fluorspar deposits in Petchaburi Province thermal unit to the powerplant will in- 
that may contain 20 million tons. Exploi- crease daily requirements to 1,500 tons, 

tation commenced during 1967, when which is the capacity of the present mining 

st So eee TRE upment on a two bss, Bad resent an rogramea uses of lignite, 

be at least 50,000 tons, virtually equiva- reserves at Mae Moh will be exhausted in 
lent e te Oey that aaor 3 1 ae cave: 200 years. The reserves at Krabi will all 
tion Of 0, tons in 1706. By € be used by the mine site thermal plant 
firm predicts it will be producing at the ;, approximately 20 years unless addi- 

. ar ree An per month ch tional reserves are discovered. Recently 
ailand’s fluorspar output more than another large lignite deposit was dis- 

doubled in 1967, topping 100,000 tons by covered Amphoe Li in Lampang Province, 
a sizable margin. During the years re. other north Thailand, with reserves estimated 
companies which were operating mines to be in excess of 20 million tons. 
in August 1967 were producing fluorspar. 

Some of the producing companies were as Petroleum.—As a part of the general 
follows: Siam Ores Co., Ltd.; Nal Preecha movement to encourage mineral and in- 

Pepnantong: Ploi Or anes a Tons Soak Custrial projects ora, passed an oil 

ryatrit; Universal Mining Uo., +; an aw in entitled ‘Consideration Bases 
the joint operations of Thai Fluorspar and jin Applying for Petroleum Exploitation 
Ban Hong Minerals Co., Ltd. and or Production.’ On the basis of this 

. . new legislation, the Government invited- 
Gypsum.—Substantially increased pro- bids for offshore acreages in the Gulf of 

duction has enabled Thailand to become . : . 
. . Siam. Concessions were awarded to six oil 

_ self-sufficient in gypsum. In the latter . hich included  §j US 
ths of 1966, primarily because of the [O™P@nIES; wiicn included ive 

mon" ft ? : durj th firms—Gulf Oil Corp., Union Oil Com- 
opening or two new mines during the pany, Tenneco, Inc., Continental Oil Co., 
year, Thailand’s production was sufficient . . 

. and American Oil Company—and one . 
to permit the export of about 2,500 tons of ws we 

. . . British company, British Petroleum Com- 
high-grade gypsum to Malaysia. In 1967 it . . 
. . . pany, Ltd. The Gulf Oil Corp. and Union 
is expected that exports to Malaysia will O} . 

. il Gompany had been previously awarded 
amount to at least 14,000 tons. Most of h . Gulf . ele 
the exports are from the Thai Gypsum onshore concessions. Gulf’s concession is in 
Compa Ltd? ine located at Surat the area between Bangkok and the Gulf of 

pany; 7§ mine locate@ at ourat, Siam, and Union’s tract is the Korat Pla- 
south Thailand. teau area of northeastern Thailand. 

Salt.—Unrefined salt produced from sea- During 1967 plans for the expansion of 
water continued to be Thailand’s only the country’s refining capacity were prac- 
source of salt, and annual output has aver- _‘ tically complete. The state-owned refinery 
aged more than 200,000 tons. Large rock at F arng was to be expanded to handle 
salt deposits occur in several areas in the 2dditional production from the newly dis- 
northeast region of Thailand, however, the covered reserves in nor th Thailand; the 
required capital to develop these deposits Thai Oil Refining Company was planning 
has not been forthcoming. an expansion of their refinery at Sriracha 

from 40,000 barrels per day to 65,000 bar- 
MINERAL FUELS rels per day; and Standard Oil Co. of New 

oe - Jersey, which recently purchased a 7,000- 
a Bignite-— Thailand pas 16 xnown ngnite barrel-per-day asphalt plant, planned to 
Posits in 9 provinces, but only two have convert the plant into a 35,000-per-day 

significant reserves. The Mae Moh lignite refinery 
deposit, with a reserve of 120 million tons " 
in mined by the Lignite Thermal Power Shale.—The Japan Oil Shale Develop- 
Organization for its thermal-electric gener- mants Company proposed to reactivate an 
ating plant, and the deposit at Krabi, with _oil-shale development project in Thailand,
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possibly in connection with United States at 190 million tons, and those at Li, 15 interests. Thailand has two known deposits million tons. Shale oil yield is estimated at of oil shale—one at Mae Sod and the other 67 US. gallons of oil per ton for Mae at Li, Lamphun Province. Reserves at Mae __ Sod shale and only 15 USS. gallons per Sod were estimated on a- preliminary basis ton for Li shale. - =



The Mineral Industry of Tunisi 

| . | By Walter C. Woodmansee ' | 

The most significant development in the - and the Menzel Bourguiba steelworks 520.4 
Tunisian mineral industry in 1967 was — In December the U.S. Agency for 
progress in the operation of the oilfield at International Development provided a 
El Borma and the steelworks near Menzel $600,000 loan for continued ground-water 
Bourguiba, both inaugurated in 1966. The development in Tunisia. This program 
phosphate sector, including phosphate rock would extend a completed technical as- 

| _mining and phosphatic fertilizer manufac- sistance project of Ralph Parsons and Co., 
‘ture, remained predominant in the in- Los Angeles, Calif. Efforts were directed 
dustry despite marketing problems. toward the training of Tunisians in weil 

Few data are available on the value maintenance and _ utilization, equipment 

of mineral industry output in 1967, but maintenance, and field management. 
based on 1966 performance the industry A United Nations Special Fund minerals 

apparently contributed 10 to 15 percent project in Foussana Basin, completed in 
of the $957 million gross national pro- eo : _? 
duct2® Tunisian mines employed about 1967, resulted in the discovery of com- 

14,300 workers in 1967, including 10,000 mercial lead-zinc deposits. The United 
phosphate mine employees. In July, the Nations financed $1 million of the $1.4 
fertilizer industry employed 669 persons, million project. , 

oe PRODUCTION iw | 
There were no major production shifts iron ore, and lead-zinc ores. Notable 

during 1967. Reductions appeared in out- advances were made in crude oil, petro- 
put of phosphate rock, the most important leum refinery. products, silver, superphos- 
product of the minerals sector, cement, phate, and pig iron. 

1 Physical scientist, Division of International 8 Where necessary, vaiues have been con- 
Activities. - - verted from Tunisian dinars (TD) at the rate 

2 Preliminary estimate of the Central Bank, of TD1 equals US$1.905. 
Secretariat of Plans and National Economy. 4Industries et Travaux d’Outremer, No. 170, 

January 1968, p. 55. 
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Table 1.—Tunisia: Production of mineral commodities ! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: 
Tron and steel: 

Tron ore__....._........ thousand tons__ 865 939 1,117 *1,269 918 
Pig iron.._._..-.-_---.-.-.---_.-do_...  __ LL. ~e-eee -u---- e 50 98 
Ingots and other primary forms, mainly 
billets_......_........-thousand tons__ _____- ne wu---- e 45 e 45 

Le Semimanufactures.- --------------do---- wea aee waeeeee ------ e 40 e 50 
ad: 

Concentrate, metal content_____...._.... 14,240 12,650 15,870 15,931 12 ,447 
Smelter______.._..--.---..--__.._____. 12,608 12,094 115,428 115,312 13,245 
Antimonial_______.._-____--..-__._.-__. 2,888 846 1,250 1,339 355 

Mercury__.__.__.--.-------.76-pound flasks._.  _____- 87 — 174 254 292 
Silver.........-----.-------.--troy ounces__ 9,581 12,635 33 , 758 38 ,002 44,722 
Zinc concentrate, metal content.__.____.__.___. 4,363 3,339 4,737 5,794 4,152 

Nonmetals: 
Cement.__._.__..--._......-_thousand tons__ 361 455 454 478 472 
Clay, construction__.____._............do___. 40 44 re 100 r e200 220 | 
Fertilizer materials: 

Natural: Phosphate rock._.__._....do__.. 2,371 2,751 3,040 r3,216 2 ,810 
Manufactured: 

Hyperphosphate__...__...__.do___- 86 101 110 65 6 
Triple superphosphate. _____._do-_-_- NA e152 e248 - 271 324 

Fluorspar....._._..-.---------------------. ------ _.---. *e¢3,000 2,625 e 2,500 
Gypsum ___.....___..-......-_thousand tons_-_ 18 e18 e18 e18 e 10 
Lime. __.___..-_-- a ---_-------do___- 133 175 174 172—C 170 
Salt (sales).......---.----..-----.---do.__- 308 | 214 356 328 e 300 

Mineral fuels: 
Gas: 

Gashouse..____._._..-_million cubic feet_ 561 506 NA NA NA 
Natural, marketed.___......_...._do___- 272 293 301 312 328 | 

Petroleum: 
Crude_...._...thousand 42-gallon barrels... ___.__ ~un ee ~w--ee 4,741 17,068 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline, including naphtha___do__..  _____-_ 785 964 1,037 1,258 
Kerosine____.......__-.--._-_do__-.  -_.L_- 327 398 393 434 
Distillate fuel oil......_......-do_._.  __-__- 1,311 1,616 1,689 1,832 
Residual fuel oil............._.do___.  - ---- 1,696 2,055 2,501 2,239 
Liquefied petroleum gas.._.._..do._.. -.------ 69 97 128 172 

Total__._.___.-...-._.-...do_.__ -_-_-- 4,188 5,130 5,698 5,935 

\ e Estimate. r Revised. NA Not available. 
1In addition to commodities listed, construction materials such as sand, gravel, and quarried stone also are 

produced, but quantitative data are not available. 

TRADE | 

The mineral industry continued to con- 9° —————____ SSS 
tribute a large share of total export earn- __ Value Mineral 
ings and showed a favorable trade balance. (million dollars) commod- 
However, the total trade balance remained Mineral All share of 
heavily in deficit in 1966. Authorities commod- commod- total t) 

planned to improve this unfavorable mes ities (percen 
trade balance by increasing petroleum 

: : Exports: 
exports, particularly crude oil. 1965........... 58.6 119.8 44.6 

Principal mineral commodity exports in 1966___--..-.. 56.7 140.4 40.4 
. Imports: 

1966, in terms of value, were as follows 1965........... 44.8 245.0 18.3 

(1965 values given parenthetically): ,. bev isn waco 50.6 249.0 20.3 
Phosphate rock, $24.98 million ($23.8 1965. --.-..--- +8.8 7125.2 xx 
million) ; phosphatic fertilizers, $10.0 mil- 1966---------- $6.1 —108. 
lion ($ 16. 4 million) ; crude petroleum, XX Not applicable. 
$8.04 million (none in 1965); iron ore, 1 Includes only those commodities listed in tables 

$5.5 million ($5.8 million) ; and smelter 2 and 3 of this chapter. 
lead, $3.4 million ($4.6 million). Principal N Source: Statistical Office of the United Nations, 

: . ew York. 
mineral commodity imports follow: Iron
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and steel, $20.0 million ($21.05 million); ($2.8 million) ; and manufactured fertil- 

crude petroleum, $9.7 million ($9.7 mil- izers, mainly nitrogenous, $1.6 million 

lion) ; sulfur, $5.7 million ($2.6 million); ($1.2 million). | 

petroleum refinery products, $3.6 million 

Table 2.—Tunisia: Exports of major mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
NTT a 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

a 

Metals: 
. 

Aluminum and alloys, unwrought-_---- -- 229 186 West Germany 96; Italy 86. 

Copper and alloys, all forms, mainly 645 983 Belgium-Luxembourg 354; France 331; 

scrap. Italy 233. 

Tron and steel: 
Ore____._____.....thousand tons-- 910 876 Ttaly_ 3025 United Kingdom 213; Greece 

Serap.__..---------------------- 8,021 5,263 Yugoslavia 2,524; Italy 1,633. 
Pig iron and ferroalloys- -~ ---.--. -- 5 15,928 Belgium-Luxembourg 5,630; Sweden 

5,154; United Kingdom 5,144. 

Ingots and other primary forms._--. ------ 750 All to Belgium-Luxembourg. 

Semimanufactures_-__-...--------- 122 75 Mainly to European Economic Com- 
munity. 

Lead: 
Concentrate______-_--.---------- 5 136 All to France. 

Unwrought_.__....-.------------ 14,302 18,002 France 4,016; Czechoslovakia 2,674; 
Poland 2,500. 

Mercury__._.._-_.----76-pound flasks -- 179 29,055 Belgium-Luxembourg 29,023. 

Silver and alloys, troy ounces-- 32 28,663 All to France. 
unworked or partly worked, including 
scrap. . , 

Zinc, concentrate._.._.----.---------- 2,166 10,980 France 3,737; Spain 3,100; East Germany 
2,491. 

Ore and concentrate, nonferrous, n.e.s--. 3,434 889 France 539; Poland 350. 

Serap, nonferrous, n.e.s_.---.---------- %9 28 «Aldi to Italy. 

Nonmetals: 
Cement______.---------------------- 33,1380 waves 
Clay construction materials, brick, tile, 2,080 17,557 Libya 17,555. 

ete. 
Feldspar and fluorspar.__.------------ 3,594 2,908 Italy 2,907. 

Fertilizer materials: 
: Natural: Phosphate thousand tons.- 2,376 2,400 France 584; Italy 326; Greece 263; 

rock. Yugoslavia 254. 

Manufactured: 
Phosphatic___.--------do-_-- 257 169 Bulgaria 39; France 20; Turkey 19; 

Sweden 18. 

Other_________--------------- 538 1,139 All to Malagasy Republic. 

Gypsum and anhydrite__..-.---_------ 750 ------ 
Salt___._.__._.-_----..thousand tons-- 378 276 United States 125; Japan 78; Finland 25. 

Stone, dimension, worked-_.....-------- 35 -§61 Libya 557. . 

Mineral fuels: 
Petroleum: 

Crude__thousand 42-gallon barrels.. ---.-~-- 4,745 West Germany 3,535; Italy 1,110. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline and jet fuel____do-__- 154 661 Italy 447; bunkers 214. 

Distillate fuel oil_._.._..do_--- 105 84 All to bunkers. 

Residual fuel oil_..__...do-_--_- 89 67 Do. 

Total_____......--.-do._-_- 348 812 
Mineral tar and crude chemicals from 33 a 

coal, oil and gas distillation. 
NN. 

Principal source: Statistical Office of the United Nations, New York.
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Table 3.—Tunisia: Imports of major mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 
ee SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSOeseseeeeseeee 

Metals: ! 
Aluminum: . 
Alumina__... 22-2 121 France 120. 
Metal____-.-___- 2 536 416 Spain 146; France 115; United States 77. Copper... ..__--.__-__--_--_____ 535 547 France 321; United States 142. 

Gold_____._._..thousand troy ounces__ 29 26 All from France. 
Iron and steel: 

Serap._..-.----- ee 106 115 France 45; Belgium-Luxembourg 23. 
Pig iron and ferralloys_._._._..__.__ 1,186 726 Switzerland 492; France 207. 
Ingots and other primary forms._._._ 3,499 9,996 West Germany 4,000; U.S.S.R. 3,000; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 2,996. 
Semimanufactures: . 

Angles, shapes, and sections... 77,129 46,118 United States 14,506; U.S.S.R. 8,193; 
5 zechoslovakia 5,073; West Germany 

Plate and sheet.___...._.._.. 18,350 12,168 West Germany 5,003; France 4,975; Italy 
1,308. 

Hoop and strip._.._.......... 1,249 806 France 409; Italy 209. 
Rails and accessories__________ 6,188 16,176 France 16,071. 
Wire._.__.--_.-----.-..--_.. 3,931 3,800 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,503; France 1,497. 
Tubes, pipes, and fittings_..... 17,226 26 ,3t3 Ttaly 9 062; France 6,592; Yugoslavia 

Castings and forgings__...._... 2,557 2,883 France 2,467. 

Total____.-----_....-.-._. 121,630 108,819 
Lead___--_- 22 ee 68 149 France 125. 
Mercury._.__.___.__.76-pound flasks__ 3 40 Mexico 35. 
Nickel____... 2-2. 7 11 West Germany 6; France 3. 
Silver_..._..._.__.......troy ounces__ 31,154 17,072 West Germany 6,109; France 5,498. Tin____.-_---.-.________-_long tons__ 37 31 France 21; Netherlands 6. Zine... ee, 205 159 France 131. 

° Ore and concentrate, metallic, mainly  ____. 165 France 161. 
nonferrous. 

Oxides, metallic, mainly for paint_______ 718 738 France 350; West Germany 246. 
Metals, nonferrous, n.e.s__..__________ 25 30 Mainland China 25. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasive materials: 

Grinding stones and wheels________ 33 74 France 24; West Germany 20; Poland 13. Natural, n.e.s., mainly pumice__.__.  ______ 263 Italy 257. 
Asbestos, crude and partly worked_-_____ 406 2,981 United eeinedom 1,004; Canada 916; 

taly 601. 
Barite__.-._____-__..---__________._.. 10,170 1,191 Italy 800; France 391. 
Cement, including asbestos-cement__.__ 13,838 13 ,O77 France 8,532; Algeria 2,078. 
Chalk__-.22-2- ee 80 90 Ali from France. 
Clay construction materials: 
Clay__.__-_- 222 ___-________. = 4, 888 4,348 Morocco 1,459; Italy 1,385; Algeria 629. 
Bricks, tiles, setts, etc_.......___.. 3,912 5,398 Czechoslovalria 1,490; Spain 1,374; France 

1,364. 
Diatomite_________.._________... 103 67 France 29; United States 23. 

Dolomite_.._-_..________ 206 282 Norway 119; France 111. 
Feldspar and fluorspar__.____.________ _____- 251 = Italy 250. 
Fertilizer materials: Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous___._.......-._____-_ 16,513 20,182 France 14,253; West Germany 5,086. 
Potassie._____.......-___---_-_.. 1,750 3,547 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,492; East Ger- 

many 1,104; West Germany 950. 
Other___.__.__-_.____ 110. LLL Le 
Ammonia___.________.._ 503 543 Italy 479. 

Gemstones, precious and kilograms. . 2 2 All from France. 
semiprecious. 

Graphite_._._.________-____ 13 10 Do. 
Gravel and crushed stone__....________ 263 384 Italy 351; France 33. 
Gypsum___._____-____. 305 400 France 398. 
Magnesite___.________-...._____.____ 40 55 Austria 42; West Germany 13. 
Mica, unworked and worked___________ 187 9 France 6; Bulgaria 3. 
Potash, caustie....___________________ 115 36 All from France. 
Quartz and quartzite__...__.... 182 375 Do. 
Refractory materials, bricks, tiles, ete.. 4 , 302 6,521 West Germany 2,200; Morocco 1,271; 

Austria 1,174. 
Soda, caustic__.-.________....._.__.... 3,222 3,820 France 3,462. 
Stone, dimension._..._...._..___.._.. 2,852 1,371 Italy 1,366. 
Sulfur in all forms: 

Natural___.____._...._.__.._.._.. 74,168 128,950 United States 71,618; Mexico 30,174; 
Canada 16,413. 

Refined____________________.____ 900 1,300 Ali from France. 
Sulfur dioxide_.__________________ 113 126 Do. 
Sulfuric acid__-_.....___.-.-.----. 1,005 5,745 Italy 5,659. 
Pyrite, unroasted......_._........ 3,787 7,983 All from Spain. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Tunisia: Imports of major mineral commodities—Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Nonmetals:—Continued 
Tale and steatite___....__------------ 337 350 France 345. 
Minerals, nonmetallic, n.e.s_...-.------ 70 4,353 All from Italy. 
Elements and compounds, nonmetallic, 400 270 Algeria 101; Italy 78; France 71. 

n.e.8. 
. 

Manufactures, nonmetallic, n.es.-.--.-. 5,967 290 France 144, 
Mineral fuels: 

Coal___._..._-_.---_--_--~---------. 30,535 29,614 U.S.S.R. 21,633; Poland 7,978. 
Coke_....__.._.-_--------.---------- 21,002 55,867 Netherlands 25,728; United States 18,222; 

France 8,714. 
Petroleum: . . 

Crude.._thousand 42-gallon barrels... 5,050 5,405 Iran 3,401; Kuwait 1,578. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline.___._....-.-.do___-_ 15 12 Netherlands Antilles 7. 
Kerosine__.____.....-.do.___ 21 34 Netherlands Antilles 19; France 10. 
Distillate fuel oil._..._.-do__-_- 15 __-__-. 
Residual fuel oil._.......do_--_ -..---- 22 All from Italy. 
Lubricants______......do.... 18 97 France 46; United States 43. , 
Asphalt and bitumen_-_-_do-__-_ 113 99 Italy 87. 

. Other__.__._____-...-.do___-_ 4 3 Algeria 1; France 1; West Germany 1. 

Total___._.___-.-.--do___- 246 267 | . 
Mineral tar and crude chemi- 80 NA 

cals from coal, oil and gas | 
distillation. - . 

RS 

NA Not available. . . 
1 Unwrought and semimanufactures, including alloys, unless otherwise specified. 
Principal source: Statistical Office of the United Nations, New York. 

| COMMODITY REVIEW | 
| METALS iron), which contains problem-causing 

impurities. , 
Iron and Steel.—Expansion was under- Lead and Zinc.—A United Nations 

way at the Djebel Djerissa and Tamera- Special Fund exploration project in 
Douaria iron ore mines, where a total Foussana Basin, north of Kasserine, re- 
‘annual output rate of 1.3 million tons of sulted in discovery of sizable lead—zinc 

ore is planned for 1968. deposits at Djebel Azered' and Djebel 
The new iron and steel works of the Hamra. A pilot washing plant was in- 

Government-owned and-operated Société stalled. A favorable geophysical survey in 
Tunisienne de Sidérurgie El-Fouladh, 2 the north, between Bizerte and_ the 
kilometers east of Menzel Bourguiba, was Algerian border, may lead to further 
officially opened on June 4, 1966. Plant exploration. 

equipment was financed by credits from In May an agreement was signed for 

France, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. a new company, Pefiarroya-Tunisie, owned 
W. S. Atkins and Partners, a United equally by Société Miniére et Métal- 

Kingdom firm, was consulting engineer for Jurgique de Pefiarroya, a French firm, and 
the project. Installations include a sinter Société Tunisienne d’Expansion Miniére, 

plant, a blast furnace with a maximum $a firm formed in 1965 by merger of seven 

annual capacity of 120,000 tons, two 12- ‘Tunisian lead-zinc mining companies. 
ton Linz-Donawitz converters with oxygen Pefiarroya-Tunisie planned development 
injection, continuous casting equipment, of a zinc ore deposit near Ghardimaou in 

and an 80,000-ton-per-year rolling mill the northwest. .. 
for billets, rods, bars, wire, and small Uranium.—In 1966, | the Tunisian 
sections. Atomic Energy Commission planned to 

The " blast furnace was closed down build a pilot uranium mill for treating 
durine the s f lean set d 0.05 percent UsOs ore from a large de-. 
uring the summer for Cleaning and re- osit discovered in 1965 and byproduct 

moval of scale. Research was underway  yranium from phosphate rock containing 

to determine the usability of the rela- 0.01 percent UsOs. The United Kingdom 
‘ively low grade ore (40 to 50 percent Atomic Energy Authority assisted in the
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project. No further details were available Djebel Staa. The product was exported to 
in 1967. Italy where fluorspar was used as a semi- 

precious stone in jewelry. Oo 
NONMETALS The Hamman Zriba mine, located 70 

Barite——Byproduct barite output was kilometers south of Punis, where a 5— planned at the Hamman Zriba flourspar million—ton deposit containing 32 percent 

mine. The planned annual production of calcium fluoride and 50. percent barite- 
35,000 tons of barite concentrate will be rodction by Ice. 1567 0 ed produc. 

| separated by Jigs and shaking tables. tion of 25,000 tons of acid-grade fluorspar 
Fertilizer Materials.—Nitrogenous.—A — was planned. The fluorspar is concentrated 

| $30 million fertilizer complex was under at a flotation plant for 30 tons of ore per 
construction at Gabes for Industries day, and the concentrate is trucked to 
Chimiques Maghrébines S.A. The facil- the port at La Goulette. | 
ities were designed by a Belgian firm, 
Société Belge de l’Azote et des Produits _ _ MINERAL FUELS 
Chimiques du Marly, and constructed by Petroleum.—The El Borma field of 
Compagnia Technica Industria Petroli, Société Italo-Tunisienne d’Exploitation 
Rome, Italy. Annual capacity was reported _ pétroliare (SITEP) completed its first full 
at 40,000 tons of nitric acid, 65,000 tons ~ year of operation. The company, an equal- 
of ammonia, 80,000 tons of ammonium partner venture of the Tunisian Govern- 
nitrate, and 200,000 tons of ammonium ment and the Italian firm, Ente Nazionale 
phosphate. Idrocarburi (ENI), started production in 

Phosphatic-—Output of phosphate rock June 1966 from Triassic strata at depths 
was lower in 1967, mainly owing to of 8,250 to 8,910 feet. Reserves were re- 
foreign marketing problems during 1966 ported to exceed 460 million barrels. ENI 
and the first half of 1967. Stiffer competi- as a contract for 4.5 million tons (about 
tion for European and Far Eastern markets 35 million barrels ) over a 2%, year period 

forced world prices downward. Tunisia starting in 1967. 
considered establishing lower prices and The El] Borma oil structure extends into 
adding beneficiation facilities to improve Algeria, where the first well drilled on 
the relatively low quality of the pro- the structure reportedly also struck oil. 
duct. Stocks remained high until late in The two countries reached an agreement 
the year, especially for the lower grades. delineating borders and dividing produc- 
“In June, India and Tunisia signed an tion rights. A 14-inch, 80-kilometer, 

agreement involving 300,000 tons of phos- 40,000-barrel-per-day pipeline spur was 
phate rock and fertilizer for delivery to built from the El Borma field to the | 
India by March 1968. The agreement Algerian Compagnie des Transports par 
affirmed the delivery of 150,000 tons, Pipe-Lines au Sahara (TRAPSA) line, 
leaving India on option on the which terminates at La Skhirra. ENT 
remainder. planned to construct its own line from the 

In April a new phosphate beneficiation field directly to the La Skhirra terminal. 
plant, financed by Polish credits repayable SITEP completed a seismic survey and 
in deliveries of phosphate rock, was in- exploratory drilling in the northern part 
augurated at Metlaoui. of its El Borma permit. Later in the 

The downward trend in production and year drilling was started in the southern 
export of hyperphosphate that started in permit area, south and east of El Borma. 
1966 continued in 1967, because of re- A smaller oil discovery in 1966 at 
duced orders by South Viet-Nam and Djebel Doulab, north of Kasserine, was 
limited world demand. being readied for production in 1968 at 

Output of triple superphosphate con- 4g planned rate of 3,000 to 4,000 barrels 
tinued upward in spite of marketing prob- daily. Reported reserves were about 15 
lems. More producers entering world million barrels. The field is controlled by 
markets caused greater competition, and Société de Recherches et d’Exploitation des 
shortages of sulfur led to increased world  pé€troles en Tunisie (SEREPT) (30-per- 

prices and temporary shutdowns by pro- cent interest) and Société Aquitaine- 
ducers in Tunisia. Tunisie (70-percent interest); the latter 

Fluorspar.—Production, which began in firm was formed by a French company, 
1965, continued at Djebel Ouest and Société Nationale de Pétroles Aquitaines
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and the Tunisian Government. Late in Co., the only U.S. interests in oil explora- 

the year, there were five wells producing tion in Tunisia during the year, con- 

from depths of about 3,000 feet. Aquitaine- tinued drilling in its concession in the 

Tunisie planned a 6-inch, 160-kilometer south, near the Algerian border. The well, 

pipeline to the La Skhirra terminal. apparently unsuccessful, was bottomed at 

Late in 1967, SEREPT received a new’ more than 11,000 feet. 
concession for part of the Gulf of Gabes, The Bizerte refinery of Société Tuniso- 

east of an existing Aquitaine Tunisie con- Italienne de Raffinage (STIR), which 

cession. French-Tunisian interests con- comprises Tunisian Government and ENI 

trolled a total of 11,472 square kilometers interests on a 50-50 basis, continued to 

in the gulf. expand output. Annual capacity is 7 to 8 

Early in the year, Global Marine Inc., million barrels. The refinery was built to 

Los Angeles, Calif., was drilling from its process heavy crudes from the Persian 

Glomar V offshore rig in the Gulf of Gulf. With closure of the Suez Canal 

Gabes. In May, the Glomar V was moved and new output from El Borma, the re- 

to the Gulf of Hammamet, 20 kilometers finery was adapted to the use of the lighter 
east of the city of Hammamet, in a French El B d ° . 

Société de  Participations _Pétroligres Borma crude (44° API gravity). p S . . 
(PETROPAR)-SEREPT concession of Throughput of this crude oil was 350,000 

more than 2 million acres. tons (about 2.7 million barrels) in 1967 

Amerada Petroleum Corp., partners with and, late in the year, the refinery processed 

Continental Oil Co. and Marathon Oil El Borma crude almost exclusively.





The Mi t e Mineral Industry of Turkey 

By E. Shekarchi * | 

The mineral industry of Turkey con- Although consideration was still being 

tinued to make a significant contribution to given to changes in the mining law, no 

that nation’s economy during 1966 and revisions had been agreed upon by the 

1967. The gross value of mineral and metal administration of parlimentary group at 

production in 1966 increased 26.7 percent yearend 1967. Furthermore, efforts to form 

over that of 1965 to $465 million, equal a mining development bank to assume and 

to 5.2 percent of the gross national product extend the loan facilities now available 

(GNP) of approximately $8.9 billion. under the Mining Assistance Commission 

Value of exports in 1966 reached a record have not been successful. 

high of approximately $54.6 million, Maden Tetkik ve Arama _ Enstitiisii 

mainly because of high market prices for (MTA), the Minerals Research and Ex- 

blister copper. With production of more  ploration Institute, which has moved to its 

than 500,000 tons of chromite of all new headquarters near the Middle East 

grades, Turkey contributed at least 15 Technical University in Ankara, diversified 

percent to total world production and its exploration program to cover such 

ranked third among the world’s chromite commodities as lignite, iron ore, petroleum, 

, producing countries. lead, zinc, copper, uranium, and mercury. 

In estimates made by the U.S. Agency A major 1967 discovery by the exploration | 

for International Development (AID) in groups directed by MTA and assisted by 

1967, the population of Turkey was re- five West German geologists was a lignite 

ported to be about 32.7 million, with an bed, 40 meters thick and with estimated 

annual increase of 2.5 percent. Labor reserves of about 880 million metric tons, 

distribution remained the same as in 1966 located in Maras Province. 

- with 75 percent engaged in agriculture and The geological mapping program by the 

25 percent employed in the industrial sec- MTA _ progressed satisfactorily and a 

tor. Based on 1966 dollar values, GNP per geological map at 1:125,000 for most of 

capita was $306 in 1967, 3.4 percent over the country is now available. 

that of 1966. Under the terms of an international 

An annual GNP growth rate of 6.7 per project credit agreement signed between 

cent was achieved during Turkey’s first 5- the U.S.S.R. and the Government of 

year plan (1962-67). On this solid founda- Turkey in 1967, the Soviet Government 

tion, the second 5-year plan, to be provided $200 million to finance a 1-mil- 

launched January 1, 1968, calls for a 7- lion-metric-ton-per-year steel mill and a 

percent annual increase in GNP through 60,000-metric-ton annual capacity alu- 

an investment program emphasizing pro- minum plant to be built in Izmir and 

duction of intermediate industrial goods. Seydisehir, respectively. The agreement 

The industrial sector should grow by 12 also provided that a 3-million-ton-per-year 

percent each year; agriculture, which cur- _ petroleum refinery is to be built in Izmir. 

rently comprises 30 percent of GNP, by Repayment of the loan is to be made in 

4.1 percent; and services by 6.2 percent. Turkish agricultural products. 

The total investment called for during the TFosien mi \ ialist, Divisi f 

5-year period is $12.4 billion, with industry International Activities. wisn 
to account for 34 percent, agriculture 15.2 vente necessary: es ae oe iohinns 

percent, and transportation 16.1 percent. at the rate of TLI=US$0.11. 

765
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PRODUCTION 

The gross value of mineral production in basic industrial products: Blister copper 
in 1966, including metals, nonmetals, and increased 54.4 percent; steel ingot was 
mineral fuels, increased about 28.7 percent up 40 percent; and cement increased about 
over the 1965 level. The most impressive 26 percent. However, it should be noted 
gains in value of production were made that prices for practically all minerals and 

Table 1.—Turkey: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Eee 

Commodity ! 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
eee 

Metals: 
Aluminum: Bauxite_________.-2- 2 eee 4,469 10,283 * 382,380 21,490 
Antimony: 2 

Ore and concentrate__________.._.______ 3,030 3,294 3,534 3,081 2,035 
Regulus_______.._--2 2 eee. 48 58 107 130 55 

Chromite (all grades)___.......-/_.._._._... 288,788 412,685 567,062 511,645 e¢ 530,000 
opper: 

Mine production (contained metal)_._____ 29,200 34,500 33 ,600 36 , 400 30 , 988 
Blister from other domestic ore__....__._. 24,790 25,981 26,300 26,617 25,390 

Ferrochromium..._~__..__.________._______.- NA 4,821 7,473 7,000 8,471 
Iron and steel: 

Tron ore__._____....__.__thousand tons__ 747 976 1,530 1,620 1,485 
Pig iron and blast furnace ferroalloys 

thousand tons__ 394 401 500 822 847 
L steel ingots_....__.._-.-._____.__do____ 388 486 666 939 1,056 
ead: 

Content of concentrate_________________. 2,550 1,626 1,682 935 2,358 
Metal... eee 1,881 1,960 918 500 NA 

Manganese ore______________________.__._._. 6,304 20,290 14,220 +*22,268 © 17,000 
Mercury... -....--..-.-.-.-76-pound flasks __ 3,042 2,615 2,755 3,420 4,100 

ine: 
, Zine-lead ore, hand-sorted______________- 4,500 12,500 16,548 16,620 18 , 448 

Zine ore, calcined.______________________ 4,000 8,950 8,500 7,150 NA 
Zine concentrate_______________________ 1,867 1,858 1,758 1,768 1,342 
Zine content of ore and concentrate_______ 4,576 5,686 7,000 r3,420 NA 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos______.. 2. 370 1,171 1,248 1,141 2,196 
Barite._._._..-___-._ 981 6,050 11,980 +*18,680 31,590 
Boron minerals___.______-__-._...--..----.-. 88,088 128,254 170,977 225,286 287,607 
Cement________...__________thousand tons__ 2,698 2,940 3,328 3,865 4,249 
Clay, including fire clay___._..........do_..__ 18,000 e 13,000 ¢13,500 +*19,000 NA 
Emery. __________ ee. 7,490 12 , 400 12,579 29,470 31,125 
Fertilizer (chemical) -_________.----._.-..... 822,257 300,930 376,800 *373,526 359,804 
Fluorspar___._..__-___.____________ 2. 652 1,303 1,077 1,505 NA 
Gypsum__.__-_-_ ee. 180,000 © 200,000 e 220,000 © 220,000 NA 
Magnesite (crude ore)____._.._..--_..---____. 17,917 39 , 068 75,587 *97,000 84,959 
Marble e______________.____._eubie meters__ 10,000 15,000 15,000 +*19,000 NA 
Meerschaum____.-__...._._...__-kilograms_. 10,500 24,100 99,400 57,200 67,510 
Pyrite, cupreous (gross weight)__.__._..___.__ 97,082 113,098 133,159 120,622 125,000 
Salt, all types_______________thousand tons__ 398 355 493 r 300 NA- 
Sodium sulfate____._______________________. 1,264 2,425 4,963 7,423 11,289 
Sulfur_.---2 22-2 eee. = 19, 480 22,200 22 ,299 22 ,650 25,384 

Mineral] fuels: 
Bituminous coal (salable) _____thousand tons__ 4,156 4,448 4,401 tT 4,893 5,031 
Coke, all types.......___.._.__-______do____ 1,071 1,111 1,431 r1,449 1,362 
Fuel briquets______________._____.._.do____ e15 55 50 30 NA 
Lignite (salable)___._..____.-_-________.do____ 3,237 3,871 4,166 4,774 NA 
Petroleum: 

Crude____.____thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 5,090 5,894 ‘9,818 +*138,062 17,459 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline_____________.______do____ 4,600 5,388 5,933 4,412 6,774 
Kerosine and jet fuel____._.___.do____ 3,066 3,809 3,791 3,794 3,040 Distillate fuel oi]_______._.___do____ 6, 563 8,515 8,270 9,469 9,393 
Residual fuel oil. _.._.__....._do___- 9,400 11,277 11,461 12 ,850 15,804 
Liquefied petroleum gas______-do____ 130 279 549 e 577 126 
Other (includes asphalt, 

solvent and miscellaneous) __do____ 677 1,023 1,285 e 1,406 899 

Total_________...__.___.._.do_.__ 24,486 30,291 31,289 32,508 36,036 
eee 

e Estimate. tT Revised. NA Not available. 
1 In addition to commodities listed, Turkey produced about 3 million metric tons of limestone and 380,000 metric tons of dolomite in 1966. 
2 Grade of concentrate is about 45 percent antimony, and regulus 49 percent antimony, as reported in 1965.
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other comodities rose substantially during chromite, pyrite, and lead. 
1966. Thus, comparison of 1965 and 1966 Although no gross values for mineral 
output on the basis of tonnage does not production were available for 1967, note- 
show such a marked increase; for instance, worthy quantitative increases were re- 

copper production in 1966 was about the ported in production of chromite, man- 
same as in 1965. Tonnage of coal, lignite, ganese, mercury, lead-zinc ore, boron 

petroleum, cement, magnesite, and boron minerals and cement; whereas pyrite, anti- 
ores increased, while declines occurred in’ mony ore, and bauxite decreased. 

TRADE 

The value of total mineral commodity registered for mineral commodities in 
exports reached $54.6 million, a new re- 1965. The chief contributors to 1966 ex- 
cord, principally because of high demand ports were copper, chromite, borate ores, 
and exceptionally high world market prices ferrochromium, and magnesite, both crude 
for copper. The 1966 exports were up 17.6 and _ processed. 
percent from $43.6 million export value 

Table 2.—Turkey: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1964 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

| Metals: 
Antimony ore and concentrate_ __ 2,629 3,434 2,909 Czechoslovakia 2,195; West Germany 

332. 
’ Chromite (all grades)_..__....._. 344,184 424,226 508,722 United States 209,035; 

Czechoslovakia 60,939. 
Copper: 

Ore (10 percent)..-..______- 8,430 8,100 _______ 
Blister_-__.._....-...._.... 18,004 20,195 19,919 Belgium-Luxembourg 6,074; West 

Germany 5,000; Japan 3,216. 
Ferrochromium.__..._-__.-..-...  *'5,862 5,946 7,367 Hungary 4,800; United Kingdom 

1,227. 
Tron and steel_____.__._--_-_.--_.  ------- 500 371 All to West Germany. 
Lead ore and concentrate________ 2,540 1,500 4,561 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,524; United 

Kingdom 2,037. 
Manganese ore_________-__-__--_ 18,140 14,943 6,711 France 3,544; Yugoslavia 2,317; 

United States 850. 
Mercury______.76-pound flasks. _ 3,230 2,318 3,111 Netherlands 1,654; United Kingdom 

730; Pakista.. ‘9. 
Pyrite, cupreous___..._.___..... 95,650 128,158 91,180 Italy 86,560; West Germany 4,620. 
Silver concentrate._.._.....-.-_  ------- 60 __.___- 
Zine: 

Caleined ore_________.-___- 4,450 7,836 7,150 Bulgaria 5,000; Yugoslavia 1,500. 
Concentrate______________- 2,886 ____.-_ ___ LL 
Zinc-lead ores_____________- 12,126 16,500 11,100 NA. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives (natural)____.____-__- 9,217 16,655 26,838 United States 16,612; Netherlands 

- 5,990; France 3,000. 
Borates__.__.__.__......-..-.._ 118,408 152,564 175,325 Italy 57,480; France 39,676; United 

States 19,059. 
Cement._.._____------ eee 2,460 ___-.._ _LLueee 
Magnesite: - 

Crude_._____.__.-_-___---- 19.785 f15,669 41, ae) Austria 46,005; Belgium-Luxembourg 
Calecined___.__.____.__--_- ’ \18,228 24,146 7,699; East Germany 5,300. 

Stone and gravel: 
Marble____.-.---______--_- 5,344 6,353 8,037 Lebanon 1,979; Switzerland 1,903; 

Italy 1,852. 
Other stone and gravel______ 170 306 ______- 

Meerschaum.._.__-___..--.--_-- 58 46 29 Austria 12; United States 7. 
Salt__.........-..-_.-_..----_..-. 128,988 88,519 51,859 All to Japan. 
Other nonmetals__...._---..__- 301 70 131 Various. 

Minera] fuels: 
Coal (bituminous)...........-._. 16,464 9,195 9,947 All to Greece. 
Coke_.__._. 2-22 eee eee eee 929 ___._-- 
Lignite.._.._......_...--. --__- 38 _.--.--.  ~.----- 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline__.__.___..._--.--._. 47,004 17,897 28,751 All to United Kingdom. 
Distillate fuel oil........... 15,122  ._-___. __-_ -- 
Residual fuel oil__._._....... 690,285 497,869 387,894 United Kingdom 204,843; Greece 

82,346; Netherlands 38,789. 

® Revised. NA Not available.
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The total value of mineral commodity Value Mineral 
imports in 1966 was over $19 million more (million dollars)  commodi- 

. : > —_——_—_—____——— ties’ share 
than in 1965. Decreases in liquid fuels Mineral Total of total 
were more than offset by increases in value commodities trade (percent) | 
of such imports as manufactured fertilizers Exports: 

(up $10 million), steel (up $4 million), 1965___-.-.- 48.6 458.9 9.5 
? sade 1966________ 54.6 490.5 11.1 and nonferrous metals (up $3.8 million). tmports: 

1965___._... 154.2 572.0 27.0 
1966____.._. 173.7 718.3 24.2 

Trade halance: 
1965_____.-_. —110.6 —113.1 XX 
1966___.__.__ —119.1 —227.8 XX 

XX Not applicable. 

Table 3.—Turkey: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Ingots__..__._____________ 1,579 5,640 8,232 United States 1,814; France 1,696; 
Canada 1,601. 

Semimanufactures____._....  1'1,6438 °*1,756 2,874 Japan 730; Hungary 388; France 262. 
Copper and alloys, all forms____. t 369 r199 515 West Germany 109; Italy 97. 
Iron and steel: 

Scrap__..._.-.--._..._.._.-.. 25,791 *29,086 31,981 United States 31,955. 
Pig iron, including cast iron-. *27,474 *25,648 21,797 East Germany 11,829; Bulgaria 

7,266; U.S.S.R. 2,348. 
Ferromanganese and other 76,358 8,495 10,542 Norway 7,670; Belgium-Luxembourg 

ferroalloys. 840. 
Ingots and other primary 96,196 116,230 193,181 U-.S.S.R. 67,905; West Germany 

forms. 48,921; Hungary 38,840. 
Semimanufactures___.._...._ 208,669 206,580 207,248 West Germany 45,694; France 

26,870; United States 25,704. 
Lead and alloys, all forms__.____ 1,460 94 2,575 Tunisia 890; West Germany 743; 

United Kingdom 634. 
Nickel and alloys, all forms______ ° 97 17 88 Italy 37; West Germany 22. 
Tin and alloys, all long tons__ T 866 923 1,079 United States 612; United Kingdom 

orms. 4. 
Zinc and alloys, all forms________ 5,046 ©°6,931 5,902 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,604; Poland 

872; United Kingdom 803. 
Metallic ores, slags, and ashes____ r 754 ¥ 437 569 United Kingdom 374. 
Other nonferrous metals and 9 28 10 West Germany 4; United Kingdom 3 
semimanufactures. 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos..._.__..__-_._______. 2,455 2,654 6,673 U.S.S.R. 2,058; United Kingdom 

1.837 ; Republic of South Africa 
1,589. 

Barite._..____.--_-_- 2-2 ______- 2,455 200 742 Italy 400; United States 342. 
Cement______-_..--.-.--..__-. 191,584 47,649 163,367 UB-S-R 147,687; Rumania 14,100; 

taly 862. 
Clays, all types___.___.____.... "2,493 *2,650 1,414 Greece 607; Italy 209; United States 

159; West Germany 133. 
Fledspar and fluorspar___.__.___ *1,940 2,651 306 United Kingdom 245. 
Graphite. _________.___________ 139 140 146 West Germany 61. 
Infursorial earths__.___.________ 65 76 57 NA. 
Mica___-________-_.___ 53 338 __- LL 
Phosphate rock____-___._.._.___ 92,517 100,529 148,089 Israel 145,555; Algeria 2,584. 
Quartz and quartzite____________ r 48 T 86 74 All from Netherlands. 
Sulfur__.. = =e 210 100 105 Untied States 56; France 25; West 

Germany 22. 
Tale._______ ee (1) 220 _______ 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal_______-_.-____ 300 (2) 333 West Germany 325. 
Coal tars______________________ 4,083 1,045 _______ 
Coke_________-__--__._ 4,083 4,200 7,933 France 6,433; U.S.S.R. 1,000; 

Italy 500. 
Petroleum: 

Crude______thousand tons__ 3,430 3,051 2,807 Iraq 1,141; Saudi Arabia 954; 
Bahrain 443. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline_____._________ 2,571 4,673 1,506 United States 1,340. 
Kerosine_____......--. '26,943 '33,764 22,690 Rumania 10,564; United States 

9.939; Italy 1,002. 
Lubricants____.________ 60,804 52,515 85,254 United States 77,815; Rumania 

4,775. 
Other____..._._._.._--. 12,062 3,131 78,389 Rumania 34,431; U.S.S.R. 34,320. 

Total refinery 92,380 94,083 182,789 
products. 

¥ Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Revised to none.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 
| METALS Exports of 19,919 tons in 1966 were down 

Aluminum.—Bauxite production contin- slightly from those of 1965, but under 

ued on a trial basis; no large-scale mining prevailing price conditions, a record value 

was reported. However, imports of alumi- of about $25 million was earned. Exports 
num ingots and semimanufactures, mostly of copper accounted for about 45 percent | 

from the United States, Canada and of total value of mineral commodity ex- 

France, were valued at about $7 million. ports in 1966. Except for the blister copper 
On May 9, 1967 in Ankara, a contract recovered from 1,184 tons of ores pur- 

was signed by members of a Soviet Union chased from private producers, all blister 

team and the Director General of Etibank copper was recovered from two Etibank 

for construction of a $110 million alu- operations. At Murgul, the mined ore 
minum plant at Seydisehir, about 290 totaled 532,331 tons, with an average 

kilometers south of Ankara. The plant is grade of 1.71 percent copper, from which 

to produce 60,000 tons of aluminum, 200, 42,105 tons of concentrate was produced 

000 tons of alumina, and about 25,000 tons and 9,100 tons of blister copper was re- 
of semifinished products annually upon covered. At Ergani, 388,270 tons of ore 

completion, which is scheduled within 40 was mined with an average grade of 4.32 

months from the date of contract signing. percent copper, including 152,554 tons of 

By yearend 1967, ground had been broken direct smelting ore; from the remaining 

for the plant. Recently discovered bau- ore, 33,979 tons of concentrate was pro- 

xite deposits occur nearby; reserves are duced. From the direct smelting ore and 

provisionally estimated at 10 to 15 million concentrates, 17,517 tons of blister copper 
tons of bauxite. was recovered. Also, 750 tons of cement 

Antimony.—Declining antimony output copper was recovered from dump leaching. 
in 1966 and 1967 may be the result of Since 1965, Etibank has been examining 

decreased reserves at the Ozdemir Anti- the process and economic considerations of 

muan Madenleri A/S Serketi mines in a4 major project commonly referred to as 

Turhal which were the leading antimony ‘the Black Sea Coast copper project.” This 

producers. . project, as proposed, will be undertaken . 

The newly established Mutlu Battery by a new company with 49 percent partic- 

plant produced 112 tons of regulus in ipation by Etibank and the remainder | 

1966 and 55 tons in 1967. subscribed from private sector Turkish 

Chromite and Ferrochromium.—Chrome enterprise. There are two major districts 

ore, one of Turkey’s traditional mineral within the project, the Murgul district and 

exports, surged back to levels reached in the Kire district. The Murgul district in- 

the early 1950’s with total value passing cludes the Damar area with reserves of 

$10 million for the first time since cessa~ 11.4 million tons averaging 1.75 percent 

tion of U.S. stockpile procurement. Dif- copper with a cutoff of 0.5 percent, and 

ficulties in obtaining chromite from South- the Cakmakkaya area with reserves of 21 

ern Rhodesia due to United Nations sanc- million tons averaging 1.08 percent copper. 

tions apparently firmed Turkish chromite Within the Kiire district reserves of 2.5 

prices in 1966 as well as in 1967, with a million tons with a 3.4 percent copper con- 

quoted price of $26 to $27 f.o.b. Turkish tent have been found. 

ports for standard grades. The new company will acquire the exist- 
Etibank remained the main producer ing assets of Etibank partly by outright 

with a reported output of 221 089 metric purchase and partly by payment of a 

tons in 1966. royality on production. Production from 
Production of Etibank’s Analya ferro- newly developed and existing mines at 

chrominum plant totaled about 8,000 tons Murgul and Kiire will be sent by pipeline 

> 1966, using 16,560 tons of concentrate to Hopa and Inebulu, both on the Black 

and about 6,000 tons of lump ore. In Sea Coast. After preparation in planned 
1966 the company exported about 7,367 new concentrating facilities, the concen- 
tons of low-carbon ferrochrome, 23 per- trates will be shipped by sea to the port 

cent over that of 1965. of Samsun. A new copper smelter will be 

Copper.—In 1966 and 1967 blister cop- constructed at Samsun which will produce 

per production remained essentially at the about 40,000 tons of anode copper and 

1965 level of about 26,000 metric tons. 150,000 tons of sulfuric acid annually.
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Iron and Steel.—Iron ore output in 1967 with 793,988 tons mined and 740,- 
1967 did not reach the record high of 634 tons shipped. The leading shipper to 
1966. All shipments went to the country’s the Eregli steel plant was the Demir Ex- 
two integrated steel plants, the Eregli and port Company with 236,955 tons from the 
Karabiik steelworks. The Divrigi mines (Cetinkaya mine and about 161,350 tons 
continued as the largest ore producer in from the Otlukilise mine. 

Table 4.—Turkey: Shipments of salable ore from selected iron ore mines 

(Thousand metric tons) 

Mine Operator 1964 1965 1966 

Divrifi_-._........------..-------.-- Turk Demir ve Celik___._____________._. 655 872 740 
Kesikképrii____......--.--_.--..-.-.. Kesikképrii Mining_____..__.__.__________ 95 © 60 e 65 
Otlukilise_._......._..----_--.-..... Demir Export (Kog)_____._----_____._.-_ 77 116 161 
Cetinkaya__._____--_---------------  ----d0-___ eee. 58 141 237 
Karakuz___.__....._....._..._...... Bilgin Maden________________________._.. 40 59 68 
Deveci._____---_------------------- 0 ---- dL eee. = 88 50 91 
Akdag.___...---_.--_--.--------... Necati Akin. ___-___ 2 eee Lee 31 30 
Buiyiik Egmir____..-.--.-...-...-.-. Diimeks__________- 2 eee Lee 37 45 
Karamadazi_____._.___.__.--...-._._. Ozkoyuncu Mining___________.___________ 4 37 45 
Calti__._...----------.------------- Kepman_-_____-__2-- eee Lee 15 10 
Miscellaneous._.___...-.-_---------- 0 Loe eee eee eee eee eeeee--eee) Cod 39 e 41 

- Total shipments_-.-..---.---.-  ----+---------------------------------- 978 1,457 1,583 

e Estimate. 

MTA initiated a new iron ore explora- lows: Kirikkale 30,000 tons; Metas 40,750 
tion program under the impetus of plans tons; and Electrometalurj 10,000 tons. 
for a third integrated iron and steel plant. These plants primarily use scrap as raw 
Investigations will be concentrated around material. 
the Kozan-Feke area, 100 kilometers north In 1966, discussion was initiated be- 
of Adana; the Samli deposits southwest of | tween U.S.S.R. iron and steel experts and 
Balikesir; and the Aramur deposits on the the Turkish Government regarding con- 
Mediterranean coast. All these deposits re- struction of a 1-million-metric-ton-per-year 
quire more detailed sampling and testing steel mill in Turkey. At yearend 1967, the 
to determine commercial possibilities. A discussion continued and apparently both 
$2.7 million joint iron ore exploration pro- governments were in agreement that this 
gram by the MTA and the U.S. Geological integrated plant should be installed in 
Survey, under discussion with AID in 1966, Izmir, on the Aegean seacoast. Reportedly 
was agreed upon in 1967. the initial capacity of 1 million tons of © 

Production of ingot steel at the State- ingot steel would be expanded to 2.5 
owned Karabiik steelworks and the Eregli million tons by 1977. 
iron and steel plant increased 71 percent . ; ; ; 
to 844,098 tons, and output of finished Lead and Zinc.—Available information 
rolled products totaled 458,496 tons, 71 on 1967 lead-zinc ore production indicated 

percent over the 1965 level. Most of the an increase of about 10 percent over that 

increase resulted from operation of the of 1966. 
Eregli plant at 80 percent of planned In the latter part of 1967 a new com- 
capacity during the year. pany, Kayseri Cinko-Kurusun Metal 

Reportedly, annual capacity of the Sanayii A.S., reportedly was formed to 
Eregli iron and steel works is to be ex- refine zinc and produce lead ore from 
panded from 470,000 tons to 900,000 tons deposits in the Kayseri area. If approved 
in the near future. Apparently AID and by the Government, the company will 
some European sources will finance the have 35 percent Etibank participation 
expansion program. and the remaining shares will be held by 

The joint public-private Kirikkale plant, private investors. It is reported that the 

the privately owned Metas plant near company’s immediate plan is to undertake 
Izmir, and the joint public-private Elec- a large-scale drilling program and detailed 
trometalurj plant near Izmir provided the geological investigation of the Zamanti 
remaining 1966 steel ingot output as fol- valley deposits to prove the reserves.
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Manganese.—Manganese ore production Construction of the borax and boric 
in 1966 increased 57 percent over 1965 acid plant of Etibank at Bandirma was 
but declined somewhat in 1967. Exports completed in early 1967. The plant at 
of manganese ore, mostly containing over full operation is expected to produce 
46 percent manganese, dropped in 1966 20,000 tons of borax and 6,000 tons of 
to 6,711 tons, the lowest in the last 3 boric acid annually. 
years. Apparently, the Eregli and Kara- Even though a systematic investigation 
biik steelworks use most of the domestic to establish known reserves of boron min- 
production thus curtailing overseas ship- erals has not been made in Turkey, the 
ments. known and probable reserves were con- 

. _ . servatively estimated at about 40 million 
| Mercury.—With the improvements In tons and it seems likely that additional 
mining techniques and new installations, deposits may be found. 
the outlook for mercury industry in Tur- In 1966, exports were about 175,325 

key was bright. Production and exports tons valued at $4.9 million, representing 
reached new highs of 3,420 and 3,11! increases of 14.9 percent in tonnage and 
flasks, respectively in 1966, and 1967 out- 171g percent in value over 1965. Borates 
put. surpassed . that of 1966. Etibank’s  jow rank third in value among Turkish 
Halikoy operation treated 30,648 tons of wineral exports. Production and export 
run-of-mine ore averaging 0.4 percent  jave virtually tripled since 1961. A factor 
mercury to recover 1,935 flasks in 1966. in the rapidly growing demand for Turkish 
The 1966 installation of _a rotating kiln wlemanite apparently is the ability to 

of 175-ton-per-day capacity at Sizma to  ytilize the clean crushed ore as a direct 
treat ores averaging 0.5 percent mercury additive to fiber glass melts. 

was reflected in the 1967 production in- ; . 
crease of 19 percent. Cement.—The 10-percent increase in 

} cement output in 1967 fell short of the 
NONMETALS 16 percent growth recorded for 1966, but 

was still quite sizable. These increases 

_ Barite—The private mine operator, were the result of expansion of five plants. 

Hamdi Bozbag, was Turkey’s sole barite New units of 200,000-ton-per-day capacity 

producer and exporter in 1966 and 1967. were brought into operation at the State- 

Output of barite has surged from 981 tons owned Adana and Elazig plants. (The lat- 

in 1963 to 31,590 tons in 1967. The first ter plant was expanded to meet the re- 

official record of barite export appeared quirements of the Keban dam.) Conver- 

in 1966 in an amount of 1,181 tons, mostly sion of the State-owned plants at Gazian- 

to Africa and Middle East countries. Im- tep, Sdke, and Afyon to the dry process 

ports have declined from 2,450 tons in also increased the annual capacity of each | 

1964 to 742 tons in 1966. by 50,000 to 60,000 tons and brought the 

It appears that Turkey soon will not total increase in annual production capac- 

only be able to satisfy domestic needs, but ity to nearly 600,000 tons. 

will increase barite exports to most oil Production and sales by the Turkiye 

producing countries. Bozbag’s newly ac- Cimento Sanayii T.A.S. (Turkish Cement 

- quired barite properties near Maras have Industries), amounting to 2,114,000 tons, 

not been explored thoroughly; however, represented 54.7 percent of the total 1966 

an indicated reserve of 150,000 tons of output. Total cement imports in 1966, 

high-quality ore, suitable for grinding to mainly from the U.S.S.R., amounted to 

drilling mud specifications, has been de- about 163,000 tons, over three times those 

lineated. of 1965. - 

Boron.—Mine production of boron set In order to re the continued nigh 
a new record in 1967 (287,607 tons) domestic demand, new State-owned plants 

. of 300,000- and 220,000-ton annual ca- 
more than doubling 1964 output, and ex- : . q 

. Is through 1966 con- pacity, respectively, were under construc- 

ports of boron miner . tion at Trabzon and Van. Also the private 
tinued to increase. Etibank (public sector) 4 

‘ . sector was planning to finance new plants 
remained the main producer, followed by B Imi d Ank 

Tiirk Boraks Madencilik (Turk Borax), 9% Pura, ‘tzmir, and “Ankara. 

a subsidiary of Boron Consolidated Ltd., Fertilizer Materials—Combined chem- 

and Rasih ve Ihsan and Hasmettin Yakal, ical fertilizer production for 1967 declined 

all private sector producers. 5 percent, and presumably, negotiations
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in progress at yearend 1966 continued for wait Chemical and Fertilizer Company 
foreign participation in new chemical fa- signed an agreement in 1967 to construct a 
cilities, particularly for phosphatic and fertilizer plant in Mersin, Turkey. The 
nitrogenous fertilizers, needed to meet a construction is expected within 30 months, 
consumption target of 1 million tons an- at a cost of about $50 million, including 
nually. $25 million in foreign exchange cost to be 

Plans to utilize low-grade domestic advanced by Kuwait Chemical and Ferti- 

phosphorite deposits near Mardin in  lizer Company. Accordingly, a. joint stock 
southwest Turkey as raw material were Company will be formed, 40 percent fo Ku- 
abandoned for the time being. Phosphate Wait, 40 percent to the Turkish Nitrogen 

. . . industry, and 20 percent to a group of 
rock imports, chiefly from Israel m 1966, Turkish private businessmen, including 
presumably were continued to provide raw the Is Bankasi. When completed, the com- 
material for superphosphate production. plex is planned to produce 500,000 tons 

According to press announcements, the of ammonium nitrate and 200,000 tons 

Turkish Nitrogen Industry and the Ku- of diammonium phosphate annually. 

Table 5.—Turkey: Production of chemical fertilizer 

(Thousand metric tons) 
SESE 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 
TY 

Ammonium nitrate___.._.._._2. 2222 59 86 64 65 
Ammonium sulfate__._.__-_-- 2 lee 89 63 92 86 
Superphosphate_____________________________. 175 152 221 222 

Total 3. 22-2 322 801 «377 374 
eee 

r Revised. 
1 Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding. 

Magnesite.—Value of magnesite, crude containing 47 percent sulfur and 2.5 per- 
and calcined, marketed abroad increased cent copper. | 
from about $911,000 in 1965 to approxi- In 1966 two adits at different eleva- 
mately $1.9 million in 1966, as two new tions were being driven to intersect ore 
sintering plants for caustic magnesite bodies containing 2.4 million tons of 3 to 
entered production. Total run-of-mine 4 percent copper that were encountered 
output was about 128,000 tons, from in 1965 in diamond drill holes on Bakir 
which 97,000 tons of marketable ore was Baha mountain between the Asikkay open 
obtained. Total exports in 1966 totaled pit and the old workings near Kiire vil- 
41,643 tons of crude ore and 24,146 tons lage. In 1967 Etibank was organizing a 
of caustic magnesite, the latter with an new company in which it would have 49 
average value of $52.50 per ton. Data for percent participation; the remainder 
1967 was not available. would be subscribed from the private sec- 

Construction of the Simerbank re- tor of Turkish enterprises. 
factory brick plant at Meran, near Konya, . . . 
by a Japanese firm continued in 1967: no Stone.—Marble production in 1966 in- 

details of trial production or assumption creased to a new record of 19,000 cubic 
of full production were available. Report- ™eters, about 26 percent over that of 
edly the plant is to produce chrome- 1965. Almost half of 1966 production was 

magnesite refactories for the Turkish ¢xported to Lebanon, Switzerland, and 
metallurgical industry. : Italy. Most of the marble output came 

from the Marmara, Afyon, Sdégiit-Bilecik, 
Pyrite—The production of cupreous and Gebze regions, all in the northwestern 

pyrite from Etibank’s Kiire operation de- section of the country. | 
creased approximately 27 percent to about 
125,000 tons in 1967. Exports during Sulfur—A new autoclave of Polish 
1966, mostly to Italy and West Germany, manufacture to treat high-grade sulfur 
totaled 91,180 tons of run-of-mine ore ores at Kegibolu was put into operation
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in late 1966 resulting in production in- In 1966, with the exception of the 

crease of about 2,734 tons in 1967. New Degirmisaz mine, all lignite mines owned 

reserves containing an estimated 1 million by TKI increased production. Although 

tons of ore averaging 40 to 50 percent detailed production of the private sector 

sulfur were delineated in 1967 by dia- of the lignite industry was not available, 

mond drilling and underground develop- total production showed an increase of 

ment work. The fact that Etibank has about 13 percent in 1966, while total 

proposed the establishment of a new com- TKI production, from various regions, 

pany to construct a sulfuric acid plant in increased 15 percent in 1966 over that 

Samsun in connection with the copper of 1965. 

smelter suggests that there may be an Production of salable lignite by some 

increase in production of sulfuric acid of the principal TKI mines and all pri- 

and sulfur in Turkey in the near future. vately operated mines was as follows: 

MINERAL FUELS TT 

M th h lf f T k 3 Producer _ Thousand metric tons — 

More than half of Turkey's energy re- i061 1965 1966 

quirement is met by wood (fuelwood or 
charcoal) and animal waste. The re- . 

. . . . 4 Public sector: 
mainder is supplied by indigenous coal, Tuncbilek_._..__.---- 1,288 1,181 1,357 

hydroelectric power, and petroleum, sup-  aticigg T1198 e169 
plemented by some crude oil and refinery Seyitémer_....._...-. 506 544 652 

products imported from abroad. Poducga----------777 ----- 25 61 

Coal (Bituminous) .—Of total 1966 coal Beypazuri----------- ----- ----- 8 

roduction, Turkiye Ké6émiir Isletmeleri _ _Subtotal_..-.------ 2,540 2,584 2,921 

Kirimu (TKI), the Turkish state coal Private seetor.----------- 1,881 1,682 1,858 

mining industry, produced 4,880,000 tons Total___...-.------ 3,871 4,166 4,774 

while only 13,000 tons was produced by —_————_——— 

tne seats 1964-66 vas by floes: and Petroleum.—Available information in 
. 1967 indicated that crude petroleum pro- 

—___ duction reached a new peak, 33 percent 

Thousand metric tons greater than in 1966. Output has shown 

1964 1965 1966 a steady increase in recent years, but no 

—_—___SSFSsSSSSSFsFSFF new discoveries were reported in 1966 or 

Public sector: 1967. The production increase between 

| Gelikc (Karadon)------ 1,395 1273 i447: 1964 and 1965 was shared by all pro- 
Kozlu_____----..---- 1,113 1,130 1,234 ducers but between 1965 and 1966, Er- 

Prien (Armuteuk) - - 309 316 351 san’s production leveled off, as shown in 

Diyarbakir.......------  ----- 12 13 the following tabulation: 

Total.............. 4,448 4,401 4,898 | 

TTT Output, thousand 42-gallon 

Coke.—Coke production in 1966 Company barrels 

reached a record high of 1,448,846 tons. 1964 1965 1966 

Plants contributing to this total were as©—_©=_<—£ ————— 

follows: Karabitik steel plant, 809,745 Turkiye Petrolleri 

tons; Eregli steel plant, 389,808 tons; Maba eclorstion”~ 4,044.8 4,486.4 4,902.4 

municipal gas plants, about 177,573 tons; Mediterraneat . 

and Zonguldak semicoke plant, about yy. ns Mont) - 1,011.2 2,841.6 3,334.4 

71,720 tons. Preliminary figures for 1967 (Shell).....-.---. 646.4 2,227.2 4,563.2 

indicated a somewhat lower level of coke Brean Forel Sanayit 92.0 262.4 262.4 

production, about 6 percent below the _ 
1966 output. Total......-- 5,894.4 9,817.6 18,062.4 

Lignite——According to MTA, a new 

lignite discovery was made in the latter Lack of notable new discoveries is indi- 

part of 1967 near Elbistan in the province cated by decreased exploration activity in 

of Maras. Unofficial estimated reserves recent years, although total footage drilled 

were given at 1 billion tons. in wildcat holes showed a slight increase
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in 1965 and 1966, as shown in the follow- _schaft Elwerath of West Germany, 43 
ing tabulation: percent; and Panoil, 14 percent. How- 

ever, results were not available for pub- 

Thousand feet drilled _ lication. 
Year — In August 1967, a ground breaking 

Wildeat =D evelop- ceremony for the new Izmir refinery. took 
a Cti“‘CSSCO#@C*dtaatcejw.«*Thee refinery, scheduled for com- 
1964... sk 131 pletion in 1970, will have an initial ca- 
1965___----------------. 170 270 pacity of 70,000 barrels daily that even- 
1966. ----.-------------- 179 238 tually will be raised to 120,000 barrels 

per day. The refinery to be operated by 
Unconfirmed information indicated that TPAO was financed by a loan from the 

| in 1967 Shell: was the leading producer U.S.S.R. which will be reimbursed in 
with 6.7 million barrels, followed by agricultural products. 
TPAO with 6.3 million barrels, Mobil It is predicted that completion of ex- 
with about 4.04 million barrels, and Er-  pansions of the existing Izmit (TPAO- 
san with about 307,000 barrels. California Texas Oil Corp.) and Mersin 

Detailed geological mapping, geophysi- (Mobil-Shell-British Petroleum) refineries, 
cal studies, and drilling previously initi- together with TPAO’s refinery at Batman, 
ated by MTA in Erzurum province will increase Turkey’s refinery capacity in 
continued in 1967, but results were not 1968 to 7.2 million tons of pertoleum per 
reported. year, a quantity more than adequate for 

The first offshore petroleum drilling the country’s consumption. 
operation in Turkey was commenced in The 18-inch, 560-kilometer pipeline be- 
1966 off the Mediterranean coast about tween Batman (southeast Turkey) and 
15 kilometers from the port of Mersin. the Mediterranean seaport Iskenderun, © 
The operating companies were the Con- was completed in 1967. The initial capac- 
tinental Oil group from the United States ity of 70,000 barrels per day can be ex- 
which has 43 percent interest in the panded to 100,000 barrels daily when 
2,000 - square- kilometer offshore area; storage facilities and additional pumps are 
Adana Basin Concessions, with Gewerk- _ installed. :



The Miner try oO! e Mineral Industry of 

the U.S.S.R.' . eWJetiJe e 

By V. V. Strishkov * 

The U.S.S.R. maintained its position in specialists with university and technical 

1967 as the world’s second largest pro- education. . 

ducer of industrial products. Compared The turnover of personnel in individual 

with 1966, production of electric power mineral industry operations reached 25 to 

increased by 44 billion kilowatt-hours, 80 percent a year. This was caused mainly | 

oil by 23 million tons, gas by 14 billion by the lag in building houses and in 

cubic meters, coal by 10 million tons, pig providing public and medical services, by 

iron by 4.5 million tons, steel by 5.3 mil- low material incentives, and by heavy 

lion tons, finished rolled metal by 4.5 mil- manual work and unsafe conditions.* 

: lion tons, mineral fertilizers by 4.2 million On March 14, 1967, the Presidium of : 

tons, and cement by 4.8 million tons. There the Supreme Council (Parliament) of the 

were also increases in output of aluminum, U.S.S.R. approved a decree providing a 

copper, zinc, and nickel. | major change in the Soviet normal work- : 

Practically all mineral commodity ex- week. The gradual transition of most wage 

ports rose in 1967. Fuel exports were the and salary earners from 6 to 5 workdays per | 

largest and fastest growing commodity week was accomplished in 1967. The total 

group in Soviet trade to the West. The number of legally prescribed working 

rate of growth of oil exports may increase hours per week (41 on the surface and 

despite rising home demand and produc- 36 underground) remained unchanged. Be- 

tion and transport difficulties. cause of manpower shortages, the Soviets 

Growth that occurred in the Soviet planned to increase the working day to 

mineral industry generally was not caused more than 8 hours where work is not | 

by gains in worker productivity, but by labor intensive. 

considerable increases in the labor force Goals of the 1967 plan were not fulfilled 

and by mining a greater volume of un- in several areas of the mineral industry. 

economic deposits. At the Donetskugol’ The production of electric power, coal, 

combine in the Donets basin, 250,000 gas, and many other mineral commodities 

workers produced about 55 million tons, were below both industry requirement and 

or about 0.7 ton per man-day of run-of- 5-year-plan targets. New goals were plan- 

mine coal. ned for 1967 through 1970. More than 

There were over 1.3 million “production one-third of the enterprises of the Ministry 

workers” and 72,000 university graduate of Nonferrous Metallurgy and the Ministry 

engineers and 121,000 technicians in the of Construction Materials Industry failed 

Soviet ferrous industry in 1967. The coal to fulfill production cost reduction. plans. 

industry employed 2,182,000, including Many coal-producing enterprises failed to 

54,000 university graduate engineers and fulfill production quotas and labor pro- 

125,000 graduate technicians. The oil, gas, ductivity targets. In 1966, 1,239 million 

and petrochemical industries employed 2.6 

million employees. There were 297,000 1 The statistical data used in this publication, 
workers engaged in oil and gas pipeline with a few indicated exceptions, are taken from 

construction in 1967, and 500,000 em- “hg gources published. My thbivision of Interna- 
ployees in the geological prospecting organ- _ tional Activities. . 

izations of the U.SS.R., including 112,160  zeree“mpmicheskaye gazeta (Reangmics Ga 

T15
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rubles were spent on geological explora- main goals set forth were for a significant 
tion. . | _ .growth of heavy industry and steady de- 

The U.S.S.R. continued.,to experience velopment rates for mineral industry. In 
considerable difficulty in completing min- 1968, the volume of industrial production 
eral projects on schedule because efforts " is to be increased by 8.1 percent compared 
were dispersed over a large number of . with that of 1967. It is planned to in- 
projects. The fact that it sometimes takes crease nonferrous metal production by 
10 to 15 years to develop a mine (1- to almost 9 percent, with aluminum output 
2-million-ton-per-year capacity) has con- to rise by 10.5 percent, copper and zinc 
tributed to disparities between mine, con- by 8.2 percent, titanium and manganese 
centration plant, and metallurgical plant by more than 10 percent, and mercury by 

capacities. Investments frozen for long 20 percent. Sulfuric acid and phosphorus 
periods on unfinished construction totaled fertilizer output is to increase by 19 per- 
about 70 percent of the volume of capital cent. The 1968 plan envisages increase 
investments. For example, in 1967, coal over 1967 capital investments of 21.3 
industry enterprises that were under con- percent in ferrous industry, 12.4 percent 
struction were valued at an estimated 1.3. in nonferrous industry, and 35 percent in 
billion: rubles. Do, co - chemical industry. The main share of 

While ‘the U.S.-S.R. does not publish capital investments. during the 1968—70 
statistical data’on injuries in the mineral period is directed towards the development 
industry, available Soviet information re- of the aluminum, copper, nickel-cobalt, 

veals that fatal ~anjuries in ‘the ‘mineral and platinum-group metals industries. It 
industry were great. In 1967, there were is planned to increase the average monthly | 
fatal injuries YO 0 oes than fait or Soviet earnings of Soviet workers and employees 

Coal TANES, At aw Percent of metal mines “in 1968 to 108.6 rubles, or 6 percent over 
and open pits, and at 10 percent of. con- th £ 1967 
struction material enterprises.” ©. » » ‘J08€ © re . ae 

The Staté plan for: 1968: and. the “de- The level of Soviet industrial production 

veloprient plans for the ‘national economy in 1967 and that planned for 1968 and ~ 
in 1969 and 1970 ‘were approved by the | 1970 follows in million metric tons unless 

Supremeé Soviet on October 12, 1967. The _ otherwise specified: | a 

as . Planned 
Co _ Commodity — oo - Production. _ production 

a SS 1955 1960 1967 1968 1970 

Tron ore. _2-----i 2 tee ee eee TD 107 6B 72S. 
Pig iron_._...-_-...--.-..-.---..--------_---.-----. 33.38 46.8 74.8 79 94-97 
Steel_.2 2/2222 LLLILIL ILL) 458 65.8 102.2 107.8 124 
Rolled metal__......---.---.--------.---.------.----. 85.8 80.9 81.7 85 96 
Steel pipes_.__._--___-___-__--__ i eee ieee eee 3.5 5.8 10.6 e11.5 14-17 
Cement.__2_.. 2-1 eee. 22.5 45.5 84.8 e 90 100-105 
Mineral fertilizers. _._._._._._.-_-------------------- 9.7 13.9 40.1 42.2 62 
Coal (bituminous, anthracite, and lignite)___.____._.._.._. 391.3 513 595 603 .6 635 
Coke_._.-. 222 eee eee es- 48.6 56.2 e 69 71.9 80 
Natural gas__...:_._._.....__..__-billion cubic meters__ 10.4 47 159 173 215 
Peat___..-._--.---------.-------------------------- 50.8 53.6 e 60 e 70 ' 92 
Petroleum, crude____._______._--.-_.---.-_---.--.--. 70.8 148 288.3 309 350 
Power, electric_....__._._.__.....__-billion kilowatt hours__ 170.2 292.3 589 650 800 

e Estimate. a - 
-- PRODUCTION 

| Because Soviet mineral statistics were produced in the U.S.S.R. in 1967. More 
not published in many cases, many of the than 80-percent of the petroleum, more 
data in-the production table are estimates, than 50 percent of the coal, half of the 
representing at best an order of magni- _ steel, and two-thirds of the electric power 
tude. The increase in Soviet mineral pro- were produced in the Russian Soviet Fed- 
duction in 1967 was essentially due to erated Socialist Republic (R.S.F.S.R.). 
additional capacity and labor rather than The Ukraine provided more than one- 
to productivity gains. third of total Soviet coal and natural gas 

Reportedly, 70 elements were being output, 55 percent of iron ore, 50 per-
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cent of pig iron, more than 40 percent of | duced the following percentages of the =. 
steel and rolled metal, and nearly 50 per-. 1966 national totals: Electric power 24.6, 
cent of metallurgical equipment. - petroleum 8.0, natural gas 17.7, steel 8.5, 

Kazakhstan occupied third place in coal 40.5, iron ore 16.1, mineral fertilizers 
Soviet mineral production and was the 15.9, and cement 23.6. It is planned. that 
nation’s leading producer of lead, copper, by yearend 1970, the regions east of the 
zinc, chromite, and rare metals, although Urals will produce about 45. percent of 

metallurgical enterprises in the Altay re- the total coal output in the U.S.S.R., 35 
gion experienced raw material shortages percent of natural gas, 16 percent of crude 
in 1967 because of lags in mine expansion oil, 28 percent of power, 69 percent of 
and benefication technology. alumina, 37 percent of aluminum, and 

The Asian part of the U.S.S.R. pro- 58 percent of copper. 

Table 1.—U.S.S.R.: Estimated ! production of mineral commodities 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) — 

Commodity | 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
. - . . ; 

Metals: , . ce 
Aluminum: . 

Ores and concentrates: . 
Bauxite, 26 to 52 percent 

alumina..__.-_.--...--.~---- 4,300 4,300 ~ 4,700 - 4,800 5,000 - 
-Nepheline concentrates, 25 to 30 a a 

percent alumina___._..-~-_-- 400 500 900° 950 1,000 
Alunite ores, 16 to 18 percent 

alumina.___....------------ 30 40 50 ~ F500 1,000 
Metal, smelter: ee 

Primary._....-----------.---- 760 800 -840 : 890 965 
Secondary....-.-------------- 75 80 - 85 90 100 

Antimony, content of ore.__metric tons--_ 6,100 6,100 ».6,200 r6,300 6,400 
_ Arsenic, white (AseO3)_....-.--.-do__-- 6,500 6,500 6,800. r 6,900 7,000 

Beryl, cobbed, only 10 to 12 percent BeO ee to 
metric tons-~_ 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,100 = 1,200 

Bismuth. ._._._.-_____----------do_--- 30 30 35. BB. _ 40 
Cadmium-—_______.......-------do__-- 1,700 1,800 1,900 r™2,050 2,200 
Chromite ore, 30 to 56 percent CreO3.-_- 11,080 r1,180 r1,270 r1,450 --° 1,570 
Cobalt______.__.....__.._metric tons-- 1,200 1,200 © 1,300 - 1,300: _1,400 
Copper: oe eo 

Ores, gross weight, 0.5 to 2 percent oe ne 
Cu_._.....-. se ---------- 59,000 65,000 += * 70,000 += * 75,000. 80,000 

Smelter: oo - ne 
Primary..-...-.--.----------- 600 650 700 750 ~~ 800 
Secondary_-_-.-.-.------------ 135 140 145 150 160 

Gold__.._.___._--thousand troy ounces... 4,370 4,650 5,030 5,370 5,700 
Iron and steel: . ae 

Iron ore, 55 to 63 percent Fe ?_._.-_ 187,475 *145,584 153,482 160,271. 168,000 
Iron ore sinter 3__._.__-_-.-.-.---. 938,531 103,613 © NA 115,662. 128,185 
Pellets__....-_-.--.-------------- 0 ------- 0 ---------  --------- 1,607 = 2,870 

Pig iron and ferroalloys: 3 ~ 7 
Pig iron for steelmaking.......- 48,366 51,594 NA 59 , 832 64,147 
Foundry pig iron__......------ 8,617 8,977 NA | 8,979 9,308 
Spiegeleisen_.-.-...---------- 91 81 NA OS 91 
Ferromanganese______...----~- 821 916 NA 902 911 
Other blast furnace ferroalloys- - | 496 809 NA 458 355 

Total.__...-.--.----------- "58,691  *'62,877. 66,184 70,264 14,812 

Steel: 3 7 
Ingots..........------------- 74,411 78,921 | NA 90 , 492 95 ,653 
Steel for casting.........-.---- °™5,815 6,113 NA 6,415 6 , 582 

Total___......-..---------. ‘80,226 85,034 91,021 96,907 102 ,235 

See footnotes at end of table. . .
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Table 1.—U.S.S.R.: Estimated ! production of mineral commodities—Continued | 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals—Continued . 
Iron and steel—Continued 

Steel—Continued 
Semimanufactures: 

Heavy sections............ 15,549 16,747 Nal 25,744 28,230 
Light sections.........-..- 5, 464 5, 730 NA 
Wire rods._____-.---.-__- 4,369 4,635 NA 5,819 6,454 

. Pipe stock....-...-..-.-___ 3,458 3,777 NA 4,099 4,195 
Tubes from ingots.________ 1,083 1,121 NA 1,157 1,239 

Plates and sheets: 
More than 5 milli- 

meters thick. ..___._ 8,850 9,464 NA 8,374 8,729 
Other......--.--.---- 7,460 7,944 NA 11,225 11,636 

Total plates and - 
sheets........---. 16,310 17,408 NA ™ 19,599 20,365 

Strip_...2-222-- eee 4,128 4,507 NA 5,984 6,468 
Railway track material__.__ 3,278 3,228 NA 3,274 3,276. 
Wheels, tires and axles____-_ 825 808 NA 787 831 
Unspecified, for sale__.____ 535. 407 NA ~ [40 673 
Other... ee 122 123 NA 92 65 

. Total semimanufactures__ 55,121 58,491 61,600 67,295 71,796 

. Selected end products: 4 
Welded pipes and tubes____ 3,770 4,022 NA 5,496 5,978 

_ Seamless pipes and tubes__-_ 3,751 4,102 NA 4,409 4,600 

Total... 7,521 8,124 r9,000 9,905 10,578 
Cold-rolled sheets__....__- 2,155 3,031 NA 3, 862 4,081 
Tinplate_...-----..-______- 368 406 NA 466 488 
Galvanized sheets_.___.__- 267 303 NA 332 384 
Electrical sheets...-....__- 742 790 NA 862 893 

- Wire, plain. __..---_---__- 1,759 1,936 NA 2,422 2,649 
. Lead, smelter: 

Primary_.2....2-2------_ ~~~ 315 330 350 375 400 
Secondary._._...2. 2-22 e eee 65 70 70 75 80 

Magnesium. _____-___-_----_-.._-.-_---- r 33 r 34 ¥ 35 37 . 40 
_ Manganese ore 2._..._-- 6,663 7,096 7,576 e *7,000 7,200 

Mercury__.._......_..76-pound flasks... 35,000 35,000 40,000 40,000 45,000 
_Molybdenum__.._.________metrie tons__ 5,700 6,000 6,200 6,500 7,000 
Nickel, smelter 5__________...___- ._ r 75 r 80 r 85 r 90 100 
Platinum_____.._thousand troy ounces._ 11,300 r1,500 1,700 ™1,800 1,900 
Silver..-.-....._----_-__-.__--_--do._._ *28,000 r 29,000 31,000 r 33,000 35,000 
Tin, smelter: 

Primary...............-long tons... 21,000 22,000 23,000 24,000 25,000 
Secondary________._____-___do____ 6,000 7,000 7,000 8,000 8,000 

Titanium_________-_- ee 5 r6 rq] 8 10 
Tungsten concentrates, 60 percent WO; 
7ietis-------------------metrie tons... * 10,000 11,000 r 12,000 F 12,500 13,000 

. ine: 
Recoverable metal content of domes- 

tie ores_._ ee r 400 r 430 t 470 F500 535 
Smelter: 

Primary.__._____-------___-- 415 445 480 510 540 
Secondary______--.---- 2 ee 45 50 55 55 60 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos... _-_____ eee 685 r 735 745 755 769 
Barite.....222 22-2 200 t 220 r 230 r 250 260 
Boron minerals and compounds, B:03 

eontent.. 2.2 ee 63 64 ® 65 °67 68 
Cement 2____.__._ eee = 61,018 64,934 72,388 79,992 84,800 
China clay (kaolin)_____.__-._-____u___- 1,500 1,500 ™1,600 r 1,600 1,700 
Diamond_____________thousand carats.__ 3,000 r 4,000 r 5,000 r 6,000 7,000 

_ —- Diatomite.________-- LL eee 310 r 320 F 330 F 350 360 
Feldspar_.____._.______._-____.______- r 210 r 220 r 230 r 240 240 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Nitrogen compounds, N content 2,000 2,100 2,500 3,000 3,500 

equivalent. 

Phosphate: 
Apatite ore, 17.7 percent 

P205_.._-.-------------. '11,400 r16,000 18 , 800 r 20,200 21,200 
Sedimentary rock (ore), 13 

percent P2Os.___...__.-. 7,600 r8,700 +1*212,100 13,500 15,000 

Total. ___._____..--..-. *™19,000 r 24,700 r 30,900 r 38,700 86,200 
Potash, K:0 equivalent-_-__-___- 2,050 22,200 2,350 2,550 2,750 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—U.S.S.R.: Estimated ! production of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Nonmetals—Continued 
Manufactured: 2 

Nitrogenous, bulk_...__..__--- 8,575 10,222 13,217 e 15,700 e 17,400 
Phosphatic, bulk__-.....__._-- 7,857 10,677 12,240 e 13,400 e 14,900 
Potassic, bulk_..-.-...--.----. 3,365 4,553 5,691 e 6,600 e 7,600 
Others. _..__-.------_--------- 138 110 105 e 5160 e 200 

Total____.-._.----.--------. 19,9385 25, 562 31,253 e 35,860 e 40,100 
Fluorspar_......-_--.---.-------- +e 270 300 350 350 880 
Graphite. _._._.._-.-_-...------------ 55 60 60 65 65 
Gypsum 2____ 2 eee 4,239 4,203 4,344 e 4,400 e 4,500 
Lime, dead burned ?___._-.-___..---.-. 16,013 16,198 17,686 e 18,000 e 18,000 
Magnesite____________--__-_-___-_ ieee 2,700 2,800 2,900 2,900 3,000 
Mica__.- eee r 31 r32 r33 r 34 35 
Pyrite, gross weight._._._._-__-.--.---- 3,200 3,200 3,300 3,300 3,500 

Refractories: 2 
Shamotte__.____.....--._---------- 5,543 5,695 5,790 e 5,900 € 6,000 
Dinas (quartizite-lime)____._.._.-.-- 616 629 637 e 650 e 650 
Magnesite and chrome magnesite__- _-_ 1,250 1,313 1,372 rej],450 e 1,500 
Magnesite powder.____.___.-__---- 1,218 1,220 1,265 e 1,300 e 1,300 

| Total._..-.-...---------------- 8,627 8,857 9,064 ©9,300 ¢9,450 
Salt 2.0.2.2. 2 ee eee 9,560 10,100 9,500 e 9,500 e 9,500 
Sulfur (excluding sulfur content of pyrite) - 1,350 1,350 1,430 1,430 1,500 
Tale... +--+ +e 350 350 360 360 370 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal: & 

Brown 2_.__...._-.-...--.-.-.-.--. 136,590 145 ,127 149,850 146 , 436 151,000 

Hard: 
Coking 2__..._._....-........ 127,063 133 ,617 188,959 ¢148,000 ¢ 148,000 
Anthracite ?......_._.._---... 176,683 78,840 80 , 467 e 82,000 e 83,000 

. Undifferentiated_.............. 191,383 196 ,413 208 , 455 214,164 ¢209,000 

Total hard coal__._____..--- 395,129 - 408,870 427,881 439,164 440 ,000 

. Total 2 eee. 581,719 553,997 577,731 585,600 595,000 
Coke, oven and beehive 2_.__-_.._..._-.. 68,873 66 , 282 67 , 462 e 68,000 e 69,000 

. Crude oil ?...._...._.._.-.-..--------. 206,070 223,600 242,900 *265,100 288 ,300 
Fuel briquets__.___...-_---.---------- 8,500 8,700 8, 700 8,800 8,900 
Oil shale ?_____.._..--__-.--2- ele. =: 18 , 808 20,233 21,259 e 21,400 e 21,500 
Peat, agricultural use.___.._-_._..-..--.-.- 100,000 110,000 130,000 130,000 130,000 
Peat, fuel use 2___._.-_-_._---.-------. 58,500 59,500 46,000 e 65,400 e 65,000 
Natural gas 2_...____ billion cubic feet.. 3,231 © 3,892 r 4,570 r5,110 5,601 
Electric power 2. _billion kilowatt hours - 412 459 507 545 589 . 

e Estimate. rRevised. NA Not available. 
1 Estimated except where noted. . 
2 Reported in Soviet sources except for estimates in 1966 and 1967 columns, where indicated. 
3 Data for 1963-64, United Nations Quarterly Bulletin of Steel Statistics for Europe, V, XVI, No. 1, 1965, 

p. A-23; for 1966, V. XVIII, No. 8, 1967, p. A-23; for 1967, V. XIX, No. 1, 1968, p. A-23. 
4 Items listed under this heading are produced from semimanufactures listed above and possibly also from 

imported material. Therefore, these data are not additive to the total of semimanufactures listed. 
5 Includes production from scrap. . 
6 The average ash content of the coal shipped from the mines was 19.6 percent and average calorific value 

was a little more than 5,000 kilocalories per kilogram in 1967. 

TRADE | 

Tables 2 and 3 are derived from official in 1967. Exports increased about 9 per- 
statistics of the Ministry of Foreign Trade cent and imports were almost 8 percent 
for 1966 and partially for 1967. Official higher in 1967 than in 1966. The 1968 

detailed figures by country or ho aré plan (17.5 billion rubles) envisages a 6.7- 
not a avallanle, put eet ed the same percent increase in Soviet foreign trade 

xpe . 
general pattern can be expec turnover. By 1970, the value of the 

The value of total Soviet trade ex- ; 0 

panded from 14.6 billion rubles in 1965 U-S.S.R.’s foreign trade is to reach 2 
to 15.1 billion in 1966 and 16.4 billion billion rubles.
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The relative importance of the major official balance of Soviet total trade is as 
mineral commodity groups within the follows: 

° Percent of total value 

Commodity group 1965 —- 1966 1967 

Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports 

a a er 
Aluminum.___..-.------------------------- 108 Lee 1.38 0° ..---- 1.380 __ Le 
Copper__.___._.-.--------.---------- eee oT Leelee 1.20 ____Le oO Lente 
Ferroalloys....-_--.--------------_-----_-- oT Leen ee 6 LLL. 5 _--Le- 
Iron ore_._____---------------------------- 8.1  ______ 2.7 __.--- 2.7 _. Lee 
Manganese ore_....--.---.-------_--------- i 38 _Luuee a 
Pig iron_.._....----..------_------------_. 2.2 1 2.1 -l 1.9 wl 
Pipes. __-......---------.--------------- ee 7 1.9 Jf 1.6 6 - 1.6 
Rolled steel__._.....-.--------2--- eee eee 707 1.6 6.8 1.2 6.4 . 1.1 
Rolled nonferrous metals.._._.__.____.______. ~~ <6 .2 .6 .2 .6 2 
Asbestos_._.______--- 2-2 ee i: a i: 
Cement _____-.---_--------- ----- eee eee > 3 Le ee B38 Leelee 
Mineral fertilizers__._....._.....-.--_-____- 8 Llu 9  _L-L- 1.0 LL. 
Coal and anthracite_...___......-..._.-...-. 3.6 1.3 3.1 1.4 2.8 1.2 
Coke___.-.-------------------------------_ 3.11.0 .2 9 2 8 2 
Crude oil______--------_----------2-------, 705 Lee 7.4 see 7.4 i... 
Petroleum products____._-..-.--..--.-.----. 4.7 a) 4.6 oT 4.6 6 

Sources: Vneshnyaya torgovlya SSSR za 1966 god (Foreign Trade of the U.S.S.R. for 1966). Moscow, 1967, 
334 pp. Vneshnyaya torgovlya (Foreign Trade). Moscow, No. 6, June 1968, p. 58. 

Mineral industry products reportedly other countries. Since 1960, when the 
accounted for 38.8 percent of the value U.S.S.R. began to sell Soviet-produced 
of all officially recorded exports in 1966 diamond, exports have assumed large pro- 
compared with 37.0 percent in 1967, a portions. There is steady increase in the 
decrease of 1.8 percent. The Soviet Union sales of cut diamonds. 
remained a significant exporter of mineral Soviet trade in selected mineral com- 
fuels, manganese, iron, and chromite ores, modities by country groups in 1966 is 
steel ingots, aluminum, precious metals, shown in table 4. 
and apatite concentrates. The Soviet Union was a net importer of 

Mineral commodity imports totaled 13.2 nonferrous semimanufactures, steel pipe, 
percent of officially recorded imports in bauxite, tin, barite, fluorspar, talc, mica, 
1966 compared with 13.3 percent in 1967. and some other mineral commodities. 

: Official foreign trade statistical reviews Soviet purchases of machinery and equip- 
do not include exports of precious metals. ment accounted for approximately half of 
The annual total value of known exports all Soviet imports from the United King- 
of these metals, as measured by recorded dom, including complete equipment for a 
imports of other countries, has been con- chemical industry complex. The U.S.S.R. 
sistently high, notwithstanding an appreci- imported large quantities of pipe from 
able annual fluctuation. Japan, West Germany, Sweden, and Italy. 

Precious metals is one of the largest A considerable part of the imports from 
commodity groups by value. The value of developing countries were goods delivered 
1966 Soviet platinum-group metal exports in payment for loans from the U.S.S.R. 
as reflected in western sources, were ($72,- Recent contracts between the U.S.S.R. 
954,000) and silver exports from the same and Middle Eastern countries projected 
sources were ($14,686,000). The U.S.S.R. cooperation of the Soviet Union in the 
exported 868,502 troy ounces of gold* to development of petroleum resources in 
the United Kingdom alone in 1966. The Syria and Iraq. It is likely that the 
U.S.S.R. supplies 20 to 25 percent of U.S.S.R. would be willing to buy Middle 
world exports of platinum, 70 to 75 per- East oil in exchange for construction of 
cent of palladium, and 60 to 70 percent petroleum refineries. 
of rhodium. Precious metals are purchased 
from the Soviet Union by more than 40 

i i i i 4 Samuel Montagu and Co. Ltd. Annual 
firms in the United Kingdom, the United Bullion Review 1966. London, February 1967, 
States, France, West Germany, Japan, and _», 11, .
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Table 2.—U.S.S.R.: Exports of selected mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum: . 

Ingots and equivalent 229,000 255,700 East Germany 90,000; United Kingdom 
primary forms. 34,900. , 

Semimanufactures, including 42,100 54,800 East Germany 10,300; Czechoslovakia 
those of duraluminu. 8,332. 

Antimony, primary forms... -..-- 2,700 2,400 Bulgaria 506; Japan 300; Netherlands 
00. 

Cadmium, primary forms._.....- 900 600. Czechoslovakia 205; East Germany 
: 203; Netherlands 100. 

Chromite, (48 to 56 percent 748,000 920,000 United States 289,000; Japan 145,000; 
Cr2Qs3). est Germany 100,000; France 

Cobalt, primary forms_....... - 200 100 NA. 
Copper: 

Ingots equivalent primary 
forms: 

Unalloyed.........---- 93,100 120,100 East Germany 42,900; Czechoslovakia 
27,400; Hungary 7,900. 

Alloyed (bronze). ....-- 3,300 2,800 East Germany 1,900. 
Semimanufactures: 

Unalloyed.......-.-.-- 5,500 5,300 Cuba 2,900; Rumania 840; Czecho- 
slovakia 601. 

Alloyed (copper-zinc) ..- 5,200 2,600 Bulgaria 876; Cuba 800. 
Ilmenite_..._--.-.---.- +--+ -- 8,200 7,100 All to Italy. 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore.....thousand tons_. 24,138 26,118 Poland 7,850; Czechoslovakia 7,662; 
East Germany 2,594. 

Pig iron............-do--_-. 3,659 4,384 Japan 1,193; Poland 737; East Germany 
0. 

Ferrous scrap.......-do__.- 565 615 Hast Germany 154; Japan 118; Finland 

Ferroalloys: . 
Ferrotungsten........-- 1,900 400) 
Ferrosilicon......-.-.-- 84,000 91,400 Rumania 56,900; Czechoslovakia 
Ferromanganese_-_--_..-- 67,300 87,400 45,000; Netherlands 29,700; United 
Ferrochromium--_..-_-. 24,800 29,800( Kingdom 28,200. 
Ferromolybdenum.._-_.. . 4,700 1, 500 | 
Not specified.......-..- 22,600 64,500 

Total_._.-...-...--- 205,300 274,600 
Semimanufactures: 

Rolled thousand tons-__ 4,547 5,019 East Germany 1,937; Rumania 829; 
products, excluding Bulgaria 396. 
pipes. 

Steel thousand tons_-— 266 290 East Germany 147; Bulgaria 41. 
pipes. 

Lead, ingots and equivalent 102,500 87,900 East Germany 41,300; Czechosiovakia 
primary forms. 19,700; Hungary 9,800. 

Magnesium, primary forms. ----- 3,500 8,100 East Germany 1,493; Canada 1,000. 
Manganese ore: 

Metallurgical grade......... 1,020,000 1,218,000 Poland 317,000; East Germany 198,000; 
Czechoslovakia 149,000; United 
Kingdom 134,000. 

Battery and chemical-_-____-_ 15,800 16,900 Netherlands 9,000; East Germany 
2,500; Poland 2,100. 

Mercury. ._....76-pound flasks _. 697 581 NA. 
Nickel____..-..----.- eee 12,799 18,200 United Kingdom 12,700; Czechoslovakia 

2,400; East Germany 2,100. 
Tin, primary forms. --_long tons--. 7 7 NA. 
Tungsten, concentrate.....-..-. 3,320 1,680 United Kingdom 900; West Germany 

Zine: Ingots and equivalent 132,700 86,300 East Germany 36,800; Czechoslovakia 
primary forms. 18,900; Netherlands 11,100; India 

10,300. 
Nonmetals: 

Abrasives: Hard alloys.......-- 56 50 Bulgaria 22; Hungary 12; Rumania 6. 
Asbestos. .....--__-----.------ 248 , 400 256,800 West Germany 43,500; France 30,300; 

East Germany 26,800; Poland 17,200. 
Cement. __._._..thousand tons. . 2,016 2,179 Kuwait 327; Ghana 256; Poland 196. 
Cryolite..._.....---------.---- 3,300 8,900 Poland 1,900; Hungary 1,200. 
Fertilizers and fertilizer raw 

material minerals: 
Apatite ore.___..._..-_---.- 81,600 78,800 Czechoslovakia 68,200. 
Apatite thousand tons-__ 3,493 4,281 East Germany 786; Poland 637; Ru- 

concentrates, 38.5 to 39.4 mania 487; West Germany 471. 
percent P:Os. 

See footnotes at end of table-
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Table 2.—U.S.S.R: Exports of selected mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

a 

Nonmetals—Continued 
Fertilizers and fertilizer raw 

material minerals—Continued | 
Superphosphate, not less 195 ,200 284,800 Hungary 113,600; Cuba 105,600; 

than 18.7 percent P2Qs. Bulgaria 37,800. 
Ammonium nitrate__.____-- 8,300 72,100 Cuba 55,000. 
Ammonium sulfate. .______- 330, 400 495,800 Cuba 222,900; Czechoslovakia 47,300; 

North Viet-Nam 39,600. _ 
Potassium salts, KCl, 58 to 825 , 500 1,089,000 Japan 230,400; Yugoslavia 139,200; 

62 percent K2O equivalent. Cuba 101,400. 
Graphite. _._-._-._- 22-2 6,100 8,300 East Germany 3,100; Poland 1,800; 

Bulgaria 1,400. 
Gypsum____ 2 ee 18,100 20,000 All to Finland. 

. Kaolin... 2 eee 1,100 300 NA. 
Pyrite_._._..___thousand tons__ 1,232 1,502 Italy 778; East Germany 241. 
Refractories: 

Clay, fire resistant__._____-- 16,100 15,900 Poland 10,200; Hungary 5,500. 
Magnesite powder_________- 13,200 11,700 Rumania 7,300; Japan 4,400. 
Other__._-__.._-- ee r 87,400 106,900 Bulgaria 32,500; Poland 18,600; 

Rumania 17,500. 
Salt... eee 164,500 195,200 Czechoslovakia 101,000; Hungary 

48,600; Finland 31,200. 
Sulfur... ee 154,200 219,500 Cuba 76,800; Hungary 60,900; Czech- 

oslovakia 37,500; Finland 12,300. 
Sulfuric acid_________________-- 63 , 500 91,600 Hungary 60,600; Czechoslovakia 15,000. 
Tale... ee 15,3800 15,900 All to Japan. 

Mineral fuels: 
Carbon black. .._..~.-.-.--____ 18,081 22,791 East Germany 7,500; Czechoslovakia 

3,300; Hungary 3,155. 
Coal: . 

' Anthracite. .thousand tons-_- 3,324 3,078 France 1,465; Italy 8329; Czechoslovakia 
316. 

Bituminous_______...do____ 18,831 18,589 East Germany 5,767: Bulgaria 3,047: 
. Czechotlovakia 1,743. 

Other__.-..- 22 ee 268 161 All to Czechoslovakia. 

Total. ...-...._...do____ 22,423 21,828 
Coke__.._-.---_______-_do___. 3,752 4,008 East Germany 1,487; Hungary 604; 

Finland 596; Rumania 592. 
Gas, million cubic meters _- 391 828 All to Poland. 

natural. 
Petroleum: 

Crude_____-_thousand tons~. 43 , 432 50,314 Italy 8,031; Czechoslovakia 6,396; East 
Germany 6,114; Cuba 3,840; Poland 
3,347; West Germany 3,337; Japan 
2,786; Bulgaria 2,623; Finland 2,568; 
Hungary 2,473; Brazil 2,195; France 
1,659. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline thousand tons _ 2,353 2,703 Poland 657; West Germany 234; 

Czechoslovakia 226. 
Kerosine________do____ 1,165 1,253 India 700; Czechoslovakia 250; Ceylon 

177. 
Gas, diesel oil._._do____ 7,361 8,289 Finland 2,353; West Germany 948; 

Japan 647. 
Residual fuel oil__do-____ 9,709 10,637 Sweden 3,234; Finland 1,075; Bulgaria 

. 933; Cuba 826. 
Lubricants. _.._.do____ 276 270 Cuba 74; Bulgaria 51; North Korea 31. 
Bitumen________do___- 23 30 Bulgaria 25. 
Parafin.__._____.do____ 28 30 Poland 9; Bulgaria 3. 
Unidentified ___._do____ 72 106 All to Communist countries. 

Total_________do____ 20,987 23,318 
Power, million kilowatt hours-_ 1,516 1,601 Hungary 1,252; Poland 255. 

electric. 

eee 

t Revised. NA Not available. 

Source: Vneshnyaya torgovlya SSSR za 1966 god (Foreign Trade of the U.S.S.R. for 1966 Year), Moscow, 
1967, 334 pages. 

«
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Table 3.—U.S.S.R: Imports of selected mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 
re 

Metals: . 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite._._._.-_.___._-._...-. 604,800 787,200 Greece 426,900; Yugoslavia 360,300. 
Semimanufactures, including 7,300 600 NA. 

those of duraluminum, 
Cadmium, primary forms........-.--- 237 182 Poland 160. 
Copper: 

Ingots and equivalent primary 
forms: 

Unalloyed........---..---- 700 7,400 NA. 
Semimanufactures_.__._..-- 5,800 5,600 All from Yugoslavia. 

Iron and steel: 
Iron ore__......-thousand tons-- 2 ___Le ele 
Pig iron___-.__._._.-._-.do-__.- 148 138 Finland 103; North Korea 35. 
Ferroalloys__._..._....--do__--. 6 7 North Korea 0.8; Undisclosed 6.2. 
Rolled products, excluding do-_-- 792 561 Rumania 211; Austria 98; North Korea 

pipes. 60. 
L Dteel pipes...........-.--do.__- 767 596 Rumania 208; Japan 141. 
ead: 

Ore______.-__-------...-..--.-. 30,600 35,900 All from Iran. 
Concentrate___....--.--------- ------- --------- | 
Ingots and equivalent primary 47,900 31,100 North Korea 13,300; Yugoslavia 13,000; 

forms. Bulgaria 4,800. 
Mercury_.____.__-.76-pound flasks _ . 5,800 5,200 Yugoslavia 2,900; mainland China 2,300. 
Tin, primary forms. __...-long tons-_- 5,800 4,800 United Kingdom 2,100; Malaysia 2,000; 

mainland China 500. : 
Zungsten, concentrate. __.._..-.---- 6,000 8,000 All from mainland China. 

ine: 
Ore_______._..---_-----------. 12,100 20,300 All from Iran. | 
Concentrate....._.._----.-..-- 15,900 10,000 All from North Korea. 
Dust_.....-_----_ eee 1,300 1,400 All from Poland. 

. Ingots and equivalent primary 58,800 16,300 North Korea 8,100; Poland 4,100. 
orms. 

Rolled products.........---.--. 4,000 4,000 All from Poland. 
Alloys._...---.-----.---------- 5,900 5,500 All from Poland. 

Nonmetals: 
Barite......--.---_....-.--..-.-.-. 105,200 141,700 North Korea 60,800; Bulgaria 34,100; 

Yugoslavia 30,400. 
Cement.._____.___-_._thousand tons_-_ 67 311 All from North Korea. 
Flurospar.......--.---------------- 116,300 94,900 Mainland China 49,700; Mongolia 45,000. 
Mica__._______-___---_---_-------- 376 88 All from India. 
Refractories, magnesite powder..._..-. 137,900 106,400 All from North Korea. 
Sulfur_......22-------2-----------. 25,200 27,300 Mainland China 3,000; undisclosed 

,300. 
Tale._.__________---.--.------------ 67,500 —° 60,300 Mainland China 29,900; North Korea 

16,200; Bulgaria 14,200. 
Mineral! fuels: 

Coal, bituminous___..thousand tons. - 6,800 7,300 Poland 7,206. 
Coke___..__......-------..--do__-_- 662 654 All from Poland. 

Petroleum: Refinery products: 
Gasoline___..._..__-._.--do___- 1,221 937 Rumania 648; East Germany 230. 
Kerosine____._......-..-do._.. 169 48 Rumania 47. 
Gas/diesel oil_.__...._.....do___-_ 227 144 Rumania 116. 
Residual fuel oil._.__.....do__-- 50 329 Rumania 37; undisclosed 292. 
Lubricants_._....._.__---do._~- 149 134 Rumania 119; Hungary 13. 
Bitumen___.______-.-.--do____ 66 41 All from Rumania. 
Paraffin. ___..._.____._--do__-- 12 10 All from Rumania. 
Unidentified __...........do___- 10 11 All from Rumania. 

Total______._.._____--do___- 1,904 1,654 Rumania 1,018; East Germany 260. 
Carbon black. _......._-_..-------- 9,900 1,100 East Germany 1,000; Poland 100. 

i 

NA Not available. 

gore Vneshnyaya torgovlya SSSR za 1966 god (Foreign Trade of the U.S.S.R. for 1966). Moscow, 1967, 

pp.
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Table 4.—U.S.S.R.: Exports and imports of selected metals and minerals, by group of 
countries in 1966 

. (Thousand metric tons) 

Trading partner group 

Commodity Communist countries Noncommunist countries Grand 
$$ total 
CEMA 1 Total Developed Developing Total 
members . 

Exports: | 
Aluminum_..-.... 2 - 137 152 95 9 104 256 
Chromite ore... _- 149 149 V71 ween ne eee V1 920 

open ead... 1 
Iron ore_____-......_. 24,014 24,014 2,104 wee ee eee 2,104 — 26,118 
Manganese ore. _____- 667 681 537 woe nen ee 537 1,218 
Pig iron_------------ 2,118 2,386 1, 848 200 2,088 4,396 

ipes__..__--_.____- 
Rolled products_ ~.____ 4,009 4,303 289 427 716 5,019 
Apatite concentrate . ~ 

and phosphate_--_-_-. 3,139 3,250 1,343 28 1,371 4,621 
Nitrogenous fertilizer, 

bulk. o-_2--2 2 Le. 62 380 wae ene ee 191 191 571 
Potassic fertilizer, 

bulk. ---- eee 234 AT4 §93 22 615 1,089 
Coal (including 

anthracite)_....... 138,392 14,505 6,994 329 7,323 21,828 
Crude oil_____.._._.._. 20,998 25,501 20,292 4,521 24,813 50,314 

I Petroleum products... 4,465 6,723 13, 780 2,805 16,585 23,308 
mports: 

. Copper_....__._----- .l ol 3 7.0 7.3 7.4 
Lead__.-_--_-2 4.8 81.1 LLL e eee Le eee eee Lee 31.1 
Pipes___._______-__- 347.0 347.0 249.0 LL. Lee 249.0 596.0 

—— Rolled products_-.__-_- 340.0 430.0 131.0 . ___ ee 131.0 561.0 
Tin. -.--------222222-------575 e's 2.1 2.1 4.2 48 
mew... we ee ° e we wee eee ee we eee eee woe ee eee ne e 

Cement_______-__-___2_-_---_ ee $11.0 -_.---ee ek Lee eee eee nee eee 311.0 

1Council for Economie Mutual Assistance, which includes Bulgaria, Checkoslovakia, East Germany, 
Hungary, Mongolia, Poland, Rumania in addition to the U.S.S.R. | 

Source: Vneshnyaya torgovlya (Foreign Trade). Moscow, No. 8, August 1967, pp. 538-55. — 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS The Soviet aluminum industry imports 

a considerable amount of high ade 
Development of ferrous and nonferrous . . gn SF 

. : . . bauxite and alumina from Hungary, | 
industries lagged behind goals foreseen in Yugoslavia, and Greece 

the 1966-70 5-year plan. Many products Major reserves of present! minable 
of the industry however were not up to . . . y . 

. . . . bauxite are situated in the Turgay in 
quality and variety requirements. While 

. . Kazakhstan, on the eastern slopes of the 
production of metals and alloys continued Urals. and in the Tikhvin area of Lenin- 
to grow, beneficiation and metallurgical erad ? Oblast’. About three-fourths of the 
facilities still experienced poor metal re- reserves are " in the Asian part of the 
coveries. Concentrates produced from USSR | 
olymetallic ores of Kazakhstan contained TT ta, . . . . 

lees, metal values in 1967 than in 1966 In I 967, basic attention was being paid 
‘to improving the raw material base and 

Aluminum.—The U.S.S.R. was a large to erecting alumina plants. The extraction 

producer of low-grade bauxite, the main of Turgay bauxite in 1967 incr eased al- 
source of alumina in the Soviet Union, most 40 percent compared with 1 966. 

and other aluminous raw materials. Sup- Development of a fourth Nizhne-Ashutskiy 
plies however, are insufficient in both open pit will begin in 1968. It is planned 
quantity and quality to meet Soviet needs; to open thr ee new mines in the northern 
therefore considerable attention has been Urals bauxite deposits by 1970. 

devoted to developing other raw materials Kazakhstan was the second largest alu- 
(nepheline and alunite). mina-producing area in the Soviet Union
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(after the Urals) and the Pavlodar-alu- Table 5.—U.S.S.R: Estimated capacity and 
mina plant was among the nation’s production of primary aluminum plant 

largest in 1967. The second stage of the | (Thousand metric tons) 
plant was commissioned at the beginning 
of 1967, and the third stage was put into Probable Probable 
operation at yearend. It was planned to Plant Began annual output 
build another alumina plant in this area. | operation oe “1966. 1967 
Reportedly, the first stage of the Achinsk 1968 
alumina plant will be commissioned in ©_——— 
1969. Ore for the plant will come from a Bogoslovsk__-.-_ 1945 140 125 125 
nepheline mine on the border of Krasnoy- Dissrovale 22777 1966 100 12 37 
arsk Kray and Kemerovo Oblast’ which  Irkutsk_.--..--. 1962 200 100 100 
was to start operation in 1968. Alumina #e20aKer.-7----- 1930 BRB 
output will be sent to the Krasnoyarsk Krasnoyarsk_.-._ 1964 200 90 110 
aluminum works. In 1967, about 1 million Novokuznetsic.__ 1933 130 ie ie 

tons of alunite was extracted at the Zaghk TRISEN "77712 1988 «18810120 
open pit in Azerbaydzhan. The second vVolkhov.._._... 1932 20 15 15 

' stage of the open pit was under construc- Volgograd_..... 1959 125 90 90 
tion. The Kirovabad. alumina plant in Total............. 1,865 890 965 
Azerbaydzhan started producing alumina = —-—————____"l"_—SSSsSsss 

from alunite. It was planned to produce East, Transbaykal, Kazakhstan, Central 
70,000 tons of alumina in 1968. Asia, Western Siberia, Urals, Kola Pen- 

Construction continued on the Bratsk, isula, and Western Ukraine. Reserves in 
Krasnoyarsk, and Irkutsk aluminum plants. 1967, were estimated at about 5,000 tons 
A new aluminum plant in Tadzhikistan of contained BeO chiefly in low-grade 

was also under construction. ores. The probable average BeO content 
Antimony.—Deposits of antimon occur in the ore is 0.2 to 0.5 percent. 

‘oar See mony . The beryllium production schedule was — 
at Kadamzhay in Kirgizia, Dzhidzhikrut in being pushed rapidly. According to the 
Tadzhikistan, Turgayskoe in Kazakhstan 1966-70. 5 1 . 

. Sate , d-year plan, output may be in 
and at Tazhdolinskoe in Siberia. oye as 

. . oes creased by 50 to 60 percent, indicating 
Two operations in Kirgizia produced 

. : a probable level of 1,500 to 1,600 tons 
both antimony metal and compounds in of beryl (10 to 12 percent BeO) by 1970 
1967. During 1966-70, it is planned to ty oo pe °Y 
increase antimony output in Kirgizia by Bismuth.—In 1967 bismuth was recov- 
50 to 100 percent, by renovating the ered as a byproduct of lead. smelting in 
Kadamzhay Combine and completing the Kazakhstan and other areas of the Soviet 
remodeling of the Tereksay mine. Thus, Union, from dust and crude lead at the 
during the 1966—70, 5-year plan, Kirgizia Balkhashskiy and Mednogorskiy copper 
will maintain a leading place in metallic combines, and from tungsten and moly- 
antimony and mercury production. The bdenum ores. Recovery of metal in final 
Dzhidzhikrutskiy mining and concentration bismuth concentrates was only about 50 
combine, construction of which started in percent of the metal contained in ores. 
1967, will be the main Soviet supplier of | The overall recovery efficiency of the 
antimony and mercury after 1970. entire process may be only 45 percent. 

_ Arsenic.—Aresnic reserves are estimated Cadmium.—Cadmium was produced at 
at about 12 million tons with an average various Soviet lead and zink smelters as 
As2Os content of 0.2 to 2.5 percent. All @ byproduct. Cadmium recovery at lead 
output in 1967 was obtained as a by- and zinc plants reportedly rose by 8 per- 
product from the smelting or roasting of cent from 70.7 percent of total content 
metallic ores. of ore to 78.7 percent during 1966-67. 

| At the Ust’-Kamenogorsk plant the in- 
Beryllium.—The Soviet Union is one of | crease was 4.35 percent, and at the 

the world’s largest producers and con-  Electrotsink plant it was 3.0 percent for 
sumers of beryl, beryllium alloys, and an overall recovery of 86 percent. Monthly 
metal. cadmium extraction at the Chimkent lead 

There are numerous beryl deposits in plant rose by 15 tons. It is planned to 
the U.S.S.R., mainly in the Soviet Far obtain a large quantity of cadmium from
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lead slags alone. In 1967, the Ust’-Kam- every year, was exported to 8 countries 
enogorsk lead and zinc combine increased in Europe, the United States, and Japan, 
cadmium output by almost one-fifth over with the non-Communist world receiving 
the 1966 figure. over 90 percent of the total. During the 

oo 5-year plan period (1966-70) ore exports 
Chromium.—With an output of 1.6 will be increased to about 1.2 million 

million tons the U.S.S.R. was the leading metric tons. | 

| world chrome ore producer and exporter Most ores were high enough in grade 

in 1967. The Soviet Union's deposits of to be shipped without benefication other 
chromium ores are situated in Kazakhstan than hand picking. The benefication 

and in the Ural Mountains, where the method used in the Soviet Union com- 
mining of these ores was entirely con- prises primary and secondary crushing, 

centrated. Geological reserves® of the grinding, and classification. A chromite 
U.S.S.R. were estimated at 75 million ¢oncentrating mill, the first in the 

tons of ore containing 15 to” 63 percent J.S.S.R., was under construction at Dons- 
CreO3 of which 15 to 20 million tons are koye in 1967. _ 

measured. Chromite reserves in Kaza- About 45 percent of the total chromite 
khstan exceed reserves of the Urals. The ore used in the Soviet Union during 
Molodezhnoye deposit was discovered in 1964-66 was consumed for metallurgical 

Aktyubinsk Oblast’. A considerable part applications, the refractory industry con- 
of the deposit is suitable for opencast sumed 32 percent, and the chemical in- 
mining. | dustry (and others) consumed 23 percent. 

The Donskoye mining administration in The Soviet demand for all uses could go 

| Khrom-Tau in Kazakhstan, which pro- to 570,000 tons by 1970, approximately 106 
duced over 90 percent of the Soviet percent of estimated 1967 consumption. 

output, is the only supplier of high-quality Salient statistics on chromium ore in the 
ore in the country. In 1966, Kazakhstan Soviet Union for 1963 through 1970 are 

ore, produced in increasing quantities as follows, in thousand metric tons: 

oe 
1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 

eee rc a i A PS SD 

Production (30 to 56 per- | 
cent Cr:Q3).__-..-.---. 1,080 1,180 1,270 1,450 1,570 1,650 1,700 1,750 

Consumption (80 to 56 per- 
eent Cr:03): Le 

Metallurgical 
applications_...__-. 231 233 235 238 243 247 252 256 

Refractory industry_-_- 164 165 167 170 173 176 179 183 
Chemical industry 

and others..__.-.-- 118 119 120 122 124 127 129 131 

Total__.---------. 518 517 522 530 540 550 560 570 
Exports (48 to 56 per- 

cent Cr:Q3)...-.------- 557 663 748 920 1,030 1,100 1,140 1,180 
a 

Cobalt.—Geological cobalt reserves were _losses in slags remained high. In 1967 
estimated at about 100,000 tons of metal only 20 percent of the cobalt in slags was 
content, chiefly in nickel-cobalt ores, and recovered. Average total cobalt recovery 
include the high cobalt content in arsenic- was about 50 percent. 
cobalt ores of the Khovu-Aksinsko de- . 

posit in Tuva Autonomus Republic. Copper.—Geological copper ore reserves 
In 1967 cobalt was produced at the of the U.S.S.R. in 1967 were estimated 

Norilsk, Severonikel, Pechenganikel, Yuz-  ¢ about 35 million tons of contained 

huralnikel combines, at the Ufaley and metal, chiefly in low-grade cupriferous 
Rezhsk nickel plants and also at the sandstones, and porphyries in several large 

Balkhash copper plant in Kazakhstan. ——————— 
The Tuva cobalt combine was under 5 Geological reserves as defined by the Soviets 

. include measured (Soviet category ‘“A’’) plus 
construction, to be completed by 1970. indicated (Soviet category ‘“B’’) plus inferred 

Cobalt extraction from ore rose by 14.1 (Soviet categories Cl +C2); the major cate- 

percent from 1958 to 1965, although Frnited States. nd directly to those in use in the
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districts where many orebodies are suit- in operation fulfilled its plan in 1967 by | 
able for surface mining. The reserves also 103.2 percent. It is planned to increase 
include several million tons of high-grade gold production during the 1966-70 5- : 
pyriticpolymetallic copper ores, and a year plan in Magadan Oblast’ by over 
smaller quantity of copper-vanadium-ti- 40 percent. 
tanium and other ore types. Gold output in Yakutia increased by , 

In 1967, about 96 percent of the total 40.4 percent during 1959-65. In 1967, 
copper ore was concentrated. The balance there were 363 bulldozers and 147 wash- 
was smelted directly. Of the total 1967 ing rigs in operation in Yakutia. Aldan 
Soviet production, the Urals accounted gold combine fulfilled its 1967 annual 
for about 45 percent and Kazakhstan for plan of gold output by 104.6 percent, and | 
35 percent. If: the 60 percent growth in Indigarka mining industry administration 
copper output projected in the 1966-70 by 108.9 percent. BS 
5-year plan is achieved, the U.S.S.R. will Within Yakutia, the Lenzloto trust was | 
produce close to 1.1 million tons of pri- a leading gold-dredging enterprise. Dur- 
mary copper by 1970, with 40 percent ing 1966-70 it is planned to increase | 
coming from Kazakhstan and 34 percent production at this trust by 60 percent 

' from the Urals. and to launch seven dredges, including 
“In Kazakhstan, where a 90-percent rel- the world’s largest. Reportedly this dredge, 

ative increase in output is envisaged by slated to be 236 meters long and to have 
1970, the first stages of the large, new 69 buckets of 600 liters’ capacity each, 
Nikolayevskiy and Orlovskiy ore mining will be able to operate to a depth of 50 | 
and benefication combines were being meters. The dredge requires a crew of 
built. The new Dzhezkazgan copper 10 men. —_ 
smelter and electrolytic refinery were During the current 5-year plan produc- 

| being enlarged. It is assumed that the tion of gold is to be increased in Amur — 
additions will begin production in 1970. Oblast’, Khabarovsk Kray, the Transbay- 

Despite improvements in recent years kal area, Kamchatka, Kazakhstan, the | 
in the Soviet copper industry, the situation Urals, Armenia, Uzebeistan, and other —_ 
with respect to utilization of complex raw regions of the U.S.S.R. . 
materials remained unsatisfactory. Con- Fo os 
siderable amounts of metals were lost at Iron Ore.—At yearend 1967, iron ore 
the concentrating plants; capacity of reserves in the U.S.S.R. totaled 109,700 
shops for processing smelter flue dust was million tons containing an average of 34.8 : 
inadequate, and there were no facilities percent iron; of this, 40,400 million tons 
for reprocessing dumped slags. were at the Kursk magnetic anomaly. | 

However, a substantial part of the an-— 
Gold.—In 1967 the U.S.S.R., with 5.7 omaly’s reserve is at great depth and 

million ounces was probably second would require costly underground opera- 
among world gold producers. About three- tions under very difficult mining condi- | 
quarters of the total output came from tions. - 
East Siberia and the Soviet Far East Of total national reserves, those in cate- 
(mainly from placer deposits at Kolyma,  gories A plus B plus C; (measured, indi- 
Aldan, Dzhugdzhur, Indigarka, Yana and cated and part of inferred) were estimated 
Chukota); most of the remainder came at 56,100 million tons with an average 
from gold and polymetal ores as well as iron content of 38.4 percent, including 
placers in Kazakhstan, the Urals, and 10,300 million tons of ore not requiring 
Armenia. Alluvial deposits contributed 67 dressing with an iron content of more 

percent of total 1967 output. than 55 percent, and 34,800 million tons 
Geological reserves of gold in ore and of easily dressed iron ores. All the main 

placers deposits in the US S -R. were est- industrial regions of the U.S.S.R. have 
mated at about 200 million ounces in large iron ore reserves available. 

1967. h 69 it and 66 under- During 1959-65 gold output in Mag- There. were 69 open pit an under 
adan Oblast’ in the Soviet Far East rose round mines with a total capacity of 

by 86 percent. This main center of Soviet about 180 million tons of usable ore in 

gold production, where, 32 mines, 18 operation in 1967. About 75 percent of 

dredges, and 100 sandwashing plants were the ore production was from open pits ;
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nearly half of ‘this was from only six pits, sheet mill at the Karaganda plant, four 
| each producing over 10 million tons a continuous-casting shops, and- one pipe 

year. Half of the open pits required hard mill. - | : 
rock mining, and the overall average The 1970 target for Soviet steel pro- 
overburden to ore ratio was about 3.5 to duction is 124 million tons. It is planned 
1. The average iron. content was 35.8 to produce 150 million tons of steel in 1975 
percent in crude ore and 57.5 percent in and some 200 million tons of steel in 
usablé ore (including concentrates). Com-. 1980. Product in 1967 was 102 million 
pared with 1966, production of usablé tons. Nearly 50 percent of steel produced 
ore in‘ 1967 increased by 7.7 million to by Soviet metallurgical plants was made 
168 million tons. Of the 1967 total, over from ferrous scrap. i 
20 million tons was in the form of con- = The Ukraine, with Krivoy Rog, Zap- 
ceritrates. In 1967, facilities for: mining orozhye, and the Donets basin as: the main 
12:6 million tons of ore were put. into centers, produced about 50 percent -of 
operation, comparéd with a planned ad- total Soviet pig iron, over 40 percent of 
dition of 32.6 million tons. The Soviet total ingot steel, and some 53 percent of 
target’ for 1970 is 375° million tons of total rolled products. The second center 
crude ore or 211.5 million tons of usable was the vast area of the R.S.F.S.R., in- 
ore. © °° cluding. the Urals, Center, and Siberia 
~The Krivoy Rog’basin in the Ukraine Regions. Kazakhstan ranked third in So- 

| produced’ over 50 percent of the nation’s viet ferrous metal production. | 
iron ore in 1967. Here, average iron con- There were more than 50 scientific- 
tent of mine-run ore was 28 to 30 percent research and design institutes in the Soviet 
for taconites, and 47 to 69 percent for ferrous industry. Nonetheless development 
hematites. Concentrates from ore-dressing of iron and steel industry was lagging be- 
plants of the Krivoy Rog basin contained hind targets set by the 23d Congress of 
62.9 percent iron in 1967. There were 10 the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
underground ‘mines and five open pits (C.P.S.U.): : co 
with a total capacity of about 100 miillion ‘The return on investment in terms of 
tons of usable ore. Almost equal tonnages production worsened, primarily because 
of ore were produced from underground plants were not completed on schedule 
mines and open pits. The Gigant iron ore and because projects were put into service 
mine of this basin, the largest in the ‘that were far from complete. Tardy attain- 
U.S.S.R., has not yet reached its plannned ment of capacity production in a number 
capacity of 7 million tons of crude ore of projects markedly. increased construc- 
per year. © oo 7 tion costs. In 1967, 45 blast furnaces, 78 

In 1967, the. Urals was the second rolling mills, and three pipe mills. were 
center of Soviet iron ore production. Kaz- working below rated capacity. Actual per- 
akhstan ranked third among iron ore  formances of the new large blast furnaces, 
producing regions, followed by West Si- converters, and rolling mills were much 
beria, the Kursk magnetic anomaly, and lower than rated capacities. Also labor 
the Kola Peninsula. , . productivity and production cost targets 
By ‘commissioning a pellet factory at were not achieved. | , oe 

TsGOK (Central Mining and Concentrat- _ Soviet metallurgical plants had a con- 
ing Combine) in the Krivoy Rog basin, siderable proportion of auxiliary workers 
and using the capacities at the Sokolovsk- in production shops. Spare parts and 
Sarbaysk GOK, pellet production reached components for machines and metallurgical 
2.9 million tons in 1967, compared with equiment were produced in primitive work- 
1.6 milHon -tons-in 1966. — : shops with obsolete equipment. As a result, 
we ee there were many more repair workers than 

Iron and Steel—In 1967 the iron and = workers in. operations ‘comprising steel 
steel industry made a number of additions smelters, blast furnaces, and rolling mills. 
and some improvements in facilities. Newly In 1967, there were 1.27 million “produc- 
constructed facilities included three blast tion workers” (8 percent more than in 

furnaces (two with a volume of 2,000 1965), 72,000 university graduate engi- 
cubic meters each and one of 2,700 cubic neers, and 121,000 technicians with a pro- 
meters at the Krivoy Rog plant), a con- fessional secondary education in the Soviet 
verter at the Nizniy-Tagil plant, a “1,700” ferrous industry (including iron ore min-
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ing). There were 750,000 employees (in- ductivity in these shops was lower than 
cluding 15,840 university graduate engi-. in the open-hearth furnaces. a 
neers) in the Ukrainian ferrous metallurgy ~ .At many plants outside the U.S.S.R., the 

| industry alone. © _. life of tar-dolomite refractory linings was 
Pig Iron.—There. were 37 pig iron 400.to 600 melts, and refractory consump- 

_ shops with 131 blast furnaces in operation tion was 3 to 4 kilograms per ton of steel. 
in 1967. Reportedly, the average blast Corresponding figures for the IPich plant 
furnace capacity was 1,034 cubic meters. © in Zhdanov in 1967 were 160 melts and 

In 1967, natural gas was used. to pro- 15 to 18 kilograms.® The low stability of 
| duce 63.2 million tons of pig iron, and the lining led to long idle times of the 

_. oxygen was used in the blast in the pro- converters. Cost of refractories was prom- 
duction of 30.9 million tons. However,  inent.in the cost of steel. oe 
Soviet sources indicated that although _New converters were under construction 
oxygen was used for blast enrichment and at the: West Siberian, Yenakievo, Kara- 
production increased, unit costs did not ganda, Krivoy Rog Lenin, and Chelya- 
decline. | | -  binsk plants. The country’s first oxygen 

A 2,700-cubic-meter blast furnace, claim- converter, with a capacity of 250 tons, 
ed to be the world’s largest, was put into was being built at. the ,Zhdanov heavy 
operation at the Krivoy Rog plant on machine building plant in the Ukraine. 
October 28. This furnace was scheduled Reports indicated that several thousand 
to use oxygen-enriched blast, but the workers were engaged in the construction 
oxygen unit was not completed and it is of oxygen converter at Karaganda. 

7 planned to come into operation in October Semimanufactures—Output of rolled 
1968. products increased by 4.5 million tons to 

Steel—tIn 1967, steel production in- 71.8 million tons in 1967, and was 6.7 
creased by 6 percent, reaching 102.2 mil- percent greater than in 1966. Because 
lion tons. Distribution of production by many Soviet rolling mills have been de- 
process follows (in million tons) : . signed for single products,-many enterprises 

| | Co -. did not fulfill the plan.for product-mix. 
t= The Orsko-Khalilovo combine, the Chere- 

| Process (1960-1965 1967 povetsk plant, the Dzerzhinskogo plant, 
Open hearth.......... 68.1 6.5 g1.g the Krivoy Rog plant, and others did not 
Oxygen converter.._... 2.5 4.0 | 9.3 ‘meet. delivery schedules. | ot ; 

 Bleetricsieel220707. 318818. = g:2~—SS—«sEm ‘1967, 10.6 million. tons of steel pipe | 
was produced, 7 percent more.than in 

Total__..--.---- 65.3 91.0 = 102.2 1966.. However, the industry did not satisfy 
sss —————————— - the demands of all sectors. of the Soviet 

In 1967, there were about 400 open- economy. : tn 
hearth furnaces in operation, with an : . a ee 
average capacity of 225 tons. About 150 Lead. and Zinc.—In 1967, capital in- 

furnaces were operated with addition of Vestments in the Jead-zinc industry were , 
oxygen to the blast. Over 50 million tons directed toward expansion and renovation 
of steel were produced with the applica- of the existing Achisay, Zyryariovsk, and 
tion of oxygen in open hearths, and Leninogorsk mining and_ concentrating 

about 58 percent of total national output © ©@terprises. in Kazakhstan, the Altyn-Top- 
was produced with application of natural kan Combine in Uzbekistan, and a number | 
gas. : | of enterprises in the RSFSR. _. 

Oxygen-converter shops were in opera. | According to the 1966-70 5-year plan, 
tion at five metallurgical plants in 1967. National zinc production in 1970 is to be 
Converters of 100-ton capacity were in !-6 to 1.7 times that of 1965. Production 
use. | of. zinc in Kazakhstan"'is to. be increased 

The share of steel smelted in oxygen 90 percent and that of lead 40 percent. 
converters was not great because of several During this. period, construction of the 
problems, the main one being automatic "ew Karagalinskiy Combine in central 
control of smelting processes. Existing Kazakhstan, which will utilize nearby lead- 
oxygen-converter shops did not reach rated St Le 
capacities. Their steel was more expensive | ae . 
than open-hearth . steel, and. labor pro- Mar toes pee (Worker Gazette). Kiev,
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barite ores will be completed. It is planned In 1967, labor productivity in the 
to complete construction of a new zinc Nikopol’ basin was 3 tons per man-day 
plant in Uzbekistan, and to start mining in underground mines and 9 tons per 
the lead from the Gorevskiy deposit in  man-day in open pits.® | 
East Siberia. | Ore grade at the Chiatura manganese 

Crude lead output from metallurgical basin averaged 23 percent, and recovery 
dust has been started at several copper of manganese was 74.7 percent in 1967. 
combines.. Of total beneficiated Chiatura output, 66 

. . ; percent contained 48.7 percent manganese, 
| _Magnesium.—Five magnesium plants and 34 percent contained 25.6 percent 

with a combined annual capacity of about manganese. | 
50,000 metric tons were in operation in , 

| 1967. It was planned to increase produc- Mercury ——At the U.SS.R.’s largest 
tion of magnesium in 1968 by 10 percent Mercury deposit in Kirgizia there were 
over that of 1967. The Solikamsk mag- four Mmnes and a mercury recovery plant 

| nesium works was installing continuous 1” Operation in 1967. The Nikitovskiy 
refining furnaces, and the first stage of a Mercury Combine in the Ukraine was the 

| mechanized line for processing magnesium ‘¢cond major producer. . 
alloys. : The 1966-70 J-year plan calls for Soviet 

Reportedly, a new deposit of magnesite ™ercury output in 1970 to be 1.5 times 
was recently prospected near Dnepro- the 1965 level. During this period, mer- 
petrovsk in the Ukraine. cury output in the Kirgiz S.S.R. is to be 

| increased to 1.3 times the 1965 level, by 

Manganese.—The Soviet Manganese in- renovating and enlarging the Khadarkan 
| dustry remained the largest in the world. Gombine. The Novaya mine of this com- 

In 1967 output of marketable manganese bine was under development in 1967. 
ore was 7.2 million tons, compared with New mercury ore reserves in the Niki- 

oo 7.0 million tons in 1966. Mine-run ore tovskiy deposit in the Ukraine will serve 

| production in 1967 was about 17.5 million 28 @ base for expansion of the Nikitovskiy 
tons, 70 percent from the Nikopol’ man- Mercury Combine. Expansion is to be 

: ganese basin in the Ukraine. The second completed by 1970, and underground 
center of manganese activities was the Mining is to be replaced by open cast. 
Chiatura basin in Georgia, and Kazakh- Also in the Ukraine, planning began for 

~ stan was third. the Zakarpatskiy Mercury Combine, which 

There were 18 underground mines and will process ores from the Borkutnoye, 
nine open pits in operation in the Nikopol’ Shayanskoye, and other mercury deposits 

| basin in 1967, where the ore averages 26.4 in Zakarpatskaya Oblast’. 
percent manganese. Concentration by The Plamennyy mercury mine in Chuk- 
gravity and agglomeration produces three chi National Okrug in the Soviet Far East 

products, with an overall recovery of 74 Was put into operation in August 1967, 
percent of the manganese in mine-run ore. and a metal recovery plant is to be built 
Of total production, 45 to 48 percent had by 1970. Construction began on the Dzhid- 
a manganese content of 45.6 percent, with zhikrutskiy ore mining and dressing com- 
the balance containing less than 34.2 per- bine in north Tadzhikistan. It will com- 
cent Mn. Tailings contain 12 to 15 per- Prise an underground mine, a dressing 
cent manganese. plant, and a metallurgical works. The 

In 1967, production costs of ore deliver- combine will be the chief Soviet supplier 

ed from the best mechanized open pits to of mercury and antimony. A mercury mine 

the concentrators, including stripping costs, Was under development in the Malyy 
were as follows, in rubles per metric tons:? Kavkazskiy Range in Azerbaydzhan, where 

a cinnabar deposit was discovered recently. 

as Production costs Molybdenum.—Reserves of molybdenum 
Open pits in ore (molybdenite, copper-molybdenum, 

Planned Actual and tungsten-molybdenum ores) in the 

Schevchenkovsk._._-_.-..--.. 2.82 8.60 eee 
Grushevsk.__....-.-.-------- 3.49 8.07 7Gornyy zhurnal (Mining Journal). Moscow, 
Bogdanovsk_._.__..-....----- 3.08 5.30 No. 1, 1968, p. 19. 
Alekseyevsk.................. 2.40 3.63 8 Metallurgicheskaya i gornorudnaya promy- 
Basansk.....___.__..._._.__. 4.20 8.47 shlennost’ (Metallurgical and Metal Mining 

Industry). Kiev, No. 5, 1967, p. 61.
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U.S.S.R. may approach 200,000 tons. posits are located in Norilsk, Kola Penin- 
Soviet output of molybdenum-in-concen-  sula, and the Urals. Norilsk average sul- 
trate was estimated at 7,000 tons in 1967. fide ores contain 1.25 percent nickel, 2 to | 
About 50 percent of this production was 3 percent copper, and up to 10.6 grams 
from copper-molybdenum ores from Ar- per ton of platinum-group metals. The 
menia, Kazakhstan, and Kialykh-Uzen nickel content of Kola Peninsula ores 
(Siberia); about 30 percent was from ranges from 1.5 to 6 percent and averages 
molybdenite ore mined in Uzbekistan and 2 to 3 percent, together with 1 to 3 per- 
at Umaltinsk and Caikoysk in Siberia; the cent copper and gold, silver, palladium, 
remainder was from tungsten-molybdenum and platinum values. 
ores of Tyrny-Auz (Kabardin A.S.S.R.) Production was principally from Norilsk 
and Dzhida in Buryat A.S.S.R. | copper-nickel mines with additional output 

Armenia occupied first place in the pro- from Severonikel and Pechenganikel com- 
duction of molybdenum concentrate which  bines, and some placer deposits of the 
was shipped out of the Republic for further Urals. Virtually all platinum and 
processing. platinum-group metals were pro- 

The Tyrny-Auz tungsten-molybdenum duced as byproducts. The Norilsk refinery 
combine in Kabardin A.S.S.R. is to be en- —_ was put into operation in 1943. From 1948 
larged by 50 percent in the near future. through 1966 gross output of platinum- 
Several million tons of ore will be ex- group metals increased 10 times. Re- 
tracted and processed yearly from three  portedly, the refinery facilities continued 
new mines. The Sorskiy molybdenum com- to experience high recoveries of metals 
bine in Krasnoyarsk Kray in Western (99.93 percent in 1967). The platinum- 
Siberia became one of the leading in- group metals output in 1970 is expected to 
dividual molybdenum enterprises of the be 60 percent greater than in 1965. In 
U.S.S.R. in 1967. 1967, construction was in progress at the 

| Talnakh mining combine in Norilsk, and 

Nickel.—Next to Canada, the U.S.S.R. the second part of the Zhdanovskiy ore 
was the world’s largest nickel producer in concentration plant of the Severonikel | 
1967, with an estimated 100,000 tons of . Gombine in Monchegorsk. In 1967, the 
smelter product. Known reserves in the Urals produced about 10 percent more 
Soviet Union are not likely to exceed 5 Placer platinum than in 1966. 

million tons of contained nickel metal, Silver.—Almost all silver was produced 
about half of which consist of low-grade . 

wae } as a byproduct of nonferrous metals. In 
silicate ores. Some 50 percent of total 1967. 14 . . 

. . . ; gold ore mills extracted silver. 
reserve is in cupriferous pentlandites con- Th . . 

te . e Norilsk combine and some copper- 
taining commercially recoverable copper, . . . . 

. nickel enterprises in the Kola Peninsula 
cobalt, and platinum-group metals. The . . a . . 

. were also producing silver. The Sikhali 
bulk of the reserves are in three areas: ore mining and concentrating combine in Norilsk in Siberia, the Urals, and the Kola ; os s 

. . Primorskiy Kray, one of the largst pro- 
Peninsula. There are some ores in the . 

. . ducers of silver, fulfilled 1967 planned 
Caucasus, Ukraine, Chukota Peninsula, . . : 

. output. Metallurgical recovery of silver in 
and other regions. . os . . . . . beneficiation plants in the Urals‘ was 16 

Six smelters were in operation in 1967; . 
ae to 50 percent from ores containing 6 to 

Ufaley (Urals), Rezh (Urals), Khalilovo . 
; 15 grams of silver per ton. 

(South Urals), Monchegorsk (Kola Pen- . . insula), Pechenga (Kola Peninsula), and A rare silver placer deposit hzs been 
, ; . . . 

Norilsk (North Siberia). Norilsk was the ciscovered at Kolyma in the Soviet Far 
foremost producer of nickel, the Urals a " 
close second, and Kola Peninsula third. Tin.—Production of tin continued to be 
Nickel production cost was highest in the inadequate to meet internal demand, and 
Urals. between 15 and 20 percent of requirements 

; had to be imported in 1967. Soviet tin 
Platinum.—The U.S.S.R. remained the consumption in 1965 was nearly twice the 

world’s largest platinum-group metals 1955 level and may increase to 2.3 times 
producer. Reserves are adequate to main- the 1955 level by 1970. It is planned to 
tain current production for many years. increase tin production by 1970 to 1.6 
The most important Soviet platinum de- times the 1965 level.
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The Soviet Far East, Yakutia, and Titanium.—With 10,000 tons — the | 
Transbaykal were main regions of tin pro: USSR. was the worl second nae 

ion. In 1967, 26 percent of total tin producer of titanium in .- exi 

output was from. olacer deposits. In the Soviet titanium industry developed largely 
Soviet Northeast, placers accounted for in the last 8 years. During 1966-70, a 
75 percent of this area’s output. 140 percent increase in Soviet titanium 

In 1967 four mines were operating in output is planned. 
Magdan Oblast’. The Ebe-Khaya deposit The titanium industry of the U.S.S.R. is 
in the Yakut S.S.R. came into operation based mainly on Ukrainian and Siberian 
during the year. This deposit was dis- ilmenite and rutile, and on titaniferous 
covered in 1937 but was not mined be- magnetites and ironstones situated mainly 
cause of its inaccessibility. in the Central Urals, Kola Peninsula, and 

Soviet geological tin reserves have been Karelia. ppoviet geological weserves o rf 
imated to contain about 800,000 tons tanium have been estimated at abou 

of metal The average content in ore varies million metric tons of T'IOs content (some 
from 0.6 percent to 1.0 percent of Sn. 70 sauon tons $0 ve with an average 10 

' three n shafts were com-_ to percent 1102). — 
migioned 7 ines Solinskiy, Tsentral’nyy, In the Ukraine, the nation’s center of 

and Khrustal’nyy ore mines, and two new _ titanium production, major producers were 

mines—the Zapadnaya and Yubileynyy— the Samotkanskoye zirconium and. titan- 
were added to the enterprises of Khrustal’- ium a Tuvial Gepost and the Vo'chanskoye 

mining and concentrating combine titanium €posi in nepropetrovs 
in. Primorskiy Kray. The combine, which Oblast’; the Irshinskoye, Streminogorskoye, 
is one of the largest enterprises of the and Zelenogorskoye titanium deposits in 
Soviet tin mining and concentrating in- Zhitomirskaya Oblast’; and the Tarasovs- 
dustry, will be enlarged during 1966-70. koye titanium deposit in Kievskaya Oblast’. 
Two new tin ore deposits were made avail. . !wo combines, the Irshinskiy Mining and 

| “Tettadi in . ss Beneficiation Combine, and the Verkhned- able for exploitation to this combine in neprovskiy Mining an Gi Beneficiation Com. 

1967, and one of these will start producing bine, operate these deposits. In 1967, at 
ore in 1968. A draft Project on develop - the Irshinskiy combine, dredges were used 
ment of anew mune—the Ternistyy ore for the first time in the Ukraine for 

. mine——in Primorskiy Kray was app roved ilmenite extraction. The Verkhnedneprov- 
a J anuary 1967. Developm ent of this skiy combine is the main raw material 
Tine 6 t ° be completed mm 1970. After its supplier for the Soviet titanium industry. 
commussioning, tn P roduction by the Dal'- In 1967, No. 3 concentrator was under 
olovo (Far East Tin) Trust will increase construction in Irshinskiy. During 1966-70, 
by 48 percent by 1970. the Irshinskiy combine is to commission 
. The Sol nechnyy mining and concentrat- No. 3 as well as No. 4 beneficiation plants, ing combine in Khabarovsk Kray started and to triple total output. 
production in January 1967. With comple- | 
tion (by 1970) of this combine, which is Tungsten.—For the first time, the 
the largest tin mining and concentrating U.S.S.R. production of tungsten, 13,000 
combine in the Soviet Union, Khabarovsk tons, was enough to provide for the grow- 
Kray will be one of the prime tin pro- ing domestic needs. Soviet tungsten in- 
ducers in the U.S.S.R. The second stage dustry development was concentrated in 
of the Sherlovogorskiy mining and ore the Soviet Far East, Transbaykal, Central 
dressing combine in the Transbaykal area Asia, Kazakhstan, and North Caucasus. 
was under construction and was planned A rich wolfram deposit has been dis- 
to be completed in 1968, at which time covered in Maritime Kray. A combine 
the combine’s tin output would increase called Vostok (East), which was under 
by 50 percent. — construction in 1967 and will be one of 

The Novosibirsk tin smelter’s 5-year plan _ the largest nonferrous metal enterprises in 
envisages a 54-percent increase in its tin the Soviet Union, is scheduled to begin 
output. Concentrates from other areas are operation in 1970. In addition to wolfram 
shipped to this plant. . mines, the combine will include a beneficia-
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tion plant. The Iultin mine in Magadan ceeded the growth of the quality indexes, 
Oblast’ was being modernized. The sixth and the extraction of many rare metals 
section of the Tyrny-Auz tungsten and was very low. 
molybdenum combine in North Caucasus By product gallium is recovered, from 
was under construction. nepheline raw materials used to produce 

The 5-year plan includes the develop- aluminum. 
ment of the Orlovskiy ore mine in Chita The new Soviet semiconductor mate- 
Oblast’, which will be used as a basis for rials industry was meeting the demands of | 
building the Orlovskiy concentrator. It is its indigenous customers and beginning to 
planned to build a second beneficiation export germanium and silicon. 
plant at the Dzhidinskiy tungsten and The Soviets first experimental installa- 
molybdenum combine in Buryat A.S.S.R. tion for extracting rhenium was com- 

A tungsten ore deposit was discovered pleted at the Dzhezkazgan mining and 
in the Chukchia National Okrug (Ma-_ metallurgical combine in February 1966. 
gadansk Oblast’). . The first industrial recovery of rhenium 

Uranium.—Uranium is relatively plenti- in the US.S.R. was at the Balkhashskiy 

ful in various parts of the Soviet Union. COPP€& smelting combine in June 1966, 
According to Soviet sources, the Novaya where rhenium salts are recovered from 

| uranium mine at Zheltye Vody in Dnepro- ‘[©Processing of molybdenum plant byprod- 
petrovsk Oblast’ in the Ukraine is a large ucts and from sulfuric acid plant washings. . 

producer. Several mines operated in the . BY. 1965, selenium and tellurium extrac- 
mountains of Tien Shan’, Uzbekistan, in 07 17 the U.S.S.R. was organized at the 
1967. The U.S.S.R. is offering uranium Norilsk Gombine, where they are recover- 
and thorium compounds for export in ed at the electrolytic copper plant. Selen- 
commercial quantities and qualities. lum was also extracted at the nonferrous 

. . 7 ' enterprises of Kazakhstan, the Urals, and 
Vanadium.—Soviet vanadium produc- Armenia. The sulfuric acid shop, which 

| tion did not provide for domestic needs, is to produce “several tons” of selenium 
and for several years the U.S.S.R. im- from the slimes, was under construction 
ported vanadium pentoxide from Finland. 4; the Severonikel (Kola Peninsula) in 

The principal domestic sources of vana- 1967, where selenium and tellurium were 
dium in 1967 continued to be the titanif- already recovered at the electrolytic cop- 
erous magnetites of the Kachkanar min- per plants. 
ing and concentrating combine in the The bulk of tantalum and columbium 

Urals. The Soviets claim that the Kach- in the U.S.S.R. is in pyrochlore (Kola 
kanar deposit is one of the largest in the Peninsula, Urals), obruchevite (Kola Pen- 

world. However, metallurgical problems — jncula, Ukraine), and in_hetchettolite 
of vanadium recovery have not been (Kola Peninsula, Khiba, and others). 
satisfactorily solved, and rated vanadium A number of large newly discovered 
recovery has not been achieved. As a Te deposits of low-grade tantalum-columbium 

sult, the Soviet economy experienced a ores in granites also contain accumulations 
vanadium shortage in 1 967. of other rare metals. Some granites con- 

The Kachkanar mining and concentrat- tain up to 0.05 percent Ta2O; with the 
ing combine, with a capacity of about 16 72,0, to-Cb.Os ratio as high as 2. The 
million tons of crude ore was in operation average Ta:Os content in the tops of 
in 1967. The plan for developing in 1967 granitic massifs, as a whole, may be as 
an additional 8.25 million ton crude ore high as 0.015 percent. 
capacity was not fulfilled. The combine The growing need for tantalum neces- 
was delivering concentrate containing iron  itates processing ores and concentrates 

and vanadium in 1967, however, some with a low content of this metal. However, 
titanium and platinum in the concentrates there is great difficulty in processing such 
were being irretrievably lost. raw material with existing Soviet tech- 

Minor Metals.—During 1959-65, the nology. | 
U.S.S.R. began industrial production of Soviet production and consumption of 
virtually all of the rare metals and built tantalum-columbium mineral concentrate 
the necessary recovery facilities at primary is estimated to have doubled during 1959- 
plants as well as nonferrous metal plants. 65, mainly owing to a new process for the 
The growth in the quantity index ex- separation of tantalum from titanium.
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Several enterprises exploited zirconium nonchrysotile varieties of asbestos have 
alluvial deposits in 1967. One of the been mined at a small Sysertsk deposit in 
largest is the Samotkanskoye zirconium the Urals. Some new deposits were dis- 
deposit in Dnepropetrovsk Oblast’, covered recently in the Urals and Kazakh- | 

Ukraine. The Verkhnedneprovskiy Mining stan. Exploration of the Bugetysaysk de- 
and Metalturgical Combine was put into posit in Mugodzhary hills (Kazakhstan) 
operation in 1961 to mine this deposit. was completed in 1967. It is planned to 
Installations for the production of develop this orebody in the near future. 
zirconium went into operation in February Output of six grades of chrysotile as- 

1966 at two nonferrous metal enterprises. bestos at Uralasbest combine (the largest 
in the U.S.S.R.) was 633,200 metric tons 

NONMETALS in 1967. Explored reserves of Uralasbest 
. . . deposits were reported at 38.7 million 

Production of practical ly all none tons. No. 6 asbestos mill at this combine 

minerals continued to rise, and the 1967 was not completed in 1967, because it was 
output was nearly 8 percent above that . . 

£ 1966. For many nonmetals U-S.S.R. not fully staffed owing to lack of housing. 
° Se y : Management wanted 7,000 workers and 
production is adequate for its needs, but there was housing for only 5.0002 

high-quality barite, fluorspar, mica, and In Kazakh ns y bi : 
tale were apparently in short supply. n Kazakhstan a large combine has been 

PP y UPPITY organized for exploiting the Dzhetygara 
Asbestos—In 1967, the U.S.S.R. pro- deposit which is the second largest in the 

duced an estimated 769,000 tons of as- Soviet Union. The Dzhetygara asbestos 
bestos, a considerably lower figure than combine, which was a J -year plan (1959- 

that published in other sources. This out- 65) priority construction project, started 
put estimate is based on presumed fulfill- operation in 1965. Its located on a large 
ment of planned 1967 production of six deposit of chrysotile estimated as sufficient 

grades of asbestos as given in Problem for many decades. The first stage of the 

of Economics (Voprosy ekonomiki) No. combine, with 200,000 ton annual capacity 
9, 1968, p. 76. Higher figures for total was commissioned in October 1965. The 

| asbestos output published elsewhere in- combine produced some 20,000 tons in 
clude sizable tonnages of lower grade 1965 and worked at one-third of its plan- 

materials, but these have been discounted ned capacity in 1966, producing approxi- 

in determining Soviet output estimates mately 70,000 tons. In 1967, 112,300 

appearing in Table 1. This follows the tons was produced, and 6,000 workers 

practice of the State Commission for Re- were employed. — 
serves (G.K.Z.), as indicated in Soviet In April 1965, construction started on 

Geology (Sovetskaya geologiya), No. 7, the second stage of the Dzhetygara as- 

1968, p. 157, which states that the seventh bestos combine (400,000 tons | annual 

grade was not included in total reserve capacity) and it is to be commissioned by 
calculations and that asbestos combines 1970. The combine will achieve designed 

were relieved of the responsibility for ex- annual capacity of 600,000 tons when 

tracting such lower grade material. It has both stages reach full capacity at which 
been indicated that the lower grade time it will be one of the largest asbestos 

material is used as railway track ballast production enterprises in the U.S.S.R. 
and in other applications not really re- The first stage of the Tuvaabest combine 

quiring the use of asbestos. 7 at Aktovrak in Tuva A.S.S.R. was put into 

Soviet chrysotile asbestos development operation in 1966. In 1967, the second 

was concentrated in the Urals, mainly at stage was under construction, scheduled to 

Asbest, with smaller open pits near Ala- 0 into operation in 1970. 
payevsk, Nizhniy Tagil, and south of In the north Buryat A.S.S.R. detailed 

Sverdlovsk. Asbestos centers were under exploration of the Molodezhnoe deposit was 

development at Dzhetygara in Kustanay completed. The deposit was estimated to 
Oblast’ (northwest Kazakhstan), Aktovrak contain several million tons of asbestos. 

(Tuva A.S.S.R.), Kiyembay deposit, 80 A deposit of long-fiber asbestos has been 

kilometers southeast of Orsk (South discovered in the Tuva Autonomous Re- 

Urals), and Molodezhnoe and Ilchirsk 0 

Buryat A.S.S.R.). eye . 

For some sme anthophyllite and other oes te nee, eT potion Gazette):
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public. The reserves and quality of the Salient statistics on the Soviet asbestos 
asbestos exceed those of the well-known industry under the 1967 plan were as 
Aktovrak deposit. follows: 

eee 

Combine 
eee = Total 
Uralasbest Kusta- Tuvaas- 

nayasbest best 
eee 

Output of fibers____..-...._._.___._thousand metric tons__ 683.2 112.3 23.6 769.1 Fixed assets___.....---.-.-...-.-.......--million rubles._ 181.0 59.9 21.6 262.5 Total production cost...__.._..._..__._____.._..._-do___. 55.8 14.5 4.3 74.6 Total selling cost_______..._..._.._._.__._._.._.....-... 182.6 16.8 5.3 154.7 Profit.....-.-.-----222- eee. dO. 76.8 2.3 1.0 80.1 
meee 

Source: Voprosy ekonomiki (Problems of Economics). Moscow, No. 9, 1968, p. 76. 

Diamond.—The U.S.S.R. continued to In 1967, 50 percent of Soviet diamonds 
make rapid progress in expanding its were produced from placer deposits. 
diamond industry which was centered in 
Yakutia. So far, about 20 diamond de- Fertilizer Materials—The Soviet Union 
posits have been discovered in this auton- produced 40.1 million tons in bulk fertil- 
omous republic. These, however, cannot izer content in 1967.29 An increase of 
be fully exploited before the Vilyuy hy- 10.5 percent in output is expected in. 
droelectric station is in full operation 1968. Compared with 1966, U.S.S.R. 
which is expected to be by 1970. mineral fertilizer output in 1967 increased 

Production of diamonds in Yakutia over 4.2 million tons, or 11.7 percent. 
started at a small concentrating plant in However, despite the substantial produc- 
1957. On January 1, 1968, the combine tion and large exports, fertilizers were in 
established the large mechanized Mirnyy short supply, and the quality of mineral. 
open pit and five concentrators, the Aykhal fer tilizers produced did not meet domestic 

open pit and one concentrator, the Udach- consumers demands.*t In 1967 ; capacities 
naya placer mine and one concentrator for 3.1 million tons of fertilizers were 

(put into operation on August 28, 1967), added. | 
‘and the Irelyakh placer mine with two Phosphate.—Geological reserves of phos- 
dredges. In 1968, the Soviets planned to phate were estimated in 1967 at 2,700 
complete modernizing and enlarging the million tons of phosphate rock (overall 
concentrator at the Aykhal pipe. average grade, 13.8 percent P2Os) and 

By 1970, Yakutia’s diamond output is 2,717 million tons of apatite (average 
to be increased by about three times in grade, 18.5 percent PeOs). 
comparison with 1965 level. Two more Phosphate rock production totaled 36.2 
concentrating mills are to be built, at million tons in 1967, including 21.2 million 

Aykhal and Udachnaya, to process deeper tons of apatite ore (17.7 percent P2Os) 
horizons. and 15 million tons of sedimentary rock 

At present about 80 percent of Yakut (13 percent P2Os). The main centers of 
diamond output is used for industrial phosphate rock output were the “Apatit’ : 
purposes and 20 percent for jewelry. Near combine on the Kola Peninsula and phos- 
Mirnyy a new diamond pipe was recently phorite deposits of Karatau in Kazakhstan, 
discovered which was named after the Kingisepp in Leningrad Oblast’, Egor’evsk 
23d Congress of the CPSU. in Moscow Oblast’, Upper Kama in the 

The Vishera River region in Perm’ Urals, and others. 
Oblast’ (Western Urals) was the second 

producer of diamonds. At two placer de- 10The active ingredients (nitrogen, phos- posits four dredges and two separation phorus, and potash) are expressed in term of 
plants were in operation in 1967. Diamonds Soviet standard units which are not the ic an 
of the Vishera deposits are suitable for yessed as ammonium sulfate, phosphate is ex- 

both industrial and jewelry purposes. pressed as IST percent Fabs. potash, is 
New dredges will go into service in the phosphate (phosphatic flour) is expressed as 19 

north of the Oblast’ to increase the extrac- vs iT Rhingeleskaya promyshlennost’ (Chemical 
tion of diamonds. Industry). Moscow, No. 1, 1967, pp. 8-9.
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| The apatite-nepheline deposits of the closed the existence of large reserves of - 
Khibiny in the Kola Peninsula comprised _ sylvinite. The second largest reserve region 
the U.S.S.R.’s_ largest single phosphate is Starobinsk in Belorussia. The Starobinsk 
source. Mined ore, averaging 16 to 21 per- _ basin contains sylvinite (16- to 20-percent 
cent P2Os, was concentrated up to 39 KsO), with 4- to 9-percent insoluble ma- 
percent P2O;s with 92 percent recovery. terial. The third important basin for 
The two beneficiation plants had capacity _ potassium output is in L’vov Oblast’, in 
of 9.5 million tons of concentrate per year, the Western Ukraine. The most impor- 
while four mines (three underground and tant potash mineral is hartsaltz (16 per- 
one open pit) had an annual capacity of cent K:O), with some deposits of car- 
21.5 million tons of crude ore in 1967. An _nallite, polyhalite and langbeinite. 
output of around 30 million tons of crude The following potassium combines were 

ore is planned for 1970 to yield 12.4 mil- in operation in the U.S.S.R. in 1967: 
lion tons of concentrate. Solikamsk, Bereznikovsk No. 1 (Ural), 

The 40 commercial deposits in the Kara- Soligorsk No. 1, first stage of Soligorsk 
tau. Mountains in Kazakhstan contain No. 2 (Belorussia), and first stage of 
about 1,700 million tons of phosphorite | Novo-Stebnikov (L’vov Oblast’, Ukraine). 
containing 23 to 26 percent Ps:Os, over New capacities put into operation in 
half requiring underground mining. A 1967 include the first stage of the Kalush 
beneficiation plant was put into operation Combine in the Ukraine and the second 
in 1964, but because of poor technology, stage of Soligorsk No. 2 in Belorussia. 
only 30 to 32 percent of planned capacity Bereznikovsk No. 2 and No. 3 and Soli- 
was achieved in 1967; the concentrates gorsk No. 3 were under construction in 
contained 28.5 percent P2Os. Annual losses 1967. 
at the Karatau Combine are about 9 mil- In 1967 about 2.75 million tons of 
lion rubles.'? It is planned to extract 8 to potash was produced, 11 percent more 

| 9 million tons of crude ore at the Karatau than in 1966; this was attained entirely 
, in 1970. | 7 through commissioning new capacities. 

The Kingisepp “Phosphorit” combine in Estimated Soviet output by 1970 will be 
Leningrad Oblast,’ the second largest pro- some 5 million tons of K:2O equivalent. 
ducer of phosphorite in the U.S.S.R., pro- The Soligorsk Potassium Combine No. 1, 
duced over 1 million tons of phosphatic in Minsk Oblast’ (Belorussia) , which pro- 

flour in 1967. It is planned to produce duced about 6.5 million tons of potash 
over 1.5 million tons in 1968. Yegor’evsk ore in 1967, employed around 5,100, in- 

and Lopatino deposits in Moscow Obast’ cluding about 600 white collar workers. 
were the third important area of Soviet 
phosphorite activities. The average grade Fluorspar.—U.S.S.R.’s_ domestic fluor- 
of mined ore was 10 to 17 percent P2O;; spar output remained inadequate to meet 
after washing it contained up to 24 per- demand despite the large reserves. Pri- 
cent P.Os. | morskiy Kray (Voznesensk deposit), Chita 

The production cost for Khibiny apatite Oblast’ (Kalanguev, Abagaytuysk, Sol- 
was 16 rubles and 76 kopeks per ton of | nechnoye, and Usuglinsk deposits), and 
contained P20; produced ; at the Karatau Buryat A.S.S.R. were the main production 

Combine it was 35 rubles and 19 kopeks areas in 1967. Another major producing 
in 1967. The planned production cost for center was Central Asia (Kulikolonsk, 
1 ton of contained P2Os was 22 rubles and ‘Takob, Naugarazan, Kandara, Chibargata, 
82 kopeks. Chashly, Suppatash, and other deposits). 

Potasstum.—The Soviet Union is one of | Recently, new deposits have been discov- 
the world’s leading countries in potassium ered in the Ukraine (Pokrovo, Kireyevsk, 
ore reserves and in potassium fertilizer out- and Pobuzhsk) and in Kazakhstan (Tas- 
put. Geological reserves of potassium ores kaynar, Myn-Aral, and others). 
were reported in 1967 at 19,600 million The Yaroslavskiy mining and concentrat- 
ton with 16 to 40 percent K2O content. ing combine, one of the Soviet’s largest 
About 70 percent of these reserves are in fluorspar concentrate producers recovered 

the Upper Kama basin in the North Urals. fluorspar from Voznesensk deposit. Con- 
The reserves are principally carnallite and WH 

sylvite with a 13- to 20-percent K2O _12 Narodnove khozyaystvo Kazakhstana (Na- 
. . : : : tional Economy of Kazakhstan). Alma-Ata, No. 

equivalent. Recent investigations have dis- 1967, p. 51.
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centrate output graded 93.5 percent CaFs, An open pit and a plant operated at 
and production costs were much less than the Gaurdak deposit in Turkmenia in 
the planned 80 rubles per ton of concen- 1967. Gaurdak was one of four exploited 
trate. It is planned to increase fluorspar deposits of native sulfur in the Central 
output at this combine by 50 percent in Asia area. These deposits, together with . 
1970 over 1965. the Rozdol Combine in the Ukraine, pro- 

The Transbaykal fluorspar trust (Soy- vided the bulk of the country’s require- 
uzplavik) in Chita Oblast’ produced about ments. . 
12,000 tons of fluorspar concentrate in The Kuybyshev Sulphur Combine, 
1967 “from deposits mentioned above. which also produces native sulfur, was 
The Solnechnyy mine’s 1967 annual ca- commissioned in 1965. Several deposits 
pacity was 30,000 tons of crude ore, and (Alekseyevsk, Vodninsk, and others) have 
it is planned to increase this to 50,000 been developed in Kuybyshev Obast’. The 
tons by 1970. The newly developed Brika- combine accounted for only 10 to 12 per- 
tyanskaya mines of Transbaykal Trust are cent of the Soviet native sulfur output in 
to process 35,000 tons of crude ore and 1967. 
extract 10,600 tons of concentrate in Around 30 percent of Soviet sulfur was 
1968. produced as byproduct or coproduct from 

Mica.—Seventy-five percent of all mus- Pye, pyritic concentrates, petroleum re- 
covite mica consumed in the country was finery and coke oven gases, and natural 

produced in Mamsko-Chuyskiy Rayon 84S€S- _ 

(County) of Irkutsk Oblast’. Over 1,500 Reportedly, the preliminary survey of 
veins have been discovered in this area, the Tlumashskoye native sulfur deposit 
and there were nine mines in operation (not far from the Rozdol operation in 

| in 1967. The Irkutsk mica factory was the Ukraine) has been completed. The 

the largest in the U.S.S.R. Mica was also known reserves are large. It is planned to 

mined in Yakutsk A.S.S.R., Karelo-Mur- = ™ne this deposit by the Frasch process, 
manskiy region, and elsewhere. Strategic. Which previously has not been used in the | 
grade mica continued to be imported from U.S.S.R. . 
India to meet special industrial demands. _During 1966-67 a deposit of sulfur was 

. ; . discovered on the Kurila Islands. 
- Refractories.—As in prior years, refrac- | | 
tory production paced rising industrial Talc.—In 1967, only the Onotsk de- 

output, but product quality was poor. The posit in Irkutsk Oblast’ produced high- 

Shorzha refractory combine was under grade talc. The raw material is shipped 

construction on the shore of the Sevan to the Miass talc mill in the Urals. The 

Lake and at the site of reserves of mag- annual capacity of the Onotsk mine was 

nesium silicate rocks in Armenia. The 40,000 tons of talc. The country continued 

first stage of the combine is to be com- to import substantial quantities of high- 

missioned by 1970. grade talc. 

Sulfur—The U.S.S.R. is one of the The Kirgiteysk deposit in Krasnoyarsk 
. . Kray was the major producer of lower 

leading countries in sulfur reserves, but . . 
. > quality talc. The Miass and Shabrovsk 

sulfur content of ore is low and produc- ar . 
. . - . deposits in the Urals ranked second in 

tion costs high. The principal commercial . 
; . tonnage talc output. Some talc was mined 

deposits are Rozdol (West Ukraine), . : 
from Southern Osetinsk and other small 

Gaurdak, Shorsu, and others (Central . . . 
. . deposits. At the Miass talc combine a new 

Asia), and Alekseyevsk, Vodninsk, and . crushing factory to process 200,000 tons 
others (Volga group). . of talc ore per year was under construc- 

The Rozdol Mining and Chemical Com- ws y 
. ; , 9 tion in 1967. Recently, the Alguysk de- 

bine in L’vov Oblast’? was the country’s . 7? . 
. . posit of powder quality talc was discovered 

major producer of native sulfur. There ; 5 
os ° in Kemorovo Oblast’. 

were two open pits in operation and two 
more under development. A second large MINERAL FUELS 

native sulfur production facilities, the Ya- 
vorov Chemical-Mining Combine was In the Soviet Union production of 

under construction in the Ukraine, the primary energy from mineral fuels, fuel- 

first section of which is to be operational wood, hydroelectric, and nuclear sources 

by 1970. . rose from 489.2 million tons of standard
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fuel equivalent in 1955 to 1,128 million ply. Production of peat and oil shale has 
tons in 1967. declined from 5.0 percent to 2.9 percent 

The most outstanding developments in of all energy, but shale showed a sig- 
1955-67 period included the increase of nificant absolute increase in output. While 
oil production from 101.2 million to 412 the trend is toward increasing production 
million tons of standard fuel equivalent of crude oil and natural gas, and a de- 
and that of natural gas from 11.4 million cline in the share of coal in total energy 
to 187 million tons of standard fuel. The output, coal was still the major source of 
share of these fuels in the Soviet primary energy consumed in the Soviet Union and 
energy supply rose correspondingly from will remain so for a number of years. 
23.0 percent 53.0 percent. At the same In spite of the expansion of the primary 
time, the share of coal (lignite, bitumin- energy industry during recent years, output 
ous, and anthracite) declined steadily has not kept up with the demands of the 
from 63.7 percent in 1955 to 37.8 percent Soviet economy, particularly in the Euro- 
in 1967 of the total primary energy sup- pean part of the U.S.S.R. According to 

| Table 6.—U.S.S.R: Total primary energy balance 

(Million tons of standard fuel equivalent) 1 

Coal | | 
(lignite, .Crude Natural 

Total anthracite, oil and and Oil Fuel- Hydro- 
Year primary and _ petro- asso- Peat shale wood __ electric Nuclear 

energy bitumin- leum ciated power power 
ous) products gas 

and coke . 

nnn en ne LLL ILL LLL LLL OLLI ELLA LLL NALA LID ILE CLEC LLL A LAL IAPC PLO TED SOE AY OAR OCDC NPCS at 

1955: 
Production... . 489.2 310.8 101.2 11.4 20.8 3.3 32.4 9.3 LL. 
Imports......- 16.0 9.3 A 
Exports. ...._. 18.9 6.6 12.1 2 eee eee eee ee (2) a ann 
Apparent — 

consumption_ 486.3 313.5 95.8 11.2 20.8 3.3 32.4 9.38 LoL. 

1960: 
Production _ _ .- 713.2 373.1 211.4 54,4 20.4 4.8 28.7 20.4 12. 
Imports... .._. 12.3 5.6 i 
Exports... .-. 65.6 16.0 49.3 Bo nen ee ee ee tee Seana naan SSUES SnD 
Apparent | 

consumption 
. 659.9 362.7 168.8 54.1 20.4 4.8 28.7 20.4 1... 

1965: 
Production... 1,002.6 415.9 347.3 151.3 17.0 7.5 30.0 32 .6 1.0 
Imports_..__.- 10.6 _ 7.6 8.00 ween ne eee eee eee 
Exports... 123.4 27.7 94.6 0B eee eee eee 6 wen. Sac ane ORE 
Apparent 

consump- 
tion... 2.8. 889.8 395.8 255.7 150.8 17.0 7.5 30.0 32.0 1.0 | a 

1967: 
Production... 1,128.5 424.0 412.0 187.0 25.0 8.0 31.0 40.0 1.5 
Imports... __. 10.9 8.7 A ne wean eee 
Exports. ..._.. 143.5 27.3 113.2 2.0) -L-2-- eee Lele 1.0 LL. aE 
Apparent 

consump- 
tion... 2. 995.9 405.4 301.0 185.0 25.0 8.0 31.0 39.0 1.5 a eg eee 

1980: 
Production.... 2,332.0 585.0 857.0 650.0 50.0 15.0 31.0 140.0 4.0 
Imports....__- 43.0 10.0 15.0 18.0 -.-22. Lee eee ene. 
Exports.___.__ 315.0 40.0 250.0 21.0 Loe Leelee lle 4.0  L.L. nena na aD 
Apparent 

consump- 
tion......... 2,060.0 555.0 622.0 647.0 50.0 15.0 31.0 136.0 4.0 

eee neem enna n en nena ence en ene een NO ICCC LL LN LLCO ICE nC tH GE emt shagemaanaepmme asia 

11 metric ton of standard fuel equivalent has a clorific value of 7 million kilocalories (7,000 kilocalories per 
kilogram) or the equivalent of 27,780,000 Britiah thermal units (13,100 Btu per pound). 

2 Negligible.
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Soviet sources, at present the fuel deficit The share of coal mined open pit in the 
in the European part of the U.S.S.R. total output was 25.5 percent, compared 
reaches tens of millions of tons of standard with 24.9 percent in 1966 and 24.3 per- 
fuel equivalent per year, and will grow cent in 1965. Hydraulic coal mining ac- 
to 80 to 100 million tons by 1970, and to counted for 5.6 million tons (1.5 million 
140 to 150 million tons of standard fuel by ton increase), or 1.3 percent of the total 
1975. This deficit cannot be avoided be- underground output. 
cause of a continuous growth in energy In 1967 there were 946 underground 
consumption in this area concomitant with coal mines with an average annual capa- 
industrial development, growing fuel ex- city of 472,000 tons and 70 open pits 
port, and insufficient production in the with average annual output of about 2.1 

Donetz basin. million tons of run-of-mine coal in op- 

By 1980, Soviet mineral-fuels produc- eration. The coal industry employed 

tion is to rise to 2,160 million tons of 2,182,000 men and women, including over 
standard fuel, and total primary energy 1 million “production workers,’ 54,000 

to 2,330 million tons. Compared with professional engineers, and 125,000 tech- 
1967 output, gas is to rise by about 240  nicians. On the average there were 53 

percent, coal by 38 percent, oil by over specialists (mainly mining engineers and 

100 percent, hydroelectric power by 250 geologists) with university degrees and 124 

percent, and nuclear power by 170 per- technicians to a mine. The coal industry 

cent. had 36 research and design establishments 

As shown in table 6, total consumption with a staff of 41,000 persons. 

of all types of primary energy in the The maximum depth of coal mines 

U.S.S.R. is to be equivalent to over reached 1,000 meters in 1967, while the 
7 2,000 million tons of standard fuel in average depth was about 333 meters. 

. 1980, about 1.7 times the 1970 consump- Average depths by basin were 398 meters 

tion and double that of 1967. | in the Donets, 215 meters in the Kuznetsk, 

Coal.—The Soviet Union produced 595 over 300 meters in the Karaganda, 57 

million tons of run-of-mine coal (444 mil- | meters in the Moscow, and about 420 

lion tons of hard coal and 151 mi'lion meters in the Pechora. The relative im- 

tons of brown coal and lignite), in 1967. portance of various methods in total 

The 1.5 percent increase from the 1966 output follows: 

level was achieved mainly in coking coal, 
148 million tons of which was produced Method Percent : 

3.4 percent more than in 1966. Longwall .......0.2ee0+2++- 85:0 
It is planned to produce 603.6 million Inclined top slicing ......... 8.0 

tons of coal in 1968 and 635 million tons Shield support .....-.......- 3.2. 

in 1970. Room and pillar ............ 1.7 

Average ash content of all marketable Others ...cccececcccccseeee Ql 

coal increased from 19.4 percent in 1966 

to 19.6 percent in 1967; that of coking In 1967, 15.6 percent of the mines did 

coal alone rose from 13.6 percent to 13.9 not meet the production quota, resulting 

percent in 1967. During 1958 to 1967 the in the loss of 48.6 million rubles above 

calorific value of coal shipped to Soviet losses planned for; 289 underground mines 

consumers declined by over 10 percent, and 12 open pits were working below 

from an average of 5,560 kilocalories per rated capacity. Soviet coal technology iS 

kilogram in 1958 to about 5,000 kilocal- nearly a decade behind Western standards, 

ories in 1967. The throughput of 160 and productivity 1s low. 

coal preparation plants in 1967 was about The average production cost of 1 ton 

950 million tons, or only 42 percent of of run-of-mine coal in 1966, was 8.69 

the total coal output. Preparation plants rubles. 

of the Ministry of the Coal Industry New Capacities—Of the 20 under- 

processed 195.7 million tons of run-of- ground mines and nine open pits planned 

mine coal yielding 112 million tons of with a total annual capacity of 21.7 mil- 

clean coal in 1967. According to this ratio, lion tons, 18 mines and nine open pits, 

Soviet production of 595 million tons of with a total capacity of 19 million tons 

run-of-mine coal would yield 340 million of run-of-mine coal were put into opera- 

tons of clean coal. tion in 1967. Capital investment for 1967
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was 1,389 million rubles, or 56.4 million an average annual output of 850,000 tons 
rubles over 1966. | of raw coal, and 15 open pits with an 

The 1968 plan foresees commissioning average output of 1.5 million tons of raw 
of 23 mines and open pits with a total coal in 1967. In 1966, 27 mines failed to 
annual capacity of 19 million tons of raw fulfill production targets, 20 mines fell 
coal and eight preparation plants with short of productivity increase goals, and 
a total capacity of 26 million tons of 48 mines did not attain additional output 
run-of-mine coal per year. targets. Owing to underutilization of ca- 

Production Centers——Raw coal produc-_ pacities of mine and coal preparation 
tion by principal basins in 1967 was as plants in the Kuzbass, the return on 
follows: capital declined 19.3 percent during 1960— 

ee t—tsiéiGGL?! . 
5 Million tons In Kazakhstan, the third largest pro- 
asin Tera) aking 4d ducing ~=region, over 100,000 “production 

aunt oon © workers” of the Karaganda basin produced 
33.4 million tons of raw coal in 1967 

Donets.__..-.-._..---.-----. 209.1 80.6 from some 40 mines. The Ekibastus hard 
eee TTT ie a1-0 coal deposit produced about 15.5 million 
Pechora..._..____._--------. 20.0 4.2 tons in open pits. Close to Ekibastus, the 
Others..-----------..-----.-. 280.1 __%-9°- Maykuben brown coal deposits, with re- 

Total__...-......_..... 595.0 148.0 serves of 9,000 million tons, have been 
TT a —————— explored. A significant portion of reserves 

The Ukraine, with the Donets and may be worked by open-cast methods. 
L’vov-Volyn coal basins as the main cen- The Pechora basin in the European 
ters, accounted for 43 percent of total part of the U.S.S.R., with a production 
underground output and for 55 percent of 20 million tons, of raw coal ranked 
of coking coal. There were 909,000 miners fourth in output in 1967 in terms of 
in the Ukraine’s coal industry in 1967 calorific value. Total reserves are estimated 
and about 80,000 professional engineers at 100,000 million tons. The average mine 
and technicians. The turnover of personnel depth of working in the Vorkuta mines 
in the coal industry of the Ukraine of this basin reached 417 meters. | 
reached 25 to 30 percent per year. This The Moscow basin, which produces 
was caused mainly by the lag of housing, annually about 40 million tons of lignite 
public cultural, and medical service de- with ash content of about 45 percent, 
velopment, low material incentives, and was the fifth major coal producer in the 
heavy and unsafety manual work con-  U.S.S.R. in terms of calorific value. Total 
ditions.!* geological reserves of the Moscow lignite 

The Donets basin took first place in basin are estimated at about 10,000 mil- 
the coal industry of the Soviet Union. lion tons. 
There were 558 mines (271 vertical and The Donets, Kuznetsk, Karaganda, and 
287 inclined) in this basin, with an aver- Pechora coal basins produced over four- 
age annual output of 375,000 tons of fifths of the total coal output in calorific 
run-of-mine coal. The number of mines value and about 97 percent of the coking 
that did not fulfill their quotas increased coal in the U.S.S.R. 
from 24 in 1964 to 47 in 1967; 164 mines Coal Preparation.—Preparation of coal . 
(or 34.9 percent of the total in the for the market was normally restricted to 
Ukrainian part of the Donets basin) did coking coals and fuel for export. Because 
not attain designed capacities. _ .. of shortage of coal, efforts were dircted 

The Kuznetsk basin (Kuzbass) in Si- solely to fulfilling quantitative goals, and beria was the second major producer of i . . 45 
ittle attention was paid to the quality. coal and one of the largest centers of Ab 65 f th | beneficated 

fuel supply for Siberia, the Urals, Central out percent of the coal beneficate 
Asia, and to some extent for the Center _ 
and Volga regions of the European 13 ; ok ones 
U.S.S.R. It accounted for 23 percent of wo, So 1968. shakhter (Soviet Miner). Moscow, 
total hard coal and for 28 percent of 14 Ugol’ (Coal). Moscow, No. 1, 1968, pp. 

total coking coal out put. There were 94 a Ekonomicheskaya gazeta (Economic Ga- underground mines in the Kuzbass with zette). Moscow, No. 138, March 1968, pp. 38-39.
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was washed, 20 percent was treated by commissioned in 1963, attained only 50 
pneumatic methods, and 15 percent was percent of its planned capacity in 1967. 
treated by heavy media, flotation, and In 1967, 160 operating Soviet preparation 
other methods. Ten to fifteen percent of plants with a total capacity of about 300 
total coking coal shipped to consumers in million tons of raw coal per year em- 
1967 was defective. Only 40 percent of ployed over 50,000 workers. — 
the goal of the 1959-65 7-year plan in Coal consumption.—During 1955-67 
coal preparation plant construction was some shifts in the consumption sectors 
fulfilled. As a result, average ash content have taken place. As shown in table 7, 
of marketable coal increased up to 19.6 thermal electric power stations were the 
percent in 1967.7° Moreover, many new largest single consumer of coal in the 
preparation plants were put into operation Soviet Union, with their share at total 
in spite of numerous imperfections and consumption rising from 20.2 percent in | 
insufficient equipment. Labor productivity 1955 to 43.4 percent in 1967. As a result 
and use of capacity were below planned of dieselization and electrification of the 
levels and a large number of personnel railroad, transportations share of total coal 
was occupied in repair and auxiliary op- consumption declined from 24.2 percent 
erations. For example, the largest Soviet in 1955 to 5.6 percent in 1967. Coking 
coal preparation plant—Gukovskaya coal demand rose from 16.3 percent in 
Ts.O.F. in the Rostov Oblast’, which was 1965 to 19.8 percent in 1967. | 

Table 7.—U.S.S.R.: Coal consumption 

(Million metric tons) ) 

1955 1964 1967¢ 1970* 19756 | 

Consumption: 
Electric power utilities. ..........-.-.-...-...-... 74.5 181.0 230.0 285.0 340.0 
Transportation (rail and water)....._........._._. 89.8 42.0 30.0 17.0 13.0 
Coke manufacture_____-.__--_------.------------ 60.1 94.5 105.0 120.0 130.0 © 
General industrial uses and losses_...__._.-.-.---.. 125.8 140.7 125.0 112.0 100.0 
Retail deliveries. ___..._.-...-.---------------.-- 3.2 14.7 19.0 23.0 26.0 
Used in mine....._..-.-_.--...----.------------.- 15.6 20.5 22.0 23.0 26.0 

Total. .__-..------------.-------------------- 368.5 493.4 581.0 580.0 635.0 
Production.........-.-.--.----.-------------------- 391.3 554.0 595.0 635.0 700.0 

¢ Estimate. 

Gas.—Production.—In 1967, the coun- natural gas production increased from 28.1 
try produced 158.6 billion cubic meters billion cubic meters in 1958 to 158.6 
of usable gas, 11 percent more than in billion in 1967, the industry has not met 
1966, but below the target of 160 billion its quota since 1956. Failure to meet goals 
cubic meters. Of total output, 86.5 per- has been attributed chiefly to inadequacies 
cent was nonassociated natural gas, 12.3 in pipeline transmission capacity and con- 
percent was associated gas, and 1.2 per- tinued lags in the installation of com- 
cent was from coal and oil shale gasifica- | pressors on existing gas pipelines. Natural 

- tion. In 1967, gas accounted for 17.6 per- gas production is slated to rise to 173 
cent of Soviet fuel production. Over 80 billion cubic meters in 1968, and 215 
percent of the total was produced in the billion in 1970; estimated levels for 1975 
European part of the U.S.S.R., including and 1980 are 350 billion and 550 billion, 
about one-third in the Ukraine. respectively. Output by region for 1965-67 

Of the nonassociated gas, about three- and projected output for 1970 appears in 
quarters was provided by four regions: the following table: 
Eastern Ukraine, Stavropol’ Kray, Kras- 9 ~~ 

nodar Kray, and Uzbek S.S.R. Although 6-7. Usgol’ (Coal). Moscow, No. 1, 1967, pp.
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| Billion cubic meters 
Region aa Urn nS SO Sen 

1965 1966 1967 1970 

North Caucasus. _.__----------------------------------------. 38.4 41.5 42.5. 45 
Volga-Urals._........-.-.------------------------- eee, 2.2 23.2 24.0 25 
Siberia (West and East)_..______._-___------- eee Lee (4) 6.0 17 
Ukraine..._----_------------------------- ee -------- «= 9. 4 43.6 48.0 60 
Uzbekistan. _____._-.--------------------------------- eee.) 16.5 22.6 26.5 31 
Turkmenistan._.___._.....-.---------.------------ eee 1.9 1.3 9 10 
Kazakhstan_...__....-.------------------------- eee () (@). (?) 5 

Azerbaydzhan___........------2-_ 22 eee 6.2 6.2 6.3 q 
Others_..-._...---.---------------- ee eee 5.7 6.3 4.4 15 

Total. ______..-.-.------- eee) 129.8 144.7 158.6 215 

1 Insignificant. 

In 1967, there were 297,000 employees Of targeted gas wells, only 78 percent 
in the Soviet gas industry, 5.5 workers were put into operation and only 63 per- 
per exploitation well. Many women were cent of targeted liquefied gas plant ca- 
employed in pipeline construction. pacity was completed. 

The production cost of nonassociated Transportation.—Because the principal 
gas per 1,000 cubic meters ranged from gas-consuming centers are far from the 
0.14 ruble in Stavropol’ Kray to 2.61 — gasfields, the bulk of natural gas output 
rubles in the Komi A.S.S.R. The national must be transported by large pipelines. 
average was 0.45 ruble. The average Over 80 percent of 1967 natural gas 
wholesale price to industry for natural production was carried by trunk pipelines, 
gas increased on July 1, 1967, from 12.3. and only 20 percent wads consumed at 
rubles to 18.8 rubles per 1,000 cubic or near the place of production. The total 
meters, or by 54 percent. The wholesale length of gas trunk pipelines was 52,300 
price ranged from 11 rubles to 24 rubles kilometers at yearend 1967; 4,940 kilom- 
per 1,000 cubic meters depending upon _ eters of gas trunk pipelines were completed 
area. during the year. By yearend 1970, the 

, Reserves——At yearend 1967, according total is to be increased to about 67,500 
to Soviet estimates, natural gas reserves kilometers. The average distance of gas 
in categories A+B-+(Cl1 reached 7,753 transport in trunk gas pipelines was 743 
billion cubic meters. A total of 548 gas, kilometers in 1967, compared with 570 
gas condensate, and oil-gas deposits are kilometers in 1959 and a planned 850 
known, including 14 with reserves above kilometers in 1980. 
100 billion cubic meters, and 32 with Construction of the Central Asia Center 

reserves from 30 to 100 billion cubic gas pipeline No. 1, 1,020 millimeters in 
meters each. Twenty-four percent of ex- diameter and 2,750 kilometers long, was 
plored reserves were in Western Siberia, completed on October 5, 1967. In 1968, 
29 percent in Eastern Siberia, and 16 it is to deliver 16 million cubic meters 
percent -in Central Asia, including’ daily. About 10,000 workers were involved 
Mangyshlak. Thus, 70 percent of explored in construction of this line. The 1,020- 
reserves were in the eastern regions of millimeter, 553-kilometer Ostrogozhsk-Bel- 
the U.S.S.R. There were over 200 proven ousovo line was also completed. 
fields of natural gas (including 133 fields The major pipelines to be completed 
of nonassociated gas) in the Soviet Union; in 1966-70 are the Central Asia Center 
2,683 wells were operational at nonassoci- pipeline, and a pipeline from West Si- 
ated gas deposits at the beginning of beria to the European part of the 
1967, of which 15 to 20 percent were U.S.S.R. Each has a capacity of 22 to 
idle. The average depth of wells at non- 26 billion cubic meters per year. 
associated gas deposits was 1,200 meters. Work was initiated on the construction 
In 1967, 11 gas deposits were put into of a system of transmission gas pipelines 
operation and 26 new deposits were dis- from the North of Tyumen’ Oblast’ to 
covered in northern Tyumen Oblast’, regions of the Center, West, and Urals. 

Komi A.S.S.R., Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, The length of this system will be 7,430 
Kazakhstan, and other regions. kilometers. Of this, the Northern branch
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will account for 5,394 kilometers (Nadym- Consumption.—Reported, planned, and 

Salekhard-Ukhta-Kotlas-Cherepovets-Torz- estimated consumption of natural gas in 

hok-Minsk) including the two pipes to be the U.S.S.R. is presented in table 7. 

built from Cherepovets to Leningrad and About 60 percent of the natural gas 

Gorkiy; The Urals branch will account extracted is utilized for industrial pur- 

for the remaining 2,036 kilometers ,oses. Natural gas became of considerable 

( N adym-Serginy-Komsomol’skiy and Idvel- significannce in ferrous metallurgy, whose 
Nizhnyaya Tura-Sverdlovsk-Chelya-binsk ) share in the total Soviet gas consumption 

including the pipelines to be built from in 1967 rose to 17.8 percent compared 
Nizhnyaya Tura to Perm, Berezneki, with 7.5 percent in 1959. 

and Izhevsk. A drafe plan was being Trade—For some years the U.S.S.R. 
prepared for the Kotlas-Archangel-Sever- has been exporting minor quantities of 
odvinsk gas pipeline. natural gas to Poland by a pipeline from 

Table 8.—U.S.S.R: Natural gas supply and disposal 

(Billion cubic meters) 

Actual Planned 

1959 1965 1966 1967 1970 

Production... .....-.-.------------------------------ 37.3 129.3 144.7 160.0 215.0 
Imports__._._.--._-------~----------- eee eee eee ee eee eee eee eee eee ee ---e 5.0 
Exports.._....------.-.--------------+------- +--+ 0.2 0.4 0.8 1.4 3.0 
Total gas for distribution...._................-.-.-.-. 37.1 128.9 143.9 158.6 217.0 
Consumption: 

Domestic use- -..--.---------------------------- 4.6 14.9 16.0 17.0 22.0 

Industry: ae 

Metallurgy._.......--_.---.----- ~~. ee 2.8 18.4 22.6 28.2 40.0 
Chemical_-____._..-.-.-.-.------------------ 1.0 6.1 6.3 7.6 13.0 
Machine-building and metal-working_._._.___-- 2.9 12.8 15.2 17.6 19.0 
Construction materials._-__...----.---------- 3.7 14.0 14.5 15.0 18.0 

| Other__._._....-.-.---------.-------------- 10.2 23.6 22.0 26.3 36.0 

| Total___.-------------------------------- 20.6 = 74.9 80.6 = 94.7 +~=—:126.0 
Electric power stations_____.-_..-.--------------- 11.0 35.7 41.6 41.0 56.0 
Gas industry use and loses_.._.__...__.------------ 0.9 2.8 4.4 4.3 8.8 
Transport... ..-.....---------------------------- ----- 0.4 0.8 1.0 1.2 
Agriculture. _.-.-...-.--------------------------  ----- 0.2 0.5 0.6 3.0 

the Dashava fields of the Ukraine. In 1967, | Soviets asked the Japanese business leaders 
work was completed on the 820/720- for cooperation in the development of 
millimeter 540-kilometer Friendship gas natural gas in the Siberian area and in 
pipeline from Dashava to Bratislava, the building of a pipeline from the Ty- 
Czechoslovakia. In 1968 the U.S.S.R. is umen’ area to the Pacific. The first stage 
to supply Czechoslovakia with 500 million of talks about the supply of Soviet natural 
cubic meters of gas from deposits in the gas to Sweden ended in Moscow in 1967. 
Ukraine and a minimum 1 billion cubic The possibility of transporting the gas by 
meters per year by 1970. Annual Soviet pipeline or in special ships was considered. 

gas deliveries to Poland are to increase The U.S.S.R. offered natural gas to 

from 0.8 billion cubic meters in 1965 to Austria, Italy, Japan, and other devel- 

about 3 billion cubic meters during oped countries in exchange for steel pipe 

1970-85. and other equipment which will help in 

The Soviet Union recently signed a the development of the Soviet gas industry. 

contract with Finland for construction of Austria will receive some 200 to 500 

a pipeline from Leningrad to Helsinki. million cubic meters of Soviet gas annu- 

Trade agreements with France and Japan ally in 1968-70, through an extension of 

foresee Soviet deliveries of natural gas the newly completed Friendship gas pipe- 

in liquefied form. The Soviets were known line. 
to have offered Japan annual deliveries Afghanistan started natural gas deliv- 

of 2 billion cubic meters from Sakhalin, ries to the Soviet Union in 1967 through 

over a period of 15 years. In 1967, the the recently completed Afghanistan-
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U.S.S.R. pipeline. The pipeline was de- 360 million tons in 1967, compared with 
signed to deliver annually 2 billion cubic a planned goal 380 million tons. As of 
meters. An agreement signed in May 1967 January 1, 1968, the geological reserves 
by the U.S.S.R. and Afghanistan envisages of crude oil in the U.S.S.R. may total 
delivery of 57.7 billion cubic meters of 31,000 million tons,!” including 3,600 
gas to the Soviet Union during 1967-85. million tons measured, 5,400 million tons 

In January 1966, the U.S.S.R. and indicated, and 22,000 million tons in- 
7 Iran signed an agreement to build a gas_ ferred. A 30- to 40-percent recovery of 

pipeline from Iran to the U.S.S.R. The crude oil in place was claimed in 1967. 
Soviet Union will construct the northern There were 390 oil and oil gas deposits 
half of the pipeline, from Kuh Namak to being exploited in 1967. There were about 

- Astara, and also build a 1,020-millimeter, 52,500 wells on January 1, 1967, includ- 
172-kilometer spur from Kuh Namak to ing around 5,000 inactive wells. The av- 
Tehran. This pipeline, which will have a erage depth of development wells in- 
1,220-millimeter diameter (the largest creased from 1,653 meters in 1966 to 
in the U.S.S.R.), must be completed in 1,682 meters in 1967 and that of ex- 
1969 when it is proposed to deliver to the _ ploratory wells from 2,269 to 2,289 meters. 
Soviet republics of Transcaucasus the first The cost of 1 meter of development drill- 
2 billion cubic meters of gas, rising to ing was 60.97 rubles; that of 1 meter of 
10 billion in 1970-72. Iranian gas will exploration drilling was 163.82 rubles. 
flow through the new pipeline into the In 1967, about 80 percent of the total 

. - Soviet pipeline network and reach Mos- footage was drilled by turbodrills. Soviet 
cow. Storage for natural gas is under con- practice showed that rotary drilling at 
struction in Azerbaydzhan. , depths greater than 1,500 meters was 
By 1970, the Soviet Union should be more efficient than turbodrilling. The max- 

importing from Iran and Afghanistan as imum depth of drilling in the U.S.S.R. 
much as 5 billion cubic meters. Informa- was 6,114 meters on November 16, 1967. 
tion in the Soviet press indicates a desire Planned 1967 drilling targets were 6.2 
of planners to import from both countries million meters of development, or 9.4 
some 13 billion cubic meters in 1975 and percent more than that drilled in 1966, : 

. 15 billion in 1980. and 3.5 million meters of exploratory 
drilling, an increase of 6.4 percent. A total 

Petroleum.—The U.S.S.R. was the sec- of 2.936 wells was to be placed in pro- 
ond largest oil-producing country in the  quction in 1967. The 1967 plan for de- 
world. Crude oil output increased 9 per- velopment drilling was fulfilled by 93 
cent over that of 1966 and totaled 288.3 percent and for exploratory drilling by 
million tons. Over one-fourth of the total 96 percent. In 1967, an investment of 
was exported, either as crude or as refinery 1,525 million rubles was planned for pro- 
products. In 1967, the return from these duction facilities and some 1,250 million 
exports was 1,037 million rubles, 79 mil- rubles for oil and gas deposits exploration. 
lion rubles more than in 1966. = = Tn. 1967, 41 oil deposits, 13 gas deposits, 

Oil was produced in a number of widely and five oil and gas deposits were dis- 
separated regions, of which the European covered. 
U.S.S.R. was the most important. Produc- In 1967, petroleum product consump- 
tion from the Asiatic oilfields in Tyumen tion in the U.S.S.R. is estimated to have 
Oblast’ (West Siberia), Mangyshak jisen to 182 million tons (including an 
(Kazakhstan), Central Asia, and Sakhalin estimated 3.5 million tons of synthetic 
Island remained small. The largest in- products and liquefied petroleum gases), 
crease in the production of crude oif or 7 percent above that of 1966. 

occurred in Tataria, Bashkiria, and Kuy- In 1967, refinery throughput increased 
byshev: Oblast’. The Volga-Ural area pro- by 14 million tons (6.6 percent), whereas 
duced more than two-thirds of the 1967 the planned increase was 20 million tons 

tal. There were 2.6 million employees (9.4 percent). Additional capacity was to . — commissioned during the year at the Omsk, in the oil, gas, petrochemical, and chem- Ryazan’, Novoyaroslav!’, Novo-Baku, and 
ical industries in 1967. Polotsk oil refineries. Capital investment 

Crude oil reserves (measured plus in- 
dicated) increased by a total of about 17 Bureau of Mines estimate.
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in a 6-million-ton refinery was 40 to 45 In 1967, over 70 percent of all oil 
million rubles. Refinery consumption and wells in the U.S.S.R. were equipped with 
losses were 13.4 percent of throughput. deep rod pumps, but these produced only 
Total capacity of refineries at yearend 19 percent of total national output. Arti- 
was estimated at 254 million tons. The ficial flooding was used in all oil-produc- 

rota estimated output of nongaseous pro- ing regions; 59 percent of total output 
ucts in 1967 reached 202 million tons. 4, from naturally flowing wells, but 
On January 1, 1967, trunk crude and 7 . 

te . these constituted only 17.3 percent of 
product pipelines totaled 27,867 kilom- h 1 ber of well 
eters, and the average diameter was 560 ‘te total number of wells. ; 
millimeters. The largest pipe made in the Beginning July 1, 1967, a single price 
U.S.S.R. was 1,220 millimeters. Deliveries for crude oil was established for each re- 
by pipeline totaled only 60 to 80 percent finery, regardless of the source and quality 
of rated capacities. | of the crude. 

Table 9.—U.S.S.R.: Salient petroleum statistics 

(Million metric tons) 

Actual Planned and estimated 
Item ca 

1965 1966 1967 1968 1970 1975 1980 

Crude oil: — 
Domestic output. .-.....---.-.-------. 242.9 265.1 288.3 309 350 465. 600 
Imports......---- 2 eee ee eee eee eee eee eee 5 10 
Exports. _..._..--..-----------------. 48.4 50.3 54.1 60 3 100 125 

Crude product conversion: 
Crude oil to refineries_-__.__...--------. 199.5 214.8 234.2 249 277 370: 485 
Refinery capacity....--..-------------- 225.0 238.0 254.0 270 300 400 525 

Refined oil: | 
Output from crude_._.__..._..-....... 173.0 188.0 202.0 216 240 320 420 
Natural gas liquids. ____.......---.-.-- 2.8 3.0. 3.5 4. 5 8 12 
Imports........-.---.---------------- 1.9 1.7 1.4 1 1 (Q) (1) 
Exports..._...-.--.-----------.-.---- 21.0 23.3 24.7 26 30 42 55 

Apparent consumption. --...-.-.----.-- 156.7 169.4 182.2 195 216 286 377 

? Insignificant, | | . 

Oilfields and Crude Oi Production— about 35 million tons, and Azerbaydzhan 
In 1967, the Volga-Ural area contributed 22 to 25 million tons. Central Asia, and 
about 70 percent of national output; this | Western Turkmenia are to increase output 
area will continue to lead until the de- to approximately 29 million tons by 1980. 
veloping oilfields of Siberia, Mangyshlak, Regional production of crude oil in the 
and the Ukraine come into their own.  U.S.S.R. is given in table 10. 
In 1970 crude output in the Volga-Ural § Refining—In 1967, refining capacity 
area is to reach 215 million tons, or more was increased by 6.6 percent compared 
than 60 percent of the national total. with 1966. In both 1966 and 1967 re- 

Soviet calculations indicate that in 1980 finery construction fell below target by 
crude oil output should reach 600 million about 20 percent. 
tons for an average annual increase of In 1967, new installations for catalytic 
22 to 23 million tons during 1971-75, cracking were under construction at the 
and of not less than 27 million tons dur- Ryazan’, Omsk, Kremenchug (Second 
ing 1975-80. Under these project’ons, Stage) and Krasnovodsk petroleum re- 
Volga-Ural is to produce some 240 million _fineries. Construction began of a new oil 
tons, or 40 percent of the entire output refinery near Ashkhabad (Turkmenistan). 
by 1980 and output of Western Siberia It is planned to start construction of the 
and Western Kazakhstan should rise to  Lisichansk refinery in the Lugansk area 
200 to 220 million tons, or 33 percent of of the Donets basin and at Mbozyr in 
the nation’s output. The Ukraine and _ Belorussia. There were plans for the ex- 
Belorussia in 1980 are to produce around pansion of the Angarsk oil refinery. The 
42 million. tons, the Northern Caucasus  U.S.S.R. State Planning Committee (Gos-
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| Table 10.—U.S.S.R.: Crude oil production, by regions 

(Million metric tons) 

Actual Planned 
Region —_————_ 

1965 1966 1967 1968 1970 

Volga-Ural: 
Tatar A.'S.S.R_....----------------------------- 76.5 83.2 89.1 93.3 98.0 
Bashnir A.S.S.R__.-.-.-------------------------- 48.9 46.3 47.8 48.5 49.0 
Kuybyshev Oblast’__-_-___..-...-.----.---....... 33.4 33.7 34.2 34.8 36.0 
Perm Oblast’__._._----------------------------- 9.7 11.5 13.0 14.5 17.0 
Lower Volga_..______--------------_-------- ee ee 6.2 NA NA NA 9.0 
Orenburg Oblast ’.___..-----..-.-.-------------- 2.6 3.4 NA NA 4.0 
Saratov Oblast’_..__.-.-.-----..----~------------- 1.3 NA NA NA | 2.0 

Total.__...___---------- eee.) =—178.6 186.0 196.5 204.0 215.0 
Azerbaydzhan S8.S.R_-.------------------------------ 21.5 21.7 21.6 21.4 22.0 
Turkmen S.S.R......-------------------------- eee 9.6 10.7 11.8 12.8 14.0 
Checheno-Ingush A.A.S.R____-_..-----.--- ee 9.0 11.2 13.6 15.8 17.5 
Ukrainian S.S.R__......----------------------------- 7.6 9.0 10.6 11.6 14.5 
Stavropol’ Kray________-_--__.-- eee eee 4.6 5.1 5.6 NA 6.8 © 
Dagestan______2- eee NA NA 1.4 NA 1.6 
Sakhalin Island_..___._..--.-.....------------------ 2.4 2.6 3.0 NA 3.5 
Komi A.S.S.R__.._._-----.-------------- eee 2.2 NA 3.8 NA 6.0 
Kazakh S.S.R_._-___.------.--.--------------------e 2.0 3.1 5.7 7.5 15.0 
Western Siberia___-.-_----.--------------------.---- 9 2.8 5.8 10.0 25.0 
Belorussian S.S.R_..-.---...-_.-..-------_- eee (4) 2 8 1.7 4.0 
Uzbek S.S.R____...---------------eee ee e- 1.8 NA 1.7 NA 3.0 
Other 2._____._..-.--2--.--- eee 7.7 12.7 6.4 24.2 2.1 

Grand total__..._............----------------. 242.9 265.1 288.3 309.0 350.0 

NA Not available. 
1 Insignificant. 
2 Includes ‘‘Not available’ figures. 

plan) approved the project to build an Consumption of Petroleum Products.— 
oil refinery near Port Nakhodka in the The consumption of petroleum products 
Soviet Far East during 1971-75. in the U.S.S.R. is given in table 11. In 

Petroleum processing plants had serious 1967, the major portion was consumed by 
difficulties in disposing of products, result- industry, with only about 2.5 percent used 
ing in underutilization of capacity at a for domestic heating. The remainder was 
number of plants. Pipeline and other distributed fairly equally between agricul- 
means of transportation lagged sharply ture, transportation, and military uses. 
behind production and _ constituted a  Transportations share of total petroleum 
bottleneck. An additional problem for consumption is expected to grow from 16 
the refineries was quality of the crude percent in 1959 to 23 percent in 1980, 

supplied (in terms of salt and water with road and air transport the most 
18 we 

content). . . significant consumers. 
For many years Soviet technology in | 

dehydration, desalting, and crude stabili- 
y ? S) Table 11.—U.S.S.R.: Petroleum product 

zation has lagged behind that of other . 
consumption 

countries. In 1967, only 69 percent of the 
country’s oil output was pretreated in the (Million metric tons) 
fields, as follows: 44 percent was merely) ©_—-——OOTOTT 
dehydrated, 10 percent was dehydrated Actual Planned and estimated 

1959 —____—____—_—_—_—_—_—_ 
and desalted, and 15 percent was dehy- 1965 1967 1970 
drated, desalted, and stabilized. a 

As a result of inadequate pretreatment, Industry 48.7 72 1 83 4 98 -0 
i eive the Agriculture____._-- 19.4 8 . . water content in crudes received by me Pransport -ll.. 18.3 28.2 BBB 42.0 

refineries reached 0.5 to 2.0 percent, wit Domestic. cjosneas 25 3:9 4.6 5.0 
hi r liter o ilitary an 

1,000 to 3,000 milligrams pe other..........-- 16.0 22.7 27.4 38.0 
salts. Following the processing of oil at Sn 
the refineries, water content dropped to Total__..-.-- 97.1 156.7 182.2 216.0 
0.1 to 0.3 percent and salt content to©© OOOO 

30 to 60 milligrams per liter. The unre- =§==—————— 
coverable losses at refineries were high, 18 Neftepererabotka i neftekhimiya (Petroleum 

eye Processing and Petroleum Chemistry). Moscow 
and waste heat was scarcely utilized. No. 1, 1968, pp. 1-4.
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Transportation.—Trunk pipeline mile- transported to the Omsk and other re- 
age has been increased considerably in  fineries of the country. 
recent years and as of January, 1, 1967, Construction of the branch of the 
totaled 27,867 kilometers, including Friendship crude oil pipeline from Polotsk 
22,690 kilometers of crude oil lines and to Ventspils in Latvia on the Baltic Sea, 
5,177 kilometers of oil product lines. The more than 500 kilometers in length, was 
average diameter of crude oil pipelines completed in December. 
was 582 millimeters and the average During 1967, in the Soviet Far East, 
distance of crude and product pipeline the second 615-kilometer crude oil pipe- 
delivery in 1967 was about 700 kilo- line from Okha-on-Sakhalin to Komsom- 
meters, 500 kilometers for crude and about —ol’sk-on-Amur in Khabarovsk Kray was 
850 kilometers for products. under construction, and more than 300 

Lags in pipeline development have kilometers was laid. Completion of this 
hampered oilfield operation. Because of line was rescheduled for 1970; originally 
such a lag, crude oil production on the it was planned to put the entire line 
Mangyshlak Peninsula has been held back. into operation by 1967. 
Over a period of years, great difficulty in Construction of Friendship crude oil 
loading crude oil has been encountered pipeline No. 2 started in November 1967. 

-in the Ukraine, Turkemenia, Groznyy, This line will parallel the first and wall 

Stavropol’, Tataria, and elsewhere. Only extend over 5,000 kilometers from the 
60 to 80 percent of total! pipeline capacity Tataria to Czechoslovakia. Upon its com- 
was utilized. pletion, the annual capacity of the Friend- 

The  529-millimeter, | 410-kilometer ship pipeline system will double. In Czech- 

Shaim-Tyumen trunk crude oil pipeline oslovakia the laying of the second line 
(the first in Western Siberia), planned to was already nearing completion. 

transport crude oil from the Shaim de- Plans for heated, 2,500-kilometer pipe- 

posit to the region of Tyumen, was com- line to carry waxy crude oil from Mangy- 

pleted in September at a cost of 50 million shlak Peninsula to refineries in the Volga 

rubles. Almost 45,000 tons of pipe were area and the Ukraine (Gur'ev, Orsk, Vol- 

used in construction of the line, which gograd, Kuybyshev, Kremenchug, and 

began mm 1964. The second crude oil Lisichansk) were completed. Construction 
pipeline in Western Siberia, the 1,020- . 

fa . . of the first section, between Uzen and 
millimeter, 964-kilometer line from Ust- , : > 

Balyk to Omsk was put into operation Gur’ev, is scheduled for 1969. — 

October 30, 1967, but will not be fully Planned development of crude petro- 

operational until 1968. Crude oil from leum and product pipelines during 1966- 

deposits in Tyumen Oblast? may now be 70, according to Soviet data, is as follows: 

a 
1965 1970 

Item (actual) (plan) 

ec 

Length of pipelines at end of year___...-.------------+--------------kilometers.. 27,217 39,818 

Crude pipelines. __._..-------------.--+--------- -- 2-2-2 = 0 - -- 22,217 31,615 

Product pipelines...-.-------------------+------ 2-2-0 - -- 5,000 8,203 

Movement by pipelines___......-.-.------------------------------million tons __ 225.9 346.3 

Average length of haul_.........-----------------------------------kilometers - - 650 815 

Share of pipelines in movement of oil freight- --.-------------- _.--------percent._ 45.3 47.7 

Share of pipelines in ton-kilometers of oil movement_._-_-------------------d0-..- 30.6 40.4 
es 

Source: Transport i khranenie nefti i nefteproductov (Transport and Storage of Crude Oil and Petroleum 

Products). Moscow, No. 11, 1967, pp. 6-8. 

Trade—Soviet exports of crude oil European countries dropped _ sharply. 

and petroleum products totaled 78.8 mil- Sakhalin oil accounted for about one- 

lion tons in 1967, a 7 percent increase third of Soviet oil exports to Japan. 

over 1966. Of the 1967 total, 69 percent In 1967, Soviet oil was pumped to 

was crude oil, and 31 percent was prod- Poland, East Germany, Czechoslovakia, 

ucts. Italy received over 30 percent more and Hungary through the Friendship 

Soviet oil than in 1966, however, exports pipeline. Deliveries to other countries 

to Japan, India, and some other non- were by tanker and by rail.
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The 1970 export picture is reasonably ther significant growth by 1980, perhaps 
clear. According to signed trade agree- attaining /125 million tons per year. In 
ments between the U.S.S.R. and other 1980, the Soviet Union will probably be 
East European Communist countries, ex- importing some 10 million tons of crude 
pected levels in 1970 and 5-year totals from other countries. 
for each country are: Although Soviet oil exports are increas- 

ing, the country’s share of international 
| oil trade during 1968-80 is expected to be 

1966-70 1970 a constant 4 to 5 percent. 
Country —_——__—_——_—— Crude The Soviets expressed readiness to sup- 

| Crude Products ply an annual average of 10 to 15 million 
tons of petroleum to Japan as collateral 

Czechoslovakian 7-7. 40.0...” =~ 81g. Over. -20 ‘years if Japan would furnish 
Germany, East._._._.. 86.0 _____. 9.0 necessary pipeline facilities to the Soviet | 
Hungary-------------~ 30:0 "27g 3-2 Union. A definite 1971-74 target date was 
Yugoslavia.__.......... 4.8 3.0 1.0 set for building the 6,500-kilometer trans- 

Total__......... 188.5 16.3 36.9 Siberian pipeline aimed at crude oil export 
to Japan, while a Baltic line to the Latvian 

Based on the latest Soviet forecasts, crude port of Ventspils, which was completed 
oil exports from the U.S.S.R. will show fur- in 1967, will supply oil for Europe.



The Mi tr e Mineral Industry 

t it of the United Arab Republic 

By Walter C. Woodmansee * | 

During 1967 the most significant mineral $35 million railroad from the Baharia 
industry developments in the United Arab Oasis iron ore mine to Helwan. Later 
Republic were in the petroleum sector. in the year, additional funds totaling $21 
El Morgan oilfield in the Gulf of Suez million were set aside for the Helwan 
went into production. Another major dis- _ project.® 
covery, El Alamein in the Western Desert, Development projects were planned or 
was under development, and several other underway in the Aswan region, where 
notable oil and gas discoveries were re- abundant low-cost electric power was avail- 
ported. A pronounced increase in crude able from the Aswan High Dam. The 
oil output is anticipated. — Ministry of Industry sought private invest- 

' The Arab-Israeli conflict in June caused ment in iron and steel, ferroalloys, alum- 
a decline in economic activity in the inum, and fertilizers. Poland agreed to 
U.A.R., including that of its mineral indus- investigate possibilities for an aluminum 

try, during the remainder of 1967. Reliable industry. France had provided a $30 mil- 
statistical indicators were not available lion, long-term loan for iron and steel 
but several industrial sectors operated at and fertilizer development. A United Na- 
only partial capacity. The mineral industry tions project included a $3.6 million, 4- 
was affected by shortages of trained per- to 5-year photogeological survey and min- 
sonnel and equipment, and development eral exploration of a 95,000-square-kilom- 
plans were delayed or reduced. Rather eter tract in the Aswan region in conjunc- 
than a second 5-year plan, the Ministry tion with the U.A.R. Geological Survey.* 

of Planning announced, in February, a Another United Nations project involved 

3-year achievement plan, effective with a mining and petroleum institute to be 
the new fiscal year starting July 1, under established at Suez within 4% years at 
which emphasis was to be placed on 4 cost of $2.5 million. 
projects underway and maximum utiliza- Data on the role of the mineral indus- 
tion of existing capacities rather than try in the total economy are not available 
new development programs. About $810 for 1967, but in 1966 it contributed about 
million? per year was originally appro- 10 percent of the gross national product, 
priated for total investment spending under which was estimated at $5 billion. Accord- 
the plan, but in July this appropriation ing to the Central Bureau for General 
was reduced to $570 million, including Mobilization and Statistics, industrial pro- 
$110 million for industry, of which about duction totaled nearly $2.8 billion in 1966. 
$50 million was for the petroleum sector. including the following sectors directly or 
The U.S.S.R. advanced credits totaling indirectly related to the mineral industry: 
about $287 million for development proj- © ———__ 

ects, including $36 million for petroleum 1 Physical scientist, Division of International 
exploration and equipment. Activities. ; h hee 

In addition to petroleum, the fertilizer verted “from Egyptian pounds (£E) to US. 
and iron and steel sectors also were given dollars at the rate of £E1—US$2.30. 

priority in development planning. Expan- ay'B6,2egnomist Intelligence Unit. Quarterly 
sion at the Helwan steelworks, however, 4, December 1967, p. 11. | 

was delayed because of the need for a_ . gy orld Mining. V. 2, No. 13, December 1966, 

809
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Chemicals $347.3 million, petroleum of output in 1966 was about $27 million. 
$236.9 million, building materials $80.5 Major products were phosphate rock $4.6 
million, and metallurgical $27.6 million. million, marble $3.5 million, salt $3.2 

In the mineral-extractive sector, includ- million, limestone $3 million, iron ore 
ing both mining and quarrying, value $2.5 million, and gypsum $2 million. 

PRODUCTION 
Except for cement, mineral and metal in 1 966, cement, fertilizers, gypsum, lime- 

production statistics are not available for stone, phosphate rock, salt, and sulfur 
1967. The degree of disruption of mining, showed notable increases in output over 
metallurgical, and petroleum activities 1965. Crude and refined petroleum output 
caused by the June war and its aftermath remained fairly static in 1966, but new 
was not indicated. oil and gas, iron and steel, and fertilizer 

Estimates are made for a few commodi- developments indicated future growth in 
ties. | these sectors. 

Among the major commodities produced 

Table 1.—United Arab Republic: Production of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. 
Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: 
Aluminum, semimanufactures____._.._.._.____ 2,106 3,831 5,155 6,220 NA Copper, unwrought and semimanufactures_____ 6,513 8,019 7,057 6,941 NA . Iron and steel: 

Iron ore____--.._._______thousand tons__ r 489 447 t 507 r 440 e 500 Pig iron__--.--.-_-22 2 _-do____ 205 192 r 190 215 e 215 Ingots___-____. 22 _do__ 197 r 176 179 195 e 200 Semimanufactures______._________do____ « 350 375 340 378 NA Iron oxide, mainly for pigment___________ 482 325 370 1,030 NA Lead: 
Content of oree_________-___ 500) ____-_eee LLL 15 NA Unwrought and semimanufactures________ 3,653 3,634 3,577 4,205 NA 

SSS 
rn 

Manganese ore: 
Over 35 percent Mn______thousand tons__ 6 43 24 24 NA Under 35 percent Mn____________.do____ 42 285 158 162 NA 

Total_____.__._-_- et dol__. 48 328 182 186 NA Titanium ore and concentrate, mainly ilmenite. 541 21 _______. r 2,308 NA Zirconium concentrate___..________.________. 40 41 _____l_e 389 NA Metallic ore and concentrate, n.e.s___._______. 1,855 _._-oeeee Lee. NA Nonmetals: 
Asbestos______.22 228. 174 1,578 2,926 1,866 NA Barite___-_.- 2220. 4,123 4,551 15,353 6,799 NA Cement, portland and other___thousand tons__ 2,509 2,521 2,422 2,556 2,736 Clay and clay products: 

Fire clay for ceramic use 
thousand cubic meters__ 464 436 447 495 NA Kaolinite__.___._-._-__-2 288 r21,009 62,796 47,775 49,987 NA Refractory clay________________.______. 3,281 139,989 172,915 163,604 NA Brick, tile, pipe, etce., for construction 

use ¢__________________thousand tons_. 2,900 3,200 3,500 3,500 NA Brick, refractory__.._.____________do____ 63 ¢ 70 73 71 NA Feldspar_______________________._._._.... -----e 4,728 e 4,000 3,499 NA Fertilizer materials: 
Crude: 

Nitrogenous (sodium nitrate)________ 4,000 4,652 4,218 ________ NA Phosphate rock______thousand tons_. 612 613 594 661 e 610 Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous________________.do___. 620 783 714 750 NA Phosphatic, including Thomas slag 

thousand tons__ 189 244 287 308 NA Gypsum, crude____._________________.do___.. 454 337 t 229 459 e 250 Limestone_____._____thousand cubic meters_. 3,185 2,692 3,051 3,376 NA Mica and vermiculite______..______________. r 60 416 580 __ Le NA Pumice__._________.__________eubie meters __ 8,722 21,572 25,657 ________ NA Quarry stone, mainly for construction uses: 
Basalt___.___.___thousand cubie meters__ 187 411 * 662 380 NA Granite. __________.__.__________do____ 229 241 313 24 NA 
Sand and gravel, including glass sand 

thousand cubic meters__ 3,078 3,584 r 3,839 3,412 NA Sandstone_______________________do___. 155 157 221) _______. NA Other______.______.__________.__do____ 284 289 307 55 NA 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—United Arab Republic: Production of mineral commodities-——Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals—Continued 
- Salt._._-_._..__.-...-_-_._--thousand tons__ 392 675 494 627 e 630 

Sodium compounds, n.e.s.: Caustic soda____.-. 17,556 16,298 18, 861 19,310 NA 
Sulfur ?______-__-__..----_.-- -_----------- 07 7,151 2,466 73,851 11,674 NA 
Sulfuric acid_____..._-...-.-. thousand tons-_- 113 170 194 213 NA 
Tale__.-._-_.__--___---_-------.------------ "4,790 16,821 39,628 29,638 NA 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal___.--._._-__-.------_--thousand tons._  __..-_  -_------ T 67 er 60 NA 
Coke, oven and beehive__-___--.--.---do--_-- e 35 e 35 r 257 274 e 275 
Coke, low temperature and gashouse ¢-_ -do-_-_-_- 35 35 40 50 NA 
Petroleum: 

Crude__._._._.thousand 42-gallon barrels-_ 38,759 43,915 45,556 44,070 ¢342,000 

Refinery products: * EEE 
Gasoline____._.___....__-.--do._._ . 6,069 6,435 7,302 7,217 NA 
Kerosine and jet fuel__._......do__-- 6,557 7,719 6 , 882 7,339 NA 
Distillate fuel oil. ...__.....--do____ 7,743 8,945 9,221 10,839 NA 
Residual fuel oil__......_....--do__.. 22,591 28 , 225 31,175 27,945 NA 
Liquefied petroleum gas.__..--do-_-_-- 456 597 690 842 NA 
Asphalt and bitumen_______-.do___- 897 915 812 812 NA 
Petroleum coke___..__..-.---do---_ ------  -------- 369 1,155 NA 

Total_____.._._-..-...----do_.-_ 44,313 52 , 836 56,451 56,149 NA 

e Estimate. r Revised. NA. Not available. 
1 Apparently includes smal] quantities of diatomite. 
2 Derived from petroleum, except for 1963, when 4,750 tons was mined. 
3 Excludes production by Israel from United Arab Republic oilfields. 

TRADE | 

Metal and mineral trade during 1966 

was characterized by exports of cement, million de tlars) co ee eg! 
- phosphate rock, and petroleum and by ——_—-—_———_———— share of 

imports of crude oil, iron and steel, nitro- con ineral Total (percent) | 
genous fertilizers, and nonferrous metals. 
According to the Central Agency for Mo- Exports: 

oye . eo oe e . . UXpo : : 
bilization and Statistics, principal mineral P 196 5 50 605 8.3 

exports and their values were as follows: Imp 1966 one 48 605 7.9 
mports: 

Value of principal trade commodities 138° Te ree 1, oF » 3 
Trade bal : 

(Million dollars) 1965... 186 329 Xx 
a 66____- — 147 — ».¢ 

1965 1966 1966 1 466 x 
Commodity — eR OO me 

EXPORTS XX Not applicable. 
Petroleum refinery products: 1 Includes only those commodities listed in tables 

Fuel oil.___._-.-_-._-_------- $24.1 $21.1 2 and 3 of this chapter. 
Crude oil__.__._---_------- 15.3 14.0 

Cement______..--.------------- 4.5 5.2 

Phosphate rock..--------------- 3-5 3.7 | Only meager data were available on 
IMPORTS countries with which the U.A.R. traded 

Iron and steel (mainly semimanu- in mineral commodities during 1966, parti- 

cgi ngtutes) ~-------~----22o 700 ee BB cularly regarding imports. Major sources 
Fertilizers (mainly nitrogenous) __. 28.8 27.0 of crude oil (in thousand barrels) were 
Pet ucts . . 
“(mainly lubricants) . OS gg 155 Saudi Arabia 14,771, U.S.S.R. 7,059, and 

Coal... 2. -------------------- 7:2 71 Kuwait 4,280.
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Table 2.—United Arab Republic: Exports of major mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ON 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

a TO OO 
Metals: 

Iron and steel, semimanufactures___.____ 3,076 226 NA. 
Manganese ore_______._thousand tons__ 163 122 Italy 50; Japan 31; United Kingdom 17. 

Nonmetals: 
Cement____.__-___._-______.-.do____ 310 375 Saudi Arabia 159; Jordan 67; Yemen 32. 

Clay, kaolin..._-..__-_._-___._.._.-_ 8,846 NA NA. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: Phosphate thousand tons__ 374 371 Poland 90; India 71; Czechoslovakia 57. 
rock, 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous_.______________. 7,000 68,294 NA. 
Phosphatic___-...__......--. 24,811 388,067 Yugoslavia 12,698; Czechoslovakia 12,000; 

Italy 8,535. 
Gypsum, calcined ______thousand tons__ 38 538 Japan 27; Singapore 11. 
Salt__. 22-2 edo ___ 230 274 Japan 212; United States 35. 
Stone, crushed, for construction use___.__ 7,847 NA NA. 
Tale and steatite._.__________________. 1,185 1,255 East Germany 778; United Kingdom 300. 

Mineral fuels: 
Petroleum: 

Crude__thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 11,079 10,629 NA. 

Refinery products: * _— a 
Gasoline___.-..._......do_.__. 8,724 5,085 NA. 
'Kerosine.__________.__do____ 138 350 NA. 
Distillate fuel oil.......do.... 12,315 7,229 NA. 
Residual fuel oil___...-_.do____ 736 771 NA. 
Liquefied petroleum gas_do___- 4 9 NA. 
Asphalt and bitumen_~._do___- 50 87 NA. 

Total______._.-..._-_do____ 16,967 18,531 
eee 

t Revised. NA. Not available.
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Table 3.—United Arab Republic: Imports of major mineral commodities ! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
$e 

. Commodity 1965 1966 
ee 

Metals: 
Aluminum, all forms ?_____-.2 22 -e eee. 5, 562 8,590 
Copper, all forms ?__._... 222 eee eee eee 3, 402 4,399 

- Tron and steel: 
Scrap.._.._------------------- eee eee --- = 830, 245 141,703 
Pig iron and ferroalloys.__..-_-..-...--.--------_-_-_----_-_-_--------. 188,649 75,060 
Semimanufactures.___-___-_---._--_-_-.-.-----.-------_------------ 269,439 335,326 

Lead, all forms ?___-___.____-- 22-2 eee eee 4,621 4,575 
Manganese__.._..._.-_.____-- eee 245 NA 
Mercury_-.__--.-----.-----.-------------------._--.---.76-pound flasks__ 377 NA 
Precious metals: 

Gold____._.----------.------------ ee ----.--_-_-_--troy ounces-_ 649 NA 
Platinum —_...--.-.-_-.---.-2- eee do. 5,223 NA 
Silver.___.-.--.--------------.----_--_.-.__.-thousand troy ounces-_ 804 # 830 

Tin, al] forms ?____._.-.---.---.---.-.-.---.---.---_-.-.---_-_-_long tons__ 509 491 
Zine, all forms ?_______.---_---.-.-.-------------_ ++ eee eee 1,527 3,526 
Ores, metallic, n.e.s_______-_---__---_----------------------- ee --------- = 15, 856 8 
Oxides, metallic, mainly for paint___._.--._....-_-.--..------.----_-----.-. ° 3,800 NA 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasive materials_._...-.....-_.--_ 2-2 eee 406 NA 
Asbestos._..-...--.-..------- ee eee eee eee 4,606 6,317 
Barite______.-_.--.----2- eee eee ee 800 NA 
Carbon and carbon black. ____.._.-__.__-__--- eee 2,218 NA 

- Cement-___---..------- 2-2 ee __-_______thousand tons_. 289 180 
Clay, mainly kaolin__._..--.-_..._.- 2.22.2 ee eee --___--- =: 10,118 7,915 
Diatomite__..__-.--..-.-_------- 2 eee ee 2,207 1,403 
Dolomite and magnesite____._..._...___.__-_.._-_-______-___-____ eee 3,314 2,707 
Feldspar_-__....--.-.- 222 -eeeeeee 505 NA 
Fertilizer materials: 

Nitrogenous___._..._-._-_.....-.__.__..-.-...-__.___-_thousand tons__ F 556 517 
Phosphatiec____._..----_---- 2-2 eee _ do. 48 59 

Graphite_____..__-._-----.---- eee eee 5,951 NA 
Pigments, mineral_-_________-_.__--__-_._._.__-_._------- eee ee eee 845 NA 
Refractory materials, brick___._.___________-____________._______ LLL 3,782 10,719 . 
Soda, caustic. ___.--_--.--.-------.- +--+ eee. --- 40,412 25, 944 
Stone for construction use: . 
'Marble___._-..--_ eee eee eee 311 
Dimension stone, n.e.s____.-_.-.--.-..--..----thousand square meters -- 104 NA 
Crushed _____..-...- 22 eee ene ee 594 NA 

Sulfur: 
Pyrite._._...-.__-._- eee 45,464 93,348 
Elemental_.___.-.-..-.-----_--__-_._---- eee ____---. 88,027 89,693 

Tale__._.- eee eee 175 NA 
Wax, mineral______-_______2_ eee 2,189 NA 
Compounds, nonmetallic, n.e.s._.____.__....-.-_-.-------_----_-----.---. 20,693 NA 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal_____---------.-------------------------------------thousand tons__ 409 292 
Coke__..-..-.--------- eee eee d0_ 33 5 
Petroleum: 

Crude. __.-_..-.-._____...-__.____.______.thousand 42-gallon barrels.. 29,417 28,604 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline..._-._____._..-_-- 22 eee eee eee do. 96 143 
Kerosine__..__-_______--_-_-_-2_-------__-_-__---_---_---- do... 278 1,099 
Distillate fuel oil.....________.__.- 222 eee -do___- 107 18 
Residual fuel oil._______.__...-.-_---_--_-_ 2 -__-________-do_.-- 9 2 
Lubricants._____..____-__--- 2 ee eeeeee------ddo__ 320 602 
Other, mainly wax________...._-__-__-.-__-_-__--____-_--..do.__- 29 20 

Total_._______--_- eee eee doi. 839 1,884 

¢ Estimate. ¥ Revised. NA. Not available. 
1 Data on source countries in 1966 are not available for most commodities. 
2 Scrap, unwrought, and semimanufactures, including alloys. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS signed. Suez was considered the probable 
. . location for a proposed reduction plant, 

paminum. Partner oe eeedine nS rather than Aswan, which had been orig- 
Poland was announced regarding estab- inajly planned. Poland would provide 
lishment of an aluminum industry. Early equipment and engineering services at an 

in the year, a new protocol to a 1964 estimated cost of $18 million. Total cost 

economic-technical cooperation plan was for the plant, the largest in the Middle
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East, would be $35 million. Annual this was later reduced to 2.5 million tons. — 
planned ingot capacity is 40,000 tons, Rail construction from the mine _ to 
largely for export. Poland would receive Helwan, delayed by financial problems, is 
ingot in payment for credits advanced. planned for completion in 1969. The 
Alumina would be imported from India  U.S.S.R. continued to provide assistance in 
initially for the proposed plant. mine development. 

A feasibility study for a possible alumina The Helwan steelworks operated sub- 
plant based on the use of low-grade stantially below its annual capacity of 
nepheline clay deposits continued in the 315,000 tons of ingot. Facilities included 
Aswan area. two Martin furnaces, two 15-ton Thomas 

On July 23, 1966, a rolling mill, pro- converters. two 12-ton electric arc furnaces 
ducing aluminum sheet, was officially in- a sinter plant, and a rolling mill. Ex- 
augurated at Helwan. pansion, with U.S.S.R. assistance, was un- 

derway on hot and cold sheet-rolling, tin- 
Iron and Steel.—Insofar as known, op- ning and galvanizing facilities, and a 

erations and development plans showed plate mill. Annual capacity for rolled steel 
little progress during 1967. Expansion in yas scheduled for expansion to 750,000 
the industry was given high priority in tons in three stages. Redesigned ingot 
planning before the June war, and a capacity is 1.5 million tons. Long-range 
special committee wes formed to super- planning included four blast furnaces, sin- 
vise the expansion program. In 1966, $430 tering capacity of 3.5 million. tons, three 
million had been budgeted for enlargement —go-ton oxygen converters, and two con- 

of steel production facilities and $200 tinuous casting units. The war in June 
million for other integrated facilities, such necessitated revisions in planning, but the 
as coking, mining, and transportation. Helwan steelworks continued as a high- 

In January 1967 the Government an- priority project. | 
nounced the full nationalization of the 
Helwan steel plant of Egyption Iron and Manganese.—Before the June war and 
Steel Co. Arrangements were made to the Israeli occupation of the Sinai Penin- 
purchase the shares of the private stock- sula, the U.A.R. planned to develop the 
holders, including a 20-percent share held large low-grade manganese deposit (35 
by Demag A.G., West Germany, and 29 percent iron, 21 percent manganese) at 

percent shares held by other European Um Bogma on the Peninsula. The ore 
suppliers, Egyptian insurance companies, was to be hauled by cableway to the 
and private individuals. coastal area and then by rail to a fer- 

In February 1967 the General Organiza- romanganese smelter under construction 
tion for Iron and Steel was established at Abu Zuniema. 
under the Ministry of Industry to provide oo . 
unified management of' integrated opera. Titanium.—Beach sand _ deposits _ of 
tions from mining to production of finished Egyp tian Black Sands Co. at Rosetta were 
steel. The agency was given particular considered commercial. Proved Teserves 

responsibility for the Helwan operation. were 4.6 million tons of commercial min- 
The Aswan mine continued as the sole eral in the sands; probable reserves were 

supplier of iron ore to the Helwan steel. 70 million tons.” The black sand is com- 
works. Ore was selectively mined and up- Posed of 50 percent ilmenite, 20 percent 
graded to about 50 percent iron, but ™agnetite, 7 percent zircon, 5 percent 

was high in silica and phosphorus. Under- 84"net, 1.9 percent rutile, and 0.2 per- 
ground mining started at Aswan in 1966. C&D! monazite. © 
Ore was hauled by barge and 50-ton 
railcars about 950 kilometers to Helwan. NONMETALS 

Development work was delayed at the Cement.—Production of four cement 
Baharia Oasis deposit in the Western Des- _ plants exceeded requ’rements of numerous 
ert, 320 kilometers southwest of Cairo; housing and industrial projects. Exports 
proved reserves here reportedly totaled in 1966 of 375,354 tons included 352,974 
200 million tons of ore of a higher grade tons of portland cement; the remainder 
than that at Aswan. Before the June 

war, an annual mining rate of 4 million 5 United Nations Economie and Social 

tons, to supply Helwan’s anticipated ex ovncll Respomie, Commision for Altice 
panded requirements was planned, but Ababa, Ethiopia, February 1968, p. 2,
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was special cements. Plans call for ex- capacity 760,000 tons per year, 46 percent 
pansion of annual portland capacity from nitrogen, was planned at either Alexandria 

- 2.4 million tons to 4 million tons by or Suez, using steam pressure conversion 
1970. of naphtha from petroleum refining. Am- 

7 monium nitrate and calcium nitrate lines 
Fertilizer Materials.—Production of fer- were probably completed at Aswan. 

tilizers was given high priority in govern- Phosphatic.—Production of phosphate 
ment planning for the chemical industry. jock recovered from the 1965 slump and 
Expansion was underway in several sectors, yeached a new high in 1966. Output 

but demand grew at a faster rate, particu- of manufactured phosphatic fertilizers in- 
larly for nitrogenous types, and substantial = ¢Juded 276,921 tons of superphosphate 
quantities were imported. Increased de- (959617 tons in 1965); the remainder 

mand was expected for use in reclaimed was largely Thomas slag from the Helwan 
land irrigated by water from the Aswan  gteelworks. - 
Dam. Fertilizers were distributed through Projects for expansion in mining and 

.companies affiliated with the Egyptian concentration of phosphate rock, mainly 
General Agricultural Cooperative Organi- for export, included planned annual capac- 
zation, an agency of the Ministry of Agri- ity of 600,000 tons at Hamrawein, 600,000 
culture. | tons at Safaga, 800,000 tons at Kosseir, 

The industry experienced difficulties due and 1 million tons (nearly double the 
to shortages of raw material, spare parts existing rate) in the Nile valley. At Safaga 
for machinery and equipment, and ex- where phosphate rock is crushed and 
perienced technical personnel, and to ir-  gcreened to produce a grade of 63 to 

regular supply of refinery gases. 65 percent bone phosphate of lime (B.P.L.) 

Nitrogenous——Major import sources at a rate of 15,000 tons per month, _ 
were Italy, $12.5 million, United States, further upgrading to 76 percent B.P.L. 
$5.95 million, and East Germany, $2.9 by calcining and washing was planned. | 

million. The U.A.R. was virtually self-sufficient 
Output by type in 1965 and 1966, in phosphatic fertilizers in 1966, and im- 

the latest years for which such data were ports were curtailed. Superphosphate ex- 

available, was as follows: pansion was essentially completed at Abu 

Zaabal. Little progress was made toward 
- Thousand the proposed 200,000-ton superphosphate | 

Commodity and plant _ metric tons plant at Assiut. A 235,000-ton superphos- 
1965 1966 phate plant was proposed for location 

at either Aswan or Sebaiya, exploiting 

Ammonium and calcium nitrates, 26 the Sebaiya phosphate rock deposit, with 
percent N, Aswan_._.-.----..--. 877 392 power supplied from the Aswan High 

Calcium nitrate, 15.5 percent N, Dam. 
uez_____-------_--_-.--_..... 278 261 

Ammonium sulfate, 20.6 percent N, Increases in output of sulfuric and nitric 

Suez t------------------------- 60 98 acids were anticipated in connection with 
Total_._-.---.-.------.-.-. 715 9 751 the fertilizers industry. A new sulfuric 

TT .8989 RAW acid unit was completed at the Kafr 
1 Operated at only partial capacity. El Zayat superphosphate plant. Govern- 

_ ment planners considered the feasibili 
At the Suez plant of Nasr Fertilizers of 250,000-ton sulfuric acid plant x 

and Chemicals Co., construction on am- Suez, using local gypsum deposits; another 
monium nitrate and calcium nitrate lines ot Assiut; and renovation of the existing 

was delayed. Planned annual capacity was installation at Abu Zaabal. These projects 
360,000 tons, 20.5 percent nitrogen. Near- ould augment sulfuric acid output to 

by limestone deposits and gases from a new nearly 600,000 tons annually. Expansion of 
petroteum coking plant were to be utilized nitric acid output included plans for en- 

w Materials. largement of existing facilities of the 
At the Helwan plant of Nasr Coke Aswan and Suez nitrogenous fertilizer 

and Basic Chemicals Co., construction con- plants and a new facility at Helwan. 
tinued on an ammonium nitrate line, hav- 
ing a capacity of 200,000 tons per year, Gypsum.—Plans were made for expan- 
of 20.5 percent nitrogen. Coke oven gases sion at the Ballah plant by addition of 
were to be used as fuel. A urea plant, a new furnace. Increased capacity would
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be 20,000 tons per year for construction Production decreased slightly in 1966, ? : . . 

use and 140,000 tons per year for agricul- mainly because yields were reduced at 
tural use. several small fields. Output in 1967 was 

. probably at a rate similar to that of 
MINERAL FUELS 1966, with yields from new wells com- 

| . pensating for losses resulting from the seen CE Men eT ANNs; Wat Speci data on fet ofthe confit 1 Se : . on U.A.R. crude output were not avail- 
P cnunsuia we aes aan ew, the able; but continued development of large 
ween Pil 4 ve sraen Shed “he vn ae new fields indicates greatly expanded out- area. Pilot-stage mining gu t after 1967. - 
a training measure, and small tonnages P Production, by field in 1966 was as _ 
of coal were produced for local consump- follows: 

on. | | | 
The coal reportedly lies in two seams j 

dipping 15 degrees and has more than Oilfield Thousand barrels 
SO percent volatiles. It was graded as Belayim (land) 15.995 
weakly coking coal. Tests were underway Belayim (marine)____________ 13,808 
to determine its possible use in a mixture Ras Bakr=~----------------- 5,817 
with imported coking coal. According to Rudeis_.________........... * "939 7 
U.A.R. authorities coal reserves at E] Mag- pia. - -------------------- 858 
hara were estimated at 40 million tons Sudr_............00 733 
proved and 11 million tons probable. A gal aon enocc renee ene eee 619 
41-kilometer hard surface road was built Ras Amr_._..__......02 07277 328 

_ from Ismailia to the mine. Other__- ~~ ~~~ 2-22-22 550 
Total coking capacity was 340,000 tons Total................ 44,070 

with new facilities at Suez and Helwan. 

A accond aaery was planned for aveiwan, Crude production started in April at 
wien would double existing capacity. El Morgan, the country’s largest oilfield, 

Petroleum.—Continued success in oil about 240 kilometers from Suez in the 

and gas exploration, progress in field de- Gh gay 95° and develooment. pronaled 
vege and significant agre ent, private normally throughout the year. At yearend, 

foreign companies, and foreign govern- hae wells Prouced Be the en . of foe 
ments characterized the petroleum sector a rate ° f 150-000 - barcels per day is 
growth were highlithe inane meaner anticipated. Full development, probably in 

economy, as the petroleum sector became 1970, may reach 300,000 barrels per day 
more im ortant ‘as an earner of badl from at least 36 wells.’ Six plat ora needed fon eign exchange. The U.A R took have been erected for directional drilling. 

. ° “ou” Total investment was estimated at $60 active steps to encourage and promote “1 ° 
this expansion. The Government planned oper wom 990.5 willon Te none 
joint partnerships between foreign com- share was finance d by a $7 million ad- 
panies and Egyptian General Petroleum vance from Pan Ameri can U.AR. Oil 
Corp , ves PC), the national oil company, Co., equal partner with EGPC and ‘loans in exploring open areas. Following impor- from the U.S. Bankers Trust Co ($7 
tant cee nie ewariess oem eon milion’ and Chase Manhattan Bank ($6.5 

. ~ million). panies, submitted offers for open acreage . 
in the Western Desert, Nile Valley, and een Ayneric an and EGPC formed Gulf Red Sea areas. of Suez Petroleum Co. (GUPCO) in 1966 

Crude Oil.—Estimated crude oil reserves 7° 2" Operating company. Under their totaled 945 million barrels in 1966, and pS, ncn” cach Party oe equal shares, 
1 to 2 billion barrels in 1967, compared share of output to a U AR authority ; 
with reserves of 345 million barrels in 1960. therefore, the U.A.R actualh has a 60 
Unofficial reserves in the newly productive _ a Y 
El Morgan field in the Gulf of Suez 3 Tout and , Gas Journal. V. 65, No. 19, May 
were | to 1.5 billion barrels.® ’? Work cited in footnote 6,
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percent share. Pan American has the right two 24-inch lines from the storage tanks, 
to export one-half of its share of crude, 5.5 kilometers to a mooring buoy at sea, 
but EGPC may purchase the remaining capable of handling 100,000-dwt vessels. 
half of Pan American’s share, if needed. Phillips planned initial output of 30,000 
An export price of $1.35 per barrel was barrels per day, which would probably 
agreed upon,® and initially, EGPC will be doubled later. Development drilling 
deliver its share to Pan American at was underway at yearend. The concession 
this price. | area comprised 96,000 square kilometers, 

- The discovery well at El Morgan struck including territorial waters to 30 kilometers 
oil at 5,700 feet in the Miocene Kareem offshore. 
Formation. There are two producing zones The discovery well was the second 
and total pay sand is 700 feet thick. drilled by Phillips in the Western Desert; 
The oil is of good quality, paraffinic, the first was abandoned dry at Alam el 
low sulfur, and 30.5 to 32° API gravity. Bueib at a depth of 15,500 feet. A third 

Construction of terminal facilities was well, 16 kilometers from El Alamein 1—X, 
started at Ras Shukheir in late 1965. was dry at 10,500 feet. The company’s 
Installations include two 18-inch pipelines fourth well, Qattara Rim No. 1, 48 kilom- 
from the field to shore, four 268,000- eters southwest of El Alamein 1—X, struck 
barrel storage tanks (to be increased to oil at 5,200 feet in the Nubian sandstone. 
eight), a 70,000-barrel-per-day separator However, there was virtually no gas lift: 
(to be doubled in the near future), and the well was considered noncommercial ™ 

a 36-inch line from storage to two tanker and was abandoned at about 13,000 

loading berths capable of loading 40,000 feet in October. 
barrels per hour in 100,000 deadweight- Western Desert Petroleum Co. (WEP- 
ton (dwt) tankers. — CO), the operating company, was formed 

Pan American announced discoveries in in equal shares by Phillips and EGPC. 
other parts of the Gulf of Suez and Initial development costs were estimated 
also was drilling its concession in the at $12 million, with EGPC providing its 
Western Desert. | share in local currency. Fourteen wells 

The second major oil strike in recent were planned with EGPC getting 65 per- 
years is the E] Alamein oilfield, discovered cent of the output and Phillips the re 
by Phillips Petroleum Co. in its Western mainder. EGPC also was to receive three- 
Desert concession in late 1966. This was fourths of the profits.'® | 
the first discovery in this large region EGPC continued geological and geo- 
and spurred exploration activity in the physical surveys in uncommitted acreage 
Western Desert. 7 in the Red Sea area and the Western 

The discovery well, El Alamein 1—X, Desert with U.S.S.R. assistance. In Decem- 
32 kilometers south of the city of El ber an agreement was signed whereby 
Alamein, was completed at 14,405 feet the U.S.S.R. would provide $46 million 
in November 1966. It tested at 8,659 in assistance and equipment for a 7-year 
barrels per day of 34° API gravity, low exploration program in the Western Desert. 
sulfur, paraffinic oil from two Ye-inch Drilling was expected to start in the 
chokes and was considered capable of Siwa Oasis area in 1968. 
more than 10,000 barrels per day with EGPC made a significant wildcat dis- 
larger equipment. The pay zone in Lower covery onshore near the E] Morgan termi- 
Cretaceous dolomite is 250 feet thick, nal at Ras Shukheir in late 1966. High- 
perforated at 8,196 to 8,281 feet.® Early quality oil of 35.9° API gravity was struck 
reserves estimates were 260 million bar- at 2,500 feet. Tests indicated a 1,500- 
rels.1° / to 3,000-barrel-per-day yield. Development 

The well was shut-in in March while — ————— . 
tenders were received for development dril- 1967, etroleum Intelligence Weekly. Jan 30, 

ling and pipeline construction. Planned World Oil. V. 164, No. 4, March 1967, 
facilities included a 16-inch pipeline, 40 PFio' Journal of Commerce. V. 296, No. 21,718, 
kilometers long, from wellhead to a termi- une 24, 1968, p. 10. . 
nal at Ras Shakik, due north of the State "Department Airgram ASS, , Meo it 
well; three 268,000 barrel storage tanks, Oa ye, DP- . | 

2 kilometers inland from Mersa E] Hamra, June 1967, 9 223. Service. V. 34, No. 6, 
a small bay on the Mediterranean; and o7, 1set, and. Gas Journal. V. 65, No. 9, Feb.
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drilling was underway in 1967. An 8-inch, notice. El Morgan crude and Aden prod- 
20-kilometer pipeline was under construc- ucts were shipped in U.A.R. and U.S.S.R. 
tion to the El Morgan terminal. tankers. Processing fees were to be paid 
Compagnie Orientale des Pétroles in sterling.’® 

(COPE), a 50-50 partnership of EGPC The U.A.R. attempted to meet oil re- 
and Ente Nazionale Idrocarburi (ENI),the | quirements following the loss of refinery 
Italian national company, operated several capacity by swapping El Morgan crude _ 
fields including the important Belayim land _ for refinery products and by outright pur- 
field on Sinai Peninsula, occupied by the chases of products in Rome, Algiers, and 
Israelis in June. Exploration and develop- London. A tanker shortage in the Med- 
ment continued in the Gulf of Suez.  iterranean area caused difficulties.17 

Refineries.—-Expansion programs were in . . 

orogens at the three UAR. oil refineries N atural Gas.—International Egyptian 
when Israeli artillery bombarded the two Oil Co. (IEOC), an equal partnership 
refineries at Suez—The Suez Oil Processing of COPE and ENI, comp leted two success- : 
Co. plant (annual capacity 64,000 barrels ful gas wells, Abu Madi 1 and 2 in 
per day) and the Nasr Petroleum Co. the northern part of the Nile Delta. Abu 

| plant (90,000 barrels per day). The latter Madi 1 was shut-in at 11,647 feet. In 
was almost completely destroyed; the for- May, Abu Madi 2 struck gas with 50 
mer was extensively damaged but was Percent liquids at 11,326 feet from 200 
returned to operation at about 50 percent feet of pay sand. Development was given 
of capacity near yearend. The expansion high priority | by EGPC, which called in . was to have raised total annual capacity foreign technicians for preparation of dis- 

from 180,000 to 260,000 barrels per day tribution plans. Seven more development 

and provide surplus petroleum products wells, a p ipeline to Cairo _and Helwan, 
for the export markets.!4 and production of 176 million cubic feet 

The Alexandria refinery of Alexandria P* day were cons dered. Reserves were 
Petroleum Co. not affected by the military estimated at 2.9 trillion cubic feet.” 

- action, processed mainly U.S.S.R. and Liby- _Pan American announced a wildcat gas 
an crude oil after the June war and discovery near the village of Fayoum in 

operated at maximum capacity. Increased the Western Desert near yearend. The 
imports of refinery products for domestic expected yield was 5 million cubic feet 
requirements were expected to cost $8 P° day from a depth of 6,400 feet. 
to $9 million per month. Further drilling was planned. This dis- 

After 2 weeks’ negotiations between COVEY, Was significant as the first indica- 
-EGPC and British Petroleum (BP) in Lon- tion of the presence of hydrocarbons south 

don, BP agreed to refine El Morgan crude of the Qattara Depression. 
at its Aden refinery, the refined products ~ uo ana ca 
to be supplied to the Egyptian market. 7, 1967 po tol Journal. V. 65, No. 82, Aug. 
The agreement was for November and 1967 Petroleum Intelligence Weekly. Oct. 30, 

pecember at a gate up to 48,000 barrels pet and Gas Internatfonal. Vv. 7, No. 12, 
or crude per day and on a month-to- 17 > PP. Pou, 180- 
month basis in 1968. The agreement could 1967, pp. 5-6 Intelligence Weekly. Nov. 6, 

be terminated by either party on 20 days’ 4 1967, ne. Gas Journal. V. 65, No. 49, Dec.



The Miner t e Mineral Industry 
t n it e 

of the United Kingdom 

By Columbus R. Gentile * and Edgar L. McGinnis’ 

| -In 1967, conditions in the United King- producers were confronted with increased 
dom’s minerals industry for the most part, competition from lower priced ore from 
were in keeping with the stagnant status of | outside the country. Announcement of plans 
the overall economy that prevailed through for construction of three aluminum smel- 
the year. The Gross Domestic Product (at ters in the United Kingdom brought 
factor cost—1958 prices) rose slightly, 1.3 strong protests from Britian’s major foreign 
percent and industrial production fell by suppliers of ingots. Exploration for indi- 
0.3 percent. Government restrictions re- genous sources of tin, lead, zinc and other 
mained in effect to slow down rising wages, minerals was stepped up during 1967 and 
prices, and consumer spending, with the mining companies continued to press for 
goal of restraining inflationary pressures more generous incentives to encourage the 
and improving the nation’s balance of search for minerals. A spurt in construction 
payments position. Notable developments and building activity helped stimulate the 
during 1967 were the devaluation of the output of nonmetallic minerals and associ- 
pound sterling on November 18 by 14.3 ated products. Activity in virtually all 
percent; nationalization, or more appropri- components of the natural gas and petro- 
ately renationalization, of most of the steel leum industries was stepped up during 
industry on July 28 (Vesting Day); issu- 1967; both fuels increased their share of 
ance of the Government White Paper out- the indigenous energy market, mostly at 
lining the nation’s fuel policy for the years the expense of coal. Construction of 
ahead; progress on development of off- petroleum refineries, pipelines, and other 
shore natural gas resources including the associated facilities continued at a rapid | 
first pipeline movement to the British pace, in line with rising demand for oil 
mainland; and agreement between the Gov- products at home and abroad. In the 

ernment and selected producers relative to natural gas sector, activity was centered 
purchase price of offshore gas. on the extension of the pipeline distribu- 

The production index for mining and tion system, storage, and other facilities, 
quarrying was down 1.1 percent in 1967 including conversion of burning units, since 
from that of 1966; nevertheless by year- natural gas from offshore British fields 
end some sectors of the mineral industries began to move to the mainland in quan- 
began to show improvement. Steel output tity. Agreement in 1967 on the price of 
recovered during the last quarter of 1967 natural gas to be purchased by the Gov- 
(up about 7 percent over the comparable ernment from the Phillips Petroleum Group 
quarter of 1966), although production for paved the way for increased movement of 
the year was below that of 1966. With the gas at an early date. Meanwhile, negoti- 
Government takeover of the industry in ations on price agreement with other com- 
mid-1967, plans were advanced for im- panies continued. Estimates of natural gas 
provements and changes in production, reserves were increased with the reported 
distribution, and marketing of products, discovery of several new offshore deposits. 
while increased sales in foreign markets No significant finds of offshore oil reserves 
were anticipated because of lower prices ~ 1 Mineral specialist, Division of Interna 
stemming from devaluation of the pound _ tional Activities. . oe 
sterling. Meanwhile, indigenous iron ore natpternational economist, Division of Inter- 
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were reported in 1967, but exploration placed by oil fuels, and more recently, by 
efforts were continuing at yearend. natural gas. Demand remained strong for 

The process of planned contraction in coal used to generate electric power, be- 
the coal industry was pursued in 1967, cause of government pressure and subsidy 
but was slowed because of the high un- payments. Meanwhile coal stocks remained 
employment rate and related social pro- at a high level. Success of the coal mine 
blems in the coal mining areas. Lower rationalization program was reflected in 
levels of coal consumption were registered industry statistics, which showed further 
by gasworks, steel plants, most industrial declines in manpower, higher worker pro- 
plants, and railroads, while in the space ductivity, and some production cost stab- 
heating sector coal continued to be dis- _ ilization. 

PRODUCTION 

Among nonmetallic mineral commodities, _fuel oil (almost 6 percent) showing the 
the more significant production gains were more significant changes. Coal output fell 
registered by barite (19.4 percent), fluor- by approximately 1 percent, but stocks con- 
spar (12.7 percent), limestone (11.7 per- tinued to rise as market losses to competi- 
cent), china clay (6.1 percent), gypsum tive fuels continued. Coke production was 
and anhydrite (5.4 percent), and cement down nearly 8 percent owing largely to 
(4.9 percent). The major development in lower steel output and increased use of oil 
the minerals fuel sector was the production in place of coal at manufactured gas plants. 
of natural gas in quantity (16.5 billion The metal sector featured increases in 
cubic feet) for the first time, because output of tin ore and concentrates (16 
newly developed offshore fields were ac- percent), cadmium (14 percent), re- 

: tivated. Crude petroleum output rose’ by fined tin (38 percent) and lead (10 per- 
14 percent but remained insignificant rel- cent). Offsetting these were declines in 

ative to total requirments. On the other production of steel ingots and castings 
hand, petroleum refinery output rose some (2 percent), iron ore with 27 percent Fe 
2.5 percent with petrochemical and gas- content (7 percent), and refined copper 
works feedstock (76 percent) and residual (5 percent). 

Table 1.—United Kingdom: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) OO Oe OOee—COSCSC‘C‘CR 
Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P eee ee 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Primary__.__._._...-------.--.--. 31,065 32 ,220 36 , 207 37,135 39 ,000 
Secondary._____.__._.._..___..... 148,970 171,614 177,993 183 ,610 178,600 

Cadmium. -______._--2_-2_-2 ee 112 197 220 183 209 
Copper: vn 

Electrolytic.__.................._.. 29,804 30,510 34, 838 46 ,640 48 , 865 
Fire refined______.___..__...._._.. 170,736 200 , 830 201,569 141,822 130 ,200 

Total }__-_ 2 eee. §=200, 540 231,340 236 , 407 188 , 462 179 ,065 
Brass and bronze ingots..__._.__... 124,849 132,877 135,102 +*1387,187 138 ,537 

Iron and steel: 
Iron ore, 27 percent Fe 

thousand tons__ 15,151 16,588 15 , 662 °13,877 12,944 
Pig iron and blast furnace 

ferroalloys_......_........do____ 14,825 17,551 17,740 15 ,962 15,374 
Steel ingots and castings.._._..do__.._ 22,881 26,651 27,444 24,705 24,276 
Net finished steel deliveries, new 

material_._..._._______.do____ 17,521 20,611 20 , 466 19,325 19,279 
Of which from imported 

Lead finished steel_______.___do-__- 948 1,104 537 777 1,210 
2 Ke bg 

Ore and concentrate, lead content_ __ 250 180 7 
Refined lead 2__...._thousand tons__ r 159 r 180 172 175 192 

Magnesium. _______..----___-_ 2 4,735 r 4,770 5,375 ™ 3,760 e 3,800 
Nickel, refined and ferronickel___.___..._. 38,100 38 ,000 40 ,500 37,500 ¢ 38,500 

1n: 

Ore and concentrate, tin content 
long tons__ 1,226 1,226 1,313 1,272 1,475 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—United Kingdom: Production of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

Metals—Continued 
Tin—Continued 

Refined: 
Primary...........-long tons__ 17,411 16,849 16,494 17,499 23 ,317 
Secondary....._.-._._--do__.- 1,278 2,466 1,869 1,279 2,564 

Zine, slab. .______.._..-_thousand tons__ 101 111 107 101 104 
Nonmetals: 

Barite and witherite__.__..____..-.-_-. 55,398 62,000 61,000 31,000 37,000 
Caleite._-...._..-_---.--_-____.----.-. 24,400 25,400 24,400 24,400 NA 
Cement..._._..-...._.-thousand tons... 14,060 16,966 ©17,191 ™ 16,750 17,577 
Chalk______.-----.- Le __._.---do___. 17, 568 18 ,556 r 18,803 18 ,207 NA 
Chert and flint..._.._....___.._-do___- 99 142 138 118 NA 

- Clays: 
China clay 3_____.___._...-_do___. 1,979 2,124 2,298 2,509 2,663 
Fire clay______._.-..---._..do___. 1,712 1,923 r 1,900 1,914 NA 
Potters and ball clays_.___._._do___~- 602 626 © 647 505 NA 
Other clays and shale_.__.....do_.__ * 31,783 © 34,675 35,056 34,642 NA 

Diatomite____._....._._...-._--do__.- 14 14 r45 id NA 
Fluorspar___-_-.-.___.-.-.._..-.do___- ® 87 r104 r117 °126 142 
Gypsum and anhydrite._..._.__....do.__- 4,135 4,587 t 4,455 4,358 4,593 
Igneous rock....-......--.....--do__.. 19,267 23,314 r 25,213 28,555 NA 
Limestone ---------------------d0-.-- 47,878 57,996 60 , 548 68,373 76,375 
alt: 

Rock... 2. ~~~ ---do___. 764 704 735 ™1,047 685 
Evaporated.....___.-.--.--.do__.. 1,411 1,369 1,451 1,478 1,413 

5 gether = 2-2-2 neon nono nn2 dO-- = 4,320 4,672 4,814 4,808 4,997 
and: 

For glassmaking._..___..._..do__.- 1,245 r1,418 1,390 1,462 1,446 
Other silica sand_.____._._....do___- 506 736 1,079 968 NA 
Molding and pig bed sand._._do__-_- 846 908 r 843 864 . NA 
Other industrial sand and . 

gravel__..__....__._._.._....do_.__ *86,987  '104,462 102,047 *108,000 107,000 
Sandstone... _...___....-...-...-.do___. 5,395 6,927 r 7,256 7,610 NA 
Slate_...0.2- --_-.--.----_--_----do___- 125 123 © 102 91 NA 
Strontium minerals. __-_._.._-.-.------ 9,164 17,306 9,702 ~ 9,555 NA 
Sulfur, recovered elemental includes sulfur 

recovered from petroleum refineries_.... 47,275 54,563 ° 48,971 r 40,538 NA 
Talc, includes steatite and pyrophyllite- 8,104 10 ,318 10,1387 ¢10,000 ¢ 10,000 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal: 

Anthracite____._.._thousand tons_. 4,226 4,672 4,270 4,523 4,112 
Bituminous__..__.__.......-.do___. 194,712 192 , 063 186 , 238 172, 853 170, 787 

Coke and coke breeze: 
Coke oven coke.__._...._...do_.._ 15,792 17,220 17,381 16,376 15,585 

. Gashouse coke_____...-.-.-.do____  °9,875 © 8,942 r 7,893 r 7,317 6,287 
Coke breeze, total.__...____..do___- 3,680 3,620 3,430 3,211 NA 

Fuel briquets._..__._____.-_._-.do___- 1,679 1,351 920 F951 1,038 
Gas, natural____..._._million cubic feet__ 200 200 t A449 123 16,527 
Carbon black._..._.....thousand tons. - 140 153 160 166 163 
Petroleum: 

Crude 4_______-____-_-_-.---do____ 125 129 83 78 89 

Refinery products: SEES 

Liquid petroleum gases- ..do__ ~~ 942 1 ,228 1,419 ® 1,629 1,655 
Aviation gasoline._..._..do____ 145 166 165 eee} 456 
Wide cut gasoline.___...do___- 699 847 593 502 
Motor spirit...._.......do.._._  *6,912 = 7,783 r 8,824 8,816 8,964 
Industrial and white spirit 

do____ r158 ? 166 - £154 175 156 
Kerosine, including jet 

fuel__._.._________..do.___ 3,182 3,220 3,429 3,852 4,044 
Gas/diesel oil...._._.._...do__.. 10,961 12,185 13 , 638 14,898 14,229 
Fuel oil.._.__._..........do_.._ 21,481 23,176 26 ,288 29,128 30, 767 
Lubricating oils.____._...do____ 983 1,053 1,017 1,090 1,011 
Bitumen. —.__._._-_-.--do___. 1,326 1,482 1,445 1,601 1,750 
Paraffin. ___._..._......do____ 56 60 54 58 57 
Feedstocks for petroleum 

chemical plants____._.do___. 1,502 1,566 2,138 2,581) 
Light distillate feedstock f 4,543 

for gasworks._____.._.do__.. 1,037 1,401 1,550 1,463 
Refinery fuel 5._._...._.do___- 4,579 4,840 5,203 5,410 5,565 
Miscellaneous products...do-_- _- 258 245 192. 388 331 

Total____........_...-do_... 54,171 59,418 66,109 71,719 73 , 528 
eee ene 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. t Revised. NA Not available, 
1 Includes copper from imported blister. 
2 Includes lead refined from imported bullion. 
3 Includes some china stone. 
4 Includes petroleum gases. 
5 Includes refinery losses.
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TRADE | 

The adverse foreign trade balance con- More than 53 percent of the United 
tinued to prevail in 1967 while the Gov- Kingdom’s 1966 mineral commodity ex- 
ernment turned to devaluation as a prime ports moved to West European markets, 
corrective measure. Mineral commodities including 26 percent to countries of the 
remained the major contributor to the European Economic Community (EEC), 
1967 negative trade balance, as shown in and 18 percent to other European Free 
the following tabulation: Trade Association (EFTA) members. The 

United States remained the largest in- 
ammo dividual country market, receiving 15 per~ 

1.V alue Mineral cent of the value total. 7 
(million dollars) commod- 

tig? Petroleum and refinery products (37.8 
Mineral Total share of coma foe are | percent), nonferrous metals (26 percent), 

. ities percent metalliferrous ores and scrap (11.7 per- 
cent) remained the most important cate- 

Exports gories of mineral imports by value. Imports 
1965__.____- 2,193 13,227 16.6 : 1966...220. S819 14°118 16.4 of petroleum and products increased about 
1967 P_______ 2,338 13,876 16.8 1 percent to $1.7 billion, and of nonferrous 

Imports: eae 1965..--.... 4,887 16,188 26.9 metals some 15 percent to $1.2 billion. In 
1966_______- 4,541 16,671 27.2 contrast, imports of metalliferrous ores and 
1967 P_______ 4,723 17,240 27.4 “113 Trade balance: 1 scrap valued at $531 million were down 
1965_.____.. -—2,144 | ~2,911 xX about 6 percent. 
1h 72 eee “Rees BK West European countries provided almost 

_ 26 percent of mineral commodity imports 
> Preliminary. | XX Not applicable. in 1966, with EEC countries (17 percent) 
1 Excludes reexports. and other EFTA countries (8 percent) 

supplying most of that total. Other signif- 
_ Major mineral commodity exports in icant source areas were Africa, excluding 
1966, on a value basis, included iron and Libya and the United Arab Republic (24. 
steel products (25.9 percent), precious and _ percent), the Middle East, including Libya 
semiprecious stone (24.7 percent), non- and United Arab Republic (21 percent), 
ferrous metals (23.1 percent), and petrol- and the United States and Canada (15 
eum products (13.8 percent). Exports of | percent). The United Kingdom’s five 
iron and steel products declined in value major individual suppliers based on value 
by some 8 percent to $602 million, but of mineral commodity imports were Canada 
the export value of precious and semi- (9.3 percent), Republic of South Africa 
precious stones, nonferrous metals, and (6.6 percent), Kuwait (5.7 percent), 
petroleum products rose by 23, 11, and 6 United States (5.4 percent), and the 
percent repectively. | Netherlands (5.3 percent). 

Table 2.—United Kingdom: Exports! of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

EEE 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 
SEE 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Aluminum oxide and hydroxide_._. 21,251 13,294 Poland 9,566; Finland 1,505. 
Metal and alloys: 

Metal, unwrought._._._______._ 24,536 26,031 United States 5,319; Japan 4,824; 
Sweden 3,119; Canada 1,789. 

Semimanufactures_______._.._._. 46,489 45,903 Republic of South Africa 3,342; Swéden 
2,578 Ireland 2,501; Venezuela 

Antimony, regulus and refined______._. 1,261 763 NA. 
Bismuth_..-__..-_--.--.-_-.-__--___- 535 330 NA. 
Chromium._.____...--__--2_- 2 - ee 606 1,551 NA. 
Cobalt oxides and hydroxides. _________ 374 468 Netherlands 121; Poland 77; Spain 33. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—United Kingdom: Exports! of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Cornmodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals—Continued 
Copper and alloys: 

Unwrought....__...._.--...-...-. 78,069 92,061 West Germany 20,946; Italy 16,437; 
Netherlands 9,234; Japan 8,119. 

Semimanufactures_____.._..._._.. 78,205 84,892 United States 15,255; Switzerland 
8,753; Spain 6,892; Ireland 5,733. 

Gold: 
Bullion, thousand troy ounces_. 76,518 86,952 NA. 

refined. 
Leaf gold____._____.--.._..do___- 46 48 NA. 
Gold coin....-._-._.-_.....-do__... 2,296 1,447 NA. 

Iron and steel: 
Scrap__.___.._.._._thousand tons__ 430 250 Spain 104; Italy 72; Belgium-Luxem- 

ourg 20. 
Pig iron and ferroalloys____.do-_-_-_- 129 88 Belgium-Luxembourg 19; United States 

19. 
Ingots and other primary do____ 296 212 Spain 82; United States 59; Argentina 

steel forms. 12. 
Semimanufactures: 

Wire rod_____..-._.-...do___. 76 72 Mainland China, 19; United States 18; 
Belgium-Luxemhbourg 5. 

Other bars and rods____do_.__ 314 271 United States 43; India 28; Canada 19; 
Sweden 19. 

Angles, shapes and sections: 
Heavy_.__._...-..do.___ 319 283 United States 77; Canada 22; Australia 

19. 
Light._._..._.....do____ 66 49 Spain 6; Canada 5; New Zealand 5; 

Ireland 4. 
Plates and sheets: 

Universals and do____ 269 253 Norway 38; United States 20; mainland 
heavy plate. China 19; Denmark 19. 

Medium plate__._._do____ 76 89 Sweden 25; United States 7; mainland 
China, 7. 

Thin plates and sheets: 
Uncoated_____.do__.._ 855 975 United States 360; Sweden 89; Spain 

55; West Germany 42. 
Coated: 

Tin plate do____ 397 375 Republic of South Africa 61; Argentina 
and tinned 38; Spain 29; Denmark 18; Portugal 
sheets. 17; Sweden 17. 

Other____.do___- 217 215 Finland 33; Norway 20; Sweden 15; 
New Zealand 14. 

Hoop and sirip_._.._.__do___~ 96 98 India 11; United States 10; Spain 7; 
Finland 7; Canada 7. 

Railway track material__do-____ 306 170 Italy 35; France 24; Mexico 21. 
Wire__..._________..._.do____ 126 104 Canada 19; United States 19. 
Tubes, pipes and fittings_do__-__ 550 445 Netherlands 31; New Zealand 31; 

Canada 28. 
Rough castings and do___- 42 34 Belgium-Luxembourg 9; Sweden 7; 

forgings. United States 3. 
Lead: 

Lead oxides_...__...._--._-_------ 4,774 4,835 Ireland 946; Sweden 835; West Germany 
485; Norway 465. 

Metal and alloys: . 
Unwrought.....__.-._....-... 42,822 43,901 West Germany 18,071; mainland China 

2,845; Netherlands 2,759. 
Semimanufactures___._.__---. 1,902 1,794 Venezuela 136; Finland 120; India 81. 

Magnesium and alloys, unwrought_.... 1,769 1,233 United States 352; France 273; India 
and semimanufactures. 88. 

Nickel: 
Metal and alloys: 

Unwrought..___.-_.._____... 28,228 25,688 West Germany 8,550; Sweden 4,445; 
France 3,629. 

Semimanufactures__.___..._... 6,829 8,156 France 966; United States 895; Sweden 
813; Australia 758. 

Platinum group thousand troy ounces_- 906 NA 
metals. 

Silver and alloys, unwrought do__.. 28,676 NA 
and semimanufactured. 

Tin: 
Oxides. _____._._..__.-_long tons_. r 418 374 Spain 94; Mexico 48. 
Metal and alloys: 

Unwrought_____._.-..-do_._. 9,275 9,782 U.S.S.R. 2,027; United States 1,543; 
West Germany 863. 

i Semimanufactures____._do-_-__- 975 608 Norway 277; West Germany 126. 
inc: 

Zinc oxides_____.__...-_...-..... 3,688 4,358 Canada 597; Malaysia 570; Ireland 498. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—United Kingdom: Exports | of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 . 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals—Continued 
Zinc—Continued 

Metal and alloys: 
Unwrought.._.-.._-...-.-.-. -1,254 1,117 Ireland 304; United Arab Republic 101; 

Hong Kong 58. 
Semimanufactures.___......_.. 6,289 5,024 Netherlands 676; France 489; Ireland 

359; Spain 319. 
Nonferrous base metals, n.e.s.: 

Ores and concentrates...__........ 16,612 16,968 Belgium-Luxembourg 3,875; Spain 
3,740; Netherlands 2,603; Republic 
of South Africa 1,303. 

Serap.___.___._.--.----------.-. 50,697 48.047 West Germany 13,350; Canada 7,328; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 7,041. 

Nonmetals: a 
Abrasives, natural, n.e.s....._._.._.-... 3,175 | 3,607 United States 574; Ireland 366; Burma 

51. 
Asbestos: . 

Crude or simply processed......._.. 6,040 4,770 West Germany 558; Italy 404; United 
oe Arab Republic 372. 

Asbestos cement products..__..._.. 38,353 33,858 Ghana 8,811; Hong Kong 2,867; 
: Nigeria 2,565. | 
Cement, hydraulic. ___ thousand tons. 281 250 Ghana 70; Libya 15; Nigeria 14. 
Clays and refractories: 

China clay and other_.._....do___. 1,877 2,135 West Germany 347; Italy 344; France 
oe 

. Clay construction materials: 7 
Brick and other do____ 71 71 Australia 15; United States 9; Canada 8. 

nonrefractory. 
. Refractory ...-._._......-.do____ 157 147 Netherlands 20; Sweden 19; Australia 12. 

Corundun, artificial. -._....-..-- 2 -- 809 NA , 
Fertilizer materials, manufactured: 

Nitrogenous___._._thousand tons_ . 439 3862 Ceylon 130; Malaysia 60. 
Other_..........-.-...-..-do____ 55 100 West Germany 23; Sweden 21; Ireland 

Lime__.___.___..-__--.---.-.-.-----. 38,165 33 , 340 Nigeria 6,665; Ireland 4,316; Norway 

~ Quartz, mica and feldspar.._._........ 24,463 26,820 Australia 7,187; Canada 3,560; India 
o 2,574; Japan 2,103. 
Salt_.....__..._.... thousand tons. - 405 454 Sweden 128; Nigeria 90; Denmark 50. 
Stone, sand and gravel_.thousand tons-_ 212 262 West Germany 127; Ireland 96. 
Strontium minerals (celestite)__.._.__-- 5,528 7,501 NA. 
Crude minerals, n.e.s_ :.thousand tons_ - 252 255 Norway 163; Sweden 49. 
Slag, scalings, dross, ete__..._....do._-- 327 292 West Germany 248; Denmark 27. 

Mineral fuels: 
Carbon black____.____-_--_.___._--.... 38,466 35,899 NA. 
Coal and ‘coal briquets..thousand tons... 3,889 . 2,827 France 666; West Germany 429; . 

_ Netherlands 360. 
Coke... - 2-22 edo 1,009 984 Norway 523; Sweden 134; Portugal 131. 
Petroleum: 

Crude and partly thousand tons-.-_ 272 127 Netherlands 91; East Germany 29. 
‘refined. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline__-.._._......do___. 1,595 1,542 Sweden 468; Denmark 276; Norway 211. 
Kerosine____._.___.__.do__-_. 781 . 889 Sweden 214; Ireland 204; Denmark 114. 
Distillate fuels_........do__.._ 3,881 4,037 Sweden 167 5; Netherlands 697; Den- 

mark 677. 
Residual fuel oil__.___..do_-_. 3,982 4,829 Sweden 1,653; Ireland 416; Netherlands 

Lubricating oils and do__.- 596 578 West Germany 47; Republic of South 
greases. Africa 45; Yugoslavia 36. 

Mineral jelly and waxes_-_-_-_-_- 5,274 4,573 Nigeria 668; Ireland 655; Portugal 447. 
Nonchemical thousand tons_- 246 279 Norway 55; Belgium-Luxembourg 54; 

coal and petroleum. Canada 41. 
Gas, natural and manufactured_-_do--_-_-_ qT 14 Ireland 12. 

* Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Excluding reexports.
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. Table 3.—United Kingdom: Reexports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity __ - 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: — 
Aluminum and alloys, unwrought----- -- 183 340 Mainland China 101; Republic of South 

So rica 41. 
Copper and alloys, unwrought_--..-.-- 3,321 4,245 Mainland China 1,521; Netherlands 

Do, 167. 
Lead and lead alloys, unwrought_....-.. 5,429 485 M ainland China 199; Israel 133, Ireland 

Mercury.___.-...._..76-pound flasks... 18,025 5,337 Japan 957; France 870; East Germany 
651. 

Nickel and alloys: 
Unwrought____-_.__--.-.-_------ 9,895 14,566 West Germany 5,389; Italy 3,521; 

a France 2,572. ~ . 
Semimanufactures-_.........------ 799 963 Italy 306; United States 227; France 96. 

Tin and alloys, unwrought.-_-_long tons- - 180 89 Netherlands 49; Yugoslavia 14. 
Zinc and alloys, unwrought._...._._._..-- 8,270 5,012 Mainland China 2,941; Pakistan 657; 

_ Spain 512. . 
Nonmetals: 

Asbestos, crude or simply processed... - - - 152 131 Netherlands 125. . 
‘Fertilizer materials, manufactured_.__._. 2,030 1,016 Ireland 1,011. 

. Quartz, mica, and feldspar.........---. 2,533 3,710 West Germany 1,312; Netherlands 465; 
taly 409. 

Tale, natural steatite....._....._.--.- 323 716 Ireland 132; Other West Europe 135. 
Mineral fuels: Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline_........-_-.--..-.---------. 6,523 3,162 All to Ireland. 
Kerosine.___.__.._--..-----.-.-.-.-. 3,798 1,180 Ireland 1,031. 
Distillate fuel oil.....-.....-.-------- 4,100 5,082 Netherlands 5,080. 
Residual fuel oil_........_....-.-----. 1,201 1,626 All to Ireland. 
Lubricating oils, greases..._.....-----. 1,573 213 Finland 84; Ireland 65. 
Mineral jelly, wax..__........-_------ 17 72 West Europe 31. — 

Table 4.—United Kingdom: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 
Ene Te ere ee ree ee re ee eee nee eer eee eee nena ern TT 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

en ec A GSS aS A Le 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite___....._._..thousand tons-_. 474 492 Ghana 323; Greece 69; France 60. 
Metal and alloys: 7 

Scrap.....-.-.--------d0._-- 24 16 U.S.S.R. 14. 
Unwrought_.....-.....do___- 324 346 Canada 135; Norway 115; United States 

Semimanufactures..-_...do._.-_ 24 29 Belgium-Luxembourg 8; Ireland 5; 
Switzerland 3. 

Bismuth: 
Metal__.__..-- 2-2-2 ee 397 376 NA. 
Alloys.........-.-.---.-----.---- 297 152 NA. 

Cadmium. -__..--------------.------ 1,454 1,052 NA. . _ 
Chromite ore and thousand tons-- 205 201 Republic of South Africa 96; Philip- 

concentrate. pines 79; Iran 10. 
Cobalt: 

Oxides... eee 872 1,120 Canada 1,117. 
Metal_____....-.-_---_-.-----... 1,833 1,607 NA. 

Copper and alloys: 
Ore and concentrate........-.-.-- 811 463 Peru 432. 
Metal and alloys: . 

Scrap.._....---------------. 5,758 5,145 Netherlands 873; Canada 784; Ireland 

Unwrought: . 
Blister. .._thousand tons... 74 37 Chile 27; Zambia 6. . 
Electrolytic and do___- 513 474 Zambia 201; Canada 81; Chile 60. 

, fire refined. , 
'  - Semimanufactures__....._...._. 7,350 6,425 Canada 2,098; West Germany 986; 

Sweden 837. 
Gold: . oe ° 

Ore concen- thousand troy ounces... 8,200 5,000 NA. ‘ 
trate, jewelers sweeping, 

_ ete., estimated gold content. 
Bullion: 

Un- thousand troy ounces... 1,527 764 NA. 
' refined _ 
Refined. _.....-......-do._.. 37,885 25,839 NA. 

Gold coin._._._.--...-....do..-- 605 72 NA. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—United Kingdom: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

_ Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals—Continued 
Iron and steel: . 

_ -- Tron ore and concentrate: 
Iron ore thousand tons.. 18,608 15,810 Sweden 4,873; Canada 2,188; Mauri- 

excluding pyrites. tania 1,570. 
Roasted pyrites__......do____ 567 407 Italy 154; Sweden 117; Spain 65. 

Scrap_.___._..-...-_2_-.-.do____ 74 5 Ireland 2; West Germany 1. 
Pig iron, including shot do___. 333 403 Finland 113; Norway 80; Republic of 

and sponge iron. . South Africa 51; U.S.S.R. 41. 
Ferromanganese.____......_.do____ 82 77 Republic of South Africa 51; Norway 

11; France 7. 
Other ferroalloys_____._...-do____ 227 189 Norway 84; Canada 20; U.S.S.R. 17. 
Steel ingots and other do____ 30 122 Australia 39; Spain 35; U.S.S.R. 24. 

° primary forms. 
Semimanufactures: | . 

Wire rod__________..--do____ 34 61 Belgium-Luxembourg 21; Sweden 17; 
France 11. 

Other bars and rods_-__.do.___ 104 160 Norway 58; Sweden 33; Belgium-Lux- 
embourg 21. 

Angles, shapes, and do.___ 9 28 West Germany 9; Ireland 6; Norway 4; 
sections. Sweden 4. 

Plates and sheets: 
Heavy and do-._ 31 46 Sweden 13; Australia 11; Canada 5. 
medium plate. 

Thin plates and sheets: 
Uncoated___..do_.___ 236 339 Netherlands 131; Belgium-Luxembourg 

49; West Germany 48. 
. Coated........do___. 18 39 Belgium-Luxembourg 10; Canada 10; 

Sweden 4. 
Hoop and strip_....._._.do____ 37 26 Australia 8; Belgium-Luxembourg 7; 

United States 4. 
Tubes, pipes and fittings_do-_-_-__ 68 80 Netherlands 25; Sweden 15; West 

- Germany 10. 
Wire, single strand__.._do.___ 5 6 Sweden 4. 
Rough castings and do____ 3 3 Mainly from United States. 

forgings. 
Lead: 

Ore and concentrate______._do___-_ 22 22 Australia 7; Canada 7; Netherlands 3. 
Metal and alloys: 

Serap.____-.-___-_-_.--------_ 2,718 2,866 East.Germany 420; Netherlands 407; 
Australia 372; Ireland 283. 

_ Unwrought thousand tons__ 219 208 Australia 135; Canada 42. 
and worked. 

Magnesium and alloys: 
Serap._.-.- 2 eee 350 215 West Germany 153; Belgium-Luxem- 

bourg 27. 
Unwrought and semimanufactures__ * 4,845 5,257 Norway 2,248; Canada 1,408. 

Manganese ore and thousand tons__ 503 371 U.S.S.R. 116; Republic of South Africa 
concentrate. 114. 

Mercury - _.-.-.......76-pound flasks._ 30,487 20,3385 Italy 9,863; Spain 6,672. 
ickel: 

Matte and speiss.____.___.___...... 65,076 58,966 All from Spain. 
Metal and alloys: 

Scrap. 2-2 eee ee 8, 268 2,989 United States 789; France 509; West 
Germany 398. 

Unwrought_.____.__.._.___.. 26,861 39,067 Canada 18,045; U.S.S.R 13,740. 
Semimanufactures______.__._._ 2,847 2,712 United States 2,321. 

Platinum thousand troy ounces. _ 150 135 NA. 
group metals, all forms. 

Selenium..________-.________-.-_____ 178 198 NA. 
Silicon... 2 eee __-_-_ =. 12,000 11,586 NA. 
Silver: 

Ore and concentrate________..__.. 4,176 357 NA. 
Unwrought thousand troy ounces_._ 46,825 54,8384 NA. 

i and semimanufactures. 
in: 

Ore and concentrate____long tons__ 45,370 55,708 Bolivia 48,846. 
Metal and alloys: 

Scrap__.___..-_...._.-.do_.__ 1,181 834 Netherlands 170; United States 136; 
Singapore 116. 

; Unwrought and worked_do____ 9, 455 10,307 Nigeria 6,472; Malaysia 2,626. 
Titanium, zirconium, thousand tons__ 341 315 Australia 237; Norway 62. 

etc, ores and concentrates. 
Tungsten ore and concentrate__.___.__.__ 8,063 7,529 Bolivia 2,266; mainland China 1,240; 

U.S.S.R. 1,022. 
Zine: 

Ore and thousand tons__ 234 239 Australia 173; Burma 10. 
concentrate. 

Serap.._-_-__------.-_-._------. 1,966 1,233 West Germany 379; Netherlands 232; 
Sweden 182; Australia 179. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—United Kingdom: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

; Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals—Continued 
Zine—Continued 

Metal and alloys: 
Unwrought thousand tons_- 197 187 Canada 96; Australia 22; Poland 15. 

and worked. 
Other: 

Nonferrous ores and do___. 15 14 Republic of South Africa 12. 
concentrates, n.e.s. 

Metalliferous nonfer- do___- 65 70 Canada 37; United States 13; East 
rous waste, n.e.s. Germany 5. 

Nonferrous base metals, n.e.s.: 
Tungsten, molybdenum, 13, 831 12,790 United States 2,526; Norway 2,248; 

tantalum, ete. Canada 2,134; Zambia 1,258. — 
Nonmetals: . 

Asbestos: 
Crude_______.___-thousand tons__ 179 194 Canada 119; Republic of South Africa 57. 
Asbestos cement products-_-..do-_-__-_ 34 30 Belgium Luxembourg 12; Ireland 11; 

rance 5, 
Barite and witherite______..._..do____ 68 58 Morocco 15; Spain 14; mainland China 

Boron: 
Crude natural borates.___...do___- 43 43 Netherlands 26; Turkey 18. 
Borax._.-.--_.__.._--.----do___- 22 21 NA. 

Cement hydraulic____.__._.__..do___- 1,126 414 [Ireland 287; Denmark 86. 
Chalk_.__.___.____--.-__--_--------- 1,099 660 France 634. 
Clays and clay thousand tons_- 112 114 United States 50; Republic of South 

products. oe Africa 35. 
Clay construction materials do_.. 21 14 Belgium-Luxembourg 4; Japan 3; 

(nonrefractory). Sweden 2. 
Cryolite, chiolite natural__.__._..._-... 2,534 2,478 All from Denmark. 
Diatomite and other siliceous earths_.._ 46,664 43,041 NA. 
Dolomite___...__.._-.._...-_-..-_--- 18,976 19,620 Norway 13,031; Spain 4,836. 
Feldspar and fluorspar__thousand tons_- 98 117 Norway 84; Canada 12. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Nitrogenous: 
Sodium nitrate, natural_do- ___ 18 19 All from Chile. 
Manufactured____.__..do_.__ | 269 ' 188 West Germany 90; Netherlands 54; 

Ireland 18. 
Phosphatic: 

Phosphate rock___._._.do_... 1,694 1,665 Morocco 8438; United States 332; 
Senegal 182. 

Manufactured________.do_.__ 60 46 Belgium-Luxembourg 28; France 16. 
Potassic: 

Potash salts, crude do___. 38 — 36 East Germany 31. 
natural. 

Manufactured_____._..do___- 728 688 East Germany 185; France 126; West 
Germany 123. 

Crude fertilizers, n.e.s.._.._.do___- 13 17 Ireland 16. 
Manufactured fertilizers, do_._- 143 161 Netherlands 145; Chile 11. 

n.e.s, 
Graphite, natural______.___.-_.-.---_. 10,516 10,263 Malagasy Republic 4,942; Ceylon 2,185, 
Gypsum, crude and thousand tons_- 159 150 Ireland 99; France 51. 

calcined. 
Magnesite. ___._--.-_.-_-------do_._- 110 111 Greece 25; Austria 22; Italy 17; 

Czechoslovakia 15. 
Mica____-_---_----------.----do-__- 14 10 India 7: Republic of South Africa 2. 
Pigments, earth colors, etc____....-.-- 8,093 5,303 Republic of South Africa 1,771; 

Austria 1,272; Cyprus 1,204. 
Pumice and other natural abrasives__.... 14,046 21,783 NA. 
Pyrites, unroasted_____.thousand tons_- 228 268 Cyprus 13% ; U.S.S.R. 47; Sweden 41; 

pain 31. 
Quartz, natural, quartzite..._._-do_._- 17 14 Norway 7; Sweden 5. = 
Refractory construction do___- 63 63 Austria 21; Ireland 18; Denmark 11. 

materials, n.e.s. 
Salt_.__--__--.---.-_---------do___- 60 62 West Germany 41; Spain 8; Poland 8. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Building and dimension do_._- 43 34 Italy 20; Sweden 5. 
stone (rough cut). 

Dimension stone worked. . --do-_--_- 21 21 Portugal) 14; Italy 3. 
Natural sands, not mineral do--.-_- 207 246 Belgium-Luxembourg 198; Netherlands 

bearing. . 
Gravel and crushed stone__..do-_-_- 138 149 Ireland 73; Italy 25; France 22. 
Tale and soapstone______..-do_~._- 47 49 Norway 21; France 9; Italy 7. 
Crude minerals, n.e.s__.__--do_-_- 7154 150 Italy 68; Republic South Africa 33. 
Slag, scalings, dross, non- do... 65 42 Sweden 25; Ireland 12. 

metal-bearing. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 4.—United Kingdom: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

| Commodity | 1965 = 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Mineral fuels: | | . 
Asphalt and bitumen, thousand tons__ 83 79 Trinidad and Tobago 48; France 21. 

natural. 
Coal, coke and briquets_.___..__..do___- 56 87 Ireland 78; Belgium-Luxembourg 7. 
Gas, natural and manufactured__do_.__ 703 855 Algeria age; Netherlands 102; United 

tates 94. 
Petroleum: 

Crude and partly refined for do____ 67,165 71,489 Kuwait 15,916; Iraq 10,538; Libya 
R further refining. . 10,190; Nigeria 7,074. . 

efinery products, oo a, 
Gasoline, including do_..._ 3,419 3,670 Netherlands 884; Italy 512; France 353. 

ending components. 
Kerosine__._-.-.---.-.do-.-. 3,188 .- 4,014 Netherlands 827; Italy 513; Aden 454. 
Distillate fuel oil.._.._.do__._ 3,011 3, 806 Ttaly 1,278; France 387; Netherlands 

68. . 
Residual fuel oil._.._.-.do_--.-. 9,992 9,520 Ttaly 2,899 Netherlands 1,861; France 

. : 1,336; Venezuela 1,033. . 
Lubricating oils-_____..do___-_ 559 612 United States 184; Netherlands Antilles 

139; Venezuela 94. 
oo Mineral jelly and waxes_do-__-_ 123 116 Netherlands Antilles 67; Venezuela 20. 

Petroleum coke____._..do____ 94 95 Netherlands 41; United States 39. 

Revised. NA Not available. | 

a | ~ COMMODITY REVIEW | | 

| METALS | 7 Iron and Steel.—Reflecting the general 

Aluminum.—Announcement that three slowdown m economic growth ‘in 1967, 
‘primary aluminum smelters were to be production of pig iron, and steel ingots and 

built in the United Kingdom touched off castings remained rather stagnant, while 
strong protests from Norway and Canada, Ole. a he hind (27 percent Fe) oc 

| principal suppliers of aluminum ingots to clined’ for the third consecutive year. The 
the United Kingdom. The Norwegian Gov- major development in the iron and steel 

ernment claimed that this action was con- af the owning the year was nationalization 
. | : of the indust i 

trary to principles of European Free Trade f d , bE ry with me major part coming 
Association (EFTA). At yearend 1967, YTeCr Pubic ownership on Vesting Day, . ’ 1 thorit 
however, no action had been taken on Ju Y 2 1 196 C public authority, the 
plans for the construction of a smelter by ational Steel Corporation (the name was 
Aluminum Company of Canada LTD subsequently changed to the British Steel 
(ALCAN) at Blyth "r Tynside, Scotlan d. Corporation) was established with members 

another by Rio Tinto-Zinc Corp (RTZ , appointed by and reponsible to the Ministry — 
at Holyhead in North Wales and a third of Power. The Act nationalized only those 
by British Aluminium Comp any (BAC) companies or groups of companies that 

| eed rod more tha 
at Invergordon, Scotland. Initial annual P oo a, ce h, than ee tons 3 196 1 
capacity of the ALCAN and BAC smelters Fourteen eine y mel coon June were sn 
is planned at 60,000 tons, with eventual cluded and aw form art of the British 
expansion to 120,000 tons per year. The . P | oS , 
RTZ unit would have an initial yearly tee! Corporation (BSC). The companies 

. . y are as follows: 
capacity of 120,000 tons with expansion to . 

240,000 tons to follow. Colvilles, Ltd. — 

In 1967, roughly 90 percent of the Consett Iron Co., Ltd. 

aluminum ingots consumed in the United Dorman, Long and Company, Ltd. 
Kingdom were imported. Small domestic English Steel Corporation, Ltd. 

primary output has been obtained from G.K.N. Steel Company, Ltd. 

BAC facilities at Fort Williams and Kin- John Summers and Sons, Ltd. 

lochleven, Scotland. Lancashire Steel Corporation, Ltd.
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Park Gate Iron. and Steel Corporation, by 2 points to 77 percent, but in the last 

Ltd. | - quarter of the year was up 6 points from : 

Richard Thomas and Baldwins, Ltd. the comparable quarter of 1966. 

Round Oak Steel Works, Ltd.* . . 

South Durham Steel and Iron Company, Lead and Zinc.—Initial production of 
Ltd. - zinc and lead was attained in December 

Steel Company of Wales, Ltd. 1967 at the new smelter at Avonmouth, 
Stewarts and Lloyds, Ltd. that has a rated annual capacity of 90,000 
United Steel Companies, Ltd. tons, which can be increased to 140,000 

—_——_____ tons with the addition of special units. The 

Oak ae ee ee as ‘been transferred to smelter, Avonmouth No. 4, was con- 
Tube Investments, Ltd., and the plant is no longer. structed by Imperial Smelting Co., Ltd. (a 

in full public ownership. - subsidiary of Rio Tinto Zinc), the only 

In 1966, the firms which now comprise Primary zinc producer in the United King- 
the public sector had a turnover of $2.8 dom. The new unit can process sintered 
billion, employed almost 270,000 workers, zinc-lead concentrates to recover both zinc 

and controlled the bulk of the production, and lead. Recovery of cadmium and sul- | 

including nearly all of the pig iron, crude furic acid as byproducts is also contem- 
carbon steel, and heavy products, but a plated. When the plant attains full pro- 
much smaller proportion (less than 50 per- duction, a nearby Imperial smelter, Avon- 
cent, in some cases) of the output of light mouth No. 2, will be shut down, but a 
products and alloy steels. Nevertheless, the unit at Swansea will remain active. 

remaining private sector of the industry Renewed interest in exploration for lead- 

was quite formidable. At Vesting Day it zinc deposits was evident during 1967. 
comprised some 250 iron and steel com- Minera Mines Ltd., a subsidiary of Charter 
panies and about 1,200 iron and steel Consolidated, Ltd., carried out prospecting 

foundries with a combined turnover of and drilling programs in several areas of 
$1.1 billion to $1.4 billion and a work Wales, and New Davies Petroleum, Ltd., 
force of about 200,000. a Canadian Company, conducted similar 

The public sector at Vesting Day was operations in the Strontian area of Scot- 

organized into four groups as follows: land. 

a Tin.—The Cornwall region, once a pro- 
| Crude Employees, | ™Minent world source. of copper and tin, was 

Capital! steel = iron and again the center of exploration and devel- 
Group (millions) oat len steel and opment activity. A number of British and 

long activities! foreign mining companies were reopening 
} old tin mines and probing for virgin 

Midland........ $948.6 58 68,600 deposits, both onshore and offshore. This 
Northern and renewed activity has been stimulated some- 

Tubes_-._--.-- 1,024.8 5.6 95,500 what by the capital investment grant of 45 
Scottish and . 

North West.... 806.4 4.6 47, 400 percent allowed by the Government for in- 

South Wales..--- 1,164.8 6.1 57,100 vestments in districts designated as devel- 
Total...... 3,989.6 22.1 268,500 opment areas. Operations were underway 

sat a number of locations in Cornwall, in- 
11966 data. cluding areas near Camborne, Wheal Vor, 

The groups are responsible to the BSC but have Redruth, Godolphin, and Bodmin. At 
a considerable degree of operating autonomy within Pendeen, near Redruth, the Barcos Mining 
See tS the Act and established guidelines of Company Limited of the Johan nesburg 

, ; ; Consolidated Investment Group proceeded 
_ Steel production in the United Kingdom = with work on a mine shaft following en- 
in 1967 was approximately 1.7 percent couraging results from a drilling program. 
below that for 1966 and 11.7 percent less Costal Prospecting Company Limited has 
than the record 27.4 million tons attained completed a processing mill adjacent to 
in 1965. A feature of the 1967 output was “the St. Ives Bay area where suction 
the recovery in the final quarter, when dredging of tin bearing sludge is underway. 
output reached 6.2 million tons compared 
with 5.5 million tons in the same quarter Uranium.—Ore containing uranium has 
of 1966. Capacity utilization in 1967 fell been found in bituminous shale on the
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island of Stroma in the Pentland Firth, and Exploration, a unit of Rio Tinto-Zinc 
Scotland. Meanwhile, a 5-year uranium Corporation, and Armour Chemical Com- 
prospecting program has been started with pany have also initiated exploration activity 
initial reconnaisance to be made in select’ in the Whitby area. 
areas followed by extensive prospecting at 
the more promising locations. Fluorspar.——The upward trend of fluor- 

spar production continued in 1967 ex- 
NONMETALS ceeding output in 1966 by almost 13 per- 

Cement.—Activity in the public sector cent. Product ton at the Sallet Hole fluor- 
, . spar and barite mine in Derbyshire, owned 

was largely responsible for the 4.9-percent . . 
. . . . by Laport Industries Limited and oper- 
increase in cement production in 1967, | : . 

eu: ated by Glebe Mines, a unit of the General 
nevertheless more than 1.5 million tons of . we . Lae 

. . : Chemicals Division, is to be doubled within 
capacity remaind idle. Cement manufac- . 

the next 5 years to attain an output of 
turers have embarked on a program of . . le 

. . . roughly 800 tons daily. The mine is one 
taking old plants out of service and either of the leadi id d fA 

building new works or installing larger © teacing wore producers or Huorspar. 

more modern units at selected existing Gypsum and Anhydrite.—British Gyp- 

works. Five new plants or large kilns were sum Ltd. discontinued operations at the 
under construction in late 1967, and con- (Cocksdale mine in Cumberland in 1967, 
tracts had been let for expansion of two but new mines were being developed in 
other units. Late in 1967, Tunnel Portland (Cymberland and in Yorkshire. The com- 
Cement Company announced plans to €X- pany’s reserves of high-grade gypsum and 

| pand capacity of its cement mill at Pitstone, anhydrite ores have been increased with the 
in Buckinghamshire, to roughly 1 million acquisition of Bellrock Gypsum Industries, 
tons yearly by 1969, giving the company,  [.td. 
which also has'a plant at West Thurrock, | 

the two largest cement works in the United MINERAL FUELS 
Kingdom. , . . 

S Substantially increased oil and gas con- 
Fertilizer Materials. — Potash.— Cleve- sumption and a further decline in coal con- 

land Potash, Ltd., owned jointly by sumption, against a background of slightly 
Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd. (ICI) higher energy demand, characterized the 
and Charter Consolidated, Ltd. (an affiliate mineral fuel economy in 1967. Oil and gas 
of Anglo American Corporation) made _ sales each rose 7.7 percent while coal 
plans to develop the United Kingdom’s - sales declined 8 percent. Demand for all 
first potash mine near Staithes, 16 kilo- mineral fuels was adversely affected by the 
meters north of Whitby, Yorkshire. Initial low level of general economic activity and 
annual production capacity would be 1 mild weather in early 1967. Oil imports 
million to 1.5 million tons. Exploration and were interrupted by the Middle East war, 
drilling activity indicated the presence of but major supply problems were avoided 

ore beds 8 meters thick at a depth of by government-industry coordination. 
1,100 to 1,200 meters. The ore grade The emergence of natural gas as a major 
ranges between 26 and 30 percent K2O indigenous primary energy source prompted 
equivalent. Development of the mine was a governmental review of fuel policy in 

slated to start in 1969, with full production 1967, the results of which were published 3 
attained in 1972 or 1973. Company officials in the Ministry of Power’s White Paper on 
indicate unproved onshore reserves may be Fuel Policy in November. 

Substantiably sarger man ons rere neanss. The White Paper indicated that although 
Output of 1 million to 1.5 million tons h domi f ; d oil 

will be adequate to meet demands of the ‘° © precorminance oF coal and ov as 
internal market, estimated at 850,000 tons Primary fuel sources would continue for 
by 1970, with the balance available for many years, they would meet increasingly 
export. Imports in 1967 amounted to ap- strong competition from natural gas and 
proximately 750,000 tons. Proposals have nuclear power. The likely pattern of fuel 

been advanced for the development of port 
facilities at nearby Teeside to handle ex- 
ports of potash and imports of iron ore. 3 Ministry of Power. Fuel Policy. Command 

Two other companies, Rio Tinto Finance ons. Her eee s Stationery Office (London).
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use in the mid-1970’s as set out in the ing supports at yearend, and 450 machines 

White Paper was as follows: were producing coal on a 24-hour basis 
SC com pared with 382 in 1966. The number 

- Million tons of coal equivalent Of coal faces was reduced from 1,749 in 
—_—_—___—___—_-_—--——_—— 1966 to 1,580 in 1967, concentrating out- 

Commodity = Actualuse Estimated use put in the more productive units. The 
1957 1966 1970 1975 average daily pithead output per face 

rose to 516 tons from 472 tons in 1966. 
Coal.....-------- 212.9 174.7 1152 = 1 120 The average number of men employed 
Oil ~~ cee 86-7 AULT 125 M40 declined from 426,800 in 1966 to 401,000 
Nnvaroclectric. -- - 1.7 10.2 16 35 in 1967, the number at yearend being 382,- 

~ Bas------- 0 wees 400. During the year 27 colleries were 
Total__-..-. 251.3 297.7 310 350 closed, compared with 61 in 1966, in ac- 

—————___ cordance with the policy of the National 

' Exports of coal estimated at about 3 million (Coal Board to shut down depleted and un- 
tons in 1970 and 2 million tons in 1975. . . : . 

economic pits. The closing of 16 colleries 
Indications are that by 1975 the growing planned for the December quarter was 

use of nuclear power and natural gas postponed at the request of the Govern- 
will severely limit the market for coal, | ment. | 
while petroleum will hold or slightly in- Coal sales totaled nearly 166 million 
crease its share of the total energy tons, 14 million tons below the 1966 

market. figure, and undistributed stocks rose to the 
Although the Government considers that highest level in 7 years. Decreased demand 

contraction of coal demand to the level was attributed to increased use of com- 

projected for 1975 would be manageable, petitive fuels, mild weather in the early 
the rate of contraction implied for 1970 months of 1967, the low level of general 
would cause unmanageable difficulties for | economic activity, and the continued con- | 
the industry. To soften the impact on the version of the railways to diesel and 

| industry and secure an orderly transition electric traction which has _ eliminated 
to lower demand, the Government provided __ British Rail as a major coal user. 
for the use of about 6 million tons of addi- . 
tional coal per year in power stations and Natural Gas.—The first natural gas to 
gas works up to 1970. The Government reach Britain from North Sea fields was 

requested authority from Parliament to brought ashore in March 1967, some 18 
absorb the cost involved up to a limit of months from the date of the first commer- 

45 million pounds sterling ($108 million). cial discovery of gas in usc United King- 
dom’s Continental Shelf. The gas came 

Coal.—Production declined another 1 from the West Sole field of British Pet- 

percent and consumption fell about 8 per-  roleum, Ltd., via a new 73-kilometer 16- 
cent in continuation of the long-term trend inch pipeline to the shore terminal at 
toward contraction of the coal industry. A Easington (near Hull). Deliveries at the 

number of gains were nevertheless achieved initial rate of 50 million cubic feet daily 

by the National Coal Board in 1967. The began in July. Yearend over 16. billion 

industry’s activities were marked by an _ cubic feet of gas had been delivered. 
upsurge in productivity, further progress The announced objective of the British 
in mine mechanization, and a substantial Government is that North Sea gas should 

improvement in tonnage lost due to in- be brought rapidly into use to enable the 
dustrial disputes. country to benefit as soon as possible from 

Average output per manshift through this indigenous primary fuel. Recoverable 
the year was 5 percent higher than 1966. reserves in the four important gasfields dis- 
The chief reasons for the gain in produc- . “1: 

. . oo. covered since drilling began on the Dogger 
tivity were increased mechanization and . . 
the concentration of output in the most Bank in December 1964, were estimated by 

productive units. The proportion of power- the Ministry of Power at 25 trillion cubic 
loaded coal went up from 85 percent in feet. This quantity is estimated to be suffi- 

1966 to 90 percent in December 1967. cient to replace manufactured (town) gas 

More than 57 percent of coal faces were completely in the course of a few years 
equipped with power-operated, self-advanc- and to bring about a major expansion of
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the market for gas. Reserves are sufficient equals 100,000 Btu’s), 60 percent went to 
to build up to a production rate of some domestic, 24 percent to industry, and 14 
3,000 million cubic feet per day (MMcfd) percent to commercial consumers, with the 
within 5 or 6 years, equivalent to about 3 remaining 2 percent going to public bodies 
times present consumption of town gas. It and for the use of the Gas Boards. In 

is assumed for planning purposes that addi- recent years the old methods of making 
tional reserves will be discovered through gas from coal have been rapidly superseded 
continuing exploration in the Continental by oil-reforming processes at important 
Shelf and that production could reach savings in cost. While coal-based and oil- 
4,000 MMcfd in 1975. The Gas Council is based gas were produced in equal quantities 
accordingly planning a phased program of in 1966-67, future plans call for produc- 
conversion of the town gas system to tion of about two-thirds from oil and 
direct natural gas supply. The cost of one-third from coal. About 10 percent of 
converting the estimated 30 million ap-  Britain’s gas supplies was imported from 
pliances of Britain’s 13 million gas con- Algeria in the form of liquefied natural 
sumers over 10 years is estimated at 400 gas under a 15-year contract negotiated in 
million pounds sterling ($960 million). 1964. Natural gas from the North Sea 

While the 4,000 MMcfd expected to be reached the mainland too late to make 
available in 1975 will represent 15 percent any significant contribution to 1966-67 
of the estimated demand for all energy, its supplies. 
rapid absorption will not cause dislocation 
to the energy market, in the view of the Petroleum.—Inland consumption of oil 

, “Ministry of Power. It will, however, result Products rose by 7.7 percent over that of 
in considerable. changes in the gas in- 1966, a rate somewhat less than the 9.5- 

dustry involving the wholesale displacement Percent average gain over the previous 3 
of much of the existing gas manufacturing years. The increase was registered during 
facilities and methods, a national con- 4 year of economic restraint and despite 
version program, and a nearly fourfold ex- Major supply dislocations and higher oil 
pansion of sales by 1975. prices caused by the Arab-Israeli conflict, 

Work progressed during 1967 on a distri- the interruption of shipments from Iraq 
bution network to supply natural gas to all earlier in the year, and the suspension of 
areas of the United Kingdom by 1970. The exports from Nigeria. These supply prob- 
system is designed for a working pressure lems and the closure of the Suez Canal 
of 1,000 pounds per square inch. During resulted in greatly increased imports from 

the year a 24-inch feeder main, running the Western Hemisphere and Iran, and 
140 kilometers from the Easington terminal in extensive rerouting of tankers, but they 
connecting the West Sole field with the were met with a minimum of inconvience 
national grid at Totley (near Sheffield), to consumers. No serious shortages occured, 

was completed and work was begun on a_ and the contingency powers given to the 
36-inch feeder main to carry gas supplies Government by Parliament to introduce 
197 kilometers from the reception terminal, rationing of liquid fuels if necessary were 
being built at Bacton, Norfolk, to the not used. 

national system just south of Rugby. A 30- At the close of 1967 the annual capacity 
inch undersea pipeline connecting the Le- of the United Kingdom’s 19 oil refineries 
man Bank field, shared by the Shell/Esso was about 84 million tons. Construction of 

and Gas Council/Amoco groups, with new refineries and additions to existing 

Bacton 54 kilometers away, was completed plants were expected to raise the total to 

in 1967. The net increase in total pipeline about 116 million tons by 1970. Refinery 

mileage in the year ended March 31, 1967, output of a little over 73.5 million tons 

was 4,958 kilometers. in 1967 reached a new high, exceeding 
Total gas sales in the 1966-67 year the 1966 figure by 2.5 percent. Refinery 

ended March 31 rose an average 7./ output in 1967 was affected by the sub- 

percent. Taking into account the plus stantial supply and shipping dislocations 
0.4°C temperature rise over the 1965-66 and the drawdown of oil stocks. 
level, the demand was estimated to have At the close of 1967, seven new re- 

grown by 9 percent. Of total sales amount- __fineries with a total capacity of 24 million 
ing to 3,775 million therms (1 therm _ tons per year were either planned or under
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construction, while additions to existing being installed. Status of these refineries 
refinery capacity of 7.25 million tons were was as follows: 

Capacity 
Company Location (metric tons Status 

per year) 
ee 

New plants: 
Shell U.K. Ltd_____...____-___-_____--- Teesport....._..... 6,000,000 Completion early 1968. 
Lindsey Oil Refining Ltd__.._...._....--. Killingholm-_.--.-_ 6,000,000 Completionspring 1968 
Gulf Oil Refining Ltd__..._..._.......-. Milford Haven____.. 3,000,000 Completion mid-1698. 
United Refineries, Ltd____._._._._.....--- Canvey Island__..-. 2,000,000 Planned. 
Continental Oil (U.K.) Ltd_____._..-..-- Killingholm__._.--.-- 4,500,000 Completes second 

. a ° 

Isle of Man Petroleums, Ltd. (Natomas).. Isle of Man___._._-- 500,000 Completion 1969. 
Murco Petroleum Ltd__.___._..-.-_._.-. Glasgow._....__-.-. 2,000,000 Do. 

Additions to existing capacity: . 
British Petroleum, Ltd_.............-.--. Grangemouth___-.._. 2,500,000 Late 1968. 
Mobile Oil, Ltd_____.__.-.._-.-_-_----- Coryton..._-...-_-. 3,800,000 1969. 
Burmah Oil Co., Ltd_....._...---------- Ellesmere Port_.---- 950,000 Mid-1969. 

The first stage of construction of the Esso planned to lay a fuel oil pipeline 
398-kilometer, 8- to 14-inch, light prod- between its refinery at Fawley and West 
ucts pipeline from the Thames estuary to London, parrallel to the existing white 
the Mersey River was completed during products and liquefied petroleum gas lines. 
the year by United Kingdom Oil Pipelines, The 10-inch line would be designed for 
Ltd., a group of oil companies. The central flow rates up to about 1 million gallons 
section of the line is planned for construc- per day (over 1.5 million tons per year). 
tion in 1968. The pipeline will be Britain’s The project, including expansion of storage 
first big products pipeline, and when com- capacity at West London, would cost 
pleted, it will have an initial daily capac- about 4 million pounds ($9.6 million)- 
ity of about 60,000 barrels, which will Crude oil production increased slightly, . 
later be raised to 120,000 barrels per day. but still made no significant contribution 

Shell completed a 109-kilometer 12- to the country’s requirements. Drilling on 
inch pipeline to transport crude from the North Sea Continental Shelf had not 
Stanlow to the company’s refinery at yielded commercial quantities of oil 
Heysham. through yearend 1967. There appears to 

A group of three oil companies, Regent, be greater likelihood that oil may be found 
Gulf, and Esso, was planning to construct in the northern areas of the United King- 
a 403-kilometer products pipeline from dom’s Continental Shelf, off the coast of 
Milford Haven (Wales) to the Midlands Scotland where little drilling has so far 
and Manchester. Official permission was taken place. 
requested to proceed with the 288-kilom- As the result of the devaluation of the 

eter section from Milford Haven to the pound sterling by 14.3 percent in 1967, 
Midlands. The diameter of the pipe will the Ministry of Power at yearend per- 

probably be between 16 and 20 inches. The mitted the prices of basic oil products to be 
estimated cont was x ‘ot: million pounds paised on the average by 1 penny (1 U.S. 

sterling ($24 to $36 million). . cent per gallon). Prices in general re- 
British Petroleum, Ltd., was authorized . 

ws . mained unchanged because the Government 
by the Ministry of Power to replace its - aul ' ¢ 9 1 th 

existing 12-inch, 91—kilometer crude pipe-  S!™u/taneousty cut trom « pence to € 
line from Finnart to Grangemouth with a temporary surcharge on oil products that 
new 20-inch line required by the expan- was introduced in mid-1967 because of 

sion of refinery capacity at Grangemouth. the Middle East crisis.





The Mi lustry of 1 e Mineral Industry of Venezuela 

By Gordon W. Koelling' 

Measured in terms of gross receipts tent of fuels used in the Eastern United 
from sales, the value of Venezuelan mineral States, the principal market for Venezuelan 
production increased more than 4 percent _ residual fuel oil. 
in 1967 as compared with an approximate Iron ore accounted for almost all of 
3-percent decline during 1966. An upsurge Venezuela’s nonpetroleum minerals output 
in crude oil output was largely responsible in 1967. | 
for the recovery. Mineral production ac- Although the Venezuelan Government 
counted for over 30 percent of the reaffirmed the longstanding policy against 
country’s estimated gross national product granting new petroleum concessions, the 
(GNP) of US$8,560 million? (at current country’s oil law was amended in July 
prices). The mineral industry also pro- 1967 to permit service contract arrange- 
vided almost 70 percent of Government ments. This amendment specifies that 
revenue and over 95 percent of foreign ex- Corporacién Venezolano del Petréleo 
change earnings. (C.V.P.), the national oil entity, may 

The petroleum (including natural gas) enter into contracts or form mixed enter- 
industry accounted for 95 percent of the prises with private oil companies provided 

: value of the country’s 1967 mineral pro- the terms and conditions of each contract 
duction as measured in terms of gross are more advantageous to Venezuela than 
receipts from sales. Venezuela retained those of the concessions currently in force. 
third place among the world’s crude oil The bases for service contracts, including 
producing nations behind the United States the maximum area to be included in the 
and the U.S.S.R. It also remained the contracts and other matters related to the 
world’s leading petroleum exporting characteristics of the areas, are to be ap- 
country, accounting for 19 percent of total proved by the Congress. Contracts 
world oil shipments. normally are to have a duration of 20 

The 5-percent increase in the country’s years after the start of commercial produc- 
crude oil output during 1967 resulted tion, preceded by a 5-year exploration 
primarily from the Middle East crisis period. In special cases, with prior approval 
which disrupted world oil supply patterns of the Congress, contracts may have a 
to Venezuela’s advantage. Other contri- duration of up to 30 years from the date 
buting factors were the resolution of back- of signature. 
tax claims and the establishment of firm Another important item of petroleum 
tax criteria for the future. However, to a legislation enacted during 1967 was the 
large extent, these factors only served to Law Governing Desulfurization of Hydro- 
postpone some of the petroleum industry’s carbons. This law authorizes the Govern- 
basic problems. Reserves of crude oil and ment to enter into special agreements on 
natural gas declined during 1967, costs of reference values (values on which taxes 
production remained high in comparison are paid) for residual fuel oil exported 
with those in other major petroleum ex- from Venezuela and for Venezuelan crudes 
porting countries, and the lower trans- which are processed and desulfurized in 
portation costs made possible by the in- the usual refineries in the Caribbean area. 
creased use of supertankers further eroded However, such an agreement is permitted 
the advantage of Venezuela’s geographic YGeonrapher, Division of International Ac- 
proximity to consumers in the Western tivities. 
Hemisphere. New antipollution regulations tea rere precessary, pralnes oye angen conver: 
severely limited the allowable sulfur con- rate of Bs4.50=US$I. 
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only when the producer assumes the obliga- the sulfur content of a reasonable part of 
tion of installation in Venezuela of de- its residual fuel oil production in ac- 
sulfurization facilities capable of reducing cordance with market requirements. . — 

PRODUCTION 

Although the value of Venezuela’s total of some of the country’s other mineral com- 
mineral output increased by more than 4 modities.. However, the production of iron 
percent during 1967, performance of the ore was down slightly, and the output of 
various sectors of the mineral industry was diamonds and salt declined sharply. 

| mixed. Production of such major items as Aluminum was produced for the first 
crude oil, natural gas, iron and steel, and time during 1967. Cc oO 
gold rose significantly, as did the output —. | | es | 7 :



Table 1.—Venezuela: Production of mineral commodities : 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ee ene e ere eee eer eee eee erence eer erences reer een nee eens eee a TT A TT A LTTE a IT ST TT TD 

Commodity ! 1963 1964 1966 1966 1967 p 

en eee eee ene eee eee nee eee renee ener errno eeee eee ee eens ee seereeera ener aT a a aS 

Metals: 
Aluminum..._... 0 ---------- nn nn nn nn ee eee eee ee eee een eee te nee eee ee eee eee 8,090 + 
Gold_..... 2 ee ew en en ee ee eee ne eee tPOY Ounces _ _ 26 , 947 33 , 536 23 , 660 r 16,895 r 19,997 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore.......-.--.--------------+--- ~~ ee eee ~~ ---- - thousand tons_. 11,747 15,656 17,510 17,759 r 17,005 
Pig iron_....._-.._-_..--------------- een ee eee eee eee eee 0 302 323 334 351 422 
Steel ingots and castings_.._......-.-..-----------------------------------d0_.-. 364 440 ' 625 * 537 r 667 
Semimanufactures.__-.._.-.-------------------------- + -- 2 -ee o -  -dO. 159 399 347 341 420 ta 

Nonmetals: Bs 
Cement. __.__...-.-_------------ ee ne eee ee ee ee eee ee OL, 1,580 1,850 2,112 2,114 2,248 

Diamond: _——_ oo — 5 
Gem___. ee nn ee en ee ee eee ee - Carats. . 38 , 400 57 , 467 52,313 41,796 38 ,218 ed 
Industrial. .._._... 2-2-2 ee ne eee en ee nee = OL 27,597 — 48 ,816 28, 767 31,229 28 , 538 A 
Bort... jen ne ee ee eee OL. 3,676 9,321 9,877 11,674 7,871 Pp 

a 69,673 115, 604 90,957 84,699 69, 627 tl 
Gypsum ©. ....- 222. 2-2 eee ee ee ee eee neeeeeeene 7 65,300 74,800 t 85,900 86,000 NA Z 
Lime.___._...- 2... -- 2 ee  n en e n n n  n  n e e eee 50,143 67,609 ¥ 64,281 44,436 NA Ct 

Limestone: . | 
For cement °__..__._.___-- ee ee nn ee ee ne ee nee een eee-= 2,028,000 2,462,000 2,655,000 2,750,000 2,890,000 a) 
For lime, agriculture, and construction *.......-...--..--------.------------------- 90 ,000 121,000 114,000 NA NA m 

‘ — a en eee ne ew © 

Total ¢._. 2 ee ee ene eee eens 2,118,000 2,583,000 2,769,000 NA “NA / kg 
Nitrogenous fertilizers, manufactured ?___.-__.-.-------------------------------------. 52,891 182 ,847 94,754 114,908 135 , 245 < 
Phosphate rock... ._. .. .--- eee ee ee ne en een nee eee eee eee nee eee ¢ 6,000 _ NA 30,000 ~ 
Salt__.. 2-2 eee eee eee eee eee -- thousand tons-- 76 203 172 F149 © 85 Pd 

Mineral fuels: : tel 
Coal, bituminous__.__._-_......-----.---- ee ee ee ee en ee eee eee eee ¥ 42,347 r 36,250 r 29,939 r 34,215 34,458 NX. 
Carbon black. ....-.....--.---.------------- ee ee en ee ee eee eee eee 4,536 6,128 6,804 7,350 7,350 Gc 

Gas, natural: a 7 - 7 a e 
- Usable production: 

Sold. ..._-_-...- 2 - eee eee ---------million cubic feet... ¥ 79,422 r 90,299 r 95,455 ¥ 102,377 119 ,328 
Producers’ fuel..._____-_-.-.--_..-.----- ee ee ee ee eee eee OL. = 118, 692 ¥ 127, 662 r 135,431 r 139,739 145, 884 
Shrinkage due to extraction of natural gas liquids. -..._.-....-_..--.--..-.d0__~- © 19,705 r 19,458 r 18,929 t 21,789 27,439 
Field injection__..._._-...---.---.----------------------2---- ~~~ - do... = 574, 496 t §98 , 228 ¥ 625,773 ¥ 652 , 435 700 , 640 

Subtotal. .-.__.-- 22-22 eee eee eee dL 792,315 ® 835,647 r 875,588 * 916,340 993 ,291 
Flared or otherwise lost.__._..__.-_.._----------------- eee eee eee -- do... «= * 580, 742 F §51,153 ' 566, 868 r 541,230 622,701 

Total... 2-22 eee ee eee eee eee eee dO. ... 1,823,057 1,386,800 *1,442,456 1,457,570 1,615,992 

Natural gas liquids: ae _ _ 
Natural gasoline..... _........-..-_-.--.--.----.-..-.-_-thousand 42-gallon barrels. - r 2,308 r 2,935 3,186 r3,148 3,334 C0 

Go 
See footnotes at end of table. . - ~]



Table 1.—Venezuela: Production of mineral commodities—Continued 90 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 00 

er PE eee eter eee een ence crea nc——— eee nn enc nena ence nnn n acne acne aan eennen cence ne nnn enema nee eee ee 

Commodity ! 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 

eens Pe ES SE 8 TS SS SS eee eee ene ncn n enn ncn ncn nnn ean enn eee nena nae meena nnn een enna n nn eee ne 

Mineral fuels—Continued 
Condensate_._..._.__._-_-.---.----------------~------thousand 42-gallon barrels- - 1,083 1,754 1,909 1,540 1,896 
Liquefied petroleum gases__._...---..---------------------------+---------d0__~- 5,088 * 5,823 6,004 ' 6,637 7,462 

Total... = ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee OL r 8,479. r 10,512 r 11,099 r 11,320 12 ,692 
Petroleum: 

Crude_.__.__... 2 ee eee ee ee ee ee ee eee eee 0-2... «1,185,511 1,241, 782 1,267, 602 1,230, 464 1,292,876 

Refinery products: OO OO —_ ~ _— 
Gasoline and naphthas___.._..._____-._--------------.----------------do___- 50, 795 45,014 47,428 50, 662 50,244 
Jet fuel... ._ 2 eee ee ee ee OL . (3) 13,678 15,805 20,451 26,183 
Kerosine....___-___-- ---- 2 ne en eee ee dO. 8,849 9, 880 7,961 6,069 5,042 = 
Distillate fuel oil....._...._.._.-_---------_----..--------------------do___. 79,614 77,708 71,071 70,799 67 , 642 2 
Residual fuel oil__.____________-----.-------------- eee ee OL 214,573 233,951 268 ,080 260,617 © 255,991 re 
Lubricants_...-_.....-.------. ------- ee ee eee ee ee eee dO 4,402 4,638 3,721 3,746 3,788 bg 
Refinery gas ‘__.______..---.-------- =e een eee eee dO 4,607 4,522 6,006 6,642 5,692 > 

Asphalt. .......--~-----------20enovvenooensotetrorseccsco Geo 5,275 5,443 5,171 4,948 5,477 te 
Other... eee ee eee OL LL 12,663 5, 786 3 528 4,946 - 4,872 a 

ee nd 

Total. __.______-__-_--- eee ee ee eee eee ee eee OL 380,778 400 , 620 428,771 428 , 880 424 ,931 es 

~ " " — ae a 
¢ Estimate. > Preliminary. r Revised. NA Not available. B 
1 In addition to reported commodities, Venezuela is known to produce sand, gravel, and clay, but data are not available on the output of these items. O 
2 Sales. x 

2 Not reported separately, included with ‘‘Other’’. . 

4 Liquid equivalent. a9 
a 
3
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| TRADE 

Exports of mineral commodities played Petroleum accounted for about 95 per- 
a dominant role in Venezuela’s overall cent of the value of all minerals exported 
foreign trade picture during 1965 and during these years. The United States was 
1966, the latest years for which complete the principal destination of direct petro- 
trade information is available. Data on the leum shipments, followed by the Nether- 
value of the country’s mineral commodities lands Antilles. However, almost all of the 
trade, as compared with total trade, were petroleum exports to the latter area con- 
as follows: sisted of crude oil and unfinished oils 

. destined for processing at two large re- | 
hh —__ fineries owned by the parent companies 

Mineral . ‘ Value (million dollars) com. of Creole Petroleum Corp. and Cia. Shell 
—_—__—_—__—_—— modities’ de Venezuela, Ltd., Venezuela’s first and 

Mineral tal tte! ~=—s second._ ranking crude oil producers. These 
modities trade _—_ (percent) refineries export their output and are, in 

$5 $$ aa sense, an integral part of Venezuela’s 
Exports: petroleum industry. 

eee. aaenee ; , Boe 2 , 3° og 3 Exports of Venezuelan petroleum from 
Imports: | Venezuela and the Netherlands Antilles by 

1368 -------- 126 t wet 3-8 principal areas of destination for years 
Trade balance: 1965-67 were as follows: 

1965.._..... 2,726 1,628 XX 
1966.__..... 2,706 1,695 XX 

XX Not applicable. 

Source: Republica de Venezuela. Ministerio de 
Fomento. Direccié6n General de Estad{istica y Censos 
N' acionales, Boletin de Comercio Exterior, 1965 and 

a 
Exports 

Destination (thousand 42-galion barrels) 

1965 1966 1967 
a 

Western Hemisphere: 
Canada._....._--..._-------------------------------- 128 , 497 105, 362 142,989 
Puerto Rieco____________--__ eee eee 47, 530 55,202 56,281 — 
Trinidad and Tobago_.____.___._._-___-_-------------- 48,151 55,022 67 ,046 
United States__.._.....-.--_---------_------+---------- 496 ,288 512 , 485 502 , 468 
Other_____.---.-_-_-_------ +--+ +--+ --- 136,807 137 ,074 131, 503 

Total__._....-.-.---------------------------------- 857,278 865,145 900 ,287 

Eastern Hemisphere: 
Western Europe: 

European Economic Community --._....------------ 81,483 76,371 98 , 748 
Spain. ___.._.-_-....--- +--+ +--+ +--+ - ++ -- 21,335 20 , 453 29,369 
United Kingdom._____..____._-_._-_---------------- 106,641 84,454 80 ,098 
Other. ...._._-.-.---------.---------------------- 51,837 45,888 39, 436 

Subtotal............_.-_..-_---.---------------- 261 ,296 227 ,166 247,651 
Other____.__.-._.- eee + -- 38 , 439 42 ,221 50,635 

Total. _......-.-- = eee ee eee eee eee eee eee een ee 299,785 269,387. 298, 286 
Grand total_._._____..__..---_..-------------------- 1,157,008 1,134,532 1,198,578 
a 

Source: Republic of Venezuela. Ministry of Mines and Hydrocarbons, Office of Petroleum Economics. 
Venezuelan Petroleum Industry, Statistical Data, 1967. . 

The preceding data reflect some of the clining in the face of competition from 
disruptions in the world supply pattern Middle Eastern and North African pro- 
resulting from the Middle East crisis. ducers, increased by more than 17 percent 

. Venezuelan petroleum exports to Western during 1967 while total petroleum exports 
Europe and Canada, which had been de- rose only about 6 percent.



| | Table 2.—Venezuela: Exports of mineral commodities © 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) oe Co 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: a Aluminum, all forms_____.____-.2-22 2 --eeee 11 840 Mainly to United States. ; Copper, all forms_.__._.._. 2-2-2 ee eee. () 726 Netherlands 4338; Japan 266. Iron and steel: . . : Iron ore.__.__-.-.- 2 -_-_.__.._ thousand tons... 17 ,006 17,037 Mainly to United States. me Cast iron_______2 2 eee. 50 2.2L Lee 
Steel ingots and equivalent primary forms__....._-__.........-.-_-. 60,880 33,802 Argentina 13,006; Colombia 10,199; Peru 10,121. Sheets and plates._.__.. 22222 7 568 Mainly to United States. : Seamless tubes____-__--__--...---- 222 eee eee 6,282 12,896 United States 8,861; Colombia 1,933; Trinidad and Tobago 1,263. Zine and alloys____._..-.--_. 2-2 NA 1 All to Colombia. . . _ . Other metals, unwrought and semimanufactures, not further described... _ 2,418 - Le 

Non metals: . 
= Cement, white--._...__...-..---------- eee eee eee. «248,128 163,094 Peru 54,243; Surinam 33,512; Martinique 18,961. 2 . Diamond---._-..-----------.---------------.----------.---carats.._ 120,000 _....)__. 7 ty Fertilizers: . by Nitrogenous.._._-.__....---.--- eee 4,967 Nicaragua 3,528; Costa Rica 1,484. . > Potassic..___.-._- 20.222 eee eet 5 All to Colombia. i Gypsum, crude and calcined____._._. 2. ee 1,202 2,201 Mainly to Trinidad and Tobago. . wn Lime.........---.------- 2 eee eee eee 9 8 All to Netherlands Antilles. rd Magnesite____-.-_--.-_-- 2-2 eee eee 1,001 Mainly to Canada. gy Salt__-...-.---.------- eee eee eee. =. 20,762 | . > Sand......-_---.--------- eee eeeeeeeeeeeeeee 21 All to Colombia. _ oo, | x Stone, dimension.________.. 22-2 o eee 117 .. 535 Mainly to Netherlands Antilles. Oo Other nonmetals__-._--- 2-2 2-2 eee eee ee ril 509 ‘Mainly to Netherlands. . . OS Mineral fuels: 

. PI Carbon black.__.--_.-- 2 20222 561 11,852 United Kingdom 8,101; Brazil 3,137. . . Coal... 2 eee eee 11 79 All to Colombia. . : S Natural gas liquids: a 3 Natural gasoliné____._._........_.....thousand 42-gallon barrels_. 2,816 2,563 Netherlands Antilles 1,150; United States 1,147. : Liquefied petroleum gases. .._._.__._._.__.__.._.______._..do.__. 1,802 3,312 Brazil 1,809; Argentina 1,473. ’ Petroleum: 
Crude. _-_---.--0 2-2-8 OL 851 ,092 826,072. Netherlands Antilles 271,130; United States 169,519; Canada 61,681. Refinery products: 

Gasoline__._.-.----.2-2 22-2 ee don 22,063 $28,710 United States 7,597; Puerto Rico 5,898; United Kingdom 4,130. Kerosine_-__.-..---.-----------. ed. 1,247 550 Mainly to Netherlands Antilles. CT Distillate fuel oil_..__.....------2----- 2 ee------ do... 45,827 44,947 Canada 9,294; Netherlands 7,408; Sweden 6,503; United States 5,737. Residual fuel oil._..._._--2 ee dol... 244,049 238,687 Mainly to United States. Lubricants. -_--__.._22 2-2 ee dO. 2,979 | 3,148 United Kingdom 1,493; Sweden 636. Asphalt.__._.- 0-2-2222 eee dO. 3,261 3,141 Mainly to United States. Other_._... 2-22-22. eee dO... 17,176 21,060 United States 12,752; Brazil 1,870; Malaysia 1,860. 

1 Less than 14 unit. ' Revised. NA Not available. . 7 
Source: Direcci6n General de Estadistica y Censos Nacionales, Ministerio de Fomento, Boletin de Comercio Exterior, 1965 and 1966. Venezuela. Memoria y Cuenta, Afio 1966 y 1967. Caracas, Venezuela, March 1967 and 1968. BO



Table 3.-—-Venezuela: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

—<——— 

LD 

Commodity 1965 1966 _ Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum and alloys: fo . 

Unwrought.._...- ~~ ~~ ea ee ee een ee eee ne ee 2,968 1,755 Mainly from United States. . 
Semimanufactures.-...... 2-2-2 eo en ee we ee ee eee eee 4,762 — 6,855 United Kingdom 2,640; United States 1,744. 

Antimony, all forms..--_._...--.-----.---------------------------- 7 80 88 Mainly from United States... . 
Chromite_._.-_---_------ ee ee ee ee ee eee eee nen nee 1,263 2,334 All from United States. 
Copper and alloys: -. 4 

Unwrought.... 22-2 en en ce nee nee een nee 127 - 68 Mainly from United States. | 
Semimanufactures.__._--_-------------- ee nen ee nnn ne ene ee 6,440 7,891 Chile 4,052; United States 1,261. >| 

Iron and steel: . : Le a 
Iron ore and concentrate. ._...-._---.-..-- .-2-- eee eee eee eee eee eee 3 All from United States. 5 
Serap.__-_ 2 ne ee ee nee ne enn on eee ne eee nee 5, 874 28,776 Mainly from United States. 
Pig iron_.___._..---~--~------- noe ee ee een nen 1,283 164 Mainly from Japan. & 
Ferroalloys__._.._-..----~------- 2 e-news 9,082 5,944 France 3,075; Norway 828; Brazil 787. > 
Steel ingots and equivalent forms__........-.-.-.~--------------- 2,007 8,068 United States 753; West Germany 603; United Kingdom 526. te 
Semimanufactures: Pe . oe : 4 

Bars, rods, and structural sections. .........-...------------. 97,058 41,009 Belgium-Luxembourg 19,328; West Germany 18,484. 
Plates and sheets: 3 

et a 145,142 146,610 Japan 77,495; Belgium-Luxembourg 21,488. a 
oated: Lo “a 

Tinplate...__....----.---.-.--------------------- 71,190 51,150 France 19,548; Japan 18,234; United States 7,666. 4 
Galvanized and other.._...---.----...----..--.---. 30,549 14,026 ‘United States 5,375; Belgium-Luxembourg 4,746; Canada 3,294. re 

Hoop and strip.....-.---..--.-------.---------------------- 5 4,247 3,718 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,464; United States 929. , 
Wire.___ i en ee ee ee eee eee een e ee e---e «=: 3, 818 86,677 West Germany 11,758; Belgium-Luxembourg 9,682; Japan 7,488. °° 
Pipes and fittings........-.-.-.---.-.-----------------.--.- 96,068 74,495 United States 26,831; West Germany 17,475; France 13,802. "4 
Rails and accessories..__.-.---.---.-----..-------6---- +e nee 1,634 4,665 Mainly from United States. . < 
Other_____.__ 2 ee eee eee ee ee ee eee eee nen 2,171 1,283 United States 484; Japan 325. tx 

Lead and alloys: ae Ss oo Zz 
Unwrought-__..___-. + ne ee nn een nn nee ee nee 1,693 4,422 Mexico 1,697; United States 1,676. ic] 
Semimanufactures_______..---.-------.--2--------- eee eee ee 498 722 United States 240; United Kingdom 142; Australia 115. a 

Mercury.__._...-....-.--.---------------------+---76-pound flasks_ 116 151 Mexico 75; United States 36. . BJ 
Nickel and alloys, all forms.....-....--..--.--.--------.---------+-- 94 91 United States 45; Canada 34. te 
Platinum-group metals and their alloys, troy ounces... 3,697 8,054 West Germany 1,543; United States 804. > 

unworked and semimanufactured. 
Silver and alloys: 
Unwrought.....----.. 2 ene ee ee ene eee ene -- dO... «= 88, 672 59,832 West Germany 25,142; United States 19,644. 
Semimanufactures._.._._...._.-------------.---~--------d0_.-. 185,445 78,544 United States 41,860; West Germany 28,711. 

Tin and alloys: | . 
Unwrought.._.__..._...-.---.--..--------.----.----long tons_- * 183 225 Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Semimanufactures____.__..-.--.-.---------.---e4--------dO__.- rg 12 Belgium-Luxembourg 6; United Kingdom 2. 

Zinc and alloys: 
Unwrought..____.--_-...-- ae ne ee en eee ee 4,072 5,342 Australia 1,617; Belgium-Luxembourg 1,251; United States 644, 
Semimanufactures__.__.._-.....-.~.------.----0-------- eee e- 1,087 836 Mainly from United States. 

Nonferrous metals, not otherwise described: — OS | FS 
Ores, concentrates, and scrap..__.....---..--------------------- . 1,824. | 1,894 Spain 991; Norway 500; United States 229. @ 

See footnotes at end of table. re wo ae re



Table 3.—Venezuela: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued © 
RO (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

TOT LLL LC EL 
PPS SSS SSNS SEERA 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 
i eee 

LL eeu sp Esp /SATSHTENSSNENED 

Metals—Continued 
Nonferrous metals, not otherwise described—Continued 

Metal and alloys: 
Unwrought_____. 2 eee 30 124 Mainly from United States. . 
Semimanufactures, other._....___ -- eee r 36 114 Do. 

Nonmetals: . 
Abrasives__---__----...-------- eee eee eee eee 168 201 Mainly from West Germany. 
Asbestos, crude, washed, ground--.-._._._...__.______.__________..- 4,316 5,817 Mainly from Canada. 
Barite_..-... 22 --- e e ee eee 17,399 12,201 Mainly from Brazil. . 
Borates___-___.------- 22-2 eee ee eee eee eee eee 1,930 1,109 Belgium-Luxembourg 497; United Kingdom 368. 
Clays: , Bentonite___--__.- 2-2 eee eee eeeee-- 8,746 3,517 Mainly from United States. = China clay (kaolin).-...__-2 22222-2220 wee eee eee 5, 430 5,655 United States 3,652; United Kingdom 1,852. 2 Fire clay___-_.. 2-28. eee eee eee eee 4,853 5,357 Guyana 2,650; Peru 1,300. tf Cryolite_._._...-- 2 eee eee eee eee 4 7 West Germany 5; United Kingdom 2. -*] Diamond, industrial 1____.......2......_._......_. thousand carats. _ 280 1,995 Mainly from United States. > Diatomaceous earth. __..-__..__-_.___-_-_-_.-_.-- eee 1,990 2,118 United States 1,813; Mexico 214. Oo Feldspar__-..._-. 22 eee eee eee eee ee 7,953 8,533 United States 4,989; Canada 3,544. 
Fertilizer materials: re Nitrogenous--.._...-.-..--.--22---22. 2 eee eee eee 6,006 10,003 Trinidad and Tobago 7,215; Barbados 2,785. eB Phosphatic_.____._....-..-----.-----.--- see eee eee 302 5,329 Mainly from United States. & Potassic..___..--.--------- ee eee eeee eeeeeeeee----) ~)— 24, 885 15,842 United States 5,650; West Germany 5,150; Italy 5,025. tg Mixed_~_...--_.--.--------- ee eeeeeeeeeeeeee eee) «12,569 62 Mainly from West Germany. Oo Fluorspar._...._-.- 22-2 ee eee eee eee 167 3,804 Mainly from Mexico. . ° Fuller’s earth___...______ 22 eee eee 928 810 United States 613; United Kingdom 121. AR Graphite_____._-__-_ eee eee eee 299 533 United States 393; United Kingdom 133. Gypsum, crude and calcined___...__.__.___..__.-____..-._._-._.--.-.- 83 126 Mainly from United States. % Magnesite__.._-_--___..--- eee eee ee eee eee 2,180 2,914 United States 1,760; Netherlands 513; Italy 500. g Mica_____....__--_- 2 eee eee eee eee 384 392 Mainly from United States. 
Refractory earths and rocks, not further described_.____.__.____.______. 7,853 5,712 Do. 
Salt__--2 ee ee ee ee eee ee eee 406 All from United States. 
Sand__..._ 22-2 --- 2 ee ee eee 4,278 2,875 United States 1,592; Belgium-Luxembourg 1,208. 
Stone, industrial, not further described__-......._......---2---.---_-.--. 31,102 24,514 All from United States. 
ulfur: 
Unrefined__.-__...-_-_---2--- 22 - eee eee ---------- = 8398, 159 2,825 United States 1,529; Netherlands Antilles 1,285. Refined_.-_..-.2 2-2 eee ee eee eee 701 681 United States 436; Belgium-Luxembourg 140. Tale___. oe ee ee ee eee eee 3,001 2,983 United States 1,274; Italy 1,268. 

Vermiculite.____...._...-_-0- 2 eee eee _ 499 453 Republic of South Afriea 261; United States 179. 
Mineral fuels: 

Bitumen, natural._____._-. 22-22 164 87 Mainly from United States. 
Carbon black___..___-2 222 eee 885 745 United States 546; Canada 179. 
Coal____ eee eee eee ee---- =: 10, 089 8,872 Mainly from United States. 
Coke._-____-_..--- eee eee ------- 198,558 156,327 West Germany 72,280; United States 56,166; Norway 12,814. Coal and coke briquets___._._____-_..-_-___..) L188 69 31 United States 23; Colombia 8. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline, kerosine, and distillate fuel oi). _________42-gallon barrels. 958 1,233 Mainly from Netherlands. 
Gasoline additives._.__...... 2202-2 eee ee 3,684 4,454 United States 2,688; United Kingdom 1,771.



Lubricants_......._...----.--.-------.-------42-gallon barrels.. 39,319 27,482 Mainly from United States. 
Solvents... 2... 2 ee ee ee ee eee eee OL 9,399 -11,802 Do. 
Paraffin and wax. _....--_--- ~~~ en ee een ee ene 5,126 2,658 Do. 
Vaseline and other petroleum jellies..........-...-...---.-------- © 1,110 1,002 Do. 
Asphalt____. 2 ee eee eee ee ee eee nee 1,542 1,098 Do. 
Other... TITTTITTEIIIDTe20 1,215 2,918 Do. 

a peer erence remem a A SPST SS aE SS SST SS ee 

1 Approximate, based on data reported in kilograms. . 

Source: Direccfon General de Estadistica y Censos Nacionales, Ministerio de Fomento. Boletin de Comercio Exterior, 1965 and 1966. Venezuela, 
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS of operations. Construction is to begin 
Al a's f hum; about mid-1968 with completion scheduled 

uminum.—Venezuela’s first aluminum = foy 1970. 
reduction and fabricating plant, located at The output of pig iron and crude steel 
Matanzas just outside of Puerto Ordaz, was (ingots and castings), all of which was 

dedicated a October 07 ons Plant produced by SIDOR, rose Oo and sin 
operated dy Aluminio dei Garoni, 5.4., cent, respectively, during . 
owned jointly by Reynolds Metals Co. and also accounted for most of the country’s 
Corporacién Venezolana de Guayana output of steel semimanufactures with the 
(CVG) a Venezuelan ; xe nme remainder peng PrSIVEN 52) Siderargica 
entity. e plant, valued at -J million. WVenezolana, S.A. ,» @ private 
has an annual capacity of 10,000 tons of company. 
ingots, billets, sheet, coils, industria] sheet, A contract was signed in 1967 between 
and aluminum circles. Plans have been an- -SIDOR and Compagnie de Pont-a-Mous- 

nounced to increase this capacity to 22,50) son of France for the construction of a 
tons annually by the end of 1969. Alumina $6 million plant for the manufacture of 
and carbon anodes are obtained from cast iron soil pipe. The plant, to be in- 
Reynolds plants in the United States, and stalled at SIDOR’s Ciudad Guayana steel 
electric power is supplied by the hydro- mill, will have an annual Capacity of 
electric plant at Macagua Dam. 30,000 tons of 60- to 300-millimeter- 

diameter pipe. Completion of this project 
Iron and Steel.—Venezuela’s cutput of  ;, scheduled for late 1969. 

iron ore declined more than 4 percent — SIDOR solicited bids, in late 1967, for 
during 1967 vid result of ae com- the supply, installation, and preliminary 
petition in world export markets. Ihe pro- — Gneration of the equipment for its planned 
duction of Orinoco Mining Co., a subsid- expansion into flat products manufacture. 
lary of United States Steel Corp., totaled he interrelated projects for which bids 
about 14.2 million tons, and the output of were solicited included an oxygen-produc- 
Tron Mines Co. of Venezuela, a subsidiary ing plant, ingot heating furnace, a hot 

of Bethlehem Steel Corp., was 2.9 million scarfing machine, an electrolytic tinning 
tons. Siderargica del Orinoco, S.A. (SI- line, and a plant to produce flat-rolled 
DOR), a subsidiary of the Government- tee]. | 
owned C.V.G., began mining small . . 

| quantities of iron ore from the San Isidro Nickel.—In July 1967, the Government 
deposits in the Sierra Imataca during the Contracted with Société Le Nickel, a 
latter part of the year. Venezuela’s total F rench company, for a study of the 
estimated iron ore reserves remained at feasibility of developing the nickel de- 
about 3 to 4 billion tons of at least 58 Posits at Loma de Hierro in the State of 
percent iron content. Aragua. This study is scheduled for com- 

_ All but approximately 700,000 tons of pletion during the third quarter of 1968. 
Venezuela’s 1967 iron ore output was ex- he contract further specified that the 
ported. Almost all domestic consumption Venezuelan Congress would have to ap- 
was accounted for by SIDOR which ob- prove any agreement covering the exploita- 

tained most of its ore supply from Orinoco Ln of tnese Ceposits. Reserv l ed at Mining. | oma de Hierro have been calculated at 
At yearend 1967, Orinoco Mining signed VET 40 million tons of 1.58 percent nickel 

a contract with the Government for the Content. 
construction and operation of a 1-million- Uranium.—A uranium deposit which 
ton-per-year iron ore processing plant at also contained thorium compounds was 
Puerto Ordaz. This plant will use a discovered during 1967 in the southeast . 
natural gas reduction process to upgrade corner of Bolivar State near the border 
ore from an average 58 percent iron con- with Brazil. According to the Venezuelan 
tent io 2 percent. The beneficiated ore Institute of Stientife anvestigation, the 
will be briquetted for export to the Unite commercial value of the deposit, in a 
States. The Venezuelan Goverament has quartz basement rock, is unknown with 
the option of acquiring a 25 percent preliminary assays indicating 0.3 to 0.5 
interest in the plant during its first 2 years percent UsOs.
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NONMETALS integration agreement signed by Venezuela 
_ . . and Colombia. The plant was originally 

Fertilizer Materials.—Instituto Venezo- planned for Barranquilla, Colombia, but a 

lano de Petroquimica (1.V.P -), the Gov- reevaluation of the quantities of natural 
Sid ned . petrochemical oop og gas available for feedstock from the near- 
awarded a contract tor the expansion Of by El Dificil gasfield revealed a much 
its chemical fertilizer facilities at Morén, smaller potential than initially estimated. 

which had an annual “apa Otic ail Most of the production from Venezuela's 

vaise Movon’s ammonia output capacity to planned aceon chemical fertilizer 
‘capacity would be for export, primarily to 

zopong tons annualy ag 2 At ep markt in the Westen Hemipere. Gon ll sequently, the expansion of similar facilities 
fertilizer output to 720,000 tons per year. elsewhere in the Hemisphere could delay 
Actual work on the project is to begin oy even cause the cancellation of one or 
So hedhaled fo lone and completion 18 more of Venezuela’s fertilizer projects. 
scheduled for . . 
During 1967, I.V.P. signed two partner- Magnesite.—A survey made by the 

ship agreements involving the construction Ministry of Mines and Hydrocarbons in 
and operation of chemical fertilizer plants COOPeration with the Venezuelan Develop- 
which are to be a part of a planned ment Corp. and the owners of the Loma 

petrochemicals complex at El Tablazo near de Guerra magnesite properties on Mar- 
Lake Maracaibo. The first of these agree- vita Island off Venezuela’s northern 

ments was with Petroquimica del Atlantico ©°@St was completed during 1967. Results 
of Colombia and International Develop- of this survey indicated recoverable reserves 

ment Investment, a U.S. and European 2¢ 5 million tons of raw magnesium Car- 
consortium. This joint venture, which will bonate. A Canadian firm, P rospection, Ltd., 

operate under the name of Venezolana de W4S Siven a contract to determine the 
Nitrégeno (Nitroven), involves the con- feasibility of mining these deposits. 
struction of a plant which will have a MINERAL FUELS | 
capacity to produce approximately 500,- . | 
000 tons of urea annually and will be one Coal.—Coal output increased slightly 
of the world’s largest facilities for the pro- but remained well under the production 
duction of this commodity. The second peak | recorded in 1963. The State of 
agreement, with Commonwealth Refining Tachira continued to be the source of 

Co. (CORCO) of Puerto Rico, calls for 2!most all output, and C.A. Minas de 
the construction of a 330,000-ton-per-year Carbon de Lobatera was the principal pro- 
ammonia facility. Feedstock for both plants ducing company. . . 
will be natural gas piped from oilfields in A Government commission, aPP ointed fo 
Lake Maracaibo. Completion of both resolve the question of activating: the 

plants is expected by 1969 or 1970. C.V.G. coal mines at Naricual, published 

Negotiations were in progress on plans its findings at the end of 1967. This report 
to construct a 500,000-ton-per-year am- concluded that it was economically justi- 
monia plant at Bajo Grande, on the fable to utilize Naricual coal in the pro- 
western shore of Lake Maracaibo. Vene- duction of coke for use by Venezuela’s iron 

zuelan Sun Oil Co. would be the operator and steel industry. It recommended that 
for itself and four other participants: the mines be reactivated, that a cokin s 
I.V.P., Venezuelan Atlantic Refining Co., plant be built, and that the responsibility 
Texaco Maracaibo, Inc., and Texaco Sea- for the mines be taken from G.V.G. an d 
board, Inc. The plant, which would be assigned to a government entity not in- 

completed in 1970, would be of single volved in the manufacture of iron and 

train design and would use natural gas steel. 
from Lake Maracaibo oilfields for its Petroleum and Natural Gas.—After a 
feedstock. | decline of almost 3 percent during 1966, 

Plans for at least one other chemical Venezuela’s crude oil production rose 5 
fertilizer plant were being considered at percent to 3,542,000 barrels per day in 
yearend 1967. This project would involve 1967. Companies owned by U.S. firms 
‘a consortium consisting of I.V.P., Colom- produced approximately 73 percent of the 
bian, and Dutch interests and would be total 1967 output with Creole Petroleum 
the first concrete result of a petrochemical Corp., a subsidiary of Standard Oil Co.
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(New Jersey), alone accounting for 39 million barrels to a reported total of 
percent. | | 15,932 million barrels at yearend 1967. 

The output of natural gas continued to Proved reserves of natural gas, as cf the 
rise, increasing about 11 percent to 4,427 same date, totaled 27,833 billion cubic 
million cubic feet per day during 1967. feet, 1,344 billion cubic feet less than at 
Most of the natural gas produced was yearend 1966. These decreases were largely 
from oilfields. Output of natural ga; liquids a reflection of the decline in exploratory 

| increased by 1,372,000 barrels during the activity. Geologic and geophysical explora- 
year. . tion and exploratory, development, and in- 

In contrast to increased production, jection drilling activities were as follows: 
proved reserves of crude oil declined 937 

a ee 
1966 1967 

eee 

Geologie and geophysical exploration: 
Geologic surveying. .-._____.-__.-...._-..-.-_-__.-_._..__--party months__ 5.8 4.2 
Seismic surveying--____.________-__ ee do. 8.3 5.6 
Structural drilling... eee dal. 5.5 5.1 

Total. ___----------- +222 ne eee eee do 
Drilling: | OO 

Wells drilled: 
Exploratory: 

Oil___ 2222-2 -nmber__ 58 45 
Dry_.-_-_.....-------_-.---------- do 32 31 

Subtotal. _..-_- 2 eed. 90 76 

Development: oO 
Oil__--_- eee do. 8 290 - 282 
Dry__.------- 2.2 dO 14 _i1 

Subtotal. _---__.---2 ee dow 304 243 
“ Injection___...___----.-.--------- 2-0. . 9 7 

Total____________ ee dO! 403. 326 
Footage drilled_.-..__...___._.. 2-2-2 ee feet _ 617,024 746,046 

See 
Source: Ministerio de Minas e Hidrocarburos, Venezuela. Memoria y Cuenta, Afio 1966 y 1967. Caracas, 

Venezuela, March 1967 and March 1968. 

Seismic activity during 1967 included a The capacity of gas injection facilities 
survey of the Gulf of Venezuela. This was increased by 254 million cubic fet | 
survey, requiring 1.3 party months of daily to a total of 3,084 million cubic feet 
fieldwork, was performed under contract per day in 1967. Gas injection during the 
to G.V.P. by Western Geophysical Co., a year was at an average rate of 1,984 cubic 
division of Litton Industries. Western feet daily. Water injection capacity was 
Geophysical conducted the survey using raised 289,000 barrels per day to a total 
two marine crews equipped with its new of 1,122,000 barrels daily by yearend 1967, 
“aquapulse” offshore seismic system which and the average injection rate during the 
utilizes a nonexplosive, impulse sound year was 800,300 barrels per day. 
source in place of conventional explosive Refinery output averaged 1,164,000 bar- 
charges. Binary digital recorders were used __rels daily in 1967, down slightly from the 
to record all seismic data which were then previous year. However, refining capacity 
sent to Western Geophysical’s Houston, increased 125,300 barrels per day during 
Texas, digital processing center. When 1967, mostly as a result of the expansion of 
computer processing is completed, C.V.P. existing refineries by Cia. Shell de 
will make the final data available to the 15 Venezuela, Ltd., Creole Petroleum Corp., 
private companies which participated in and C.V.P. The only new plant placed on 
financing the venture. These companies will stream was the small, 5,400-barrel-per-day 
make use of this infoymation ‘n formulating Sinclair Venezuelan Oil Co. refinery at 
bids on service contracts covering explora-  Barinas. 

tion and production in the Gulf of Venez- Under terms of an agreement negotiated 
uela. with the Ministerio de Minas e Hidro-
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carburos, Creole is to invest $120 million A mission from the Philadelphia, Pa. 
in a residual fuel oil desulfurization project public gas service has been negotiating 
at its Amuay refinery in return for certain with C.V.P. regarding a scheme to liquefy 
tax concessions such as the continuance of Venezuelan natural gas for shipment to 
agreed reference prices for residual fuel that city as a solution to the atmospheric 
oil through 1976 and accelerated deprecia- pollution problem caused by the burning 
tion of desulfurization facilities. Output of high-sulfur residual fuel oil. It has | 
capacity of these facilities is to be approxi- been estimated that a plant to liquefy 500 
mately 150,000 barrels per day of residual million cubic feet of gas per day would 
fuel oil with a maximum sulfur content of | cost $100 million, and the two tankers 
1 percent by weight. Agreement had not required for: transport would cost $60 
been reached at yearend on terms of a plan million. 
for Shell to construct a 50,000-barrel-per- Venezuelan Government planners con- 
day residual fuel oil desulfurization plant tinued to view the expansion of the petro- 
at its Cardon refinery. chemicals industry as one of ‘the chief 

The total length of petroleum and nat- means of achieving a more diversified 
ural gas pipelines in service was extended economy, and construction was initiated 
only 153 kilometers during 1967. Data on or agreement reached on several petro- 
the length of pipelines in operation at chemicals projects in addition to those 

yearend were as follows: summarized previously under “Fertilizer 
Materials.” : 

| Construction was in progress during 1967 
on the petrochemicals plant of Quimica 

Type of line (en nee Venoco at Guacara, near Valencia. Qui- | 
————eeeseseseseseseeseFhFhFS~—ésésmnicaa:«SVencocoo:s is owned 55 percent by 
Crude oil: private Venezuelan investors and 15 per- 

Trunk. ___..-.-.--------------- 3,310 cent each by Phillips Investment Corp., 
Secondary--------------------- 2,807 Inversiones Shell, and ye This plant 

Subtotal_..-..-...----------- 6,117 is scheduled to begin operations in 1968 

Refined produeia---------------. 4893 ith a capacity to produce’ 15,000 tons 
——~~-—— annually of dodecylbenzene, a product 

Total__._.._.-..- 22-22 eee 8 , 783 : . : . 
used in processing detergents. Indications 

Source: Ministerio de Minas e Hidrocarburos, are that 65 percent of the plant's pro- 
Venezuela. Memoria y Cuenta, Afio 1967, March duction would satisfy domestic demand for 
1968. dodecylbenzene and that the remaining 

: output would be exported. 
As a result of a gas supply contract In February 1967, a contract was signed 

signed at yearend 1967 between C.V.P. between I.V.P. and Allied Chemical Corp. 
and Orinoco Mining Co., a 230-kilometer to form a petrochemical enterprise at 
natural gas pipeline will be constructed be- | Mordn for the annual production of 15,000 
tween Anaco and Puerto Ordaz. This line tons of ammonium sulfate, 2,500 tons of 
will have a 20-inch diameter and a capacity hydrofluoric acid, and 3,000 tons of flu- 
of 150 million cubic feet per day. orinated hydrocarbons. Participation in 

The installation of facilities for cold- this joint enterprise, which will operate 
storage and _ ship-loading of liquefied under the name of Quimica Carabobo, 
petroleum gases at Shell’s Puerto Miranda (C.A., was set at 50 percent for each com- 
terminal on Lake Maracaibo was com-_ pany. Plans called for the plant to begin 
pleted during 1967. This petroleum operating before the end of 1968. It was 
terminal, with a tanker-loading capacity of | expected that 70 percent of the plant’s 
over 1 million barrels per day, is the production could be marketed domestically. 
largest in the Western Hemisphere. Lique- Late in 1967, I.V.P. announced that 
fied petroleum gas facilities installed at engineering work on the El Tablazo petro- 
Puerto Miranda included a butane and chemicals complex would begin during 
propane refrigeration system, two insulated 1968, In this connection, bids were ac- 
storage tanks with a combined capacity cepted by I.V.P. during 1967 for the con- 
of 112,000 barrels, and 1.6 kilometers of struction of a plant to produce 150,000 
polyurethane-insulated pipeline connecting tons annually of ethylene and 85,000 tons 
the tanks with the tanker-loading pier. per year of propylene from natural gas. A
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contract signed between I.V.P. and the serve as the principal feedstock for the 
Union Carbide Corp. established Unicar polyethylene, polyisoprene, and _ synthetic 
Petroquimica, C. A., which is to construct rubber plants. None of the projects planne:l 
a 50,000-ton-per-year polyethylene plant a‘ for EI] Tablazo, including the chemical 
El Tablazo. Also under considerat‘on for fertilizer plants described previously, are 
location in this petrochemicals complex scheduled to be completed before 1969 or 
were a polyisoprene plant with an annual 1970, and it is considered possible that 
capacity of 30,000 tons and a 40,000-ton- completion dates for some of the plants 
per-year synthetic rubber factory. Ethylene might be even later. - — 
and propylene produced by I.V.P. would |



Table 4.—Venezuela;: Distribution of landholdings, crude oil production, and refining capacity by companies, 1967 

Prepress 

Refining 
Concessions! Crude oil capacity 

and production as of 
Company Principal ownership or affiliation Nationality of assignations? (thousand Dec. 31, 1967 

ownership as of 42-galion (thousand 
Dec. 31, 1967 barrels) 42-gallon 

(hectares) barrels daily) 

er PE a SD SD PSSA SS Te 

Private: 
Caracas Petroleum, S.A_._._..--.---------------------------- Ultramar Co., Ltd_._--_-.--..-.  British_......-__- 29,883 2,844 _______ i Le 4 
Chevron Oil Co. of Venezuela_.._.__._...._.-.--_-------------. Standard Oil Co. of California.._.. United States_--__ 135 ,157 22 ,278 62 nd 
Cfa. Shell de Venezuela, Ltd__._.___..._-.--..-.---.---------- Royal Dutch/Shell Group....... British/Dutch- .-- 400 , 416 343 , 720 414 te 
Cia. Espafiola de Petréleos, S.A-.__.._..-.---_-.-------------- Cia. Espafiola de Petréleos,S.A... Spanish..-_..-... 10,546 __ Ll weee Lleeeee 
Continental Oil Co. of Venezuela__.__....__._._-.-------------. Continental Oil Co..._.......-. United States_____ 797 5,876 ___...__._. 
Coro Petroleum Co___.____._______---_-~-------------------- Texaco, Inc_...........-.------ ----d0_-___._-.-- 70, 865 4,689 __.__.___ Le 
Creole Petroleum Corp_____.._...---------------------------- Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey)-..  --..do.-_...__.-- 653 , 833 503 , 281 539 tel 
International Petroleum Co., Ltd_........-....-..---.-.--------  ----d0_-__--- 220-2 -e een -- --dO2 2 ee 6,183 2. -----. ee eee. kg 
King Mill Oil Co., C.A_..._......-.__-.-.-------------------- King Mill Oil Co__...-22-.-2.-20 -.--do...__.--_-- 4,970 ____. eee went e eee > 
Mene Grande Oil Co., C.A____.._-...------------------------- Gulf Oil Corp.__.-.-----.------  ----do__.._-..__-- 600 , 227 156,548 __..______. te 
Mito Juan Concesionaria de Hidrocarburos______ .._.__....-..-. Venezuelan investors...._....... Venezuelan... ____. 2,187 ___ ole e le Lee rnd 
Mobil Oil Co. of Venezuela__._____._.-_-_-_-_-..-._--..-----. Socony Mobil Oil Co__..._..-... United States__._-. 166 , 625 49 ,166 90 Z 
Pan American Venezuelan Oil Co_..._.___......---------------- Standard Oil Co, (Indiana)_..... ...-do__._._-..-- 5,500 __- eee Lal 
Phillips Petroleum Co___..._._...-.-----.-------------------- Phillips Petroleum Go._._.---.-.  ----do-_-_-.--.-- 50,059 26 , 562 4 c 
Signal Oil and Gas of Venezuela_._.........----...-----.------ Signal Oil and Gas Co._..-.....  ----do.._____---- 7,892 4,555 _.... 1 _-- 
Sinclair Venezuelan Oil Co___..__..______-..___-_-----.-.-----. Sinelair Oil Corp..__-_.--...--.  ~.--d0... 2-22 -..- 166 , 647 27,208 43 fe 
Sociedad Anénima Petrolera Las Mercedes (PETMER)..-..-.---- Texaco, Inc. and Ultramar Co., United States/ 63 , 026 1,778 _.. Lu uee rq 

td. , ritish. 
Talén Petroleum Co., C.A.__.-_.--_---..-.---.-----.---------- Kirby Petroleum Co_.__._..--.. United States... _- 60,167 1,869 __L-_ Lule S 
Texaco Maracaibo, Inc._-._______-_------.---------~--------. Texaco, Inc__.-._..-.2---------  -.--d0_--2--..---- 3,147 87,826 ___..____.- 
Texas Petroleum Co___..___.___------- n-ne nee eee eee eee oe MOL eee 2 O02 e---- = 155, 260 27,295 10 < 
Venezuelan American Independent Oil Producers Association, Inc. Atlantic Richfield Co., Sun Oil ..--d0. 2 nee 841 Lo eee LL eae GS 

Co., and Texaco, Inc. Z 
Venezuelan Atlantic Refining Co__.___......--.-..-------.---. Atlantic Richfield Co_-_-.-.....  ----do______.-.-. 32 ,335 (3) ae eee eee iN 
Venezuelan Gulf Oil Co_________.__._....-..._--------------- Gulf Oil Corp.____-_ 2-2-2222. 0 22 dow. eee Lee eee -- 159 Ci 
Venezuelan Sun Oi] Co_.________.__-__-__------..-------------. Sun Oil Co.__ 0. 2.2----2-----. dO ee 20,000 75,478 ooo lol. E: 

Total private companies..__________-.--------- 2+ nnn en ee ene ees 2,646,518 1,289,913 1,321 > 
Venezuelan Government: Corporaci6n Venezolano de Petréleo (C.V.P.)._-.-._...--.------------------------------------- 371 , 968 2,963 16 

Grand total.._.._._._.____..------ ew ee ee nn ee ne eee eee eee ee eeee-- 8,018,481 1,292 , 876 1,337 

1 To private companies. 
2 To the Government. 
3 Less than % unit. 

Source: Ministerio de Minas e Hidrocarburos, Venezuela. Memoria y Cuenta, Afio 1967. Caracas, Venezuela, March 1968. 
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The Mineral Industr e Mineral Industry 

of Yugoslavia 

By Roman V. Sondermayer ’ 

Yugoslavia in 1967 continued to be one mineral industry of economic reforms 
of Europe’s leading nonferrous metal pro- adopted 2 years ago can be assessed only in 
ducers in spite of a leveling off in its min- broad terms. Under the influence of the 
eral production. The more important min- reforms and implementing measures, the 
erals produced were antimony, barite, growth of demand and production slowed 
bauxite, chromite, copper, feldspar, lead, considerably. Industrial production did not 
magnesite, pyrite, silver, and zinc. Difficul- increase and there is evidence of the accu- 
ties including electric power shortages, low mulation of stocks of finished products. In 

' productivity, mine closures, and manage- spite of these facts, it appears that the 
ment deficiencies slowed mineral industry overall economic effect has been positive. 
growth to minimal levels. In the mineral industry, reforms stimu- 

The value of the country’s mineral out- lated higher productivity, the closing of 
: . uneconomic mines, the layoff of excess 

put remained the same as in the past, . d reduced duct; f 
about $640 million. The mineral industry maumers and reduced’ production as unprol 

: itable operations were closed. The areas 
contributed about 9 percent to the gross . 

. most affected were those that were artifi- 
national product (GNP) and employed ye . . | 
about 232,000 persons or 6.7 percent of the cally subsidized during the Pp eriod of cen- 
total work force of the country in 1967. tralized planning, such as lignite mining. 
Although a significant exporter of min- These can be considered as positive devel- 

erals, Yugoslavia had a negative trade bal- opments, but if the stagnation of mineral 
ance of $162.3 million in mineral commod- output levels continues and strict invest- 

ities during 1966, the latest year for which ment policy curtails development of new | 
trade data are available. facilities, the consequences could be seri- 

The impact on the nation and of its ous. 

PRODUCTION 

In Yugoslavia efforts to maintain or in- of oil production (flowing, pumping, and 
crease mineral output, tight investment gas lifting) were used and secondary re- 
policy and general economic difficulties of | covery methods (repressuring and water 
the country necessitated better utilization flooding) were widely employed. Hydrau- 
of existing facilities rather than construc- lic fracturing and chemical methods for 
tion of new plants. The closing of unprof- stimulating production became everyday 
itable mines and switching to opencast practice. Equipment and plants in the 
mining whenever possible was common. petroleum industry were generally modern 
Mass production of ore in both under- and operations highly automated. In other 
ground and opencast mining was used on _ branches of the mineral industry, the level 
a larger scale than in 1966. of automation and mechanization was not 

_ Petroleum production and refining, al- considered satisfactory. 
though modest by world standards, was 
generally performed by modern and eff- . . _ . 
cient methods. All three primary methods nati en mineral specialist, Division of Inter- 

851
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Table 1.—Yugoslavia: Production of selected mineral commodities __ 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity, 1963" - «1964 ~=~=—=—«21965 1966 1967 P 
eee EEE mT EEEE 

Metals: 
Aluminum: . 

Bauxite_.__..______...-.thousand-tons__ ~~. 1,285 1,293 1,574 1,887 2,131 
Alumina_._..____-__-_-----------2--_.. =,:82,055 87,912 95 , 424 95 ,299 * 96,000 
Ingots. -.-...--_----_-------------_.__. © 85,895 34,763 41,318 42 ,022 44,574 
Semimanufactures!_________..-_...__... 48,020 46,716 52 , 999 57,281 55,679 

Antimony: ; 
Ore_____---------------------------... 123,827 124,965 127,044 117,296 111,142 
Concentrate____._______._____________. 7,671 7,611 7,602 8 ,266 e 8,000 
Regulus_____.-.-___._--- ee 2,661 2,729. 2,768 2,645 2,297 

Arsenic concentrate________._______________. 920 2,025 1,541 ---- ae 
Bismuth, metal._______________.___________ 88 84 88 103 107 
Cadmium ¢.____________ 40 41 41 41 150 
Copper: 

Ore___._..._.__...._....-thousand tons__ 5,629 5,928 6,003 5,624 5,874 
Metal content of ore__._.__.___......_.. 62,094. 63,184 62,551 62 ,222 © 65,000 
Concentrate___..______...----------.-. 261,208 287,805 270,785 257,207 € 260 , 000 
Smelter-_--__--_------ eee. = 50,779. 51,716 56,919 **71,341 ©73,000 
Electrolytic___.....-.---_..--...----... 49,082 . 51,941 56,354 62 ,920 66 ,189 
Semimanufactures?________.._..._..._.. 44,915 52,145 48 , 962 55,906: 59 , 796 

Chromium: so : se Dl 
Chromite_____.-_--.------2 222-2 -- = 98, 770 88 ,358 79,851 54,211 47,162 

. Chromite concentrate__._.____..._.-.... 56,176 52,591 46,990 38 , 982 € 31,000 
Gold________--.__...-..---.--.troy ounces._ 83,656 106,773 103,911 84,942 « 86 ,000 
Iron and steel: —_ . 

Iron ore___._._._______.__._thousand tons. _ 2,297 2,307 2,504 2,493 2,580 
Pig iron_____-_.2 es do____ 996 1,026 1,115 = 1,143. 1,177 
Ferroalloys_--.._..........._...-do__-_- 64, 50 60 74 79 
Steel ingots_________.____._______do____ 1,588 1,677 1,769 1,867 ~ 1,882 

— L qevlied products ?-.---------..-.--do..-- 1,146 1,204 1,188 1,226 1,176 
ead: 

Lead-zine ore.___________________do____ 2,287 2,364 2,358 2,489 2,612 
Metal content of ore_________._-___-__.. 118,884 118,105 *106,251 * 102,600 © 103 ,000 
Concentrate_.--__....-----..-------... 185,804 184,398 126,444. 125,496 ¢126,000 

_  Smelter___..---- 2 e------.---- 117,481 117,224 116,166 110,023 e113 ,000 
" - Refined__----_-- 2-2. «104,174 =:101,085 ~=—-:101, 504 | 97 ,525 93 , 850 

Rolled products. -.__....__....-...2--.. 18,256 19,445 16,258 18,420 — NA 
_. Manganese ore_________.._____222 22 8,132 7,784 8,097 ™8,616 . 9,821 
Mercury: . So 
o- Ore._ 222-22 ee + -----------_ 198,089 242,699 264,086 272,360 e 275 ,000 

Metal_____________._._76-pound flasks__ 15,838 17,318 16,419 15 ,896 15,890 
-. Selenium-__.___-__....____:______kilograms__- 1,869 3,828 7,911 9,325 ¢ 10,000 

: Silver. ______._______. thousand troy ounces__ 3,792 4,037 4,148 3,651 3,075 
Jungsten, concentrate, gross weight_.________ 16 121 e130 _--- meee 

. Zines - 
Metal content of ore_________..__.._-_.__ 88,285 91,801 91,819 85 ,241 e 86 000 
Concentrate. ________.__..--_._-___2-.-. 126,960 182,711 132,977 *130,3815 ¢131,000 
Smelter___-___ 2 eee e_____ = 22,009 25,290 24,729 28,159 e 29,000 
Electrolytic 4__.._-...222 2 t___ = 20, 222 19 ,222 21,336 22 ,930 24,000 
Rolled products.______.____.__.______.- 10 , 063 12 , 233 14,015 15,632 * 16,000 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos: rs 

Ore_______-. 2. _______.. 253,407 264,780 280,724 205,110 e 230, 000 
Fiber__..-- ee 8,232 8,419 9,603 7,630 9,021 

Barite, crude.______.__--_..-_._.-._..._._... 104,486 101,670 97,110 80,189 e 90,000 
Cement: o 

Portland__________....__thousand tons__ 2,825 3,018 3,078 r3,211 e3,313 
Other___..___-__..__ 22-2 __do____ 22 21 25 21 NA 

Feldspar, raw____--_-_______.__.___--_...._. 29,885 33 , 794 55,9385 *° 41,570 e 42,000 
Gypsum: . 

Raw--__.----------_------------------. 188,046 154,789 167,204 *168,694 ¢170,000 
Li Calcined_--..----____-_-.2 2-2 ----_.---. 39,880 44,314 40 ,260 40 ,968 e 41,000 

ime: : 
Burned_________________thousand tons_. 860 907 1,113 1,138 1,199 
Hydrated_...-.......-.-------_-----... 90,044 129,229 165,988 189,583 © 190 ,000 

Mica_________.___________._____kilograms_. 35,300 11,660 53,890 54,630 _ NA 
Mineral fertilizers: 

Phosphatic______________thousand tons__ 731 968 801 1,012 e1,100 
Others._________._______________do____ 347 421 461 499 © 600 

Pyrites (concentrates, gross weight)._......... 356,459 427,802 | 406,773 378,184 ¢° 425,000 
Refractories: 

Fire clay: . 
Raw-_-_--._-____._------------------ 210,846 282,354 245,080 247,244 © 250,000 
Burned_...___..___-__._--._---_---. 389,393 43 ,520 46 ,590 46 ,314 e 47,000 

Magnesite: . 
Raw____---.-__--.-------------.-. 411,959 497,420 525,941 526,685 © 424,762 
Caleined________-_..-_-..____.-_.. 26,466 32,068 28,163 25,631 ¢27,000 
Sintered_____..______....-...-----. 155,016 177,933 195,880 188,807 © 160,000 

Other §_.- 2 ---------. «215,645 254,129 281,161 NA NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 1.—Yugoslavia: Production of selected mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 > 
| 

Nonmetals—C ontinued 
alt: . 

Sea___________------.----------------- 32,618 52,748 40 ,338 34,283 e 38 ,000 

Brine.__.____...-_._-_---------------- 183,934 131,230 183,241 130,221 € 130 ,000 

Other nonmetals.________..-_---------------. 512,725 677,592 736,115 712,439 ¢710,000 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal: : 

Bituminous.___...__._.-_- thousand tons_- 1,286 1,262 1,169 1,150 908 

Brown_____-___------------------d0__-- 9,945 10,715 10,509 10 ,079 9,023 

Lignite..........-.--------------do-_-- 16,191 17,534 18,279 18 ,080 16 ,535 

Briquets.---------------------7-7oene noone 15,899 3, 963 22 , 667 23,215 e 24 000 

OoKe: 
, 

Metallurgical__________.-thousand tons-- 1,009 1,089 1,153 1,165 £1,219 

- Breeze_________-_-_-_--.-_---.----do---- 81 70 100 62 & 60. 

Gaswork.____.....--------------d0_-_-- 17 17 14 ril e&10 

Manufactured gas__._____-million cubic feet_- 1,964 2,144 2,263 2,212 e2,200 

Natural gas__..__.__....-_-----------do_--- 7,131 10 ,224 12,317 *14,207 16,313 

Petroleum: 
Crude__._._..-.....__--thousand tons-- 1,611 1,799 2,063 2,222 2,374 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline____.._.....-.-------do_--- 344 385 546 788 886 

Kerosine___..._.------------do---- 89 98 82 94 94 

Diesel fuel___..._.__..---.----do_--- 618 701 890 1,142 1,389 

Lubricants_________-----..--do-_--- 112 126 134 160 318 

Heating oil. _______----------do_-_-- 480 683 1,148 1,764 1,816 

Carbon black_._______.-------------------- 4,281 4,907 5,099 6 , 560 e 6,500 

Bitumen. ___._.-------------thousand tons - - 120 151 112 140 e150 

- P Preliminary. 
r Revised. e Estimate. NA Not available. 
1 Including aluminum alloys. 
2 Including copper alloys. . 
3 Including pipes. oe 

4 Included with “smelter” zinc above in arriving at total smelter zinc listed for Yugoslavia in world produc- 

_ tion of smelter zinc. 
5 Includes shamotte, magnesite, chrome-magnesite, other refractory materials, and silica bricks. 

a | | TRADE 

Although complete 1967 trade returns ports in 1 966 receiving goods valued at 

for Yugoslavia were not available in time $25.4 million while the U.S.S.R. randed a 

for inclusion in this chapter, it is evident close second ($24.6 million), Italy third 

that mineral commodities occupied as im- ($22.3 million), and the United States 

portant a position in total trade as they fourth ($21.9 million). The U.S.S.R. was 

did in 1965 and 1966 when their relation- by far the first-ranked source of the coun- 

ships to total commodity trade were as fol- try’s mineral imports, supplying materials 

lows: valued at $70.9 million in 1966, followed 

by ~Czechoslovakia ($36.6 million), Italy 

Value (million =——_— Mineral ($28.7. million), the United Kingdom 
dollars) commod- eae . 
a te? ($27.7. million), and the United States 
Mineral share of Whi 
commod- Total total ($24.9 million). . 

ities trade (percent) The largest commodity group among 

Exports: Yugoslavia’s mineral exports was non- 

1965_.___._.. 173.6 1,091.3 15.9 ferrous metals, with a reported value of 

Imp J966 ~------- 204.1 1,220.1 16.7 $80.6 million, followed by iron and steel 

1965..__._._ 299.5 1,288.5 23.2 ($40.1 million), and petroleum and its 

T cade Pe ianee: --- 866.4 1,575.4 23.3 products ($19.9 million). Among Yugo- 

1965___._.... —125.9 —197.2 xX slavia’s imports, 1 h 1965-------- 7125.9 107-2 xx s ports, iron and steel was the 

Ree esau lr. largest commodity group, accounting for 
XX Not applicable. $147.1 million, and petroleum and its pro- 

West Germany was the foremost recip- ducts ranked second with a balue of $49.9 

ient of Yugoslavian mineral commodity ex- million. 

/
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Table 2.—Yugoslavia: Exports of selected mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 | 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite. -._.._-_-.--.__.---_--..-1,162,107 1,492,271 West Germany 649,856; U.S.S.R. 
357,316 ; Italy 248,835; Fast Germany 

068. . 
Alumina_.__-_.-_..-._--.--.--._. 11,602 13,020 Austria 5,142; Netherlands 3,079; 

U.S.S.R. 1,898. 
Scrap and filings-..._____.__._.___- 2,422 148 All to Switzerland. 

. Aluminum unwrought____________- 1,180 1,673 Italy 1,655. 
Semimanufactured products_.._._.. 21,659 18,127 United States 5,994; India 3,082; 

Czechoslovakia 2,267; Poland 1,341. 
Antimony regulus___________________- 2,297 2,012 United States 1,254; Poland 400; West 

Germany 180. 
Bismuth, unwrought_____.______--_--- 54 47 West Germany 19; United States 10; 

Netherlands 10. 
Chrome: 

Ore_____-. 2-2 ee 1,192 a 
c Concentrate........._-..._.._... 12,460 13,070 Czechoslovakia 12,570; Greece 500. 
opper: 

Scrap and filings__._-_.___________ 589 543 All to Italy. 
Alloys unwrought__.._..__._____- 25 179 Italy 108; Sweden 13. 
Semimanufactured products_.__._.. 18,366 31,859 U.S.S.R. 6,189; Italy 4,701; United 

. States 3,816; West Germany 3,779; 
India 2,368. 

Iron and steel: . 
Tron ore.__.._.----- 2 ee. = 97, 229 ---- 
Scrap___...--.-----__-__-.._-__--. 10,095 9,383 Italy 5,242; West Germany 3,998. 
Pig iron and ferroalloys__.......... 25,825 32,886 Italy 7,977; United States 5,044; West 

Germany 3,526; Austria 3,234. 
Steel ingots and billets......_______ _oue 1,942 All to Italy. 

Semimanufactured products: 
Shapes..__-...-.------._--_.. 69,507 67,840 U.S.S.R. 30,024; Italy 12,009; West 

. Germany 8,509; Poland 6,368. 
Plates and sheets____________- 3,860 13,737 Italy 6,861; West Germany 2,605; 

. Czechoslovakia 1,791. 
Hoop and strip_______________ a 560 Rumania 481. 
Railway rails and accessories_.. 25,082 37,300 Rumania 30,448; Italy 4,718; East Ger- 

many 1,000; Bulgaria 519. 
Wire, excluding wire rods_-_____ 5,900 6,176 Iran 1,553; Cuba 1,482; West Germany 

1,164; Italy 1,120. 
Tubes and pipes.____.___.___._.. 73,157 88,694 East Germany 26,453; West Germany 

10,898 ; Czechoslovakia 9,695; Italy 
7; . 

Iron and steel castings_______- 9,257 10,388 Poland 3,146; West Germany 2,668; 
East Germany 2,060; Czechoslovakia 
892. 

Total___-..-._.-.....-._.. 186,763 224,695 
Lead: 
Refined... eee ee.) 54,148 52,417 United States 25,005; U.S.S.R. 14,969; 

India 1,925; Italy 1,895. 
Alloys......-.------_ 2-2-2 ee 1,110 1,978 United Kingdom 1,008; Switzerland 350; 

Italy 265; Austria 262. 
Cable lead_._________2__-_- ee 3,879 4,713 United Kingdom 2,315; Austria 1,788. 
Semimanufactured products_-___-_-_. 2,967 2,346 NA. 

Mercury, metal__._._.76-pound flasks._ 13,775 14,214 United States 6,120; U.S.S.R. 2,900; 
West Germany 2,379; United King- 
dom 2,292. 

Zine: 
Concentrates_...._.......-...._... 20,415 10,754 France 4,327; Poland 2,319; United 

. Kingdom 2,144. 
Electrolytic..._.___._.-__.._-.-_-- 2,873 5,325 Italy 3,397; Switzerland 604; United 

States 600; India 304; Czechoslovakia 
200. 

Semimanufactured products and 
powder._...___________-_-_-_.-- 10,201 12,139 West Germany 6,040; France 1,509; 

Denmark 1,486; United States 997; 
Czechoslovakia 700. 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos, fiber and flour.__.___.____--- 4,457 1,723 United States 1,467; Japan 150. 
Barite, raw and ground___________._.. 62,613 47,883 U.S.S.R. 29,805; Hungary 12,640. 
Bentonite___._.____._-_________-__-- 14,230 13,699 East Germany 4,797; Czechoslovakia 

4,232; West Germany 2,228. 
Carbon black_______________-_- eee 1,013 1,310 Bulgaria 6380; East Germany 440; 

Hungary 240. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 2.—Yugoslavia: Exports of selected mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 
a 

Nonmetals—Continued 
Cement: 

Portland.____..____._-_--------- 180,760 148,182 Libya 60,050; Ivory Coast 48,200; 
Malta 17,628; Kuwait 9,500. 

Other________-__-___------------ 58,307 46,128 Sudan 25,300; Italy 4,900; United States 
3,895; West Germany 2,615. 

Diatomite_____..._._-__------------- 3,630 8,561 Greece 1,474; West Germany 1,108. 
Feldspar______..---_.--------------- | 25,176 20,379 Poland 8,664; East Germany 6,735; 

Austria 2,664; Italy 960; Hungary 
43. 

Fertilizers, manufactured: 
Nitrie___._...--.--.-_------------ 422 6,020 Cyprus 5,000; Czechoslovakia 480; 

West Germany 350. 
Phosphatic___.._...._.---------- 214,153 354,481 Poland 162,110; Bulgaria 85,707; United 

Arab Republic 33,796; Italy 30,537. 
Fire clay: 

Raw___.___.._---.-------------- 3,812 1,478 Italy 1,441. 
Caleined__.....----------------- 5,099 ook 

Lime: 
Calcined...-__._._-------------- 3,627 1,360 All to Italy. 
Hydrated__.._.-.-_-.-.---------- 1,550 1,275 All to Libya. 

Magnesite: 
Raw___..-__.----.-------------- 4,047 2,855 Rumania 1,390; Poland 1,315; Bulgaria 

105. 
Caleined__........-_--.---.-----. 21,847 17,068 Poland 5,803; Netherlands 4,971; West 

Germany 1,575; East Germany 1,518. 
Sintered_.._...._.----.----------.- 95,184 83,088 United States 17,956; Ireland 16,661; 

Poland 15,860; Italy 12,451; Canada 
3282. 

Pyrites, concentrates_.._..._..-------- 161,592 190,151 Greece 81,294; United Arab Republic 
88,480; West Germany 29,494; 
Czechoslovakia 14,990. 

Refractories: 
Shammot bricks, tiles and others_- __ 8,190 10,845 Poland 5,553; Czechoslovakia 3,324; 

Greece 853. 
Dinas, bricks, tiles..._........._-_. 10 15 West Germany 8. 
Silica, bricks, tiles._..._.._..------ 96 NA 
Magnesite, bricks, tile._........... 26,849 21,752 Rumania 9,804; Poland 3,937; West 

Germany 3,676; France 932; Italy 
807. 

Chrome-magnesite, bricks tiles, and 
others__.____-___.-.-_-_-..-__.. 20,958 12,173 West Germany 3,141; Rumania 2,024; 

Ttaly’ 1,818; Sweden 1,258; Poland 
136. 

Other refractory bricks, tiles and 
others._-_....._-.------------- 1,470 3,760 Italy 2,232; Poland 1,526. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal: 

Bituminous. _______._-.-.-.------- 3,158 3,567 Greece 2,000; Italy 960. 
Dust_.-._._---.2- ---- ---.-- 82,326 81,832 Italy 80,870. 

Brown___.______-__-----_-----.-- 21,582 4,392 Austria 4,153. 
Dust_____-_-_- eee ae 20 All to Italy. 

Lignite...._.__-_-...-.-_-.__-_.... 23,509 23,852 Italy 23,229; Austria 563. 
Gag, liquefied. ____._._..-__- _-.-- 3,422 6,312 Austria 4,328; Italy 1,571. 

Petroleum: 
Crude________._.____.___-___-.-. 144,727 324,017 Austria 321,236; United Kingdom 2,781. 

Refined products: 
Gasoline.__..._._.-______.-.-. 57,647 181,533 United Kingdom 109,258; Italy 47,504; 

Austria 23,953. 
White spirit, kerosine______.__ 9,979 13,308 United Kingdom 2,676; U.S.S.R. 2,572; 

Czechoslovakia 2,557; United States 

Distillate fuels._.._.__.___._... 41,123 286,707 West Germany 109,819; United King- 
dom 63,909; Italy 49,200; United 
States 33,079. 

Residual fuel oils_.___.____... 115,200 317,094 Italy 200,073; Austria 55,172; United 
Kingdom 33,825; Greece 27,212. 

Lubricants__.-.._..._.._...... 52,726 43,551 India 43,549. 
Other products._..__..___---_- 431 819 Italy 759. 

Total refined products__._._._. 277,106 843,012 Italy 297,537; United Kingdom 209,668; 
West Germany 109,989; Austria 
85,716. 

r Revised. NA Not available.
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' Table 3.—Yugoslavia: Imports of selected mineral commodities _ 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources in 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum: . 

Bauxite__-_.______--- ee 3,393 7,155 British Guiana 3,719; Greece 2,237; 
Italy 1,138. 

_ Unwrought!___.__-_-______-_-_.-. 19,862 26,119 U.S.S.R. 18,026; United States 2,489; 
_ Norway 2,323; Austria 1,237. 

Semimanufactured products- —_ ____ 1,176 1,207 West Germany 435; Austria 284; Italy 
237; United Kingdom 92. 

Antimony ore and concentrate________-_ 134 163 All from Turkey. 
Chrome ore______-.--.-----__-------. 54,719 | 40,168 Albania 39,342; Turkey 826. 
Cobalt unwrought__.__.._____.-______ 25 29 Belgium 28. 
Copper: 

Blister_--_---_-......._.-.____-- -oue ---- 
Electrolytie___......._-..__--_-__- 1,834 5,910 United Kingdom 3,684; Chile 1,514; . 

oe United States 499. 
Alloys unwrought_______________- 4,444 3,590 Chile 2,175; United Kingdom 911. 
Serap and filings_.___________.__.-. 11,456 4,285 United states 4,172. 
Semimanufactured products }______ 2,159 4,915 Chile 1,867; East Germany 786; Bel- 

gium-Luxembourg 601; Italy 482. 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore_____--.--_--.--_--------. 863,909 398.107 India 357,547; Sudan 35,560. 
Serap.___..--------------------. 99,062 120,388 United States 114,447; Tunisia 4,084; 

. Lebanon 1,857. 
Pig iron and cast iron._._.___.__._._. 224,887 246,824 U.S.S.R. 134,036; Czechoslovakia 

65,649; Bulgaria 23,430. 
Ferroalloys.___..___...-_.__-_-_-- 1,998 1,580 U.S.S.R. 578; West Germany 393; 

United States 190. 
Ingots and billets_......_.__.._.... 45,717 55,016 Rumania 38,857; Bulgaria 14,027. 

Semimanufactures: 
Shapes._..._.-.----.---.---. 111,978 185,508 Czechoslovakia 61,373; U.S.S.R. 23,867; 

| . - Bast 3 Germany 22,198;. Rumania 

Plates and sheets____.___..-... 405,091 478,818 U.S.S.R. 76,076; Poland 70,503; Czecho- 
slovakia 59,607; Italy 58,963; France 

. 2295. 
Hoops and strips-_.__._.___._.... 47,114 74,897 Czechoslovakia 49,324; Hungary 6,849; 

Italy 4,059; Poland 3,646; West Ger- 
many 3,126; U.S.S.R. 3,116. 

Railway rails._....-2-_-_-_____ 977 3,364 West Germany 2,983; East Germany 

Wire, excluding wire rods__.__.. 19,409 32,612 Czechoslovakia 15,723; West Germany 
8,394; Austria 3,088; U.S.S.R. 2,377. 

Tubes and pipes.....___.___._ 28,811 45,984 Czechoslovakia 10,752; United King- 
dom 8,075; Hungary 7,224; West 
Germany 6,169; Italy 5,571. 

. Castings and forgings. ________ 3,032 2,184 West Germany 910; Austria 530; Italy 
289; Poland 194. 

Total__._-_-.-.--.---_.-.-. 611,412 828,362 
Lead: 

Concentrate..__________._-_______ ae 12,737 All from United Kingdom. 
Serap_____.---------- 22 e ee 2,650 3,468 Canada 827; Ceylon 600; Cyprus 474; 

United States 464. 
Refined... 2-2 ee 317 1,589 All from Bulgaria. 
Semimanufactures___._.___-_______ 48 auu- 

Manganese: 
Ore_____------.-_------_---_-_-. 44,118 35,056 India 14,793; U.S.S.R. 10,815; Morocco 

»820. 
Unwrought.______. ee 76 111 U.S.S.R. 61; Netherlands 25. 

Nickel: 
Unwrought and alloyed___________ 571 514 United Kingdom 305; U.S.S.R. 100; 

Canada 54; United States 27; West 
Germany 25. 

Semimanufactured products_______ 160 123. West Germany 52; Italy 16. 
Rutile and titanium ores______________ 1,136 1,870 Australia 1,261; West Germany 459; 

U.S.S.R. 150. 
Tin: 

Unwrought_________.._long tons_- 1,118 1.377 United Kingdom 908; Malaya 199. 
Semimanufactured products_do____ 13 35 West Germany 19: United Kingdom 14 

Tungsten concentrates________________ 58 a 
Vanadium-tantalum and zirconium ores 

and concentrates._____._.._.__-____- 304 NA 
Zine: 

Concentrate..______._..________- ---- 1,008 All from Iran. 
Metal__-______-___---________-_-. *3,008 1,672 Bulgaria 1,442. 
Semimanufactured products_--____- 141 245 West Germany 146; United Kingdom 

Ores and concentrates of other unspeci- 
fied nonferrous metals_..___________- 2,106 NA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 3.—Yugosiavia: Imports of selected mineral commodities—Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity . 1965 1966 Principal sources in 1966 

Nonmetals: CO, 
Abrasives, natural_.__._._..-.-------- 271 462 Italy 179; West Germany 82. 
Asbestos.._______.--.---------«.---- 12,945 13,376 U.S.S.R. 7,392; Canada 3,264; Repub- 

lic of South Africa 1,906. 
Bentonite....__...-.-.-.------------- 6 aoe a 
Borates, natural______._._-_---------- 607 1,373 Turkey 1,150; United States 223. 

ement: 
- Portland.__...__._-_-_---------.- 563,171 572,730 Hungary 246,510; Rumania 227,295. 

Others_______-._-._.-------------- 106 936 Belgium 700; West Germany 100. 
Chalik_._._...--.--------------------- 167 157 East Germany 125. 
Cryolite, natural____.....-.---------- NA 10 All from Italy. 
Fertilizers: 

Natural phosphates, raw___....--- 471,843 688,281 Tunisia 262,300; Jordan 208,308; Israel 
. ,889. 

Potash, raw_..-._..---------.---- 5, 760 aaae 
Natural sodium nitrate_.......---- 3,500 wae 
Manufactured: oo! 

Nitric.._.___.._._____...-.---. 258,189 422,861 Austria 148,424; Italy 107,914; Switzer- 
land 106,931. | Oo 

Phosphatie..._...-_--.-------- 9,190 11,303 All from United Arab Republic. _ 
Potassic.____......-_-._.---. 202,638 309,799 East Germany 132,574; U.S.S.R. 97,789; 

. Italy 57,625. 
Mixed__.___._-...-_-.-.---- 13,890 none 

- Fire clay: 
Raw_______-___-.----_---.------ 11,190 11,467 Czechoslovakia 8,757. | 
Burned____._.____--_-_-_-------- 31,711 30,265 Czechoslovakia 21,708. 

Fluorite natural______.._..-.-_-_------ 3,279 3,529 East Germany 1,513; Bulgaria 1,131. 
Fluorspar, raw._-_------------------- 204 711 East Germany 437. 
Graphite: . . 

All kinds. _________.--__-.-_----- 1,047 934 Austria 501. 
Kaolin. _.___._____------_-_-----+1--- 27,562 23,370 Czechoslovakia 16,813; Fast Germany 

oe 3,769; Greece 1,435. 
Magnesite, calcined_.__..._._-_-------- ---- 25 All from Austria. 
Magnesite, sintered... _..-.---------- 100 _--- 
Mica, all kinds_.._._.....-_---_------ 1 6 United Kingdom 4; India 2. . 
Refractory bricks: 

Shamotte__.______.__-___._.------ 5,699 7,584 West Germany 5,548; Poland 661; Italy 

Silica... 174 459 Belgium 179; Poland 129; West Ger- 
many 105. 

Magnesite______-..-------------- 7 323 All from Poland. a 
Others___________---._---------- 2,329 1,763 France 414; West Germany 337; Poland 

’ 331; Italy 215; United Kingdom 204. 
Salt___..._____________-_--___-.---. 161,782 166,615 Rumania 116,499; Tunisia 19,927. 
Sulfur__.____.._--..---------------------- = 15, 427 14,423 France 6,244; Greece 5,627; 
Talc, natural__...__._._.-----_-.------ 9,888 1,604 Czechoslovakia 1,082; India 200. 

Minera! fuels: 
Asphalt, natural_.._____._-_-----.-.-- 55 1,337 Rumania 1,027. 

oal: 
Anthracite._________________._._. 151,947 184,349 U.S.S.R. 134,267. 
Bituminous: 

Coking..____._..-_-_--------1,419,504 1,506,078 U.S.S.R. 968,769; United States 537,249. 
Other_____________-___-_-.-- 555,037 164,024 All from Poland. 
Gas__._____--_._-.---.-..--- 59,026 18,427 Poland 16,643; Czechoslovakia 1,784. 
Porge__....-.--------------- - 40 40 All from West Germany. 

Cok Briquet._-...--------------- ---- 13,181 All from U.S.S.R. 
oke: 

Metallurgical, all kinds__......._._ 85,654 180,802 Czechoslovakia 72,487; Poland 41,066; 
West Germany 13,214. 

Foundry _._.____---_------------ 2,393 8,829 Czechoslovakia 7,272; Italy 993. 
Petroleum coke._.__.____--------- 21,489 26,410 United States 22,700; West Germany 

Other coke and coke briquet-..-..-.-- _- 82,096 United Kingdom 17,047; Austria 7,550; 
Poland 6,485. 

Petroleum: 
Crude_...__._-_-__-._-----.------1,107,004 2,202,197 U.S.S.R. 762,330; Iraq 750,818; Iran 

584,767; Algeria 80,664. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline__...__._..-----_-_--- 27,627 29,753 U.S.S.R. 20,963; United Kingdom 7,208; 

Italy 1,561. 
White spirit and kerosine___._-_ 2,572 8,710 All from U.S.S.R. 
Distillate fuels._.___._.__.._._.1'100,583 117,549 Rumania 74,106; Bulgaria 29,908; 

United States 8,004. 
Residual fuel oils__........... *36,478 67,024 Rumania 62,893; Greece 3,497; Italy 

Luhricants....._..-.-.-.-.-. 29,230 47,731 Rumania 14,233; U.S.S.R. 7,266; United 
Kingdom 7,101; Italy 6,443. 

Mineral jelly and waxes__-_-_..- 6,374 7,043 U.S.S.R. 2,786; Rumania 2,169; East 
Germany 1,561. 

Other products except petro- 
leum coke___.___._._...--- 172,073 107,516 Venezuela 35,897; United Kingdom 

31,309; Netherlands 16,243. 

Total_________....__.__... 374,987 385,326 

NA Not available. r Revised. 
1 Including alloys.
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| COMMODITY REVIEW | 

7 METALS | | | danpek open pit will be increased to 11 
Aluminum.—-Rich bauxite deposits were million tons. Completion date for the sec- 

discovered on the Gulf of Maslenica in the ond pee of the Bor-Majdanpek expan- 
Adriatic littoral. Reserves were estimated At the Bor copper mine, work has been 
a i. paikon tons, in an area 10 started on opening a new section of the 

Anew bautte mine sated production Gols Dulhan open pit At the same in on Volujak Mountain in Kosovo-Metohija in the underground part of ec Bor 
Oblast. Reserves were estimated at 2.5 mine 
min fons with an average AlesOs3 con- At the Bor smelter, a copper powder 

Construction of the Titograd Aluminum plant _ vas commissioned with an annual 
wy: . capacity of 200 tons. The expansion of 

Plant was still in planning and prepata- smelting and electrolytic facilities as well 
tory stages at yearend hee Negotiations as the construction of a sulfur’c acid plant 
Foreign fire on ean d knonchow continued. At Majdanpek construction of 

were not successfully concluded. The Tit- a cew Notation ee Mind equipeent from 

I 00 R00 tone of heme 0 50.000 sane nest Germany will be installed in the near 

of aluminum. Completion date was not set uture. 
because of unsettled financing, but author- Iron and Steel.—The main problem of 
ities believe that 3 years will be required the Yugoslav iron ore industry continued 
for construction. to be beneficiation of Bosnian ores. The 

To strengthen and promote further Demir Hisar and Tajmiste mines in Mace- 
development of the aluminum industry in donia with reserves estimated at about 100 

' Dalmatia and Hercegovina, the industry of million tons will go into production in the 

Croatia organized the Jugal association. first quarter of 1968. The two mines form 
The decision of the Yugoslav Government the iron ore base for the new integrated : 
to drop construction of the Mostar Alumi- iron and steelworks at Skopje, Macedonia, 
num plant in favor of of the Titograd that started production ~on October 20. 

plant was not favorably received by the This plant has a 300,000-ton-per-year ingot 
Croatian part of the aluminum industry. Capacity and corresponding rolling facili- 
Jugal was pushing hard to get funds for _ ties. According to plans, annual production 
the Mostar project and to develop new w'll be raised to 600,000 tons of steel and 
facilities in Dalmatia. 400,000 tons of rolled products by 1973. 

Reconstruction of the Smederevo Iron 
Cadmium.—New zinc industry facilities and Steel Works continued. Experts from 

at Celje and Kosovska Mitrovica are ex- the U.S.S.R. were building Yugoslavia’s 
pected to yield 200 tons of byproduct cad- largest blast furnace, a 2,000-ton-per-day 
mium annually, raising the country’s total installation. Fuel for the works will be 
output to 220 to 250 tons per year, all natural gas from Banat that will be deliv- 
obtained as a zinc industry byproduct. ered by pipeline that was under construc- 

woe . . tion at yearend. 
. _Copper.—In addition fo expanding facil- The country’s largest integrated iron and ities at Bor and Majdanpek, intensive teelworks. Zenj i Hl dj 
exploration for copper was carried out in “*©C'WOFKS, 4enica plant, will expand its 
Eastern Serbia during 1967. As a result a 20nual capacity to 1.6 million tons by laree deposit of co was discovered near 1970. The U.S.S.R. will provide the neces- g p pper was . 
the village of Veliki Krivelj, not far from S¢TY, Cquipment. At the same time the 
Bor. Average copper content of ore is 0.4 enica management closed P lant I after 30 years of service. Modernization of plant percent and ore reserves reportedly total II has compensated for | f this | 
200 million tons. duct; Me TS PEO 

Expansion of copper producing facil- betton Capacity. 
ities at Bor and Majdanpek continued dur- Gold.—Gold production in Yugoslavia 
ing 1967. When completed, annual electro- was a byproduct of nonferrous mining 

| lytic copper output will reach 95,000 tons. operations during 1967. To increase out- 
Annual copper-ore producto: at the Maj- put, the Bor Combine, the largest gold
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producer in the country, embarked on a remained Yugoslavia’s largest mercury pro- 
thorough overhaul of the existing plant ducer, but owing to high demand, the old 
and construction of a new one which will Avala mercury mine at Suplja Stena, near 
be used for gold contained in quartz. The Belgrade was reactivated in October 1967. 
Trepta Lead and Zinc Combine produced The known and developed ore reserves at 
gold at the Lece mine and in 1967 output Avala contain about 4,350 flasks of mer- 
was over 9,600 troy ounces. cury and yearly output was set at 1,160 
Lead and Zinc.—For the lead and zinc asks. The venture appears to be econom- 

industry of Yugoslavia, 1967 was a signifi- ically sound because there will be minimal 
cant year. The Trepfa Lead and Zinc investment and exploration costs. 

Combine commissioned a lead smelter at Preliminary exploration around Gornji 
Zve€an and an electrolytic plant at | Wakuf in Bosnia lead to the discovery of a 
Kosovska Mitrovica and financed large- ™ercury deposit. Reportedly mercury metal 
scale exploration throughout Yugoslavia. reserves total 50,000 tons. 

The new ZveCan smelter with a capacity Nickel.—After 4 years of exploration, 
of 170,000 tons of lead annually, is the establishment of Yugoslavia’s first nickel 
fourth largest lead smelter in Europe and mine and facilities for nickel metal produc- 
one of the most modern. Loans from banks tion appeared assured. The installations 

in the United Kingdom were used to pur- will be based on deposits amenable to 
chase the equipment. The Kosovska Mitro- opencast mining on GoleS Mountain near 
vica electrolytic zinc plant has an annual Pristina in Serbia, with reserves that re- 

capacity of 40,000 tons of zinc, 110 tons of _ portedly total 7.5 million tons of ore con- 
cadmium, and 75,000 tons of sulfuric acid. taining 1.36 percent neckel. Plans call for 
The most favorable areas located by the an output of 3,500 tons of nickel per year. 
Trepca Combine’s exploration activities . . 

were at Kopaonik and Besna Kobila moun- Rhenium.—In 1967 exploration by the 
tains. Institute for Nuclear Raw Materials dis- 

The construction of a new lead and zinc covered thenium in molybdenum ore from 
smelter at Titov Vales was started. Author- the Mackatica molybdenum mine which 
ities in Macedonia decided to increase an- WS Closed for 15 years as unprofitable, but 
nual capacity of the plant from that pre-e ™*Y, be reopened soon. Total reserve of 
viously announced to 75,000 tons of lead, rhenium was set at 40 tons. 
52,000 tons of zinc, and 120,000 tons of | Uranium.—A new uranium ore deposit 

sulfuric acid. The equipment will be pur- was discovered at Zirovski Vrh near Gor- 
chased in Great Britain. enja Vas in Slovenia, between Skofija Loke 

| In Montenegro, near Mojkovac, develop- and Idria. Of 21 holes drilled, 16 showed 
ment of the Brskovo Mine and construc- ore which averaged 1,200 grams of uran- 
tion of its beneficiation plant were behind ium per ton. 
schedule at yearend 1967, and it was 
doubtful that production will start by 1970 NONMETALS 

as originally planned. It is expected that Asbestos.—The Korlate Asbestos Mine 

three mines in the area, Brskovo, Igrista, near Raska in Serbia was being modern- 
and Zuta Prla will produce about 500,000 ized during 1967. The most important 
tons of lead and zinc ore annually when aspects of the reconstruction were the addi- 
construction is completed. tion of a beneficiation plant, construction 

Manganese.—Several million tons of Of roads on the mine property, and the 
manganese ore reportedly have been dis- _ Purchase of cars and trucks. At yearend the 
covered near Buzin close to Bosanska drying plant in the beneficiation complex _ 
Krupa. Facilities developed there are mod- | Was completed. 
est; the new beneficiation plant has a ca- Facilities at the asbestos mine at 
pacity of 30,000 tons of raw ore per year. Bosansko Petrovo Selo near Tuzla in 
Near Kifevo in Macedonia deposits con- Bosnia were being expanded during the 
taining 6 million tons of manganese ore Y€@r- When the modernization is com- 
suitable for sintering were discovered. A Pleted, annual ore output will be increased 
mine and related facilities for production from 6,000 tons to 40,000 tons. 
of 190,000 tons of raw ore and 75,000 tons Cement.—During 1967 domestic cement 
of manganese sinter per year are planned. supply was inadequate, necessitating im- 

Mercury.—The Idria mine in Slovenia ports. Yugoslavia’s cement plants were in
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‘most cases antiquated and were being mod- In Macedonia along the Radufa river, 
ernized during the year. _ gypsum reserves amounting to 15 million 

The Dalmacija Cement Factory at Split tons were discovered. At yearend negotia- 

was installing a new rotary furnace with a tions with several banks were underway to 

daily capacity of 1,000 tons. When modern- secure funds for construction of a gypsum 
. ization is completed, the plant will pro- Plant at Debar. 

duce 1.4 million tons of cement annually. Kaolin.— Kaolin deposits were discov- 
West German and Yugoslav domestic in- ered near Valjevo in Serbia with reserves 
dustry will provide the necessary equip- estimated at about 1 million tons. Explora- 

ment for the modernization. tion of the whole area between Valjevo 
The cement plant at Podsused near and Belgrade for additional kaolin was car- 

Zagreb made arrangements for production ried out during the year but results were 
expansion in 1967. The building industry not announced. 
will provide financing for expansion that Lime.—A new 45,000-ton-per-year plant 

will add 160,000 tons per year to plant began production in Despotovac, Serbia, at 
_ output. the end of 1967. In Zabradje near Bor in 

The Beo%in Cement Factory near Novi Serbia a 25,000-ton-per-year lime plant 
Sad was connected by a pipeline with gas- went on stream in the fall of 1967. The 
fields in Banat. Natural gas will become output. of this facility will be used by the 
the principal fuel at this plant, which is to copper flotation plant at Bor. 
be expanded to a capacity of 820,000 tons Magnesite.—In the fall of 1967 the 
per year by 1970. Brezak magnesite mine with an annual 
The Popovac Cement Factory near Par- capacity of 90,000 tons of white magnesite 

acin in Serbia was also being reconstructed was commissioned near Cacak in Serbia. 
| during 1967. The first phase of expansion The Magnacrome Refractory Factory at 

will add another 105,000 tons to annual  Kraljevo will be the principal user. 
capacity starting at yearend 1968. A second Salt.—In the winter of 1967 after 

phase. of 1970 will, Scheduled 0 comple: several years of construction, Tusanj, the 

800,000 tons per year from the 1967 level first rock salt mine in the country bend 

of 345,000 tons. At the Usje Cement Plant Completed with the assistance of Polish 
in Sk 6 ‘ea ° ti J leted experts. High water pressure required 

| bin ee the anna r. city f the. ia freezing of the ground for completion of 
t 440-000 t nua need ” bli e plant shafts. In 1970 the mine is expected to 
° tons per year Coubling its pre- produce 700,000 tons of salt per year. 

vious Capacity. 
| Tuff.—Large deposits of tuff have been ~ 

Fertilizer © Materials.—Recently con- discovered close to Livno in Bosnia. The 
cluded exploratory work on a phosphate’ engineering staff of the existing Brown 
deposit at Lisina, near the Bulgarin bor- Coal Mine at TuSnica, will be in charge 
der, reportedly has developed reserves of of a new open pit tuff mine which will be 
around 100 million tons of phosphorite, developed soon. Annual capacity of the tuff 
averaging 12 percent P2Os. mine is planned at 20,000 tons. 

The Kutina Nitrogen Fertilizer Plant 
near Zagreb, began test production at the MINERAL FUELS 
end of 1967. Normal production is sched- While the petroleum industry made sig- 
uled to start in the first half of 1968 at nificant breakthroughs in the energy mar- 

the annual output rate of 800,000 tons of ket, and the coal industry had several set- 
fertilizers. Large reserves of natural gas backs, coal remained Yugoslavia’s principal 
and limestone in the area will provide ade- energy source during 1967. Two years of 
quate raw materials for the plant. economic reform led to larger consumption 

of imported solid fuels, domestic and im- 
Gypsum.—The gypsum plant at Kosovo ported liquid fuels, and domestic natural 

near Knin in Croatia resumed production _ gas. 
in February 1967, and a new mill was put The domestic coal industry, artificially 
into operation. In the fall of 1966 flooding supported in the past under centralized 
damaged the plant severely, and while the economic planning, retrenched and con- 
damage was being repaired the factory was solidated on a more solid economic foot- 
also modernized. ing. Several mines were closed, production
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was lowered because of high stocks and (Cinkarn Celje) showed some interest and 
low demand, and many miners were laid probably will try to develop a chemical 
off. Only highly productive units could industry based on Velenje lignite. 
continue to operate profitably under the In Lukavac, the largest mine of the 
new rules of stiff competition. Because of Kryeka Lignite Basin in Bosnia, production 
large amounts of low-grade coals on hand, wag interrupted by a fire in early 1967. 
the industry was reconsidering its role in Damage was sizable and most of the equip- 
the new situation. Studies undertaken by ent in this highly mechanized mine was 
coal producers indicated that conversion of lost. In the same year the management of 

lignite to higher forms of energy at or near the Kreka Basin closed three unprofitable 
the mine could hold the solution to pre- underground mines and at the same time 

sent economic problems of coal. The latest opened several opencast mines where pro- 

plans stress mine mouth electric power duction costs will be lower, partly as the 
production from lignite rather than coal result of laying off over 800 miners. 
gasification. 

The petroleum industry had a successful Petroleum and Gas.—The two leading 
year in 1967, continuing to make impres- Yugoslav petroleum enterprises, Industrija 
sive production gains in both the output Nafte (INA) and Naftagas, drilled about 
of crude oil and natural gas and in the 220,000 meters during 1967. Most of the 
refining of derivatives. In addition, 1967 holes were located in the Pannonian Basin 
saw important construction progress, after Of northern Yugoslavia. 
previous delays, on three refineries and the INA, operating in Croatia and Slovenia, 
cross-country oil pipeline. However, there was by far the largest operating oil enter- 
were complaints about the lack of intra- prise in the country, producing 71 percent 
industry coordination in planning refinery of total Yugoslav crude oil output, about 
expansion, and the continuing deficit be- 52 percent of natural gas production and 
tween domestic crude oil production and operating two refineries, Rijeka and Sisak. 
consumption. In 1967 domestic output cov- Exploration conducted by INA crews led 
ered only about 50 percent of national to the first discoveries of oil and gas in 
crude oil consumption. However, the rela- the Adriatic Region of the country. 
tivity low refinery product consumption in During 1967 the Struzec field, 60 kilo- 
Yugoslavia left some quantities for export meters east of Zagreb, was the largest pro- 
and thus compensated in part for the cost ducing oilfield in the country, producing 
of crude oil imports. 515,000 tons of crude petroleum. In the 

Coal.—Coal output was 2.8 million tons from or the year, INA alee Production 
lower than that of 1966, and the overall ~~ . : 3 
picture of the Yugoslavian industry was Sane Tovac, 4 n Prune J agnjedova, _* 
not bright. The lack of domestic coking and “Beielo, © h etween copes af 
coals has necessitated substantial imports. | Bil ejelovar dis the ee 9 él. es d 

_ Lignite—New lignite reserves, estimated br nae . ‘o eet re nh » an 
at 3 billion tons, were discovered in Yugo- . 1967 "O, Promucion t, fc ns 
slavia’s foremost lignite area, the Kosovo ° dl ° highh ations in t 1 4 _ ane ak 
Basin, near the village of Kilna, Kosovo— ?P ortedly highly automated and its pe Metohija Province, Serbia. Here. th annual production will be about 100,000 J ce, re, the seams 

. tons of crude. The field was connected to were 40 to 70 meters thick at depths of 15 the Sava River Valley pipeline network by 

° Develomment of a chemical industry a new P ip cline running from the village of 
based on Kosovo lignite continued, and the Muéna Rijeka to Graberje. . 
first semi-coke was produced from Kosovo The Sandrovac field, 12 kilometers 
lignite. Construction of a gasification plant 20°rtheast of Bjelovar in Croatia will have 
at Obilic was underway and plans for a gas 2 Yearly peak output of 250,000 tons. Re- 
pipeline to the Skopje iron and steel plant Portedly the field is fully automated and 
were completed. After the arrival of equip- Crude oil reserves are estimated at about 
ment for the Velenje gasification project 7 Mullion tons. The same pipeline that in Slovenia, the project was dropped as Connects the Jagnjedovac field with the 
economically unsound. At yearend, since Sava River Valley network is used to de- 
the available equipment could not be sold, _ liver crude oil from Sandrovac to the re- 
the nearby Celje Zinc Plant Enterprise finery at Sisak.
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After several years of low-scale explora- was postponed from late 1967 ‘to early 
tion of the Adriatic coast, INA drilled sev- 1968. : 
eral exploratory wells in this area in 1967. After solution of some administrative 
Results were encouraging, and oil was dis- and financial problems, construction of the 
covered at Dugi Otok island. At yearend new 1.3 million-ton-per-year refinery at 
one rig was drilling near Pula in Istria Panfevo near Belgrade continued, with 
and a second was operating at Dugi Otok, completion scheduled for the summer of 
where drillings is complicated by severe 1968. At Novi Sad, about 80 kilometers 
corrosion problems caused by hydrogen north of the Pantevo Refinery, another 
sulfide and the high sulfur content of the new refinery was under construction dur- 
crude oil. Special corrosion resistant drill- ing 1967. This refinery, with an annual 
ing tools had to be bought in France in capacity of 600,000 tons of crude oil, is 
order to continue operations. slated for completion at yearend 1968. 

Because of the possible importance of Equipment for the facility was purchased 
the Adriatic Sea as an oil producing area, 1n the United Kingdom. 
the Governments of Italy and Yugoslavia Construction was started on the 685- 
conducted negotiations for the delineation kilometer Yugoslav oil: pipeline, which is 
of offshore boundaries. Final agreement is to connect the nations’ refineries and oil 
expected in early 1968. The Yugoslavs were fields with the Danube at its eastern end 
seeking foreign capital and knowhow to and with the Adriatic Sea at its western » 
develop offshore deposits, but at yearend terminus. The project was jointly financed 
no foreign firm had concluded arrange- by INA (42 percent), which is also respon- ments with the Yugoslavs for joint opera- sible for its construction; the Bosanski 
tions. Brod Refinery (29 percent) ; Hemiska In- 

: Naftagas, Yugoslavia’s second largest oil dustrija Pancevo (21 percent) ; and Naft- enterprise, operated oil fields in Serbia, 285 (8 percent). Total constructions costs 

conducted exploration in Macedonie and W&Te repor ted to be equivalent to about was building a refinery in Pan%evo, in $56 million. The new pipeline is the first 
1967. About 29 percent of Yugoslavia’s ™#JOFr Investment funded solely from the crude oil in 1967 was produced by Naft- pooled resources of enterprises and not 
agas. All of its operating fields were located from Yugoslav federal funds. . . 
in northern Serbia—Banat and Batka. Initial capacity of the pip eline will be After intensive geological and geophysical 10 million tons of crude oil annually which 

| exploration, preparations were underway 4”. be boosted to 17 _million fons with 
for drilling several deep wells at locations additi onal pump ing stations. The principal near Ovée Polje, TikveS, and Skopje. pipeline users will be domestic refineries, 

The management of the Rijeka refinery but Hungary and Cz echoslovakia may use planned to expand its annual capacity to the line for crude oil imports from Africa 

4 million tons of crude oil by 1970. The and the Middle East. or 
Italian company, Societa Nazionale Met- In addition to the {ranscountry pipeline, andoti Progetti (SNAM Prosetti), will several other crude oil and gas pipelines of 
design the facilities. local significance were completed or were 

j under construction during 1967. In Croatia 
At the Sisak Refinery a 40,000-ton-per- the Jagnjedovac-Sandrovac-Graberje crude aed the ; Pane Provision ol line was completed and a parallel gas 

has been made to double the capacity in ath under consizuction. 7 he ‘ength of : . both pipelines is about 80 kilometers with 
the future. 121%4-inch pipe diameter. In Banat 42-kil- 

The Bosanski Brod Refinery was under  ometer gas pipeline with a 85-inch dia- 
construction during 1967. When completed meter was completed from Zabalj to 
the refinery will have a capacity of 2.5 Beo%in. The line brings natural gas to the 
million tons of crude oil per year. Because Beotin cement plant and surrounding 
of financial difficulties, the completion date communities.



- The Mineral Indust e Mineral Industry of Zambia 

| By E. Shekarchi? 

The mineral industry of Zambia set all mineral production. For copper, lead, 
high records in 1967 in volume of produc- and zinc, the royalties are paid in ac- 
tion and export value of minerals. The cordance with complicated sliding scale 
gross value of minerals, primary metals, formulas based on prices as determined 
and nonmetals produced was estimated at by the London Metal Exchange (LME). 
approximately $662.5 million in 1967. Royalty payments for these and other 

- Mineral commodity exports in 1966 com- minerals are explained in Zambia’s Pros- 
prised 97 percent of the country’s total pecting License Application, Mines Form 
export value and reached approximately No. 8. 7 
$671.5 million.2 Zambia contributed about In January 1966, settlement was ' 
15 percent of total world primary copper reached between the mining companies 
production, and the country ranked third and the Zambian Mine Workers’ Union, 
among world copper exporters. which represents some 37,000 local em- 

In October 1966, the Zambian Govern- ployees of the copper-mining industry. 
ment issued its first national development Under the provisions of the settlement, 
plan. The plan involved an expenditure the employees were transferred from a 
of $1.2 billion over a 4-year period end- daily to a monthly pay basis, and granted _ 
ing in 1970 to diversify the economy wage increases and _ other benefits. 
aad raise the standard of living. Of the Owing to strikes in subsequent months, 
total, $789 million was to be spent in an appointed commission headed by 

the public sector, including -about $83 Roland Brown recommended a 22-per- 
million for manufacturing, $162 million cent wage increase. Accompanying the 
for transportation and communications, Brown Commission report, the Zambian 
$66 million for agriculture, and about $8 Government published a white paper in- 
million for mining. The major part of dicating that it accepted the main 
the mining investment, approximately $6 recommendations of the Commission and 
million, will be used in the Southern that it would not interpose its authority 
Province, chiefly for the development of in negotiations between the unions and 
coal deposits. the industry. A committee was formed 

An important development during with representatives of the Government, 
1966 was the first recorded production the mining industry, and the unions to 
of coal in Zambia. Annual Zambian coal insure that expatriate employees be held 
consumption is over | million metric tons, to a minimum. 
and is used mostly for copper smelting. In 1966—67 the development of altern- 
Prior to 1965 coal was imported from ative routes out of landlocked Zambia to 
Southern Rhodesia, but events connected the coast reduced the dependence of the 
with the Rhodesian Unilateral Declara- copper belt on the railway through 
tion of Independence made it desirable Southern Rhodesia. By yearend 1967, 
for Zambia to develop an indigenous’ despite some difficulties on certain new 
source of coal. routes, no further serious interference 

Mineral rights previously held by the with the flow of Zambian copper to 
British South Africa Co. were vested in the world market was seen. 
the President of Zambia on behalf of the TForien aineral ‘alist. Division of Inte 
Republic at the time of independence. national - Activities. Specialist, Avision oF anter- 

Royalties, which form the largest part vent ere necessary, | vanes | eae con- 
of Government revenue, must be paid on dollars at the rate of Z£ = US$2.80. 

863
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PRODUCTION 

The 1967 value of Zambia’s mineral ) Value of 

production totaled about $663 million, Commodity maniltion delleny 

| approximately $22.8 million higher than 1966 1967 

in 1966. Electrolytic and blister copper Copper, blister and electrolytic. 615.7 635.6 
Zine__..._.-_-_-----.-------- 11.1 12.1 

accounted for 96 percent of the total as  l[ead....__..__._..-......... 4.8 3.9 
° ° e s . were e ewe www ween ew oe 4.6 4.6 

indicated in the following tabulation: Cobalt. ——-—---- per ad 6.4 

Total_..........--.---- 639.8 662.6 

Table 1.—Zambia: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

| Commodity 1963 1964 (1965 1966 1967 

Metals: | 
. Cadmium. ............kilograms_. 14,9938 14,631 18,158 12,093 e 10,000 

Cobalt: OO 7 
Metal... ee 682 1,345 1,544 1,515 1,455 

_ Other forms, cobalt content... . 24 68 ...------- (1) 

_ Total. lee 706 1,408 1,544 1,515 © 1,455 
Copper: t 

Concentrate, copper content... 68 68 280 60 60 
Blister. ...2.0.0.2.-..--.-.-. 187,121 145,481 163 , 526 88 , 786 82 , 755 

. Electrolytie............-.-... 488,893 496,884 521,175 586,474 616, 844 
Other... 2-0-2 836 531 193 340 643 

Gold 2__._.........-troy ounces... 4,960 5,083 5,196 e 5,000 e §, 000 
Lead, refined.........---.---..-.- 19, 609 18,161 21,345 18,760 19,101 
Manganese ore__......_---...--.- 34,914 36,370 80,813 26, 702 24,968 
Selenium 3_._._..__.__kilograms__ 20, 848 55,200 26,115 e 26,000 e 26,000 
Silver 4._...........-troy ounces.. 846,317 1,445,934 848,819 e 750,000 e« 750,000 
Tin concentrate, tin content 

long tons... 1 8 16 3 NA 
Zine: Electrolytie...........-.-.-- 49,451 46,712 47,436 42,300 44,484 

Nonmetals: 
Amethyst........_._..-kilograms_- 15,443 6,714 21,254 36,100 39 , 839 
Cement._........2thousand tons... 116 151 221 r 256 e 300 
Gypsum__... 2222 eee enn eee eee eens ee 2 eee --- 1,075 1,418 
Lime__.. eee eee NA NA 76, 732 NA NA 
Limestone.__....2...---------... 588,679 567,146 579 , 400 570,254 578,206 
Mica, sheet__.___....._---------. we nee eee 2 4 NA NA 
Phyllite__.-.....---------------. | 18,026 11,268 19,281 21,530 25,461 

Mineral fuels: Coal.__.. ee ee eee eee eee eee eee nee eee eee 114,127 393 , 067 

e Estimate. ® Revised, 1963-66. NA Not available. 
1 Less than % unit. 

‘2 Chiefly contained in electrolytic copper refinery muds and blister copper. 
3 Contained in electrolytic copper refinery muds and blister copper... a 
4 Refined silver and silver contained in electrolytic copper refinery muds and blister copper.
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| TRADE 

The value of all mineral commodity prices. Copper exports alone, valued at 
exports from Zambia in 1966 was ap- $646.4 million in 1966, remained the 
proximately $671.6 million, about 97 per- leading mineral exchange earner, fol- 
cent of total commodity exports in f.o.b. lowed by lead-zinc exports. 

| Table 2.—Zambia: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal] destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Cadmium metal_._...._._.---_- 14 9 All to Republic of South Africa. 
Cobalt, metal......2..2.2..-- 2. 1,605 1,627 United Kingdom 1,557; Republic of South 

Africa 36; Australia 34. 
Copper: . 

Slimes. 22.2222 ee ee ek 895 26 Japan 18; Sweden 8. 
. Metal, unwrought: 

Blister......-......... 171,189 85,658 West Germany 38,360; Japan 37,303. 
Electrolytic: 

Wire bar_.....-... 538,900 422,994 United Kingdom 156,279; Italy 54,568. 
Cathode form_...... 51,396 89,980 United Kingdom 39,426; West Germany 

15,662; Japan 15,203. 
Ingot and bar.._... 4,080 537 All to West Germany. 
Brass and bronze... a 

Iron and steel: 
Serap.......-.-..--------- 467 NA . 
Semimanufactures: 

Castings.........-.-.-- 139 28 Tanzania 26; Uganda 2. 
Lead ' Pipes and tubes........0 .-2.-.- 5 All to Malawi. 
ead: 

Bar and ingot.............. 15,648 24,654 Republic ot South Africa 9,897; United King- 
om 2,755. 

Sheet and bar.....-..2.....  .--.-.- 33 All to Southern Rhodesia. 
Manganese, ore and concentrate... 36,544 26,107 France 11,767; United States 4,099. 
Silver, unworked_..troy ounces... -...-.- 40,000 All to Republic of South Africa. 
Tin, ore and con- ‘long tons. - 4 .u.24-2-- 

centrate. 
Zine, ingots and bars._.......... 45,163 41,557 Republic of South Africa 25,483; mainland 

ma 2, e 

Old and gorap metal, not further 2,007 918 Southern Rhodesia 393, United Kingdom 312. 
identified. 

Nonmetals: 
Cement for building, including 1,494 136 Southern Rhodesia 128. ~ 

hydraulic lime. 
Lime._....-.....--------.----- 818 145 Southern Rhodesia 127; Congo (Kinshasa) 18, 
Marble, granite, and other stone. 38 NA 
Sand, stone, and gravel__...-.-- 1,669 2 Ali to Southern Rhodesia. 

ge POD PS SS SD a a a 

NA Not available. 

Total merchandise imports in 1966 valued at $15.7 million. In spite of sub- 
were valued at $388 million; of this, stantial improvements during 1966, the 
mineral commodities accounted for petroleum industry of Zambia remained 
about $37.4 million or 9 percent of the dependent on foreign fuels to the extent 
total. Among metallic mineral commodi- of about $12.2 million. The completion 
ties imported in 1966, iron and steel, of a pipeline, as well as further develop- 
including primary ingots and semimanu- ment in coal production, will change the 
factures, pig iron, and ferroalloy, were fuel picture in 1967. 

Table 3.—Zambia: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 
a 

Metals: . . . 
Aluminum semimanufactures... 365 361 Republic of South Africa 196; Tanzania 66; 

outhern Rhodesia 42. 
Chromium ore and 318 522 Republic of South Africa 420; Southern Rho- 

concentrate. desia 102. . . 
Copper and copper alloys, 872 604 Southern Rhodesia 278; Congo (Kinshasa) 

ail forms. 148; Republic of South Africa 115.
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Table 3.—Zambia: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals—Continued , 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore and 
concentrate. ...-....--- - 43 64 Southern Rhodesia 37; Republic of South 

Africa 27. 
Serap_._..-------------- 520 635 Congo (Kinshasa) 596. 
Pig iron, sponge iron, and 8,250 5,617 Southern Rhodesia 4,846; Republic of South 

ferroalloys. Africa 771. 
Ingots and other primary 38 125 Republic of South Africa 124. 

forms......---- 
Semimanufactures.._....-- 86,330 91,754 Republic of South Africa 64,096; Southern 

Rhodesia 10,480. 
Lead and lead alloys..-..----- 162 74 Southern 1 Rhodesia 56; Republic of South 

rica 15. 
. Tin and tin alloys._long tons_. 52 53 Southern Rhodesia 35; Republic of South 

rica 16. 
Nonferrous ores and concen- 9 ...-..--- 

trates, not further described. 
Nonferrous metal scrap... _...- 926 20 All from Republic of South Africa. 
Other old and scrap metal... -.- 1,568 14 Southern Rhodesia 11. 

Nonmetals: . 
Abrasives: 

Grinding and polishing 98 116 Republic of South Africa 104. 
wheels. 

Industrial dia- carats__ 9,857 17,505 Ireland 14,587; Netherlands 2,831. 
mon 

Other, crude..._....-.--- 5 2 Republic of South Africa 1. 
Asbestos, crude, washed or 1,039 1,124 Southern Rhodesia 1,033. 
ground,._.._-.-.........-. ° 

Cement: 
Building, including 16, 737 96,641 Republic of South Africa 39,872; Congo (Kin- 

hydraulic lime... ~~ ~~ shasa) 28,872; Southern Rhodesia 20,862. 
Clinker...........-.----- 13,998 59,641 Southern Rhodesia 57,297; Republic of South 

- Africa 2,344. 
Fire and furnace (includ- 1,862 1,040 Southern Rhodesia 711 Republic of South 

ing furnace mortar)... -. Africa 180. 
- Fertilizers. _.........-....-.- 57 , 682 48,559 Southern Rhodesia 21,085; West Germany 

8,902; Italy 8,532. _ 
- Gypsum and plaster of paris. -- 10,526 16,301 Republic of South Africa 11,879; Southern 

Rhodesia 3,797. 
Lime, building_........._---- 884 1,456 Republic of South Africa 1,239; Malawi 158. 

ays: 
Fire clay. _-_...-....---- 1,267 1,540 Southern Rhodesia 924; Republic of South 

Africa 334. 
Cornish stone, kaolin, and 1,188 1,411 Republic of South Africa 1,093; United 

china clay. States 227. 
Marble, granite and other 213 192 Republic of South Africa 145; Southern Rho- 
monumental stone.____.---- desia 47. 

Mica, blocks or sheets.....---- 3 6 All from Southern Rhodesia. 
Salt.....-2- 2-2... 20-2 2 --- 10,892 12,365 Republic of South Africa 8,584; Mozambique 

Sulfur, crude__.._...-.-.----- 5, 067 3,070 Canada 3,059. 
Mineral fuels: 

Coal and coal products: 
Coal and briquets........ 1,299,637 906,495 Southern Rhodesia 878,387; Republic of 

South Africa 28,108. 
Coke_.....-___-_-___----- 67 , 343 70,961 All from Southern Rhodesia. 
Pitch, tar and other coal 530 145 Southern Rhodesia 51; United States 46; Re- 

products. _.....-_-.--.- public of South Africa 22. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline 
thousand 42-gal. bbls - - 842 623 Iran 584. 

Kerosine._....._..do..-- 112 33 Iran 21; Kenya 6; Saudi Arabia 5. 
Jet fuel_.__.._____do___- 37 98 Iran 96. 
Distillate fuel oil_..do_--- 504 582 Iran 526. 
Residual fuel oil__..do_--_- 15 29 Kenya 16; Tanzania 7. 
Lubricating oils___.do_-_-- 72 72 Republic of South Africa 64. 
Greases, jelly, waxes. _..-- 1,636 2,824 United States 1,286; Republic of South Africa 

1,009; Indonesia 336. 
Asphalt and bitumen. .-- 5,427 198 Iran 73; Southern Rhodesia 42; Republic of 

South Africa 37. 
Other -..42-gallon barrels _- 3,417 4,341 United Kingdom 2,408; Southern Rhodesia 

988; United States 627. 
NE
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COMMODITY REVIEW 

METALS from the Roan Selection Trust Ltd. 
ey . (RST) mines was 230,418 metric tons in 

. Cobalt. —Za mbia's cobalt production, an the fiscal year ending June 30, 1967, of 
were 4 an 1 see nine, d see L435 which the Luanshya Division produced 

metric tons th 1967, the same as in the ph sole Muir \ oP per Mines ne 

4 previous years. A newly introduced cya- 17491 tons, and Chambishi Mines Ltd. 
nide-regrind circuit in the cobalt plant of 3104+ 14.000 tons. 
Rhokana Corporation, one of the main Accor ding to RST reports, the com- 
producers in 1967, showed considerable pany prospected in Zambia throughout 

improvement in metal recovery. 1966 and 1967. In the Copper Belt, 
Copper.—As a result of the Southern interesting mineralization was discovered 

Rhodesian Unilateral Declaration of In- in two new localities, and. detailed ex- 
dependence, the copper industry experi- ploration of the Babuba and other known 

enced serious difficulties during 1966 in deposits was continued by diamond 
transporting copper to the world market drilling. Exploration in the Chisangwa 
and in bringing necessary fuel into and Mwinilunga area indicated some new 

Zambia. These problems continued to a Prospects. Some copper sulfide ores were 
lesser extent during 1967. Another serious encountered. ; | 
development for the industry during 1966 At Babuba, a few kilometers from 
was the sharp rise in production costs Luanshya, work was progressing on the 

stemming from a variety of reasons in- Pilot plant and a shaft was sunk. RST 
cluding substantial wage increases, higher W4S expecting to complete its investiga- 
transport costs, and the fuel shortage. tion of copper deposits in this locality 
The cost rise, most of which is likely to with full detailed assessment of the ore 

be permanent, changed Zambia from a body by 1969. _ 
low-cost to a high-cost producer of Conservative estimates of the Copper 
copper. Belt ore reserves indicate that in the 

In 1966, the copper industry provided known ore bodies there are about 700 
over 92 percent of domestic exports and million tons of ore, containing at least 
approximately 70 percent of government 15 million tons of recoverable copper. 

revenue, and accounted for 13 percent The- fuel shortage was an important 

of African and over 22 percent of Euro- factor in copper refinery production dur- 
pean employment in the country. ing 1966. With diminishing coal de- 

The major purchasers of Zambian liveries, Copper Belt producers decided, 
copper’ in 1966 continued to be the the latter part of 1966, to pool avail- 

United Kingdom, Japan, West Germany, able supplies in order to maximize pro- 

and Italy, who together bought about 75 duction. In addition, Mulfulira made 
percent of the country’s production. In ¢xtensive use of the oil-burning equip- 
1966, with the decline in production, ent installed in 1966. 
Zambia dropped to fourth place among During the period of restrictions on 
the world copper exporters. In 1967, with smelting and refining, mining operations 
a substantial gain in output, Zambia in the Copper Belt were almost normal, 
moved to third place again. resulting in the accumulation of a con- 

The large increase in copper output in siderable tonnage of concentrates, which 

1967 was apparently due partly to the are expected to be converted into copper 

slump year of 1966 and partly to the ac- by mid-1969. 
cessibility of coal and the easing of In April 1966, after RST and _ the 
transportation difficulties. Anglo-American group announced their 

The Anglo American Corporation of decision to abandon fixed selling prices 
South Africa Ltd. group produced about for copper and to base their prices on 
56 percent of Zambia’s total copper in those quoted on the LME, the Zambian 
1966, or approximately 330,000 metric Government enforced an export tax on all 
tons, from Mimbula-Fitula near Nchanga copper sold at more than $840 per ton 
and other holdings. at a rate of 40 percent of the amount 

Total production of finished copper by which the average monthly LME
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copper price exceeds $840 per ton. out 1967. Zambian production reached 
Royalties on copper, which form the a new peak of 300,000 metric tons, 
largest part of the Government’s revenue, apparently after completion of a 100,- 
are 13%, percent of the LME price, 000-ton-per-year producing unit at the 
minus $22.40. ' Chilanga plant south of Lusaka, which : 

In 1966, the Zambian Government had been under construction since 1966. 
decided to establish a copper fabrication In 1967 another cement plant with 
plant in the Copper Belt. Apparently the a  200,000-ton annual capacity was 
partners involved in this joint venture planned to be constructed at Ndola in | 
are Phelps-Dodge Corp., with its Swedish the Copper Belt. 
partner Svenska Metallverken, RST, Gypsum.—Zambia’s first sum in- 
Anglo-American, and. Continental Ore, d ypsum. ° SyPs 

3 5 . ustry at Lochinvar, 193 kilometers 
as well as Zambia’s Industrial Develop- southwest of Lusaka, operated by Anglo 

. | , . 

The coubine’s frst draft plan calls for American Corp. of South Africa, Ltd., 
installation of an extrusion press capable “** _full operation during 1967, and 
of producing rod and a variety of other production was almost 32 percent greater 
shapes. The plant will produce mainly than in i966. Estimated reserves of high- 

wire cable with an initial annual capacity grade net sevilling Lochinvar were given 
of 3,000 metric tons of fabricated copper, Mica.Small-ccale mica oxo duction in 
and also have the capacity to produce " - nica production 2 
1,000 metric tons of aluminum products the Lundazi and Serenje districts, ini- 

? tiated by the British South Africa Co. : 
annually. By the end of 1967, no con- . | . | 
crete agreement had been reached regard- and continued by the Zambian Govern- 
ine each company’s share and responsi- ™ent was abandoned in 1964 because it 

bility, panys | ane Fesp was not profitable. 

Lead and Zinc.—Zambian Anglo-Amer- Coal The ea nee eae oducti ‘ 
ican Ltd. faced continuing difficulties i _ bi Ts arred i O66. Out it : 

| arising from lower sales, weakening mar- ‘°°% 12 4ambla occurred in » urpu 
ket, and rising production costs in its ‘*S all from the Nkandabwe open pit 

ote. -* . wn Kab mine in the Zambezi Valley, operated by 
lead-zinc mining operation in abwe oe . . 
(formerly Broken Hill). The company an administrative company of nme the 

. asked the Zambian Government for re- amblan ‘sovernment holds percent 
. lief from royalty payments, approximately ane Zambian angio American and RST 

$1.4 million in 1967, to counteract these “” Percent eaca. solution of transporta- 
problems. By yearend 1967 no decision Ho t ems by 1967 led to a virtual 

" | . threefold increase in output. 
had been made on this request. . . oe 

Aware of Kabwes high operation cost, . Preliminary Investigations of the 
the Mines Workers’ Union of Zambia Siankondo coal nae near Mam and 

. southwest of Nkandabwe_ conclu in 
- t . ye . 

(MUZ) did not press for the 22 pe Bel 1966, indicated that the average thick- 
general wage increase which Copper Belt 
miners obtained after the release of the and ot the coal seam wh about ele 

os . and that reserves were about million 

love about 3 300 people on ite nevation tons. Overall proximate analysis of the 
“ne wn lead-zi coal was as follows: Water, 2 percent; 

ane . 1567 was sen ct oe ore. ash, 19.5 percent; volatiles, 19.5 percent; 

mature shutdown of the smelter for re- fixed carbon, 59 percent; calorific value, 
. . . 11,300 Btu per pound. pairs and a shortage of sulfuric acid ? 

supplies from the Copper Belt. Petroleum.—To overcome the petroleum 
In 1966, research was underway into’ shortage that Zambia had faced since 

methods for extracting zinc from silicate the Southern Rhodesian Unilateral Dec- 
ores, which would increase annual elec- aration of Independence, and to have a 
trolytic zinc output by about 7,000 tons. somewhat dependable refinery product 

supply line, the Zambian Government 
NONMETALS decided in 1966 to build a pipeline from 

Cement.—Chilanga Cement Ltd., which Dar-es-Salaam in Tanzania to Nodala in 
has 40 percent Zambian Government the Copper Belt. The $44 million contract, 

participation, continued operation through- awarded to SNAM Progetti, a subsidiary
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of the Italian Ente Nazionale Idrocarbuzi 1967, work apparently was on schedule 

(ENI), called for construction of 1,/760- and completion was expected in mid- 

kilometer, 8-inch pipeline from ENI’s 1968. 

12,000-barrel-per-day Dar-es-Salaam _re- The Zambian market of about 4,000 

finery. barrels per day was formerly supplied 

The construction work, under the man- with products from the 20,000-barrel- 

agement of Bechtel International Corp., per-day refinery at Umitali, Southern | 

was started, following a loan from the Rhodesia, which was shut down in Jan- 

Italian Medio Banca, repayable in 15 uary 1965. Since then, products for 

annual installments, beginning 1 year Zambia have been brought in by air and 

after project completion. At yearend by road through neighboring countries.
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BARBADOS 

Little information is available on the most significant commodity group; these 
limited mineral industry of Barbados. The are not only for use in Barbados, but also | 
island has remained almost wholly de- for a modest bunkering trade and for re- 
pendent upon imports for its mineral com- export to nearby islands. Similarly, among 
modity requirements although limited nonfuel mineral imports, a portion of total 
amounts of simple construction materials imports are reexported to neighboring is- 
are evidently produced, primarily for local lands. : 

but also for export. Among impor OO 
use port mong imports, 1 Physical scientist, Division of International 
petroleum products have been by far the Activities. 

Table 1.—Barbados: Exports and reexports of mneral commodtes 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity ! 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum, all forms._..__.___.. 2 __- 3 4 United States 1; remainder chiefly to 

neighboring islands. 
Copper, all forms.....___...___-___-_- 1 6 Mainly to Antigua. 
Iron and steel, semimanufactures_______ 943 1,100 Mainly to neighboring islands in amounts 

of less than 300 tons. 
Lead__.._ 2 eee 65 58 Montserrat 27; Denmark 20. 
Scrap: 
Ferrous... 22 - eee eee eee 914 All to Venezuela. 
Nonferrous. .~._-__.-_--2--_-_---- 166 188 Netherlands 52; Denmark 41. 

Nonmetals: 
Fertilizer materials. _......._..___.--- 6 39 St. Lucia 36. 
Salt_..-.2-2--.--- 2-2 eee 2 4 Netherlands Antilles 3. 
Sand, gravel, clay, crushed stone___.____ 15,843 7,974 Mainly to Guyana. 
Other crude minerals_...-.__.__._- --_- 3 636 Guyana 491; Trindad and Tobago 142. 

Mineral fuels: Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline__ thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 23 20 Mainly to stores. 
Kerosine__..___..._..-....__..do___- 98 263 Do. 
Distillate fuel oil. ..........._..do____ 669 880 Do. 
Residual fuel oil_............_..do.__-_ 458 1,522 All to stores. 
Lubricating oils_.__.._.__......do___- 1 2 Mainly to stores. 
Lubricating greases___......--..-_---- 5 5 Trinidad and Tobago 4. 
Waxes... eee 37 21 St. Lucia 6; Anguilla 4; Grenada 4. 
Other_______._-_ eee 22 835 Guyana 671; stores 107. 

1 Cement, lime, and other minerals under Section 66 are reexported in small quantities. 

Source: Government of Barbados. Statistical Service. Overseas Trade. 1965, 361 pp.; 1966, 344 pp. 
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Table 2.—Barbados: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 
cr eee rapt 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 
ei 

Metals: | 
Aluminun,, all forms___.__-.-....._--_- 109 181 United States 98; United Kingdom 66. 
Copper, all forms_...__......_.....--. 8,706 5,921 United Kingdom 4,179; Australia 618. 
Iron and steel: 

Pig iron and ferroalloys._._..____- 13 4 Mainly from United States. 
Ingots, blooms, slabs, ete_.________ 54 197 Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Semimanufactures.___._._........... 7,110 9,126 Do. 
Scrap..._..-_-..-- 2-2 eee 51 49 Do. 

Lead, all forms____--._....-.__-.__._- 114 124 Do. 
Tin._--..-............____long tons_- 231 304 Do. 
Zine_._._-.- 2-2-2 --- 10 3 All from United Kingdom. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasive materials.........__..-_____. 12 13 Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Asbestos materials_............._.._... 1,083 1,110 Do. 
Cement__.-...-..--- 2-222 --------- 32,241 33 , 568 Trinidad and Tobago 17,622; Venezuela 

Clay and clay products_........_......_. 21,023 «6A , 582 Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Fertilizers: 

Crude__._-.2 22 31 72 Mainly from East Germany. 
Manufactured__............_..-.. 15,201 16,187 West Germany 6,653; France 3,348. 

Lime... eee 134 508 Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Salt__--2 222 eee---- =. 2, 020 2,134 Do. 
Band --~-— -- ann nana --- enna eee 126 27 United States 10; Trinidad and Tobago 9. 
tone: 

Dimension..._.___....-.__-_-.--- 14 73 St. Vincent 44; Canada 19. 
Rough... 222-22. ee 252 195 Italy 162. 

Mineral fuels: 
Charcoal_.._..-..---- 2 lee 325 167 Mainly from Guyana. 
Coal... ube eee 497 554 United States 478. 
Petroleum: ; 

Crude thousand 42-gallon barrels_ _ 339 689 All from Venezuela. 
and partly refined. a 

Refinery products: , 
Gasoline__._._.__.__._do___. 157 179 Mainly from Trinidad and Tobago. 
Kerosine___._......_.-do____ 187 149 Do. 
Distillate fuel oil. ____._do___- 974 812 Mainly from Venezuela. 
Residual fuel oil........do.... 1,420 1,488 Do. 
Lubricating oils___.___.__do____ 10 10 Mainly from United States. 
Lubricating greases. _.....__.. 117 103 Do. 
Waxes___.. ee 80 93 United States 45; Netherlands 20; West 

Germany 14,__- 
Other.._..-_..--..-.._--_..-. 1,140 704 Mainly from Trinidad and Tobago. 

LLL LL LC CC A CLA CSS OT St CE CS ep Oe eer 

, Source: Government of Barbados. Statistical Service. Overseas Trade. 1965, 361 pp.; 1966, 344 pp. 

| BERMUDA 
Output of simple construction materials, mineral commodity imports have been 

Bermuda’s only recorded mineral industry petroleum products (over 1.15 million bar- 
product, generally increased in 1967 over  rels in 1965), others of significance are ce- 
1966 levels, although output of dimension ment, iron and steel structural forms, and 
limestone fell to a new low for recent asbestos sheets. Of the 1965 petroleum 
years, totaling only slightly more than imports, over 37 percent on a volume basis 
one-third of the nearly 61,000 metric tons was gasoline, over 31 percent was jet fuel, 
recorded in 1963. Virtually all require- and over 23 percent was kerosine, other 

ments for mineral commodities other than products totaling under 9 percent of the 
those listed as produced in table 3 must total. A significant quantity of petroleum 
be met through imports, chiefly in the products are reexported as international 
form of finished goods. Foremost among aviation bunkers.
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Table 3.—Bermuda: Estimated production of mineral commodities 

_ (Metric tons) 
eee 

Commodity 1963 © 1964 1965 1966 «1967 
eee 

N onmetals: 
Lime oso apoconorr rater crore 120 100 100 20 10 

mes : 

Crushed__..._..--.--..--2-------------) 66 ,043 43 ,690 65 ,027 TT ,626 
Dimension_....-.._.-_-.-___------__----} 60,968 27,438 29,465 301482  22'861 

Sand een nvr rtrd NA — 6,096 6,096 6, 706 

Crushed_......---22 22-2 eee NA NA 30 , 482 36 ,578 49,786 
Natural__._---..2-2 eee ---- = 5, 080 7,112 40,642 40,642 55,773 

NA Not available. 

Table 4.—Bermuda: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
cert 

teres peeves 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 
CT Pa Sa es Sts hs ry i st yr ass th rs repens 

Metals: Scrap, unspecified. __.._..-.......Value__ $54,390 $90,641 All to United States. 
Mineral fuels: Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline: 
Aviation - --..thousand 42-gallon barrels. - 226 68 All to bunkers and commercial. 

Cf. wee ee ee OL ° 

Kerosine___._....------...-...--_.--do___. 3 2 Do. 
Jet fuel_._- 2 do. 474 588 Do. 
Residual fuel oil.__....2--.----------------- 26,897 32,227 Do. . 
Lubricating oil__ - -thousand 42-gallon barrels_- 7 4 Do. 

eee 

| | CUBA | 

Little new information of assessable re- U.S.-established nickel-cobalt mining and 
liability concerning the Cuban mineral recovery industry. Such commodities re- 

Gleanings of infomation were found in ™ained of great value to the Cuban econ- 
] _ wel omy in affording the means to procure 

Cuban domestic and foreign journals and _ man items not available from the Cuban 
trade publications, reports of speeches by d Y tic indust 
Cuban Government officials, foreign trade Omestte MaUStTY. 
statistical publications, and other public 
sources. PRODUCTION 

Energy, cement, and fertilizer materials Production statistics have not been gen- 
appeared to be the foci for increased pro- 1] ‘lable sj 1964. Consider} 
duction, and various reports indicated “T*™Y #vanable since 4. Considering 
some success in attaining goals. the construction programs that appear to 
New cement plants were under construc- be in progress, Cuba’s output of construc- 

tion, and active exploration was in prog- on materials can reasonably be assumed 
ress for increased petroleum supply. The to be on the increase. Available figures for 

use of asphalt as a fuel was being tested 1967 production show substantial increases, 
at two industrial plants. which at least in some cases probably re- 

Nickel, cobalt, chromite, manganese, and quired increased production in other areas. 

perhaps iron ore and copper wer € being Asphalt was reportedly being used as a 
produced. In some ra substantial vat fuel, and this new use likely increased out- 
nf refined. netroleu e ‘products © frome the put over the levels of 1963 and 1964 when 

three refineries has steadily increased over “OT than 49,000 tons per year were pro- 
the last 5 years duced for standard uses. 

One of Cuba’s important stocks-in-trade Appreciable 1967 increases over 1966 
was the readily bartered products from the output were indicated for crude petro-
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leum, 64 percent; cobalt in nickel sulfides, The published figure* for total nickel 
14 percent; chromite, 43 percent; and output in 1967 of 26,600 tons, used in 
cement, 12 percent. : combination with Moa Bay output, leaves 

Cobalt production figures were arrived 15,105 tons that approximated production 
at by using a factor of 5 percent of the from the plant at Nicaro. 

| 20,900 tons of combined nickel-cobalt sul- The 1968 combined nickel-cobalt sul- 
fide output for the Moa Bay plant as re- fides production target for the Moa Bay 
ported by the Havana press. Applying a operation, was 26,626 tons. 
factor of 55 percent gives the approximate 2 World Mining. V. 4, No. 3, March 1968, p. 
recoverable quantity of nickel. 53. 

Table 5.—Cuba: Estimated production of selected mineral commodities | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Commodity 19631 1964 1 1965 1966 1967 
Eee 

Metals: 
Chromite, refractory grade____._...._........ 56,628 32,852 30 ,000 30 ,000 43 ,000 
Cobalt, in nickel sulfides. __-___.__.__________ 470 700 2 800 ™915 1,045 
Copper, in concentrate_....._.............-. 6,528 5,837 | 6,000 6,000 NA 
Tron ore__.__-----..-....--.--------1-----. 1,000 1,000 1,000 NA NA 
Iron and steel: 

Castings: 
Tron_-...--.--.--.-----.--....--.. 8,656 14,418 NA NA | NA 
Steel___.-- 2 eee. =, 282 1,948 NA NA NA 

Pipe and connections_____________._____ NA 12,787 NA NA NA 
Welding rods._._____._________________ NA 573 NA NA NA 

Manganese ore: a 
Chemical grade, 81 percent MnOe______.._ 3,300 NA NA NA | NA 

| Metallurgical grade, 35 to 45 percent Mn__ 387,504 370,847 *380,000 75,000 NA 

Total_....-_-.-----------_ 2... 40,804 NA NA NA NA 

Nickel: 
In oxide with cobalt, recoverable__._.__. 14,625 14,712 218,350 *15,912 15,105 
In sulfide, recoverable_____.___.__._____. 5,161 7,703 29,000 *10,065 11,495 

Total_.-..---.---.-------.---.--..-. 19,786 22,415 %27,850 *25,977 26,600 
Nonmetals: 

Cement, portland. ________.___thousand tons__ 812 806 801 800 896 
Dolomite_____._..--2-- eee NA 1,964 NA NA NA 
Gypsum...__--__ 2-2-2 = 26,707 25 ,273 NA NA NA 
Kaolin. _____--...-.---2---- .- ----_---_--. 5, 800 NA NA NA NA 
Lime: . 
Burned__.-__- 2-2-2 eee eee. = 5, 426 4,711 NA NA NA 
Hydrated__.-..____._._- 2 ee 4,672 10,194 - NA NA NA 

Limestone.._..............._thousand tons__ 2,100 NA NA NA NA 
Marble: 
Block_____...2- 22-22 eee --_--. = 6, 518 9,522 NA NA NA 
Rough slabs___._.__.._._square meters_. 28,450 47 , 968 NA NA NA 
Finished slabs___.._..............do__.. 18,846 21,245 NA NA NA 

Pyrite, 48 percent sulfur_.............__.._._ 33,700 30 ,000 30,000 30,000 NA 
Sulfur content____........_..._--_-..-._--. 15,200 13,500 13 , 500 13 ,500 NA 

Salt. ----- ~~~ ------ 2a n enone eee eee n eee 90,000 87,000 106,000 100,000 NA 
and: 

Silica. __.._.-.__.-..-..-.cubie meters__ 397,184 422,561 NA NA NA 
Other_________-.___- 2 -_______do____ 420,454 389 , 590 NA NA NA 

Sodium hydroxide. ________.-____.__________ 1,259 1,396 NA NA NA 
Sodium sulfate________..__.________________ 1,602 1,536 NA NA NA 
Stone__.._______.__-__..__-__eubic meters._ 431,740 425,410 NA NA NA 

Minerals fuels: 
Asphalt________._.__ 22-2 eee = 49,489 49 ,112 NA NA NA 
Gas, manufactured________million cubic feet__ 2,260 10,455 NA NA NA 
Petroleum: 

Crude____.__thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 205 r 248 t 382 t 460 756 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline_-_.___._..._.-_.._.do___. 6,605 6, 392 NA NA NA 
Kerosine________._._._._._._-do___. 1,186 1,387 NA NA NA 
Distillate fuel oil....__._..._.do.___ 3,611 3,447 NA NA NA 
Residual fuel oil_....___._._....do____ 14,799 13 , 007 NA NA NA 
Lubricants____.__._..____.._do___-_ 259 378 NA NA NA 
Liquefied petroleum gas.____._do____ 534 545 NA NA NA 

eee 
® Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Junta Central de Planificaci6n (JUCEPLAN), Direcci6n General de Estadistica. Boletin Estadistica de 

Cuba. Havana. 1965. 
2 Based on official data for 6 months. 
5 Reported as sinter.
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TRADE trates. In 1966, total commodity exports 
to the Soviet Union were valued at 257.3 

Cuba carried on mineral commodity million rubles, including 24.2 million 
trade with many countries, but the larger rubles’ worth, or 9.4 percent, of metal ores | 
part appeared to be with the Soviet Union. and concentrates. 
In 1965, Cuba’s total commodity exports Selected exports of mineral commodities 
to the Soviet Union were valued at 308 from the U.S.S.R. to Cuba in 1965 were 

million rubles, including 25.8 million valued at 89.1 million rubles and in 1966 
rubles’ worth of metal ores and concen- at 104.4 million rubles. 

Table 6.—U.S.S.R. mineral commodity exports to Cuba 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

1965 1966 

Commodity Value Value 
Quanitty (thousand Quanity (thousand 

rubles) rubles) 

Metals: 
Aluminum and alloys, all forms._.______.__-.-_-___- 4,300 3,028 4,100 2,841 
Copper and alloys, all forms..._____...--____-___-- 5,100 4,848 4,700 4,776 ; 
Iron and steel: 

Pig iron._..--.-22 2 eee __--__-_-. 32,300 1,261 42 ,200 1,538 
Ferroalloys.._..._---.-..---.-------.--------- 1,300 136 1,400 131 
Semimanufactures: . 

Pipe___.- eee. =. 224,100 3,737 24,100 3,826 
Tinplate_...--- 2 eee 24,100 5,240 26 ,900 5,595 
Other rolled steel.___._.__..-__.__-_-___- 81,000 9,728 142 ,900 15,115 

Lead___._-.--------- 21 - seen eee 700 286 100 324 
Zine... ee eee ee 200 80 500 158 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos. _.....----___-.- 2 eee 2,800 353 6,000 741 
Cement...._..-. 2-222 ne eee 56,000 445 162,000 1,630 
Fertilizer: 

Nitrogenous..._._._....-..-..----.__.--_.._. 226,900 8,426 222 ,900 9,064 
_ Superphosphate_.....-....------.---.-----.-- 51,600 925 105,600 2,007 

Potassic_______.__-2-.2 2-2 eee 59,200 1,125 -101, 400 | 2,301 
Refractory materials.___.._._.___..__-._-___-_____- 1,600 114 5,000 373 
Sulfur__.. 22-2 eee 55,500 1,337 76,800 2,786 

Mineral fuels: 
Coke. ...-.----..2-____---________thousand tons__ 31 659 26 529 
Petroleum, crude________...______-._..-_._-do___- 3,513 36 , 948 3,840 39 , 729 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline._...._____.__-__..___________-do____ 133 3,167 100 2,610 
Distillate fuel oil. ..........__.________-do___-_ 208 3,864 247 4,167 
Residual fuel oil._...._-.__....._._.____--do___. 811 7,381 826 7,535 
Lubricants, including greases____.____...do____ 61 4,211 75 5,436 
Paraffin. ..._-_..____-.-__---2- eee eee 1,800 251 1,900 256 

Carbon black______._-----_- eee eee eee Lee eee 89,124 104,404 

Source: Vneshnyaya Torgovlya S.S.S.R. za 1966 god (Foreign Trade of the U.S.S.R. for 1966). 

In 1966, Yugoslavia reportedly supplied 
° C dit 965 1966 

to Cuba 283 tons of aluminum sheets, 1 ommoany 1 
ton of aluminum foil, 94 tons of copper 

. ° Imports from Cuba: 
tubing, 1,207 tons of coated wire (not Value___ (million US$)... $4.3 $13.4 
further described), 225 tons of uncoated Chrome ore_.metrictons. 4,223 22,703 7 

. further d b d) d 280 t Copper conecentrates.do. 4,410 3,518 
wire (not further described) an ons Manganese ore__._.-do. 45,807 2,691 
of bentonite. Other nonferrous metal 299 290 

The following tabulation lists Polish- Exports to Cuba; ~----do- 
Cuban trade in mineral commodities for Value-_ (million US$)._ $5.25 $7.8 

. . Cement__._.-metric tons.  -_--_-- 10,000 
1965 and 1966 in metric tons. In 1966 the Coal_____.__--_----do_ 9,000 ---g-p55 

dollar value of trade, in pons cirectone Petroleum ‘products. “do "60 "397 
4 1 oO alt... 1. -_...._.-.do. ’ -------- increased substantially over that Sal ota 740 398 a5 

value. __
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It was announced in early 1968 that pacity was not available. The Rene Arcay 
under an agreement with Spain, Cuba was cement plant, at Mariel, Pinar del Rio, 
going to exchange 300 tons of nickel, produced its 1967 quota of 350,000 tons 
100,000 tons of sugar, and 2,500 tons of | of cement. | 

coffee for fishing boats, tractors, and mis- Fertilizer Materials—July 1967, plans 
see oot ale made, ch R | for construction, an two fertilizer plants 

! wi U-  swere announced. contract with the 
mania under which it will furnish oil well U.S.S.R. called fora plant to produce 

drilling and producing equipment in ex- 135,000 tons of urea and 200,000 tons of 
change ; for Cuban products including complete fertilizer annually. A contract 
nickel sinter. negotiated with Great Britain called for 

| a plant with annual productive capability 
COMMODITY REVIEW of 285,000 tons of ammonium nitrate and 

. ) 180,000 tons of urea. | 
Metals.—Iron and Steel.—The 5,000- ; | 

ton-per-year Fabric Auilar Noriega steel A plant was also reported under con- 
foundry at Santa Clara, Las Villas, was  Struction in Cienfuegos to produce 400,000 
put into operation at yearend 1966. The tons of nitrogenous fertilizer, 220,000 tons 
plant was equipped with machinery from 0f ammonium nitrate, and 89,000 tons of 
Poland. | | urea annually. Cost was calculated at 90 

In 1966, a program of modernization, million pesos. 
mechanization, and expansion was in prog- Salt—The El Real salt works at 
ress at the José Marti steelworks near Nuevitas, Camaguey, reportedly produced 
Havana. The work at this plant, formerly 30,000 tons of salt in 1967, 5,000 tons 

| known as La Antillana de Acero, was be- more than was originally planned. 
ing done under a technical and economic The Caimanera and Cerro Guayabo salt 
cooperation agreement with the U.S.S.R. works in Oriente Province were to be ex- 

Mechanization of the rolling process from panded by 14 million square meters. The 

. the ingot form onward appeared to be the production goal for 1971 was set for 

main purpose of the work. Reportedly, the — 150,000 tons. | 
rolling mill will be equipped to produce | 
plates up to 300 feetlong. Mineral Fuels.—Asphalt.—A study was 

A scrap metal drive to clean up Ma-_ in progress to determine whether domestic 
| tanzas Province afforded more than 10,000 asphalt could be substituted as a fuel for 

tons of metal for the José Marti plant petroleum in the Ariguanabo textile mill - 
operations. and the Papelera Moderna plant in Ha- 

N tals.—_C ;—Cub el vana. It was reported that preliminary 
onmetats.--ULemeéni.—uuba reportedly work was underway to produce 500,000 

was programing for annual cement output tons of asphalt annually. | 
exceeding 2 million tons by 1970; a great A 1943 h study indicated that 
effort was being made to complete new C Fesearen study meaicare a 

; . uban asphalts could be used as fuel, but 
plants and increase capacity of those al- the high ash content was a problem that 

ready operating. . . required some consideration and caused 
« East Germ any was helping to build the the cost of such fuel to be of borderline 
vites Bay h uly i ematacy, iL tne Nuc: economic value. However, because of the 

y . ? “ critical shortage of fuel in Cuba, it was 
essary basic raw material TESCTVES adequate likely that a higher domestic operating 

ued to be operating in” 1968, orginal Gt Mer ee 
: i 000 tons per aa 

aenith ceenteal expansion to 600,000 Petroleum.— Progress toward increasing 

tons annually. Cuba S domestic crude oil supply was made 
As Siguaney, Las Villas, equipment with the finding of eae Suana ©, about 

from Czechoslovakia was being used to 25 kilometers east o vavana. © CISCOV™ 
build a cement plant with planned capa- ery well encountered oil at a depth of 875 

city of 670,000 tons annually. The José meters (2,871 feet) and flowed 206 tons 
Merceron cement plant in Santiago re- (1,370 barrels) in the first 9 hours. (Con- 

portedly increased output by 66 percent verted at the rate of 6.652 barrels equals 

after expansion and repairs. Annual ca-_ 1 ton).
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- The well was out of control for a time, livery of liquefied petroleum gas in and 
and it is doubtful if the indicated poten- around Havana was also interrupted. 
tial could be sustained with the introduc- _ Oil exploration and development con- 
tion of optimum production practice. tinued with equipment and technical help 

Three wells were completed at Guanabo, from the U.S.S.R. and Rumania. A 
and others were being drilled. The three Cuban-Rumanian agreement was _ con- 
wells in production were believed to be cluded which provided 30 million Cuban 
averaging about 700 barrels per day, with pesos credit against oil well drilling equip- 
the largest reportedly at slightly more than ment. Repayment was to be made over 8 
900 barrels per day. An intimation that years starting 1 year after delivery of 
the Guanabo field might not be of great various items, and was to be in the form 
extent was made in one report that ex- of Cuban products including 2,000 tons of 
pressed the idea that 12 wells were too nickel. 
many to be hoped for. The following figures on costs and con- 

New high-pressure gas wells were re- sumption were taken from Havana news 
portedly found near Majagua; a natural media. In rounded numbers, 6 tons of oil 
gas pipeline from the field was supplying from the U.S.S.R. costs 1 ton of sugar. 
the Vicente thermoelectric powerplant in Presumably in 1967, 810,000 tons of sugar 
Ciego de Avila. were expended for 4,860,000 tons of oil. 

At yearend 1967, it was reported that The following tabulation shows 1967 
some 220 wells, in Guba produced 105,000 consumption of petroleum products: 
metric tons (735,000 barrels)? of oil, a | 
new national record. Credit for the ine ©£—————————_—___—________ 
crease was given to the discovery of a new Consumption 
sedimentary producing horizon at Jati- Product (thousand 
bonico, Camaguey. It was estimated that | — 
domestic production satisfied 2.3 percent 1967 
of total needs. Estimated national produc- ~~ 

tion for 1968 was put at 115,000 tons. = eroeine 2 TTTUTTTIIITTIIIITIE «BB 
At yearend 1967, the Nico Lopez refin- Fuel oil: 

ery required repair and for a time neces- Distillate. - ---.--.------------ 937 
sitated gasoline rationing in Havana. De- Residual..-------------------- 2,788 

7 DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 

Mining in the Dominican Republic con- to allow entry of foreign firms and capital 
tinued to be of minor importance in 1967, for exploration and development. 
contributing only about 1 percent by value The Pan American Union published * a 
of the Gross Domestic Product. three-volume work dealing with the nat- 

Mitsubishi Metal Mining Co. Ltd. re- ural resources of the Dominican Republic 
portedly intended to pursue its preliminary prepared by technicians provided by the 
copper survey in the Cordillera Central Economic Affairs and Technical Coopera- 
with a core drilling program. Falconbridge tion Departments of the Organization of 
Nickel Mines, Ltd. continued pilot plant American States (OAS). Volume 1 deals 
operation on its nickel project and an- with all aspects of the various natural re- 

nounced plans to go into full-scale pro- sources and, in addition, suggests programs 

duction. for the development, use, and conservation 

Other activities in 1967 could lead to of the country’s resources. Volume 2 con- 

production of alumina, iron ore, and man- sists of 11 maps showing, among other 

ganese and increased output of salt. things, geology, geomorphology, distribu- 

Regarding proposed mining legislation, tion of soil types, and transportation. Vol- | 

a new preliminary draft was being pre- 
pared. Law No. 193 of October 3, 1967, 
established the National Marble and Trav. eq, No%? that Cuban sources convert at 7 barrels 
ertine Commission to promote the mining 4 Pan _ American Union. Reconocimiento y 

: eas Evaluaci6n de los Recursos Naturales de la 
and marketing of those commodities. Reptblica Dominicana. (Survey and Evaluation 

The Government apparently did little of the Natural Resources of the Dominican 
. Republic). Washington, D.C. 1967, v. 1, 540 

to encourage mineral development except pp.; v. 2, 11 maps; v. 3, 169 pp.
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ume 3, describes the soil types found in result of previous successful exploration 
the Dominican Republic. and experimental work. It was expected 

The geological map (scale, 1:250,000), that nickel output would continue on an 

largely compiled from past work done by expanded basis, but future production of 
various — geologists ane me me field copper ore was not assured. 

reconnaissance done by the team, Cement output gained slightly over 12 
should be extremely valuable as a base for | . . . . 
further exploration and refinement. percent, with a concomitant gain in gyp- 

The report recommends that among the Sum production. Limestone | production 

first things that must be done to encourage Was unreported. 
mineral development is to change the pres- Bauxite production bettered the million- 
ent law to require that a vigorous explora- ton level, and shipments were 18 percent 
tion program Pe carried on ny concession greater than in 1966. 
holders. It was a so recommended that the No one particular agency of the Do- 
Department of Mines be strengthened with . Republic G ' llects 
technicians so that it can provide closer ™™C@H  epublic overnment —coMmec 
administration of mining laws and regula- | ™ineral production figures on a current 
tions. basis; therefore, data have been gathered 

from a number of sources. Thus, gaps in 
PRODUCTION figures obtained from year to year are to 

In 1967, output of copper and nickel be expected, as are incomplete returns in 

were added to the production table as a some commodities. p 

Table 7.—Dominican Republic: Production of mineral commodities 

| (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: 
Bauxite, dry equivalent, shipments__.._. 773,088 760,290 941 , 756 833 , 008 983 , ous 
opper ore___._. eee eee ee eee ee eee ee eee eee ,20 

Nickel: 
Ore_._.__. 2 eee eee eee lene NA 30,000 
Ferronickel._......-.-------------  ------- 0 --------- 0) --------e NA 75 

Nonmetals: 
Amber..._.__...__...-._..-_kilograms__-_ 1261 1320 e 300 NA 2,282 
Cement______.._.--_.___--- 2 -_------. 229,185 297,515 211,974 276 , 398 310,120 
Clays___...__...-__-_-.----.._-__---. ¢12,000 € 12,000 NA NA 5,449 
Fertilizers, chemical. __..._..._..__-__. ° 50,000 e 50,000 NA NA NA 
Gravel and crushed rock-cubic meters__._ °¢ 50,000 © 50,000 NA NA NA 
Gypsum........_- 22-22 eee. «=: 5, 818 109 ,694 89 , 499 90,883 118,710 
Lime___.__. eee 8,526 NA NA NA NA 
Limestone__________.-.__.__.___-.__-__. 310,000 398,470 2271,667 2?359,317 NA 

| Salt: ET 
Marine_._...____.._ thousand tons__ 10 29 26 e25 NA 
Mined_____.___.___.____..-do___- 23 2 21 e20 (3) 

Total___-.._-_.-_._._-___-.do____ 33 31 47 e 45 NA 
Sand____.---..-.----2----- eee NA NA 446,674 NA 55,464 
Stone, dimension and crushed: 

Granite______...__._.____-.__---- NA NA NA NA 931 
Marble and travertine__-.._______-_ NA (6) NA NA 33 

e Estimate. NA Not available. 5 Glass sand only. 
1 Exports. 6 Production of quarried slabs reported as 3,757 
2 For cement only. square meters of marble, and 3,757 square meters of 
3 Less than 14 unit. travertine. 
4 Domestic consumption of national production. 

TRADE gained considerably in value over the 1965 
Bauxite is by far the most valuable level. Among the more important gains 

mineral export, and in 1967 such exports ‘T¢8!Ster ed for 1966 were iron and steel 
were valued at $10.2 million, or nearly construction shapes, up 158 percent, and 
7.5 percent of all commodity exports. cement, up 162 percent. 

Mineral commodity imports in 1966 In respect of total commodity trade for
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1966, the United States was the Domini- Value (th 4d aoll " 
can Republic’s most important trading Yalue (thousand dollars) Mineral 
partner in terms of value, accounting for Mineral Total modities’ 
87.2 percent of total commodity exports commodi trade share of 
and 46.1 percent of all commodity im- (percent) | 
ports. In 1966, the Dominican Republic’s | §=——-———--———__ 

: Exports: second and third most valuable sources of 1965._..... 11,775 125, 508 9.4 
imports were Japan and West Germany; I 1966- ------ 10,346 136,717 7.6 

« ° mports: 

Spain and Belgium were the second and P 1965. ae 14 878 86 (m49—«17.1 
‘ ‘ . ‘ . ~------ ,614 160, 754 12.2 third most important destinations for com Trade balance: 

modity exports. 1965. e----- 7 3 ; 108 a8 154 xx 

The following tabulation shows the cotatas Ss — 24,087 
value of total trade in relation to trade XX Not applicable. 

in mineral commodities for 1965 and 1966: | 

Table 8.—Dominican Republic: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 
Sl 

preteens, 

Commodity . 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 
a 

Metals: - 
Aluminum ore: Bauxite_.............. 1,189,375 1,001,280 Mainly to United States. 
Iron and steel scrap_....____-__.-____- 645 749 Do. 

Nonmetals: 
Cement.-__.- 2 4,824 15,995 Virgin Islands 8,633; Leeward Islands 

Clay products: on 
Brick. 222 eee 148 163 Mainly to Puerto Rico. . 
Roofing tile... ....222..-2 22-2 Le 15 33 All to Puerto Rico. 

Gypsum _._.-2-- 2 ee ee 54,225 73,350 Mainly to Puerto Rico. 
Salt_...20 2... eee 100 100 All to Panama. 
Sand... 222 eee lo Lee 
Stone, dimension: 

Granite... 2.20022 eee 30 105 All to Puerto Rico. 
Marble__..2- 2. 5 1 Mainly to Puerto Rico. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal... eee ee 4 3 All to Virgin Islands. 
Petroleum refinery products, lubricating  __.._._- 6 All to Haiti. 

ols. . 

a 

ga ource: Repitblica Dominicana, Oficina Nacional de Estadistica. Comercio Exterior 1966 V. 14, 1967, 
292 pp.
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Table 9.—Dominican Republic: Imports of mineral commodities OO 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 7 : 

Cb seenteeeeane : rT ns = = : — LL 

Commodity 1965 1966 | Principal sources, 1966 | 
aan 

Metals: . . | 
Copper and its alloys, and manufac- 464 717 Canada 257; United States 174; West - 

tures. . . Germany 8&2. 
Gold, silver, platinum and kilograms 257 663 Mainly from United States. o 
their manufactures. _ - ce, 

Iron and steel products: - | 
Construction materials: 

Large pieces______._...-_..... $3,507 7,483 Belgium 4,429; United States 1,476; West 
: Germany 587. . 

Galvanized sheet._.___._.-.._.. 1,008 7,386 Japan 5,779; Belgium 658. 
Other______-.2-------------. 7,693 16,677 Belgium 11,718; West Germany 3,065. 

Total___.._..-..--.---.--. 12,208  . 81,546 
Rails and railway material_.______- 319 82 United States 69; Netherlands 13. 
Pipes and fittings................. 1,154 3,400 United Kingdom 1,000; United States 

: . 908; West Germany 659. 
Wire, smooth.._.___....__.--.._.. 2,769 4,388 Belgium 2,248; West Germany 1,234. 

Tin, lead, zinc, and other metals and 601 1,602 United States 709; West Germany 269; 
metal manufactures. Canada 248. 

Nonmetals: . . SO O 
Cement_.....2-.----..---.--------.. 1,350 3,536 United Kingdom 1,580; Japan 876; West 

Germany 654. 
Ceramics: China, porcelain, pottery_..... 1,989 4,088 Japan 2,216; United States 1,033. 
Stone, earth and their manufactures_... 1,351 1,528 Canada 685; United States 315. 

Mineral fuels: . a 
Coal, coke, and briquets_.._.__...-_._- 154 990 United States 370; Netherlands 345; West 

Germany 248. : 
Petroleum products: - 

Gaso- thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 619 1,442 Netherlands Antilles 818; Jamaica 338; 
line, Trinidad and Tobago 290. 

Kerosine_.____......_._..-do____ 82 222 Netherlands Antilles 140; Trinidad and 
Tobago 51. 

Fuel oil_..-...--..-.-...-.do_.... 1,951 1,982 Netherlands Antilles 831; Venezuela 740. 
Lubricating oil.....-...2.-..--..-. 9,453 8,988 United States 5,105; Jamaica 1,871; 

Netherlands Antilles 1,665. 
Other_.....22 2-2 eee = 15,177 12,773 Venezuela 6,041; Jamaica 2,598; United 

States 2,554. 

ogs ce Reptblica Dominicana, Oficina Nacional de Estadistica. Comercio Exterior, 1966. V. 14, 1967, 
2 pp. 

COMMODITY REVIEW Minera y Beneficiadora Falconbridge 
| Dominicana C. por A., the Falconbridge 

Metals.—Bauxite -—Under its contract subsidiary, recorded pilot plant output in 
with Aluminum Company of America, the 1967 of 75 tons of ferronickel containing 
Dominican Republic has the right to 45.5 percent nickel. . 

acquire 850,000 tons of bauxite annually It was announced in the Santo Domingo 
from the company for a term of 15 years. press that the Government of the Domini- 
The Government indicated some interest can Republic would attempt to renego- 
in building an alumina plant, and full tiate Falconbridge’s contract to the greater 

feasibility studies were contemplated. benefit of the State. Some local opinion 
Nickel.—Falconbridge Nickel Mines 8 expressed to the effect that renegotia- 

: . . tion would not be in the best interests Ltd., announced plans to invest $150 mil- . . . 
oo of attracting foreign capital. 
lion in a plant to produce more than 50 } 

million pounds of nickel annually, pre- cn onmetals —s a —P tieurea Plate 

sumably as ferronickel. Its property con- ass “0. Contracted to make a study of 
. ways the Barahona salt mine as a possible salt 

tains not less than 62 million tons of ore . . . 
155 “ckel. The k source for its Puerto Rico chlorine and 

averaging 1.0) percent nickel. lhe known caustic soda plant. Initial annual plant 
ore body, to be mined by open-pit methods, requirements of salt were estimated at 
generally is about 30 feet thick, but ranges 300,000 tons eventually rising to 600,000 
up to 180 feet in thickness. tons.
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| HAITI 

Little information has been released on A report released in 19675 indicated 
the activities of the Haitian mineral in- that Reynolds Haitian Mines, the coun- 
dustry in 1966 and 1967, but production  try’s bauxite producer, stepped up crude 
of dried bauxite and of copper ore, the mine output from 400,000 tons in 1965 

nag? eading mine products, declined to 500,000 tons in 1966, but recorded out- 

mn “and the countrys cement output, put of dried bauxite does not reflect such 
although slightly higher than in 1966, fell an expansion. The same source indicated | 
considerably short of the 56,000 tons pro- pe ae . 
duced in 1964. No data on mineral trade that this expansion and further expansion 

are available for years subsequent to 1965; planned for 1967 and 1968 was intended 

in that year although increases were re- 10 bring output up to the 750,000-ton- 
corded in a number of minor commodities, per-year loading capacity of facilities at 

overall trade volume in mineral commodi- Miragoane. 
ties was lower than in 1964 as a result of 

appreciable decli i ] tro- 
1 PP au ee nes in stee and petro: 5 Mining Journal (London). Mining Annual 

eum product imports. Review. May 1967, p. 213. 

Table 10.—Haiti: Production of mineral commodities 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 
. 

Commodity ! 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
en A CE CC Ct A CO 

Metals: Co 7 

Aluminum ore: Bauxite, dried_........-- 384,000 437 ,160 882,588 .. 361,426 359,192 
Products of copper mining: . 

Ore milled_...._.-_.-_----_------- 254,478 241,189 212 , 934 198 ,444 166 ,690 . 

Concentrate produced......-...---- 16,181 12 ,655 10 , 223 9,069 6, 766 

Content of concentrate: 
Copper....__.-------------------- 5,884 5,029 3,960 r2,780 2,350 

Gold__....____--.-_-.--_troy ounces_- 6,778 8,090 6,719 5,071 — NA 

Silver____.__._--_-_.--------do__.. 107,022 92 ,057 77,488 50,690 NA 

Nonmetals: Cement__.....__thousand tons-_- 50 56 . 42 . 38 40 

cE NSEnnCneIEIOUnSnnSnTINIIIIE See 

® Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Clay, gravel, lime, limestone, marble, sand, and salt are also produced in Haiti; neither statistics nor reliable 

estimates are available for quantity of such output. 

| Table 11.—Haiti: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons) 

errr 

Commodity 1964 1965 _— Principal destinations, 1965 
ee TR RC LLC 

Metals: 
Aluminum ore: Bauxite._.......-..... 457,655 427,799 All to United States. 

opper: 
Concentrate._..___.--.....-.---. 15,045 10,221 Japan 7,272; Spain 2,949. 

Serap__..---------.-------------  ------- 127 Germany 55; United Kingdom 43. 

Jron: Scrap. ...---------+--+---------- 80 211 Germany 201. 

Nonmetals: Cement........--.------------  ---+---- 81 All to Martinique. 

nen cnn 

Note: Source does not distinguish between East and West Germany. 

Source: Government of Haiti. Rapport Annuel de L’Administration Generale des Douanes pour |’Exercise 

Octobre 1964—Septembre 1965, 125 pp.
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Table 12.—Haiti: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ee 

Commodity 1964 1965 Principal sources, 1965 

Metals: 
Aluminun, including alloys, all forms. __ 88 129 Italy 77; United States 33. 
‘Copper, including alloys, all forms--__.- 10 23 Mainly from United States. 
Tron and steel: 

Tron ore and concentrate____._____ 2 2 Do. 
Pig iron, sponge iron, ferroalloy 100 41 Mainly from Belgium. 

and steel powders. 
Ingots and other primary forms_ ___ 101 1 Mainly-from Germany. 
Semimanufactures______._..._____ 6,981 6,024 Mainly from Belgium. 

Lead, including alloys, all forms._._____ 2 (4) . 
Platinum and platinum _ troy ounces__ 579 836 Mainly from United States. 

group metals, un- 
worked or partly 
worked. 

Silver, | unworked or partly do____ 322 804 Mainly from Germany. 
worked. 

Tin, including alloys, all long tons__ 80 174 Mainly from United States. - 
orms. 

Zine, including alloys and semimanufac- 14 1 Mainly from Belgium. 
tures. 

Nonferrous metals, ore and concentrate, «83 (3) 
not specified. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives, natural, includ- kilograms_-_ 226 682 Mainly from United States. 
. ing industrial diamond. 
Asbestos cement building materials_____ 200 217 Belgium 212. 
Cement, not further specified__________ 258 346 Denmark 111; France 106. 
Clay and similar refractory materials___ 63 58 Germany 42. 

- Clay products, nonrefractory___________ 182 66 Czechoslovakia 22; Japan 19. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Nitrogenous__.________--__.____- 6 Lu lle 
Phosphatic_-_..-_--_.__---_-- eee 46 5 All from United States. 
Potassie_....--2- 2 eee 25 26 Italy 16. 

Gem stones___...._.._....-kilograms_- 8 NA . 
Graphite___._.....-.....-.._-.do____ 99 (4) 
Lime._-._ eee 2 _ ui ee , 
Mica, worked_...._..__._.__kilograms_.  _______ 260 Mainly from United States. 
Refractory bricks and similar products__ 55 56 Do. 
Salt__..2 2 ee TW 80 United States 50; Canada 28. 
Sodium carbonate (soda ash)__--_______ 40 46 France 30; United States 15. 
Stone, sand and gravel... _-_______- 3 6 All from United States. . 
Sulfur... 22-2 eee 8 __oLLLeLe 
Other, not specified._____.____________ 11 44 Mainly from United States. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal and coke__..__- ee 15 50 Mainly from Germany. 
Asphalt, natural___.__.-_--__.-_-_____- 52 138 Venezuela 55; United States 51. 
Minera] tar and crude chemicals from 8 () . 

coal, petroleum and natural gas. 
Petroleum: 

Crude and partly refined___._____- 44 ____it ile 
Gasoline________42-gallon barrels._ 270,590 62,893 Mainly from Curacao. 
Kerosine__..__._______....do___. 27,510 3,407 Do. 
Fuel oils_..-..22 22 ee-e--_-_- = 1, 860 36 ,627 Do. 

Lubricants_..-._-2-2_- 1,263 1,396 Mainly from United States. 
Paraffin and vaseline.._.___.___.______ 256 147 United States 67; Netherlands 48. 
Other ?.----- eee 40 20 Mainly from United States. 

eee 

NA Not available. 
1 Less than 44 unit. 
2 May include some products derived from coal and natural gas. 
Note: Haiti trade returns do not differentiate East and West Germany. 

Source: Government of Haiti. Rapport Annuel de L’Administration Generale des Douanes pour |’Exercise 
Octobre 1964—Septembre 1965, 125 pp. 

JAMAICA 

The Jamaican economy in 1967 eased 4 percent at current prices. 
from its previously strong pace as growth The bauxite/alumina industry provided 
of mineral output, tourism, and agricul- about 8.5 percent of the gross domestic 
tural production slowed, the latter as a product in 1967, and afforded the country 
result of prolonged drought. The growth over $100 million in export value. Al- 
rate level of around 7 percent sustained though large increases were not recorded 
between 1963 and 1966 declined to about in the bauxite mining sector, planned ex-
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pansion in mining and alumina processing _terruption of work was experienced by the 

plants indicate that the industry will grow bauxite industry in 1967. 
in volume and value. It was estimated PRODUCTION 

that with the completion of present ex- Bauxite is the only metallic mineral raw 

pansion plans, alumina output could reach material of record produced in Jamaica. 
3 million tons per year by 1976. Bauxite produced for export (dry equiva- 

One of the more serious social and eco- ent) rose by 1.7 percent over the preced- 
. . . . . ing year, and that converted to alumina 

nomic situations in Jamaica was the esti- 
ted 15-percent mol t level, "Se by 4.2 percent. 

matee “Pe h nt unemploymen eve " The leveling off of construction activity 
Countering the Jamaican Government's in 1967 was the likely reason for the 5.7 
desire to attract foreign investment is the percent decrease in cement output. Stocks 

rivalry displayed by the two major indus- of gypsum at yearend 1967 were declared 
trial labor unions. Some violence and in- at 378,660 tons. 

Table 13.—Jamaica: Production of mineral commodities | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 . 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: 
Bauxite, dry equivalent: 

Produced for export__.-. 5,244,391 6 ,062 ,894 6,893 , 353 7,132 ,281 7,257,052 
Converted to alumina.... 1,769,519 1,873 , 574 1,757, 668 1,929 , 237 2,010,640 
Cement grade._.___.--.- 0 ___-eee ee Lee eee 48 ,293 76,094 124,314 | 

Total__.___.._..--...-. 17,013,910 7,936,468 8,699 ,314 9,137,612 9 ,392 ,006 
Alumina (exports).......--.- 137,193 780 ,656 732 , 361 803 , 849 837,787 

Nonmetals: 
Cement, common portland..._ 200,721 281 ,339 312 , 582 355 ,434 335 , 297 
Clays, for cement_....._...-- NA 55,221 95,684 125 ,894 NA 
Gypsum. _.._thousand tons-__ ¥ 232 195 212 r 193 167 
Limestone________---._.---- NA 4,300, 656 1429 ,058 1§29,747 © 1480,000 
Marble, cut and/or polished - NA 136,623 NA NA NA 
Phosphates_._._....._....- 14 NA NA __uuu-eeeee eee -- 
Sand and gravel: 

Common sand.._...---- NA 273 ,000 310, 428 NA 21,000,000 
Glass sand__.___.._..--- 5,011 10,474 7,301 8,636. NA 
Gravel, natural__..__.__- NA 668 , 400 790 ,214 NA 2325 ,000 

Mineral fuels: Petroleum refinery . 
products: 

Gasoline thousand 42-gallon 
barrels___._.-.-...------- -..------ 1,033 1,614 2,008 1,542 

Kerosine 3______...-._.doO_._.  -_----.-- 528 993 1,113 819 
Distillate fuel oil------do---- =-2 22-22. 1,208 1,777 1,905) 4.647 
Residual fuel oil.......do._.-.  _..------ 3,852 4,561 4,400 ’ 
Liquefied petroleum 

' gases... -.----.-dO_--.  -.------- 55 97 122 NA 
Asphalt..._._._.-.---do.... -...--.-- 24 54 129 NA 
Other..._......----.-do__.. ~~. ---- NA 247 3 356 
a 

e Estimate. * Revised. 
NA Not available. 
1 For cement production only. 
2 Cubic yards, estimated. 
3 May include jet fuel. 

TRADE was Jamaica’s foremost trading partner, 

. ; having supplied, in 1966, $119.4 million 
With 1966 exports of bauxite and alu- worth (36.5 percent) of total commodity 

mina valued at $105.7 million,’ these two imports. The United Kingdom and 
commodities represented 47.1 percent of Canada were the next most important 

total Jamaican exports for the period. suppliers with 22.2 and 10.9 percent, re- 
Crude petroleum, at $1 9.6 million, was spectively. 

the most costly miner al import; in addi- Exports valued at $85.5 million were 
tion, blending agent imports were valued =———————. nite 

ih 6 The Jamaican Government assigns arbitrary 

at nearly $2 million. . values, per ton, of $6.44 to bauxite, and $67.76 
In terms of value, the United States to alumina.
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i to the United States. Of this | 
directed United . O this Value (thousand dollars) ! Mineral total for all goods, bauxite and alumina | ee Gcom- 
accounted for $57.6 million. The United M ineral Total modities’ 
Kingdom and Canada were Jamaica’s | Contios race (percent) 
next best customers with 26.5 and 15.3 _ 

_ percent, by value, respectively, of all Exports: 
exports. . 7 1965___.__ 108,983 209 , 823 51.9 

The following tabulation shows the Imports” -----  11T,274 224,305 = 52.8 

relation of trade in mineral commodities 1965 ------ 61, 314 289 , 058 21 . 2 

to total trade for 1965 and 1966: | Trade balance: _ . 
: . 1965__.... 47,669 — 79 ,235 xX 

‘ 1966___._. 53,785 — 102,884 XX 

XX Not applicable. | 
1.Values have been converted at the rate of J£1 

= US $2.80. 

Table 14.—Jamaica:. Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Eee 

Commodity — 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Domestic products: ae 

' Aluminum: - me . 
. Bauxite. ..-____-_.._.._._.._--. 6,893,350 7,182,280 All to United States. . 

Alumina__-...2..22.22--_---. 782,165 803,381 Canada 407,271; Norway 225,370; 
United States 89,966. 

wo Metal and alloys, semimanu- : 23 33. Mainly to Guyana. — 
factures. : : 

Iron and steel: Serap._..__________ 1,034 150 Mainly to United States. 
Nonferrous metal scrap_.______. - 909 . 1,886 Netherland 889; West Germany 604. 

_ Reexports: . 
Iron and steel: 

Ingots and equivalent forms__. 73 64 Mainly to Cayman Islands. 
Semimanufactures_____._.____ 6. 101 United Kingdom 50; Cayman Islands 

Nonferrous metals: " 
. Unwrought_.___...--__ 2 (4) 

. Semimanufactures__..________ 28 28 West Germany 10; United Kingdom 7. 
Nonmetals: 

Domestic products: 
Cement: 

Portland._.___._-__._-_______ 51,220 59,012 Bahamas 20,881; Guyana 9,653; 
. British Honduras 4,877. 

Other n.e.s__- 22s. 47,346 76,042 All to Bahamas. 
Clay and clay products: Brick and 118 5 Cayman Islands 4. 

tile. 
Fertilizer materials, not further 103 2 All to Cayman Islands. . 

specified. 
Sand, gravel, crushed rock.._.__.... 195,831 213,305 All to United States. 
Stone, dimension. .____.__________ 49 64 Do. 

Reexports: 
. Fertilizer materials_._.._.._..____ 2 5 All to Cayman Islands. 

Salt___.2 2 eee ee 23 Do. 
Other, n.e.s..- 222 eee 20 (4) 

Mineral fuels: Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline. _ thousand 42-gallon barrels. _ 661 990 Dominican Republic 298; Bahamas 

211; Haiti 161. 
Kerosine.____________________.do___. 166 167 Honduras 45; Puerto Rico 41; 

British Honduras 35. 
Distillate fuel oi])..__..._._.......__.. 91,607 84,499 Honduras 18,060; Bahamas 15,318; 

Bermuda 15,299; Haiti 13,514. 
Fuel oil, other--........--2--.--.-__.. 129,789 17,830 West Germany 6,849; United King- 

dom 3,512; United States 2,392. 
Lubricat- thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 79 180 Guadeloupe 14; Dominican Republic 

ing oil. 13; Guyana 13. 
Lubricating greases_________..___..__. ® 404 979 Dominican Republic 208; Costa Rica 

134; Surinam 104. 
eee 

t Revised. 
1 Less than 4 unit. 

Source: Department of Statistics, Jamaica. External Trade of Jamaica. 1965, 269 pp., 1966, 319 pp.
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Table 15.—Jamaica: Imports of mineral commodities : 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

RR 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 
ee 

Metals: 
Aluminum: Metal, including alloys, all 2,093 2,711 Canada 1,144; United States 701; 

forms. United Kingdom 581. 

Copper: 
Sulfate.............---kilograms_-- 1,500 Q) 
Metal, including alloys, all forms._. — 187 270 United Kingdom 186; United States 

Iron and steel: 
Scrap iron and steel_......--..----  ------- 25 Allfrom United Kingdom. 

Pig and sponge iron__..-__--_----- 242 361 United Kingdom 152; Canada 83. 

Ingots and equivalent primary 1,265 441 United States 214; Netherlands 102. 

orms. 
Semimanufactures, including cast~ 83 , 907 90,742 Mainly from United Kingdom. 

ings and forgings. 
Lead, including alioys: 

Unwrought_.-_.-.--------------- 114 48 Canada 32. 

Semimanufactures.__......-------- 94 84 Mainly from United States. 

N ickel, including alloys, kilograms- - 2,000 1,778 Canada 914; United States 508. 
all forms. 

Platinum and platinum group value__ $6,476 $4,522 Mainly from United States. 

metais unworked and partly — 
worked. 

Silver, unworked and partly do.... $5,872 - $11,830 Canada $6,350; United Kingdom 

worked. . $4, 701.. 

Tin, including alloy and solder: 
Unwrought_._._..-----long tons-_- 14 31 Mainly from United Kingdom. 

Other semimanufactures-....do- - -- 679 842 United States 290. 

Zine, including alloys, all forms. - - ----- 41 1 All from United Kingdom. 

Other_..___.-.__---- ee eee eee ee eee 23 Belgium 12; United Kingdom 7. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives, natural, including indus- 4 62 United States 30; United Kingdom 22. 

trial diamond. 
' Asbestos: 

Crude fiber_.__._....----..------ 356 185 Mainly from Canada. : 

C Building materials_-_....-..------- 2,904 1,983 Italy 1,008; United States 611. 

ement: 
Portland.........--...---------- 1,918 1,921 United Kingdom 996; Denmark 621. 

Refractory__--..-.--.-.---------- 210 169 Mainly from United Kingdom. 

Other______.-------------------- 26 231 Mainly from United States. 

Clay and clay products: . . 
Clay, not further specified _-_-_.-...-- 1,094 3,427 Mainly from United Kingdom. 

Brick, tile, pipe, and similar products 1,244 1,187 Do. 
Fertilizers, mineral and chemical: 

Nitrogenous: 
Ammonium sulfate_.......... 23, 560 14,595 United Kingdom 5,716; Trinidad and 

Tobago 5,535. 

Other.__.____-..------------ 3 , 665 7,102 Mainly from West Germany. . 

Phosphatie: 
Naturai phosphates--.-_------- 36 20 All from United States. . 

Superphosphates, Thomas slag, 3,366 2,864 Mainly from United States. 

other manufactured 
phosphates. 

Potassic: . 

Potash salts. .....--..------- 6,424 8,274 United States 4,269; West Germany 

Other, not specified___-_...--- 321 197 France 163. 

Mixed and other, nonspecified...... 24,941 31,723 Netherlands Antilles 16,452; Nether- 

; lands 6,310. 
Gem stones, including diamond: 

Uncut.........-----------value_- $490 ____--.-- 

Cut, unset._....-....------do_... $11,379 $26,670 Canada $8,366; United States $6,182; 
Guyana $3,326. 

Graphite, natural _-_--.-----kilograms- - 8 ,000 7,474 Netherlands 4,990. 

Gypsum, limestone, other industrial 135 448 United Kingdom 278; United States 

stone. ° 

Magnesite. ----------------------077° 23 () 
ca: 
Sheet, block, scrap, or kilograms.. 104,000 102,412 Norway 94,875; United States 7,529. 

ground. 
Manufactures..._.....-.---do.__. ------- @) 

Refractory brick and similar products-.. 4,627 4,017 United States 2,516; United Kingdom 

Galt.....___________----------------- = 11,221 11,640 United Kingdom 7,572; Canada 3,518. 

Sand, gravel, crushed rock__._.------.-- 1,323 1,847 Belgium 1,074; United States 428. 

Sodium carbonate (soda ash)-_.----.---- 1,982 2,061 Mainly from United States. 

Sodium hydroxide (caustic soda)_._..-.. 60,299 63 ,271 Do. 

Stone, dimension-._-_-..--.------------ 516 648 Italy 388; United States 147. 

Sulfur.....___....------------------- 1,022 1,025 Mainly from United States. 

Other..___...._..----.-------------- 503 710 Mainly from United Kingdom. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 15.—Jamaica: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Minerals fuels: 
Coal_._-___.-_---._-_--- ee eee 62 48 Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Coke___.-...--_---- eee 1,325 525 Mainly from West Germany. 
Briquets of coal, coke, lignite, or peat..__ 24 219 Do. 
Gases, liquefied. ._.._..___...- 168 238 Mainly from United States. 
Petroleum: 

Crude thousand 42-gallon barrels.__ *8,582 9,295 Mainly from Venezuela. 
and partly refined. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline: 

Aviation. _._.._._.do___- 61 34 Mainly from Netherlands Antilles. 
Motor.__._.-..-.-do____ 7 Q) 
Other.___.___..-..do____ ¥ 764 673 All from Netherlands Antilles. 

Kerosine_____._._.....do___. 12 43 Mainly from Netherlands Antilles. 
Distillate fuel oil 2........_... 31,827 16,090 Do. 
Residual fuel oil 2._.._....... 48,229 129 , 982 Do. 
Lubricating oil. 

thousand 42-gallon barrels _ _-_ 46 62 Do. 
Lubricating grease.._._______- 412 345 United States 251; United Kingdom 93. 
Other thousand 42-galion Lo _Lee eee 

barrels 
Asphalt._2....2.-22-22 Lee 537 1,763 Trinidad and Tobago 983; Nether- 

lands 579. 
Natural asphalt___._.____-._.._______ 2,014 805 All from Trinidad and Tobago. 
Mineral tar and crude chemicals from 145 2,487 Mainly from Trinidad and Tobago. 

coal, petroleum, and natural gas. 

t Revised. 
1 Less than 14 unit. 
2 Mostly bunkers. . 
Source: Department of Statistics, Jamaica. External Trade of Jamaica, 1965, 269 pp; 1966, 319 pp. . 

COMMODITY REVIEW new overland dried bauxite conveyor into 
. . operation at yearend. The six-flight con- 

Metals.— Alumina and Bauxite—During veyor system replaced a 10,176-meter aerial 
1967 Alumina Partners of Jamaica, Ltd. tramline. Capacity of the conveyor was 
(ALUPART), continued construction of put at 5 million tons annually.’ 
its alumina plant, near Nain, in St. Eliza- In early February 1967 the Kaiser Baux- _ 
beth Parish. Plans were for an initial an- jp. C o., wholly owned by Kaiser Alu- 

nual capacity of about eee ie of minum and Chemical Corp., dedicated its 
alumina by 1969, ane provided for ex- $35 million bauxite mining, processing, and 
AT UPART over 1 million one Re yd. ‘shipping complex centered around Port 

UI Al 6 3 cred or Neyno'cs Rhoades at Discovery Bay in St Ann 
Jamaica d Annee d tes aiser_ Jamaica Parish. Mining operations, to be carried 

CFP; an ia vined * Jamaica, il " facil. out in St. Ann and Trelawny Parishes, 
consortium Peon d 7 aces ovne d b were initiated in the Tobolski area about 
Kai » P Be, er . Co . “St. Elizabeth and 21 kilometers from the port. Mining areas 
Manch —_ . h _ in well as bauxite 2%¢ linked by more than 27 kilometers of 
d ancnester od te R. et ds in those same standard-gage railway line; 42-ton-capacity 
oooh Kai Y S manage the project OFC trucks feed into rail cars for transport 

paris nes aD was to § Pro] to the ore processing plant located about 
on ' 1967 boucht reports that Alcoa 0.8 kilometer from the dock area. Three 

Mi any fj mous ned diarv of Alu- drying kilns and a storage area for 200,000 
ning C amaica, f “ su rica vlann ed to fMS; of raw bauxite were planned. Ship- 

build. « landine ¥ a Jamaica with ping facilities include a 220-meter dock 
ik a a ale pian t , £ 200 000 tons which can accommodate ships up _ to 

planned annual capacny va, , T 37,500 tons. Loading can be accomplished 
possibly expandable to 800,000 tons. To at the rate of 4,500 tons per hour . . ys ; . 
supply the projected alumina facut, Alcoa In early 1967 it was announced that the r . 
has been given prospecting licenses ove Jamaican Government had granted Revere 
various areas to find bauxite of suitable 

grade. . 7 Skillings Mining Review. V. 57, No. 5, Feb. 
Reynolds Jamaica Mines Ltd. placed its 3 1968, p. 1.
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Jamaica Alumina, Ltd., a subsidiary of and Jamaican interests, apparently had 
Revere Copper and Brass, Inc., sufficient firm plans to build a $30 million caustic 

bauxite reserves in the Parishes of St. soda plant. The plant would operate on 
Elizabeth, Westmoreland, St. James, and imported salt and produce 170,000 tons of 
Trelawny to operate a projected 222,000 caustic soda annually, a quantity sufficient 
ton-per-year alumina plant. Plans con- to meet Jamaican alumina industry re- 
templated expansion of capacity to 660,- quirements and supply a small quantity for 
000 tons a year. Expenditure of not less export. Byproduct chlorine would be ex- 
than $45 million was planned to permit ported as such, or processed into ethylene 
alumina output to begin in 1971. Terms of | dichloride for export. 
the contract are reportedly similar to con- - el 
tracts with other companies except that Mineral Fuels.—Petroleum.—Iin early 
within 15 years, the Jamaican Govern- 1967 it was announced that Signal Ex- 
ment may require Revere to build a second ploration (J amaica ) , a wholly owned sub- 
220,000-ton alumina plant, output of which sidiary of Signal Oil and Gas Co., had been 
would be sold at cost to a Jamaican alu- granted exploration concessions over a 
minum plant, should one be established. 400-square-mile area onshore west of 

| Antipodes Exploration, Ltd., was re- Kingston, and a 4,400-square-mile offshore 
ported ® to be making engineering and geo- fea on the shelf along the south and 

logical studies of a large bauxite deposit southwest coast. The company had a 2- 
near Mandeville. i year search period *® after which it will 

Lead.—The Jamaican Metal Refining have the option of taking out a 4-year 
Co. Ltd., an affiliate of the Tropical Prospecting license; at this stage, there is a 

- Battery Co. of Jamaica, produced 250 tons built-in commitment to drill a test well 
of antimonial lead, lead oxide, and during the first year of the license. With 
plumber’ lead in 1967. The company plans the discovery of oil, the company would 

to produce 1,000 tons of combined prod- be granted a 30-year mining lease over 

ucts in 1968. The plant, in Spanish Town, one-half of the original exploration area. 

reportedly cost $168,000. In mid-1967, Signal was engaged in off- 

Nonmetals.—At yearend 1967, Consoli- shore seismic work along the southern 

dated Chemicals, Ltd., composed of U.S. coast. 

NETHERLANDS ANTILLES 

Except for petroleum refining activities, lationship of mineral trade to total trade 
the mineral industry of the Netherlands for 1965 and 1966: 
Antilles is of small consequence and limited 
to nonmetals production. Value (thousand dollars) Mineral 

Petroleum refining by Shell Curacao, Mineral Total modities’ 

N.V., and Lago Oil and Transport Co. commodi- trade share of 

Ltd. is of primary importance to the (percent) 

economy. The direct contribution (value Exports: | 
; 1965.__.... 589,646 602,809 97.8 of compensation to employees, taxes, local 1966.27. B81' 886 cor ae O88 

purchases, contractors, pilot service and Imports: 
i 1965__._-.. 510,192 616,042 82.8 other) by the two refineries to the 1966 1p6G. 727.498 BSE 616.052 80.9 

national product was 22 percent (25 per- Trade balance: Xx 
° 11 1965._...-. 79,454 —13,233 

cent in 1965). 1966....... 83,581 —24'3938 XX 
Sulfur was produced as an oil refining —33"yotasimlas CTC 

11 million desulfuriza- O Unined Nati byproduct and an $ ro Source: United Nations. Statistical Papers, Series 
tion plant was commissioned at yearend  D, V. 16, Nos. 1-32; Commodity Trade Statistics 

1967 12 Lago also reportedly had plans for 1966, pp. 7213-7233. 

a desulfurization plant. 8 Skillings Mining Review. V. 56, No. 20, May 
Trade in crude petroleum and refinery 20, 1967, p. 19. 

products is of major importance to the 4 ora can, Metal Market. V. 75, No. 43, Mar. 

Netherlands Antilles, accounting for over , 10 Petroleum Press Service. V. 34, No. 1, 
: anuary 1967, p. 35. 

95 percent of total commodity exports and 11 Department van Sociale en Eeconomische 

78 percent of total commodity imports 1n Zaken, Bureau voor de_ Statistiek. Statistisch p 
1966 Jaarboek 1967 Nederlandse Antil'en, p._17T7- 

° : . 12 Petroleum Press Service. V. 34, No. 12, 
The following tabulation shows the re- December 1967, p. 475.
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In terms of total value of commodity lion in value, respectively. 
trade in 1966, Venezuela was the chief Exports to the United States in 1966 
supplier with goods (mostly crude petro- were valued: at $70 million. The next two 
leum) worth $466 million. The United countries, in order of value, were Canada, 
States and the Netherlands were next, $43 million, and the United Kingdom, $41 
having supplied $58 million and $21 mil- million. 

| Table 16.—Netherlands Antilles: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Nonmetals: 
Limestone__._.._....-..-cubic meters__ ¢ 20,000 31,964 38 ,273 159,107 199 026 
Nitrogenous fertilizers..._._..._.---_..  _.-___- NA 84,000 NA 2143,675 
Phosphate rock_._...___thousand tons__ 128 r121 112 147 116 
Salt. ...-.2-- 2-2 ee 281 93 e 2,000 e 2,000 NA 
Sulfur, recovered ¢.....____.._......... 385,000 29,000 30 , 000 30,000 NA 

Minerals fuels: Petroleum refinery products: 
Aviation and motor gasoline 

thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 43 , 462 41,200 48 ,145 44,623 37, 769 
Kerosine and jet fuel._._______._.do____ 18 , 683 19,380 18,116 20 , 303 38 , 037 
Distillate fuel oil..._......._._...do_._. 52,027 41,187 32,762 41,319 32 ,224 
Residual fuel oil-...... ..........do._._. 158,442 161,801 161, 636 143 , 455 138,518 
Lubricants__..-..--.22_ do ____ 2,774 2,891 2,763 2,785 7,039 
Other..__._-_...-..-.-._-__-...do___. 19,215 20,231 21,705 20,358 NA 

e Estimate. ® Revised. NA Not available. 
, - 1 §ales, in metric tons. 

2 Exports of Aruba. 

Table 17.—Netherlands Antilles: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 
ee 

Metals: 
Iron and steel: 

Serap.___ eee 3,633 3,066 Surinam 1,785; Netherlands 1,250. 
Other___._.- 22 eel 250 __ oe 

Nonferrous metals and alloys__..._____- 19 28 Alltoltaly. — 
Nonferrous scrap.___.____...._----__-- 1,526 5,703 Japan 2,292; West Germany 1,170; 

United States 899. 
Nonmetals: 

Fertilizers, manufactures_____._...._..  __.___- 105,899 Jamaica 19,872; El Salvador 17,022; 
India 15,029; Sudan 15,000. 

Limestone________--___-._- Lee 10,481 19,079 NA. 
Phosphate rock.-_.__.-..-.---------- 114,890 147,469 United States 127,729; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 19,740. 
Sulfur... eee ele 1,967 All to El Salvador. 
Nonmetals, n.e.s_._..-__-__..-___-__--_ 9,654 ________. . 

Mineral fuels: Petroleum: 
Crude.______.._______thousand tons_ _ 375 344 United States 201; Italy 71; United 

Kingdom 67. 
Refinery products: 

Aviation gasoline.__.____._.do____ 1,528 1, ibe} United States 1,289; United Kingdom 
Motor gasoline..._______._.do____ 3,080 3,159 U 6225 Feru 334; Singapore 261. 6 

Kerosine and white spirit_._.do____ 725 502\ United States 1,895; Singapore 406; . 
Jet fuel--.....-.--.-..---do---_ 3,056 3,699} Farited Hingdom 390; Canada 358; 
Distillate fuel oil...........do____ 4,147 5,178 United States 1,124; Japan 854; 

Netherlands 491. 
Residual fuel oil_......_...-do___. 22,211 19,765 United States 15,474; Canada 2,098. 
Lubricants including greases_do-____ 1,001 1,019 United Kingdom 460; Netherlands 

Vaseline, paraffin, and wax. _do_-_-__ 37 26 Mainly to United Kingdom, 
Asphalt___..-_._..__._..-_do____ 881 982 NA. 
Other }__..._.___....-.----do___- 34 183 NA. 

CL LL A LL A TS 

NA Not available. 
1 Includes process oil and cutbacks. | -
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Table 18.—Netherlands Antilles: Imports of mineral commodities 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals. . ae 
Aluminum and alloys, all forms. ---__-- 82 120 United States 36; Italy 33; United 

Kingdom 30. 
_ Copper and alloys, all forms. ..____.-.- 241 315 United Kingdom 95; Netherlands 94; 

United States 61. 
Iron and steel: . 

Castings and forgings.__...-.-.-.- 58 __._- --- 
Shapes and sections.-_..___.._-_-. 2,461 3,311 Netherlands 1,275; West Germany 

. 1,075; Belgium-Luxembourg 763. 
Hoop and strip_..____.._.__-.-__-- 28 37 United Kingdom 20; United States 10. 
Plate and sheet___-__..------.--- 3,667 2,558 Japan 793; Belgium-Luxembourg 754; 

Netherlands 520. 
Wire.__. oe 103 87 Netherlands 53. United States 10. 
Pipes, tubes, and fittings. ..._..__- 6,223 5,268 West Germany 2,331; Italy 654; 

United States 528. . 
Other__.....-...---------------- 23 115 Netherlands 45; West Germany 32; 

United States 31. 
Lead and alloys, all forms._...____---- 57 58 Netherlands 22; United States 10. 
Nickel and alloys, all forms.._..------~- 5 4 United States 2; United Kingdom 2. 
Silver and platinum troy ounces___. 581 ~~ Le 

group metals, all forms. 
Tin and alloys, all forms_-~--_long tons- -_- 4 24 Mainly from Netherlands. 
Zine and alloys, all forms.___.._.-.--_-_- 71 13 Do. 
Metalliferous ores, n.e.s._.__----------.- 134 - $76 Surinam 214; United States 161. 
Nonferrous metal scrap_._...---------_- 101 4,454 Mainly from Colombia. 
Other nonferrous metals and alloys... -__ 65 22 Netherlands 10; United States 6; 

taly 5. 
Nonmetals;: 

Cement._......--.-...-.-.--.-----.. 32,847 31,792 Venezuela 17,495; Colombia 12,343. 
Clay and clay products: 

Common and fire clay.......-..--- 5,036 6,154 Mainly from United States. 
Refractory bricks.......-...---..- 2,061 1,105 Netherlands 571; United Kingdom 

Fertilizer: 
Natural__.--.---._-...--.------. 31,460 15,270 All from United States. 
Manufactured__..........---=---- 142 2,707 Mainly from United States. 

Lime... ~~~ eee eee eee 202 NA . 
Salt_..-..2 2222 eee 632 633 Mainly from United States. 
Sand, stone and gravel______.._..-..-- 7,288 13 ,594 Surinam 11,629; Trinidad and Tobago 

9 1. 

Sodium carbonate__._...._..-..-_----- 142 ..-____-- 
Sodium hydroxide..__......-..-----.. 38,997 27,725 Netherlands 17,430; United States 

Nonmetals, n.e.s_ 2.2... 1,992 NA Quantity unknown. Value $2,599.000. 
Other crude minerals....__._.__..-.---  -----.- 9,415 United States 5,073; Venezuela 2,072; 

United Kingdom 1,778. 
Mineral fuels: 

Coal, coke and briquets._.._...-...--- 42 59 Mainly from United States. 
Mineral tars and derivatives. _..._..--. 34 159 Do. 
Petroleum: 

Crude__...._._..._..thousand tons... 40,811 39,761 Mainly from Venezuela. 
Natural gasoline. .._.._...-do___- 57 42 All from Venezuela. 
Refinery products: 

Aviation gas- do__.- 598 292 Mainly from Venezuela. 
oline. 

Other gasoline. _.._....do__-- 372 255 Do. 
Kerosine and jet fuel....do__._ 242 245 Trinidad and Tobago 115; Venezuela 

Distillate fuel oil. .....-do___- 217 300 Venezuela. 140; Singapore 80; Nether- 
ands 63. 

Residual fuel oil._......do..-- 913 772 Venezuela 656; Malaysia 46. 
Lubricants, including 

greases._._._......--do___- 1,057 14 Mainly from United States. 
Butane_....__.......-do_..- 16 73 All from Venezuela. 
Other 1_._.._.___......do.._- 10 274 NA. 

a ne 

NA Not available. 
1 Includes process oil and asphalt.
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TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO. | 
_ While there were indications of weakness employed only about 6 percent of the total 
in segments of the economy of Trinidad labor force, and in 1967 was reducing its 
and Tobago in 1967, the gross domestic work force. 
product (GDP) increased slightly more | 
than 6 percent over that of 1966 level.%? PRODUCTION oe 
The petroleum sector made the largest . . 
contribution to 1967 economic growth with Aside from asphalt, cr ude oil, petroleum 
a net production of $212 million or Products, nitrogenous fertilizers, and sulfur, 
about 28 percent of the GDP. mineral commodity output has been largely 

In late 1967 the Government of Trinidad limited to construction materials for local 

and Tobago proposed changes in legisla- US€- ; . 
tion relating to the petroleum industry. Crude oil output in 1967 attained a 
The Government claimed that terms of ¢W high, nearly 17 percent over the 1966 
the submarine well allowance were too figure. Refinery output of motor gasoline 
generous; it wished to substitute a produc- increased 9.3 percent over 1966 produc- 
tion allowance that it believed would still tion, but other refinery production showed 
provide incentive to marine operations, ‘decreases or only slight Increases. 
although at a lesser rate of return to the The steady upward trend of fertilizer 
companies. oe output continued with increased tonnage 

While the proposed. laws would increase Of nearly 40 percent in 1967. 
the Government income from the oil in- 
dustry over the next few years, it was TRADE 

cee that _utare nd the won 29 sub Trinidad’s most valuable trade com- 
stan ‘ Y an ad hen 4 at onmela. deve" modities. were crude petroleum and _re- 
opment wound slacken. a finery products. Imports of crude petro- 

One of the more serious economic pro- 

blems to eas the Jevel of ‘ Pern n Barclays Overseas Survey. London, 1968, p. 
unemployed of the total labor force. Im- 147. 

ploy h ind © . . 14 Petroleum Press Service. V. 34, No. 12, 
portant as the petroeum industry is, 1t pecember 1967, pp. 454-456, 

Table 19.—Trinidad and Tobago: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unlesss otherwise specified) . 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Nonmetals: 
Cement_.__........._.....__thousand tons_- 162 176 189 209 190 
Clays....-..........-thousand cubic meters_- 78 53 71 74 74 
Diorite.__._._-.-..--_.2---2__-_-__-_-do___- 8 9 6 6 3 
Gypsum_.-_._-- 2 eee _---_-- = 3, 005 2,296 1,865 2,013 3,647 
Limestone______._.._thousand cubic meters_- 526 525 435 471 435 
Nitrogenous fertilizers______._thousand tons__ 99 229 280 380 530 
Porcellanite______....thousand cubic meters__ 39 31 55 76 14 
Sand and gravel_._____.__..__._.____-do___- 470 606 245 291 189 
Sulfur_--_.. 2222 eee 6, 735 5,407 3,783 4,074 NA 

Mineral fuels: 
Asphalt, natural and similar materials: 

Natural asphalt__________thousand tons__ 172 195 171 158 145 
Pitch sand_.__.__thousand cubic meters__ 10 19 15 34 10 

Natural gas, gross production 
million cubic feet__ 99,376 110,782 111,503 118,927 140,388 

Natural gas liquids 
thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 170 200 197 188 183 

Petroleum: 
Crude____-.__---_..._--._-__...do_.__ 48,678 49,731 48 ,859 55,603 64,995 
Refinery products: 

Aviation gasoline__.________._do___- 970 977 864 2,109 1,746 
Motor gasoline._..___._-._.._.do____ 18,302 17,747 17,208 17,868 19,524 
Kerosine and jet fuel_________do____ 9, 482 11,845 17,101 16,443 15,331 
Distillate fuel oil__...__..._..do____ 20,055 19,658 19 ,447 19,892 19,191 
Residual fuel oil-__..___......do_.__ 66,271 71,287 75,442 80,352 75,496 
Liquefied petroleum gases___..do____ 109 146 182 254 312 
Lubricants__.._._._.-..-._..do__-__ 2 406 835 1,014 1,233 
Other_______..____.___---_--do____ 693 840 822 1,824 1,924 

NA Not available. )
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leum in 1966 were valued at $227 million, tion between total trade and mineral trade 
while the next most valuable category was for Trinidad and Tobago for 1965 and 
iron and steel products at $15 million. 1966. 
Exports of crude petroleum and petroleum = ———WW——______>_EESSsSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSee 
products in 1966 were valued at $356 Value (million Mineral 

Hi dollars) com- 
milion. ; ——_————  modities’ 

In 1965 (the most recent year for which Mineral Total share of 

details have been compiled), V ] com- trade total AM i omp1 > enezue. a modities (percent) 
supplied total imports valued at $123 mile §©—<———————————————————___—_—_- 
lion followed by the United States with $81 = xports: 

sate . . . 1965_.._...__.._. 1883 407 81.3 
million, the United Kingdom with $80 1966____.._._.... 369 ‘431 = 85.6 

$113. ' ‘ ‘ oO Imports: million, and Saudi Arabia with $79 mil- 1965.......... 18897 482 «49.2 
lion. Imports from Venezuela and Saudi 1966._______._... | 258 462 54.8 

: ‘ : ‘ Trade balance: Arabia were primarily crude oil. 1963. i 96 xx 
Exports in 1965 were directed primarily 1966____.-.---...1+116  —381 XxX 

to the United States 131 million lL —eeeOeOoOoOoO 
. ( $ ion), f . XX Not applicable. 

lowed by the United Kingdom ($67 mil- 1 Mineral fuels and related materials only. 
lion), and the Netherlands ($35 million). Source: Government of Trinidad and Tobago 

The followi bulati h 1 Central Statistical Office. Overseas Trade. Part B. 
e following tabulation shows the rela- _ port of Spain, 1965, p. 205. 

Table 20.—Trinidad and Tobago: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Serap._......-.---.---.~---.------ 67 45 United Kingdom 29; West Germany 

C Metal and alloys, other forms--_..-_. 77 115 Mainly to Guyana. | 
opper: 

Serap..-.. 2-2-2 eee 148 242 Denmark 131; West Germany 108. 
Metal and alloys, other forms..-_-_.-_ 55 8 Stores and bunkers 3; Guyana 2. 

Iron and steel: 
Scrap.____-..-.. ~~ 3,535 6,757 Mexico 4,166; Venezuela 2,542. 
Pig, sponge, and primary forms. - -_ 4 1 Mainly to St. Vincent. 
Semimanufactures: 

Structural shapes...__..--__-- 90 339 Antigua 114; Guyana 78; St. Lucia 64. 
Plates and sheets, all types. ___ 208 490 Grenada 255; St. Vincent 53; St. Lucia 

Other..-2.22-20 2-2. eee 138 162 Guadeloupe 69; Netherlands Antilles 

Lead: " 
Serap_____ ee eee ee 
Metal and alloys, other forms... ___ 265 56 Panama 27; Venezuela 12: Barbados 9. 

Nickel and alloys, wrought. ._..._----- 2 1 Mainly to Venezuela. 
Platinum..__.___....._-_troy oumces._  __.-_.. 3 All to United Kingdom. 
Silver, not worked_..__.._...._.do__-__ 80 300 Alli to Barbados. 

in: 
Serap____.....___.___-long tons__ 94 3388 Mainly to Netherlands. 
Tin and tin alloys..._...._..do_._. (4) 1 Mainly to Dominica. 

Zinc, zinc alloys and scrap__.__._--_--- q 1 Mainly to United Kingdom. 
Nonferrous scrap, unclassified.....-_-. .- 3,380 271 Denmark 106; stores and bunkers 70. 

Nonmetals: 
Barite, not calcined_....-- 2. lee eee 947 Barbados 490; Guyana 457. 
Cement. ..-- 2 eee NA 50 Mainly to Surinam. 
Clay and clay products: 

Clays._....----_..-.---.-.------ 2 1 Mainly to stores and bunkers. 
Common brick.__..........-.---- Q 24 Grenada 12; St. Vincent 6. 

Fertilizer materials: 
Natural. _.-__-2- ee Lo eee. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous.........-.-...-. 102,217 116,901 United States 26,715; Brazil 17,361; 
Guyana 14,644. 

Phosphatic........-.-..----- (4) eens eee 
Mixed. __._-__ 2. eee 8 7 Mainly to Barbados. . 

Gravel and crushed rock__..-...-.-.-- 1,525 249 Surinam 102; Netherlands Antilles 

Lime...._.-_-.--..------------------ 616 570 Guyana 251; St. Kitts-Nevis 152. 
Salt_...00 eee 11 11 Stores and bunkers 6; Grenada 3. 
Sand_._.. 2-22 eee 208 244 Venezuela 108; Netherlands Antilles 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 20.—Trinidad and Tobago: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 
— Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 — 
a a 

eee a 

Nonmetals—Continued - 
Sodium carbonate_______._._.________ (@) 2 Grenada 1; stores and bunkers 1. - 
Sodium hydroxide_._____-_-_____..____ 10 5 Grenada 3; stores and bunkers 1. 
Stone__-__--____----- eee 1 1 Mainly to Grenada. 
Other nonmetals.__.....__. 2-2-2 _e 396 226 Mainly to stores and bunkers. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal and coke.__._._._--- 2 468 878 Barbados 259; Guyana 55. 
Liquefied petroleum gas._______.______ 9,742 17,780 Guadeloupe 6,724; United Kingdom 

3,614; Surinam 2,743. 
Mineral tar_.______._..-.22-___-__e_: 4 () Mainly to stores and bunkers, 
Natural asphalt_.........._.......... 61,287 64,962 Mainly to United Kingdom. 
Petroleum: 

Crude__thousand 42-gallon barrels_- 4,324 657 All to Canada. 
Refinery products: | 

Aviation gasoline__.._._.do_.._. 18,300 17,970 United States 7,234; Japan 2,044; 
Oceania 1,468; Netherlands Antilles 

Motor gasoline_...__.__do____ 7,089 8,939 United Kingdom 6,332; Sweden 1,088. 
Kerosine._.___._.._.__do____ 1,003 149 Mainly to United Kingdom. 
Distillate fuel oil___.._._.do____ 19, 088 19,327 Netherlands 5,402; Sweden 3,361. 
Residual fuel oil....____...... 75,181 78,154 United States 42,736; bunkers 7,184. 
Lubricants, including greases... 97,763 157,252 Canada 30,192; Brazil 25,822; 

United Kingdom 25,404; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 24,493. 

Asphalt......2...--2....-... 18,304 15,616 Guadeloupe 4,555; Guyana 38,501; 
Antigua 1,609. . 

Tar oil_-.__.---.2 2-22 -2-----. =. 77, 769 161,763 United States 72,523; Netherlands 
55,358; United Kingdom 27,389. 

Partly refined...___.._.do____ 6,695 11,126 Puerto Rico 4,052; Canada 3,651; 
United States 3,261. 

Other._-_..-..-..-.____._... 19,133 17,291 Mainly to Guyana. 

LL SLA Et A AP ipa annrasrenrine 

NA Not available. 
1 Less than 4% unit. 

Source: Government of Trinidad and Tobago, Central Statistical Office. Overseas Trade. Part A. Port of 
Spain, 1965, 397 pp.; 1966, 397 pp. . 

Table 21.—Trinidad and Tobago: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 
Sea ee 

Metals: 
Aluminum and alloys, all forms._______ 995 653 Canada 265; United Kingdom 205; 

United States 100. 
Copper: 

Metal and alloys, all forms._.____. 287 207 Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Sulfate._...----- 2 ee 21 20 Do. 

Iron and steel: 
Scrap____._-__-_--- Le () 218 Mainly from United States. 
Pig, sponge, and primary forms____ 173 623 Netherlands 324; United Kingdom 141. 
Semimanufactures: 

Structural shapes._.__________ 12 ,478 11,167 Belgium-Luxembourg 4,815; United 
Kingdom 4,108. 

Plates and sheets, all types__.__ 14,398 10,578 United Kingdom 5,676; Australia 
,546. 

Pipes and tubes____....___.._ 35,758 30,913 United Kingdom 24,063; United 
States 2,589. 

Other___._ 2 ee 203 519 Belgium-Luxembourg 275; West 
Germany 120; United Kingdom 93. 

Lead: Metal and alloys, all forms_______ AT 59 United Kingdom 38; West Germany 
0. 

Nickel and alloys, all forms____________ 8 18 United Kingdom 4; Netherlands 4; 
apan 4, 

Platinum all forms___-____troy ounces__ 98 2,322 Mainly from Canada. 
Silver, including partly wrought..do__._ 25,498 21,319 Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Tin and alloys, all forms____long tons__ 4,192 4,139 United Kingdom 2,698; Canada 771. 
Zine and alloys; all forms.____________. 18 22 United Kingdom 11; Canada 5. 
Nonferrous metals, scrap and ores______ 5 29 Guyana 13; China (mainland ) 7. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 21.—Trinidad and Tobago: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) , 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 | 

Nonmetals: . 
Abrasives, natural.__.__-..___-------- 8 4 Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Arsenic and compounds-_-_.___..---_--- 11 263 Mainly from Jamaica. 
Asbestos, crude_..-____-------------- ) 
Barite, crude and ground______........ 27,734 58,545 Brazil 36,578; Canada 8,418; West 

_ Germany 7,453. 
Cement...--_..- 2 ae eee 7,411 3,815 Venezuela 2,240; United 

Kingdom 1,212. 
Clay and clay products: 

Clay... ..--.------ 2+ eee 562 548 Mainly from United States. 
Common brick_______._-. 2-2 - 32 17 Allfrom United Kingdom. 
Refractory brick_.........---.--- 1,114 708 Do. 

Feldspar._-..-.......--..----------- 106 __ ee eee 
Fertilizer materials: 

Natural. .._2 eee 88 64 Mainly from Japan. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous..-_......---.--- 19 46. Mainly from Canada. 
Phosphatic.......-...------- 911 549 Mainly from Netherlands. 
Potassic.......-.------------ 3,104 1,514 East (Germany 1,168; West Germany 

Mixed....-..--------------- 1,645 2,350 Italy 1,826; West Germany 437. 
Graphite__._..._..--_-_------------- (@) 5 All from United Kingdom. 
Gravel and crushed rock...-._.---.--- 354 276 Italy 99; United States 78; Venezuela 

Lime.__-___.---------------+-------- 8 -—-«:10.-—« All from United Kingdom. 
. Magnesite. ___.....-..-.--- ee 84 27 Allfrom Netherlands. 

Mica... eee 27 25 Norway 19; Sweden 6. 
Salt_..-.- 2 eee 8 ,482 9,984 Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Sand_.-.-_- eee 113 45 United Kingdom 27; United States 

Sodium carbonate__._..-.------------ 2,366 1,955 Mainly from United Kingdom. : 
Sodium hydroxide.._.......-_.-.---.- 2,467 4,301 Do. | ; . 
Stone: . - 

Dimension_-...._......-..---.--- 25 208 Mainly from United States. 
Industrial. .._._.........-.__.--- 7,281 12,822 Jamaica 9,455; Venezuela 2,007. 

Sulfur... eee eee = «17,047 17,235 Mainly from United States. 
Other nonmetals._--..-...---.------- -1,737 2,220 Italy 690; United Kingdom 647; 

Canada 393. 
Mineral fuels: . . 

Coal and coke__.________--_-- eee 1,115 73 All from United Kingdom. 
Gas, manufactured__.__._.--..-____-- Al 88 Mainly from United States. 
Mineral tar..___.._...-..._-.. 2 ---- 33 18 Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Mineral wax_____.-._--.---_-_---_-_-- 18 8 All from United States. 
Petroleum: 

Crude thousand 42-gallon barrels... 93,709 93,114 Venezuela 53,155; Saudi Arabia 
and partly refined. 27,619; Colombia 9,596. 

Refinery products: 
Motor gasoline__...__.-do.___. 1 276 Mainly from Venezuela. 

Residual tual olde} 204 Nigeria 124; Venezuela 79. 
Lubricants, including greases. __ 5,182 4,449 United Kingdom 2,151; United States 

Vaseline and paraffin.-..______ 330 613 Mainly ‘from United States. 
Tar oils.......-_.-....__.--. 40,229 2,026 Mainly from Venezuela. 
Other_._.-_-_..---.--.-----.. 173,314 1,821 Mainly from United Kingdom. 

t Revised. 
1 Less than % unit. 
Source: Government of Trinidad and Tobago, Central Statistical Office. Overseas Trade. Part A. Port of 

Spain, 1965, 397 pp.; 1966, 397 pp. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 52 percent silica, 22 percent alumina, 8 
; percent ferric oxide, 7 percent combined 

Nonmetals.—Porcellanite——Small _ton- water, with minor quantities of other com- 
nages of porcellanite have been pr oduced bined elements; alunite content is re- 
for use in oilfield road construction. While — portedly appreciable. Porcellanite is said to 
not particularly suitable for this use, porcel- Lave good pozzolanic properties; small 

lanite, a fused clay and silt formed by quantities have been exported for analysis 
spontaneous combustion of interbedded d . pon : and testing. 
lignite, was handy and cheap. In mid-1967, 
the local market price was $1.20 per cubic Mineral Fuels.—Petroleum.—F ootage 
yard at the pit. Chemically, the rock is drilled in Trinidad oilfields in 1967
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amounted to 928,013 feet, a decline of Texaco Trinidad, Inc., was successful in 
nearly 22 percent from 1966 drilling. The its exploration drilling in 1966, particularly 
average number of wells producing oil in’ in the Guayaguayare area of southeastern 
1967 rose to 3,417, a gain of 53 wells over Trinidad. A drilling campaign carried on 
the 1966 figure. | into 1967 has resulted in production of 

Average daily crude oil production in 30,000 barrels per day for the area. 
1966 was 152,340 barrels; during the first In 1966 an aeromagnetic survey over 
9 months of 1967, average daily production some 3,000 square miles of Continental 
was 174,100 barrels. About 37 percent of Shelf area north and northeast of Trinidad 
the total comes from some 290 offshore was carried out with United Nations 
wells averaging 220 barrels per day. More Development Fund (UNDEF) assistance, 
than 3,000 land-based marine wells and and gave results that suggested that a more 
onshore wells each produced 35 to 36 detailed study would be desirable. In 1967 
barrels per day. the Government and the UNDF were 

While rising output gives the appearance working out a plan to conduct seismograph 
of a healthy oil industry, the long-term work in the area between Trinidad and 
aspect is clouded by lack of known Tobago. 
reserves. In addition to routine exploration drill- 

In its Annual Report for 1967, the ing carried on by the various operating 
British Petroleum Co. Ltd. (BP), an- companies, Pan American (Trinidad) Oil 
nounced it had ceased drilling on land at Co. (Pan Am) spudded in an offshore 
the end of March 1967 because of lack wildcat test that could have an important 
of reserves and new locations. It appeared _ bearing on the Trinidad oil industry. After 
that Trinidad Petroleum Development Co., 2 years of study and the drilling of one 
Ltd., in which BP holds an 88 percent dry test, PanAm started drilling at a loca- 
interest, would make little or no profit over tion 65 kilometers east-southeast of Point 
the next 10 years and was unlikely to be Galeota. The floating rig, operated by 
able to pay dividends; it was decided to Santa Fe Marine, Inc., was anchored in 
put the company into liquidation, and ef- water nearly 230 feet deep. The operation 
forts were in progress to dispose of the reportedly was to cost $2.9 million, and 
company’s holdings. BP had a one-third the Government agreed to give the com- 
interest in offshore wells which had a total pany a special sliding scale deduction al- 
average daily output of 19,000 barrels. lowance related to production.
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BRITISH HONDURAS 

The mineral industry of British Hon- output was estimated for limestone but 

duras remained insignificant and limited to production by the PWD of sand and 
the extraction of small quantities of lime- gravel was not reported. Belize Sand and 

stone, sand, and gravel. Gravel Company Limited reported output 
The policy of the Government of British of 62,525 cubic yards of river gravel in 

Honduras appears to be favorable to the 1967. 

entry of foreign risk capital in prospecting Value of the reported production was 
ventures. Companies and __ individuals $621,875. 

searched for metals and petroleum through- . 
out 1967 but by yearend no discoveries Table 1.—British Honduras: Estimated 
had been announced. production of mineral commodities 

Duncan R. Derry Limited, of Canada, (Metric tons) 
was given an exclusive prospecting license as 

covering approximately 2,000 square miles Commodity 1965 1966 1967 
in the southwestern part of the country, Timestone....... 57,376 58,000 64,000 
beyond the Maya Mountain range. The Sand and gravel!_ 84,400 57, 230 NA 

license, valid for 4 years beginning Am OOOO 
: NA Not available. 

1966, requires the comp any to spend a 1 Reportedly comprises 50 percent sand and 50 per- 
minimum of $61,000? a year to supply cent gravel. : 

local demand for minerals on_ special Source: U.S. Consulate, Belize City. 

terms, and to process minerals produced TRADE 

within the country if feasible. Indications 
of copper, zinc, and gold have been re- Exports and reexports were essentially 

ported previously in the area of the com-  jimited to small quantities of scrap metal 
pany's concession. and petroleum products. The principal 

an American individual conducted an import commodity is petroleum products, 
aerial survey, rors. ty Tor iron a In followed by fertilizers and iron and steel 
1967 but results were not announced. semimanufactures. [he country’s main 

PRODUCTION trading partner in 1966 was the United 

1 Physics ientist, Divisi , 
The Public Works Department (PWD) Activin scientist, Division of International 

. i 2 Where necessary, values have been _con- 
is the largest producer of limestone, sand, verted from British Honduran dollars (BH$) 
and gravel in the country. Quantity of to U.S. dollars at the rate of. BH$1.64—US$1. 

895
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. . . Value (thousand Mineral Kingdom, which supplied 38.25 percent of dollars) eommod- 
+4 ; n ook ———_—__—_—----—-———._ ities’ all British Honduran imports, and too Mineral Total share of 46.78 percent of its exports. The United commodi- trade total 

States was the next largest trading partner, ties (percent) 
having supplied 33.52 percent of all Expte 
imports and having taken 23.63 percent of pes... 182 12,212 1.5 
the exports. 1 1966______. 140 18,454 1.0 

The following tabulation shows the re- OO as oe. 278A 24,467 11.2 
lation between trade in mineral commodi- 1966______- 2,932 27,106 10.8 . . Trade balance: ties and total commodity trade for 1965 1965.._..._ —2,549 —12 255 XX 
and 1966: 1966___.... —2,792 —18 ,652 XX 

XX Not applicable. 

Table 2.—British Honduras: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 

1965 1966 Principal 
destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Iron and steel: 

Scrap____-- 22 40 381 Mainly to Mexico. 
Semimanufactures_.___.___..._____._.___.___.___....... 2 4,186 Do. 

Nonferrous metals: Semimanufactures__........__..______._... 6 ----e 
Nonmetals: 

Cement_._.-_--2--- 2-605 448 All to Mexico. . Salt_---. 2-2 eel eet8t 5 Do. Mineral fuels: 
Petroleum refinery products___.....thousand 42-gallon barrels.. 15 14 Mainly to bunkers. 

eee 

Source: British Honduras. Trade Report. Belize City 1967, pp. 109. 

Table 3.—British Honduras: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

_—_— eS 
- Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

_ 
eee 

Metals: 
Iron and steel semimanufactures_______ 2,606 3,083 United Kingdom 2,002; United States 364; 

' Belgium 271. 
Nonferrous semimanufactures__________ 61 137 Mainly from United Kingdom. . Nonmetals: 
Cement_-___.--__---.-22-----_-- = 9,898 9,625 Honduras 6,274; Jamaica 3,134. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Nitrogenous_____________________ 920 | 324 United States 162; West Germany 97. Phosphatic____.__._.........._.. 38,016 545 Mainly from United States. 
‘Potassic._...._22 22 ee 145 7 All from United States. 
Other, not specified______________. 211 2,225 Mainly from United States. 

Lime_____. 2-2. 171 805 Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Salt__.--22 22 eee. 577 595 All from United Kingdom. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal and coke_______2_--_-_-_. ee 27 22 United Kingdom 18; United States 8. Natural gas liquids__._______________. 383 435 Mexico 292; Guatemala 90; United States 

51. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gaso- thousand 42-gallon barrels __ 79 90 Mainly from Jamaica. 
ine. 

Kerosine._________________do____ 32 38 Do. 
Fuel oil, all types._.._._____do____ 104 95 Jamaica 71; Guatemala 19. 
Lubricating oils_____.______do____ 6 7 Curacao 3; United States 2; Jamaica 1. Greases__ 2-2. 37 36 Mainly from United States. 
Paraffin, petrolatum, waxes________ 5 _aoee 
Other_______-_---.-_-_-----___._-. 1,399 743 Mainly from Trinidad and Tobago. 

eee 

Source: British Honduras. Trade Report, Belize City, 1967, pp. 109.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 1966; the company was still drilling at 
| yearend. Shell will earn a one-half interest 

Mineral Fuels.—Petroleum—A trade in the concession held by Phillips Petro- 
journal® reported that six deep offshore leum Co. with the completion of this well. 
test wells had failed to find production. In late 1967, two offshore exploration 
The deepest well, drilled on Palmetta Cay, licenses were granted to unnamed interests 

reached 16,000 feet. Shell Oil Co. spud- of undetermined national origin. The 
ded a 10,000-foot test well in the south- leases are in the southern territorial waters 
east part of Turneffe Island in November of British Honduras. 

COSTA RICA 

Costa Rica’s negligible minerals industry tive to the entry of foreign investment into 
may become of increasing importance if _ the country. 
exploration efforts in the country prove 

successful. Resource investigations were PRODUCTION 
being carried on for minerals and petro- Costa Rica’s production of mineral com- 

leum, mostly by foreign firms. Technical modities consisted primarily of _ salt, 
assistance was available from Costa Rican cement, and construction materials. Fertil- 
Government agencies, the U.S. Agency for izer materials and refinery products were 
International Development (AID), and processed from imported raw materials. 

the University of Costa Rica. Phe country ’s only oil refinery began pro- 
_ The AID program provided for labora- duction in 1 967. ; f ke a 

tory investigation of samples in the United pproximate values of selected com- 
. modities produced in 1967 were as follows: 

States. AID also acted as middleman be- “ye . “yy: 
: : } d the C Fertilizer materials, $5.5 million; refinery 

tween private industry and the osta products, $4.3 million; cement, $2.5 mil- 
Rican Government in cases needing fur- ion. | 
ther exploration or development capital. —TPendleo Tat I 1967 

The Government continued to be recep- 1¢-18 ~~ 67, pp. 

Table 4.—Costa Rica: Approximate production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: 
Gold ¢_.._-_.__._.......-..troy ounces.. 3,000 3,000 570 570 500 
Manganese ore._______.--.--..---_----- 600 wo----e a wen nner NA 

Nonmetals: 
Cement.__._____.--------------------- ) ------ 33 ,000 119,000 114,750 110 , 500 
Diatomite e__.____.__..--.--...--_----. 1,900 3,600 3,000 3,000 10,000 
Fertilizer materials: 

Nitrogenous____.__..___-.--_..__-_- NA NA e 59,900 11,587 17,855 
Mixed_.____.-.__.---------- ee NA NA e 95,000 NA 42,640 

Lime ¢_._.__.._-.-------.--------.---- 5,000 6,500 12,000 12 ,000 7,759 
Limestone ¢._.___.-._..-.--------..---. 30,000 126,200 219,000 229 ,000 229 , 492 
Salt.......-..-- 22 ---e--e--------- «= 5, 698 20,000 1,848 1,930 9,804 
Sand and gravel @.._._____.--.._------- NA 50,000 75,000 75,000 75,000 
Stone, crushed and broken ¢______..____.- NA 50,000 172,000 172 ,000 172 ,000 

Mineral fuels: Petroleum refinery products: 
Motor thousand 42-gallon barrels_. ___--- a------ w------ ------- 175 

gasoline. 
Kerosine__.__..__.....----------d0__.. -----.- ------- w~------ ------- 27 
Distillate fuel oil 1.-..._...-..----do_-..  ------ ------- ~------ ------- 254 
Residual fuel oil }___-__....--..---do_...  _----. w-----e ----+-- ------- 158 

e Estimate. NA Not available. 
1 Exclusive of refinery fuel.
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TRADE trade with its total trade for 1965 and 
| 1966. 

In 1966 Costa Rica took measures to a 
improve its balance of visible trade be- Value (million Mineral 
cause of the previous deteriorating trend. ____ dollars) ? comod- 
Import values for 1965 and 1966 showed Mineral Total share of 
little change, but a rise in exports helped comodi- trade _ total : ties (percent) to create an improved balance over that of 

ee 
1965. 

. . oy . Exports: 
The United States is Costa Rica’s pri- 1965._.._____.. 4.9 111.8 4.4 

mary trading partner, but mineral com- Imp 1966. wo 222-7 e- 4.7 135.5 3.5 
modity exports went mainly to Nicaragua 1965__________ 37.7 178.2 21.2 
and other neighboring countries. The 1966----.--... 27.1 178.4 = 15.2 . : . Trade balance: United States was the leading supplier of 1965__...._._. ~82.8 —66.4 XX 
nonfuel mineral imports, while Venezuela, 1966...-...... —22.4 —42.9 XX 
the Netherlands Antilles, and El Salvador —©=—=—————————_—________ 

7 ‘ XX Not applicable. 
SUPP lied most of the fuel materials. 1 Where necessary, values have been converted The following tabulation compares from Costa Rican colones (CR¢) to U.S. dollars at the 
value of Costa Rica’s mineral commodity te of CR¢ 6.65 = US$1. 

Table 5.—Costa Rica: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 
—_ eS 

Commodity . 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: . 
Aluminum.__________2 ee. 34 Mainly to Nicaragua. 
Iron and steel, all forms.______________ 4,199 7,429 Nicaragua 4,740; El Salvador 1,415. Lead, all forms_._______________.____. 69 16 Mainly to Guatemala. 
Zine and alloys__-_____________.______ 3 12 West Germany 9. 
Nonferrous metals and alloys, all forms, 17 142 West Germany 88; United States 20. 

not elsewhere specified. 
Nonmetals: 

Cement. _.__-.________ eee 2,988 6,106 Nicaragua 6,079. 
Clay and clay products...-_-_________. _____. 1,110 Mainly to Nicaragua. 
Diatomite____._______________.. NA 75 Nicaragua 61. 
Fertilizers, manufactured_.._.________._ 42 , 467 45,769 Panama 7,724; Mexico 7,112; Nicaragua 

6,006. 
Salt_--2. 22-2 eee NA 4 All to Nicaragua. 
Stone: 

Dimension__-___...___.-_..____.._.  _____. 276 Nicaragua 242. 
Industrial___.__2_- eee Le 1,680 Nicaragua 1,537. 

eee 

NA Not available. . 
Source: Ministerio de Industria y Comercio. Direccién General de Estadistica y Censos. Comercio Exterior 

de Costa Rica 1966. San José, Costa Rica, 1966, pp. 420.
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| Table .6.—Costa Rica: Imports of mineral commodities 
; _ (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) ; ! 

eee 
Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

eee Oe 
Metals: : 

Aluminum and alloys, all forms__.____-_. 177 808 United States 170; Switzerland 154; West 
. Germany 141. 
Copper and alloys: 

Metal, all forms___________._____- 318 284 El Salvador 70; Japan 60; Mexico 32; West 
Germany 22. 

Sulfate_...-_-_- 2 ee 30 26 United Kingdom 13; United States 9. 
Tron and steel: 

Ingots and equivalent forms_-_._... 11,535 9,568 Belgium-Luxembourg 3,899; West Germany 
2,759; France 1,501. 

Semimanufactures___.........-... 53,380 47,031 United States 8,423; West Germany 6,867; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 6,426. 

Scrap. __--_--- eee 1 1 All from United States. 
Lead and alloys, all forms..__________- 131 110 West Germany 62; United States 21. 
Nickel and alloys, all forms.__________- 8 5 United Kingdom 2; West Germany 2; 

anada 1. 
Platinum group metals.___troy ounces... 13,246 3,376 United States 2,989; Netherlands 387. 

and alloys, all forms. 
Silver and alloys.__._.._..-_.-.-do._.. 4,019 9,002 United States 8,327. 
Tin and alloys, all forms____long tons.___ 6 17 United States 11; West Germany 4. 
Zinc and alloys, all forms_.___._______- 925 857 Australia 381; Japan 290. 
Other: Nonferrous ore and concentrates, 6 21 Guatemala 20. 

not further classified. 
Nonmetals: . 

Abrasives: 
Natural... 2-2 ee 10 14 United States 5; Italy 5. 
Industrial diamond____.--.carats.. ._..._ 50,000 Mainly from United States. 

Asbestos... 22 ee 292 141 Canada 134. 
Cement: . . 

oo Asbestos._.......-2---- 22 ee 184 55 El Salvador 21; Guatemala 20. 
Portiand--.__.--.-.----..-...... 26,6838 7,416 Japan 4,071. 

Clay and clay products: 
Kaolin... eee 212 136 United States 120. 
Refractory and common_._________ 765 608 Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Nonrefractory brick__..-_.._____- 121 78 All from Nicaragua. 
Refractory brick._~._-__.__._______ 579 233 United States 227. 

Diatomite_____._.____._.___-_-__-__. 1,102 464 Mainly from United States. 
Feldspar, fluorspar, and cryolite________ 13 5 All from United States. 
Fertilizers: 

Nitrogenous____-___.---..--.--.. 88,820 29,714 West Germany 9,483; Colombia 6,491; 
Netherlands Antilles 5,564. 

Phosphatic___._.....-.--._-..... 71,542 15,512 United States 15,056. 
Potassie_._._..-..--------.-.---- 11,319 18,506 United States 6,484; Canada 4,111; West 

Germany 2,893. 
Mixed___..._-.--.--------------- 16,825 19,994 Netherlands 8,251; West Germany 1,362. 

Graphite_________2__2 eee 2 5 United Kingdom 2; United States 1. 
Gypsum: _ 

Crude__..-_.-_--...-_.--.--.-.-- 3,812 3,222 Mainly from Nicaragua. 
Calcined___-_..- 2-2 eee 160 118 West Germany 110. 

Lime, all types_______.___-_____.._ 43 4 United States 2. 
Marble.__.....-.--.-2 eee 161 108 Guatemala 63; Italy 45. 
Mica__..__-_-_-_--- 2 eee 3 1 Mainly from Panama. 
Pigments, mineral. .___._..__..______- 2 6 West Germany 3; United Kingdom 3. 
Quartz... eee 1 21 United States 17. 
Salt, all forms._....._-.-_-.--_-_---____- 258 1,478 Nicaragua 969; Honduras 370. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension__._______.-.----- ---- 200 26 Italy 17. 
Industrial, type not specified.._..... 3,975 NA 
Sand, gravel, crushed rock__._____- 14 8 Mainly from United States. 

Sulfur... 222 eee Lee 60 All from West Germany. 
Tale. ___2 eee 139 118 Italy 37; West Germany 25; France 20. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, coke, and briquets._...._______-- 131 247 West Germany 160; United States 66; 

- Netherlands 10. 
Mineral tars and products______._.___- 222 268 United States 234. 
Natural gas liquids.._................. 1,850 2,502 Venezuela 2,366. 
Petroleum: 

Crude and partially refined........  ..... 17,477 All from Venezuela. 
Refinery products: . 

Gasoline......._.-.-..-_.__.. 67,051 70,471 Netherlands Antilles 29,814; El Salvador : 
,240. 

Kerosine_._____.._._.--.-_.. 14,442 15,109 Netherlands Antilles 6,540; El Salvador 
,120. 

Distillate fuel oil......_...... 178,569 180,670 Venezuela 67,641; Netherlands Antilles 
55,369; El Salvador 26,050. 

Lubricants including greases... 10,854 299 United States 296. 
Paraffin, petrolatum, and 201 2,114 United States 1,977. 

waxes. 
Asphalt and coke....._...._._.._ 10,367 7,810 Venezuela 7,298; Mexico 231. 

NA Not available. 
Source: Ministerio de Industria y Comercio, Direcciédn General de Estadistica y Censos, Comercio Exterior 

de Costa Rica 1966. San José, Costa Rica, 1966, 420 pp.
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COMMODITY REVIEW -  izer mixes by the dry method. The mixes 
will be produced according to clients’ 

Metals.—Aluminum.—Aluminum Com.- _ specifications. The dry-mix plant will com- 
pany of America (Alcoa) continued its plement Fertica’s present facilities for pro- 
study of the lateritic bauxite deposits over ducing chemical fertilizers. | 
which it has rights under a 25-year indus- Sulfur.—Pascar Oils Limited * acquired 
trial contract. The concesion area covers five concessions for sulfur exploration 
250 square kilometers. If studies indicate covering about 13 square kilometers, and 

sufficient economic reserves, Alcoa is ex- were negotiating for an additional 30 
pected to export 500,000 tons of bauxite square kilometers. Concessions were in 
annually. The bauxite is reportedly of low Guanacaste Province in northwestern Costa 
grade but proximity to the port of Punta Rica. The company began core-drilling to 
Uvita may make the project feasible. prove tonnage and average value. Grab 

It was also reported that the Costa and channel samples taken during pre- 
Rican Government was investigating small liminary examination ranged from 1% 
areas of high-grade bauxite with a view to percent to over 73 percent sulfur. The sul- 
development of the deposits for chemical fur is of volcanic origin. 
use on the local market. Consolidated Negus Mines Limited ° also 

Iron and Steel—The Costa Rican Gov- has a volcanic sulfur property with re- 
ernment wishes to establish an iron and ported indicated reserves of 3 million tons 
steel facility in the country. Only 3.5 mil- averaging 29.92 percent sulfur. Inferred 
lion tons of iron ore is known in the ore could add substantially to the reserves. | 
domestic reserve, and exploration for Caribe Texas Co. was reportedly in- | 
additional ore was continuing. vestigating sulfur deposits in the San 

| Manganese.—Mining of manganese is Carlos area in the northeast. Probable and 
reportedly in progress. A heavy medium possible reserves of 10 to 60 million tons 
concentrating plant may be installed to of ore, containing an average of 23 percent 
prepare concentrates for export. Exports, sulfur, have been reported. a 

if found to be feasible, cannot be effected nA: | 
until serviceable pier facilities can be in- Mi neral Fuels.—Petroleum.—Costa 
stalled. Rica’s only petroleum refinery, Refinadora 

Costarricense de Petréleos S.A., made a 
Nonmetals.—Diatomaceous Earth.—A _ test run in late 1966 and began operations 

deposit containing an estimated 2 million in late 1967, running 670,531 barrels of 
tons of diatomaceous earth was being in- feed-stock by yearend. The 8,000-barrel- 
vestigated for possible industrial use. A Per-day refinery is owned as follows: local 
10-ton-per-day pilot plant was in opera- interests; 55 percent; Costa Rica Govern- 

tion, but further details were unavailable. Ment, 30 percent; and Allied Chemical 
Fertilizer Materials—Fertilizantes de ©orp-, 15 percent. 

Centro América, Costa Rica, S.A. (Fert- In 1965 exploration rights were granted 
ica), largely owned by Standard Oil-Co. to the French Government company, En- 
of New Jersey, requested increased tariff treprise de Recherches et d’Activities 
protection for its products in late 1967,. P etrolieres (ERAP). The concession was 
claiming that unfair dumping practices of said to include the Continental Shelf area 

foreign suppliers prevented full use of its {rom Puerto Limén northward to the 
facilities, thereby causing a rise in its unit Nicaraguan border, and a strip along the 
costs. In spite of aggressive promotional Nicaraguan frontier from coast to coast. 
efforts, Fertica was operating at only about ERAP was known to have completed some 
37 percent of installed capacity. offshore seismic work, but there have been 

In September 1967, Fertica was granted "0° reports of work done on land areas. 
an industrial contract to establish a plant 29. Mining Journal (London). July 14, 1967, p. 
in Puntarenas to produce complex fertil- 5 World Mining. February 1968, p. 54,
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EL SALVADOR 

El Salvador’s economy generally con- tion but that were not listed in production 
tinued to expand in 1967 although at a returns. | 
somewhat reduced rate. Gross national Trade patterns showed no great change 
product (GNP) at current prices increased for the period. Iron and steel products 
about 4 percent in 1967 over that of | and semimanufactures and petroleum are 
1966. The per capita GNP in 1967 was the main mineral import items. Imports 
$267 compared with $258 in 1965. of refinery products were generally down, 

The minerals industry of El Salvador but crude oil imports gained considerably 
remained small, supplying local consumers in 1966 over the amount recorded in 1965. 
with construction materials, fertilizers, and The most significant mineral commodity 
petroleum refinery products. Value of exports were manufactured fertilizers, 
mineral output was not available, but it building material, and some refinery prod- 
was of no great consequence in the overall ucts. The greatest share of such trade was 
economy. The Government has a favorable with neighboring countries. 
attitude toward foreign investment, but The following tabulation shows the rela- 
there appeared to be little scope for large- tionship between total trade and mineral 
scale investment in the mineral industry. commodity trade for 1965 and 1966: 

The Government has undertaken a joint 
3-year investigation of mineral resources - ©» © 
with the United Nations Special Fund. Varney hee Mineral" 
Total cost of the project was budgeted at ——-—-—_—_—_--——_ ities’ 

$875,800, of which the Special Fund will nea tade | er 
supply $483,000. os ties (percent) 

A geochemical examination of the in- ©—.©_ ———————————————— 
portant river systems was planned as well Exports: 
as drilling and trenching in areas of tee TTT - a3 ae 2.3 
known mineralization. Gold and silver Imports: 
were formerly mined in El Salvador, and 16) ~~~ == =~ == 33.6 re 16.2 
it is hoped that discoveries will be made Tradebalance: 

: ° : 1965____....-. —28.1 ~—11.9 xX 
that will reactivate the industry. 1966_......... ~3~30.6 —31.1 XX 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE XX Not applicable. 
_ . 1 Where necessary, values have been converted 

Scanty returns listing production of con- ee OP ESA US8O 40 (ES¢) to U.S. dollars at the 
struction material within El Salvador show 
only a part of actual output. Consumption ° 
figures of local industries record use of |©9~7—~ 

sand, gravel, crushed rock, lime, and other 4° ministere, de Beonemia, Divecign Genera 
material that came from domestic produc- __ y, 3, 1966, pp. 97.
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Table 7.—El Salvador: Production of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 

Commodity ! 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
O
R
 

Metals: 
Aluminum, extrusions_____._____._____.____ NA NA NA NA 822 
Iron and steel, rolled products_________._... 2,677 NA NA NA 24,117 

Nonmetals: 
Cement. __._-____._---_-.---__-__.-_-_._- 66,188 538,588 °'80,718 *'142,175 143 ,054 
Clay..----------.------------------.---. 18,900 11,200 14,300 NA NA 
Fertilizers: 

Phosphatie.._-_____.-_- NA NA «6,222 12,551 15,663 
Mixed____ ee NA NA NA 45 ,966 33 ,528 

Limestone and sea shells____.._._..__-_..-_ 938,200 75,500 95 ,900 213,424 245 , 824 
Salt, marine_.____~_-___ ee 72 21,984 *22,635 ¥19,212 NA 

Mineral fuels: 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Motor gasoline 
thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 793 1,024 991 994 1,070 

Jet fuel... __do____ NA NA NA NA 83 
Kerosine.________._________.__do____ 124 238 . 353 444 427 
Distillate fuel oil. _.-_...________do____ 644 851 992 1,070 1,083 
Residual fuel oil_...___.________do____ 211 1,119 664 642 577 
Liquefied petroleum gas________.do____ 13 + 32 34 51 105 

Total_____._-_-.__-_._.._....do___. 1,785 3,264 3,034 3,201 3,345 
ce ee 

t Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Gold, silver and simple construction materials may be produced in small quantities but no data are avilable. 

Table 8.—El Salvador: Exports of mineral commedities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 
SnAg ERs 

Metals: 
Aluminum, semimanufactures_.____._._  ______ 66 Nicaragua 21; Guatemala 15; Honduras 14. 
Copper and alloys, all forms !__________ 2 (2) 
Iron and steel: 

_Serap.__-2 22. 6 13. West Germany 11. 
Primary forms and semimanufac- 721 . 3,890 Guatemala 2,185; Nicaragua 938; Honduras 

tures |. 5238. 
Silver: Metal and alloys_._troy ounces__ 26,299 2,669 All to United States. 
Zine, all forms_____________.._____.___  _____. 62 Nicaragua 59. 
Other nonferrous metals, including scrap_ 76 104 West Germany 55; United States 40. - 

Nonmetals: 
Cement: 

Asbestos_______________________. 1,650 1,552 Honduras 1,070. 
Portland. ______________________. 3,355 3,087 Honduras 3,084. 

Clay and clay products: 
Common brick___________________ 58 1,490 Mainly to Honduras. 
Refractories___________.______.__ _____ 3 Mainly to Guatemala. 

Fertilizers, manufactured..____.__..____. 12,194 19,525 Guatemala 17,258. 
Lime___.- 130 57 Honduras 51. 
Marble ?}______ ee 24 27 All to Honduras. 
Salt__-00 eee eee 7,266 4,813 Honduras 2,718; Guatemala 1,976. 
Stone: 

Dimension_.________--2--2___ ee 24 139 Mainly to Nicaragua. 
Industrial_____________.________. (2) week 

Other nonmetallic minerals____________  _____. 54 Destination not listed. 
Mineral! fuels: 

Petroleum: 

Refinery products._....-_._----_-- 155,500 110,049 Costa Riea 57,670; Honduras 45,279. 
Gas liquids______________________ 1,418 1,499 Guatemala 835; Honduras 652. 

SSS 

1 Includes reexports of ‘‘nationalized” goods, defined as those materials upon which duties have been paid. 
2Lessthan }4 unit.
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Table 9.—El Salvador: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum and alloys: 

Unwrought....-___-------------- 703 855 Allfrom United States. . 

Semimanufactures_.___..--------- 627 896 United States 317; West Germany 153. 

Copper and alloys: 
Sulfate_______.-.._-------------- 5 4 United Kingdom 3. 

Metal, all forms. ____.------------ 991 1,737 United States 1,425. | 
Iron and steel: 

| 

Pig iron, ferroalloys, and scrap- -- -- 694 785 Honduras 477; United States 206. | 

Ingots and other primary forms...- 5,412 19,769 West Germany 9,536; Belgium 9,245. 

Semimanufactures.._............. 45,795 57,562 Belgium 18,997; United States 9,493; 
Japan 5,314. 

Lead and alloys: 
Unwrought..___...---.---------- AT 114 United States 69; Mexico 32. 
Semimanufactures- --~----.------- 227 217 Belgium 83; United States 35. 

Platinum-group metals--- _troy ounces. - 64 NA 
Silver and alloys___......-.--.-do.__. 6,898 5,466 United States 2,283; France 1,833. 

Tin and alloys: 
Unwrought__....------long tons. - 6 4 Netherlands 3; United States 1. 

_ Semimanufactures-_-------- do____ 22 24 United Kingdom 21. 

Zine and alloys, all forms_..._.-------- 57 485 Japan 400; West Germany 51. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives, natural: oo ; 

Diamond, industrial___._._carats._ 155,000 65,000 All from United States. . 

Pumice, emery, and corundum---_-_- | 5 10 United States 5; West Germany 2. 

Asbestos: Crude, washed or ground -.--- 1794 1,241 Mainly from Canada. 

ement: 
Asbestos....._._----.----------- 668 867 Guatemala 455; Honduras 340. 

Portland.............-.. ee. 698,206 39,579 Honduras 21,365; Guatemala 11,998. 

Clay and clay products: . . 

Kaolin and clayey earths_--._-~--- 698 747 United States 548; Guatemala 170. 

Refractory earths and rocks- ------ 53 42 Mainly from United States. 

Common brick___..-_-.---------- 17 18 Mainly from Guatemala. » | 

Refractory brick. __-------------- 1,192 116 United States 424; Austria 123. 

Diatomite.___.__._.__-__--.--------- 367 412 United States 233; Guatemala 120. 

Feldspar, fuorspar and cryolite.----~--- 2 3 Mainly from United States. 

Fertilizer: 
Nitrogenous___....-------------- 74,840 57,850 Netherlands 17 ,107; Netherlands Antilles 

14,816; West Germany 14,490. 

Phosphatic___.....-_--_--------- 15,765 24,085 United States 22,884. 

Potassic.....__.....--...-------- 3,894 4,006 All from United States. . 

Mixed_._________._-_--..-------- 29,908 31,745 United | States 14,259; West Germany 

Graphite____.__.-.------------------ 1 7 United States 4; Italy 2. 

Gypsum: 
Crude...._______...-------------- 2,788 2,023 Mainly from Honduras. 

Calcined, powder____.---_-------- 62 67 United States 33; West Germany 21. 

Lime, all types.____._..-----+-------- 619 1,279 Guatemala 725; United States 437. | 

Marble..............--..-__--------- 1,178 1,481 Guatemala 1,229; Italy 153. 

Mica__.__________-_-_--------------- 2 6 All from United States. 

Salt, all types...._.._._-------------- 4,249 2,182 Mainly from Honduras. 

Sand, gravel, and crushed rock-_--_-..--- 12 32 Guatemala 15; Italy 10. 

Sodium carbonate____.___------------ 837 276 West Germany 130; United States 69. _ 

Sodium hydroxide_.......-.---------- 2,592 2,902 Netherlands 1,349; Belgium 578; United 
States 487. | 

Stone: 
Dimension......._.-.--.---------- 1,164 19 Mainly from Honduras. 

Industrial_____.___._-.---------- 51 791 Mainly from Guatemala. 

Sulfur.._._-...----._-----.---------- 40 5,577 United States 3,628; Netherlands Antilles 
,903. 

Tale_____________--._-.------------- 15 126 United States 70; United Kingdom 23. 

Other nonmetallic minerals. ._-------- 354 685 Mainly from United States. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, coke and briquets, all types-- ---.- 363 331 West Germany 299. 

Mineral tars and products....--------- 96 _._-. 
Natural gas liquids. ._.......--------- 1,075 678 Venezuela 556. 

Petroleum: 
Crude and partly refined._._.----- 310,226 492,594 All from Venezuela. 

Refinery products._.-....-------- 24,960 16,992 United States 5,063; Guatemala 3,034; 
Netherlands Antilles 3,315. 

nmr Ns 

NA Not available. 
Source: Anuario Estadistico Centroamericano de Comercio Exterior—1966. SIECA. Jan. 1968. 798 pp.
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COMMODITY. REVIEW . the range of 14-inch to 14-inch diameter, 
| and small shapes. 

_ Metals.—Iron and Steel— Acero, S. A., | 
announced the inauguration of its rolling Nonmetals.—Salt.—In early 1967 a mill in July 1966. The plant, located in 2¢W_ salt iodization plant was opened at 
Zacatecoluca, has an annual capacity of La Pavana, near La Union. Annual proc- 40,000 tons and in 1967 produced 21,-  °Ssimg capacity was reported at 2,300 tons. 
243 tons of rolled products. Provision has Mineral Fuels.—P etroleum.—Refineria been made for expansion to 100,000 tons Petrolera Acajutla, S.A., owned 65 percent 
annually if such capacity is warranted. by Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey and 35 

Sidertrgica Salvadorefia, S.A., El Salva- Percent by a member of the Royal Dutch- 
dor’s other rolling mill, produced 2,874 Shell Group, operated at a slightly in- 
tons of products in 1967. Production con- creased volume in 1967 compared with 
sisted chiefly of steel reinforcing rods in 1966. 

| . GUATEMALA | 

Guatemala’s small mineral producing Economy. It is presumed that the Govern- 
industry chiefly supplied the local market ment planned to evaluate the deposits in 
and provided a small surplus for export in order to be in a more knowledgeable 
1967. Demand for industrial minerals in position when concessions are awarded to 
late 1966, and for part of 1967, was slack. future applicants. — | 
The importance of precious and _ base Decree Law 342, published in the Off- 
metal output has declined in recent years. cial Gazette of March 9, 1967, embodies 
However, there are prospects for industry the Regulations for the Application of the 
development as a result of mineral surveys Mining Code. In addition to clarifying 
in progress during 1966 and 1967. Con- how, and by which government bodies, the 
siderable field activity that may lead to the Mining Code shall be administered, Chap- 
development of sulfur and petroleum re- ter VII specifies that in cases where 
sources was reported. | Guatemalans have equal ability and com- 

The United Nations Special Fund was petence, they are to have employment 
engaged in a mineral. survey in coopera- preference over foreigners for up to 80 
tion with the Guatemalan Government. percent of the total work force, or up to 
Exploration efforts were planned in the De- _ the point where Guatemalan workers re- 
partments of Chiquimula, Zacapa, El ceive not less than 85 percent of the 
Progreso, Jalapa, Huéhuetenango, and El workers’ payroll. In addition, employers 
Quiche. Total cost of the 3-year project is shall also maintain training programs for 
budgeted at $1,189,0007 of which the _ the workers. 
United Nations will contribute $719,000. 

The West German Government provided PRODUCTION. a 
four fulltime technicians to conduct a 3- . . . year geological survey in cooperation with Mineral commodity output is mostly the Instituto Nacional de Geographia. estimated, and in many cases incomplete. 
The German contribution was reported at Many small producers are not canvassed 
$200,000 for the 3-year term. Survey efforts for figures. However, reported output in 
were to be concentrated in the Depart- 1967, in most cases, showed a _ sing 
ments of Alta Verapaz, Baja Verapaz, and 0lume in comparison with 1966 figures. Izabal. - The industrial minerals reported were con- 

On January 20, 1967, certain deposits of sumed chiefly in the manufacture of ce- 
sulfur, iron ore, and bauxite were decreed. ™e€nt and glass bottles. 
in the National Reserve. This action, how- ; qT he tungsten figures shown are quan- 
ever, pertained only to certain states, and titles reportedly exp orted by W. R. Grace concessions already granted, or under & Co., and are believed to refer to scheelite 
application, were not affected. The decree Concentrate, reportedly containing 40 per- 
applied to deposits lying on the contin- ©&™* WOs. 
ental shelf as well as on land. Applications § ———————— 
for concessions lying in the National Re- verte. necessary, values have been con- 
serve can be granted by the Ministry of Ug dollars at the mite of “Qizuss. *
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Details of petroleum refinery production . show a rise in output. of nearly 7 percent 
were only partly reported; however, avail- over 1966 output. 
able figures for total refinery products . | | 

- Table 10.—Guatemala: Production of mineral commodities 

| (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 —-1967 

Metals: | a / 
Antimony, content of concentrate___________- 128 se ~ oe eee 14. 30 
Cadmium, in zine concentrate_____kilograms.. 7,100 15 17 866 NA 

_ Copper concentrates_________________-___-L_ NA NA NA NA 1 
Iron, ore 2 eee ------- «=, 000 7,000 8,469 10,000 10,200 

ead: 
Concentrate for export.__.___..-._______-_- (3) 1,207 923 901 1,160 
Local smelter production__.__....--____- AT 15 114 215 41 

Silver__...-._--.-...._.___.___troy ounces.__ 64,173 ¢©10,000 ¢18,000 €3,000 | _NA 
Tungsten concentrate_________________.____- NA NA NA 410 4100 
Zine, concentrate________..-_.-____-________. © 1,169 4844 4 867 4903 4434 

Nonmetals: 
Bentonite._________. 222 - eee NA NA NA NA 29 
Cement._._.._-_.........-..-thousand tons_. © 157 186 e231 202 224 
Clays ?.-_ 2-22 eee Lee. «©6015, 292 41,044 31,906 — NA | NA 
Diatomaceous earth._..._._-- 2 eee NA NA NA NA 177 
Dolomite_____..__..__--------__-------_---... NA NA - NA 700 1,640 
'Feldspar_.--_--__--_-__------eeeeee NA NA NA 700 51,500 
Gypsum 2___2_ ete ___-- »=614, 794 7,101 9,393 12,000 11,400 
Lime__._._ 2 eee eee NA NA 1'17,972 17,000 218,550 
Limestone___.__..___.........thousand tons_ - © 702 ©1,071 2370 2371 2 563 
Mica_____. ee ______kilograms.. _____- ~oe eee 10,000 17,000 one ee 
Quartz ?_________.____--.---- ee ---_--- 11,001 21,936 28,431 26,000 34,298 
Salt_._.-._._--.__...._...__ thousand tons__ 19 18 15 r 20 NA 
Siliea___ 2 eee eee eee NA NA NA NA 410,000 
Tale_________-__ eee eee NA NA NA NA 14 
Voleanic ash__________-____________--______ NA NA NA 228,000 44,286 

Mineral Fuels: Petroleum refinery products: - a - 7 
Aviation gasoline__thousand 42-gallon barrels... ___._- ------ 126 NA NA 
Motor gasoline._.__________._..-.______do__-_ 217 447 893 1,187 NA 
Kerosine___________-_-_..--.--_.-.--do____ 36 76 210 316 311 
Distillate fuel oil_____...._._..___-_..-do____ 116 251 719 1,139 - 2,123 
Residual fuel oil........._...._...__.-do____ 208 223 1,027 1,335 1,630 
Liquefied petroleum gases__._.__._._._-do____ 12 27 31 49 92 

Total_._..._-_-._______-._.--_-_-..do____ 589 1,024 3,006 64,204 64,498 

e Estimate. t Revised. NA Not available. 
1U.S. imports from Guatemala. 
2 Materials used in cement production. Figure for iron ore for 1967 includes 1,388 tons for unspecified use 

and 1,200 tons for use by glass manufacturer. 
3 Gross weight not reported and content of lead concentrates and zinc concentrates was 748 tons in 1963. 
4 Exports. 
5 Consumption by CAVISA, glass manufacturer. 
6 As reported. 

TRADE plied by the United States amounted to 
$86.6 million; by El Salvador, $23.5 mil- 

The United States is Guatemala’s pri- lion; and by West Germany, $17.7 million. 
mary trading partner in terms of value of | Of $226.1 million of exports in 1966, the 
all commodities. In 1966, Guatemala’s United States received goods valued at 
total commodity imports were valued at $70.1 million, West Germany $30.3 mil- 
$206.9 million; of this total, value sup- ion, and Japan $19.4 million.
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Table 11.—Guatemala: Exports of mineral commodities — 
. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a neem 

Commodity _ 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: _ . 
Iron and steel: . Serap___-_ 2-22 3. 33 United States 18; El Salvador 15. Semimanufactures___.._..-22 222 28 986 4,223 Mainly to El Salvador. Lead and alloys, all forms.____________ 76 16 All to El Salvador. Lead, ore and concentrate_____._..____ __ 30 864 Mainly to Belgium-Luxembourg. Nonferrous ore and concentrate________ 1,604 270 Mainly to United States. Nonferrous metal and scrap, not else- 47 100 ~All to Spain. 

where specified. 
Zine, ore and concentrate______._______ 867 -1,248 Belgium-Luxembourg 658; United States 

. 5 . 

Nonmetals: 
~ Cement... 22. 44,147 9,677 Mainly to El Salvador. Gypsum.__.__-_ 222. 39 12 Do. 

Lime._..._.--2-----2---- 22-2 ---- = 1,197 946 Do. 
| Marble... 2. 1,692 2,016 Do. 
Salt... 2 17 Honduras 9; El Salvador 6. - Stone: 

| Construction_.....-2 2222-22 ee 24 All to El Salvador. 
Industrial_.___.__._____. 637 833 Mainly to El Salvador. Other nonmetal minerals. _____ wee een ee 714 62 Honduras 21; El Salvador 16; Nicaragua 

. Source: Anuario Estadistico Centroamericano de Comercio Exterior—-1965, SIECA, Pub. 1966, 794 pp 1966, SIECA, Pub. 1968, 798 pp.
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Table 12.—Guatemala: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

I 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Un 

Metals: 
Aluminum and alloys: Semimanufactures_ 834 618 United States 295; El Salvador 116. 

Copper and alloys: 
Unwrought, electrolytic, powder -.- 81 21 All from United States. 

Semimanufactures__.___---------- 192 105 United States 22; Mexico 20; West Germany 
- 16; El Salvador 138. 

Sulfate.__..._..-..-_------------ 31 8 West Germany 5; United States 2. 

Tron and steel: 
Pig iron and primary forms--.- ----- (@) 9,856 Belgium-Luxembourg 6,559; France 2,000. 

Serap___._._-------------------- 1 (1) Mainly from Panama. 

Ferroalloys...__-.--------------- Q) (1) All from El Salvador. 

Semimanufactures..____--..------ 72,153 44,204 Belgium-Luxembourg 15,913; Japan 10,845; 

West Germany 5,051. 

Castings and forgings. --_--------- 11 23 Mainly from El Salvador. 

Other_________-_----------------- 1,381 a 

Lead and alloys, all forms__--.--_----- 109 37 Costa Rica 16; United States 10. 

Nonferrous base metals: Ores and con- 1,007 751 Mainly from United States. 

centrates. 

Silver and alloys_----.--~-troy ounces-- 1,479 2,186 United States 1,315; West Germany 739. 

Tin and alloys, all forms-----long tons-- 49 29 Japan 12; United Kingdom 9. 

Zine and alloys, all forms.-_----------- 154 1,478 Mainly from Japan. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives, natural: 

Diamond, industrial__..___carats.. 250,000 30,000 United States 15,000; Mexico 15,000. 

Emery, pumice and corundum-.----- 5 6 Mainly from United States. 

Asbestos, crude, washed or ground------ 999 554 Mainly from Canada. 

ement: 
Portland._._...._---------------- 1,497 1,490 Japan 733; West Germany 298; Denmark 

C1 Asbestos. ____..----------------- 20 202 United Kingdom 151; E! Salvador 27. 

ays: 
Kaolin and clayey earth.-_-------- 191 306 Mainly from United States. 

Refractory earth and rocks-------- 62 47 All from United States. 

Ordinary brick.._.--------------- 33 82 All from El Salvador. 

Refractory brick__.-------------- 2 095 1,272 United States 1,050; Canada 107. 

Diatomaceous earth.__-..------------ 296 312 Mainly from United States... 

Fertilizers: 
Nitrogenous____.___------------- 33,680 33,350 El Salvador 17,859; West Germany 5,805; 

United States 4,395. 

Phosphatic.____.---------------- 2; 892 131 Netherlands 45; Mexico 20; United States 

Potassic..____.___-_--------------- 26,365 874 Mainly from West Germany. 

Mixed________-__--------------- 48,645 19,505 Netherlands 8,203; United States 6,358; 
West Germany 2,968. 

Graphite__._._---------------------- (4) () Mainly from Malagasy Republic. 

Gypsum, calcined, powder-_-_-_---------- 23 21 Mainly from United States. 

Lime._.__.__-__-_--------------------- 7 24 United States 15; El Salvador 10. 

Marble_____________-_--------------- 123) _____-- 

Mica, uncut. ._-_-------------------- 9 10 All from United States. 

Quartz, crude___--------------------- 145 245 Mainly from United States. 

Salt, rock or sea: 
Crude.__.____------------------- 1,524 978 Mainly from El Salvador. 

Refined_______-.---------------- 3,072 1,107 Do. 

Sand, gravel and crushed stone-_-------- 9 9 Mainly from United States. 

Sodium carbonate___._..------------- 191 1,062 West Germany 823; United States 240. 

sodium hydroxide_.....-------------- 4, 896 2,836 Mainly from United States. 

tone: 

Dimension__.._..---------------- 82 55 Mainly from El Salvador. 

Industrial_._....---------------- 61 30 Mainly from United States. 

Sulfur, all forms._.------------------- ----z:- 100 All from West Germany. 

Tale.________----------------------- 177 116 United States 83; France 18. 

Mineral fuels: 
Asphalt, natural__-_._.--------------- 159 3 All from United States. 

Coal_________----------------------- 61 47 West Germany 35; United States 12. 

Coke_..._._------------------------- 205 297 West Germany 170; United States 97. 

Natural gas, all forms_---------------- 9,718 11,214 Venezuela 6,291; United States 2,795. 

Petroleum: 
Crude and partially refined_._---.- 286,817 243,066 Mainly from Venezuela. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline........-.----------- 66,893 11,919 Mainly from Netherlands Antilles. 

Kerosine._.._____----------- 20,217 1, 478 Panama Canal Zone 540; Netherlands 
Antilles 463; United States 379. 

Diesel, gas oil, and others- - - -- 119,991 125 United States 50; Mexico 26. 

Lubricants, including greases-.. 11,115 7,402 United) States 4,861; Netherlands Antilles 

»p99. 

Paraffin, petrolatum and waxes-_ 50 7,349 Mainly from United States. 

Asphalt, coke, and others------ 420 12,288 - Mainly from Venezuela. 

a 
I II 

1 Less than 4% unit. 
Source: Anuario Estadistico Centroamericano de Comercio Exterior—1965, SIECA, Pub. 1966, 794 pp. 

1966, SIECA, Pub. 1968, 798 pp.
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COMMODITY REVIEW _ has prevented economic marketing. Com- 
pletion of the El Rancho-Coban highway Metals—Lead and Zinc.—Compafiia may improve the situation sufficiently to | Minera de Guatemala, S.A., with a rec- make production feasible. The deposits ord of decreasing output and _ reserves, are said to be controlled by the Novella 

planned a small exploration program for family, which produces . Guatemala’s 1967. cement. . 
Small quantities of lead, zinc, antimony, Marble.—Guatemamarmol began output 

and tungsten ores and concentrates are of marble for domestic consumption in 
produced by individual miners throughout 1965. Civil disburbances interrupted out- the Department of Huehuetenango. W. R. put during much of 1966, but operations 
Grace & Co. buys ore from the small pro- at the quarry resumed in 1967. Scale of ducers and in 1966 exported ores valued production was not divulged. 
at around $45,000. | Mica.—Mica de Guatemala continued _ Ways to aid the small miners were being output from its properties near Tunaja in investigated by the Government of Guate- the Department of El Quiche during 1966 mala. One plan under consideration was but reportedly shut down in 1967. provision of a custom concentrating mill Sulfur.—Reports of prospecting activity so that a more valuable product could be and discovery of potentially valuable sul- made available to the market. fur deposits indicate future possibilities for 

Nickel.—Exploraciones y Explotaciones output. The sulfur situation is somewhat Mineras Izabal, S.A. (EXMIBAL) held by confused at present, and no firm progress International Nickel Co., Inc. (80 percent) reports are available. and Hanna Mining Co. (20 percent) con- Mineral Fuels.—Petroleum.—In _early 
tinued evaluation of its nickel prospect 1967 the Ministry of Economy delivered near Lake Izabal. Arrangements were con- six petroleum exploration concessions to cluded to construct facilities at the port of | a group composed of Texas Petr oleum Co., Matias de Galvez for the handling of com- Mobil Exploration Guatemala, Inc., and pany shipments. Resolution of remaining Guatemala Superior Oil Co. The conces- problems may lead to the expenditure of sions cover most of the Guatemalan Pacific over $100 million on a plant to produce Coastal area, both on-and offshore. Rights 50 million pounds of nickel annually. over the 2.7 million acres involved are for 

Basics, Inc., of Cleveland was reportedly 6 years, extendable to 8 years. in control of large concessions to the Hanna Mining Co. was reported to have north of Lake Izabal. Examination to applied for a lease of 100 square miles in determine the feasibility of producing we Gulf of Honduras off San Francisco del nickel and_ possibl magnesite, was con- ar. ; tinuing. Local interests were reported to The department of Mines and Hydro- be appraising a lateritic nickel deposit in carbons held an auction in which 40 con- the Department of El Quiche. cessions were awarded to national firms. : The concessions involved 2.2 million hec- Nonmetals.—Barite.—Deposits that ap- ares and were located in the departments pear suitable for export are known near of El Petén and Alta Verapaz. An addi- the town of Cubulco in the Department of tional 40 concessions will be offered to Baja Verapaz, but lack of transportation foreign bidders at a later date. 

HONDURAS 

Mining in Honduras, while not signifi- demand for cement and construction mate- cant on a world scale, is important to the rials as sand and gravel. country. The two largest metal mines were A new mining code was presented to the expanding facilities to increase base and National Congress in 1967. About 60 per- precious metal output. Oil and metal pros- cent of the articles were approved in the pecting programs were in progress, and the first two, of three, debates. Articles remain- country’s first oil refinery was nearing ing to be debated concern taxation and a completion. controlled system of exploration and ex- A road improvement and building pro- _ ploitation. It was considered possible that gram was underway that should increase the new law might be approved in 1968.
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PRODUCTION | mineral commodities produced in Hon- 
duras (lead, zinc, cadmium, silver, and 

Increased output of most metals and cement) rose to $15.8 million® in 1967, 
nonmetals, plus more ; favor able world 11.6 percent greater than the 1966 figure. 
prices for some commodities, continued to Marble, quarried near San Pedro Sula, 
add value to the mineral industry of Hon- was reported for the first time. 

duras. The value of five most important 

Table 13.—Honduras: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ree een A A 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
a 

Metals: 
Antimony_______.__.--.--------------- NA NA NA 59 NA 
Cadmium, content of concentrates-_--_- -_-- 87 105 97 109 113 
Gold_-._--...---_-.-------troy ounces_. 3,070 3,401 4,090 4,274 15,924 
Iron and steel semimanufactures.____..--  ------ ~onneee 2,331 5,064 NA 
Lead, content of concentrates__....._--.-- 9,900 7,484 9,654 11,704 11,684 
Silver____..____.._thousand troy ounces... ¢3,164 3,220 3,671 3,734 4,009 
Zine, content of concentrates._.-..-_-.--- 10,730 8, 568 11,126 12 ,393 13 , 086 

Nonmetals: 
Cement_._.________.--_--------------- 60,480 72 , 843 93 , 966 105,020 111,036 
Gypsum____.________------------------ 2,985 4,720 ' 6,039 11,780 13 , 923 
Lime, calcined ?_______-___------,------ 544 916 840 NA NA 
Limestone____________-__-----------.-- NA 118,114 115,215 153 , 480 153 , 765 
Marble: 

Dimension.__...___..-square meters... -_-_-- ------- ~------ NA 18,000 
Other______.____--.--------------- ------ ------- au----- NA ~~ 24,000 

Salt_...._------------------------------ €10,000 e 10,000 € 10,000 € 10,000 23 , 484 

oe ee lt A TD 

e Estimate. NA Not available. 
1 Includes 585 troy ounces of placer origin. 
2 Consumption at El Mochito mine only. 

TRADE ative position of Honduran trade in 
. minerals to total trade for 1965 and 

Imports of mineral commodities in- 1966: 
creased in 1966 as did imports of all com- 

modities. . ; .. . Value (million Mineral 

The United States held its position in dollars) commod- 
3 : . —_—_——_—__—__—__-—_—-—_ ities 

1966 as Honduras’ chief trading partner, Mineral Total share of 

by value. The United States was the desti- commodi- trade total 
. ties (percent) 

nation for 55.8 percent of all Honduran 
exports, and received most of the metallic Exports: 
mineral commodity exports, while most 1965___._____. 7.5 126.0 6.0 
nonmetallic mineral exports were to Imporet. a-------- 9.0 i44.1 6.2 
neighboring Central American countries. 1965......-... 10.7 122.0 8.8 
The United States supplied 49.8 percent 1966---.---.-. 17.2 149.0 11.5 

. . . Trade balance: 
of all Honduran imports; these included 1965__........ 8.2 4.0 Xxx 
a number of mineral commodities, but 1966----..-.-- —8.2 —4.9 XX 
most of the sizable oil imports were from, OOO 
Central America, the Caribbean, and XX Not applicable. 
Venezuela. ep ere necessary, values have been con- 

: . ver rom Honduran lempiras (L) to U.S. 
The following tabulation shows the rel- dollars at the rate of L1 equals US$0.50.
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Table 14.—Honduras: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 
ee a 

Metals: 
Antimony..__... 2-2 eee eee 30 Mainly to United States. 
Cadmium, in concentrate_____________.  _____. 513 All to United States. 
Copper_._.___-___- 2-2 ee. 5 5 Do. 
Gold__.__.________._____troy ounces_. 4,291 11,876 NA. 
Iron and steel, scrap and semimanufac- 753 1,259 United States 669; Nicaragua 236. 

tures. 
Lead, ore and concentrate________.___. ™ 10,506 8,252 All to United States. 
Silver, all forms__thousand troy ounces. 8,015 3,842 Mainly to United States. 

Zine, ores and concentrates___...______ * 10,991 9,611 All to United States. 
ther: 

Nonferrous ores and concentrates___ 35 ~oouee . . 
Nonferrous alloys and scrap_-______ 254 173 El Salvador 102; West Germany 42. 

Nonmetals: 
Cement: , 

Asbestos. ____._._._----.______- TAL 416 Ei Salvador 293; Nicaragua 124. 
Portland......_-..-_..._-_.--.... 382,259 27,124 Bl Salvador 20,405; British Honduras 

Gypsum.........--.----------------- 1,759 1,488 Mainly to El Salvador. 
Lime___.-2 2 eee eee 91 718 Do. 
Marble_._._._..._.---- 2 eee eee ee LL ee 22 Do. 
Salt_...2222 2 eee 6,334 6,474 Nicaragua 3,698; El Salvador 1,986. 
Stone: 

Dimension._.-.-_....-_- 222-2222. LL e- 13. Mainly to El Salvador. 
Industrial, n.e.s__________________ 9 106 United States 83; El Salvador 23. 

Other nonmetallic minerals__._._..__... 2,576 84 Nicaragua 53; El Salvador 29. 

NA Not available. r Revised. 

Sources: Annuario Estadistico Centroamericano de Comercio Exterior—1965. SIECA, Oct. 12, 1966, 794 pp.» 
Comercio Exterior de Honduras, 1966.
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Table 15.—Honduras: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum and alloys, all forms---_-___- 225 492 El Salvador 193; United States 159. 
Copper and alloys: 

Metal, all forms._.....-.--_-__--- 50 34 United States 21; Mexico 13. 
Sulfate... _._.-. eee 56 46 Mainly from United States. 

Tron and steel: | 
Pig iron___._._._-.----_--------- 14 5 AlJjl from United States. 
Serap___.._____-_-_---- eee 3 2 Mainly from El Salvador. 
Ingot and equivalent forms.__....- 4,016 5,979 Belgium 4,160; West Germany 1,005; 

United States 802. 
Semimanufactures.__._.....-.---- 22,460 17,916 United States 7,745; Belgium 3,228; 

West Germany 2,294. 
Lead and alloys, all forms...______-__- 57 81 Mainly from United States. 
Nickel, all forms___..._..-_.-._--_-_-_- 1 (4) Do. 
Silver and alloys.__.._.___troy ounces_. 2,958 5,916 Do. 
Tin and alloys_________.__-long tons_- 2 4 Do. 
Zine and alloys__._____._._-.-.------- 26 51 Belgium 20; United States 16; Japan 15. 
Other: Nonferrous metals...._...._-_-- 5 5 Mainly from Guatemala. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives: 

Corundum and emery.--_-._-_---- 1 319 Mainly from Nicaragua. 
Diamond, industrial______cdrats...  __.._. 5,000 All from United States. 

Asbestos. ../_-......_--------_-------- 712 334 Mainly from Canada. 
Cement: | 

Asbestos_______._..__-_-.-..-.-. 1,638 1,215 Mainly from El Salvador. | 
Portland___...._-_.--.._---.__--. 4,169 4,225 El Salvador 3,026; Denmark 579; West 

Germany 217. 
Clay and clay products: 

Kaolin. ...2--.2-2 eee 32 214 Mainly from United States. 
Refractory and common..-___.___-_- 12 68 All from United States. 

rick: 
Nonrefractory_........_._---- 22 475 Mainly from United States. 
Refractory_........-----_---- 382 788 Do. 

Diatomaceous earth._._-___-..--._---- 107 84 Do. 
Fertilizers: 

Nitrogenous._....__.------.----- 21,060 15,898 Netherlands 6,400; West Germany 
4,675; Trinidad and Tobago 3,935. 

Phosphatiec___.....-------------- 3,006 2,077 United States 1,663; Nicaragua 3386. 
Potassic_.___...._.--.-._---.----. 6,265 7,850 West Germany 5,607; Trinidad and 

Tobago 1,842. 
Mixed_____.-_-_-__- eee 1,907 1,018 Mainly from El Salvador. 

Graphite..____...---..-.-.---------- 4 () All from El Salvador. 
. Gypsum: 

Crude_...._._-_-..-----1-------- 7 () All from West Germany. . 
Caleined_..-__._.---_----.------- 19 28 Mainly from United States. 

Lime, all types.___-_-..-...---------- 299 740 United Kingdom 573; United States 128. 
Marble_________.._-.__-__._--------- 47 106 El! Salvador 58; Guatemala 31; Spain 17. 
Quartz________----_-_--.------------ 29 26 Mainly from United States. 
Salt__..- eee eee eee. 2,871 3,284 El Salvador 2,896; United States 340. 
Sodium carbonate_.______.__-____-_-- 120 104 United Kingdom 65; West Germany 33. 
Sodium hydroxide. .__..-.-..---.----- 643 1,144 West Germany 517; Netheriands 287; 

United Kingdom 214. 
Stone: 

Industrial, not specified__.._______ 7 1 All from United States. 
Sand, gravel, crushed rock.-.__-_-_-.-- 38 45 Mainly from United States. 

Sulfur_...-..2----- 2 eee 321 294 United States 140; France 99; West 
Germany 54. 

Tale, natural or ground. _______._.-_-- 34 53 Italy 29; United States 20. 
Mineral fuels: 

Coal__.__...---__------------------- 717 150 United States 100; West Germany 50. 
Coke_______.--_-_-_--.---_-----e----- 10 380 West Germany 20; Netherlands 10. 
Mineral tar and products.__.___....--_- 245 3,528 Mainly from United States. 
Natural gas liquids__.___._._._.--...-.. 1,396 1,949 Mainly from Venezuela. 
Petroleum: 

Crude and partly refined_._._._.._.. 69,918 183,720 Netherlands Antilles 95,617; Venezuela 
21,831; Trinidad and Tobago 14,774. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline._..__._....-.-_...-. 49,458 54,607 Bl Salvador 27,320; Netherlands Antilles 

Kerosine__.___....----.----- 117,060 19,941 El Salvador 9,285; Netherlands Antilles 
5,778; Jamaica 4,380. 

Distillate fuel oil_.._.._...-.. 91,496 99,904 Netherlands Antilles 38,129; El Salvador 
34,309; Jamaica 21,435. 

Lubricants, including greases... 3,623 3,736 United States 2,414; Netherlands Antilles 
° 508; Jamaica 460. 

Paraffin, petrolatum, and waxes. 798 753 Mainly from United States. 
Asphalt and coke_-_...-.-..-. 2,342 2,005 Netherlands Antilles 1,618; Venezuela 

271; United States 115. 

1 Less than }4 unit. 
Source: Annuario Estadistico Centroamericano de Comercio Exterior—1965. SIECA, Oct. 12, 1966. T94 pp. 

Comercio Exterior de Honduras, 1966.
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COMMODITY REVIEW | was estimated at 85 tons of gold and silver 
ore daily. Ore minerals were reported to 

Metals.—Cadmium, Gold, Lead, Silver, fe argentite and free gold in a quartz 
Zinc.—El Mochito mine of the New York matrix. 
and Honduras Rosario Mining Co. ex- ; 
panded operations for the 13th consecutive Mineral Fuels.—Petroleum.—Texaco 
year. In 1967, 17 percent more ore was Caribbean, Inc., obtained official approval 
mined and processed than in 1966. Produc- in 1966 to build a refinery at Puerto tion at El Mochito in 1967 was as follows, Cartes. The refinery is licensed to operate 
with the comparative figure for 1966 for 40 years and the contract includes the 
shown in parentheses: silver 3,804,318 rights to warehouse, sell, distribute, and re- 
ounces (3,513,601); gold, 5,288 ounces export products subject to conditions stipu- 
(4,274); lead 10,373 metric tons . lated in the Petroleum Law. 
(9,718); zinc, 11,601 metric tons (10,- Initial capacity is planned for the proc- 
997); cadmium, 100 metric tons (99). essing of 5,800 barrels of crude oil daily. 
Increased percentage of mill recovery was Cost of the installation is put at $8 million. 
shown for lead and zinc, but slight de- National capital reportedly will participate 
creases in recovery were experienced for in the enterprise to the extent of 3314 
silver and gold. percent.”® It is expected that initial opera- 

Assured and probable reserves of ore on __ tions will start in 1968. 
December 31, 1967, stood at 1,146,851 In late 1967 the Ministry of Communica- 
tons; average assays of the reserve were tions and Public Works was authorized to determined at 16.7 ounces of silver per ton, regulate petroleum product prices. A law 
0.017 ounce of gold per ton, lead 7.28 was also passed that put a _ 1-centavo 
percent, and zinc 7.33 percent. ($0.005) consumer tax on all locally pro- 

Capital equipment expenditures in duced petroleum products. The consumer 
1967 amounted to $599,000; the budget tax will offset the loss of import revenue 
for 1968 provided $775,000 for capital resulting from forthcoming domestic refin- projects. | ing. 

New York and Honduras Rosario Min- Honduras has attracted a number of ing Co. reportedly plans to reactivate its companies that have taken offshore ex- El Rosario and San Juancito mines.® The  ploration concessions. Reductions have mines, closed some years ago, were princi- been made in leased onshore acreage, but pally silver producers with minor amounts the Caribbean continental shelf areas are of gold and other metals. nearly completely under lease from north The Inter-American Corporation of of San Pedro Sula at about 88 degrees west Honduras claimed discovery of potentially longitude, eastward to 80 degrees west rich copper and lead deposits in the De- longitude. 
partment of Santa Barbara. In early 1967 Signal Exploration (Hon- Mina Moramulca, in the extreme duras) Co. obtained a concession of _ northwest of the Department of Choluteca, 900,000 hectares offshore from the Depart- was producing in 1968, and may have ment of Gracias a Dios. Some seismic work started operations in late 1967. Output was completed. 

NICARAGUA 

Nicaragua’s mineral output potential cial Fund was released in late 1966. Titled continued to be of interest. Exploration ‘“Geografia Fisica y Recursos Mineros de was carried on by various organizations for Nicaragua” the report was made available metals and petroleum. Development of the to the public and created considerable few producing properties was progressing interest. Total cost of the survey was re- and copper, particularly, may become of ported at $1.4 million," of which the Spe- greater importance. U.S. and Canadian cial Fund contributed $799,000. interests dominated the metal mining sec- _ 9 Engineering and Mining Journal. October tor of the industry. 1967. p. 180. 
The report of the results of the coopera- June 1966 jexterior de Mexico. v. 12. No. 6, tive study carried on by the Government ton ere Mypessary, values have been con- of Nicaragua and the United Nations Spe-  Goliars at the rate of CST USS] 5 (C8) to U.S.
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PRODUCTION | La Luz Mines, Ltd., produced less gold 
| ; and silver from its La Luz property be- 

Metallic mineral output decreased in cause of heavy rains and floods that forced 
ene, in 1 967, ou value increased the mining of the more readily available 
modestly because of favorable world Prices. lower grade ores. In addition, because of 
Based on incomplete data, output of oil . 

. a power shortage, the company decided to 
refinery products increased 17 percent over . . . . 
the 1966 level. The sharp rise in cement maintain maximum output at its Rosita 

output can be attributed to increased local copper-s old-silver deposit because of the 
demand, stemming largely from an aggres- more profitable return. Thus, tonnage of | 

sive roadbuilding program; exports de- ore milled at Rosita was increased at the 

clined. expense of operations at La Luz. 

Table 16.—Nicaragua: Production of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

. Commodity | 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: . . | 
Copper concentrate, metal content__-__._- 7,283 9,240 — *10,187 9,764 9,336 
Gold__....._.....--.-----troy ounces__ 204,769 225 ,581 198 ,152 199,108 177, 702 
Silver__..__.___._--_.----.---_.do___. 405,252 332 ,370 380 , 377 446 , 706 372,371 

Nonmetals: 
Cement_-__-._..---------------------- 58,812 61,052 65,859 84,349 95,924 
Gypsum.-.---------------------------- 2,500 5,500 5,000 9,000 10,000 
Lime’t__-_____-----.----------_-___--_- 28,404 26 , 392 26,717 27,085 NA 
Limestone !_.-_.-------thousand tons_-_ 140 148 157 200 NA 
Salt, marine.____._._--.-------------- 16,495 17,319 17,582 19,017 NA 

Mineral fuels: Petroleum refinery products: 7 7 
Motor gasoline. 

thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 399 606 674 743 803 
Kerosine and jet fuel_._.____.-..-do___- 116 163 152 169 218 
Distillate fuel oil. ..._..__-._.._-do__-_- - 240 404 AT1 506 603 
Residual fuel oil-_...____--_...--do.__- 371 583 308 450 561 
Liquefied petroleum gas..______--do-_-_-_- 11 18 27 36 46 

Total___.__.-..--.-----------do__-- 1,137 1,774 1,632 1,904 2,231 

a 

t Revised. NA Not available. 
1 For cement and lime production only. 

TRADE many and Costa Rica. Japan was the pri- 
; ; . , mary export destination, followed by the 

There was hittle change in Nicaragua’s United States and West Germany. 

pattern of trade in 1966 compared with The following tabulation shows the re- 
that in 1965. Copper ores and concen-  Jationship between total trade and trade 
trates valued at $7.2 million represented jn minerals for 1965 and 1966: 
5.06 percent of the value of all exports and 
was the fifth most valuable export com- Value (million Minerat 

modity; gold was the sixth most valuable dollars) commod- 
; —_—________—____— ities’ commodity exported. In 1964, however, Mineral Total share of 

gold was the fourth most valuable export, commodi- trade total 
followed by copper in seventh place. ties (percent) 

Imports of all commodities rose some- Exports: 
what in 1966 and, in combination with ex- xP o65. 7.0 148.9 4.7 
ports of lower value, widened the trade 1 1966 - ~-------- 8.9 142.2 6.3 
balance compared with that of 1965. Petro- “"PSog5 tsi 160.3 16.4 

leum products and iron and steel semi- 1966-.-.--.--. 23.0 181.9 12.6 
. Trade balance: 

manufactures were the most costly imports, 1965___._..... —19.38  -—11.4 XX 
eat “1 1966___._..... —14.1 —39.7 xX 

valued at $7.8 million and $7.3 million 
respectively. In terms of value, the United XX Not applicable. . 

States was the primary source of Nicara- Source: Republica de Nicaragua. Recaudaci6n 
; . General de Aduanas. Memoria 1966 Managua, 

gua’s total imports, followed by West Ger- Nicaragua, 1967 286, pp.
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Table 17.—Nicaragua: Exports of mineral commodities 

_ (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
LL LC CA SE sree 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 
eee 

Metals: 
Copper concentates, gross weight-_-__.. 40,229 43,268 All to Germany. 
Gold, bars and ingots_._._troy ounces__ 140,016 147,829 Canada 59,575; United States 58,836. 
Tron and steel: 

Ingots and semimanufactures..__.. 2,761 3,655 ElSalvador 1,634; Costa Rica 831; Honduras 
605; Guatemala 585. 

Serap___-__._--- eee LLL 214 Germany 146; Japan 32; Netherlands 18. 
Silver, bars and ingots____troy ounces._ 403,267 447,956 Mainly to United States. 
Zine, all forms..___._..---2_-- 2 53 159 Costa Rica 66; Guatemala 38; El Salvador 

35; Honduras 20. 
Other nonferrous metals and serap_-_____ 66 5 All to Costa Rica. 

Nonmetals: 
Cement__..________-_--2 2 ee Le 782 182 Aji to Honduras. 
Clay, common.______________________ 141 77 All to Costa Rica. 
Gypsum, natural and calecined......._._._ 5,184 aaae 
Lime___...-.-..----- 222 3 1 Do. 
Salt__. 2-2 eee 389 1,059 Do. 
Stone, industrial use____.____.._______ 7 6,314 Mainly to Costa Rica. 

eee 

Source: Republica de Nicaragua. Recaudacién General de Aduanas. Memoria 1966. Managua, Nicaragua, 
1967. 286, pp. 

Note: Source does not distinguish between East Germany and West Germany.
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Table 18.—Nicaragua: Imports of mineral commodities : 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966. 

Metals: 
Aluminum and alloys: Semimanufactures 408 757 United States 394; El] Salvador 204. 
Copper and alloys: oS 

Metal, semimanufactures______-__- 135 188 Canada 35; United States 31; United 
Kingdom 25... . 

Sulfate... 2.2222. eee 20 30 United States 24; Netherlands 4. 
Tron and steel: 

Serap.-___---------------+------ ---+--- 9 All from El Salvador. 
Pig iron_._____.-..--__-.__--_-_-- (1) 11 Ali from Germany. 
Ingots and equivalent primary 33 146 Belgium 134; United Kingdom 10. 

orms. 
Semimanufactures______.._._...._. 42,506  .44,482 Belgium 15,614; Germany 8,713; Japan . 

4,653; Costa Rica 3,709; Netherlands 
3,505; United States 3,184. 

Lead and lead alloys, all forms_____.__- 142 236 United States 86; Netherlands 29; Den- 
. ’ mark 28; Canada 25. 

Silver and alloys, all forms_troy ounces._ 7, 234 6,334 Mainly from United States. 
Tin and alloys, all forms__-_-_long tons_. 18 47 United Kingdom 22; Canada 11. 
Zinc and alloys, all forms..._..__---._-. 1,753 1,317 Mainly from Costa Rica. 
‘Other nonferrous minerals, metals, and r10— 6 Costa Rica 2; United States 2; Honduras 

scrap. . _ 
Nonmetals: . 

Abrasives, natural__..._.--....---.--- 2 2. All from United States. : 
Asbestos. .-....-..------------------  ------ 70 United States 38; United Kingdom 11; 

Canada 9. 
Cement: - 

Asbestos......-.--.----.--.-..-. 2,303 3,064 Costa Rica 1,782; El Salvador 499. 
Portland_____.._..-.-..-.---..__-. 10,762 9,652 Costa Rica 7,561. | 

Clay and clay products: 
Common and refractory.......---. | 257 875 United States 549; United Kingdom 314. 
Common brick. __.__--...---._-.- 68 625 J apan 866; Costa Rica 83; United States 

Refractory brick.__._......--_--- 186 569 United States 341; Costa Rica 111. Oo 
Fertilizers: . 

Nitrogenous__......--.----.----. 22,911 18,860 Trinidad 6,298;. Venezuela 3,481; Italy 
. 2,719; Costa Rica 1,953. . . 

Phosphatic.__......-...------.-. 11,479 14,905 United States 11,120; Costa Rica 3,704. | 
Potassic......._-_.-_--.__--.----. 4,453 2,683 United States 2,135; Costa Rica 498. 
Mixed__________._--------_------. 4,985 3,748 United States 2,691; Italy 635. 

Graphite. _._....._..-.----.---------- 2 4 Germany 3; United States 1. 
Lime, all types_.__.._..-.-.------1--- 189 2,115 United States 1,586; United Kingdom 508. 
Mica___.- 2 eee 1 1 All from Germany. 
Phosphates, natural__..........----.--  ------ 8 Costa Rica 5; Germany 2. — 
Salt__.-.-.. 22 -- eee iul----- =: 2, 690 4,027 Honduras 3,731; United States 222: 
Sand, gravel, and crushed rock... ___---- 4 29 Mainly from United States. _ . 
Sodium carbonate..._._...-_...-.--.-- 240 375 United States 153; Germany 116; United 

Kingdom 84. . oo 
Sodium hydroxide..__...--.-.-------- 1,719 2,607 United States 1,239; United Kingdom . 

799; Germany 419. 
Stone: . 

Dimension_-__.._.........------.- 58 173 Guatemala 86; Italy 62. . 
Industrial. .....-..-.-_.--------- 112 54 Germany 21; Honduras 20; United States 

Sulfur... --.--2----------------- 51 818 Mainly from United States. 
Mineral fuels: , . 

Asphalt, natural__...._.-.-.-.-------- 3 8 All from Mexico. 
Coal___._-----.--- eee ee 16 25 All from United States. 
Coke__.____._--_---_--.----.--------- 17 84 Germany 74; United States 10. 
Mineral tars and Products. ~----------- 4,952 8,355 United States 5,810; Venezuela 2,355. 
Natural gas liquids.__._.._......------ 1 203 El Salvador 128; Costa Rica 67. 
Petroleum: 
Crude and partially refined 

thousand 42-gallon barrels. 1,260 1,812 Mainly from Venezuela. 
Refinery products: . 

Gasoline...............do__-- 97 128 Mainly from Netherlands Antilles. 
Kerosine_._..___.....-do_..- 15 33 Do. 
Fuel oil, all types_...._.do-_-- 54 104 Do. 
Lubricants including greases_.. 5,887 5,476 Mainly from United States. 
Paraffin, petrolatum, and waxes- 241 1,380 Do. . 
Asphalt and coke_.__._.-.---- NA 8,838 Venezuela 6,000; Costa Rica 2,241; 

, United States 598. 
. 

® Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Less than 1% unit. . 

ie eee Repablica de Nicaragua, Recaudacién General de Aduanas. Memoria 1966. Managua, Nicaragua, 
1. pp. 

Note: Source does not distinguish between East Germany and West Germany.
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COMMODITY. REVIEW... -gold per ‘ton. Possible ore was reported at 
. 199,600 tons averaging 1.51 percent copper 

Metals.—Gold and Base Metals—-The and 0.042 ounce of gold per ton. | 
Neptune Gold Mining Co. carried out Fertilizer Materials.—Interiore de Centro 
additional diamond drilling along the América S.A., owned on a 50-50 basis by 
Vesubio vein giving estimated reserves of Occidental Petroleum Corp. and_ local 
about 1.25 million tons of . gold-copper- interests, completed its mixed. fertilizers 

_ lead-zinc ore, and as a result, planned to plant near Corinto in 1966. Costing about 

spend $1 million to help build an all- $5 million, the plant has a capacity of 
weather road from the mine (near 75,000 tons annually. The plant operates 
Bonanza) to Puerto Cabezas. It was also on imported materials. Output data has 
planned to convert part of the cyanide not been released. Oo 
plant to a flotation mill, > . | : ) | La Luz Mines, Ltd; produced 9.766 _ Mineral Fuels.—Petroleum.—There were 
tons of copper in concentrates during the press reports of oil and gas indications in 

fiscal year ended September 30, 1967, an Nicaragua but there have been no -an- increase of 304 tons over that of the "ouncements of substantial discoveries. 
previous fiscal’ year. The Rosita mine ac- Considerable. interest has been shown by 
counted for 9,474 tons of the output. number of comp anies in the p ossibility 
Gold and silver output decreased for the for discovery of offshore oil. At the begin- 
year because of operating difficulties ng of 1966 about 1.2 million hectares 
caused by floods, particularly at the La “4 held in concessions, but by the begin- Luz mine. ning of 1967, some 4.2 million hectares 

Positj ye: a. _ was held, with new applications pending ositive and probable ore reserves at La f dditional 1.5 million hect Th Luz were put at 3.7 million tons running or an additional 1.9 million hectares. 1 he 
0.093 ounce of gold per ton in September continental shelves of both coasts were U: (OF gold per | Pp largely under lease, but activity seemed to . gely under lease, bu vity seeme 30, 1967. Proven and possible reserves at be concentrated on the Caribbean side. 
Rosita totaled 656,900 tons averaging Five companies were active in surface 
2.70 percent copper and 0.072 ounce of geological and offshore geophysical work. 

- - | PANAMA | 

Panama’s extraction of minerals was than 30 percent of the 1963 and 1964 
limited to a very few commodities, chiefly import levels. Aluminum corrugated construction materials. Oil refining and roofing sheet imports were restricted to not metal-forming industries operated on im- more than 20 percent of 1965-66 levels. . ported raw materials. Value of primary At the request of Cil-Gas, S.A., the Office output was not available; however, a sum of Price Control also limited the imports of $20 million ' was attributed to value of of tanks used to contain household cooking production of the metal and nonmetal gas to 50 units per month in the 10-, 25-, fabricating industries in 1965, exclusive and 30-pound sizes. | of petroleum refining, and value in 1967 With the promulgation of Executive presumably was somewhat higher because Resolution No. 8A on March 2, 1966, of increased production. — the Government of Panama took steps for Available information’ suggests that the reversion of certain gold and coal con- about 2,000 persons are employed in the  cessions to the State. Concessions granted mining and metal processing industry in before March 1, 1946, would, under certain Panama. | ca circumstances, revert at the end of 20 A Cadastral Survey was in progress, and years. About 39 concessions were affected, the first group of maps was completed in and the lands became available for new 1966. — . applications. | 

Some import restrictions were imposed A United Nations Special Fund min- in 1967 to protect local industry. At the _ erals survey in cooperation with the request of Ingenieria Amado, S.A., the only 
aluminum extrusion plant in Panama, the 
Panama Office of Price Control restricted Where necessary, values have been con- imports of aluminum profiles to not more Sollacs from ie nate at mepoas | {B) seq! 

a
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Panama Government was started in 1966. Exports and reexports are largely confined 
Aerial geophysical work was completed in to refinery products and scrap metal. 
1966. Geochemical studies and investiga- The United States remained Panama's 

tion of anomalies proceeded in 1967. The chief trading partner, having supplied 41 
U.N. work was scheduled to end in percent of all imports and having taken 
October 1968. Costing $1.4 million, the 68.4 percent of exports and reexports in 
survey was planned to enlarge on a 1966. Venezuela supplied 21.2 percent of 
previous study made by the Agency for Panama’s imports in 1966, largely crude 
International Development which found oil. 
indications of copper resources that could The following tabulation shows the 
prove to be exploitable. _ relation of mineral trade to total trade for 

1965 and 1966: | | 
PRODUCTION AND TRADE a 

. oo Value (million dollars) Mineral 
Output of most ordinary building mate- Wha hen commod- 

. ‘ ° Inera ota Lties” rials are usually only privately recorded in commodi- trade _share of . 
Panama. Thus, figures are not available ties a total | 
for sand, gravel, crushed rock, and other . (percent) ! 
miscellaneous material. ae Exports: | 

Petroleum refinery production continued 1965_.-...--- 24.5 70.2 34.9 : 
to increase in 1966, but output of metal Impores” wneaene= 26.5 79.6 38.8 
shapes and nonmetallic minerals was i 965- wa een nee 50 3 189 “6 26 . 5 

mixed compared with output in 1965. Trade balance: oo 95 s 19 yi xx | 
; . . wo 5 me OE, —119. 

Panama s chief mineral commodity im- 1968.20. 184'9 xX | 

ports in 1966 were crude oil and products | ! 

valued at $47.5 million, followed by iron XX Not appiicable. | | 

Table 19.—Panama: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 | | 
ean fa Pn PIO ORIENT Pfc DCO PP Fe NS GLP ECO P CE IN COOLER OLIN SCE II POPOL ata tI TEP ODED Sap ICAL LIE LOTION ALLEL ASOLO ID LILO OOO PC ELODIE CL DOLE CLAD OECD 

Metals: } | 
Aluminum extrusions, pipe, tubes, bars, 

ete... eee eee eee ee eee eee 45 360 338 e 630 
Steel reinforcing rods and small shapes?.. ¢ 4,000 6,350 12,500 11,000 e 13,000 

Nonmetals: 3 
. Asbestos cement___-..-.--------------- NA e 545 409 978 © 700 7 

. Cement__..._-.---------------------- 122,406 141,713 125,178 165 , 640 149,817 
Clay and shale......---...------------ ° 35,000 © 35,000 43 ,227 133 , 707 440,844 
Limestone and siltstone, for cement__.._. ° 210,700 217,748  °¢211,700 208 ,991 124,696 | 
Salt ©... eee e---- =, 394 10 ,229 11,181 11,648 8 , 922 

Mineral fuels: Petroleum refinery products: 
Motor gasoline 

thousand 42-gallon barrels_-_ 1,192 2,241 2,047 2,445 2,920 
Jet fuel... ...2.2---2-----------do_._. 30 200 375 377 683 
Kerosine......-----------------@0_.-- 628 | 524 581 770 586 
Distillate fuel oil...........-..--do____ 1,381 4,398 4,525 3,235 6,350 
Residual fuel oil_.....-----------do___- 3,119 6,368 6,714 6,378 8,699 
Other.__......-...---..--------do__.- 307 NA 367 3,225 574 

cere cease enna acticegftne Pr ne En eh A PE ETA ALLER ERODE POCA rn PCO SESE tLe a APOE A RPP CO EREELIR EAT m ERC POE DAP TOO PCE TEEN aA TEDADCAE ALTO pCO PCC SOOT ECEEN Pe 

¢ Estimate. t Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Fabricated or processed from imported raw materials. 
* Fiscal year ending Oct. 31. 
? Panama also produces sand, gravel and crushed rock. 
4 For cement production only.
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Table 20.—Panama: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

perenne PRE PNP NIPPLE EATON SAC PERDANA I A CIO OSOI AO LOCO AOC RECOLLECT AeA AE CLONE LC 

~ Commodity , 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Exports: 
Metals: 

Iron and steel: 
Serap_ 22-222 eee eee 23 All to United States. 
Primary forms......---------  ----- 1 Ali to Costa Rica. 
Semimanufactures.......-.--- 123 (4) All to Colombia. 

. Nonferrous scrap_.....------- '1,282 1,116 United States 410; Japan 306; Italy 176; 
Spain 140. 

. Nonmetals: Cement...-.........------ ™ 5,440 wea ee 
Mineral thousand 42-gallon barrels... 8,599 9.470 United States 2,801; Panama Canal Zone 

fuels: Petroleum refinery products. 2,470; Canada 1,980; Japan 749; United 
Kingdom 413. 

Reexports: 
Metals: 

Copper sulfate_......-.---------- Q) we nee 
Tron and steel: Semimanufactures. __ 5 5 Mainly to Costa Rica. 

Mineral fuels: Refinery products: 
- Diesel oil......_.42-gallon barrels... -_.-- 545 All to British Honduras. 

Lubricants including greases.do- -.- 254 42 Mainly to Costa Rica. 

® Revised. 
1 Less than }4 unit. . 

. Source: Republica de Panamd, Contraloria General de la Reptblica, Direccién de Estadistica y Censo.
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Table 21.—Panama: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metal: 
Aluminum and alloys, all forms__...... "1,367 1,989 United States 1,238; United Kingdom 

Copper and alloys: 
Sulfate... 2 ele 7 16 Mainly from United States. 
Semimanufactures___._.____-_-____ r191 207 United States 81; Canada 72; Mexico 34. 

Tron and steel: 
Pig, scrap and ferroalloys......__.. 2,567 491 Mainly from Panama Canal Zone. 
Primary forms..._________-_-.--. 12,151 9,680 Belgium-Luxembourg 6,118; West Ger- 

many 3,554. 
Semimanufactures____._...-.-_-.- 81,224 - 34,927 United States 11,858; Japan 6,982; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 4,060; West Ger- 
many 2,103. 

Lead metal, all forms.___._._._-_____. 214 225 Mainly from Denmark. 
Platinum and platinum __ troy ounces__ 515 129 All from United States. 

group metals. 
Silver, bars, ingots, sheets__.....do_... 9,999 12,700 Mainly from United States. 
Tin metal, all forms ._______long tons__ 37 15 Netherlands 7; West Germany 6. 
Zinc metal, all forms___._____._.___-__ _____- 2 All from United States. 
Other nonferrous metals_________kilos__ 162 219 Do. 
Nonferrous scrap______._.--_._____--_.. 47 63 Mainly from Panama Canal Zone. 

Nonmetals: . 
Asbestos, raw, washed, or ground__.___- 1 49 Mainly from Canada. 
Abrasives: 

Emery, corundum, pumice_________ 8 1 Mainly from United States. 
Industrial diamonds.__.___earats_.  ______ 5,000 Ali from United States. 

Cement. - -—--- ~~ e nnn wna 3,074 4,055 United Kingdom 1,491; France 810. 
lays: 

Unprocessed_______.____..____u__ 338 406 Mainly from United States. 
Refractory bricks_...__.__.-.-_-___ 541 514 Do. 

Fertilizers: 
Crude: 

Phosphate rock.______-___----.  -_____ Q) All from United States. 
Sodium nitrate________..___.- 1 139 Aji from Chile. 

Manufactured: . 
Nitrogenous_.____........_._ 22,847 12,505 West Germany 7,665; Netherlands 3,374. 
Phosphatic._______.__.-____-_ 1,658 1,910 Mainly from Netherlands. 
Potassie._______-_____-______- 1,029 161 West Germany 119; United States 41. 
Mixed._._....-.-.-.-.-_.--. 5,089 8,701 Costa Rica 4,802; United States 2,265; 

El Salvador 617; Netherlands 608. 
Gypsum: 

Crude___._____-.-.-2----------. = 5,277 5,004 Mainly from Dominican Republic. 
Caleined_.._______.__--________- 41 1,377 Mainly from Jamaica. 

Infusoria] earth, not as abrasive________ 98 148 Mainly from United States. 
Lime______ 2 eee 824 786 United Kingdom 447; United States 333 
Marble, block and ground. ______._____ 318 400 Mainly from Italy. 
Mica, untrimmed_-__________-___-___-- 5 6 Mainly from United States. 
Quartz, ecrude____._._.2- ee 2 74 Do. 
Salt, all types......-_.-- 2 294 293 United States 165; Dominican Republic 

100. 
Sand... 2 eee 6 4 All from United States. 
Sodium carbonate._____._...._______- 245 248 United Kingdom 146; United States 55; 

rance 40. 
Sodium hydroxide__________-._._______ 987 1,137 United States 887; United Kingdom 114; 

West Germany 65. 
Stone: Dimension, worked and unworked_ 179 299 Mainly from Canada. 
Sulfur__..2- 2 eee 7 6 Netherlands 3; Belgium-Luxembourg 2. 
Tale_._._. 2 eee 181 248 Mainly from United States. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, coke, briquets_._-_____.._____--_- 221 1,872 United States 1,670; West Germany 192. 
Mineral tar_____.._-__~-__ eee 9 8 Panama Canal Zone 6; United Kingom 2. 
Petroleum: 
Crude and partially refined 

thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 16,985 20,328 Mainly from Venezuela. 
Refinery products: 

Motor gasoline_._____..do____ 4 4 Mainly from Costa Rica. 
Kerosine..___.___._._.do___. 8 4 Panama Canal Zone 2; Colombia 2. 
Distillate fuel oil. _.._._do____ 123 111 Mainly from Curagao. 
Residual fuel oi]__._.____do____ 130 29 Panama Canal Zone 19; Curacao 10. 
Lubricants including greases... 1,952 1,696 United States 1,088; Curacao 366; 

Jamaica 148. 
Other..._...-.---.-..-.-.._-. 1,693 1,405 Mainly from United States. 

a gg 

1 Less than 4 unit. 

Source: Repiblica de Panamé, Contraloria General de la Repiblica, Direcci6n de Estadistica y Censo. 

/
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COMMODITY REVIEW Corp. of Pittsburgh was studying the feasi- 
bility of developing manganese deposits in 

Metals.—Iron and Steel.—Plans for the Rio Boquerén area. 
Jamaican interests to take a share in a new 
company, Productora de Acero y Afines Nonmetals.—Fertilizers and Petrochem- 

Asociada, S.A., and contract to purchase icals—Refineria Panama, S.A., was granted 
half of the firm’s initial production did permission to form a subsidiary, Petro- 
not materialize, and controlling interest quimica Panama S8.A., to build a petro- 
was purchased by the Panamanian com- chemical plant near Coldn. Refineria’s con- 

pany, Cemento Panama, S. A. Other share- tract with the Government was extended 

holders are Overseas Management Co., for another 25 years, and the petrochemi- 

S.A., composed of Panamanian and U.S. cal contract was set for an equal time. 

interests. Refineria will be allowed to sell feedstocks 
Originally. planned annual output of to Petroquimica free of all duty and taxes. 

100,000 tons of steel products will be The new petrochemical plant will require 

substantially reduced, and output is plan- 2" investment of at least $35 million. 
ned primarily for the domestic market. Products will be fertilizers, plastics, indus- 

Construction of the plant had not com- trial gases, carbon dissolvents, sulfur, 

menced by yearend. : resins, acids,- alcohols, and other allied 
Manganese.—It was reported that Dravo commodities.
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oe ECUADOR | 

Ecuador’s mining industry is of little tities desiring to carry out mineral ventures 
significance and its contribution to the show technical and financial capability. A 
gross national product in 1966 was esti- “finders fee” was provided for anyone dis- 
mated at not more than 2 percent. Value covering a prospect that he is unable to 
of production, excluding petroleum, was develop. The transfer of applications for 
probably about $1 million, of which metal concessions to third parties was prohibited 
mining accounted for $802,000. while the applications were being proc- 

Recorded exports have been limited to essed. Rules pertaining to gold placers 
some scrap, base metal concentrates, a few were modified in respect of lease size and 

-. tons of gold ore and crude oil. Modest fees payable. Details of the revision were 
demands for most processed mineral com- _ published.? | 
modities must be met by imports. 

Discovery of apparently substantial oil PRODUCTION AND TRADE 
deposits in northeast Ecuador was the most . . . ae 
important event in the minerals field dur- Ecuadorian mineral p roduction statistics 
ing recent years. The discovery will with- for I 967 hi not availane ar for in- 

out doubt be of great benefit to the coun- © US!O” be iS nee 4 li hil ee 
try economically, both as an income pro- Presumably again declined sig iy and is 
ducer and as a means of saving foreign expected to continue to fall until the 
exchange. newly discovered fields in the northeast are 

A search for nonmetallic minerals such brought into production. No reliable basis 

as phosphate rock and potash is expected for ditke ating 1 787 output of other com- 
to be carried on with the cooperation of mo ities 1s available. ; ; 
the U.S. Agency for International Develop- _ The _most recent — available _ official 
ment. It is reported that this program Ecuadorian trade statistics cover 1965, and 

will follow upon an extensive survey of in that year mineral commodity trade by 
natural resources in progress at yearend value (both exports and imports) in- 
1967. Preparation of geologic maps of the creased with respect to that of 1964, 
south central part of the country con- although total imports declined. In 1965, 

tinued with the assistance of the United the United States remained Ecuador’s chief 
Nations Special Fund. trading partner in terms of value. The re- 

Decree 1208, which pertains to Ecua- lationship of mineral trade to total trade 

dor’s mining law, became effective on | 

October 7, 1966, when it was published in 1 Physical scientist, Division of International 
Ecuador’s Official Register Number 136. Activities. . . 

In general, the Decree requires that en- gq, No. 2, February 1967, pp. S742 © Notes. V. 

921 
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in 1964 and 1965 is given in the following COMMODITY REVIEW 
tabulation: 
we Metals.—Gold, and Nonferrous Base 

Value _ Mineral Metals.—Gold prospects continued to gen- 
__ (thousand dollars)! femmodi- erate some interest but there were no re- 

Mineral, Total of total —_ ports of significant discoveries. : 
commodities trade —_ (percent) Union Carbide Corp. was still assessing 

Exports: a | its concession in northern Esmeraldas 
1964________ 1,452 130 , 364 1.1 i . indi- 1965.22 2'976 + 131971 23 province Other smaller firms and indi 

Imports: viduals were active in exploration. 
1964________ 23,016 151,916 15.2 at 1 1 ; 1965.22.22 «(311448 144°164 O18 Compania Industrial Minera Asociada, 

Trade balance: S.A. (CIMA), a quasi-Government organi- 
1964___.__.__ —21,564 — 21,552 xx i r i 1965._.1.. —28'472  ~12°408 xX zation located near Portovelo, continued to 

C—O operate att a loss. Output of gold, silver, 
t Revised. | XX Not applicable. lead, copper, zinc, and cadmium continued 1 Where necessary, values have been converted . : from sucres (S/) 10 US. dollars at the onto a to decrease. The operating efficiency of the 

S/18=US$1. mill could be improved but known ore 
Source: Repiblica del Ecuador, Comercio Exterior reserves do not justify the necessary invest- 1964. Junta Nacional de Planificacién y Coordinaci6én. ment. The Banco de Fomento reported Division de Estadistica y Censos. Anuario de Co- . , : 3 mercio Exterior. Volume 1, 1965. that it would’ consolidate CIMA’s debts 

Table 1.—Ecuador: Production of mineral commodities | 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 

CT Commodity | 1963 1964 1965 1966 
i 

Metals: 
Cadmium, in zine concentrate___________kilograms__ 2,008 2,141 1,239 556 Copper, in concentrate___.___-_____2_____._____ 285 171 129 223 Gold, in concentrate_____.__._____.____troy ounces__ 21,041 17,681 11,512 10,901 Lead, in concentrate____-_.-_.-.___ 2 162. 166 114 69° Silver, in concentrate_________________troy ounces__ 121 , 184 117,126 69 ,966 76,710 Zine, in concentrate___.._..___.______1__.________. 358 380 236 135 Nonmetals: . - Cement___.__-_.- 2 2. 258 ,394 287 , 806 325 ,000 438 ,000 Clay, kaolin-___....____--- 2-2. 379 208 218 891 Gypsum___.-.-----2 2 NA NA NA NA 
Other___-_-_-_----- ee. 1 NA. NA © NA 
Salt ¢_ 2 eee 35,000 35,000 35,000 85,000 Sulfur___--.------- 2. 166 NA 282 125 

Mineral fuels: : 
Lignite___.__..- eee 65 35 33 68 
Petroleum: Crude_-_-_.___thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 2,465 2,796 2,850 2,660 Gasoline, natural__._.___.________________..do___- 109 119 128 110 

Refinery products: - . 
Gasoline______-______-__....--_....__-do__._- 1,811 2,037 2,157 2,160 
Kerosine and jet fuel..__.___.___________do____ 437 478 627 762 
Distillate fuel oil._._._______._.________do____- 813 859 963 1,044 
‘Residual fuel oil. ____...-.___.______.___do___. 1,167 . 1,296 1,480 1,501 
Other_________._____ 222 ____________do___. “46 169 252 285 

Total____-._.__-._2- 222 ----------do.-_. 4,804 4,839 5,479 5, 752 
eee 

e Estimate. NA Not available. 
Source: U.S. Embassy, Quito. ; 

Table 2.—Ecuador: Exports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 

Commodity 1964 1965 Principal destinations, 1965 
See 

Metals: 
Copper: Scrap____-_2-__-__-.--- ee 5 2 All to Venezuela. 
Gold telluride-calaverite___._.._____________________. 5 5 All to United States. 
Iron and steel: 

Serap_._.--.----- eee 52 65 Do. 
Semimanufactures_____.______-_-__--_---- 8 3 All to West Germany. 

Lead concentrate___.___.---____----.---___ 2... 2,494 707 All to Belgium. 
Zine concentrate.__.___.__-__-____-______________.. 864 562 Italy 345; France 217. 

Mineral fuels: Petroleum, crude_thousand 42-gallon barrels. _ 531 379 All to Argentina. 
SSE 

t Revised. . 
Source: Republica del Ecuador. Anuario de Comercio Exterior, 1965.
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. Table 3.—Ecuador: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 

Commodity 1964 1965 Principal sources, 1965 
a 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Oxide ____.._._._.--_.---.----- 17 5 West Germany 2; United States2. 
Unwrought and semimanufactures. 527 667 United States 257; Austria 162; West 

Germany 94, . 
Copper, unwrought and semimanu- 553 657 Chile 269; Colombia 146; Canada 80. 

actures. 
Gold, unwrought and___troy ounces_- 386 289 West Germany 225; United States 64. 

_ powder. 
Iron and steel: . 

Pig iron____.--.__-._.-__-.----- 95 — 40 All from West Germany. 
Ferroalloys.__._.......--------- 103 _eeeee 
Ingots and other primary forms_- 15 217 West Germany 79; Belgium 75; Japan 40. 
Semimanufactures__._.....-.--.- 50,836 57,298 Belgium 30,146; France 17,288; West 

Germany 6,227. 
Lead: 

Unwrought and semimanufactures_ 260 275 Mexico 98; United Kingdom 54; Peru 50. 
Litharge.__...--.--__-.-.------ 85 76 Mainly from Mexico. 

Mercury..__-__.....76-pound flasks__ il 8 Mainly from United States. 
Nickel_........-_._.... kilograms... 1,290 1,066 United Kingdom 407; United States 322. 
Platinum. __........._-troy ounces._  -_-_--- 64 United Kingdom 32; United States 32. 
Silver_......._---__-__----.-do___- 514 450 Italy 322; West Germany 128. 
Tin, unwrought and _ long tons... 26 26 Mainly from United Kingdom. 

semimanufactures. 
Zinc, unwrought and semimanufactures. 53 78 Belgium 36; United States 22. 
Other__.._.-.------ 2 2 --- 3 3 West Germany 2; United States 1. 

Nonmetals: . 
Abrasives, natura]l______.._-____---- 18 11 Mainly from West Germany. 
Asbestos, crude, washed or ground--.- 187 954 Mainly from Canada. 
Barite.__.._...--.--.---.---------- 589 461 Mainly from Peru. 
Cement._._.-_-.-_._-_---.-_------ 1,958 2,322 West Germany 1,385; Belgium 393; Den- 

mark 311. 
Chalk. - ------------2---2-202----=- AIT 417 Belgium 264; United Kingdom 56; Norway 

ays: . 
Bentonite__....2. 2 Lee 358 424 United States 329; Peru 95. 
Kaolin._...........----------- 5 9 Mainly from United States. 
Other__-_.....----.----------- 17] - 12 Do. ; 

Diatomaceous earth.......-.--.---- 242 338 West Germany 165; United States 153. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Nitrogenous__.....-..-_.-.--.- 8,999 11,820 United States 5,324; West Germany 4,424. 
' Phosphatic.___....-..--.------ 3,163 5,737 Mainly from United States. 

Potassic._.........-_.--.------ 5,222 5,677 United States 4,511; West Germany 1,165. 
Other_._....-_-.-_-------.---- 1,249 860 West Germany 449; Chile 200; Netherlands 

Antilles 200. 
Graphite. _.....----.-------------- 2 3 Mainly from United States. 
Gypsum_.__-..-.--..-------------- 39 57 Do. 

' Magnesite, crude or calcined___-__--- il 12 West Germany 8; Netherlands 3. 
Marble__-__--.-__--_-___--_--__------ 138 98 Mainly from Italy. 
Mica, all forms...-._...-_.-._-.---- 15 27 Mainly from United States. 
Potassium hydroxide..........-.---- 16 15 West Germany 7; Italy 7. 
Salt__-. 2-2 eee 263 163 Mainly from United States. . 
‘Sand, including quartz._......_._..-.. 1,377 429 Do. 
Sodium hydroxide._..._.....--.---- 2,421 3,785 United States 1,952; West Germany 898. 
Stone, building and ornamental - - - - _- 199 60 Italy 30; Peru 29. : 
Sulfur__...--..-.-------------.---- 136 151 Mainly from United States. 
Tale____----_-_-- eee 171 175 United States 88; Italy 68. 
Other nonmetallic minerals. .___..--- 123 33 United States 15; West Germany 13. 

Mineral fuels: . 
Coal___.--.__-.-.------------------ 175 314 Netherlands 241; United States 73. 
Coke____...----------------------- 278 160 Netherlands 82; Belgium 40. _ 
Other solid hydrocarbons: 

Tar and pitch.____....-._------ 132 104 All from United Kingdom. | 
Natural asphalt_......-..-.---. 2,053 9,458 Mainly from Netherlands Antilles. 

Petroleum: 
Crude.thousand 42-gallon barrels.. 2,836 3,032 All from Venezuela. 
Refinery products: . 

Gasoline._.......--..------ 954 18,450 Mainly from Netherlands Antilles. 
Kerosine______._.-.__.---- 83 8 All from United States. 
Lubricants and greases...... 10,392 6,977 Mainly from United States. 
Vaseline, paraffin and waxes. 4,073 4,190 Do. 
Other. _....-..-----.------ 300 552 Do. 

a 

Source: Repiblica del Ecuador. Anuario de Comercio Exterior, 1965.
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and lend it 1 million sucres, to be repaid developing the Tixan sulfur deposits in 
over a period of 8 years. This is additional Chimborazo Province. Facilities are plan- 
to the 3 million sucres loaned by the bank ned to produce sulfuric acid, phosphoric 
earlier in 1967. The national budget for acid, and ammonium sulfate. The company 
1967 included a 2 million sucre subsidy for is committed to establish an ammonia 
the mine. The mine is kept in operation plant within 10 years. 

Gespite Tosses because: or sonal and eco Mineral Fuels.—Petroleum.—Texaco 

Iron and Steel.—Construction proceeded Inc. and Gulf Oil Corp. completed a wild- 
on the Guayaquil rolling mill of Sociedad cat discovery well in northeast Ecuador in 
Anoénima Acerias Nacionales del Ecuador # early 1967. The two Companes hold a con- 
(ANDEC). It is expected that the mill will cession area of 5.2 million Acres ; each com- 

come into production sometime during the P@?Y has a 50-percent share in the leases, 
first 4 months of 1969. Ownership of with Texaco designated as the operator. 

ANDEC is shared by the following: Com- Five successful wells ha ve been completed 
pafiia de Acero del Pacifico S.A. (CAP), a 3”, the general concession area, with total 
Chilean firm, 41 percent; the Atlantic daily potentia I of 8,175 barrels of oil. Fur- 
Community Development Group for Latin ther drilling 8 planned. . 
America (ADELA), 30 percent, and un- The discovery is of considerable impor- 
identified Ecuadorian investors, 29. per- tance to Ecuador because reserves in the 
cent. ] old fields of the Santa Elena peninsula are 

Planned annual mill capacity is 25,000 limited. In fact, the five wildcat wells have 
tons of bars with the raw material in the * higher rated daily capacity than all the 
form of billets, furnishe d by CAP. present producing wells in Ecuador. | 

Rheem del Ecuador C.A. reportedly . A considerable land play has devel oped 
plans to produce steel drums primarily to *". Ecuador in the wake of t he new discov- 

| supply containers to the Texaco lubri- ©": It was reported in mid-1967 that 39 
cating oil and grease blending plant. Van 7PP lications for leases had been filed with , 
Leer Tambores S.A. was granted industrial the Ministry of Industry and Commerce. 
benefits by the Government for its planned There is some question as to how soon 
facility to produce 5-, 16-, and 55-gallon the newly discovered oil will get to market. 

drums for the local market. As Ecuador is The Texaco-Gulf combine wished to estab- 
not a producer of steel, both enterprises lish a pipeline Jinks with its comparatively 
will presumably operate with imported nearby Colombian crude of _{ransportation 
materials. | network to the Pacific, which is nearing 

completion.* However, the Ecuadorian au- 
Nonmetals.—Sulfur.—Cia. Azufrera  thorities have rejected this plan and insist 

Ecuatoriana, a subsidiary of Foreign Min- that Ecuadorian oil be transported over 

ing and Minerals, Inc., of Houston, Tex., | Ecuadorian territory. 
announced discovery of high-grade volcanic Petroleos Gulf del Ecuador was granted 
sulfur deposits in Carchi Province near the permission by the Ecuadorian Government 
Colombian border. Details of the operation to purchase the refinery on the Santa Elena 
were not available but no production was peninsula owned by Cautivo Empresa. Pet- 
reported for 1967. Achievement of the rolera Ecuatoriana. 
planned output of 2,000 tons daily would The Ecuador Government has proposed 
exceed the handling capability of the establishment of the Corporacion Estatal 

Quito-San Lorenzo railroad; it was re- Petrolera Ecuatoriana (CEPE). This Ecua- 

ported that plans were being formulated dorian State Petroleum Corp. would be 
for the expansion of the rail facilities. an autonomous entity, with legal per- 

Canyon State Mining Corp. of Nevada sonality, and would carry on all phases of 
acquired rights to explore, mine, mill, and the oil business on behalf of the State. 

export sulfur from Isla Isabela, the largest 
island in the Galapagos group. Current 5c sia de A del Pacifico S 
progress of the project is not known. ompania de Acero del Pacifico S. A. 

Fertilizantes Ecuatorianos S.A. (FERT- Intemational “Financa) Nees geroey In- 
ISA), a Guayaquil firm, is reported to be is 1968 3. Monetary Fund. V. 20, No. 10, Mar.
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FRENCH GUIANA 

Little new information concerning min- by value in 1966, followed by the United 
eral activity in French Guiana has become States with 12 percent. However, the 
available. The Bureau de Recherches United States was the destination for 71 
Géologiques et Miniéres continued its work percent of exports by value, followed by 
on ground water studies and the geologic France with 18 percent. 
Mapping program. The following table shows the relation- 

Construction continued at the National ship between mineral commodity trade and 
Center for Space Studies at Kourou which total commodity trade: 
accelerated domestic output of some con- 
struction materials. 

Value Mineral 
PRODUCTION AND TRADE (thousand dollars)! commodi- 

e . e ° ties’ ha 

Statistics on mineral commodity produc- Mineral § Total _ of total 
tion and trade are available only through commodities “ trade —(pereent) 
1966, and the paucity of production infor- 5 
mation for prior years makes it impossible ““P%6 7 2.899 0.6 
to assess output trends. I 1966_______- 9 3,451 0.3 | 

Trade in mineral commodities remained Po 0eS. 1,755 20,053 8.8 | 
small. Exports were limited to a small 1966________ 3,105 27,802 11.2 : 

: . . Trade balance: quantity of columbite-tantalite concen- 1965.....-.. —1,788 —17,154 xxK 
trates to the United States and reexports 1966___..... —3,096 -—24,351 xx 
of nonferrous scrap and semimanufactures © © == 
of iron and steel. XX Not applicable. | oa F lied 70 f alli 1 Source has converted francs to dollars at the 

france supple percent of all imports sate of 1,000 francs = US$202.55. 

Table 4.—French Guiana: Production and exports of mineral commodities _ 
eee 

. Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 

Metals: 
Columbite-tantalite: 

Production__..._...........__...___kilograms_- 2,282 1,000 . 850 r 1,000 
Exports_._......---_---- -- 2 ____-do___- 2,282 11,923 1406 | -'2T4 

Gold: — 
Production: 

Native gold__.__-__...-_..___troy ounces__ 6,993 NA NA 630 
Gold content__.._-.._.__-___._.___.do___-_ NA 4,823 NA NA 

Exports: 
Native gold.__.._.__..____.______--do___. 3,601 NA aae-u Le 630 
Gold content__._.______._________-do___-_ 2,636 NA ~aa- ee NA 
Apparent average fineness.____.____._____- 732 NA ------- NA 

Nonmetals, production: 
Clay__._.......-_.--..-_____________metrie tons__ NA NA NA 3,500 

. Sand____-__----______-.____________eubic meters. _ NA NA NA 100,000 
Stone______.---_-+----------- ~~~ ----do___- NA 26,000 NA 52,250 | 

| | 
t Revised. NA Not available. . | 
1 U.S. imports.
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Table 5.—French Guiana: Imports of selected mineral commodities 

. (Metric tons) 

ce 
Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

a 

Metals: 
Aluminum, all forms_-___-_-------------- 39 222 France 178. 

Copper, all forms_-_-_---..--------------- 6 9 All from France. 

Iron and steel: 
Bars and shapes____.-.___---------- 1,258 2,361 France 2,269. 

Pipe and fittings_-__.-.------------ 299 2,537 Mainly from France. 
Plate and sheet_._.--_------------- 422 493 France 427. 
Castings__.._-..-.----------------- Al 64 All from France. 

Lead, all forms__.._-_.----------------- 6 9 Do. 
Zine, all forms._..-_._------------------ 4 4 Do. 

Nonmetals: 
Cement, lime and other building materials. 11,391 15,859 France 10,715; Venezuela 4,862. 

Fertilizer materials: Manufactured__-_--_-- 85 _ 23 Mainly from France. 

Sand, gravel and stone_______.---------- 14 11 All from France. 

Other raw or unfinished mineral products-__ 351 2,186 Trinidad and Tobago 1,939; France 247. 

Mineral fuels: 
Gas, natural and manufactured ---__--_---- 337 453 Trinidad and Tobago 314. 

Tars, mineral, and raw chemical derivatives- 20 12 Mainly from France. . 

Petroleum products.__-._..------------- 18,290 18,770 Trinidad and Tobago 12,788. 

Other______-__...---.-----------------. 10 9 All from France. . 

Source: European Economic Community, Statistical Office. Overseas Associates, Foreign Trade Statistics, 

No. 4, 1966; No. 3, 1967. 

COMMODITY REVIEW Gulf States Land and Industries of New | 

. | . York ceased to be a participant with the 

Mineral Fuels.—Petroleum.—Marine French combine in the offshore oil pro- 
seismic work done in 1965 was studied and = gpecting program. Shell Petroleum Corp. 

interpreted during the early part of 1966. took the place of Gulf States in the part- 

No further field activity was conducted. nership. | 

PARAGUAY | 

Generally the output of mineral com- PRODUCTION 

modities in Paraguay in 1967 was at or . , . 
. . The only production of primary mineral 

slightly above the 1966 levels. A specific i . . 
2 commodities listed by official Paraguayan 

and significant exception was the produc- . . 

tion of cement and the cement raw mate- sues 8 of portland cement and lime. 
: ; Formal statistics in respect to other build- 

rials limestone, and Sypsum. The country S ing materials are not compiled. However, | 

first oil refinery, which began operations local industry sources do make available - 

in 1966, continued to produce throughout estimates of output for construction mate- 

1967; however, production was at a level rials. Figures for 1966 and 1967 reflect the 

considerably lower than its rated capacity. general slowing of the construction indus- 

Exports of minerals are deterred by the “Y for the period. Major construction in 

country’s problems of moving bulk com- progress was largely limited to building 
we . . in connection with the Acaray Dam, and 

modities over its main trade artery, the . . 
p Ri Ri j some road surfacing projects. 

araguay Niver. ver transport 1s sea- Paraguay became a producer of refined 
sonally limited by lack of water and there petroleum products for the first time in 

is no easy solution to the problem. 1966.
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Table 6.—Paraguay: Production of selected mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity : 1968 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Nonmetals: 
Cement___..----.------------------------------ 17,600 22,500 28,800 25,7389 14 ,423 
Clays:! 

Kaolin__...._._______--_--_----------------- NA 55 57 60 140 
Other___._-___-_-__-__.----- eee ee NA 300,000 320,000 360,000 380,000 

Gypsum..-.-.---..----------------------------- NA 780 2,200 2,500 1,800 
Lime______-__-_------_---_-_- Lee ------------. 17,400 17,800 18 ,500 17,610 17,600 

Limestone: 
For cement 1__.___._-____-_._--------------. 38,600 40,500 40,000 38,000 22,000 
For lime }___-___.---_--___------_-_--.-----. 19,000 26,700 30,000 29 ,000 28 , 500 

Marble______.___-__--____-_- eee eee eee eee eee eee eee eee 40 
Ocher }_____-._--_-_-_-------- eee ee NA 55 60 10 22 
Send, for construction !_____._.___-_.-___-----_--- NA 185,000 230,000 300,000 340,000 
tone: 

Crushed rock______._-.----__-_-_-_-- eee NA 730,000 510,000 700,000 730,000 
Rough stone____________.-____--_--_--_----- NA 450,000 490,000 510,000 550,000 
Building stone, semidressed______.__...-----=+- NA 35,000 37,000 35,000 37,000 
Flagstone. __._.-._-..____-___--_--__--------- NA 15 ,000 17,000 14,000 15,000 
Paving blocks__.._-_..._-_.._-_------------- NA 150 200 450 1,200 

Tale___--_ eee eee eee eee NA 4% 140 60 72 

Minera] fuels: 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline.____________-..__.42-gallon barrels. _..._.. __-_-_. -_---_- 124,420 332,857 
Jet fuel... ee eee doe eee eee ee 6,458 55,294 
Kerosine_________-_-_-_--_-__-_____---do____ 2-2-2) Leelee eee 42,279 121,834 
Diesel and gas oil. __..__.____.___._._.--do__.. _----- eee e------ = 180,190 9408, 227 
Residual fuel oil.._-..--_...___.-_._---do____ ------. ------. ------- 74,120 195,569 
Liquefied petroleum gas-_.___._____._.--do_-__ --..---  ------.  ------- 5,096 14,572 

NA Not available. . . 
1 Based on industry or Government estimates. . . 

Source: U.S. Embassy, Asuncion. . 

TRADE . in the categories of iron, steel, and cement. 

. . , ; Steel imports were valued at over $3,500,- 
The noone ‘1 f t trade _ in mineral 000, a rise of slightly more than $400,000 
dite 1t1es he ora he ‘ ihe a “abe over the import value for 1965. 

‘lati tes 1S SHOWN EER ne FOB ONAN NB The appreciable decrease in imports of 
ulation: petroleum products reflected the beginning 

ee Cté—“‘iéiOR «domestic: refining. However, Paraguay 
Value Mineral iS now enrolled in the ranks of crude oil 

(thousand dollars) §commodi- importers. 
—_—________—_— ties’ share I ° 

. Mineral Total _ of total n terms of value, Argentina and the 

commodities trade (percent) United States were the two primary des- 

$$ ttinations for total Paraguayan exports. 
Exports: 351 57.200 0.6 Argentina received 32 percent of total 

1966_____._- 6 49000 () shipments followed by the United States 
Imports: with 23 percent. European countries took 

1965__-______ 9,274 147,400 19.6 os . 
1966_....... 11.207 49500 226 most of the remaining shipments. Argen- 

Trade balance: tina supplied about 20 percent of Para- 1965... ~8,923 *+9,800 xXx PP P 
1966___._... —11/201 500 XX guayan imports by value, closely followed 

ee t—s—~—COby the Unnttedd States andd West Germany. 
© Revised. XX Not applicable. The three countries supplied about 60 

1 Less than 1% unit. percent of total imports. 
Source: Banco Central del Paraguay Departa- In late 1966 the U.S. Department of 

mento de Estudios Econémicos Boletin Estad{stico : 
Mensual, Asuncién, Paraguay, No. 115, December Comm erce published an updated report 
1967. 81 pp. on “Foreign Trade Regulations of Para- 

guay.” > 
Official statistics record mineral and | 

metal exports of 1,050 tons of stone and 5U.S. Department of Commerce. Foreign 
80 tons of scrap, all to Argentina. The rise Trade Regu lations 0 ve og araeusy. Overseas 

in mineral and metal imports was largely Basora, “1966, 7 pp. > rev. by me
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| Table 7.—Paraguay: Imports of selected mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 1 

Metals: 
. Aluminum, all forms________________ 13 39 Belgium 22; Uruguay 7; Argentina 5. 

Copper, wire____.__-.______________ 146 199 Germany 155; Belgium 21. 
- Tron and steel, all forms.________._.__ 18,620 18,209 Argentina 5,262; United States 2,253; 

Germany 2,221; Italy 2,143. 
Lead, all forms, including solder______ 96 56 United Kingdom 20; Germany 17; United 

States 13. 
Tin, all forms___________- long tons__ 15 20 United Kingdom 11; United States 8. 

Nonmetals: | 
Cement, portland__._____.__-._____- 776 7,575 Uruguay 7,041; Argentina 239. 
Gypsum_-___--_--_--------2-_-_-__. 198 NA . 
Salt______-..----__-.--_--2-_-_-___. 21,617 20,495 All from Argentina. 
Stone clay, earth and manufactures 2,284 2,876 Argentina 1,240; Uruguay 406; Brazil 204. 

thereof, 
Mineral fuels: | 

Coal... 2 ee 60 .68 Germany 25; Belgium 25. 
Petroleum: 
Crude____-2 2-2 eee LL LLL 41,633 All from North Africa. 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline_._____._._._.._.._ 41,620 31,934 Mainly from Netheriands Antilles. 
Kerosine_.__.._._..__..__. 24,148 14,719 Do. 
Distillate fuel oil.___._._.__.__ 18,260 19,365 NA. . 
Residual fuel oil.....__._.... 89,902 54,794 Argentina 32,489; Netherlands Antilles 

, Lubricants._.........-.-... 4,181 5,228 Netherlands Antilles 2,491; United States 
2,022. 

Asphalt_.._-._-.- =e eee.) 2,505 6,269 Mainly from Argentina. 
| a 

NA Not available. 
1 Source does not differentiate between East and West Germany. 

Source: Banco Central del Paraguay. Departamento de Estudios Econémicos. Boletin Estadistico Mensual. 
Asuncién, Paraguay, No. 115, December 1967, 81 pp. : 

COMMODITY REVIEW The crude will presumably come from the 
Algerian Hassi Messaoud field. 

Nonmetals.—Cement.—The Krupp firm Feedstock is shipped to Buenos Aires, 
of West Germany was awarded a contract Argentina where REPSA has a 200,000- 
to build a new cement plant at Vallemi barrel tank farm. Crude oil is then barged 
in the northern part of Paraguay. The con- —_up the Paraguay River; in case of drought 
tract was signed on May 11, 1967, subject which might hinder normal river ship- 
to appr oval by Paraguayan Congress. The ments, an intermediate tank farm has been 
plant is to be completed 24 months after established 90 miles south of the refinery. 
Congressional r atification. If necessary, smaller vessels can be used to 

Pianned capacity of the plant 1S 100,000 - navigate a lower-than-normal river. There 
tons per year. Basic cost is estimated at is also storage for 250,000 barrels of crude 
around $6 million, but because Krupp is oj] and products at the refinery. 

est rate of 75 percent, total cost will be (LP) gas, gasoline, kerosine diesel oil, gas 
somewhat higher. oil, fuel oil, and jet fuel. The jet fuel will 
Mi | Fuels.—Pesrol p , be exported. 

meral ruels.—! etroleum.——Paraguay s Placid Oil Co., a U.S. firm, withdrew 
only refinery went on stream August 11, from its Paraguayan petroleum concession 
1966. Refineria Paraguay SA (REPSA) is in the northwest Chaco area early in 1967. 
reportedly owned by U.S. interests. The Following this event, the Government of 
refinery capacity is rated at 10,000 barrels Paraguay considered forming Yacimientos 
per day input, although the present mar- _Petroliferos Paraguayas (YPP) to encour- 
ket for products in the country is about age the search for oil in Paraguay. There 
3,900 barrels per day. Trade journals re- was also some suggestion that REPSA and 
port that a French state-owned organiza- YPP might undertake a joint venture to 
tion has a contract to supply 3,000 barrels explore the lease area formerly held by 
per day of crude oil over a 3 year term. Placid.
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URUGUAY | 

Uruguay’s general economic situation only refinery combustible to be imported 

continued weak although the Government by the Administracion Nacional de Com- 

took measures to halt the downward trend. bustibles, Alcohol y Portland (ANCAP 

Agricultural output, the backbone of the was 115,000 barrels of fuel oil. Demand 

country’s economy, decreased substantially for other combustible products was satis- 

because of very bad weather conditions. fied by ANCAP. The table of imports indi- 

The cost-of-living index continued to rise cates moderate receipts of lubricants and 

sharply in 1967. special purpose commodities. 

In what was called an unavoidable ini- ANCAP reported imports of 11.5 million 
tial measure to help improve exports and barrels of crude oil in 1966 of which 53.8 

foreign exchange reserves, the peso was percent came from the Persian Gulf area, 

devalued to 200 for U.S.$1. - 29.9 percent from Venezuela, and the re- 

In sympathy with the inflationary trend, mainder from Nigeria, Algeria, and the 

the price on regular gasoline was raised U.S.S.R. 
from 11.5 pesos to 20 pesos per liter, up In terms of 1966 total trade, by value, 

73.9 percent; premium gasoline was raised 13.9 percent of exports were destined for 
from 12.5 pesos to 23 pesos per liter, an the United Kingdom, 12.4 percent for the 

increase of 84 percent. United States, and 9.2 percent for the 

Little new information was reported cun- N etherlands; Brazil supplied 13.5 percent 

cerning mineral commodity developmenis et all ee 9 owed by d the United 
except that studies were conducted that tates veh Hg. percent and West Ger- 
might lead to the opening of an iron ore many rol : 
mine, and unsubstantiated rumors of gold The following table shows the value of 
finds. commodity trade in relation to total trade 

for 1965 and 1966: 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 
. Value Mineral 

Although 1967 production data were not (thousand dollars) commodi- 

available in time for inclusion in this Mineral. Total tes Share 

report, construction materials and petro-. commodities trade (percent) 

leum refinery products presumably con- © ——2——————__—_ 

tinued to be Uruguay’s only significant Exports: 108 9 

mineral industry products, while output of jgpg0272771 2670186100014 
iron ore, steel, secondary aluminum, alumi- =‘ Imports: 

num, semmimanufactures, and several non feag-n------ RAR HESS B.S 
construction industrial minerals continued Trade bulanee: 34. 068 10.50 xx 

, meee ’ + ’ 1 

on a small scale. 1966_.-_.... —39,239 +422,000 XX 
Imports of crude oil rose moderately ©§_————————-—___L- 

and 1966 became the first year that the XX Not applicable. 

/
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Table 8.—Uruguay: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a
 a cc rrr 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
SSNS 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Secondary metal.______-____--___.-_ LL __e NA 150 150 305 250 
Semimanufactures___________________________ NA 1,500 1,085 1,126 1,750 

Iron and steel: 
Tron ore____-___----------------------------- = 1,081 1,667 ¢1,700 NA _______ 
Crude steel }____-_.-- 22-2 -----2--------_---. 6,500 14,327 13,476 e 23,000 NA 
Ferrosilicon.__-__-_._.._-_. 2-2 ee NA e 800 1,500 ¢1,000. NA 
Rolled products_.__.._.---_-.-.-..-._._..__-. 121,970 ¢ 39,000 3 36,300 36,000 37,300 

Nonmetals: 
Alum schist__-_-._-__-.__- 2 2 eee 79 35 114 288 293 
Cement. ~~~ ------ == ~~~ ~~ ~~~ een n nnn e nen 339,727 412,164 481,433 478,143 420,604 

ays: 
Refractory _......-------------_-.---_-------- 3,217 484 4,679 8,270 79,358 
Other ?____-__-.-- eee NA 36,000 48,418 54,732 NA 

Dolomite. _---..-.---.--..---------------------- 26,806 26,937 20,413 28.940 14,919 
Feldspar_.___--------._--_- 22 eee 287 897 1,247 1,750 1,262 
Gem stones, exports 3.____________________._____. 92 103 54 58 © 60 
Lime ¢__._--.---------------------------------- 80,000 42,000 60,000 60,000 ¢ 70,000 
Limestone ___.-2.-2-..--_--- 2 ee. ~NA 750,394 746,509 770,669 726,637 
Quartz___.-.-_. 2-2 eee 1,681 1,256 292 525 349 
Sand and gravel: 

Common sand___.-----------_-------------- 470,667 441,906 657,056 745,372 722,186 : 
Quarry sand__-_._--_-_--------------------- 82,401 35,234 34,463 17,988 27,662 

3 Gravel___---_-_----------------------------- 82,624 47,447 113,776 72,813 106,989 
tone: 

Granite, exports____-_.._..__-__. 2 __~___-___- 896 1,236 2,301 2,330 2,938 
Marble___-__-_--------_----_-__----- ee. = 2, 048 1,140 2,710 2 , 824 2,789 
Paving blocks_____-__._-_..____..--_-.__----- 1,178 1,068 2,153 1,774 1,809 
Rough stone__-__-.-----.----.-----.-------- 39,788 61,087 46,869 23,988 34.248 
Ballast ___---.-------------.---------------- 821,877 344,857 214,495 196,630 259,367 

Sulfur 4. __.------ 2-2-2 eee eee eee eee eee. 50 
: Tale_____--_-_-----_---------- eee eee-- = 1,715 2,124 2,375 2,128 2,638 

Mineral fuels: 
Coke, gashouse______.._-_---_-___._-.-_..__.-.-.. 21,160 20,850 19,563 20,979 21,282 
Gas, manufactured______...___. million cubic feet__ 1,059 1,059 NA NA 970 
Petroleum refinery products: . 

Gasoline______._.__thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 2,328 2,885 12,306 *2,822 2,343 
Jet fuel... ee _do___- 88 107 r105 r 133 169 
Kerosine__.______...---_---_._...-_..-do___. 1,484 1,509 1,285 +*1,800 1,271 
Distillate fuel oil__....._______......_.do_._. 1,998 2,380 2,220 **2,262 2,270 
Residual fuel oil__.___-__-______________do___. 4,130 4,867 4,974 *'4,785 4,792 
Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG)_________do____ 53 183 r 203 r 239 236 
Asphalt___-_. ee _ do __- 81 61 ™ 4113 ¥112 69 
Other___.-_-- 2 edo 108 63 r 29 r3l 276. 

ee 

e Estimate. r Revised. NA Not available. 
1 As reported by Revista Latinoamericana de Siderurgia (ILAFA), No. 76, August 1966. 

~ _2 Variously reported as common clay or clay for cement; data probably do not represent total production 
of either category. 

3 Mostly agate, but probably includes some amethyst. 
4 Recovered from refinery gases. 

Table 9.—Uruguay: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) eee ee Oe eo 

Commodity 1965 1966 Priacipal destinations, 1966 

Metals: Iron pipe and fittings.___________ 1,852 eee 
Nonmetals: 

Cement__-__--_____._-_.__-_____.-. 36,747 51,872 Brazil 46,871; Argentina 4,580. 
Dolomite__________._-________-____ 4,800 15,071 Argentina 14,820; Brazil 251. 
Gem stones: Rough '____.___________ 54 69 West Germany 29; Japan 23; Italy 10. 
Sand, gravel, broken stone: . 
Sand_____-- 22 -_-- eee Lee 517,930 All to Argentina. 
Stone, broken_____________-____ 151 penne ee 

Stone, dimension: 
Granite_____.__-_-_-___ Lee 2,301 2,228 Italy 456; Japan 452; West Germany 377. 
Marble____-____-_2 2 204 119 Argentina 73; Mexico 36. - 

Tale, ground_____-______-___-_____- 10 pee eeee 
Mineral fuels: Liquified petroleum gas 503 eae aeee 

(LPG). 

1 Variety unspecified. . 
Source: Banco de la Republica Oriental del Uruguay, Departamento de Investigaciones Econémicas. Expor- 

taciones Cumplidas 1965 and 1966, Cuadro 10.
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Table 10.—Uruguay: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 

Metals: 
_ Aluminum: ; 

Bauxite_.__.___.______- eee ee eee eee eee 500 1,005 
Alumina._______- eee eee eee eee 941 396 
Metal, wrought and unwrought___-.__~_._____.__ eee 420 1,496 

Antimony, all forms_.._._._.__.-.---------.-.-___-- eee eee ee 4 11 
Arsenic, white___..._.._.__-_-_--_.--------__- eee eee ee 18 61 
Copper, wrought and unwrought_-_-----_.__..__---_---_---------------------- - 198 628 
Gold bullion._____-...__-__-__-- ~~ eee ----_ troy ounces__ 3,240 NA 
Iron and steel: . 

Oxides___.___--_.-_-_--------- ee eeeeeeeeee 136 17 
Scrap___.-_-_-___._- ee eee ee eee eee 20 52 

- Powder____._..-_-__-- eee eee eee eee eee ee 25 10 
Ferroalloys____.._-_...__--.---------__- eee eee eee 243 156 
Pig iron and ingot steel__._.._-_..__-___.-_____~_-_--__--__-_____------- 15,010 34,872 
Semimanufactures_________...----____---- eee eee ------ ©6088, 707 47,622 

Lead: a 
Oxide___.______---__ a eee eee eee eee eee eee 129 231 
Metal, all forms___.______-.___.--____- eee eee eee 943 821 

Manganese oxides__._.__.-____-_-_-_-- = eee eee eee 27 17 
Mercury_________________._ ew _.__-._-76-pound flasks__ 2 23 
Nickel____-_-__-_-__- eee eee eee eee 8 4 
Platinum and palladium____.._-.._~..._._._.-._-----_..-_.__-_troy ounces__ 192 NA 
Silver bullion____.....___---__-_-___- eee e--_-do_... 2,413 868 
Tin: 

Unwrought_______.__---_--_____- ieee -__--_----long tons__ 46 27 
Babbitt metal__._____..----_.-__-___ eee eeee-e- 3 4 

Zine, wrought and unwrought_______________-_--_-__-_ eee TAT = =« 11,058 
Other metals, not elsewhere specified___.___-__-___.__-___-_- eee eee 718 30 

Nonmetal]s: 
Abrasives____.__.__-._-__-_--_- eee eee eee eee 62 81 
Alums______--.--.-- eee eee ee ee eee eee 15 11 
Asbestos__________.--_- eee eee eee eee eee eee ee---- =, 297 1,381 
Barite_______--.-----LeLeeeeeee eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee - 57 33 
Cement_____--__-- ee eee eee eee eee 50 AT 
Clays: 

Bentonite____._-_- 2 eee eee ee eee 6 42 
Kaolin._-__-________-___-_ eee eee eee 1,208 1,614 
Other____-______- eee eee eee 133 143 

Cryolite_____._-____ --_-__ eee eee eee eee 2 2 
Diatomaceous earth.____._._-__-_ eee ee eee eee eee eee ee 305 
Feldspar____________-_-- eee ee eee ee 6 1 
Fertilizer materials: 

Nitrogenous____...-._-..--_.___---- eee eee 5,414 8,484 
Phosphatie__.______. 0-22 LiL ----- «©0488, 9T9 89 , 726 

Fluorite__...._-_-__-_-- ee eee eee eee eee eee 50 185 
Graphite_____-__-__...-___ -_____ eee eee 2 3 
Gypsum____-__-..---_- eee ----- «=, 682 19 , 433 
Infusorial earths___._.-_.-__-_---__-_-- eee eee eee 257 305 
Miea and micanite______..__..._-__.._-- ee eee eee 302 2 
Potassium hydroxide_._____.-_.-__-___-__--_- eee eeeeeeeeee- 50 167 
Refractory bricks and similar products_____.._____-__-.__-_--__--_--_------- 337 243 
Salt__._..__-- 2 ee eee eee eee eee --- 5,725 7,650 
Sodium carbonate___.-_._.__________ eee eee eee 7,704 11,656 
Sodium hydroxide___....__.._____._._-----__-.---------_----_--_----------- = 2, 728 2,929 
Sulfur__.___-2_- eee eee eee -------- = 8, 580 9,420 
Tale____.-.- eee eee eee eee eee eee 12 wen eee 

Mineral fuels: 
Asphalt__......-.---_--.------_------ +--+ 13 34 
Carbon black___..__-__-___----_-- eee ee eee eee 663 1,530 
Coal_____-.---_-.------- +2 eee eee eee --- «= 82, 955 14,235 
Coke_________-____--__------ ee eee eee ee eee 1,933 1,952 
Petroleum: 

Crude________-...----2-_----__-____-_.____,-thousand 42-gallon barrels._ 11,151 11,707 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline____.._._.-._.-_._-.----- eed OL 144 wee nee 
Kerosine_____.__._-_--.----_---- eee ---- do 103 ae aee 
Distillate fuel oil__._._-_._-__ 2 ee eee eee - dd 0_ 166 een nee 
Residual fuel oil._..._.._._._-_--_____---.__._--_---_.----_--do__._ 1,152 ween ee 
Lubricants___....-_-.--.--- ~~ ee eee do. 101 170 
Other___.__-_.-_-__-_-- eee eeeeeeeeee--d OL 8 T7 

NA Not available. 
Source: Banco de la Repitiblica Oriental del Uruguay, Departamento de Investigaciones Econémicas. Impor- 

taciones Cumplidas 1965 and 1966, Cuadro 27. 

/
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COMMODITY REVIEW the refinery gases, was completed in May 
. 1965. In 1966, 50 tons of sulfur was recov- 

Nonmetals.—Cement.—Consumption of ered. 
cement in Uruguay rose from 323,000 
tons in 1963 to 390,000 tons in 1966.. Mineral _Fuels.—Petroleum.—Refinery 

ANCAP received a loan of $6 million throughput for 1965 and 1966 was steady 
from the Inter-American Development at close to 11.5 million barrels. Runs for 
Bank to help finance a cement plant now 1966 amounted. to just over 11.5 million 
under construction at Paysandu. Total cost barrels compared with slightly less than 
of the plant is estimated at $14.9 million. that figure during the preceding year. 

Rail lines to market as well as to raw Refinery improvements made by ANCAP 
materials will be improved or newly in- include a desulfurization plant, expansion 
stalled. Rolling stock will also be obtained. for capacity to produce asphalt and a 

It is expected that the plant will be pro- blending plant for bulk lubricants. 
ducing 120,000 tons of cement annually Consumption of petroleum products in 
by 1971. Uruguay in 1966 was about 9.9 million 
Sulfur—A desulfurization plant was _ barrels. Of this amount, 3.9 million barrels 

installed at the ANCAP refinery by The was residual fuel oil and 2.3 million bar- 
Kellogg Company; the plant, which treats __rels was gasoline. |
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ALBANIA 

Albanian mineral production in 1967 to the reported aboveplan production of 

included bitumen, cement, chromite, cop- chromite, copper, iron-nickel ore, and pe- 
per, iron-nickel ore, lignite, and petro-  troleum. 
leum. While no actual production figures 
are available, the overall industrial growth =~ , 
rate for 1967 was reported at 12.8 per- A te aneral specialist, Division of Internation: | 

° ° cevlvities. 

cent. As mineral pr oduction accounts for 2 Physical scientist, Division of International 
about one-fifth of the industrial output, Activities. it research sialist.. Division of | 

at least part of the growth is attributable International Activities. 1B Rovesion. 

Table 1.—Albania: Production of selected mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

1963 1964 1965 e 1966 e 1967 

Metals: 
Giromilte. ~~ — ~~ == 2-2-2227 e ee soe os 293,300 * 306,600 310 , 800 315,000 NA 
opper: 

Ore, gross weight.__._....__...__.. ‘147,919  * 148,775 225,639 +* 250,000 NA 
Blister._.......-.-._- -.---.------ 2,040 — 2,204 4,160 4,200 NA 

Iron-nickel ore_._____.__-.-.-.---.-.-.'255,014 *' 351,744 395,712 * 410,000 NA 
Nonmetals: Cement.__......._...---------. 129,596 126,900 134,100 135,000 130,000 
Mineral fuels: 

Coal (lignite) ._......._-thousand tons_. 252 292 331 r 340 340 
Petroleum: 

Crude__...._._._...-...-.-.do.__- r 746 r G67 850 r 875 1,090 | 

Refinery products: 7 i . 
Gasoline_.-........._...do___- © 56 53 45 NA NA 
Gas oil....._...-..--...do____ 92 80 78 NA NA 
Diesel oil..._.-_._...-_..do____ 2 2 2 NA NA 
Other_.._......_._._.-.do___-_ t 321 ' 336 378 NA NA 

Total___........._....do____ ' 471 ° 471 503 500 520 
Electric power___..thousand kilowatt hours. 258 © 280 342 NA NA 

e Estimate. ® Revised. 

Source: Vietari Statistikor I.R.P.Sh. 1966 (Statistical Yearbook of the Peoples Republic of Albania for 1966). 
Tirana, Albania, 160 pp. 

933 
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TRADE Communist countries, in 1965, included 
imports of 80 tons of aluminum foil from 

Although trade statistics for 1966-67 West Germany, 2,000 tons of iron and 
are not available, there have been no steel plates and sheets from the United 
indication; of significant changes in Al- Kingdom and Italy, 5,000 tons of nitro- | bania’s established trade pattern. Most of genous fertilizer from Belgium-Luxembourg 
Albania’s mineral output is exported with | and Italy, and 1,000 tons of lubricants 
the exception of petroleum, much of which from Austria. Albanian exports included 
is consumed domestically. Mineral prod- 175 tons of copper, 3,000 tons of iron 
ucts for the bulk cf Albanian exports and steel, and 60,000 tons of petroleum 
while steel, machinery, and spare parts crude to Italy. A small quantity of AI- 
constitute most of the imports. banian chromite, 4,000 tons, containing 

Other Communist nations continued to 40 to 46 percent metal, entered the U:S. 
be Albania’s major trading partners; main- market in 1967. While a very limited 
land China was the destination of the trade has developed between Albania and 
bulk of chromite, copper, and petroleum a few Western nations, economic ties and 
exports, and the principal source of steel trade agreements with Asian and European 
ingots and semimanufactures. | Communist nations preclude expanded 

Albania’s very limited trade with non- trade activity with the West. 

| Table 2.—Albania: Trade of selected mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1964 ~ 1965 
i 

Exports: 
Metals: 

Chromite. _-_._-_._--_- 22 310, 700 297 ,000 Copper, blister___._- 2-22 2,337 3,683 Iron-nickel ore.________.____._._._._.._... woo e nee eee eee eee ee. 461,900 505,000 .Nonmetals: . 
Bitumen (natural asphalt)... ee. 10,200 11,000 Mineral fuels: . 
Petroleum: 

Crude_-_.- 22 -______. thousand tons... 294 284 Refinery products______._.___._...._._...................do... 242 268 Imports: 
Metals: 

Iron and steel: 
Pig iron____2-_-_2 ee 2,684 1,835 Steel, ingots. _--_-_22 eee! 6,895 5,390 

Semimanufactures: 
Pipe.______ 2-2-2 ee. 10,849 11,608 Other__- 2-26’ 062 26,643 

Total__-__- 2222 ----e 36,911 38 ,251 Zine oxide.___..--------- eee wenn ee 172 Nonmetals: 
Cement... _____-_-_-_-_----- 2-2 ee 39 , 500 53 ,000 Fertilizers, manufactured___-__._.....__-__._-2_ 17,400 18,000 Sulfurie acid_____-_-_- eee 1,584 1,800 Mineral fuels: Coke.__..-.------- 2-8 10,392 17,482 eee, 

Source: Vietari Statistikor I.R.P.Sh. 1966 (Statistical Yearbook of the Peoples Republic of Albania for 1966). Tirana, Albania, 160 pp. 

COMMODITY REVIEW were in full operation. Expansion of the 
Metals.—Chromite.—Above-plan _pro- Rubik refinery under Chinese assistance 

. . . continued in 1967, with completion sched- duction of chromite was reported during led for early 1968 
1967 at the Balquize, Kami, and Badre r early . 

mines. Nonmetals.—Cement.—A second cement 
Copper.—During 1967, the Kurbnesh plant at Elbasan was near completion 

mine and concentrator, the Kukes smelter, at yearend and was to be ready for 
and the Spac, Gjegani, and Tuci mines clinker production by early 1968.
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Fertilizer Materials—The Lac super- grade coal. Through 1967, Albania was 
phosphate plant was reported in full opera- able to export both crude oil. and refinery 

| tion during 1967. The Fieri nitrogenous products, because crude oil output ex- 
fertilizer plant with a reported annual ceeded refinery capacity, and refinery out- 
capacity of 112,000 tons was completed put exceeded domestic requirements. Com- 
during the year. pletion of the Rumanian built 450,000 

ton-per-year Fieri refinery, scheduled for 
Mineral Fuels.—With the exception of 1970, will give Albania sufficient refinery 

coking coals imported from Poland, most capacity to process its entire crude output, 
of Albanian fuel requirements are satisfied marking the end of crude oil exports, 
by domestic output of petroleum and low and increasing the refined products exports. 

DENMARK (INCLUDING GREENLAND) 

DENMARK commodity exports and a 0.4-percent de- 
. . . cline in mineral commodity imports, as 

Commercial mineral resources of conti- shown in the following tabulation: 
nental Denmark and adjacent islands were 
limited to nonmetallic construction materi- 
als, lignite, and bog iron ore. Domestic Mineral 
mineral output contributed less than 1 _ Value (million dollars) —com- 

: ° ——_—_---—-_——— _ modities’ percent of the gross national product in Mineral share of 
1967. The petroleum industry was the com- Total total | 
center of development activity during modities _ trade — (percent) 
1966-67. Exploratory drilling operations 9 ~— 7 O 
were conducted by Dansk Undergrunds P*PS 82.1 2,273.8 3.6 
Consortium, which is jointly owned by 1966.._. ._.. 92.8 2,401.9 3.9 
A. P. Moeller, Shell, Gulf, and Amoseas. Imports, 660.6 2,811.3 23.5 

Drilling operations conducted on the East 1966-_.... . 658.2 2,990.0 22.0 
Jutland Coast and on Falster Island were Trade balance: 578.5 588.0 XX | 
abandoned by yearend 1967 when no 1966....... —565.4 —588.1 XX 
commercial oil or gas was uncovered. Two © ——————————_______________ 
offshore exploration test rigs were in opera- XX Not applicable. 
tion during the year, but were relocated 
after oil shows were insignificant. No crude Principal destinations and dollar value 
petroleum is produced in Denmark; its of shipments for 1966 mineral commodity 
significant refining industry is based entire- exports were Sweden—$33.1 million; West 
ly on imported raw material. Germany—$16.5 million; and Norway— 

Denmark’s third refinery, the 40,000-bar- $13.3 million. Principal sources and value 
rel-per-day Shell refinery at Fredericka, of 1966 mineral commodity imports were 
completed its first full year’s operation West Germany—$113.7 million; United 
in 1967, accounting for the Country’s Kingdom—$89.3 million; Sweden—$52.9 
substantial increase in petroleum product million; and Norway—$48.2 million. In 
output. A further significant increase is terms of country groups, Danish mineral 
anticipated in 1968 when expansion pro- commodity imports from European Econ- 
grams are completed at Gulf’s Stignaes omic Community nations declined from 
Refinery, doubling the plant’s capacity to $258.9 million 1965 to $237.2 million 
70,000 barrels per day. in 1966, while imports from other countries 

Trade returns for 1966, the most recent of the European Free Trade Association 
year for which complete data are available, (of which Denmark is a member) fell 
indicate a 10.7-percent growth in mineral only $1.4 million to $200.3 million.
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Table 3.—Denmark: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 » 

Metals: . 
_ Tron and steel: 

Iron ore (less than 42 percent iron) !_ 85,060 e 90,000 © 65,000 55,000 57,000 
Pig iron.._-.--------------------. 69,368 72,461 74,908 82,000 75,000 
Iron castings, including malleableiron 132,661 - 184,547 146,119 145,000 150, 000 
Steel, ingots and castings...._..._._. 359,000 396 ,000 412 ,000 405 ,000 397 ,000 

Rolled products: 
Heavy and medium plates__ 147,900 174,300 184,300 185,000 196 ,000 
Light and heavy sections_._ 119,500 137 ,200 140,500 152 ,900 179 , 000 
Welded tubes 2_..__..__._.. 28,923 35,443 35,199 NA NA 

Nonferrous metals, including alloys: 
Ingots and bars.___._.___.._._-_._.. | 80,350 24,125 32 ,676 35,000 NA 
Semimanufactures_................ 86,801 43 ,861 47,241 50, 000 NA 
Alloy castings______________._____. 8,593 11,221 11,752 12,600 NA 

Nonmetals: 
asbestos-cement products._.....__..._.. 152,000 218,000 221,000 225 ,000 225,000 
ement: 

jepuand..---------thousand tons. - arty 1,898 2,000 2,100 2,200 
Chalk: os 

Crude, for sale.___.__._.._..-.___. 14,3896 ¢ 14,000 NA NA NA 
Washed or precipitated........._... 82,121 e 35,000 e 35,000 32 ,000 35, 000 

Diatomaceous materials: 
Diatomite___._-..222 222 .--_-_. =. 20, 000 18,500 | 12,500 r 10,000 20,000 
Moler__.......--.-.-_.--------_. 192,000 191,200 212,700 203 , 200 200 ,000 

Fertilizer: 
Superphosphate (16 to 18 percent) 

phosphorus pentoxide______.____- 17,309 43 ,205 43 , 496 50,000 50,000 
Potash superphosphate__.__......_. 787,512 715,391 755,570 714,000 NA 
Manganese sulfate 3_______________ 1,333 1,369 943 1,500 1,500 

Flint, pebble grade__________-________-_ 2,545 « 5,000 e 3,500 3,500 5,000 
Kaolin: 

Crude, for refractory products_.._.._. 12,062 8,000 6, 847 15,000 15,000 
Li Washed (including pressed)_.______- 6,600 NA 2,500 3,000 3,000 

ime: 
Quickiime_.____._-2.22-22--__--_-_. =151,824 159 ,284 162,667 150,000 190,000 
Agricultural. __.._.__...__._.._._. 810,000 370 ,000 “410 ,000 275,060 290,000 

Salt_....20- 2 eee eee eee Lee 25,000 100 ,000 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Granite: 
Total quarry production.__.._._.._ 630,153 914,437 699,692 e¢ 700,000 NA 
Dimension stone, rough and 

finished_....__.............. 33,6389 38,235 34,113 NA NA 
_ Other worked stone 

value, thousands_ _ $203 $435 $386 NA NA 
Limestone and marl_thousand tons_. 3,150 NA NA 3,500 NA 
Gravel__.__thousand cubic meters_ _ 3,500 3,600 4,200 45,300 5,060 

Minerai fuels: 
Coke. .__.___..____._._thousand tons__ r 505 r 424 ® 329 © 317 268 
Lignite....2 222 edo. 2,512 2,195 2,128 r 1,982 e 1,900 
Lignite briquets._.__.__._._._.__do___-_ 61 66 124 50 27 
Peat, for fuel.__-_._.___._._____.do____ 50 tr 40 r 20 ™ 10 e 10 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline_thousand 42-gallon barrels_ - 3,531 4,993 5,719 6,529 9,453 
Kerosine____.____.___-.-._..do_._- 359 430 646 916 966 
Distillate fuel oil. ..........do___- 3,157 5,405 6, 89S 8,501 13,250 
Residual fuel oil......._..._..do___- 6 , 486 9,678 11,380 14,876 19, 502 
Liquefied petroleum gases. .__do-_--_. NA 951 1,083 1,280 1,582 
Lubricants, including greases._do--_- 15 7 NA NA NA 
Bitumen. ___..-_-__-2-_-_-____do____ NA 157 160 280 399 
Other__________.____.______do___- 1,322 1,379 2,159 2,805 2,613 

Total______-_-_. ee _-do__ 14,870 23,000 28,046 35,187 47,765 
Refinery fuel and loss________do___. 465 718 489 664 NA 

¢ Estimate. P Preliminary. t Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Quantities of merchantable iron ore, as given by United Nations and Organization for Economic Coopera- 

tion and Development (OECD) publications, are 20,000 to 29,000 tons less than the figures shown for 1964. 
2 Made from imported strip. 
3 Manganese obtained from domestic bog iron ore. 
4 Including sand.
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Table 4.—Denmark: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Oxide and hydroxide !_________- 114 85 United Kingdom 50. 
Unwrought, including scrap ?___- 3,517 3,758 Sweden 2,038; West Germany 1,004. 
Semimanufactures ?__...__.____- 909 1,168 West Germany 218; Finland 157; Sweden 

150. 
Copper: 2 

Scrap. -.---------------------- 4,530 3,548 West Germany 2,035; Belgium-Luxembourg 
1,143. 

Unwrought____-__---- 2 eel 475 766 Italy 564. 
Semimanufactures____...__.___- 1,768 1,873 Portugal 500; Israel 339; Sweden 336. 

Iron and stee!: 
Tron ore._.-_-._.--.--_.--.--.. 386,100 26,169 West  permany 10,108; United Kingdom 

,094. 
Oxide. ______ eee 91 75 NA. 
Roasted pyrite.___....._........ 95,008 88,183 West germany 65,750; United Kingdom 

»433. 
Slag, dross, scale, ete_....______- 1,319 7,400 Norway 3,955. 
Scrap, pig iron, and ferroalloys’__ 42,780 39,873 West Germany 14,165; Norway 138,828. 
ingots and other primary forms_ - 3,135 3,186 Norway 3,069. 

Semimanufactures: - | - 
Bars, rods, sections...._._-... 28,546 31,820 West Germany 14,774; Sweden 9,240. 
Pilates and sheets._.__.__..._._._._ 102,265 105,462 Sweden 51,716; Norway 25,319. 
Tubular products__.______._- 9,004 9,115 Sweden 3,921; Poland 1,635. 
Castings and forgings. -_____- 4,726 4,692 Sweden 2,073; West Germany 554. 
Other_..__._- 2 ee 637 546 Sweden 139; Norway 130; United States 55. 

Lead: 2 Total semimanufactures.__ 145,178 151,635 
ead: 

Unwrought, including scrap__-- _- 4,716 5,785 N orway, 2,827 ; United States 838; Switzer- 
land - 

Semimanufactures___.._.._____- 276 146 Norway 104. - 
Magnesium, including scrap____.___- 78 53 All to the United States. 
Manganese oxide_________._.______- 55 110 All to the United Arab Republic. 
Nickel, scrap and semimanufactures 2_ 179 428 France 2 00; Netherlands 91; United King- 

dom 78. 
Silver and platinum group metals: . 

Silver, value, thousands - $70 $81 Sweden $45; Norway $12. 
including semi- 
manufacturers. 

Waste and scrap_._____...do__.. $1,088 $1,275 United Kingdom $478; West Germany 
7 $4382; Switzerland $189. 

in: 
Unwrought 2, long tons__ 662 824 Hungary 250; Venezuela 147; Norway 144. 

including scrap. 
Semimanufactures.___....do____ 38 27 Sweden 22. 

Titanium dioxide_..__..--...___-__- 58 48 NA. 
Zine: 

Oxide. ___._. ee 838 ____--_ 
Scrap, including dust (blue pow- 1,807 2,096 West Germany 673; France 315; Spain 249. 

er). 
Unwrought and semimanufac- 681 402 Sweden 84; Norway 69. 

tures. 
Other: 

Metallic oxides, n.e.s_.-. 4 15 NA. 
Metalliferous ores, ashes and resi- ______- 5,010 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,067. 

dues, n.e.s. 
Base metals, including semimanu- 14 60 NA. 

factures, n.e.s. 
Nonmetals: 

Asbestos: 
Crude fiber and manufactures 1620 _Lu Lie 

(nonfriction). 
Asbestos and fiber-cement articles_ 7,567 6,883 Norway 5,326; West Germany 1,047. 

Cement__.___....__.-_--__-.-.--.. 94,648 202,830 United Kingdom 83,317; Sweden 16,848. 
Chalk. ~~ =~ 2-2 oan nen n anne 23,9386 238,347 West Germany 9,190; Sweden 7,529. 

lay: 
Kaolin. ._-.-.--2-- 2 eee 48 * . Rotuciory and other 77277777. ~—«B, Bag} 8658 Finland 2,094; Sweden 1,062. 

Cometrnetion materiais (brick, tile, 
etc.): 

Refractory 4.___....._...--..--. 51,751 50,375 West Germany 12,701; United Kingdom 

Nonrefractory..._.....--------- 150,548 142,067 West Germany 88,352; Norway 28,658. 
Cryolite and cniolite, natural._...._... 26,145 © 26,500 NA. 

See footnotes at end of table. .
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Table 4.—Denmark: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee ee 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 
a 

Nonmetals—Continued 
Diamond and other precious and semi- 

precious stones: 
Diamond, value, thousands __ $127 $27 Sweden $17. 

nonindustrial, unset. 
Other___..___.___.__kilograms__ 50 NA 

Diatomite and other siliceous earths_. 112,888 102,399 West Germany 55,000; United Kingdom 
36,000. 

Fertilizer (manufactured), all types_ __ 6,343 62,747 U.S.S.R. 61,948. 
Flint_..--.-.---.-----.-.---__-.... 42,390 NA NA. 
Lime.__.--.----------.------------ 20,226 20,051 Sweden 9,418; Norway 9,340. 
Limestone (for cement, flux, etc.).._... 65,895 77,722 Sweden 37,311; West Germany 30,476. 
Quartz and quartzite._____._________ 858 14,480 Mainly to West Germany. ~ 
Salt__..-- ee 347 13,485 Sweden 7,644; Norway 4,631. 
Stone, sand, and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Unworked, all types.._.-.--. 109,624 79,111 West Germany 78,991. 
Worked, all types_____.___- 1,988 2,125 Norway 1,020; Sweden 697. 

Gravel and thousand tons_-_ 1,899 2,128 West Germany 2,099. 
crushed stone. 

Sand__..-_--.----------------- 166,097 187,891 Sweden 87,959; West Germany 35,648. 
Sulfurie acid________._-_._______.__- 12,120 2,328 United Kingdom 2,226. 
Mineral substances, n.e.s__________-- 2,503 1,564 West Germany 1,343. 
Slag and ash, n.e.s__-_-.-_.-.-------. 98,182 81,778 West Germany 81,772. 

Mineral fuels: 
Asphalt, natural, including manufac- 1,013 1,576 Finland 1,194. 

tures. 

Carbon black. __________-- 2 Le. 75 87 Sweden 32; Norway 28. 
Coal derivatives..__._.______._____- 2,887 10,546 Netherlands 6,772; France 1,958. 
Coke___._-_..-- 2-2 ee 51,046 50,695 Norway 26,175; Sweden 18,225. 
Lignite, including briquets___________ 9,800 __.___- 

; Peat, including briquets and litter____ 5,221 6,823 West Germany 4,909; Switzerland 892. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline__.._....-.-------.---. 264,137 326,220 Sweden 253,035; United Kingdom 52,986. 
Kerosine, including white spirit _ __ 4,660 24,561 Norway 24,530. 
Distillate fuel oil...._.-.---.-.. 218,624 387,888 Sweden 332,303. 
Residual fuel oil-._..._..--_---. 196,169 33,288 United Kingdom 17,669; Sweden 15,619. 
Lubricants, including grease___ __ 12,822 18,366 Norway 12,498; Sweden 3,795. 
Liquefied petroleum gases. ______ 2;972 10,465 United Kingdom 4,962; Sweden 2,716; 

Norway 2,222. 
Bitumen and other____________- 2,050 3,375 Sweden 1,667; Norway 783. 

International bunkers: 
Distillate fuei oil.__.... 168,000 186,000 
Residual fuel oi]__.__._.. 333,000 444,000 

ae 
CEC LL RL AS 

e Estimate. 
® Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Including synthetic corundum. 
2 Including alloys. 
3 Including spiegeleisen and grit, sponge, or powder of iron or steel. 
4 Including those of magnesite, diatomite, and other refractory materials.
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Table 5.—Denmark: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Pep SPS rs SSS SD i SS LS NS 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

a 

Metals: . 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite, oxide and hydroxide !_.___  —-_ 3, 246 1,836 Guyana 1,384. 
Serap ?___...------------------- 1,273 1,091 Norway 428; Sweden 334. 
Unwrought ?__....-._.---------- 9,810 6,281 Norway 3,406; United Kingdom 1,039. 
Semimanufactures ?.__-....------ 14,209 14,699 West Germany 2,620; Sweden 2,015; 

. Switzerland 1,804. 
Antimony, all forms.__-.---.-------- 103 NA 
Beryllium_____.__._-_.----kilograms_- 1,000 ______- 
Chromium oxide and hydroxide- - -_--- 289 380 West Germany 142; France 110. 
Cobalt oxide and hydroxide____._.-_-- 22 3 NA. 
Copper: ? - 

Unwrought, including scrap- ---_--- 4,079 4,400 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,492; West Ger- 
many 1,015. 

Semimanufactures.__.---.------- 29,5380 21,183 Sweden 8,602; Belgium-Luxembourg 
4,524. 

. Cuprous oxide.._-.._------+.---- 200 NA 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore___._--.---------------- 2,975 1,932 Sweden 1,102. 
Roasted pyrite and pyrrhotite- -___- 5,103 10,261 Norway 8,156; Sweden 2,105. : 
Slag, dross, scale, etc__._..__----- 21,174 26,655 United Kingdom 24,283. 
Serap_.._.-.------------------- 275 592 West Germany 269; Sweden 139. 
Pig iron and cast iron 3.._.._...-- 109,882 95,673 U.S.S.R. 29,324; East Germany 22,932; 

West Germany 14,980; Finland 10,344. 
Ferroalloys.__...-.------------- 6, 692 9,165 Norway 6,741; U.S.S.R. 1,563. 
Ingots and other primary forms- -- 66,869 49,732 Norway 33,070; West Germany 7,600. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, sections ‘_____._-- 385,843 332,489 West Germany 117,522; Belgium-Luxem- 

bourg 65,840. 
Plates and sheets________.__. 477,994 445,351 West Germany 122,236; Sweden 75,862. 
Hoop and strip_.-.---------- 73,589 64,2386 Belgium-Luxembourg 31,063; West Ger- 

many 14,336. 
Rails and accessories. - - ~~ --- 22,679 18,191 Sweden 13,649. 
Wire_____._..-.------------- 14,799 10,102 Belgium-Luxembourg 3,926; West Ger- 

many 2,849. 

Tubular products.__.....-.--. 189,971 119,468 West Germany 47,064; United Kingdom 

Castings.....--..----------- 74 151 Italy 48; Belgium-Luxembourg 36; 
Norway 17. 

Total semimanufactures_.__. 1,114,449 989,988 
L iron oxide and hydroxide_.-_-_-- - 3,441 3,197 West Germany 2,665. 
ead: 

Oxides____.__.__-_------------.- 1,255 1,249 West Germany 435; France 277. 
Serap____-__-.----------------- 5,498 5,797 Norway 2,963; Kenya 600. 
Unwrought ?_____._._-_---------- 14,500 14,350 Sweden 5,503; Republic of South Africa, 

Semimanufactures ?____...-.----- 731 534 Belgium-Luxembourg 217; West Ger- 
many 216. 

Magnesium, all forms. --------------- 152 88 Norway 52; West Germany 11. 
Manganese: 

Ore__________-__---------------- 6,360 8,183 India 3,555; mainland China 2,555. 
Oxides______-__--_-_----------- 1,123 1,724 Japan 920; West Germany 300. 

Mercury-_-_-_._-.---.--76-pound flasks 609 609 Italy 261; Sweden 146. 
Molybdenum, all forms____kilograms-- 3,000 1,000 All from Austria. 
Nickel: 

Ore and matte.__--.------------ 17 41 United Kingdom 25. 
Unwrought, including scrap ?- ---- 126 85 United Kingdom 76. 
Semimanufactures ?____-_-.------- 695 805 United Kingdom 218; West Germany 

203; Finland 102. 
Silver and platinum group metals: 

ilver: 
Unwrought_value, thousands. - $5,148 $4,797 vie em $2,478; West Germany 

Semimanufactures. -___do-__-_ $129 $108 United Kingdom $74. 
Platinum and troy ounces-_ 6,398 NA 

platinum group metals. 
Waste and scrap--.-. kilograms - - 2,700 NA 

Tantalum, all forms.value, thousands- - $5 NA 
in: 

Scrap. _.-------------long tons- - 70 93 Norway 43; Belgium-Luxembourg 18; 
Singapore 13. 

Unwrought ?2_______-..----do__-- 950 1,042 Mainland China 422; West Germany 195. 

Semimanufactures ?____..-.do---- 98 95 United Kingdom 59; West Germany 32. 

Titanium dioxide_.._..-._.---------- 5,793 5,949 Norway 1,489; West Germany 1,313; 
United Kingdom 1,288. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Denmark: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 
——— 

Metals—Continued 
Jungsten -.-----.-.----.---kilograms__ 4,000 7,000 Sweden 6,000. 

ine: 
Oxides_____.. 222 eee 1,392 1,556 West Germany 510; United States 320. 
Dust (blue powder) and scrap_-_.-_- 385 458 Norway 168; Sweden 74. 
Unwrought ?__.-__- 2 ee 11,704 9,869 Norway 3,270; Belgium-Luxembourg 

2,312; Netherlands 1,998. 
Semimanufactures ?______________ 6,558 6,256 Poland 1,866; Belgium-Luxembourg 

1,859; West Germany 828. 
Other: 

Metalliferous ores, ashes, residues, 1,221 2,467 Australia 733. 
Nn.e.s, 

Base metals, including semimanu- 216 206 Mainland China 146; Belgium-Luxem- 
factures, n.e.s. bourg 26. 

Pyrophorie alloys.__.__......-.-- 5 5 Austria 2; United States 2. 
Nonmetals: 

Asbestos: 
Crude__-.--...------.---__- ee 26,589 20,768 Canada 8,773; Republic of South Africa, 

5,415; Cyprus 4,775. 
Asbestos and fiber-cement articles_ 13,153 2,269 Czechoslovakia 1,217; Belgium-Luxem- 

ourg 561. 
Barite.______--.-.---.-.-----_- ---- 622 1,140 West Germany 644; Italy 400. 
Borates, natural___._.....-.__-.- -__. 1,375 1,313 United States 886; Turkey 400. 
Borie acid__-_.-...- 222222 132 103. NA. 
Cement.___..-.- 22-2 ee 38 , 963 2,327 West Germany 1,232; United Kingdom 

ote 1,217 633 United Kingdom 247; West Germany 153. 
ay: 

Kaolin. ..-...---22 tee 31,293) 
Other refractory_.__._.___._____- 29,842| 72,228 United Kingdom 48,782; Czechoslovakia 
Bleaching-_._..-_.___-.-___-__- 455 / 11,334. 
Other. _____- ee 8,523) 
Construction materials (brick, tile, 

etc.): 
Refractory..._...-..-.._-_-- 25,050 27,777 West Germany 7,889; Sweden 7,548; 

Austria 6,028. 
Nonrefractory___.._.._.-__-- 35,439 33,915 West Germany 15,256; Sweden 6,794. 

Corundum (artificial) ._._..-_____-___ 446 NA 
Diamond and other precious, semi- 

precious stones: 
Diamonds, non-_value, thousands_- $1,080 $1,353 Belgium-Luxembourg $599; Switzerland 

industrial, unset. $207. 
Other stones, natural__..._do____ $409 $502 Japan $318; Switzerland $104. 
Dust and powder, do___. $189 $140 West Germany $84. 

including synthetic stone. 
Diatomite and other siliceous earths _ _ -_ 1,776 2,390 United States 1,855; West Germany 223. 
Dolomite, including caleined________-_- 15,620 19,596 Norway 9,057; West Germany 3,598. 
Earth pigments___._______-____--__- 366 324 West Germany 196. 

' Emery and other natural abrasives- __ _ 3,265 5,027 Italy 2,585; West Germany 1,844. 
Feldspar___....-_-..__-__-_-------- €©5,499 ¢ 7,400 NA. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Phosphate rock...--..------ 342,697 306,000 Morocco 201,376; U.S.S.R. 52,311. 
Potash salts__._..---_---_-- 745 700 All from West Germany. 
Sodium nitrate__._...__.-__- 32,400 18,275 All from Chile. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous__._..---.------ 600,479 450,358 Norway 391,328; West Germany 51,600. 
Phosphatic, including Thomas 90,178 42,964 Netherlands 21,389; West Germany 

slag. 6,806; Belgium-Luxembourg 5,802. 
Potassic._.--.-------------- 281,403 222,081 West Germany i36,104; East Germany 

55,186. 
Flint__...._- 2-2-2 47 NA 
Fluorspar__________-......------.---- e 500 e550 NA. 
Graphite. _.._._________---------_-- 367 410 Norway 199; West Germany 157. 
Gypsum and anhydrite, including 100,633 95,617 Poland 85,362. 

calcined. 
Lime.______-_____.---_-_------------ 89 1,827 Sweden 1,124; West Germany 586. 
Limestone (for cement, flux, etc.)____ ~~ 44,230 NA 
Magnesite, including calcined. -___--..__ 4,715 5,554 Austria 4,676. 

ica: 
Scrap, ground, and other crude-__-- 268 305 Republic of South Africa 179, Norway 

68. 
Manufactures____.______-_------ 73 51 West Germany 24. 

Pyrite_____.______-_-____.-.-.------ 142,719 130,161 Spain 82,712; Norway 47,449. 
Quartz and quartzite_____.._-__-..----- 41,010 29,550 Sweden 28,016. 
Salt__-_.--.-----.------------------ 198,042 241,356 West Germany 145,121; United Kingdom 

47,366. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.—Denmark: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eer ere A A PI Se 

Commodity 1965 — 1966 Principal sources, 1966 
op a 

Nonmetals—Continued 
Stone, sand, and gravel: 

Dimension stone: 
Granite, gneiss etc., unworked_ 40,968 41,259 Sweden 39,289. 
Marble and other calcareous 11,622 212,087 Sweden 7,929; Norway 2,433. 

unworked. 
Slate, unworked_--_-.-------- 7,053 9,557 Norway 5,352; West Germany 2,392. 

Worked, all types__--------- 8,740 28,696 Portugal 17,896; Sweden 9,492. 
Gravel and crushed stone___.--.-. 178,415 272,699 Sweden 240,024. 
Sand____._...._-----.---------- 76,223 80,146 Belgium-Luxembourg 60,985; Sweden 

14,110. 
Sulfur: . 

Elemental, all forms____--------- 13,784 10,404. United States 3,546; West Germany 

Dioxide and sulfurie acid__------- 2,428 8,503 West Germany 3,777. 
Tale and steatite._.___..-..-_._------- 13,282 18,755 Norway 11,598. . 

Mineral substances, n.e.s____.-------- 13,603 18,518 West Germany 11,417. 
Slag and ash, n.es___._-.__---_--------  -------- 1,509 Sweden 504. 

Mineral fuels: 
Asphalt and bitumen: 

Natural, crude__....------------ 1,498 1,430 United States 817; Trinidad and Tobago 

Manufactures.____.__.__.------- 1,425 1,688 West Germany 729; Sweden 726. 

Carbon black___.__.._-_------.------ 1,894 2,037 United Kingdom 846; West Germany 447. 
Coal, including thousand tons_-_ 8,440 3,681 Poland 2,760; U.S.S.R. 607. 

riquets. 
Coal tar and other derivatives_-----_-- 18,179 17,003 West Germany 6,208; United Kingdom 

047. . 
Coke_______..-..----thousand tons_. — 888 832 West Germany 340; U.S.S.R. 308. 

Lignite, including briquets_._...------ 150,682 135,639 East Germany 135,232. 

Peat, including briquets and litter _-___- 7,559 8,184 Sweden 6,494; West Germany 1,310. 

Petroleum: ; =. 

Crude and thousand tons_. 3,396 4,671 Kuwait 1,287; Saudi Arabia 1,040; 
partly refined. Nigeria 410. 

Refinery products: CO 
Gasoline__.._thousand tons _- 1,130 1,092 United Kingdom 277; Netherlands 223; 

West Germany 161. 

Kerosine, do___- 413 422 United Kingdom 118; Netherlands 105; 

including white spirit. Italy 79. - 

Distillate fuel oil__._-.do---- 2,779 3,287 Italy i 31; United Kingdom 689; Nether- 
lands 

Residual fuel oil__..__..do---- 2,769 2,740 United Kingtan 1,071; Netherlands 443; 

Lubricants, including .do___- 83 95 United Kingdom 35; United States 28 
grease. Netherlands 18. 

Liquefied petroleum do____ 86 92 West Germany 69; Netherlands 12. 

gases. 
Bitumen and other__-.do_-__- 204 228 West Germany 65; Netherlands Antilles 

. 53; United Kingdom 39. 

Total_._.....------do__.- 7,464 7,956 | 
nn 

r Revised. e Estimate. NA Not available. 
1 Not including synthetic corundum. - 

2 Including alloys. 
3 Including spiegeleisen, grit, sponge, and powder of iron or steel. 
4 Including wire rod. 

GREENLAND monumental stone, together with 50,172 
tons of cryolite, were shipped to Denmark; 7 

Greenland, Denmark’s large island col- the balance of the cryolite, 13,877 tons, 

ony, contributed virtually nothing to world —_ was shipped to the United States. 

mineral supplies in 1967 except cryolite, Recorded 1966 mineral commodity ex- 

and was an inconsequential mineral com- ports were valued at about $3.4 million 

modity consumer. The only mineral pro- (23.5 million kroner) compared with total 
duction recorded was that of coal (from exports of $14.9 million (102.8 million 

a mine of Disco Island); recorded exports kroner), while mineral imports were valued 

were confined to cryolite (all derived from at about $5.2 million (36.2 million kroner) 

stocks mined prior to 1963), marble monu- compared with total imports of $38.2 mil- 

mental stone (quarried near Umanak) , and lion (263.4 million kroner). Liquid fuels 

coal. were by far the foremost commodity im- 

All of the 1966 exports of coal and port group.
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| Table 6.—Greenland: Production and 
exports of mineral commodities 

| a (Metric tons) 

| | Exports 
Pro- 

Year duction: Monu- 
Coal ‘Cryolite mental. Coal 

stone 

19638__.. 40,000 67,180 _____- 4,687 
1964____ 24,000 50,882 _..__-. _.---_-- 
1965____ 20,000 57,068 _.-._-. _------- 
1966____ 34,000 64,049 71 4,979 
1967__.. 32,000 P68,000 —_..__~- NA 

- P Preliminary. NA Not available. 

Table 7.—Greenland: Imports of metals and minerals 

| (Metric tons) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: - 
Iron and steel semimanufactures_ __ 2,906 2,568 All from Denmark. 
Nonferrous metal semimanufactures_ 116 156 Do. 

Nonmetals: 
Brick, stone, clay products_ _-_--_-- 1,900 1,937 Do. 
Cement_____...-_._ 2 ee ee 854 3,758 Do. 

, Expanded clays ete_.__._-_.---_-- 587 439 Do. 
Fertilizer materials, manufactured _ _ 54 48 Do. 
Lime, burned___.___....--.---_-- 317 304 Do. 
Salt__.--.2- 22 - -e eee 3,758 7,278 Spain 6,360; Denmark 418. 
Other nonmetals: 

Crude________-__.-..2 2 ee 221 388 All from Denmark. 
- Processed. ._.2. 2-2 ee 5,912 5,328 Do. 

Minera] fuels: 
Coal, coke and briquets.._______-- 8,878 5,988 United Kingdom 5,229; Denmark 737. 
Gas, natural____-_____---_--.-...- 332 277 All from Denmark. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline._____.___._--..--. . 4,786 5,235 Netherlands Antilles 2,596; Venezuela 1,508; 
Denmark 1,131. 

Petroleum turpentine___-.__.... 8,130 5,408 Netherlands Antilles 4,147; Denmark 1,261. 
Kerosine and diesel fuel__.._.. 69,081 74,916 Netherlands Antilles 41,335; Venezuela 31,973. 
Heavy fuel oil._-....._-_._-_-.-- 5,852 6,107 All from Venezuela. 
Other__._-____-_- 2 eee 1,980 1,827 NA. 

NA Not available. 

ICELAND 

Iceland remained dependent upon im- Manville. The economic feasibility of the 

ports to satisfy virtually all mineral con- construction of a petroleum refinery in _ 

sumption requirements. Recorded domestic Iceland was under consideration during 

mineral output was limited to foundry the year; the idea was abandoned when 

products, fertilizer materials, and a few investigations showed that the refinery mix 
industrial nonmetallics. A diatomite plant would not correspond to Iceland’s con- 

at Lake Myvatin was under construction sumption demands, which have predomi- 

during the year, with completion scheduled nately been for diesel oil. 
for mid-1968. The plant, which will intro- Iceland’s 1966 mineral commodity im- 

duce a new industry to the Icelandic ports were valued at $22.9 million, ap- 

economy, is 48 percent owned by Johns- proximately equal to those of 1965; pre-
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liminary statistics indicated an increase to total trade: 
in import value to about $24.8 million WW SSS 

in. 1967. Over 53 percent of the total : : 7 one, Mineral 
. . : . Value (million dollars) com- 

Mineral commodity import expenditure ——_smoidities’ 
during 1965-67 was for mineral fuels, Mineral ~~ Total _share of 

. com- trade total 
predominantly petroleum products; other modities (percent) 

major commodity groups were iron and 9 = 
: Exports: 

steel (21.6 percent), manufactured fertil- 1965__.____. 0.1 129.4 0.1 

izers (8.3 percent), and nonferrous metals 1966. -__-.-- 2 140.8 1 
Imports: 

(5.3 percent). The very modest recorded 1965_._....... 22.9 137.0 16.7 

mineral commodity exports have consisted 1966-..-.-.. 22.9 159.0 14.4 
: Trade balance: . . 

of scrap metal and in 1967 were valued 1965__._._-. —22.8 —7.6 XxX 
at $209,000. The following tabulation 1966._.-.-.-- —22.7  —18.2 XxX 
shows the relationship of mineral trade XX Not applicable. 

Table 8.—Iceland: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metal scrap: ! . 
Iron and steel___..__-.--.2-2 eee 2,314 3,274 1,238 NA\ 9 191 
Other____. 2 - eee 154 166 277 NAfs ’ 

Nonmetals: . 
Cement.___.. 2 eee 98 , 500 108,100 114,100 114,600 115,904 
Fertilizer materials: 2 . 

Gross weight....__-....._.._-..-. ¢ 19,500 €20,100 e 19,500 (22,735 23,904 
Nitrogen content__._.__________-_- 6,500 6,700 6,500 ¢ 7,500 e 7,900 

Limestone (shell sand)_-.cubic meters.. ° 120,000 ¢180,000 142,000 180,300 120,000 
Pumice___._._--__-_.---_---- eee 12,500 10,000 ¢10,000 e¢ 10,000 NA 
Rhyolite...-.._-.-2-_-- 2-2 - eee ee NA e 18,000 20,000 ¢20,000 e¢ 20,000 
Sand and gravel__-____ thousand tons_. NA NA NA NA 3,770 

¢ Estimate. NA Not available. 
1 Exports, except for 1967. 
2 For 1963-65, quantities indicated are for agricultural period endizig in year stated. 

Table 9.—Iceland: Mineral commodity trade 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity | | 1965 1966 Principal destinations or sources, 1966 

EXPORTS 
eeeeen ene nnn nee enn enn nnn enn TT EL IAT TT CIE CAPO 

Metals: d l 1,288} ron and steel scrap_.__.__-.__...-..-- ’ 
Nonferrous metal scrap_._.-_.____--_- 277) 1,743 NA. . 

LS TS eS SP Pp SS rsp aa UPS 

IMPORTS 
ee nee 

Metals: 
Aluminum and alloys, unwrought and 365 482 Norway 123; West Germany 81. 

semimanufactures. 
Copper and alloys, unwrought and semi- 265 236 Denmark 78; West Germany 56; United 

manufactures. Kingdom 55. 
Iron and steel: 

Pig iron, scrap, ferroalloys and 182 NA 
similar materials. 

Steel: . | 
Billets and other crude forms_- 13 NA 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, sections_._._.._-. 14,693 18,199 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,976; U.S.S.R. 

2,686; Czechoslovakia 2,134. 
Plates and sheets__.._...-. 10,590 10,268 West Germany 3,106; Belgium-Luxem- 

bourg 2,628. 
Tubes, pipes and fittings___ 4,296 4,653 West Germany 1,655. 
Other____-.._-.---_--__-- 1,076 675 NA. 

Total.........-_-....-. 30,655 28,795 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 9.—Iceland: Mineral commodity trade—Continued © 
| | (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) - 

Commodity 1965 1966 __— Principal destinations or sources, 1966 

Metals—Continued oo . . 
Lead and alloys: . 

nwrought________.____________. 235 coy . . 
Semimanufactures___.__.___-____. 38} (804 - NA. . 

Platinum group value, thousands __ $14 NA mo 
metals, unwrought and semimanu- _. re . O° 
factures. . 

Silver and alloys, un- troy ounces!__ 41,796 NA 
wrought and semimanufactures. 

Tin and alloys._-.-....._.__long tons__ 18 NA . . . Titanium dioxide.___.-_.____________. 259 NA 
Zinc and alloys: oo 7: ; 

Unwrought____.-_--___-_ oe 8 NA 
Semimanufactures________._______ 17 NA 

Nonmetals: oe oo . 
Asbestos (manufactured)________._.___ 197 166 NA, 
Barite and witherite__.________________ 47 NA 
Cement...___-.--- 2 22 ee 93° $NA 
Chalk____.--2-- 2-2 le 122 . NA 4 
Clay and clay products: oo 

Clays._...-.---- 22-22 Le 167 NA 
_ Construction materials: Soe me 

_ Nonrefractory___.___.________ 892 987 NA. 
Refractory__..___..._________ 572 478 NA. 

Diamond ? and other value, thousands_. $5 NA | 
precious and semiprecious stones. 

Diatomite and other siliceous earths_. __ 519 NA 
Fertilizers: Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous__.._......--._--_-.. 1, 483 6,952 Belgium-Luxembourg 5,446. 
Phosphatic.._-..-..-.-.--.....-. 8,271 10,448 Norway 5,470; Netherlands 8,385. 
Potassie__-...2_.-.2--22-e eee. = «11,259 9,176 West Germany 5,400; Belgium-Luxem- 

oO , bourg 3,375. 
Ammonia. ___2.--222.222--------. . 4,474 NA 

Gypsum and plasters...........-...-. 4,171 NA 
— Lime_.__ eee 1,460 NA . 

Salt__..- 2-2-2 + ------. ~=.52,059 48,948 Spain 34,460... oo 
Sodium and potassium hydroxides-______ 465 NA 
Sulfur: 

Elemental, including refined_______ 6 NA . 
Sulfuric acid, including oleum-___._- ~ 110 NA oo 

Tale and steatite.____________________ 52 NA 
Mineral fuels: 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural____.:-_—- 840 2,209 NA. 
Coal, including briquets_______________ 8,037 5,006 Poland 4,554. 
Coke and semicoke. ___-__-_-_--_.--_.-- - 940 804 Poland 234, 

Petroleum refinery products: : — a 
Aviation gasoline..-./22._._-._.... 15,510 4,796 Mostly from United Kingdom. 
Motor gasoline__.____________.___ 17°49 51,7389 Mostly from the U.S.S.R. 
et fuel___.--_____- eee 17,249 : : 

Kerosine, including white spirit____ 514/ 17,946 United Kingdom 10,507. 
Distillate fuel oil__._...._........ 262,878 274,719 U.8S.B. 240,748; Netherlands Antilles 

15,544. 
Residual fuel oil-..--.........._-_ 117,948 135,237 USSR. 111,216; United Kingdom 

3,697. 
Lubricants, including grease_______ 4,796 5,293 United Kingdom 3,227; Netherlands 

. 1,277. . 
Liquefied petroleum gases________. 374 NA 
Bitumen and other___.__________._ 3,567 3,579 Poland 2,711; United States 453. 

Total___-.._-_-_-_---_--._--__._ 470,841 NA 
Crude chemicals from distillation of coal, 118 NA 

petroleum or natural gas. 

eee 

NA Not available. 
1 Calculated from quantities reported in metric tons. 
? Including synthetic or reconstructed stones. 

IRELAND | 

Returning in 1967 to the 4 percent years. Exports provided the main stimulus 
growth rate that prevailed immediately for the recovery rising in value by over 
prior to 1965, the Irish economy recovered 16 percent, far outstripping the increase 
from the slowdown of the previous 2 in imports (5 percent). Industrial produc-
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tion for the same year showed a growth . the volume of building and construction 
rate of 8 percent, and productivity climbed activity in 1967, and strong demand in 
almost 7 percent. The rise in consumer foreign markets, stimulated output of sand 
prices remained at the moderate rate of and gravel (12 percent), limestone (11 
3 percent. percent), cement (17 percent), and most 

The mineral industries achieved a much other construction materials. Barite pro- 
faster rate of advance in 1967 with virtual- duction for 1967 was down almost 40 
ly all sectors showing higher levels of percent as export markets deteriorated. 
production and exports. Record tonnages In the mineral fuels sector, demand for 
of metal ores were mined and processed peat remained strong in 1967, and total 
as newly developed properties operated output of all types rose significantly (13 
at capacity levels. At the same time, percent). The impact of petroleum refinery 
mineral exploration activity and develop- expansion is clearly reflected in the sharp 
ment of recently discovered ore deposits upward trend in production of all refinery 
were accelerated. Nonmetal mineral output products, including jet fuel, which was 
was stimulated by the sharp rise in con- produced, in quantity, for the first time 
struction activity and the strong demand in 1967. The bulk of the refinery output 
for products in the export market. Pro- comprised residual and distillate fuel oils, 
duction of barite was cut back sharply which registered production gains of 54 
in 1967 to compensate for the decline percent and 52 percent, respectively. Coal 
in export requirements. output rose 4 percent, but estimates of 

In the mineral fuels sector, a notable coke output indicate a continuation of 

development was the record output of the downward trend that prevailed in 
petroleum refinery products (all from im- 1966. | 
ported crude oil) owing to the full utili- , 
zation of expanded refinery capacity and TRADE | 
the stimulus of rising demand in both Total mineral commodity imports of 
foreign and domestic markets. An upswing [reland in 1967 amounted to $198.6 mil- _ 
was also obtained in output of peat in jion, or about 3.7 times the value of 
1967, while a moderate gain was recorded exports ($53.7 million), Compared with 
in production of coal. The trend of in- that of the previous year, the value of 
creased dependence on foreign petroleum exports was up over 28 percent while 

to meet growing energy needs continued imports increased by 11 percent. Mineral 
to prevail in 1967, as limited oil explora- commodity imports represented 18.2 per- 
tion indicated poor prospects for the dis- cent of total imports in 1967, 1.1 percent 
covery of significant reserves of crude over those of the previous year, while 
oil. ; . . | exports of these commodiiies accounted 

Incentives to attract foreign investors fo, 7 percent of total exports, up 0.7 

fo mining in Ireland became even more€ percent from 1966 as shown in the follow- 
favorable n 1967 with the passage of ing tabulation: 

legislation granting new mining ventures 
exemption from income taxes for 20 years. 

The Irish pound was devalued (14.3 Mineral 
percent) simultaneously with the pound Value (million dollars) com. 
sterling on November 18, 1967. The effect Mineral. Total share of 
of this action on Ireland’s foreign trade com- trade total 
will not be apparent until] 1968. modities (percent) 

| PRODUCTION exPe 6S... 8Bl——«G 10.8 5.4 
Increases in output of concentrates of teen TT 41.8 658.8 6.3 

1967___.___. 53.7 771.9 7.0 
copper (almost three times the level for Imports. 180.2 1.040.6 17.2 

1966), lead (46 percent), zinc (21 per- 1966.....--. 178.6 1,043.3 17.1 
cent), and silver (70 percent) were at- 1967___.---- 198.6 1,093.5 18.2 

. . . . Trade balance: 
tained in 1967 because optimum operating 1965........ —147.1 —480.1 Xx 
rates were achieved in the ‘mining and 1366 ------- — 13¢-. 8 384 3 xx 
treatment of ores. A 7-percent rise in 

XX Not applicable,
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| Table 10.—Ireland: Production of mineral commodities 

| | (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 
nee a a A Cr ne enya 

. Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 » 

LOLA LL LL ACT et SCE TD Ur Sf lh i ers hf eS 

Metals: 
. Copper, metal content of ore___._--_- =e LeeLee LLL F1,263 — 3,528 
Lead, metal content of ore___________-___-_-_-) ____L. 1,200 2,588 * 40,000 58,300 

_ Silver, metal content of ore 
thousand troy ounces._  ____-_) __-_--- Le -Lee 1,218 2,067 

Steel ingots and castings______thousand tons__ r 32> r 53 - t 66 © 66 NA 
Zinc, metal content of ore.._....-.--- eee eee tee 1,437 * 24,800 30, 000 

Nonmetals: 
Barite____.._.-_..-._._...__thousand tons__ 14 Al 84 125 76 
Cement_._._--___-_---.-.- ~~. -.2..-do____ r 883 r 1,036 r41,2389 1,113 1,298 
Construction materials: ! . 

Sand and gravel___.._._._._._....do__._ 1,616 12,225 2,204 2,358 22,649 
Limestone___-_..-.--.----.-.-...do._.. 2,856 ™3,150 *3,558 4,359 4,820 

Gypsum_______.__-._.-_-_-_-_.____._.do____ 204 232 218 © NA NA 
Lime. _.--_.--.-----.-2.-----.-.---.do___- r 36 t 43 42 _ Al A2 
Superphosphate (P20; content)___.___._do___. 61 491 42 70 NA 

| Other ?___2 2 --_do____ * 1,868 r 2,142 2,316 2,383 2,431 
Mineral fuels: - 

Coal: 
_ Anthracite.-.--....-..-.-._._-...-do____ 149 153 118 121 111 
Semibituminous_____-_____.___._.do____ t 84 77 66 54 41 

Goke, gas plant, including coke breeze__do____ r 128 r 131 t 105 r 100 e 80. 
eat: 

Briquets___.._..-_......._..._..do___- 286 296 r 256 r 230 309 
Milled 3____. 222 -do___- _ 195 1,336 1,490 2,081 2,465 
Sod__-_--.-----.-- 22 e----do__.. =2,, 759 2,481 r 2,209 2,177 | 2,230 
Moss____.--.-.--.-.-------_----do.___ 25 24 28 29 37 

Petroleum refinery products: 
Gasoline. _._.....thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 2,895 3,278 3,644 2,989 3,826 
Jet fuel_._-.__-._--.----------------- dO eee eee eee eee 199 
Distillate fuel oil.........._.......-...do__.. 3,590 3,911 4,493 3,372 5,194. 
Residual fuel oil..._.....-........-...do___. 4,462 - 5,076 5,930 - 4,175 - 6,350. 
Other._.-.-.-.-.-.--- 2-2-2 do 345 277 A471 253 695 
Refinery fuel (including losses)__.__.__.do___. 704 692 744 759 157 

ee 

e Estimate. P Preliminary. ¥ Revised. NA Not-available. 
1 Figures do not include large quantities of granite, stone, sand and gravel, and other materials used by 

government agencies. 
? Includes granite, marble, silica rock-sand-clay, igneous rock, calespar, fireclays, shale and clay for burning 

cement. 
3 Includes milled peat used to make briquets except 1963 and 1964. , 

Major mineral exports in 1966, on the The United Kingdom remained by far 
basis of their share of total mineral com- the Jargest export market for Ireland’s 
modity export value, were metalliferous mineral commodities, receiving 48 percent 
ores and scrap (39 percent), nonferrous of the total export value. Common Market 
metals (14 percent), cement and building countries received 34 percent, including 
products (13 percent), clays and refractory 11.4 percent to West Germany, 9 percent 
constructicn materials (almost 8 percent), to Belgium-Luxembourg, and 5.6 percent 
iron and steel products (7 percent), and to the Netherlands. 
petroleum and products (over 6 percent). On the import side, petroleum and petro- 
The export value of metalliferous ores leum products (36.6 percent), iron and 
and scrap ($16.4 million) was 3.6 times steel products (15.7 percent), coal, coke, 
the level for 1965, and exports of non- and briquets (13.4 percent), nonferrous 
ferrous metals ($6 million), crude fertilizer metals (12.9 percent), and manufactured 
and other select minerals ($2.4 million) fertilizers (7.4 percent) remained the most 
and clays and refractory construction ma- important categories by value. Imports 
terials ($3 million), were up 50, 22, of nonferrous metals registered the largest 
and 33 percent, respectively. The value increase in 1966, rising 21.7 percent to 
of exports of most other mineral com- $23 million, while imports of coal, coke, 
modities in 1966 was below the level and briquets rose 2.6 percent to $2.4 
for 1965 with petroleum and-petroleum million, and imports of petroleum and 
products down nearly 60 percent; cement petroleum products were up 2 percent 
and building products down 5 percent; to $65.3 million. In contrast, imports of 
iron and steel products down 31 percent; manufactured fertilizers valued at $13.3 
and coal-coke-briquets down 5 percent. million were down about 28 percent, and
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those of iron and steel. products, valued percent). In terms of value, the significant 
at $28.1 million, declined over 19 percent. sources of imports, outside Western Europe, 

Western Europe supplied 63.5 percent were Iraq (11.2 percent), the United 
of Ireland’s mineral commodities imports States (5 percent), Canada (3.8 percent), 
in 1966, principally the United Kingdom Poland (3.8 percent), and Iran (3.1 per- 
(45.2 percent) and EEC countries (16.5 cent). 

Table 11.—Ireland: Exports ! of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum and alloys: 

Serap__.___-._.. 2-2 eee 1,226 1,352 Netherlands 578; United Kingdom 409. 
Unwrought and semimanufactures. 4,096 5,592 United Kingdom 5,018. 

Copper and alloys: 
Serap____..------ eee 3,521 4,353 West Germany 1,242; United Kingdom 

974; Netherlands 821; Spain 771. 
Unwrought and semimanufactures.- - 1,758 1,577 West Germany 428; Netherlands 341; 

United Kingdom 315. 
Iron and steel: 

Scrap__--.---------------------- 35,118 18,640 Spain 10,708; United Kingdom $,057; 
Belgium-Luxembourg 2,475. 

Steel ingots and other primary 52,724 11,241 Denmark 6,320; Spain 2,871; Sweden 
forms. 2,049. 

Semimanufactures.._._._...- ~~ 8,732 18,370 United Kingdom 18,169. 
Lead and alloys: 

Scrap_.___-..------_------------ 885 809 United Kingdom 764. 
Unwrought and semimanufactures. - 525 259 United Kingdom 228. 

Tin____..._---------------long tons. -_.--_- 49 United Kingdom 45. . 
Unspecified nonferrous ores and con- 589 115,617 Belgium-Luxembourg 41,909; France 

centrates. 31,527; West Germany 21,817. 
Nonmetals: 

Barite__...--.-----.----------------- 97,221 129,878 United States 123,600. 
Cement__.____-._.._. thousand tons-- 337 287 All to United Kingdom. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude____-_-_..----------------.- 18,198 15,299 Do. 
Manufactured__.-.._.--.__.__-___- 8,845 15,956 Do. 

Gypsum and plasters ___thousand tons- - 104 103 Mainly to United Kingdom. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Dimension stone, crude and worked. 144 144 All to West Europe. 
Gravel and thousand tons__ 194 242 West Germany 107; United Kingdom 78; 

crushed stone. Netherlands 55. 
Clay products: 

Refractory__-..--.--.---_.-....-- 28,903 30,785 United Kingdom 14,391. 
Other__________-_--_--- eee 14,104. 18,553 United Kingdom 11,927. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal__.._-.-------------------------- = +--+ eee 6,394 All to United Kingdom. 
Coal briquets and peat__._-__._._..-_-. 52,090 57,570 United Kingdom 52,187. 
Coke. ____--_-----.-----------------. 48,044 31,258 Norway 31,162. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gas- thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 86 71 All to United Kingdom. 
oline. 

Distillate fuel oi]. .._..._...do___-_ 1,558 637 Do. 
Residual fuel oil.._....-__.-do__-_- 428 84 Do. 
Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG)-_-___- 1,688 1,032 Do. 

Crude chemicals from coal and petroleum 11,199 8,787 United Kingdom $8,636; Netherlands 
distillation. 2,509. 

1 Excluding reexports.
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Table 12.—Ireland: Imports of mineral commodities | 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

I
 

Commodity 1965 1966 _ Principal sources, 1966 
Metals: 

Aluminum. and alloys: 
Unwrought.__-_____. 2. 7,831 10,853 Canada 10,038. 
Semimanufactures_______.________ 4,048 4,927 United Kingdom 3,272; Belgium-Luxem- 

bourg 540. 
Copper and alloys: 

Unwrought._-_-__.-_-_ 2-2 29 158. All from United Kingdom. 
Semimanufactures________._______ 7,231 7,146 United Kingdom 6,444. 

Iron and steel: 
fron ore and concentrate_.____________ 1,262 724 United Kingdom 419; France 203. 
crap.__-__----- eee 586 ______- 

Pig iron, cast iron, powder, shot, and 22,810 21 ,244 West Germany 12,574; East Germany 
sponge iron. . 5,011. 

Ingots, blooms, billets, slabs, coils for 52,298 NA 
rerolling, and pipe blanks. 

Semimanufactures: 
Wire rod_____.-.-----_---...-... 15,981 16,813 West Germany 8,691; United Kingdom 

3,239; France 2,228. 
Bars and other rod.____-.___.-... 12,516 14,107 United Kingdom 7,868; West Germany 

Plate and sheet.._..-._-._...-... 68,226 70,968 United Kingdom 50,487; Belgium-Lux- 
embourg 6,390. . 

Hoop and strip.___.__._-_._______. 4,132 4,572 United Kingdom 3,675; West Germany 
587. 

Rails and railway track materials___ 8,166 6,081 United Kingdom 4,764; Belgium-Luxem- 
_ ourg 868. 

Wire___-__--.--. 2-2 eee 5,589 4,695 United Kingdom 3,764. 
Pipe, tube, and fittings...-......._ 28,603 25,659 United Kingdom 15,882; Netherlands 

4,080. 
L Go BStINES - -- === one eee ene 231 178 United Kingdom 81; West Germany 67. 
ead: 

Oxides... 2-2 1,391 1,373 United Kingdom 1,357. 
Metals and alloys, unwrought and 469 436 United Kingdom 377. 

semimanufactures. 
Nickel and alloys, unwrought and 94 115 United Kingdom 1083. 

semimanufactures. 
Silver, all forms. _.__value, thousands - - $216 $337 Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Silver and/or platinum ore____________ TO ______- 
Tin and alloys, unwrought long tons__ AT 62 United Kingdom 57. 

and semimanufactures. 
Titanium oxide___....__.-.__________. 2,173 1,778 United Kingdom 1,150; West Germany 

00. 
Zine: 

Oxides... ee 596 805 United Kingdom 534; West Germany 221. 
Metals and alloys: 

Unwrought___-_..___._______ 3,328 3,147 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,103. 
Oth Semimanufactures___________- — 269 2038 United Kingdom 145. 

ther: 

Ores and concentrates__.__________ 7,886 17,914 Mozambique 17,872. 
Scrap, nonferrous______.__________ 112 540 United Kingdom 536. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives: 

Natural, n.es._..-- 1,182 ______- 
Grinding stones__________________ 237 243 United Kingdom 177; West Germany 42. 

Asbestos.__._.__.-_._______________- 5,689 6,034 Canada 1,787; Republic of South Africa 
1,741; U.S.S.R. 1,240; Cyprus 871. 

Cement____..._.._____thousand tons_. 31 1738 United Kingdom 151. 
Clay: 

Crude refractory materials, n.es_._.. 22,804 28,351 Yugoslavia 16,062; United Kingdom 
9,443. 

Products including brick: 
Refractory_.._._.-_--------.- 110,165 10,836 United Kingdom 9,341; Canada 861. 
Other______-_- 2 5,676 4,771 United Kingdom 3,548; West Germany 

580; Sweden 463. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Nitrogenous.__thousand tons__ 1 1 Mainly from Chile. 
Phosphatie___________.do____ 244 259 Mainly from Morocco. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous_______.._.do____ 116 26 Belgium-Luxembourg 8; United Kingdom 

6; Netherlands 5. 
Phosphatic: 

Thomas slag___._..do____ 153 90 SBelgium-Luxembourg 88. 
Other__...__._._-.do___- 33 9 Belgium-Luxembourg 6; United Kingdom 

Potassie_..........-.--do___. 160 160 East Germany 48; France 46; West 
Germany 33. 

Mixed___._.__________do___- 3 26 United Kingdom 22. 
Ammonia, anhydrous._.--_.._. 14,963 4,226 United Kingdom 3,149; France 1,065. 

Lime__._._-_-.._--- 22 eee 5,364 3,699 All from United Kingdom. 
Limestone and dolomite______________- 3,327 1,556 United Kingdom 1,100. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 12.—Ireland: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued . 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Nonmetals—Continued 
Pigments, mineral (iron oxides and 1,315 1,256 United Kingdom 784; West Germany 

hydroxides). 248. 
Salt__..__._.---------thousand tons- - 42 44 United Kingdom 35. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, n.e.s.: 

Caustic soda._--_----------------- 3,221 4,415 United Kingdom 3,633. 
Caustic potash and peroxides of 248 244 United Kingdom 210. 

sodium and potassium. 
Stone, sand and gravel, n.e.s.: 

Dimension stone: 
Crude or roughly cut__..----- 2,992 2,314 United Kingdom 1,205; Italy 1,159. 
Worked_____-_-.------------ | 666 504 United Kingdom 424. 

Sand, excluding metal bearing--._-.. 39,411 38,820 Belgium-Luxembourg 28,764; United 
Kingdom 10,034. 

Gravel and crushed stone__.___.___. 21,947 27,834 United Kingdom 27,636. 
Sulfur and pyrite: . 

Pyrite, unroasted___..___--.------ 2,206 1,981 All from Spain. 
Sulfur, elemental_..........--.--- 583,375 86,657 United States 66,246; France 19,466. 
Sulfurie acid_.____-_-_----------- 193 1,289 Netherlands 1,036. 

Other nonmetals: Quartz, crude mica, 4,524 8,804 United Kingdom 2,224; Norway 1,567. . 
feldspar, and fluorspar. 

Mineral fuels: 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural.._..--.--.  ------- 794 Trinidad and Tobago 790. 
Coal, coke, and briquets: 

Coal___.__....__.-thousand tons_- 1,289 1,332 Poland 423; United Kingdom 394; 
United States 315. 

Coke_____._..-_.---------do__-- 12 15 United Kingdom 9. 
Briquets__._.___..-._-----do_-_-- 6 5 Mainly from United Kingdom. 

Gas, natural, including LPG__-_-_------ 9,058 16,353 United Kingdom 15,932. 
Petroleum: 

Crude thousand 42-gallon barrels... 15,186 11,693 Iraq 8,107; Iran 2,277; Saudi Arabia 
and partly refined. 1,309. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline_______-..--.-do___- 269 975 United Kingdom 608; Israel 268. 
Kerosine and jet fuel__.do-___- ‘1,666 1,818 United Kingdom 1,775. 
Distillate fuel oil. ..._.-do-__- 208 661 United Kingdom 559. 
Residuai fuel oil_._..._.do___- 2,687 4,283 United Kingdom 2,720; U.S.S.R. 874; 

taly . 

Lubricating oils and greases___- t 266 180 Mainly from United Kingdom. 
Mineral jelly and waxes. -_--_-- 1,846 2,918 United Kingdom 995; West Germany 

511; United States 436. 
Miscellaneous chemicals from the distilla- 10,626 9,668 United Kingdom 9,661. 

tion of coal, gas and petroleum. 
a 

t Revised. NA Not available. 

Source: Statistical Office of the United Nations. 

COMMODITY REVIEW sing plant has a rated daily capacity 
. . f 2,000 tons. 

Metals.— Copper, Lead, Zinc, and Sil- % * . ws 
per, ; ; Gortdrum Mines (Ireland) Limited, 

ver.—In 1967 record tonnages of copper- ae 
. . another subsidiary of Northgate Explora- 

lead- zinc and silver concentrates were pro- : . eas . 
. . . tion Limited, initiated production in 1967 

duced in Ireland, as optimum operating : : . . 
: . os from its coppersilver mine in County 

rates were achieved in the mining and . . 
. Tipperary. The first shipments of concen- 

treatment of ores from the Tynagh mine . 
. . oe qe trate was made in November 1967. Proc- 

of Irish Base Mineral Limited, a subsidiary . : 
. . essing of ores at capacity level of 1,500 

of Northgate Exploration Limited. The Ty- was . 
. ; . . tons daily is expected to be attained early 

nagh mine, in County Galway, is basically in 1968 
a lead-zinc deposit, however, appreciable Northeate Explorati 1 . 

quantities of silver and copper are present th Ortngare | *. ot: a a was i. so an + 

in the ores and recoverable as byproducts. O' 76" @7eas Mn reland, operating mrous 
: subsidiary organizations and, in some in- 

In the first 2 years of operation, more . was 
han 3 mill € il stances, with other corporate entities. 

than 3 million ounces of silver concentrate The lead-zinc-silver mine under develop- 
has been recovered. The mine now ranks ment at Silvermines in County Tipperary 

as the leading individual lead-zinc-silver by Consolidated Mogue Mines Limited 

ore producer in West Europe. The proces- is expected to become operational early
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in 1968. Work has been completed on quirements continued in 1967. Liquid fuels’ 
the mine shaft and stations, surface build- share of total primary energy consumption 
ing, and the 3,000-ton-per-day ore proc- is expected to rise to 69 percent in 1980 
essing plant. compared with 49 percent in 1965. 

The success of Northgate Exploration Expansion of the Whitegate petroleum 

Limited and the presence of favorable — refinery of Irish Refining Company, Limi- 

tax concessions have attracted numerous ted, completed in 1966, increased crude 
foreign mining enterprises to Ireland. Un- throughput capacity from 2 million to 

der provisions of the Finance Act of 2.5 million tons per year. The added 
1967, corporate profits from mining opera-. capacity included facilities to increase out- 

tions are exempt from income tax for put of premium grade gasoline and jet 

20 years. The Act includes any new mine fuel, which was produced in quantity for 
brought into production before 1986. The the first time in 1967. Refinery output 

1967 Act superseded previous legislation was almost at capacity level in 1967, 
that granted a tax exemption during the and accounted for 65 percent of Ireland’s 

first 4 years of production, and a 50 __ total supply, as compared with 54 percent 
percent tax rate for the succeeding 4 in 1966 and 70 percent in 1965. Ire- 
years. By 1967, more than 400 prospecting _land’s consumption of petroleum products, 
permits had been issued to over 60 foreign nearly 2.7 million tons in 1967, was up 
mining companies from United States, the almost 18 percent from that of 1966, 
United Kingdom, Canada, France, Bel- while imports increased slightly over 6 
gium, and Australia, including American percent, and exports and bunkers soared 
Smelting and Refining Company, and Rio to three times the 1966 level. 
Tinto-Zinc Corporation. These permits cov- Gulf Oil Company’s new oil storage 
er large areas in 25 of the 26 counties depot on Shiddy Island in Bantry Bay 
in Ireland. off the southwest coast was formally in- 

: augurated in April 1967. Initial storage 
Nonmetals.—Barite.—Declining demand capacity is about 1 million tons, com- 

in overseas markets resulted ina42 percent prised of 12 tanks, each with a capacity 
decline in 1967 barite exports, and was of approximately 80,000 tons. Port facilities 

responsible for production falling by nearly | are capable of accommodating supertanker 
40 percent, from 125,000 tons in 1966 of up to 300,000 tons deadweight. The 
to 76,000 tons in 1967. Virtually the depot was established as a crude oil dis- 
entire output was from the open-cast mine tribution center for refineries in northern 
at Ballynoe, operated by Magnet Cove Europe. 
Barium Limited of Ireland (Magcobar). Oil exploration was continued on a 
This company is a subsidiary of Dresser small scale at select sites by Ambassador 
A.G., Zurich, and operates the mine on Ojl Company in partnership with Mara- 
behalf of the lessee, Magnet Cove Bari- thon Oil Company, but no commercial 
um Corporation, Houston, Tex. quantities of reserves had been found at 

Building materials—The _ significant yearend. 
change in the nonmetals sector in 1967 Indigenous coal production remained rel- 
was the sharp upward trend in production atively stable at about 182,000 metric 

of sand and gravel, cement, and limestone, tons in 1967, but coal imports at 1,258,- 
stemming primarily from increased building 0900 tons were down 6 percent as gas 
and construction activity and a sharp coal receipts from foreign suppliers de- 
rise in export demand. clined 27 percent. Continued displacement 

of coal by liquid fuels in 1967 was the ° 
Mineral Fuels—The Government of principal factor in the estimated decrease 

Treland is committed to a policy of using of 24 percent in coke output. Production 
indigenous fuels to the greatest extent of peat fuels increased in 1967, in line 
possible. Nevertheless, the trend toward with government efforts for maximum utili- 
increased reliance on imported liquid fuels zation of indigenous mineral fuels re- 
to meet the nation’s growing energy re- sources. 

SWITZERLAND 

Switzerland’s commercial domestic min- metallic minerals. The Country’s alumi- 
eral resources are limited to a few non- num, iron and steel, and petroleum refin-
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ing industries use imported raw materials. Although the European Economic Com- 

Significant increases in the 1967 output of | munity (EEC) again in 1966 provided 

refining and other processing industries the overwhelming share of Switzerlarid’s 

was attributed to expansion and modern- total mineral imports, these nations to- 

ization, particularly in the aluminum proc- gether accounted for a diminishing share : 

essing industries and to the full capacity of the total, 65.5 percent, as compared 

operation of the Aigle petroleum refinery. with 72.8 percent in 1965, and the total 

During 1967, the nation’s major mineral value of imports from these countries fell 

activity was centered about energy supply. by $29.8 million to $494.3 million. In 

Petroleum is the major source of the contrast, mineral commodity imports from 

nation’s energy, suppying about 70 per- countries of the European Free Trade 

cent of the total. Petroleum product re- Association (EFTA) to which Switzerland 

quirements are partially satisfied by the belongs increased from 10.9 percent ($75. 

output of the nation’s two refineries, the million) of the total in 1965 to 12 per- 

Aigle (40,000 barrels per day) and the cent ($90.7 million) in 1966. 

Cressier (50,000 barrels per day), both Principal suppliers of imports were West 

operating principally on Middle East Germany, (1965—$191.8 million, 1966— 

crude. While the Aigle refinery operated $184.8 million), France (1965—$152.6 

at full capacity in 1967, the Cressier re- million, 1966—$144 million), and _Bel- 

- finery was not yet operating at capacity gium Luxembourg (1965—$76.2 million, 
level. | 1966—$72.4 million). A $11.5 million in- 

Hydroelectric power, Switzerland’s only crease in receipts from the United States 

significant totally domestic energy source, was recorded in 1966 over the $28.6 mil- 
has attained its fully economic develop- lion of 1965, and an equal increase was re- 
ment potential, forcing the nation to seek ported in imports from Communist Europe, 

nuclear power development. The Govern- from $18.1 million to $29.6 million. 
ment has encouraged extensive uranium The value of Swiss shipments to both 
exploration activities. During the year, EEC and EFTA countries increased be- 
seams were found in Glarus, Grisons, St. tween 1965 and 1966, but both areas 
Gallen, and Valais. The feasibility of com- share of the total declined, that of the 
mercial exploitation of these deposits have EEC from 57.6 percent to 54.3 percent 
not yet been established. During the year, and that of the EFTA from 23 percent 
two nuclear powerplants were under con- © 22.7 percent. West Germany and France, 
struction, the 360-megawatt Beznau I the leading sources of mineral imports, 
scheduled for completion in 1969, and were also the first-ranked destinations for 
a 300-megawatt plant at Muehleberg Switzerland’s mineral exports, the former 
scheduled for completion in 1971. receiving materials valued at $52.6 million 

Switzerland’s mineral industry remained in 1965 and $50.6 million in 1966 and 
a small contributor to the nations’s export the latter receiving goods valued at $23 

earnings in 1966, but mineral commodi- million in 1965 and $23.9 million in 
ty imports remained a significant part 1966. In 1965, the United Kingdom and 

of total imports, as shown in the following Italy. ranked third and fourth with $20 
tabulation: million and $18.2 million, respectively, 

while in 1966, these countries were re- 
Mineral versed in order with Italy receiving $23.7 

Value (million dollars) com- million and the United Kingdom receiving 
“Mineal Total modities $19.9 million. Exports of mineral com- 

com- trade total modities to the United States increased 

modities (percent) by $600,000 to $11.1 million in 1966, 
3898989097 orn———™_-s While shipments to Communist Europe rose 

Expos sag9.0 2,989.0 g.4 from $1.8 million to $4 million. 
1966____-.-- 206.7 3,251.6 6.4 

Imports: 
1965__.--.-- 720.1 3,671.1 19.6 
1966___-_--- 754.3 3,917.6 19.3 

Trade balance: 
1965.......-. ~—531.1 — 732.1 XX 
1966___..... ~—547.6 — 666.0 XX 

XX Not applicable.
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Table 13.—Switzerland: Production of mineral commodities 

5 (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
LL tp 

epareneeeeneees 

Commodity ! 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 pP 
eee 

Metals: 
Aluminum.________._-2 22 60,110 64,285 67,150 68,725 72,320 
Iron and steel: 

Tron ore____._........._. thousand tons__ 96 90 113 66 4 
Pig iron_____-_._______.__._._____do____ 42 30 25 25 24 
Ferroalloys (ferrosilicon) ....._._...do___- 2 2 2 2 2 
Ingots and other equiv- thousand tons__ 322 345 345 428 420 

alent primary forms. 
Castings._......_.___-..__.--____do____ 15 25 25 28 25 
Rolled___...-.-2 22-8. 460 480 

Nonmetals: 
Cement_____.._..____._______thousand tons_. 3,581 4,322 4,039 4,326 4,176 
Gypsum ¢____________________________do__.. 100 100 100 100 100 
Lime, hydraulic. _._.---.--..-_----------.--. 184,426 200,041 176,585 166,717 152,970 
Salt__._..-------.-------------------------- 190,716 181,571 230,368 183,361 216,371 
Slate... 202 --eees 458 422 317 262 176 

Mineral] fuels: 

Asphalt (export)____._.__._-_-__-__-_-_________. 1,731 3,571 2,638 2,941 2,349 
Coke, gas plant._.__-._.-.---.-.-_-.-------- * 527,990 469,159 452,300 408,614 275,000 
Tar and pitch, gas plant_____________________. 29,367 26,482 25,800 24,350 NA 
Gas, manufactured. _______- million cubic feet__ 12,3857 11,994 12,8384 12,255 NA 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline_________.-_- eee 15,000 157,000 223,000 407,000 693 , 000 
Jet fuel (kerosine type)___.__.-.-_-_..-_-----.  _______- 8,000 6,000 19,000 60,000 
Distillate fuel oil... .-_-.__.__._.._______-_. 82,000 367,000 444,000 923,000 1,624,000 
White spirit and special boiling point liquids_ 2,000 27,000 44,000 10,000 NA 
Liquefied petroleum gas__._._..._.__.-.--.  -------- 0 -------) eee Lee 201,000 

- Residual fuel oils______._._...-___-_ ee 51,000 298,000 368,000 750,000 1,271,000 
Other.__________- eee eee eee eee LLL. 3 74,000 

eee 

P Preliminary. T Revised. 
1 In addition to commodities listed, unreported quantities of several metals, including copper, magnesium, 

nickel, and zinc were produced from scrap. Building stone, limestone for cement, crushed rock, coal briquets, 
and peat were also produced but output is not reported. 

Table 14.—Switzerland: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 
ee ee 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Alumina and aluminium hydroxide_ 112 103. West Germany 56; United States 13. 
Metals and alloys: 

Scrap__-..--------_--------. $3,282 _____. 
Unwrought__.___.._.-------- 16,186 22,465 United Kingdom 7,056; West Germany 

6,490; Italy 3,765. 
Semimanufactures__.__.._.... 22,889 24,340 Austria 2,672; United Kingdom 2,393; 

Sweden 2,383. 
Cobalt oxides and hydroxides________-_- 3 2 All to France. 
Copper: 

Matte________. ee 318 160 Italy 67; West Germany 40; France 34. 
Metal and alloys: 

Serap._.._------------------ 12,240 11,203 West Germany 5,442; Italy 2,016; Hungary 
1,025. 

Unwrought_.____-_-----_----. 3,717 4,023 Italy 2,027; West Germany 1,458. 
Semimanufactures_._-..-.-.-. 8,240 11,010 United States 3,845; Italy 1,466; Israel 834. 

Gold and alloys: 
Bullion thousand troy ounces. - 839 NA 

and other unwrought. 
Semi- thousand troy ounces- - 60 NA 

manufactures.! 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore, including roasted pyrite___ 96,833 31,652 All to West Germany. 
Metal: 

Serap___-..----------------- 32,690 16,841 Ttaly $697; West Germany 3,721; France 

Pig iron ?_____-__------------- 496 317 West Germany 151. 
Ferroalloys.._..-..---------- 138,005 9,945 West Germany 5,673; Italy 3,046. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 14.—Switzerland: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 
ee 

Metals—Continued . 
Iron and stee]—Continued . 

Metal—Continued 
Ingots and equivalent forms... 1,469 3,910 Italy 3,818. — 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes 28,028 43,523 West Germany 28,429; Italy 8,764. 

and sections. 
Universals, plates and 1,647 2,034 West Germany 739; Austria 626; Italy 424. 

sheets. 

Hoop and strip__.-..-.___-. 1,284 1,756 Austria 565; Denmark 432; West Germany 

: Rails and railway track 492 351 Austria 158. 
materials. 

Wire. .___.-------------- 4,257 4,505 Italy 1,201; France 760; Belgium-Luxem- 
bourg 618. 

Pipes, tubes, and fittings... 34,158 37,452 United States 8,429; Austria 3,823; France 
131. 

Rough castings and forgings. 113 179 Italy 57; West Germany 51; France 35. 

Total_....-..---.-.-.. 69,929 89,800 
Lead and alloys: 

Serap....-..--.----------------- 10,620 5,483 Italy 5,463. 
Unwrought_.____-_--___-.-___ ee 850 _____- . . 
Semimanufactures___.._..-___-_-- 135 162 Austria eat - France 49; Belgium-Luxem- 

ourg 39. 
Magnesium and alloys, all forms___-__-_- 86 109 West Germany 77; Austria 14. 
Manganese ore.._-.-_______-__------. 4,801 _.____ . 
Mercury. -._._..._...76-pound flasks_- 29 87 NA. — 
Molybdenum, unwrought and_ semi- 

manufactures. 
Nickel: . 

Matte and speiss__________.___.__ 3 Lee 
Metal and alloys: , 

Serap..... 2-2-2 ee 802 645 Italy 355; West Germany 89; France 65. 
Semimanufactures: 

Anodes____.2 22 193 301 France 102; West Germany 67; Netherlands 

Other.____--_ 2-22 ie 885 709 Italy 145; Finland 70; West Germany 68. 
Platinum thousand troy ounces_ _ 66 NA 

group metals, all forms. 
Silver and alloys: 

Ingots,bars, and equivalent do_..... 1,107 NA 
forms. 

Semimanufactures !__._......do__.__ 3,908 NA . 
Silicon metal__.-..--.....-----.-----.- 8,680 $8,863 West Germany 2,448. 
Tantalum and alloys, all forms___--__--- 4 10 United States 5; West Germany 1; United 

Kingdom 1. 
Tin: 

Scrap_..-_......____--long tons__ 184 86 West Germany 538; France 21. 
Unwrought and semi- do___. 69 81 West Germany 23; Austria 21; Denmark 15. 

manufactures. 
Tungsten and alloys, all forms_________ 32 24 West Germany 22. 
Zine and alloys: 

Scrap and dust___.-..-._--_--_--- 937 1,085 Italy 889. 
Unwrought.__..-2--- 2 161 643 Mainly to Italy. 
Semimanufactures__.__._...------ 5 16 France 10. 

Other metals: 
Residues, sweeping and waste: 

Of silver and platinum group 71 68 West Germany 31; France 12. 
metals. 

Other___.------------------- 14,227 14,902 West Germany 5,358; Italy 4,986; Belgium- 
Luxembourg 3,434. 

Metals and alloys: 
Alkali, alkaline earth, and rare- 501 NA 

earth elements. 
Nonferrous base metals, n.e.s_ _ 9 16 West Germany 9; United Kingdom 4. 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos.__.......---_------_-------- 92 85 West Germany 35. 
Cement.____.-_--------------------- 142,014 188,531 West Germany 70,184; France 57,483. 
Chalk____.---_- eee 2 NA 
Clays and clay products: 

Clay_..-....-.--.-----.-.-------. 3,899 5,710 NA. 
Refractory brick and other materials_ 524 859 United Kingdom 594; West Germany 81. 
Nonrefractory products_.__.....-. 52,916 59,194 West Germany 30,535; France 14,242; 

Austria 11, 642. 
Diamond: Industrial, thousand carats_. 115 NA 

including bort. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 14.—Switzerland: Exports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Nonmetals— Continued 
Diatomite and other infusorial earth ____ 93 74 Austria 53. 
Dolomite.__..__.___._-_-__---_-____- 117 NA 
Feldspar, fluorspar and nepheline syenite_ 37 119 Mainly to West Germany. 
Fertilizer materials, manufactured: 

Nitrogenous.__-.-----.---------- _ 29,153 31,923 France 17,909; United Kingdom 8,671. 
Mixed_.__..-.--------- ee 45 54 NA. 

Gem stones, dust thousand carats._ 28,290 NA 
and powder, including diamond dust. 

Gypsum and limestone: 
Gypsum and plasters._.___._____- 69 111 NA. 
Limestone, industrial__.__._-..___- 88 NA 

Lime.______.__.--.-----.---.-____... 2,672 2,153 France 1,318; West Germany 808. 
Magnesite._________.-- 2 eee 39 NA 
Mica: 

Crude and partly worked__________ 5 5 West Germany 1. 
Worked -_____-------.---------_-- 152 161 Austria 28. 

Salt_..-..----------------- ee e__--. = =6 3,187 = 2,079 Mainly to West Germany. 
Sodium compound: Caustic soda_____.. 1,779 564 Austria 187. 
Stone, sand and gravel: / 

Quartz and quartzite, crude, ground 21,456 19,783 Italy 16,025; West Germany 1,172. 
and roughly squared. 

Dimension stone, cruderoughly split 27,957 31,604 West Germany 22,966; Austria 2,929; Italy 
and roughly squared. 1,947. 

Gravel and crushed rock, not else- 66,547 57,3738 West Germany 31,808; Austria 12,209; 
where specified. . France 12,193. 

Sand excluding metal-bearing_____. 25,603 25,409 France 10,910; Austria 8,181. 
Grinding and polishing stones and 571 616 West Germany 233; United Kingdom 102. 

wheels. . 
Dimension stone, worked including 4,620 5,692 West Germany 4,581; Netherlands 592. 

slate, flagstone, and paving blocks. 
Sulfur: Sulfurie acid_............._.... 26,550 6,759 West Germany 6,307. 
Sulfur, elemental___....-.--..-.-----200 22 -ee 297 All to West Germany. 
Tale, soapstone, and steatite......._..... 1,276 -.__-. 
Other nonmetallic materials: 

. Bromine, fluorine, and iodine____._ 12,876 18,667 Mainly to West Germany. 
Mineral substances, n.e.s___..._--- 342 1,799 NA. 

Mineral fuels: 
Asphalt and bitumen, natural, crude__.. 2,638 2,942 United Kingdom 2,908. 
Coal, peat, coke, and briquets thereof___ 288 792 NA. 
Carbon black__._._...___~-_-----_-- 315 209 Italy 133. 
Hydrogen and inert rare gases....._.._._ 15 4 France 3.. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline__.._.__..thousand tons__ 22 16 Mainly to Austria. 
Kerosine.__......_..._....do____ 4 __.iLe 
Fuel oils: 

Distillate._......._.._..do____ 20 11 Mainly to Austria. 
Residual._..._.._._.._.do___- 87 107 All to Austria. 

Lubricants____.._._.__-.__.-do___-_ 2 2 Mainly to Italy. 
Petroleum coke_________...do___- 10 7 France 5; West Germany 2. 

Coal, petroleum, and natural gas chem- 2,750 1,780 West Germany 1,314; Italy 328. 
ical, not further described. 

NA Not available. 
1 Including rolled gold or silver. 
2 Including sponge iron, shot, grit, and pellets. 

Table 15.—Switzerland: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum: 

Bauxite_____________-- ieee 2,917 1,985 Italy 1,553. 
Alumina-___.--..--------------- 186,379 184,672 France, 64,544; Guyana 36,776; Guinea 

30,531. 
Metal and alloys: 

Unwrought, including scrap... 12,248 18,387 Norway 4,705; Austria 4,325; U.S.S.R. 
,193. 

Semimanufactures___________ 6,878 7,253 West Germany 4,816; United Kingdom 
88. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 15.—Switzerland: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
i 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 
eee ee 

Metals—Continued 
Antimony metal, all forms._._._.____- 208 NA 
Arsenic, white....-...-.-.-.-.-.----- 79 NA 
Beryllium metal, all forms..._._._.--- (2) (2) 
Chromium: 

Ore and concentrate_________.._- 3,559 3,354 U.S.S.R. 1,979; Mozambique 1,187. 
Oxide and hydroxide_____.__--__- 469 475 West Germany 249; United Kingdom 96. 

Cobalt oxides and hydroxides. .-___---- 7 11 Belgium-Luxembourg 9. 
Copper and alloys: . . 

Matte______ eee 116 445 Italy 241; United States 102; West 
Germany 93. 

Metal and alloys: 
Scrap__-------------------- 428 547 West Germany 215; Israel 181. 
Unwrought___..-..--.------ 42,393 42,846 Belgium-Luxembourg 15,531; Zambia 

10,725; West Germany 5,066. __ 
Semimanufactures_._.....-.-. 24,513 28,565 United Kingdom 9,481; West Germany 

4,588; Canada 2,502. 
Gold and alloys: 

Bullion thousand troy ounces__ 245 NA 
and other unwrought. 

Semimanufactures ?________do__—_ 154 NA 
Iron and steel: . 

Iron ore, including roasted pyrite__ 2,603 7,240 Brazil 1822 Italy 1,328; West Germany 

, Metal: 
Serap__..-------------- 5,002 52,943 Bast Germany 40,773; West Germany 

Pig iron ?_____._._._._.__.... 66,586 64,698 West Germany 32,257; United Kingdom 

Ferralloys......-.-.-------- 18,179 16,527 Czechoslovakia 5,962; West Germany 
3,387; East Germany 1,260. 

Ingots and equivalent forms__ 188,562 166,032 France 69,703; West Germany 57,045. 
Coils for rerolling.._.-_..___- 3,011 6,257 West Germany 3,868; France 1,151. 

Semimanufactures: 
Wire rod thousand tons__ 65 48 France 20; West Germany 14. 
Bars and do___- 160 140 West Germany 61; France 45; Austria 10. 

other rods. 
Angles, shapes, do___- 204 188 West Germany 71; France 65; Belgium- 

and sections. Luxembourg 44. 
Universals, plates do-___- 450 461 France 151; West Germany 139; Austria 

and sheets. 40. . 
Hoop and strip.._.do-.___ 123 1388 Belgium-Luxembourg 41; Austria 29; 

Germany 29. 
Rails and railway do--_-- 50 48 Austria 16; West Germany 11; Belgium- 

track materials. Luxembourg 7. 
Wire____________-do___- 22 21 West Germany 9; Austria 5. 
Tubes, pipes, and do-_.-- 129 115 West Germany 63; France 20; Italy 12. 

ttings. 
Rough castings do-_-_-- 3 3 West Germany 2. 

and forgings. 

Total__..._..do.___ 1,206 1,157 
Lead: 

Oxides__.. 22 ee 476 823 West Germany 116; Mexico 116. 
Metal and alloys: 

Unwrought, including scrap... 23,929 21,010 France 3,595; Belgium-Luxembourg 3,560; 
Canada 3,342. 

Semimanufactures_______---- 537 517 West Germany 423. 
Magnesium, all forms.____.__._-_---- 524 677 Norway 564; United Kingdom 43. 
Manganese and alloys: 

. Ore____ eee eee 1,196 460 Japan 51. 
Oxide__.__-_...__ ~~ ---------- Fr 651 475 Japan 329; France 51. 

Mercury_____._._-__.76-pound flasks. - 957 759 Spain 546; Italy 91; West Germany 60. 
Molybdenum metal, all forms. -- -- -- - - 21 11 Austria 5; United States 3; West Ger- 

many 2. 
Nickel: 

Ore and concentrate.___...__-.-.  ------- 49 United Kingdom 25; Canada 11; West 
Germany 11. 

Metal and alloys: 
Scrap_.-....---..-.---.---- 12 ______- 
Unwrought, including matte 971 1,859 United Kingdom 837; Norway 379; 

and speiss. Canada 120. 
Semimanufactures: 

Anodes_-._....---.-~--~-- 135 117 United Kingdom 33; Norway 29; Finland 
19. 

Other______._-__.-----.- 1,285 989 West Germany 367; United Kingdom 322. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 15.—Switzerland: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

_ Commodity _ 1965 . . 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals—Continued 
Platinum ____thousand troy ounces- -_--_ AT NA 

group metals, all forms. . a 
Silver and alloys: 

Ingots, bars, and do____ 4,190) : Oo 
equivalent forms. \ NA 

Semimanufactures ?_____--.do-__~_ 2,179) 
_ Silicon metal___---.-.--------------- 544 NA _ . 

Tantalum and alloys, all kilograms... 3,239 1,000 Mainly from West Germany. © 
orms. me 

Tin: oe 
Oxide__.......-..----long tons__ 34 35 West Germany 24; United Kingdom 10. 
Metal and alloys: ae 

oo Unwrought__-.--.----do___- 966 865 Netherlands 344; Malaysia 344. 
Semimanufactures__._.do____ 88 - 141 Netherlands 62; West Germany 38. 

. Titanium oxides. _....-.------------- 7,065 6,983 West germany 3,100; United Kingdom 

Tungsten: oe 
Ore and concentrate_.._....-.--- 25 45 Congo (Kinshasa) 30; Australia 15. 
Metal, all forms.____._..------_-- 33 51 ‘West Germany 42; France 5. 

Uranium, thorium and kilograms - - 35 NA . 
alloys. . a 

Zine:. _ a 
Oxide and peroxide____..___-_.-1 1,677 1,420 West Germany 512; France 260; Nether- 

lands 259. . 
Metal: - . . me 

Unwrought:. including “scrap 27,287 24,738 Belgium-Luxembourg 11,526; West Ger- 
ce and dust. me . many 5,880; Congo (Kinshasa) 2,249. 

Semimanufactures -_-_-~_----- 1,982 1,728 West Germany 752; Belgium-Luxembourg 
. 751; Italy 178. 

Other metals: . a 
, Ore and concentrates: . 

. __Of silver and platinum group 6 NA a ae 
metals. ° , 

Other._._..---..----------- 3,245 4,040 Australia 3,571. 
Residues, sweepings, waste, and 

ashes: oo, 
Of silver and  kilograms__ 5,535 NA 

platinum group metals. . 
Of nonferrous metals, n.e.s__-__ 866 790 West Germany 755. 

Oxides and hydroxide of barium, 153 177 United Kingdom 65;.West Germany 47. 
magnesium, and strontium. . 

Metalloids, n.e.s___..-...-------- 1,652 2,002 France 851; West Germany 652. 
' Metals and alloys: 

Alkali, alkaline earth, and 182 157 West Germany 155. 
rare-earth elements. 

Nonferrous, n.e.S.-_.-------- 461. 700 Mainland China 164; Republic of South 
Africa, 157; Czechoslovakia 79. 

Ferrocerium and other pyro- 10 12 West Germany 7; Austria 3. 
phoricalloys. 

Nonmetals: — 
Asbestos_______._______-___-------- 14,668 15,772 Canada 11,026; U.S.S.R. 1,695. 
Barite and witherite_____.___-------- 4,758 3,378 West Germany 2,253. 
Boron materials: 

Crude, excluding brine products_ -- 443 466 United States 340. 
Oxides and acids________.------- 487 575 France 290; Italy 279. 

Cement_______.____.-__-_--_--------- 62,005 36,571 France 13,116; Italy 12,423. 
Chalk____.__________________------- 11,589 11,612 France 11,284. 
Clay and clay products: 

_ Crude_____.____.-_------------- 178,990 197,456 West Germany 89,492; United Kingdom 

Refractory brick and other 26,448 21,766 West Germany 15,230; France 2,142; 
materials. Austria 1,948. 

Nonrefractory products.._.._----- 188,870 131,965 Italy 106,970; West Germany 15,047. 
Cryolite and chiolite__.__..---------- 157 516 Denmark 516. 
Diamond: In- thousand carats - - 1,860 NA 

dustrial, unmounted. 
Diatomite and other infusorial earths - - 1,593 2,045 United States 726; West Germany 413; 

Denmark 336. 
Dolomite_..______._____------------ 11,857 18,107 Italy 7,658; France 2,980; Norway 655. 
Feldspar, fluorspar, and nepheline 12,842 14,711 France 5,999; West Germany 3,655; Italy 

syenite. . 2,935. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Crude: 
Nitrogenous._._.----------- | 205 310 West Germany 195. 
Organic, including guano and 17,282 20,358 France 19,849. 

dung. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 15.—Switzerland: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal! sources, 1966 

Nonmetals—Continued 
Fertilizer materials—Continued 

Crude—Continued 
Phosphatie___.__._.--..---. 37,306 29,359 Morocco 18,365; Belgium-Luxembourg 

272. 
Potassic___..-.------------- 105,382 82,005 France 56,937; West Germany 24,386. 

Manufactured: 
Nitrogenous__.._.---------- 1,029 1,387 West Germany 540; Austria 345; Italy 

69. 
Phosphatic: 

Basic (Thomas) slag___._ 194,328 194,322 France 126,209. 
Superphosphate and 12,703 14,827 France 6,814; Netherlands 4,680. 

others. 
Potassie__...-_-.----------- 12,587 21,409 France 17,137; West Germany 3,553. 
Mixed____.____------------ 15,195 19,0383 France 10,214; West Germany 6,365. 
Ammonia, anhydrous. _--_-_-- 21,812 18,994 Austria 7,484; West Germany 6,302. 

Gem stones, dust thousand carats_- 1,670 NA 
and powder including diamond dust. 

Graphite__________________ eee 556 626 Austria 380; West Germany 173. 
Gypsum and limestone: 

Gypsum and plasters_.____.-.----- 39,566 56,104 West Germany 28,310; Austria 13,363; 
Italy 11,185. 

Limestone, industrial____.._--.-. 70,706 65,048 France 48,951; Italy 15,171. 
Lime__.__ 2-2 ee 9,933 14,124 Italy 13,871. 
Magnesite. - ----.-------------~----- 3,931 4,114 Austria 3,904; West Germany 84. 

ica: 
Crude and partly worked____._--_- 837 627 West Germany 270; United Kingdom 153. 
Worked ______________________-- 162 94 France 73; Belgium-Luxembourg 15. 

Pigments, mineral, including iron oxide 2,083 1,787 West Germany 1,651. 
and hydroxide. 

Pumice, emery, corundum, and other 2,852 3,041 Italy 2,256; West Germany 561. 
natural abrasives. 

Salt... --- eee eee 1,121 1,121 France 1,030; West Germany 64. 
Sodium and potassium compounds, not - 

elsewhere specified: 
Caustic soda______._..___-_----- 6,071 4,301 France 1,682; West Germany 1,590; 

Italy 957. 
Caustic potash and sodium and 3,709 2,874 West Germany 1,206. 

potassium peroxides. 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Quartz and = quartzite, crude, 13,365 14,299 Italy 10,531; West Germany 3,139. 
ground, and roughly squared. 

Dimension stone, unworked, in- 87,096 117,520 Austria 57,337; Italy 28,200; West Ger- 
cluding slate. many 16,494. 

Gravel and thousand tons__ 3,110 2,822 France 1,380; West Germany 850; Italy 
crushed rock. 568. 

Sand, excluding metal do___- 941 852 Italy 443; Belgium-Luxembourg 148: 
bearing. West Germany 135. 

Grinding and polishing stones and 1,358 1,403 West Germany 688; United Kingdom 177. 
wheels. 

Dimension stone, worked, including 19,982 21,8383 Italy 18,508; Austria 5,435. 
slate, flagstone, and paving ; . 
blocks. 

Sulfur and pyrite: 
Sulfur, elemental, crude--_-_------- 81,194 55,287 United States 37,653; France 16,593. 
Pyrite, unroasted_.._..._.-------- 48,114 46,314 Italy 46,278. 
Sulfur, purified. _..-.------------ 255 243 West Germany 146. 
Sulfur dioxide__._-.--.-.--------- 612 ____._- 
Sulfuric acid___.___-_-_-.-------- 390 902 West Germany 432; France 422. 

Talc, soapstone, and steatite._..._.---. 18,871 12,737 France 5,821; Austria 3,882. 
Other nonmetallic materials: 

Bromine, fluorine, and iodine, pure. 1,542 897 France 661. 
Slags, dross, sealings, ash, and 92,959 41,582 France 21,301; West Germany 11,390 

similar non-metal-bearing me- Italy 8,871. 
tallurgical residues. 

Mineral substances, n.e.s_-.---.-. 24,355 40,427 Italy 22,187; West Germany 13,307. 
Mineral fuels: - 

Asphalt and bitumen, natural, crude_ -- 1,106 862 Trinidad and Tobago 639; United States 

Coal, peat, coke, and briquets: . . 
Coal____...___._._thousand tons_- 1,144 888 Italy 316; United States 181; Poland 127. 
Coal briquets_.--.--------d0---- 29 23 West Germany 9; France 7; Netherlands 5. 
Lignite and lignite briquets_do- - -- 151 119 West Germany 114. 
Peat and peat briquets_._-_-_-do--- - t 30 41 West Germany 37. 
Coke_______--.-----.----do__-- 476 367 West Germany 247; Netherlands 84. 

Carbon black_.___.----------------- 7,671 7,117 France 2,843; West Germany 1,292; 
Italy 1,143. 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| Table 15.—Switzerland: Imports of mineral commodities—Continued 

Commodity 1965 «1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Mineral fuels—Continued 
Hydrogen and inert rare gases________ 58 98 West Germany 39; Norway 18; Canada 17. 
Petroleum: 

Crude and thousand tons__ 1,209 2,353 Algeria 668; Libya 617; U.S.S.R. 582; 
partly refined. Bahrain 405. . 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline. __._._._.__.do____ 1,335 1,341 France 568; Italy 370; West Germany 302. 

Kerosine- ~-----------d0___- 79 73 France 28; Italy 19; Netherlands 14. 
el oil: 
Distillate_._.._....do____ 4,050 3,857 France 1,253; Italy 1,005; West Germany 

Residual________-do___-_ 1,181 840 France 348; West Germany 327; Italy 105. 
Lubricants_.__.__.._-do____ 71 73 Italy 16; Netherlands 12; United Kingdom 

12. 
Liquefied petroleum do___-_ 13 13. France 7; Czechoslovakia 3. 

gases. . 
Mineral jelly and wax__do-____ 8  % West Germany 3; United States 2; East 

Germany 1. 
Petroleum coke and do___- 55 51 United States 30; West Germany 19. 

pitch coke. . 
Bitumen and other do____ 233 268 France 124; West Germany 95; Italy 22. 

residues. 
Other___...____._._._do____ 20 NA 

Coal, petroleum, and natural do____ 26 21 West Germany 7; France 6; Czechoslo- 
gas: Chemicals, not further described. vakia 3. 

F Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Less than 14 unit. 
2 Including rolled gold or silver. 
3 Including cast iron, sponge iron, spiegeleisen, powder, shot, grit, and pellets.
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Of the 24 countries and territories cov- Ethiopia, 1 Ethiopian dollar = US$0.40; 
ered in this chapter, all except Botswana, The French Territory of the Afars and 
Ethiopia, Gambia, Guinea, Lesotho, Mala- Issas, 214 Djibouti francs = US$1.00; 
wi, Spanish Sahara, and Swaziland are Gambia, 1 Gambian pound (G£) = US 
among the overseas associates of the Euro- $2.80 through December 1967 and 1 G& 
pean Economic Community (EEC). Cam- = US$2.40 thereafter; Guinea, 246.5 Gui- 
eroon, Central African Republic, Chad, nean francs = US$1.00; Lesotho, 1 South 
Congo (Brazzaville), Dahomey, Ivory African rand = US$1.40 to US$1.41; 
Coast, Mauritania, Niger, Togo, and Upper Malawi, 1 pound = US$2.80 until Novem- 
Volta are also members of the Communau-__ ber 20, 1967, and 1 pound = US$2.40 
té Frangaise Afrique (CFA), for which thereafter; Mali, 245 Mali francs = US 
the franc is the standard monetary unit. 1.90 until May 6, 1967, and 493 Mali 
Where necessary for these countries, CFA francs = US$1.00 thereafter; Rwanda 
francs have been converted to U.S. dollars ° : 
at the rate of CFAF 245 to 247 = 100 Rwanda francs = US$1.00; Somali 

US$1.00. Monetary conversion rates for Republic, 1 Somali shilling = US$0.14; 
other countries in this chapter are: Bots- Sudan, 1 Sudanese pound = US$2.87; 
wana, 1 South African rand = US$1.40; Swaziland, 1 South African rand = US 

Burundi, 87.5 Burundi francs = US$1.00; $1.40. 

BOTSWANA (FORMERLY BECHUANALAND) 

The mineral industry of the Republic coveries gave hope for increased contribu- 

of Botswana contributed an insignificant ~“Yphysieal scientist, Division of International 
share to the nation’s economy in 1967, Activities. | teh 

but recent important mineral deposit dis- ston epee mineral specialist, (Petroleum) D 

959
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tions and for possible diversification of 1966 was confined to exports of manganese 
the economy that consists mainly of cattle ore valued at $14,036 and asbestos valued 
raising. In order to assist mineral indus- at $21,193. These exports came from pre- 
try development, the United Nations De- viously mined stocks. Comparable 1965 
velopment Program approved a request figures were manganese ore valued at $44,- 
for a $383,400 preinvestment study of in- 120 and asbestos valued at $259,535. Min- 
frastructure required for large-scale devel- eral commodity imports in: 1966 consisted 
opment of copper and nickel deposits near chiefly of iron and steel products valued 
Francistown. The Government of Botswana at $2,625,000 and mineral fuels and lubri- 
also acted to aid mineral industry devel- cants valued at $2,646,000. The principal 
opment by passing acts to: (1) Vest sources and destination of most mineral _ 
mineral rights in Tribal Territories in commodities in 1966 were the Republic 
the Central Government of Botswana; (2) of South Africa and Southern Rhodesia. 
give out water rights and provide for The relationship of mineral commodity 
the grant of water rights and servitudes; trade to total trade was as follows: 
and (3) amend and consolidate laws re SS eeessssssSsSsSSSSS—“‘(C 
lating to mines and minerals. , Value (thousand Mineral 

dollars) commod- 

PRODUCTION Mineral Total share of 
. . . commod- trade total Botswana’s mineral production continued ities 1 (percent) 

_the sharp decline that began generally © ————————_________ 
in 1965. Manganese output valued at Exports: 
about $49,200 and talc valued at $11,200 138 ------- ao 127989 2.0 
were the only minerals of commercial Imports: | — 
importance produced in 1967. Reportedly 1965 ------- 5 i , 28 227 oA 

| the manganese ore was produced from _ Trade balance: -_ 
| two small mines in southeastern Botswana. t8eg 72 _5.a79 as xx 

TRADE NA Not available. XX Not applicable. ; 

Botswana’s mineral commodity trade in jn ees Os hapten those commodities listed 

Table 1.—Botswana: Production of mineral commodities 

| Commodity 1 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
eee 

Metals: 
Gold___.____......_..._.._..._troy ounces_. 142 ~— 10 Lele eee LeeLee 
Managanese ore___.._.._......-metric tons_. 10,775 27,795 8,815 7,000 4,253 
Silver___._-.-......-...-..___ troy ounces_. 21 5 ee 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos, chrysotile.............metric tons... 2,148 1,960 806 — 800 LLL Llele 
Tale._--..----------- eee dole LeeLee 48 _..._ee 726 

SSS 
1In addition to commodities listed, simple construction materials such as clay and sand and gravel are pro- 

duced, but quantitative data are not available. 

| COMMODITY REVIEW nickel minerals containing 1.20 to 1.32 

Metals.—Copper and Nickel—Botswana ? ‘kel hee ee and a to 0.66 Pehebie 
Roan Selection Trust Ltd. (BRST) a eee at og or are probable subsidiary of Roan Selection Trust Ltd, 2¢ Pikwe-Selibe. In the Matsitamma area 
announced that it would arrange new 8 million tons of copper ore averaging 
financing for further exploration of copper 2.15 to 2.87 p encent copper were proved 
and nickel deposits in northern Botswana? ~~ indicated. Minor | quantities of silver . were said to occur in the copper-nickel 
Reportedly Bamangwato Concessions Ltd. ore. In order to further investigate the an affiliate of BRST made much progress 
in establishing the grade and reserves of | —————— 
copper-nickel ores in the Pikwe-Selibe area 3 U.S, Embassay, Gaberones. State Department 
and of copper ores _in the Matsitamma Airgram A826, Mar. 14, 1968, 2: ni Bots- 
region.* About 29 million tons of copper- wana. V.-270, No. 6919, Mor oo. eae ae
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Table 2.—Botswana: Foreign trade in million would be required to develop 
selected mineral commodities __ the deposits and additional financing 

(Exports in metric tons; imports in thousand U.S. would be needed to provide water, power, 
dollars) and transportation facilities.® 7 

Commodity 19651 19662 Nonmetals.—Diamond.—A number of 
—_—_—  —_ kimberlite pipes were discovered about 190 

° Pp Pp e 

Exports: is M o 1 kilometers west of Francistown (near Letl- 
etals: anganese ore__. 4,6 8 7 . sas Nonmetals: Asbestos (1266 103 hakane) by Kimberlitic Searches Ltd., 

Imports: ) } a subsidiary of DeBeers Consolidated Mines 
etais: e Tron and steel semi- Ltd. A report issued by DeBeers con- 

manufactures... NA 2,625 firmed that one of the larger pipes con- 
Nonferrous, including tained some diamonds in the top 20 feet. articles thereof onde . 7 

(copper, nickel, A drilling survey will be required to assess 

and tin) NA 347 the significance of the discovery. At year- 

Nonmetals: , NA ‘40 end the Government of Botswana and 
estos sheets. ___._- . ‘ . Bricks and tiles. 45 Anglo American Corp. were studying the 

Cement___...-.-.-.-. NA 120 construction of a road from Serowe to 
pertilizers.----------- NA a Letlhakane to provide passage for heavy 

=== === mining machinery and supplies needed 
Minera! fuels: ; ; : : Coal ani coke........ NA. 22 to investigate mineral deposits at Letlha- 

Petroleum. ____-_-_-- NA 970 kane. | 
. Diesel — ------------~ NA aoe . 

Labniontee TT Na 160 Mineral Fuels.—Petroleum and Natural 
Other_..-..----.-.-. NA 380 Gas.—The Alpha Exploration Co. Ltd. 

Total._........-... 2,458 2,646 of Canada was scheduled to receive a | 
——_________..__ government grant for petroleum and nat- 

NA Not available. ural gas exploration in the Kgalagadi 
° Standard Bank Review (London) October 1966, District.? Bechuanaland Oil Exploration 

2 Republic of Botswana (Gaberones) Statistical Ltd. and Kalahari Oil Exploration Ltd. 
Abstract, 1967, p. 47-51. of Canada also were given state grants 

potential of the deposits, BRST was build- to explore an area of crown lands in 
ing a pilot plant at Shashi® It was the north and in the western Kalahari, 
estimated that between $76 to $111 respectively. 

BURUNDI 

The minerals industry of Burundi was of bastnaesite, a rare-earth mineral, in- 
restricted to a small output of tin and creased 50 percent compared with 1966 
rare earth minerals although deposits of output. 
iron and bauxite reportedly occur in the 
nation. The value of minerals production TRADE 
was of little importance to the economy. 
Prospecting and geological surveys being Burundi’s trade in commodities (except 
undertaken by the European Development for diamonds that originated outside of 
Fund and the United Nations Committee Burundi and were reexported) was nonex- 
for Development Planning gave some hope _istent in 1965. Trade in mineral commodi- 
for the future. The enactment of a liberal ties during 1966 increased somewhat; how- 
investment code in August 1967 could _ ever, it still constituted a small percentage 

stimulate development of mineral deposits. 

PRODUCTION 
N 5 The Standard Bank, Review (Johannesburg). 

° «oe . oO. ’ pri » DP. ° 
Official statistical data on minerals pro- 8 Work cited in footnote 4. 

duction were not available, but unofficial > ‘ppeandard Bank Review (London). June 1968, 
reports indicated that Société Minetain NC The Standard Bank Review (Johannesburg). 

increased output of cassiterite 91 percent 9. 583, October 1967, p. 24. 
. ° Standa Bank L . 

compared with that of 1966. Production 1967, > ard ank Review (London). March
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of total trade as shown in the following tabulation: 

Value (thousand = Mineral a 
dollars) _commod- 

—_—_—————————_ ities’ 
Mineral Total share of 
commod- trade total 

ities 1 (percent) 

Exports and , 
Reexports: 

1965_ 22. __ 5,667 6,083 93 
1966_ 2... 2. 680 3-,383 20 

Imports: ; 
1965_-.----20 LLL 2,874 __..- 
1966_-_..-__- 381 9,650 4 

Trade balance: 
1965_....... +5,667 +3,209 XX 
1966_.-.-.-- +299 —6,267 xX 

XX Not applicable. 
1 Includes only those commodities listed in table 4 

of this chapter. 

| Table 3.—Burundi: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

, 
. SAS 

Commodity ! 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

: —_—_ LL LC CL LR LC 

Metals: 
Columbium-tantalum concentrate__._____._.__.-_._-__i___ Le 2 NA NA NA NA 
Rare earth concentrate (bastnaesite).__._.......-.---..--_.--. ._-. __... 150 200 300 

in: 
Cassiterite concentrate....._............_..-_long tons__ 25 22 17 49 94 
Content of concentrate__.___._._._._..___._-..-__ido__.. 16 NA 10 NA NA 

Nonmetals: Limestone____..._________..___._______u___-._.... 360 120 150 NA NA 
FS 

® Revised. NA Not available. 
1 In addition to commodities listed construction materials such as clay and sand and gravel are produced, 

but quantitative data are not available. 

Table 4.—Burundi: Foreign trade in selected mineral commodities } 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ee 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations or sources, 1966 
rn 

Exports: 
Metals: 

Copper and alloys, unwrought.._.... _.___- 50 All to Italy. 
Nonmetals: . 

Diamond, value, thousands... $5,667 $460 All to United Kingdom. 
Nonindustrial 

Fertilizer materials: 
Phosphatie__.-.---2---2 eee Lee 2,200 All to Italy. 
Others___..-2-2--.-2--2 eee Lee 120 All to West Germany. 

Imports: 
Metals: 

Iron and steel... eee LLL 1,451 All from Belgium-Luxembourg. 
Nonmetals: 

Pigments____..._-.-----------. LeeLee 41 Do. 
Mineral fuels: 

Petroleum products: Lubricants  _____- 212 Do. 
and greases. 

eee 

NA. Not available. 
1 Statistical Office of the United Nations. Supplement to the World Trade Annual, V. 3, 1965 and V. 3 » 1966. 

CAMEROON 

The mineral industry of the Federal of producing and fabricating aluminum 
Republic of Cameroon consisted essentially | and mining minor quantities of gold and
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tin minerals. About 3 percent of the $20.4 million in 1966, was the principal 

estimated 1967 gross national product of mineral commodity foreign exchange earn- | 
$715 million was attributed to mineral er. Principal mineral commodity imports 
production. Significant events in the min- in 1966 were petroleum refinery products 

erals sphere were inauguration of a new ($7 million), alumina, (almost $4 million), 
aluminum rolling mill at Edea and con- and iron and steel products (more than 
struction of a dam and hydroelectric facili- $6 million). The relationship between min- 

ties to supply the aluminum industry with eral and total trade during 1965 and 
power. Three petroleum companies were 1966 was as follows: 

conducting exploration. Indications of oi! §©£————————________ SSS 

and gas were reported, but there has Value (million § Mineral 
been no commerical exploitation. The Bu- dollars) commod- 

, o e a ities 

reau de Recherches Géologiques et Min- Mineral Total share of 
iéres (BRGM) was conducting several geo- commod- trade _ total 
+e . . . ities 1 (percent). 
logical studies in 1967. These included 
investigation of water in the Mount Man- E 

. xports: 
dara area, study of basic rocks of eastern 1965__.....---. 20.7 140.1 15 
Cameroon and their associated metals, in- Imp J966----------- 21.1 146.2 14 
vestigations of magnetic anomalies near 1965_.._..----- 28.1 152.7 18 
Poli, tectonic studies in central Cameroon, 1966----------- 25.1 147.4 17 

: : . .> Trade baiance: 
studies of sapphire reserves in the Mamyjé 1965___..-..... —7.4 12.6 XX 
region, and examination of a corundum 1966..--------- —4.0 —1.2 XxX 
deposit in the Nsanarakaty river.’° | TT 

|  Thaudes phiy thos dities listed in tabl 1 Includes only those commodities lis in tables 
PRODUCTION 6 and 7 of this chapter. 

Aluminum output declined during 1966 COMMODITY REVIEW 
and 1967 from 1965 because of a de- 
crease in electric power production on Metals. — Aluminum.— An Aluminum 
the Sanaga River. Construction of a new rolling mill owned by Société Camerounaise 
dam and power facilities at Mbakaou de Transformation de Aluminum (SOC- 
will ensure Compagnie Camerounaise d’ ATRAL) was constructed near the alumi- 
Aluminium Péchiney-Ugine (ALUCAM) num smelter at Edea.*! The plant was 
of a steady source of power and will scheduled to manufacture 7,500 tons of 
allow an increase in aluminum production. aluminum roofing and semifinished corru- 
Cameroon’s second 5-year plan projects gated aluminum sheetii,. from aluminum 
an increase to 58,000 tons per year by ingot produced by the ALUCAM smelter. 
1971. Although gold output increased from The European Investment Bank granted 
the 1966 level, the outlook for a sub- a $4 million loan to Société d-Energie 
stantial rise in future production was not  Electrique du Cameroun (ENELCAM) for 
encouraging because of depleted ore re- construction of a dam and reservoir on 
serves. Tin ore production during the the Sanaga River at Mbakaou and for 
last 5 years has been much lower than in installation of an additional powerplant 
previous years. ——_____—. 

10 Mines et Métallurgie (Paris). L’activité 
TRADE Miniére et Métallurgique au Cameroun en 1967. 

No. 6, June-July 1968, p. 182. 
. . 11 U.S. Embassy, Yaounde, Department of State 

Exported aluminum ingot, valued at  Airgram A-148, Feb. 28, 1968, pp. 1, 3 

Table 5.—Cameroon: Production of mineral commodities 

Commodity ! 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

we 

Metals: 
Aluminum. _._._...--_---------metric tons__ 52,913 51,507 50 , 487 48,159 48 ,324 
Gold__...___.__--_----_----..-troy ounces_. 1,865 739 1,286 r675 991 
Tin, content of concentrate______--long tons-_- 25 40 40 25 51 
a 

t Revised. 
1In addition to commodities listed, construction materials such as clay and sand and gravel are produced, 

but quantitative data are not available.
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| Table 6.—Camaroon: Exports of selected mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 
Lr a ea rs eS eu uc ~ 

- . 
~ 

. 

‘Commodity 1965 ! 1966 2 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 3 
Aluminum, mainly ingot...._...._.... 46,547 46,581 France 23,736; United States 10,336; 

'  Belgium-Luxembourg 5,317. 
Iron and steel: 

Scrap. __.--.----------- eee 2 NA 
Semimanufactures________________ 79 244 Gabon 188; Nigeria 32. 

Lead_..-- 22 eee 60 31 Belgium-Luxembourg 20; Italy 11. 
Nonferrous ore and concentrates, n.e.s_. 148 33 All to Spain. 

Nonmetals: 
, Cement, lime and other building ma- ______ 14 Chad 3. . 

terials. 
Clay construction materials..__________ 3 9 Central African Republic 4; Chad 3; 

Congo (Brazzaville) 2. | 
Nonmetallic minerals, crude, n.e.s_.___- 40 93 Chad 47; Nigeria 45. . 

Mineral fuels: . 
Petroleum refinery products___._______ 868 77 Congo (Brazzaville) 42; Gabon 27. 

NA Not available. . 
_ 1 Statistical Office of the European Communities. No. 2, 1967 » pp. 73-94. ; ? Statistical Office of the European Communities. No. 4, 1968, pp. 63-79. 

3 Includes unwrought and semimanufactures unless otherwise specified. 

Table 7.—-Cameroon: Imports of selected mineral commodities | 
. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Leeann Commodity 1965 1 1966 2 Principal sources, 1966 —_—_— ee 

Metals: 3 
Aluminum: , , 

Alumina____.---- 22222222222 2. = 86, 148 45,528 Guinea 39,275; France 3,441; Italy 

Metal.___.. eee. 2,736 4,293 Belgium-Luxembourg 3,891; France 
64. 

Copper__.-_--2 222-22. 70 40 France 39. 
Iron and steel: 

Pig iron and ferroalloys.__________ 273 225 All from France. 
Steel ingots and equivalent forms__. 829 329 All from France. 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods and sections_....... 11,159 12,154 France, 8,171; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Plate, sheet and strip_________ 9,811 7,556 France 5,965; West Germany 646. - Rails and accessories__________ 9,940 15,224 France 14,616; Italy 495. 
Wire______-_- 2-2 619 1,210 France 1,090. 
Tubes, pipes and fittings. __.__ 3,329 1,989 France 1,671; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Total_._-.---222--.--- = 34,858 38 , 133 
Lead... 222 22 21 France 20. 
Tin___._.__..2____._______long tons__ 3 1 France 1. 
Zine_ _-.- 11 6 France 6. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasive, natural_________.___________ 149 157 France 155. 
Cement, lime and other building ma- 117,431 100,860 France 50,282; Belgium-Luxembourg terials. 26,458; United Arab Republic 7,983. Clay construction materials____________ 1,373 2,441 France 1,934; West Germany 343. Fertilizer materials: Manufactured__..._ 32,221 14,779 France 8,528; West Germany 3,015; 

taly 2,009. 
Stone, sand and gravel_______________. 187 1,268 France 1,126; Morocco 100. Nonmetallic minerals, crude, n.e.s___.-_ 18,154 11,190 West Germany 6,456; Spain 1,869; 

Poland 1,151. 
Nonmetallic mineral manufactures, ne.s_ 129 155 France 114; Hong Kong 382. Mineral fuels: 
Coal, coke and briquets______________-_ 448 464 France 464. 
Gas, natural and manufactured________ 1,056 839 France 400; Ivory Coast 346. 
Petroleum: 

Refinery products._______...._.._ 158,815 166, 685 Curacao 49,998; Italy 26,254; Algeria 

Tar, pitch and other crude chemicals ‘41,318 505 United Kingdom 501. 
from coal, oil and gas and gas distilla- 
tion. 

eee 
1 Statistical Office of the European Communities. No. 2, 1967, pp. 73-94. 
2 Statistical Office of the European Communities. No. 4, 1968, pp. 63-79. 
3 Includes unwrought and semimanufactures, unless otherwise specified. 
+ Included with petroleum refinery products.
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at Edea. ENELCAM supplies electrical Mineral Fuels.—Petroleum.— Société 
power to the aluminum complex. _  @Etudes et de Recherches des Petroles 

Nonmetals.—Cement.—Société d’Etudes du Cameroun (SEREPCA) investigated 
de la Cimenterie du Nord Cameroon (CI- a 4,870-square-kilometer offshore area and 
MENCAM) planned to construct a cement a 5,540-square-kilometer area onshore. 
plant at Figuil, northern Cameroon.” The Mobil Exploration Equatorial Africa was 
plant will obtain limestone from a local granted an exploration permit covering 
deposit of 600,000 tons and from extensive 3,150 square kilometers offshore near the 
deposits at Bidzar, 20 kilometers away. Cameroon-Nigeria border. During 1967 the 
Numerous kaolin deposits in the vicinity company conducted seismic surveys which | 
will also be used. CIMENCAM also was confirmed the presence of two structural 
scheduled to build a clinker grinding plant anomalies. Gulf Oil Co. of Cameroon 
at Douala to produce 110,000 tons of was granted a prospecting permit on 5,759 
cement per year. square kilometers inland. 

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC | 

The only significant mineral commodity mineral commodity imports were petroleum 
mined during 1967 was diamond, the value __ refinery products ($1.7 million), iron and 
of which was equal to about 12 percent of | steel products ($0.5 million), and cement, 
the estimated gross national product lime, and building materials (about $0.5 
of $126 million. A negligible quantity million). Imports of all commodities in- 
of gold was recovered as a byproduct creased 12 percent to $30.7 million com- 
of diamond mining. Uranium prospecting pared with $27.4 million in 1965. 
was centered at Bakouma, 600 kilometers : 
east of Banqui. COMMODITY REVIEW 

PRODUCTION Metals.— U ranium.—The French Atomic | 
Energy Commission was investigating a | 

Diamond production decreased 3.6 per- deposit. at Bakouma, 600 kilometers east 
cent from that of 1966, chiefly owing of Bangui.® Exploitation of the deposit 
to lower recovery by mining companies. was expected to start in 1968 and to 
The share of diamond mined by small continue for about 20 years. Annual pro- 
groups of Africans and individuals in- duction was scheduled at 100,000 tons 

creased from 86 percent in 1966 to 91 of ore equivalent to 300 tons of uranium 
percent in 1967, with the mining com- metal. Two hundred persons. were em- 
‘panies accounting for the remainder.” ployed at the operation including 24 tech- 

nical personnel. A French and Central 
TRADE African Republic agreement was negotiated 

Mineral exports, chiefly diamond, rose f0F construction of a chemical leaching 

14 percent in value, from $14.4 million Plant near Bakouma.”® An industrial com- 
in 1965 to $16.5 in 1966. Exports of Plex costing about $10 million was planned. 

all commodities to areas outside the Cent- 12U.S. Embassy, Yaounde. Department of 
ral African Economic and Customs Union State | Airgram A-122, Dec. 28, 1967, p. 1. 
increased from $26.4 million in 1965 to 4998 pang, onnUa! «Review (London). May 
$30.8 million in 1966. 14Mining Journal (London). V. 270, No. 

. os 6920, Apr. 5, 1968, p. 265. 
Imports of mineral commodities de- 15 International Financial News Survey. V. 20, 

creased in value from $3.6 million in No. A an. 1? 1288, p. 8. 
1965 to $3.1 million in 1966. Principal apr. 1968, pp. 35 36. Notes. V. 65, No 4, 

Table 8.—Central African Republic: Production of mineral commodities 

Commodity ! 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: Gold____._..___.._-_troy ounces__ 96 75 23 48 __.__ ._- 
Nonmetals: Diamond__.__.._.._.._carats.. 402,364 442,281 536,810 539,935 520 , 628 

1 In addition, construction materials such as clay and sand and gravel were probably produced, but quanti- 
tative data was not available.
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Table 9.—Central African Republic: Foreign trade in selected mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Commodity 1965 1 19662 Principal sources or destinations, 1966 
eee 

Exports: . 
- Nonmetals: Diamond..___.__-carats_. 509,545 552,451 Israel 203,302; United States 193,358; 

United Kingdom 69,609. 
Mineral fuels: Petroleum refinery prod- 1,267 304 Ship’s stores. 

ucts. 
Imports: 

Metals: 
Aluminum...._2 2-2-2 291 148 France 147. 
‘Copper.._.-_-----2 eel 10 5 France 5. 
Iron and steel: 

Pig iron and ferroalloys_______ 3 3 France 3. 
Semimanufactures___________- 3,500 2,725 France 2,315; Belgium-Luxembourg 

8. 
Lead_.....--2-_-2 eee. 5 2 France 1; Netherlands 1. 
Tin.________.__..____-_long tons__ (3) 1 France 1. 
Zine..__._---- eee ) re 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives, natural._____..._______ 20 45 France 45. 
Cement, lime, and other building 15,753 18,402 Congo (Kinshasa) 10,174; France 
materials. 6,236; West Germany 1,970. ~ 

Clay construction materials________ 96 118 France 64; West Germany 42. 
Fertilizer materials: Manufactured_. 2,377 1,201 West Germany 728; France 473. 
Nonmetallic mineral manufactures__ 28 156 France 153. ~ 
Other crude minerals___.__________ 2,571 5,561 Portuguese Guinea 4,854; Portugal 

92. 
Mineral fuels: . 

Gas, natural or manufactured__-_-___ 264 270 France 210; Ivory Coast 59. 
Petroleum refinery products._._.._. 35,706 32,032 Venezuela 138,297; Curacao 12,994; 

Spain 2,198. 
Tar, pitch, and other crude chemi- 10 7 France 7. 

cals from coal, oil and gas distil- 
. lation. 

LL A AY 

1 Statistical Office of European Communities. No. 7, 1966. , 
2 Statistical Office of European Communities. No. 6, 1967. 
? Less than 14 unit. 

A 350-kilometer road to connect Bakouma tion along the Lobaye river seeking 

with Mobaye also was envisaged. deposits of sufficient size to permit the 
use of large dredges to recover diamond,}* 

Nonmetals.—Diamond.—European- but through yearend only small deposits 
controlled companies carried out explora- had been discovered. 

CHAD 

The mineral output of Chad was limited PRODUCTION AND TRADE 
to the reco natron, salt, rhyolit q i, TECOVERY re fier ct B; 3. my I © Natron valued at about $453,000 was 
and lmonite near tHadjer el-Bigh, granite the only mineral of commercial signifi- 
near Fort Archambault, and gravel near cance in Chad. Small quantities of salt, 
Bongar. Some natron was exported, the rhyolite, limonite, granite, clay, and sand 
other commodities were consumed locally. and gravel were mined, but except for 
Deposits of columbite, tin, and tungsten salt the quantities produced were not re- 
occur in the Tibesti region but were corded. , ; . 
not being mined in 1967. Noncommercial Saad trade ik nat al commodities 

. . Oo - ‘quantities of crude oil reportedly occur ‘O™SIS'€¢ principally of natron exports va 
in the Tibesti mountains and in the vicinit ued at $176,000 in 1966 compared with esth Mou vaemmltY 1965 exports valued at $256,000. Principal 
of Tekro. Mining of _ natron for export, mineral commodity imports have been pet- 
the only mineral activity upon which a _ roleum refinery products ($4.4 million in 
value could be placed, contributed 0.2 1966 compared with $6.3 million in 1965) ; 
percent to the gross domestic product > 

. eye ini "7 estimated at $254 million. 6920 An Sen oguondon). V. 270, No.
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iron and steel semimanufactures ($857,000 UDEAC countries, which was considered 
in 1966, compared with $822,000 in © substantial. 
1965); and cement, lime, and building 
materials ($545,000 in 1966 compared COMMODITY REVIEW *® 

with $5 8 oe ns 769) ° ve ss 6 ore Nonmetals.—Studies were made of the 
TY produ ports in we Maya-Kebbi limestone deposits to deter- valued at $151,000 as compared with _ . _ imilar reexports valued at $963,000 in mine if they were suitable for lime manu- 

' 965 P van a ? } facture. It was concluded that these de- 
° woe osits were too small i Cc Exports of all commodities totaled $23.7. ? © mais, W dely scattered, oye : . and of low quality for large-scale ex- million in 1966, compared with $27.2 loitation 

million in 1965, while all commodity im- ? " 
ports were valued at $29.7 million in §=£————— 
1966 and $31.1 million in 1965. These Mice United wn ations. Geport 8 of — the ECA 
total trade values exclude trade with other Africa. 1966, p.388 — tra 

Table 10.—Chad: Production of mineral commodities : 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a eee 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

SS Ps Ph PP SUR USeseneneu? 

Natron___.__-__-_-.-.---___-- 2 _-__-_---__--_ 25,000 6,757 7,100 6,500 8,600 
Salt and natron_.__________-_-_-__________. NA NA NA NA 8,000 

TC ET SS SWPP SPSS 

NA Not available. . 

- Table 11.—Chad: Foreign trade in selected mineral commodities 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

a 

Commodity 1965! 1966 2 Principal sources or destinations, 1966 

ee 

Exports: . 
Metals: 

Scrap nonferrous______.._._..___- 5 
Nonmetals: Natron_....-_..--....._.-. 6,271 3,985 All to Nigeria. 
Mineral fuels: 

Petroleum refinery products___.._._._ 5,723 3,339 Ships’ stores 3,339. 
Imports: 

Metals: 3 
Aluminum__--. 2222-2222 ee 59 5 All from France. 
Copper__.-----..---..-- 2 ___- 8 6 Do. 
Tron and Steel: 

Pig iron and ferroalloys______- 4 5 Do. 
Semimanufactures._.._._._..... 2,802 3,002 France 2,326; Belgium-Luxembourg 412; 

West Germany 202. 
Lead_..- 2.2 eee 6 5 All from France. 
Zine. .....-.-.-----.--- eee Leen 1 Do. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives, natural__.__.-.___.___- 4 4 Netherlands 8. 
Cement, lime, and other building 6,892 7,896 France 4,034; West Germany 3,668. 

materials. 
Clay construction materials_-_______ 68 129 France 62; West Germany 50; Italy 17. 
Fertilizers, manufactured_________- 489 1,185 France 1,185. 
Nonmetallic minerals, crude, n.e.s_: 3,746 3,112 Bast Germany 992; Portuguese Guinea 

Nonmetallic mineral manufactures__ 37 31 France 24; West Germany 3. 
Mineral fuels: 

Gas, natural or manufactured._-___- 175 146 United States 83; France 50. 
Petroleum refinery products.____.. 39,689 29,534 Curacao 13,145; United States 8,021; 

Nigeria 2,299. 

eee 

1Source: Statistical Office of the European Communities. No. 7, 1966, pp. 84-101. 
2Source: Statistical Office of the European Communities. No. 6, 1967. pp. 83-93. 
$ Includes unwrought and semimanufactures, uniess otherwise specified.
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CONGO (BRAZZAVILLE) 

The mineral industry of Congo (Brazza- _the limited reserves at the Point Indienne 
: ville) contributed only about $1.5 million field. 

to the gross domestic product estimated Exports of diamond, which entered the | 
at. $174 million. The foremost products country through illicit channels, continued 
were crude petroleum, lead-zinc-copper ore, to represent the principal source of foreign 
cassiterite, and gold. | exchange from mineral commodities. Al- 

Significant developments in the indus- though value from this source was less 
try included discovery of a high-grade than in 1965, it contributed substantially 
iron ore deposit estimated to contain over to the nation’s favorable balance of trade 
400 million tons, completion of the nation’s in minerals and sizably reduced its overall 
first cement plant, continued progress on unfavorable balance as shown in the fol- 
the potash mine at Saint Paul and on lowing tabulation: 
ancillary facilities. | a 

Research was being conducted by the Value (thousand dollars) Mineral 
Congolese Mining Bureau on diamond dis- —_———---——commod- 

. Mineral Total ities’ coveries north of Yaya, on lead sulfide commod- trade shareof - 
mineralization in the Kouilou district, and ities } totaly 
on chromite indications in the Chaillu P 

e ° es e ee  TA AL ES G ASSS Mountains. Soviet technicians were eval- | 
. . . Exports: uating gold and diamond occurrences in 1965_...__ 22,082 46,804 47.1 

the Mayombke plateau and the Chaillu Imp 1966 - ----- 17,204 43,181 39.8 
Mountains. 1965...-.. 18,978  *64,709 18.9 

r 1966. - - — -- 8,977 69,563 12.9 
d 2 PRODUCTION AND TRADE "1965... 18,054 17,905 XX 1966...... +8,227 ~261382 XX 

Data on production of mineral com- WW sss 
modities were not available for 1967; XX Not applicable. _« Revised. 
it was estimated that copper output in- 1 Includes only those commodities in tables 13 and 

: 14 of this chapter. - creased somewhat compared with that of 
1966, while lead and zinc ore output In addition to diamond, other important 
reportedly was less than in 1966 because mineral commodities exported in 1966 
of lower world market prices. Tin output were crude oil ($862,000) and nonferrous 
apparently was about the same as in ore and concentrates ($730,000). 
1966. A small quantity of limestone was Principal mineral commodities imported 
probably produced for the cement plant, in 1966 included petroleum refinery prod- 
scheduled to begin operating in early ucts ($4,108,000), iron and steel semi- 
1968. Crude petroleum production was manufactures ($2,557,000) and cement, 
down about 12 percent below that of lime, and other building materials— ($958,- 
1966 because of continuing depletion of 000). 

Table 12.—Republic of Congo (Brazzaville): Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Commodity ! 1963 1964 . 1965 1966 1967 eee 
Metals: 2 

Copper__________---2 eee * 831 NA 68 356 e 400 Gold__-__._____..._._____troy ounces__ r 570 r1,102 52,727 4,080 NA Lead_..-______- 2 eee. 330 2,169 e 2,800 2,648 e2,200° Tin____._________..._______long tons_. 43 34 44 48 3 48 Zine_____--_-- eee 713 5,060 6,900 6,178 e 6,000 Nonmetals: 
Limestone_______---__-.-_-_----ee eee eee. ween eee ee eee eee e 5,000 Mineral fuels: 
Petroleum, crude______________________ 109 ,217 82,506 70,987 61,922 e 54,300 

e Estimated. tT Revised. 
1 In addition construction materials such as clay and sand and gravel are probably produced, but quantita- tive data are not available. 
2 Metal content of marketable ore or concentrate produced, except for gold which is in the form of fine metal recovered in mining. 
* The Statistical Bulletin of the International Tin Council. V. 12, No. 5, May 1968, p. 9.
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Table 13.—Republic of Congo (Brazzaville): Exports of selected mineral commodities 

| (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 19651 1966 2 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: | | 
Iron and steel: 

Scrap. ---.---------------------- 1,016 968 All to Italy. 
Semimanufactures____...-..------ 9 4 All to France. 

Lead._....-------------------------- 5 6 All to Italy. 
Zine____..-_-.____------------------ ne 
Nonferrous ore and concentrate___._._.. 16,687 12,721 United Kingdom 7,173; West Germany 

5,508. 
Nonferrous scrap.__......------------ 43 103 Ivory Coast 52; West Germany 32. 

Nonmetals: 
Diamond, gem. -__-.--value, thousands__ $19,957 $15,170 N area $7,391; United Kingdom 

268, 
Mineral fuels: 

Petroleum: 
Crude__.____.___--.------------- 71,001 65,182 France 56,150; Belgium-Luxembourg 

0382, 
’ Refinery products__..__.....-..-- 7,258 11,103 Ships’ stores. 

Minerals, crude, unspecified -__-- - -- 11 150 _ All to ships’ stores. 

1 Statistical Office of the European Communities. No. 7, 1966, pp. 149-170. 
2 Statistical Office of the European Communities. No. 6, 1967, pp. 59-78. 

Table 14.—Republic of Congo (Brazzaville): Imports of selected mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

‘Commodity 1965 ! 1966 2 Principal sources, 1966 
nD 

Metals: | 
Aluminum__.__._...------------------ 263 221 France 215. 
Copper__...--.-.-------------------- 57 80 France 28. 
Iron and steel: 

Pig iron and ferroalloys..-.-_------ 10 100 France 100. 

Semimanufactures: | 7 
Bars, rods, and sections.__...-._ 3,827 4,908 France 2,493; West Germany 959; Italy 

Plate, sheet and strip and hoop. 5,539 4,188 France 2,098; Belgium-Luxembourg 

Rails and accessories_......... 3,518 884 France 876. 
Tubes, pipes and fittings.._.... 2,262 1,289 France 1,016; U.S.S.R. 128. 
Other. _._...._-_--.--------- 63 97 France 80; U.S.S.R. 9; West Germany 

Total_______._..---------. 15,204 11,366 
Lead._.....___._-------------------- 18 10 France 9; West Germany 1. 
Tin___________-_--..---.--long tons-- 6 4 France 4. 
Zine___...-.----~------------------- 7 10 France 10. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives, natural__....._-....------- 133 26 France 26. 
Cement, lime, and building materials.. 44,060 44,392 U.S.S.R. 31,634; France 8,362; Belgium- 

Luxembourg 2,028. 
Clay construction materials__-_-------- 251 331 West Germany 175; France 148. 
Fertilizer materials: 

Natural. __..._-.---------------- 722 2,295 France 2,295. 
Manufactured_.._-.._._-.-------- 5,522 7,067 France 6,761. 

Stone, sand and gravel___.---_-------- 37 212 Italy 111; France 20. 
Sulfur and pyrite. -_..--.------------- 160 135 France 135. 
Nonmetallic minerals, crude, unspecified. 2,269 3,375 Senegal 1,988; United Arab Republic 

1,000; France 266. 

Nonmetallic mineral manufactures. -- - - - 116 82 France 62; West Germany 7. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, coke and briquets--_---.--------- 187 123 France 123. 
Petroleum refinery products....-..---- 89,569 111,406 Curacao 36,981; Italy 25,698; Iran 

11,264; Venezuela 10,911. 

Gas, natural and manufactured - - - _ ---- 616 605 France 314; Ivory Coast 281. 
Tar, pitch, and other crude chemicals 3 6 France 6. 

from coal, oil, and gas distillation. 
NN ee 

1 Statistical Office of the European Communities. No. 7, 1966. pp. 149-170. 

2 Statistical Office of the European Communities. No. 6, 1967. pp. 59-73.
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COMMODITY REVIEW 149 kilometers west of Brazzaville was 

“Zig i letion and was to begin op- Metals.—-Copper—The Société de fearing comp | 
M’Passa (S.M.P.) intensified research on rating in March 1968.” Annual produc. 
methods of separating copper minerals 102 of 80,000 tons of cement wi 0. 
from lead-zinc-copper ore mined in the utilized partly by domestic consumers (SC 7 

Pool district, southwest of Mindouli.!® 000 tons) and partly by other countries 
Gold.—Crude gold was recovered by Of the UDEAC customs union. Limestone 

panning and with the help of small tables deposits in the Loutété region were esti- 
| at Dimonika and Kakamocka in the Koui- ™ated at 700 million tons. . 

lou district and at Kelle and M’Boma Potash.—Development of the deposit at 
in the Equator district2° Some was pur- Saint Paul about 45 kilometers northeast 
chased by local jewelery makers. and 0! Pointe-Noire continued. Mining was 
the remainder was cast into ingots and __ Planned to start on a 3-meter thick sylvin- 

. stored at the treasury ite bed containing 35 percent (K2O) at 
Iron Ore.—At yearend 1966 a deposit 2 depth of about 300 meters.24 This bed 

was discovered in Zanaga that reportedly extends over ih a 2 pout 0 ee 
contained over 400 million tons of high- ‘Fes- 4 wo other beds meters 1€K; 
grade ore.” Technicians from the Euro- lying _at a depth of about 290 meters 
pean Economic Community were prospect- ©°n@n 20 pereee ne: “ ese beds 
ing the deposit located 198 kilometers Reser an area tin ted 35 nll: 
from the Gabon border and 200 kilometers eserves were estimated a milion northwest of Brazzaville. tons of K:O equivalent. The World Bank 

Lead and Zinc.—Reserves of the §.M.P. 2nd the European Investment Bank 

deposit southwest of Mindouli at yearend 8fanted loans totaling $39 million to the 
1966 was 4,000 tons of proved ore and Compagnie des Potasses du Congo (CPC) 
7,000 tons of probable ore containing for development of the mune and asso- 
90 percent mixed lead and zinc and ciated projects.” The project calls for 49 to 46 percent copper mining 500,000 tons per year of potash, 

Tin.—Compagnie Métallurgi qu eet Min- ‘efining the crude ore to commercial grade 
iére produced cassiterite from Moufaumbi Potassium chloride, and transportation of 
River gravels in the district of Madingo- the product to the terminal near Pointe 
Kayes.” The company proposed to double Noire for export. Mine production was 
production by exploiting large surface scheduled to begin in early 1969. A new 
areas and installing a plant to concen- wharf capable of handling ships of 65,- 
trate tin minerals containing wolframite. 000-ton capacity and a short railroad spur 
Nonmetals.—-Cement.—At the close of line will be constructed as part of the 

1967 a cement plant in the Loutété region, _ project. 

DAHOMEY 

In 1967, as in the past several years, exports of petroleum refinery products were 
there was no recorded mineral production valued at $20,000. Principal mineral com- 
in the Republic of Dahomey. Mineral modity imports were petroleum refinery 

prospecting continued, but no dlicovees products ($1,452,000), ron and sel semi 
in conjunction with oil exploration have manufactures ($1,289,000), and cement, 
indicated the presence of a coastal basin §=£——————. 
containing about 13,000 feet of sediments. 19 Industries et Travaux d’Outremer (Paris). 
Dahomey’s 1967 gross national product, 9%, Woe ast, 1967, p. 7 oo. 
was estimated at $175 million. 21 International Financial News Survey. V. 

18, No. 51, Dec. 23, 1966, p. 433. 
22 Work cited in footnote 19. 

TRADE 23 International Financial News Survey. V. 
966 20, No. 15, Apr. 19, 1968, p. 126. + Coneal 

Dahomey’s trade pattern in 1 was ining Magazine. Exploitation of Congolese oe . : P . Vz. , . 2, . . . similar to that in previous years. iron 126,127, Ba. oe ae Feb. 1968, pp 
and steel scrap was the major minera nternational Bank for Reconstruction and commodity export (value $23,000) : re- 10gt emgent. Press Release No. 67/1, Jan. 9,
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lime, and other building materials ($1,- COMMODITY REVIEW 
142,000). The country’s trade balance con- . 2,000) *y Nonmetals.—Cement.—In June the tinued to be unfavorable, but there was Gove t siened ee t with 
an improvement in the 1966 balance for F _ he en i one r f men new 
mineral commodities as shown in the fol- ren private iterests to form a ne lowing tabulation: company, Société des Ciments du Dahomey 

‘ (SCD), in which the Government would 
Value (thousand Mineral have a 25-percent initial share and an 

dollars) commod- option to increase its share to 50 percent. 
Mineral Total share of SCD is to build a 100,000-ton-per-year 
commod- trade total plant at Cotonou to make cement from ities 1 (percent) : . : ° Exports; SSS, ——«»-»-»s«sSprted’ clinker. Previous plans to build 

1965_______ 44 13,639 0.3 a cement plant near the limestone deposits 
Imp one wo---- 2 10,478 7 at Pobe have been abandoned as unec- 

1965_..-.... 5,642 84,395 16.4 onomical. 
Trade beienesn”” 4, 628 33,473 18.8 "The Governments of Dahomey and Togo 

1965__._... —5,598 — 20,756 XX and French private interests have agreed | 1966___.... --4;551 -—23/000 xXx . P ; gree “XX Not applicable. ~~ SCST:~—~C~Ssjcointly' study the limestone deposits 
1 Values given are for only those commodities listed at Toffo, near Alloda, in Dahomey and in tables 15 and 16 of this chapter. . . or at Aveta in Togo, to determine which 

Table 15.—Dahomey: Exports of selected mineral commodities 

(Metric tons) . 
eee 

Commodity 1965 1 1966 2 Principal destinations, 1966 . 
A ng er 

Metals: . 
Aluminum. -__2222 2222. 15 Ivory Coast 12; Togo 2. 
Iron and steel: , 

Serap_..--2-.---- ee ™ 2,002 1,160 Italy 1,160. 
Semimanufactures_-_____....-_.._- 294 20 France 8; Central African Economic and 

Customs Union 8. 
Lead_.-_. 2-2. r3 7 NA, . 
Nonferrous metals, n.e.s_._._._________ 7 23 France 10; Belgium-Luxembourg 10. Nonmetals: 
Cement, lime and other building ma- 27 11 Togo 8; Nigeria 3. 

terials. 
_ Clay construction materials__._________ 10 10 Ivory Coast 8. 
Fertilizers, manufactured._____________ 250 LL 
Nonmetallic minerals, crude, unspecified _ 15 64 Niger 53. 
Nonmetallic mineral manufactures._____ 16 30 Nigeria 30. 

Mineral fuels: 
Gas, natural and manufactured________ 13 2 Togo 2. 
Petroleum refinery products__________. 246 81 Togo 56; Nigeria 12; Niger 9. 

eee 

r Revised. NA Not available. 
1 Statistical Office of the European Communities. No. 1, 1967, pp. 29-46. 
? Statistical Office of the European Communities. No. 8, 1967, pp. 150-162. 

of the deposits will be more feasible to year, Union Oil Co. of Dahomey, a wholly 
develop. Clinker made from the selected owned subsidiary of Union Oil Co. of 
deposit will then be used in the Cotonou California, began drilling the first explora- 
plant. tory oil well in the country. The well, 

Dahomey’s cement industry will be fur- in 90 feet of water and 13 kilometers 
ther developed through a special fund offshore, is about 29 kilometers southeast 
supported by a $0.80-per-ton tax on im- of Cotonou. The nearest commercial oil 
ported cement which is expected to pro- production is about 240 kilometers away 
vide $120,000 per year. in Nigeria. Union Oil acquired its 3.7- 

Mineral fuels.—Petroleum.—Late in the million-acre concession in 1964.
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Table 16.—Dahomey: Imports of selected mineral commodities 7 

. , (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . OO 

Commodity . 1965 1 1966 2 Principal sources, 1966 | 

Metals: 3 
Aluminum... ..---2- 22 -e 79 34 France 33. 
Copper___---~----------------------- 65 6 France6._ . 

Iron and steel: 
Pig iron and ferroalloys._.-_...__- 49) __LLille 
Steel ingots and equivalent forms... FL 
Semimanufactures: . . | 

Bars, rods, and sections__.._.. 3,128 1,981 France 1,591; Belgium-Luxembourg 254. 
-Plate, sheet and strip__..._.._. 3,532 3,122 Belgium-Luxembourg 2,579; France 531. 
Other_.__.-.--.------------. 1,201 703 France 594; West Germany 52. 

Total_.-..........-.-.---. 7,861 5,806 __ | 
Lead___-__ 2.22 20 13 France 6; West Germany 5; Belgium- 

_— Luxembourg 2. 
Tin._-._-..._..._.-_------long tons__ 2 1 France 1. . 
Zine. ___.__ 8 ___LLLL- 

Nonmetals: 
. 

. Abrasives, natural_._.-.......-------. ll 3. France 3. — 
Cement, lime, and other building ma- 59,720 57,220 France 11,927; Poland 10,422. - 

terials. 
Clay construction materials__......._.. | 688 564 France 454; West Germany 73. 
Fertilizers, manufactured.............. 1,982 2,786 France 2,110; Belgium-Luxembourg 508. 
Stone, sand and gravel_.__....-_.-.--- 409 18 France 9. 
Sulfur and pyrite._......__...-_-.__-.- 11 14 France 14. 
Nonmetallic minerals, crude, unspecified. 9,740 8,993 Senegal 7,209; United Kingdom 611. 
Nonmetallic mineral manufactures__-_-_-- 22 25 France 18; Nigeria 7. . 

Mineral fuels: oo po ee | a : 
Coal, coke and briquets_._....--.-...-.  -__ -- 2 France 2. 

. Gas, nautra! and manufactured ___.__-- 271 ' 286 Spain 109; France 44; Nigeria 38. 
Petroleum refinery products.._..--.--- 51,251 39,658 Venezuela 12,729; Iraq 10,591; . Italy. 

Tar, pitch, and other crude chemicals __- 47 26 United Kingdom 20; France 6. 

1 Statistical Office of the European Communities. No. 1, 1967, pp. 29-46. 
2 Statistical Office of the European Communities. No. 8, 1967, pp. 150-162. 
3 Includes unwrought and semimanufactures unless otherwise specified. 

| | | ETHIOPIA | 
The mineral industry continued to play products valued at $10.6 million ($9.4 

a minor role in Ethiopia’s economy, al- million in 1965) and iron and steel semi- 
though a new petroleum refinery will help manufactures valued at $6.3 million ($2 
reduce foreign exchange expenditures. The million in 1965). As shown in the fol- 
mineral industry’s contribution to the GNP, lowing tabulation, Ethiopia’s balance of 
estimated at $1.6 billion in 1967, was trade continued to be unfavorable in both 
less than 1 percent. Petroleum explora- mineral commodities and total trade: 
tion continued (four companies had con- 9 — Wee 
cessions), but no oil was found. To en- Value (million - Mineral 

. . . dollars) commod- 
courage mineral prospecting, the Govern- ities’ 
ment recently published a compendium Mineral Total share of 

f Ethiopia’ : 1 26 commod- trade total | 
O 10pia s mineral resources. ities 1 (percent) 

i ey 

Exports: PRODUCTION AND TRADE 1965.......... 0.4 1113.2 0.4 

In general, mineral production in 1967 Imp 1966 - ~-------- 5 107.6 -5 
declined slightly as compared with that 1965___..-.-.. 17.5 1150.3 11.6 
of 1966. In 1967, a production figure 9, 7)%8o---7----- 89 161.77 
for limestone was available for the first 1965__.__..-... -17.1 *—87.1 Xxx 
time in several years. 1966-.-------- —18.4 - —54.1 XX 

Salt continued to be the major mineral r Revised. xX Not applicable. 
: : . 1 Values given are for only those commodities listed commodity export with a value of $485, in table 18 of this chapter. 

O00 in 1966 as compared with $270,000 J ss 
in 1965. Principal mineral commodity im- Etht Jelene, Danilo A. Mineral Occurrences of 
ports in 1966 were petr oleum refinery Eth topia. Ministry of Mines, Addis Ababa, 1966,
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Table 17.—Ethiopia: Production of mineral commodities ! 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity ? 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: 
Gold.....--..-.-.--.-----_--- troy ounces_. ¢ 27,300 © 27,300 24,2386 421,256 ¢21,000 
Manganese ore, shipments____..._.-...-.-._. 33,496 33,248 NA NA NA 
Platinum, placer. .__.....__..._troy ounces__- e180 e180 353 318 282 

Nonmetals: 
Cement___._..._...._-._--.--.-thousand tons__- 34 44 96 1165 150 
Feldspar_.....---.-------.---.- -------- eee e500 ¢10,000 NA 1,550 __.-_--- 
Gypsum.__._._. 22 eee eee NA e 4,000 e 2,500 r 5,000 6,103 
Kaolin_....-_---.-------------- ee --e ee ee e 500 e 500 e 200 e 7,000 7,540 
Lime....---------------------------------- 144,887 4¢°6,000 4¢ 4,000 26,909 22,837 
Limestone. _...._-_..---.--_------------ ee NA NA NA NA = 182,033 
Salt..-...-----.---..----..-thousand tons_- 4255 4205 4188 ® 570 260 

Mineral fuels: 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline. _.._thousand 42-gallon barrels.-. ___.--. ------- 0 -e eee eee eee eee 296 
Jet fuel... edo eee eee eee eee 10 
Distillate fuel oil. ...-...-..------do_--2. eee eee eee ee eee eee eee 301 
Residual fuel oil.....-._....-.-..--do_... ---- 22 eee eee eee eee eee NA 
Liquefied petroleum gas_______...-do_...  -----. -------- eee ee nee eee eee 3 
Asphalt and other-_-_-------------do-_-- eee eee eee eee eee eee ne eee 18 

e Estimate. ® Revised. NA Not available. . 
1 Includes Eritrea. 
2In addition to commodities listed, Ethiopia has produced small quantities of asbestos, barite, copper ore, 

lead ore, iron ore, mica, pumice, sulfur, and various construction materials, but quantitative data are not 
available. o 

3U.S. imports. 
4 Data are for years ending September 10. 

COMMODITY REVIEW ore deposit is up to 10 meters thick | 
. and contains up to 52 percent sylvite. 

Nonmetals.—Cement.—During 1967 the P P y 
; e ° 9 

Government announced that it planned Mineral Fuels.—E thiopia s first refinery, 
to have a 200,000-ton-per-year cement at Assab, beg an operations in April, about 

| plant in operation in 1972, the end of a year behind schedule. The 1 0,000-barrel- 
the third 5-year development plan. The per-day plant, built with technical and 
plant would be the fourth in the coun- financial assistance from the U.S.S.R., is 

try; the existing three plants have a total owned and operated by the Government- 
capacity of 180,000 tons per year. owned Ethiopian Refining Company. Out- 

The Ethiopian cement market and the Put is expected to satisfy most of Ethiopia’s 

availability of raw materials were being requirements for refined products. The 
. . . refinery’s staff totals 550, including 40 

studied during the year by the Canadian 50 Sovi hnici ho will . 
fi f De Leuw. Cat her and C to oviet tec niclans who w ; remain 

omice 0 ucuw, 0, 4 for varying periods of time to train Ethio- 
United States firm. pian refinery personnel.”* Storage facilities 

Potash.—The Ralph M. Parsons Co., total about 380,000 barrels for both crude 
Los Angeles, Calif., continued to develop oil (6 tanks) and refined products (52 
the sylvinite deposit at Musley, near Dal- tanks). 
lol, in ne ae pression in north- > a Holwerda, J. G., and Hutchinson, R Ww. 
eastern thiopia. otas earing Evaporites in the Danakil Area 

P ore than 2,000 feet joopia. Economic Geologe, VW. 68 No 2. 
of drift had been cut in the sylvinite March-April 1968, p, 128, 138. 
beds by the end of 1966.27 The main July, ise? ee Trade Journal V. 6. No. 1,
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Table 18.—Ethiopia: Foreign trade in mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations and sources, 1966 

Exports: 
Metals: 

Iron and steel scrap__--..--.---.--- 108 55 Japan 30; Italy 25. 
Nonferrous scrap...-.-.--.------- ¢ 1,000 103 Italy 72; United Kingdom 11. 

Nonmetals: 
Clay construction materials. --_.__- 32 4 Tanzania 2; Sudan 1. 
Gypsum and limestone. -_-_..------ 554 12 French Somaliland 11; Kenya 1. 
Salt_...-...---------.---.-.-..-. 79,503 165,523 Japan 138,640; Malaya 10,656. 

Imports: | 
Metals: . 

Aluminum..._.....-..----------- 352 433 Kenya 104; Italy 101. 
Copper_...---------------------- 42 28 Italy 23; Belgium 2. 
Iron and steel: 

Pig iron and ferroalloys__- ~~ -- 8 51 U.S.S.R. 50. 

. Semimanufactures: 
Bars__....--..--.------- 3,405 2,442 Italy 727; Belgium 591; France 308. 
Plate and sheet._........ 17,355 18,279 Japan 14,353; Belgium 1,562, |. 
Hoop and strip_....-.._-- 274 152 Bulgaria 89; West Germany 44. — 
Tubes, pipes, and fittings.. 3,322 7,751 Israel 3,070; Italy 1,351. 

_ Wire..-..---.----------.- 2,454 3,759 Belgium 1,793; Italy 1,186. 
Rails and accessories... _ _- 6380 6386 Italy 200; France 109; Beigium 106. 
Castings and forgings- .--~- 394 143 Sweden 33; Italy 25; United Kingdom 

Total_....-.......--... 27,8384 33,162 
Nonferrous metals, n.e.s_........-. 1,000 2,310 Italy 2,209. . 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives, natural__..._....-.._-- 580 168 Italy 80; Iran 67. 
Chemical, inorganic..........--.-. 1,680 825 Netherlands 376; Italy 288. 
Clay construction material......... 1,280 1,973 Italy 895; Yugoslavia 386; West Germany 

206; Czechoslovakia 202. 
Lime, cement and other construction 28,120 6,204 Israel 2,764; Yugoslavia 1,820. 
materials. * 

Stone, dimension_.__......_.--.-- 85 88 Italy 52; Yugoslavia 36. 
Sulfur___._..._--.----2--- eee Lee 8 All from Norway. 
Nonmetals, n.e.s...--..--.---.--- 13,965 3,606 Iran 2,236; United States 830. 

Mineral fuels: : 
Coal___.._...-_......-.-.--.------... 1,776 9,125 Poland 8,740. 
Petro- thousand 42-gallon barrels_. *1,072 2,101 Iran 1,300; Saudi Arabia 287. 

leum refinery products, unspecified. 
Tar, pitch, and other crude chemicals 161 230 West Germany 62; France 60. 

from coal, oil, and gas distillation. . 
Salt... eee eee 3897 Unspecified 200; United Kingdom 189. 

_¢ Estimate. ¥ Revised. 

THE FRENCH TERRITORY OF THE AFARS AND ISSAS 

(FORMERLY FRENCH SOMALILAND) 

There was no recorded production of Trade in mineral commodities was con- 
mineral commodities in the French Terri- fined to imports consisting principally of 
tory of the Afars and Issas through 1967. petroleum refinery products ($750,000), 
However, small quantities of construction cement, lime and _ building materials, 
materials such as clay, sand, and gravel ($201,000), and crude and partly refined 
probably were extracted for local use. petroleum ($98,000). Total mineral im- 
The last reported minerals production was ports were valued at $1.2 million com- 
in 1957 when the Compagnie des Salines pared with imports of all commodities 
de Djibouti closed their sea salt plant. valued at $23.1 million.
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Table 19.—The French Territory of the Afars and Issas (French Somaliland): Imports 
of selected mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965} 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: | | 
Iron and steel: 

N pastings and forgings, unworked.._. 1,030 368 Belgium-Luxembourg 154; Japan 148. 
onmetals: 

Cement, lime and other building ma- 15,691 10,682 U.S.S.R. 8,280; United Arab Republic 
terials. 1,071; France 978. 

Nonmetallic minerals, crude, unspecified. 466 652 Italy 592. 
Mineral fuels: 

Petroleum: 
Crude and partly refined.__...-... 1,694 2,544 Nonspecified 2,512. 
Refinery products_.__-_._-------. 14,453 25,697 Nonspecified 24,987. 

1 Statistical Office of the European Communities. No. 8, 1966, pp. 57-65. 

GAMBIA 

Gambia had no recorded mineral pro- and _ steel semimanufactures valued at 
duction in 1967. The most significant $368,000, cement valued at $179,000, pet- 

event relating to the mineral industry yoleum refinery products valued at $100,- 
was tne issuance of revise Gambian Taws 000, and manufactured mineral fertilizers 

reguiating minerals and mining, providing = valued at $68,000. Imports of all com- 
for exploitation and exploration of Gam- modities were valued at $12.4 milli 
bia’s continental shelf, and extending its E § mi valued at ptes milion. 
territorial sea and contiguous zone. The xports of mineral commodities consisted 
laws became effective on July 1, 1966. Of remelted refined copper valued at $518,- 

Trade in mineral commodities in 1966 000. Exports of all commodities totaled 
. was confined mainly to imports of iron $17.2 million in 1966. 

Table 20.—Gambia: Foreign trade in selected mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

Commodity 1965: 19662 Principal sources or destinations, 1966 

Exports: 
Metals: 

Copper: 
Unwrought___._..--__.__---- 152 610 Finland 356; Switzerland 254. 
Wrought. _-___._._....--__--- 3389 _.----- 

Zine____._...-_.---------------. 360 NA | 
Imports: 

Metals: 
Aluminum... 22-2 ee 9 NA 
Iron and steel: Semimanufactures. 1,623 1,678 Japan 1,255; United Kingdom 428. 

Nonmetals: 
Cement.___..-_._.-.__-.-._.-... 8,752 8,407 All from United Kingdom. 
Fertilizers, manufactured_____.....  ----- 1,881 All from West Germany. 

Mineral fuels: 
Petroleum products__....._._.__... 2,383 280 All from United Kingdom. 

1 Statistical Office of the United Nations. Supplement to the World Trade Annual. 1965, V. III, pp. 320-324. 
2 Statistical Office of the United Nations. Supplement to the World Trade Annual. 1966, V. III, pp. 330-334. 

GUINEA 

Activity in Guinea’s mineral industry estimated at $290 million, was estimated 
in 1967 centered on mining and devel- at 15 to 20 percent. 
oping bauxite deposits and on alumina 
production; no iron ore has been mined PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

since the end of 1966. Diamond mining Production of both bauxite and alumina 
in 1967 probably continued on the same rose slightly in 1967. As in th t 
scale as in past years, but no data were 1 golly im > 4S in tne past 
available; a Belgian firm reportedly as- Several years, the Government of Guinea 

sisted the Government of Guinea in some did not release production figures for dia- 

sectors of the diamond industry. The min- mond. Information on Guinea’s trade is 
eral industry’s share of the 1966 GNP, incomplete.
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a _ Table 21.—Guinea: Production of mineral commodities oo 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

| - Commodity ! 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: 
Aluminum: oO 

Bauxite___........_thousand tons__- 1,664 1,678 1,870 1,609 1,639 
Alumina._.._.._.--.-.---.-1--.--. 480,035 484,350 522,142 525,310 529,980 

Tron ore__.._._._._.-..-thousand tons_- 662 908 755 €1,600 __..:._-. 
Nonmetals: 

Diamond: 7 
Gem___.._..---.-----.----carats.. 222,000 320,568 e 21,000 e 21,000 NA 
Industrial. .......-.-.....--do___. 232,000 351,166 e 51,000 e 51,000 NA 

e Estimate. NA Not available. | | 
1In addition to commodities listed, gold, simple construction materials, and clay products were also pro- 

duced, but quantitative data on output were not available. 
2 Sales on tender; not necessarily true indigenous output. 
3 Exports. 

Table 22.—Guinea: Foreign trade in mineral commodities | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 © Principal destinations and sources, 1966 

Exports: . 
Metals: . 

Aluminum: , 
Alumina_................._-. 511,198 520,218 NA. 
Bauxite__.._.-_---..-----.-. 244,042 NA 

. Tron ore_..-..-..-.-......--..... 715,528 338,345 NA. 
Imports: : 

Metals: 
Aluminum.._-_-..---..--.--.---- NA 487 United States 471. 
Iron and Steel: 

Pig iron___.___--.- ee 195 NA 
Semimanufactures_.__._______ 4,356 1,766 France 952; Belgium 661. 

Nonmetals: oO 
Cement, lime, ‘and other building 8,602 25,748 France 20,786; West Germany 3,634. 

materials. : 
Clay and clay products___._.____.- 385 1,486 France 811; Yugoslavia 625. . 
Fertilizers, manufactured________-_- 4,467 2,977 West Germany 1,980; United States 

682; France 315. 
Stone, sand, and gravel____._...... 22,800 NA 
Nonmetals, n.e.s_....-.-- 2 -- 601 13 All from France. 

Mineral fuels: 
Petro- thousand 42-gallon barrels_- 196 e200 NA. 

leum refinery products. . 

e Estimate. 
' Sources: United Nations. Supplement to the World Trade Annual. V. 3 (Africa), 1965 and 1966 editions. 
Natural Environment Research Council, Institute of Geological Sciences, Mineral Resources Division (Lon- 
don). Statistical Summary of the Mineral Industry, World Production, Exports and Imports, 1961-66. 

COMMODITY REVIEW Government, 49 percent) continued devel- 
: opment work at the Boké bauxite deposits, 

Metals.—Aluminum.—Bauxite produc- which rank among the world’s largest 
tion in 1967 was from the Kimbo mine high-grade bauxite deposits. Operations are 
of Compagnie International pour la Pro- expected to begin by 1969 or 1970 at 

? ’ + e e 

duction de 1 Alumine (FRIA) and the an annual rate of 5 million tons. Devel- 

Tamara Island mine of Harv ey Alumi- opment costs are estimated at a minimum 
num, Inc. FRIA’s production (1,617,000 £ $3 “a: . 

. . of $30 million. The deposits are about 
tons) was converted into alumina; Har- 145 kilomet f th t: the G 
vey’s (22,000 tons) was exported to com- neters trom the coast; the Gov- 

_ pany facilities in the Virgin Islands. Ap- ©™™ment 1s to provide the necessary port, 
parently no bauxite was mined at Kassa railroad, and townsite facilities. 

Island. The Aluminum Company of America 
Compagnie des Bauxites de Guinée (Alcoa) and Alcan Aluminum, Ltd., ob- 

(Halco Mining, Inc., 51 percent; Guinea tained interests in the Boké deposits by
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acquiring some of Harvey’s shares in Halco _ ceased operations at yearend 1966 because 
Mining, Inc., late in 1966 and early the Government would not permit it to 
in 1967, respectively. The major holders obtain foreign exchange to buy new equip- 
of the Halco consortium as of yearend ment. The company’s marketing position 
1967 were Harvey (51 percent) and Alcan -had been handicapped throughout most 
and Alcoa (17.5 percent each); smaller of its operations because the ore has 
shares are held by Montecatini Edison, a relatively low tenor (53 percent iron) 
S.P.A., Pechiney-Ugine, and Vereinigte and contains comparatively large amounts 
Aluminum Werke, A.G. Alcan and Alcoa of oxides of aluminum, chromium, and 
each agree to buy 1.2 million tons of nickel. The Government reportedly was 
bauxite annually for 5 years and 1.4 considering taking over the mine and 
million tons annually for the next 15 operating it with technical aid from the 
years. —_ U.S.S.R. and other East European coun- 

Iron Ore.—Société Miniére de Conakry _ tries. an 

IVORY COAST | a 

~The Ivory Coast’s most important min- $10.9 million compared with $3.6 mil- 
erals continued to be diamond and manga-__—silion in 1965, as the Abidjan refinery 
nese. Diamond output declined during began operation. Concurrently, refined 
1967, but an increase in world diamond product imports in 1966 decreased to | 
prices maintained the value level. Man- $2.6 million from $9.4 million in 1965. 
ganese production dropped because of low Imports of iron and steel semimanufactures 
world market prices. There is a possibility were valued at $8.9 million in 1966, 
that the country’s mineral industry will slightly higher than in 1965. Imports of 
be expanded to include iron ore. Less cement, lime, and dimension stone totaled 
than 1 percent of the GNP, estimated $5 million, the same as in 1965. The 
at $1 billion in 1966, comes from the country’s balance of trade continued to 
mineral industry. _ be favorable for total trade but unfavor- 

The United Nations Special Fund and able in the mineral sector, as shown 
Société d’Etat pour le Dévelopment Min- in the following tabulation: | 
iére de la Céte d’Ivoire (SODEMI), the | 
State-owned company, continued prospect- _ Value (million ‘Mineral 
ing for a.variety of minerals, but no dollars ) commod- 
major discoveries were reported. SODEMI Mneal Total wie’ 

: : ineral Total share of 
permitted work on a small gold deposit . , commod- _ trade total 
on one of its concession’ areas in the ities | (percent) 
Issia region on an experimental basis. ~~ 
Output was so small, however, that the P*Ports: — 8.8 277.2 3.2 
company was undecided whether it would 1966_-.------. 9.7 310.5 3.1 
continue the experiment. _ | Impose 31.1 *286.2 18.2 

. Trade be inneez w---- 33.2 257.6 12.9 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 1965........*% 29.3 r+41.0 xx 

Production in 1967 was valued as fol- 1966---------- 23.5 52.9 XX 
lows: Diamond, $3.6 million, about the a 

same as during the past several years; 1 Values given are for only those exmmodities listed 
manganese, $2.9 million, down from $3.7 _ in table 24 and 25 of this chapter. 
million in 1966 and $3.8 million in 1965; . 
cement, $7.3 million; petroleum products, COMMODITY REVIEW 
$16.6 million, using imported crude oil Metals.—Jron Ore.—During 1967, Pick- 
valued at about $11 million. ands Mather & Company held discussions 

Based on value, the chief mineral ex- with the Ivory Coast Government re- 
ports in 1966 continued to be diamond _ garding the rights to mine iron ore south- 
($3.4 million) and manganese ($3.8 mil- west of Man. The deposit, one of about 
lion). There was a slight change in the five discovered by SODEMI, contains an 
pattern of mineral imports in 1966 as _ estimated 400 million tons of ore assaying 
compared with 1965. In 1966 crude oil about 40 percent iron. Pickands Mather 
became the principal mineral import, at . reportedly was willing to invest about
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: Table 23.—Ivory Coast: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
a ne 

Metals: 
Columbium-tantalum concentrate . 

kilograms __ 1,000 1,500 1,100 A | 
Manganese ore.______.___.__.-.-...-___ 189,063 136 ,425 179,785 176,186 149 , 433 

Nonmetals: 
Cement___..__........_thousand tons_. __-_---.  __t_ eee Le 107 256 

Diamond: - . 
Gem-____._..---......-____carats_._ 62,659 120,163 118 , 985 110,292 ¢ 105,495 
Industrial. ____..._...._....do_._. 117,000. 80,108 19 ,323 73,528 e 70,330 

eee 
Total___.__-_-_-__.-.......do.__. 179,659 200,271 198,308 183,820 175 , 825 

Mineral fuels: 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline. 
thousand 42-gallon barrels.. _..--... ______._. ________. 1,183 1,251 

Kerosine and jet fuel._.......do_--.-. -_.-.-. __LL__.e. LL 535 579 
Distillate fuel oil.-.__.......do__-.  ------2 Leelee 1,242 1,341 
Residual fuel oil__......-.-...do_..-.  --2---2 LeeLee Le 1,397 1,516 
Liquefied petroleum gas_.____do_.-.  ------. 2-22.) Le eee 71 106 

eee 
Total _--...--------------do__-- wee eee eee eee eee 4,428 4,793 

Se 

e Estimate. 

Table 24.—Ivory Coast: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
_— ne 

A A LC TLL A AP 

Commodity 1965 1 1966 1 Principal destinations, 1966 
Eee 

Metals: 
Aluminum..__ 2-2. 221 224 Upper Volta 76; Niger 46; Togo 36; 

Mali 30. 
_ Copper._.._- 22 3 2 All to Niger. 

Iron and steel: 
Scrap__.____-.__-_- 2 7,091 6,320 Japan 3,379; Spain 2,120; Italy 701. 
Semimanufactures_._.__._________ 554 614 Mali 280; Niger 96; Upper Volta 92. 

Lead___.___-_- ee 157 251 France iy, Belgium-Luxembourg 59; 
taly 40. 

Manganese ore and concentrate__.___..__ 170,524 177,028 United States 65,205; West Germany 
27,790; United Kingdom 25,260; 
Spain 20,060. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives, natural..__.__.____________ 2 ue ee 
Diamond.___..____.-.-__.-.-_earats__ 204,084 178,215 Mainly to France. 
Cement, lime, and dimension stone___-__ 241 1,346 Upper Volta 1,220; Mali 121. 
Clay products__.._____.__-_-.22______e 36 41 Upper Volta 33; Mali 6. 
Fertilizer materials, manufactured ______ 279 465 Upper Volta 269; Cameroon 147. 
Nonmetallic minerals, crude, n.e.s___-___ 3,750 4,762 Upper Volta 4,756. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, coke and briquets__.~ __________- 13 30 All to France. 
Petroleum refinery products. _.._.______ 104 227 Mali 124; Nigeria 60. 

eee eee ene eee 
AL aL A A I Pte eterteengnperrenincienssenrn 

1 Office Statistique des Communautés Européenees, Céte d’Ivoire. No. 7, 1966, pp. 50-79, and No. 8, 1967, 
pp. 93-121. 

$60 million in a preliminary processing tion of the Grand Lahou deposit and 
plant in Man, a pipeline to transport the mining operation was published during 
the ore to San Pedro, and a pelletizing the year.”9 
plant in San Pedro. The annual output 
of the operation would be about 2 million N onmetals.—Cemen t —A second cement 
tons company, Société des Ciments d’Abidjan, 

began production in February 1967 and 
Manganese.---Operations at Compagnie produced 121,000 tons by yearend. The 

de Mokta, the country’s only manganese other cement company, Société Ivoirienne 
own in 1967 because —————— producer, slowed down it 29 Metal Bulletin. No. 5248, Nov. 14, 1967, pp. of low world market prices. A descrip- 93-93.
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Table 25.—Ivory Coast: Imports of mineral commodities 

| (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 } 1966 ! Principal sources, 1966 
seen 

Metals: 
Aluminum....__--.------------------ 578 1,866 Belgium-Luxembourg 1,104; France 

65. 
Copper...--------------------------- 160 118 France 111. 
Iron and steel: 

Scrap. ..-.-.-------------------- 27 4 NA. 
Pig iron and ferroalloys___-.------ 17 14 All from France. 
Steel ingots and equivalent forms-__-_ (?) 2 France 1; Sweden 1. 
Semimanufactures_____.---.------ 46,865 46,456. France 30,948; Belgium-Luxembourg 

_ 11,598; West Germany 3,009. 
Lead, all forms_..__..__-------------- 97 74 France 59; Belgium-Luxembourg 13. 
Nickel___.__..__.-------------------- 1 1 All from France. 
Silver, platinum___._._.._._troy ounces_. 32,151 (3) Do. 
Tin_._______..__-_-.--.---.-long tons_- 12 9 Do. 
Zine____..-.------------------------ 27 41 France 34; U.S.S.R. 4. 
Metallic ores, n.e.s_.-.._-.------------ 2 NA 
Nonferrous metals, n.e.s__.....-------- 2 1 All from France. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives, natural___._.._.-.-.-------- 123 296 France 290. 
Cement, lime, and dimension stone_._-_ 260,827 272,970 Norway 68,431; Yugoslavia 51,299; 

West Germany 33,046; France 
28,904; Senegal 27,005. . 

Clay products__._.._..-.------.------ . 2,606 8,205 France 1,910; West Germany 842; 
. Italy 437. 

Fertilizer materials: _ - 
Natural_________----__-__--__---- 516 128 France 69; Belgium-Luxembourg 59. 
Manufactured__...___________-_-_ 19,420 26,315 France 9,010; West Germany 8,398; 

. Belgium-Luxembourg 5,792; Italy 
| 2,789. | 

_ Total__.-.-.------.----------- 19,936 26 , 443 , 
Iron pyrites, unroasted._.___..-------- 10 14 All from France. . 
Sand, gravel, and crushed rock- - _------ 2,875 6,586 . France 5,685; Italy 871. 
Nonmetals, crude, n.es.._.----------- 238,346 29 ,453 Senegal 20,561; France 4,820; Algeria 

Nonmetallic mineral, manufactures - - - - - 449 323 France 252 ; West Germany 40. 
Mineral fuels: 

‘Coal, coke, and briquets__.-_---------- 275 - 2838 . France 82; West Germany 59; Nether- 
lands 51; Belgium-Luxembourg 31. 

Petroleum, crude__.______------------ 198,558 616,293 Algeria 398,111; Gabon 218,181. 
Petroleum refinery products_ - _-------- 265 ,971 25,976 Venezuela 10,828; France 10,162; Italy 

’ , ° . 

1 Office Statistique des Communautés Européenes, Céte d’Ivoire. No. 7, 1966, pp. 50-79 and No. 8, 1967 
pp. 93-121. 

2 Valued at $1,000. 
- 3 Valued at $3,000. 

de Ciments et Matériaux, began operations treatment plant. Société Miniére des Ban- 
in 1966. Both firms produce cement from damas, ranking third in diamond mining, 
imported clinker. corrected the mechanical difficulties that 

Diamond.»"—The country’s principal had hampered its operations. Its output 
diamond producer, Société Anonyme de in 1968 is expected to be several times 
Recherches et d’Exploitation Miniéres en larger than the 3,027 carats it produced 
Céte d’Ivoire, accounted for about 86 in 1967. 
percent of the 1967 diamond output. Dur- . . 
ing the year the company treated 645, Mineral fuels.—Petroleum.—The Abid- 

385 cubic meters of gravel averaging 0.23 J@" Tellnery Pp rocessed about 5 million 
carat per cubic meter. Société Diamanti- >2rels of crude oil in 1967, its second 
fare de Céte d’Ivoire, ranking second Ye! of operation, producing 4.8 million 

in production, accounted for about 13 parr els of pr oducts. The refi nery has satis- 
percent of 1967 output and was able f e ae ° 4 countrys requirements _ 
to treat low-grade gravels (0.15 carat °° petroleum products. 
per cubic meter) because it had installed 30 Mining J 1 (London), Mining A ' 

. 4 . . . ining Journa ondon). Minin nnua 
new grinding equipment and modified its Review. May 1968, p. 322. &
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. LESOTHO (FORMERLY BASUTOLAND) | 

The value of diamond produced in complete data was available) were valued 
the Kingdom of Lesotho, the only re- at $6.6 million. Imports of mineral prod- 
ported mineral product of the nation, ucts in 1965 consisted chiefly of petro- — 
continued to increase reaching a new  leum refinery products valued at $938,- 
high in 1967. The Government passed 000. The value of all commodities im- 
a bill designed to attract industries to ported in 1965 totaled $24.5 million. | 
Lesotho to exploit and develop its mineral 
deposits. Titled the Mining Rights Act COMMODITY REVIEW 
of 1967, the legislation established govern- Nonmetals.—Diamond.—In October the 
mental administrative Peed mine ay Government of Lesotho and Rio Tinto 
0 obtain exploration an , Zinc Corp. announced © an reement 

cessions. In February the Lesotho and whereby Rio Tinto would prospect the 
veattnent Cantante aaents signed orevide diamond deposit at eiseng la Terai oe 

. tern Lesotho to determine the feasibili : United States investors with risk guarantees oe mining 0 n a large s caie.2 After rd 
for new investments in Lesotho. In June prospecting period of 2 to 3 years, a 
the Government established the Lesotho company could be formed in Lesotho 
National Development Corp., a semiau- by Rio Tinto to operate the mine, con- 

caer Ae pee ramet ond develop tact roads and an sintelp and. pov . : other associated services. e compan bers of Lesotho nationals were employed would pay a 15-percent diamond ee 
by mines in the Republic of South Africa. tax and a 50-percent profit tax. A Leso- 
In 1966 there were an average 56,740 tho Government agency would have the . a fet Gada Thess Sen MEASGTHR” option of acquing 25 percent of the eats : " company’s shares at par. The agreement | proximately $13.7 million which repre- which ould be in P effect for. at least 

sented a arse source of foreign exchange 25 years, provided for the training of 
or Lesotno. | 7 Lesothos by Rio Tinto and the establish- 

| D ment of a diamond cutting and polishing . PRODUCTION AND TRADE industry. | 

The recovery of alluvial diamonds by — _ The number of diamond buyers active 
native diggers was the only recorded min- 19 Maseru rose from 3 to 14. Reportedly 
eral industry activity. Production in 1967 the Kau kimberlite PIpe, discovered Te- increased to 21,737 carats valued at $1,- cently, could be the third richest in the 
434,848, compared with 12,506 carats val- world. . ; ued at $976,087 in 1966. A 601.25 carat diamond found in the 

Lesotho has recently started to compile Maluti diggings at Letseng-la-Terai was 
trade statistics on a more reliable basis; Sold in June reportedly for $649,600. 
however, the figures cannot be accepted 81U.S. Embassy, Maseru. State Department 
as completely accurate.*! Export of mineral Airgram A-11, Oct. 27, 1966, 6 PP 
commodities in 1965 consisted of diamonds ¢5, No. 2, February 1968, 5 10. 70" Notes: V- 
valued at $876,400. All commodities ex- 1967 Standard Bank Review (London). April 
ported in 1965 (the only year for which 34 Work cited in footnote 32. 

Table 26.—Lesotho: Production of mineral commodities 
eee 

Commodity ! 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
eee 

Diamond: 
Gem._.-_.___-___-_____________earats__ 585 726 2,777 3,367 4,682 Industrial___-._.-._-_.-_________do____ 1,887 4,384 4,599 9,138 17,055 OD 

Total________-__.-_..-_________do___. 2,472 5,110 7,376 212,506 21,737 eee 
_} Export | and Production figures are theoretically the same except for a small undetermined quantity which is Smugg outa e country. 

2 Data does not add to total shown because of independent rounding.
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MALAWI 

Mineral production in Malawi continued ies were made of sediments in waterways 
to be limited to building materials. In in areas where mapping was in progress, 
1966, the latest year for which production and several significant nickel, chromium, 
data are available, 43,972 tons of cement and columbium anomalies were found.® : 

-was produced (31,493 tons in 1965) and There were no reports in 1967 regarding 
37,429 cubic meters of stone was quarried’ earlier plans to develop the 54-million- 
(37,700 cubic meters in 1965). Cement ton bauxite deposit on the Lichenya Plat- 
was produced by the Nyasaland Portland eau. Exploitation apparently depends upon 
Cement Co. at Changalumi, near Zomba. construction of a railroad to the deposit, 
Clay was also mined, but the amounts and on the building of an hydroelectric 
were not recorded. The mineral industry station on the Zambezi River at Cahora 
contributed very little to the GNP, esti- Bassa, about 290 kilometers away. 
mated at $207 million in 1966, and no In January, London and Rhodesian 
mineral exports were reported. The chief Mining Company obtained prospecting 
mineral imports in 1966 were, by value, rights at Kangankunde Hill, where mona- | 
iron and steel semimanufacturers, $761,- zite has been found. The ore within 

~ 000, and fertilizers, $546,000. 100 feet of the surface is estimated at 
By yearend 1967 more than 80 percent 294,321 tons and contains 5.58 percent 

of the country was mapped geologically high cerium monazite and 17.90 percent 
at a scale of 1:100,000. Geochemical stud- _ strontianite. . 

Table 27.—Malawi: Foreign trade of selected mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise spedified) 
eee 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources or destinations, 1966 

Exports: 
Metals: 

Copper, alloys unwrought and re- 363 _-__-_-- 
fined. 

Iron and steel, pig iron.........-.. 5,846  -_______ 
Nonmetals: 

Other crude minerals_........-__.- 779) Le. 
Imports: 

Metals: 
Aluminum, plates, sheets, strip and 128 362 All from United Kingdom. 

tubes. 
Copper, alloys, worked and bars, ~ 87 20 Do. 

wires, etc. 
Iron and steel, semimanufactures._. 2,174 3,301 United Kingdom 1,922; Japan 723; 

Belgium 384. 
Nonmetals: 

Cement and building products. -_-__- 788 385 All from United Kingdom. 
Clay, brick refractory products_._.-.  _.-_-- 200 Do. 
Fertilizers, manufactured_____._.-_. 18,658 10,313 United. Kingdom 8,114; West Germany 

Mineral fuels: thousand 42-gallon barrels e 453 e 454 NA. , 
Petroleum products. 

e Estimated. NA Not available. 

Sources: Statistical Office of the United Nations, Supplement to the World Trade Annual. V. 3, 1965 and 
1966 editions, pp. 442-447, and pp. 448-456, respectively. 

MALI 

The mineral industry of Mali contri- national Development Association (IDA) 
buted a negligible amount to the 1967 approved a credit equivalent to $9.1 mil- 
gross national product estimated at about lion for the rehabilitation and moderniza- 
$312 million. Although a number of min- tion of Mali’s railways. Société Nationale 
eral deposits reportedly occur, few have de la Recherche Miniére (SONAREM), 
been developed commercially, principally a government agency, with assistance of 

because of the lack of adequate trans 35 Mining Journal (London). Mining Annual 
portation facilities. In September the Inter- Review. May 1968, p. 311.
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Soviet technicians continued to search for lion in 1966 (almost $1.8 million in 
exploitable mineral deposits. Soviet tech- 1965). | | 
nicians also were constructing a 50,000- Negligible exports of mineral products © 
ton-per-year cement plant at Diamou, consisted chiefly of crude nonmetallic min- 
scheduled for completion in 1969. The  erals valued at $146,000 in 1966 ($139,- 

Bureau de Recherches Géologiques et Min- 000 in 1965). The relationship of mineral — 
iéres (_BRGM) conducted water well in- trade to trade in all commodities during 
vestigations and mapping studies of Mali. 1965 and 1966 was as follows: 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE Value (thousand Mineral 
; . dollars) commod- 

Gold was produced in the Kenieba | OT  _ ities’ 
: . . Mineral Total share of 

area by local villagers. Figures on quantity commod- _ trade 2 total 
were unavailable; however it was thought ities 1 (percent) 
that production was minor. About 2,500 = ————————_. 

i 1OuU- Exporis: . tons of marble was produced in the Bajou OBB. 156 18.706 1.0 
Jabe area. This was approximately the 1966____... 219 13,100 1.7 

. i i - Imports: same quantity as produced in 1966. An eS 5,592 42, 916 13.0 

nual salt production reportedly is about 1966__._.... 4° 931 35.950 13.7 | 
i - Trade balance: 3,900 tons, but local officials cannot con 196 5.486 «= — 27,210 xx 

firm this figure. 1966..._... —4,712 —22'850 Xx 
Mali’s trade in mineral commodities }§°>£.£——— HW 

_ was characterized mainly by imports of XX Not applicable. 
1 Includes only those commodities listed in tables petroleum refinery products valued at  ,.' Inc's 9 of thie chapter, 

about $2.3 million in 1966 (about $2.5 2Includes only trade under control of customs ; 
million in 1965) and iron and steel semi- ‘Service; does not include imports of equipment for 3 

. various aid projects and substantial uncontrolled : 
manufactures valued at almost $1.0 mil- trade with neighboring countries. 

oO Table 28.—Mali: Exports of selected mineral commodities | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity | 1965 ! 1966 2 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: 
Iron and steel: 

Scrap_____.__.._---------------- 28 __ LLL. 
Semimanufactures__._._._..-__-_- 110 3 All to Senegal. 

Nonmetals: 
Cement, lime, and other building ma- 61 24 All to Mauritania. 

terials. 
Nonmetallic minerals, crude, n.es_._... 1,110 1,075 Upper Volta 725; Niger 298. 

Mineral fuels: 
Petroleum refinery products.__._.__-_-. 1,781 32 All to Mauritania. 

1 Statistical Office of the European Communities. No. 9, 1966, pp. 27-40. 
2 Statistical Office of the European Communities. No. 4, 1967, pp. 35-45. 

COMMODITY REVIEW *” | Nonmetals.—Diamond.—-Selection Trust 
. eiqe Limited, which has been prospecting in 

Metals.—Bauxite——About 800 million oe, as PFOsp gs 
. . the Kéniéba region for the last 3 years, 

tons of 43 percent aluminum oxide (Al: . . . 
Os) occ the Mandineue plateau failed to find commercial deposits and 
nex ; Bamako on sue P indicated that it will relinquish its pros- 

" . ecting permit. Gold.—Studies by SONAREM with the P°Cons P . os 
. . . 4 Kaolin.—Clay mined from deposits in 

help of Soviet technicians have indicated . . . . 
. . . . the Yanfolila region is used in a ceramic 

alluvial reserves chiefly in the Yanfolila 
poe . . plant located at Bamako. 

and Kéniéba areas. Studies of gold in 
rock deposits has indicated commercially == 

i 36 Industries et Travaux d’Outremer, Bureau es. , 
exp loitable reserv h : dA de Recherches Géologiques et Miniéres (Paris). 

Manganese.——\n the region o nsonga Programme D’ Aetivitiés 1967. No. 162. May 
: * att e serve Oo » D. 406. 
investigations have revealed a res 37 Industries et Travaux d’Outremer (Paris). 
3.5 million tons of good quality ore. No. 172, March 1968, p. 217.
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Table 29.—Mali: Imports of selected mineral commodities 

. (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1 1966 2 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: 3 
Aluminum_.__--...------------------ 49 96 France 52; Ghana 17. 
Copper__._-.---.-------------------- 11 3 All from France. 
Iron and steel: 

Scrap..___---------------------- 29 65 France 45; U.S.S.R. 10. 
Semimanufactures____----.------- 17,579 5,450 France 1,846; Mainland China 1,678; 

U.S.S.R. 1,083. 
Lead...___-.------------------------ 4 1 All from France. 
Tin_~______._______-______-long tons __ 1 1 Do. 
Zine__.__.-------------------------- 15 ___----- 

Nonmetals: — 
Abrasives, natural._..__-.------------ ------ 2 All from France. 
Cement, lime and other building ma- 34,823 39,082 U.S.S.R. 19,089; United Arab Republic 

terials. 13,397; Poland 4,900. 
Clay construction materials_._._._.__-- 504 182 Bulgaria 103; West Germany 64. 
Fertilizers, manufactured_.__-...------  ------ 75 France 75. 
Stone, sand and gravel____---_-------- 74 106 United Arab Republic 100. 
Nonmetallic minerals, crude, unspecified. 15,279 20,854 Poland 10,165; Algeria 8,739; France 874. 
Nonmetallic mineral manufactures. --_- 27 11 China (mainland) 6; France 4. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, coke and briquets__.------------ 98 37 France 20. 
Gas, natural and manufactured _ __ ____- 360 259 France 146; Ivory Coast 97. 
Petroleum: 

Crude and partly refined _-_____--- 1 ____-.-. 
Refinery products_.-----.-------- 72,380 74,439 Senegal 33,844; Ivory Coast 18,356. 

1 Statistical Office of the European Communities. No. 9, 1966, pp. 27-40. 
2 Statistical Office of the European Commuuities. No. 4, 1967, pp. 35-45. 
3 Includes unwrought and semimanufactures unless otherwise specified. 

Phosphate-——A deposit of 20 million Salt—A reserve of 23 million tons of , 
tons occurs about 100 kilometers north — excellent quality salt occurs near Taoudenit 
of Bourem. The French Fund for Aid about 795 kilometers north of Tombouc- 
and Cooperation has granted a loan for tou. The possibility’ of using the salt 
studying the feasibility of building an for establishing industrial plants to produce 
industrial complex to produce superphos- products such as sodium hydroxide and 
phate. chlorine was being studied. — 

MAURITANIA 

Mining of iron ore, virtually the only PRODUCTION AND TRADE 
commercial mineral produced in the Islam- . . | 
ic Republic of Mauritania (a minor quan- 4 MIFERMA incr eased h “th ore f Or One. 

| tity of salt is also produced), contributed Minin a the FD Mia d that of ? d 
about 41 percent of the gross national dy ° 1966 er ; epost bl 
product estimated at $133 million in 1967. foe *h mM eee was o Sale responsible 
Mauritania ranked second after Liberia or the production rise. salt output was 
among African iron ore exporters and reportedly small, probably attaining a level 

among the ten largest producers in the Of production about equal to that of 
world. Société des Mines de Fer de Mauri- 1965. 
tanie (MIFERMA) paid almost $6.2 mil- The export of iron ore, which con- 
lion in taxes to the Government of Mauri- stituted 99.6 percent of the value of 

tania, about 27 percent of Government all mineral commodity exports, mainly 

tax revenue. Although iron ore exports was responsible for Mauritania’s favorable 
supplied a large part of Mauritania’s for- balance in minerals and total trade. 

eign exchange earnings, sales of copper Imports in 1966 consisted chiefly of 

concentrates from a mine recently opened iron and _ steel semimanufactures valued 

near Akjoujit, and shipments of rare earth at $1.4 million and petroleum refinery 
mined at Bou Naga should soon supple- products valued at $1.2 million. The re- 

ment income from iron ore. lationship of minerals trade to trade in
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all commodities is shown in the following oping an open pit mine and _ associated 
tabulation: facilities. Proved reserves total 8 million 

tons of copper oxide averaging 2.58 per- 
Value (million | Mineral cent copper and 20 million tons of copper 

dollars) commod- sulfide containing 1.51 percent copper. 
: Mineral Total shareof The oxide ore also contains 0.1 ounce 

commod- _ trade total per ton gold, while the sulfide ore averages 
ities 1 (percent) 
a 0.035 ounce of gold per ton. SOMIMA 
Exports: OBB. BALA 57.6 98.9 plans to export up to 50,000 tons per 

1966_._....... .64.4 69.2 93.1 year of concentrates beginning in 1970. 
Imports: i i 1) 2 8 238 11.8 The mine will employ 400 workers and 

1966__........ 3.3 22.4 14.7 90 foreign supervisors. 
Trade balance: e.— iété in toe g.8 488.8 XX Iron Or Société des M 1es de Fer 

- 1966__._.-___. 461.1 +46.8 xX de Mauritanie (MIFERMA) shipped more 
FT TllloooTooeoooee————————- than 7.4 million tons of ore from its 
XX Not applicable. : : 39 
1 Includes only those commodities listed in tables open pit mines near Fort Gauraud.*® Iron 

31 and 82 of this chapter. ore reserves in the Fort Gouraud area, 
| reportedly among the largest in the world, 
COMMODITY REVIEW were placed at 200 million tons in the 

Metals.—Copper.—Société des Mines de __ principal ore body.** Three other deposits 
Mauritanie (SOMIMA) was founded in with comparable reserves occur at Rouessa 
March to mine the Guelb el Moghrabin Hamariat, Tazadit, and Azouazile. The 
deposit located near Akjoujit.*2 _ The SOM- §———————— : 

nsorti onsists of Charter Con- 38 Mining Magazine.  Mauritania’s Vast 
IMA consortium consists nar : Mineral Wealth. V. 118, No. 4, April 1968, p. 
solidated (47 percent); Mauritanian Gov- 993. | 

ernment (23 percent); French mining in- F > SiMings Mining Review. V. 57, No. 5, 
7. ° e ep. o, » Ve ° terests (19 percent) ; and Société Financi- 40 The South African Mining and Engineer- 

@ [ nationale rcent). The com- ing Journal (Johannesburg). Mauritania: New 
cre internatio . (11 pe . ‘) : Source of Minerals. V. 79, No. 3918, Mar. 8, 
pany plans to invest $60 million in devel- jggg, py. 538. 

Table 30.—Mauritania: Production of mineral commodities — 

Commodity 1 1963 1964 1965 | 1966 1967 

Metals: Iron ore__........._...thousand metric tons._ 1,678 5,080 6,284 7,157 ¢7,448 
Nonmetals: Salt ¢__........._...____.-_metrie tons__ 600 600 600 NA NA 

e Estimated. 
1 In addition to commodities listed, construction materials such as gypsum, clay, and sand and gravel are 

produced, but quantitative data are not available. 

_ Table 31.—Mauritania: Exports of mineral commodities 

( Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1 1966 2 Principal destinations, 1966 

—— SSS 

Metals: 
Iron and steel: 

Ore and thousand tons._ 5,961 7,185 United Kingdom 1,596; France 1,455; 
concentrate. Italy 1,305. 

Scrap___...-------..---_-.---.-. 1,250 1,285 Italy 1,135; Spain 150. 
Semimanufactures__________..___- 8 LLL L Lee 

Tin... eee 1 1 All to France. 
Other nonferrous metals_._._.___....-.  ~___-- 1 Do. 

Nonmetals: 
Nonmetallic minerals, crude, unspecified _ 195 3,700 Congo (Brazzaville) 3,007; France 480 

Congo (Kinshasa) 171. 
Mineral fuels: 

Petroleum refinery products.._..._..._. 2,892 5,962 Ship’s stores 3,851; not specified 1,591; 
France 260. 

Gas, natural and manufactured._._-..-.  ____-- 2 All to Spain. 

1 Statistical Office of European Communities. No. 9, 1967, pp. 54-61. 
2 Statistical Office of European Communities. No. 10, 1967, pp. 92-94.
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Table 32.—Mauritania: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

RENEE eee rene ee enero ene ne ee — 

Commodity 1965 ! 1966 2 Principal sources, 1966 

a 

Metals: a | 
Aluminum... _.---.--.--------------- 8 11 All from France. 
Copper......------------------------ 42 24 France 23. 
Iron and steel: Semimanufactures..... 5,185 7,333 France 6,381; West Germany 533. 
Lead__...--------------------------- Il 3 All from France. 
Tin.____....--------------long tons-- 12 8 Do. | 
Zine_.._-_._-.-.--.----------------- 2 3 Do. 
Other nonferrous metals__.-.---------- 15 6 All from United States. 

Nonmetals: 
Cement, lime and other building ma- 8,210 6,266 France 3,259; Spain 2,997. 

riais. 

Clay construction materials__--_-------- 84 137 West Germany 98; France 30. 
Fertilizers, manufactured__....-------- 1,969 2,326 All from France. 
Stone, sand and gravel_____-.---------- 65 97 Do. 
Other crude mineral products_.----.---- 786 131 Algeria 100; France 11. 

_ Nonmetallic mineral manufactures. -- - - - 12 16 United States 10; France 5. 
Mineral fuels: 

Coal, coke and briquets_-.-..--------- 10 384 NA. 
Gas, natural and manufactured - - - ~~~ -- 246 279 France 237; West Germany 36. 

Petroleum refinery products__...------ 37,585 45 ,035 Saudi Arabia 34,288; Iran 4,325; France 

Tar, pitch and other crude chemicals 18 ___----. a 
_ from coal, oil and gas distillation. 

ne 

NA Not available. | . 
1Source: Statistical Office of European Communities. No. 9, 1967, pp. 54-59. 

2Source: Statistical Office of European Communities. No. 10, 1967, pp. 86-91. 

hematite ore lenses, averaging 62 percent iney Saint Gobain planned to mine and 

iron, 0.03 to 0.04 percent sulfur and ship ore to La. Rochelle, France, for 

0.02 to 0.03 percent phosphorus, occur extraction of yttrium oxide. 

interbedded with silicified quartzite. Ore . . 

seams outcrop above the surface and are Mineral F uels.—P etroleum.— Planet Oil 
worked by opencut methods using power Corp. obtained exploration rights to over 

shovels and 30 ton trucks. About 480 4 million hectares of onshore and offshore 

kilometers southwest of the Akjoujit region  PTOPETty extending oom Nouakenet to 
is the Legelitat el Khader deposit. This Ge, er “ with the Spanis a ara. 

reportedly huge prospect contains hematite “ie yl that the conducte al helf “i, 

ore with 55 percent iron. At yearend 7S icate at t e continentat sheit in 
1967 additional mining and ore handling this area contains a favorable tectonic 

installations were being completed by MI- __ basin, which may extend into Mauritanian 

FERMA. These included additional rail- territory. American International Oil Co. 

road rolling stock, expanded electrical pow- (AMOCQ) joined Planet Oil Corp. in 

, er facilities, and a secondary crushing prospecting on Planets recently assigned 
section and larger ore loading installations ¢xploration permit area. AMOCO planned 

at Port Etenne. to to start seismic prospecting and to drill 
Rare Earths——A preliminary survey of 

. at least two test wells. A petroleum ex- 
an area near Bou Naga, 65 miles south- I : : dine £ N 

west of Akjoujit indicated reserves of P:oration concession extending trom ‘Nou- 

8,000 to 10,000 tons of ore containing kchott to the Senegalese border was 

3.8 percent yttrium oxide and smaller 8rF anted to an affiliate of Standard Oil 

quantities of europium.“ The firm Péch- Co. of New Jersey (ESSO). 

NIGER 

The mineral industry in the Republic discovered uranium deposit. When it be- 

of Niger in 1967 remained small; its comes operational in 1970, the new indus- 

contribution to the GNP, estimated at try will significantly help the country’s 

$263 million, was relatively insignificant. economy. 
Highlighting the year was the formation 41 Work cited in footnote 38. 

of a company to develop a large recently 42 Work cited in footnote 40.
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In May the Niger Government and _ ports, are in reality reexports. Imports 
the United Nations Special Fund signed oof petroleum refinery products and iron 
a 3-year, $980,000 agreement providing nd steel semimanufactures were respec- 
for exploration in central and northwestern __ tively valued at $3,785,000 and $909,000. 
Niger. Exploration in the northwest is Niger continued to have an unfavorable 
to concentrate on gold and manganese. balance of trade in 1966 in both min- 
Coal deposits in the Agadez area are eral commodities and total trade, as shown 
also to be evaluated. Exploration in 1967 _ in the following tabulation: : 
was primarily for molybdenum in the 
Liptako District and gypsum north of 
Tahoua. | . 

Value (thousand Mineral 
dollars) commod-~ 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE ——______—_—____———_ ities’ 
. . . Mineral Total share of 

Values for mineral production in 1967 commod- trade total . : ities 1 (percent) were available only for cement and tin 
s a 

concentrate, which were $1,257,000 and 
. Exports: 

$159,000, respectively. — 1965....... e278 25,319 1.1 
The country’s previous trade pattern Im 1966 - -~----- © 387 28,851 °1.3 

of exporting mainly tin ore and concen- P 1965....__. 4, 222 37,661 11.2 
trate and importing mainly petroleum re- Tra de pein al 6,193 45,029 13.8 
finery products and iron and steel semi- 1965._._._. © —8,949 ~12,342 XX 
manufactures continued in 1966. Exports 1966_......° —5,806 —16,178 XxX 
of tin ore and concentrate in 1966 were ©=———__—___________ 
valued at an estimated $170,000. Petro- °Estimate. XX Notapplicable . . 1 Values given are for only those commodities listed leum refinery products listed among ex- in table 34 of this chapter. 

Table 33.—Niger: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) | 
eee 

Commodity ! 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
eee 

Metals: 
Tin: 

Concentrate__..____..__._.__long tons__ 81 74 77 85 79 
Metal content of concentrate. ___._do____ 54 48 53 © 60 55 

Nonmetals: 
Building stone. _______________cubiec meters__ 757 455 604 NA NA 
Cement_____.______._._.____thousand tons__ NA NA NA 15 22 
Clay, common brick.._________..__...do___. 3800 _.-_-_--. Leelee LLL 2,845 
Gravel______________.._______eubiec meters __ 1,534 4,822 3,020 NA NA 
Gypsum_____--_ eee ee 1,500 e 1,500 1,729 
Limestone_____________._---.--_-_-________- NA NA NA NA 30,809 
Sand_________.:__._.__._._____eubie meters __ 6,808 4,207 11,663 NA 22,179 

eee 

e Estimate. NA Not available. 
bl In addition, an estimated 4,500 metric tons of salt was produced in 1967; data for other years are not avail- 

able. 
2 Metric tons. 

COMMODITY REVIEW totals 200 to 300 feet, more than twice 
. that at Arlit. 

Metals.—Uranium.—After several years t . 
. . 7. A company was formed during the 

of prospecting, the French Commissariat . . . 
d’Energie Atomique (CEA) discovered a ¥°2% to develop the Arlit deposit. This 
; TSte ; , Tone ‘tat Arlit Reserves fim» Société des Mines de l’Air (SOM- 
arse uraniu Pos y AIR), consists of CEA (40 percent), the 
are estimated at 20,000 tons in terms . 

f . concentrate containing 70 per Niger Government (20 percent), Com- 
of Uranium CO . sump pagnie de Mokta (20 percent), and Com- cent metal. Other uranium deposits have ; . : Oy . 

; . pagnie Francaise des Minerais d’Uranium 
been found at Azelik (estimated reserves (20 percent). According to the agreement 
4,000 tons) and Madouela (estimated re- 

SEIVEs 6, 700 tons) bu t they are Pp resently 43 Mining Magazine. V. 118, No. 1, January 
considered uneconomic because overburden _ 1968, pp. 4-9.
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Table 34.—Niger: Foreign trade in mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ee CL CTU gp AS? 

Commodity 1965 ! 19662 Principal sources or destinations, 1966 . 
eee 

Exports: 
Metals: 

Iron and steel: Semimanufactures_.__ 13 10 All to Upper Volta. 
Tin ore and long tons__ 66 380 NA. 
“ concentrate. . 

Nonmetals: 
Fertilizer materials: Natural. ______ 46 NA 
Other crude minerals_______.___.__ 1 NA 

Mineral fuels: 
Petroleum refinery products_-___-__. 1,989 2,565 Mali 1,564; Iraq 124; Netherlands An- 

tilles 112. 
Imports: 

Metals: 
Aluminum...__---..------------- 1385 290 Belgium-Luxembourg 181; Ivory Coast 

Copper_..___-_______---- ee ee 16 11 France 10. 
Iron and steel: Semimanufactures__. 3,413 3,529 France 3,132; Belgium-Luxembourg 192. 
Lead... eee 2 1 France 1. 
Tin___-_-.__._.________long tons__ (4) 1 NA. 
Nonferrous metals, ore and con-____._-_ 31,055 NA. 

centrate, unspecified. 
Nonmetals: 

Cement, lime, and other building 138,291 6,619 France 2,758; Algeria 2,287. 
materials. . 

Clay construction materials_-__.__-- 414 556 France 427; West Germany 112. 
Fertilizer materials; manufactured __ 386 485 Netherlands 397; France 27. 
Salt_..... 2222 eee NA 38,283 NA. 
Stone, sand and gravel___________. 106 192 France 192. 
N onmetallic minerals, crude un- 5,298 8,297 Senegal 7,200; United Arab Republic 937. 

specified. 
Nonmetallic mineral manufacture_._ 15 21 France 20. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, coke and briquets______.__..  ______ 268 Nigeria 265. 
Gas, natural and manufactured _ _ _ _ 176 226 France 93; Spain 63; Ivory Coast 52. 
Petroleum refinery products______. 31,127 44,018 Traq, 9.6455 Venezuela 8,591; Kuwait 

4,927. 
Tar, pitch, and other crude chemicals ______ 5 France 5. 

from coal, oil and gas distillation. 

NA Not available. . 
1 Statistical Office of the European Communities. No. 9, 1966, pp. 191-199. 
2 Statistical Office of the European Communities. No. 9, 1968, pp. 107-117. 
3 Donnes Statistiques. No. 1, January—March 1968. 
4 Less than }% unit. 

creating the company, the uranium is through 1973 is expected to total $45 
to be sold at $8 per pound and the _ million. A concentrating plant is scheduled 
Niger Government is to get 50 percent to be operating in 1970 with an annual 
of the profits. SOMAIR’s initial capital capacity of 200 tons; the capacity is 
totaled $14 million; total investment envisaged at 1,000 tons by 1973. 

RWANDA 

The Republic of Rwanda’s mineral in- decree defines procedures for obtaining 
dustry in 1967 continued to be dominated various permits. 
by cassiterite, the chief mineral mined 
and exported. The industry accounted for PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

oe an Pe Hee of the oe estimated The pattern of mineral production in 

a th Cos 10n nt te d hwo. ani te 1967 was essentially the same as in past 
i _ The "Mining Code. at 30 ° January years. Cassiterite production was valued 

: 1 . sate 
. . at an estimated $2.4 million. Gold and 

1967 ** and Presidential Decree No. 55/10 $ 

of 2 March 1967. The mining code clas- 44 Journal Officiel de la République Rwandaise. 
Si mineral osits in quarries or mines’ V. 6, No. 4, Feb. 16, 1967, pp. 64-83. 
fies © dep . q . 45 Journal Officiel de la République Rwandaise. 
and deals with various regulations. The V. 6, Mar. 15, 1967, pp. 149-159.
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concentrates of tin and tungsten con- § Trade data for 1966 are incomplete. 

tinued to be smuggled out of the coun- Presumably, most of the trade continued 

try, but reportedly on a smaller scale to be with western Europe, and the balance 
than-in the past. of trade in mineral commodities continued 

i | to be favorable. . 

Table 35.—Rwanda: Production of mineral commodities | | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eS 

Commodity ! 1963 1964 1965 1966 — 1967 
a 

Metals: — 
* Beryl_...-.---.--------------------+----------- 256 298 3151 133 109 

Columbite-tantalite concentrate- .---.....-.------- 30 29 50 25 — gl 
Gold. ~---------------------o neo = HOY ounces... NA NA NA 106 3. 

in: 
Cassiterite concentrate ?___.........long tons.. 1,866 2,020 2,006 1,855 1,929 
Content of concentrate___.------.------do---- 1,271 1,860 ¢e1,424 ¢1,340 ¢1,3893 

. Tungsten: Wolframite ore and concentrate. -.-.-..-- 12 138 253 = 868 538 

Nonmetals: 
Lithium mineral (amblygonite)_..........--------- 368 295 ...-.-.- NA NA 

Mineral fuels: 
Natural gas, methane____.....--million cubic feet.. --.-. ------- 85 NA NA 

care enn Een A SASS EG SAT 

e Estimate. NA Not available. 
1 In addition to commodities listed, simple construction materials such as clay, and sand and gravel are also 

produced, but quantitative data are not available. 
3 United States imports. 
3 Includes small quantity of mixed cassiterite-columbite-tantalite concentrate. 

Table 36.—Rwanda: Principal mineral commodity trade _ | 

—_ (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) _ 
ee 

| Commodity 1965 1966! —_— Principal destinations and sources 

eee SPS A Se 

Exports: | 
Beryl. .-.---.-.---------------------- 686 NA 
Cassiterite concentrate 3............-.-. 2,006 °1,800 NA. . 
Columbite-tantalite concentrate. -_.----- 50 e25 NA. . 
Lithium mineral (amblygonite).....----.  ------ NA 

I Wolframite ore and concentrate -_-~---- 157 91 Italy 30; Sweden 20; United Kingdom 16. 

mports: ° 
Aluminum..._......-...-------------- 128 46 All from United Kingdom. 
Copper_..-.-------------------------- 34 NA 
Iron and steel, mainly semimanufactures. 2,740 1,858 Belgium 1,292; Japan 566. 

Cement._......----------------------- 12,422 NA 
Salt_...-....------------------------- 4,953 NA 
Fuels, mainly petroleum products....--. 18,128 658 All from United Kingdom. 

a 

e Estimate. NA Not available. 
1 Except for estimated figures, data are from Statistical Office of United Nations, Supplement to the World 

Trade Annual, v. 3, 1966, pp. 656-660. 
2 Includes small quantity of mixed cassiterite-columbite-tantalite concentrate. 
3 Includes unwrought and semimanufactures unless otherwise specified. 

COMMODITY REVIEW Lake Kivu. Natural gas is dissolved in 

. . the lake water, and various methods of 
Metals.—Tin.““—-During the year os ? . 

MINETAIN installed a washing and exploiting the deposit have been con- 

shi lant to treat the a tee ores sidered. The reserves are estimated at 

om od P ‘h K san oe Distdct. 2 Willion cubic feet. Because the lake 
Ext, in : k a a . eraliz ed areas is in both Rwanda and°- the Republic 

he been fo qin th Kk tumba North of the Congo (Kinshasa), agreements 

ad L ne ound im te 4 would have to be reached between the 
and Lutsiro regions. two countries before the deposit could 

Mineral Fuels.—Petroleum.—No action be developed. 
i Oo S TT , 

was taken in 1967 on past prop sal 46 Mining Journal (London). Mining Annual 
to further develop the natural gas in _ Review, May 1968, p. 309.
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SOMALI REPUBLIC | 

The mineral industry remained an unim- PRODUCTION AND TRADE 
; hi . | . . 

P ortant P art of the economy of the Somal Mineral production was estimated to 
Republic in 1967, when the country’s : eee . 

. eye have been relatively insignificant in 1967. 
GNP was estimated at $15.5 million. The . . 

. Meerschaum production was estimated at 
only minerals produced were meerschaum , . . 

. . 40 tons, approximately the same as esti- 
and salt. Deposits of bauxite and phos- . 

: - mated production of past years. Salt pro- 
phate of possible economic size reportedly : . ; 

. os . duction was not reported in 1967; output 
were found in 1967 by a United Nations . 
. . . in tons for recent years was as follows: 
investigating team, but no details were 1963. 2.200: 1964. 5.581: 1965. 5.000: 
given. During the year the United Nations 196 6. 1 ? ? -o ? > ? 

. . . os , less than 500. 
Special Fund continued investigating the ; . 

. . : Trade data for 1966 were not available 
Alio Ghelle radioactive anomaly, one of f mid-1968. P bly the trad 
several found in the Bur Region by aerial #5 2 ™ oO. fF resumadly me trade 
scintillometer surveys made in 1965 and Pattern of previous years continued, with 
1966. Ground investigations have revealed  ¢xports being very small and imports being 
the presence of uranium, thorium, and comprised chiefly of iron and steel, cement, 

rare earths. Exploration for oll continued. and petroleum refinery products. 

Table 37.—Somali Republic: Foreign trade in selected mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 

oa Principal sources or Commodity 1965 1966 ! destinations, 1966 

| 

Exports: 
Metals: _ : 

Copper scrap....._._----_---__---__ eee Lee 79 All to Italy.. 
Iron and steel: 

- Serap.._.---- 2 eee 25 NA 
Semimanufactures._______._._.__.-_.____- 4. NA | 

Silver, platinum and platinum troy ounces__ 3,858 NA 
group metals. oS 

Nonferrous metals, scrap____.._.._-.__.._____- 109 137 All to Italy. 
Nonferrous metals, unspecified _-_..._..__.-____. 75 NA 

Nonmetals: , 
Salt__..-.2-- 2-2 eee 20 NA 
Stone, sand and gravel__________..____________ 5 NA 

Mineral fuels: Petroleum refinery products_-__.____- 315 NA 
Imports: 

Metals: 
Aluminum... -_ 2-2 ele 32 NA 
Copper, alloys, wrought________..__.__________ 6 21 All from Italy. 
Iron and steel: 

. Pig iron and ferroalloys____.....___._.____- 532 NA 
Ingots and primary forms.__._______._____ 333 NA 
Semimanufactures_________.______._-___-- 7,389 1,926 Italy 1,367; Japan 587. 

Lead__.__....---- 2 eee ee 2 NA 
Silver, platinum and platinum troy ounces... 3,277,185 NA 

group metals. 
Tin__.-_--_..-_--.-.-_.._..._-____-_long tons_- 124 NA 
Nonferrous metals, n.e.s_....._....-.-.-------- 214 NA 

Nonmetals: 
Cement, lime, and other building materials. . _ _ _-_ 40,782 685 All from Italy. 
Clay construction materials__._....._.__..._._. 1,354 NA 
Fertilizers: 

Natural_-____.--. 2-2-2 +2 114 NA 
Manufactured_.________.___________..____ 8,575 1,029 All from Italy. 

Salt... 2-2-2 eee 215 NA 
Nonmetallic minerals, crude, unspecified_-_-__-___- 41 NA 
Nonmetallic mineral manufactures_________.____ 626 668 All from Italy. 

Mineral fuels: 
Crude and partly refined petroleum._-____.___-__- 4 NA 
Petroleum refinery products___._..__..__.____- 427 e440 NA. 
Tar, pitch and other crude chemicals from coal, oil, 37 NA 

and gas distillation. 

¢ Estimated. NA Not available. 
1 Except for petroleum refinery products, data are from the Supplement to the World Trade Annual. V. 3, 

1966, Statistical Office of the United Nations, pp. 176-182.
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COMMODITY REVIEW being abandoned as a noncommercial gas 
Mineral Fuels.-—-Petroleum.—In No- well. Sinclair Somal has concessions total- 

. . ing 104,709 square kilometers. Two other 
vember, Sinclair Somal, a U.S.-West Ger- jo. H Petrol 
man consortium, began drilling an ex-  Concessionaires are ammar etroleum 

ploratory well, Galtardo 1, north of Moga- Corp., with 76,234 square kilometers, and 
discio, near Giohar.“7 The well is near Scebel Oil, with 61,480 square kilometers. 

Sinclair's 1966 exploratory well, Afgol 1, These companies reportedly plan some 
which was drilled to 13,661 feet before exploratory drilling in 1968. 

SPANISH SAHARA 

In May the Spanish Government began by 1970 and 10 million tons annually 
negotiations with International Minerals by 1975. A harbor as well as ship-loading 

and Chemical Corporation (IMC) regard- facilities were under construction during 
ing the development of the 1.7-billion- 1967. 

ton phosphate deposit at Bou-Craa. Early Oil exploration continued to be unsuc- 
in 1968, however, IMC withdrew its offer, “aye . 

. cessful. Drilling during the year was by 
apparently because of disagreements over os ws ~ 

. . two joint ventures: Compania Espagniola 
the rate at which the deposit should , . . 
be exploited.*® The development plans of de Petréleos, S.A. and Spanish Gulf Oil 

Empresa Nacional Minera del Sahara, Company (one offshore well), and Investi- 
S.A., the Spanish National mining com-  gaciones Petroliferas, S.A., and Instituto 
pany, call for exports of 3 million tons Nacional de Industria (4 onshore wells) .* 

SUDAN 

The mineral industry remained relatively due to the operation of the petroleum 
unimportant to Sudan’s economy in 1967, refinery. Imports of petroleum products 
accounting for less than 1 percent of dropped from $9.6 million in 1965 to 
the estimated $1.5 billion GNP, but there $3.7 million in 1966, whereas imports 
was continuing interest in exploring for of crude oil rose from an estimated $5 
petroleum and other mineral commodities. million in 1965 to an estimated $8 mil- 
During the year the United Nations Devel- lion in 1966. Other significant imports 
opment Program approved a 4-year min- in 1966 were iron and steel semimanufac- | 
eral survey project covering 70,000 square tures ($8.4 million) and fertilizer materials 
kilometers in Kassala Province along the ($6.2 million). The country’s balance of 
Ethiopian border, 47,000 square kilometers trade remained unfavorable, as shown in 
in Darfur Province, and 6,000 square _ the following tabulation: 
kilometers in Northern Province. The Gov- 
ernment of Sudan will contribute $750,000 Value (million § Mineral 
of the $2 million total project cost. Con- ollars) ec amod- 
siderable interest was aroused by the dis- Mineral Total _ share of 
covery of a large mineralized area at | commod - _ trade (percent) 

a depth of 7,000 feet in the Red Sea Fa 
between Port Sudan and Jidda, Saudi poeB 2.5 195.0 1.3 
Arabia. 1966_____-_-_- 1.6 203.0 0.8 

Imports: 
PRODUCTION AND TRADE 1965___.--_-.. 7 °381.5 207.5 5e 15.2 

. rT doe inne 30.0 222.3 13.5 
’ rade Dalance: Official production data for 1967, as aoe te 29.0— 128.5 xX 

for the past several years, were not avail- 1966_......... —28.4 —19 13 Xx 

able. However, except for a rise in output v Estimated. * Revised. XX Not applicable. 

of petroleum refinery products, production _ 1 Values given are for only those commodities listed 
was estimated to have been the same in tables 39 and 40 of this chapter. 

or slightly below that of 1966. wan aaa 
The chief exports in 1966 were non- a9, 1987, ees Journal. V. 65, No. 47, Nov. 

ferrous scrap ($584,000), iron ore ($498,- ¢ 48 The Wall Street Journal. Jan. 31, 1968, p. 

000), and iron and steel scrap ($311,- “49 World Oil, V. 167, No. 3, Aug. 15, 1968, 
000). There was a change in the import  P. 5186. ; ; 4 Minine Journal V. 169 

pattern in 1966, as compared with 1965, wo, 1. January 1968, pp. 102 and 104.0.
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Table 38.—Sudan: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
eee 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1 1966 ! 1967 1 
eee 

. Metals: . 
Chromite._....._._......._.___._thousand tons__ 20 17 30 17 15 
Gold...__--.--.-------.-._________ troy ounces__ 868 877 300 200 200 
Iron ore___.-..-.--_.......__..___thousand tons... _____ (?) 35 39 38 
Manganese ore_____-.---...-----------.----.--.. °¢250 ¢ 8,500 1,000 1,500 1,500 
Silver____-__._..-.-----......_.____-_troy ounces__  _____ 40 _------ eee ee Lees . 

Nonmetals: 
Cement..._.._......_..____...__ thousand tons_-_ 116 91 80 100 90 
Gypsum___.._-__2- eee )=—4,520 4,520 4,290 1,921 1,800 
Magnesite..._..-.._--.-..-__- ee eee eee eee eee eee 3,000 3,000 
Natron.._....- 2-22 eee Lee 151 427 NA NA 
Salt... 22-22. 2. _- __-____ thousand tons__ 37 60 52 43 40 

Mineral fuels: Petroleum refinery products 
thousand 42-gallon barrels_. ___._  ______- 2,155 4,174 5,500 

e Estimated. NA Not available. 
1 All data estimated. 
2 Less than \% unit. 

Table 39.—Sudan: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: . 
Chromite_.........-..-.-.----_------. 10,160 _______- 
Copper....._.__--_- eee r100) _______- 
Iron ore.._____._-__.---_----_--_-_-. 84,567 47,694 Yugoslavia 38,550; United States 9,144. 
Iron and steel scrap._....__.__..-.-_-_ 1,680 9,118 United Arab Republic 8,307; Japan 806. 
Manganese ore. ____________._.-_-:-.. ¢ 2,000 1,150 Yugoslavia 1,150. 
Nonferrous metal scrap___...-......-. 1,387 999 Italy 852; United Arab Republic 74. 

Nonmetals: 
Natron_..-.____-2-- ee 427 NA 
Salt_...--- 22 eee 785 1,711 Ethiopia 1,129; Chad 581. 
Natural sodium carbonate_____._..._..  _.._-- 7 Syria 5; Saudi Arabia 2. 

Mineral fuels: 
Petroleum thousand 42-gallon barrels_- 2 275 NA. 

refinery products. 

e Estimated. NA Not available. t Revised. 

Source: Statistical Office of the United Nations and Sudan Department of Statistics. Foreign trade sta- 
tistics annuals, 1965 and 1966. 

COMMODITY REVIEW 8 to 14 percent magnesium, which is 
. . too high for cement. A small suitable 

Me Rromite— Darin ‘ i ra d he limestone deposit has been found about 
b ining an i ra be 8 S/O. ' ° he F u oh 20 kilometers east of Rabak. The company 

ean 6 expor Th chromite h t d © *renc d hopes to obtain assistance from the United 
rm Uaronte. € company had exporte Nations Special Fund to find a larger 

the ore to the United States until the deposit 

end of 1966. General Mining Enterprises, . . 
S.A., began removing the overburden on Mineral Fuels.—Petroleum.—Early ip 
several chromite mining leases it obtained 1967 Digna Petroleum Co. (Sudan) Ltd. 
in the Ingenessa Hills. The company, obtained concessions totaling 1.1 million 
which employs about 120, has agreed hectares along the Red Sea Coast between 
to sell ore to a firm in the Netherlands; the Eritrean border and Port Sudan. Con- 

however, exports are not expected to begin tinental Oil Co. of Sudan, the operating | 
until at least 1968. company for Digna, also has Sudanese 

; | and Kuwaiti interests. Aero Service Corp. 
Nonmetals.—Limestone.—The Nile Ce- of Philadelphia made an aerial magnetic 

ment Co., at Rabak, began searching for survey of the concessions. Tenneco Oil 
new limestone deposits because the deposit Co. also obtained concessions along the 
south of Rabak were found to contain Red Sea Coast. Three of the nine con-
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- Table 40.—Sudan: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 . Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: 
- 

Aluminum_..._._..-_-.-.---------- r 507 1,212 Mainland China 569; United Kingdom 
464; U.S.S.R. 111. 

Copper__.-_----...---------------- 296 60 United Kingdom 40. 
Tron and steel: 

Serap___._..------------------- 18 ____._--- 
Ingots and other primary forms. - 57 170 United Kingdom 150; Italy 20. . 
Semimanufactures____........-. 108,307 90,477 Mainland China 27,525; India 20,081; 

Belgium-Luxembourg 10,849; United 
Kingdom 8,964. 

Lead_....._.-.---.---------------~ "61,237 146 United Kingdom 115; Sweden 31. 
Tin___.__.._..._..._-_--_long tons__ 45 . 60 United Kingdom 11. 
Zine. _..-_-_._-_-.~.---------.---- 169 55 Poland 23. 

~ Nonferrous metals, n.e.s__.._.-_------ 9 ____u Lee 
Metallic oxides, mainly for paints. - -- 141 157 West Germany 42; France 30. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasive materials: 

Natural_...._.._.__._--_-.---- 35 52 West Germany 30; United Kingdom 20. 
Grinding stones and wheels. ----_- 225 802 Denmark 188; United Kingdom 10. 

Asphalt, natural_....._._._._-.------ 101) ________. 
Cement_____._._____thousand tons-__ 83 48 Yugoslavia 35; U.S.S.R. 4; Italy 3. 
Chalk______-____--.-_-- lee 762 840 Belgium-Luxembourg 267. 
Clays, crude, undifferentiated - _-- ---- 253 308 NA. 
Clay construction materials, including 668 704 Yugoslavia 209; Czechoslovakia 162; 

brick and tile. United Kingdom 160. 
Fertilizer materials: . . 

Manufactured: , 
Nitrogenous.._._-.-.-----. 76,606 74,086 Netherlands 25,668; Italy 15,997; 

, U.S.S.R. 14,463.00 | . 
Phosphatic_--.._.--------- 49 164 Belgium 90; Netherlands 65. 
Potassiec___._....---------- 20 _____---- 

Mixed_______.._____---.------ 861 9 France 5; Netherlands 4. 
Sulfuric acid and other inorganic 167 228 United Kingdom 78; Netherlands 60; 

acids. West Germany 43. 
Gypsum_____-_-_-.-..------------- 196 683 Cyprus 247; United Arab Republic 189; 

Yugoslavia 188. 
Lime._____....-_-.---1------------ 29 1,211 All from United Kingdom. 
Mica: 

Crude___._._-_---_.----.------ 1 3 All from Japan. 
Worked___._...---.---------- 10 NA 

Potash, caustic____.....------------ 1 21 Mainland China 20. 
Pyrite, unroasted__...._..---------- 3 NA NA. - 
Salt_......._...--_-_-------------- 59 61 United Kingdom 39; Netherlands 22. 

Sand, gravel and crushed stone_------ 40 49 Belgium eo United Kingdom 18; Yugo- 
slavia 6. 

Soda, caustic......__.-.-_-_-------- 2,196 3,844 Netpeyands 1,766; United Kingdom 

Stone, dimension. ._....-.---------- 18 4 N.A. 
Nonmetallic minerals, crude, n.e.s - - - - 121 46 West Germany 27; Mainland China 10; 

orway 5. 
Chemical elements and bases, inor- 80 27 West Germany 15; United Kingdom 7; 

ganic, n.e.s. France 3. : . 
Nonmetallic mineral manufactures, 996 8385 Yugoslavia 425; United Arab Republic 

n.e€.8. 188; Italy 103. 
Mineral fuels: 

Coal_____.-..-----.--------------- 6,362 ___._---- 
Coke and semicoke. _.__-_-_-------- 909 300 All from West Germany. 

Pe- thousand 42-gallon barrels..  ¢ 2,155 e 4,450 All from Iran. 
troleum: Crude. 

Refinery products: 
Gasoline._._-..-----do__-- 416 98 NA. 
Kerosine____...-.---do__-- 240 39 NA. 
Distillate fuel oil_....do_--- 694 172 NA. 
Residual fuel oil......do--_-- 300 73 NA. . 
Lubricants. ......-..do__-- T7 77 United Kingdom 21; United States 14; 

Austria 14. 
Asphalt and bitumen-__do- --_- 24 12 NA. 
Liquefied petroleum do--_-- 9 3 NA. 

gas. 

Total__.._.-.------------ 1,760 469 
Mineral tar and crude chemicals from 221 __..__--.- 

coal, oil and gas distillation. 
ee ss 

r Revised. NA Not available. e Estimated. __ . 
Source: Statistical Office of the United Nations and Sudan Department of Statistics. Foreign trade sta- 

tistics annuals, 1965 and 1966.
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cessions formerly held by Agip Mineraria finery, the country’s only refinery. The 
(Sudan) Ltd. were retained by the Gov- half interest would cost $4.3 to $5.0 
ernment of Sudan. | | | million. The refinery, which began opera- 

The Government was considering exer- tions in September 1964, is owned by 
cising its option to buy half interest in Shell Oil Co. and British Petroleum Co. 

the 20,000-barrel-per-day Port Sudan re- Ltd. 

SWAZILAND | 

The mineral industry of the British exports consisted chiefly of iron ore ($10.9 
self-governing protectorate of Swaziland million in 1966 and $6.2 million in 1965), 
was a significant contributor to the area’s asbestos ($7.0 million in 1966 and $8.1 
economy. Production of minerals, valued million in 1965), and coal (almost $53,- 
at $24.5 million in 1967, accounted for 000 in 1966 and more than $14,000 
a large share of the territory’s export in 1965). | 
earnings. In 1966 the value of mineral Mineral commodity imports were mainly 
production, $21.7 million, was almost 41 petroleum refinery products (more than 
percent of the total value of exports $3 million in 1966 and almost $2.8 million 

_ estimated at $53.7 million. Mineral in- in 1965), fertilizers ($1.4 million in. 1966 
dustry employment in 1967 averaged about and $1.6 million in 1965), and cement, 
2,380 workers out of a total of approxi- bricks and asbestos products ($975,800 
mately 27,100 persons employed by major in 1966 and $1.2 million in 1965). Trade 
sectors of the economy. In addition, about in mineral commodities compared with | 
1,600 Swazis were employed in gold mines trade in all commodities is shown as 
in the Republic of South Africa. follows: | | 

A mineral survey being conducted by WWW 
the Swaziland Government and the United Value (million Mineral 
Nations Development Program continued : dollars) commod- 

: . —_—_________———_ ities 
to make progress. An electromagnetic aeri- Mineral Total share of 

al survey was conducted over several areas. commod- trade —_—total 
In September the United States and Swazi- mes (percent) 
land Governments signed an investment ,, ; : 

xports: 
Guaranty Agreement. The agreement en- 1965_.......... 14.4 43.0 38.5 
ables United States investors to obtain Impene CB 58.7 33.5 
. . . . mports: 
insurance for enterprises established in 1965......_._. 7.2 36.6 19.7 
the country. Trade beinueen 6.8 36.0 (18.9 

1965_.-...---. . +7.2 +6.4 xX 
PRODUCTION 1966__..---.-. +11.2 +17.7 XX 

The substantial increase in value of . . 
production in 1967 was chiefly the result Value givonave for only those commodities listed 

, of increased iron ore output, valued at i table 42 of this chapter. | 
more than $15.8 million compared with 
about $14.5 million in 1966. Asbestos COMMODITY REVIEW 
output also rose considerably, to more Metals.—Jron Ore.—Mining operations 
than $8.2 million, compared with an al- at the Ngwenya deposit of Swaziland. 
most $7.0 million output in 1966. Kaolin Iron Ore Development Co. Ltd. (S.LO. 
output value increased sharply to $26,173 D.C.) were described.*! The hematite ore 
compared with a $7,913 output in 1966. body, near the summit of the Ngwenya 
Coal output increased again, continuing mountain range, has indicated reserves 
the rising trend of the last 4 years. Coal of 30 million tons, averaging 62.5 percent 
output in 1967 was valued at $257,912 iron. Mining is by the open pit with 
compared with $179,347 in 1966. ore loaded into 35-ton-capacity trucks by 

electric power shovels. Ore is trucked 
TRADE to a crusher station, and then moved 

Official trade statistics for 1965 were by conveyor belt 2.4 kilometers down 

reported; however, only preliminary 1966 ~~, . 

figures were available. Mineral commodity y. 116 No 3, March’ 1967; pp. 164-165, 167.
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| Table 41.—Swaziland: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

| Commodity ! ° 1968 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: . 
Beryl__.__. 2 eee 2 Leelee eee eee ee eee eee eee ee en eee eee 
Gold___.._..._.._._..troy ounees._ 2,092 2,078 1,619 308 NA 
Iron ore.__.__:------------------- ------ 60,198 1,019,957 +=: 1,591,222 = 11, 748, 522 
Tin in concentrates______long tons__ 3 3 2 1 NA 
Silver......_.____.__-troy ounces__ 120 130 130 r 28 NA 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos, chrysolite._..._..._...... 80,255 36,162 87,089 32,787 36,427 
Barite._.._._-_-__-_-2 ee 84 15 491 - 1,043 565 
Diaspore___._____..---_.--_-_---- 58 874-98 eee eee eee eee eee 
Kaolin. ..._...___-_--.__--_.-_--_. 2,006 312 753 587 1,860 
Pyrophyllite._..___..._.....-__... 2,769 1,995 920 435 599 

Mineral fuel: 
Coal: 

Anthracite._.._--_.-- 22 eee ee 4 20 67 __.____--_- 
Bituminous______.-._--_----- 2 Lee 4,073 29,966 66,759 77, 962 

r Revised. NA Not available. 
1 In addition to commodities listed, simple construction materials such as clay and sand and gravel were 

produced, but quantitative data are not available. 

Table 42.—Swaziland: Foreign trade in selected mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destination or sources, 1966 

Exports: 
Metals: 

Gold_._._____..__.__troy ounces__ 1,619 308 All to Republie of South Africa. 
Iron ore__......_...thousand tons._ 1,020 1,591 All to Japan. 
Silver_....___.....__troy ounces _. 130 28 All to Republic of South Africa. 
Tin concentrates_-._-__--_long tons-__ 2 1 Do. 

Nonmetals: 
Asbestos, chrysotile...._._.__...._. 37,088 32,787 United Kingdom 16,441; Republic of 

South Africa 7,282; Spain 3,719; 
Argentina 907. 

Barite_....______-_- --__-_ -_--_-- 491 1,043 All to Republic of South Africa. 
Kaolin. ___..---_2 2 753 587 Do. 
Pyrophyllite_._-......---___--__-- 920 435 Do. 

Mineral fuels: Coal_.___.____..._-.-_-. 17,589 e 1,963 Mozambique 1,552 ¢, Kenya 411 ¢. 
Imports: ! 

Metals: 
Steel reinforce- value, thousands__ $381 $347 NA. 

ment and corrugated iron. 
Steel windows, value, thousands_- $161 $151 NA. 

doors, and frames. 
Plumbing and sanitary do.___- $251 $294 NA. 
fitting. 

Nonmetals: 
Cement, bricks, value, thousands.. $1,155 $976 NA. “ 

and asbestos products. 
Piping for value, thousands - - $917 $526 NA. 

buildings, irrigations, etc. 
Fertilizer...._......_._....-.do.__. $1,557 $1,415 NA. 

Mineral fuels: 
Petroleum_________..-__-.-do._-. $1,208 $1,277 NA. 
Diesel oil_..__.__._._-_--.-do_.-_- $811 $9385 NA. 
Lubricating oils and greases _-_do-_- -- $328 $361 NA. 

Total. _____._..._...-.--do__._ $6,769 $6 , 282 
eee, 

e Estimate. NA Not available. 
1 Government Statistical Office (Mbabane). Swaziland Statistical News, No. 1, 1967, pp. 3-5. 

the mountain to a screening station, stor- Tin.—Swaziland reportedly was making 
age yard, fines dump, and railway siding. plans to increase output of cassiterite.*? 
Ore is then hauled by rail 275 kilometers A rich tin mineral deposit near Mbabane 
to Lourenco Marques, where it is loaded in concession No. 28 was scheduled to 
on 79,000-ton-capacity ships for transport be mined on a 24-hour basis.. 
to Japan. " 32Tin International. V. 40, March 1967, p. 68.
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Nonmetals.—Asbestos——The Havelock tine ore body of variable width, averaging 
Asbestos mine in northwestern Swaziland, 45 meters in the upper levels and nearly 
near the border with Transvaal was the 1,400 meters in length. Ore is mined 
subject of a recent report.*® A 20-kilo- by caving and gravity extraction and 
meter aerial ropeway connects the mine hoisted to a surface plant for crushing 
with the railhead at Barberton, Republic and for screening in a modern air-separa- 
of South Africa. The underground mine _ tion plant. The mine employed a total . 
has been developed in a massive serpen- of 1,700 workers. 

TOGO 

Phosphate rock mining remained the and cement, lime, and other building 
chief mineral industry of the Republic materials ($1,259,000 in 1966; $1,189,000 
of Togo and continued to be an important in 1965). The balance of Togo’s mineral 

source of foreign exchange and govern- trade as compared with the total trade 
ment revenue. In 1967 the Government balance is given in the following tabula- 
received an estimated $2 million in divid- tion: 
ends and taxes from the phosphate indus- 
try. About 5 percent of Togo’s GNP, Value (thousand Mineral _ 

estimated at $154 million 1966, was from dollars) commod- 
the mineral industry. Additional iron ore Mineral Total shen of 

deposits have been found in the Buem commod- — trade total 
basin; they are comparable in both ton- tes (percent) 
nage and grade with the Bangéli iron Exports: 
ore deposit, discovered earlier, which has P 1965__.___. * 10,787 27,056 + 40.0 

reserves estimated at 50 million tons, aver- I 1966_...--. 15,381 35,942 42.8 
aging 40 to 50 percent iron. Other ~~ Toes. 4,888 44,963 10.9 | 
investigations have indicated reserves of 1966__----- 5, 806 47,240 = 12.8 

cays Trade balance: 
. about 20 million tons of almost pure 1965._._.__ ' +5,899 —17,907 xx : 

dolomite at Ghanoule, near Mont Ahito.* 1966_-..--. +9,575  —11,298 XX 
A company is to be established to study —©_£@—-OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 

he feasibility of developing the deposit. | (erie “siven ave for oni those commodities listed 
nterregionally, Togo entered into an in table 43. 

agreement with Dahomey and private 
French interests to study limestone deposits COMMODITY REVIEW 

at ver " Togo and Toffo in Dahomey Nonmetals.—Phosphate. —- Compagnie 
de ° te to ony ly working one of the Togolaise des Mines du Bénin (CTMB), 
ie Ps Dah. supply Cimnker to a cemen the operator of the Hahotoe phosphate 

Plant in omey. : mine, continued training Togolese in min- 
, ing and refining operations at a center 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE that was established in 1966. The com- 
Production of phosphate rock, the only pany hopes to have Togolese workers 

mineral mined commercially, continued to gradually replace the approximately 100 
rise steadily. Production for recent years, expatriates presently employed. The labor 
in thousands of metric tons, was as fol- force totaled about 1,100. “ 
lows: 1963, 515; 1964, 752; 1965, 966; During the year, W.R. Grace and Com- 
1966, 1,114; 1967, 1,123. pany (37 percent interest in CTMB), 

Phosphate rock continued as Togo’s submitted a superphosphate production 
chief mineral export. In 1966 phosphate plan to the Togolese Government. The 
rock exports were valued at $15,277,000, project, which originally had been pro- 
compared with $10,767,000 in 1965. To- posed about 3 years ago, would require 
go’s principal mineral commodity imports an investment of about $800,000. 
in 1966 continued to be those of previous §=——————— 
years, including petroleum refinery prod- 53 Swaziland Teachers Journal. Havelock 

ucts ($1,915,000 in 1966; $1,539,000 in “SiSriming Journal (London). Mining Annual 
1965), iron and steel semimanufactures, Review, May 1968, p. 324. 
($1,896,000 in 1966; $1,544,000 in 1965), se Work Cited in footnote 54.
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Table 43.—Togo: Foreign trade in selected mineral commodities | 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

Commodity . 1965 1966 Principal sources or destinations, 1966 

- Exports: . a 
Metals: 

Iron and steel: 
Scrap. __....-_--__----__- 228 291 All to Dahomey. 
Semimanufactures________-- 52 44 Dahomey 25; Niger 8; France 3. 

Nonmetals: — 
Fertilizer materials: 

Phosphate rock...__.____.__ * 754,142 968,733 France 333,869; Netherlands 189,397; 
Australia 166,631. 

Stone, sand and gravel.____.__-_. 59 4 All to France. 
Nonmetallic minerals, crude un- 103 118 Niger 95; Dahomey 22. 

specified. . 
' . Mineral fuels: | 

Petroleum refinery products, main- 24 278 Dahomey 275. . 
ly lubricants. . 

Imports: . . 
Metals: ! 

Aluminum... __.--- == eee 67 98 France 65; Ivory Coast 31. 
Copper________-_- 2-2 - eee 37 21 All from France. 
Iron and steel: . 

Serap__...-_-.._-------_-- 4 58 Ghana 8. 
Pig iron and ferroalloys. - - _- 2 NA 

Semimanufactures: 
Bars, rods, and sections. 3,609 5,382 West Germany 2,400; France 2,390. 
Plate and sheet________ 2,489 3,340 Japan 2,511; France 563. 
Rails and accessories... . _ 578 349 France 247; West Germany 102. 
Tubes and fittings. _____ 1,903 1,624 West Germany 784; France 495; Ivory 

Coast 326. 
- Other. ______-.-_---_-- 120 - 355 West Germany 303; France 44. 

Total._.-.-_-.2----. 8,699 11,000 _ | 
Lead____._-...-.-------------- 7 18 Belgium-Luxembourg 15; France 3. 
Tin______._._.-.-.--long tons_- 1 1 All from France. 
Zine... 2.2 eee 31 6 France 5. 

Nonmetals: 
Cement, lime, and other building 48,489 60,298 West Germany 13,679; France 11,141; 

_ materials. Rumania 9,003. 
Clay construction materials__-_ __ 539. 336 France 142; West Germany 127. 
Fertilizers, manufactured_.- -_-__- 245 181 France 60; West Germany 59. 
Stone, sand and gravel________-_- 68 63 Italy 29; Spain 20; France 14. 
Sulfur and pyrite._._____._.__-- 5 LLL leek 
Nonmetallic minerals, crude un- 7,080 6,955 Spain 5,052; Senegal 1,189. 

specified. . 
Nonmetallic mineral, manufac- 45 61 France 50; West Germany 7. 

tures. 
Mineral fuels: 

Coal, coke and briquets____.__-_- 26 60 Dahomey 40; France 20. 
Gas, natural and manufactured - _- 161 187 Spain 64; Spanish African possessions 42. 
Petroleum refinery products.._.. 45,988 61,026 Venezuela 16,542; Iraq 13,457; Curacao 

9,083. 
Tar, pitch and other crude chemi- 107 138 France 112; United Kingdom 15. 

cals from coal, oil, and gas distil- 
lation. 

¥ Revised. NA Not available. . 
1 Includes unwrought and semimanufactures unless otherwise specified. 

Source: Statistical Office of the European Community, No. 4, 1966, pp. 85-105; and No. 4, 1967, pp. 91-105. 

UPPER VOLTA 

There was no active mineral industry PRODUCTION AND TRADE : 
in the Republic of Upper Volta in 1967. ‘ . e Kep PP me No gold has been produced commercial- 
Gold mining ended in 1906; remaining ly since 1966. Gold production for recent 
mineral operations contributed little to y since ° fol Pp : 

the GNP, estimated at $275 million in Ye@rS was as follows, in troy ounces: 
1967. Future mineral development in Up- 1963, 44,786; 1964, 32,665; 1965, 32,504; 

per Volta focuses on manganese and, to 1966, 16,075. 
a lesser extent, on limestone. Upper Volta’s principal mineral exports
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e e ; en ers Spr rr ESSIEN 

in 19 66, as in . the past, wer € crude . Value (thousands Mineral gold and gold-bearing materials. Major : dollars) commod- 
° : ° oT itios’ mineral imports continued to be petroleum "Mineral Total share of 

refinery products ($2.2 million in 1966; - commod- trade total 
$1.5. million in 1965); cement, lime, and ities } (percent) 
other building materials, ($0.9 million in Exports: 
1966; $1 million in 1965), and iron + ana bee 18’ bas ie 
and steel semimanufactures, ($0.9: million Imports: 4.748 37.145 12.8 
in 1966; $1.4 million in 1965). Values 1966___.... 5/044 37°648 13.4 
for mineral and total trade were as fol- Trade balance: lows: 1965___.._. —4,550 — 22,236 XX ° 1966___..__. —4,787 —21, 503 xX 

. - XX Not applicable. 
1 Values given are for only those commodities listed 

in table 44 of this chapter. 

Table 44.—Upper Volta: Foreign trade in selected mineral commodities 

| (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
C
R
 

Commodity 1965 ! 1966? ‘Principal sources or destinations, 1966 

Exports: . 
Metals: 

Aluminum... . 22222. 
Iron and steel: 

Serap.-_..---__-- eee 432 298 Ivory Coast 270; Mali 28. 
Semimanufactures___________. 28 28 Mali 24. 

Nonferrous ore and concentrate, 548 488 Sweden 361; Ivory Coast 126. 
mainly gold. 

Nonmetals: 
Cement, lime and other building 120 _L_ eee 
materials. 

Clay construction materials.._.__..  ______ 4 NA. | 
Nonmetallic minerals, crude un- 160 ____e ee 

specified. 
Mineral fuels: 

Petroleum refinery products. ______ 3 54 Ivory Coast 35; Niger 15; Mali 4. 
Imports: 

Metals: 
Aluminum... -__..___--- 91 98 Ivory Coast 70; Ghana 19. " 
Copper__..-_.--.---_-_--.__-_ 8 6 All from France. . 
Iron and steel: 

Serap.___.-_-__-__-_2- 521 380 Ghana 213; United Kingdom 114. 
Semimanufactures.._...._._._ 6, 845 4,364 France 3,779; Belgium-Luxembourg 464. 

Lead... ~~ 5 4 France 4. 
Zine. _....22 eee 1 1 France 1. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives, natural__.__._.________ 1 5 France 5. 
Cement, lime, and other building 28,542 23,216 ‘France 8,508; Belgium-Luxembourg 
materials. 8,283; Senegal 2,702. 

Clay construction materials________ 270 324 West Germany 155; Italy 84; France 56. 
Fertilizers, manufactured_-________-_ 519 559 France 437; West Germany 92; Tunisia 

Sulfur and pyrite_________________ 8 6 France 6. . 
Nonmetallic minerals, crude.__..._ 7,809 10,557 Senegal 7,506; Mali 1,144; Algeria 757. 
Nonmetallic minerals, manufactured 22 66 Ivory Coast 35; France 28. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, coke and briquets_._________ 12 ____ LL. 
Petroleum refinery products.__._.... 36,759 34,964 Ivory, Coast 31,804; France 948; Vene- 

zuela . 
Gas, natural and manufactured - _ . - 225 239 Ivory Coast 208; France 36. 
Tar, pitch and other crude chemicals 5 6 France 4. 

from coal, oil and gas distillation. 
eee 

NA Not available. 
! Statistical Office of the European Communities. No. 10, 1967, pp. 108-115. 
1 Statistical Office of the European Communities. No. 8, 1967, pp. 75-89. 

| COMMODITY REVIEW 600 Africans had been employed at the 

Metals.—Gold.—Gold mining stopped ™ne. ; 
in March 1966. The mining company, Manganese—Late in 1967 the Govern- 
Société des Mines de Pours, operated ment and the United Nations Special 
at a loss since about 1963. More than Fund began studies on the feasibility of
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building a 350-kilometer railroad to the Strip mining has been suggested as the 
Tambao manganese ore deposit. The Gov- best development method. | 
ernment also applied to the World Bank 
for financial assistance to build the rail- Nonmetals.—Limestone.—T wo _ _lime- 
road. The Tambao deposit is to be devel- stone deposits were found by United Na- 
oped by Overseas Mineral Resources De- tions teams investigating the area along 
velopment Corp., a semigovernmental Jap- the ‘Beli River at Tin Hassan, about 

anese firm. African Manganese Corp. of 32 kilometers west of Tambao. The largest 

London, subsidiary of Union Carbide of the two deposits, on the north bank 
Corp., became a partner in the venture of the river, contains an estimated 24 
in 1967. million tons. The smaller, on the south 

Proved reserves at T’ambao total 6.9 bank, is more accessible and contains an 

| million tons; another 2 or 3 million tons estimated 6.8 million tons, most of which 

P robably can be established by further consists of 45 percent lime with less than 
testing. The manganese content of the . 4 . 
reserves is as follows: 1.2 million tons 2.3 percent magnesium ° xide. Studies are 

at 46 to 48 percent; 2.5 million tons “, be made to determine if a road or | 
at 48 to 54 percent; and 3.2 million railroad could be built to the deposit. 

tons at 54 to 60 percent. The ore contains If so, there might be some justification 
2 to 3 percent iron, 8 percent silica, to build a cement plant; sand and clay 
and 0.15 to 0.18 percent phosphorus. are available near the deposit.
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BAHRAIN | 
Petroleum refining and crude oil pro- the country’s only crude oil producing 

duction remained the principal industrial company and owns the only refinery. 
activities of Bahrain and the only sig- Crude oil output reached a record high 
nificant mineral industry activity. Income in 1967, averaging 65,509 barrels per day, , 
from petroleum operations which up 7 percent from the 1966 level. Modi- 
amounted to $30 million in 1967 pro- fications at gathering facilities and the 
vided more than half the gross national installation of new equipment at Bahrain’s 
product and about 85 percent of Govern- only oilfield contributed to the improved 
ment revenues. The increase in revenues rate of production. 
from an estimated $22 million in 1966 Throughput at the BAPCO refinery, 
reflects a rise in crude oil production, an which processes all domestic production 
increase in Government receipts per barrel, and crude imported from Saudi Arabia, 
and an increase in payments from Abu also established new records in 1967. It 
Safah field production. (Revenue from this averaged 244,292 barrels per day that 
field in Saudi Arabia’s offshore area is year, an increase of more than 21 percent 
shared by the two countries.) In 1967 compared with that of 1966. This achieve- 
the petroleum industry employed 5,340 ment was made possible by the improve- 
persons, 4,600 of whom were Bahrain ment of processing units such as the con- 

. nationals. version of a thermal reformer to a 7,000 
barrel-per-day hydrodesulfurizer and the 

PRODUCTION expansion of jet fuel production facilities. 

Bahrain Petroleum Co. (BAPCO) which le . . as . . Supervisory foreign mineral _ specialist holds a concession to the onshore area is (petroleum), Division of International Activities. 

999
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- Table 1.—Bahrain: Production of crude petroleum and petroleum refinery products 

(Thousand 42-galion barrels) . 

Commodity . ~ 1963 “1964 1965 1966 1967 

Crude petroleum._________.__...-___-_-__.----. 16,503 18,000 20 , 788 22,521 25,370 . 

Petroleum refinery products: oo _ : a - 
Gasoline and naphtha___..__.....-..-...._.. 16,361 16, 704 14,876 14,505 16,817 
Jet fuel___-.____-------------------------- 5,138 6,580 8,431 9,456 13 ,407 
Kerosine__-_-__--------------------------- 4,228 3,469 3,171 2,763 2,304 
Distillate fuel oil_-___---------------------- 19,804 15,764 12,772 12,777 13 , 963 
Residual fuel oil__._.__.._____-.--____-___.... 33,362 27 682 27 , 534 29 , 479 37, 844 
Other____._...._-------------------------- 187 740 837 265 811 

Total__...-_.--------------------------- 79,080 | 70,939 67,621 69 ,245 85,146 
Refinery fuel and loss_._...._...._.-___-.-__--_--_ 5,608 8,361 6 , 737 4,233 4,020 

TRADE in the Persian Gulf. The future, however, 
; is clouded by the scheduled withdrawal 

Petr oleum exports, estimated to be $225 of _ British troops from Bahrain by 1971 
million in 196 7, were the major export of and by the growing preference in neigh- 

B ahrain. Bunkers were worth another $ 16 boring States for direct importation. Total 
million. Based on posted prices crude oil imports in 1967 were estimated at $95 
imported from Saudi Arabia was valued million, of which $1.6 million was for 
at $1 10 million. The economy of Bahrain, (onent and $2.4 million for iron and 
which is based upon petroleum and upon . oo 

; . . steel semimanufactures. Excluding petro- 
the country’s position as a trading center ; 1 d rts in 1967 
in the lower Persian Gulf area, made a ‘€U™, total exports anc reexports In tV0/— 

stagnation. Improved business — resulted about $0.5 million were for mineral 

from an increase in offshore oil operations commodities. | 

Table 2.—Bahrain: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 

(Thousand 42-gallon barrels unless otherwise specified) - . 
a 

Commodity 1965 1966 1967 1 

econo errr ee PP SD A SS 

Metals: Iron and steel.¢_..____._-------------------------metrie tons__ 250 | 600 | 900 
Nonmetals: Cement ¢__________--_-----------------------------do._.. 2,000 700 1,300 

Mineral fuels: 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline and naphtha____._.__..____------------------------ 14,836 14,393 16,577 
Jet fuel___________-___ ue + - 8,310 9,597 13,152 
Kerosine____________-____--_----------------+---------------- 3,244 2,902 2,353 
Distillate fuel oil __..___________--.___--__------------------- 12,222 13 ,146 12 ,562 . 
Residual fuel oiJ__.._._._____-_-_-.-_-______------------------- 21,625 22 ,819 29 ,559 
Other___________--___-__-___--------------+----+------------- 827 . §96 667 

Total._._____________------------------ +--+ ------------ «=61, 064 63 , 453 74,870 

Bunkers, distillate fuel oil _..____------------------------------- 269 267 404 
Bunkers, residual fuel oil. ...__.._.------------------------------ 5,741 6,197 7,827 

re 

e Estimate. . 
1 Data on principal destinations not available.
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Table 3.—Bahrain: Imports of mineral commodities 

| (Thousand 42-gallon barrels unless otherwise specified) 
a 

Commodity 1965 1966 1967 1 

Metals: Iron and steel ¢..__..._.___..__-._..-._-thousand metric tons__ 15 10 12 
Nonmetals: Cement ¢___.__.....-..-_-.-_--_----- oe 80 95 $0 
Mineral fuels: 

Crude petroleum__.__...__.--.- 2-2-2 eee ------- = 50, 025 49 ,412 62,445. 

Petroleum refinery products: 
. Gasoline and naphtha__.__.._.---------.-------------------. 1,178 1,718 1,441 

Kerosine___.__-_-------------------------- eee eee eee eee 212 
Residual fuel oil__--._..----------------------------- ee eee eee we eee ee 103 
Lubricants__...........-..-------------- eee 11 8 10 
Other__--__-._-_-..-- eee eee eee eee eee eee 17 

Total... 2.22.8. 1,189,726, 783 

¢ Estimate. 
1 Data on principal sources not available except for crude oil, all of which was imported from Saudi Arabia. 

COMMODITY REVIEW serves, all onshore, were down to 195 
. | million barrels from 200 million barrels 

Mineral Fuels.—P etroleum and N atur al the previous year ; nonassociated gas re- 

Gas.—No exploration wells were drilled serves totaled 100 billion cubic feet.? 
during 1967; however, seismic reflection A program to more precisely delineate 

surveys were carried out onshore by the Bahrain oilfield continued in 1967 
BAPCO and offshore by Continental Oil with the drilling of six development wells. 
Co., which has an 880,000-acre concession. At the end of the year Bahrain oilfield 

Studies by these companies to determine - had 199 oil wells, five gas wells, four gas 
future exploration were in progress at injection wells, and 12 awaiting further 
yearend. At that time proved oil re- development. 

~ QATAR 

Petroleum is essentially the only devel- is flared, vented, or otherwise wasted. At 
oped mineral resource of Qatar, and yearend work was nearing completion on 
practically all Government revenues and a 300-ton-per-day cement plant. . 
foreign exchange resources are derived 
from petroleum operations. All petroleum PRODUCTION AND TRADE 
. ‘wity in 19 : a 
industry activity in 1967 continued to b © Crude oil production increased sig- 
carried out by private foreign companies . . 

. . . nificantly for the second year in a row, as 
which during the year paid the Govern- . : 

. . a result of expanded offshore Persian Gulf 
ment in the form of royalties and taxes . 

. . ene output. All of the offshore production was 
an estimated $110 million, up from $90 

ene . . exported, and except for a very small 
million in 1966. Oil revenues averaged . . 

. amount run to the Umm Said topping 
an estimated $0.95 per barrel produced, - 

° . plant, all of the onshore production was 
up from $0.85 in 1966. This increase re- . 
fl . ° exported. Based on partial 1966 data, 

ects primarily the reduction and _ tem- . er 
es ° principal areas of destination for crude 

porary elimination of the discount of . 
. . oil exports were Western Europe, 30 per- 

posted prices previously allowed the . 
: ° . os cent; Asia and the Far East, 19 percent; 

companies in computing their income Afri 11 percent: and Oceania. 9 ver- 

taxes. Although petroleum operations as P ? > ¥ P 
were curtailed for several days during the Th re no trade data available on 
Arab-Israeli conflict in June 1967 overall ere are no | 

. mineral commodities other than petroleum. 
annual operations expanded. Limited information suggests that the 

Reserves at yearend were reported * to in © f all omatl ts j to Oatar =, 1967 
be 3,750 million barrels of crude oil and V@uUe OF all imporis in 
7,500 billion cubic feet of associated 2 Oil and Gas Journal. V. 65, No. 52, Dec. 25, 

1967, p. 118. 
natural gas. Nearly all of the natural gas 1™5'6,)- nd Gas Journal. V. 65, No. 52, Dee. 25, 
produced in solution with the crude oil 1967, p. 118.
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has increased to between $30 and $40 for by petroleum products, iron and steel 
million due to increased development semimanufactures, cement, and_ other 
schemes undertaken. An estimated 10 to construction materials. _ 
20 percent of total imports was accounted 

Table 4.—Qatar: Production of crude petroleum and petroleum refinery products 

| (Thousand 42-gallon barrels) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Crude petroleum______..--------------------- 70,158 77,885 84,215 105,945 118, 088 
Petroleum refinery products: ¢ . 

Gasoline_..._.....----------------------- 51 59 64 60 64 
Kerosine__._.____.----------------------- 27 32 35 36 35 
Distillate fuel oil. __.----.-_-------------- 47 50 56 50 57 
Residual fuel oil_....._------------------- 61 aoe nee aaa nne ~------ 
Other_____.____.------------------------ 4 4 _----- ------- 80 
Refinery fuel and loss.________--.--------- NA 73 75 75 

e Estimate. NA Not available. 

Table 5.—Qatar: Exports and imports of petroleum and refinery products ! 

(Thousand 42-gallon barrels) 

Commodity 1964 1965 1966 1967 

“ Exports: Crude petroleum___.....__.--.--.-------------- 77,510 83,354 105,724 116 , 829 
Imports, ¢ Petroleum refinery products: 

Gasoline__...._..___..-.-.-------.----------------- 96 90 100 
Kerosine_____.._.___---_-------------------------- 30 30 35 | 
Distillate fuel oil..._-.._-_------------------------- 35 35 35 194 
Lubricants, including grease_________-_-------------- 6 6 7 J 

e Estimate. 
1 Data on principal destinations and sources not available. 

COMMODITY REVIEW field and one well (drilling at yearend) 
. in Idd-el-Shargi field. The aggregate 

Mineral Fuels.—Petroleum.—Production footage was 34,601. Production by these 

from the only onshore field, the long two fields during the last quarter of 1967 
established Dukhan field, operated by averaged about 151,000 barrels per day, 
Qatar Petroleum Co. (QPC ), averaged of which 72 percent was from Maydam 
194,518 barr els per day in 196 7, a level Mahzam. Increased production in 1966 
essentially unchanged since the early and 1967 was facilitated by the comple- 
1960’s. The two secondary recovery tion of storage and loading facilities on 
operations in this field, a miscible gas | Halul: Island. The temporarily moored 
injection plant and a pilot water injec- tanker which had been used for storage 
tion scheme, have experienced operational was returned to normal tanker service. 

ciiheules Poth were shutdown Rens Continental Oil Co. of Qatar, Ltd. 
pairs during much of the year. Arms and Union Oil Co. of California have 
involved only one workover well. At the .. tly drilled £ ful wells i 
beginning of 1967 OPC had 1,433 em- J°RUY Grilled four unsuccesst wees iD 

1 a 5.7-million-acre concession which covers ployees. 
Shell Oil Co. of Qatar, Ltd. continued both onshore and offshore areas. One off- 

to develop offshore holdings by drilling shore well encountered noncommercial oil 

five wells (two dry) in Maydam Mahzam _ shows at a depth of 9,760 feet. 

TRUCIAL STATES 

Petroleum is the only mineral produced of Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah, Ajman, 
in significant quantities in the Trucial Umm al-Qaiwain, Ras-al Khaimah, and 
States, a group of sheikhdoms consisting Fujairah. During the latter part of 1967,
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several informal talks were held to con- Oil revenues and oil industry expendi- 
sider the possible formation of a political tures have had a marked impact on the 
federation to include these seven sheikh- economy of the Trucial States. Construc- 
doms, Bahrain, and Qatar. Petroleum tion and other commercial activity have 
production has been limited to onshore and increased, including the implementation 
offshore Abu Dhabi; an offshore Dubai of development projects such as roads, 
field is being developed for production in housing, ports, powerplants, desalinization 
1969. ; units and water distribution systems. Gov- 

The direct payments of oil industry ernment development spending for Abu 
continue to be the greatest source of | Dhabi was estimated at $60 million in 
revenue in the Trucial States. In Abu 1967 and is expected to be twice that in 
Dhabi, 1967 revenue from petroleum 1968. 
production and exports was $80.1 mil- 
lion,* a significant amount for an area PRODUCTION 

ith opulation of only 25,000 to 30,- wo: 
wit a population nly 2 3 ? Although small unreported quantities 
000. This area and other sheikhdoms also . 

. va . of clay and mud for bricks, other construc- received oil concession bonus payments . . 
. eye tion materials, and salt are produced and 

amounting to several million dollars. Con- . 
. . . consumed locally, crude petroleum is the 

cession terms for oil production both . . . 
. . only significant mineral commodity pro- onshore and offshore were modified in : : 

1966 f he 50-50 Gt-sh duced in the Trucial States. In 1967, on- 
: to contorm to the WOU pro tshar- shore and offshore production from Abu 
ing principal prevailing in other Near Dhabi averaged 380,000 barrels per day, 
East countries. In 1967 Abu Dhabi was 4 percent of Middle East output. The 6-— 

admitted to the Organization of Petroleum percent increase over 1966 was the result 
Exporting Countries (OPEC). of the rise in offshore production. . 

| Table 6.—Trucial States and Muscat and Oman: Production and imports of crude 
_ petroleum and petroleum refinery products 

(Thousand 42-gallon barrels) 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1 

Production: 2 
Crude petroleum__._._____._._.--__-_..-. 17,571 67,465 102 , 804 131,531 162 , 497 

Imports: 
Petroleum refinery products: ¢ 

Gasoline... _ 2-2 120 160 170 200 220 
Kerosine____.___.-.-..--.---_------ 25 20 20 20 25 
Distillate fuel oli. _.___._..--__--__-- 130 190 200 220 250 
Lubricants___...__.--_--- 2 ee. 6 8 8 8 10 

e Estimate. | 
1 Data on principal sources not available. 
2 All Abu Dhabi production, except 23,030,000 barrels produced in Museat and Oman in 1967. 

TRADE COMMODITY REVIEW 

Mineral trade consisted primarily of Mineral Fuels.—Petroleum.—Abu Dhabi 
crude oil exports, gold and silver trans- was the scene of much oil exploration 
shipments at Dubai, and imports of re- and production activity in 1967; however, 
fined petroleum products and construc- most of the increase in production resulted 
tion materials. Based on posted prices, from the completion of offshore pipeline 
crude oil exports during the year were and handling facilities in 1966. The 
valued at an estimated $260 million. It principal development in the offshore con- 
has been estimated® that $150 to $200 cession of Abu Dhabi Marine Areas, Ltd. 
million worth of gold was trafficked (ADMA) was Zakum oilfield which came 
through Dubai in 1967 mainly to India on stream during November 1967. Pro- 
and that an estimated 250 long tons of 

silver were transshipped from Dubai to 4 OPEC Bulletin, No. 4, April 1968, p. 2. 
1 5 Wall Street Journal. V. 171, No. 39, Feb. 26, 

Western Europe, mostly in payment for  jo¢2y">. 1; World Petroleum, V. 38, Now 
the gold. July 1967, pp. 46, 70.
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duction of the field was initially 120,000 offshore Fateh field. The first production 
barrels per day; plans call for output to- platform is under construction and _ pro- 
reach 200,000 barrels per day in 1969. duction is expected in the second quarter 
Crude from the field is transported by of 1969. The field which is 96 kilometers 
90-kilometer, 30-inch-diameter submarine from the shoreline is in an 830,000-acre- 
pipeline to Das Island where a new load- offshore concession; Dubai Marine Areas, 
ing berth capable of handling tankers up Ltd. with a 50-percent interest is the 
to 200,000 deadweight tons is nearing concessionaire of record and Dubai 
completion. When completed in early Petroleum Co., a wholly owned subsidiary 

’ 1968, loading and other facilities on Das of Continental Oil Co., with a 35-percent 
Island will be capable of handling 320,- interest is the operator. Continental Oil 
000 barrels per day. Until Zakum field Co., is also drilling the first onshore 
came on stream, Umm Shaif was the Dubai exploration well on a 914,000-acre- 

only. offshore Abu Dhabi field; together concession in which Dubai Petroleum 
their production averaged an estimated Co. has a 55-percent interest and is the — 
122,000 barrels per day. There has been operator and concessionaire of record. 
no reported development of El Bunduq In Sharjah, Ajman, and Umm al- 
field, a 1964 offshore discovery. Qaiwain, the entire offshore and onshore 

In December, 1967 the Government concession held by John W. Mecom and 
granted to a consortium of three Japanese shared with Union Oil Co. of California 
companies an offshore concession in two was terminated when the concession ex- 
areas totaling 1.2 million acres which  pired September 27, 1967. During the 
were relinquished by ADMA in January 5 years of the concession two unsuccessful 
1967. wells were drilled. One, an onshore well 

Output from Murban and Bu Hasa, the in Sharjah near the Dubai border proved 
two onshore producing fields of Abu noncommercial shows and was finally 
Dhabi Petroleum Co. (ADPC), fell abandoned at about 15,000 feet. The off- 
slightly in 1967, averaging about 258,000 shore Umm _al-Qaiwain’ well was 
barrels per day. The shut-in Abu Jidu abandoned in February when a severe 
field, a 1964 discovery of ADPC, does storm damaged drilling apparatus. The 
not appear to have the potential of the three sheikhdoms are now open for con- 
other onshore fields. cession bids. 

Two onshore concession areas totaling In Ras-al Khaimah the 401,280-acre 

, ‘more than 3.5 million acres which were onshore section of the Khaima Oil Co. 
relinquished by ADPC in October 1965 (80 percent Union Oil Co. of California 
were awarded in January 1967 to a group) and 20 percent Southern Natural Gas 

of companies consisting of Phillips Petro- Co.) was relinquished, and in October the 
leum Co., Ente Nazionale Idrocarburi area was opened for offers by interested 
(ENI), and American Independent Oil groups. Khaima Oil Co. which presum- 
Co. Preliminary surveys commenced in ably still holds the offshore areas of Ras- 
1967. Three other onshore areas totaling al Khaimah has drilled one 12,845-foot 
1.8 million acres relinquished by ADPC dry well since 1964 when it was granted 
during the year were opened by the Gov- the concession covering all onshore and 
ernment for concession bids. offshore areas. 

Proved reserves at Abu Dhabi were Bochumer Mineralél G.m.b.H. and Co. 
estimated ® at 15 billion barrels of crude (Bomin), an independent West German 
oil and 8 trillion cubic feet of associated firm which received an oil concession for 

natural gas at yearend. the onshore and offshore areas. of 
- Dubai is expected to be the second oil Fujairah in mid-1966, performed pre- 
producing Trucial State. A 1966 discovery liminary geophysical surveys during 1967. 
well and two 1967 step-out wells have 

confirmed the existence of commercial 6 Oil and Gas Journal. V. 65, No. 52, Dec. 25, 
crude oil reserves in two reservoirs in the 1967, p. 118,
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| MUSCAT AND OMAN 

No data are available on the minerals PDO concluded a new agreement with 
industry of Muscat and Oman except for the Sultan in 1967 which conforms to the 
the petroleum industry. Regular produc- 50-50 profit-sharing principal with royalty 
tion and exports of crude oil began in expensing according to the OPEC formula. 
August 1967. By the end of the year Ojl revenue for the Sultanate should 
23,030,000 barrels had been produced by reach $20 to $25 million annually in the 
Petroleum Development Oman, Ltd. near future. During the year Compagnie 
(PDO), and the production rate. had Francaise des Pétroles purchased a 10-per- 
reached 170,000 barrels per day. The cent interest in PDO from Partex Corp. 
crude has a low sulfur content and (Gulbenkian estate) which now owns 5 
averages 32° API. Fahud field accounted percent; the remaining 85-percent partici- 
for 84 percent of 1967 production and pation is‘ held by the Royal Dutch/Shell 
Natih field, the remainder. A third field, Group. The Sultanate applied for mem- 
Yibal, was being readied for production bership in OPEC during 1967. 
by late 1968. A group of West German private petro- 

During the year PDO performed 65  leum interests which received a 3.3-mil- 
party months of geophysical and geological lion-acre concession offshore Muscat and 
survey, and at yearend one well was Oman in the Gulf of Oman in 1966, 
being drilled. The 50 wells drilled in carried out geophysical surveys in 1967 
Muscat and Oman include 22 producing preparatory to a drilling program to be 
(Fahud, 15 and Natih, 7), 14 shut-in, launched in 1968. The group is headed by 

and 14 in other categories. The crude oil Wintershall A. G. which holds a 65 per- 
. . . . cent interest. 

produced 8 carried via 8 30/36-inc h, Union Oil Co. of California and Con- 
_ 280-kilometer pipeline to the port of Mina i . er . 

inental Oil Co. relinquished their shares 
al Fahal (formerly Saih al Maleh) near of 4 concession in the Dhofar area held 
Muscat where tankers up to 200,000 dead- jointly with John W. Mecom. Mecom’s 
weight tons are able to berth at an off- rights were scheduled to expire in Janu- 

shore mooring. ary 1968. | | 

SOUTHERN YEMEN 

The People’s Republic of Southern _ sulting from the British withdrawal and 
Yemen, which was established in Novem- from closure of the Suez Canal since 
ber 1967 after the withdrawal of British June 1967. The British Government pro- 
troops from the former Federation of vided Southern Yemen financial assistance 
South Arabia, is now a political union that is to continue at least through May 
composed of Aden and the former Aden 1968. This will help compensate for the 
Protectorates. revenues lost due to the curtailment of 

Modern industry is confined to Aden shipping at Aden, a free port normally 
where BP Refinery (Aden), Ltd., has a with a large entrepét trade. 
166,000-barrel-per-day refinery which PRODUCTION AND TRADE 
imports crude oil to produce _ refined 
products primarily for bunkering and The refinery at Aden operated below 
export. In 1966 and 1967 the gross value capacity during mid-1967 due to civil 
of refinery output was an estimated $140 = strife and reduced bunker demand. In 
million and $120 million, respectively. November the refinery owners agreed to 
The drop reflects a curtailment of refining _ refine up to 200,000 long tons per month 
as well as the devaluation of the pound. (approximately 48,000 barrels per day) 
In late 1967, there were 1,900 persons of Egyptian crude oil. The Egyptian public 
employed in petroleum refining and 560 petroleum company, Egyptian General 
in bunkering. In the only other significant Petroleum Corp. contracted to deliver the 
mineral industry, about 80 persons were crude from the Gulf of Suez and to 
employed at facilities producing salt by handle the offtake of products. Average 
solar evaporation of sea water. throughput of the refinery in 1967 was 

The newly independent country has 117,510 barrels per day compared with 
been beset with economic difficulties re- 139,950 barrels per day in 1966.
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Petroleum imports in 1966 were valued super tankers which are unable to transit 

at $110.7 million (including $92.5 million the Suez Canal in cargo is expected to 

for crude oil) representing 39 percent of have a deleterious effect on Aden’s 
all imports into the country. Principal 4, omy 
sources of petroleum imports are Iran, 32 : . 

on pene. P ? The Indo-Aden Salt Co. continued to 
percent; Kuwait, 30 percent; and Abu od lt j Ad 
Dhabi, 17 percent. That year exports of Produce sa in open pans at en. De- 
refined products (including ships’ bunkers) pressed market conditions suppressed pro- 

totaled $149.1 million or 78 percent of all duction and exports in 1965. Most ex- 
exports. The increased construction of ports went to Japan and East Africa. 

Table 7.—Southern Yemen: Production of mineral commodities 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 e 

Nonmetals: Salt__..____.__________._metrie tons._ 86,360 81,280 72,481 72,283 60,000 

Mineral fuels, Petroleum refinery products: —_ a 
Gasoline_____thousand 42-gallon barrels_ - 3,463 3,393 3,428 4,245 4,000 
Jet fuel and kerosine________.______do__._ 5,430 6,112 5,448 5, 856 5,000 
Distillate fuel oil. ___._.____.__.._do___- 9,356 9,479 9,280 9,221 9,000 
Residual fuel oil_...._._...._..-_--do___. 25,327 23 , 584 24,991 23 , 832 20,000 
Other, mostly naphtha_._________.do___-_ 3,262 4,083 4,354 4,377 2,000 
Refinery fuel and loss__._______._..do___-_ 2,574 3,252 3,714 3,550 3,000 

Total__________________.--__-____-__do__.. 49,412 49 ,903 51,215 51,081 43 ,000 

e Estimate. 

Table 8.—Southern Yemen: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 1967 } 

Metals: Iron and steel____________________.--- e+ -- 257 330 NA 
Nonmetals: 

Cement__.____________-____---- eee eee eee 4,663 4,213 NA 
Salt_.__.-__.____________ ee ele eee eee -_----- ©6448, 889 75,425 NA 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal________________--_ eee eee eee eee eee eee eee 20 NA 

Petroleum refinery products: 7 
Gasoline__.____.____________.___-_thousand 42-gallon barrels_. 3,161 3,953 NA 
Kerosine and jet fuel____.______...__-____.--..-_----.-do____ 4,795 5,164 NA 
Distillate fuel oil._____.____._-____.. ---_____--.-___--do____ 7,083 7,150 NA 
Residual fuel oil__.____________________---_______.---.-do__.. 11,341 7,555 NA 
Other, including LPG and feedstocks. _.______--__.-----do_--_- 5,732 4,377 NA 

Total______________________________ eee eee ---do..__ 32,062 28,199 NA 
Bunkers.__________.______-_-__-____---------------.-do.__. 22,272 24,809 10,531 

NA Nat available. 
1 Data on principal destinations not available. 

Table 9.—Southern Yemen: Imports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: Iron and steel__.__.__.____--------------------------------- 18,267 8,514 NA 
Nonmetals: Cement___......__.------------------------------------- 112,188 73,494 NA 
Mineral fuels: 

Crude petroleum. __._----------------thousand 42-gallon barrels.. 51, 772 51,276 ¢ 438,000 

Petroleum refinery products: oO -_ 7 
Gasoline______________-_--_-____--------------------do___- 803 177 NA 
Kerosine and jet fuel______.____---_-_---------------do_-_-- Tl ieee NA 
Distillate fuel oil......_.._..--__.___--_-_------------do___- 667 TAL NA 
Residual fuel oil_...._.___.--__-_...____-_------...--do___- 5,982 6,695 NA 
Lubricants ¢_____________.-.-____----.-__---__------do__-- 12 12 NA 

Total__._____.__.--___----__-__.--..--------------do___- 7,535 8,225 NA 

e¢ Estimate. NA Not available.
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COMMODITY REVIEW ploration concession held by a subsidiary 
of Standard Oil Co. (Indiana) was re- 

Mineral Fuels.—Petroleum.—There have linquished in 1966 after 3 years of 
been. no major additions to the Aden exploration and four dry holes. Southern 
refinery since the distillation capacity was Yemen has invited bids for a new con- 
raised from 150,000 to 166,000 barrels cession and by yearend 1967, a few USS. 
per day in 1966. The 70,000-acre oil ex- companies had expressed interest. 

YEMEN 

The most significant mineral industry disuse since 1964 when a 5 year contract 
development in Yemen since 1965 was with Japanese interests was terminated. 
the resumption in January 1966 of the Estimated salt production during recent 
production and exportation of rock salt years was as follows: 
after nearly 2 years’ suspended opera- 
tions. Although rock salt is the only ©9<°-—-——————-———_—__—_—_ 
major developed mineral resource, pre- Year Metric tons 
liminary reports from exploration carried —©§_=—<—-————__ 
out by an Egyptian scientific team reveal 1 150 000 
occurrences of coal, copper, sulfur, and 19642727 7777777727777 777777777 35, 000 
iron ore in unmeasured quantities. Con- 1368 - - = -2- 22a e enna > 857000 
struction of a cement plant at Bajil was 1967... 122777772777777777777777 100, 000 
scheduled to begin in March 1967; how- a 
ever, the present status of this project is r Revi-ed. 
unknown. The plant was to be built with | 
Soviet financial and technical assistance. Japan received 80,213 and 101,983 tons 
There has been no petroleum exploration of rock salt from Yemen in 1966 and 1967, 
activity in Yemen for several years; Gov- respectively. The c.if. value in Japan for 
ernment officials have expressed an in- these imports was $0.9 and $1.1 million, 
terest in discussing possible concession respectively. 
terms with foreign companies. Principal minerals imported into Yemen 

Small quantities of gypsum, asbestos, were petroleum products, building mate- 
and building materials are produced for rials, including iron and steel and cement. 
local consumption; however, data on Together they have a c.i.f. value equal to 
output are not reported. The Salif Salt 18 percent of officially reported imports, 
Co., a joint venture of the Governments which in. 1965 were valued at $25.8 mil- 
of Yemen and the United Arab Republic, lion. Petroleum imports were valued at completed repairs to existing mining $2.6 million in 1965, the latest year for equipment at Salif which had been in which data were reported.
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AFGHANISTAN * | 

The economy of Afghanistan continued foreign ownership is not excluded. Incen- 
in the same state of general sluggishness tive features of the new law’ included 5- : 
experienced in 1966; preliminary data in- year exemption from income taxes, import 
dicated declines in export earnings, im- duties on essential raw materials, and di- 
ports, and Government revenues. Begin- vidend taxes and a 10-year exemption on 
ning late in 1967, export of natural gas export duties. | 
to the U.S.S.R. resulted in some improve- The third 5-year plan which goes into 
ment but this had little effect on the over- effect on March 22, 1968, calls for in- 
all economy because proceeds went to serv- vestments of the equivalent of US$550 
icing the country’s growing debt to the million, 90 percent from foreign capital. 
U.S.S.R. | One-third of the new investment is to be 

Cement, coal, and salt continued to be allocated to mines and industry. 
the only mineral commodities produced Installed electric power capacity of 
commercially for domestic. consumption, 72,000 kilowatts at the end of 1967 is 
and small quantities of lapis lazuli were scheduled to be doubled within the next 
mined for export. Interest was shown in year by completion of the U.S.S.R. fi- 
iron ore, chromite, beryl, copper, lead, and nanced powerplant at Naghly near Kabul 
zinc; feelers were extended for possible and West German financed plant at | 
foreign aid to do feasibility studies and for Mahipar. | 
assistance in developing these minerals. 
However, activity will be hindered by PRODUCTION | 
inadequate transportation and_ capital. The only significant advance in mineral 
Continued interest was also shown in im- output in 1967 was the commencement of 
proving and expanding the coal mining natural gas production. Output of most 
industry, possibly with United States aid; other mineral commodities in 1967 was 
petroleum exploration with Soviet aid; ce- probably close to 1966 levels. Estimated 

ment production expansion with Czecho- value of listed mineral production in 1966 
slovakian aid; and surveys of copper, lead, increased from the equivalent of $6.98 
and zinc potential with West German aid. .————-H¥—. ; 

. 1 Physical scientist, Division of International 
The new investment law, passed on Activities. 

March 26, 1967, encourages joint ventures 2 Research specialist, Division of International 
. . Activities. . 

by foreign and Afghan capital. Complete 3 Prepared by Taber de Polo. 1009
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million in 1965 to $7.8 million. In ad- marble were produced and consumed ]o- 
dition to commodities listed, small quan- cally, but data on tonnages are lacking. 
tities of clays, gypsum, talc, limestone, and | 

Table 1.—Afghanistan: Production of metals and minerals | 
ae 

Commodity ! 1963 2 1964 2 1965 2 1966 1967 

Metals: 
Beryl___.._..-.---.-------...--....._kilograms.. ____- 500-8 eee Leelee 

Nonmetals: 
Barite___....-.---..--.--.-_-..-.--.-metric tons. 1 2 €2 ___l eile Lee 
Cement__...--...----.--.--thousand metric tons. _ 95 e125 170 175 130 
Lapis lazuli__._.._--_..-._.-----.-...kilograms.. 5,421 5,000 8,550 10,030 5,179 

Salt: EE 
Rock.___..-----------thousand metric tons. _ 21 13 18 20 31 
Other._.-___-.-_ 0-2-2 do 12 . 12 20 1 LLL. 

Total______.-._------_-..--.---___- do. 33 25 38 38 31 
Mineral fuels: 3 Coal: 

_ Bituminous_____....-.---.----- 2. do 98 113 ® 132 141 152 
Briquets..-...._.....----.-------.-----_--d0___- e 20 e 20 e14 r21 NA 

e Estimate. t Revised. NA Not available. 
1In addition to commodities listed, Afghanistan produces construction materials such as clays, stone, and 

sand and gravel, but data on production levels are not available. 
2 Data for Afghan calendar year beginning March 21. . 
3 Production of natural gas began in November 1967 and output reached 18,400 million cubic feet by the 

end of fiscal year. 

TRADE atite deposit 138 kilometers northwest of 
| . Kabul. Various development plans were . bs 

netstat . minera) corey aan being considered. In January 1967 the 
, ~ . “19 ey can lin shi nen ts of Swindell—Dressler Co. released an evalu- 
oh nal t oh PP s S R b P a Pre ation report favorable to natural gas re- 

na a he yl eo i " xD aed been duction of the Hajigak tron ore. 
lanie 1 i De endenc c -“ orts con Lead and Zinc.—On August 20, 1967, 
apis sazull. Mependence on imp - q 3 minerals survey agreement was signed 

| tinued for petroleum products, meta 8, anc between the Afghan Ministry of Mines and 
most nonmetallics. The latest available  [ndustries and Bergbau Planning G.m.b.H. 

data indicated the value of mineral imports of Essen, West Germany. Assisted by a 
as the equivalent of $8.3 million in the West German fiancial grant, a detailed 
year ending March 20, 1965. study of the deposits, including mining 

and processing techniques, transport needs, 
Table 2.—Afghanistan: Imports of and the market for lead and zinc in the 

_ petroleum refinery products vicinity of Tolak in northern Afghanistan 
(Thousand 42-gallon barrels) will be conducted. 

a Nonmetals.—Cement.—On July 20, 
. 1964—  1965— Principal 1967, there was an agreement between the 

Commodity 65 1 66 1 sources, . 
1965-66 Afghan Government and a Czechoslovakian 

eee :C~—Cs organization to make a deetaiiled feasibility 
Gasoline._.______ 918 962 U.S.S.R. 805; study for a new cement plant at Herat. 

Tran 70. ; ' \ Kerosine......... 158 142 USSR. i42. The need for cement in Afghanistan is 
Diesel fuel oil__.. 416 507 U.S.S.R. 336; greater than the installed capacity of the. 

Pakistan 112. set] : Lubricants and 46 49 USSR 29, two existing plants—one at Ghouri and 
other. United States the other at Jabal-i-Seraj. 

heh ae Mineral Fuels.—Coal.—In 1967 most 
Afghan calendar year beginning Mar. 21. production continued to come from the 

COMMODITY REVIEW Karkar mine, with lesser quantities from 
the Ishpushta and Darra-i-Suf mines, all 

Metals.—Iron and Steel_—_Interest con- Government owned. In July 1967 there 
tinued in the 2 billion ton Hajigak hem- were 600 underground and 175 surface
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employees at the Karkar, with a reported continued on three 99-kilometer pipelines 

production average about 300 tons per day. (two each of 426 and one of 720 milli- 

The bulk of the output continued to go to. meters diameter) from the Shibarghan 
the Pul-i-Khumri cement plant which re- area fields, under the Oxus (Amu) river 
quires about 150 tons per day. The to Dushombe, U.S.S.R. Branch lines within 
Ishpushta has limited capabilities for pro- Afghanistan will deliver gas to a urea. 
duction and reserves are limited here and plant at Balkh (Wazirabad) and to an 
at Karkar, so there was renewed interest electric powerplant near Mazar-i-Sharif. 
by the Ministry for long-range planning Reserves in these fields have been estimated 
to develop the Darra-i-Suf mine where re- at 2,400 billion cubic feet at the 1,600- 
serves have been estimated at upward of meter level and an additional 7 to 10.5 
60 million tons, with an additional reported _ billion feet at 2,300 plus meters. Prepar- 
25 million tons at Shaba-Shak, 16 kilo- ation work for drilling near Kunduz/Khan- 
meters to the east. bal was 30 percent complete at yearend 

Petroleum and Natural Gas.—During and drilling on the first well 16 kilometers. 
the last 2 months of 1967, 76 million west of Chuga was scheduled to begin in 
cubic feet of natural gas were delivered 1968. Other promising structures were 
to the U.S.S.R. from the Khwaja Gogirdak reported at Yalanghack, Anhoi, Sur-i-pal 
and Yatim Tagh fields in the Shibarghan (Sulankat, Kwaza-Gougwer and Gatim 

area 530 kilometers north of Kabul. This Dagh), and Andkhoi (Aska) areas. 

first delivery was a trial run for an 18-year Exploration was to continue under the | 
gas export plan calling for 53 billion cubic control of the Government Petroleum | 
feet per year to be delivered to the Prospecting Department with assistance 
U.S.S.R. by the Afghan Government in of Soviet and Swedish engineers, with in- 
partial payment for Soviet financial and ital emphasis in the Paktia area where it 
technical aid in development of Afghan was reported that one oil well produced 
natural gasfields and other projects. Work 70 to 100 barrels per day. 

CAMBODIA * 
Cambodia continued to produce rela- explored the country and found a few 

tively minor quantities of gold, phosphate deposits of iron, zinc and lead, gold, phos- 
rock, limestone, precious and semiprecious phates, bauxite, manganese, and limestone. 
stones, salt, cement, and simple construction Potentials generally have not been evalu- 
materials, but the mineral industry con- ated. 
tributed little to the country’s gross na- | 
tional product, estimated at roughly $875 PRODUCTION 

~ million® in 1966. Although official production data were | 
Generation capacity for electric power not available at the time of writing, Cam- 

was being sharply expanded primarily by bodia’s mineral output in 1967 probably 
the installation of hydroelectric plants. A showed no changes from the insignificant 
large project at Kirirom (Kompong Spew) levels of 1966. 
and another at Kanchay (Kampot) are —>——— 
both scheduled for completion in 1969. Sin noe by Arnold M = aneche. rate was 35 

Teams of geologists from France, the riels equal US$1, and the Hong Kong open mar- 

United Nations, and mainland China have ket rate varied between 7.74 and 77.60 riels per 

Table 3.—Cambodia: Production of metals and minerals ! 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Metals: 
Gold__.______.._....-.-__--.--.--.--troy ounces_. 6,687 °6,000 °¢4,500 °¢4,000 NA 

Nonmetals: 
Cement_......_._..---------thousand metric tons._  -_-_-_- e10 e 50 59 e 60 
Salt... 2. -_------------------d0__-- 60 e 60 NA NA NA 
Phosphate rock___......_.-.-----------metric tons_-_ 150 150 150 ____-_- NA 

¢ Estimate. NA Not available. . 
1In addition to commodities listed, gem stones are produced in undetermined quantities.
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Table 4.—Cambodia: Imports of selected metals and minerals 

. (Metric tons) . 
| | 

Commodity 1964 1965 Principal sources, 1965 

Metals: ; oe a . 
Iron and steel, semimanufactures_.__._._ 36,597 61,968 Japan 20,233; mainland China 19,432. 
Nonferrous_______...---...---.-__--- 598 952 Japan 462; mainland China 250. 

Nonmetals: oo 
Asphalt, natural__.._.-2_-.-.-.-..-.-_- 7,666 4,293 Japan 3,341. . 
Cement__._._.----.----------------- 111,602 | 116,396 North Viet-Nam 51,900; mainland 

China 21,811. . oe 
Fertilizers, chemical_.=______-_.__.___- 8,368 4,819 Tunisia 3,000. | 
Gypsum_.._____.-.- 2 eee 1,189 4,563 Mainland China 4,298. 

Minera! fuels: a 
~ Coal... eee 12,010 28,056 All from mainland China.. 

Petroleum refinery products: . 
Gaso” thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 366 309 Indonesia 199; Singapore 110. | 

line. | | 
Kerosine-_ ____._...-.-_.__-do___. 198 215 Indonesia 128; Singapore 79. 
Distillate fuel oil___._._.__.do___- 708 743 Indonesia 417; Singapore 326. 
Residual fuel oil__.._..____.do-___ 79 90 Singapore 53: Indonesia 37. 
Lubricants_...........__...do___. 23 46 Singapore 36. 
Others____.-__-_-...-._..-do___- 23 12 . Indonesia 9. 

| | TRADE their value was 37 percent above the 1964 
| . total. : . 

Although data on mineral commodity 
trade for 1966 and 1967 were not available - COMMODITY REVIEW | 

in time for inclusion in this report, it is . — | | 
almost certain that mineral commodity _ Metals. — Aluminum. — Through _ the 
exports remained inconsequential while United Nations (U.N.) Expanded Program 
mineral commodity imports continued to of Technical Assistance, outcrops and 
account for a significant share of total weathered accumulations of bauxite have 
trade as they did in 1964 and 1965 as been explored in an area of low limestone 

shown in the following tabulation: | hills in western Cambodia. The U.N. has 
also explored for bauxite in weathered 

| Value (million dollars) Mineral zones of extensive basaltic lava flows in 
| —————————-— Commod- eastern Cambodia near the Mekong River, 

| Mineral’ Total shave of Iron ore.—Iron ore reserves northeast 
ities trade _ total of the Great Lake near the site of the 

| (percent) = bJanned Stung Gen hydroelectric power 
Exports tCStStSt project reportedly contain 5 million tons 

7 0.11 87.52 0.13 of ore, but inadequate coal supply and the 
; 1965_--.-_.- .07 105.48 .07 undeveloped nature of the region have dis- 

orts: oe 
e™P964...-.-.. 17.16 81.80 20.93 | Courage exploitation. | 

1965_....... 23.49 102.98 22.82 Lead, Zinc, and Gold.—Deposits of lead 
Trade balance: d zi dot . 1964........ —17.05 +6.72 XX and zinc ore and outcrops of gold-bearing 

1965-_-..... —23.42  +2.50 XX quartz veins have been reported in western 
ae ————e Cambodia, where the French bilateral aid 
XX Not applicable. program has supported exploration. 

In 1965 Cambodia exported to South Manganese.—A 120,000-ton deposit of 
Viet-Nam 500 metric tons of mineral, in- ™@8anese ore grading 15 to 39 percent 
dustry material consisting of slag, scalings, vin has been reported at an unspecified 
dross, and ash valued at $14,000; and un- ‘*OC@ton. 
specified quantity of petroleum products Nonmetals.—Cement.—Cambodia placed 
(chiefly residual fuel oils) valued at an order for 20,000 tons of cement, valued 
$36,000 to Hong Kong and Singapore; at about $330,000, with Malayan Cement 
and 7 metric tons of precious and semi- Ltd. and Pan-Malaysia Cement Works 
precious stones valued at $24,000, mainly Ltd., the first direct large-scale cement 
to Switzerland. Mineral commodity im- order placed with Malaysian concern. The 
ports in 1965, detailed in table 4, were in National Cement Company at Chakrey 
general much larger than in 1964, and Ting, near Kampot, expects to raise
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annual output to 150,000 tons after 1967 Mineral Fuels.—Petroleum.—A 500,000- 

through plant expansion. ton-per-year oil refinery was expected to 

Phosphates——The Khmere Phosphate be completed at Sihanoukville in 1968. A 

Company at Tuk Meas (Kampot) began loan of 60 million francs and equipment 

production of phosphates in 1966 and ex- were supplied by France. Plant operation 

pects to have an annual output of 12,000 is to be conducted by Société Khmére de 

tons after 1967. Raffinage (65 percent) and the French 
Union Générale des Petroles (35 percent). 

CEYLON 6 

Ceylon’s mineral industry, although is scheduled for November 1968, will re-— 

small, has registered a steady increase in portedly produce 75,000 kilowatts for the 

recent years. In 1966 the value of pro- Northwestern province. Also under con- 

duction was about $7 million and prelim- struction and due for completion by 1968— 

inary estimates indicate a slightly higher 69 is a 5,940-kilowatt power station at 

level for 1967. Ilmenite, graphite, and Uda Walawe Dam. 

precious and semiprecious stones remained — Following the devaluation of the British 

Ceylon’s principal contributions to the pound, devaluation of the Ceylon rupee 

world mineral supply. took place on November 22, 1967, from 

Significant developments in the minerals Cey Rs4.76 per US$1.00 to Cey Rs5.91 

industry during 1967 included: Official per US$1.00. 
opening of Ceylon Steel Corporation’s 
rolling mill; start on construction of a cast PRODUCTION 

| iron foundry; doubling of the capacity at 
the Ceylon Cement Corp. plant at Ken- Although preliminary figures indicate 

kesan; progress on construction of the that cement output more than doubled in 

State-owned oil refinery at Colombo; and 1967 and salt production advanced by 18 

the sanctioning of investment in a fertil- percent relative to that of 1966, overall 

izer complex. In 1967 the Government mineral industry performance was not im- 

adhered to its policy of political nonalign- pressive. Exports of gem stones and of 

ment and continued to trade with Comm-_ graphite, used in the absence of officially 

unist and non-Communist Countries alike. recorded output as a measure of produc- 

Early in 1966 work started on stage I tion, indicated a decline in output of the 

of the Maskeliya Oya hydroelectric pro- former and essential stability in production 

ject. The project, the completion of which _ of the latter. 

Table 5.—Ceylon: Production of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
Nn 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 P 
a 
Metals: 

Ilmenite_.......-.....--------.------------ 19,088 46,158 49,189 54,209 53,138 

Monazite__....-._.-.----------------------  ------ 23 36 36 20 

Zireon_.___....--------------------------- eee ee 50 36 151 120 

Nonmetals: 
Cement__.--_---__.----------------------- 75,238 75,000 85,850 82,880 191,772 

Feldspar-_.--..---------------------------- 111 50 615 419 256 

Gem stones (exports). ...-_----------carats_- NA NA 71,254 61,119 24,906 

Glass sand_...___..------------------------ 4,839 4,000 7,100 5,410 3,325 

Graphite (exports) _.........---------------- 8,419 10 , 847 8 ,880 10,025 10,367 

Kaolin. __._______-_--_---.----------------- _1,016 1,500 816 1,616 2,615 

Salt_...._..___-___--------- -------------- 28,000 52,000 78,200 64, 486 75,808 
a 

P Preliminary. NA Not available. 

TRADE crease of 13 percent from 1965, and the 

Ceylon’s $69 million deficit in its balance lowest since 1958, while the value of im- 
. . . ports was $426 million, an increase of 9 

of trade in 1966, in contrast to a $99.7 mil- . 
. : percent. During the first half of 1967, 
lion surplus in 1965, reflected an unfavor- compared with a like period for 1966 

able year for its economy. Total value of P ° 

exports for 1966 was $357 million, a de- 6 Prepared by Taber de Polo.
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imports declined but not as sharply as ex- trade or payment agreements with a num- 
ports. The largest trade partners were ber of countries. The value of exports of 
the United Kingdom and mainland China, mineral commodities amounted to about 
for both imports and exports, reflecting $7 million in 1966, with graphite, precious 
Ceylon’s policy of entering into bilateral and semiprecious stones, and ilmenite ac- 

Table 6.—Ceylon: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

eee 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 
eee 

Metals: 
Ilmenite._.__-_-_.-_-.-22 2-22-60, 544 41,200 Japan 41,150. 
Monazite (66 percent rare earth oxide) __ 12 75 All to United Kingdom. 
Zircon (65 percent ZrO2)____._______.. 2 51 All to Japan. 

Nonmetals: 
Gems, precious and semi- carats_. 71,254 61,119 West Germany 34,464; Japan 7,902; precious France 4,727. 
Graphite______--____._.__-.______..._. 8,880 10,025 United States 4,416; United Kingdom 

2,063; Japan 1,991. 
A 

Table 7.—Ceylon: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 
eee 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: . 
Aluminum and alloys, all forms_______. 2,920 2,454 United Kingdom 1,311; Hong Kong 

461; Belgium 390. - Copper and alloys, all forms___________ 649 612 United Kingdom 398; India 63; 
Belgium 37. 

Gold.___-__-.____._..._ troy ounces__ 11,767 12,740 All from United Kingdom. Tron and steel: - 
Pig iron... 2-22 ee 830 1,411 United Kingdom 1,117; West Germany 

81. 
Semimanufactures________________ 51 , 432 59,862 United Kingdom 18,846; Belgium 

15,119; U.S.S.R. 10,813; Japan 
10,106. 

Lead and alloys, all forms.__.__________ * 686 429 Burma 165; Australia 150; United 
Kingdom 112. Tin and alloys, all forms___-_long tons. 2 ,226 3,077 United Kingdom 2,771. Zinc and alloys, all forms_._._._______. 329 293 United Kingdom 104; Belgium 70; 
Australia 61. 

Nonferrous base metals, n.e.s__________ 56 23 Denmark 13; United Kingdom 5. Nonmetals: 
Abrasives._..___.___.._._. 8. 145 179 United Kingdom 83; Czechoslovakia 

A2. 
Asbestos, all forms___.._______________ 997 2,019 Canada 1,545; Italy 337. Cement__.____._____...thousand tons__ 197 251 U.S.S.R. 115; Rumania 79; Japan 30. Fertilizer materials: 

Nitrogenous_._.........._....... 185,652 186,797 United Kingdom 138,972; Japan 30,799. Phosphatie..__._-_.-.._..-....... *° 52,571 47,940 United Arab Republic 40,254; 
Jordan 5,893. 

Potassie.._---...-.-2-222-----.-- »=— 8, 401 57 , 372 West Germany 38,967; France 
5, . 

Other_....---_--- 2-22-2222. = 21,140 34,895 Japan 13,361; United Arab Republic 
4,758; West Germany 4,439. Salt____.._...__.___._thousand tons_. 40 4 All from India. Sulfur__- 2-2 ee 1,939 2,089 West Germany 882; Belgium 675. Tale... 2. 1,323 1,172 India 934; mainland China 206. Mineral fuels: 

Coal_.____._..._..___ thousand tons__ 139 31 India 18; Australia 13. Coke_... ee. 272 562 United Kingdom 473; Australia 88. Petroleum refinery products: 
Gaso- thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 1,494 1,510 USSR. 716; United Arab Republic 

line. 4, 
Kerosine______._..-.......do_... 1,426 2,278 U.S.S.R. 1,501; Rumania 465. Distillate fuel oil._.___..__.do_..._ *2,440 2,490 U.S.S.R. 2,318; Iran 152. 
Furnace and residual fuel oil_do____ 1,973 2,374 Iran 1,329; U.S.S.R. 937. Lubricants________..__.___do____ 106 113 United States 98. 
Asphalt__________.._______do___. r 36 130 Iraq 111; Iran 15. 
Other. _.. 22 10 15 Rumania 8; Burma 5. 

eee 

® Revised.
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counting for the bulk of the revenue. owned Ceylon Mineral Sands Corp. at 
Import value of all mineral commodities, Pulmoddai on the northeast coast. Visible 
including nonferrous metal manufactures, reserves, placed at 4 to 5 million tons, 
constituted about 22 percent of the 1966 remain virtually constant because materials 
import budget (about $94 million). Major produced are replaced by new deposition 
items were petroleum products, $27.94 during the monsoon period. Ceylon Min- 
million; metals (including steel, nonferrous eral Sands Corp. was installing a plant at 
metals, and nonferrous metal manufac- Trincomalee, about 50 kilometers south 
tures) $20.8 million; manufactured fertil- of Pulmoddai, to separate rutile and zircon 
izers, $17.8 million; cement, $4.2 million. from the tailings of ilmenite operations. It 
Government budgeted import allocations has been proposed to move the ilmenite 
of some mineral commodities for 1967 plant to Trincomalee where more favorable 

were $27.1 million for petroleum products, weather conditions would permit year- 
$23.2 for manufactured fertilizers, and round operations. Electrostatic separation 

$3.15 million for cement. However, pre- equipment came from the United States. 

liminary information indicates that actual The pilot beach sand plant in the 
figures were lower. Katukurunda area on the west coast, op- 

A notable development in Ceylon’s trade erated by the Geological Survey of Ceylon, 
policy in 1967 was the placing of agencies was in operation during most of 1966, 

controlling trade under the Minister of partly asa production unit and partly as 

State. A series of joint stock companies a mineral dressing laboratory. 
were to be set up, including one for the 
import of fertilizers. Nonmetals.—Cement—The Government- 

owned Ceylon Cement Corp. reportedly 
COMMODITY REVIEW commissioned a second kiln and started 

operation of a clinker plant at its Kenkesan 
Metals.—Iron and Steel——The Govern- works near Jaffne at Ceylon’s northern tip 

ment-owned Ceylon Steel Corporation doubling its output in 1967. The company 
officially opened its steel rolling mill at has reported budgeted for and started pre- 
Oruwela on March 20, 1967, although liminary work on a second cement factory 
production actually started late in 1966. of 20,000-ton capacity at Puttlam. 

The plant, built with U.S.S.R. aid, has a Fertilizer Materials—Ceylon, almost 
rated capacity of 60,000 tons of rolled wholly dependent on imported manufac- 
products annually with two shifts, though tured fertilizers to sustain her predomi- 
the expected 1967 output was 30,000 tons. nately agricultural economy, in 1966 im- 
Plans call for developing a small integrated ported 300,000 tons of these materials 

steel industry eventually using domestic which accounted for more than 4 percent 
iron ore and charcoal. of the value of total imports. The per- 

On December 30, 1967, construction centage was higher for 1967. In March 
started on a cast iron foundry in Ender- 1966 the Government authorized a re- 

amulla. The foundry, being built with ported $25 million expenditure under the 
West German assistance for the Ceylon State Industrial Corporation for the man- 
State Hardware Corporation, is due for ufacturing, processing, and marketing of 
completion in November 1968 and will all types of fertilizers. Initially, emphasis 
have annual capacity of 18,000 tons on a would be on production of nitrogenous 

three-phase basis. fertilizers such as ammonium sulfate and 
Study of domestic iron ore deposits urea. 

continued. In June 1966, magnetometer 

work was started at Mahagama in Pan- Mineral - Fuels. — Petroleum. — Ceylon 
irendawa district; this was an extension of continued to be dependent on imports for 

1962 studies in this area. reflned petroleum products. The U.S.S.R. 
Iimenite and Other Beach Sand Min-_ supplied 638,000 tons of products valued 

erals.—Ilmenite production in 1967 almost at about $11.2 million in 1967, 60 percent 
matched the 1966 peak level of 54,000 of Ceylon’s requirements with most of the 
tons. Anticipated production in 1968 is rest coming from Rumania. Reportedly, 
70,000 tons, including 67,000 tons already late in 1967 the State-owned Ceylon Pe- 
contracted for by Japan interests. All troleum Corp. (CPC) agreed to buy from 
output was from the plant of the State- Rumania 140,000 tons of products con-
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sisting of kerosine, gas oil, and diesel oil million payable over a 5-year period. 
for $2.54 million. Bunkering trade of some 400,000 tons per 

Although progress was made on CPC’s _ year plus aviation fuels and petrochemical 
oil reflnery at Colombo, delays, preclude products continue to be handled by Caltex, 
the opening until 1969. The reported an- Esso, and Shell. Late in 1967 it was under- 

nual throughput capacity of the refinery stood that CPC would issue a letter of 
will be 1.7 million tons, sufficient to meet intent to Shell for crude oil supply for the 
Ceylon’ anticipated needs. dad E CPC refinery. | | 

altex Ceylon, Ltd., Esso Standard Eas- There have been no reports of results 
tern (Ceylon), Inc., and Shell Company . . . 

* of oil exploration started in mid—1966 and of Ceylon, Ltd., are reportedly receiving j 67 | he laff 
compensation for their facilities acquired Continued through 1967 in the Jaffna 
by CPC when Ceylon nationalized petrol- Peninsula area and along the eastern 
eum products trade in 1964. Total pay- coastal belt by French contractors ap- 

ment agreed upon will be about $11.5 pointed by CPC. | 

-HONG KONG’ 

Iron ore, produced for export to Japan, imported crude steel scrap are not included 
remained Hong Kong’s principal crude in the total value of mineral production. 
mineral product in 1967, accounting for Nevertheless, if these items were included 
more than 90 percent of the total crude in mineral industry output value, extrac- 
mineral output value of about $1.4 mil- tive and processing sectors of the mineral 
lion.* Kaolin, quartz, and feldspar were industry contributed little to Hong Kong’s 
mined in small quantities for export and gross national product, which approxi- 

| to meet domestic needs, while graphite and mated $2.37 billion in 1967 (current 
wolframite were produced in very small prices). However, imports of mineral com- 

amounts, wholly for export. modities, including materials for both con- 
Cement production, based on imported sumption by local industry and for reex- 

clinker and valued at $3.1 million in 1967, port, were appreciable relative to domestic 

and coke and breeze produced from im- demand for products of these materials, 
ported coal and valued at $167,000 swelled and thus had a significant impact on the 
the total 1967 mineral industry to about overall economy. 
$4.7 million ($5.0 million in 1966). On September 30, 1967, there were in 

Although not considered part of the force 3 prospecting licenses, 17 mining 
minerals industry, Hong Kong’s sizable licenses, and 3 mining leases. Mine and 
shipbreaking industry provides us2ble steel quarry workers totaled (1,399. 
for both domestic and export markets. The Industrial progress was unimpressive, 
value of scrap derived from shipbreaking 7 Prepared by Arnold M. Lansche. 
as well as the value of steel semimanufac- : 8 Where necessary values have been converted 

tures produced from this scrap and from ae ee rong WK ge 8 OSI. to U.S. dol- 

Table 8.—Hong Kong: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

=n 
Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

ee 
Metals: 

Iron ore concentrate____..._....._-thousand tons__ 114 116 134 137 144 
Tungsten ore (wolframite) 60 percent WO; basis____ 8 1 7 rg 5 Nonmetals: 
Cement.__._..___....____...._-__._thousand tons__ 217 215 241 247 215 
Feldspar._____-_.-_-_--------------- 2 ------_-_. «61,707 1,581 1,137 1,365 1,153 
Graphite______. 2.2. 808 W210 88 eee LL 19 
Kaolin. __..-2---2--- 2-2-5, 099 5,124 4,787 5,863 8,570 

, Quartz___-_-- eee 3,040 1,649 1,939 2,892 3,048 
Mineral fuels: 

Coke and breeze_____...._._______thousand tons__ 15 13 13 10 9 
ee 

T Revised.
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‘with many steel rolling mills experiencing compared with $350 million in 1965. The 
difficulties because of increased competition following tabulation details this trade: 
from cheaper imported steel products and = ______ 
the continuing recession in the construction Value (million Mineral 
industry. Building activity declined 22 . dollars) com- 

. . ey 7° e —_———-_--—_——_-—_modities 
percent and the number of building proj- Mineral share 

ects submitted for approval decreased 40 commod- Total —_ of 
. ities trade total 

percent in the first 10 months of 1967. (includ- (percent) 
On November 19 the Hong Kong dollar ing fuels) | 

was devalued 14.3 percent. Protests from —~— — 
businessmen caused the Government to re- Exports and reexports: 85 «1.148 7A 
value the currency upwards by 10 percent : 1966____......_.. 106 11,324 8.0 

on November 23, giving an official rate of mports: 
1965_..-_______- 265 1,569 16.9 

US$1 to H.K. $6.06.° 1966___......_.. 289 1,767 16.4 

Trade. patance: 180 426 xX 
PRODUCTION 1966_..._------- —188 —448 xX 

The $300,000 decline in overall mineral XX Not applicabl — 
commodity output value in 1967 relative ob applicable. 
to that of 1966 was chiefly the result of _ ; ; 

a 13 percent decline in cement output. Imports of metals in 1966, as in previous 
Iron ore production increased for the fifth Years, consisted pr imarily of aluminum, 
consecutive year, and kaolin output in- COPPE!;, and steel semimanufactures; metal 
creased 46 percent, probably as a result of  ©xports and reexports were comprised 
growth in domestic demand. mainly of scrap. Of the nonmetal imports, 

pearls and precious and semiprecious stones 
TRADE accounted for 71 percent of the total value. 

. . Construction materials accounted for most 
Total value of Hong Kong’s mineral 

commodity trade-imports, exports, and re- 9 
eye . F E i iew. = 

exports was about $395 million in 1966, — pook. ». astern Economic Review. 1968 Year 

Table 9.—Hong Kong: Exports and reexports of mineral commodities 
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

. Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Metals: - 
Aluminum and aluminum alloys, all 3,808 9,256 South Korea 2,242; South Viet-Nam 1,126; 

forms. United Kingdom 1,124. 
Copper, brass and bronze scrap_.....-. 6,140 6,689 Japan 5,024. 
Iron and steel: 

Iron ore......_...-thousand tons-. 145 141 All to Japan. 
Semimanufactured products_do--.-.- 69 89 Thailand 41. 
Serap.......--------------d0.._- 129 115 Japan 51; Taiwan 45. 

Nonmetals: 
Cement: 

Exports...........thousand tons-- 10 26 Oceania 11; Philippines 11. 
Reexports_.....-....-.-.--do.... 12 69 Indonesia 53. 

Feldspar and fluorspar._......-------- 525 723 Philippines 450; Thailand 268. 
Graphite: 

Exports. .......-.--.------------ 357 810 United States 152; Singapore 82. 
Reexports.......--.-------.----- 156 146 Thailand 84. 

Gravel, crushed stone, and tarred 4,655 1,492 West Germany 1,422. 
macadam. 

Kaolin_..__.------..-.-.....-..----. 3,724 8,987 Japan 2,089; Taiwan 1,888. 
Quartz_._...------------------------ 652 708 Thailand 668. 

Mineral fuels (reexports): 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gaso- thousand 42-gallon barrels. . § 22 40 Macau 23. 
ine. 

Kerosine_.___..........---do__.. 38 87 Mainly to Macau. 
Distillate fuel oil. ..........do_.-.- 188 212 Do. 
Residual fuel oil......-....-do._.- 10 8 Do. . 
Lubricants_______...-...--do-_--_- 112 115 Thailand 33; Taiwan 30. 
Waxes._________-..-._..--do___. 5 72 Thailand 25; Singapore 17; Formosa 14. 
Other______....__._.___.-.-.do__.. 6 17 Indonesia 12. 
ne 

t Revised. 
Source: Hong Kong Trade Statistics. Exports and Reexports. Commerce and Industry Department, Hong 

Kong. December 1965, 481 pp.; December 1966, 500 pp.
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Table 10.—Hong Kong: Imports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 

Metals: 
Aluminum and aluminum alloys, all 10,465 11,265 Canada 4,669; United States 2,692; 

forms. Australia 2,645. 
Copper and copper alloys..........-.-- 9,740 8,512 United Kingdom 1,947; Australia 

Iron and steel: " 
Iron ore___..-._.-.-------------- 9,995 12,294 Mainland China 7,758. 

Serap, iron and thousand tons_- 93 56 United Kingdom 23; West 
steel. Germany 21. 

Iron sponge and ferroalloys_._.__..-. 10,041 14,097 North Korea 7,638; North Viet-Nam 
017. 

Semimanufactures__thousand tons_... 528 413 Mainland China 179; Japan 125. 
Ingots and equivalent forms_...--. *7,510 22,468 Australia 11,200; North Korea 10,585. 

Lead and lead products____________._- 917 1,311 North Korea 898; Australia 154. - 
Platinum (unworked).._--troy ounces... 22,049 26,033 West Germany 12,775; United King- 

om 9,207. 
Silver (unworked)..._....-...-.do..._ 278,800 245,266 North Korea 161,373; United King- 

dom 57,600. 
Zine and zine alloys, all forms..____-__- 3,960 5,726 Australia 2,326; North Korea 2,144. 

Nonmetals: 
Cement__________.._.-.thousand tons__ 1,116 910 Mainland China 690; Japan 145. 
Diamond, gem_.____.__.____--carats._ 383,316 461,468 Belgium 194,693, Israel 121,965. 
Fertilizers__......_..._thousand tons- . 7 8 West Germany 5. 
Gravel, crushed stone and tarred 4,661 2,855 Mainland China 2,314. 
macadam. 

Gypsum_.__..-.__.----_----.-------. 10,027 18 ,098 Australia 9,238; mainland: China 
7,946. 

. Lime. _._..._.....--..thousand tons... 66 50 Mainland China 29; North Viet- 
Nam 13. 

Limestone___._....-.----.-----do___- 329 324 Japan 288. 
Quartz... 2. ee eee 3,417 3,113 All from maivland China. 
Salt__...._........_.-thousand tons... 32 30 Mainland China 24. 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal_................-thousand tons_- r174 150 Mainland China 109. 
Coke__.___._---.-.-----.----.------_ 175,609 5,305 Japan 3,902. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gaso- thousand 42-gallon barrels. ¥ 646 802 Singapore 473; Bahrain 213. 
ine. 

. Naphthas and solvents_._...do-_._. 122 168 Iran 69; Indonesia 45. 
Kerosine__-___....-_...-..do.__- 1,065 1,359 Japan 506; Singapore 380; Iran 245. 
Jet fuel_._-_-_____________.-do____ 1,253 1,258 Singapore 446; Indonesia 251; Iran 

. Distillate fuel oil. _...._-...-do__-. 2,471 3,078 Singapore 1,563; Japan 636; Iran 473. 
Residual fuel oil.......___..do_-_-- 9,247 9,414 Singapore 3,769; Saudi Arabia 3,531; 

Iran 1,436. 
Lubrieants___.___..._.....do__-- 217 241 United States 126; Singapore 36. 
Waxes_.._--_____.--_--___.do__._ 14 129 Indonesia 117. 
Other }__.._-_______________do___- 87 123 Singavore 65; Japan 30. 

® Revised. 
1 Mostly asphalt. 

Souree: Hong Kong Trade Statistics. Imports. Commerce and Industry Department, Hong Kong. Decem- 
ber 1965, 236 pp., December 1966, 236 pp. 

of the remaining nonmetal import value. There was a decline in demand for 
Refined petroleum products, mainly ker- steel in the colony. Severe foreign 
osine, jet fuel, and distillate and residual competition from Japan and mainland 
fuel oils, made up approximately 94 per- China, resulted in The Shi Wing works 
cent of the total value of mineral fuel ceasing production. Other mills also felt 
imports in 1966. Petroleum reexports were the competition. Shun Fung Ironworks 
primarily distillate fuel oil, lubricants, and Ltd. started up its new plant at Junk Bay 
waxes. in August. It has electric arc scrap melting 

furnaces and continuous casting and auto- 
COMMODITY REVIEW . matic rolling facilities with a total capacity 

Metals.—Iron and Steel.—Production of 300 tons per day of high and low 
from Ma On Shan, Hong Kong’s only tensile steel bars. 
iron ore mine, increased 5 percent in 
1967 in response to increasing demand Nonmetals.—Cement.—The 1967 cement 
for iron ore in Japan. production decline was a result of labor
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disputes. The Green Island Cement Co. of aggregate ranging from 1% inches to 

announced in June it hoped to restart the stone fines. Pioneer Quarries Ltd. expected 

Hunghom cement plant and began hiring to be able to provide aggregate for pro- 

for the project. Dust produced in the duction of more uniform concrete. 

manufacture of domenis, coment. vas 2 Mineral Fuel—Cote and Breee—The 
7 b loved precip Hong Kong & China Gas Co., Ltd. pro- 

ave been employed. duced coke and breeze as byproducts of 

An automated quarry was opened at coal gas manufacture from imported coal. 

Cha Kwo Ling (No. 1) in May with an Production ceased at the end of 1967 with 

initial capacity of about 180 tons an hour the closure of the coal gas retort house. 

LAOS * 

In spite of insurgency, Laotian tin pro- TRADE 

duction increased in 1967, but plans for . wes 

mining other mineral deposits were not The role . of mineral commodities in 
carried out and delays occured in con- overall Laotian trade in 1964 and 1965 

struction of the Nam Ngun hydroelectric (latest year for which data are available) 

facilities. As most of the tin produced in is shown in the following tabulation: 

Laos is exported through Bangkok, Thai- | 

land, the Laotian Government endeavored OO 

to have railway rates for goods shipped ns Mineral 
. Value (million dollars com- 

through Thailand reduced. The general Yale ito ce modities’ 

rate between Bangkok and Vientiane was Mineral share of 
com- Total total 

reduced to 330 bahts per ton from 340 modities trade (percent) 

bahts at the end of 1967. SS 

The United Nations Development Pro- Exports: | 

gram approved $531,000 and the Govern- 1964-..-.--- 0.7 0.9 7 
1965_._--.-- .6 1.0 60 

ment of Laos $90,000 toward the cost of Imports: 
1964___----- 5.2 25.1 21 

a 21-month search for ferrous and non- 1965.2 2to.t«é 32.9 50 

ferrous metals in the lower Mekong River Trade balance: oa 2 xx 
in | . 1964_.__..__.. —4.5 —24. 

Basin in Laos. . , 1965.___.... -6.0 —81.9 XxX 
Laotian mineral production value in . 

1966, the latest year for which data are XX Not applicable. 

available, was equivalent to about 1. per- 
cent of the gross national product, which Tin was the only mineral commodity 

was estimated at roughly $189 million in to . 
current prices of export significance. In 1965 tin exports 

were valued at $614,000 compared with 

PRODUCTION $691,000 in 1964 and were shipped chiefly 

Statistical data are available only for to Singapore and Malaysia. Mineral fuels, 
tin and salt output in recent years, al- largely petroleum refinery products, were 

though simple construction materials— overwhelmingly dominant among imports, 

clays and sand and gravel—are undoub- with a value of $4.5 million. Aside from 

tedly produced, and very small quantities recorded mineral trade, Laos engages in 

of other mineral commodities may also be a sizable trade in gold, which serves as 

mined. Available data for tin and salt are the Government’s principal money earner. 

as follows: A total of 1.7 million troy ounces of gold 

iin Tinmetal. ~~ Salt~=Ssi(‘<‘éYA'S reportedly imported in 1966 with a 

Year concentrate content (metric value of kip(K)30,110 million; ** reexport 

___ long tons) (long tons) tons) statistics were not available. 

1963...--- 650 326 NA 
1964.___-- 686 336 3,000 
1965__.--- 569 284 3,000 —_—_—_—_—_ 

1966. __--- 668 340 4,200 

1967__.... ° 1,250 © 625 NA 10 Prepared by Arnold M. Lansche. . 

———$—$—— 11 Although the official exchange rate 1s 

NA Not available. K290=US$1, import transaction are generally 

e Estimate. at the free rate, about K500—US$1.
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| Table 11.—Laos: Imports of selected mineral commodities | 

‘(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1964 1965 | Principal sources, 1965 

| Metals: oo | | 
Aluminum... -..-.---.---+--------+--- 720 168 Taiwan 107. 

_ Copper_......-_.---.-.-..----------- 47 NA 
Tron and steel: Semimanufactures___.... * 4,723 2,315 Thailand 1,018; Hong Kong 430. 

Lead__..--..--.--------------------- 5 NA 
Tin... 2+ -- 96 NA 

Nonmetals: — 
Caleium earbide_._.-.....----..------ 36 NA 
Cement__.....-...-..--.---.--..---- 13,693 19,083 Thailand 18,755. 
Fertilizers, mostly potassiec...._...--.- t 322 | NA 
Salt__...-..-.------------.---------- 422  1;309 Thailand 1,307. 
Sulfur_......--.-----.--------------- 201 NA . 

Mineral fuels: oe 
Petroleum refinery products: . 

Avia- thousand 42-gallon barrels _- 164 NA . 
tion gasoline. . 

Motor gasoline._.____.....-do___- F 324 800 Indonesia 155; Malaya 103. 
Kerosine____..__..._._...-do_._- 37 42 Malaya 18; Indonesia 17. 
Distillate fuel oil._.........do_.... *‘101 131 Malaya 68; Indonesia 47. 
Residual fuel oil...__._....-do--_- rl 1 
Lubricants... _...-.-..-----do---- r21 13-. United States 8. 
Other_.....--..-.--.------do_-_- 8 NA 
Paraffin wax____.._.__....-do._.- 1 3 Indonesia 1; United States 1. 
Asphalt, bitumen, petro-....do--- - 8 12 Malaya 8. 

leum coke. © 

ee 

t Revised. NA Not available. | | a | | 

COMMODITY REVIEW mined principally by French firms, but a 
. 1967 agreement establishec onsortium 

Metals.—Gold.—Gold occurs in several as esrann. ed ac Oren 
eremerane . of French and Laotian interests to improve 

localities in Laos, especially along the Me- minine and explore new areas 
kong River and its tributaries. Ore samples s P } ” 
assayed have ranged in gold content from Nonmetals.—Cement.—A study was in 

0.28 ounce to 3.33 ounces per ton. progress regarding construction of a ce- 
Tin.—Recent modernization of the Phon . 

. . . . . . ment plant with an output of 50,000 tons 
Tiou tin mines in southern Laos, including 
instaliation of a new plant to treat dump per year. . | 
material, accounted for expanded output, Salt—It was r eported that improve- 
which by midyear totaled 629 long tons ments were made in the salt refining fa- 

of concentrates and which was estimated cilities at Bankeun, several kilometers north 

at 1,250 tons for the year. Tin has been of Vientiane. 

MONGOLIA ” 

Mongolia’s small mineral industry ap- product of world significance. 
parently made little progress during 1967, Comprehensive geological work contin- 
the second year of the 5-year plan for ued, with assistance from most of the 
1966-70. Coal production, which ac- member nations of the Council for Mutual 
counted for an estimated 60 percent of Economic Aid. Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, 
mine output value, increased by only a East Germany, Hungary, Poland, and the 
modest amount. This was clearly insuff- U.S.S.R. all allegedly participated in sur- 
cient to meet energy demands of the veying and mapping activities. East Ger- 
country’s growing coal-based industrial man experts reportedly concentrated on 
sector. Output of this fuel, a key item exploration for rock crystal and gold and 
under the plan, appeared unlikely to be other precious metals. The overall pro- 
doubled by 1970 as intended. Construction gram, which inspired the establishment of 
materials, scheduled to increase 2 to 3 a Mongolian Ministry of Geology in 1966, 

times during the plan period, remained in was declared 94 percent complete in 1967. 
short supply. No information was available 

on fluorspar, Mongolia’s only mineral 12 Prepared by Ronald A. Pense.
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PRODUCTION of about 6 percent over that of 1966 was 
| claimed. Amounts of finished building 

Information on mineral production was materials produced apparently increased, 
available only for coal, where an increase although falling short of projected goals. 

Table 12.—Mongolia: Production of mineral commodities | ? 

(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

ee 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

oe 

Nonmetals: 
Alabaster... ...2 22-2 eee eee 15 20 20 20 25 
Fluorspar._...-.--------~----------------------------- 49 57 75 75 %5 
Lime_... eee eee ee ee 25 30 35 35 40 
Salt__....-.--------------2--2---eeee-s-eeeeeeeeeeeeeeCO8 8 8 8 8 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal 3... eee | 845 710 990 *1,004 1,060 
Petroleum: 

Crude__..-..-_..-.-..-.-thousand 42-gallon barrels... 365 365 116 89 90 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline. .__-.---- eee do___. §=6155 150 144 150 150 
Distillate fuel oil......2-. 2... --_-_-_..--_._do___. 55 60 49 50 50 
Residual fuel oil.....-_-....-- -_---.._----do_ ... 205 205 192 200 200 

® Revised. . 
1 Goo are estimated, except coal (1963; 1965-66); crude oil (1965-66); and gasoline and distillate fuel 

O1 ° 

2In addition to commodities listed, Mongolia produces simple construction materials, and tungsten concen- 
trates, the latter at a rate of 100 to 200 tons annually. 

3 Mainly so-called brown coal. | . 

| TRADE these imports is not reported. The same 
. . sources give v | i- 

Although no official Mongolian trade : give value data by country of ori 
ee . wos . gin but the total value of all ores and con- 

statistics are available, it is believed that . , 
" . centrates received from Mongolia was less 

officially recorded Soviet exports to Mon- . 
. . : oye us than one-third of the value of the recorded 

golia provided in table 13 are indicative . 
. . | . total fluorspar imports. 

of overall Mongolian mineral commodity : : . 
. , . . Mongolian-mainland China trade data 
imports. In the case of Mongolian mineral ‘lable. but in vi f the d 
exports, Soviet statistics are less clear; the 27€ NOt avaliable, but in view of the de- 
U.S.S.R. sources indicate total receipts of C@ying political relations of these two 
56,200 tons of fluorspar in 1965 and countries little or no mineral trade is be- 

45,100 tons in 1966, but the origin of lieved to have taken place. 

Table 13.—Mongolia: Imports of mineral commodities from the U.S.S.R. 
(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 

Metals: 
Iron and steel: 

Pig iron.._-.....-.-- ee en ee ee ee ee eee 1 1 
Rolled steel__-...-.--------------------------4-- + eee eee ee 7 6 
Iron and steel pipes...........-.-.-.----.-----~------------- ee 2 1 

Nonferrous metals and alloys. ........--..-.----------------------------- (1) (4) 
Nonmetals: 

Cement_._.____--- 2 ee ee eee ee eee eee ee eee eee 43 58 
Mineral fuels: 

Bituminous coal_____._.._.-...-.------~---- +e eee 134 8 
Coke_....-.----- ee en ne ee ee nn ee enn enn nee 2 1 
Petroleum: 

Crude.........-..-_-...-.-.--------------thousand 42-gallon barrels - . 314 331 
Refinery products: 

Gasoline. .._.....--_._---------------------- +--+ -- dL... 818 819 
Distillate fuel oil. ....____..-_..----------.---------------do__.- 367 332 
Lubricants. ..._-.-_-....-----.---------------------- -- - -d0- 87 86 
Other___________---_-..-.-_-_ 1 - dO 4 3 
ae 

1 Less than 4 unit. 

Source: Data derived from official export statistics of the U.S.S.R.
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COMMODITY REVIEW slovakian aid. The plant’s initial 100,000- 
. ton-per-year-capacity is later to be dou- 

Metals.—Iron and Steel—Basic con- jeg. A plant to produce 30 million bricks 
struction on the U.S.S.R.-designed 300,000- ang 22,000 tons of lime annually was also 

metric-ton integrated Darkhan iron and  wnder construction at Darkhan with Polish 
steel plant presumably continued in 1967  ascistance. Other important construction 
but lack of reporting on this project in- material plants operating in 1967 included 
dicated that difficulties may have been jp, Dundgob Aymak alabaster and Tsa- 

encountered. gaan Bula lime factories, each with an 
Tungsten.—Reported references to labor annual capacity of 10,000 tons. 

inefficiency at the Ih Hairhan and Bur- 
entsogt mines implied that output, which Mineral Fuels.—Coal.—Development of 
fell short of production plans in 1966, the Sharyn Gol opencut coal mine, an 
also lagged in 1967. These wolfram- important factor in the establishment of 
scheelite mines accounted for all of Mon- the Darkhan industrial center, apparently 
golia’s tungsten concentrate production. proceeded slowly. Only about 30,000 tons 

of coal was extracted during the first 8 
Nonmetals.—Construction Materials— months of 1967. When completed, this 

Output of construction materials such as mine is expected to have an annual ca- 
sand, gravel, limestone, and clay and pro-__ pacity of 1.1 mill’on tons, exceeding that 
duction from brick and concrete plants of the Nalaikha mine near Ulan Bator, A 
fell short of expectations in 1967. Require- mechanization program was under way at 
ments for Ulan Bator, one of the two ma- Nalaikha where poor labor discipline and 
jor commercial centers of Mongolia, were organization have been blamed for failure 
estimated at 300,000 metric tons of crushed to meet production goals. Although about 
rock, 250,000 tons of gravel, 125,000 tons 10 other coal mines were in operation or 

of sand, and 10,000 tons of lime. While being developed to severe remote areas of 
sand and lime sources were considered the country, the Sharyn Gol and Nalaikha 
adequate, only about 40 percent of the mines will undoubtedly remain the only 
gravel and 5 percent of the crushed rock pits of importance. 
was allegedly available at the beginning Petroleum.—The Mongolian petroleum 
of the year. Construction product plants industry .in 1967 consisted of the Sayn 

at Ulan Bator included a regular concrete Shanda field in the Gobi Desert and the 

mixing plant, a lightweight concrete mix- adjoining Soviet-built Dzuun Bayan re- 
ing facility with an annual capacity of finery, which together employed an esti- 
50,000 tons, and three brick factories, of mated 550 to 600 persons. The U-S.S.R. 
which the regular concrete plant appar- probably continued to supply most of the 
ently failed to fulfill quotas. At Darkhan crude oil requirements of the refinery and 
work continued on Mongolia’s first cement the greater part of the refined products 
plant, which is being built with Czecho- consumed by the Mongolian economy. 

NORTH VIET-NAM * 

North Viet-Nam has significant resources _ has included search for and development of 
| of chromite, apatite, and anthracite coal, mineral resources. In this respect, Hongay, 

but output of each was believed sharply Campha, Vong Bi, Mao Khe, Trang Bach, 
cut back in 1967 by war damages. In Lang Cam, and other mineral centers have 
recent years the total value of production received particular attention. Plans have 
of minerals has been estimated at roughly been made to construct mining and smelt- 
$100 million, perhaps 15 percent of gross ing facilities to produce aluminum, iron, 
national product. and zinc. Industrial projects planned or in 

For its size of approximately 63,000 various stages of completion include mod- 
square miles, North Viet-Nam is weil en-  ernization and expansion of existing instal- 
dowed with a variety of minerals, in con- lations, such as the cement plant in 
trast with South Viet-Nam. Thus, North Haiphong, the iron and steel mill in Thai 
Viet-Nam is one of the fairly rich countries Nguyen, various fertilizer installations 
in Southeast Asia in mineral resources. 

The Government’s economic planning 13 Prepared by Arnold M. Lansche.
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throughout the country, and power-gener- duction of cement continued during the 
ating stations. Among major projects was year on a reduced scale. | 
the expansion of the Haiphong port to — . . 
enable it to handle larger ships and twice _ North Viet-Nam has produced undis- 
the amount of present traffic. Financial closed quantities of gold, lead, tin, zinc, 

and technical aid for these and other proj- asbestos, clays, dolomite, glass sand, kaolin, 

ects Is expected to come from mainland mica, and pyrite, and is believed to have 
China, the U.S.S.R., and other Communist facilities to process or refine antimony, cop- 

countries. per, lead, manganese, and mercury. Con- 
PRODUCTION dition of the latter facilities, however is 

Mining of various ores, coal, and pro- undetermined at this time. 

Table 14.—North Viet-Nam: Production of selected mineral commodities 

(Metric tons) 

Commodity 1963 1964 € 1965e 1966 ¢ 1967 ! 

Metals: | | 
Chromite......-..-.-2...-----.------------- 30,800 30,000 30,000 30,000 NA 
Tron ore._....------------ ee ee eee eee eee NA 300,000 NA NA 

N anton and stee]_...-.--- 2-2 eee -------- ©=80,000 += 150, 000 NA NA 
0 ais: 

Qbatite. -.------------------thousand tons. - aoe 1,000 1,000 1,000 NA 
ement. _...-- 2 ee ee ee ee OL. 

Phosphate rock___._-.-.----_-_--_.-_--do____ e 50 50 50 50 NA 
Mi Salt oajoc rrr dee = 128 | 150 150 150 NA 

ineral [ueis: 

Coal (mainly anthracite)._......._....-do.... 3,347 3,400 3,500 3,500 NA 

e Estimate. NA Not available. 
1 No attempt has been made to estimate production in 1967 because of war damage. 

TRADE vicinity of Le River has employed as many 
. , as 2,000 workers and has one mechanized 

N Official trade eerie tor ts see and two manual sections. In the manual 
am are cee 2 Chi e. a West. and sections employees are divided into groups 

Japan, mainian vee th an " an of four or five. Climatic conditions, mon- 
Hast KLuropean countries have been factors  s4ons, and drought, hamper the work to 
in North Viet-Nam trade. The principal oie extent. 

import was petroleum refi nery products Iron and Steel—The Thai Nguyen iron 
mainly from the U.S.S.R., with smaller and steel complex, North Viet-Nam’s first re . . lex, 
ale or aluminum, copper, iron, and steel mill, was bombed and presumably 
s N nth VietNam’ chief mi 1 export put out of action during the greater part 
h + a cite al vet of ech of 1967. The plant had an annual capacity 

as been aninracite Coal, most Ol Ww estimated at 200,000 tons utilizing three 
has gone to Japan. Japan received 253,487 blast furnaces 
metric tons of anthracite from North Viet- The Tha; N i ted! 
Nam in 1967 compared with 361,392 tons 4 oda *50.000 ton, ex f "cok rte , 
in 1966. It is understood that mainland 130 000. ' uce fj aoe ter: ° I e Ino 
China received sizable quantities of anthra- ; ons Jed bs th Tent C. y- “Fon 
cite, apatite, and chromite from North hy he, a etedl h 3 © fal f au “thaw 
Viet-Nam in 1966. Apatite also has been > ‘illign. tc e ye a  containin nabon t 60 
shipped in large quantities to East maliion tons of ore containing abou 
European countries. percent iron. The Trai Cau mine, North 

Vet-Nam’s first iron mine, went into trial 
COMMODITY REVIEW operation in 1964 and reportedly had the 

capacity to provide approximately 300,000 
Metals.—Chromite.—North Viet-Nam’s tons of ore per year. 

chromite mines are centered about Co Tin.—Although there are a number of 
Dinh, about 40 kilometers from Thanh tin occurrences in North Viet-Nam, espe- 
Hoa. One of the major mines in the cially in the Tinh Tuc district of Cao Bang
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Province, production of the metal has The plant is equipped to produce 40,000 
always been small. Since the partition of tons of sulfuric acid per year. Raw 
Viet-Nam, the North Viet-Namese Govern- material for Lam Thao comes from the 
ment has reopened, expanded, and mech-_ _Laokay apatite mine, which contains more 
anized the Tinh Tuc mine with capital and than 300 million tons of ore grading from | 
technical assistance from the U.S.S.R. and 11 to 37 percent P2Os. The Lam Thao 

East European countries. plant could supply about 14 percent of 
| . . North Viet-Nam’s total annual require- 

Nonmetals, — Cement. The Haiphong ent—about 700,000 tons—of phosphate 
Cement Works, the principal cement plant fertilizer based on 5.4 million acres of 
in North Viet-Nam, was bombed in 1967. cultivated area and assuming application 
Plant capacity was on the order of 500,- at rate of 185 pounds per acre. 
000 tons per year. Planned expansion was 
to have increased capacity by 30 to 35 per- Mineral Fuels.—Coal.—North Viet-Nam 
cent. There were several small cement has deposits of an excellent grade of 
plants at Nghe An and Sai Son with com- anthracite located principally along the 
bined capacity of 150,000 to 200,000 tons northeastern coast, near Hon Gai. About 
per year. ~ 8,000 workers have been reported in recent 

Fertilizer Materials—-North Viet-Nam years at the Hon Gai mine and about 700 
had about six phosphate plants with a at the Deo Nai mine, 40 kilometers away 
total capacity of about 200,000 tons of from the former mine. Coal recerves at 
phosphate fertilizers. The 100,000-ton-per- Deo Nai reportedly total 5 billion metric 
year, Soviet-equipped superphosphate plant tons. The seven principal mines are 
at Lam Thao reportedly was one of the believed to range in size from 100,000 to 
most modern of its kindin Asia. The super- 1 million tons annually. About one-fourth 
phosphate product has 20 to 21 percent of the output is exported to mainland 
available phosphorous pentoxide (P2Os). China and Japan. 

: SOUTH VIET-NAM “* , 

The war sharply reduced overall in- $3.2 million to double existing electrical- 
dustrial development in South Viet-Nam_ generating capacity in the Saigon area 
during 1967, and the mineral industry because of the large increase in demand. 
suffered along with other industries. Work The country’s Gross national product in 
on the An Hoa industrial complex, about 1966 was estimated at $2,086 million com- 
65 kilometers from Danang, was stopped pared with $1,775 million (at a conversion 
except for the completion of the civil rate of US$1—VN$350 in 1965). Begin- 
engineering work involved. The complex ning in October 1, 1967, U.S. Government 
was to include a fertilizer plant, with agencies and contractors purchased piastres 
annual production of 42,000 tons of urea at the rate of VN$118 to US$1 compared 
and 48,000 tons of ammonium sulfate, and with the previous rate of VN$80 to US$1. 
several plants to produce ammonia and / 
sulfuric acid. In contrast, however, in the . PRODUCTION . 
relatively secure area of Saigon, some in- Mineral production data for South Viet- 
dustries such as glass, asbestos, and chem- Nam were not available for 1967. Mineral 

icals increased production. Funds of the Teas were generally insecure and mining 
U.S. Commercial Import Program were W4S disrupted by war. 
allotted in June 1967 to the extent of 14 Prepared by Arnold M. Lansche. 

Table 15.—South Viet-Nam: Production of metals and minerals 

Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Nonmetals: 
Cement_.__...._-------.------------thousand metric tons..  —__ 75 198 135 NA 
Clays...........--------------------thousand cubic meters.._ 35 120 100 100 NA 
Salt__..-_-_-------------------------thousand metric tons... 196 189 161 160 NA 
Silica sand__-....-------------------thousand cubic meters... 255 ¢©220 ¢©220 ¢200 NA 

Mineral fuels: 
Coal, anthracite_.___---.------...----thousand metric tons... 104 77 ieee eee ee ee ee 
Fuel briquets____--_---.-----------------------.-__.do__._ 55 55 50 30 NA 

e Estimate. NA Not available.
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TRADE are available was as follows:. 

. . : . - Mineral 
| South Viet-Nam imported most of its Value (million dollars)! com- 

mineral commodities in 1965 from the | “Mineal ogiities 
United States ($25.5 million, chiefly iron com- — Total total 

, . . modities trade (percent) 
and steel products); Taiwan ($21.3 mil-< {}Q———— —————___________— 
ii hiefl di nd ] Exports: - 
ion, cChietly cement an iron an stee 1964. ------- .88 48.46 2 

products); and South Korea ($16.4 million, Import. weenee- 82000 85.490 
chiefly iron and steel products). All petro- 1964. weeeeee 2 . 62 297 . 60 25 : 
leum products utilized in the Country were Trade balance: " . | 
: ; 1964. ____- —72.74 -—249.14 XX imported. The value of overall mineral 1965277777. 10874 -—321107 XX 
commodity trade and total trade for 1964 "XX Notapolcable. 

and 1965 the latest years for which data 1 Excludes many military goods. 

Table 16.—South Viet-Nam: Imports of selected metals and minerals 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 
ee ee ene 

. Commodity 1964 1965 | Principal sources, 1965 

Metals: 
Aluminum and alloys, allforms......... 5,631 5,714 Taiwan 2,340; United States 1,453. 
Copper and alloys, allforms........... 1,886 NA 
Iron and steel: . 

Pig iron___...--.-.-------.------ 4,099 6,968 TaiWaAn 5,072; United States 1,896, 
Bars, rods, angles, shapes, settion8.. 64,329 93,860 Taiwan 32,591; India 20,297. 
Universals, plates, and sheéts..._.._ 55,416 99 , 893 United States 51,716; South Korea 

Hoop and strip_.......----.------ 456 411 United States 125; Taiwan 119. 
Rails and track materials.......... 2,651 4,662 United States 4,643. 
Wire (exclusive of wire rod)_.-..... 9,094 10,459 Taiwan 7,839. 
Tubes, pipes and fittings.......... 10,095 7,137 France 3,828; United States 2,470. 

Lead and alloys, all forms.._.____....- 488 453 United States 395. 
Metallic oxides for paint.........-.... 1,336 2,092 United States 873; India 727. 
Tin and alloys, all forms_ .-__long tons~- 213 3,226 United States 3,015. 
Zinc and alloys, all forms._.....______- 416 1,036 Belgium-Luxembourg 596. 

Nonmetals: 
Abrasives, natural......-..-.-.-.---_- 967 NA 
Asbestos, crude_.....-.-...--..--..-. 1,172 3,064 All from United States. 
Goment and lime___._..-thousand tons. - 437 426 Taiwan 306. 

ays: 
Construction and refractory....... 50,334 2,147 Japan 2,083. 
Other._..2 22-2 100 238 United States 237. 

Feldspar, mica, quartz, related non- 169 NA 
metals. 

Fertilizers: . 
Natural phosphates............... 46,662 4,300 Tunisia 3,800. 
Manufactured: 

Nitrogenous. ._thousand tons-- V7 38 Taiwan 23. 
Phosphatic............-...-. 34,485 119,192 Tunisia 78,827; United States 25,568. 
Potassie._...-...-.......-..... 17,329 8,128 Israel 7,020. 

Sulfur... 202 ee 161 1,642 Taiwan 1,500. 
Mineral fuels: 

Coal... eee. «622, 485 NA 
Coke_.....--...--.-------------- +e 979 997 Taiwan 700. 
Petroleum refinery products: 

Gaso- thousand 42-gallon barrels... 1,123 1,367 Malaysia 960. 
line. 

Kerosine. ...............--do..-. 598 754 Malaysia 405. 
Fuel oil: 

Distillate..............do.... 1,260 1,826 Malaysia 1,061. 
Residual__...........-.do.... 1,407 1,593 Malaysia 1,221. 

Lubricating oils and grease. .do-__-_. 152 131 United States 70, Netherlands Antilles 

Mineral jelly and wax_...._-do.-_.. 49 39 Indonesia 37. 
Asphalt. ......-...-.......do__.- 126 NA 

NA Not available.
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Sand and salt are the principal mineral past has obtained limestone for its opera- 
exports of the country, although, in 1966 tions from the Kien Luong deposit. The | 
South Viet-Nam exported no sand to company used clinker imported from Tai- 
Japan, usually the only recipient. Sand wan in 1967 for its grinding operations 
exports in 1965 totaled 79,910 metric tons near Saigon because of local transportation 
valued at $289,000. Exports of salt in problems. 
1965, all to Japan, totaled 5,000 metric Proposals have been made to build a ce- 
tons valued at $22,000, a decrease of 87 ment plant to utilize limestone from Long 
percent in quantity compared with 1964 Tho or Hiep Than, but by yearend no 
exports; data for 1966 were not available. action had been taken. 

COMMODITY REVIEW Mineral F uels.—Coal.—The only signif- 
icant coal mine in South Viet-Nam at 

Nonmetals.—Limestone and Cement— Nong Son has not yet been restored to 
Limestone reserves were estimated at 56 operations since it was flooded by typhoon 
million tons at Kien Luong in Kien Giang in 1963 and received sabotage damage in 
Province; 5 million tons at Long Tho 3 November 1964. 
kilometers west of Hue; and 40 million Petroleum.—South Viet-Nam continued 
tons at Hiep Than. | to rely on imports for petroleum supplies; 

The Ha Tien Cement Company, South these were distributed by three USS. 
Viet-Nam’s only cement producer in the companies.
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BRITISH SOLOMON ISLANDS 

There was no commercial mineral in- vey started in November 1965 by the Swed- 
dustry in the British Solomon Island Pro- ish A.B.E.M. Geophysical Co., and financed 
tectorate (BSIP) although a small annual ($1.5 million) by the United Nations 
output of gold continued. The Protectorate, Special Fund and the British Government 
an elongated group of seven principal and was completed in October 1966. The | 
numerous minor islands, begins adjacent Florida Group, Santa Isabel, San Jorge, 
to Bougainville Island, Territory of New and Guadalcanal have been covered in 

Guinea, and extends southwestward nearly varying degrees by an airborne survey 
1,600 kilometers. The larger islands are team that obtained magnetrometric, elec- 
Choiseul, New Georgia, Santa Isabel, Ma- tromagnetic, and scintillometer data. 
laita, Guadalcanal, San Cristobal, and A followup ground survey was_ being 
Santa Cruz. conducted by the BSIP Geological Survey ‘ 

Almost all the alluvial gold was recov- in 1967. The ground survey group includes 
ered on Guadalcanal by panning methods. personnel from the United Nations and 
Production for recent years was 310 troy the BSIP Geological Survey with a large 
ounces in 1965, 394 in 1966, 672 in 1967. native staff. Guided by the aerial survey 

In recent years there has been a growing anomalies, this survey was utilizing a 
interest in the geology, mineralization, and variety of geological and geophysical tech- 
geophysical anomalies of the Solomons by niques in the search for nickel, tin, copper, 
foreign mining companies and international gold, phosphates, and iron. Already the 
scientific groups. The most important aerial anomalies indicate a possible vein 
known mineralization consists of low-grade of nickel sulfide on San Jorge Island, the 
nickeliferous laterite deposits on Santa existence of highgrade bauxite on Rennell 
Isabel and San Jorge Islands. Copper and Island, an extension of low-grade copper 
manganese occur on other islands. A baux- deposits on Guadalcanal, and an enriched 
ite deposit discovered on the island of extension of a known manganese deposit. 
Kolombangara in 1965 has been under- Test drilling of the San Jorge vein is 
going exploration by the BSIP Geological planned for 1968. Another geophysical in- 
Survey Department. In the last quarter of vestigation, financed by the U.S. Navy, was | 
1965 a gravity-magnetic-bathymetric sur- to interpret unusual anomalies detected 
vey covering 10 million square kilometers from satellites, supporting the geophysical 
of the surrounding seas was started and — surveys of 1963-64 and of 1965. This in- 

completed with the aid of U-S. scientific 1 Mining engineer, Division of International 
groups. An intensive aerogeophysical sur- Activities. 

1027
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vestigation presumably began in late 1966 tests were run on 500 tons of ore in 1966. 
with personnel from the Hawaii Institute In 1967 the company was granted an in- 
of Geophysics using three ships, and was terim permit to mine and planned to 
to consist of refraction tests of the seabeds. stockpile 50,000 tons of ore and conduct 

_Conzinc Riotinto (Australia) Explora- _ benefication tests in 1968 before deciding 
tion Pty. Ltd. (GRA) in vate eee resumed on a full-scale mining venture. This pro- 
reconnaissance geochemical drainage sam- ,4seq work will bring Inco’s total in- 
pling of rivers of Choiseul and parts of . . . 
Santa Isabel and Guadalcanal. vestment in the laterite deposits to $1.4 

International Nickel Southern Explora- million. The possible nickel sulfide vein 
tion Ltd. (Inco-Sx) has been prospect- located by the aerial anomalies is on 

ing nickeliferous laterite deposits on Santa Inco’s concession on San Jorge Island 
Isabel and San Jorge Islands. Metallurgical and may influence the decision. 

CHRISTMAS ISLAND 

Christmas Island, an Australian Terri- Zealand Governments and managed by 
tory in the Indian Ocean, has, as its only the British Phosphate Commissioners. The 
industrial activity, the mining and export- principal mining activity is at South Point. 
ing of phosphate rock and phosphate dust. _Exports of phosphate rock in bulk and 
The deposits are operated by the Christmas phosphate dust in bags by country of des- 
Island Phosphate Commission, which is  tination in recent years were as follows, 

| owned equally by the Australian and New in metric tons: 

Fiscal year ending Australia © Singapore Borneo New Total 
June 80 of that stated and Malaya Zealand 

1962_.........-...--- 680,660 71,765 1,628 _-__-...--- 104,058 
1963_...-.-..-..-..-- 559 , 599 74,074 3,781 - ene anes 637 ,454 
1964..---- 2722-72222 764,081 67,988 9 eee ee 832,019 
1965__..-...-.-_----- 779 , 902 76,916 ~--n---ene- oe eene-eee 856,818 
1966__......-.-------- 781,535 77,169 enna eee 20 ,303 879 ,007 
a 

More than half the island’s total imports mas Island Phosphate Commission aims to 
consist of fuel oil and gas oil; receipts of | eventually increase annual production of 

these commodities amounted to 17,004 tons phosphate rock to 2.3 million metric. tons. 

in 1965 and 19,036 in 1966. Former estimates placed the reserves of 
The $6 million program designed to phosphate at 200 million tons, but a recent 

increase annual production of phosphate ye aye . survey indicated the presence of larger 
from 708,000 to 1.6 million metric tons ties H £ this is 1 

continued through 1967 and is scheduled @uantities. Tlowever, some 0 this 1s low 
for completion in 1968. A study by the grade or unsuitable for making superphos- 

Australian Bureau of Mineral Resources, phate, and work was underway to develop 

Geology, and Geophysics and the Christ- a method for utilizing these reserves. 

FIJI ISLANDS 

The value of Fiji mineral production during these 2 years remained substantially 

in 1966 and 1967 was estimated at $6.5 the same as in 1965. 

million and $6.7 million ?, annual increases A total of 2,470 persons were employed 

of about 1 and 4 percent, respectively. Of in mining and quarrying industries during 

these totals, gold represented about 60 

percent and cement about 20 percent. Out- 2 Concurrently with, and in the same pro- 

put of gold in 1966 and 1967 exceeded portion as the United Kingdom, the, Fijian 
: . poun was evaiua on ovember ’ ’ 

that of 1965 and cement production con- bringing the exchange rate to about US$2.15. 
tinued to increase with a gain of 16 per- However, all values _given herein _ have been 

cent in 1967. Manganese ore production  yg$2.60. at the prior rate o equa
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1966 compared with 2,373 in 1965 and ore and ship 500 tons of concentrate 
2,222 in 1964. monthly, commenced operation early in 

| By early 1967, the Geological Survey 1968. The company also continued drilling 
| Department had mapped nearly three- and exploration at its Wainikoro prospect. 

fourths of this British colony and has con- The new Mining Ordinance, 1965, and , 
tinued to assist the Emperor Gold Mining new Mining Regulations, 1966, were put 
Co. Ltd. in a geochemical survey of the into effect on December 16, 1966. Major 
Tavua goldfield including the collection changes include the dissolution of, and 
and analysis of 17,156 grid samples. As a_ transfer of the Mining Board’s functions 
result of unsuccessful prospecting in west- to the Director of Mines as well as amend- 
ern Viti Levu, at yearend 1966 Kennecott ments to mine safety regulations. A change 
Explorations (Australia) Pty. allowed its in the administration of the Explosives 
prospecting license to lapse. A partial sur- Ordinance now requires all Government 
vey of islands in the Lau Group indicated employees to be bound by the Ordinance 
deposits of phosphate sufficient to provide for storage, use, handling and licenses for 
Fiji’s requirements for 200 years. explosives. 

The Banno Mining Co. Ltd. continued 
development of the opencut mine and PRODUCTION 
mill construction during 1966-67. The Details of mineral production for the 
complex, designed to mine 2,500 tons of years 1963-67 are given in table 1. 

| Table 1.—Fiji: Production of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

- Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
a 
Metals: 

Copper ore, gross weight__.____..-__-_. 30 50 22 4 3 . 
Copper metal_._...._-.---.--- ee eee eee eee Lee () 2. 
Gold__.__.._-.__...__..__troy ounces_. 107,262 100 , 493 109 ,095 112 , 567 111,028 
“Iron ore (55-60 percent iron) 

. . thousand tons__ Lo _. ieee. ae 
Manganese ore (40-50 percent Mn)-_..__-_ 3,285 911 5,479 r 5,326 5,939 
Silver___._._.._._....___.. troy ounces.. 46,870 60 , 564 60 ; 470 67,499 61,335 

Nonmetals: 
Cement.__...---..---------.--- eee NA 30 ,971 39,616 40,855 47,373 
Lime. ._-.-..---------.--------.-..---- 5,488 3,471 3,222 2,445 2,821 
Limestone..._.___. 2-2 eee eee eee eee eee eee r 18,347 rFNA 11,661 
Stone, sand and gravel: 

Coral sand....._..._.cubic meters.. 19,904 27,524 32,871 r 39,583 2 59,863 
Sand and gravel__.__..._....do____ 264,071 222 ,281 510,185 ¢ 377,000 295,613 
Stone, quarried..-______.__-do____ 301,244 182 , 793 295,522 * 314,867 275 , 882 

e Estimate. ® Revised. NA Not available. . 
1 Less than 1 unit. 
2 Quantity in metric tons. 

TRADE Exports of mineral commodities were val- 

Fijian trade declined in 1966 compared ued at $4.06 million, 93 percent of which 
with that of 1965, with value of total was gold and silver. Over 94 percent of 
imports and mineral imports declining the $10.47 million of mineral imports con- 

more than values of comparable exports. sisted of refined petroleum products ($6.7 
In 1966 total exports were valued at $40.3 million), steel semimanufactures ($1.8 mil- 
million and total imports at $63.2 million. lion), and fertilizers ($1.4 million). 

Table 2.—Fiji: Exports of principal mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal destinations, 1966 

Copper ore____-__-__-__-.-.-._------------------- 22 1 All to Australia. 
Gold, in bullion.__.__.__...__-..-....-troy ounces... 112,060 109,732 Do. 
Manganese ore and concentrate. _____..--.-._--.--- 4,809 5,171 All to Japan. 
Metal scrap____.._.__.__-._-._--_--.------------- 33 ____--- . 
Silver 1____....__-._--___.__...-_..._troy ounces._. 61,536 67,783 All to Australia. 

1 Contained in gold bullion.
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' Table 3.—Fiji: Imports of principal mineral commodities 

(Metric tons unless otherwise specified) 

Commodity 1965 1966 Principal sources, 1966 . 

Metals: ; 
Aluminum and alloys, semimanufactures. 48 50 United Kingdom 30; Australia 12. 
Copper and alloys, semimanufactures. _ - 68 60 United Kingdom 44; Australia 10. 
Lead and alloys, semimanufactures. _ . __ 79 53 United Kingdom 40; Australia 11. 
Tin and alloys, semimanufactures_ -__ --_. 308 278 United Kingdom 243; Australia 34. 
Other nonferrous metals and alloys, 83 99 Australia 80; United Kingdom 9. 

semimanufactures. 
Steel: 

Primary forms.-_._...-------.--- 80 413 Japan 261; Australia 112. 
Structurals, rails, pipe, ete.._.._.... 16,488 10,315 Australia 4,731; Japan 2,597. 

Nonmetals: 
Cement..-______._.----.------------- 1,140 681 United Kingdom 662. 
Salt___-.._.__- eee eee 1,525 2,231 Australia 1,299; United Kingdom 843. 
Fertilizer materials, all types._...__..... 33,968 23,468 Japan 22,130. 

Mineral fuels: . 
Coal___.___-_-__-.-.-_---.-._..._.-. 3,029 2,085 All from Australia. . 
Coke__________-u---_---------------- 314 269 Australia 258. 
Petroleum, refinery products: : 

. Gas- thousand 42-gallon barrels__ 292 252 Mainly from Iran and Singapore. 
oline and benzine. 

Kerosine and jet fuel_._....do__.- 531 488 Mainly from Australia and Malaysia. 
. Diesel fuels....._-.....----do__._ 502 512 Mainly from Australia and Singapore. 

Residual fuel oils..__...._...do____ 121 150 Alli from Australia. 
Lubricating oil and greases._do____ 16 18 Mainly from Australia and United Kingdom. 
Bitumen. _.......-....-_~-.do.___ 18 10 Mainly from Japan. 

COMMODITY REVIEW the plant is estimated at 200 tons of con- 
centrate containing 22-25 percent copper, 

Metals.—Aluminum.—Interest has been ag well as zinc concentrate. 

shown in bauxite deposits at Wainunu on Gold.—The Emperor Gold Mining Co. 

Vanua Levu by Bauxite Fiji, Ltd., a com- Ltd. on Viti Levu milled 295,799 metric 
pany owned by the Nippon Light Metal Co., tons of ore and recovered 115,658 ounces 
Showa Denko, K.K., and the Sumitomo of gold, with 64,812 ounces of silver, dur- 
Chemical Co., all of Japan. Depending ing the year ending June 30, 1966. During 
upon results of feasibility studies, and the year ending June 30, 1967, 318,758 

its ability to obtain a mining license and tons were milled yielding 114,299 ounces 
suitable tax concessions, Bauxite Fiji has  o¢ gold with an estimated 63,140 ounces 
made tentative plans to invest $3 million of silver. Measured reserves on June 30, 
in the project. Reserves are estimated at 1967, were 938,170 tons averaging 0.421 
6 million tons of ore, and other deposits  oynce gold per metric ton. 

may be present in the area. Plant con- Because of rising costs Emperor applied 
struction will require 2 years. to the Fiji Government for financial as- 

Copper—During 1966, activities of sistance in order to improve its reserve 
Banno Mining Co. Ltd. at its two copper position. To keep the mine open, the Gov- 

leases on Vanua Levu island included ernment agreed to subsidize the company 
mine preparation and construction at the at the rate of F£340,000 per year for 3 

Undu mine, on Undu Point and the start years beginning in April 1967. The sub- 
of exploration at the Wainikoro site. Banno sidy funds will be used primarily for ex- 

is a wholly owned subsidiary of Fiji Mining ploration and development at Vatukoula 
Co., which is in turn owned by Dowa and in surrounding areas within the Tavua 
Mining Co. Ltd., and the Daiwa Bank Ltd., Basin. Aid to the company by the Depart- 
both of Japan. Dowa and Daiwa have’ ment of Geological Survey continued in 
provided technical assistance and financing 1967 in the form of prospecting, drilling, 
for mining and beneficiation at the Undu geochemical sampling, and analysis. 

mine. Total reserves of both sites have Manganese Ore.—The primary sources of 
been estimated at about 3 million tons manganese ore during 1966 were the Nabu 
with 2 to 3 percent copper and some zinc and Koroviko mines which reported out- 
content. Completion of the $170,000 con- puts of 4,958 and 368 metric tons, re- 

centrator at Undu Point is planned for spectively. A small amount also came from 
January 1969. Expected daily output of the Nasinu mine. Manganese prospecting
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during 1967 was virtually limited to west- mines and plans have been made to start 
ern Viti Levu. Mining continued into’ operations at Vunimoli No. 1 and No. 2 
early 1968 at the Nabu and Koroviko mines. | 

MAKATEA 

Production and export phosphate sands reported that the deposits were exhausted 
from Makatea amounted to 200,113 metric and are no longer being worked. Recorded 
tons during 1966 and represented the final exports have been as follows: 
shipment from the island. In 1967 it was 

Year Japan New Zealand Other countries Total . 

1962_________.--.----------- 219,637 87,900 14,054 321,591 
1963__.___... 202 - eee 194,531 120 ,198 6,518 321.247 
1964____..-__.-_ +--+ --- 171 ,424 195,585 7,108 374,117 
1965________..____-_------.- 160 , 439 158 ,153 28 318 , 620 
1966__ _.___._.-___-.-------- NA NA NA 200,113 

| NAURU AND OCEAN ISLAND 

Phosphate remained the only mineral Phosphate reserves on Nauru are ex- 
product of the Republic of Nauru and of _ pected to last for 25 to 30 years; Ocean 
Ocean Island in the British Gilbert and Island reserves are expected to last only 
Ellice Islands Colony. Operation and until about 1981. / 
management of this mining industry has On January 31, 1968, the Trust Terri- 
been by the British Phosphate Commis- tory of Nauru became the Republic of 
sioners (representing the Governments of Nauru with a provisional constitution. 
the United Kingdom, Australia, and New Under agreement with Australia, United 
Zealand). These islands supply the bulk of | Kingdom, and New Zealand, Nauru will 
Australian and New Zealand phosphate buy the assets of the British Phosphate 
rock requirements. Production, all for ex- Commissioners in a handover period of 3 
port, has been as follows: years. Assets are estimated at about $22.4 
—_——ésmniiiion. When. the’ phosphate is depleted, 

y Metric tons the Nauruans will have accumulated in- 
ear . 

Nauru Ocean Total vested trust funds of at least $400 mil- 
Island lion which should yield an annual income 

1962_._._ 1,589,976 260,769 1,800,745 of about $24 million for the population 

1964.22. «1'sag'27s —828'030 © 2'177'308 «Which at present numbers about 3,100. 
1965..... 1,479,912 365,089 1,845,001 
1966_.... 2,036,766 380 , 033 2,416,799 

NEW CALEDONIA 

Exports of New Caledonia’s mineral New Caledonia was the third largest 
production were valued at over $77 mil- world producer of nickel in 1967. With 
lion in 1967, compared with $70 million expansion and the aid of foreign capital, 
in 1966 and $61 million in 1965. These it is planned to increase New Caledonia’s 
included iron ores, nickel ores, and smelter output to at least 100,000 tons per year 
products in 1965 and 1966. In 1967 a_ by 1971, when world annual requirements 
small quantity of chrome ore was expor- are expected to reach 600,000 tons. 
ted, but this was presumably from open pit In the latter part of 1967, with the 
mines in the Tontouta region and the approval of the French Government, Kaiser 
prospects for expansion of this output Chemical & Aluminum Corp. of the 
seem unfavorable. Small tonnages of gi- United States in partnership with the 
obertite, a magnesium carbonate, continue Société le Nickel formed two companies— 
to be produced for local refractory use. Kaiser Le Nickel Corp., and The New
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Caledonia Nickel Co. The former, will metallurgical products resulted in a steadily 
market ferronickel products in North Am- rising value of total mineral production. — 
erica, and the latter will supply Kaiser Le a 
Nickel, with nickel ore and ferronickel. TRADE 

International Nickel Co. of Canada | Mineral product exports valued at $77.8 
(Inco) joined with a consortium of French million in 1967 accounted for about 97 

‘companies 1n 1967 to form a firm to de- percent of New Caledonia’s total exports. 
velop nickel resources in New Caledonia. The exports of nickel ores and products 

The joint venture expects to produce in 1967 continued their directions estab-. 
: q . . ° 

23,000 to 45,000 tons of nickei annually. Jished in recent years. The bulk of fer- 
7 ronickel exports has been to France while 

PRODUCTION large quantities of nickel matte were ex- 
Nickel ore production was at a record ported to Canada and Japan. All nickel 

high in 1967. Despite declining iron ore ore exported in 1967 went to Japan, and 
output, increased output of nickel ore and was a record high of over 1.5 million tons. | 

Table 4.—New Caledonia: Production of mineral commodities 

| (Metric tons unless otherwise specified) . 

eee 

. : Commodity 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
ee 

Metals: 
Chromite (51-53 percent chromium oxide)_.-_..  ______  _.______. ______e-e Lee 1,824 
Tron ore (55-56 percent iron) ___thousand tons___ 299 307 279 220 204 

1cKel: : 

Ore 1-22 eee dol 1,934 2,615 2,648 § *2,892 P3,800_ 
- Metallurgical products: 2 . 

Ferronickel (nickel-cobalt content).... 8,305 13 ,207 15,552 20 , 272 20,656 
Matte (nickel-cobalt content)__._._____ 14,146 13 ,298 15,816. 14,153 13,840 — 

Nonmetals: Giobertite 3______.._. 2-2 eee 12 1,007 755 635 1,418 

° Preliminary. _* Revised. . 
1 Mine-run ore, about 25 percent water; nickel content 2.8-3.5 percent by dry analysis. 
2 Ferronickel grading 24—28 percent nickel-cobalt, mattes about 79 percent nickel-cobalt. 
3 Magnesian mineral used for refractories. . 

Source: Mines Service of New Caledonia. 

Table 5.—New Caledonia: Exports of mineral commodities 

(Metric tons) 

eee 

Commodity 1966 1967 Principal destinations, 1967 
$$$ eeeeFeeeSeSSeSeeSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS 

Chromite__.__...---_-_--2 eee eee LeeLee 1,283 All to Japan. 
Iron ore____.____.- 2. eee 201,423 198,236 All to Australia. 
Nickel ore__.__.._-_--.--.---.-----.------- 1,119,853 1,527,649 All to Japan. 
Smelter products: ! 

Ferronickel: 
Electric grade (FN4 grade, 25.1 percent 6,998 7,767 France 5,085; United States 2,015. 

nickel-cobalt). 
Sulfur extracted (FN3 grade, 24.5 per- 4,554 3,393 France 2,213. 

cent nickel-cobalt). 
Refined (FN2 grade, 26.3 percent 185 174 All to France. 

nickel-cobalt). 
Overrefined (FN1 grade, 27.5 percent 8,447 7,822 Do. 

nickel-cobalt). 
Matte: Nickel matte (79 percent nickel-cobalt) _ 14,349 12,983 France 5,878; Canada 4,447. 
we 

1 Data in terms of contained nickel ptus cobalt. 

Source: Mines Service of New Caledonia. 

COMMODITY REVIEW to Australia. The mine is operated by a 

Metals.—Iron Ore.—Of the 204,000 tons subsidiary of the Société le Nickel and the 
of iron ore produced at the Prony mine exported ore averaging 56.78 percent iron, 
during 1967, 198,236 tons was exported 0.22 percent nickel, 3.18 percent chrom-
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Table 6.—New Caledonia: Imports of mineral commodities 

- — (Metric tons) | . | 

. Commodity 1964 1965 Principal sources, 1965 

Metals: . . 
‘ ‘Tron and steel, semimanufactures- _____- 11,474 25,774 France 23,362; Australia 1,525. 

Nonferrous. metals, not further described_ 238 362 France 293: Australia 56. 
Nonmetals: . 

Cement, lime, dimension stone, and 26,917 38,806 Japan 20,360; France 16,917. 
asbestos cement products. 

Clay bricks and tile_..-__--.__.----_-- 5,239 8,498 France 5,959; Austria 1,578. 
Fertilizerz, processed____.....-_-------- 439 488 France 390; Japan 36. 
Sand, gravel, and crushed rock.._.__._._... 57,561 46,187 Mexico 46,039; France 138. 
Other nonmetals-__.-__-__.-_--..---=-- 670 709 France 385; Belgium-Luxembourg 90; 

Australia 85. 
Mineral fuels: . 
_- Coal, coke, and briquets__....._....... 287,673 304,006 All from Australia. 

“ Petroleum products_............-------- 154,887 172,123 Australia gana Malaysia 12,180; 
me ran 9,536. 

Gas, natural and manufactured - - --__..- 925 1,659 Australia 1,211; Indonesia 210. 

ium, and 7.09 percent moisture was pre- creased production of 15,000 tons of nickel 
sumably shipped as in the past to Broken by mid-1969 is scheduled at Le Nickel’s 
Hill Pty. Co. Ltd. | Doniambo smelter as a result of adding 

Nickel.—Preliminary data on nickel ore a new large low shaft blast furnace. 
production indicate ‘that output totaled New Caledonia’s new nickel producing 
3,800,000 tons in 1967, a new high. In _ group includes Inco with 40 percent partic- 
1966 production was 2,892,000 tons. Of  ipation, the French Government’s Bureau 
the 1967 production 1,527,649 tons was de Recherches Geologiques et Minieres 
exported; this averaged 2.94 percent com- (BRGM) at 30 percent, and an unspeci- 
bined nickel and cobalt content and 24.68 fied group of French companies (which 
percent moisture. Le Nickel mines at Thio, may include Ugine-Kuhlmann, Mokta, 
Bornets, Kouaoua, Poro, and possibly various banks and metallurgical firms: 
Nepoui reported output of 2,836,000 tons Schneider and Chatillon-Commentary) at 
in 1967 and 2,200,000 tons in 1966. The 30 percent. The new firm will process 
plant at Poro has been having problems nickel laterite ore and therefore facilities 
pelletizing garnierite concentrates provided are expected to be in the south at the site 
by the Poro and new Nepoui mines. In- of laterite deposits. | 

NEW HEBRIDES | | 

In 1967 Compagnie Francaise des Phos- | oo 
’ ° Metric tons phates de l’Oceanie extracted 379,370 Year nes 

tons of manganese ore averaging 20 to 25 Production Exports 
percent manganese from the Forari mine 

d. 1 l 0 19638____._-.___.__- 25,416 23,319 on Vate Island Production totaled 71,40 1964 ce Rd eo oe | 
tons of sintered concentrates (agglomerate) 1965.____---_----_ ~—s 66710 r 81,650 

in] . a . Ex- 1966____.--.--.-- 76,240 65,145 containing 49.29 percent manganese. E 19672222222 40 73" 146 
ports in 1967 totaled 72,746 tons of ag- 
glomerate of which the bulk was shipped . 

' Revised. 
to Japan and 8,801 tons to Italy. Pro- 
duction and exports during the past 5 In early 1967 an occurrence of native 
years were as follows: copper in association with copper sulfides 

was found in the Condominium by the 
Geological Survey of New Hebrides. It is 
expected that in the near future an Aus- 
tralian mining company will engage in 
geochemical sampling over an_ extensive 
area.
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PAPUA AND NEW GUINEA 

Mineral production in the Australian vate mining interests. The Bureau of _ 
administered territories of Papua and New Mineral Resources surveyed parts of the 
Guinea has declined over the years and Sepik, Morobe, and Central districts and 
now consists of relatively small amounts participated in the study of Blanch Bay 
of gold and silver. Besides the large land in New Britain. Kennecott Exploration 
area lying north of Australia, the terri- (Australia) Pty. Ltd., Conzinc Riotinto 
tories include the islands of Bougainville, (Australia) Exploration Pty. Ltd. (CRA), ° 
New Britain, New Ireland, and Manus, and Mount Isa Mines Ltd. prospected for 
as well as many small islands. Value of copper and associated minerals in the 
mineral output for the territories for the Eastern and Western Highlands districts. 
fiscal years ending June 30 totaled $1.1 On Bougainville, CRA was intensively 
million? in 1966, a decrease of $100,000 exploring its copper discovery at Panguna 
from that of 1965, and is estimated to be and prospecting other areas. On New 
$1 million in 1967. In 1966 mineral pro- Britain, American Smelting and Refining 
duction represented about 0.3 percent of | Co., U.S. Metals Refining Co., and Placer 

. the territorial gross national product esti- | Development Ltd. were searching for cop- 
mated at $406 million. Mineral prospecting per on the Gazelle Peninsula, while in the 
and exploration has been increasing and _ central portion Placer Development Ltd. 
expectations for substantial copper pro- was studying geochemical copper anomalies. 
duction from the discovery on Bougainville In Papua, Anaconda Australia Inc. was 
appear good. prospecting the Milne Bay area. Placer De- 

Although occurrences of gold, platinum, velopment found copper anomalies on New 
osmiridium, silver, copper, iron, lead, zinc, Ireland and also near Ioma in the North- 
nickel, chromium, sulfur, gem stones, and ern district, while the Exoil-Transoil group 

_ low-grade coal have been found over the reportedly made plans to prospect Manus 
years, the growth of a mineral industry Island for bauxite in early 1968. Interest 
has been hindered by difficulties of inac- waned toward magnetite beach sands on 
cessibility of the hinterlands, dense forests, the Gulf of Papua because of high titan- 
lack of outcrops, and mountainous terrain. ium content disclosed by sampling in 1966. 

: Recently exploration problems at least Oil search continued during 1966 in the 
have been lessened by use of techniques central delta of Papua and northwest New 
that combine geochemical and geophysical Guinea. The first offshore well was drilled 
prospecting with helicopters and shallow- in the Gulf of Papua in 1967 and two 
draft jet boats for transporting personnel. more followed in 1968 with the latter 

The increase in prospecting permits dur- _ producing quantities of gas. 
ing 1967 reflected increasing geologic in- Statistics on mineral industry in Papua 
vestigations during 1967 and early 1968 and New Guinea during recent years 
by both the Government and foreign pri- _ follow: 

Fiscal year ending Mineral areas Number of Number of Value of mineral 
June 30 of year stated held (acres) mines workers ! output 

Papua___.-.__-_~_.-_--.---------- 976 18 345 $1 , 667 
New Guinea________..-_______--__- 11,260 330 3,606 1,493 , 603 

ns 929 26 544 1,370 
New Guinea____-________-__ ee 11,339 358 3,508 1,511,639 

00 ADU. ee eee eee eee 890 87 688 1,965 
New Guinea___..__._____-. - + _- 12,246 380 3,629 1,205,312 

1006 DUR ooo eee 881 86 557 1,978 
New Guinea___________.______.._.. 10,590 399 3,915 1,058,681 

196 T apUa_ ee NA NA NA NA 
New Guinea_____.__-___________-- 12,409 358 4,018 1,022,164 

NA Not available. 
1 Includes workers employed in petroleum exploration. 

3 The territories of Papua and New Guinea 1966. The current exchange rate of about A$1l 
adopted the Australian decimal currency (on equals US$1.12 has been used to convert all 
the basis of 1£ equals A$2) concurrently with values herein to U.S. dollars. 
its introduction in Australia on February 14,
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The Papua-New Guinea House of As- owners amounting to 5 percent. On Febru- 
sembly passed amendments of the Mining ary 7, 1967, the Australian Government 

| Ordinances of Papua and of New Guinea approved the mineral royalty payments to 
during June and November 1966. Amend- landholders in the territories, but stated 
ments in June provided encouragement for that this decision did not alter the general 
exploration, conditions for entry and pro- . principle that mineral resources belong to 
tection of native land, occupation and all the people, not just the landholders. 
damage compensation of land during pros- 
pecting or mining. In November, after PRODUCTION 
much agitation, an amendment was passed Mineral production of Papua and New 
to allow a direct royalty payment to land- Guinea for recent calendar years follows: 

Minerals 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

Gold._.--..-__--__-------_--___._.troy ounces_. 438,599 38,977 32,494 28,106 27,671 
Silver. .-_..-_-----.----- ee -d0__.. = 28, 696 23,206 19,664 18 ,052 17,176 
Platinum. ______-__..-----_--- 2 ee .---do_ 5 1 4 (1) _oo eee 
Manganese ore_.____-_..--....._.--metric tons__ 3 2 Leelee ee eee eee 

ee 
1 Less than 1 unit. 

TRADE fiscal years ending June 1965, 1966, and 

The trend in territorial trade during the 1967 was as follows in million U.S. dollars: 

Mineral trade Total trade- 

1965 1966 1967 1965 1966 1967 

Exports.......-...-_---.-----.------ 11.2 11.1 11.0 55. 55.8 59.6 
Imports____-_._-_._-..- 2. eee 10.7 12.5 14.1 96. 124.0 141.0 

Trade balance__.--...-.--.--.---. —9.5 —11.4 —13.1 —A1, —68.2 —81.4 

1 Excluding reexports. 

In fiscal year 1966-67, gold bullion ac- the mining venture. Cost of developing 
counted for more than 99 percent of the deposit to the production stage is esti- 
mineral exports. Imports of mineral com- mated at $112 million and feasibility stu- 
modities valued at $14.1 million were dies were being conducted by engineering 
composed principally of iron and steel pro- consultants. Completion and evaluation of 
ducts ($5.2 million), fuels ($5.1 million), these studies was scheduled for mid-1969, 
and nonmetallics ($2.2 million). when a decision will be made regarding . 

development of an open pit mine and 
COMMODITY REVIEW related facilities. If the project proves 

Metals. — Copper.—Conzinc Riotinto feasible, a plant will be constructed to 
(Australia) Exploration Pty. Ltd. (CRA) treat 10 million tons of crude ore annually 
has continued exploration of the low-grade which by 1971 will produce 81,000 tons 
“Porphyry” copper deposits in the Panguna of copper annually. Forty percent of the 
Flats area of Bougainville, and in mid-1966 copper would be marketed in Europe and 
Broken Hill Consolidated Ltd. took a one- the rest in Japan. Reportedly CRA has 
third interest in the project. Continuing also made substantial copper discoveries 
drilling programs raised the ore reserve in New Britain and was exploring in New 
estimate to 234 million metric tons av- Guinea. 
eraging 0.63 percent copper and 0.022 Gold.—All gold dredging ceased in 1965 
troy ounce of gold per ton. Bulk sampling in New Guinea. For the year ending June 
was supplementing drill core sampling and 30, 1967, 45 percent of gold production 
included a tunnel to be completed in was from alluvial workings panned by na- 
November 1968. The Bougainville Copper tives, mostly in the Morobe district, and 
Pty. Ltd. was formed in 1967 to operate 55 percent was from lode mining. Lode
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mining is done on a small scale at Wau, in the Gulf of Papua, Uramu No. 1 
Edie Creek, and Kainantu and silver was was drilled in Deception Bay and after 
produced in association with gold. its abandonment was followed by Uramu . 

On Misima Island, situated off the No. 1A nearby. In February 1968, Uramu 
easternmost tip: of Papua, Pacific Island No. 1A produced 22.4 million cubic. feet 
Mines Ltd. of Australia in association of gas from 1,880 meters and was com- 
with Cultus Explorations Ltd. of Canada pleted at 3,082 meters in March. Because 
have been financing further exploration of the infeasibility of piping this gas to 
of the Umana lode. Despite enthusiastic Australian centers, it may eventually be 
reports of gold and high-grade lead-zinc _ liquified and shipped to Japan or the 
ore. since 1965 and extensive underground United Kingdom. Phillips plans to drill 
work between 1966 and 1968, the lode Orokolo No. 1 south of the Vailala River 
had not been located in depth. in early and defer drilling in Deception Bay during 
1968 after an evaluation by consultants. the southeast monsoon which ends in Octo- 
(K. McMahon and Partners Pty. Ltd.) _ ber. 7 
exploration for gold was suspended tem- Petroleum.—No oil has been found so 
porarily and investigations were directed far in Papua and New Guinea. In the 
toward copper anomalies occurring out- central delta, Oil Search Ltd. has been 
side the limits of the Umana lode. The active, and Japan Petroleum Exploration 
Cultus Pacific N.L. company was formed Co. (JAPEX) was exploring with Austra- 
in April 1968 to pursue the search for lian Aquitaine in northwestern New Guinea. 
copper. Oo , British Petroleum, Oil Search, and Mobil 

| 7 were investigating locations in the Southern 
Mineral Fuels.—Gas.—Australasian Pe- Highlands. Continental Oil was searching 

_ troleum Co.’s gas resources in the Gulf New Britain and New Ireland. Nakoro 
district of Papua still remains unexploited Petroleum Corp. Ltd. was exploring in 
despite reserves which exceed a cautious the central delta area and United Geo- 

| minimum of 40 billion to an optimistic physical Corp. was working in the Gulf 
500 billion cubic feet. Australasian is jointly and Western districts. Esso Exploration 
owned by British Petroleum, Mobil, and had plans to drill its first well in August 
Oil Search Ltd. The first offshore well 1968 on Ini Island, 20 kilometers from 
in Papua and New Guinea was drilled Phillips’ Uramu No. 1A well. An applica- 

, in November 1967 by Phillips Australian tion to prospect 26,000 square kilometers 
Oil Co. This well, Borabi No. 1 was in the Fly River region of the Western 
65 kilometers from the mouth of the district was made by the California Asiatic 
Turama River, but was abandoned at Oil Co. and the Texaco Overseas Petro- 
a depth of 2,880 meters. A second well leum Co. in early 1968. 
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